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TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1969

1.S. SENATE,
CO3MMFE ONq FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:30 a.m. in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Talmadge, Byrd of Virginia, Williams of
Delaware, Curtis, Miller, Jordan of Idaho, and Hansen.

The CHAMMAN. The hearing will come to order.
Is the Honorable Joseph Tydings in the room at this time?
I understand that Senators Ted Stevens and Charles E. Goodell will

be here shortly as will Congressman Wright Patman.
Is Mr. Scott P. Crampton, chairman, American Bar Association,

here? Mr. Walker Winter? Mr. Harold Ketelhut? Mr. J. M. Ford?
Is Miss Edna Anish here? Mr. Max Lupkin? Mr. Francis DeLone?

Mr. Paul Seghers?

STATEMENT OF PAUL D. SEGEERS, PRESIDENT, INSTITUTE ON U.S.
TAXATION OF FOREIGN INCOME, INC., NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. SEoHns. First of all, Mr. Chairman, I would like to explain
that our statement is not in the printed record because of a fraud
on the part of the U.S. Post Office. They accept postage special
delivery airmail, and take 3 days to deliver here.

I understand I am not the only one defrauded in that manner. I am
ver disappointed it is not in there..

For the record by name is Paul D. Seghers. I am appearing today
as president of the Institute on U.S. Taxation of Foreign Income.

Thh, institute recommends only two changes in the tax reform bill.
We offer only two recommendations for changes in the bill because
there are only two in there that strike particularly in our field.

What we are principally concerned with is what is not in the bill.
During the past 7 years, the administration and others have fre-

quently publicized the vital need of increased exports and urged U.S.
manufacturers to export. During the same 7 years we have seen many
added U.S. tax burdens imposed on the export oi U.S. products, but
no tax incentives to encourage exports. What is needed is action, not
words.

This has been emphasized by many others. We think that it is time
to do something to help the commerce and industry of this United
States and not just talk about it and offer to spend money to help.

(5083)
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We do not need the Government to spend money. We just say, "Take
off the burdens."

There is no need to remind this committee of the importance of
U.S. exports and dividends from U.S. foreign sales subsidiaries as
the principal means of combating this country's alarming annual
international balance-of-payments deficits.

A business that is badly run shows deficits. What conclusion are
we to draw ? The figures on our deficits have been presented by more
than one of those who have appeared before you. Dr. Danielian has a
statement which I believe you will find enlightening on that.

Removal of some of the burdens on exports is essential to induce
U.S. manufacturers to enter the export field or to expand their activi-
ties in that field.

To repeat: What is needed is action, not words. Therefore, what will
be stressed first of all is the need to modify the proivsions of the In-
ternal Revenue Code so that no penalty will be imposed on income
earned abroad from the sale .of U.S. products. It is hard to believe
that anyone in this committee or in Congress could oppose removal of
a tax penalty on the export of U.S. products.

Please believe me, there is now or are now numerous penalties on
the export, U.S. tax penalties on the export of U.S. products. It is
not spelled that way in the Internal Revenue Code. It is put in there
with devilish cleverness, but that is the effect. It is spelled out pretty
clearly in section 954 (d) and (e), but you will not see a word about
exports.

We urge that you adopt the amendments proposed in our written
statement.

Some of the larger multinational corporations can escape the pen-
alties of those subsections by incorporating a separate selling subsid-
iary in each country where their goods are merchandised. However,
this involves difficulties and expenses which are out of the cjueQfion for
the smaller U.S. manufacturer. Prior to 1963 a U.S. manufacturer
could use a single foreign subsidiary to distribute its products in a.
number of foreign countries without being taxed on the income earned
abroad until it was brought home.

The members of this committee fully realize that U.S. manufacturers
do not wickedly accumulate their profits in numbered Swiss bank ac-
counts to escape U.S. tax. That is a ridiculous assumption back of a
very cleverly contrived scheme which does impose the U.S. tax penalty
on exports, and I defy anyone -to show me that it does not. They are
happy to bring home dividends from their foreign operations just as
quickly as is consistent with the sound business practice of using a
part of the profits to expand the capacity to earn.

The record shows that U.S. coporatdons have brought home to the
United States billions of dollars through export sales and dividend
income that would not have been earned had subpart F been enacted in
1950 instead of 1962. This is fact. The record shows it.

We urge you not to place the added burdens on exports which would
result from enactment of the provisions of sections 431 and 452 of
the reform bill in its present form.

We do not oppose those two measures in toto, but we say that they
should not impose a penalty on exports.
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Section 431 probably aims especially at but not limited to oil pro-
ducers would amend section 704 (a) in such a way as to penalize some
U.S. manufacturers using the "per country" method of computing the
limitation on the foreign tax credit. This is no question of giving any-
thing more, but of taking away less.

This penalty would apply only where the U.S. manufacturer has
sustained losses in a foreign country.

Here I would like to stress that since 1962 there has been the most
complicated and the most capricious system of taxation of foreign
source income that the world las ever seen. You always must qualify
every statement that is made by saying some are affected and some are
not, and there is no particular reason to penalize those that are affected,
no particular reason to exempt the others, but in making these tricky
complicated provisions, that is the result.

Under existing law, such a loss sustained in a foreign country is
never deductible twice. Neither can the U.S. manufacturer get credit.
more than once for the foreign tax it pays on income earned in that--
country. These are facts no one can deny. We ask that section 481 of•
the bill be amended so as not to impose any added penalty (by wvay.f. "
reduction of the foreign tax credit) on income earned abroad fiSm
the sale of U.S. products.

Section 452 of the bill would amend Internal Revenue Code section
312 in such a way that it probably would create substantial and appar-
ently unintended hardship and penalty by reducing the allowable
amount of the foreign tax credit. This has been amply explained in the
statement heretofore presented to your committee on behalf of the
Manufacturing Chemists Association. We recommend elimination or
revision of that provision so as to eliminate this unintentional penalty.

We will not say more in defense of the foreign tax credit against un-
justified attacks than again to quote the statement of former Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury Stanley Surrey-quoted on page 6 of our
written statement--that:

American investment would not proceed at all without the foreign tax credit
because then, as the chairman pointed out, two taxes would be imposed and the
overall burden of the taxes would be so great that international investment would
practically cease.

That is the answer to the outrageous proposal to eliminate com-
pletely the foreign tax credit.

The removal of a number of the penalties imposed on U.S. exports
since 1962 is urgently needed and your committee is urged to give
them careful consideration. The need to amend section 954 to elimi-
nate, the tax penalty on income earned abroad from the sale of U.S.
products has already been urged. The tricky method of computing
the 10 percent surcharge oil income earned abroad and taxed in the
United States likewise should be corrected.

This method of computation imposes a 40 percent higher surcharge
on the tax payable by a Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation than
on a U.S. corporation deriving no income from a foreign source.

A similar inequitable, discriminatory penalty is imposed by the
method of computing the surcharge in the case of other income earned
abroad and received in the United-States.

Another reform deserving of consideration is the need for change
in the only provision of the Internal Revenve Code which denies
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taxpayers the opportunity to appeal to the courts against any adverse
action by the Treasury. This is the sole provision in the Internal
Revenue Code whereunder the Commission is superior to the U.S.
Supreme Court.

No one can question the action of the Commissioner under section
267. This needs to be reformed or eliminated. It prevents many trans-
actions in the course of normal overseas business activities of U.S.
corporations.

For reasons that have been set forth fully in statements filed with
your committee and with the Ways and Means Committee, section 367
should be repealed-or at least amended-to allow the same rights
of appeal as are allowed under all other provisions of the Ihternal
Revenue Code.

That is all that is asked. We suggest that this committee give serious
consideration to the adoption of a "ton on value added"-TVA-
as a substitute for all or a substantial portion of the corporate income
tax.

We are suggesting that the committee give the study, because to
present it here even if I took an hour I could not deal adequately with
the whole subject, and yet it has great merit and deserves study.

Such a TVA could be used to raise more tax revenue than the present
corporate income tax. It could be used as a "border tax," to increase
exports and equalize the tax burden on imports. France and other
countries in Europe are successfully using this as a means of encourag-
ing exports and protecting domestic producers against unfair competi-
tion of foreign manufacturers. Germany likewise used this form of
tax for that purpose until it recently changed its policy to one of
discouraging exports-something which, unfortunately, is not needed
in this country.

Finally, this institute urges your committee to give more attention
to the problem of increasing exports and the inflow of foreign funds
and less consideration to Treasury efforts to squeeze additional pennies
of tax from U.S. manufacturers, and to remember that dollars of
export sales, dollars of dividends from foreign selling branches, are
worth more than pennies of additional tax which prevent the smaller
U.S. manufacturer from embarking on exports. I know, because I got
some of the smaller companies to start in the export field, and you
could not talk to them after the 1962 act was adopted.

They feel that despite all the hot air the Treasury definitely intends
to penalize exports, penalize overseas business, and talk does not mean
anything. We want to see some action. We hope that the Senators
who are not present will read the record of this statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, and we will print your entire statement in
the record too.

I am sorry the post office did not deliver it.
Thank you very much, sir.
(Paul . Seghers' prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF THE INSTITUTE ON U.S. TAXATION OF FOREION INCOME, INC.,

PRESENTED BY PAUL D. SEOIIERS

SUMMARY

Eliminate provisions of H.R. 13270 See. 431 which would penalize U.S. manu-
facturers using the "per country" method to compute the limitation on the amount
of the foreign tax credit. •
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Eliminate provisions of H.R. 13270 Sec. 452 which (unintentionally) would
reduce the amount of the foreign tax credit.

Amend I.R.C. Sees. 954 to eliminate the tax penalty on income earned abroad
from the sale of U.S. products.

Correct the method of computing the 10% surcharge so that it will not increase
the amount of U.S. tax payable on foreign income more than 10%.

Recognize foreign "added value" and similar "indirect" taxes as income taxes
for the purpose of the foreign tax credit.

Eliminate I.R.C. Sec. 867 or at least amend it to allow the same rights of
appeal as under all other provisions of the Internal Revenue Code.

Adopt a "Tax on Value Added" ("TVA") and use it as a "border tax" as does
France to encourage exports.

STATEMENT

It will be too late, after the prices if gasoline and fuel oil have gone way up,
to explain to automobile owners and home owners why they must pay for the tax
penalties imposed on oil producers. However, that Is for others to worry ftbout-
this INSTITUTE is concerned primarily with U.S. exports and overseas selling
activities. Hence, aside from the proposed penalties on those taxpayers, who, In
good faith, elected the "per country" method of computing the limitation on
the amount of the foreign tax credit, and one other, unintended, reduction in
the credit, we are concerned primarily about what is NOT in the "Reform" bill.

The noble purposes of this bill bring back memories of the "noble experiment"
of Prohibition-and also, in connection with its provisions which would affect
foreign source income, the Congressional and Administration exhortations to
U.S. manufacturers to export more goods, accompanied by seven years of added
tax penalties on the export of U.S. products. These are not empty words-this
is a statement of fact, supported by the record.

This statement does not merely protest against the injustice of a further penalty
on exports proposed in this "Reform" bill and the really unbearable penalty
being proposed by a member of this Committee and an "Old Guard" group in
the Treasury. What is even more strongly urged is the pressing need to remove
some of the U.S. tax penalties imposed during the past seven years on exports
and on the repatriation of foreign earnings.

It is obvious that any legislative act that would increase exports (by eliminat-
ing U.S. tax penalties or affording incentives), would improve our fast sinking
international trade balance and reduce our horrifying balance of payments deficit.

First-as to the proposal to penalize those taxpayers now using and compelled
by law to continue using the "per country" method of computing the limitation
on the foreign tax credit. This provision is aimed at the oil producers, but could
penalize some U.S. manufacturers exporting their products, while leaving others
untouched. The "Old Guard" proposes to cure this by devising a way also to
penalize those using the "overall" method of computing the limitation.

These are the facts regarding the present method of computing the "per
country" limitation where a U.S. corporation sells some of its products abroad
and pays foreign income taxes on the resulting profits:

1. If the U.S. manufacturer sustains an operating loss in any country, that
loss will enter into the computation of its net Income for that year. Such
loss will never be deductible twice.

2. If in a later year it earns a profit in the same country, it will be subject
to both U.S. tax and foreign tax on that profit.

3. In such case it will be allowed credit against its U.S. tax for all or a
portion of that foreign tax, subject to the limitation (that is, not more
than the U.S. tax payable on that income.) There can be no double credit
for the same foreign tax.

No amount of double talk can change these simple facts. Neither can any spe-
cious reasoning justify penalizing the use of the "per country" method of comput-
ing the limitation. Its only advantage to the U.S. taxpayer Is that in the year of
loss in one country, credit (subject to the limitation) may be taken for foreign
tax paid on income earned in another country and subjected to U.S. tax.
All income earned in the U.S. or abroad is subject to U.S. tax. Any allowable
operating losses are deductible once and only once. Any foreign income taxes
paid on the income earned in any country may be deducted only once and only
from the U.S. tax on that income.

The net effect is the same where credit is allowed for foreign income taxes
on income earned abroad by and received from a foreign subsidiary in the form
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of a dividend. The principal difference is that in such cases the U.S. taxpayer
obtains no benefit of a loss sustained by a foreign subsidiary as long as it
remains in existence. Obviously, In computing U.S. tax on dividends received
from such a subsidiary, there is no allowance for a loss of the subsidiary-such
loss merely operates to reduce the amount of accumulated earnings and profits
of the subsidiary available for distribution. The related foreign tax credit is
allowable only to the extent of foreign tax paid on the income distributed or the
U.S. tax computed on such income, whichever is the less.

Another proposed amendment (of I.R.C. Sec. 312) would require every corpo-
ration to use the straight line method of computing depreciation for the purpose
of computing Its earnings and profits, regardless of the fact that It may have
been allowed to use an accelerated method of computing its depreciation deduc-
tion and Its taxable income. This would create substantial and apparently
unintended hardship by reducing the allowable amount of the foreign tax credit.
as fully explained in the statement presented to this Committee on behalf of
the Manufacturing Chemists Association. This provision should be eliminated
or revised so as to eliminate this unintended penalty.

The unbearable proposal referred to above is to abolish the foreign tax
credit entirely. Even after taking Into consideration foreign income tax as
a deduction from income subject to U.S. tax, the aggregate foreign and domestic
tax on income earned abroad would, in many Instances, amount to more than
75%. This would, as a practical matter, make it impossible for U.S. manufac-
turers to sell their products abroad. This obviously would destroy nny hopes of
building bp U.S. exports and force U.S. manufacturers Into the, 1ition of "If
you want It, come and get it." This would reduce our exports to ai mere trickle,
as we no longer enjoy a superiority in the quality of our products or in the
efficiency of our manufacturing processes sufficient to enable U.S. manufactur-
ers to compete, under such a handicap, against Japanese. German, Italian anid
other manufacturers that aggressively sell in foreln countries and are given
Incentives rather than burdened by penalties for exporting.

The significance of the foreign tax credit was recognized by former Secre-
tary of the Treasury, Stanley S. Surrey, in his testimony at hearings before
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee with respect to the proposed United
States-Brazil income tax treaty, where he stated:

"American investment would not proceed at all without the foreign tax credit
because then, as the Chairman pointed out, two taxes would be Imposed and
the overall burden of two taxes would be so great that international investment
would practically cease."

The United States has recognized that foreign investment is a necessity
and that the granting of a credit for foreign taxes is a prerequisite in preventing
the taxation of foreign source Income at confiscatory rates.

EXISTING U.S. TAX-BURDENS ON EXPORTS

Following is a brief list of present U.S. tax burdens on the export of U.S.
products and their sale abroad:

1. I.R.C. See. 964(d), which specifically penalizes the sale abroad of U.S.
products. This sub-section and I.R.C Sec 954(e) should be amended so as not
to apply to income resulting from the sale of US. products abroad.

2. The "gross-up" provisions which, in many cases, reduce the benefit of the
foreign tax credit (Sees. 902, 960 and 78).

3. The tricky methods of computing the 10% surcharge tax which Impose a
surcharge of 14% on Western Hemisphere Trade Corporations (Sec. 51-d) and.
In many cases, much more than 10% surcharge on other foreign source Income.
(Sec. 51-b)

4. The provisions which could tax some foreign corporations dfreelly on certain
Income from sales of U.S. products abroad. (See. 804(c) (4) (B))

5. Denial of credit for foreign taxes paid on the income of subsidiaries below
the second tier when received as a dividend.

SUOOESTED EXPORT INCENTIVES

In addition to removing these burdens, discussed further below, we suggest
adoption of the following positive incentives for U.S. exports and the sale of
U.S. products abroad:

1. Recognize foreign "value added" and similar "Indirect" taxes as Income
taxes for the purpose of the foreign tax credit.



2. Allow "tax sparing" credit for foreign Income taxes waived ("forgiven")
by a foreign government as an incentive for foreign investment. (Failure to do
so means that the U.S. Treasury grabs the tax waived by the foreign govern-
meat-as expressed by one foreign government official, "foreign aid in reverse.")

3. Eliminate, or at least amend I.R.C. Sec. 307 to allow taxpayers the same
rights of appeal as in the case of adjustments proposed under all other provisions
of the Internal Revenue Code.

4. Restore the 7% investment credit to enable U.S. manufacturers to meet the
competition, at home and abroad, of products made In Japan, Germany, Italy
and other countries.

5. The "Conglomerate" provisions should be limited to acquisitions by domestic
(U.S.) corporations.

Because of the limitations on the scope of these Hearings, the foregoing
recommendations will not be discussed further in this statement. However, we
believe that every one of these recommendations are desirable and for the benefit
of our domestic economy, but the mood for reform has taken such a trend that
it seems fruitless to urge these desirable reforms at this time. (See this INSTI-
TUTE's statement presented at 'March 14, 1969 House Ways & Means Committee
Tax Reform hearings, Part 7, p. 2559, at 2565.)

AMEND I.R.C. SEC. 054 TO REMOVE ITS BURDENS ON U.S. EXPORTS

I.R.C. Sees. 954(d) and (e) penalize a V.S. manufacturer by taxing it on
imaginary dividends measured by the income of a foreign subsidiary it uses
to distribute and sell its products abroad, if that subsidiary sells such products
to buyers in any country other than the country in which it was Incorporated.
Prior to 1963 there was no such burden on the export of U.S. manufactured
products, and this encouraged many smaller U.S. manufacturers to begin to
export their products.

To remove the penalties thus Imposed on the export and sale abroad of U.S.
products, Sec. 954 should be amended by adding the following subsections:

"(g) Foreign base company income shall not include income earned outside
the United States from the sale of personal property produced in the United
States for use, consumption or disposition outside the United States or from
services rendered outside the United States in connection with such sale of such
property.

"(h) Foreign base company Income shall not Include dividends or other Income
of the kind described in subsection (c) received by one controlled foreign corpo-
ration from another foreign corporation or from the disposition of stock or
securities of such a foreign corporation to the extent that the amount of income
received is out of or attributable to earnings and profits of such other foreign
corporation derived from its receipt or accrual of income from the sale outside
the United States of property produced in the United States."

This proposed amendment of See. 954 would Increase exports by encouraging
U.S. manufacturers once again to export their products by using foreign selling
subsidiaries. This would again permit using the profits earned abroad to build up
their selling facilities abroad and the sales of their products abroad, free of
U.S. tax on the Income earned abroad by such subsidiaries until, but only
until, brought home to the United States.

Proposed I.R.C. Sec. 954(g) would exclude from taxable income only Income
earned outside the United States by a foreign subsidiary from Its activities
abroad in selling U.S. products to foreign customers. It would only Vo8tponc U.S.
taxation of such income until received by a U.S. taxpayer.

Proposed I.R.C. See. 954(Jh) is complex but Is essential to correct the complex
provisions of Subpart F which now Impose U.S. tax on income earned and retained
abroad by a foreign corporation, before receipt of such Income by any U.S.
taxpayer.

In its present form, I.R.C. Sec. 054(b) (1) excludes from the penalty classifi-
cation of "foreign base company Income" certain dividends and Income, but only
to an extent so limited as to afford no relief from the tax penalty under I.R.C.
Sec. 954 in the case of most dividends and other Income received by (and
retained) by one controlled foreign corporation from another controlled foreign
corporation.

Well established multinational corporations escape from the penalties Imposed
by I.R.C. Sec. 954 by electing the benefits of the "minimum distribution" pro-
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visions of I.R.O. Sec. 963. However, the latter provision Is of no value to the
smaller manufacturer that, In the absence of I.R.C. Sees. 954(d) and (e), might
commence to market its products abroad through the use of a foreign selling
subsidiary.

Another approach to the whole problem of removal of tax penalties and
the allowance of desirable tax Incentives for the export of U.S. products would
be to adopt a "tax on value added" ("TVA") such as Is used in Viance andwas
used In Germany until quite recently to encourage exports. Such a TVA (at, say,
15%) could be used as a substitute for a large portion of the tax now being
levied on corporations. This tax would be rebated on exports of U.S. products
and be Imposed on the import of products. France has Insisted that such a "border
tax" is not contrary to the letter or spirit of OA'TTP. Hence, such a tax should be
free of attack on the ground that has frequently been raised against other pro-
posals, to allow some form of deduction or tax credit for income from the export
of U.S. products.

CONCLUSIONS

Remove U.S. tax penaltieo on ex'ports
1. Eliminate provisions 'of Sec. 431 of H.R. 13270 which would penalize U.S.

manufacturers that have elected In good faith to use the "per country" method
of computing the limitation on the amount of allowable foreign tax credit. The
present method of computation does not result in any double deduction or any
double credit for foreign tax.

2I Eliminate or correct the provisions of Sec. 452 of H.R. 18270 which would
have the effect of reducing the amount of the allowable foreign tax credit. This
provision is intended to prevent abuse of the "double declining balance" method
of computing the allowable depreciation deduction. Whatever the merits of this
proposed "reform" provision, It should not have the undoubtedly unintended
effect of reducing the foreign tax credit because of an adjustment which would
increase the amount of "earnings and profits" over- the amount which would
result If computed In the same manner as the depreciation deduction.

8. Amend 1.R... See. 954(d) and (e) to eliminate the penalty on income earned
abroad from the sale abroad of U.S. products. It Is generally stated, and the
Treasury has not denied, that very little tax Is being collected under "Subpart
F", of which these subsections are a part. On the other hand, It Is asserted,
without the possibility of contradiction, that provisions of Subpart F prevent
many smaller U.S. manufacturers from entering the export field.

4. The tricky methods of computing the 10% surcharge tax should be elimi-
nated so that the amount of the surtax would not be more than 10% of the
amount of U.S. tax which the taxpayer would have paid on the same Income in
the absence of the surtax. As stated by the Chairman of this Committee:

"If It Is a 10-percent surcharge, It ought to be a 10-percent surcharge.
If you are paying 14-percent, I think you have a right to complain."
(Senato Fnance Committee, July 0, 1969, Hearings on H.R. 12200--Pro-
posed Extension of the Surcharge and Repeal of the Investment Tax
Credit.)

5. Eliminate the "gross-upl" provisions enacted In 1962 which. In many cases,
reduce the benefit of the foreign tax credit. (.1.1.0. Se"s. 902, 960 and 78)

SUGGESTED EXPORT INCENTIVES

In addition to removing the above-mentional U.S. tax burdens on exports, we
suggest the following positive incentives for U.S. exports and the sale of U.S.
products abroad:

1. Recognize foreign "added value" and similar "Indirect" taxes as Income
taxes for the purpose of the foreign tax credit.

2. Allow credit for foreign taxes paid on the Income of subsidiaries below
the second tier when received as a dividend by a U.S. taxpayer having an Interest
of 10% or more In such subsidiary.

&. Allow "tax sparing" credit for foreign Income taxes waived ("forgiven") by
a foreign government as an Incentive for foreign Investment.

4., Eliminate or at least amend I.R.C. Sec. 3867 to allow taxpayers the same
rights of appeal as under all other provisions of the Internal Revenue Code.

5. Restore the 7% Investment credit to enable U.S. manufacturers to meet
foreign competition.
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0. Limit application of the "Conglomerate" provisions to acquisitions by
domestic (U.S.) corporations--or, In the alternative, for some or all of the above
provisions-

7. Adopt a substantial TVA to replace In whole or In part the corporate
income tax and use such TVA as a "border tax" to afford an incentive to exports
of U.S. manufactured products and equalize the tax burden on imports of
foreign products.

FINAL WORD

The most desirable move to promote the export of U.S. products would be to
amend I.R.C. Sees. 054(d) and (e), as set forth above.

The CHAIRMAN. We had called witnesses in the order they were to
be here. I see the Honorable Joseph Tydings has arrived while the
previous witness was testifying. I will call Senator Tydings.

Senator, I hope you were successful in reporting out the name of
your distinguished constituent to the Maritime Administration yester-
day. I left my proxy with you and I hope you got the job done.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH D. TYDINOS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF MARYLAND

Senator TYDINos. We got "aye" votes from all present, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, I would ask that you insert my statement in the
record in its entirety. I cover about seven points.

Let me just briefly go over them with you, because I know how
pressed the committee is.

First of all, let me congratulate you and the whole committee on
the very thorough way in which you are handling this frightfully
difficult matter. I think that the Senate is certainly living up to its
responsibilit

Let me ask you to turn if I might to page 10 of my statement.
The tax reform bill as it passed by the House posssses an imbalance

that will produce a long-term revenue loss approximately of $2.4
billion it year. I think that. is an unfortunate situation. Restoring fiscal
balance to the t4x reform bill will require the raising of additional
revenue by closing some of the loopholes in our tax system that have
remained disturbed, or else the removal of some of the provisions
which the House inserted.

Approximately $20 billion in capital gains annually escapes taxa-
tion, because the present law permits a tax-free stepup on the basis
of death. To begin with, this costs the Treasury $2.5 to $3 billion a
year in potential revenue, and that is more than enough to offset the
revenue loss built into the House-passed version of the tax bill.

Economists have long opposed the tax-free stepup in basis on the
grounds it inhibits capital mobility and distorts the allocation of
resources in this country. This is because people are holding on to
appreciated property that they would ordinarily sell in anticipation
of being able to avoid paying taxes on the capital gains if the property
is held until death.

Finally the loophole has constituted a serious inequity in our tax
system, because it greatly favors those who have large amounts of
accumulated wealth to pass on to the next generation. Thus for
reasons of economy and equity, I urge the committee to amend H.R.
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18270 to include a provision that would pass on the original basis of
appreciated properties to those who inherit them.

In this way, when I sell the Seagrams stock which I inherited from
my grandfather's estate I would be paying a capit, 0 gains tax based onthe original basis of the cost of that stock or the IBM stock or any of
the other stock I inherited as of the date that he acquired it. That
way no capital gains would escape taxation and I think you would
be able to balance your bill.

Now I might ask you gentlemen to turn back to pap 1. In Maryland
we have a unique system of investment which enables homebu'ilders
to build houses or home buyers to purchase houses more economically.
This is known as the "ground rent system." The person who owns the
around or the builder does not sell the ground at the time the person
uys house. He sells the house to the individual. The ground is

kept at its cost by the builder. The person who purchases the house
pays an annual ground rent. He can purchase it under Maryland
law at any time he wishes capitalized at 6 percent, but it means basi-
cally that a young couple can buy a $20,000 house at perhaps $2,000
less than it right otherwise cost them.

This is a Iong-term situation in Maryland. Ground rents are invest-
ments which often have been held by banks, pension funds for many
years.

The House by inadvertence left out ground rents as one of the
enumerated type of investments which mutual savings banks may
include in their investment portfolio. It is my understanding that the
Ways and Means Committee realizes that this was an unintentional
oversight, and that they would welcome an amendment to correct
the omission. I would be grateful for your consideration on that.

In page 4 through 6, gentlemen, I talk about the farm losses pro-
vision which the House included, with specific reference to parimutuel
racing and the breeding of horses for racing. This is an extremelyimportant industry in Maryland as it is in many other States.

I would urge you that three provisions of the farm loss section of
the House bill be deleted. These are the provisions which relate to
the gain from disposition of property used in farming where farm
losses offset nonfarm income, depreciation recapture, and hobby
losses with respect to the racing and breeding of horses. I will offer
an amendment for your consideration, but let me just briefly
summarize it.

Parimutuel racing, which is held in 30 States, produced $426 mil-
lion of State revenue in 1968. The revenue that the States will derive
from this source in 1969 is roughly $500 million. In Maryland alone
the State tax revenue is $14 million.

Treasury claims it is losing in revenue under the present farm losses
provisions covering horses for racing and breeding is roughly $100
million, only a quarter of what the States realize from parimutuel rae-ing. I woul1. hope you would give strong consideration, gentlemen, to
deleting these provisions. For each year racehorses in the Nation coin-
pete for purses amounting to only one-half of the operating costs for
maintaining them; thus it is very difficult for all of the stables to oper-
ate at profit. And to take $4 away from the States in tax revenue
to give $1 to the Federal Government does not make a great deal of
sensetome.
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The question of the tax treatment of private foundations to the tax
treatment in the House bill of private foundations. I am a strong
believer that in a democratic capitalistic system you must encourage
private giving. I think if the Government seeks to undertake the solu-
tion of all societal problems in this country, we are going to have to
spend a great deal more money than we have ever contemplated before.

There is evidence that some private foundations have abused the
tax exemption privileges. Such breaches of public trust simply cannot
be condoned.

However, Mr. Chairman, I think it is incumbent upon your com-
mittee to take care not to undermine the spirit of voluntary giving
in the United States in our efforts to insure that both the spirit and
the letter of the law governing such giving are properly observed.
I would like briefly to call to the committee's attention three such
overkill provisions of the section on the tax treatment of private
foundations.

First of all, gentlemen, there is the proposed levy of a 11/2 percent
tax upon a private foundation's investment income. There is no way
you can avoid that tax taking away from those who would be the
Object of a foundation's giving.

Furthermore, once the Federal Government institutes a tax on
foundations, then State and local communities are going to institute
a tax on foundations, and the entire system of private foundations is
going to be threatened.

I do not favor the administration's 2 percent proposal. What I do
favor in this respect would be a registration fee, which would cover
the actual cost of the administrative machinery needed to insure the
private foundations are not. abusing their privileges; a user fee rather
than a tax.

Secondly, regarding the distribution of income by private founda-
tions, I would respectfully request that you consider lowering the
amount from 5 percent to a more reasonable rate of 2 percent. I do
not think that there is any responsible investment trust today which
is not willing to lower the caliber of its assets that can pay out 5 per-
cent a year. I think 2 percent is a reasonable amount.

Next, there is the question of stock ownership limitations on private
foundations. In principle the objective of the proposal to limit to 20
percent the combined ownership of a corporation's stock which may be
held by a foundation is commendable. The use of foundations to main-
tain control of businesses can result in a diversion of a foundation's
managers from the charitable duties they ought to be following to
the affairs of the business.

However, in actual practice, Mr. Chairman, the 20 percent limit
presents some real practical problems. Despite the divestiture pro-
visions of the House proosalO, the proposed limit is likely to result
in the eventual sale of divested ai;sets at, considerably less than the real
value. This is particularly true if the assets consist of securities of a
closely-held company to meet. the 20 percent limit, because then it
really remains the sale of the company, if a fair price for the stock
is to be obtained.

I am sure that this is not an outcome which the House envisioned
or desired when it enacted the 2 percent limit.
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Therefore, I would urge the committee to consider dropping this
limit from the tax reform bill at least as it applies to existing
foundations.

There is no justification for provision that would work a hardship
almost exclusively on family-held businesses.

There is the matter of the charitable contributions of appreciated
property. While I agree that people should not be able to come out net
ahead by contributing to charity, I cannot support the change in the
taxing of contributions of appreciated property contained in H.R.
13270; for as it is presently written, the proposal discriminates against
small private special-purpose foundations in favor of big, well-known
foundations.

A donor could continue to deduct the fair market value of contrib-
uted property where the donee was a large public charity or a large
operating foundation, but not where it was a small private foundation.
Thus you could deduct the fair market value of an appreciated security
if you gave it to the PTA, for example, but not if the recipient were
the Brookings Institute here in Washington.

I think the result of the discrimination would be to shift donations
away from private foundations, many of which serve a very important
roe in the community in which they reside, and towards those
foundations not covered by the proposal.

Finally, gentlemen, I would like to address myself to the tax treat-
ment of State and municipal bonds.

I am sure you have much testimony on this. There is great concern
with all of the, local officials in my 'State, from the Governor right
through the county commissioner of the smallest county in Maryland,
that as a result of the proposal which passed the House, there is a
great deal of uncertainty in the bond market. It is widely held that
the adoption of the House provision might jeopardize the entire
security market which relates to municipal and State bonds.

In July the State of Maryland postponed the issuance of $60 million
in bonds. If States like Maryland are to meet their responsibilities,
the bond market has got to be strengthened in every way. I realize that,
the House did not intend to jeopardize the ability of the States and
localities to raise funds, but nevertheless that would be a result of
the passage of the House proposal.

Even the possibility of change has thrown the bond market in this
country into a state of chaos and confusion, and I think there is
almost unanimous agreement among State and local officials across
the country that the adoption of this particular provision would cast
a psychological shadow over the entire bond market.

I think the risks inherent in any change in the status of State and
municipal bonds outweigh the possible benefits. If we are to truly
revitalize our Federal system and provide State and local govern-
ments with access to the resources they require to be responsive to
the needs of their citizens, the Congress must preserve the present
stability and the present status of State and municipal bonds, and I
strongly urge the committee to adopt such a position in the legislation
it reports to the Senate.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for your courtesy. There is much more
detail in my statement than I presented to you, but I tried to make it
as brief as possible.
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The CA1R^fAN. Thank you very much, Senator. I am impressed
to see that you did not agree with everything in the bill just because
the House proposed it.

Senator CuRTIs. I want to commend the distinguished Senator on
his statement on foundations and as I understand his position on the
interest on State and local bonds.

I have one question. In your proposal to tax appreciated property
at death, that is whether it is sold or not?

Senator TYDiNos. No, I am sorry, I did not make that clear. My
purpose there would merely be to carry over the original basis through
the estate. I think it would work perhaps an undue hardship on the
widow of the estate to require her to pay a tax at the date of death
or through the estate. My proposal would merely carry the original
basis through the estate out to the beneficiaries of the estate, andwhen the beneficiary decided to sell the security, he would have to pay
a capital gains tax based on the original cost of the property, and not
the stepped-up basis as of the date of death.

Senator CuiRIs. And you refer to all kinds of property and all
sizes of estates?

Senator TYDINoS. Yes, all types of property in real estate, in stocks,
bonds, anything which appreciates.

Senator WILLABS. When you refer to carryover of the old base
would you add to that old base the amount of the estate tax that had
been paid each time?

Senator TYDINos. That is a possibility which had not occurred to
me, and that might be something which the committee would want
to consider. You see the Treasury estimates that there is roughly about
$2.5 billion a year of taxes which are not paid because of the
stepped-up basis of property as of the date of death; and that con-
stitutes a major loophole.

As I see it, it would not work a great hardship 6n a widow or a
family, provided you did not make them pay it as of the date of death.
If they just kept the security and perhaps at some later time wanted
to sell it, then they would pay the capital gains tax on the original
basis.

I think it might well be that you could work out some formula* for
the estate tax and put it on there. You would still have a major sum
of mony that would inure to the Treasury ... ...

Senator WIAMS. You would still achieve the same objective
which you are seeking?

Senator TYDiNGs. That is correct.
Senator Cwrrs. It has been my observation that over the years

there have been a few people in the Treasury who regarded all of the
taxpayers' money that did not flow into the Treasury as loopholes, so
I would not take their estimates too seriously.

Senator TyDiNUs. You are in a better position to determine that
than I am, Senator.

The CHAIMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator TYDiNos. I have a chart on parimutuel and taxes paid to

the States which I will ask be incorporated in the record.
(The tables referred to by Senator Tydings, and the Senator's pre-

pared statement follow:)
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STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPu D. TYDINOS, A U.S. SENATOR, FROM THE STATE OF
MARYLAND

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. Permit me to open on a con-

gratulatory note. The thoroughness and care with which the Committee has

conducted these hearings offer eloquent public testimony of Congress' concern

that the many inequities in our tax laws be eliminated. I am confident these

proceedings will result in comprehensive reform legislation this year of the kind

the people have rightly demanded.
The bill before the Committee is quite extensive in its coverage, and by the

time these hearings are completed, expert testimony will have been presented

on virtually every provision of the proposed legislation. Therefore, I shall limit

my remarks to several aspects of the bill that have proven of particular im-

portance to the people of Maryland.

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS, SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATIONS, ETC.

In order to qualify for the full bad debt deduction under the legislation enacted

by the House, a mutual savings bank must have 72 percent of its assets Invested

in certain qualifying categories specified in the bill. For the most part, these

specified asset categories consist of residential mortgage loans and other invest-

ments acquired by banks for liquidity purposes.
The bill enumerates a wide variety of loans that would qualify as residential

mortgages. Included are home loans, church loans, mobile home loans and

school loans, just to mention a few. However, ground rents are not specifically

Included, though they have been treated as mortgage loans in all previous Fed-

eral income tax legislation.
The ground rent, which permits an Individual to rent the land on which he -,

owns a home, is an Institution peculiar to Maryland. The mutual savings banks

of Maryland have substantial investments in these ground rents. Therefore, the

omission of ground rents from the definition of residential mortgage loans would

make it extremely difficult for the majority of Maryland mutual savings banks

to qualify for the full bad debt deduction in H.R. 13270.
The staff of the Ways & Means Committee has Informed me that the failure

to specifically include ground rents In Section 442 of the House bill was an unin-
tentional oversight, and that they would welcome an amendment to correct this

omission.
I would urge the Committee to include ground rents specifically in the Senate

version of the Tax Reform Act of 1009 to insure that Maryland mutual savings
banks are not unfairly discriminated against in this matter of bad debt deductions.

FARM LOSSES

Pari-mutuel racing and the breeding of horses for racing are important in-

dustries in Maryland which produce desperately needed revenue for the support
of State services. Three provisions of the Farm Losses section of the House bill-
the Gain From Disposition of Property Used In Farming Where Farm Losses
Offset Nonfarm Income, Depreciation Recapture, and Hobby Losses-pose serious
threats to the survival of these industries.

There are a number of reasons why the raising and breeding of horses ought
to be protected by exclusion from these new Farm Loss provisions In the House
bill. However, the most compelling relates to the aggregate revenue effects of the
proposed changes.

Pari.mutuel racing provides the states with a form of voluntary taxation
which yielded them $426 million In 1968 and which will yield approximately $500
million in 19(M (see attached Exhibit A). Maryland alone received $14 million in
1968. Since the Farm Losses proposals in the House bill will ultimately destroy
pari-mutuel racing in this country because the vast majority of breeders and
owners of race horses will be forced out of business, this sorely needed revenue
will be lost

This will simply be a case of the government cutting off its nose to spite its
face. Very little of the $200 to $400 million In potential tax revenue the Treasury
estimates it loses each year as a result of present provisions in the Farm Losses
tax laws is attributable to horses. At the same time, including horses for breeding
and racing In the proposed legislation will mean the loss of $500 million in tax
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revenues to the states. This $500 million is not deductible against federal Income
taxes. If lost, this revenue will have to be replaced by other taxes-applicable to
the public at large and deductible for federal Income tax purposes. Such a
tradeoff makes no sense. The real losers will be the American taxpayers.

Furthermore, the Federal governirant probably realizes net tax benefits from
pari-mutuel racing at the present time under existing Farm Losses tax law.
Substantial Federal taxes are currently paid by tracks, their stockholders, em-
ployees and concessionaires; by the employees of breeding farms and racing
stables; by owners on the ordinary income produced by the sale of yearlings by
breeding farms; and by owners on capital gains on the sale of racing and breed-
ing stock and on the sale of breeding farms.

In short, including horses for breeding and racing under the new Farm Losses
provisions will have the effect of closing an imaginary loophole through which
virtually no revenue escapes, at a cost of half-a-billion dollars to our State gov-
ernments. This is neither good pubic finance nor good government.

To understand why the Farm Losses provisions in the House bill will kill
pari-mutuel racing, It Is essential to keep in mind the fact that horse breeding
and racing are terribly hazardous businesses. An estimated 9 out of 10 race-horse
owners lose money.

Each year the race horses of the nation compete for purses amounting to only
one-half of the operating expenses of maintaining them (i.e., exclusive of depre-
ciation). Lameness, sickness and accidents incapacitate or degenerate a majority
of race horses. And they are Insurable only for mortality. If a horse is Incapaci-
tated In any way or simply cannot run fast, it is of absolutely no worth to !,
owner.

Changing the hobby law to require "reasonable expectation of making pr- 9f,'
means that the test is no longer the owner's purpose or motive, but his obje -O.
prospect of making money. On such a basis, the prognosis can readily be sho -
to be very dim. This will force owners out. Virtually all horse racing losses will
likely prove nondeductible.

The Depreciation Recapture proposal will also work to force owners out of
business.- For only by the occasional sale of a valuable, fully depreciated horse
can an owner replenish his stable without recourse to his savings. In addition,
depletion Is a more appropriate principle to apply to race horses than recapture
of depreciation. A race horse is a wasting natural asset. It cannot be restored
by depreciation funds.

Finally, the proposed restriction of deductibility of horse-racing expenses
against non-farm Income will likewise force most owners out of business. Because
of the hazards of horse racing referred to above, very few owners can depend on
it for a living. If they must absorb horse losses, they will be forced to do so at the
expense of the outside Income with which they support themselves and their
families.

Without the market provided by racing stables, all breeding farms will even-
tually be closed down and the net result will be the end of pari-mutuel racing.

The argument for excluding horses for racing and breeding from the proposed
changes in the Farm Losses provisions is overwhelming. Therefore, I have Intro-
duced an amendment to H.R. 13270 which would exempt horses from, the. bill, a
copy of which Is attached. I strongly urge the committee to give careful consid-
eration to this amendment In Its deliberation. For I am convinced It Is consistent
not only with the well-being of the horse Industry in this county, but with the
best interests of the taxpayers as a whole.

TAX TREATMENT OF PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

I am certain none of us would disagree over the Importance of private giving
to a democratic, capitaliltic society. Government in the solution of societal prob-
lems in this country by means of laws supporting the establishment and operation
of foundations.

At the same time, there is evidence that some private foundations have abused
the tax exemption privileges extended to them. Such breaches of the public trust

imply cannot be condoned. However, we must take care not to undermine the
spirit of voluntary giving In our efforts to insure that both the spirit and the
letter of laws governing such giving are properly observed.

I would like to briefly take up with the committee three such "overkill" provi.
sons of the section on the tax treatment of private foundations.



The ley of a general 71%% tax upon a private foundation's net Investment
income would constitute a contradiction of our traditional commitment to
encourage private giving and a dangerous precedent. Furthermore, the tax would
fall on those who were intended to receive foundation benefits, not on the foun-
dations themselves.

An approach more consistent with our time-tested policy of encouraging "vol-
untary charity" would be that of a user charge or a registration fee to provide
enough money to finance the administrative machining to ensure that private
foundations are not abusing their privileges. Personally, I would favor an
annual foundation registration fee which wold vary with tile amount of a
foundation's assets and income flow-through rather than the 2 percent tax
proposed by the administration. I an very much opposed to the creation of a tax
of any sort on the Investment income of private foundations.
2) Distribution of Income by Private Foundations.

I fully concur with the requirement that private foundations distribute all
their income currently. However, the additional provision that a private founda-
tion must 1listribute the greater of all Income or iS percent of Investment assets
is unreasonable and, in the long run, harmful.

The 5 percent minimum distribution requirement will cause the managers of
private foundations to Invest in "high yleld fixed Income" securities of the type
that are subjet to subhtnutial depreciation In value during a sustained period
of Inflation. Thus, while the required yield or the market value of foundation
assets will be achieved, such fixed Income, in real terms, will be eroded by iprfa-
tion over the years. Not only will the purchasing power of thw;e "fixed" dollarg
be reduced, but upon maturity or sale of the securitleg by foundations, losses
In the value of such assets are bound to occur. Therefore, the recipients of foun-
dation distributions will, In the long run, receive less funds to meet their growing
needs.

To avoid this situation, I would urge the committee to consider replacing the
5 percent provision with the requirement' that a private foundation distribute
all Income currently but not less than 2 pelrent of investment assets. For a
2 percent figure is more in line with prevailing economic conditions.

3) Stock Ownership Limitations on Private Foundations
In prlnclple, the objective of the proposal to limit to 20 percent the combined

ownership of a corporation's stock which may be held by a foundation Is
commendable. The use of foundations to maintain control of businesses can
result in the diversion of the foundation's managers from their charitable duties
and to the affairs of the business. However, in practice, the 20 percent limit
presents serious problems.

Despite the liberal disvesture provisions, the proposed limit is likely to result
in the eventual sale of divested assets at considerably less than their true value.
This Is particularly true if the assets consist of securities of a closely-held
company to meet the 20 percent limit really means the sale of the company If
a fair price for the stock is to be obtained. I am sure this Is not an outcome the
House envisioned or desired when it enacted the 20 percent limit.

Therefore, I would urge the committee to consider dropping this limit from
the tax reform bill at least as it applies to existing foundations. There is no
Justification for a provision that would work a hardship almost exclusively on
closely-held family businesses.

OJAITAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF APPRtOJATED PROPERTY

While I agree that people should not be able to come out net ahead by con-
tributing to charity, I canot support the change In the taxing of contributions
of appreciated property contained in H.R. 18270. For as it is presently written,
this proposal discriminates against small private special purpose foundations.

A donor could continue to deduct the fair market value of contributed property
where the donee was a public charity or large operating foundation, but "ot
where it was a small private foundation. You could deduct fair market value
of a contribution to the local PA, for example, but not If the recipient were
the Brookings Institute.

The result of this discrimination would be to shift donations away from
private foundations and towards those foundations not covered by the proposal.
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rhis Is tantamount to putting the government on record as stating that largo
public foundations are somehow better thain small private foundations. There is
no precedent nor any basis In fact for drawing such a conclusion.

In my opinion and that of a vast number of experts in the field of philanthropy,
this Is a crippling proposal that must be struck from the bill. Nothing leas than
the survival of nainy of our great private charitable institutions Is at stake.

TAX TREATMENT OF STATE AND MUNICIPAL BONDS

As the members of the committee well know, State and local governments
have come under enormous pressure to provide more and better services and
facilities. InI 19M, total State and loctil bonds outstanding amounted to less
than $50 billion. 11owever, today, as a result of rapidly increasing capital re-
quirenments, that total has reached $140 billion.

III July, the State of Maryland postponed the issuance of 460 million In bonds
to finance needed facilities because of unfavorable conditions In thO State and
municipal bond market. If States like Maryland are to meet their burgeoning
responsibilities, ways must be foid to strengthen the bond market. However,
it appears that the proposals in II.R. 13270 regarding the tax treatment of
municipal and state bonds will have just the opposite effect; the bond market
will be critically weakened.

Even the possibility of change has thrown the bond market into this county
Into a state of chaos and confusion Htate, county and local officials in Mary-
land have informed me with virtual Unanimity that', the prospect of a revision
of the present tax laws regarding Stati and municipal bonds has cast a psycho-
logical shadow over the(entire bond nfiirket Which Is frightening off prospective
buyers in droVes. They are conlnedd that enactment pf the proposed changes In
I., 13270 will cause the sltuatloA *to deteriorate even further.

Clearly, the risks Inherent in an change In the status of State and municipal
bonds outweil the possible beneflts.%,If we are to' truly revitalize our federal
system and provide *State and local govern meotd' with access to the resources
they require to, W responsive to the needs of their citizens, the 'Congress must
preserve the 1r) ent status of State and municipal bpnds. I, strongly urge the
Committee to ad6ijt such a position In tbe legslatlonit reports to the senate.

PASSING ON TnL ORIOWIAL CAPITAL oA INS BASIS AT DEATH'

The Tax Reform Biof 1009 as passed by the House possesses an"inbalance"
that will produce a long-term revenue loss of approximately ;24 bIlllon a year.
This means less money in cning years to support needed public services such
as education, health, pollution abatement and housing, toname a few.

Restoring fiscal balance to the Tax Reform Bill will require the raising of
additional revenue through the closing of some of the loopholes In our tax system
that have remained undisturbed.

As you know, more than $20 billion In capital gains annually escape taxation
because the present law permits a tax-free step-up In basis at death. To begin
with, this costs the Treasury $2.--3 billion a year inI potential revenue, more
than enough to offset the long-term revenue loss built Into the House-passed
version of the reform bill.

Economists have long opposed the tax-free step-up In basis on the grounds
that it Inhibits capital mobility and distorts the allocation of resources In this
country. This Is because people are holding on to appreciated property they
would ordinarily sell In anticipation of being able to avoid paying taxes on
the capital gains if the property Is held until death.

Finally, this loophole has constituted a serious Inequity In our tax system
because It greatly favors those who have large amounts of accumulated wealth
to pass on to the next generation. Thus, for reasons of economics and equity,
I urge the committee to amend 11R. 18270 to include a provision that would
pass on the original basis of appreciated properties to those who Inherit them.
In'this way, when an heir sells the appreciated property, he would pay capital
gains taxes on appreciation realized while he held the property as well as on
the appreciation realized while the individual he inherited It from held It.
And no capital gains would escape taxation.

Language to accomplish this is contained In Section 201 of S. 2211, a tax bill
I Introduced earlier this year.
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The CHAMMAN. The next witness will be the Honorable Charles E.
Goodell, Senator of the State of New York. I would like to say this
for the benefit of all members as well as the audience. We hope to hear
15 additional witnesses in this morning's session. In order to do that
we will have to ask the Senators to ask no more questions than ab-
solutely necessary.

Thaik you very much.

STATEMENT OF HON. ORARLES E. GOODELL, A U.S. SENATOR PROM
THE STATE OP NEW YORK

Senator GooDELL Mr. Chairman and members of the committee Iappreciate this opportunity to present my views. If I may, I will offer
a full statement for the record to be included in the record and I shall
be very brief in summation.

First of all, I oppose the blanket tax rate reductions in the House bill
because of their inflationary effects. I think whatever tax bill Congress
passes should match revenue raising measures and tax cuts, so that it
comes out equal.

I oppose the repeal of the 7-percent tax credit. I think this is a
mistake to keep turning this on and off. I believe that the long-range
impact of this, the main impact will come somewhere between 6 months
and 2 years, and at that time we may well be wishing we had more
incentives to industry tocreate jobs, to modernize our plants, to com-
pete with foreign imports and a variety of other things.

I oppose the changes in the treatment of capital gains in the House
bill. I do not believe there has been sufficient study of their impact on
the investment market.

I oppose the changes in the tax exemption for municipal bonds that
are proposed in the House bill. It is very clear that if the House pro-
visions were adopted, it would seriously interfere with the ability of
States and localities to finance needed capital improvements. As a
matter of fact, there already is a very serious crisis in the municipal
bond market because of the House-passed provisions.

I oppose the 7Ya-percent tax on f~undhtion income. I think it is an
unwarranted departure from the principle that non-profit institutions
organized for charitable purposes should be free from taxation. I
think it would restrict significantly the ability of our foundations to
perform the great contribution that they have been making in our
society.

There is also a provision in the bill prohibiting foundations formu-
lating positions on social issues. This much too sweeping, and prevents
the foundation from really contributing to the solution of this Nation's
social ills.

I recommend that be dropped.
I think we could have more effective enforcement of existing law

prohibiting foundations from substantially carrying on lobbying
activities and that should be adequate protection for the public and
the foundations.

There are also excessive penalties, tax penalties on foundations and
foundation managers.

I oppose the new definition of private foundations as excessively
broad. The House bill's definition combined with the qualifying distri-
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button requirement will bar many organizations from receiving essen-
tial foundation support.

I do believe that foundations should be required to exercise reason-
able responsibility over the use of their grants by recipients, but the
provisions in the House bill are too severe. I also think it is important
that the requirement for a concrete result from grants to individuals be
revised. It implies a requirement of Government approval of founda-
tion programs, and encourages the undesirable public or perish syn-
drome in the academic community.

I oppose the limits upon production of gifts of appreciated property
to colleges, universities, hospitals, museums and schools.

I have two proposals that I urge upon the committee. I would like
to have attached to my testimony the provisions of the bill which would
implement these two provisions.

Senator GOODELL. Number one, a new approach to tax credits for
medical expenses, permitting a taxpayer to take a 25-percent credit
for medical expenses, with a maximum limit of $500 to $800, depending
on the number of dependents in the taxpayer's family, and a reduction
in the amount of the credit in the higher tax brackets.

The taxpayer would be permitted the option of taking the medical
deduction if this turned out to be more favorable to him than the
credit. But the advantage of the credit is that it would particularly
help those taxpayers who now cannot benefit from the medical
deduction.

The medical deduction is not available to those who elect the standard
deduction. It is not available for taxpayers whose medical expenses
are below 3 percent of their adjusted gross income. And the value of
the deduction goes down as the taxpayer's income goes down. So the
credit has none of these defects and would provide real benefits to
low-income taxpayers for their medical problems.

The estimated cost of this credit is $5 billion per year.
The credit for expenses of higher education is my second proposal.
This I have made for many years and a number of others have. I

propose a credit for a portion of expenses incurred for undergraduate
and postgraduate education, with a maximum amount of $325 per
student. It would go into effect in 1972.

If the student himself took the credit he would have a 10-year period
in which he could carry forward the credit. The estimated cost of this
provision is $2 billion per year. By eliminating the general tax increase
ip the House bill, my recommended provisions would come out with
revenue increases and revenue decreased relatively matched.

(The bill of Senator Goodell, for inclusion in the record follows:)

[S. -]

A BILL To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of Amerio in (Jongrees assembled. That this Act may be cited as the
"Tax Relief Act of 19')."

Sw. 2. Subpart A of part IV of subchapter A of chapter 1 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to credits, allowable) Is amended by renumbering
section 40 as 42, and by inserting after section 39 the following new sections
40 and 41:
"83C. 41. MEDICAL EXPENSES.

"(a) OG 3mL RuLe-There shall be allowed to an individual, as a credit
against the tax imposed by this chapter for the taxable year, 25 percent of the
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amount of expenses paid by him during such taxable year for medical care of
the taxpayer, his spouse and dependents (as defined in section 152) and not com-
pensated for by insurance or otherwise.

"(b) LUmTA'roNs.-
"(1) DOLLAR LIMIT.-The credit under subsection (a) shall not exceed

$500 for any taxable year. Such $500 limit shall, however, be increased (to
an amount not above $800) by $100 for each dependent of the taxpayer
other than his spouse during such year.

"(2) SCHEDULE OF MAXIMUM CREDITABLE CHARGES: REGULATIONS.-The
Secretary or his delegate shall prescribe regulations setting forth a sched-
ule of maximum charges eligible for credit under subsection (a) in such
defined categories of expenses for medical care as may be necessary to
assure credit only of reasonable expenses pursuant to this section. The sec-
retary or his delegate shall also prescribe such additional regulations as
may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this section.

"(3) REDUCTION OF CREDIT.-The credit under subsection (a) as limited
by paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subsection shall be reduced by an amount
equal to 1 percent of the amount by which the adjusted gross income of the
taxpayer for the taxable year exceeds $25,000.

"(c) DENrrIoN .- For purposes of this section-
"(1) The term "expenses" for "medical care" means amounts paid-

"(A) for the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of
disease, or for the purpose of affecting any.structure or function of the
body,

"(B) for transportation primarily for and essential to medical care
referred to in subparagraph (A), or

"(0) for insurance (including amounts paid as premiums under part
B of title XVIII of the Social .Security Act, relating to supplementary
medical insurance for the aged) covering medical care referred to in
subparagraphs (A) and (B).

"(2) In the case of an insurance contract under which amounts are pay-
able for other than medical care referred to in subparagraphs (A) and (B)
of paragraph (1)-

"(A) no amount shall be treated as paid for insurance to which para-
graph (1) (0) applies unless the charge for such insurance is either
separately stated in the contract, or furnished to the policyholder by
the insurance company in a separate statement,

"(B) the amount taken into account as the amount paid for such
insurance shall not exceed such charge, and

"(0) no amount shall be treated as paid for such Jnsurance if the
amount specified in the contract (or furnished to the policyholder by
the insurance company in a separate statement) as the charge for
such insurance is unreasonably large in relation to the total charges
under the contract.

"(3) Subject to the limitations of paragraph (2), premiums paid during
the taxable year by a taxpayer before he attains the age of 65 for insurance
covering medical care (within the meaning of subparagraphs (A) and (B)
of paragraph (1)) for the taxpayer, his spouse, or a dependent after the
taxpayer attains the age of 65 shall be treated as expenses paid during the
taxable year for insurance which constitutes medical care If premiums for
such insurance are payable (on a level payment basis) under the contract
for a period of 10 years or more or until the year In which the taxpayer
attains the age of 65 (but in no case for a period of less than 5 years).

"(4) The determination of whether an individual is married at any time
during the taxable year shall be made in accordance with the provisions
of section 0013(d) (relating to determination of status as husband and wife).

"(d) SPECIAL RUrzES.-
"(1) TREATMENT OF EXPENSES PAID AFTER DEAT.--For purposes of sub-

section (a), expenses for the medical care of the taxpayer which are paid
out of his estate during the 1-year period beginning with" the day after the
date of his death shnli be treated ns paid by the taxrpyer at the time in-
curred. The preceding sentence shall not apply If the amount paid is allow-
able under section 2053 as a deduction in computing the taxable estate of
the decedent, but this paragraph shall not apply if (within the time and in
the manner and form prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate) there
is filed-
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"(A) a statement that such amount has not been allowed as a dedue-
tion under section 2053, and

"(B) a waiver of the right to have such amount allowed at any time
as a deduction under section 2053.

"(2) APPLICATION WITIh OTHER CREDITS.-Tho credit allowed by subsec-
tion (a) to the taxpayer shall not exceed the amount of the tax Imposed
on the taxpayer for the taxable year by this chapter, reduced by the sum of
the credits allowable under this subpart (other than under this section and
sections 37. 89 and 41).

"() DISALLOWANCE OF EXPENSES AS DED UOTiO.-No deduction shall be al-
lowed under section 213 (relating to medical, dental, etc., expenses) or section
214 (relating to expenses for care of certain dependents) for any expense of
medical care which (after the application of subsection (b)) is taken into
account In determining the amount of any credit allowed under subsection (a).
The preceding sentence shall not apply to expenses of medical care paid by any
taxpayer who, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate,
elects not to apply the provisions of this section with respect to mch expenses
for the taxable year.
"SEC. 41. EXPENSE OF HIGHER EDUCATION.

"(a) GENERAL RULE.-There shall be allowed to an individual, as a credit
against the tax Imposed by this chapter for the taxable year, an amount, deter-
mined under subsection (b), of the expenses of higher education paid by him
during the taxable year to one or more institutions of hliher education in pro.
hiding an education above the twelfth grade for any family member.

"(b) LIMITATIONS.-
"(1) AMOUNT PER FAMILY MEMBER.-Thp credit under subwection (a) for

expenses of higher education of any family member paid during the taxable
year shall be an amount equal to the so m of-

"(A) 75 percent of so much of such expenses as does not exceed $200.
"(B) 25 percent of so , h of such expenses as exceeds $200 but

does not exceed $500, and
"(C) 10 percent of so much of such expenses as exceeds $500 but

does not exceed $1,500.
"(2) REDUCTION OF CREDIT.-The credit under subsection (a) for expenses

of higher education of any family member paid during the taxable year, as
determined under paragraph (1) of this subsection shall be reduced by an
amount equal to 1 percent of the amount by which the adjusted gross Income
of the taxpayer for the taxable year exceeds $25,000.

"(M) Dm NITIONS.-For purples of this section-
"(1) EXPENSES OF IiIonER EDUCATIox.-The term 'expenses of higher

education' means--
"(A) tuition and fees required for the enrollment or attendance of a

student at a level above the twelfth grade at an Institution of higher
education, and

"(B) fees, books, supplies, and equipment required for courses of
instruction above the twelfth grade at an institution of higher
education.

Such term does not include any amount paid, directly or indirectly, for
meals, lodging, or similar personal, living, or family expenses. In the event
an amount paid for tuition or fees includes an amount for meals" lodging,
or similar expenses which Is not separately stated, the portion of such
amount which Is attributable to meals, lodging, or similar expenses shall be
determined under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of his delegate.

"(2) INSTITUTE OF UIOIIER EDUCATIO.-The term 'institution of higher
education' means-

"(A) an educational Institution (as defined In section 151(e) (4))-
"(i) which regularly offers education at a level above the twelfth

grade; and
"(11) contributions to or for the use of which constitute charl-

table contributions within the meaning of section 170(c) ; or
"(B) a business or trade school, or technical Institution or other

technical or vocational school in any State, which (I) Is legally author.
lIed to provide, and provides within that State, a program of post-
secondary vocational or technical education designed to fit individuals
for useful employment in recognized occupations; and (11) Is accredited
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by a nationally recognized accrediting agency or association listed by
the United States Commissioner of Education; and (it) has been In
existence for two years or has been specially accredited by the Com-
missioner as an institution meeting the other requirements of this
subparagraph.

"(3) STATE.-The term 'State' includes, in addition to the several States
of the Union, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the District of Columbia,
Guam, American Samoa, the Virgin Islands, and the Trust Territory of the
Pacific Islands.

"(4) FAMILY MEMBE.-The term 'family member' means the taxpayer,
his spouse or any of his dependents (as defined in se-tion 152).

"(d) SPECIAL RULES.-
"(1) ADJUSTMENT FOR CERTAIN SCIOLARSHIIIPS AND VETERANS' BENEFITS.-

The amounts otherwise taken Into account under subsection (a) as ex-
penses of higher education of any individual during any period shall be
reduced (before the application of subsection (b)) by any amounts received
by such individual during such period as-

"(A) a scholarship or fellowship grant (within the meaning of
section 117(a) (1)) which under section 117 is not includible in gross
income, and

"(B) educational assistance allowance under chapter 34 or 35 of
title 88 of the United States Code.

"(2) NONCREDIT AND RECREATIONAL, ETC., CoURSES.-Amounts paid for
expenses of higher education of any individual shall be taken Into account
under subsection (a)-

"(A) in the case of an individual who is a candidate for a baccalau-
reate or higher degree, only to the extent such expenses are attributable
to courses of instruction for which credit is allowed toward a baccalau-
reate or higher degree, and

"(B) in the case of an individual who is not a candidate for a
baccalaureate or higher degree, only to the extent such expenses are
attributable to courses of instruction necessary to fulfill requirements
for the attainment of a predetermined and identified education, profes-
sional, or vocational objective.

"(3) APPLICATION WITH OTHER cREnTs.-The credit allowed by subsection
(a) to the taxpayer shall not exceed the amount of the tax imposed on the
taxpayer for the taxable year by this chapter reduced by the sum of the
credits allowable under this subpart (other than under this section and
sections 37 and 39).

"(e) DISALLOWANCE OF EXPENSES AS DEDucTroN.--No deduction shall be
allowed under section 102 (relating to trade or business expenses) for any ex-
pense of higher education which (after the application of subsection (b)) is
taken into account In determining the amount of any credit allowed under sub-
section (a). The preceding sentence shall not apply to the expenses of higher
education of any taxpayer who, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary
or his delegate, elects not to apply the provisions of this section with respect to
sdch expenses for the taxable year.

"(f) CARMYOVER o0r EXCESS CuIT.-Any amount by which the credit other-
wise allowable under this section for the expenses of higher education of the
taxpayer paid during the taxable year exceeds the tax which would be imposed
on the taxpayer for such taxable year by this chapter in the absence of this
section reduced by the amount of credit allowed for expenses of higher education
of any other family member paid during such taxable year shall be allowed as a
credit for expenses of higher education of the taxpayer deemed to be paid during
the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, or tenth suc.
ceeding taxable years, in that order and to the extent such expenses were not
deemed paid in a prior taxable year, in the amount by which the tax which would
be imposed on the taxpayer for such succeeding taxable year by this chapter in
the absence of this section reduced by the amount of credit allowed for expenses
of higher education of any other family member paid during such succeeding tax-
able year exceeds the amount of credit allowable under this section for the
expenses of higher education of the taxpayer paid during such succeeding taxable
year plus the amount of credit allowable under this section for such expenses paid
during any taxable year earlier than the current taxable year but deemed to
have been paid during such succeeding taxable year, subject, however, to all
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limitations imposed by this section on the amount of credit allowable for such
succeeding taxable year.

"(g) REoULATIoNs.-The Secretary or bin delegate shall prescribe such regu.
lations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this section."

8w. 3. The table of sections for subpart A of part IV of subchapter A of
chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is amended by striking out the
last item and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"See. 40. Medical Ezpenses.
"Sec. 41. Expenses of Higher Education.
"See. 42. Overpayments of Tax."

Sma. 4. The amendments made by section 2 and 3 of this act shall apply to
taxable years beginning after December 81, 1971.

Senator WILiAMS. What increased taxes do you recommend as
revenue producing in this bill 1

Senator GooDELT. I would eliminate the blanket tax rate reduction
in the House bill entirely.

Senator WmLIAMS. Those are the only two features of the bill that
you approve?

Senator GOODELL. Oh, no.
Senator WILLIAMS. As revenue-producing?
Senator GOODELL. It sounds like a great opposition statement. I went

down to point out the features of the-House bill that I disapprove. The
ones that I do not mention I generally approve.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator GOODELL. Thank you, sir.
(Senator Charles E. Goodell's prepared statement follows:)

f6TATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E. GOODELL, A U.S. SENATOR FROM TnE STATE

OF NEW YORK

Summary

BLANKET RATE REDUOTION

Opposes the blanket tax rate reductions because of their inflationary effects.
Supports the Administration proposals on low-income allowance, on the standard
deduction and on rates for single taxpayers.

Proposes selective tax relief in lieu of blanket rate reductions.

CREDIT FOR MEDICAL EXPENSES

Proposes a 25% credit for medical expenses. This credit would be subject to a
maximum annual limitation of $5 to $8 (depending on the number of the
taxpayer's dependents) and subject to gradual reduction in the higher brackets.
Taxpayers would be permitted the option of taking the existing medical deduc-
tion in lieu of the credit. The credit would take effect in 1972.

The existing medical deduction is of limited significance to low. and middle-
income taxpayers because (1) it is not available for taxpayers who elect the
standard deduction, (2) it is not available for taxpayers whose medical expenses
are below 8% of their adjusted gross income, and (3) the value of the deduction
goes down as the taxpayer's income goes down. The proposed credit has none of
these defects, would provide real benefits to low-income taxpayers, and would
encourage taxpayers to undertake the preventive medicine of regular medical
check-ups and early professional consultation.

The estimated cost of the credit is $3 billion per year.

OEDIT YOU EXPENSES Or HIGHER EDUCATION

Proposes - credit for a portion of expenses Incurred for undergraduate and
post-graduate education. The costs of expenses such as tuition, books and sup-
plies would be covered, subject to a maximum annual limitation of $325 per stu-
dent and a gradual reduction of the available credit in higher tax brackets, For
students working their way through college, the credit could be carried forward
over a 10-year period. The credit would take effect In 172.
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The credit will constitute a major impetus to (1) improving our educational
system at both public and private institutions, and (2) broadening the oppor-
tuhitles available to the public for higher educational training.

The estimated cost of the credit is $2 billion per year.

INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

Questions the wisdom of repealing the 7% investment tax credit.

CAPITAL GAINS TAX

Opposes the changes in the treatment of capital gains proposed in the House
bill, because Insufficient study has been given to the effect of these changes upon
I awestment and long-term national growth.

MUNICIPAL BONDS

Opposes the changes in the tax exemption for municipal bonds proposed in
the House bill, because they would interfere with the ability of states and
municipalities to finance capital construction..

TAXATION OF FOUNDATIONS

Opposes 7%% tax on foundation Income because it is an unwarranted de-
paree from established principles; is discriminatory; would adversely Puect
the" educational, scientific, medical, cultural and social activities of foundations;
and would create a dangerous precedent. Sees no advantages In this tax either
as a revenue raising device or as a measure to reform abuses.

Recommends substituting an annual filing fee to cover the costs of increased
auditing and supervision by the IRS. This fee should be charged either as an
amount proportional to the assets of each foundation or a specified percentage-
with an upper limit clearly set--of income.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

Regards provision in bill prohibiting foundations from formulating of issues
as too sweeping, ambiguous, and self-defeating.

Recommends this provision be dropped.
Maintains that more effective enforcement of existing law-which prohibits

foundations from substantially carrying on lobbying activities-should be ade-
quate protection for the public and the foundations.

EXCESSIVE SANOUiONS

SOpposes. house bill's tax penalties on foundations and foundation managers.
Considers these proposals excessive and a threat to support for innovative pro-
grams. Recommends proposed penalties be scaled down to reasonable levels,
and recommends a period for correction of violations before penalty is Imposed.

D FI MNIONs OF FOUNDATIONS AND RESTRIOTIONS ON GRANTS MADE ELIGIBLE
AS "QUAymYNG bIzSTRIBuTIONS"

Opposes new definition of private foundation as excessively broad. Notes that
the House bill's definition, combined with the qualifying distributions require-
inentj will bAr many organizations from receiving essential foundation support.
Recomniends that definition be redrafted to reflect the public's tkaditlonal view of
fou dations aS funded non-profit, private, grant-making organizations.

FOUNDATIONS' RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE EXPENDITURES 00 GRANT ES

Recommends that foundations be required to exercise "reasonable" responsi-
bility over the use of their grants by recipients.

GRANTS TO INDIVIDUALS

.,,Maintains that requirement for a concrete result fon grants to individuals
.Azplies., government approval and encourages undesirable "publish or perish"
syndrome.,
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DONATIONS OF APPRECIATED PROPERTY

Opposes limits upon deduction of gifts of appreciated property to colleges,
universities, hospitals, churches and schools.

STATEMENT

Last month, the House of Representatives passed a tax reform measure of
comprehensive scope. That fact alone has provoked widespread Interest In Con-
gress and throughout the nation. Comprehensive tax reform Is so long overdue
that we are all grateful for a measure which does, in fact, address Itself to
correction of many of the inequities in our tax laws--inequities that over the
years have transformed the democratic Ideal of our graduated system of income
taxation into a haven for special privilege.

Like a child who has taken his first few steps, we're a little awed by our own
courage but delighted to discover that we do have, after all, the ability to go
where we want to go. In our enthusiasm, however, let us not lose sight of
where it is we want to go.

REVENUE-PRODUCING REFOHMS

The House bill does represent a first step-some see it as a somewhat shaky
and uncertain step--toward elimination of special tax privileges which do not
serve the national interest. The Treasury estimated that this loop-hole plugging
function of the bill will eventually bring In $4 billion per year in additional
revenue collections. A feature of the bill designed primarily to fight Inflation-
repeal of the investment credit-is expected to bring in an additional $3.3 billion
per year.

These revenue-producing provisions make possible for the first time in many
years a responsible and creative reexamination of the ways in which the tax-
payer's burden may be lightened-not just to serve the individual's narrow
interest in decreasing his own taxes but to serve the national interest.

BLANKET RATE REDUCTION

I do not think the across-the-board reduction in tax rates included in the
House bill are in the national interest.

The tax reform and anti-inflationary provisions in the House bill will in the
long-term raise an additional $8.1 billion per year. The blanket rate reductions
and other relief measures in the bill would cost $10.5 billion per year. This
leaves a net loss of $2.4 billion per year.

This loss-unless it is offset by reductions In Federal spending-will simply
add to inflationary pressures. The inflationary effect will be particularly strong
because blanket rate reductions directly feed consumer spending.

If we really are concerned with fighting inflation-as I think we have to
be-we simply cannot afford the fiscal luxury of this sort of wholesale rate
reductln.

It is surely apparent that the last general reduction in tax rates which took
effect in 1964 and 1965 has contributed materially to our present overheated
economy. It may be appropriate in the future to consider another general reduc-
tion of the magnitude proposed in the House bill. This is not the time, however.
Let us first give our unpleasant fiscal and monetary medicine a chance to bring
the present bout of inflation under control before risking renewed infection.

It is, moreover, difficult enough to solve the pressing social problems facing
the country in the present stringent. budgetary situation. Passing a tax bill in
which tax cuts exceed revenue-raising measures will only aggravate the situation.

For these reasons, and for other reasons detailed in the testimony of Secre-
tary Kennedy before the Senate Finance Committee, I prefer the Administration
proposals on the low Income allowance, on the standard deduction and on the
rates for single taxpayers to the analogous provisions of the House bill. I also
prefer the Administration's proposal to eliminate the gasoline tax deduction.

I would, however, go further-and oppose the blanket rate reductions con-
tained in the House bill.

SELECTIVE TAX BELIEF

It makes much more sense, in lieu of blanket rate reductions, to adopt a ra-
tional choice among our high-priority goals which may most effectively be served

I
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by tax relief. Let me suggest two national assets which are fundamental to the
quality of American life and which may be served effectively by carefully
directed tax-relief innovations: the health of the body and the development of the
mind.

I propose the use of income tax credits to lighten the burden of the lower- and
middle-income citizens who incur expenses for medical care or for higher edu-
cation. These tax relief provisions will inevitably extend the scope and improve
the quality of modern techniques devoted to health care and higher education.

A recent Harris survey has shown that 33% of American families consider
medical and educational costs as the major financial problems they are facing.
The tax relief measures I am proposing will help reduce the impact of these
costs on family budgets.

These two tax relief proposals-the credit for medical expenses and the credit
for higher education expenses--are set forth in a bill which I am introducing
today and which I would like to submit to this Committee with my statement.
I respectfully suggest the Chairman consider the substance of this bill as an
amendment to the Tax Reform Act this Committee is now considering.

CREDIT FOR MEDICAL EXnEWSES

I propose a 25% credit against income tax for all reasonable, uninsured medi-
cal expenses-including hospitalization, professional fees, medicine, and related
Insurance premiums. This credit would be subject to a maximum annual limitation
of from $500 to $800 (depending on the number of the taxpayer's dependents)
and subject to gradual reduction in higher tax brackets.

Under existing law, a deduction is available for that portion of general medical
expenses which exceed 3% of the taxpayer's adjusted gross income. And only
that portion of the cost of medicine which exceeds 1% of adjusted gross income
may be taken into account for purposes of calculating the deduction.

EFFECT OF STANDARD DEDUCTION

These existing provisions are of limited significance. One reason for this is
that no relief is available to the broad category of taxpayers who elect the stand-
ard deduction. And more often than not it is these taxpayers who are most in need
of relief. The enlargement of the standard deduction proposed in the House bill
serves to underline this objection.

Under these provisions I propose, relief would be available by way of direct
credit against the tax due, whether or not the taxpayer uses the standard
deduction.

NEED FOR RELIEF

In the cases when the existing deduction does become available, another defect
is apparent: the amount of tax relief increases with the taxpayer's bracket. A
medical expense deduction is worth roughly twice as much to the taxpayer in the
50% bracket as it is to the taxpayer in the 25% bracket.

The tax credit provisions I am proposing would provide direct tax relief (up
to the $500 to $800 limit), rather than a percentage relief based on the tax
bracket. It thus provides real benefits to low- and middle-income taxpayers.

Furthermore, the credit would be decreased on a percentage scale as the tax-
payer's income rises over $25,000. No credit at all would be available for the
very wealthy-those taxpayers with incomes over $65,000.

OPTIONAL MEDICAL EXPENSE DEDUCTION

Because the credit is llmted to a maximum of $500 to $800, taxpayers with
unusually high medical expenses should continue to have the option to utilize the
existing medical expense deduction. Accordingly, my proposal will retain this
option.

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

An undesirable feature of the present law is, in my opinion, its reinforcement
of the economic barrier to periodic medical check-ups and to early professional
consultation when the first symptoms of illness appear. The barrier is reinforced
because the initial medical expenses in any year up to the threshold of 8%
of adjusted gross income are not deductible. If the taxpayer's annual income is
$10,000, that threshold is $300.
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It is my hope that the full credit I propose for these initial expenses will en.
courage periodic physical examinations and early professional consultation. The
key to good health lies in recognizing and overcoming the incipient threat of
disease before it develops. The cost to us of failing to encourage the practice of
preventive medicine, in terms both of human and monetary loss, is beyond meas-
ure. The tax credit I propose will fulfill this essential function.

LIMITATION TO REASONABLE EXPENSES

There must, of course, be safeguards to assure that the medical expenses in.
curred and sought to be credited are reasonable. The Secretary of the Treasury
should be given authority to establish and adjust by regulation a schedule of
maximum creditable charges for such items as hospitalization expenditures and
consultation fees.

CREDIT FOR EXPENSES OF HIGHER EDUCATION

I propose a credit against income tax for a portion of expenses incurred for
undergraduate and post-graduate education. The costs of expenses such as tuition,
books and supplies would be covered, subject to a maximum annual limitation
of $325 per student and a gradual reduction of the available credit in higher
tax brackets.

Like the credit for medical expenses, the credit for expenses of higher educa.
tion would be available whether or not the taxpayer uses the standard deduction.
And reduction of the credit in higher brackets would assure that lower- and
middle-income taxpayers receive the primary benefits.

SLIDING SALE

The amount of the credit would be reduced on a sliding scale as the expense In-
creases. This would equalize benefits betwen low-tuition and high-tuition Insti-
tutions. Proportionately greater tax relief would be available for payment of
low tuitions.

The sliding scale would operate in the following way. Of the first $200 In
expenses for any one student, 75% would be creditable; of the next $300, 25%
would be creditable; of the next $1,000, 10% would be creditable. Expenses for
any one student in excess of $1,600 would be ineligible for credit in any year,
and the maximum annual credit would be limited to $325.

PREVIOUS PROPOSALS

A sliding-scale credit for expenses of higher education is not a new idea.
I sponsored legislation providing for such a credit while serving in the House
of Representatives. In 1967 the Senate approved legislation similar to that
which I now propose, but tho credit, vigorously opposed by the Johnson admin-
Istration, was eliminated in conference.

In two respects, however, my proposal differs front the measure approved
by the Senate In 1967.

LIMITATION ON BENEFICIARIES

Under my proposal, relief would be limited to expenses for education of the
taxpayer himself, of his spouse or of his dependents. The 1967 measure would
have provided multiple credits for the education of anyone whose expenses
the taxpayer chose to pay.

THE STUDENT PAYING HIS OWN WAY

One shortcoming of the 1907 measure was the likelihood that little, or no
assistance would become available to the student working his way through
college. For at-the time his expenses were incurred, his income would normally be
so loW that little or no tax would be payable against which his credit may
be taken. This likelihood would be increased by provisions of the present House
bill which enlarge the standard deduction and low-income allowances. .

I propose, therefore, that to the extent any credit for the taxpayer's own
educational expenses may not currently) be used due to low tax liability, it
be carried forward for use in any of the next ten years. This is appropriate
since the training and skills acquired in the educational process contribute
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materially to the production of income In later years, and I believe this to be
true not Just of specialized vocational training but of general curricula at
both under-graduate and graduate levels.

IMPROVINO AND BROADENINO EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

The general arguments for and against a tax credit for educational expenses
are well known and have been developed at length In recent years.

What most impresses me Is the impetus such a measure will inevitably give
to (1) Improving our educational system at both public and private institutions
and (2) broadening the opportunities available to the public for higher educa-
tional training.

The legislation I propose will encourage the widest possible attendance at
colleges and universities and help spread the benefits of higher educational
training throughout our population.

In some ways, carefully directed use of tax relief is the most effective form
of government assistance to higher education. It does not require the creation
of cumbersome and costly bureaucratic machinery. And it avoids controversy
over government determinations as to the Institutional beneficiaries of federal
support.

There can be no charge that, by government flat, church-sponsored institutions
are being favored, that secular institutions are being favored, that public Institu-
tions are being favored, or that private Institutions are being favored. Insti-
tutions will benefit from the indirect support of the proposed tax credit solely
to the extent they attract students. And the attraction for students will increase"
as educational opportunities improve.

FISCAL EFFECT OF TAX CREDIT PROPOSALs

The Treasury estimates that the annual cost of the credit for medical ex-
penses I have proposed would be about $3 billion; and that the annual cost
of the credit for educational expenses would be less than $2 billion, I would
propose that both credits become effective for the 1972 fiscal year.

The total annual cost of both tax relief measures would be approximately
equal to the annual increase in revenue expected to result by 179 from the
reform and anti-inflationary provisions of the House bill (other than the reform
provisions which I oppose for reasons set forth elsewhere in this statement.

The enactment of these two tax credits would not have the same inflationary
effects as the across-the-board cuts in the House bill. This is because their
Inclusion in the House bill-in lieu of the across-the-board reductions-would
create a situation where the revenue-reducing measures In the bill would not
exceed the revenue-producing measures In it by a large amount. In addition,
these tax credits would not directly feed consumer spending to the same extent
as blanket rate cuts.

TIE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

I have serious reservations about the advisability of repealing the investment
tax credit.

Vigorous fiscal measures are clearly needed to combat the inflation that
now threatens our economy. We must accept the fact that these measures,
to be effective, cannot be painless.

We must be equally aware, however, of the risks of putting all the fiscal
and monetary brakes on at once. The anti-inflationary measures we are invok-
ing now may take a substantial.period of time before they are fully felt-and
then may "grab" all at once.

This problem of a long "lead" titwe is particularly serious in the case of the
investment tax credit. The credit does not primarily affect consumer spending
now; it affects capital expenditures 0 months to 2 years from now. Removing
the credit now may "take hold" at a future time when we are no longer so
much "concerned with inflation aswlth recession,

The experience of a few years ago-when Congress repealed the credit only
to restore it-suggests the Inadvisability of trying to turn the credit on and
off to offset swings In the economy. Congress repealed the credit to halt the
inflation-only to find that this action took affect in the economy when inflation
was ,no longer the problem, and then hurried to restore It. I opposed repeal
at that time.
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I think It is essential to have a pemanent tax incentive for long-run economic
growth. The investment tax credit serves this function.

I am aware, however, that repeal of the credit has broad support in both
Houses of Congress and the Administration, and thus is almost certain to
pass. Accordingly, in the calculations upon which my other proposals are based,
I assume the credit would be repealed.

TAXATION OF OAPrrAL GAINS

The Tax Reform Act proposes sweeping changes in the treatment of capital
gains-including an increase in the rates and extension of the holding period
necessary to qualify for long-term gains status.

In my opinion, inadequate study has been given to these changes.
These are some of the hard questions which will have to be fully explored

in deciding whether to alter the existing system of capital gains taxation:
How will elimination of the 25% alternative tax on gains and application of

a "minimum tax" to gains affect the availability of high-risk capital to finance
new ideas, new technology, new businesses, new industries?

How will the expansion of the holding period to one year affect the essential
liquidity of our securities markets?

How will the opportunity of lower- and middle-income families to build private
capital for their future be affected?

The special treatment now accorded to capital gains is not just a loophole.
It is a way of stimulating investment. Any change in this treatment must
be considered, therefore, not in the loophole-plugging spirit merited by special
privilege provisions of the tax code, but in the spirit of inquiry into all factors
affecting capital formation and economic growth in this nation.

It may well be that changes of the present rules are desirable. But the
effect of those changes on the economy, on markets, and on individuals must
first be thoroughly understood. The haste with which action was taken on
these changes in the House of Representatives did not permit adequate in-
vestigation of the consequences.

TAX TREATMENT OF INTEREST ON MUNICIPAL BONDS

I feel this is not the time to promote radical changes in the form of support
extended by the Federal Government for the financing undertaken by state and
local governments.

This support now takes the form of a Federal tax exemption for municipal
bonds.

The Tax Reform Act now before this Committee would partially nullify this
exemption by subjecting interest from tax exempt municipal bonds to a "mini-
mum tax" and to a rule of allocation of deductions.

I do not think these measures are well advised. The limited revenues these
changes would bring to the Treasury would be more than offset by increased
costs and difficulties which states and municipalities would encounter in market-
ing their bonds.

Our Federal system of government now faces a crisis of fiscal imbalance. The
revenue-raising capacity of the Federal government is simply not matched by
that of state and local governments.

President Nixon has been the first president to recognize fully the gravity
of their crisis and to propose a bold "New Federalism" to help rectify it. Among
the President's proposed reforms is one I have long supported-Federal revenue
sharing with state and local governments. With this important initiative, the
President for the first time has created a realistic hope that revenue sharing
will become a reality in the near future.

It revitalizing our Federal system is, Indeed, our aim, we certainly cannot afford
to take any action that hinders state and localities in marketing their obligations
to finance their capital requirements.

TAXATION OF FOUNDATIONS

One of the most significant aspects of the House bill is Its proposed changes in
the tax treatment of private foundations.

Private philanthropic institutions have made incalculable contributions to the
development of this nation. These contributions resulted from foundation inno-
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nation, creativity and support for new ideas. The possibility for innovation
must be protected and nurtured if we are to continue to reap benefits In the
future. Therefore, any far-reaching changes made in the tax treatment of
foundations must be considered with great care.

No one can ai'gue that there have not been abuses by foundations In the past
which require correction. Self-dealing between a foundation and Its donors must
be prohibited. The misuse of tax exemption for private influence or gain should
be curtailed. Greater public disclosure of foundation activities is In the public
interest.

Nonetheless, curtailing existing abuses should not be a vehicle for a punitive
attack upon the very essence of private philanthropic activities in this country.
It is for this reason that I recommend that the Committee consider the following
changes In the bill as it passed the House.

ThE 7.5 PERCENT TAX ON PRIVATE, FOUNDATION MNOOME

I am strongly opposed to the imposition of the proposed tax on foundation
income.

In my judgment, this tax is an unwarranted departure from the principle that
non-profit organizations organized for charitable purposes should be free from
taxation.

It Is discriminatory In that it would only be levied against foundations and not
against other nonprofit charities such as schools, universities, churches, and
hospitals.

It would hit not the donors or officers of foundations, but the whole range of
educational, scientific, medical, cultural and sociall activities they finance.
Any tax on foundations means an automatic corresponding loss of funds for
these activities. To the extent that foundations aid the public, the public is hurt
by a tax on their investment Income.

Foundations have a commendable record of success In developing institutions
overseas. Many foundations which operate in foreign countries receive the benefits
of tax free status in those countries because of their exemption in the United
States. Should a tax of any kind be imposed, this could result In a loss of their
foreign exemption as well.

Finally, the tax creates a dangerous precedent. If it Is appropriate to tax
foundation income now at the rate of 71 percent, then why not at 10 percent, or
25 percent next year or the year after? If the Federal government can tax
foundations, why should State and local governments not do so? Should a tax
be Imposed, the road ahead is only too clear: government will take a larger
and larger bite from foundation income, and a smaller and smaller portion will
be left over to fulfill charitable and social purposes.

In my opinion, there are no advantages to be derived from Imposing this
71/ percent tax. It would not be a revenue raising device of any significance,
as it will bring in only about $65 million In the first year and $100 million by
the tenth year. It would not aid In reforming known abuses, for these are dealt
with In other sections of the bill.

In my opinion, the only rationale for collecting any revenue from foundations
should be to encourage more effective supervision of their activities. For this
reason, I would strongly recommend that the Committee substitute the require-
ment of an annual filing fee in place of the 7% percent tax. This fee should
be collected only to cover the costs of an increased program of supervision and
audit by the Internal Revenue Service. This could be accomplished by charging
each foundation either an amount proportional to its assets or a specified per.
centage-with an upper limit clearly set-of Its income.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

The bill would bar foundations from attempting to influence legislation
through (1) attempting to affect the opinion of the general public or any segment
thereof or (2) privately communicating with any member or employee of a
legislative body or with any person who may participate In the formulation
of legislation other than through making available the results of non-partisan
analysis and research.

Foundations are engaged In studies or projects on almost every topic of public
concern, be it drug abuse, air pollution, or international satellite communications.

88-865 0-69-pt. 6-4
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We as legislators have benefited from this expertise. The public Interest has been
served by these activities. Does it make any sense to prohibit foundations from
taking a public stand on vital issues or from discussing them with legislators?
Does it make any sense to limit their treatment of such Issues to a vaguely defined
term, "nonpartisan research" and to prohibit them from making definitive rec.
ommendations or taking definitive action?

Surely, this Is self-defeating.
Existing law prohibits foundations from subftantlly carrying on propaganda

or otherwise attempting to influence legislation or supporting political parties
and Individual candidates It is generally agreed that more effective enforce-
ment procedures would substantially reduce violations of the existing statutory
standard. Allowing the existing law to remain as It now Is, with increased en.
forcement and supervision, should be adequate protection both for the public
and the foundations themselves.

EXCE SIVE SANCTIONS

The bill now Imposes heavy tax liabilities on foundations and foundation man.
agers for violations of the programmatic and financial provisions of the bill. In
my view, these penalties are excessive and should be scaled down.

I submit to the Committee that the present sanctions far exceed the reason-
able limits of enforcing these violations. With this club hanging over the head
of foundations and their officers, the result will not doubt be to Inhibit their
support for Innovative and creative projects.

Consider, for example, the penalties for violating the provision regarding
an attempt to influence legislation discussed above. The foundation would be
taxed at the rate of 100% of the amount of the program Pxpendlture paid for
the Improper purpose. In addition, foundation officials who knowingly made
this expenditure would be taxed at the rate of 50% of the amount spent.

Many medium-sized foundations make grants of $50,000 and more-and the
large foundations often make multi-million dollar grants. The impositfon upon
a foundation officer of a fine of 50% of these large amounts could ruin him
financially. I submit to the Committee that this is neither rational nor justi-
fled. I fear that this will be an effective bar to people seeking jobs in foundations.

Any penalties for violations of the bill must be reasonable. Moreover, there
should be a period in which violations can be corrected before the penalty is
imposed.

THE DEFINITION OF FOUNDATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS ON ORANTS APPROVED AS
"QUALIFIYINO DISTRIBUTIONS"

The till creates a broad definition of private foundations which describes
them from a totally new vantage point. The public has traditionally viewed
foundations as private, nonprofit organizations with a principal fund of their
own, established primarily to make grants In support of charitable, educational,
scientific and civil purposes serving the public welfare.

The provisions of the bill would expand this traditional definition to such an
extent that a wide range of other institutions would not be classified as "private
foundations."

Some of these institutions are primarily engaged in research or conduct
studies on education, medical, scientific and social issues. They have never been
considered foundations in the past. Otters are public service organizations
working with the community on health, welfare and other programs. Many of
them are heavily dependent upon foundation grants for their very existence.
Newly classified as foundations under-the bill, they would be subject to the
supervisory tax or filing fee-thereby having less money available to conduct
their activities. They would also be subject to the House bill's program limita-
tions upon foundations.

in addition, the bill requires that foundations annually allocate at least 5%
of their Investment assets In order to insure prompt charitable distribution of
annual foundation income. Grants from one foundation to another foundation
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would not qualify as approved distributions under this provision, except in the
case of those organizations classified as "private operating foundations".

It is reasonable to expect that because of this provision, foundations would
make grants with an eye toward meeting their qualifying distribution require-
ments. This could have an extremely damaging effect upon a large number of
institutions-those not classifiable as "operating" foundations-which currently
depend upon foundation grants for their very existence. Overseas organizations
established under U.S. foundation grants would also be affected.

I would recommend to the Committee that it redraft the present definition
of a foundation now in the bill to reflect the traditional public view of founda-
tions as funded nonprofit, private, grant-making organizations.

FOUNDATION RESPONSIBILITY FOR TIE EXPENDITURES OF ORANTEES

I would agree that foundations should exercise responsibility for the grants
which they make. However, this standard of responsibility should be one of
reasonable care and diligence. It should not be absolute liability.

The bill-unrealistically, in my view-imposes a standard of absolute lia-
bility. Foundations are required to exercise "full" expenditure responsibility
over the grants they make to all beneficiaries except for grants to publicly
supported or other "$30 percent" charities. Foundations would have to make
absolutely sure that the funds are spent for the purposes for which the grant
was made.

In order to comply with this requirement, foundations would probably have
to increase greatly their auditing and monitoring staff. It can be argued that
an unintended result of thc. bill would be domination by the parent foundation
over the program of its grantee: This is neither necessary nor desirable.

The requirement could have other effects. Foundations might tend to limit
their grants to those charities exempted from it. New organizations, in the
process of building a program, might suffer from lack of support. Once again,
we would be discouraging innovation and pioneering.

Therefore, I would recommend that the Committee replace the standard of
"full" responsibility with a standard of "reasonable care and diligence".

ORANTS TO INDIVIDUALS

Under the provisions of the bill, grants by foundations directly to individuals
must be made according to "objective" standards. The Ways and Means Com-
mittee report states that the grants must be "directed toward the production of
a tangible product (a book, paper, or other study, or a scientific development
or useful process), the achievement of a specific objective, or the improvement
or enhancement of a literary, artistic, musical, scientific, or other similar
capacity talent, or skill."

TIhese requirements would have the undesirable affect of barring the con-
tinuation of certain respected grant programs which are conducted simply
to recognize excellence in a profession. There is also an implication here that
the federal government would in some way have to approve the standards by
which foundations make grants. The dangers of this need no further discussion.

I personally feel that we have already suffered too much from the effects of
the "publish or perish" syndrome affecting our universities. Why encourage
this further?

DONATIONS OF APPRECIATED PROPERTY

I do not favor the proposals in the House bill concerning the tax treatment of
gifts of appreciated property for charitable purposes. Colleges, universities,
hospitals, and churches now receive gifts of appreciated property in heavy
volume, and depend upon such gifts for nearly one-half of their philanthropic
support. The House bill imposes new limits upon the degree to which such gifts
can be deducted from taxable income, and exempted from a capital gains tax.
Th& quantitative impact of these provisions is very damaging.
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As James Reston pointed out in an article in the New York Times on Au-
gust 81, 1969, "In the opinion of university administrators and fund-raisers, it is
precisely this tax incentive of deducting the full market value of appreciated
securities that is responsible for the immense flow of private giving In recent
years. For example, in the years 1965-68. the market value of securities donated
by individuals to Yale University amounted to $33,007,690 or 65 percent of the
total gifts from Individuals during this period. In 1968-69, Harvard received
$15,900,000 or 68 percent, and M.I.T. in 1968-69, $2,170,000 or 70 percent. Colum-
bia University, which is now In the midst of a major fund-raising drive to deal
with its serious financial problems, received $2,658,000 in security donations
in 1966, $8,178,000 In 1967, and $6,038,000 in 1968 and It Is still In deep trouble."

Of great concern to me is the provision in the bill which would prohibit the
deduction of the value of works of art unless the appreciation is included In
ordinary income. Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy Edwin
Cohen pointed out that "Our finest museums and art galleries are dependent
on such gifts, and their contribution to the good of our society is universally
acknowledged. We see no sufficient reason to distinguish such gifts from gifts
of appreciated securities to other charities."

RFALIZINO THE FULL POTENTIAL OF TAX BEFORM

In most other respects, the reform features of the House bill deserve support,
even those which fall short of expectations. Taken together, these reforms rep-
resent a creditable first step toward elimination of Inequity in the tax system.

Even more important, these reforms now permit selective tax relief innova-
tions which will serve fundamental national interests, such as the two I have
singled out: the preservation of health and the development of intellect.

Lower taxes for all may appeal to the voter today. The higher prices which
res'ilt tomorrow will not.

Higher standards of national health and education could constitute a lasting
heritage which this Congress now has power to dedicate to future generations.

Another opportunity may not come, if history is a guide, for another decade.
Let us. therefore, make the most of today's reforms so that our children can
make the most of theirs. They will need all the health and education we can
give them to solve the other problems we will leave them.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness will be the Honorable Wright
Patrmn, chairman of one of our very fine House committees and one
of the great statesmen of this country.

STATKVENT OF HON. WRIGHT PATMAN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE FIRST CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF TEXAS

Representative PATmAN. Mr. Chairman, I know the preqqures that
you and the members of the committee arm under, and I will make my
oral statement very brief. I have carefully prepared a written state-
ment and have furnished the 50 copies necessary for distribution. I
will just cover part of it.

I greatly appreciate your invitation to testify before this committee
on H.R. 182'0, the House-passed tax reform'bill. I shall direct my
remarks principally to the important subject of privately controlled
tax-exempt foundations.

It has been puzzling to me for some time why the. majority of
privately controlled tax-exempt foundations were established in the
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first place. The religious, charitable and educational contributions
which are made by foundations can just as well be made by an indi-
vidual. The fact that the foundation route is taken, immediately gives
rise to a question as to the actual purpose for establishing the
foundation.

A great many huge family fortunes have been continued in per-
petuity through the private foundation route. Controlling interests
in closely held corporations have been transferred to foundations with
no apparent change in the continuity of direction and control through
this technique.

I do not believe we really know the vAst amount of tax dollars lost
to this Nation by tax avoidance through the vehicle of privately
controlled tax-exempt foundations.

It appears to me that the time has come to look very closely at this
problem, and to develop sufficient information so that the Congress
can make a decision on the desirability of continuing the present
concept of privately controlled tax-exempt foundations. Later on
in my testimony, I shall speak further to this point.

May I suggest Mr. Chairman, that the House bill does not go as
far as I personally or the Subcommittee on Foundations in the House
would like to see. At the same time I realize that it makes many steps
forward, and they are good steps I think, every one of them. I per-
sonally would regret very much to see the House bill weakened in
any respect on the foundation provisions even though it is not as
strong as it could be in some areas.

I believe though that H.R. 13270 is a good step in the right direc-
tion, and we must do something about this situation. There is great
resentment over the Nation toward these privately controlled tax-
exempt foundations, especially those that have been abusing their
trust,.

We discovered in our investigation that they even had schools
tcamhing people for a fee on how to organize their own foundations,
family-type foundations. They would have notices go out, to affluent
people naturally, usually professional men in the high-income brack-
ets asking them to come to a meeting. At this meeting they would
state they had a foundation of their own, and that anyone who wanted
to join the parade, if he would pay $10,500, then the foundation would
help them organize a foundation of their own. If the one organizing
the foundation would act according to the instructions of the parent
organization they would not have to pay any income tax during their
lifetime, and no inheritance tax would be paid after their death. It
is rather an appealing proposition, and it would be surprising to you
t0 know. how many people actually paid the $10,500. It went up into,
Believe, several million dollars.Of course we gave our information to the Department of Justice
and suits were brought, but the suits are still pending. The name
of this concern is the ABC, American Building Constitutionally.
They had several areas in the country where they were active.
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Now, I do not know how many. They took the fifth amendment
before my subcommittee.

I do not know how many people actually joined. But I belive that
there were hundreds of them. It would not surprise me, Mr. Chairman,
if there were over 100,000 foundations privately controlled that no
one connected with the Government knows anything about. It is pos-
sible it could go even to a quarter of a million or even more. No one
knows how many there are. No one is trying to find out, and no one
has tried to find out in the past. They just don't make any reports
and they just do not pay taxes. Of course the Internal Revenue does
not have any complete list of them, and the foundations just go on
without making any reports that they should make under the
regulations.

ow, the foundations make the point that they have complied with
what the law says, but they are not complying with what the regu-
lations say. Therefore they stay away from the IRS, the Treasury
Department, and keep their information to themselves. There are a lot
of areas in this country where family foundations are organized. They
even send their children to school and to college, and all the transac-
tions are made through the foundation and they pay no taxes.

That has been going on some time. It hasn't been stopped.
We are trying to get legislation through for a separate agency for

this reason. The IRS, when it comes before the House and the Senate
for appropriations is usually, almost invariably reduced. They spend
that money where they want to spend it the most, on revenue producing
programs. They do not pursue the foundations because they claim that
field is rather lean and they do not get as much money returned to the
Government.

Therefore, this new agency should be independent of the Treasury
Dep artment. It should be away from IRS, and it should be sustainedI
by the foundations themselves.

The 2 percent that has been talked about should go for that purpose.
The 71/,2 percent tax is pretty small compared to a lot of the income,
low-income people in this country who pay that much tax. It certainly
would not be burdensome to these very rich privately controlled iax-
exempt foundations.

The CHAMRMAN. A lot of those foundations are for educational
purposes.

Representative PATMAN. Yes, sir.
The CIARMAN. And it would not be a bad idea to raise some money

from the foundations'and devote it to providing scholarships to a lot
of young people who are worthy of, going to college. Are you awake
of the fact,- Mr. Patman, that there will be some instances n Wbich a
Mr. ones who has his private foundation and Mr. Smith who fri his
foundation, put their sons through college without any per0on,{cost
to themselves. For example, assume these two men know ea 1Ii other
very well, and Mr. Jones uses his foundation to put Mr. Snlsh's0n
through college and Mr. Smith then uses his foundation to put Mr.
Jones s son through college. Theoretically there is no self-deahitigv'in-
volved there.

Representative PATMAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. It is just a nice little mutual arrangement.
Representative PATHAk. That is right.
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The CHAIRMAN. Where each puts the other fellow's son through col-
lege and in that way it does not appear that he is benefiting himself
when in fact he is benefiting himself.

Representative PATMAN. And then a foundation makes contribu-
tions to another foundation, and some families in this country have
as many as 13 foundations. Every member of the family has a founda-
tion, and they can make contributions to the other's foundation and
get credit for it. There is no way of checking up on it under present
aw, restrictions and limitations, so Mr. Chairman, I just want to

express the hope that you let the House bill go through insofar as
privately controlled foundations are concerned, although it does not
go as far as I think it should go. It is certainly an important step in
the right direction.

We are getting something done, and I think that will be pleasing to
most of the people of this Nation who have given serious thought and
study to this problem.

The ChAIMHAN. Maybe we can improve on it some. You are not
opposed to us trying to do that q

Representative PATMAN. I wish you would.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Some Senators have some ideas on how we might

improve on the House bill.
Representative PATMAN. Good, I hope you do. I would be in favor

of it.
Senator TALMADOE. Congressman Patman, you have done a great

deal of work in this area and I compliment you for it. Do you have any
idea of the total wealth that may be tied up in foundations?

Representative PATMAN. I would guess from $20 to $30 or $50 billion.
There is no way of telling. .

Senator TALMADGE. Is that increasing annually or decreasing?
Representative PATMAN. It has been increasing. Now over the last

7-year period, their assets rose from $10 billion to over $17 billion in
7 years, it increased about 75 percent. The trend has been to accumu-
late, not give away, to accumulate, and they do that in competition
with the small businessman, and business generally.

It is certainly not fair. They are in business just l.ke any other
businessman. and they pay no taxes, and that is not vrv good.

Senator TALMADGE. Do you think a foundation P.'i-,0ld continue in
life, in perpetuity?

Representative PATMAN. No, that is one thing I ?rm strongly op-
posed to. it does not fit into our concept of governwsnt the way I see
it in the West. Of course, the old countries have gotten'way from
thes6 trusts in perpetuity, but now we are establishing them.

Senator TALMADoL Is the United States the only country that
permits them in perpetuity?

.Representative PATHAN. It is the only one I know of although I
am not in a position to give an expert answer on that.

Senator TALMADO,. From time to time we read in the press about
soln. contributions that some foundations have made to some of these
extremist groups that go around the country preaching the overthrow
of the Government, revolution, and things of that nature. Are any
records being kept as to how these funds are being spent?
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Representative PATMAN. None whatsoever, and no supervision.
Senator TALMADGE. Do you think a foundation should keep ade-

quate records?
Representative PATMAN. Why certainly. They should be subject

to public inspection.
Senator TALMADOE. I have read from time to time that some of

the foundations have been spending a great deal more money overseas
at a time when we are suffering.a serious balance-of-pa3 ments problem

they are din tiis country. What has your committee
discovered on that problem?

Representative PATHAN. I am familiar with what has been done
and sometimes it runs into hundreds of millions of dollars at the very
time when it is damaging to our balance of payments and there is
no record made of that and no supervision over it. And our country,
my dear sir, is the only country in the world that does not have some
control over the export of its capital. We have no control. Now, that,
of course, is very damaging.

I think in goods and services over the years we have been in very
fine condition, just on the balance of payments on goods and services,
but it is just exporting of capital and credit that has upset us.

Senator TALMAD0E. Why should the taxpayers of this country sub-
sidize the export of capital through private foundations overseas?
We have pending on the Senate Calendar right now an interest equal-
ization tax to try to prohibit that same thing.

Representative PATMAN. Well, that is something that is worthy of
great consideration and real action, because it is really upsetting the
way these private foundations are sending this money overseas. In
fact, I doubt that they should be allowed to send any money overseas.

Our country is the one giving the exemption, and they should
certainly spend the money here.

Senator TALMADOE. Thank you very much, Congressman Patman.
Representative PATMAX. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Thank you so much. We are proud to have you

over here at any time, Congressman Patman.
Representative PATMAN. Thank you, sir.
(Representative Patman's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF HON. WRIOUT PATMAN

PRINCIPAL POINTS

1. H. I. 18270 endorsed strongly. Requests that provisions affecting such
organizations not be weakened.

2. Question raised why many privately controlled tax-exempt foundations
are established.

8. 27 recommendations listed to deal with abuses uncovered by study of Sub-
committee on Foundations.

4. Statistics cited indicating growth in economic power of foundations studied.
Concern expressed for small business taxpayers who must compete with tax-
exempt business.

5. Demonstrates that from 1951-1967 about 50 percent of foundation receipts
were distributed for contributions gifts and grants. Shows that expenses during
this period ran $25 for every $i00 in contributions, gifts and grants made; for
1907, $33 for every $100. Discounts statements that VA percent tax on net
investment Income will impair philanthropic activity.

0. Suggests more prudent business-like approach by foundations in their
operations--reduce non-essential expenses, carefully review yield on stocks in
portfolios and policies on contributions, gifts and grants.
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7. Emphasizes there are many problems other than tax matters which require
scrutiny-SEC, anti-trust, conflict of interest, etc.

8. Numerous deficiencies of Internal Revenue Service listed in administering
and enforcing laws and regulations applicable to foundations.

9. Lack of public knowledge of foundation operations emphasized. Only 140
out of 80,000 publish annual reports.

10. Discusses H. R. 13725, Bill to establish independent Government Agency
to control and supervise privately controlled tax-exempt foundations.

11. Efforts not directed to eliminating all foundations but to clearing up the
bad apples in the barrel.12. Declares that taxes in a democratic society should be shared equitably by
all. Passage requested of H. R. 13270 as passed by the House and H. R. 18725.

STATEMENT.

Mr. Chairman, I greatly appreciate your invitation to testify before this
Committee on H. R. 13270, the House-passed tax reform bill. I shall direct my
remarks principally to the important subject of privately controlled tax-exempt
foundations.

It has been puzzling to me for some time why the majority of privately con-
trolled tax-exempt foundations were established in the first place. The religious,
charitable and educational contributions which are made by foundations can
just as well be made by an individual. The fact that the foundation route is
taken, immediately gives rise to a question as to the actual purpose for estab-
lishing the foundation.

A great many huge family fortunes have been continued in perpetuity through
the private foundation route. Controlling Interests in closely held corporations
have been transferred to foundations with no apparent change in the conti-
nuity of direction and control through this technique. I don't believe we really
know the vast amount of tax dollars lost to this nation by tax avoidance through
the vehicle of privately controlled tax-exempt foundations.

It appears to me that the time has come to look very closely at this problem,
and to develop sufficient information so that the Congress can make a decision
on the desirability of continuing the present concept of privately controlled tax-
exempt foundations. Later on in my testimony, I shall speak further to this
point.

At the outset, I would like to strongly endorse the provisions of H. R. 18270
dealing with privately controlled tax-exempt foundations. I hope this Com-
mittee takes no action to weaken the provisions affecting these organizations.
This Bill is a step in the right direction and contains only the minimum reforms
needed as shown by the experience of the Subcommittee on Foundations in deal-
ing with this problem.

The Subcommittee on Foundations has been conducting a continuous and in
depth review of the activities of privately controlled tax-exempt foundations
for a number of years. During this period, seven reports were issued and two
hearings were held. As a result of our study, a number of abuses of the tax-
exempt privilege were uncovered and recommendations were made to deal with
them. Although these recommendations have heretofore been made public, I
believe it important that they again be made a part of the record.

1. In my view, consideration should be given to a limitation of 25 years on the
life of foundations instead of permitting them to exist in perpetuity.

2. TIax-exempt foundations should be prohibited from engaging in business
directly or indirectly.

Foundations controlling corporations engaged in business, through the extent
of stockownership in those corporations, should themselves be deemed to be
engaged in that business.

3. Commercial money lending and borrowing by foundations should be banned.
4. Self-dealing transactions should be prohibited. A foundation should not

be permitted to use its funds to grant benefits to a controlled company's em-
ployees. This is quite a competitive advantage.

5. Foundation or donor solicitation or acceptance of contributions from sup-
pliers or users of goods or services should be prohibited.

6. A foundation should not be in the position of exercising control over any
corporation, directly or indirectly. In my view, all foundations should be limited
to ownership of no more than three percent of the stock of a corporation and
should not be allowed to vote such stock.
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7. Standards should be established with respect to foundation behavior in a
proxy fight.

8. Another area that needs consideration is that of investments. There is a
sharp difference between Investing In securities and speculating or trading In
securities. In other words, there is a difference between being a passive investor
and an active securities merchant or gambler.

9. Is the tax law sound in permitting a deduction for charity to a per on who
merely transfers funds to a foundation that he himself controls, where the
money has not as yet reached actual operating charities?

In my view, a contributor should not be allowed a deduction for payments to
a foundation that he controls until the foundation actually uses the money for
charity. The foundation should be recognized aq being the alter ego of the con-
trolling contributor. Income earned by the foundation should be taxable to the
controlling contributor until put to charitable use.

10. Exemption should be denied If a foundation has been formed or availed
of for tax avoidance purposes or to get financial benefits for the contributor.
Conversely, a controlled corporation should not be allowed a contribution to a
foundation, but instead the payment should be considered aq n dividend to the
controlling stockholder where the amount is significant and the foundation is
unrelated to the busineRs purpose of the corporation.

The tax law says that a foundation's earnings may not inure to the benefit
of any private individual. It should be made clear that "individual" includes
corporations and trusts.

11. Isn't there something out of gear with the tax law that. under the guise
of charity, permits a taxpayer to actually enrich himself at the cost of all other
taxpayers? One answer may be to treat giftq to foundntionq In the same way as
private gift, and figure them at the cost of the property given or their value,
whichever is lower.

12. In the case of corporations that are treated like partnerQhips (Subchapter
S. Chapter 1, Internal Revenue Code) contributions to foundations should "pass
through" to the stockholders and be included pro rata as contributions by the
stockholders personally. In that way, the 20 percent and 30 percent limitations
on contributions will be maintained. At prevent, through the mechanics of Sub-
chapter S (Chapter 1, Internal Revenue Code), an extra 5 percent of the
corporation's Income becomes deductible by the stockholders.

13. For the purpose of figuring the accumulation of income, contributions to
a foundation and all capital gains of the foundation should be considered as
income, and not capital. Both the original contribution and the income from it
are ordinarily available to the foundation without dlstinction.

This would eliminate a device for avoiding unreasonable accumulation of
income: contributions from one donor-controlled foundation to other foundations
controlled by the sme donor.

14. For the purpose of computing the accumulation of Income, amounts un-
reasonably accumulated in corporations controlled by a foundation should be
added to the foundation's direct accumulation as if the two were one.

115. Oorporations controlled by foundations should be subject to the unreacon-
able accumulation earnings tax In section f31 of the Code. At present, that tax
1 Imposed where dividends are held back to save the existence of unreasonable
accumulations for foundations otherwise exempt from tax.

16. Re gift and etate taxes,
(a) Exclude from the base for the marital deduction amounts left to

foundations that are hence untaxed.
(b) While amounts given to foundation are not subject to gift and

estate taxes, the rate brackets to be applied to amounts that are taxable
should be the same as if the foundation amounts were part of the taxable
gifts or estate.

17. 'Consideration should be given to a regulatory agency for the supervision of
tax-exempt foundations.

18. A penetrating review of every application for tax exemption is needed.
19. All matters relating to the aranting or denial of tax exemption, as well

as revocations and penalties, should be made public.
20. The full content of foundation tax returns should be open to public

Inspection.
21. A national regtitrv of all foundation should be publiQhed annually.
22. The tax returns of foundations should require disclosure of amounts spent
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for instigating or promoting legislation, or political activities, or amounts paid
to other organizations for the purpose.

23. The returns should likewise require disclosure of amounts spent for TV,
radio, and newspaper advertising.

24. The returns should call for a description of all activities, directly or Indi-
rectly engaged In by the foundation, in which commercial organizations are
also engaged.

25. The program of field auditing returns of foundation should be greatly
expanded.

26. Stiff penalties and revocation of tax exemption for Improper or Insufficient
reporting would help curb abuses.

27. A reasonable tax on income of foundations should be assessed.
rhese and other reforms are vitally necessary.

H.R. 13270 contains provisions dealing with some of these recommendations;
others still remain.

A glance at these recommendations indicates quite clearly that while tax
reform is extremely important, there are many other facets of the activities of
these organizations which bear close scrutiny. Further, although H.R. 13270 Is
less restrictive than H.R. 7053, which I Introduced in the House on February 18,
1969, I support the provisions of H.R. 13270 since I believe they are a step in
the right direction.

For instance, H.R. 7053 recommended a 20 percent tax on gross Income, biut
H.R. 13270 establishes a tax at 7% percent on net investment income. Furthet,
my bill recommended restricting stock ownership by foundations In corporatfotm
to three percent. TPhe bill under consideration by your Committee allows 20-tb 85
percent.

To place this entire matter In perspective, I would like to give some over-all
statistics on those foundations under study by the Subcommittee on Foundations.

In the ten-year period ending 1960, 534 foundations had total receipts from
all sources of $6.9 billion. In the succeeding seven-year period (575 to 647 founda-
tions were studied), their receipts totalled $8.6 billion, or, $1.7 billion (25 per-
cent) more In a three-year shorter period. These same foundations more than
doubled their accumulated (unspent) Income from $1 billion at the end of 1960 to
over $2 billion at the end of 1007 and their net worth increased from $6.8 billion
to $10.1 billion, or about 50 percent.

During the period from 1951 to 1967, these foundations had $15.7 billion in
total receipts. Of this amount, $7.3 billion or somewhat less than half came from
such sources as business income, interest, dividends, rents and royalties. Of the
balance, $4.1 billion came from capital gains on the sale of assets and the
remainder, $4.3 billion from contributions, gifts and grants.

At the end of 1967, the 647 foundations under study had total assets at market
value of $17.8 billion, as compared to some $10.2 billion at the end of 1060; an
increase of almost 75 percent. The $17.8 billion valuation Is 50 percent greater
than the $11.8 billion of the capital stock, surplus undivided profits and contin-
gency reserves of the 50 largest banks In the United States. When one considers
that these figures are for only 647 of the 30,000 foundations, even though most
of the larger ones are included, the size of the problem strikes one in full force.

One of my greatest concerns Is the Impact of such organizations on the small
businessmen of this country. Foundations, because of their tax-exempt status
can unfairly compete with a business which does not enjoy the benefits of such
privileges. Holdings by foundations In enterprises constitute a powerful influ-
ence in corporate control, in the market place and in proxy solicitations. Our last
report shows that almost 25 percent, or 154 of the 647 foundations studied, held
sizeable amounts of stock, from 5 to 100 percent In 313 corporations. The carry-
ing value of these shares was $2.7 billion, with an estimated market value of
$6.2 billion. The market value of all corporation stock holdings by these founda-
tions amounted to the staggering sum of $13.1 billion, or, almost 80 percent higher
than the holdings at the end of 1960.

Aq Fortuno magazine of June 1969 states, "Philanthropy does get shortchanged
however, when the corporate stock that a foundation holds for control purposes
produces meager income." It cites the Lilly Endowment and the James Irvine
Foundations as examples of disbursements representing only about one percent
of its assets.

It would be Interesting to take a look at what the foundations have done with
their tax-free dollars. In the years 1951 through 1967, of the receipts of $15.7
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billion, disbursements were $9.9 billion, of which $1.9 billion was paid out for
expenses and $8 billion was distributed for contributions, gifts and grants. In
other words, the foundations had distributed as contributions, gifts and grants
only about 50 percent of what they had received; It cost them $25 in expenses
for every $100 of contributions, gifts and grants made. However, this Is an
over-all average. When we look at 1967, we see that it cost the foundations $33
in expenses ($253 million) for every $100 In contributions, gifts and grants
made ($754 million).

I am therefore constrained to view rather cynically the statements made by
foundations' representatives that a 7% percent tax on net Investment Income
will seriously Impair the ability of foundations to continue their philanthropic
activities. This view Is further supported when the record shows that the Rocke-
feller Foundation spent half as much Just running its New York office-$5.4
million-as It spent throughout the entire nation in 1966. It spent more Just
running Its New York offices--in salaries and the like--than It spent In "benevo-
lence" In New York and California combined.

In fiscal years 1900 and 1907, the tax-exempt Ford Foundation lost $92,500
and $100,200 respectively in the operation of Its cafeterias and dinfag room, and,
of course, the taxpaying restaurant owners In New York City lot over several
hundred potential customers.

In 1966 and 1967, the tax-exempt Rockefeller Foundation itrit $44,500 and
$47,200 respectively In the operation of Its lunch rooms and taxpaying restaurant
owners In New York City also lost several hundred potential customers.

Mr. Benson Ford received $15,000 for attending three meetings of the Ford
Foundation.

I could go on and on giving examples of loose administrative practices, uncon.
scionably high expenses, and free spending on the part of foundations. The
reports issued by the Subcommittee on Foundations are replete with examples
of complete disregard of the public Interest in the operation of foundations.

If the foundation managers adopted a more prudent businesslike approach to
the cost aspect of their operations. exercised a more careful review of contribu-
tions, gifts and grants policies, and paid more attention to the kinds of Income
producing stocks In their portfolios, the 71A percent tax. contemplated In H.R.
18270, would not be the burden they protest Itwould be. In fact, I would hazard
a guess that tightening their belts would make more funds available for charitable
purposes.

The provisions of H.R. 13270 were reviewed in depth by me. While much more
remains to be done, the provisions relating to privately controlled tax-exempt
foundations will have a salutary effect on the operations of such organizations.
r strongly support Its provisions.

As I have indicated, much remains to be done with respect to the control
and supervision of the activities of privately controlled tax-exempt foundations.
The foundation problems are far more numerous and serious than Treasury
officials have been willing to admit publicly. During our Subcommittee's 1064
hearings. I made the following statement. In nnrt:

"The Secretary of the Treasury hns testified that It is the Treasury's duty
to be alert to all possible violations of law. The Secretary also says (1) he does
not consider it proper for a foundation to engage In insider's stock deals, stock
price manipulations, short sales, margin trading, speculation in commodity fu-
tures, or to act as an unregulated source of stock market nredlt. and (2) the
SEC should be alerted to the possibility of a foundation's Involvement in insider
deals and stock price manipulations.

"Yet, testimony before this Subcommittee Indicates the following:
"The IRS does not examine foundations to determine whether they are

violating any Federal securities laws-including those relating to insider's stock
deals, stock price manipulations, and unregulated sources of stock market credit.

"The IRS has not collected any information, as to the extent that foundations
are Involved in speculation and trading on margin.

"The IRS has not collected any data on the involvement of foundations In
corporate Proxy fights.

'The IRS does not examine foundations to determine whether their foreign
operations may be In conflict with Governmenit policies.

"The IRS does not examine foundations to determine whether the foundations
are channeling income and corpus In a direction that may hurt competitors and
investors.
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"The IRS does not examine foundations to determine whether they-are being
used as a device for engaging in various trade practices which might be in
violation of certain statutes administered by the Federal Trade Commission or
the Antitrust Division.

"Few of the persons in the IRS who examine foundation tax returns would
be sufficiently familiar with the antitrust law to know whether the practices
as cited may violate Section 5 of the FTC Act or the Sherman Act.

"The IRS does not examine foundations to determine whether there is a
conflict of interest between the duties of a foundation's directors or trustees and
their interests as officers, stockholders and employees of business corporations
whoe stock is controlled by the foundation.

"The Acting Commissioner does not know of any cases where compensation
of officers, directors or trustees among the large foundations has been unreason-
able or unjustified. Yet, Mr. Benson Ford received $15,000 for attending three
meetings of the Ford Foundation.

"The IRS does not review a foundation's Individual charitable donations.
"The IR has no rule of thumb regarding the percentage of income that a

foundation must spend for the purpose for which it was granted tax exemption.
"The IRS does not examine foundations to determine whether contributions

are being made to the foundations by persons or organizations that supply
goods or services to companies interlocked with the foundations.

"The IRS does not know how much money was spent overseas by U.S. founda.
tons in 1963.

"The IRS does not examine foundations to determine whether they are making
loans overseas that may be contributing to our balance of payments problem.

'This is the most impressive record of do-nothing that I have seen in my
30 years in Congress."

I regret to say that those observations are Just as pertinent today as they
were in 1964.

The fact that foundations are exempt from taxation does not mean that
they are exempt from other Federal laws. Hence, antitrust law, FTC law, SEC
law, etc. are applicable to foundations.

It is, of course, possible for a foundation to be used as a device for engaging
in various trade practices which may be a violation of certain statutes adminis-
tered by the Federal Trade Commission or the AntituM Division. For example,
contributions may be made to a foundation by (1) persons or organizations
that supply goods or services to companies interlocked with the foundations, or
(2) from persons or organizations that buy goods or services from companies
interlocked with the foundation. The point is that if the company that is inter-
locked with a foundation is doing business with and by a contribution to the
parent foundation they get the business because of that Interlock, they are
obviously getting an advantage.

In other words, a contribution can be made to a foundation for a business
purpose rather than an eleemosynary purpose. For example, under the Robinson-
Patman Act, business concerns are prohibited from making disproportionate dis-
criminatory discounts to particular buyer, if the effect might be to substantially
lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly. Hence, contributions to a
foundation can be a method of getting around this provision of law.

Also, there is the business practice known as reciprocity, which may violate
the antitrust laws. It Involves tacit or actual agreement to do business with a
firm if it reciprocates and gives business in return. Foundations may be parties
to reciprocity arrangements. For example, a business affiliated with a founda-
tion may say to one of its suppliers, "I will buy from you if you will contribute
to such and such a foundation" or, "if you buy from me, such and such founda-
tion will make you a business loan at favorable terms".

Our study indicates that many business suppliers and buyers have made sizable
contributions to foundations controlled by customers. For example, we know that
a number of suppliers of the Hilton Hotel chain are contributors to the Conrad
N. Hilton Foundation, of Los Angeles. Mr. C. N. Hilton, Jr., Secretary of the
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation, has acknowledged that, during the fiscal years
ending February 28, 1902 through February 28, 1963, 29 donors--who were sup-
pliers of goods or services to Hilton Hotels Corporation or its Pubsidlaries--made
contributions to the Conrad N. Hilton Foundation in the amount of $61,695.18.

Does not this kind of situation appear to raise the specter of business
reciprocity-We will buy from you if you contribute to our foundation?
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If so, does it not raise a number of serious antitrust problems? Specifically,
may it not involve a possible violation of the Robinson-Patman Act because
it involves the inducement of discriminatory prices?

Or may it not Involve a violation of Section 5 of the FTC A-A as have other
Instances of business reciprocity because they involve "unfair methods of
competition?"

Here is auother case that we discussed In our hearings. The Rogosin Founda.
tion, of New York City, Is controlled by the Rogosin family. The Rogosin family
has also dominated Beaunit Corporation (formerly Beaunit Mills, Inc.), Rogosin
Industries, Limited, and Skeuandoa Rayon Corporation.

At December 81, 1962, the Foundation held 83% percent of the nonvoting
preferred stock of Beaunit Mills, Inc. (carrying value $2.7 million) as well as 5
percent of the common voting stock of the same corporation (carrying value $1.9
million).

Beaunit Mills, Inc., manufactures synthetic yarn, knits and weaves fabrics,
and manufactures Intimate apparel. The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company
of Akron, Ohio, has been a buyer of tire-cord yarn from Beaunit Corporation.

In March 1952, Goodyear made a cash donation of $150,000 to the Rogosin
Foundation. Additionally, on March 10, 1952, Goodyear loaned $2.5 million to
the Rogosin Foundation at 4 percent interest. The loan was to be paid off In
installments due January 3-August 15, 193, January 3-August 15, 1954, and
January 8-August 15, 1955. According to the Foundation, payments on the
loan were made on August 15, 1953, August 15, 1954, and August 15, 1955.

The Foundation states that it used the $2.0 million loan to purchase from
Beaunit Mills, Inc., 30,000 shares of the latter's preferred stock. An identical
number of shares of Beaunit Mills, Inc., preferred stock was pledged by the
Foundation as collateral for the loan.

,So, here we have the question as to whether this arrangement involves a price
discount from Rogosin to Goodyear, for which Goodyear, the buyer, compensated
Itogosin by making a contribution to the Rogosin Foundation. If this were the
case, would it not seem to raise both tax and antitrust problems. First, it Is a
method whereby the buyer compensates the seller by making a tax deductible
contribution to the Rogosin Foundation? Second, would not this practice, at best,
be a distortion of the pricing and exchange process in a free enterprise economy?
Third, might not this practice actually involve, (a) a violation of the Robinson.
Patman Act because It involved discriminatory pricing, or (b) a violation of
section 8 of the Federal Trade Commission Act because It Is an unfair method
of competition? Additionally, of course, Goodyear was acting as a source of
unregulated credit,

Then there are the possible antitrust problems--actual or potential conflict
of interest situations--that may stem from situations where board members of
foundalons also sit on the boards of business firms that compete with each other.
As we all know, Section 8 of the Clayton Act provides that no person shall be a
director of two or more competing corporations. Now, that Act does not apply to
indirect interlocks, such as when a foundation has two board members, one of
whom is also a board member of corporation A and the other member is on the
board of corporation B (a competitor of A). While there Is nothing Illegal about
such an arrangement under Section 8, there could be a special public interest
problem when a foundation establishd for eleemosynary purposes becomes a
vehicle for such Indirect Interlocks which might affect competition.

Here is another area that this panel should explore. Does a businessman In
government pose a gater potential conflict of Interest than the officials of
f undations in government--such as, for example, McGeorge Bundy, President
of the Ford Foundation, whose overlords, the Ford family, have Immense com-
mercial interests throughout the world,'including the Middle East? It seems to
me a bit inconsistent for the Congress to require a businessman to completely
eliminate potential conflict of Interest when, at the same time, it permits
Mr. Bundy to wander In and out of the Government while retaining his $66,000
annual salary from the Ford Foundation. This was the case in June 19070when
Mr. Bundy became Executive Secretary to the National Security Council Com-
mittee on the Middle East.

Now, to turn to the stock market-there Iq ample evidence that many founda-
tions are actively tradingin the market with .substantial portions of their funds.
Judging from the content of their portfolios and the frequency of turnover, many
tolWdations are concerned less with equity yields and inflationary trends than
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they are with the lure of capital gains to swell their principal funds. I might add
that former Secretary Dillon testified that lie shares my view that speculative
gains for charity are not worth the risk of speculative losses, and that he knew
of no case where directors or trustees of a foundation have reimbursed the
foundation for losses incurred in speculation.

One of the operations that should be subjected to the close scrutiny of this
Committee is that of the private pooling of investments by some foundations-
in other words, the pooling of capital to trade in the stock market. For example,
some of the Rockefeller foundations have informed us that they have a joint
investment staff of 10 persons, not including secretarial, headed by Mr. J. Rich.
ardson Dilworth, which provides investment services with the cost shared by
the various Rockefeller participants.

Does this not raise some potential problems-the possibility of speculative
tactics, the possibility of a conflict of interest, the possibility of huge buying
power that will have a strong Impact on the prices of stock they deal In?

Secretary Dillon also testified that a foundation can be a source of unfair
competition arising from active use of foundation assets by donors or trustees
for private business ends, and that there are an infinite number of ways In which
foundation absets or Income can be used for the preferment of one set of private
persons over another. The Secretary agreed that (1) foundations' moneylending
activities put them into unfair competition with private lenders and also give
the foundations an element of influence over a wide range of business ventures,
and (2) such activities may present problems, such as preferential rates of
interest. All this is made possible by the fact that, at present, the only restraint
on a foundation's moneylending appears to be that loans must carry a "reason-
able" rate of interest and adequate security, and that nothing prevents the
foundation from making loans to its founder or his family, the businesses under
his control, or a donor.

I conclude with this thought: There is something fundamentally wrong in
conditions which make such acquisition of economic power possible, and which
tolerate its continuation. And it is the responsibility of Congress to correct those
conditions.

The Internal Revenue Service has proven itself over the years unable to,
administer and enforce effectively the laws and regulations governing such
organizations. For many years the Subcommittee on Foundations attempted to
obtain a list of privately controlled tax-exempt foundations. Finally, in Decem-
ber 1908, after many delays and much prodding, such a list was submitted to the
Subcommittee. This list contained the names and addresses of 20,202 founda-
tions. Shortly, thereafter, almost 300 corrections were made to the list

In attempting to broaden our study of such organizations, and after unsuccess-
ful attempts to obtain the kinds of information we needed from the Internal
Revenue Service, we undertook to obtain the information by communicating
directly with the foundations. We are presently in the first stages of such a
project. Of the first several thousand mailings made, about 1,000 have been
returned with the notations, "Moved, not forwardable," "Addressee Unknown,"
."Addressee moved and left no forwarding address," "Insufficient Address." In
some cases we were advised that some foundations had been out of existence for
years, one as long as ten years ago. The list furnished us by the Internal Revenue
Service is replete with duplications and incomplete addresses and names.

If the Internal Revenue Service cannot even come up with the current
addresses of the organizations for which they have responsibility, I shudder
to think of the kind of audit and review that is being undertaken by them.
Several years ago in on of our studies, we indicated that some of the larger
foundations bad not been audited for many years. In fact, as a result of
prodding by the Subcommittee, some $28 million in assessment have been levied
against a number of foundations.

The public is entitled to complete disclosure of information concerning these
organizations which have been granted tax-exempt status. It is estimated that
only 140 such organizations publish annual reports. The only other data is in
the Form 00-A which is required to be filed with the IRS annually, which is
admittedly limited in depth.

Recently, as a result of Congressional interest, there has been a great deal of
scurrying around by the foundations to establish some kind of a self-policing
organization. In view of the record, allowing such self-policing would be akin
to having the fox guard the hen house or letting the goose watch over the
shelled corn. Stronger Government action is urgently needed.
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The proliferation in the number (2,000 new ones in the past year) of such
organizations and in their increasIng economic and other powers makes it
necessary that their activities be given the closest scrutiny.

Accordingly, I introduced legislation in the House on September 9, 19069,
(HR. 18725) to establish an independent Government Agency to control and
supervise the activities of privately controlled tax-exempt foundations. Because
of its relevance to the deliberations of this Committee, I would like to request
that the text of this bill be included in the record of these hearings.

The new Agency, "The Private Foundation Contro; Commission," would be
headed by three Commissioners appointed by and reporting to the President
Commissioners will serve five-year staggered terms with a Chairman whose
term as Chairman would be co-terminus with the President's term.

As stated in the bill . . . "The establishment' of a Private Foundation Control
Commission is necessary in the public interest to:

(1) Provide general leadership in the identification and solution of problems
relating to private foundations;

(2) Facilitate the enforcement bf internal revenue laws and regulations relat-
ing to private foundations and aid in the development of a more equitable tax
structure with respect to such foundations;

(8) Develop and recommend to tMe President and the Congress policies and
programs designed to ameliorate the problems relating to Federal taxation and
regulation of private foundations; and

(4) Establish and administer a comprehensive registration and reporting
system for private foundations and to determine and centrally record th-
financial and other operations of such foundations in order to assist in the,
accomplishment of the foregoing objectives.

Under the legislation, no private foundation will be eligible for tax exemption
unless it is registered with the Commission. The Commission would be authorize
to revoke such registration under appropriate circumstances

The Commission will be self-sustaining through assessing the foundations a
registration fee and an annual maintenance fee. Such fees are not a substitute
for the tax on net investment income of foundations included in H.R. 18270,
the tax reform legislation recently passed by the House and under consideration
by this Committee. The legislation is restricted to private foundations, which
are defined in the legislation.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the time and courtesy afforded me in presenting
this rather lengthy statement to the Committee. I would like to make it clear
that my efforts are not directed to the elimination of all foundations as a con-
structive part of our democratic society. Rather, it is my hope that the corrective
actions being considered by the Congress will clean up the bad apples in the
barrel and allow those privately controlled tax-exempt foundations which are
operating in the highest and best public interest to continue their worthy efforts.

In a democratic society, the burdens of taxation should be shared equitably by
all. Privileges granted to any particular group for any special purpose must be
accompanied by the acceptance of the responsibilities that such privileges carry
with them. With the passage of this tax reform bill as passed by the House, and
my bill (1H. I 18725) which I consider to be a companion bill, it is hoped that
these obJectives may be attained.

The CHAIRMAN. It is with great pleasure that I welcome before the
committee the Hon. Ted Stevens. Senator, you proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF HON. TED STEVENS, A U.S. SENATOR TROM THE
STATE OP ALASKA

Senator STEvzN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and thank you for
giving me this opportunity to testify before this committee on behalf
of this important tax legislation.

There has been a great outcry from the American people for tax
reform. If there is any one common element of tax reform which is a
consistent part of this cry it is for greater equality in the distribution
of the tax burden. The house bill, while containing several excellent
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provisions toward this goal, leaves several inlj)orant inequities
untouched. I have intro(luced several bills which would hell to correct
these deficiencies.

The first, bill I would like to call to this committee's attention is S.
1908. This bill has two main purposes. The first would raise the per-
sonal exemption from its present $0600 level to $1,000. Personal exemp-
tions benefit, plrimarily, t h poor and. middle income. tax paying fai-
ilies, and these families are, in my Opinion, the most heavily burdened
l)y our present income tax. In 1913, when the income tax became a )er-
meanent part of our economic fabric, the dollar was worth far more
than it is today, but tle l)ersonal exemption was $3,000 and was never
less than $1,000 until 1940. It was then gradually reduced during the
years of 'World War II to $1500. It was last increased in 19.48-whicen a
dollar was worth more than twice what it is today-to its preseiit $600
level. In other words, iin terms of today's dollar's, the personal exemp-
tion of 19-18 was worth over $1,200. 'T'llis, the first. purpose of S. 1908
would help to restore the balnnce of our graduated tax system that
inflation has destroyed.

The second purpose was to hel ) to correct a long-stading inequity
in the income tax. This provides for an increase in the personal exemp-
tion in those areas of the country where the cost of living exceeds the
national inlex. In some regions of our country the (ost, of living is
10, 20, even "i0 percent higher than the national in(lex. It is 8 percent.
higher in San Francisco, 11 percent. in New York City, 22 percent in
l1ono1lu1, and 43 percent in Fairbanks. Obviously, if Ile graduated
income tax is to affect persons of equal stalar(ls of living equally,
tie differences in the cost of maintaining that standard of living must.
be taken into account. S. 1908 would heip to correct. (his inequity.

I would now like to draw this committee's attention to three bills,
S. 1047, S. 2719, and S. 2760, which would allow certain exl)enses of
taxpayers to be deductible. The first of these bills would allow for the
deduction of funeral and burial expenses, in the same way medical
expenses in excess of 3 percent of adjusted gross income arel) tesely
handled. The costs of medical care are spinlingr upward, and the costs
of major illnesses are tiuly devastating. These excessive medical costs
are deductible, and rightly so. But, should the illness piove to be
termilinal, the costs of final (lisl)osition of the (leceased are not. deducti-
ble. I believe these expenses should be viewed as terminal medical
expenses. My bill would correct this deliciency. To assure that this
deduction does not. promote more expensive funerals, it, specifically
excluded; ceiletary plots and memorials from the category of deductible
expenses and limits the deduction to $2,i00.

The second bill, S. 2937, would enlarge the class of expenses that may
be (leducted as legit inmate moving expenses to include reasonable
expenses for traveling to search for a new residence, for meals and
lodging while in temporary quartet-s waiting to move into a new per-
mnanent. residence, and expenses incident to the sale of the taxpayer's

former residelice or resolution of his lease and incident, to tho pil'l-
chase of a new residence. The total deduction for moving explenlses
would be limited to $2,500. In those situations in which a taxpayer is
not reimlhr.-sed 1bv his employer for. moving expellses, the costs
described above represent a real hrdslip to t e transferred employee.

:1 8-65 - 69-....1t. 0l- 5
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And, if his employer does choose to reimburse him for such expenses,
he must report such reimbursement as ordinary income even though
he was required to make such expenditure in order to retain his job.
This is obviously an unjust situation and S. 2739 would correct it.

The third bill, S. 2760, would remove the restriction which presently
limits deductions for care of dependents of working mothers to tax-
payers whose combined husband-and-wife earnings are less than
$6,500. The present limit was designed to assure that the benefit would
be available only to those families in which the mother was required
to work in order to support the family. Unfortunately, a flat limit
cannot accomplish this end fairly, for it clearly gravitates against
larger families or families living in areas having excessive costs of
living. I, therefore, favor removal of the limit so that all working
mothers may enjoy this benefit equally. S. 2760 would accomplish this.

I would now like to discuss another inequity in the present tax law
which S. 2736 is designed to correct. Employees under qualifying plans
and self-employed persons may have part of their salary placed in a
fund and not have to pay taxion this money, nor on the earnings of
such a fund, until the money is distributed. But the employee whose
employer does not offer a qualified plan cannot take advantage of this
tax benefit. S. 2736 would allow such an employee to be treated as a
self-employed person, and thus eliminate this inequity.

H.R. 13270 also dealt with the tax treatment of lump sum distribu-
tions of these retirement funds. The presumed purpose of denying
capital gains treatment to these distributions was to prevent the receipt
of substantial amounts of deferred income at capital gains rates. But
I would like to point out to this committee that, under H.R. 13270 as
passed by the House, a person who has had his employer contribute
$25 a month for the past 20 years will be affected to a far greater extent
than a person who has had $1,000 per month set aside for the previous
5 years, Assuming our first employee was living only on social security
at the time of the distribution, he would pay a tax of$500 under present
rules and.$885 under the provisions of T.jR. 13270. This is more than
a 75 percent increase in taxes. The second hypothetical employee would
pay $11,150 under the present system and $14,150 under the Htouse bill.
This is less than a 30 percent increase in taxes. A person receiving a
very large distribution, say $1 million, would indeed be required to pay
nearly 150 percent increase in taxes.

I suggest we allow every taxpayer to receive a limited amount of
money as a lump sum distribution tax free and require everything over
that amount to be taxed as ordinary income. This would continue the
incentive to create retirement benefit and profit sharing programs.
The average lump sum distribution made in 1968 by Sears, Roebuck
& Co., which has one of the" Nation's oldest profit-sharing plans, was
reported to the House Ways and Means Committee as being slightly
over $100,000. I suggest that an exemption of $50,000 would be ap-
Propriate, since this would leave the average distribution in precisely
the same position it is in today. I urge this committee to consider this
proposal. If the incentive for private retirement plans is to continue
to perform the function for which it was designed, it should not be
eroded in the way H.R. 13270 proposes.

I have ulso offered several amendments to H.R. 12290, which, taken
in the aggregate, will do the following: They will continue the benefits
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of the 7-percent tax credit for investments in depressed areas, for small
business property and for intrastate pipeline property. A depressed
area, under my amendment No. 102, is defined us a State or political
subdivision with an unemployment rate of 6 percent or more for the
calendar year. During the last 12 years, my State has experienced
chronic unemployment ranging from , low of 8 percent to a high of
10.3 percent and, in fact, experiences unemployment in excess of 80
percent in certain remote villages. By retaining the credit for invest-
ment in depressed areas, the employment balance in America could
be dramatically improved and chronic unemployment in certain areas
of this country could be ended by simulating private enterprise. If
we are to deal directly with unemployment, the costs will be staggering.
I prefer to continue the incentive to provide new jobs. Th provisions
involving small business and intrastate pipelines would also be of as-
sistance in helping to end this unemployment problem.

Finally, I would like to point out an inequity in procedures that
presently exists in" IRS practices. When the IRS files a lien on real
property for nonpayment of income taxes, that lien is duly recorded.
When the taxes are paid, the IRS notifies the property owner that his
slate is clean, but it is not required, nor does it in practice notify the
county or borough recorder to remove the lien. When the taxpayer
sells his property, the purchaser will discover the lien and will usually
end up bearing the cost of removing the lien in order to obtain title
insurance. Any other person placing n, lien on property would be re-
quired to remove it, hut the IRS is not. There is no reason why the IRS
should enjoy this special advantage nor, according to its own policies,
should it enjoy this privilege. My bill, S. 2879, would require the IRS
to notify the place at which the lien was originally recorded that it has
been satisfied.

I would now like to draw the attentions of this committee to the
provisions of H.R. 13270 that would reduce the depletion allowance
for oil and gas from 271/2 percent to 20 percent and would require the
intangible drilling expenses for these industries to be capitalized rather
than expensed.

Mr. Chairman, as everyone is now well aware, large oil discoveries
have been made in the forbidding Arctic regions of my State. The dis-
covery is of such a magnitude that it is expected to increase the proved
oil reserves of this country significantly. But the costs of exploration
that led to this great discovery were far greater than any previous
exploration. The costs of developing these reserves will be far greater
than the costs of developing previous discoveries, and the cost of trans-
porting this oil to domestic markets is significant. If it had not been
for the incentives--and that is what the existing tax provisions are:
incentives, not loopholes-exploration in the Arctic regions probably
would not have taken place, and our great reserves might be unknown
today. These reserves are now ready to be developed, but the costs of
this development are staggering. The pipeline which will carry the
oil from Prudhoe Bay to Vnldez on the Gulf of Alaska will cost an
estimated $900 million; each well Will cost an estimated $1.2 million
compared with an average of $50,000 for previously drilled wells.
This is a tremendous capital investment. Where will the money for
such investments come from ?
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For the most part, it will come from the recovery of capital invested
in earlier oil fields. How is this money recovered? It is recovered,
previously, through the depletion allowance. That allowance assures
that the oil industry will retain enough capital to continue exploration
and development programs. If this allowance is reduced, it will have
significant effects on the future growth of the oil industry.

The investment made so far in exploring for oil in Alaska is esti-
mated at $1.3 billion. That investment was made on the assumption
that the incentives contained in the depletion allowance and the ex-
pensing of intangibles, which originally encouraged the oil industry
to attempt the development of Alaska's petroleum, would be continued.
Now this committee is considering a bill which would, in effect, tell
these companies who have committed themselves to investing a great
amount of money in Alaska that these incentives, which would have
provided the capital for the continued development of Alaska's oil
reserves, are to be significantly reduced and that these companies will
have to look elsewhere for needed capital. Where else, today, can they
lookI

But this bill goes further than that. It. tells the people of Alaska
that the incentives which helped to develop the oil reserves in Penn-
sylvania, Wyoming, Texas, California, Oklahoma, and the other oil
producing States are to be denied Alaska. If these incentives are re-
duced, Alaska must face the fact that she will be denied the benefits that
spurred the development of other States; that, Alaska's hopes for the
future, which have risen so high with the September 10 lease. sale, are
now to be dashed on the rocks below.

The Alaska Department of Natural Resources has studied the effects
the proposed reduction in the depletion allowance and the elimina-
tion of the provision allowing the expensing of intangible drilling
costs on my State. The annual loss of income to the State of Alaska-
from such sources as leases, royalties, and taxes on the oil and related
support industries-that would result from the passage of H.R. 1.3270
would be approximately $100 million-more than half the entire State
budget for fiscal 1969. And this takes into account only the loss on
proven oilfields. It does not even contemplate the effects of discon-
tinuance of exploration in several other promising areas that will
probably result if these incentives are reduced.

Aside from the gross unfairness to one State that will result if H.R.
13270 is passed, this committee should consider the effects on the
economy and particularly on the consumer that result from this legis-
lation. Already the oil industry is preparing to build the $900 million
Trans-Alaska Pipeline; it has authorized the construction of three
new tankers larger than any ship yet built in American shipyards nd
is considering building a fleet.of tankers twice that size to sail the
Northwest Passage; it is planning to build airfields, refineries, and
dozens of other support facilities. The effects on the construction
industry, the shipbuilding industry, the steel industry, and dozens
of other industries involved in this development will be drastic if
the capital for these projects is severely curtailed, as it most certainly
will be if H.R. 13270 is passed. The oil industry is hardly the excliu-
sive beneficiary of these incentiveA; they benefit all of America.

And what of the consumer I mentioned earlier. In the end, he will
bear the burden of the reduction of these incentives, as he does all
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tax increases. The discovery of oil in Alaska has been made just at,
a time when rising consumption was exceeding discoveries of new
reserves. As those reserves were gradually exhausted, the price of a
gallon of gasoline would have risen significantly. Gasoline is one of
those rare items which, taking inflation into account, costs less today
than it did 20 years ago. In 1949 the average cost of a gallon of gaso-
line was 41.5 cents in terms of 1969 dollars, while today it is only
33.7 cents. The development of Alaskan oil can continue this price
stability, but, if the capital to develop these new fields is not available,
Alaskan oil will not reach the marketplace in sufficient quantity to
prevent the impending price rise.

Many critics of the depletion allowance are quick to point out that
the allowance would only be reduced, not eliminated, by l. 13270.
I must point out that the economic feasibility of the Alaskan oil fields,
with the high cost of development in the harsh Arctic environment,
is dependent on the savings of large scale production made possible
by the magnitude of the Prudhoe Bay discovery. The scale of develop-
ment must be enormous if our oil is to be competitive. You cannot
decide to build a $500 million pipeline instead of a $900 million one
if it will be 300 miles short of the oilfields. You cannot settle for fewer
tankers if the tankers cannot handle the full capacity of the pipeline.
The point is, the industry needs all the capital the existing incentives
will provide if any of the development in the Arctic is to make
economic sense.

We are thus at a time, and I hope I have made this point clear,
when the reduction of these incentives could do irreparable harm not
only to Alaska, which will most certainly suffer sverely if this legis-
lation is passed, but also to the entire Nation. I see no reason to deny
the consumer of America the benefits of Alaskan oil in the name of
tax reform. The oil industry is not even one of those industries escap-
ing taxation. It pays a larger percentage of its gross revenues in taxes
than does the average American business enterprise. And that does
not take into consideration excise and sales taxes, which are :' tims
greater for the oil industry than they are for the average American
business. It pays less in Federal corporate income taxes, it is trile, but
it pays much more in State and local taxes. At a time when the Fed-
erlal Government is urging revenue sharing, this committee has before
it legislation that would cause a greater share of the oil industry's
tax dollar to flow into the Federal Treasury. And, if you think the
Federal treasury will gain by reducing those incentives, I would like
to point out that the tax revenue from oil lying undeveloped in the
ground 8,000 feet below the frozen Arctic is precisely nothing. Where
is the tax saving in that?

The reduction of these incentives will have nothing but deleterious
effects on the economy, the consumer, and the Treasury, and contributes
nothing to the goal of tax reform. I urge this committee to delete
those provisions from H.R. 13270 and allow the oil industry to con-
tinue to utilize the incentives that brought them to Alaska so that it
can stay there and benefit all Alaskans and all Americans.

I would like, at this point, to request the committee's permission
to offer at a later date testimony regarding those provisions of H.R.
13270 that affect the interest paid on municipal bond-s.
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Thank you for this opportunity to present my views to this
committee on this important piece of legislation.

The CI[i"IL\N. Ti1ank you for a fine statement, Senator Stevens.
Senator Smathers, we are honored to have you with us again. Would

you please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE A. SMATHERS, FORMER SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA, ON BEHALF OF MANUFACTURERS
HANOVER TRUST CO. AND MORGAN GUARANTY TRUST CO. OF
NEW YORK

Senator S.IT.'ruits. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I rel)resent Manu-
facturers I-Tanover Trust Co." and Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. of
New York. Iy remarks are limited to three sections of the bill:
Section 443 relating to gains realized by banks on the sale of bonds
and other debt securities; section 441 relating to bad debt reserves;
and section 515 relating to lump distributions from profit-sharinig
plans.

As explained in more detail under separate headings, we believe the
proposed changes embodied in these sections of the hIouse bill are
inappropriate. In connection with section 441 (bonds transactions) and
section 443 (bad debt reserves), the bill contains inequities which in
any event should be corrected.

Under present law, commercial banks are allowed to treat as ordi-
nary losses any excess of capital losses over capital gains resulting
from their transactions in bonds and other corporate and govern-
mental evidences of indebtedness. At the same time, they are permitted
to treat any net gains from such transactions as capital gains. Under
section 443 of tle House bill, this would be changed. Commercial
banks would be obliged to treat net gains from these transactions as
ordinary income instead of as capital gains. Net losses would continue
to be fully deductible as ordinary losses.

It is not believed that this change is desirable. The present law is
not the result of an unintended omission. The present treatment of
losses on the sale of debt securities by banks dates back to Worl War
II and was deliberately adopted to encourage financial institutions to
support large new issues of bonds. It is not believed that it is in the
public interest at this time to discourage financial institutions from
acquiring bonds. The pendency of the House bill already has had an
adverse impact on the demandi for long-term issues and has had the
effect of reducing the already low liquidity of the banking system.

The modification of the present treatment of gains realized by banks
on debt securities will increase the difficulty of the Treasury and State
and local governments in issuing securities and consequently will tend
to increase the cost of such financing. The impact. on the present
liquidity of the banking system arises from the fact that termination
of the l)resent treatment of gains will reduce the effective yield of
issues now outstanding and selling below face value. In short, we feel
that there continue to be valid p1iblic policy objectives for maintain-
img the present nonparallel treatment o gains and losses.

If, despite the above considerations, the Congress sees fit to adopt
the proposal embodied in the House bill, it is submitted that such
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change should be made effective only witl respect to bonds or debt
securities purchased after the effective date. As indicated above, the
present treatment was designed to encourage banks to perform the im-
portant functions of providing a market for governmental and cor-
p)orate securities. It, is therefore obviously inequitable that the current
holdings of debt securities of banks which were purchased in the light
of this favored tax treatment should not continue to enjoy such fa-
v'ored treatment.

For many years for Federal income tax l)urposes, commercial banks
have been permitted to establish bad debt reserves. The present regula-
tion which was adopted in 19065 permits transfers to such reserves to
be made until the total equals 2.4 percent of eligible loans. Transfers
in any single year are limited by certain provisions designed to prevent
unduly rapid or large transfers.

The present treatment is the result of regulations which have been
modified from time to time after considerable deliberation. It cannot
be regarded as an inadvertent loophole, but rather reflects broad public
policy with respect to the structure and functioning of the commercial

kng system.
Unlike many other nations, the United States has followed the

policy of encouraging a high degree of decentralization in our bank-
ing system. As a result, there are more than 13,000 commerical banks
in the United States, the great majority of which are small enterprises.
It is of the utmost importance that the stability and solvency of this
system be assured. Bad debt reserves have contributed to such solvency
and stability.

Subject, to a transition rule designed to l)revent hardship, section
441 of the House bill would eliminate the present rule which permits
a bad debt reserve of 2.4 percent of outstanding uninsured loans and
would substitute therefor a reserve based upon each bank's own
experience as indicated by losses for the current year and the 5
preceding years.

While in a period of economic stability the present rule permitting
a reserve of 2.4 percent of eligible loans may result in a reserve that
is more than adequate for many banks, it is submitted that it is im-
portant that banks be permitted to have a cushion against the possibil-
ity of an economic downturn. In the absence of such a cushion, many
banks throughout, the country could, in the event of a recession, suffer
such an impairment of capital as to force liquidation or reorganization.
The undesirability of this from the standpoint of the entire economy
is obvious.

If, despite the above considerations, the Congress should determine
to adopt the proposed change to a 6-year moving average, there is
one inequity in the bill which should, in any event, be corrected. This
inequity arises in connection with the transition rule which is designed
to l)revent hardship where a bank has a bad debt reserve in excess
of the amount that would be allowable on the basis of its own ex-
perience. The transition rule, as embodied in the House bill, would
permit the bank to maintain its present dollar reserve and to deduct
actual bad debt losses where no addition to the reserve would be
justified under the 6-year moving average. The inequity stems from
the different levels and circumstances in which individual banks
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find themselves with respect to their reserve balances as of the close
of 1969 and in light of an incomplete transitional formula by which
they are governel under existing Revenue Ruling 65-92.

B y way of background, Revenue Ruling 65-92, issued by the In-
ternal Revenue Service in 1965, was designed to provide a uniform
percentage for computing annual additions to reserves for bad debts
by banks. Under the ruling a bank wrs allowed deductions for addi-
tions to its reserve for bad debts until the reserve equals 2.4 l)erceIt
of loans outstanding at the close of the taxable year. However, in order
to minimize the revenue impact and still put banks on a. parity, a
bank whose reserve was less than 2.4 percent of outstanding loans at
the close of its 1964 taxable year (the year of change) was permitted
to make up the difference over a period of not less than 10 years.
This catchup period runs at least through 1974. As a result, many
banks' so-called base year balance in their reserves are at the 2.-
percent limit but other banks are still in the process of increasing their
reserves to that limit under the Internal Revenue Service formula.

In moving from the existing uniform percentage formula for bad
debt reserves to be proposed new experience formula, it seems inequit-
able to freeze the base year allowances in the case of banks who have
not yet reached the 2.4-percent limit and are in midstream in the
catchup formula under existing law.

As part of the transition to the proposed new formula, banks whose
base year balances have not yet reached the 2.4 percent limit should
be able annually to increase such balance by at, least the amount of
their experience under the new formula until such balance reaches
the 2.4 percent ceiling for the base year. The effect would be to reach
a greater degree of equivalency among competing banks (which was
the purpose of Revenue Ruling 05-92) over a period of time but by
a formula tied to actual experience as proposed in the bill. Stated
differently, our proposed change would permit a gradual equalization
in the point of departure of change from existing to newly proposed
bad debt reserve rules. Had the Internal Revenue Service catchup
formula run its course for all banks prior to the pending legislation,
such a change would not have been necessary.

Section 515 of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 pertains to the taxation
of distributions from prolt-sharinf plans. That section'. as contained
in the act passed by the House of Representatives, would tax as ordi-
nary income that portion of a lump-sum distribution from a profit
sharing, plan which consists of amounts contributed by the employer
after 1969. Under present law, such amounts would be taxed at
long-term capital gains rates. This change appears undesirable.

At the outset. it may be helpful to describe in general terms the
provisions of the profit sharing" plan of Manufacturers Hanover
Trit Co., which are believed to be typical of those of many other
banks. Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. has adopted this Ilan in
addition to a fixed benefit retirement plan. The employee looks pri-
marilv to the fixed benefit retirement plan to provide hin with security
in retirement. The profit-sbaring plan srves the purpose of permitting
the employee to share in the bank's trofits and of encouraning him
to be thrifty. It makes it possible for him to accumulate a sum which
will enable him following retirement to travel, to purchase a home
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in a vacation area or to invest in a small business. The imposition of
confiscatory taxes is inconsistent with the achievement of these
purposes.

Under the plan, all regular employees become eligible to icipate
after the completion of 1 year of continuous service. Each year, the
bank sets aside for profit sharing under the plan 10 percent of net
operating earnings after taxes. The sum so set aside is allocated
among tei employees in the lrolortion that each employee's base
compensation bears to the total base compensation of all employees
part icil) eating in the plan. The employee is not obliged to make any
contribution to the plan.

The employee is given the right to elect to have his share in the
profit sharing' fund invested in whole or in part in one of four dif-
ferent investment fids. One of these funds is invested in stock of
the employer bank. The other three funds consist of miscellaneous
securities, the most conservative consisting solely of U.S. Government
obligations, another of relatively conservative securities (including,
however, common and preferred stocks), and the third of a less con-
servative type of securities.

Three methods of )ayment are provided: (a) a lump-sum payment,
(b) annual installments of not more than 10 in number and (c) pur-
chase of an annuity contract. While the method of payment to each
employee is decided by a retirement committee, the employee's desires
are taken into account. If the share of the employee has been invested
in securities of the employer bank, the payment will be made in this
medium if requested by the employee.

It is believed that in" the light ot this description of the profit sharing
l)lan of Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. it is possible better to
understand the tax treatment of profit sharing distributions. The
present law which has been in effect for approximately 25 years pro-
vides for capital rains taxation of lump-sum distributions if they
are made in 1 taxable year as a result of separation from service; anda
where the distribution includes securities f the employer corporation,
such securities are valued at the original cost thereof to the plan, any
appreciation up to the time of the distribution being ignored. As a
result the unrealized appreciation is not taxed until the employee
later sells the securities.

Under the House bill, the existing rules would be changed to impose
ordinary income tax, rather than long-term capital gains treatment,
on that portion of a profit sharing distribution which consists of
employer contributions attributable to years beginning with 1970.
The bill provides a special averaging device to minimize somewhat
the effect of the bunching of income in the year of retirement.. Under
this device, one-fifth of the employer's contributions would be added
to the other income of the employee and a computation would be
made to determine the tax on such one-fifth. The tax so arrived at
would then be multiplied by 5 to determine the total tax to be paid
by the employee on the contributions of the employer. The bill contains
a further novel provision which permits the employee to recompute
his tax for the taxable year of retirement and each of the four following
taxable years (on the assumption that the luip-sum distribution has
been paid to him in five equal annual installments), and if such com-
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station prodiices a lower tax than that, in, fact paid by him, permits
iirn to file a claim for refund.
Except for this change in the method of taxing the portion of the

lunp-sumn distribution representing employer Contributions, thw
House 1ill makes no change in the present law with respect to the
tax treatment, of profit sharing distriltions. To the extent. that a
litup-suin distribution is attributable to earnings realized bY the fund
over the years in which the efln)loyee has heen participating in the
plan, the distribution would be tax(ld as long-term capital gain. Like-
wise no change would be made in the rule 'which, in the case of (]is-
tribution of employer securities, disregards the unrealized appreciation
on such securities. AccordingAly, the tax on such unrealized appre-
ciation would be deferred until the employee realized the same through
a sale of the securities.

At this point, it. is well to note another chang. prnpo. ed )Y the
t-ouse bill which, although not. specifically related to profit s1hrig,
does have an effect. on the taxation of profit' sharing distrilutions. 'ihis
is the proposed removal of the 25 percent maximum tax on long-term
capital gains. We are not expresing any view on the wisdom of this
proposed chance, but are referring to it. merely for the purpIose of
pointing out that even if the provisions of .-ctiou 515 of the Tillse
bill are eliminated as herein recommended, the lax pvable on lump-
sum di.ributions from profit- sharinr plans will not aw4' mer existing
law, be limited to a maximum rate of 25 percent.
It is our position that irrespective of the tax rate, the. capital 1xains

method of taxing lump-stum distributions from profit. shAulninr funds
is preferable to that. proposed in the houst, hill liofl froml tle
standpoint, of fairness as well from the standpoint. of pructial
ad min i strati on.

The capital- tains treatment which under present. law is applicable
to lunp-sum distributions from profit-sharing plans is not a method
of taxation Ieculiarly reserved to the taxation of gain on securitis
and other capital assets. Rather it, is a method which wa. devise(l
for the taxation of income accumulated over a number of years whill
under the "annual accounting" concept followed by our tax law is
lunched into 1 year. Lump-sum distributions from profit-sharing
plans represent an accumulation over many years of service, some-
tines as many as 80 or 40 years, which is received by the employee in
one taxable N'ear, No better' illustration could be. found of te t'~pe of
situation foi. which the capital gains nuethod was devised. Capital
gains treatment further is appropriate to the-, distriltions lec:a.pe
an employee's profit-sharing account. represents an investment which
lie has had at risk throughout his employment. During this entire
period he was the true owner of his share in the fund even t.hflith
such share may stem from contributions made by th employer. While
the moneys are in the proflt-sharing fund, the employee is subject* to
the risk of the fluctuations of the securities markets. Tf the investment
experience is good, the employee stands to gain; but if it is bad, it is
the employee who will bear the loss. It thus appears entirely appro-
priate to apply the capital-gains treatment. to these dist'rihltions
without any fragmentation such as is proposed by the House bill.

If it be suggested that ordinary incolne treatment is appropriate to
the extent of the employer's contribution because such contribution
is attributable to the employee's own labor, it is submitted that this
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argument proves too much. If it were sound, ordinary income taxation
would be appropriate to the proI)rietor of a small business who sells
the business after a long period of time over which le lies built up
the goodwill of the business. Such a proprietor is of course given
calital-gains treatment on the sale of his business even though wlat
he is selling obviously stems largely from his own personal efforts. In
this connection, it, is to be noted that tile philosoI )y un derlying tile
proposed change in the tax treatment of lim )-Suli distributions ap-
pears inconsistent with the philosophy underlying the provisions of
section 802 of the House bill which p'opose a maximum tax rate of
60 percent on earned income. Implicit in the latter provision is a
recognition that our tax laws in the last have fairly discriminated
against earned income suclh is sa11lariits and oh m. folm1is of ('cOml~lons-
tion, and that the iml)osition of conlfiseatory taxation may Isult, in
discouraging further effort on the part, of both low- and high-l)aid em-
I)loyees who recognize that as their compensation increases, the per-
ventage thereof that goes to the Government likewise increases. Since
distriltfion1s troin 1)pilit.-sharing fiuds are it eans of encouraging
employees to greater efort, it seems thilt the proposedd elimination
of capital-gains treat ment is a movement, i tle Wrong4 dilvet ion.

The House bill recognizes that it, would he inequitable to tax a sub-
stantial portion of a lump-sum distribution as ordinary income in
one taxable year. Accordingly, it adopts the above-mentioned averag-
ing device as well as the eiimbersome refund procedure. This nee-
essary averaging is, it is submitted, better accomplished, with less
administrative burden to both tile taxpayer and the Internal Revenue
Service, by leaving tihe present capital-gains treatment mndisturbed.
Th jlUVsent. lawv a(,hieves tim equitable result in a way tillt is easily
understood by taxpayers and is capable of easy administration by the
authorities. The proposed treatment including particularly the refund
provision would be very difficult of comprehension by unsophisticated
ta.xpayers. In many instances, tile refiuld provisions would lhave to he
utilized by the estates of deceased employees under circumstances
where the necessary records would be diflicult to locate.

The proposed averaging device, while it. avoids the extreme 1)yra-
miding of income which would result in the absence of an averaging
(levice, fails fully to take into account that much of the distribution
may represent. earnings of the employee when he was being laid a
very modest salary and, consequently, was in a low tax bracket, Many
of ti employees of a bank start, at the very bottom of the ladder andl
after many years reach a level where their top income is subject to
tax at highi surtax rates. [The ,5-year averaging device will in those
cases fail to level out the rate of taxation in a manner that properly
reflects the rates which would have been applicable had the employe;
received the payments in the years in which he rendered the services.
Capital-gains taxation, it is submitted, more closely approximates the
tax which would have been paid if the moneys had been distributed
currently. This will be1 partimlarly true if, as provided in the House
bill, the 25 percent maximum tax rate on long-term capital gains is
eliminated.

The refund provision of the House bill,.which would entitle the
employee to a refurd at the end of 5 years if he has relatively small
income during the 5-year period following termination of service,
in addition to being subject to the criticism ti at it, is administratively
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cumbersome, is unfair in that it will deprive the employee for a
period of 5 years of the use of the money which is ultimately re-
funded to him.

In conclusion, it is submitted that the present provisions of the
code properly apply capital-gains treatment to lump-sum distribu-
tions in recognition of the fact that the employee has an investment
in the profit-sharing plan which is at risk over a long period of time.
These provisions are equitable, understandable, and result in a fair
approximation of the tax which would have been paid over the period
of years in which the average employee participates in a profit-sharing
plan. A tax provision which governs payments to many low-salaried
employees should in all events be simple and easily undersood. The
provision in the House bill fails completely to meet this test.

The CHIAT MAN. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator SmATHEmS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness will be Mr. Scott P. Crampton,

chairman of the American Bar Association, section of taxation, Wash-
ington, D.C.

Mr. Crampton, you have a very full statement here and we will
have to ask you to abbreviate it and try to stay within 10 minutes. We
will print the entire statement and try to make it available to everyone.

STATEMENT OF SCOTT F. CRAMPTON, CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN BAR
ASSOCIATION, SECTION OF TAXATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.; AC-
COMPANIED BY SHERWIN T. McDOWELL, CHAIRMAIT-ELECT, AND
DONALD McDONALD, VICE CHAIRMAN

Mr. CRAMPTON. My name is Scott P. Crampton. I am appearing
here before you ,this morning as chairman of the section of taxatin
of the American Bar Association. With me is our chairman-elect, Mr.
Sherwin T. McDowell, and our vice chairman in charge of committee
operations, Mr. Donald McDonald.

The officers of the section of taxation appreciate very much this
opportunity to appear before your committee and to bring you the
views of our organization.

As I am sure many of you already know, the membership of the
American Bar Association is now in excess of 140,000 attorneys of
whom about 12,000 are members of the section of taxation.

When the Tax Reform Act of 1969 was being considered by the
House of Representatives, the section of taxation was concerned that
under its then limited authority, it might not be authorized to act
in a number of areas where we thought our membership could be
helpful. As a general rule, no member of the American Bar Associa-
tion is authorized to speak for that Association with regard to pend-
ing legislation, unless the position to be urged has first been approved
by its House of Delegates.

In view of the technical nature of the proposals for tax reform
that are now pending, and the need for early action, Mr. Charles C.
MacLean, my predQcessor, appeared before the House of Delegates
of the American Bar Association to request for the section of taxation
additional authority so that our assistance to this Committee may
hopefully be more meaningful.
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Mr. MacLean was successful in this regard and.the section of taxa-
tion has been authorized by the American Bar Association to comment
on the pending proposals subject to several provisos, the most im-
portant of which is as follows:

With the chairman's permission I would like to read this one
paragraph:

That the section shall neither support nor oppose any proposal of a contro-
versial nature affecting the distribution of a substantial part of the tax burden to
a particular class or classes of taxpayers, but shall confine Its action with
respect to any such proposal to explaining the effect thereof and commenting
on problems of statutory draftsmanship, undue complexity In the structure of
the tax law, and alternative methods of accomplishing the same general
objectives.

It may seem to you that I have labored this position a bit, but we
feel that it is important to establish at the outset the scope of our
authority. There are certain areas regarding the pending tax reform
proposal in which the American Bar Association, through its House
of Delegates, has taken a position, and in those instances we have
endeavored to make it clear to the committee that we are speaking
for the American Bar Association. In all other instances, however,
we ask that the committee be mindful of the fact that we are today
speaking for the section of taxation and pursuant to this limited
authority to which I have referred.

We have submitted to the committee a printed report setting forth
in considerable detail our views, suggestions and questions with re-
spect to the pending bill. In a number of instances we have pointed
out problems without suggesting what the solution should be. The
omission of a proposed solution frequently resulted from our effort
to avoid questions of policy which might go beyond our limited
authority.

One other preliminary point should be mentioned. Many of our
section members, as individuals and acting on their own responsibility,
have made or are making teclipical comments with respect to specilce
sections of H.R. 13270.

I believe there are several hundred of these comments that have
been collected by the section of taxation, and then forwarded to the
staff of your committee, to the Joint Committee staff, and to the Treas-
ury Department for consideration.
In this short oral testimony, we desire to discuss only two subjects.

One is retroactivity or effective dates as they are set forth in the bill,
and the second is the extensive delegation of authority to supple-
ment the statute by regulations.

On the question of effective dates, I believe one of the tax services
set forth the various effective dates and that it took seven pages
of their printed document to cover them. There are numerous situa-
tions in the bill where statutory provisions are made effective as
of some months ago-frequently when the subject was discussed in
a press release. One count of these I believe reached 45.

It is realized that the suggestion of a change in tax legislation
may encourage some people to act in order to take advantage of the
existing provisions. There is another side of the coin, however, and
that is the belief that taxpayers are entitled to act in reliance on
existing law, and particularly when there is no actual notice of the
proposed change.
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This problem was considered some time ago by the section of taxa-
tion, which approved a resolution on the subject. A part of this
resolution is printed in the introduction to our report. The conclusion
in short was as follows:

That the for6closure of such last-minute tax avoidance Is considered less
Important than the preservation of the principle that a taxpayer may rely
upon an existing statute In planning his affairs.

We realize that this general subject may have more or less signifi-
cance in various areas of the bill, but we do urge this committee in
fixing effective dates to endeavor to do so with a minimum of
retroactivity.

On the subject of regulations, or the delegation of authority to sup-
plement the statute by regulations, we find over 70 instances where the
bill provides for details to be supplied by regulations to be issued
by the Secretary or his delegate.

Since the public is still awaiting some regulations to be issued
under the 1950 act., that is 19 years ago, it is not surprising that the
section of taxation has touched on this subject in the introduction
to its report. The substance of our view in this regard is that the
legislative program should be scheduled so that there is sufficient
time to incorporate all major policy decisions within the statute.

In closing I was going to request that our printed report be made
a part of the record, but I understand you have already done that.

he CTAIRMAN. Yes, we have a very lengthy statement by you.
Thank you very much, sir.
Senator Cuirris. Mr. Chairman, may I ask one thing. I would

commend you for everything you have said, but particularly on the
matter of delegating authority to the Secretary or his delegate rather
than the Congress writing the tax law. I think this is most important,
and particularly out in the interior country where I come from, where
they do not have access to committee reports and so on.

I am inclined to believe that insofar as possible, taxpayers' lawyers
should be able to turn to the statute and find out what thie tax law is.
I understand that is what you are driving at..

Mr. CmAMMroN. I believe you have probably expressed it better
than we did.

Senator Cuwrns. Now you said there were 70 instances where in-
stead of deciding something by the Congress, the Secretary is dele-
gated to do it. I wish that you would submit to this committee the list
of those 70 instances and in a separate column the proposed language
that you would use in lieu thereof.

Mr. CRAMPTON. Mr. Senator, I think we can -
Senator Currm. Now that is a job you have asked us to do, Mr.

Crampton.
Mr. CnAM vrO. I think that we can give you a list rather readily

of the 70 places where there has been a delegation of authority, but
in view of the limited authority whichthe section of taxation has from
the House of Delegates of the American Bar Association, there are a
number of these areas in which I feel without going through our
formal procedures-

Senator Cuwrs. I will modify my request in this regard, not sug-
gesting that you make the policy decisions but give us some alterna-
tives, after we decide what policies should be.
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Mr. CiR%.%tt'ro. I believe we could.
Senator Cuiws. Insofar as possible.
Mr. CIRA3ir FON. I believe we coulh make a real effort on that.
Senator CuRTIs. Maybe not on all but if you could help with some

of them it would be very helpful.
Mr. C,%nim'roN.. We will be glad to do so.
Senator CURTIs. Thank you, sir.
(The committee subsequently received the following additional

information:)

COMMENTS OF TiE SECTION OF TAXATION OF THE AIERICAN' BAR ASSOCIATION,
ON TIlE DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY TO TIE SECRETARY OF TIlE TREASURY OR IS

DELEGATE TO PRO.MULGATE REGULATIONS UNDER H.R. 13270, TilE TAX REFORM
ACT OF 1069

1. Page 8, Line 23, Sc. 101, § 507(b) (3) of the Code
May be deleted. Covered by § 7805(a).

2. Page 11, Line 13, See. 101, § 508(a) of the Code
The provision as to time operates as an effective date provision during the

transitional period after enactment of the bill. It should be changed to provide
that notification may not be required prior to a stated date after adoption of the
regulations. Other sections rating to classification of organizations as private
foundations and deductible contributions are dependent on this provision, and
therefore the transitional effective date provision is important.

3. Page 11, Line 20, Sec. 101, § 508(b) of the Code
Unnecessary. Should refer to § 508(a).

4. Page 11, Line 24, See. 101, § 508(o) of the Code
This would appear to be an acceptable delegation.

5. Page 12, Line 18, See. 101, § 508(d) of the Code
May be deleted. Covered by § 7805 (a).

6. Page 25, Line 17, See. 101, § 4941(e) (.f) (B) of the Code
The standards by which the Secretary determines an appropriate period under

this subsection should be stated. Perhaps a fixed period, say one year, following
termination of litigation should also be provided.

7. Page 27, Line 18, See. 101, § 4942 (e) (2) of the Code
The last sentence should be deleted. The required valuation should be de-

termined under general principles of law.

8. Page 28, Linc8 1 d 4, ee. 101, § 4942 (e) (3) of the Code
The objections of the Section of Taxation to this delegation of authority are

set forth on page 8 of the Report of the Section of Taxation dated October 1,
1969. It is submitted that the applicable percentage for years subsequent to 1970
should be determined under some statistical index that may be published by the
Federal Reserve Board or the Department of Commerce.

9. Page 30, Line 20, and Page 31, Line 9, Sec. 101, § 49-f2(g) (2) of the Code
While this subsection does not use the word "regulations", it appears to re-

quire the equivalent rule making action and does not set forth any standards to
be followed by the Secretary or his delegate. It is suggested that the section be
amended to delete the discretionary grant to the Secretary or his delegate and
permit a taxpayer to make a set-aside for a stated term, say five years, for the
purposes described in the section.

10. Page 32, Line 10, Sec. 101, § 4942(h) (2) of the Code
May be deleted. Covered by § 7805 (a).

11. Page83, Line 17, Sec. 101, § 4942(J) (2) (B) of the Code
The standards by which the Secretary determines an appropriate period under

this subsection should be stated. Perhaps a fixed period, say one year, following
termination of litigation should also be provided.
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12. Page 37, Line 14, Sec. 101, § 4948(o) (8) of the Code
This delegation would appear to be unnecessary because the applicable print.

ciples are adequately set forth in the bill, provided proposed Code Section 4143
(c) (3) (A) is amended as suggested in pp. 12-13 of the Report of the Section
of Taxation dated October 1, 1969.
13. Page 42, Line 7, Sec. 101, § 4943(d) (3) (B) of the Code

The standards by which the Secretary determines an appropriate period under
this subsection should be stated. Perhaps a fixed period, say one year, following
termination of litigation should also be provided.
14. Page 46, Line 23, Sec. 101, § 4945(e) of the Codc

We would suggest deleting the requirement for advance approval by the
Secretary or his delegate. The proposed Ptatute would appear to set forth tl
standards to be met.
15. Page 56, Line 7, Sec. 101, § 4947(d) of the Code

May be deleted. Covered by § 7805 (a).
10. Page 57, Lines 14 & 17, Sec. 101, § 6033(a) (1) of the Code

May be deleted. Covered by 001 and 5 7805 (a).
17. Page 57, Line 24, Sec. 101, § 6033(a) (2) of the Code

This would appear to be an acceptable delegation.
18. Page 61, Line 4, See. 101, § 610,1 (e) of the Code

This delegation should be deleted as surplusage. As to the merits, see Report
of the Section of Taxation, October 1, 1969, beginning at p. 15.
19. Page 74, Line 20, Sec. 101, § 6034 (a) of the Code

May be deleted. Covered by §§ 6001 and 7805 (a).
20. Page 95, Line 1, See. 121, § 514(a) (1) of the Code

We suggest that the delegation of authority to supplement the Statute by
regulations should be deleted. If soine method of averaging other than arithimeti-
cal is intended, the statute should be clarified in this regard.
21. Page 104, Line 21, See. 121, § 514(c) (7) of the Code

We suggest that the delegation of authority to supplement the statute by
regulations shou d be deleted. If some method of averaging other than arithineti-
cal Is intended, tie statute should be clarified in this regard.
22. Page 105, Line 22, Sec. 121, § 514 (e) of the Code

May be deleted. Covered by § 7805(a).
23. Page 108, Line 6, See. 121, 5 6050(b) of the Code

May be deleted. Covered by §5 6001 and 7805 (a).
24. Page 116, IAne 1, Sec. 201, § 170(b) (1) (H) of the Code

May be deleted. Covered by 5 7805 (a).
25. Page 118, Line 1, Sec. 201, § 170(b) (1) (J) (,v) of the Code

May be deleted. Covered by § 7805(a).

26. Page 123, Line 9, Sec, 201, § 170(e) (1) of the Code
May be deleted. Covered by 5 7805(a).

27. Page 125, Line 2, Sec. 201, 1 170(e) (4) of the Code
Lines 2 and 3 on p. 125 should be deleted as covered under § 7805(a). If the

first portion of the sentence is not sufficient, perhaps the section should specify
that allocation be made in direct proportion to the value of the interest retained
and the interest given.
28. Page 128, Line 28, Sec. 201o, § 642(o) of the Code

May be deleted. Covered by 1 7805 (a).
20. Page 135, I.ne 11, Sec. 201, § 664(a) o the Code

May be deleted. Covered by § 7805(a).
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30. Page 141, Line 13, See. 211, § 1251(b) (3) (A) of the Code
We suggest that the delegation of authority for regulations in tills stethrn

shoul be delete(]. The Committee may desire to consider a revision of the statute
reading as follows:

(1) An amount equal to the farm net income for such year, and
(2) The fount of those deductions of the taxpayer which did not reduce

his tax under this substitle for the taxable year or any preceding taxable
year.

31. Page 15 , Llnc 24,Scv. 211, § 1251(b) (f ) (B) of the Code
May be deleted. Covered by § 7805(a).

32. Page 144, Line 18, Sce. 211, § 1251 (b) (6) of the Codt'
It Is believed that this delegation is undesirable. The statute might be revised

to provide that the excess deductions account follows the "farmi recapture
l)roperty" when joint returns are no longer filed.

33. Page 146, Line 2, Sce. 211, § 1251 (o) (2) (B ) of the Code
This delegation is objectionable because of the lack of legislative standards.

One method of allocation might be in proportion to the am, unt of farm income
on each separate return.

34. Page 1014, Line 3, Sce. 231, § 217(f) of the Code
May be deleted. Covered by § 7805 (a).

35. Page 168, ine 13, See. 301, § 85(c) (41) of the Code
Since there are standards set forth in ti section, by thie reference to

§ 1374 (e) (1), n specific delegation is unnecessary.

30. Page 185, Line I.4, Sce. 311, § 1304 (e) (2) of thce Code
This section repeats § 1301(f)(3) of existing law. In view of the principle

that reenactment of a statute frequently constitutes all approval of existing
Treasury Regulations, the Committee should consider Treas. Regs. § 1.1301-5 to
see whether It approves the principles set forth. If so, It is submitted that these
principles should be outlined in the statute.

37. Page 187, Line 2, See. 321, § 85(e) (2) (B) of thce Code
May be deleted. Covered by § 7805(a).

38. Page 192, Lie 2, Sec. 331, § 1354(b) of the Code
This is another example of delegation of legislative authority without ally

standards by which such authority can be tested. One alternative would be to
count the period of service subsequent to the execution of the general plan, If
shorter than the employee's entire period of service with the employer. A second
alternative might be for the statute to prescribe a fixed period of time over
which deferred compensation payments be deemed earned. Another, the entire
period of employment, whether shorter or longer than the existence of the
general plan, might be considered.

39. Page 192, Line 18, See. 331, § 1354(e) of the Code
It compliance with such regulations would be a condition to utilization of the

benefits of section 1354(a) (1), the inability to comply for one year out of many
might bar a taxpayer, even though lie were willing to have the inemle attribut-
able to such year taxed at the maximum possible rate for such year.

Consideration should be given to providing statutory criteria of proof which
would permit a taxpayer to meet his burden of establishing the increased tax
which he would have incurred in prior years.

Provision could be made permitting a taxpayer to rely conclusively on the
facts shown on his return filed for any prior year with respect to which the
statute of limitations has expired.
40. Page 195, Line 16, 8cc. 341, § 665(c) of the Code

This provision appears in the present law so that the amendment would not
change the existing delegation. It should be noted, however, that in the current
Regulations issued under this Section, the authority has been exercised by
merely stating that such a trust is to be treated as a trust to which Subpart C
applies, "in all respects." It would, therefore, appear that the provision for

33-$65-69--pt. 0-----A
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regulations prescribed by the Secretary or is delegate could be deleted and the
words "In all respects" substituted.
41. Page 200, Line 18, and Page 201, Line 2, See. 3111, § 668(b) (5) of the Code

If compliance with such regulations would be a condition to utilization of the
limitation under Section 608(h) (1) (A), the tinbility to comply for one year
out of niany might bar a taxpayer, even thotigh he were willing to have the
Income attributable to such year taxed at the maximum possible rate for sudh
year.

Consideration should he given to providing statutory criteria of proof which
would permit a taxpayer to mnut his burden of establishing the increased tax
which he would have incurred in prior years or the facts concerning tile operation
and accounts of the trust.

l'rovision could be made permitting a taxpayer to rely conclusively on the
facts shown on his return filed for any prior year with respect to which the
statute of limitations has expired.
42. Page 205, Line 3, See. 401, § 1561 (a) of the Code

May be delete(]. Covered by § 7805(a).
43. Page 205, Line 9, Sec. 401, § 1561(a) of the Code

This delegation would appear unnecessary. As an alternative, it is suggested
that the Items covered i §§ 1501(a) (1), (2), and (3) should be divided equally
among all members of the group unless such members agree to an unequal
apportionment.
44. Page 207 Line 10, See. /01, § 156. (a) (2) of the Code

May be delete(]. Covered by § 7805(a).
The statute should be clarified to indicate whether all annual election is

permitted.
45. Page 211, Line f, Sec. 10 1(b) (2).

May be deleted. Covered by § 7805 (a).
46. Page 215, Line 6; Page 216, Line e4; Page 217, Line 17; and Page 218,
Line 5, See. 401, §146(a) (5), 179(d) (6), 821(f), and 823(c) (3) of the Code

These, delegations would appear to he unnecessary. As an alternative, It is
suggested that the Items covered in §§ 1501(a) (1), (2), and (3) should be
divided equally among all members of the group unless such members agree to
an unequal apportionment.
47. Page 223,. Ine8 1 and 2, See. 411, § 279(o) (3) of the Code

We suggest that the delegation of authority to supplement the statute by
regulations be deleted. If a method of averaging other than arithmetical Is
intended, the statute should be clarified in this regard.
48. Page 225, Line 10, See. 411, § 279(g) of the Code

May be deleted, Covered by § 7805 (a).
49. Page 228, Line 3, Sec. f12, § 453(b) (3) of the Code

We suggest that this delegation be deleted since the statute appears to be
specific. If something more Is intended, Congress should so provide.
50. Page 236, Line 13, See. 413, § 6049(a) of the Code

May be deleted. Covered by §§ 6001 and 7805(a).
51. Page 2.41 Line8 Band 10, See. 421, j 305(b) (3) and (o) of the Code

This has been discussed at length In the Report of the Section of Taxation,
October 1, 19069, at pp. 62-03.
52. Page '24-4, Line 13, Sec. 431, § 904 (a) (4) of the Code

We suggest that the portion of the sentence following the word "subsection"
In line 12 be deleted. It Congress Intended something else, then tile statute should
say so.
53. Page 24.4, Line 23, See. 431, § 904(a) (6)1 of the Code

We suggest deleting the reference to regulations and starting the sentence
with "If" (line 24).
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54. Page 2.48, Line 13, Sec. !1 J1, § 90.)(g) (3) of the Code
This delegation appears to lack the requisite standards.

55. Page 263, Line 17, See..442, § 770t(a)(19) of the Code
May be deleted. Covered by § 7805(a).

50. 'age 2.4, Line 1, Sce. 4f2, § 7701(a) (19) of the Codc
May be deleted. Covered by § 7805(a).

)T. Page 272, Line 23, See. 461 (0)
I f the effective (late of this sectioll Is continued, the transitional problems should

he (overed by express statutory provisions. The statute might provide that net
losses occurring on or before the July 31, 19069 effective (late should either (1) offset
pro tanto net gains realized during the same taxable year after such date, or if)
offset only such amount of such gains as Is in proportion to the comparative tax
rates before and ,,fter such dates (i.e., such gains might he rfet only to tie
extent of 25/30tlls, or 83A%, of such losses).

58. Page 278, Line 13, See. 501, § 636((c) of the Code
We believe that §7805(a) adequately covers this situation; but, if not, then

Congress should spell out Its intention more specifically In the statute.

5M. Page 28.,, Line 7, See. 511 (o)
The delegation of authority should be deleted, and the statute should specify

tie policy to be applied (luring the transition period. This - would include (1)
whether or the extent to which net gains or losses realized before the effective
dite of the Act should offset net gains or losses realized after such (late; and (2)
whether net gains realized before the effective (late will le subject to the alterna-
tive tax rate.
60. Page 291, Line 3, See. 515, § 402(a) (5) of the Code

May be deleted. Covered by § 7805(a).

61. Page 292, Line 2, See. 515, §403(a) (2) (C) of the Code
May be deleted. Covered by § 7805 (a).

02. Page 302, Line 15, See. 521, § 167(j) of the Code
May be deleted. Covered by § 7805(a).

03. Page 303, Line 1I1, See. 521, § 167(k) of the Code
May be deleted. Covered by § 7805 (a).

64. Page 305, Line 2, ce. 521, § 167(k) of the Code

We suggest deletion of the words "pursuant to regulations prescribed under this
subsection" (Line 2). Covered by § 7805(a). '

(5. Page 308, Line 6, Sce. 521, § 167(c) (3) of the Code
May be deleted. Covered by § 7803 (a).

00. Page 318, Line 10, See. 601, § 108 (b) (2) of the Code
Reference to time and manner should be deleted since these are covered by

§ 7805(a), but if the election is to be subject to nny conditions, they should be
specified in the statute.
67. Page 318, Line 18, Sce. 601, § 103(e) of the Code
The delegation should be deleted and the statute should define an "arbitrage

obligation."

68. Page 3.J0, Line 24, See. 704, § 168(b) of the Code
May be deleted. Covered by § 7805 (a).

09. Page 345, Line 3, See. 704, § 168 (f) of the Code
This Is a delegation lacking specific standards. A possible standard might be that

portion resulting from direct (or possibly indirect) expenditures for the construc-
tion (or the acquisition) of a certified pollution control facility.

70. Page 348, Line 9, Sco. 705, § 451 (i) of the Code
May be deleted. Covered by § 7805(a).

71. Page 353, Line 8, Sec. 801, § 4 (o) (3) of the Code
May be deleted. Covered by § 7805(a).
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Senator TA',,nOE. %fr. Chairman, Mr. Crampton, I want to com-
mend you and those of the section on taxation of the American Bar
Association for a thorough and comprehensive report that you have
made on the bill. I am sure that it will be of material help to the
committee.

Assistant Secretary Cohen has referred to this bill as a bill for the
relief of tax lawyers and accountants. Do you think that is an accurate
appraisal of the bill?

Mr. C%%,L3iro.-. Well, perhaps to a certain extent we are endeavor-
ing to deprive ourselves of some business, because we are asking that
efforts be made to clarify this bill. We believe that it is exceedingly
complex, and in 87 pages we have pointed out any number of areas
where we suggest that improvement should be made.

Senator TALMADOE. I understand that you think it was rather
hastily and imprecisely drawn, and needs correcting in a lot of places.

I[r. CR.-.AiroN. We do think there are a munber of areas where
it, should be improved and the details should be spelled out; yes, sir.

Senator TALMADOE. Do you think the bill could be improved if
more time were devoted to those sections of the bill that are obviously
complex, argumentative, unclear, and in some instances inadequate
to achieve the purpose for which they were written?

Mr. CR kAMroN. We feel the bill can be improved. We do not want
to be-you asked about more time-we do not want to be in the posi-
tion of urging any (lelay or being against tax reform in general, but
we (10 think that if it takes more time to come up with clear answers
on some of these questions, here again I am speaking in sort of a
representative capacity, but if I estimate the tenor of our council
right, I believe they would urge you to take the time to do a thorough
job. I might ask my associates if any of them feel differently.

Senator TALMADo0. Thank you.
T'e ChAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
(Scott F. Crampton's prepared statement follows. Oral testimony

of the next witness commences at p. 5208.)
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SECTION OF TAXATION

AMERICAN BlAR ASSOCIATION

RElOIRT oN M1.R. 13270 91ST CONOREss, 1sT SESSION

INTRODUCTORY

This report of tile Section of Taxation of tilt American liar Association on
II.1. 13270, 91st Congress, 1st Sesslon, The Tax Reform Act of 1969, has been
prel)ared for submission to the Senate Committee on Fitance it (orlnection with
Its hearings on the bill. The report represents only tile opinions, vivws, or action
of the Section of Taxation, anl nothing herein is to be colstrued as representing
the opinions, views, or action of tie American liar Association, Its llouse of Dele.
gates, or Board of governorss, ttiless expressly so stated herein.

T h Section believes that the bill makes many desirable reforms In the Internal
Revenue Code. However, to conserve time we have largely limited our report to
comments on problems of statutory draftsmnunship, unlue complexity lit the
structure of the tax law, and alternative mllethods of accomplishing tile sallle ge l.
eral objectives.

There nre two recurring problems that merit, preliminary coninient. Tile first
is tie retroactive effective dates nil( the second is lhe delegation of hgislative
powers.

The Section of Taxntlon hares horetofore adopted the following policy oil
retroactivity :

RetroactivIty is (ltermned witlh referee to the date upon which tile amen d-
nient becomes law. It Is recognized that in some cases pblielty attendant upon
a proposed nmenidment may Inluce taxpayers to take advantage of al existing
"loophole." Nevertheless, the foreclosure of such last-minute tax avoidance is
considered less important thani the preservation of the principle that a taxpayer
may rely upon an existing statute in planning his affairs.
We urge thnt the i)riniples be applied to tlip fullest extent Mssi)le in this bill.
There are ninly instances where tilt, bill provides for i1ppletlcllal details to lie

provided by Treasury fegulntlons. In some seetlois the bill provhds stnmlards
to be followed by titc- Secretary of tile Treasury or lhls delegate. However, Ili many
sections no stnndrrds are provided.

The Section of Taxation after prolonged consileratlon n(lopled tile following
suggested statement of policy in this regard:

Since the Treasury has the general statutory power to Issue reasoailhle regul.
lations, an express delegation of the legislative funicll to thle Treasury In a
particular statute serves no useful purpose. Tie legIslative progr1aln should be
scheduled so that there Is sufficient time to Ilnorporate nil major policy dcisionls
within the statute. It may he appropriate, however, for the statute to Indlcnte
that specitled procedures and administrative dall are to be preserlbod by
regulation.

We urge tile Committee to give serious consideration to these principles when
reviewing the nmany delegations of rulemnking power.

TITLR ]-TAX IXEMPT OiIOANIZATIONR

Subtitle A-Private Founlatlons

S-V. 101. PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

Bill pp. 5-O, § 101(n) ['11 new § 500]
Tair on Inveslnriit Inconic

1. Tils provision appears to he designed primarily to raise funds to pay tile
increased expenses of the Internal Revent Service in ndinihlstering tile audit
program for private foundations ulner the Tax reform Act of 1011). Tile rate
of tax, therefore, should be only tHiat which Is reasonably iiecessary to raise fit)
required funds. We recommend that, In lien of a tax on Income, an excise tax be
imlmed on all receipts from all sources of private foundations. Stch a clange
would simplify the statute as well as simplify tile computatloll of tile tax. We
believe that a tax on receipts would be as accurate a measure of audit costs
as a tax onl not investment Income,

2. If tile section Is enacted, the following hclnnges are recommelded. Sections
500(b) (8) of the bill provides tMat the deductions from gross investment Income
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aillowale In determining net investment income of a private foundation are
In substance, those now available to Individual taxpayers under the first two
paragraphs of section 212 of the Internal Revenue Code. Presumably, therefore,
such deductions would not Include those allowed under the third paragraph of
present , action 212 (expenses incrred In connection with the determination, col-
lection, or refund of any tax) even though such expenses might be incurred in
connection with the determination of the taxes Imposed by sections 500, 507, and
chapter .42 of the bill. We recommend the allowance of a deduction for such
eXIeilses.

Siilarly, the bill does not provide for n deduction for Interest, taxes, losses.
bad debts, amortizable bond premium, depletion, or depreciation with respect to
Investment assets. We believe that such deductions should be allowed In deter-
mining net Invettn&Mnt Income subject. to the tax. Note that the Report of the Ways
and Means Committee (H. Rep. No. 91-413, 01st Cong., 1st Sess., Parts 1 and 2.
hereinafter referred to as "llouse report, pr -1") specifleally states that a
deduction for depreciation will be allowed. (House report, part 2, 1). 2).

Section 500(b) (4) (D) provides that In determining net capital gain or loss of
private foundations "there shall be taken into account only the sale or other
disposition of property" used to produce gross Investment income or unrelated
business Income except to the extent accounted for under section 511. It Is not
clear whether the capital gain Income intended to be taxed Is only that which
otherwise would be taxable under applicable provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code. The use of the word "disposition" would appear to include gains that are
not otherwise recognized as, for example, those arising from Involuntary con-
version or in connection with tax free reorganization exchanges.
1ill pp. 0-1,§ 101(a) [IRO new 1 507]
Tax on Termination of Private Foundation Status

1. This section Is highly complex and contains serious procedural defleenetm.4.
Consideration should be given to an alternative provision which would permit a
private foundation desiring to terminate Its status to do so free of penalty by
transferring its assets to a charity qualifying as public under section 170(h) (1)
(B) as amended by the bill. If the Secretary or his delegate gives a private
foundation notice of termination of its status pursuant to section 508(e), no tax
would be assessed for a reasonable period, pending action by the appropriate
State authority to transfer the assets of the foundation to another charity under
the applicable State law relating to the doctrine of cy pres. If the State does
not act within this period, a tax equal to 100 percent of the assets would be
Imposed.

2. It section 507 is enacted in Its present form, a transition period should be
provided to permit existing section 501(c) (8) organizations to determine through
rulings whether they are private foundations and, if so, what they may be re-
quired to do to convert themselves into public organizations meeting the qualifica-
tions of section 170(b) (1) (B).

Section 507(e) provides that the Secretary or his delegate mal abate the unpaid
portion of any tax Imposed under section 507(a) If the private foundation satils.
ies the requirements of section 507(e). The abatement should be mandatory not
discretionary.

Section 07(f) provides that in the ease of a substantial contributor (anyone
who contributes more than $15,000 in any year) the disallowance of the deduc-
tion will relate back to the date of the first act of the foundation culminating
In the loss of its exemption. This unrealistically assumes that a substantial
contributor will have knowledge of such act and be in a position to prevent it.
Iirthermore, subsection (f) applies to estate tax deductions and hence, the
disqualifying act may occur after the date of death.
111l pp. 11-15, 1 101(n) (IRO new3 15031

,peeiaJ Retles with Respect to Section 601 (o) (8) Organizatins
Section ISOR(b) provides. that any organization described In section 501(e) (3)

which does not notify the Secretary or his delegate that it is not a private founda-
tion shall be presumed to be a private foundation. A further provision should be
added to subsection (W) to provide that late filing of such notification, If not
delinquent after specific notice to the f6undation, will prevent the automatic
classiflcation of the foundation as a private foundation.

In section 508(c) there Is no need to state expressly that churches and schools
may be exempted from these procedures, since the general authority given to
exempt any class of organization would cover such organizations.t
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III section 50S(e), tiet termination of status tax inder section 507 cnn le
invoked by tile Secretary or his delegate If the organization s-o a(ets is ti giv'
"riso to liability for tax under chapter 42," L.e., the taxes on self dealing,
failure to distribute Income, etc. 'i'he following Imonts are not clear:
i. .Must tile lhibility for tax under chapter 42 be linally dleteriled liefore

the termination of status tax under section 507 can lie invoked? Or Is it lough
that a notice of deficiency for tax under chapter 42 be Issued? Or is it ellough
that the Internal Revenue Service merely assert, ias on ield audit, that there Is
such a deficiency?

ii. Will ia 1il deterulintiloll thnt there Is no liability uniler cliliter -12
necessarily preclude the tax under section 507?

c. No statute of liniltilons has been provided for the assessment of the tax
under section G0 (see page 04, line 3, of the bill). Some reasonable liitltion
period should be provided.

d. A drafting problem arises on page 12, line 21, and page 13, lines 9 and 14,
li referring to sulisection (e) ias a section with which the organization "hns
complied" because subsection (e) of section 507 Involves a discretionary nbate-
mont of tax by the Secretary. "Compliance" Is up to the Secretary, not the
organization.

Tite requirement of section 1508(g) that the governing Instrument of the private
foundation contain certain provisions is unnecessary. The statutory require-
ments for exemption nre clearly set forth i section 501(c) (3). The addition
required by section .50S(g) merely restates the operational tests for continued
exemption elsewhere required by the bill. To require the change in governing
Instruments to Include the stated provisions would Impose undue hardships on
many thousands of tax exeinpt organizations. To receive and file the amended
instruments would also be an unnecessary burden, upon the Internal Revenue
Service. State agencies and courts would likewise be burdened In making or
authorizing the making of the unnecessary changes.

Bill p. 15, § 101(a) [IRC new § 509(a)1
Prrato Fotinda ion Deflined

1. Section 509(a) (2) sets forth the test for determining whether an organiza-
tion receives adequate public support to avoid the definition of private founda-
tii. It is not evident why subparagraph (B) states that no more than one-third
of the foundation's support can come from Investment income. For aught that
appears, the investment income could have been generated from an endowment
that was received from public contributions. It should be sufficient that one-third
of the total support comes from gifts and the specified related sources.

2. Clariflcation is needed for the meaning of the term "grants," particularly
whether grants are in the nature of gifts (as referred to in new section
509(a) (2) (A) (i) and in section 102) or income (as referred to in new section
509(a) (2) (A) (1i) and in section 61). If, for example, a research grant is
received that contemplates the preparation of a report, it might be treated
either as a grant under clause (1) or a fee for performance of services under
clause (it). If such a grant is treated as a grant under clause (i), the 1 percent
test of clause (ii) would not apply.

3. Section 509(a) (3) excludes from the definition of a private foundation an
organization which is organized, and at all times is thereafter operated,
exclusively for the benefit of, to perform the functions of, or to carry out the
purposes of, one or more organizations described in paragraph (1) or (2). The
Congressional intent should be clearly expressed whether private foundation
status exists in the following cases: (1) a trust which was originally established
for private and public purposes (i.e., for the benefit of private annuitants and
charity), but which later becomes operated solely for public purposes (i.e., upon
the death of the private annuitants) ; and (2) an organization with a defective
charter which could be amended ultimately to satisfy the "organized" test.

4. There appears to be no reason why an exempt charitable organization which
is operated "in connection with" two or more qualified institutions should not be
protected as well as one which serves only ono qualified Institution. Section
509(a) (3) (D), on page 10, appears, however, to apply only to the one institution
situation,

5. Some attempt should be made to define the term "support" since the present
use of that term under Regulations section 1.170-2(b)(5)(11) may not be
entirely consistent with the scope intended of section 509(a) (2). For example,
under the section 170 regulations, support excludes amounts received in further.
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ance of an exempt function and Includes unrelated business income. Section 509
(a) (2) suggests that support includes amounts received in furtherance of an
exempt function and, excludes amounts received from an unrelated trade or
business.

0. On page 10 of the bill, line 21, the word "and" should be changed to "or."
Otherwise all paragraphs of section 509(a) would have to apply In order for an
organization to escape classification as a private foundation. The intent clearly
is that any one of the four paragraphs defines an organization which will escape
classification as a private foundation.

Bill pp. 17-25, § 101 (b) [IRO new § 4941]

Tam on Self-dealing
1. In section 4941(e) (3) the phrase "dealing under the highest fiduclary

standard" is used. It is not known what this means or to what standards the
provision refers unless the self-dealer in effect becomes an Insurer.1 2. The definition of "correction period" in section 4941 uses different language
than the'definition of "correction period" in sections 4942 and 4943. In those
sections the "correction period" may be extended for a period determined to be
"reasonable and necessary" to make the correction, whereas in this section the
"correction period" may be extended for a period which is "conducive to bringing
about correction." The reason for this difference Is not clear.

3. Subsection (c) Is ambiguous as to the liability of a foundation manager
where it provides under subsection (c) (1) that the liability shall be Joint and
several and in subsection (c) (2) that the liability shall not exceed $10,000 as to
a foundation manager. If the liability is Joint and several under subsection (c)
(1), it might exceed $10,000 regardless of subsection (e) (2).

4. Reference is made to the definition of a government official In section
4946(c). It would seem that a government official could be defined in something
less than a page and a half of a statute--e.g,, "an employee who receives an an-
nual salary of $15.000 or more, and his personal or executive assistant or
secretary."

5. In subsection (d) (2) (E) the word "reasonable" should be substituted for
the words "not excessive."

0. One of the effective date provisions (Bill p. 81) exempts the sale to a dis-
qualified person of property owned by the foundation on May 20. 19069 If such sale
is necessary to comply with the rules on excess business holdings (section 4943).
This provision should be cross-referencel in section 4941 to section 101 (k) (2) (13)
of the bill.

Bill pp. 25-34, § 101 (b) [IRC new § 49421
Tax on Faiure to Distribitte Income

1. The Ihnuse report, part 1, pp. 20-27, states that the tax is imlmsed for each
year until the private foundation is notified of its obligation to make distributions
or until the foundation itself corrects its earlier failure by making the necessary
payouts. The fact that there is an annual tax is by no means clear from reading
section 4942(a). The purpose of the parenthetical clause beginning on line 25 of
page 25 is not clear.

Neither is it clear when and how the tax liability is to be determined. Presum-
ably the private foundation will not be confronted with an assertion of liability
until the Secretary or his delegate sends a notice of deficiency. This could be some
years after the asserted failure to distribute income.

2. On page 20, lines 15 and 10 and on lines 19 and 20, reference is made to
"any time" in determining when income of a private foundation is undistributed.
There Is no apparent reason why the etermina:tion of the amount of undistrib-
uted income cannot be made as of the end of an annual accounting period or
taxable year. It seems plain, however, that it was not intended to do so, because
the provision Just mentioned, taken in connection with new section 4942(h) on
page 31, indicates that tracing will be needed In order to determine, during any
taxable year, whether a distribution is from income of the Immediately preceding
taxable year or from income of the taxable year. Such tracing will entail compli-
cations of accounting. It would seem preferable to use the concept employed
In personal holding companies, i.e., treat A distribution within a limited period
after the close of a year as having been made from the preceding year's earnings.

8. Section 4942(e) refers to the minimum Investment return "for any taxable
year." This Is computed by applying the applicable percentage to the fair market

t
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value of the foundation's assets. Paragraplh (2) deserihes th valuation to be
used. The value of securities for which quotations are readily available is to be
determined on a monthly basis. Other assets are to be valued at such times
and in such manner as the Secretary or his delegate shall by regulations prescribe.

III the House report, part 1 at page 25, it Is sald that the base upon which the
applicable percentage rate is to apply is the average value of the non-charitable
assets during the taxable year. Paragraph (2) of the bill on page 27 should state
that the value should be an average one. Preferably, however, the computation
of the 'base upon Wihich to compute the minimum Investment return should be the
lowest fair market value during the foundation's taxable year.

Use of an annual instead of a monthly valuation procedure is consistent with
other provi.sions of the bill. See, for example, bill page 115 at line 7 and page
137 at line 0.

4. In section 4942(e) (3) the applicable percentage for taxable years beginning
in 1970 is 5 percent. Presumnably this is seemedd to be an appropriate yield for 1070
on income producing property. If it is, the use of the 5 percent figure leaves out of
account the previously imposed burden of the tax on Investment income imposed
by section 506. and the 5 percent figure should be reduced accordingly. Alterna-
tively, the section 500 tax should be included as a qualifying distribution under
section 4952(g).

There is a fundamental question whether 5 percent is the correct percentage
to use for 1970. Based upon many economic studies and surveys, and the Dow
Jones Industrial average, 31/2 percent figure would appear to be more reasonable.
The use of 5 percent may require continuing corpus distributions from founda-
tionq which are funded substantially with equities instead of fixed obligations.

5. Section 4942(f) (3) (A) allows as deductions in computing adjusted net
income only the deductions that are ordinary and necessary expenses paid or
incurred for producing or collecting gross income or for the management, con-
servation or maintenance of property held for the production of such income.
These are the deductions allowed by section 212 except for the reductionn provided
it section 212(3) for ordinary and necessary expenses paid or Incurred II the
taxable year in connection with the determination, collection, or refund of any
tax. Thus. no deduction would be allowed for expense of contesting the tax
Incurred under chapter 42, for example, on the failure to distribute income. This
dos not seem equitable.

Deduction is not, but should be, allowed for interest, taxes, losses, bad debts,
amortizable bond premium, depletion, and depreciation with respect to invest-
uIent assets.

0. As noted above, a payment of the tax under section 506 should be treated
as a qualifying distribution unless the applicable percentage Is changed to
accommodate the impact of the section 500 tax In determining the minimum
Investment return under section 4942(e).

In defining a qualifying distribution there is no provision in subparagraph (A)
to treat as a qualifying distribution amounts required to be disbursed in defray-
Ing costs of administering the charitable program and costs Incurred in earning
investment income. These amounts should be deducted before a tax is asserted
for failure to distribute either the minimum Investment return or the adjusted
net Income.

7. Section 4942(g) (1) (A) excludes from classification as a qualifying distri.
bution an amount paid to an organization "controlled (directly or Indirectly)"
by one or more disqualified persons. A definition of the quoted phrase should be
Included or provided by cross-reference. Does control mean ownership of stock
having 51 percent or 80 percent of the voting power? Do the attribution rules
apply In determining control?

Section 4942(g) (1) (B) treats as a qualifying distribution any amount paid
to acquire an asset used (or held for use) directly in carrying out one or more
purposes described In section 170(c) (2) (B). If a distribution is made in the
acquisition of an asset which the Internal ]Revenue Service claims is not used
directly iII carrying out one of the stated purposes, the fact Is that the distribu-
tion will nevertheless have been made and no income will remain after the
expenditure from which to pay a tax which would result from not having the
l)enefit of the qualifying distribution. Moreover, the shortage of qualifying dis-
tributions ,thus occasioned would be a permanent condition which would continue
indefinitely with the result that the income so used would each year during the
continued existence of the foundation be subject to the 15 percent tax Imposed by
section 4942. If that is the intention of Congress, it should be clearly stated.
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Section 4942(g) (2) should be worded so as to permit a foundation to set aside
income where controversy has developed over potential liability for taxes. legiti-
iiacy of the charitable trust or proper application of Income or corpus in suits
by heirs, and similar circumstances dictating needs to accumulate earnings which
are not strictly charitable.

8. Section 4942(h) (1) provides that distributions made during a taxable year
shall be treated as made, first out of undistributed income of the immediately
preceding taxable year, second out of undistributed income for the taxable year,
and finally out of corpus. The extent to which annual accounting periods will be
Ignored for purposes of determining the source of distributions is not clear.

The distribution is treated as first out of undistributed income of the Iminedi-
ately preceding taxable year "(if the private foundation was subject to the tax
imposed by this section for such preceding taxable year)." A question arises
when the allocation of the distribution to the undistributed income of the in-
mediately preceding taxable year can occur. Is it (a) after there has been a final
determination of tax liability under section 4942, (b) after a notice of defficlency
is sent, (c) after the assertion of such liability upon field audit, or (d) merely
because a private foundation Is subject to the provisions of section 4942 whether
or not a tax is in fact due under that section? Perhaps the phrase "subject to the
tax" should be changed to "liable for tax."

It Is not clear what purpose Is served by the sentence appearing in section
4042(h) (2) in lines 23 and 24 on page 31 stating that "for purposes of this
paragraph, distributions shall be taken into account In the order of time in
which made." This raises the same questions noted earlier about the making of
determinations otherwise than on an annual accounting basis.

Section 4942(h) (2) provides that in the case of any qualifying distribution
whirh is not treated as made out of the undistributed income of the inimediately
preceding taxable year, the taxpayer may elect to treat any portion of such
distribution as made out of the undistributed income of a designated prior
taxable year or out of corpus. The only distribution that would not have been
first charged to income of the immediately preceding taxable year will lie un-
distributed income of the current taxable year. Thus, the foundation's election is
only as to which of its items of undistributed income will remain subject to tax,
namely, the undistributed income of a designated prior taxable year or of the
current taxable year. It is not evident why this election has any significance since
in any case the undistributed portion will continue to bear the 15 percent tax
imposed by section 4942.

9. Section 4942(J) (3) defines an operating foundation. To be such. with the
attendant advantages, it is provided in subparagraph (B) (I) that substantially
more than half of the assets must be devoted directly to the exempt functions.
There is a question as to the meaning of "substantially more than half." In some
tax areas, even half is a substantial amount. What, then, Is the meaning of
substantially more than half? A more precise definition is needed. If two-thirds
is intended, it should be stated.

10. Instead of describing assets "devoted directly" to the exempt activities,
it would seem preferable to describe them as they are elsewhere In the 1,011,
i.e., as "used (or held for use) directly" In carrying out the activities. See for
example, section 4942 (e) (1) (A), page 27, line 8.

In section 4942(J) (3) (B) (it), reference is again made (page 34, line 8) to
"support" of the organization. As noted above, a definition of "support" Is
needed.

In section 4942(J)(8) (B) () (page 34, line 11), reference is made to 5 or
more "exempt" organizations. A more precise reference should be made to orga-
nizations exempt under some particular section of the Code. It is not adequate
to refer merely to 5 or more exempt organizations which are not described In
4946(a) (1) (H). Is the phrase "exempt organizations" intended to mean any
organization exempt under any of the provisions of section 501 (c) ?

11. In numerous places in the bill the Secretary or his delegate is directed to
determine various matters relevant to the determination of the tax imposed by
section 4942.

On page 27, line 19, the Secretary or his delegate is directed to prescribe
regulations setting forth the times and manner of determining the fair market
value of a foundation's assets other than sediritles for which market quotations
are readily available. Regulations already exist on the subJect of valuation for
a variety of purposes. A further valuation regulation hardly seems warranted.
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On page 28, line 1, the Secretary or his delegate is directed to proclaim an
applicable percentage figure to use in determining the minimum investment return
and is directed to produce a rate that bears a designated relationship to the 5
percent figure that appears in the statute. The designated relationship involves
a determination of money rates and investment yields which the Secretary is being
asked to compute.

On page 30, line 21, the Secretary or Ills delegate is directed to prescribe the
terms and conditions upon which the set-asides can be established and on page
31, line 2, the Secretary must be satisfied that the set-aside will be paid out within
the specified period. Also, on page 31, line 9, the Secretary or his delegate for
good cause shown can extend the payout period.

On page 32, line 10, the Secretary or his delegate is directed to prescribe by
regulations the basis upon which the taxpayer may elect to treat a portion of
a distribution as being made out of undistributed Income of a designated prior
taxable year or out of corpus.

On page 33, line 17, the Secretary or his delegate Is directed to determine
what time is reasonable and necessary in which to permit a distribution of
undistributed income to be made.

It is submitted that the administration of section 4942 places an undue admin-
Istrative burden upon the Secretary or his delegate. Means should be provided
to be more specific in the statutory language, to avoid the necessity of involving
the Secretary or his delegate in so many policy determinations.

Bill p. 34-42, § 101(b) [IRO new § 4943]
Taxes on Excess Business Holdings

1. Section 4943(c) (4) (B) and (0) provides for 2- and 5-year interim disposi-
tions of excess business holdings. Consideration should be given to the necessity
for such provisions. They serve only to evidence the good faith of the foundation
in commencing to comply with the 10-year grace period for divestiture of its
excess business holdings. Furthermore, in the case of closely held stock it may
not be possible to dispose of 10 percent of the excess holdings at a fair price,
if at all.

The 2-year 10-percent rule may be avoided upon proof of hardship coupled
with proof that control of ten percent of the excess interest will be exercised
by persons other than the foundation or a disqualified person. By whom would
such control be exercised? To whom can a fiduciary properly transfer the right
to control a portion of its investment? What is accomplished by establishing third-
party control of such a small portion of the stock?

2. Section 4943(c) (4) provides a 10-year grace period for disposition of excess
business holdings held on May 26, 1969. Paragraph (5) provides that in the
case of holdings acquired by will, the 10-year grace period will commence to
run on "the date of acquisition by will" instead of May 20, 1969, if the will is
executed on or before July 28, 1969 and if the terms thereof are in effect on
July 28, 1969 and at all times thereafter.

The meaning of the language "under the terms of a will executed on or before
July 28, 19069, which are in effect on such date and at all times thereafter"
is not clear. It would seem that the terms take effect only upon the death of the
testator. If in fact the controlling date is the date of execution of the will, then the
2-, 5- and 10-year periods may be lost because the death of the testator may occur
after the expiration of such periods. The effect of the execution of a codicil is
not clear. Will it destroy the July 28, 1969, date if the original will was executed
on or before that date?

3. Section 4943(c) (3) attempts to equate non-corporate business holdings with
corporate holdings. It providesthat in case of a partnership or a Joint venture,
a "profits interest" shall be substituted for "voting stock" and "capital interest"
shll be substituted for "non-voting stock." As a catch-all, the bill provides that
in any other case "beneficial interest" shall be substituted for "voting stock."
Whether a foundation's interest in a partnership is in profits or in capital is
not determinative of the r.iture or extent of its voice in partnership affairs. It
would seem more appropriate in this context to equate general partnership inter-
ests with voting stock and limited partnership interests with non-voting stock.

Bill pp. 42-43, § 101(b) [IR new § 4944]
Investment s Whfch Jeopardize (2 haritable Purpose

Section 4944 states that if a private foundation invests any amount in such a
manner as to Jeopardize the carrying out of its exempt purposes, a tax is imposed
on the making of such investment equal to 100 percent of the amount so invested.
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The House report, part 1, p. 31, states that the purpose of the new section is
to apply the same basic tests to the investment of assets as presently are applied
to the investment of income under section 504(a) (3) although tile latter section
would merely cause loss of exemption instead of the 100 percent tax as currently
proposed. Present section 504(a) (3), after which section 4944 is patterned, has
not been amplified by regulations since Its enactment 19 years ago.

The tax may be unduly harsh. For example, If the foundation invests $1,000
of its funds In a way which is deemed to Jeopardize the carrying out of its ex-
empt purpose and if the investment declines in value to $500, the proposed new tax
would require payment of $500 from the foundation's other assets. By hypothesis,
only $500 remains from the Imprudent Investment but there will be a tax of 100
percent of the original $1,000 Investment.

The House report, part 1, p. 31, states that "it Is expected" that the 100 percent
tax could be avoided where a State attorney general exercises his power to pre-
serve the foundation's assets for charity by appointing new trustees, by requiring
the distribution of the offending foundation's assets to a public charity, "or by
taking other appropriate action." It is not apparent, however, where that relief
is provided.

Bill pp. 47-51, 5 101(b) [IRC new § 4946
Definitions and Special Rules

1. In the case of excess business holdings, section 4943, consideration should be
given to excluding from the term "substantial contributor" members of the sub-
stantial contributor's family (and corporations, etc. controlled by them) if the
substantial contributor made his contribution more than 10 years prior to the
questioned transaction or activity. Likewise, for the purposes of section 4941,
perhaps a substantial contributor should cease to be such after 10 years. It is
questionable whether members of the family of an individual donor, dead perhaps
30 years, should be treated as per se disqualified persons where the family's own
involvement in recent years would not make them in their own right disqualified
persons.

2. The term "substantial contributor" is defined in section 507(b) (2) and sec-
tion 4946(a) (2). It is used not only in connection with the excise tax provisions
but also in connection with the requirement of filing public information returns
(0033 (b) (5)), making the names of such persons part of the return. It is not
known whether a separate standard is to apply or whether failure to cross-
reference the definition was intended to allow the use of a higher or lower figure
(other than $5,000) which may be prescribed by regulations.

8. With respect to the attribution rules contained in section 4940, attention Is
invited to the position of the American Bar Association as to the desirability of
uniformity and simplicity in the attribution rules throughout the Internal Reve-
nue Code. (Taw Lawyer, Vol. XXI, No. 4, pp. 921-930; Tax Lawyer, Vol. 22, No. 3,
pp. 449-450; ABA Reports, 1909, Vol. 94, p. -). The rules set forth in section 4940
are not consistent with this position.

4. In the definition of a disqualified person for purposes of section 4943 (§ 4946
(a) (1) (H) (1)) reference is made to a private foundation "which is effectively
controlled (directly or Indirectly)." Contrast this with section 4942(g) (1) (A)
which refers to an "organization controlled (directly or indirectly)." Is there
a difference between "controlled" and "effectively controlled"?

Bill pp. W0-57, 1 101 (c) [IRS new § 60841
Assessable Penalties for Repeated, or lWillfut and Flagrant, Acts Under Ohapter

42
1. The taxes imposed under chapter 42 are, in reality, penalty taxes, in most

cases, particularly in the case of taxes Imposed after the expiration of the cor-
rection period. In such instances this additional penalty seems too onerous both in
circumstances of application and amount. It seems incongrouous for this penalty
to be twice the civil fraud penalty, and to be imposed in addition thereto. Section
I1'(f) of the bill and section 101(J) (50) of the bill make the civil fraud penalty
;,0ipllcable to chapter 42 taxes. It would seem that the 60 percent civil fraud
provision is adequate for chapter 42 taxes.

2. The 100 percent penalty provision has, several defects. The penalty Is im-
posed whenever a person has "theretofore been liable for tax" under chapter 42.
Under chapter 42, a tax is Imposed on self-dealing; another tax Is imposed on
failure to distribute income; another tax Is Imposed on excess business holdings;
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another tax is imposed on Investments which jeopardize charitable purpos(s: and
other taxes are imposed on certain expenditures which are considered improper
for a private foundation. The effect of this penalty, as now written, is to Impose
a penalty for u tax on one activity by reason of one having previously IWen liable
for a tax on another activity. At tile very least, the words "such section" should
be inserted in line 22 on page 50 of the bill in place of the words "such chapter."
The penalty is also Imposed if the act or failure to act is both willful and flagrant.
The word "flagrant," which is unknown in time tax law, has many connotations.
Its use would undoubtedly result in much litigation to interpret its meaniinm iII
this context.

Bill pp. 57--0, § 101(d) [IRC amended j 6033 (a) and (b)1
Information Ret uris of Exempt Organizations

1. The "efficiency" standard of section 6033(a) (2) undoubtedly contemplates
excusing smull organizations from filing an annual return. It would be preferable
it a statutory exception were provided for organizations with less than $5,000 it
gross receipts or assets excusing them altogether. Such a provision is appropriate
because the potential for abuse in snyall organizations is minimal; the organiza.-
tions probably rely on volunteer assistance (not necessarily trained in account-
ing procedures) ; and the information would probably be of interest to few, if
any, members of the public.

2. The amendment to section 6033(b) (5) would appear to be an unnecessary
Invasion of the privacy of charitably inclined individuals. It might serve to
curtail donations. It appears to serve no substantial tax purpose. It might be
well to provide that contribution information would be required only for use
by the Internal Revenue Service in its enforcement program for cross checking
individual and corporate tax returns with exempt organization information
returns. (Of. Treas. Reg. § 1.170-1(a) (3) (lit) and § 1.6033-1(a) (4) (1), and
Instruction 17, Form 990-A.)

It may be desirable to require an information return to be filed upon the termi-
nation or liquidation of an exempt organization similar to that now required
for non-exempt corporations under section 6043.

Bill pp. 60-61, § 101(e) [IRC new § 6104(c) ]
Publicity of Information Required by Certain Exempt Organization[s

Section 6104(c) (1) (C) provides for furnishing any information relevant to
"any determination under State law." This provision seems unduly broad, as
it would permit the Internal Revenue Service to furnish information relevant
not only to the organization, but also apparently to its donors, officers, donees,
etc. To that extent it constitutes an extension of present rules applicable to pub-
lication of information by the Internal Revenue Service. It would seem appro-
priate that the statute itself provide that the disclosure of Information be
relevant only to determinations under State law that relate to the satisfaction
of its charitable purpose by the organization or its liability under State tax laws.

Bill p. 02, § 101(f) [IRO amended §§6211(a), 0212(c) (1), and 0213]
Petition to Tax Cotrt; Defoleency Procedures Made Applicable

Sections 6211(b) (2), 6212(a), 6212(b) (1), and 6213(a), and the title of sub-
chapter B of chapter 03, subtitle F of the Code should be amended so as to reflect
the inclusion of chapter 42 taxes.

A provision should also be added to give the Tax Court jurisdiction in the
case of penalties imposed under section 6052(d) (penalties in connection with
failure to file an exempt organization information return).

Bill pp. 63-64, § 101(g) (2) [IRO new § 6501(c) (7)]
Termination of Private Foundation Status

Section 101(g) (2) provides that "In the case of a tax on termination of private
foundation status under section 507, such tax nay be assessed, or a proceeding
In court for the collection of such tax may be begun without assessment, at any
time."

This appears to be a provision relieving the Commissioner of the necessity of
assessing a tax prior to its collection, which would have ramifications through-
out the Internal Revenue Code. It would also seem to prohibit the application
of any statute of limitations to such collection. The only similar provisions are
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contained tit sections 0501(e) (1) (relating to false returns) ; 0501(c) (2)
(relating to willful attempt to evade tax) ; and 0501(c) (3) (relating to failure
to file a return). Tie American Bar Association has recommended an eight-
year limitation in the case of fraudulent returns and the non-fraudulent failure
to file returns. (ABA Reports, 1950, Vol. 81, p. 397; ABA Reports, 1901, Vol. 86,
pp. 12'3,125,329-30).

Section 507 Is a confisvatory tax equal to prior net tax benefits to the founda-
tion and its substantial contributors or, in the case of lack of records, the net
value of the foundation assets. The tax under section 507 can be imposed only
upon (1) voluntary termination by the foundation of its status by notification
to the Secretary of the foundation's intent to terminate (section 508(d)), or
(2) termination of foundation status by the Secretary for "willful repeated acts
(or failures to act)" or "a willful and flagrant act (or failure to act)." (Section
508(e)).

In either case the Secretary would have actual notice of the termination and
could assess the tax within the normal three-year limitation period.

In the event that a limitation period Is placed upon tile assessment of tax
under section 507, an appropriate amendment should be made in proposed sec-
tion 501 (c) (7) to provide that in the event a tax is imposed under section
507(a), by virtue of termination of status under section 508(d) or (e), the
tax may be assessed or action for collection without assessment may be begun
within the three years after the date of notification to the Secretary of volun-
tary termination of status under section 508(d), or notification by the Secretary
of termination of status under section 508(e).

It would also be necessary to amend section 6511 relating to limitations on
credit or refund, to provide that a claim for credit or refund of a tax imposed
under section 507 must be filed within the period prescribed by section
6501(c) (7) for the assessment of a tax.

Also, amendment of other chapters of the Code would be essential if chapter
42 is enacted. Chapters requiring special attention In this connection are chap-
ter 64 (Collection), chapter 05 (Abatements, Credits and Refunds), chapter 70
(Jeopardy, Bankruptcy and Receiverships), and chapter 71 (Transferees and
Fiduciaries).

Bill p. 04, § 101(g) (3) [IRC new § 0503(h)]
S upcn8lopt Pending Corrcction

Although it would seem proper to allow an extension to be made to encourage
the correction of improper action, either by the foundation or by action of a
State, the proposed section would allow the Secretary to extend tile period for
any timo without limit, without the consent of the taxpayer. This would seem
to be unduly broad. It is suggested that any extension under this section, with-
out the consent of the taxpayers, should be limited to a specified period of time,
such as one year.

Bill pp. 65-60, 1 101(1) [IRC new § 7422(g)

OIi Aotion for Refitnd
Contrary to present excise tax refund requirements, proposed section

7422(g) (1) requires that chapter 42 exclse taxes must be paid in full (as to tile
initial or additional tax) before commencing a suit for refund. There should
be no requirement that both the tax on the disqualified person (§ 4941(a) (1))
and any participating foundation mandger (§ 4941 (a) (2)), be paid in full to test
the correctness of the assessment.1 It is unclear whether, in Joint assessments,
bmth must join in the refund suit. It should be clear that a satisfactory partial
payment by one or the other should suffice. Since the standard of liability as to
each participant Is distinct (though.the transaction is bilateral), the foundation
mnnnger should not be required to join in the suit.

Since some of the taxes may be assessed for transactions continuing over a
period of years in the taxable period, the taxpayer should be given the right to
pay tax for only one year in the taxable period in order to contest the tax. Steele
v. Unit ed ,la tes, 280 F.2d. 89, 91 (8th Cir. 1960). The Government would protect
its interests by filing a counterclaim as to the remaining tax in dispute.
Bill pp. 66-80, I 101(j) (43) [IROnewI 51214(c)]

iTo the extent that Flora v. United States, 857 U.8. 68 (1059), on rehearing, 862 t1.8.
145 (19IM0), which Involved Income tax, suggests a contrary rule, It Is the position of
the American Bar Association that this decision should be overruled by. legislation. (ABA
Reports, 1961, Vol. 86, pp. 123, 388-334).
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Technical, Conformi)ng, and Clerical Amendments
Paragraph (43), page 76 of the bill adds a new subsection (c) to section

6214. This new subsection may create an ambiguity. It appears that the Intent
(if this amendment is to extend the present income and gift tax jurisdictional
provision in present section 6214(b) to chapter 42 taxes. The basic problem ap-
pears to be due to the use of the phrase "any other tax has been overpaid or
underpaid" at the end of new section 6214(c) In lieu of the phrase "the
tax for any other year has been overpaid or underpaid." It would seem that
consistency of draftinanship and intent would require requires that lines 4 and
5 of paragraph (43) at page 77 of the bill be amended to read "Jurisdiction to
determine whether or not the taxes under chapter 42 for any other period,
act, or failure to act have been overpaid or underpaid."

In subsection 101(J) (50) of the bill the word 'overpayment" should be changed
to underpaymentt."

Subtitle B-Other Tax Exempt Organizations

SEC. 121. TAX ON UNRELATED BUSINESS INCOME

Billpp. 845-86, § 121(a) [IRC amended § 511(a) (2) (A) and § 511(b) (2)]

Organkzations Subject to Tax
It is suggested that there be a parity between exempt corporations and exempt

trusts with respect to the rate of tax imposed upon unrelated business income. It
is recommended that the rate of tax applicable to section 501(c) trusts should be
the rate imposed on corporations under section 11, rather than the individual
rates presently imposed upon such trusts.

Bill pp. 87-89, § 121(b) (1) [IRC amended § 512(a) (3)]

Speciqi Rul08 Applicable to Organizations Dcscrlbed in Section 501(o) (7), (8),
(9), or (10)

Under section 512(a) (3) (A), as amended, deductions directly connected with
"exempt function income" will not be deductible. This may be Inconsistent with
the allowance under present Treasury regulations and under the proposed section
on "advertising," of a deduction for the editorial costs to arrive at the "net"
revenues from advertising. If this is an ambiguity, it should be corrected.

Gains from the sale or exchange of property (used to carry out exempt func-
tions) should not be taxed as they apparently would be under this proposal. See
Mill Lane Club, Ino., 23 T.C. 433 (1954)'; Of. Rev. Rul. 60-149, 1960--1 C.B. 140.

To the extent that charitable and educational expenditures are made from
the investment income of social clubs or of organizations exempt under section
501(c) (8), it might be desirable to make such distributions deductible in
determining net investment income.

Bill pp. 90-93, § 121(b) (2) [IRC amended j 512(b) (4), (12), (15), and (16)1

Modifications
With respect to the taxability of certain Income from controlled corporations,

it may be desirable not to define the control requirements as the statute now
does by reference to section 368(c) of the Code. Section 368(c) refers to
"ownership of stock." A membership organization, organized under a non-profit
statute, may not be treated on an equal basis even though it pays rent to its
exempt parent.

It may be appropriate to consider a transition rule postponing the effective
date of the statute with respect to so-called controlled corporations.

Bill pp. 93-94, § 121(c) [IRO amended § 513(e)]

Advertising, Eto., Activities
If this provision is intended to codify present Treasury regulations relating

to advertising profits derived from publications of exempt organizations, it
should be appropriately limited. As drafted, the statute would tax any activity
of affected organizations without regard to regularity, profit motive, or
continuity.

The proper allocation of expenses (direct and Indirect) between taxable adver-
tising and non-taxable activities of an affected exempt organization may be
difficult. House report, part 1, p. 50, states that the Secretary or his delegate will

33-805--69-pt. 0- 7
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prescribe regulations with respect to such allocation. It is recommended that
guidelines for such allocation be set forth in the statute.

Bill pp. 94-107, § 121(d) tIRO amended § 514]

Uvrelated Debt-Financed Income
This provision subjects debt-financed income of an exempt organization to tax.

The purpose of this provision is to overrule the Olay Brownt case I and eliminate
the ability of an exempt organization to purchase a business on a "bootstrap"
basis by paying for it out of earnings which are not subject to tax. This pro-
vision is similar to a recommendation heretofore made by the American Bar
Association except that it applies the unrelated business tax to debt-financed
dividends, interest, and capital gains. (Bulletin of Sec. of Taxation, Vol. XX,
No. 4, p. 69; Tax Lawyer, Vol. XXI, No. 3, p. 457; ABA Reports, 1908, Vol. 93,
p. -). It Is believed that the extension of the debt-financed tax to these sources
of Income is unnecessary to correct the basic abuses involved in bootstrap trans-
actions. 'There are also over provisions in the bill relating to neighborhood land
and churches which are outside the scope of the recommendation of the American
Bar Association.

Bill pp. 108-109, § 121(f) [IRC amended § 7605(c)]

Rc8trictions on Eanifiation of Churches

This provision restricts the right of the Internal Revenue Service to conduct
an audit of a church unless the Secretary or his delegate, who may be no lower
than the principal Internal Revenue regional officer, notifies the church that he
believes it may be engaged in an unrelated trade or business. This difference
In audit procedure with respect to churches appears to introduce an unnecessary
complication.

TITLE II--INDIVIDUAL DEDUCTIONS

Subtitle A-Charitable Contributions

SEC. 201. CIIARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

Bill pp. 112-114, § 201(a) (1) [IRO new § 170(b) (1) (D), (E), (F) and (Cf)]

Unlipnitcd Charitable Contribution Deduction

This provision repeals the unlimited charitable deduction. Transitional rules
provide for a five-year phaseout The "transitional income percentage" of ad-
justed gross income is the amount below which charitable contributions cannot
reduce taxable income. The "transitional deduction percentage" is the percentage
of taxable. income which must consist of charitable contributions and taxes in
order for an individual to be eligible for the "unlimited deduction." As the deduc-
tion percentage decreases, the Income percentage Increases, and by January 1,
1975, both percentages will be 50 percent.

The provisions for limiting tax preferences (LTP) and allocation of deduc-
tions (AOD) would appear to be applicable to taxpayers who qualify for the
unlimited charitable deduction during the phase-out. If this is so, and if the
phase-out provisions also apply, then the interaction of the two should be
considered.

Present section 170(g) precludes section 170(b) (5) carryovers by taxpayers
claiming the unlimited charitable deduction. While appropriate under existing
law, interaction of transitional rules of new section 170(b) (1) (E), (F) and
(0) may make such carryovers desirable; i.e., during the 5-year transitional
period a taxpayer who has qualified for the unlimited deduction under section
170!b) (1) (D) may have that deduction partially reduced if his taxable Income
is less than the transitional income percentage of his adjusted gross income.

Bill pp. 114-110, § 201(a) (1) [IRO new § 170(b) (1) (H) and (I)]

Denial of Deductions
This section changes present law by disallowing a deduction for a gift of an

Income interest to charity. Where a donor transfers his entire Interest In property
Irrevocably and retains no reversionary interest, there is no sound reason for

I Commiseloner v. Clay B. Brown, 380 U.S. 503 (1005).
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disallowing a deduction for a gift of an income interest to charity. The "double
tax benefit" argument, House report, part 1, p. 61, proves to much. It applies with
equal force to an outright gift to charity. Here, too, the donor will receive a tax
benefit from excluding the income from his return (for the rest of his life) but
will nevertheless receive the benefit of a tax deduction for the full value of the
property given to charity. Furthermore, there is no basis for differentiating be-
tween a gift to charity of an income interest and a remainder Interest. Indeed,
the charity receives the benefit of an income interest immediately but must wait
to receive the benefit of the remainder interest. In short, there is no basis to
distinguish between an outright gift, a gift of an income interest or a gift of a
remainder interest.

Bill pp. 116-118, § 201(a) (1) [IRC new § 170(b) (1) (J) ]

Special Ltitations on Contributi is of Appreciated Property
Section 201(a) (1) adds a limitation of 30 percent of the contribution base in

the case of gifts of appreciated property not covered by section 201 (c) of the bill
(IRC amended § 170(e)).

1. This provision would appear to conflict with the stated purpose of the
increase from 30 percent to 50 percent in the percentage limitations on individual
deductions. The House report, part 1, p. 52, states that the increase to 50 percent
was desirable to counterbalance the financial effect on charities of the repeal of
the unlimited charitable deduction. Denying gifts of appreciated property eligibil-
ity for the 50 percent limitation significantly undercuts the effect of the increase
to 50 percent

In any event, the proposal in its present form could have an unintended harsh
result in some cases. The limitation applies to the full value of the contributed
property and not just to the appreciation element. Thus, the deduction of a gift
of stock worth $100,000 would be limited to 30 percent whether the donor's basis
was $1.00 or $99,999; however, if his basis were $100,000 the 50 percent limit
would apply. If there is a special 30 percent limitation for such property, logically
the limitation should apply only to the appreciation, with the basis of the property
being eligible for the additional 20 percent allowance as provided by section
170(b) (1) (B).

2. It should be pointed out that the House report, part 1, p. 52, Incorrectly
describes the new limitation. Specifically, the suggestion that the 30 percent
limitation would apply to all contributions of appreciated property is incorrect.
Such limitation is actually only a maximnim: in the case of gifts to private founda-
tions the 20 percent limitation of section 170(b) (1) (C) would control.

3. The new section also creates a separate carryover category of excess
contributions of appreciated property which is not explained in the general
explanation of the bill, and appears to be incorrectly explained in the technical
explanation of the bill on page 33. The example there given states that where
there is an excess of contribution of appreciated property and also an excess
of cash contributions by reason of the 50 percent limitation, all of the excess
must be carried over "to any contributions of appreciated property in the fol-
lowing years." There is no reason why excess cash contributions should have
to beadded to excess appreciated property contributions in determining subse-
quent years limitations on contribution appreciated property.

Bill pp. 119-120, § 201 (a) (3) [IRO new § 170(b) (6)1
Qontribut on Base Defincd

If LTP and AOD are to be applied to charitable contributions of. individuals.
the allowable tax preferences should be included in the contribution base aws
section 201(a)(3) proposes. However, as presently drafted, it appears that
computation of the base may produce in some instances circular computations.
For example, the contribution base equals adjusted gross income plus allowable
tax preferences as determined under section 277(c) (2) (p. 120, line 5). Allowable
tax preferences equal tax preferences as determined under section 84(c) niinuq
those that are included in gross income under section 84 minus $10,000 (§ 277
(c) (2), p. 175, lines 12-20). Tax preferences include deductions under section
170 which are attributable to the appreciation and which are allowable for the
taxable year (§ 84(c), p. 166, line 8). Therefore, If appreciated LTP property
is given to public charities, there can be instances where in order to determine
the amount deductible under section 170 one must know the amount of tax.
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preferences, and in order to determine the amount of tax preferences one must
knowJiow much is deductible under section 170.
Bill pp. 120-121, 1201(a) (8) [IRO new §170(b) (1)
Disallowanoe of Deduction in Certain Oase

During the transition period, this provision creates unintended hardships on
existing section 501(c) (3) organizations. To preclude disallowances for chari-
table contributions paid in taxable years beginning after December 31, 1969,
section 170(b) (7)'(A) requires the donee section 501(c) (8) organization to be
exempted from or to have complied with the provisions of section 508(a), (b),
or (g). Subsection (b) of section 508 applies to existing charitable organizations
and requires, unless exempted, notification of the Secretary pursuant to his
regulations that it is not a private foundation. The effect Is to preclude a chari-
table contributions deduction to certain existing section 501(c) (3) organiza-
tions until -the Treasury issues regulations. To avoid these unfortunate results,
references should be deleted to section 508(b) in the following places: lines 14
and 18, p. 120; lines 21 and 23, p. 180; line 24, p. 132; line 1, p. 138.

Bill p. 121, J 201(a) (8) [IR0 new § 170(b) (8)]
.Denial of Dcdtctiox. in Oase of Contribution of Parfia Interest in Property

This section disallows a charitable deduction for contributions of partial lnterI-
eats In property. It would seem to be broader than the House Committee'sgeneral
explanation of the reasons for this change. Deductions for non-trust charitable
contributions of less than entire interests in property are denied unless otherwise
permitted under section 170 for gifts In trust (i.e., under the annuity or unitrust
provisions in section 170(b) (1) (H) (line 17, p. 114) or section'170(h) (line 15.
p. 127). The effect may be to deny- contribution deductions for outright gifts of
undivided interests in property as well as of legal life estates or remainders unless
all other interests in the property also are contributed.

The provision Is effective for contributions made after April 22, 1969. This is
unwarranted, particularly since the Treasury's proposals issued on April 22 gave
no indication of the breadth of disallowances caused by the proposal.

Bill pp. 122-125, § 201(c) (1) (IRC new § 170(e) and 183]
(haritable (ontributnons of Apprciated Property

1. If the abuse sought to be corrected by this section occurs primarily in con-
nection with charitable contributions of ordinary income property, such as inven-
tory, it should be noted that section 88 requires recognition of gain In a number of

-situations not failing within the area of such abuse. For example, the recognition
requirement would apply to gifts of works of art, even to public museums. Fur-
ther, application of the proposed general rule to future Interests of all types of
property produces an effect that goes far beyond eliminating the most flagrant
means of avoiding taxes. It is suggested that section 170 (e) apply solely to gifts
of ordinary Income property.
2, We have the following comments regarding the proposed statutory language

of these section.
It Is noted that section 170(e)'(8) (B) (p. 124, line 15), requires distribution of

all gifts of appreciated property. This will mean, as a practical matter, that a
private foundation subject to this requirement will have to make corpus distril-
buttons in an amount equal to 100 percent of all contributions of property received.
Neither (Ie bill nor the House report Indicates how the 100 percent is to be deter-
n ine.via-vis increases or decreases in value of the contributed property between' the dates oce contribution and distribution.

The intei.t of section 83(b) (p.'12%, lines 2 and 8) Is unclear. We suggest that
'the refereace to "section 170(e) (1)"z In line 2 should be to "ect-ion 170(e) (3).
In proposed section 170(e) (8).(B) (p. 124, line 10), "first year" should read "first
tOxable year."-

Bill pp. 126-127, 1 201(d) [UlO amended 11011]
Bargain* 8akS to Oharitabte Organtzations

There peems to' be no valid reason to differentiate between batlan sales to
chariUes and bargain sales to other donees. Where the donor Is willing to make
a gift to charity of the difference between the fair market value and the purchase
prIc6, he should receive the full tax benefit. For example, taxper A e1ves secu-
rities worth $50 with a basis of zero. le receives a deduction for the entire $50
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and has no recognizable gain, assuming new sectioli 170(e) does not apply, and
lie would not be required to include any amount as income. On the other hand,
if taxpayer B sells property to a charity at his cost of $50 at a time when It is
worth $100 he would have a $50 charitable deduction and would also be re-
quired to report $25 of gain. We believe such a distinction In tax treatment is not
justified.

In any event, it should be made clear to what extent, If any, the portion of
the bargain sale treated as a gift falls within the ambit of section 170(b) (1) (J)
(applying a 30 percent limitation on contributions of appreciated property) and
section 170(e) (p. 122, line 25) (relating to contributions of appreciated prop-
erty). It would appear that the rules of those sctl0_xs would be applicable to
the gift portion of the sale. -  ..

Bill, pp 127-128, 135-137, § 201(e dnd § 201(i) [IRC new § 170(h), nd § 604]
Charitable Remainder Trusts

The basis for these provi irins, the argument th (vr v wle of the rema qder
can be wiped out, Is quest unable because.':f( trustees are bqund by statelkw
to protect the remainder an's interest, fju S ate a torneys-geijeral IncreasingiX
exercise supervision, (iiA the remain d6r nian itself pan prott its Interest, and,
(iv) even with a unitr st or anp lfy the ren ainaer u14l-be dest~oed by bad
Investment.1  (

1. The provisions o this section are-applil tran.frs in t;( st nade after
April 22, 1969, but t e provisions of sectioir dJning iharable rmainder
annuity trusts" and "charitable remainde itru." areV effective except
with respect to tran ers in tru made af -atfo enactmt of the 1 tll. This
would appear to cre te a hiattis b % een 1 24 _9 9, an t 0.1late 0 enact-
ment of the bill. Th difference in effiet d alf c ts a s'M-0 problem
for draftsmen durn this interim perio iInce eve f effective date provi-
sions were to be mod fled so as t permit e ductlo h th of a remainder
Interest to a trust iich wouli: other tse qualify i)nder tio f made
after April 22, 1969, a d prior to Vate of enac ven ,-sc ust woul robably
not qualify for unlil ited dedudUon of amou to- set e permane tly for
charitable purposes un r section 642(c) of the existtn law. o/ b2. The retroactive datk of April 22, 10690!-iequit ble. Tle bill goes beyon4-
the proposals submitted y the Treasuryto the Hou .Way anal Means Cout-
mittee on that date. Donor on April 22,MIf J9, were not put o notice of thee.
quirements for obtaining a ch ritable deducfthnwith-rdspect to contributio of
remainder interests. It is qufte likely that many charitable remainder rusts
have been established after Api.l 22, 1969, in ignorance of the proL ed new
rules. ".

Bill pp. 128-130, § 201 (f) [IRC amended I 42 .. -..

Charitable Contributions by E8tates and Trusts
The proposed amendment to section 042(c) is consistent with the other pro-

posals contained in section 201. However, we suggest that transitional rules be
added to cover existing trusts and estates, the governing instruments of which
were presumably drafted without reference to the unitrust or annuity trust
concept. We also suggest that consideration be given to adding a provision for
reformation of instruments if possible, as well a provision to have cases where
the executor or trustee would make a current payment to charity; but for cir-
cumstances beyond his control, sich as uncertainty as to the identity of the
charity and charitable beneficiary or as to amounts available for payment because
of obligations chargeable to gross income.

It is also suggested that the words "trustee" and "administrator" used in line
21, page 28 of the bill be changed to "fiduciary." The latter term is defined in sec-
tion 7701 (a) (6) as including "executor" as well as administrator and trustee.

Bill pp. 130-135, 1 201 (h) [IRC amended 1 2055 and§ 25221
Estate and 0ift Tax Deductions for Income Interests, Charitable Remainders

or Other Partial Interests in Property
W.q see no reason why either a charitable income interest or a charatble re-

mainder after a normal life estate should not continue to be allowed as an estate
or gift tax deduction. Aside from an outright transfer, such, a remainder is the

I See, Infro, pp. 26-31, for comment on estate and gift tax deductions for charitable
rrmalnder trusts.
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-moqt common form of charitable bequest or gift. This garden variety of trust is
customarily used by testators or creators of lifetime trusts who desire to leave
all or a substantial portion of their estates to charity after making provision
through life estates for one or more relatives (such as a surviving wife, sister,
or unmarried daughter). This form of bequest predates the 'tax laws and, in
our experience, has not been the subject of tax abuse.

The House report, part 1, pp. 58-59, describes two situations in which con-
tributions deductions have been allowed for income tax purposes for gifts of
trust remainder Interests even though it was not probable that the gift would
ultimately be received by the charity.' However, the report concedes that the
contributions deductions "would not have been allowed in these situations if
the probability of the charity receiving the specified interest were determined
under the rules presently applied in the case of the estate tax." Therefore, the
two examples cited in the report furnish no reason for changing the estate or
gift tax law in this area.

The Internal Revenue Service and the courts have, in fact, carefully policed
the estate and gift tax charitable deductions for Income remainder or other
partial interests in property. The value of the charitable interest is deductible
only insofar as that interest is ascertainable at the thne of death, and, hence,
severable from the noncharitable interest by actuarial or other recognized tech-
niques. Treas. Reg. § 20.2055-2(a). No deduction is allowable for a'charltable
transfer which is dependent on the performance of some act or the happening
of sonie event unless the possibility that the charitable transfer will not become
effective is so remote as to be negligible. Treas. Reg. § 20.2055-2(b). The taxpayer
has the burden of proving that, under these tests, the charitable interest is sever-
able and not subject to defeat.

The proposed legislation makes no allowance for the often legitimate desire
of the testfator or settler to make principal available to his wife or other income
beneficiary in the event of future need or emergency. Powers to invade for
emergency needs are extra precautions for the security of the Income beneficiary,
and are neither intended nor administered as devices to defeat the Interest of the
charitable beneficiary or remnainderman. Under present law the charitable re-
nmander Is deduct le if the executor can show that the power of invasion is
subject to an ascertainable standard and that, by application of that standard,
the possibility of invasion is sufficiently remote to be disregarded. The rules In
this area have been developed in a solid body of decisional law. They are not the
subject of abuse, and there is no good reason for discarding them.

The House report, part 1, pp. 58-59, questions the accuracy of the tables
prescribed by the estate and gift tax regulations for valuation of remainders
and other actuarial Interests. These tables, adopted in 1952,2 are based upon a
mortality table derived from the 1940 census and interest at the rate of 31,
percent a year, compounded annually. Valuation of actuarial interests is, of
course, an exercise in prediction, as to both mortality and Interest yield. Never-
theless, it Is a generally accepted-hndeed, Indispensable--valuation technique.
We note that the House report contemplates the continued use of the present
tables in valuing charitable remainders of annuity trusts and unitrusts.

Life abounds in contingencies. The estate and gift taxes ale founded on the
principle that tax collection-like much other human activity-cannot await
their resolution. These taxes are based upon valuations existing at the time of
death or of gift. The actuarial art is an accepted element of this valuation
process. It is used to separate complete from Incomplete gifts, to value interests
in property owned by the decedent, to measure reversionary Interests in transfers
made during life, to determine the marital deduction for remainder interests,
and to measure the charitable deduction for remainders and other limited inter-
ests. Similar tables used by insurance companies in connection with the sale of
commercial annuities and life insurance policies also govern the valuation of
such properties for gift and estate tax purposes. There does not appear to be
any indication that the use of actuarial methods of valuation In the charitable
deduction area has been the subject of manipulation or that it bas produced
results that Justify the radical legislative change proposed in the bill.

1 This Is not, in our opinion, a fair characterization of the income tax decisions taken
as a whole.

IT.D. 5906, 1952-1 C.B, 155.
3 Table 3R. United States Life Tables and Actuarial Tables 1939-1941. U.S. Department

of Commerce, Bureau of Census.
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Even if we assume arguendo that allowance of estate and gift tax deductions
determined by actuarial means should be circumscribed because charity may
receive less than the actuarial forecast, we still find the proposed legislative
classification unsatisfactory. One of the two types of trusts the bill would
1!ermit to qualify for the deduction, the annuity trust, is more of a "gambler's
device" than the bulk of the trusts that the bill would disqualify. In the tradi-
tional trust to pay the income to an individual for life with remainder to charity,
the charitable remainderman is assured of the trust principal, subject only to
the prospect of its appreciation or depreciation in value and the prospect that
the life beneficiary may outlive or predecease the predicted year of mortality
for a person of his age. In contrast, an annuitant may exhaust the trust, so that
charity would receive nothing although the bill would grant a substantial charl-
table deduction.' In our judgment the proposed statutory classification is not a
sound one.

Congress should not arbitrarily restrict the estate and gift tax charitable
deductions to two limited and novel forms of charitable remainder trusts. It
would lie unreasonable to force testators and settlers into the defined annuity
or unitrust arrangements. To require the use of such arrangements would be
unwise because of their lack of flexibility. The proposed legislation Is overly rigid
and unduly restrictive and should not be enacted.

If sections 2055(e) (2) and 2522(c) (2) are enacted, consideration should be
given to the following matters as they would affect charitable remainders:

a. The proposed definitions of a charitable remainder annuity trust and of a
charitable remainder unitrust (Bill p. 130, line 10 through p. 137, line 15) would
not permit a charitable deduction for the transfer to charity of an undivided frac-
tion of a trust remainder, of a remainder in specific trust assets, of a charitable
cash legacy out of a remainder, or of a charitable remainder subject to a private
cash legacy. The definitions qualify a charitable remainder for deduction only if
the entire remainder interest in the trust passes to charity. It is not unusual
for a testator to divide a trust remainder into fractions for charitable and private
remaindermen, or to charge small specific private legacies against an otherwise
charitable remainder. There is no reason to deny deduction of whatever interest
charity has in the remainder.

b. The definition of a charitable remainder annuity trust or unitrust would also
eliminate any deduction for the charitable remainder of a trust, the income of
which may, in the trustee's discretion, be distributed to a private individual,
applied to his support, or accumulated. This type of trust may serve useful
and important purposes where the income beneficiary is a minor, an incompetent,
a person who is under a physical or mental disability, a spendthrift, or a person
whose needs are so variable that predetermined fixed distributions would be
unsatisfactory. We see no justification for pennlizht:g the granting of such dis.
cretion to the trustee.

c. The proposed legislation would deny any estate tax charitable deduction for
a charitable remainder following a legal life estate. Bequests of this variety
are commonly used in some States, particularly for real estate or tangible
personal property. It is also not unusual to designate a charity as the last
taker under a life insurance setlement option or a commercial annuity contract.
These charitable future interests do not lend themselves to the proposed annuity
trust or unitrust treatment. They involve no element of tax avoidance and should
remain eligible for the charitable deduction.

d. A trust my give a charity and a private beneficiary fixed shares of both
the trust income and principal, the purpose generally being to avoid the extra
expense and inconvenience of creating and administering separate trusts. An
undivided interest in property may also be bequeathed or devised outright to
charity. The proposed legislation would, for no good reason, disallow any
deduction for charity's undivided interest in such a trust, bequest or devise.

e. The definitions of a charitable remainder annuity trust and of a charitable
remainder imitrust are too rigid in requiring that the payments to the private
beneficiary be either for it term of years or for life. Charitable trust remainders

1 Under present law the courts have disagreed over the allowability of an estate tax
charitable deduction for the charitable remainder of a trust following a private annuity
where there is a significant possibility of exhaustion of the trust prlnepal. Cases dis.
allowing the deduction: Moifett'a Esfate v. Oomm'r., 269 F.2d 738 (4th Cir. 1959);
Florida Nat'i Bank V. United States, 1062-2 U.S.T.C. 12.082 (S.D. Fla. 1962). Cases
allowing the deduction: Sohildkraut'a Estate v. Oomm'r, 368 F.2d 40 (2d Cir. 1966).
cert. dented, 386 U.S. 059; Estate of Helen Stow Duker, 18 T.C. 887 (1952).
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may vest upon other events. For example, alimony trusts sometimes provide that
the trust shall terminate In favor of charity upon the wife's death or remarriage.
A deduction is now allowable for the charitable remainder (computed as though
the wife's interest were a full life estate). The bill would deny that deduction.

f. The application of the definitions of a charitable remainder annuity trust
and of a charitable remainder unitrust to the following three situations seem
uncertain or unsatisfactory: (a) A testator (or the creator of an inter vivos
trust) creates a trust for the Joint lives of two individual beneficiaries with
remainder to charity. (b) The creator of an inter vivos trust reserves the initial
beneficial interest for life, gives his wife a second beneficial interest for life,
and leaves the remainder to charity. (c) The creator of an Inter vivos trust
reserves a beneficial interest for life with remainder to charity. Situation (a)
could not apparently qualify under the definition (which apparently permits
only one life tenant) ; situation (b) could apparently qualify for estate tax ptir-
poses upon the creator's death but not for gift tax purposes Initially ; situation (c)
would apparently not be subjected to annuity trust or unitrust treatment for gift
tax purposes (since no interest passed from the decedent to a private person, as
required at Bill p. 131, line 16, et seq.). Further thought should be given to the
classification of these situations.

g. The proposed legislation would severely limit the types of assets that
could be bequeathed or devised to, or invested in by, trusts with charitable re-
winders. Residences, Jewelry, assets with low or fluctuating income and poor
liquidity or marketability, and assets not having readily ascertainable fair ziar-
ket values would, for one reason or another, not easily be adaptable to annuity
trust or unitrust treatment. This is another example of the undue rigidity of the
legislative approach.

h. The proposed section 2055(e) (2) is In conflict with existing section 2055(b)
(2), which specifically qualifies for the charitable deduction one type of trust
having a private income beneficiary and a charitable remainderman. It is not
clear which of these two conflicting statutory provisions is intended to override
the other.

1. As is noted in the footnote on page 28, the courts have disagreed over the
allowability of a charitable deduction under present law for the remainder of
an annuity trust where there is a significant possibility that the annuitant iiay
consume the trust principal. It Is not clear whether the court decisions dis-
allowing such deductions are intended to be overridden by the proposed legis-
lation. Is the legislation intended to qualify for the charitable deduction re-
mainders of annuity trusts that may not qualify under existing court decisions,
or does it simply add a new limitation to thost now In effect?

J. The proposed definitions of a charitable remainder annuity trust and of a
charitable remainder unitrust provide that the trust remainder must go to or
for an organization or use described in section 170(c). (Bill p. 137, lines 1 and
14.) Section 170(c) describes the organizations to or for the use of which contri-
butions deductible for income tax purposes can be made. There is an additional
category of organizations to or for the use of which transfers deductible for
estate and gift tax purposes can be made. These are religious, charitable, scien-
tific, literary or educational corporations, trusts, etc., created or organized outside
of the United States. (Compare sections 2055(a) (2) and 2522(a) (2) with
section 170(c) (2).) Since outright gifts and bequests to or for the use of such
organizations are deductible, there Is no reason to circumscribe deduction or re-
mainders more narrowly.

The estate tax amendments under discussion would apply to all decedents dying
after the date of enactment of the bill and the gift tax amendments to all gifts
made aftbr April 22, 1969. These effective dates will cause a great deal of hard-
ship and confusion. All existing wills and trusts of living persons will have to be
reviewed and, if found to contain charitable remainder or Income trusts or legal
estates, will have to be changed, If possible. This will be a time-consuming task.
Irrevocable or unamendable trusts cannot be changed, nor can the wills of tests-
tors who have lost their testamentary capacity or who die before the review of
their wills can be completed. If these provisions are to be enacted, a substantial
period of grace should be provided, as well as relief for existing Irrevocable
or unamendable trusts and existing wills of testators under disability.
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Bill pp. 139-152, § 211 [IRO new § 1251)
Gain fromn Disposition of Property Used in Farming Where Farm Losses Offset

Nonfarm Income
Under present law, a taxpayer engaged in farming is allowed to deduct in the

year expended many of the costs of farming which in other trades or businesses
would be treated as capital items recoverable only through depreciation or as a
return of capital upon the sale of the property. This tax advantage increases, of
course, with the tax bracket of the taxpayer.

1. The new section would modify the potential tax advantage under present
law by requiring the taxpayer engaged in farming operations (with certain
limitations) to maintain a bookkeeping record of his farming operations known
as the excess deductions account, the purpose of which is to recapture farm losses
on the sale or other disposition of farm property, gain from which under present
law Is taxable as long-term capital gain. In applicable cases, this would remove,
or reduce, the tax advantage under present law of deducting costs against ordi-
nary income and taxing the gain at capital gain rates.

We are not convinced that the problem which the section seeks to correct is
sufficiently great to Justify such complex legislation; but, if it is, then the ap-
proach reflected by the section is more acceptable than attempts to deal with it
by other means, such as tampering with the timing of losses and gains as proposed
itl earlier legislative drafts in this area.

2. There are several technical features of the section which deserve comment.
Since as to farm land there is a 5-year recapture rule, there should also be a

limit on the recapture period for other farm property. A ten-year period would
seem adequate.

An unintended effect of the section in the case of a taxpayer who uses an inven-
tory method of accounting for his livestock, but elects to expense the costs in-
curred in clearing land or for water and land conservation, is to subject such
taxpayer to the provisions of section 1251 (b) (4) (A) with respect to his livestock
dispositions. After five years such land expenses are not included in computing
the amount of recapture on the sale of land under section 1251 (e) (5).

Section 1251(e) (4) (B) provides for the aggregating of all farm businesses
into one business, apparently to determine whether a taxpayer comes within the
exceptions of sections 1251(b) (2) and 1251(b) (4). However, as written, it
applies to all of section 1251 and, for example, in the case of a taxpayer who
first engaged in ranching and lost money and then engaged in the orchard busi-
ness and made money, would prevent him from offsetting the loss against the
gain. There is no apparent reason for this result, and the section should be
modified accordingly.

With respect to the excess deduction account, it is clear in section 1251(b)
that farm income in the second year will offset a farm loss in the first year, but
it is not apparent that the reverse is true. This point should be clarified.

Section 1251(d) (6), relating to transfers to controlled corporations, appears
to have an inadvertent omission In not including "securities" as well as "stook"
as "farm recapture property." As written, it might permit a taxpayer to trans-
fer farm recapture property to a controlled corporation for stock and sccuritle.
and then dispose of the securities and realize capital gain.

Gain realized by a taxpayer on farm recapture property which would be
taxed as ordinary income under section 1245(a), as amended by section 212.
should be applied to reduce the excess deduction account. Apparently this would
not be the case under section 1251(e) (2). As long as ordinary Income equals
ordinary losses, section 1251 should have no application.

Bill pp. 152-153, § 212 [JRC amended §§ 1245(a) (2), 1245(a) (3), and 1231(b)
(3)]

Livestock
This section would subject livestock acquired by purchase to the same recap-

ture provisions now applicable to other tangible depreciable personal property.
Technically, the section pre,.ents one problem of Importance to farmers.

At present, section 1231(b) (8) provides that livestock held for draft, breed-
ing, or dairy purposes and hold by the taxpayer for 12 months qualifies as sec-
tion 1231 property, the net annual gain from which is capital gain, while the net
annual losses are ordinary losses.
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Section 212(b) of the bill would delay the start of the holding period until
the time at which the animal would normally be used for one of the specilled
purposes The stated purpose is more readily to distinguish between animals held
for one of the specified purposes tlnd those held for sale. As to hogs (and possibly
some other animals), this requhement would result in an inadvertent Inequity.
An older sow will become so fat and expensive to feed that at the end of the
delayed holding period she would have little economic or market value.

This difficulty may be solved by adopting an "actual use" test rather than a
mere holding period requirement. Thus, the first sentence of section 1231(b) (3)
might be amended to read:

"Such term includes livestock which has been held by the taxpayer for 12
months and which during such period has been actually used for a period of
six months by the taxpayer for draft, breeding, sporting, or dairy purposes."

SEC. 213. HOBBY LOSSES

Bill pp. 153-154, 5 213 [IRC, amended § 270]
Hobby Lo88e8

The proposed amendment to section 270 appears to contain so many technical
deficiencies that we suggest that consideration be given to a complete redraft.

a. Although labeled as dealing with "hobby losses," section 213 of the bill is
much broader. Under the proposal, section 270 would be amended to apply not
only to the traditional "hobby" but also to the normal profit seeking business and
Investment activities, including real estate operations, equipment leasing and
oil and gas development and exploration.

b. The amendment to section 270 Is not confined to losses incurred by individu-
als. The change in the caption of the section from "Limitation on Deductions
Allowable to Individuals in Certain Cases" to "Limitation on Deductions in
Certain Cases" confirms this despite the fact that the proposal is contained in
Title III (Other Adjustments Primarily Affecting Individuals) of the bill.

The House report, part 1, p. 71 on the other hand, contains repeated references
to activities carried on by an Individual. This suggests that the section may have
inadvertently been drafted more broadly than was intended.

c. In its present form, the proposal would extend to any business which In-
curred deductions in excess of gross income more than $25,000 for any three of
five consecutive years. If such losses occurred, the taxpayer would be required
to rebut the statutory presumption that the business was not carried on with a
"reasonable expectation of realizing a profit." Difficulties abound in determining
what is a "reasonable expectation of profit." Would this rule preclude the
losses of a high risk venture where the potential profit is substantial? Obviously,
a slight chance of success might be reasonable where the potential profit is great.

d. The proposed new rules relate to the allowance of "Items attributable to
an aotivity." "Items" Is not a defined term. If It is not synonymous with deduc-
tions, it should be defined. If It is, "deductions" should be substituted for "items."

Furthermore, the term "activity" is not defined. Clearly, an "activity" would
include an entire trade or business. Would It possibly Include part of a trade
or business? Would it Include Investment activities as well as personal transac-
tions (for example, nonbusiness loans).

e. The proposal falls to Indicate what "deductions" are attributable to an
"activity." This deficiency could create problems.

f. The proposed section also fails to Indicate whether it will be applied retro-
actively to the three years In which the excess losses occur or whether it applies
only prospectively.

g. The proposal could result in a denial of business losses against future
Income from the same business. At least, in such a case, the taxpayer could be
faced with the necessity of proving that the business was being carried on with
a reasonable expectation of profit.

Subtitle C-Interest

SEC. 221. INTEREST

Bill pi I--158, § 221 [IXO new § 103(d)J
Limitations of Interest and Investment [ndebtedness

1. The statutory provisions do not nake clear the order inI which thme three
limitations ($25,000; net investment Income; and long-term capital gains) are
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applied against the Investment interest. The technical explanation Indicates
that the order is: first, $25,000, second, net investment income, and, finally,
capital gains. The order of application is important since it affects the amount
of the deduction and the consequent amount of the tax. This is especially sig-
nificant if the ordinary income generated by sections 1245 and 1250 is also added
to the list. Be ause of its importance, the order of application should be spelled
out in the statute. Section 221(b) provides that the deduction for capital gains
shall not exceed the sunt of the net short-term capital loss and the amount of the
investment interest allowable as a deduction under section 103(d) (1)( C). It
should be made clear thait the application of investment interest against long-
term capital gains is applicable only after lirst applying the available investment
Interest deduction against the $25,000 allowance and the amount of the net invesb
nient income. The phrase "succeeding taxable year" in section 103(d) (2) should
be changed to "succeeding taxable years."

2. The special rule in new section 102(d) (4) (0) provides that expenses al-
lowable under section 162 must exceed 15 percent of rental income, or such
income will be considered as investment income and not Income from the con-
duct of a trade or business. There are undoubtedly many real estate investment
situations which would constitute the actual conduct of a trade or business but
which have deductions allowable under section 162 of less than 15 percent
of gross rental income. In computing such expenses the reasonable compensa-
tion of a proprietor for his services should be allowed as part of the expenses
for purposes of computing the 15 percent.

3. In the definition of rents (section 103(d) (4) (0)) the references to a
guarantee of a specified return or a guarantee in whole or In part against loss of
Income should be made more specific. Every lease pursuant to which a tenant
Is personally liable Is a guarantee of the rent and indirectly a specified return
of income. Where the lease contains escalation provisions it is arguable that
there Is a guarantee against loss of income or a guarantee of a specified return.

4. It should be made clear that a trade or business exists during the period
of the construction of a building, which when completed will be operated as a
trade or Iusines., so that the Interest expense prior to the receipt of rental in-
come will be dedtutible.

Bill pp. 158-165, § 231 [IRC amended § 217(a) and new § 82]

Deduction for Moving Expenses
1. Consl,'eration might be given to the substitution of a "reasonable expenses"

limitation for subparagraphs (0) and (D), such as that presently imposed
(and to be continued) in the case of the expenses described in subparagraphs
(A) and (B) of section 217(b) (1). There is no reason to assume that taxpayers
would incur unwarranted expenses under subparagraphs (0) and (D) to any
greater extent than under subparagraphs (A) and (B). In all four cases only
actual out-of-pocket expenses will qualify for tihe deduction, and, in the case of
taxpayers receiving reimbursements from their employers, the additional element
of employer review provides a safeguard against abuse of this deduction.

2. Both present law and the proposal limit the available deduction to em-
ployces and do not provide for a deduction In the case of self-employed taxpayers.
It would seem that need for relief for self-employed taxpayers Is equally
meritorious.

3. Subsection (b) of section 231 of the bill adds a new section 82 providing
for the inclusion of moving expenses in income. This may be considered neces-
sary because of the allowance of the deduction for the offsetting expenses. How-
ever, the Ways and Means Committee, at page 77 of its general explanation
(House report, part 1, p. 77), states that the reimbursement would be subject to
the withholding provision of section 3401(a). This conclusion would seem to be
erroneous since section 3401 (a) (15) provides that remuneration paid on be-
half of an employee is not subject to withholding If at the time of the payment
it is reasonable to believe that a corresponding deduction is allowable under sec-
tion 217. It should be made clear that there should be no withholding on the
reimbursement as to which it is expected there will be an offsetting deduction by
the employee.
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TITLE III--OTiE ADJUSTMENTS PRI11ARILY AFFECTIN'O INDIVIDUALS

Subtitle A-Limit on Tax Preferences and Allocation of Deductions

5EC. 301. LIMIT ON TAX PREFERENCES FOR INDIVIDUALS, ESTATES. AND TRUSTS

Bill 1). 160, § 301 (a) (1) [ IRC new § 84 (e) (1) (A)]

Charitable Contributi on of Appreciated Property
This subparagraph uses a new and undefined statutory term "appreclatlon In

the value of property." It is assumed that the amount of such "appreciation"
would be measured In the usual manner for determining gain. Therefore, it is
suggested that the term, "excess of fair market value over basis," be used. It
is more precise and would avoid introducing a new and undefined term into the
Code. Compare the manner in which the terms are used at bill p. 123, section
1T0(e) (1) and (2).

Bill p. 166 §301(a) (1) [IROnewj84(c)(1)(i)J

Accelerated Depreciation
1. In view of the revisions made in accelerated depreciation recapture in sec-

tion 521 of the bill, there is considerable question whether this item continues to
constitute a tax preference.

If accelerated depreciation Is retained as an itein of tax preference, the
recapture rule under section 521 of the bill should be changed to provide for a
correlative reduction of the amount recaptured as ordinary income on disposition.
No language in new section 218 (providing for a mere increase in basis) has the
effect of first reducing capital gains before reducing the amount taxed as
ordinary income on disposition. A similar problein exists in a new section 84(c)
(1) (D) but appears to have been covered by new section 1251 (b) (3) (A) at
bill p. 141. Needless to say, the treatment of these Items as tax preferences will
extensively complicate both the preparation and the audit of tax returns.

2. The reference to "amortization" in excess of the "depreciation deduction"
under section 167(b) (1) (relating to the straight line method of depreciation)
could possibly be construed as making the amortization of leasehold improve-
ineats a tax preference where the lease is for a term less than the useful life
of the improvement. If this result was not Intended, the language should be
clarified.

3. In three separate provisions, section 301, new section 84(c) (1) (B), relating
to tax preferences, section 452, new section 312(m), relating to earnings and
profits, and section 521, new section 1250(b) (4), relating to rehabilitation ex-
lenditures, the bill establishes requirements, in addition to present section 1250
(b) (1), that straight line depreciation be computed in respect of property on
which depreciation for Income tax liability purposes Is computed by another
method or a different life. In no two of the four provisions is the requirement
exactly the same.

The concept of "straight line equivalent depreciation" presently finds use in
the computation of class life required by the guideline test procedures set out
in Revenue Procedure 62-21, where class life is determined by dividing the
straight line depreciation into the total basis (see Rev. Proc. 62-21, Sees. 4.03
rnd 4.04, 1962-2 C.1. 434). The nehods for computing the required straight
line equivalent depreciation are set out In Question 58 of Appendix II of the
Revenue Procedure (1962-20.. 480-485).

The variation In the requirements will place an undue burden on an affected
taxpayer. Thus an individual who owns existing section 1250 property being
depreciated In a group account under the double declining balance (DDB) or

isui-of-the-year.4 digits (SYD) method must make one computation for existing
section 1250 purposes and another on an item basis for section 84 purposes. In
addition, if he has elected to be tested by guideline procedures and uses the SYD
method, he will be grouping assets by years of.acquisition and will have to main-
tain a separate set of Item records in order to make the necessary computations
for section 84. This would appear to be true even though presumably he will be
permitted to use a single group account for the section 1250 strplght line coin-
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putatlon. Furthermore, the average life used for the group colilijtiltlol may not
be used for Item coniputatlons unless the group consists of homogenous property.

It is suggested that thit statement of and the rules for COmltation of .,traight
line (nqlivalent depreciation and the collateral consequences of the use thereof
be uniformly stated to whatever extent is possible and that a consistent coni-
putation be indicated.

4. Section 84(c) (1) (1B) is inequitable to the extent that It ignores the fact
that over the greater part of the useful life of the individual property, straight
line depreciation Inevitably exceeds SYD or DDB depreciation in any given year.
It seems only fair that such excess be treated as a negative tax preference which
would reduce (but not below zero) the amount of disallowed tax preferences.

Bill pp. 169-170, § 301(a) (2) [IRO new § 2181
Adjusticwiwl for Disallowed Tax PreCfrCncG

Because of the progressive tax rates, it will be possible for a taxpayer to
realize a greater tax reduction in one or more of the five carryover years than
the Increase in tax attributable to inclusion of disallowed tax preferences In
gross income In the earlier taxable year. Conversely, a taxpayer having an
amount of other taxable Income in the later year less than the disallowed tax
preference carried forward would receive a tax reduction in the later year
significantly lower than the effective tax cost of the disallowed tax preference.
In some cases the income averaging provisions of the Code would reduce the
effective rate of the tax reduction attributable to the carryover adjustment below
the effective tax cost of the disallowed tax preference In the earlier taxable year,
but this would not be true in all situations.

This problem could be avoided in large part by providing that the carryover,
Instead of giving rise to a deduction, would give rise to a credit for taxes pald
in the later year equivalent to the amount by which the preference year's tax was
increased by reason of the amount for which the bill now would allow a deduction.
The suggested procedure would be similar to that now provided in sctlon
1341(a) (5).

Bill pp. 173-180, § 302 [IRV new § 2771
Allocation of Deduotions

The enactment of section 302 would adversely affect thousands of taxpayers.
since the time-consuming adjustments called for by section 302 would apply,
or figures would have to be assembled to determine whether they would apply,
every year. Almost none of the figures necessary to make the adjustments re-
quired by section 302 are items already required to be shown on a tax return.
They are largely items which, apart from section 302, would never have to be
computed by the taxpayer (except in instances covered by section 301 of the
bill, and some of the "preferences" described in section 302 are not hicluded
under section 301). In view of the universal desire for simplifleation of the
tax laws, the desirability of a provision which will substantially complicate the
return and recordkeeping requirements of a large number of taxpayers appears
to be open to question.

For example, all taxpayers who ny become suh.bect to section 302 will have
to keep records of all their income from tax-exempt municipal bonds. Tile addi-
tional computations and recordkeeping required under section 302 with respect
to intangible drilling expenses, straight line depreciation, cost depletion, and
the keeping of a separate set of farm books using the inventory method of
accounting (including the taking of a beginning and ending Inventory each
year) Introduce further complexities. As an example, in orde' to calculate for
any year the amount of accelerated depreciation In excess of straight line 4.-
preciation (or, in the case of oil and gas wells, the amount of straight line
depreciation which would have been allowed if the taxpayer had elected to capi-
talize intangible drilling expenses), the taxpayer will have to make a separate
determination of the salvage value of each item (a determination which Is not
necessary under the 200 percent declining balance method) and if there has at
any time been a change In useful life, he will have to recalculate straight line
depreciation on a year-by-year bahis from the time of his original acquisition
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of the property in question. Similarly, to determine the excess of percentage
depletion over cost depletion, the taxpayer will have to determine the units
of the natural resource extracted and sold during the year as well as the re-
serves at the beginning of the year. Reserves must be determined by an engi.
neering report 'which must be updated to reflect changes affecting the estimate
of reserves.

It is evident, therefore, that section 302 would require a number of exceedingly
complicated computations and tax return entries (never heretofore required)
to be made by a large number of taxpayers, and would entail additional work
by th, Service In auditing, checking, and reviewing such additional computations
and the evidence necessary to verify them. It would be a step In the opposite
direction from the objective of tax and reporting simplification which much
of the bill (particularly the proposed Increase in the standard deduction) was
designed to accomplish.

Bill p. 173, § 302(a) [IRC new § 2771

A location of Deductions-Appllcation to E8tate8 and TPu8ts
The heading of section 277 would indicate that it applies only to individuals,

although the language of the section makes it applicable to any taxpayer other
than a corporation, and the House report, part 1, p. 81, Indicates that it was also
intended to apply to estates and trusts. It is suggested that the heading be re-
vised so that it is not misleading.

The application of the allocation provisions to estates and trusts is not clear.
For example, assume that a simple trust has income and expenses as follows:

Dividends -------------------------------------------- $10,000
Tax-exempt interest ------------------------------------- 5,000
Capital gains ----------------------------------------- 25, 000
State Income taxes -------------------------------------- 1,000
Actual distribution ($15,000-$1,000) ----------------------- 14,000

'The Section 277 fraction would seem to be computed as follows:

Numerator:
Tax-exempt Interest --------------------------------- $5, 000
Capital gains deduction ------------------------------ 12, 500

Total ------------------------------------------- 17, 00

Less: excluded -------------------------------------- 10,000

"Allowable tax preferences" -------------------------- 7,500

Denominator:
Dividends ----------------------------------------- 10,000
Taxable half of capital gain -------------------------- 12, 500

Total -- ----------------------------------------- 22,500

Less state Income taxes ,-------------------------------1000
Distribution deduction -------------------------------- 9000

Total ------------------------------------------- 10,000

Taxable income (without regard to 277) ------------------ 12, 50
Add back State taxes --------------------------------- 1,000

"Modified adjusted gross Income" ----------------------- 13, 00

Add "Allowable tax preferences" ------------------------- 7, 500

Total ------------------------------------------- 21,000

Section 277 fraction ($7,500+-$21,000) (percent) ---------------- 35. 7

Disallowed deduction for tar (85.7 percentX$1,000) --------------. 357
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The effect on the taxable Income of the thq1st and the beneficiary would seem
to be as follows:

Recomputed taxable income of trust:
Dividends -,-----------------------------------------$ 000
Taxable half of capital gain --------------------------- 12,500

Total ------------------------------------------- 22, 500
Less allowable State income taxes ------------------------- 643

Total ------------------------------------------- 21,857
Less: Distribution deduction

Ordinary income---------------------------------- 10, 000
Allowable deduction ---------------------------------- 043

Total ----------------------------------------- 357

Taxable income of trust ------------------------------ 12, 500

Taxable income of beneficiary --------------------------- 9,357
Nontaxable income of beneficiary ------------------------ 4043

•Total distribution --------------------------------- $14,000

However, further clarification of the impact of section 277 on present sections
651 and 661 would appear to be desirable. The computations are even more
confusing In the case of a complex trust or an estate.

Bil p. 173, § 302(a) [IRC new § 277(c) (1) (A) (i)]
A lloca ble Expenses-Intcrcet

It seems improper to disallow deduction of interest payments under section
205 of the Code because they are related to tax-exempt interest received and
at the same time to allocate some of the taxpayer's other interest payments in
part to the same tax-exempt interest. If section 277 is enacted, section 265 should
be repealed or the numerator of the "Section 277 Fraction" (section 277(b))
should exclude the tax-exempt interest which results in a section 265 adjust-
ment at least to the extent of the section 265 disallowance. Furthermore, interest
that is specifically attributable to carrying income-producing property should
be excluded from the numerator of the "Section 277 Fraction" Just as interest
paid or incurred in the conduct of a trade or business is excluded under pro-
posed section 277(c) (1) (B).
Bill p. 174, § 302(a) [IR new § 277(c) (1) (A) (i1) and 1277(c) (1) (B)]

Allocable Expenses-Taxre8
These provisions define allocable expenses to include taxes except taxes paid

or incurred In the conduct of a trade or business. We believe it is improper
to allocate any taxes which are incurred on taxable income, such as compensa.
tiou or taxable investment income, or which are imposed on income-producing
property, between taxable and tax-exempt income. These are deductions which
in fact are economically attributable entirely to taxable income and are a cost
of realizing the taxable form of income, as is already recognized In the excep-
tion proposed in section 277(a) (1) (B) relating to taxes incurred in the con.
duct of a trade or business. It is submitted that section 277(e) (1) (B) should
be expanded to except from the definition of allocable expenses taxes paid or in-
curred on taxable income or on Income-producing property.

Billp.174,§302(a) [IROnew§277(c)(1) (A) (iv)]

Allocable Eoxpeses-O(haritable Contributions
The inclusion of charitable contributions in the list of allocable expenses

presents a serious policy question. Under this provision an individual who
has tax-exempt income would receive a lesser tax benefit from an identical
charitable contribution than an individual who has no tax-exempt income.

The classes of organizations most seriously affected by this provision would be
those charitable and educational institutions dependent primarily for their sup-
port on medium and large-sized gifts from individuals who measure their gifts
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by their "after-tax" cost. Thus while other types of "allocable expenses" are for
the most part involuntary payments and their amount should not be appreciably
affected by enactment of section 302, charitable contributions are by their very
nature voluntary. The amount of charitable giving above the $1.000 level de-
pen(ls largely on the tax effect of such giving. Recognition of the Impact of this
on private colleges, hospitals, etc. resulted In a narrowing of the scope of section
201 (c) and (d) of the bill (taxing charitable contributions of appreciated prop-
erty) to the point where it will apply to only a small percentage of such con-
tributions. However, section 302 is not similarly restricted and partially dis-
allows the charitable deductions in question in all cases where such unrealized
appreciation (plus other forms of exempt income and preferences described In
section 302) exceeds $10,000. The inclusion of charitable deductions In "allocable
expenses" under section 302 will undoubtedly cause many individuals who have
previously made substantial charitable gifts of appreciated property to stop
making such gifts.

ill p. 175, § 302(a) [IRC new § 277(c) (2) (A) (iv)]

Allowiablo Tax Preferences-Clritable Contributaiois
The possibility of a circular cati-putadon under this section has already been

noted In our discussion of pages 111)-120 of the bill.

Bill pp. 171-176, J 302(a) [IRO new § 277(c) (2) (B)]
lntcreet on Certain Governmental Obligations

Exempt interest for purposes of section 302 of the bill is to be taken into ac-
count only with respect to obligations issued after July 12, 1969. However, as
stated in the Introduction to this Report, the Section of Taxation is opposed to
the retroactive application of tax legislation, and, therefore, if this provision
Is accepted on policy grounds, It Is submitted that the change should apply only
to obligations Issued after the date of enactment.

Bill p. 170, 302(a) [IRO new § 277(c) (2) (C)]
Depletion and Intangible Drilling and Development Costs

Computation of cost depletion requires an estimate of recoverable reserves. It
is believed that many of the larger operators and practically all of the smaller
operators claim percentage depletion. This section will require all such individual
taxpayers also to compute cost depletion with the attendant engineering expenses.

It is suggested, that this burden be removed by giving the taxpayer an option
to compute cost depletion or amortize his costs over a 10-year period. This would
achieve the objective of the bill while relieving the taxpayer of an expensive cost
depletion computation.

Substitute B-Income Averaging

SEC. 311. INCOME AVERAGING

Bill pp. 180-181, 1811 [IRO amended 55 1801, 1802, 1303 and 65111
Income Averaging

This provision appreciably extends the benefit of the income averaging pro-
visions and simplifies their operation. Perhaps more should be done to reduce
the inequities between taxpayers with level and taxpayers with fluctuating In-
comes. qnQs ervttlon might be given to permitting averaging the excess over 100
percent of average base period taxable income, provided the $3,000 test Is met.

In the Interest of clarity the reference "(relating to penalties applicable to
certain amounts received by owner employees)," should be inserted after "sec-
tion 72(m) (5)" in line 24, bill p. 180.

Subtitle-0 Restricted Property

SE. 821 REMT NOTED PROPERTY

Bill pp. 1--188, 5821(a) JIRC new 5 85]
Reet cteA Poperly

Under this provision a person receiving restricted property for services be-
comes taxable when his beneficial interest Is transferable even though still sub-
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Ject to forfeiture. Furthermore, he is taxed at full narket value determined
without giving effect to the forfeiture provision or any other provsioi which
will lapse. Tlhus a person could be taxed at full value on property which lie has
not yet earned and may have to forfeit, even though lie could dispose of it only
at a substantial discount. It is suggested that an employee be made taxable prior
to termination of forfeitability only if he transfers the property to an unrelated
third party and then only to the extent of the consideration received. This in-
equity In the proposed provision can be avoided by drawing the contract -o as
to restrict transferability until the rights become nonforfeitable. ilene the pro-
vision serves only as a trap for the unwary.

The key reference in the proposed new section is to the "transfer" of stock.
Presumably "transfer" is intended to refer to the point at which a taxpayer ob-
tains equitable title to shares, not when legal title passes (i.e., Issuance of the
certificates). This is the current rule for determining the holding period for pur-
poses of calculating long-term gain. The legislative intent would be more clearly
expressed by substituting "acquired by" for "transferred to" in line 11, bill p.
185, and the word "acquired" for "transferred" in lines 0 and 7. bill p. ISS.

Even with these changes the proposed amendment raises serious problems for
a closely held corporation. Such a corporation must often offer one or nore key
employees a greater equity interest than can be made available through a quali-
fied stock option plan, but because of the practical problems involved in the dis-
position of stock by minority stockholders can do so only with substantial re-
strictions on transferability of the stock. The bill will expose such employees to
the receipt of substantial amounts of ordinary income in one year.

The application of the proposed rules would appear to be unfair where the
restrictions have a business purpose and the parties have in good faith fixed
the fair market value at which the stock was sold to the employee. It is suggested
that a provision be included similar to that appearing in section 422(c) (1).

Bill p. 188, § 321 (a) [IRC new § 85(f)]
Tran.ition Rule8

There is a conflict bet-ween the effective date in section 321(d). "the (bate of
enactment of this Act," and the June 30, 19) (late in the transition rules of
proposed section 85(f). We submitit that sound legislative policy would nt make
the new provisions applicable to transfers prior to the date of enactment.

Section 85(f) (3) establishes an effective date applicable to property trans-
ferrel after February 1, 1970, if lursuant to a plan adopted (ndt(1 approved before
July 1, 1969. This Is apparently to enable taxpayers to make a distribution of
restricted stock for the calendar year 190) under the old rules. This intention
could easily be frustrated because of administrative or clerical inlbility to make
the transfers within one month after the close of calendar year l.I69. It is sug-
gested, therefore, that this date be extended to April 1, 1970.

Further, section 85(f) operates In an unfairly retroactive manner. Prior to
the proposal of the bill, the Internal Revenue Service had announced its intention
to change the tax treatment of restricted stock. Xiended regulations were to
go into effect in November 1968. Tie Service changed the effective date of ti
regulations to July 1, 1969, thereby permitting taxpayers who were "granted"
options for restricted'stock on or before June 30, 1909, to treat their income In
the manner provided by the old rules. The new legislation has turned back the
clock and has made April 22, 1969, the cutoff date, unless an option Is both
"granted" before July 1, 1969 and exercised before February 1, 1970.

1'urthermore, relying on provisions of the existing regulations for statutory
stock options taxpayers have asqumned that they could. by analogy to the lUrovi-
sions of section 4251) or Treasury regulations § 1.421-7(c). treat options as
"granted" when action was completed by the Board of Directors and were not
required to wait until shareholder approval to treat the options as "granted."

The House report. part 1. p. 89. Indicates that. if shareholder approval Is re-
quired by state law to make the options effective, such shareholder approval
must al8o have occurred before July 1, 1969, in order for the option to be treated
as "granted" before that date. Such a requirement will unduly penalize tax-
payers who obtained options before July 1, 1969, .subject to shareholder approval,
relying upon the Service asmrnnce of the continuation of the old treatment with-
out realizing that they would need Immediate shareholder approval.

33-865---69-pt. 6--S
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Bill pp. 188-190, § 321(b) (IRC amended §§ 402(b) and 403(c)]
Non-exempt Trusts and No nqualifed Annr t Ie8

Under present rules relating to nonexempt trusts, the amounts payable to an
employee are treated as ordinary income. This is so whether they are taxed
to him at the time of contribution to the trust (if then nonforfeltable) or when
distributed to him. Accordingly, there Is no reason to change the rules of non-
exempt trusts to preclude the possibility of converting ordinary income into
capital gain. Thus the basic purpose of the restricted stock proposals is not
applicable to nonexempt trusts.

Treating interests in nonexempt trusts in the same manner as restricted stock
would tend to put smaller and less financially sound employers at a disad-
vantage. Many employers award annual bonuses which require an "earn-out"
period of several additional years. Where the employer is a financially sound
company and can utilize a plain contractual obligation, the employee will not
receive taxable income until distributions are made. But, in the case of an
employer whose financial status Is not as sound and who must make contribu-
tions to a nonqualified trust in order to give his employees comparable protec-
tion, the employee would be forced, under proposed section 402(b), to pay a tax
when the earn-out period ends. Thus, in the latter case, the employee is at a sub-
stantial disadvantage, unless he has other available and noncommitted funds
to pay a tax prior to actual distribution from the nonexempt trust. This economic
disparity would tend to help large companies obtain and retain quality manage-
ment, to the corresponding disadvantage of the smaller or less financially
secure companies.

The "economic benefit" theory of taxation should be sparingly used, since it
demands the exaction of a tax from an employee before he has received the
dollars with which to pay it. It seems proper to apply the economic benefit
theory to the area of restricted stock since the employee is already the regis-
tered owner, can vote the stock, and can receive dividends on the stock. This is
not the case with respect to funds held in a nonexempt trust. Why, then, apply
the harsh effects of the economic benefit theory in this situation?

The corresponding question of the deduction to the employer in these situations
should also be. dealt with in the statute. This would require an amendment to
section 404(a) (5) of the Code. The rule of Russeli Manufacturitig Company v.
United States, 146 Ct. Cl. 833, 175 F.Supp. 159 (1959), should be adopted by
statute, permitting the employer a deduction when the employee becomes taxa-
ble, even though the employee's rights were forfeitable when the contribution
to the nonexempt trust was made. It would seem, however, that the employer's
deduction should be limited to the amount which the employer contributed tothe trust. Subtitle D-Other Deferred Compensation

SEM. 331. DEFERRED COMPENSATION

Bill pp. 190-193, § 331 (a) [IRC new § 1354]
Deferred Compensation

1. This section, which would penalize deferred compensation by taxing it, not
at the rates for the year it is received, but at the higher of the rates applicable
to the taxpayer in the year earned or the year received, introduces complexity
into the law which Is out of proportion to any "tax perference" involved.

The provision contains technical deficiencies. Read literally, the words "de-
ferred compensation payment" could be deemed to cover any payment which is
"properly attributable" to services rendered in a period prior to that in which
payment is received. It could thus apply to a bonus or current profit-sharing pay-
ment, measured by profits of the year the services were rendered, but paid only
after the financial results have been determined. It might also cover a retroactive
pay increase. Since non-employees are embraced in the provision, it could cover
the unbilled or uncollected fees of a doctor, lawyer, engineer or architect, whether
or not the amount was determinable or collectible in the year the services were
rendered.

In such cases, it would ordinarily be fortuitous that the income fell In a differ-
ent bracket than was applicable in the year the services were rendered. To apply
the section to such cases would for those who find themselves regularly in the
situations mentioned, require complex calculations and adjustments every year
of their active careers, and would result In always Imposing the greater, never
the lesser, of the taxes applicable in the two years involved each time.
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There are wlat may be deemed borderline cases involving an element of tax
planning. A professional man, anticipating a lower income year or a tax cut, may
refrain from billing until after the end of a year. But that is not the classic
"deferred compensation" arrangement to which the provision seems to be ad-
dressed-one that obtains for the employee or independent contractor some of
the benefits of a qualified retirement plan without having to meet the require-
ments of section 401. House report, part 1, p. 90.

It is suggested that the bill adopt the language found in section 404(a) ("a plan
deferring the receipt of such compensation") to make it clear that the foregoing
cases are not embraced in the provision. Under section 404(a) (5) and its prede-
cessor (section 23(p) of the 1939 Code), it was established that bonuses paid
after the end of the year, when profits were ascertainable, were "current pay-
ments for current services rendered" and were, therefore, not "deferred com-
pensation." Rev. Rul. 55-440, 1955-2 C.B. 531, 532; Rev. Rul. 57-88, 1957-1 C.B.
NS. 89.

-. The first formula for computing the minimum tax requires substantial
recordkeeping which may be an undue burden to place on a taxpayer, who may
remain an employee for a considerable period of time prior to receiving deferred
compensation payments.

To avoid the recordkeeping problems of the first formula, the employee is
forced to use the second formula which is arbitrary and does not make allowance
for non-compensatory income, such as that derived from the sale of a capital asset,
in selecting the three highest years. Thus, using "taxable income" as a base for
computation purposes could result in a substantially distorted application of tax
bearing no relation to an employee's earned compensation.

In addition, the two formulas fail to cover the situation of the transitory
employee who may not remain at a job for more than a couple of years, but
yet leaves one or more of the jobs with a deferred compensation arrangement
payable at age 65. The second formula will not operate in this case and if he
has not kept records to apply the first formula, lie will be unable to compute
the "minimum" tax under section 1354. There Is a further problem if the em-
ployee works for an employer for one year, receives a deferred compensation
arrangement payable at age 65, terminates his employment and then, years later,
again works for the same employer. Would the measuring period under the sec-
ond formula include years in between with other employers?

3. The problem of income in respect of a decedent as related to deferred com-
pensation Is unresolved, as is the problem of deferred compensation paid to a
widow and that of the Joint tax return vs. the individual tax return.

No consideration is given to the situation where a bookkeeping investment
account is used In conjunction with deferred compensation and the employee
grosses a much larger payout than that originally deferred for him. The account
may continue to grow when the employee is no longer employed by the employer
but payout is deferred. Treatment of the excess is unclear.

Finally, section 1354(b) would seem improperly to leave to regulations the
problem of determining the years of an employee's service to which his deferred
compensation is attributable.

Subtitle E-Accumulation Trusts, Multiple Trusts, Etc.

SEC. 341. TREATMENT OF EXCESS DISTRIBUTIONS BY TRUSTS

Bill p. 194, § 341 [IRO amended §§ 605-668]
Accutmulatfou Dfstribu fion from Tru8ts

The evil which the section seeks to remedy is the tax avoidance that results
from multiple trusts created by the same grantor for substantially the same
beneficiaries. Undoubtedly, other accumulation trusts have been used for tax
avoidance purposes, but most of them are used for legitimate purposes, such as
accumulation to avoid the necessity of court appointed guardians or conserva-
tors. In any event the revenue involved in the single accumulation trusts used
for tax avoidance purposes would appear to be insignificant.

There are a number of other suggested solutions to the evil of multiple accumu-
lation trusts that are much less complex than the proposal in the bill. These
solutions do not impose unwarranted complexity on single trusts which have
accumulated income over a long period of years and which involve little revenue.

The enactment of section 341 will greatly increase the complexity of taxing
provisions already excessively complex. The present rule involves a five-year
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throwback. The complications Involved Ili applying a statute which reaches back
over a longer period of years would be much greater. The application of the
throwback rule involves recomputing the tax of the beneficiary for each of the
preceding years in which trust income was accumulated, taking into considera-
tion various classes of Income as well as deductions and credits and amounts
which have been distributed in prior years. The proposed provisions for limited
tax preferences and for allocation of deductions will not simplify these recalcula-
tions. A glance at the present Schedule J to be filed with the fiduciary income
tax return on form 1041, calling for information In reference to "allocation of
accumulation distributions," and the instructions on the back of the form, is
sufficient to show that the present rules are exceedingly complex.

Most trusts providing for accumulation are not created because of tax con-
siderations and have sound social purposes. The most frequent accumulation
provision relates to Income received during the minority of a beneficiary or during
the existence of some other disability of the beneficiary. In many instances the
operation of this provision will result in refunds. Certainly where a minor bene-
ficiary has no substantial amount of other income, the trust will pay a higher
tax because it has only a $100 exemption whereas the beneficiary has a $600 ex-
emption plus at least the standard deduction. It is doubtful that the difference in
tax would Justify the burdensome task of attempting to recompute the tax over
a long period of years.

It would be necessary for trustees, as well as individuals who are potential
beneficiaries of accumulated Income, to preserve their income tax returns and
other records for the duration of a trust which accumulates income. In order to
examine such returns properly, the Internal Revenue Service should preserve
the returns of trusts and individuals for an indefinite period. If an unlimited
throwback rule Is enacted, it will probably be necessary for the Internal Revenue
Service to train a large number of revenue agents to examine returns involving
accumulation distributions. In view of the comparatively small amount of revenue
involved, It is likely that the time of such agents could be spent more profitably
in other fields.

1. The administration of a statute which requires the examination of income
tax returns and records extending back over a large number of years would be
a constant source of Irrilttion and expense to taxpayers and the Internal Rev-
enue Service alike. The "short cut method" provides for computing the bene-
ficiary's tax by including the average annual amount of accumulated Income in
his return for the current and two preceding years. However, in order to do that,
it would be necessary to know the exact amount of accumulated trust income In
each of the preceding years, the amount of each class of income, the amount of
each partial distribution, and the amount of tax paid by the trust. In order to
determine whether the "short cut method" or the "exact method" would produce
a lower tax, it would be necessary to make both sets of computations.

2. The application of the unlimited throwback is not clear where there Is a
"pour-over" trust, L.e., on termination of one trust, the assets are transferred to
a second trust (either newly created or already in existence). Logically, the
accumulation and tax payments of the first trust should carry over to the second
without Imposition of a second tax until distribution is made to an individual.
Similarly, where on the death of an income beneficiary a trust is split into two
or more separate trusts for successor Income beneficiaries, provision should be
made for splitting the accumulations. Presumably this problem can be readily
avoided by drafting the old trust in such a way as to keep it in existence.
However, many existing trusts were drafted by reference to existing rules and
provide for "pour-overs" on termination, as, for example, the distribution of
assets in the marital trust to the residuary trust following the death of the
widow.

3. The retention of old trusts may be undesirable from the standpoint of trust
administration. For example, assume separate trusts for the benefit of each of
three children with provision that if one should die without descendants, the
corpus is to be divided between the other two trusts. Such an arrangement may
be superior to a provision that the first trust continues for the benefit of the
other two children In equal shares.

The complexity of the provisions introduced by the bill may lead to distortion
of normal trust management. For example, the operation of the "shortcut"
method makes It desirable for the trustee to accumulate at least some small
amount of income each year of the trust so as to reduce the average annual
income.
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Conversely, the effect of the bill may be to cause trustees to distribute income
currently to minors (or other beneficiaries), If they have discretion to do so.
Such action is frequently unwise from a property management standpoint and
will in many cases (especially with minors) reduce, rather than increase, the
tax collected on the income.

Bill p. 194, §341(a) (1) [IRC amended §665(b)J
Eliuiation, of Minority, Enzergcncy, and De M1nimh Exceptions

The retention of a de minimis provision (which could well be increased from
$2,000) would greatly alleviate administrative problems. In order to avoid the
multiple trust problem, the do minimis provision could be allowed only for years
in which distributions are made from one trust to the same beneficiary.

Trusts to accumulate income during minority are usually not used to avoid
taxes. but for legitimate, non-tax reasons. For example, it is common to accumu-
late income during the minority of a beneficiary, since he is not capable of, or
hlgally qualified to, manage his property. Since the minor usually has little or
no other income, no tax avoidance results. The existing statute recognizes this
fact and excludes from the throwback any Income acumulated before the belie-
ticiary attains the age of 21.

There are other situations as well where a beneficiary is under a legal dis-
ability or is not capable of managing property, so that the trustee is required
to manage the property and distribute income as and when needed. Since these
needs may vary from .ear to year, and bear no direct relation to tie amount
of trust income, there may well be accumulations in some years, followed by
distributions of more than current income in other years. The present law
recognizes certain situations of this type by exempting distributions for "emer-
gency needs" of a beneficiary from the throwback.

Bill p. 105. § 341(a) (IRC amended § 665(o) ]
Effectire Dates and Transitional Rules

The effective date of section 341 should be changed. To be fair to taxpayers
who have created trusts in reliance on tie present statute, the new provisions
should apply only to trusts created after the date of enactment. Many existing
trusts would have been drawn differently if the new rules had then applied.
For example, many trusts now require accumulations during minority, whereas
with the new law it may be desirable to give the trustee discretion to accumulate
or distribute Income.

If the new rules are not limited to new trusts, the section should apply only
to income accumulated after the date of enactment. The new rules are now
made applicable to income accumulated during the last five years (i.e., years
ending after April 23, 1064), apparently on the basis that distributions of
income from those years may be subject to the throwback of the present law.
This fact, however, does not justify making the new rules retroactive. Bene-
ficiaries, as well as trustees in some instances, may not have retained all of
the records which they must have in order to use the exact method for these
years. As a general rule records are required to be kept for tax purposes only
for three years after the tax return is filed. There was, therefore, no reason to
retain them longer in situations where the present throwback rule is not appli-
cable. The most obvious examples are minors who have not had to file tax
returns. Under the bill, such beneficiaries who have not had any occasion to
keep records could not use the exact method and they would have available only
the shortcut method which can cause great distortions, depending on the
amount of income from unrelated sources. It should also be pointed out that
many trusts have been established either through inter vivos instruments or
through testamentary provisions which cannot be changed. These might have
contained different provisions if the rules of the preosed bill had been known
when the instruments were originally prepared. This is especially true in the
case of trusts for the benefit of minors.

Bill pp. 198-199, §341(d) (IRC new §668(b)]
Alternative Methods of Computing Tax on Amounts Demied Distributed in

Preceding Years
The shortcut method has a built-in inequity in that in the year of termination

of a trust the beneficiary will normally have at least one year's income from
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the property of the trust includable in his current income so that the income
representing average prior accumulations is placed in a higher bracket for
that year. An option should be granted in computing under tho shortcut method
to disregard the year of termination of a trust and spread over the three prior
years.

There would appear to be no Justification for prohibiting a beneficiary who
was not alive for each year of the accumulation front using the exact method
with respect to those years following his birth where he can establish the
necessary facts. In such a situation the beneficiary should be allowed to use
the shortcut method with respect to the balance of the distribution. Such splitting
would appear to be possible if the trustee can make a distribution in two
taxable years with the first being in such amount that no portion would be
allocated to a year before the beneficiary's birth. This further complicates
trust administration. Such proposed prohibition discriminates against after-
born beneficiaries of trusts.

Bill p. 200, § 341(d) (IRC new §68(b) (4)]
Multiple Distributions in the Same Taxable Y car

The bill provides that where accumulation distributions are made from more
than one trust to a beneficiary in the same taxable year, the beneficiary may
determine which distribution is made first. The reason for this provision is
puzzling as the order of distribution would not appear to affect the computation
of tax.

See. 342. Trust Income for Btnetit of a Spouse

Bill p. 203, § 342(a) (1) [IRC amended § 077(a) (1) and (2)]
Income for Benefit of Grantor's Spouse

The provision of the bill which will tax the grantor on income actually
distributed to the spouse may be open to question. Where a Joint return Is
filed, no problem is presented. However, in case of divorce, inequities may
result In the year of divorce and problems in negotiating property settlement,
may be created. Such problems could be eliminated by providing for taxiation
of the spouse In all cases where the Income is actually distributed to her in
the current year. Such a provision would not appear to present any serious
tax avoidance problem.

Bill p. 203 § 342(a) (1) (IRC amended § 677(b) (3) ]
Payment of Insttrance Premiums

There would also appear to be equitable grounds for providing that income
which which may be used to pay premiums on Insurance on the spouse's life
should not be taxed to the grantor unless the income Is actually so used. There ap-
pears to be no greater tax avoidance possibility here than in the case of Income
usable for support obligations. In most instances such insurance will be payable
for the benefit of children and not the grantor or his, spouse. Such possihilities
may well creep into trusts for the benefit of children where the children own
policies of insurance on the life of the spouse. The proposed rule creates one more
pitfall to be watched in situations where no tax avoidance is Involved. In a(di-
tion, the suggested change in the proposed bill would make it easier to administer
since the existence of insurance policies on the life of the spouse may be unknown
to the trustee. The possibility of use of trust income to pay such premiums may
well be doubtful, raising complex legal issues. Of course, where income of the
trust is actually used to pay premiums that fact is known to the trustee and is
easy to examine. In fact, it might be desirable to extend the same rule to In.-
surance on the grantor's life.

Bill p. 203, § 342(b)

Effective Date
The amendments should be made applicable only to trusts created after the en-

actment of the amendment. Last minute tax avoidance Is considered less ir-
portant that the principle that a taxpayer may rely upon an existing statute in
planning his affairs.
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TITLE IV---ADUSTMENTS PRIMARILY AFFECTING CORPORATIONS

Subtitle A-Multiple Corporations

SEC. 401. MULTIPLE CORPORATIONS

Bill pp. 204-206, § 401 [IRC new §1561]
Multiple Corporations

The provision is section 1561(a), with respect to the apportionment of the lini-
tation on the life insurance company small business deduction, confers power
upon the Secretary rather than the taxpayer to determine whether there shall be
any but an equal division of the aggregate limitation among the component mem-
bers of the group. This is at variance with the treatment In the same subsection
of the surtax exemption allowed to a controlled group.

The cross-reference to be added to section 804 should be to section 1561 as well
as to section 154.

The bill would have no effect upon mutual companies other than life subject to
tax under section 821. Since such a company his no stockholders, It can be a
member of a controlled group of corporations within the meaning of section
1503(a) only as the common parent of such group. In other words, only one mu-
tual company can ever be a member of a controlled group as long as the existence
of such a group is determined by reference to stock ownership. For this reason,
the proposed amendments in bill section 401(g) to sections 821, 832(c) and 501
(c) (15) designed to apportion or limit the dollar amounts otherwise provided
in those sections among all the corporations taxable under section 821 that are
members of a controlled group are of doubtful effectiveness.

No part of the limitations on surtax exemptions, the $100,000 amount under
section 535(c) (2), the Investment credit or first year depreciation provided for in
bill section 401(a) through (f) would apply to any company taxable under sec-
tion 821. All such provisions are made only in respect of the component members
of controlled groups. A section 821 company is an excluded member by reason
of section 1503(b) (2) (D).

Subtitle B-Debt-Financed Corporate Acquisitions and Related Problems

SEC. 411. INTEREST ON INDEBTEDNESS INCURRED BY CORPORATIONS TO ACQUIRE 1TOCK
OR ASSETS OF ANOTHER CORPORATION

Bill pp. 219-227, § 411 [IRO new § 2791
Interest on Indebtedness Incurred by Corporations to Acqu re Stock or AVsct8

of Another corporation
This provision is intended to discourage acquisitions by large corporations

through the use of debt instruments having characteristics making them akin to
equity. Although section 297 might produce a proper tax result in the relatively
few situations to which it would apply, it is believed that it would represent an
unwise addition to the tax law. The section's limited coverage, the likelihood Ihat
it would contribute little toward accomplishment of its major purpose, its lack of
coordination with other provisions of the Code, the possible implications which
might arise from the provision with respect to situations not covered, and its
bewildering complexity, appear to outweigh the limited benefits likely to result
from it in correcting a few cases of abuse.

1. A major stated purpose is to discourage concentration of economic power
through corporate acquisitions which may fall outside the scope of the antitrust
laws because of their conglomerate nature. In relation to this purpose, the
provision seems questionable.

Even If it is conceded t!at it may sometimes he proper to use tax mefa:ures
to attain objectives other than raising revenue, the goal might he better achieved
by legislation in the antitrust field where the solution can he more complete
and more precisely tailored to the nature and scope of the problem.

The provision is too narrow in scope materially to advance this objective.
It would not apply to nontaxable acquisitions. Moreover. even ti us.e of debeii-
tures in taxable acquistions will probably not he significantly curtailed. Wlereas
its antecedent, 1I.R. 7489, the so-called "Mills Bill," disallowed Interest on all
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debentures providing major consideration for acquisitions, section 279 confines
the disallowance to debentures meeting certain conjunctive statutory tests for
resemblance to equity. Although this limitation Is appropriate as a matter of tax
theory and equity, It limits the likely effectiveness of the proviison In that:

(a) Its application only to Indebtedness subordinated to claims of trade
creditors will permit ready avoidance by issuance ot indebtedness not so
subordinated. In the case of conglomerates and other holding companies op-
crating through subsidiaries, claims of trade creditors are frequently insig-
nificant;

(b) Its application only to convertible debt or debt associated with an
option will permit avoidance by issuance of ordinary debentures; and

(e) Its application only where the issuing corporation fails either the
2-to-1 debt-to-equity ratio or the 3-to-1 Income-to-interest test will probably
make it ineffective with respect to many large corporations; and others may
be able to conduct their affairs so as to render it Ineffective by intermixing
acquisitions in which no debt Is issued.

The need for such a provision to discourage debenture acquisitions will lie
largely eliminated by the enactment of section 412 of the bill, in which receipt
of marketable debt securities will ordinarily disqualify the seller's gain for in-
stalluent treatment. Deferment of the seller's gain until collection or disposi-
tion of a debenture received In a sale of stock or awets has been a key element
in the popularity of debenture acquisitions. Imposition of tax on the seller's
receipt of the debentures should Inhibit future recourse to this form of acqui-
sition.

2. Section 411 cannot be Justified as an attempt to re-define the distinction
between debt and equity for tax purposes because of its failure to deal coin-
prehensively with this subject. Its application is restricted not only by the
$5.000.000 allowance but also by its confinement to "corporate acquisition in-
debtedness"; there Is no apparent tax policy Justification for distinguishing be-
tween such indebtedness and debt issued for other purposes. Moreover, the
debt-equity (listinction is applied only to the deductibility of interest. There Is
no attempt to deal with the other situations in which the distinction is relevant.
such as the relative consequences of a retirement of debt or equity or receipt of
securities or stock In a merger, eligibility of payments for the intercorporate
dividend deduction. the Individual dividend exclusion, and the like.

In spite of its limited coverage, the provision may have unfortunate and unpre-
dictable collateral effects on the state of the tax law as to the distinction be-
tween debt and equity. The principles applied in distinguishing debt and
equity for these purposes have been developed and refined over the years in a
long series of court decisions. Some of these principles are at variance with
the standards established in section 279. While the section itself, as well as
the House report. part 1. p. 107, states that no Inference Is to be drawn from
the provision as to the nature of any Instrument for the purpose of any other
provision of tax law, the possibility that tlio-e charged with administration of
the tax laws. as well as the courts, may be influenced by these standards cannot
be Ignored. It is submitted that the tests of actionn 279 would not afford a
suitable statutory definition of Indebtedness for all purposes.

3. The definition of corporate acquisition indebtedness in section 270(b) (1)
to mean an obligation "issued to provide consideration for" an acquisition Is
apparently intended to Include securities Issued to obtain cash to finance
cash acquisitions. The purpose of tL'- borrowing appears to control and the
determination of this purpose will give rise to numerous problems of application
In situations where cash acquisitions are made by corporations concurrently
engaged In borrowing for various purposes:

(a) Corporate borrowings are frequently made to rals csh for a num-
ber of purposes. The bill leaves It unclear whether the obligation will be
acquisition indebtedness only if Issued solely to provide consideration for a
purchase: whether the principal purpose will determine the status of the
entire Issue: whether the entire isime will be fainted If any Portion Is to
provide such consideration: or whether the isue will be fragmented and
onlv the portion Issued to provide consideration will be acquisition
Indebtedness.

(h) The exact uses of borrowed funds and the amount to be required for
each use are frequently not known at the time the obligation is Issued.
In such a case, It is difficult to see how the nece.ary determination could
be made. unless there is authority to make it retrospectively by reference to
the actual use of funds.
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(M) Funds may be lorrowed for one purpose and u:ed for another. Thus,
due to a change of phins, funds borrowed for plant expansion or working
capital may be used for an acquisition or vice versa. 1; the original purpose
or the ultimate use controlling?

(d) Obligations whos proceeds are used for other corporate purposes
may free internally generated cash for acquisition. Should these be deemed
to have provided such consideration and, if so. will the statute permit it?

4. The provisions of section 279(b) (1) apparently woull apply regardlies: of
how few shares are acquired. Recognizing that ownership of a relatively sniall
percentage of stock may represent effective control, it may nevertheless lie te-
sirable to exempt purchases for investment by adding a minimum percentage
ownership test, say 5 to 10 percent.

In section 279(b) (1) (Bill p,. 220, line 12) the word "exee,)" should lie chlatiged
to providedd."

Tht House report, states that, In applying the dit ratio .11(d interest coverage
tests to a financial institution, its obligations are to be reduced by amount.s owed
to it and its interest expense is to be reduced by its intere,.t intoine. house re-
port, part 1, p. 106). The bill in section 279(h) (4). (c) i 2) i nd (c) (3), uiakes no
such exception. If one is to lie made, it should he set out in the statute.

Thei use of the adjusted basis of assets in determining the delbt-equity ratio as
provided in section 270(c) (2) is unsound in theory and would lit, inequitalle in
practice. This standard has been uniformly rejected in the cases. Rapid deprecia-
tion on the one hand and inflation on the oilier have made adjusted basis a poor
measure of the capacity of tangible assets to support debt ['11d1 intangille v'aluits
would ordinarily be left totally out of account. The desire for ease of alministra-
tion Is understandable but does not justify use of this standard.

In the ease of acquisition of less than "control" of a corporation as defined in
section 368(c), the acquired corporation's earnings tinder section 279(c) (3) (A)
are not considered in testing interest coverage. Tile control definition of section
3k18(e) is unduly restrictive, since the required ownership of S0 percent of each
class of nonvoting preferred stock is hardly relevant to the acquiring corpora-
tion's access to the acquired corporation's earnings. Substitution of a control test
which excludes non-voting preferred stock would be preferable and would he
consistent with setion 279(g). Moreover, for accounting pul'pose. , corporations
customarily consolidate earnings of 50 percent-owned subsidiarle. ; and develop-
ment of an allocation formula to permit inclusion of a proper share of earnings
and interest in sueh cases might prevent some unfair results. since e future interest
is to be measured against past earnings, the latter should be as inclusive as
possible.

In order to prevent distortion and manipulation, it would be desirable in sec-
tion 270(d) (3) (B) to exclude extraordinary gains and losses from ti earnings
used in the interest coverage test.

In excluding acquisitions of certain foreign corporations, the requirement in
section 279(f) as to Income from foreign sources should te stated in terms of a
specified percentage, e.g., 80 percent, rather than by means of the imprecise "sub-
stantially all" test.

SEC. 412. INSTALLMENT METHOD

Bill pp. 227--229, § 412 (a) and (b) [IRC amended § 45,9(b) (1) and new 453(b)
(3)]

Installnett Afethod: Periodie Patiuen ts Rcqs(ircment
If these provisions are adopted, the effective date should be changed to exclude

sales made prior to the date of enactment of the 1i)1 or pursuant to contents made
prior thereto.

The stated purpose of the amendments is "to limit tile availability of the in-
stallment method of reporting gain to situations where" payments "are spread
relatively evenly over the installment period." (House report. part 1, p. 108).
Presumably the Secretary's regulations wou*.d implement this purpose. Such
a drastic restriction of the installment method appears highly undesirable. The
installment method was made available, in cases where receipt of a major part of
the consideration for a sale is deferred, to permit postponement of tax until
receipt of the consideration. Otherwise. the taxpayer might lack funds to pay the
tax, or he might pay a tax based on expected payments which are never received.
The need for this deferment Is at least as great where the deferred payments
are irregular or uncertain in time or amount aq where they are regular and
definite: and where the installments are few in number as where they are nu-
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merous. Irregularity of payments results far more often from business considera-
tions than from a desire to reduce or defer tax. Denying use of the installment
method in such cases would work considerable hardship on taxpayers required
to pay a tax that might largely absorb or even exceed the down payment re-
ceived.

1. It Is doubted that there is any significant abuse of the installment method
which the amendments would correct. The House report cites the uncertainty
in present law as to the number of installment payments required to qualify
for the installment method. (House report, part 1, p. 108). This uncertainty
could be removed by requiring at least two payments. The only other reason
given in the House report is that it is not "appropriate" to allow use of the in-
stallment method where the number of payments is limited, especially in the
case of a single installment deferred for a long period of time. (House report,
part 1, p. 108). Why this is not "appropriate" is not stated.

Adoption of proposed section 453(b) (4), disqualifying readily marketable cor-
porate securities as installment obligations, would eliminate the only substantial
problem which is believed to exist under present law.

2. If the provision is adopted, its effective (late should be changed. At present
it applies "to sales or other dispositions occurring after May 27, 1969." (Section
412(c)). Sales made pursuant to contracts entered into prior to the effective
date should be excluded in order to prevent inequity and hardship.

3. It Is not clear whether the percentage payment requirements of proposed
section 453(b) (3) (B) apply to the total selling price or to the principal amount
of the installment obligation resulting from the transaction. Tie House report
refers to "the principal of the loan"; but the provision itself refers simply to "the
principal" which may be intended to mean the principal amount involved in the
transaction. (House report, part 1, p. 108). For example, if 20 percent of the
purchase price is paid at the time of sale, 10 )ercent later in the year of sale
and the remaining 70 percent in subsequent Installments within 4 years of the
sale, it Is not clear what portion, if any, of the 70 percent must be paid by the
first and second anniversary dates. The apparent purpose of the provision is to
require regular payments on the total price, which would lead to giving credit
for any down payment by making the entire selling price the base for the
percentages.

Bill pp. 227-229, § 412(b) [IRC new § 453(b) (4)]
Installment Method: Marketable Seciritles

The phrase "readily tradable on an established securities market" inI section
453(b) (4) will likely leave most taxpayers in considerable uncertainty as to
what constitutes "an established securities market" and what conditions must
exist before a security can be considered "readily tradable" on it. The House
report sheds no light on the question. In view of the time which will doubtless
elapse before regulations are promulgated, an explanation of what is nieut by
the phrase would be helpful

SEC. 413. BONDS AND OTIIER EVIDENCES OF INDEBTEDNESS

Bill pp. 229-237, § 413 [IRC amended § 1232(a) and (b) and § 6049(a) and (c) I
Bonds and Other Evldcnec.q of Indebtedness

Throughout section 1232(a), the holding period referred to is 6 months, which
is inconsistent with other provisions of the bill requiring a 12-months holding
period.

Proposed section 1232(a) (3) (B) also raises several technical questions: (1)
Is this provision Intended to apply to any subsequent holder (as its text would
seem to Indicate), or only to a "purchaser" (as (C) would indicate)? (it) It
would appear that section 1232(a) would follow the bond into the hands of an
heir. which was probably unintended: and that estate tax value, no matter how
high. would not reduce his reportable income, which seems even niore inpro!1-
able. The fact that the heir's acquisition Is not a purchase would preclude only the
relief provided by this provision. (11) On page 233. line 17, query whether "cost"
should not read "adjusted basis." This affects the Immediately preceding ques-
tion, but would have other effects as well wherever there are post-acquisi on
Items affecting basis.

Section 1232(a) (3) (C) should also relate to section 1232(a) (3) (D) to pro-
vide a consistent definition of a purchase.
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Section 6049(a) (1), relating to the reporting of interest, will presumably
product information based upon original issue discount, and cannot reasonably
reflect the application of proposed section 1232(a) (3) (B) which provides an
adjustment for a subsequent holder related to any gain realized by the seller.
In the case of most purcharers, this will in variably produce a discrepancy be-
tween the amount reported by the issuing corporation and the holder, and will
presumably cause the Service's cowi)iiters to show "tilt" even when the Issuer
and holder of a purchased obligation have reported with complete propriety. Dis-
crepancies will presumably also be picked up by the computers where the holder
is a fiscal year taxpayer.

Requiring inclusion in taxable income prior to receipt, beyond presenting the
bondholder with a liquidity problem, seems substantially inconsistent with the
realization concept and with the cash method of accounting. Special treatment of
this one item does not seem justifiable.

The revenue considerations involved would not seem to justify the hardships
that these prOl)osails would create for Iondholder, and I;siiers or the consider-

l additional COmplexity Introduced into the Code.

SEC. 414. LIMITATION OF DEDUCTION OF BOND PREMIUM ON REPUIICIASE

Bill pp. 237-239, § 414 [IRC new § 2-19]
Limitation on. Dedtction of Bond Premiutm on Reptirclase

The word "repurchase" at page 238. line S. would seem to render the provisions
inapplicable to a purchase by a successor interest to the issuer or a parent
or subsidiary of the issuer.

In Instances where the obligation bears an Interest rate less than the going
rate find is trading at its converted value, allowance as an offset of the "norml
call premium" provided for at page 238, line 13, may be unwarranted.

SUBTITLE C--STOCK DIVIDENDS

See. 421. Stock Dividends

Bill Pp. 239-243, § 421 [IRB amended § 305]
Distributions of Stock and Stock Rights
Many problems in section 421 are dealt with only by creating ,i broad author-

ity to tax and leaving it to the Secretary or his delegate to develop specific rules.
This method of dealing with the problems will likely leave the law in an un-
fortunate state of uncertainty for years to come. Moreover, the bill would aggra-
yate the present lack of coordination and integration of the treatment of stock
dividends with other ,.reas of subchapter C, such as the rules concerning redemp-
tions, liquidation, recapitalizatIons and section 400 stock. Any regulations issued
under proposed section 305 and revised regulations under section 306 are certain
to be even more complex than the statute. A further effort should be made to
find a simpler solution. An example of another approach is the one taken by the
American Law Institute in its February, 1954, draft of Federal Income Tax
Statute.

It is recommended that modification of section 305 he deferred and be made
a part of and integrated with a more comprehensive technical revision of sub-
chapter C of the Code.

1. While section 421 purports to retain the general rule of non-taxability of
stock dividends, the exceptions are so broad that they reinstate the "proportion-
ate interest" test, a test which was rejected by Congress in 1954 because of the
difficulties encountered by the courts in applying it. A return to a standard of
determining taxability that has already proved difficult to apply does not seem
an appropriate solution, at least until other approaches have been more fully
explored.

2. The Secretary would be given broad authority under section 305(b) (2)
and 305(c) to determine whether various events have the effect of making certain
stock distributions taxable. For example, a redemption which is treated as a sec-
tion 801 distribution may be determined by the Secretary to give rise also to a
constructive distribution to any shareholder whose proportionate interest in
the earnings and profits or the assets of the corporation is thereby increased.
The House report, part 1, p. 114, gives as an example a periodic redemption
plan under which each shareholder may annually elect whether to have a small
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percentage of his stock redeemed. But, the broad language of the statute might
permit the Secretary to go much further than an across-the-board election and
to determine, for example, that a 40 percent stockholder of a corporation ree'eives
a constructive distribution when a 60 percent stockholder causes the corpora-
tion to redeem 10 percent of its stock from him. Similarly, under the broad
language the Secretary arguably could visit dividend taxation on the continuing
shareholders In the case of a non-pro rata spin-off or of an "A" type reorganiza-
tion wherein some shareholders take stock and others cash. The breadth of his
authority and the lack of any standard to guide him or by which to determine
the propriety of his action will produce undue uncertainty and risk of adminis-
trative over-reaching in an area of wide significance to many taxpayers. More-
over the issuance of regulations under such a complex provision of a major
revenue revision is frequently long delayed. During this period, It Is usually
not possible to obtain rulings on proposed transactions. These considerations
make it undesirable to give the Secretary such broad regulatory authority.

3. Section 305(b) (1) continues the provision of present law that a stock
dividend is taxable if it is payable at the election of any shareholder in property
or stock. Thus, under existing law, a common shareholder who has an election
to receive a dividend In either common stock or cash is currently taxable even
though he elects to receive the common stock. Where the election I" to receive
either common stock or preferred stock, however, under present law the share-
holder Is not currently taxable since "property" does not include stock in the
corporation making the distribution. (Section 317(a)). The preferred stock
constitutes section 300 stock and has ordinary income potential upon ultimate
disposition.

It is probable that the same result is intended under the bill, since actual dis-
tributions of section 300 stock on common stock are not generally taxable. How-
ever, the status of common stock received pursuant to such an election is unclear.
The rule that a shareholder who has all election to receive either stock or property
is currently taxable would be retained; but section 300 stock is treated for this
purpose as property which is not stock. On the other hand, under section 306(e)
(1) (A), stock ts section 306 stock only if It is not includible in gross Income by
reason of section 305(a). Since Includildlity in Income under section 305ofn)
is the point in issue, a circularity would exist, rendering It impossible to determine
whether the preferred stock should be treated as property or stock.

This problem can be eliminated by amending the last sentence of section 305n)
to provide that Fection 300 stock shall be treated as property which is; not stock
only for purposes of subvection (b) (2).

In the situation described above, although the distribution would presuuilly
not be taxable by reason of section 305(b) (1), if some of the shareholders. eleet
to receive common stock while others elect to receive preferred stock, those
electing to receive common stock would be currently taxable under section 305
() (2) whereas those electing to receive preferred Qtock would not be currently
taxable. lut Instead, assuming the problem referred to in paragraph I above i.
resolved as suggested, the preferred stock would constitute section 30 stock.
It Is unclear whether this Is the result intended by the bill.

Under current law as well as under the bill, a stockholder who has an election
to receive either cash or common stock would be currently taxable even though
he elects to receive common stock. Moreover. under current law if a shareholder
has an election to receive cash or preferred stock, he i currently taxable even
though he elects to receive the preferred stock. Under the bill. however, it iz
unclear whether the shareholder would be currently taxable when he tnke;
preferred stock because of the circularity referred to above. If the referred
stock constitutes section 306 stock. it would be treated as property which is not
stock for purposes of section W05(b) (1). The shareholder would thnq have
an election to receive two types of property. neither of which would he treated
as stock: and the section ,05(b) (1) exception would he inpplieablo. The
teQt of taxability would, therefore, le under the general rule of section 305(n).
Since .ection 306 stock iq treated as nronerty other than stock only for purnose
of Pctions 3W (b) (1) and (2). it would orosumnbly still be .stock for purposePs
of section 305(a) and the distribution wold he nontaxable. This would appear
to be an unintended result.

4. The ick of coordination which nresevitlv exsts betwon section 30. and
other provisions of sulwhapter V. wold o aravnted 1. the Inerp.ed ,,mler
of stock dividend. taxable tnder section 305. For tomnle, a reapitnilzation and
a stock dividend may be substantive ouivalents: Nit a remnnitnliatinn mi-ht he
tax-free in circumstances where a stock dividend is taxlhle. Thus, If preferred
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dividend nrrearages were satistled through a distrilIution of preferred stock (or
coinmon stock) to the preferred sharehohliers, under the IHll the distribution
corporation r(ocapitalized and additional preferred stock (or colnmon stock) were
issued in exchange for the divilend arrearages, the. exchange would ordinarily lie
tax-free. (See Treas. Reg. § 1.368-2(e (5).) While this is also tile situation under
existing law with respect to distributions in lieu of vash dividends for the current
and preceding year, the extension of taxable. treatment to stovk distributlonls in
lieu of preferred dividend arrearages antedlating the preeding year will increase
the inpact of the artificial distinction between such a stock dividend and a re-
capitalization having the sane effect.

5. Under the bill, distributions of stock or stock rights made before January 1,
1991, with respect to stock outstanding on January 10, 1969 (the effective (late of
tile existing regulations), are exempted front the tendmlents to section 305.
Literally, therefore, where cash dividends are paid with respect to stock issiled
after January 10, 1969 and stock dividends are paid on stock issued prior to such
(late, the new rules will not apply. The House report, part 1, p. 115, indicates
that this situation would 1e covered; but if this is intended, the bill should be
amended to make it clear.

Iistrlbutions prior to 1091 are exempted where made with respect to stock Is-
sued pursuant to a contract binding on January 10, 1969. This "binding contract"
exemption may not be sufficiently broad to protect all Issues as to which a sub-
stantial commitment existed on January 10, 1969. Corporate acquisitions cus-
tonarily involve the execution of an agreement, approval by boards of directors
and, finally, shareholder approval. The parties may not be legally committed
mtil shareholders' approval is obtained; but, as a practical matter, they are
bound when the directors act. It may be appropriate, therefore, to treat transac-
tions in which stock was to be issued by one corporation to the shareholders of
another as binding on January 10, 1969, where approved by the boards of directors
on or before that date.

Subtitle D-Foreign Tax Credit

SEC. 431. FOREIGN" TAX CREDIT REDUCTION IN CASE OF FOREIGN LOSSES

Bill pp. 243-246, § 431 [IRO new j 904(a) (3)]
Foreign Tax Oredit

Under the bill, if recapture occurs by reason of the disposition of property,
there seems to be no provision which would credit this recapture as an offset
in the event that income is subsequently realized by the taxpayer In the same
country. Thus, whereas section 904(a) (0),(A) would be applicable only to the
extent that the amount of any loss exceeded the amount of recapture under
section 904(a) (3), there Is no provision under section 904(a) (3) which would
make that paragraph inapplicable if the recapture rules of section 904(a)(6)
had been applied in an earlier year. This would seem to be an unintended result,
which could be remedied by making section 904(a) (3) inapplicable to the extent
that section 904 (a) (6) had previously applied.

Where a United States taxpayer has sustatr-,d a loss In a foreign country
and that foreign country does not permit a carryover of the loss to later years
for purposes of computing taxes payable in that country, the effect of section 431
will be to subject some taxpayers to double taxation. In subsequent years the loss
would reduce the limitation on the allowable foreign tax credit for United States
income tax purposes. At the same time, since the loss does not reduce earnings
for purposes of computing the foreign tax, full credit will not be available
(where the foreign tax rate is high). It would seem questionable whether, in
light of the general purpose of the foreign tax credit provisions to relieve the
international double taxation on a unilateral basis, it is an appropriate imple-
nentation of this intent to limit the foreign tax credit in cases where the foreign

loss is not taken into account in computing the foreign tax in later years.
Where the foreign country does permit a carryover of the loss for foreign tax

purposes, the operation of the 50 percent rule of proposed section 904(a) (3)
would operate to deprive a taxpayer of credit he is intended to have. For example,
taxpayer has a loss of $100 in year 1 and profits of $100 in each of the years 2
and 3. The foreign country allows a carryover so foreign taxes are paid only in
year 3. If the foreign income (numerator of the fraction) is reduced by 50 In
year 2 find 50 in year 3, half the credit will be lost in year 3. Although intended
as a relief provision, this 50 percent rule could thus work a hardship. This re-
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suit could be obviated by giving the taxpayer an election between section 904
(a) (3) (A) and section 904(a) (3) (B), or by providing that the reduction amount
shall be reduced by the amount of foreign income which is offset by allowance
of the loss carryover or which is subject to a tax holiday.

Consideration should also be given to confining recapture within a limited num-
ber of years from the year in which the tax benefit was realized. For example,
a taxpayer who engaged in a losing activity in a foreign country during 1951-
1055 and then withdrew should not be burdened with recapture If he undertakes
another activity in the same country beginning in 1970.
SEC. 432. SEPARATE LIMITATION ON FOREIGN TAX CREDIT WITH RESPECT TO FOREIGN

MINERAL INCOME

Bill pp. 246-251, § 432 [IRC new § 904 (g) I
Separate Linitation on Foreign Tax Credit wlth Respect to Foreign Mineral

Income e
The effect of this amendment to section 904 is to deny application of any por-

tion of the tax imposed by the foreign government on mineral income as a credit
against the United States tax on other foreign Income, regardless of whether
any of such foreign tax on mineral income could be proved to be a royalty. The
rule adopted by the bill is that the part of the foreign extraction constituting a tax
may not exceed the amount of United States tax on the same income.

The provision will presumably apply to mineral income from sources within a
number of countries which are not usually thought of as involving the "royalty
versus tax" problem-in that such countries, while requiring the payment of
royalties on property owned by the government and also imposing Income taxes
on mineral income, appear to set both the royalty rates and the income tax rates
on the basis of considerations normally applied to such separate determinations.
Such countries would include Canada, Israel and Mexico.

It should be noted, also, that overseas mineral operations often include the
refining, processing and marketing of mineral products, as well as production,
within the same foreign country. Not uncommonly, the foreign rates may vary in
different activities and a higher tax on extraction may be acceptable because the
tax on time integrated operation is acceptable. Accordingly, it might be mom
appropriate to consider all of the taxes imposed by a foreign country on the entire
integrated operation in that country, and all of the income therefrom, as the basis
for the separate tax credit limitation.

In some foreign countries, companies engaged in the production of minerals as
their primary activity, and in some cases companies engaged in related activities.
are required tO pay a higher rate of income tax on all of their income than the
rate applicable to companies engaged in other activities. It is not clear whether.
under the provisions of section 432 of the bill, such a country would be deemed to
impose income taxes "on such income" (that is,. "foreign mineral income") at a
higher rate than "on other income" (that is, other income derived by the same
taxpayer who engages in mineral operations). Further, is "other Income" to be
income of United States nationals, or mineral income of nationals of the foreign
country, or non-mineral income of nationals of the foreign country?

The special provision permitting a United States taxpayer to elect to return
to the per country limitation without consent of the Secretary or his delegate
seems unduly restrictive in that the election must be made with respect to the
first taxable year beginning after the date of enactment of the bill, whether or
not the taxpayer in fact has foreign mineral income in that year. Authorization
to make such an election without consent, could equitably be extended to the
first year, after enactment of the bill, in which the taxpayer receives any "for-
eign mineral income."
Subtitle F- Depreciation Allowed Regulated Industries; Earnings and Profits

Adjustment for Depreciation

SEC. 452. EFFECT ON EARNINGS AND PROFITS

Bill pp. 270-271, 1 452 [IRG new 1812 (m) I
Effect 6n Farnlngs and Profits of Depreciation

1. The depreciation limitation under section 812(m) (1) applies to any cor-
poration "for the purpose of computing its earnings and profits with respect to
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any taxable year beginning after June 30, 1972." This language presumably means
that the limitation applies only In computing the earnings and profits for such
year, i.e., realized 'in such year. However, some persons have understood it to
mean that the limitation applies in determining accumulated earnings and
profits whenever it becomes relevant In a taxable year beginning after June 30,
1972, and thus might require a redetermination of depreciation for all prior
years In which such earnings had accumulated. The House report, part 1, p. 135;
part 2, p. 103, Indicates that the recomputation Is to be made for all years be-
ginning after June 30, 1972, and not for prior years, which we believe to be the
intended result. This possible ambiguity should be resolved by either a change
In the language of the provision or an appropriate statement in a Coiumittee
report. .-

2. Amendments to section 31%(a) 3)lnd (-)(3) aipear.to be required In
order to coordinate them with secttin 312(m). Under section'312(a) (3), earn-
ings and profits are decreased.by the "adjusted basis" of distrlfited property,
which presumably means it$-adjusted basis as determined under sections 1011
et 8eq. However, the use 9f different depreciation' In determining earnings and
profits would give rise tq a different adjusted ba is for earnings and profits pur-
poses; and it is this adjusted basis which should be used in determinint.the
reduction of earnings #nd profits uidr sect on 312(a) (3). Thus a special defini-
tion of adjusted basis'appears to b6 require for p rposesob such paragraph.",

Similarly, the recognition ofrgain on a dislributlon under sectlohs, 1245 (a) and
1250(a) will no longer give rise. to an ,equfvalent'-increase in earnings and
profits. Accordingly, the amount of the adjdstiist of eirnings'and Profits under
section 312(c) (3) y reason of gain recognizl uier section 1245(a) or 1250(a)
will often differ f om the amount of suqh "gn. If the existing language of sec-
tion 312(c) (3) isIthought t? besufflcieht3, general to perit this, the statute
should make clear that this intended. i -. . . ,

The "income ta basis" rather than *he "earnings andj profits basis" should
continue to be usel for corporate distributions under section 301 (b) (1) (B) (i)
and the other provisions of section 301. und)r e n 0 (1.B

3. Reference soly.v to "the straight llnb.meth~ll' (19611 p. 270 line 21) will
leave problems of Ai ether salvbgeV'a lue mu8t be taketl into account. A. taxpayer
using the declining balance methbd need not determine salvage value; hence the
computation under setion 312(m) might -requirq detertninatiop/ of a purely
hypothetical salvage vilue. It is suggested that thd purposes o;4ection 312(m)
would be adequately accomplished by'providing that the straight line depreea-
tion shall be calculated without regard tbysalvage vale. !

4. The proposed amendment will, unless modified, make substantialchanges
in the taxation of income derived by United States taxpayers froln foreign
sources, although the House report gives no Indication that these'effects were
intended or considered. A Unlted'States shareholder may, of course, receive a
dividend from a foreign corporation whiehL Quj4J-ow-b- considered tax-free
under section 301 in the same manner as the distributions referred to in the
House report. In addition, however, the determination of the earnings and profits
of a foreign corporation has significance with respect to several sections of the
Code where a change in the computation will not have the same significance which
it has under section 301.

'Under section 002 a domestic corporation which owns at least 10 percent of
the voting stock of a foreign corporation from which It receives dividends is
deemed to have paid foreign income, war profits or excess profits taxes lid or
deemed to be paid by such foreign corporation to any foreign country or any
possession of the United States on or with respect to the accumulated profits out
of which such dividend is paid. Consequently, the domestic corporation Is entitled
to a foreign tax credit for such taxes under section 901. The term "accumulated
profits" is defined by Treasury regulations, section 1.002-3(c) (1) and (2), to
mean the earnings and profits of the foreign corporation (with adjustment In
certain cases); In general, the earnings and profits so referred to are to be
determined under United States tax accounting standards. A taxpayer may
choose to determine the earnings and profits under the rules provided by Treas-
ury regulations, section 1.964-1 "(with certain exceptions), and must so deter-
mine the earnings and profits if the foreign tax credit under section 902 Is claimed
for a ye r with respect to which the domestic corporation has elected to receive
a minimum distribution under section 963.
- It would appear that, if a taxpayer computes "accumulated profits" of a for-
eign corporation, for purposes of section 902, under United States tax accord-
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Ing stln(lards, section 452 of the bill would require the earnings and profits of
the, foreign corporation to be computed on the basis of straight line depreciation.
If the taxpayer chose to compute the earnings and profits of the foreign corpora.
tion under Treasury regulations, section 1.964-1, subsection (c) (1) (ill) of
that regulation would permit depreciation to be computed "in accordance with
section 167 and the regulations thereunder." Since, In general, the regulations,
under section 964 do not require strict adherence in every respect to United
States accounting standards, it is not predictable whether such regulations would
be amended, following adoption of the proposed amendment to section 312, to
require depreciation of the foreign corporation to be computed in the same manner
as forl a domestic corporation.

If computations of the earnings and profits of a foreign corporation required
to be made under section 902 are to be affected by the proposed amendment to
section 312, this will effect a dramatic change in the amount of foreign taxes
allowed as a credit. In general, foreign countries allow depreciation to be token
into account for tax purposes at accelerated rates. If the foreign corporatloli';
earnings and profits are to be determined by taking depreciation only on a straight
line basis, the effect will be to increase markedly the earnings and profits of the
foreign corporation and thus increase the denominator of the portion of the for-
eign taxes available for credit. This would decrease markedly the available for-
eign tax credit under section 902.

Under section 952(c), the subpart F income of a controlled foreign corpora-
tion (which under certain circumstances is taxed to United States shareholders
of such corporation, even if not distributed) is limited so that, in general, the
amount thereof may not exceed the earnings and profits of the foreign corpora.
tion for the year, reduced by net accumulated deficit in earnings and profits from
certain prior years. While this rule may be expected to apply only to a linlted
number of cases, a change for post-1972 years In the computation of earnings
and profits may have effects (all of which we have not yet been able to deter-
mine) on this limitation.

Under section 960, if a domestic corporation Is required to include in gross
income an amount of subpart F' income of a foreign corporation, It is entitled to
a foreign tax credit comparable to the foreign tax credit allowed under section
902 with respect to actual dividend distributions. The same considerations dis-
cussed above, with respect to section 902 would apply in the application of pro-
posed section 452 to the determination of this foreign tax credit.

Under section 963, a domestic corporation which elects to receive a "minimum
distribution" of the earnings of a controlled foreign corporation is not required
to Include in gross income any amount with respect to the subpart F Income of
such corporation for the election year. If proposed section 452 is applied to this
provision, it will substantially alter the determination of the required minimum
distribution. In general, the amount of the required minimum distribution is com-
puted by reference to the "effective foreign tax rate" paid by the foreign cor-
poration. This in turn is determined by comparing the foreign tax paid to the
earnings and profits of the foreign corporation (before foreign taxes). In addi-
tion, once the effective foreign tax rate is determined (and if such effective
foreign tax rate is less than roughly 90 percent of the applicable United States
corporate rate), then the amotut of the required minimum distribution is stated
as a percentage of the earnings and profits of the foreign corporation. If earnings
and profits are to be determined for both of these purposes by taking into account
only straight line depreciation, the effect will be both to reduce the effective
foreign tax rate (which will increase the percentage of earnings and profits
required to be distributed) and also to increase the absolute amount of the
required distribution.

5. Consideration should be given to the possible effect of the application of
section 452 to other determinations, including the following:

(a) Under section 956, a United States shareholder in a controlled foreign
corporation must include in gross inOQme his pro rata share of the increase
for any taxable year In the earnings of a controlled foreign corporation
invested in United States property. Such amount is included, however, only
to the extent that it would have constituted a dividend If it bad been dis-
tributed. Such amount is necessarily determined by reference to the earnings
and profits of the foreign corporation.

(b) Under section 959, actual dividends received by a United States
shareholder from a controlled foreign corporation are excluded from gross
income to the extent that such distributions are made ot of earnings and
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profits of the foreign corporation previously subjected to tax in the hands of
the United States shareholder (or, under certain circumstances, prior share-
holders). Under section 959(c), "ordering rules" are established determining
the extent to which distributions are deemed to be made out of previously
taxed earnings and profits and out of untaxed earnings and profits.

(o) Under section 1240, gain recognized upon the sale or exchange by a
United States person of shares in a foreign investment company (as defined)
is treated as gain from the sale of a non-capital asset "to the extent of the
taxpayer's ratable share of the earnings and profits of such corporation"
accumulated in taxable years after 1962. The remainder of the gain is treated
under general concepts and normally will constitute a long-term capital gain.
(d) A generally comparable, though more limited, provision is made under

section 1248 with respect to the sale or exchange of stock In a controlled
foreign corporation (as defined in section 957).

TITLE V-ADJUSTMENTS AFFECTING INDIVIDUALS AND CORPORATIONS

Subtitle A-Natural Resources

SEC. 501. NATURAL RESOURCES

Bill pp. 273-270, § 501(a) [IRC amended § 013(b)J
Percentage Depletion

The Section of Taxation takes no position with respect to percentage deple.
tion rates.

The bill would limit oil and gas percentage depletion to wells located In the
United States, Puerto Rico, or the Outer Continental Shelf. Depletion on foreign
oil wells would be limited to cost.

1. Under existing law depletion is allowed on foreign oil only if the income is
reported for United States taxation. Denial of percentage depletion on foreign
oil may cause the operator to formn a foreign subsidiary to operate the property,
thus giving rise-to the possibility of removing the income from United States
taxation.

It should be pointed out that under the proposal to eliminate percentage de-
pletion on foreign production. the holder of a royalty interest Iiay, as a practical
matter, also lose any right he would have to cost depletion because of the diffi-
culty entailed in obtaining reserve figures on which to base his cost depletion
computation. It is common knowledge that such information is carefully guarded,
hence the apparent hardship to the royalty holder.

2. The disallowance of all percentage depletion on foreign oil and gas is in.
consistent with the treatment proposed for other minerals. Thus percentage
depletion is allowable on foreign sulphur and uranium deposits at the same rate
as domestic. For metal mines, depletion on foreign deposits is allowed at 11 per.
cent instead of the domestic rate of 15 percent. For a long list of other minerals
the rate for foreign deposits is the same as for domestic.

3. The amendment defines the Outer Continental Shelf as being that defined In
section 2 of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act. Since the enactment of the
Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, the United States has ratified the 1958
Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf which gives jurisdiction to each
country to the depth of 200 meters or suich depth as can be exploited. The 200-
meter depth has already been passed on the California coast. It may be that be-
tween the Convention and the Act some offshore wells might be denied depletion
under the bill. This potential problem could be solved by defining the Outer
Continental Shelf in line 16, page 273, as any area where the United States
exerclses jurisdiction.

4. On page 277, line 7, the words "economic interest" are used. This term is
not defined anywhere in the Internal Revenue Code. It is suggested that it be
defined, using the Supreme Court's definition in Palincrd v. Bcnder, 287 U.S.
511 (1933), as follows:

"An economic Interest in a mineral property is one whereby the taxpayer by
Investment has acquired an interest in the mineral in place and has secured by
any form of legal relationship income derived from the extraction of the mineral
solely to which he must look for a return of his capital."

The term "mineral production payment" used in several places on page 277 and
on page 279 also is not defined In the Code. It is suggested that the definition given

3.3-9615 6,4pt. 6----9
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by the Supreme Court in P. 0. Lake, Inc. v. ConsIIissioler, 356 U.S. 260 (1958), be
used, as follows:

"A mineral production payment is a right to a specified sum of money payable
out of a specified percentage of the mineral, or tie proceeds receivable from its
sale, if, as and when produced."

Bill pp. 279-280, § 501(c) [IRC new § 015(h)]

Exploration Expenditures
Under section 615 of present Inw, a miner may expend up to $400,000 on (Ix-

ploration for minerals and elect to deduct it. Such amount may be for either do-
mnestic or foreign exploration. As to domestic exploration, under section 617 he
may elect to deduct an unlimited amount but such amount shall be recouped from
depletion or a sale after the mine becomes productive.

It is now proposed to make the $400,000 recoupable also. The exception, on
page 280, line 12, provides that any taxpayer who has deducted less than $400..
000, under either section 015 or section 617, may deduct the balance after tie
effective date of tile amendment on foreign exploration, subject to recapture.

Thus, for the first time, foreign exploration expenditures may be deducted
under section 617. Under these circumstances it would appear that taxpayers who
have )reviously elected under section 615 should be granted a reasonable period
for making a new election under section 617, if they choose to do so.

Subtitle B-Gains and Losses

SEC. 511. REPEAL OF ALTERNATE CAPITAL GAINS TAX FOR INDIVIDUALS

SEC. 512. CAPITAL LOSSES OF INDIVIDUALS

SEC. 514. HOLDING PERIOD OF CAPITAL ASSETS

Bill. pp. 281-285, 287-290, §§ 511, 512, and 514

Repeal of Alternative Capital Gains Tax
1. Since the subject matter of these sections invloves everyday activities of

many taxpayers throughout the country, the proposed effective date seems par-
ticularly unfair. Undoubtedly many taxpayers, unaware of the press releases of
the House Ways and Means Committee, consummated many bonafide transa(-
tions which they would not have completed had the law been changed as proposed.
The result is aggravated in the case of fiscal year taxpayers by the proposed in-
crease in the holding period required for long-term gain treatment. The effect
could be to impose a tax of 77 percent instead of the anticipated 27 percent.

2. If the effective date is not changed, it is submitted that the provision should
be amended to cover a number of situations that do not appear to have been
considered.

Example A-A taxpayer enters into an enforceable contract in .Tune, 1.9
and the property is actually conveyed in August, 1969. Do the provisions of the
pending bill include or exclude such a transaction? Is there to be a distinction be-
tween a contract of sale and a contract to sell, and if so, does this not only
raise a question of the validity of the distinction but also of the practical diffi-
culty of distinguishing between the two?

Example B-A corporation In June, 1969 agrees to liquidate under the pro.
visions of section 337 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. The liquidating
dividends are actually received by the stockholders in August, 1909 and ,in subse-
quent months. Do the provisions of the pending bill include or exclude ,uch
a transaction?

Example C-In August, 1969 a taxpayer sells a capital asset which has been
held by him for seven months. The new averaging provisions in the pending bill
apply to taxable years beginning after 1969. The existing law requires a segre-
gation of capital assets in determining the averaging provisions. Under the
pending bill can the transaction in this example be brought under the averaging
provisions?

Example D-A taxpayer acquired an asset in April, 1969 which has since then
materially decreased in value. Because of his individual carryover situation a
short-term loss is of no benefit to him th 1969. Does the new bill permit him to
defer his lose to 1970?

& In section 511(c) the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate Is authorized
to prescribe regulations with respect to taxpayers having fiscal years. However,
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no standards are set forth which tXe Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate
is required to follow.

SEC. 513. LETTERS, MEMORANDUMS, ETC.

Bill pp. 285-287, § 513 [IRO amended § 1221(3) and § 1231 (b) (1) (0)]

Letters, Memorandims, Etc.
Although the House report, part 1, p. 140, states that "letters and memo-

randums addressed to an individual are considered as prepared for him," sec-
tion 513 does not so provide. If this result is intended, ambiguity could be
eliminated by slight modification of the statutory provision.

SEC. 515. TOTAL DISTRIBUTIONS FROM QUALIFIED PENSION, ETC., PLANS

Bill pp. 290-290, § 515 [IRO new §§ 402(a) (5), 403(a) (2) (C), and 72(n)]

Total Distributfons From Qualified Pension, Etc., Plans
Section 402(a) (5) uses the term "benefits accrued" in both subparagraphs

(A) and (B). The closing sentence of proposed section 402(a) (5) provides for
the delegation to the Secretary of regulatory authority to carry out the purposes
of this change.

1. The first question is whether the word "accrued" is to include benefits
which have not as yet vested. The word "accrued" is used in several different
ways in describing a participant's rights in qualified plans. Accordingly, since
it should be the intent of this section to include benefits which have not vested,
it is suggested that the following parenthetical phrase "(whether or not
vested)"---or words of similar purport-be added after the word "accrued" iii
the above subparagraphs.

It is not clear whether the proposed statutory language would continue the
favorable capital gains treatment of existing law where an amount is paid Into
a trust by an accrual basis employer on, say, March 15, 1970, with respect to a
plan year which ended on December 31, 19069. Presumably, the favorable treat-
ment would include the March payment as an "accrued benefit."

2. With respect to profit sharing, stock bonus or money purchase pension plans
and individual retirement income contracts, it Is relatively easy to determine,
at a given date, the amount of "accrued benefits." This would be the amount
actually contributed to the trust be the employer prior to that date, plus the
most recent plan year's contribution if the presumption of the above paragraph
is correct.

In the area of pension plans, however, it is not certain whether the term
"benefits accrued" refers to the actuarial value of the benefit to which the em-
ployee is entitled on account of service up to the given date, or whether it means
the actual amount contributed on his behalf by the employer up to the applicable
date. The House report, part 1, p. 155, is ambiguous. Under (i) on page 155. it
states that the limitation "will not apply to employer contributions made on
behalf of the employee during the plan years beginning before January 1, 1970"
(emphasis added). But, the next sentence states that the bill "will have no effect
on benefits previously accrued by employees." It Is recognized that the regula-
tions could take a position in this regard. However, because of the importance
of the alternatives, it is suggested that a more accurate meaning of the termii
"benefits accrued" be given in the statute itself.

3. Another substantial problem inherent in the phrase "benefits accrued" is
to determine the amount of those benefits, since there are several different appro.
private methods. For example, two employees of identical age and salary who
enter their respective pension plans at the same time would have different
amounts of "benefits accrued" at January 1, 1970, depending on the method of
funding their benefits, i.e., entry age normal, attained age normal, etc. If the
bill were to levy different tax burdens depending upon the method of deternin-
ing actuarial liability or contributions, then the result would be inequitable.
The power to provide .regulations would not necessarily cure this inequity.

It is submitted that what is needed in the statute is an alternative method of
computing "benefits accrued" which, although it may be imprecise, will not be
inequitable. What is suggested, specifically, is a simple proration of the amount
of the employer-provided benefit depending upon the number of years the em-
ployee has been a participant In the plan. Section 331 of the bill, dealing with
deferred compensation, provides such a "career average" method for the purpose
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of that section. It is suggested that that approach be applied to proposed section
402(a),(5) as an alternative method, so that either the career prorated amount
or the amount computed according to the regulations, whichever is greater, shall
be used for this section.

In this manner, the employee would receive a more liberal treatment, since,
under several actuarial methods, pension liability and contributions normally In-
crease as the employee's age increases. This "short-cut" method seems appropriate
since it would avoid difficult and costly actuarial computations, and, In many
instances, different tax consequences for taxpayers whose situations are sub-
stantially the same. The use of a proration of benefits over the employment span
would also help alleviate the problem of determining "benefits accrued" under
pension plans which use the so-called "aggregate" method of funding (i.e., where
employer contributions are not allocated to individual employees).

4. It has been pointed out that, by action of section 511 of the bill (which re-
peals the alternative capital gains tax), an employee who receives a lump-sum
distribution from an exempt trust subsequent to July 25, 1969, will be taxed at a
higher rate on that lump-sum distribution as compared with a distribution prior
to that date. This result would seem to be inconsistent with the carefully drawn
effective date provisions of section 515 of the bill, which would leave inviolate

employee benefits accrued prior to 1970.
Furthermore, there does not seem to be the usual need here for an early effective

date. There are limited avoidance possibilities in the case of distributions under
employee benefit plans since the employee does not often have much choice In
the timing of lump-sum distributions. Under the circumstances, it is suggested
that the July 25, 1969 effective date of section 511 of the bill should not apply
to distributions made under section 402(a)(2), as amended, with respect to
benefits accrued prior to January 1, 1970.

5. The following comments relate to section 515(b) of the bill (proposed sec-
tion 72(n) (1) (C)) :

a. Subparagraph (C) refers to an employee who has been "a participant In
such pla.'." Language should be inserted at this point to make clear that "such
plan" al. o includes the plan of a predecessor or successor employer, etc., as is
now provided In section 331 of the bill-proposed section 1354 (b).

b. The same subparagraph refers to "5 or more years." The question is, what is
the meaning of the word "years"? Does this refer to a plan year, taxable year
of the employee, taxable year of the employer, or calendar year? Or, does It refer
to anyone of them as sufficient to meet the 5-year requirement? It Is suggested
that, in keeping with other provisions of section 515 of the bill, it would be
appropriate to use "plan year" in this Instance.

c. This same subparagraph, also refers to an employee only If he has been a
"participant." What Is meant by "participant"? Does this mean an employee who
is eligible under the plan, eligible but not vested (in whole or in part), or eligible
but vested? Many plans have an eligibility waiting period but then, once that has
been satisfied, provide credit for all or part of the waiting period as credited
service In this situation, when would the count of years begin for determining
when the employee was a participant? In reserving this matter, one approach
which should not be taken is that now found in section 72(n) (1) (0) (1) ; this
approach Is -oo restrictive for the purposes of the new 5-year rule for all em-
ployees, since, in many pension plans, actual contributions may not be made
on account of an employee for 'one or more years In situations where there is an
actuarial surplus by reason of substantial forfeitures. Under present law. sec-
tion 401(a) (8), forfeitures must be applied against future contributions. How-
ever the problem Is ultimately solved, It should be done with the precision of
language now found in section 72(n) (1) (0) (it).

SEC. $16. OTHER OJIANOES IN CAPITAL OAINS TREATMENT

Bill pp. 296-300, 1 516 [IRO new 1 1001 (e) and new § 12521
Other Changee in Capital Gains Treatment

Section 510(a) amends section 1001 to provide that In determining gain or
loss on the sale or other disposition of a term interest in property, the adjusted
basis of such lInterest determined under section 1014 or 1015 shall be disregarded.

1. The section as presently drafted covers life and other term Interests acquired
by gift, bequest or inheritance and, thus, follows -the pattern of section 2.73 which
proeT~des the amortization of an interest acquired In the manner described.
Neltler presetit Code section 273 nor section 516(a) of the bill covers a term
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Interest created by the taxpayer, initially retained by him and then either
amortized or sold.

Assume, for example, that a taxpayer transfers a remainder interest in stock
to his son or to a charity and retains the right to the dividends for his life.
The question has arisen whether he may amortize the life interest on the theory
that it is a wasting asset and is not specifically covered by section 273. Whether
a term created by the taxpayer may be amortized appears to have been discussed
in only two cases. United States v. Georgia R. & Banking GJo., 348 F. 2d 278 (5th
Cir. 1905), and IlinoI8 Merchants Trust Co., 14 B.T.A. 890 (1928) (DIs. Opin.).

Perhaps a retained income interest such as the one described above should not
be amortizable. Similarly, perhaps the sale of such an interest should not be
given preferential treatment over the sale of an identical interest acquired by
gift, bequest or inheritance. Yet, as with present Code section 273, section 516(a)
of the bill appears not to preclude the offset of gain from the sale or exchange of
a retained life estate by a portion of the basis allocable to It. In cases where
assignment of income principles do not require ordinary income treatment on
the sale of a retained income interest, such an interest should also be covered by
section 516(a) of the bill. If section 510(a) is retained, it might be an appropriate
time to amend similarly present Code section 273.

2. The reference in proposed section 1001(e) (3) to "a fee interest" (Bill p.
297, line 16) may provide too broad an exception. Although the exception is
fundamentally proper where the underlying fee interest is sold as part of the
same transaction, two limitations should probably exist: (I) that the fraction
of the fee interest sold should be at least as great as the fraction of the term
interest sold, and (11) that the same fraction of estates and interests intervening
between the fee interest and the term interest also be'sold.

Subtitle C-Real Estate Depreciation

SEC. 521. DEPRECIATION OF REAL ESTATE

Bill pp. 300-310, § 521 [IRC new § 1250(j) and (k), amended g§ 1250(a), (b),
167(e) and 381(c) (6)]

Depreciation of Real Estate
The decision to restrict accelerated depreciation for nonresidential housing

and to provide additional accelerated depreciation for rehabilitation of low or
moderate income housing appears to be a policy decision based upon national
housing goals unrelated to the goals of uniformity and simplification of the In.
ternal Revenue Code.

1. The subsection (k) proposed to be added to section 167 (relating to deprecia-
tion) provides for accelerated depreciation of rehabilitation expenditures in
connection with "low-cost rental housing." The definition of "low-cost rental hous-
Ing" contained in section 167(k) (8) (B) refers to dwelling units held for occu-
pancy on a rental basis by families of "low or moderate Income as determined by
the Secretary or -his delegate in a manner consistent with the policies of the
Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968." The Housing and Urban Develop-
ment Act of 1968 and predecessor acts have used the terms "low income," "lower
income" and "low or moderate income" for various special programs. The term
"low or moderate income" does not appear in the Housing and Urban Develop-
ment Act of 1968 but does appear in earlier Housing and Urban Development
legislation. For these reasons, it is submitted that the definition of "low-cost
rental housing" proposed for purposes of the special depreciation deductions
to be allowed in the case of rehabilitation expenditures is Inadequate.,

2. The inclusion of rules similar to those provided in paragrphs (5), (9). (10)
and (13) of section 48(h) for the purpose of new construction begun or con-
tracted for before July 25, 1969 preserves the right of certain transferees to com-
pute depreciation allowances under present law rules. The inclusion of the new
rule of section 167(J) (1) In paragraph (6) of section 881(c) without providing

I Section 521(a) of the bill (beginning at line 5. page 800) amendR section 167 by
redesignating subsection (J) as subsection (n) and by inserting after subsection (I)
new stbsections (J) and (k). This would leave the lettering of subsections to run from
(a) through (n) without any subsections (1) or (in). Neither the House report nor the bill
make reference to the fact that new subsections (I) and (m) are proposed to be added
to section 167 by sections 451 and 705 of the bill, respectively. Tbhg may cause technical
difficulties If section 521 Is retained intact and sections 451 and 705 (or either of them)
are rejected before final passage. This should be corrected by adding at the end of line 7,
page 800 the following: "to follow subsection (m) (added by section 705)."
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for rules just referred to in section 48(h) for used section 1250 property results
in a prohibition of the carryover of depreciation methods in the case of used
section 1250 property acquired after July 24, 1969. This may be intentional since
it conforms to the rule under present law which denies to transferees 200 percent
declining balance depreciation even though the transftree's basis is determined
by reference to the basis in the hands of the transferor under section 351, 371 (a),
374(a), 721 or 731. However, the failure to provide for a carryover of the trans-
feror's 150 percent declining balance depreciation (which is permitted for used
property acquired before July 25, 1969) in the case of transfers covered by sec-
tion 381 (a) is apparently unintended since present law provides for the carry-
over of 200 percent declining balance depreciation in such cases and, under present
law, no carryover provision in necessary to permit the transferee to use 160 per-
cent declining balance depreciation. Under the new rules, unless there is a carry-
over provision, the transferee will be limited to 'se of the straight line method
of depreciation. This could be remedied by changing section 521(f) so that section
381 (e) (6) will be amended to read as follows:

"(6) MUaETrlOD OF COMPUTING DEPRECIATION ALLOWANCE.-TIhe acquiring cor-
poration shall be treated as the distributor or transferor corporation for purposes
of computing the depreciation allowance under paragraphs (2), (3), and (4) of
section 167(b), or subsetelon (J), (k), or (m) of section 107, on property
acquired in a distribution or transfer with respect to so much of the basis in the
hands of the acquiring corporation as does not exceed the adjusted basis in the
hands of the distributor or transferor corporation."

Alternatively, the same result could be accomplished by including subparagraph
(4) of proposed section 107 (J) as an exception in subparagraph (1).

3. Section 312(m) is unclear. A literal reading indicates that the straight line
computation is to be made as if the previous year had been computed on the
double declining balance method or sum-of-the-year digits method. If this is
the intent, then the full cost of the property will not have been recouped by
the end of its useful life, as would be the case were a continuing straight line
schedule to be maintained. It Is assumed that for earnings and profits purposes,
gain or loss on disposition will be adjusted to reflect the lesser depreciation
allowed, atlhough this is nowhere indicated.'

Subtitle E-Subchapter S Corporations

SEC. 541. QUALIFIED PENSION, ETO., PLANS OF SMALL BUSINESS CORPORATIONS

Bill pp. 313-317, § 541 [IRC new § 13701
Qualifled Pension, Etc., Plans of Small Business Corporaticins

The American Bar Association has recommended that the $2,500 limitation
under H.R. 10 should be removed. (ABA Reports, 19069, Vol. 94). Th
extension of such a limitation to subchapter S corporations is Inconsistent with
this recommendation.

1. So long as the many differences between partnership taxation and sub-
chapter S taxation continue, it Is difficult to justify further tinkering which in
no way alleviates the difficulties encountered in the past but merely applies yet
another layer of complexity.

The proposed section would add a third category of pension and profit-sharing
plans and represent a backward step which would widen the gap between
overall equality in tax treatment of pension and profit-sharing plan contributions
and benefits. Specifleally, these problems would result in:

a. Keeping accounts for purposes of limitations on forfeitures (section
1379(a)) and carryovers (section 1379(e)).

b. Recordkeeping by shareholder-employees to obtain relief proposed under
section 72. These persons must keep all returns to prove their contributions to
the plan it order to arrive at their percentage of exclusion.

c. Where an annuitant dies soon after retirement, deduction for unrecovered
section 1379 Income comes normally during a low income tax period, whereas
the recognition of income has occurred in a high income tax period (section

I Since straight line depreciation exceeds the double declining balance method or sum-
of-the-years digits method over the greater partlof the useful life of an Individual property,
a fair approach for purposes of the limit cn tax preferences might be to adopt the con-
cept ota negative tax preference to take care of the excess In any year of straight line
over- Teral' depreciation. This subject is also discussed above In connection with p. 1e
of the bill.
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1379(b) (3)). This is at variance with the stated l)lpe1XJNs of tile overall reform
to equalize the burden of taxation over a period of years.

d. Extensive revision of existing plnns of subchapter S corporations will be
required as well as plans of any corporation hereafter electing subehapter S.

2. Under tlw I1.R. 10 rule only partner.q with "more tihan t t pr cent"
capital or profits Iuterest are treated as owner-employees. A poiley r- -trlctlng
the availability of benefit plans for sulehapter 8 shareholders would seem to
relate solely to major shareholhhrs. Silence, it woull seem that the 10 per cent
limitation found in 11.R. 10 would be more logical than the 5 percent stockholder
rule prol)osed.

3. Stock bonus plans have been thought not possible for subchapter S cor-
porations. Unless the intention of Congress Is to open the way for such plans,
In some new provislonq dealing with subchapter S, It may be well to delete
references to stock bonus plans and make the section applicable only to profit-
sharing plans.

4. Section 401 (a) (8) provides that in a qualified pension plan, forfeitures
must not be applied to "increase" the employees' benefits. In proposed section
1379 (Bill, line 12, p. 314) forfeitures would not be allowed to "inure to the
beueflt of" a shareholder-employee. If there is a difference in the meaning of
these terms, it should be explained. If not, use of the same language would be
preferable.

At line 9, page 314, the phrase forfeituress attributable to contributions"
seems incomplete. The phrase "forfeitures of benefits attributable to contribu-
tions" would be better.

At line S. page 310, tie bill falls to Identify the person entitled to the deduc-
tion. It would seem better to delete "then there shall be allowed as a deduction"

nd insert "then the employer nmy deduct."

TITLE, VII-ETENSION OF TAX SURCHARGE AND ExcIsE TAXES; TEiI.MINATION OF
INVESTMENT CREDIT

SEC. 704. AMORTIZATION OF POLLUTION CONTROL FACILITIES

Pill pp. 339-347, § 704 [IRC new § 108]
Apnortization of Pollution Control Facilities

1. Section 168(a) permits the taxpayer to elect to begin the amortization
period either with the month following the month in which the facility was
completed or with tMe succeeding taxable year. Although the section provides
that the amortization deduction "with respect to any month shall be in lieu
of the depreciation deduction . . . for such month," it does not make it clear
whether a taxpayer electing to begin the amortization period with the succeed-
ing taxable year is entitled to depreciation deductions under section 107 during
the year in which the facility was completed. This uncertainty should be
resolved.

2. The certification process will undoubtedly be time-consuming. There Is
no Indication as to what a taxpayer Is to do if certification is not completed by
the due (late for filing his return. In addition, property may not be certified
to the extent it appears that "by reason of profits derived through the recovery
of wastes or otherwise in the operation of such property, its costs will be re-
covered over its actual useful life . . 2" Section 168(e) (2). The term "profits"
is not defined. Ordinarily, this would mean an excess of receipts over expenses
including an allowance for the recovery of costs in the form of depreciation.
Under this definition of "profits," costs would have to be recovered twice to
prevent certification. Also, It is not clear whether some portion of costs could
be certified If there were a partial recovery through "profits." In any case,
certification depends upon a projection of "profits" which may not in fact be
recognized.

If the certifying agency follows literally the requirements of section 108(d)
(1) (B), certification will be very time-consuming and complex, and may evolve
difficult questions of financial and cost accounting. The cost of adequate presen-
tation may dissipate the proposed benefits In many cases. It is suggested that
the opportunity for abuse is not great and does not justify this complexity. The
requirements of subsection (d) (1) (B) should be eliminated.

3. The House report's general explanation at page 198 indicates that addi-
tional first year depreciation under section 170 could be claimed even though
the facility is amortized under section 168. It Is doubtful that the proposal ac-
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complishes this result. Section 170 allows an additional deduction only where
a deduction Is permitted under section 187. The deduction under section 168
is In lieu of a deduction under section 167. If it Is intended to permit a deduction
under section 179 as stated in the House report, that section should be appro.
priately amended.

4. Section 704 of the bill classifies pollution control facilities as section
1245 property. Consequently, adjustments to basis reflecting depreciation or
amortization will result in ordinary income to the extent of any gain upon
disposition. Under section 168(d) (4), a building that is "exclusively a treat-
ment facility" may qualify for the amortization deduction. Such a building
would therefore become subject to section 1245 rather than section 1250. There
appears to be no reason why a building qualifying as a "treatment facility"
should be subject to the provisions of section 1245 rather than those of sec-
tion 1250.

The stated purpose of section 108 is to provide an Incentive for taxpayers
to invest in pollution control facilities. It is not clear why this purpose is
not equally well served by investment in either new or used facilities. Never-
theless, the proposal grants the incentive only with respect to investment in new
facilities. The fact that such a distinction existed under the investment cred-
it-which was designed to achieve a quite different purpose--is not sufficient
reason to adopt that distinction in this instance.

Section 704 does not deal wtih the question of salvage value. Presumably,
salvage value is not to be taken into account as to the portion of the tax-
payer's investment subject to amortization. The section also does not state
whether accelerated depreciation is intended to be available after termina-
tion of the election. However, these. deficiencies are also present in existing
section 168, dealing with amortization of defense facilities, and presumably
the rules to be developed under that section will apply.
5. Section 168 neither defines "adjust basis" nor specifies the treatment to

be accorded to capital addition to qualifying property. These matters should
be dealt with in the statute, as was done in the existing section 168 dealing
with amortization of defense facilities.

TITLE VIII-ADUSTMENT OF TAx BURDEN FOR INDIVInUALS

SEC. 802. FIFTY-PERCENT MAXIMUM ON EARNED INCOME

Bill p. 354, 1 802 [IRO new 1 1348]
Fiftu.Percent Maarimutn Rate on Earned Income

Section 802 of the bill adds section 1348 to provide in general that earned
income is to be subject to a maximum tax rate of 50 percent.

The rule for calculating the maximum tax as set forth in section 1348(a)
appears to have been drafted backwards. The references In the bill to "the
lowest amount of taxable income on which the rate of tax under section 1
exceeds 50 percent," should be references to "the higplest amount of taxable
income on which the rate of tax under section I does "ot exceed 50 percent."
See House report, part 2, p. 139.

The definition of "earned income" for purposes of the maximum provision
excludes deferred compensation. This would seem to be an unwarranted discrim-
ination against this method of compensation. It would work witb particular harsh-
ness where the 50 percent limitation would have applied if the income had been
paid when earned, and where, therefore, the throwback rule provided in proposed
section 1854 is not applicable because it would not result in a higher tax than
treatment of deferred compensation as income of the year in which it is received.

The provision has been drafted so that each Increase in earned income pushes
unearned income into a higher bracket. Thus, the effective rate on an addi-
tional amount of earned income will be 50 percent plus the increase it produces
in the tax payable on the taxpayer's unearned income. The formula under pro-
posed section 1848(a) might be revised to I)rovide that a taxpayer's unearned

I It the taxpayers in the example at page 140 of the House report, part 2, had $25.000
more earned Income, their tax for 1971 would go up $18,8 2, not $12,500 as it would if
the intent is to limit the tax burden on earned income to 50 percent.
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Income plus his earned income up to the 50 percent tax bracket shall be taxed at
normal graduated rates, with the excess of his earned Income being taxed at
50 percent. If his unearned taxable income (unearned income less his deductions)
standing alone would take the taxpayer past the ,50 percent bracket, such Income
would be taxed at the normal rates and all of his earned Income should be taxed
at 50 percent.

SEC. 803. INTERMEDIATE TAX RATES; SURVIVING SPOUSE TREATMENT

Bill pp. 350-358, § 803(a) (2) (E) [IRC amended I 1(b) (3)]
Intermediate Tam Rates; Surviving Sponse Treatment
Section 803(a) (2) (E) provides that for the purpose of determining whether

an Individual who has been married is entitled to the new "intermediate tax rate,"
only the last marriage shall be considered. This provision could result in a hard-
ship where a surviving spouse has remarried and the second marriage has been
terminated by annulment or divorce.

SEC. 805. OLEOTION OF INCOME TAX AT SOURCE ON WAGES

Bill pp. 866-368, §805 [IRO amended 13402]

Collect ion of Income Tar at Source on Wages
The provisions of this section are intended to bring the withholding tables

in line with the new income tax rates prescribed by section 1 and the low income
allowance.

1. The proposed amendment to section 3402(a) requires that the tables to be
prescribed by the Secretary be the same as the tables contained in this subsection
as in effect before August 1, 1069, except that they be computed on the basis
of the rates prescribed by section 1. The present statutory framework is too rigid!
for practical application where payrolls are computerized. This fact has been
recognized In Revenue Ruling 66-328, 1966-2 O.B. 454. The necessary flexibility
would fe achieved If in line 17 of page 366 of the bill the word "substantially" were
inserted after the words "shall be" and before the words "the same."

2. The withholding allowance provisions of section 3402(m) are keyed to the
value of a withholding exemption and the percentage rate of the standard deduc-
tion. The current value of a withholding exemption and rate of the standard
deduction are revised by sections 801-805 of the bill. In 1972 the applicable per-
centage for the standard deduction will be 15 percent of adjusted gross income.
Withholding tables will be structured on the basis of an annual value of $600 for
each withholding exemption. If section 3402(m) is not amended the following
result will occur where an unmarried Individual with adjusted gross income
of $6.000 is entitled to $1,500 in itemized deductions:

A. Taxable Income will equal $000 less $1500 less one exemption of $600 for
a total of $8900.

B. The new withholding tables will compute an amount for withheld tax
on the basis of a taxable income of $6000 less $1100 (low income allowance)
less $00 for a total of $4800.

C. The taxpayer will be entitled to one withholding allowance ($1'0--$600 )%

under section 8402(m) and by taking advantage of the allowance (which is
treated as if denominated an exemption) will have withheld an amount of tax
on the basis of a taxable income of $6000 less $1100 (low income allowance)
less $1200 (2 exemptions) for a total of $3700.

This amount Is $200 lees than his actual taxable income. Thus, by using the
present withholding allowance provisions the taxpayer would be able to reduce
his withholding below the amount of his tax liability.

The CHAIRMAN. I apologize to Congressman Vanik. It was an in-
advertence that his name was not included in the mimeographed 1ist
of witnesses. We do apologize for that and we are pleased to have you
here.
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STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES A. VANIK, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE 22D CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF OHIO

Representative VANIK Mr. Chairman, after 6 months of this tax
reform proposal on our side I can fully appreciate the iwoblem which
confronts you. While I must say that our work on tli I-louse, side was
not perfect, I think you will aree that most of our deliberations were
extensive and exhaustive and they were well intentioned.

Section by section we approved most of the language of the bill that
came here ly almost unanimous vote, and I think that. that, is pretty
much borne out by the report. .

With this in mind, I must, tell you that I endorse the principftl pro-
visions of our work.

Our decisions were made in response to what we determined was an
overwhelming mandate which each of us had received from our con-
stituencies, and I do not believe that that. u'genev has diminished. But
neither the House nor the Ways and Means Committee initiated thedrive for tax reform. We were pushed into it by angry taxpayers. We
were pushed into it by disclosures of tax abuse, and as these matters
came to light I think it added fuel to the fire. I think frankly, Mr.
Chairman, that the alternative to tax reform is something like an
open tax revolt.

There are those who would desire for one reason or another to keep
reform in suspension as a political issue. I would rather see a fair
and reasonable proposal written into the law. The reform proposal in
my judgment is in many insances only a, soft touch on tax privilege.
It is not any heavy halid. It is certainly a lot less than I would like
to see in certain areas. But it deals with no citizen unfairly, and I
think it is a step that we must take toward tax justice.

There are those who criticize our efforts to impose a minimum tax
on the wealthy, and this criticism may be proper, but then I think those-
who criticize it must find some other way to insure that those people
who have large income can contribute to the tax burdens of the coun-
try. I think the American public demands it. And I think that if such
an alternative can 'be devised, it might be helpful to all of us to take
it under consideration.

I would like to direct my attention now to the treatment of the oil
depletion allowance. Considering what could have happened, the
small reduction in the depletion allowance enacted by the House is
what I would believe a minimum, a minimum that could be embodied
in a reform bill, and there could be no tax reform bill without some
reduction of the oil tax privileges. Nothing was done about the in-
tangible drilling costs, the accounting procedures, and several other
devices that spare oil taxation.

It seems to me that the oil industry should be able to assume this
taxation without threats to increase consumer prices. I do not believe
that blackmail of this type will work 'on either the Congress or the
consumer.

Domestic oil prices re substantially controlled by State commis-
sions working in unison toward price stability through production
controls. Foreign oil import controls further prop-up domestic oil
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prices at a consumer cost of billions of dollars. The authenticity of re-
ports of depleted reserves must be questioned in light of the'advan-
tagoes that are inherent in suppressing reported reserves in an effort
to shelter these reserves froi taxation.

Thero was some talk before our committee about the natural gas
shortage, and I think we dispelled the myth of the shortage within
the record that was nliade in the House Ways and Means Committee,
and I believe that although the administration has finally agreed to
accept the louse recomnmendations for a reduction in the depletion
allowance to 20 percent , they favor retaining the foreign oil depletion
allowance, which was completely eliminated by the House.

Thero is no rational legislative reason, Mr. Chairman, for extend-
iiw the privilege of the depletion allowance to foreign produced oil.

coin e o nation of the depletion allowance and the foreign tax credit
have made most, of these profits tax-free. These tax-free profits of
American investment in foreign oil have corrupted and they h ave mis-
directed American foreign polic- in many oil-rich countries.

This has resulted in A-\merican policies'of costly military assistance
and involvement, in support of temporary rulers w ,ho will undoubtedly
be removed when their people find out what is going on.

There is no reason for the American taxpayer to subsidize these
activities. In some of the provisions of the reform bill there many be
room for improvement particularly with respect to the language on
charitable giving, and I also hope that your committee will consider
providing taxpayer relief by increased exemptions instead of reducing
the rate to the exient that we have.

From projections of tax receipts which I have seen, it. would seeni
feasible to increase exemptions at the rate of $100 per year per depend-
ent for the next. 4 years until the dependency allowance reacheS S1,000
per dependent. Every taxpayer relates the dependency exemption to
the actual present-daty costs of support. To the taxpayer this is far
more meaningful than increased standard deductions which disregard
family size.

In considering a taxpayer's fair share of taxation, it is important
to know how a taxpayer must divide his available income among his
dependents, and this "is hardly a boon even to the wealthy taxpayer
whose expense in supporting dependents escalates with his station in
life.

Poverty and large families are synonymous. Increased exemptions
are the only method that I know of to relate the need for tax relief
to family size.

One major objective of tax reform in the House which was not
achieved is the critical need for simplification in tax returns and pay-
ment procedures. This is an area in which the chairman has male
some ve-y strong and forceful positions. For the individual taxpayer
there is a need for a simplified appeal procedure.

As it stands now the tax court procedure is a court for the wealthy.
Less than I percent of the challenged cases reach the appellate division
of the Internal Revenue Service. Some lawyers argue that it is not
feasible 'to take up a tax dispute unless the tax claim is upwards of
$10,000. What would be wrong with a system of small tax claim
referees who could establish essential facts in small claims and pro-
vide a necessary and a human service for the average taxpayer?
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And then, Mr. Chairman, I would like'to point to one major over-
sight. In thee days of high interest it apears that the Internal Revenue
Service is being used as a bank by tax delinquents who pay 6 percent
interest on taxes owed the Federal Government, using the tax monies
for other purposes. According to the latest Internal Revenue Service
figures provided to my office, interest on delinquent taxes owed to the
U.S. Treasury by individuals and corporations in fiscal 1969 amounted
to over $567 million. This amount of interest would indicate a $91/2
billion tax delinquency. At this rate the tax delinquency will increase
in fiscal 1970 by 12 percent, or over $11 billion.

There is no joy to the Treasury in collecting interest at 6 percent.
'rho can get money cheaper than that today? The delinquent tax-
payer can invest these funds in Federal bonds at 8 percent and profit
by the arbitrage. If a taxpayer, for example, has a tax liability of
$12,000, he pays th'i Government $720 for delinquent, and saves $240
simply by investing what would otherwise be his tax money in 8 per-
cent Federal bonds.

Now, in addition to that, it is incredible but the delinquent taxpayer
has another gimmick. He can get a writeoff against his current taxes
for the interest he pays the Internal Revenue Service on his delinquent
tax bill. The reward for delinquency adds a cruel insult to the average
taxpayer who has to pay his tax bill before it is due.

It soeems to me, Mr. Chairman, that the tax reform proposal should
be amended to raise in some way the interest rate for delinquency, and
bring it in line with normal charges, and to eliminate deduction for
interest paid on delinquent taxes.

Mr. Chairman, I know that your committee is critically pressed for
time in your deliberations, but there is a sense of urgency about tax
reform which should prompt us to make difficult and responsible de-
cisions this year.

The CIAMMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator MffLRn. First, just an overall comment.
Con.xre.qman, the thing that troubles me about the overall tax bill,

and I speak only for myself, is that it seems that what the House did
was not just to Lo after this income that is not being taxed or the
income that results in very little tax, not to just go after that by the
use of the limit on tax prefeiences, and the allocation of deduetons,
hut then it dumped in on top of that all of these other provisions
attnckiiie this kind of income. In other words, it doubles up, as T see it.

Now, if the House had taken one al)proach or the other that would
be one thing, hut. because they did evervt.hing. we have received a
.,.rent amomt of testimony which indicates thlt we might, promote
inflation, we could promote a recession, we could aggravate the high
interest rates that people are suffering here today, and I just thought
I would make that comment, to you.

Although T recognize that T do this as n tax lawyer, you can
skillfully penetrate some of these areas of tax avoidance h: specific
approaches. If you use that, approach; that is one thin., But when
you come along and use the limit on tax nreferenees or the minimum
tax al)proach atd the allocation of deductions on top of that, it. seems
to me you have gone too fail.

Now, just a comment bout my action to what the House has
done on percentage depletion, and when I talk about that I am not
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just referring to the petroleum industry. I am referring to all these
other extractive industries. What. the House has done in effect is this.
Take two petroleum corporations, A and B. A has $1 million of per-
centago depletion, B has $1 million of percentage depletion. A takes
the million dollars of percentage depletions and plows it back into the
drilling and development and exploration for the purpose of expand-
ing the resources for the good and the benefit of the people of this
country. B does not do anything with it except perhaps paty it out to
shareholders. What you have done is to treat them exactly the same,
and that is why I refer to it as a meat ax approach.

I cannot justify treating those two entities the same way, but you
have.

And then on the exemption I must tell you thnt my reaction to in-
creasing the exemptions is this. You advocate increasing the personal
exemptions from $600 to $1,000. For taxpayers in the 20-percent
bracket, that. $400 would give them a tax break of $80, but for tax-
payers in the 70-percent. bracket, that would give them a tax break of
N280, and it. seems to me that that approach tends along the lines of
mnkina the rich richer and the poor poorer, and is a very regressive
way of handling it.

You said you have not. found any other way of handlng it. T sug-
gest to you most, respectfully that another way of handling it is to
get off the exemption approach and use the tax credit approach, so
that whether you are in the 70-percent tax bracket or 20-percent tax
bracket, you get so much tax cut, and it. is all the same for each
(l1)Pndenlt.

Now I know you have not proposed that in the. House ill. It may
take quite a l)it of time to go into it, but I offer thit to you as
alternative.

Renresentative VAN'IK. Mr. Chairman, we have talked about the tax
credit proposal. We did it extensively in committee. What T was sug-
gestin" was an alternative to the increased standard deduction because
that failed to reach the problem of family size. The tax credit, ap-
proach would reach that problem.

I might noint out in my statement I did indicate that a wealthy per-
son with dependents in proportion to his station in life certainly
spends more for his dependents, as many of you know, than a person
of lower income level. I would suppose that supporting an exemption
in some levels might run into thousands and thousands of dollars.

I do not know how you can work out either proposal, either a tax
credit proposal or an exemption proposal without pronosing some
increased advantage for persons of higher income levels, because even
a tax credit proposaI would result in a lesser way but would provide
some greater reduction for the persons in higher income bracket from
those in tile lower bracket.

Senator MtLtE R. May I suggest to you that the higher income in-
dividual can afford to do that, and why should he have a higher tax
oreak for his child than the lower income taxpayer? I camot under-
stand it. Our tax code takes a different approach through the gradu-
ated income tax rate.

Representative VANIK. Mr. Chairman, T must just say with respect
to the point on oil, we discussed those provic1ons very extensively. We
discussed alternative procedures, and it was our best judgment that
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while we could not take care of nil situations, that we felt that tile
depletion cut would e the most effective, and it was certainly the
simpler way of handling the problem. If you deal with simplicity in
returns, and ill the calculation of tax, you get into more complicationswhen you try to meet the problems of every situation.

Thank you, gentlemen.
The C(IrunMX . Thank you very much, Congressman Vanik.
12elrsentative VANIC. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CIAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Donald 1I-. Gleason, oil

behalf of the National Associatin of Manufacturers, Washington,
D.C.

STATEMENT OF DONALD H. GLEASON, REPRESENTING THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS, WASHINGTON,
D.C.

Mr. Gmr,,sox. Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Com-
mittee, my name is Donald H. Gleason. I am vice president Finance
CPC International, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. I appear here on
behalf of NAM as a member of its taxation committee and chair-
man of its International Taxation Subcommittee.

Our members produce approximately three.quarters of the manu-
factured goods in the United States, and employ a conunensurate
number of workers in our labor force. While the interests of our mem-
bers are somewhat diverse our full written statement which we ask
be included in your printed record deals with a number of provisions
which are all of interest to our members and upon which we have a
strong consensus.

I am not going to enumerate these, but I am going to refer generally
only to one, and that is the anticapital formation trust of the bill.

In the press and elsewhere a number of provisions of the code have
been referred to as loopholes. These provisionss, 8 special provisions if
you will, were enacted after long and careful study by the Congress
and some have pretty well stood tei test of time in tlmeir opration. Our
economic way of life has beeni influenced by and has adapted itself
to them. And some of the ehniges which are suggested by the bill in
the interest of closing loopholes will certainly create confusion, and
indeed will be to the econonuc detriment of the country as a whole,
if they are enacted.

T' provisions in this category come to my mind. 'Ihese two are
not included as subjects of our detailed written statement. for these
do not directly relate to manufacturing companies, n'r were they
specifically considered by ourt committee. The first is the proposal to
tax with some limitations gifts of certain types of appreciated prop-
erty to charities, schools, foundations and so on.

if this provision is enacte(l tile verv tenuous fiumwcial stability of
lnai ' of these institutions will be jeopar(ized, for a very substantial
p1ort-on of the giving which now supports them will cease.

The second is the backdoor tfinkering with the tax exclusion for
State and municipal bond interest. Coystitutionil questions aside, whenm
one considers the problems which our largest cities and towns now
face, inhibiting in any way the ability of these entities to borrow is
short-sighted in the extreme.
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The resulting thrust of this bill ill its enleavor to (lose loopholes
emhl)hsiztsil its most seiiotis ditiwlmuck, that is its legalttive imlplicatioln
for th capital formation and time real growth in tio economy.

As George Champion recently state lte capital shortaigo ill this
country and indeed it is vorl(wi(ie litis been worsening or many
years, and unless this shortage can be corrected reasonably soon, it
will Crelto t tragedy in iumlanI misery and world unrest. Witness
rivlt, now wi hat has hal)l)e ed to interest rtes.
Tiho American worker now enjoys the highest standard of living

in the world, because son'one has nestedd $15,000 to $20,00() ill the
tools that he works with ill lis job. lie is able to do his job because of his
education. Io has time to think, read and dream because le is pros-
porous by any reasonable comparison, an(d he is prosperous because
capital has been invested in him.

Ploluliltion pressulrs, both hero and abroad, are increasing, and
the r required capital to put additional workers hito constructive andcreativ' jobs is oouing enormous. All economists 1 tlink will agree

that one of the keys to the problemm of inflationl, which we now face,
is tile productivit , in real goods of the worker. Ito canot, work of-
ficieitly without capital sul)port, and indeed if this is lacking, it can
only reult in further inflation and indeed ultimate chaos.

Intelligent living for the efficient usp of the tax (ollar' is ce'-
tainly 1i, must. As ASistant Secretary (olmen recently advised you,
about $5 billion of the estimated $8 billion of revemes raised in ti
bill would be added to the tax burden of corporate taxpayers. While
the direct impact would very according to ti e, t-Yl)e of business, tie
overall I)urdetki is equivalent, to approxiinittely it 12-percent, increase
in corporate tax liability at current levels, and "it ladles out, substantial
tax reductions for lower- and m iddle-income individuals from whom
little or nor risk capital can he expected to be generated.

No rate reduction at all, even l)rospeetive, hits been provided for
the corporate sector, the major generaitiig mechnism for the creation
of risk capital anid the tools for more efficient, production.

We would like to again point out t hat the l)ropoSai to repeal the
credit, was originally iinde I ast spring in response to short-tern eeo-
nomic circumstances, but now alas has become a part of the task re-
form program involving a massive redistribution of tax burdens on
a long-term basis.
W, whatever the arguments for or against the various provisions on

an inldividual or arrow basis, their cumulative iml)aet. is a serious
blow at domestic investment a stunting of our economic growth, and
a weakening of our competitive position abroad. This can only lead
to further inflation.

The administration has proposed a tax cut of 1 percentage point
of the corporate tax rate for 1971, and another percentage point for
1972. This would help in part to re(ress the im)alance of the bill,
but it would still Tnean a very substantial increase in tax burdens in
the corporate sector.

We recommend a cut of at least 5 percentage points to be spread out
over a 5-year period) say 1971 to 1976. As pointed out by Se'cretary
Kennedy, we do not knowv how stable the economy will be in the 11)70's.,
and a large not tax reduction bunched over a 2-year period as provided
in HM 13270, could have considerable infltionary Vonsequenices.
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The important thing is our opinion is not only in the specific timing
but a legislative commitment to rate reduction to assure adequate capi-
tal formation over the long tern.

I think I will stop here now, in the interests of time.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator BYRD. Could I make a brief comment.
You mentioned the Nation having the highest standard of living of

any in the world for the average citizen. I think that is certainly
correct. And you mentioned that in the context of not destroying in-
vestment incentive. Your point I believe is that it takes a great deal of
investment and there must be incentive for investment in order to pro-
vide the 'obs at the wages which this country now enjoys. That is the
burden of your thought. in that regard, I believe?

Mr. GiOLdsoN. Well, with the increase in technology, I think I would
add to that that it is get-ting more and more, expensive to appropriately
eqmup a worker for efiie nt production. The efficiency of the production
of the worker is the only ultimate thing that can kill inflation. We are
saying the same thing perhaps.

Senator BYRD. I think you make a good point in that regard. What.-
over the committee and the Congress does in regard to tax legislation
you feel it is important that the Congress does not destroy investment
incentive if we are going to maintain this high standard of living?

Mr. GLr'AsoN. I do, sir.
Senator BYRD. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The ChAIRMAN. Thank you very much. I have rel tlrougim your

statement and I agree with quito a bit of what you have said.
Mr. Gymsox. Thank you, sir.
(Mr. Gleason's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF DONALD I. GLEASON, IRPRESENTJNG TilE NATIONAL Assoc NATION

OF MAN UFAMTURERS

SUMMARY

The most saerloum drawback of H.R. 13270 ts its negative Implicationg for
capital formation and real growth of the economy. This Is apparent in the pro-
visions to repeal the 7% investment credit, Increase the corporate capital gains
tax, repeal the alternative capital gains tax for Individuals, drastically restrict
the depreciation treatment of commercial and industrial real estate, and change
the tax treatment of natural resource Industries. The cumulative Impact of these
provisions could be a serious blow at domestic investment and our competitive
stance abroad.

The most obvious means to help assure adequate capital formation for the
future Is a significant cut in the corporate income tax rate. We recommend a
cut of at least five percentage oilts spread over a five-year period from 1971-
1070. A legislative commitment to rate reduction Is more important than the
specific timing.

The proposal for the tax treatment of.deferred compensation would add great
complexity to the Code, even though no abuse has been shown and there is slight
revenue effect. The NAM also opposes sections of the bill relating to lump-sunn
distributions and the foreign tax credit. Good, but incomplete, starts are made
in the bill with respect to moving expenses, taxation of cooperatives and pollu-
tion control.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Finance, my name Is Donald
II. Oleason, and I am vice president-finance of CPO International, Inc., Irngle-
wood Cliffs, New Jersey.

I appear here on behalf of the National Association of Manufacturers ns a
member of its Taxation Committee and Chairman of Its International Taxation
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Subtcommittee. 31y statement will deal with a number of provisions of 11.11.
13270, "The Tax Iteform Act, of 1969."

Without any prejudice to the need for tax reform in a number of areas or the
hard work put In by the Committee on Ways and Means, we submit that the
very haste accompanying adoption of this bill in the House, with major changes
being made right up to the last minute, has allowed some serious distortions to
war it. In this testimony wre shall outline means to correct what we feel are Its
lprinclpal flaws and make other suggestions for its Improvement.
I. Antlcapftal formation thritst of the bill
By far the most serious drawback of II.R. 13270 is its negative implications

for capital formation and real growth of the economy. An estimated $5 billion
of the $8 billion of revenues raised by the bill over the long term would be added
tax burdens on corporations. While the' direct Impact would vary according to
the type of business, the overall burden would be equivalent to a 12-percent In-
crease in corporate tax liability at current levels. And while the House bill
provides substantial tax reductions for lower- and middle-income individuals,
no rate reduction at all has been provided for the corporate sector.

It sloul be emphasized that these estimates, based on "straight-line" projections
of revenues without accounting for normal economic growth or intlation, undoubt-
edly understate the true damage to be done to the corporate sector. In fact,
we have serious doubts about the estimates of the bill's revenue shifts through-
out, owing to the extreme complexity of so niany of its provisions.

Thus, we certainly concur with Secretary Kennedy that the bill is "over-
weighted in favor of consumption" and "could Inipede economic growth in the
years ahead by curtailing the Incentive to make productive Investments."

The anti-capital formation thrust of this bill Is most obvious in the provision to
repeal the 7% investment credit. We already have presented our views on this
before your Committee, and i r'ecognition of your instructions, will not dwell on
the issue. However, we would like to point out that the proposal to repeal the
credit was made originally ]lst spring in response to short-term economic cir-
cumstances but is now part of tax reform program involving a massive redlis-
trilbution of tax burdens oni a long-term basis. It is Joined by several other pro-
visions of II.R. 13270 which would have a similar effect, including an increase
In the corporate capital gains tax and repeal of the alternative capital gains tax
for individuals, a drastic restriction of the depreciation treatment for conuner-
cial and Industrial real estate, and proposed changes In the tax treatment of
natural resource industries. Whatever the arguments for and against these pro.
visions on an individual basis, their cumulative Impaet would be a serious blow
to domestic Investment, an inducement to send funds abroad, a weakening of our
competitive stance abroad, and a stunting of our economic growth.

We recognize that in the particular circumstaoces of late 1969, cappiing a
long boom in business capital spending, large increases in such investments are
not needed. But the boom will not last forever. In fact, there are plenty of signs
right now that the boom Is petering out-that the long business expansion in
general Is weakening and that capital spending in particular shortly will be
on the wane. Therefore, we should be thinking of the kind of tax system that will
be appropriate to the economic conditions that will prevail for the long term
after the boom Is over.

We feel strongly that this tax system should not penalize domestic capital
formation-growth of which is essential to provide adequate jobs In the 1070's
for the large number of new entrants Ijito the labor supply. Anyone who has
even a casual knowledge of interest rate trends will recognize the worsening,
worldwide capital shortage today, and that regardless of the fate of the invest-
ment credit, we will be in great need of a favorable climate to assure an adequate
capital supply in the 1070's.

The most obvious means to help assure this climate is to provide some general
corporate tax relief In the form of a significant cut in the corporate income tax
rate. Many studies have indicated the perverse effect of the high corporate income
tax on capital formation, efficient allocation of resources and economic growth.
It is a tax of uncertain and varying incidence, the only certainty being that the
teal burden Is not borne by corporations at all, but by live human beings who
may in varying degrees be Investors, workers or consumers.

The economic distortions'created by any tax tend to be proportional to the
rate of the tax. Lowering the corporate rate in general would reduce the dis.
tortions. Therefore we strongly urge your Committee to recommend a significant

W-80-09-pt. -- 10
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reduction in the corporate income tax rate to take effect along with the cuts you
l)10l)osQ for Individual taxpayers.

The Administration has proposed a cut of one percentage point in tile or-
porate tax rate for 1971 and another percentage point for 1972. This would help
redress the Imbalance of the bill, but still wouhl mean a very substantial increase
fit tax burdens on the corporate sector. We recommend a cut of at least five per-
centage points to be spread over a five-year period 1971-1976. When fully effective
this would mean a reduction of approximately $4 billion in corporate Income
taxes, substantially less than the relief proposed for individuals under II.R.
13270. Of course, the extent to which this could be characterized its true "relief"
for the corporate sector would depend on how Congress acts with respect to
other provisions of the bill. Repeal of the Investment credit, for example, would
almost completely offset the corporate tax reduction that we propose.

As pointed out by Secretary Kennedy, we don't know how stable the economy
will be lin the early 1970's, and large not tax reductions bunched over a two-
year period, as provided in II.R. 13270, could have considerable inflationary
consequences. The important thing In our opinion is not the specific timing but
a legislative commitment to rate reduction to assure adequate capital formation
over the long-term.
Il-Capital Oains

Front a t revenue standloint, the most significant provision of H.R. 13270
iti the capital gains area would remove the alternative tax ratte for Individuals.
This would result in an estimated $360 million revenue increase oil an an.
nual basis.

According to the Report of the Ways and Means Committee, this provision
is Justified to bring capital gains treatment more !in line with the progressive
rate structure. In fact, coming on top of the proposal for a minimum Income
tax (or 1,rP) and allocation of deductions, the thrust of this bill emphal-
sizes the ability-to-pay principle to the exclusion of everything else, including
simplicity and possible base economic dislocations. No consideration Is given
to the Impact of eliminating the 25% ceiling on the provision of risk capital
as an essential Ingredient for the growth of many new enterprises, and as
a crucial motivator of effort in our society. Certainly before the ability-to-
pay principle Is extended lit this manner, more serious consideration should
lie piven to possible economic and other effects, and Indeed, to whether or not
capital gains should even be considered part of regular income taxation.

H.R. 13270 also proposes extension of the six-month holding period to one
year for qualification for long-term capital gains treatment. Whether or not
your Committee adopts this proposal, we urge you to consider lowering the
existing capital gains rate schedule for productive Investments held over a
substantial period, say ten years or more. Appreciation in shares of closely-
held firms, for example, where there is a clear-cut case of capital transfer
rather than receiving of income, should receive more favorable treatment, and
the drift of 11.R. 13270, If enacted in a form close to what has been proposed,
would greatly increase the need for such treatment.

Alternative corporate capital gain8 rate

The case for moderate taxation of corporate capital gains Is esentlally the
same as that for individuals' capital gains-to encourage the provision of
risk capital for the expansion of new enterprise or re-Invigoration of exist-
Ing businesses. In view of the obvious need for such treatment in a dynamic
enterprise economy, it is extremely difficult to follow the rationale for rids-
Ing the alternative corporate capital gains tax from 25% to 301/ on income
over $25,000 as provided in It.R. 13270.

As stated In the Ways and Meanq Committee Report, H.R. 13270 would
eliminate tile alternative tax for individuals raising the maximum rate to 32.5%
(after 1072) and, therefore, "a comparable adjustment should be made to
the corporate alternative tax." But even if one accepts the bill's case for ex-
tending the ability-to-pay principle to Individuals' capital gains, this Is hardly
grounds for heavier taxation of the corporate sector accounting for well over
90% of all net corporate capital gains,

Since, as the Report acknowledges, corporate incomes are subject to only
a one-step graduation of $25 000, while individuals are subject to 25 steps of
graduation, the question of ability to pay is involved In corporate capital gains
only by the most tortuous reasoning. Certainly, a one-step graduation In cor-
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porate income taxation Wits never intended to serve 11s a Iiodel of progres-
sion to penalize larger enterprises.

Adoption of the propo.ml would raise tile corporate capital gains rate to
substantially more than half of the regular corporate rate of 48% (exclusive
of the surcharge). Not even under 11.11. 13270's punitive measures for treat-
ment of Individuals' capital gains would any individual pity a capital gails
rate more than half his top regular rate.

We see no reason why thils proposed provision should be considered a tax
"reform" or how the present system of corporate capital gais taxation could
lie considered all abuse. We are at a loss to understand why It 1h11s been in-
cluded in this general tax reform bill except, of course, to provide additional
revenue without regard to the economic consequences. We strongly urge your
'oininittee to reject this short-sighted approach and recommend against

Inereashig the corporate capital gains tax.
Lump-81nm d18tribtions

The House-passed bill is defer4tive, we feel, in regard to the proposal to change
the rules governing the taxation of lunip-sin distributions from qualilled em-
ployees pension, proflt-sharig, stock-bonus, or annuity plans.

Under present law, distributions to an employee from a qualified pian are
taxed to the employee when lie receives them. Generally speaking, tile distribll-
tiotis are taxed at ordinary income rates, butsexl on the employee's total taxableincome iln the year of receipt. Al exception to this rule was enacted by Congress
In HJ42. it provides that when an employee receives his total distribution withina single taxable year, the amount of the distribution will be taxed as long-termcapital gain. This exception was enacted in recognition of the inequity of taxingas ordinary In(olte' aluoulnts which are attributable to miany taxable years.The Ilouse-passed bill prolxoses to change the present law regarding lunip-.suindistributions so that all aniunts received by the employee which are representedby the employer's contributions over tile years will be taxed as ordinary Income.Capital gaimi treatment would ie limited Solely to tie net taxalile portion of the(listriblthon hi excess of the employer'.4 contribution. The amount represented
by the employee's contril)utlolt is, of course, not taxed since it represents hisinvestment in the plan alid is thus a return on his investment. Under the House
p)rop)sal, the portion of the distribution treated l as ordinary Ii1coi0e1 would beaverageable mlder a five-year forward averaging provisions.

We do not believe that the House proposal to change the taxation of lump-sumdistributions should be enacted. The present law hi1s been in effect for 27 yearsalid has worked well to reflect tlip long period of time during which employeesaccumulate benefits 1u1ler qualifiedd i)lans. At least five million employees cur-rently are ac('unulatIlg such benelits. Tile present law als,'o has tie a(valtageof big easily understood by taxpayers and simple to administer. In addition,there, has beeIn no showing that the p resent law hIaus ieen abused, and neither
the Johnson nor tile Nixon Administration advocated changes in the present rules.Perhaps the primary defect of the House proposal is Its extreme complexity.In fact, it is Inconceivable that the ollinary taxlyer would be able to computehis tax liability under the proposed rules without assistance of a tax consultant.Several steps will be necessary In each comiputation and much of the Informationlleepssary for tie computation will not he readily available to the employee.T ihu, it Is certain that tihe cost of compliance and admilnistratloll will Iesigniticalntly higher lender the proposal rules than tinder current law.Another' defect of the House proposal is its failure to adequately take into 11c-Count the fact that many employees accumulate benefits in qualified plans foras long as 8.) years or more. The five-year averaging device irol)sed by the Hollseis ch.'lrly defective since its maximum effect woul hIe a five-year .pread out and
It would not operate until five years after the eIployee hai received the lump-st1mm distribution and pald tax based on his Income in the year of tie distribu-tion. In other words, tinder the House proposal a taxpayer would pay a tax in tleyear (if distribution based on ti full taxable amount of the distribution and hilpothvr taxable Iaconie. imid he would be required to wait five years before seeingwhether the so-called "averaging" device elitletis him to a refhind for overpay-1mapcnt of tax. Thi taxjmnye" would thus be deprived of the overpayment dlribigtill' five-year period, an(l would have to go to the trouble of filing for a refuldof taxes which lie nev-er li fact owed. 'ihe defect of thMiA rule is even clearer wheiOlie considers that time taxpayers to vhich It aIMlies will In m1111ny cases be retired
ellilloyees twho may well leed the money in order to provide fAr their retiremleit.
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Certainly, if the Congress does change the rules governing lump-sum distribu-
tions, we would advocate that averaging be permitted on a prospective as well
as a retroactive basis.

In analyzing the House proposal, it is also necessary, we feel, to consider two
other provisions of the House bill. The first of these is the proposal to remove
the 25% maximum alternative rate on capital gains of individuals. This pro-
posal will, when coupled with the proposal regarding lump-sum distributions, deal
a double blow to employees receiving lump-sum distributions, for this would
conceivably result in a higher tax rate being applied to even that portion of the
distribution which will continue to be taxed as capital gain. In view of this, we
feel that if the Congress does adopt the House proposals that it retain the maxi-
mum 25% alternative rate at least in this instance.

The second House proposal which should be considered, we feel, Is the provi-
sion to place a 50% ceiling on the tax rate on earned income. As presently drafted
this provision does not apply to lump-sum distributions, and thus although treated
by the House as earned income, such distributions could conceivably be-taxed at
rates higher than 50%. There does not seem to be any rationale for this discrlni.
natory treatment, and we would hope that if the House's proposal on lump-suml
distributions is adopted, such distributions will be imnade subject to the 50%
limit on earned income.
lll-Deferred compensation

One of the primary concerns of the NAM regarding the House-pas. sed bill is its
proposed change of the rules governing the taxation of deferred compensation
not involving restricted stock.

Of all the changes proposed by the bill, this is perhaps the most striking ex-
ample of the addition of extreme complexity to the Code even though no abusse
has been shown and'where the effect of the change could well reduce rather that)
Increase federal revenues.

Under present laws, if an employee and an employer contract that the em-
ployee's services will be compensated both during and after his tenure with the
employer and the amount which the employee is to receive after separation Is
not at his disposal until that time, the employee Is not taxed until he actually
receives the income. When he receives the income, the employee is taxed at
ordinary income rates based on his total net income in the year of receipt. No
income escapes taxation, no capital gains treatment is involved, and the em-
ployer is not allowed a deduction until the income is actually paid out. The cur-
rent method of taxing such income has been upheld in many court cases, and
was officially sanctioned by the Treasury Department in 1900 in Revenue Ruling
60-31. Innumerable companies have built their compensation structures in reliance
on these authorities.

The House proposes to drastically alter the rules governing the taxation of de-
ferred compensation. Under its proposal, deferred compensation would continue
to be taxed in the year of receipt, but the amount of the tax would be computed
as if the employee had received the deferred compensation during his service
with the employer. This fictional approach would, as far as the amount of the
tax is concerned, result in the employee paying tax as if he had the use and belle-
fit of the income during the time that it was being retained by the employer. This
fundamental. break with traditional tax principles would, we believe, have sev-
eral negative results.

One of the obvious difficulties with the House's proposal is the problem of
compliance and administration. Although some of the details of the proposed
rules are to be developed in Treasury Regulations, the basic structure of the
proposal i contained in the House bill. This structure is both historic in effect
and monumental in complexity. It provides that deferred compensation in excess
of $10,000 received during a taxable year will be subject to a so-called minimumin
tax, which is arrived at by looking back to the employee's taxable years during
his service with the employer paying the deferred compensation. The miniuml
tax is to be the lower of two alternative amounts. The first alternative amount
of minimum tax is the aggregate increase in tax resulting from adding to tle
employee's taxable income for each taxable year in which the excess is deemed
to have been earned, the portion of the excess over $10,000 deemed to have been
earned in that taxable year. For this purpose, the deferred compensation is
deemed to have been earned ratably over tM1 employee's entire period of service
with the employer. Under the second alternative, an average increase in tax is
computed by adding to the employee's taxable Income for the three taxable years
for which his taxable income is highest during the last ten years of the earning
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period, the portion of the excess over $10,000 deemed to have been earned In
those three years. This average increase is then multiplied by the number of
taxable yeatm. in the earning period, to determine the total tax. The mere state-
ment of these rules clearly indicates the problems which would arise In comply-
Ing with aud In administering the House proposal.

An even more basic difficulty with the House proposal is the impact the pro-
posal would have on the entire concept of deferred compensation arrangements.

Deferred compensation arrangements antedate the income tax laws, and are
used by thousands of companies, both large and small. A 1969 report of the Na-
tional Industrial Conference Board, Inc., based on data obtained from a large
sampling of firms, indicates that 51% of surveyed manufacturing companies and
605% of surveyed retail companies (most of which, of course, are relatively small
firms) have deferred compensation programs.

There are many reasons for the use of deferred compensation plans other than
tax reasons. From the employee's point of view, a deferred compensation ar-
rangement offers a means of averaging his compensation and providing for his
retirement period. The concern is not primarily to have these earnings taxed at
lower rates, but rather to provide a "spread-out" of earnings over the actual
rather than economic life of an employee.

From the point of view of the employer, deferred compensation arrangements
have basic benefits In that they permit the employing company to retain amounts
that would otherwise be paid out as current compensation and, when the amount
of the deferred compensation is based on the market price of the company's btock
or the amount of dividends paid on the company's stock, there is a continuing
incentive to the employee to improve the profitability of the company. The flexi-
bility available to an employer through the use of deferred compensation plans
increases the likelihood that he will be able to motivate employees successfully.
The variety of interests and needs of employees Is virtually as great as the num-
ber of employees. To say, as does the Committee Report of the House, that de-
ferred compensation is primarily used by the already highly Lald Is merely
another way of recognizing that it is a useful compensation arrangement.

The benefits available to companies through the use of deferred compensation
plans are applicable to small companies as well as large. In some respects they
are especially important to small and medium sized companies who cannot
afford large fixed salary commitments and who face economic uncertainties and
possible future financial difficulties. In fact, a deferred compensation plan is one
of the primary ways a small company can attract and retain competent executives
and technical personnel who might otherwise prefer a larger current salary
from a bigger company.

Enactment of the House proposal, we believe, would result in the termination
of the use of deferred compensation plans. If employees are going to be ta:ced
as if they had received income In earlier years, many will naturally wislb to
receive the income in the form of current compensation. One result of the termi-
nation of deferred compensation plans, we believe, would be to encourage the
piracy of employees by those companies who are willing and able to pay higher
current compensation, thus Interfering with stable long term employment rela-
tionships. Another result, we believe, would be a reduction In federal revenues.
The House Committee Report estimated a slight gain in revenues from the
adoption of this proposal. However, this estimate was based on the assumption
that deferred compensation arrangements would be continued In their present
form, with the only change being that the deferred compensation would be taxed
at the presumably higher tax rates of an employee's earning years. As indicated,
we do not feel that this is a valid assumption. To the contrary, we feel that the
House proposal would result in a shift to current compensation arrangements
or to more extensive use of qualified pension and profit-sharing plans. In either
case, the corporation would be entitled to a current deduction In the full amount
paid out as salary or contributed to a plan. Since the corporate tax rate will
undoubtedly be higher than the average of the tax rates of the applicable em-
ployees, and since in the case of qualified plans taxation of the employees will
be deferred until receipt of the benefits, the result could be a loss in federal
revenues.

Another difficulty with the House proposal Is its Inconsistency with the pro-
vision In the House bill which would limit the marginal tax rate on earned
Income to 50%. As it passed the House, this provision would not apply to
deferred compensation. Thus, deferred compensation would in effect be subject
to prejudicial tax treatment, since unlike current compensation it could, under
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the House bill, lie taxed at rates higher than 50%. There is no rationale for this
prejudilcal treatment and it would clearly increase the likelihood that tile use
of deferred compensation arrangements would be terminated.

In sum, we feel that the House prolx)sal would add a complicated and fictional
rule to an already complex tax code, and would change the law in an area where
no abuse has been shown. Deferred compensation arrangements are firmly based
In the economy, there are many non-tax reasons for their use, and no income
escapes taxation. Furthermore, unlike the House proposal, the current method
of taxing deferred compensation is soundly based In tax theory. Virtually nil
employees are cash basis taxpayers, and under the cash method of accounting,
income is not taxed until it has been actually or constructively received. Yet,
the effect of the House proposal would be to tax employees receiving deferred
compensation as If they had received the income during earlier years. For all of
these reasons. we agree with the Administration that there should be no hasty
legislation In this area.
l V-Real c, ato deprecIation

Section 521(a) of the bill would deny the use of accelerated depreciation
methods.to new depreciable real property (other than residential), and would
require that the straight-line method be used for such used property.

The report of the Ways and Means Committee indicates that its purpose is
primarily to eliminate the trading In losses and opportunIties for tax avoidance
which are primarily of benefit to the real estate operator. However, although the
committee's purpose hardly applies, even depreciable real estate constructed
or acquired for use as an Integral part of manufacturing and other business and
industrial operations would be Included under these very broad provisions.
Nonspeculative pliopertles of this type, whether factories, warehouses, or office
buildings, are essential to the modernization of Industrial capacity and, therefore
make a constructive contribution to increased productivity and real economic
growth.

The haste with which this section was conceived Is clearly evident in that it
follows by only a couple of months the Administration's announced plans to
explore liberalization of depreciation allowances for productive facilities. We
strongly urge your Committee to revise Section 521(a) to ensure that accel-
erated depreciation methods continue to apply to real estate used for its intended
function by the owner in the active conduct of his trade or business.
V-Depletion

H.R. 13270 would reduce rates of depletion allowance for various minerals,
most notably that for petroleum from 2 7%% to 20%. We believe this would be
unwise. The continued existence of a sound extractive natural resources industry
requires recognition In the tax laws that this industry is unique in that It ex-
hausts its assets in the course of operations. Currently, exploration for, and dis-
covery and development of, new mineral deposits are becoming even more diffi-
cult, more costly, and financially more hazardous. Therefore, we believe that, not
only should adequate provision be made for the current deduction of research.
prospecting, exploration and development costs, or deferment at the election of
the taxpayer, but percentage depletion allowances at not less than existing rates
should be continued. We strongly urge the Committee to delete from the bill
provisions for reductions In the rates of percentage depletion allowances.
VI-Poreigm tax credit

Foreign business activities play an important role in U.S. foreign economic
relations and policies. Such activities abroad are exposed to greater risks than
are business activities in the United States and must compete with foreign enter-
prise often subsidized and often subject to lower basic tax rate. Consequently,
business income earned abroad by United States enterprises should be afforded
tax treatment which gives due consideration to the additional factors involved.

Nevertheless, not a single one of the many suggestions made by industry repre-
sentatives and others for relief of unnecessary tax burdens and Inequities under
existing law In this area was picked up Ih H.R. 13270. Instead its provisions
continue to trend, evident since 1962, toward harsher treatment of foreign source
income.

Section 431 provides a recapture rule in the event that U.S. taxpayers sustain
foreign losses which are taken Into aocouht in computing their worldwide tax-
able income tax for U.S. income tax purposeJ. In general, the rule as contained
in the House passed bill would effect all t.S. taxpayers who use the per-country.
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limitation for foreign tax credit purposes. Under the recapture concept, any
reduction in taxable income produced by a foreign source loss in ce taxable
year would be offset In later taxable years by reducing the amount of the foreign
tax credit that would otherwise be allowable under existing law when income Is
derived from that foreign source by the U.S. taxpayer.

In one manner of speaking, Section 431 seemingly indicates there Is no Jus-
tification for recognizing as a creditable tax an Income tax paid to a foreign
country which does not allow a net operating loss carryover. ltistorically, the
U.S. has never required that the Income tax system of a foreign country exactly
parallel the U.S. system In order for the tax credit to be allowable since it recog-
nized that income tax systems of other countries vary, and necessarily will con-
tinue to do so, because of the manner In which they were developed and the like-
lihood of the continued existence of most foreign countries as separate sovereigns.
In actuality, there Is no need to reduce the allowable foreign tax credits in those
types of cases because the net effect of an Income taxing system of a foreign
country vhich falls to allow a net operating loss carryover In the computation
of their income tax means that the effective rate of tax Imposed by such country
is higher than it would have been had such a loss been recognized.

If the proposed change were enacted, It would result In discrimination against
those taxpayers operating in foreign countries whose tax laws did not parallel
In principle the provisions of the U.S. law. Furthermore, the mechanics of the
proposed provisions can result in apparently unintended effects over and above
the penalty imposed upon those companies operating in countries not allowing
loss carryovers. For example, even where a company operates in a foreign country
allowing loss carryovers, It Is possible that the mechanics of the new provision
would result in additional U.S. taxes. Assume, for instance, that a loss in a
foreign country having the same rate as the U.S. were offset exactly In the second
year and there was no foreign tax paid In the second year. At this point the '.S.
has recaptured the so-called tax benefit of the first year in full. In year three a
foreign tax Is paid but in this year the limitation on allowable foreign tax credits
is reduced by 50% of the loss in year one since only 50% of such loss was used aq
a reduction of the foreign tax credit limitation In year 2. In year 3, therefore, the
taxpayer would not be able to recover the full amount of the foreign income tax,'4
paid by him notwithstanding that the U.S. had already recaptured the full
amount of the so-called tax benefit of the first year.

In addition, the effect of this proposed change would be to penalize new busi-
ness activities abroad, In that losses are often incurred for the first several years
of such activities. We believe that any venture which would take several years to
become profitable should not be made less attractive by discriminatory tax treat-
ment.

Section 432 provides for a separate country.by-country FTC limitation with re-
spect to "foreign mineral income" derived from within any foreign country or
possession of the U.S., or any agency or instrumentality thereof, that (a) requires
the payment of any bonus or royalty with respect to property which gives rise to
"foreign mineral Income," (b) holds substantial mineral rights with respect to
such property, or (c) Imposes any Income, war profits, or excess profits taxes on
such income at an effective rate higher than on other Income.

The stated Justification for the addition of this section Is that It is difficult to
distinguish royalties paid to foreign governments from Income taxes paid to the
same governments. But the facts do not support this. As in the case of the United
States Government, foreign governments which own mineral properties collect
royalties for the right to carry on extractive operations and impose income taxes
on profits derived from those operations. The same criteria that distinguish the
royalties which the U.S. Government collects in Its role as owner of mineral
rights from the income taxes which It collects front mineral operators carrying
on operations on Government-owned lands, are available to make is determina-
tion when the operations are carried on in a foreign country. We note that Assist-
ant Secretary Cohen when he appeared before your Committee early in September
stated that the Treasury Department did not feel that the characterization of
foreign taxes on mineral Income in excess of the U.S. rate as royalties was Justi-
fied.

Section 432 Is discriminatory In that it denies the use of the overall limitation
In computing the allowable foreign tax credit to a single Industry, i.e., the mineral
industry. The concept which Justified the addition of the overall limitation to tile
Code was based upon the fact that many U.S. companies treat their entire for-
eign operations as an Integrated operation separate from a U.S. operation and
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that In such cases it was appropriate to permit such companies to compute thr
foreign tax credit on the basis of Income from all sources outside the V.S. rather
than on a country-by-country basis.

To single out one Industry and deny it the availability of computing the foreign
tax credit on an overall basis is In effect a precedenet for dissecting a single
business operation into Its various component parts rather than treating it as an
economic unit. From a practical point of view. section 432 faIls to recognize that
production in one foreign country Is Of little avail if it cannot be processed and
marketed in other foreign countries. Thus, the effect of the proposal i to deny
the use of the overall foreign tax credit concept in those situations where the
overall business operation (producing, processing, transporting and marketing)
Is taxed at various rates by various foreign countries, which is exactly the type
of situation for which the overall limitation was enacted by Congress.

Accordingly, we recommend that your committee reject the addition of sections
481 and 432 to the Code.

Limitations of space prevent us from detailing Industry's case for changes in
the application of the foreign tax credit. However, at this time we would
emphasize two points.

(1) Where the business form of a foreign operation is a foreign corporation
owned by a U.S. corporate parent, an indirect credit under Section 902 with
respect to dividend Income received by the parent is allowed for foreign Income
taxes paid by the foreign corporation and attributable to the dividend, provided
that Prescribed percentage of ownership tests are met. Those tests require that
the V.,. parent own at least 10% of the voting stock of a first-tier foreign cor-
poration. and that the first-tier foreign corporation own at least 50% of the
voting stock of a second-tier foreign corporation. No provision Is made for
lower tiers.

Since the 10%-50% ownership rules became law in 10-1, the great growth of
U.S. corporate Investments abroad has been accompanied by increasingly com-
plex foreign rules, frequently preventing U.S. investors from owning as much as

/0% of the stock of foreign corporations. There are also many cases involving
lo,'r tier companies resulting from aequisitions and business requirements.

We recommend that, to relieve the inequity of the present ownership require-
ments, the indirect credit be allowed with respect to any second or lower tier
foreign corporation at least 5% of the voting stock of which is owned Indirectly
by a U.S. corporation.

(2) The other major point involves the effect of the income tax surcharge on
the foreign tax credit. The present 10% tax surcharge, which when proposed was
consistently called R temporary tax on a tax. was generally understood to apply
equally to all taxpayers, regardless of the nature of their income. This important
equity objective is achieved only by Imposing the surcharge as the last step in the
tax computation.

As it was enacted, hoWever, the surcharge iR imposed in an Intermediate com-
putation before the foreign tax credit, instead of on the final tax, with the
result that corporate taxpayers having foreign source Income bear a tax sur-
charge having a disproportionately high effective rate. This is not only ineqlit-
able, hut also questionable under the foreign tax conventions. We recommend
that the law be amended to limit the tax surcharge to 5% (or whatever rate Is
determined after 1969) of the tax which would have applied In the absence of
the surcharge.
VI-MovIng expenses

The House-passed bill recognizes that more equitable tax treatment of moving
expenses Is necessary. Labor mobility helps both the employer requesting the
move and the economy as a whole. But It almost always inconveniences the
individual involved and his family. For thein-the half million or more families
involved In employment-related moves each year-the least that can be done Is
to insure that the tax effect is neutral.

The recognition of the need to Ro beyond a "bare-bones" definition of moving
expenses to Include so-called "indirect" expenses is welcome. 'he mechanics of
the proposals, however, raise some problems. It Is reasonable to treat new
employees, who may have to relocate to assume their dutes, in the same fashion
as transferred employees. However. in attempting to achieve uniformity in the
tar treatment of reimbursed and non-reimbursed employees, the proposal would
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have reimbursements included lit gross income with an offsetting deduction for
specified costs, subject to an over-all limit of $2,500 for the "indirect" expenses.

The dollar limitation would limit the revenue loss to $100 million a year.
We question whether that is an appropriate criterion In this situation. The per-
sonal income tax is a tax on net income and a reimbrusement of expenditures
Incurred as a result of the taxpayer's employment is not Income in an economic
sense If no enrichment has taken place. The taxpayer Is merely restored to the
same position financially that he would have occupied had the transfer not taken
place. They are expenses that the employer has agreed to bear because of the
move. As such, the reimbursement is an employer expense--not employee income.
Similarly, in the case of nev or non-reimbursed employees, the expense of the
move should properly be considered as an expense attributable to the earning
of income. We are not basically dealing with a revenue problem here, but with
a technical defect in the law.

We would also like to point out that inasmuch as the categorle3 of deductible
expenses would be stringently limited, it is not necessary to provide additional
controls In the form of dollar limitations.

Oiie, improvement that we suggest, if categories of deductible expenses are to
be specified, is In the proposed time limit for deductible living expenses while
occuplng temporary quarters in the new location. The legislation now before
your Committee would limit such deductible expenses to those incurred during
any period of thirty consecutive days. We regard this as unreasonably restrictive.
Many moves, for example, are made on short notice. If it is considered necessary
to Impose some time limitation, It should be not less than ninety days.

Also, the provision to extend the twenty-mile test to fifty miles seems unrea-
sonable. Under this, no deduction would be allowed unless the taxpayer's new
principal place of work is at least fifty miles farther from his former residence
than was his former principal place of wor':. In many congested metropolitan
areas where most jobs are located, an additional thirty miles of commutation Is a
real hardship and forces a move of residence. We recommend that the present
twenty-mile test be retained.

It is our belief that the most realistic and equitable approach to moving
expenses Is that all reimbursements and allowances for reasonable expense.,; and
losses actually Incurred should not be subject to tax and that such expenses or
losses to the extent not reimbursed should be allowed as deductions. If it Is
necessary to limit the expenses and losses so treated to certain categories, then
certainly no further limitation should be Imposed.
VIIM-Taration of coperativee

It has long been NAM's policy that the discriminatory distribution of tax
burdens between cooperative and non-cooperative enterprise.s should be eliminated.
The deduction of patronage refunds from income before the calculation of
corporate Income tax leaves cooperative enterprises In a preferred position with
respect to retained earnings. This results In an advantage over their tax-paying
competitors and a loss to the Treasury.

Section 531 of H.R. 13270 builds on the reform begun in the Revenue Act of
1062 by raising from 20% to 50% the patronage allocations that must be paid out
currently. However, this change would -take ten years to accomplish. This section
also adds the requirement that, to be treated as qualified, patronage allocations
and pre-unit retains must be paid out in fifteen years. While this, too, is a
step In the right direction, the period of time Is much too long. At a minimum,
your Committee should consider shortening the pay-out period requirement from
fifteen years to five years.
IX-Pollu tion control

Section 704 of the bill provides for a five year write-off of investments in air
and water pollution control equipment. We believe that broad social benefits
accrue through the air and water quality control efforts of industry, and that in
most instances these efforts do not bring an economic return. We advocate that
such Investments should e accorded accelerated amortization up to and includ-
ing the immediate write-off of the facility, ot the option of the taxpayer, plus a
liberal tax credit as is provided in numerous bill which have been introduced in
this and previous sessions of the Congres.. Therefore. while the provision In the
pending bill Is a step in the right direction, it is still not commensurate with



what Is needed to achieve the benefits and alleviate the burdens involved in
obtaining better environmental quality throughout the nation.

In addition, the provision includes two undesirable provisions. The first is a
requirement that certification of the equipment must be obtained not only from
a state agency but also from a federal agency. This dual certification require-
ment, with attendance red tape, paper work and delay, will serve to weaken
attainment of the objective of the provision. Because the Congress has declared
a national policy that the states have primary responsibility in the pollution con-
trol field, we strongly urge that certification of the equipment should rest with
the state agencies.

A second undesirable feature of this provision is that It would authorize the
Secretaries of Interior and Health, Education and Welfare to promulgate mini-
mum performance sandards for such equipment. This, likewise, is contrary to the
declared Congressional policy of placing primary responsibility upon the states.
We believe It would be unwieldly and impractical to put the federal government
into the business of establishing specifications for the manufacture of this type
of equipment.
X-Corporato mergers

Section 412 of the bill would disallow a deduction for interest on certain bonds
issued in connection with the acquisition of a corporation. The only comment we
have on this section is to suggest that it not apply to those cases where there
is evidence of serious negotiations or a binding commitment prior to May 27, 1969,
the effectIve date of the proposed section of the legislation.

XI-Transfcrsof fra nch f1c8
Under Section 510(c) of H.R. 13270, amounts received upon transfer of a

franchise would not be treated as proceeds from sale or exchange of a capital
asset or of property to which Section 1231 applies if the transferor retains any
significant power, right or continuing Interest with respect to the subject matter
of the franchise. Such provisions, however, would not apply with respect to
amounts received in connection with a transfer of a franchise to the extent
attributable to the transfer of all substantial rights to a patent, trademark, or
tradename, (or an undivided interest therein which includes a part of all such
rights), to the extent such amounts are separately identified and are reasohable
in amount.

In addition to patents, trademarks and tradenames, the transfer of a franchise
could also include the transfer of other property necessary and pertinent to full
realization of the benefits of the franchise, such as secret processes which have
not been patented. We see no reason why property rights transferred in connec-
tio with a franchise which are not patented should be treated in a different
manner than property in the form of patents. We recommend, therefore, that the
exception contained in subsection (c) of proposed Section 1252 as now worded
be amended to include "secret processes" in addition to patents, trademarks and
tradenames.
X1J-Trble damages in antitrust actions

I would like at this time to state the position of the NAM regarding a tax pro-
posal which although not part of the House bill is now pending before this Com-
mittee. The proposal referred to, as contained in S. 2156 and S. 2631, would over-
turn a 1064 ruling of the Internal Revenue Service (Rev. Rul. 64-224) holding
that amounts paid in satisfaction of treble damage claims under Section 4 of
the Clayton Act are deductible for federal income tax purposes as ordinary and
necessary business expenses.

We are opposed to the enactment of the proposal contained in S. 2156 and S.
2631 for the following reasons: (1) Rev. Rul. 64-224 is a correct interpretation
of the applicable tax law; (2) the Tax Code should not be used for "backdoor"
regulation of what is essentially a social and economic problem; and (3) the
denial f,t a deduction for treble damages paid by a corporation harms the corpora-
tion's sbardholders who, especially in publicly-owned companies, will in general
have beei tnrocent of any wrongdoing.

The Supreme Court has consistently held that it will countenance the disal-
lowaneuf of otherwise permissible business deductions only where the allowance
would "frustrate sharply defined national or state policies .. .". (omnissioner
v. Teller, 383 U.S. 687 (1960). The Court (has denied business deductions on
the ground that they "frustrate sharply defined" public policies in only two



categories of cases: (a) Payments of fines and penalties to governmental bodies,
and (b) Payments specifically prohibited by longstanding Treasury regulations.
Treble damages obviously do not fit the second category, and although there is
contrary dictum in the case of Commissioner v. GOle8haw GlUs8 (o., 348 U.S. 426
(1955), it has also been consistently held that treble damages are not meant to
punish wrongdoers as is the case of fines and penalties, but Instead are remedial
and compensatory in nature. Huntington v. Attrill, 146 U.S. 657 (1892) ; Over-
night Motor 7ransportation Co. Ino. v. Mi8el, 316 U.S. 572 (1942). Any legisla-
tion to deny a deduction for treble damages must be analyzed with the considera-
tion In mind that it would be inconsistent with the principles laid down in the
above line of cases.

It has been readily admitted by proponents of the subject proposal that it is in-
tended as a deterrent to violations of the anti-trust laws. We submit that the
Internal Revenue Code Is the wrong place to deal with this problem. The anti-
trust statutes already contain many deterrents to violations, including sub-
stantial fines and penalties which, even under present law, are not deductible.
The integrity of the tax statute, however, should, we feel, be maintained. As
stated by Mr. Justice Stewart in the Court's opinion In the unanimous decision
in Teller, supra:

"We start with the proposition that the federal income tax is a tax on net
income, not a sanction against wrongdoing. That principle has been firmly Im-
bedded in the tax statute from the beginning."

The burden of a treble damage payment made by a corporation is ultimately,
of course borne by the corporation's shareholders. The subject proposal would
increase this burden by denying the corporation a deduction for a payment which
most agree 1i an ordinary and necessary expense of the corporation. This "sanc-
tion against wrongdoing" will thus harm persons who by and large, especially
in publicly-owned corporations, will have been innocent of any wrongdoing.

For these reasons we urge that the proposal to deny a deduction for treble
damage payments in anti-trust cases be rejected.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, I would like to quote from an address by George Champion,
former Chairman of the Board of The Chase Manhattan Bank, before our Tax-
ation Committee last year. His remarks go right to the heart of the problem
with H.R. 132T0:

"For far too many people, the words still conjures up a 19th century vision
of little old ladies clipping coupons in bank vaults. They think of capital as
stagnant, lifeless, having nothing whatever to do with them or the world they
live in.

"These people must be reminded that capital is what keeps us all going, rich
or poor, young or old. The American worker enjoys the highest standard of
living in the world because somebody has invested $15,000 to $20,000 in the
tools he works with. He is able to do the Job because we are investing 0 percent
of our total Gross National Product every year to educate him and millions of
others. If he has time to think, to read, to dream, to enjoy life, it is because he
is prosperous-and he is prosperous because capital has been invested in him."

Capital is what keeps us going, and I urge your Committee to revise the
anticapital formation features of this bill so that it can continue to perform
the Job we all want it to.

The ChAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Saul Pearl, president of
the Machinery Dealers National Association.

STATEMENT OF SAUL PEARL, PRESIDENT OF THE MACHINERY
DEALERS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION (MDNA)

Mr. PEARL. 11r. Chairman and members of the committee, my name
is Saul Pearl and I appear here today as a member of the small
business community as well as in my capacity as president of the
Machinery Dealers National Association (MDNA).
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MDNA is a national trade association composed of 300 companies
who have joined together to promote the growth of the used machine
tool industry in the United States and Canada. The association has
asked me to testify primarily on the failure to include tax revisions
in H.R. 13270 to assist small businesses.

We believe that tax incentives should be provided for small busi-
nesses or H.R. 13270 should be amended to include reforms of the
depreciation of tax structure. This vital segment of the American
economy is hampered more than ever by the shortage of working
capital, compounded by the high-interest rates and spiraling inflation.

We are concerned because our members and most of our customers
are small businesses. The products of our industry, reconditioned
used machine tools, often present the only economically justifiable
means for medium or small business enterprises to modernize their
facilities.

Small businesses in the United States have a difficult time com-
peting with large domestic and foreign firms because they have diffi-
culty in securing adequate debt and equity capital. These problems are
particularly acute in the metalworking industry where capital out-
ays are necessarily high1. To illustrate the Subcommittee on Special

Investigations of Small Business Problems of the House Select Coi-
mittee on Small Business held hearings in 1966 on the problems of
the tool and die and the machine tool industries and reported to Con-
gress that:

(1) these industries are basic to the. economic health of the Nation;
and

(2) that additional financing is not available from the private sec-
tor of the economy or from special programs of the Small Business
Administration.

Due to inflated costs and high interest rates, conditions today are
less favorable than in 1966 when those hearings were held.

In Secretary Kennedy's appearance before this committee on Sep-
tember 4 and 5, he indicated that the Treasury Department was con-
sidering other tax incentives to replace the investment credit to
stimulate the continued modernization and expansion of our Nation's
industrial plants. When and if these incentives are considered by the
Congress, we would hope that special attention is given to the prob-
lems of small businesses. In the interim, we hope that the committee
will amend H.R. 13270 to provide special relief for small businesses
in the following particulars;

1. The investment credit should be reinstated, limited to the first
$100,000 of purchases of both new and used equipment.

The prospect of repeal of the investment credit has already had an
inordinate impact on the economy. We note that used machine tool
sales in August 1969 declined 19 percent from July and plummeted 39
percent in the last 3 months. New machine tool ales in August de-
clined 16 percent from July and now are 56 percent below levels 4
months ago.

In our judgment the limited reinstatement of the investment credit
would be the simplest and most effective means of preserving our
Nation's small businesses.



2. The normal corporate tax rate should be reduced on the first $25,-
000 of taxable income from 22 percent to 20 percent. The 26 percent
surtax would remain in effect, thereby making the total corporate
rate 46 percent.

Secretary Kennedy recommended a reduction in the corporate rate
structure to 46 percent. MDNA's recommendation concerning the
normal and surtax rates in consistent with Secretary Kennedy's rec-
ommendation except that by reducing the normal rate, rather than
the surtax rate, small businesses would benefit more significantly.

3. The depreciation tax structure should be reformed to provide
faster write-offs on purchases of new as well as mixed groups of newand used equipment.

Most of the major industrial nations permit industry a rapid write-
off of plant and equipment investments which provides a greater cash
flow for research and development and additional investments in new
plants and equipment.

I have brought with me a reprint on this subject and request that
it be included in the record following my remarks.

The CHAIRnWAN. The reprint that you mention will be placed in the
record of this hearing.

Mr. PEARL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Treasury Department in 1962 moved in the right direction of

the depreciation pattern of other nations, except for the reserve ratio
test. Previous witnesses have presented testimony on the shortcomings
of the reserve ratio test and I have no intention of taking up thecommittee's time, by rep'ating those criticisms.

In brief, MDNA believes that it is essential to eliminate the reserve
ratio test not only because of its complexity but also to establish more
effective depreciation patterns.

For the years 1950 through 1967, fixed investment as a percentage
of gro&s national product was less in the United States than in any
major developed country, except the United Kingdom. Unless more
internal funds can be generated by American industry, and partic-
ularly by small businesses we Aill find our competitive position
further weakened in the word marketplace.

Internal cash flow could be generated by amending section 167 of
the Internal Revenue Code to eliminate the requirement that the tax-
payer establish a salvage value for depreciation purposes. Now, the
need for a taxpayer to take salvage value into account is obviated by
the depreciation recapture provisions of section 1245.

This section works automatically to recover as ordinary income any
gain on the sale of equipment which is attributable to depreciation
deductions. Accordingly, we recommend that section 167 be amended
to do away with the requirement that the taxpayer's annual deduction
for depreciation should be limited by the salvage value.

Another way to provide direct assistance to small business would be
to increase the additional first year depreciation allowance of section
179 from the present $10.000 celing to a more realistic level of at least
$215,000. The existing $10,000 ceiling has remained unchanged since
this section was added to the code in 1958. During that period costs
have spiraled to such an extent that the $10,000 ceiling is no longer
realistic.
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Purchases of modern used machinery enables many small firms to
upgrade and modernize existing facilities. Depreciation incentives
applicable to both new and used machinery wil not encourage pro-
spective purchasers of new machine tools to purchase used machinery
since these items do not compete in the same market. The average cost
of a new domestic machine tool is approximately $22,000, while the
average price for a used machine tool is approximately $4,500.

In summary, MDNA recommends that Congress provide specific
incentives for small business to modernize existing plant and equip-
ment or, in the alternative, to reform the existing tax depreciation
structure by eliminating the reserve ratio test, removing the salvage
value as a consideration in determining allowable depreciation, i'n-
creasing the $10,000 ceiling on the additional first year depreciation to
$25,000 and by permitting rapid write-offs for equipment. This latter
recommendation should take into consideration the shorter remaining
useful life of used equipment..

We appreciate this opportunity to appear before this committee
and willdo our best to answer any questions which member of the
committee may have.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
(There follows, communications received 1)y the committee express-

ing an interest in the subject of tax treatment of small businesses:)

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY ELIOT H. SHARP

My name is Eliot Sharp, and I am chairman of the board of IDD. Inc., publisher
of the Investment Dealers' Digest. 15o Blroadway, New York City 10038. Tht
corporation Is a "small business".

Inflation And Taxr Reform.-This statement is filed for the sole purpose of
urging upon the Committee Members consideration, in connection with Tax Re-
form, of the substantial Inflation that has occurred in recent years since certain
maximums were set respecting various taxes; specifically, the law leading to IRS
Section 531 relating to accumulation of surplus, which maximum was increased
from $60,000, to $100,000 in 1958, since which time there has been such substantial
inflation and deterioration of the dollar as to make $100,000 a pitifully small
amount, perhaps suitable for a few showers but surely not for a rainy day; and
the maximum of $25,000 beyond which a corporation is subjected to a higher tax
rate, Inflation again having produced drastic deterioration tn the Intended worth
of that benefit to a small business.

It Congress deemed these amounts, when they were established many years
-ago. as suitable, recognition of the extent of inflation since then strongly indicates
that under any Tax Reform measmu'e, they should be appropriately increased.

The Congress, quite properly, seems to be concerned about corporate takeovers
and mergers. In a small way, I am a candidate, but ONLY because of Section 531.
I am quite aware of the potential abuses 531 Is designed to cure; the only question
is whether its poison is worse than its cure. As presently constituted, the law
encourages-indeed, almost forces-acquiescence on the part of small companies
to offers of takeover or merger. If this Is a shocking situation, the law has
created it.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH 0. EvN.s

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is Joseph 0. Evans. and
I testify before you today as a self-employed business man. I do not represent
any organization or firm. I speak only for myself. However, many of my thoughts
on Tax Reform have frequently been voiced to me by others with whom I have
come in contact as I conduct my business. Since my statement is a short one. I
will present It to you in Its entirety.

With two exceptions, as will hereinafter be stated, I am most concerned with
the Individual income tax which I feel needs the greatest reform. While I ant
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concerned about those who live in poverty, and about the ever Increasing tax
btrdens of widows and wilowers, It is the plight of tit, small self-employed
business man with whose tax problems I am most familiar, that I am tiost
concerned.

As of ,March, 1910, there were 0,061,000 self-employed men an(1 women in non-
agriculture Industries In this country, and an additional 2,125,000 men and women
engaged in agriculture. This results in a total of 8,18(1,000' self-employed )eople
in the United States who have to pay Federal Ilncolme Tax each year.

STANDAI) DEDUUMFIONS

It is my belief that a new classification of tax payers should be adopted for
those who wish to take a standard deduction, with new groupings as follows:

(1) For those with very low incomes, I an in agreement with the Treasury
recommendation. This increase in the standard deduction for those with very
low incomes would reduce the needs of other forms of governmental help to the.e
individuals.

(2) For the self-employed over 35 years of age, who have a gross income of
10,000 dollars a year or less, the standard deduction should be Increased to $2,000.
Mauny of the self-employed are forced Into business by circumstances beyond
their control. Small companies for whoin they may formerly have worked for
many years may have gone out of business because of the retirement or death of
the owner, or because the owner could not meet competition from larger firm...
This has caused many qualified employees to be unable to find other employment
because of their age at the time of the liquidation of the company for whom they
had worked (some firms have now established employment age for new employees
as low as 30) : because of physical handicaps preventing then from passing phys-
Ical examinations required for new employment; and b1eause of recently added
higher educational requirements which were not in effect at the time of the, ir
original employment. Self-employed persons must stay in business no inatter
how high the cost of their tools; travel for new business; local transportation:
cost of help; or Income tax, yet they (-an seldom raise the fees for their services
or the prices of their products because of the competition from larger firms.

(3) For the widow or widower whose grosi income is $15,000 a year or less.
tht standard deduction should be $2,000 since these people have financial commit-
ments already incurred during their time of marriage and not normally eXlri--
enced by the young never married nor the presently young married wage earner.
and which commitments must continue at a time when retirement may soon
become mandatory and when opportunity for additional employment becomes nil
because of age restrictions.

It is to be understood that my above recommendations do not put a ceiling on
deductions arrived at by itemization of legitimate expenses which are approved
by the Internal Revenue Service for Individuals whose added expenses warrant
itemization.

OTIIER DEDUCTIONS

(1) Self-employed persons should be permitted to deduct cost of edlucation
needed to cope with newer knowledges, skills, and technology inI new fields to
which he must turn in order to operate his business.

(2) Cost of traveling of self-employed persons, with yearly gross income of
$12,000 or less, to secure a business contract or the like should be permitted, as
denial of this prevents the small business man from obtaining work because lie
cannot afford cost of travel. Section 162(a) of the Internal Revenue Code states.
"There shall be allowed as a deduction all the ordinary and necessary expenses
paid or incurred during the taxable year in carrying on any trade or business."
The expenses Incurred In traveling to secure a contract, when one's business con-
sists of the performing of duties set forth in a contract given by other business
men, is one's business. This travel should be therefore allowed as a business
deduction.

For example: A company suggests that you come to their plant or office to
show you their product and/or to discuss their services in the light of how you
can best serve their interests. This cost of travel should be allowed as a deductible
expense.

*The U.S. Book ol Pacts Statistics & Inlormation for 1067. New York: Wnshingtcn
Square Press, Inc. Distributed by Simon & Schuster, Inc. 1966. p. 230.
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Attention Is called to need for change in the tax rate of certain individuals.
Legitimate heads of households should be permitted to use the same rate as that
used by married persons. Widows and widowers with adjusted gross incomes of
$16,000 or less should be permitted to use a rate similar to that now used by
heads of households. The single persons rate works a great hardship on these
people, especially as they near the end of their employable income.

TREATMENT OF THE ELDERLY

Before any consideration is to be given to the tax treatment of the elderly,
one must first determine who is elderly. I personally feel that for any purpose
relating to ones earnings, the long concluded age of (5 Is outmoded and ridiculous.
As I have stated elsewhere in this testimony, the age of 30 has, in at least two

cases brought to my attention, been considered elderly in so far as employment
of new persons Is concerned. For tax purposes, the age of 50 would be a more
realistic age to be considered elderly. I recommend considerable research be done
in this area before a final decision on the tax treatment of the elderly is made.

TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS

I believe that all foundations, organizations, social clubs and fraternal organi-
zations should pay some amount of Federal Income Tax. Churches that make
investments should only be exempted from taxation when the returns from their
investments are used for the upkeep of the churches and for the care of the poor
and needy in their own parishes. State and city societies, and clubs having a
membership of/or relating to people of a foreign country, or clubs whose sole
purpose is educational in the American way of life or in the arts or culture
should be exempt from taxation.

TREATMENT OF STATE AND MUNICIPAL BONDS

I fully support the belief that Federal Income Tax should be paid on all interest
received on state and municipal bonds, the tax being paid by the purchaser and/or
holder of the bonds. It is the considered opinion of those who are knowledgeable
about such matters that one must have at least $50,000 to invest in tax-free
bonds before one derives a usable Income from the investment. The average
working man, who may really need to derive an income from such an investment,
Is therefore left completely out of the picture. I believe that anyone who has
$50,000 to invest can certainly afford to pay a tax on the earnings of the
investment.

In view of the fact that many people have purchased tax free bonds with the
belief that they would not have to pay any tax on the same, all present holders
of the bonds should be exempt from paying any tax on the bonds for a period
of three years. However, all bonds purchased after a predetermined date, which
date should not be divulged ahead of time, should be taxed. By not disclosing
the date of the beginning of taxation of the bonds far in advance, a rush to
purchase bonds would be avoided and an unfavorable bond market would be
prevented.

Mr. Chairman, I fully realize that the question that you and the other Com-
mittee Members may be asking is where and how Is the government going to
obtain money to make up for all the increases in the Standard Deductions and
Other Deductions which I have advocated. I believe the collection of tax from
present tax-free bonds and taxation of the above noted organizations will go a
long way to make up this deficit. I also recommend Federally Controlled
gambling, legalized in all of the 50 states and a reasonable Federal Tax on the
same. We know that people will gamble, therefore, our government should
receive some tax benefits from this habit. I believe that my recommendations
would, if adopted, greatly relieve some of the more pressing tax burdenis on the
poor, the self-employed, and the widows and widowers.

When the Standard Deduction was made law. each taxpayer in the low or
middle-income bracket paid a tax of approximately 20% of his Income. The ever
increased cost of living and the static Standard Tax Deduction have resulted in
the average taxpayer now paying nearly 50% of his income in taxes. I therefore
recommend that a study he made to see if some form of sliding scale for the
Standard Deduction be worked out, a scale'based on a percentage of the increas-
Ing cost of living.



I will be pleased to try to answer any questions which the distinguished mem-
bers of this body may desire to ask.

SUM MARY
Standard Dcductiots

I recommend that a new classification for tax payers be adopted for those who
wish to take a standard deduction, with new groupings as follows:

(1) For those with low income, I an in agreement with the Treasury
recommendations.

(2) For the 8,186,000 self-employed people, many of whom are over 35
years of age, I recommend a standard deduction of $2,000, If their gross
income is $10,000 a year or less.

(3) For widows and widowers whose gross Income Is $15,000 a year or
less, I recommend a standard deduction of $2,000. This should not put a ceil-
ing on those who Itemize deductions.

Othler Deditctlon8
I reconinend that self-employed people be permitted to deduct the cost of

traveling to obtain new business.
I recommend that self-employed people be permitted to deduct the cost of

education needed to cope with newer knowledge, et(.

Treatment of the Elderly
I recommend that studies be made to consider one elderly at 50 year old for

tax purposes.
Tax-Excmpt 1oindatlons

I believe that most foundations etc. should pay some tax to help support the
government.

Treatmnct of State and .1tiiilcfpal Bond8
I support the belief that Federal Income Tax should be paid on state and

miulclpal1 bonds.
Change in Tax Rate

I call the attention of the Committee to the need to change the tax rate for
certain Individuals. For heads of households, change to the present rate for
married persons; for widows and widowers, change to the old head of the
household rate.

I have stated in my testimony that I believe that by taxing foundations, etc.,
aid by placing a tax on state and municipal bonds, and by legalizing gambling
and placing a tax on gambling, the Federal Government will realize enough
Income to more than make up for the above recommended deductions in personal
income tax.

The CIMA. 31A N. The next witness will be Mr. 11 alker 11'iiter, who
is vice president and chairman of the tax committee, and Mr. Robert R.
Stathani, taxation and finance manager, Chamber of Commerce of
the United States, Washington, D.C.

We are very pleased to have you here. You represent a very fine
and distinguished organization.

STATEMENTS OF WALKER WINTER, VICE PRESIDENT AND CHAIR-
MAN OF THE TAX COMMITTEE, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT R.
STATHAM, TAXATION AND FINANCE MANAGER, CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. WINTER. My name is Walker Winter, I am a vice president of
the Chamber of Commerce of the United States and chairman of its
taxation committee. I am also a partner in the Chicago law firm of
Ross, Hardies, O'Keefe1 Babcock, MeDugald, and Parsons.

The CHAIRMAN. I believe you once served on the staff of the Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue and Taxation?

33-865-69-Ipt. 6--- 11



Mr. WINTER. That is correct, sir, -a very pleasant period of my
life.

The CHAIRMAN. We are sorry to lose you.
Mr. WINTER. I am accompanied by Robert R. Statham, Taxation

and Finance Manager of the Chamber.
Mr. Chairman, tie national appreciates this opportunity to present

its views on the proposed Tax Reform Act of 196. The American busi-
ness community is exceedingly concerned with the burden of taxation
and its effect on the economy. We commend ;your committee for this
intensive reappraisal of the taxing system. here should be a con-
tinuing and thorough consideration ot the entire Federal tax system,
with particular emphasis on the rate structure, other revenue sources,
and on amendments needed to remove the ambiguities and the un-
intended hardships and inequities from the code.

This legislation is said to be the most extensive attempt at, reforming
the tax laws ever undertaken. Assuming its passage, it. will play a
major role in the course of.the Nation's economy, anTevery segment, of
the American free enterprise system is certain to be affected by its plro-
visions. It is in the best interests of the country that this legislation
be used to provide greater equity in the tax laws and simplify com-
pliance for the taxpayer. It should not be used as an instrument to
quash individual initiative to save and invest and provide jobs and
a better standard of living for our citizens.

This legislation received hasty consideration in the House at the
time of its passage. Legislation of this magnitude and complen-ity
requires that a great amount of time be given to the review oi: its
contents and impact on taxpayers. It is urged that the committee
give adequate time to the consideration of tie tax proposals in this
bill. The goal is not the enactment of just a tax reform bill-but the
enactment of a tax reform bill to serve the long-term best. interests of
the Nation, and the chamber urges the enactment of such tax reform
legislation.

A reason given for the enactment of this legislation is to maintain
the confidence of taxpayers in our self-assessment system of taxation.
It is contended that taxpayer morale is an important factor to be
considered. Serious questions have been raised these past months
which tend to undermine the confidence of tax payers both individual
and corporate, in the Federal tax laws. If this conAdence is not re-
stored, those administering the tax laws will have problems obtaining
the revenue required for necessary government operations.

Many of the proposals in this legislation affect sections of the Code
whih hiave been on the books for many years and were adopted by
the Congress with good and proper reason at the time. It is important
that we guard against constant change in the tax laws lest this in itself
have a demoralizing effect.. It is realized that time and conditions
change, andi what may have been equitable in the judgment of Con-
gress at one time may not now be considered equitable. Nevertheless,
Congress must avoid including provisions ill the tax laws which will
retiu ro abrupt change after a short period of time. It is exceedingly
important that adequate consideration be given to proposed chan'eCs
to make sure that what is being enacted will provide lasting solu-
tions rather than temporary confusion. 1
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In brief:
The chamber supports:

increasing the standard deduction as providing a degree of
simplification for a large number of taxpayers;

reducing tax rates of individuals and corporations as providing
a degree of equity for a large number of taxpayers;

adopting tile 50 percent maxinnum tax rate on earned income,
but requests the concept be applied to all personal income;

broadening the allowable moving expense deductions, but rec-
oinmends a liberalizing of the dollar limitations;

repealing the unlim ited charitable deduction ;
enacting tile Clay-Brown provision exteinling the unrelated

business incomotax;
liberalizing and simplifying the income averaging provisions

as granting needed relief from the overprogressive income tax
rates, and

liberalizing depreciation provisions.
The chamber opposes:

extending the capital gains holding period or changing the rate
as seriously impairing the flow of needed investment capital;

limiting the use of accelerated depreciation on real estate as be-
ing harm fulto an industry vital to our economy;

allowing an option to State and municipal governments to is-
sue either taxable or tax-exempt bonds as a first step toward de-
pendence on Federal subsidies;

changing the present law on deferred compensation, restricted
stock, and Ilmp-sum distributions;

taxing revenues of exempt organizations unless derived from
an unrelated business .

creating an excess deductions account as too complicated an ap-
proach to the problem of farm losses, and

tle provision relating to the disallowance of allocated deduc-
tions.

Under the provisions of II.R. 13270, during 1971 and 1972 tax rates
of individuals will be reduced. When totally effective in 1972, the
rate schedule will run from 13 to 65 percent instead of the
present 14- to 70-percent range. The national chamber favors tax
rate reductions for both individuals and corporations and urges such
reductions.

The national chamber has consistently opposed the highly )rogres-
sive income tax rates and the detrimental effect such rates irave. on
our economy. Taxes should accomplish their purpose of raising reve-
nues with the least harm. to a free economy. Whenever tax rates get
so high that they deter individual initiative from concentrating on
inproving business efficiency, they tend to divert that initiative Into
finding ways of avoiding taxes.

The 50-percent limit on tax rates applicable to earned income pro-
vided in tie bill is a step in the rigit direction. However, it is the
view of the national chamber that the goal should be to0 get the
maximum tax rate on all personal income below 60 percent.

With lower rates, the need for tax planning will be reduced and
some of this Nation s most creative energies will be unleashed to con.
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tend with the myriad lroblelns which confront us every day. We must
attemnpt. to conlfine our tax system to its prime purpose of obtaining
essential Government revenues without seriously injuring taxpayers
and impeding economic growth. If we do not, we will have a revenue
system which will be used as a means of forcing social and economic
changes which are in vogue at that, time. The result will lilt iiately be
a more complex and incomprehensible code than we lresentlv have,
and the concept of equity among taxpayers will be subjugated to the
pressing demands of fie day.

This legislation provides for tax rate reductions for individuals
but does not recentlyy provide a rate reduction for corporations. Th|0
bill in its present. form is out of balance. To provide tax rate reduc-
tion for one class of taxpayers and not for another, in effect, shifts
the burden of taxation. Corporations under the provisions of this
bill will not, only be denied tax reduction but. will get a tax increase
as a result. of the re peal of the investment tax credit. The original
enactment of the credit was a reason given for not providing corpo-
rations the same tax reduction as individuals in tie Revenue Act,
of 1964. The House Committee Report 749 of September 13, 1963,
at page 27, stated:

This tax cut for corporations, when fully effective, will amount to $2.2 billion
a year. It should, of course, be viewed in connection with the reduction pro-
vided by Congress last year In the form of an investment credit and the reform
provided last year In the depreciation guidelines. These taken, together, provide
corporations with a tax reduction of approximately $41/ billion.

And this committee in its Report. 830 of January 28, 1964, at page 8,
stated:

This bill provide a balanced reduction between individuals and business firms.
In this respect, the bill Is much the same as the bill that canme from the House.
When fully effective, the bill will reduce hflfivilual income taxes by $9.2 billion
and will reduce corporate taxes by about $2.4 billion. These figures miiist be
evnlunted along with the effective tax reduction of 1962 through the Invest-
ment credit and depreciation reform, the largest share of which went to corpo.
rations. Taking the 1902 nud 1P64 programs together, the share of the reduction
going to Individuals is about two-thirds and to corporations about one-third,
which is approximately the present relative shares of Individuals nnd corlporntions
Ini income tax liabilities.

Thus, to eliminate tile investment tax credit results in a discrimina-
tory increase in taxes for corporations. To give a tax reduction to in-
dividuals aud not to corporations in this le, islation compounds this
discrimination. There is no reason why the taxpayer who has chosen
to incorporate his business should be discriminated against, and tile
noncorpora.to taxpayer favored in legislation designed-to provide tax
rate reduction.

Efforts should be made to simplify the tax laws. In t6rms of equity,
the complexity of the Internal Reveme Code may be the largest l1-
hole in the tax laws. This reverse loophole prevents taxpayers from
utilizing provisions beneficial to them and is just as inequitable as
the more renowned loophole which provides an unintended benefit.
It might well be the information gap that. exists between taxpayers on
the one hand, and the reasons for the various sections on the other,
that is playing a large role in generating the so-called taxpayers'
revolt.
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W realize simplicity and equity do not. always go hand in hand,
and that there must hoe coml)lex provisionss in the tax laws to pro-
vide fair treatment for many of our modern complex problems.
While taxpa years bemoan the many pages added to the Internal Rev-
enue Code each time Congress enacts a tax bill, there is simply no
way in which this can be avoided entirely if we are to continue to
place the emphasis which we now place upon the income tax as a source
for raising necessary revenues. It, is ho)ed, however, that simplifica-
tion will be an ingre'lient, of consideration for tax reform deliberations.

Tihe National chamber sul)ports an increase in the regular standard
deduction as fhe clearest way to simplify compliance with tle tax
laws for a large number of taxpayers. rh. resulting de(lution should
conform to the deduction profile reflected in current returns in order
to retain equity between taxpayers using the standard reductionn and
those itemizing deductions.

Tho bill increases the present 10 percent standard deduction with its
maximum of $1,000 to a rate of 15 I)ercent, and $2,000 by 1972. Nearly
34 million returns will benefit from this increase. This is slightly more
than one-half of all taxable returns. This will increase t le number
of taxpayers using the standard deduction from 158 I)ercent to nearly
70 percent, resulting in a shift of 8.4 million taxpayers, who now
itemize, to the use of the standard deduction.

Allowing 8.4 million taxpayers to eliminate the tedious bookkeeping
necessary for itemizing de(luctions would simplify compliance and
serve both the individual and government. It would greatly reduce
the need for audits. Just as important, it would greatly simi)lify the
tax laws for a large segment of taxpayers.

Our sharply progressive tax rates are clearly one of the prime rea-
sons for hlaviM income averaging provisions. Our rate structure re-
slts in a signiicantly grvater tax liability when an individual receives
a large portion of hIs iCOnlle M 1i a silgle, year, than there would be if
that. income had been received in eulal amP1 lits over several y1a1's.
The income averaging provisions were designed to afford a 1ea1ure
of relief to such an individual.

The national chamber supports the principle of income average 11g.
We believe that the Iel'efit of the income averagin._e provisioiis is
greatly increased by the .provisions in their louse bil. 'The chamber
urged in the House lhvarings tlmt the I:i31,1 percent reluilrVi'ent he
Powered to 120 percent or less an(, that the p~rovisfons be S ilii)litied.
The House bill accomplishes this and also simplifies the provisions
by not excluding capital gains, wagering and gifts from averaging.

Tito present income averaging provisions do not. apply where the
income of the current, year is below the average base wriod inconie.
The national chamber recommends that averaging be available to those
who suffer a reduction in income, on the same basis as those who have
an increase in income. This form of averaging could be adopted by
allowing a credit against, current tax liability for a portion of, prior
taxes paid.

The national chamber believes that emp)loyce moving exolense deduc-
tions are in. the best interest. of the Nation and the economy and will
not result inl the loss of tax reveme over the long run. A inn ile labor
force is a necessity. Factors which restrict mobility and rause employee
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hardship should be eliminated. Many companies have realized this and
tire reimbursing their employees for moving costs. These reimburse-
ments are not considered compensation by employers or by the em-
ployees. This is merely an effo t to reduce the personal loss caused by
an employee's move from one job location to another.

rhe provisions of H.R. 13270 reduce the inequities of employee
moving expense taxation by allowing deductions for the following:

1. Expenses for premove househunting trips, including cost of trais-
portation, meals, and lodging for the taxpayer and members of his
household;

2. Temporary living expenses at the new job location, including
costs of meals and lodging for the taxpayer and members of his house-
hold at the new job location while waiting to move into permanent
quarters, and

3. Certain expenses of selling the old house, buying a new house, or
settling an unexpired lease.

Allowing these deductions will lessen the tax burden on employees
who are reimbursed for financial losses incurred in moving from one
job location to another. These deductions would be allowed whether
or not taxpayers are reimbursed by their employers.

In conjtmction with the above proposal to broaden the allowance
for moving expense deductions, the bill provides for a $2,500 overall
limitation on these three now deduction categories. The total of the
first, two cannot exceed $1,000. The national chamber does not feel
that such limitations are appropriate. If the categories of allowable
expenses are reasonable, then the actual expenses incurred should be
allowable without regard to an arbitrary limit.

Under the terms of the bill, the so-called 20-mile test would be
increased. Presently, to qualify for moving expense deductions, the
taxpayer's new place of employment must be at least 20 miles farther
from his old residence than his old place of employment. The 20 miles
has been changed to 50 miles. This proposal is inequitable and would
result in unfair treatment. According to the House report this was
done to eliminate deductions for intersuburb moves within a metro-
politan area. However to illustrate the inequity of such a proposal,
a 50-mile limit could eliminate the deduction for a taxpayer who had
a job change from Washington to Baltimore.

It is important to consider that a number of companies are moving
out of the cities and into the suburbx. A 50-mile test Would be re-
strictive (un many of the lower income employees who live in the
city, and discourage them from following their employment. Clearly
this is a change which should be given further consideration before
being adopted.

The national chamber has long supported a broadening of the
moving expense deduction. The chamber would go further and include
expenses of improving the salability of the old residence and also
include any miscellaneous expenses related to the move.

This legislation is prone to placed a much greater tax burden on
the investor. This is particularly true in the case of capital gains.
The economic consequences of the proposals in this area are certain
to be undesirable not only for tho!e taxpayers affected, but also for
the Nation as a whole. The administration recognizes this. In his
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testimony before this committee on September 4, 1969, Secretary of
the Treasury David M. Kennedy stated:

"Investment in the years ahead may also be impeled by the proposed
changes in tax treatment of capital gains. We believe these changes
go too far. Our original proposals were designed to prevent excesses
rather than fundamentally alter such tax treatment. A-ccordingly, we
recommend retention of the 6-month holding period, as contrasted
with the extension to 1 year in H.R. 13270. In addition, we favor
retention of the maximum 25-percent rate on capital gains, except
in cases of very large gains relative to ordinary income. In these
instances, which would affect a relatively small number of individuals,
tho rate could rise as high as 32% percent, or to half the new top
bracket, rate of 65 percent."

Lengthening the capital gains holding period from 6 to 12 months
is not in the national interest. Such a change in the tax laws is certain
to reduce the availability of venture capital and inhibit economic
growth. Investors who are now willing to place their savings in high
risk ventures are going to be more reluctant to make such investments.
We do not agree with the House Committee's report that the 6-month
holding period does not properly carry out the intent of Congress to
provide special tax treatment for investment as distinguished from
speculative gains. The 6-month period is ample to eliminate both
those who make a living from short-term sales and those engaged in
highly speculative short-tern ventures. It may be true there is a
bundling of transactions at the end of 6 months, but this is to be
expected from any length of holding period provided in the law.

It is important that the tax laws not discourage the free flow of
capital from one investment to another. Extending the holding period
would have the effect, of doing just that. Investors would find their
capital frozen into investments, and would be deterred from switching
to better investment opportunities during the extended holdingperiod.
Instead of placing less emphasis on the tax consequences of business
transactions, anyone making an investment would have to be fully
aware of the tax results of such a lengthy holding period.

Tamiperiig with the holding period could have serious long-term
effects on the industrial and technological growth of the country.
The financing of new plants and equipment 's in large measure de-
pendent on funds provided from the issuance of corporate securities.
The effect of this provision would be to discourage investment in
such securities and to increase financing costs.

The repeal of the alternative rate for individuals also produces
similar problems. While it is true that this primarily affects a rela-
tively small number of taxpayers in the higher income brackets, it

is this group that provides much of the risk capital. Again we see
an instance in which the tax laws could have the effect of freezing
investment capital. The national chamber also opposes increasing the
alternative capital gains tax rate for corporations.

The interest on State and local government securities has been
exempt from Federal income tax since the tax was adopted in 1913. The
exemption does not apply to certain industrial development bonds
which were made taxable as a result of the Revenue Expenditure Con-
trol Act of 1968. In almost all tax-reform hearings since the adoption
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of tht incLomeit tax, teliinatioin of thei e mptIiton of interv.st oil State
Il id local govtlrnilent st'ci it's lilts lieeii (Iis('issed, but ( fillgress lilts
Voliosell to retan it.

S'til at d IttItI h)'ll ovewiinieiit.s Ic highly (lepelillt oil blut isiil'
to iiuiaii1CO Schools, colh'ges, hlospitalls, hi-ghwaylys, Ilnd othler' vi it atI
iill priovt'llielits. All 11wabidgiiiii of' t his Illing poIweri c'aii r'it ill1
a1 greater load liei tuig placed (mi t he a 1rt'ady overhburdeui'd proper(lyti'

in locil lg niew soturces of u'evennt'es to mleed increasing costs of State
and lIoiil govreniiut. Neithler' thet shi zulor llt' I-Ill grovetI'nluInenls
canl 11tlord to be Sa~ddled wvith iieetless additional costs or govet'ttiliteltt.

It. is I lit vipe of tihe 11116ona I chianibei' that anly eliiingeo from fthe
prieset. tax t rt'atilelf of interest onI State and muniviipl s iale
would not, he inl thie Iitst interests or (Ike Nation 1111d of nillitliiiing
Ito itioepetidetive or (lie States and niiuiiaitis.( lining State's
all 111 tillici P11I lit ivs thie opt ion of iNi ni t a xalo lioiits anld ha iltug
lie Feedviral (3overinentf plyV (lie lidilloillil ilitprest costs. involved

by subisidlies to lie Stltt's aiid intilicilal itie its liltither. sit'j) towardo
g;ti-el(ei' Fedetrail (lonillationl.

111dt.f ieprpoal o tisleisaton fit1.!.itvo

m"' tax-ext'il At liouls.. appears to hei left to tlt% St to or' mun111iiality.
I Iowever, w itwe it 1)i'01ii1iii1i is o~ro'bred to t hoso isSiing taxable bonds,
it seemls, t hilt, th lialelit liies an' dlilulted. If mlost (if tlit' llt'm. bonds
11i-0 is$iit'd 11.1 tAXable bNy "c'hotce", lien it will olvN bo at short, filipe
before it is t'oncvlidtd thant tlick taX-exeliijt clile is'lno longer nt'edlec.
A now iweuilne is t henI opened for more intervention lol b tilt" Feder-al
G ovt'r Imen ill fie 11 1irs of State and local governmentss. It olers..
tlie oppouit tllityv for Stingsu to hbe placed onl the subsidies.

Th lo Ion-ri'nm elet., of Ihis legislIatilon is to1 remove thle tax-exenillit.
st~i (if Staite 111(imii'ia IIItrIi'sItItIiaetbeSaesai

mnnuu1elil~litit'$ mloro dependent oil the.t' (ovemI'll 110nt, ill 1171sislorlvtoi
'thlis pro~visioui should be removed froml thLe legislation.

1I'110 iIld (01' hiouisinig ill I lit dt't'adt ahiead~ pruesvill S ti at'ut t' proli.
letmi. 1111t i tilie o'olist 1.1itcoll ilills Iry playing 'suchl.1 ii ll volill
tilt% evocoim aliti ill the sohition of so n111iaNv of 0111.' sot'iil p l~ll'i,
it, is, (lifllictllt to riitioulitiwt tho 1'eslrnutliouis being proposed onl Ike-
Ceht"''ted dptiaslt ion ait I his t inie.

Unmdter tlm ita ll t(li 2Ot).ppm~ent dtelilliii) lalanco' 11and the Suil of
tho yv l igits methhods of reail estate depiseemat ionl are- litie iltl
liV% esidtential hious-lng. Oilier uiew 1. (til estatet is to .w liiltt'd

to) tile 1 t0I)O-pei'cen. de~llinig blibuiii'( iiietiotl. For' Itsdc bulildingis
ile(Iluiied a (ten' Jily 2.54 9t69, Only s I'llaiglit-line delpreeilition is to
ix, allowedi. These provisilonls 111. sure to hliwe a1 dt'vastliig t'tfect
oi hlevcouist 'Irit ionl industrv.

A('(elm-iated deC 1weintinii for rea11 P.State is oftt'ii 1efolTCel to its a
(ax slhelter', tuidit ose whoir use it. often iii't reCferredC to as -,- )'iulii1to'.
Tliolt' Who m111ke such refei'ences often fail to point Old iow ai
peol l rt living ill new housing because theso provisions are inl tlit'
tax lawN. They fail to point. out, how innny blightedl areas have been
ehallnged with tho Collishti'i(tlu of 11MV Ibiildings by those Who u1sed
these tax provisions. 'Ilhey fail to point Out. ]tow% Diuch nlew osrc
tiol h1"s beeii aiddedl to thie lproIK'i'y tax rolls to shaire the eost. burideui
of local government,
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Thell House, report suggests the prime rellsonl for t.1 he linlyes ill
this area~ is to prev'ent. tax avoidancve. Certainly the tightenling of
tho capture provisions of section 125i0 iss the. better method of attack-
lug this pi'oli Cii Such im approach('l Will not. hav (i' ot10ereet of dis-
voiuraigiuig investnwntit tha1t some of thle proposed changes ill the laINV
inl this hill will have.

'Uhe national (1'lla11lber o )oses the jpropose~d changes ini the current
txIre'zit ieiit. of li01lullilhltd deferre~d elliplisaion lans D)eferred

('o~l)CpplisltiOul ilts lCmi. uised by bo0th 1 argo andio Small ('olplues forit number or v'earIs to pt I(t. executive talentl. ri'iis 1)1 wouldI have.t
tilt, effet of dliscoura.1ging 1t1veIus( of. certin types of executive, coinl-
pensat tioil. It, would talx collpens'ationl IIateG li p1)1icabi e to eomplleli-
sat ionl whmeui earned, rat (her 111h1a at. rates ipplivab1e ait tlt he1lie filhe

III effect, deferred vounipelsaionl is a1 proiise by~ t he comianv to
pay a1 suml of 1nioneyN ill tilt" future, under. ei rcumst 11 ties where there
is not colist I'llt i ve i'eveipt. (Nrtillv to tax this in1COMe xIs though it
W(WOV recel ied is ]lot illkei i il'h ocp flxlolo lcli
Mi l ish i 1keinsiisti oceto.axto f noi

Subjet-ting deferred Coinpelnsat ion to n iti hlil tax onl deferred
pliinints over $10,00 illi a Nvwill adld greater volpleXit-v to the0('0(10. While suchl Complexity iiay lbe iiwcessaiy for t he sake ot equity,
it appears that. t his, provisionl is certainly to require Very ('OlmphcaiteM
coilutat ionis for at indnhr of taxjpayers.

itou bill dot's hiot. coilisidel' olefeirild ColinJwinsftiol Its earned(4 ineomle
for purposes of the 110 percent. maximumn marginal. talx. As a result,rut utre (leferve1 con l'sat ionl palyments t hat 11re throwvil back to
110 nd thereafter, (canl he subjected to a tax inl exces's of 50t percent,bill1 theP -4ame income11 under thle tem'of thle 1)111 woull(l have'( 11 lilXiIllil
rate( of r)() lr'it.if it wVere( not deferrevd. This di ilerelnce inl htrat t
aICcoroed e'arnedC( ilconlip anld nionen riedl i n(olielt'os nlot. aippeari to
b)'equtbe

Tito nat tonal cham11ber. is opposed to provisiolis il thle bill which
would pliminnate thle pllr(e~ ('a pitall fains trealtilment. accorded lump-
sml (ist ribuitiois from qual ified eCipj)oy 1) a.s. These chan11ges couldI
have thle eirect~ of almost, doubling the eliphoyce's tax onl e~llloyer ('011-
t'riblut ionis b~y talxinlg those cont rilmtfis ait 'd i nary ia t er thanl eapi-
tall ,xains ' rates'. This would result. inl employees ha1vinig less mlonley
available att the term nniat ionl of employmlent thanl they hand anlticipaitedl.
.Most. of thlose who would be hurlt. by w~hilt is bei uug lopropsed aire eml-
jployee's with modest. incomes. AMny'of themil have, built. their planls for
ret 1remit. a round p)rorit-Slariug' plans. The i ncrease taxb imdeni
would have (lelressinig elfects. onl their future econloillio Volfaret'. 1I1h0
burden is not, eliminated by thie averaging formulit prop~osedl.

This propos40l to elimninuite thle capital galins treaitmlenlt of lump-sum11
oistributions is also certaini to have n Imlpact. onl Federalrenu.
The incentives for greater p~roductivityv of thle employees whIo jpartivi-
)ates inl it profit-shalring planl will. be diminlished 1)y the greater tax
Lur'dii uimleted by this legislation. This reduced economic produ('tiv-
ity is certaini to htave the effect. of re(Iucig Federal reve'enues.The11 provisions of I.TlI. 13270 would tax receipt, of res9tieted stock
whei the risk of forfeiture is removed. Thins, taxpayl~ers. Could be taxedl
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immediately on pro )erty which they might not be able to sell to pay the
tax. This presents the serious problem of requiring taxpayer liquidity
upon receipt. of a nonliquid asset.

The chamber recomnimends two limitations to the current restricted
stock provisions which would eliminate abuse in this area without de-
stroying their basic usefulness. First, the stock used should he limited
to company stock or stock of an affilliated group. This assures that the
employeo'S future is directly tied to his emploer's. Second, the issu-
anco of the stock must be tied to employment. In this way it cannot
be used for payment to independent contractors.

It is most important to encourage employee stock ownership. This is
best achieved tlhromuh the use of stock options and restricted stock
plans. Key employees must be retrained by a company and tend to in-
crease the pro ductivity of that company. 'increased productivity is an
important factor in fighting inflation, and any disruption of h com-
pany's employee compensation, practices may reduce that. company's
outuit.

With regard to the provisions in the legislation relating to the limit,
on tax preferences, then national chamber recognizes the problem that
exists and that some individuals can avoid paying taxes. But the
chamber does not endorse the LTP. This change in the tax laws isexceedingly complex. It places an emphasis on gros income, and could
very well become the forerunner of a gross receipts tax on all tax-
payers. New taxes often are designed to affect only a few individuals,
but as the need for revenues increase the temptation is to enlarge their
scope to include everyone.

Other sections of the bill directly affect the same so-called preference
areas included in LTP. This treatment is the preferred approach if
changes are to be made.

The chamber opposes the provision relating to the disallowance of
allocated deductions in H.R. 13270. Again the complexity and ad-
ministrative problems associated with this proposal are enough to
cause second thoughts about its wisdom. If this provision is enacted
few, if any, investment decisions will be made by individuals without.
the guidance of an expert tax advisor. The purpose of this provision is
to tax income indirectly which is not taxed directly. Many of the tax
problems in existence today are due to attempts to do indirectly what
would better be done directly.

The national chamber supports the elimination of the unlimited
charitable contribution.

The national chamber believes that the attainment and maintenance
of a sound domestic mining industry requires more ample recognition
in the tax laws that mining is unique. It is unique in that it exhausts
its assets in the course of its operation; that exploration for and dis-
covery and development of new mining deposits continually grow
more difficult, more costly and financially more hazardous: and that
a recovery of capital and return on investment commensurate with the
risks is essential to induce venture capital to enter this hazardous
financial field.

To meet the required national needs and to assure adequate continu-
ance of the industry by the replacement of exhausted mineral assets,
the tax laws should provide that all mionrenewable natural resource



in(lustries be granted adequate depletion allowances. II aldition, pro.
vision should be made for tile current, deduction of research l)'osleet-
ing, exploration and developmentt. costs or, at the election o the tax-
payer, such (leferment as the taxpayer dleems most appropriate in each
case, without the now-existing limtations.

TaX laws lutist. recognize tihat rising eniergv demands in thik Nation
require tile constant development 1111(1 maiintecllWve of a1 ]iWalth IWtI0-
lenin industry. E],xIloratim anld develop)mellt, of pet1Oh,'llil re-murets
grow more dfflivult., 11orev costly, ainl tintivia illlo hazltlr(tlo.. Ve-
ture capital will continue to be attracte(l ill this field only if the reward
for s'C lce, Is (olmfnUnlte with tht risks involved, Therefore, to

meet, National needs and to assure developllent of oil and natural gls
produced for energy use, tile chalmber believes the tax laws must. 'oil-

tinue to provide adequate depletion allowances.
It. haS htel recolmlulenddl lit these. hearings that olOi1bitsilless State

gasoline t4xes no longer be deductile. St4at, gasoline taxes paid ly all
individlua-l are presently deductible for Federal income tax purposes,
even though they are not. business, ; ex enses. The national clamber he-
lieves that this is correct. and that, su 1 deductions should be permitted
so long as deductions are allowed generally for State taxes paid.

Pre~Iitly, amounts paid ill satis-faction of trel)le damage antitrust
imtis imlufor section 4 of (he Clityton Akct. are fully dedhttlleble as I)usi-

ness expenses for Federal income tax Iurpos'es. 'T'here has been some
discussion that changes might, be made ill the tax reform bill to )o-
hibit, deduction of two-thirds of suclh trelble damage payments. wherethe taxpayer has been convicted of violation of the antitrust laws or
has entered a plea of qmulty or nolo contendere in such litigation.

INThere the purpose-behind the statute compelling the wrongdoer to
ninake payments is remedial in nature and is intended to provide a for-
niula for the reparation of a private injur,-such payments properly
const-ituto allowable reductionss. Where a law is initelided to I)ullShl a.
wrongloer, )unishment would be mitigated by tile allowance of till ill-
come tax reduction. Actions that. are bI-ought. under section 4 of the
Clayton Act are remedial in nature, Since the purpose behind that
section of tile act. is to allow the victim it method of recovering tile
daaluges, inflicted and not to punish the wrongtloer. To disallow tile
deduction of treble daninges would amount to ignoring the remedial
characteristics of that part of tile law and inflict punishilnent by 1use of
tax Iaws.

The tax laws should| be used for tile )urpose of collectioll of reveitues
to lieet tile iecoSSa4y costs of Governmnt. Their purpose should not.
l) extended to inflicting punishment for violations of nontax laws.

Tile antitrust laws are very complex. It is often difficult for those in
tie agencies of Governmentwho enforce the laws to agree on whether
a violation has occurred, and the courts have often experienced dif-
ficulty in determining whether the law was violated. This difficulty of
interpretation means that there will be businesses subjected to treble
damages even though they have made every effort. to avoid violat-
ing the antitrust laws. In such cases, treble damages provide remedial
relief for the injured party, and the tax laws should not inflict a fine
in such cases.

As a, result of the Supreme Court decision known as the V lay.Brown
case, some tax-exempt organizations have become involved in certain



lusinless activities eom letcly unrelated to their exempt. purposl)Oe. Sit-
uations have occurred where a tax-exempt foundation acquires til,
stcxk of a corporntion by agreeing to pay the former owners a per-
centgo of thl profits illp to a. specified total. The cOriIwation is then
liquidated and its assets leased to a new company for a rental sonie-
what les than the installment, payment obligations of the folndation.
'i'he rental payments create (eductions for the new company, thus re-
ducing its tixl liability, while the rental receipts tire tax five to flie i'-
cipient, exempt . organization. T former owners are subject only to
ealital gains taxation.

Pri0 national ciamier sul)ported the original tax oi unrelated lIsi-
tiess iilcomLe of exempt organlizatiolls. It. so testitied in 1950, when this
legislation was first before Congress. The cliamner SilrtS the lpo-
visions in R.H. 13,270, which would expand( the uilrelated business
income t41,X to include the unrelated dlet-filnceled income of exempt
orgimizatiois where the organization obtains such incoimie from prop-
ertv acq ui red or improved with lborrowed funds.

'The Ihill provides that. advertising incowo of an exempt orglniza-
tion is unrelated Iisess income oven though carried on ill conmetion
witil activities related to the. orgn lization's exempt purpose.

Thto nation chamber has collsistent.ly Suplortef[ taxing utirelated
husi imtsse, of tiax-exeiIt orgalizationis. fIlowever, the clilli ixi opposes
taxing rovenlues of tax-exellipt. orga llli atiolls unless derived froll ill
unre1l-laXt business.

In 1950, Congress eieted the provisions to tax the unrelated busi-
iess incolii of Celtailn exilpt orgaizatiois. Tle action was taken be-
cause some exempt organizations wvere engaging ih businettes totally
unrelated to their exempt purposes. ,,xanlples cited in congressional
lhelliings in 1950 included some colleges alnd other instituii1s engaging
in a1 vaiety of busilless Ulidertakin iis Sieh i s the production of auto-
io1bilo paki's, chiiulwaireC and. food products, and the operation of
theaters. oil well, and cotton gins. 'Ilese businesses were totally inr'e-
lated to the exempt, purposes of t ie olgalizations involved and were
rightly made subject to tax. They did notlihing to further tile exenipt
p1il-poses of the exempt organizition other than to provide ia source
of funds. '1ius, Congress eliieted the tax, generally equivalent, to the
tax on eorporattons, to apply to lhe ineole Iderive d by exempt, organiza-
t io s fro n an "iurelatled tri'ade or Jilsiiess". -

After thie onictnnt, of the 1)50 tax on ilirelated bNiSiess incoime
of tax-exeinpt, orgamlzat-ions, advertising incoie of tax-exeiipt. organi-
zations COltlinued to be exempnt. linterpretition of the law by tile In-
teilil revenue. Service, by reasury b Xellilpt, organizations, ald
1)y taxpayers in general wls- that. adveZrfising income of such orginiza-
tions wis exempt, Iy law. Then in 1(17, 17 yelar, after the elactlielit, of
tlie unrelated business iieonico tax, the Treasury )epartient. decided
that it would adople nw regulations and tax advertisil ineonP. of
exempt organizations. This interpretatiol of the lw by tie Treasury
regulations was contrary to the legislative history of the 19,50 statute
and the intent of Congress in its enactment.

Althlougl1h it was discussed at the hearings of the internal Revenue
Service, telo question of competition is not the issue. Tlito law makes no
reference to competition, does not. ilse it its i test, and its I matter of f act.
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it would be impractical to do so. An unrelated Iishness of a tax-exeil)t
organization is taxable whether or not it is compete ing with anyone else.
A related business is not taxable under the law-whether or not it is
colpe, ting.

Practically every tax-exempt or'ganizatioll compet e s in a business
way. The monthly Celurch dinner competes with tie restaurants, the
annual benefit sluIo;w of the lo(al bovs' .lu) competes with private then-
teots, tie swimming pool of tile l al civic association Competes with
coutinierCial swimming pools. No one suggests these activities should be
taxed when they are an integi'al part of the exempt purpose of the tlx-
exempt organiz;ation-they arc related bIushim sses. They may he sep-
arate businesses and they may compete-but that. is not the test.

The test, is whether there is a business and whether it is related. ('on-
gress knew this in 1910, understood why this had to be the test, and
this is what was llawted in the 11w.

"1'lie code applies the unrelated busiliess incoe tax only to tie in-
conie from ant 'nemlated trade or business. If an exempt organiza-
tiol pubIlisles it 11gazi~lo Coniaining advertising, the trade or
business is obviously pllblishlig the niagazilne. selling advertising is
merely one integral activity in the overall operation of publishing
tie magazine. Wllat ti regulate ionls say is that even though pub-
lishing is a business and is related, and tlerefore exempt, advertising
is a Separate business and is taxable ats an entity, iull tis is what tie
p)lj)lsal in tie bill would tax. This unls eonrary to the gelle1'lll piliil-
ciples of taxation which treat a trade or lsin'ess as tie integnrated
sum of its various activities.

Th1 Supreime Court of the Tniled States has recognized that, you
cannot fractionate advertising from editorial content. In the case
of (]rosjran v. A.lmer'kean Pr'ss (ompan,. in.. 097 1.S. 211, the Court.
recognized that taxing advertising is taxing the entire pliblieatiol.

Practically all of tle State land local elambers of collllnerce and
trade and professionl organizations affliated with tile (1l11mb6'r, of
Commerce of the ITflited States issue some type of regular publica-
tion. These publications explain to people in this Country and -ar-uld
tie worldl the wol'kinllt of the free enterprise system, tle Amerivaii
way of fife, and omi' form of government and economy. T hese publi-
cations Should not l)C discouraged. Certainly sonei of these plibliea.
tions including advertising-it makes then attractive and assists in
)a iug the cost of the pIllications. Everyone agrees the tax revenues

toel "htfined front taxing their advertising income is small.
The national Chamber has coiisistelitly foulghl for tim l'iI)ciIlps of

free enlerprise. It will not refrain from fighting for the mntiinteninie of
the publications of its affiliated organizations which advancete f cause
of frepu enterprise.

A further problem exists with the fact that the new code section
513(c) proposed by section 121 (C) of tile bill, is headed "Advertising,
Etc., Activities". If the provisions of this section are to l)e enacted,
it is urged that heading be corrected so there will be no need to litigate
the meaning of "Etc., Activt ites".

The national chamber is aware of the l)roblems which arise from
special farm Iprovisions. This is true with respect to reeiving capital
gains on the sale of items whose cost was an ordinary deduction. How-
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ever, the chamber believes that the excess deductions account is too
coml)lex and should not be used as a, method of solving the problem.

In addition, applying the excess deductions account provisions to
only those individuals who have nonfarm income in excess of $50,000
discriminates against those farmers who are investing in other areas
because farming may not be as profitable as it used to be.

It is unfortunate that this legislation does not contain needed de-
preciation reform. If the investment tax credit is to be repealed, then
this legislation should provide the kind of permanent capital recovery
tax system this country must have if its industry is to compete with the
products of other industrial nations. The Treasury Department is
making studies in this area. We urge that reform in this area be given
priority. It is important that efforts be made to write permnanent
depreciation rates and allowances into the law, instead of requiring
a dependence on the depreciation guidelines, which can be changed at
any time by administrative action. We also urge that this committee
take action to eliminate by law the unfair and highly complex reserve
ratio test.

On behalf of the national chamber I wish to again thank you, Mr.
Chairman, and the members of the committee for this opportunity to
testify on the wide range of provisions in H.R. 13270. Your committee
is to be commended for holding these hearings and demonstrating
your concern for the vital l)roblems of tax reform. We hope we have
been helpful in p)resenting the views of the business community to the
committee.

The CHAIMrAN. Thank you very much for your statement, Mr.
Winter. I am interested to know that you feel there should be a 50-
per'cent limit on personal income tax, and that is based, I take it in
considerable degree on the fact that when you get beyond the 50-percent
tax rate you pass the point of diminishing returns?

Mr. Wi. TE. I think we look at it more as a question of equity in
this area. As you get to the 50-percent bracket, we think that is the
top bracket that there should be on individual income. It has been the
position of the chamber for many, many years.

The CHAIRMAN. At the time a person gives you half of what lie makes
assuming he is paying it virtually on everything he is making, lie
pays you half of what he is making, you feel that that is enough, that
that is fair if he gives you half?

Mr. WINTM. Yes; we do think that after you get beyond the 50-50
split with the Government that is perhaps going a little too far and is
not equitable to the taxpayer.

The CHAMMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. WINai. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for your statement, Mr.

Winter. I am interested to know that you feel there should be a 50-
percent limit on personal income tax, and that is based I take it in con-
siderable degree on the fact that when you get beyond the 50-percent
tax rate you reach the point of diminishing returns?

Mr. WINT. I think we look at it more as a question of equity in
this area. As you get to the 50-percent bracket, we think that that is
the top bracket that there should be on individual income. It has been
the position of the chamber for many many years.
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The CIAJItMAN. At the time a peis on gives you half of what he
makes assuming he is paying it virtually on everything he is making,
you feel that that is enough

Mr. WINTER. We do think so. It can tie in with your income averag-
ing. I think there is a real appeal for that. We get into buncihbg of
income. We put in the income averaging )rovision. This is along that
same line I think. You get in the areas of the deferred compensation
where you cai support that. Yes, we do think that after you get beyond
the 50-50 split with the Government that that is perhaps going a. little
too far and is not equitable to the taxpayer.

The CHAIR3AN. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. WINTER. Thank you.
The Ch1AIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Harold Ketelihut of Free-

port, Ill.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD KETELHUT, A MEMBER OF THE UNITED
AUTO WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UNION, FREEPORT, ILL.

Mr. RCETELHIUT. Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Com-
mittee:

My name is Harold Ketelhut, and my home address is 915 South
Chippewa Avenue, Freeport, Ill. I am employed by Twin Disc, Inc.,
of Rockford, Ill., and I am a member of Local 765, United Auto Work-
ers International Union. I have been a continuous union member since
1941, and from 1953 through 1958 I served as a local business repre-
sentative for the International Association of Machinists on a full-
time basis.

IA 1958 I helped organize the employees of a company in Monroe,
Wis. Contract negotiations with the employer began afer the IAM
was certified as the legal bargaining representative of the employees.
The international union sent one of its representatives to Monroe to
assist the new local union's bargaining committee-or so we thought.

In the absence of members of the local bargaining committee, this
international representative offered management a deal. He said, in
effect, "If you will agree to include a 'union shop' clause in the con-
tract so we can collect dues from all the employees, I will permit you
to set the wage rates."

The company's spokesmen accepted this offer. As a result, all em-
ployees were compelled to pay dues to the local union, and the local
bargaining committee had no voice in determining the wage rates. I
have good reasons for believing that some union officials are more con-
cerned about collecting dues than about getting higher wages for the
employees they are supposed to represent.

I will not pretend that I have read, or that I understand, every sec-
tion of this 368-page tax bill. But I have read section 101 (b), which
proposes taxation of tax-exempt private foundations which engage
in political activities. As I understand it., and the language seems quite
clear to me a 100-percent tax would be levied on any amount of money
spent by a foundation for political purposes.

For example, that tax would be applied to a sum of money used by
a foundation to sponsor a voter registration drive.

In my opinion, the political activities of all tax-exempt organiza-
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tions should be curbed-including the political activities of tax-ex-
empt labor unions.

In order to earn my livelihood as an eml)loyee of Twin Disc, Inc., I
am playing union dues against my will. I resent the fact that the UAW
has used my dues money in efforts to defeat. political candidates I
support. Last year it opposed the reelection of the late Senator Dirksen,
who was a member of your committee.

A few years ago Senator Dirksen wrote an article which was pub-
lished in the DePaul University Law Review. I quote the following
from his article:

It Is well known to everyone that American unions have for the past many
years been highly alive in polities . .. Large armies of union staff plersonnel are
assigned to work in )lltlcal canl)aigns at the )re(.lnct level in getting out the
vote for union-endorsed candidates; union newspapers and other publieations
are heavily devoted to promoting favored candidates, and union funds derived
from membership dues and fees are liberally distributed to such candidate.

And then Senator Dirksen asked a question which applies to me and
millions of other wage-earners:

Where does this leave the Ilndividual worker who Is required under a compul-
sory unionism agreement to pay his dues and fees into the union as a necessary
condition to holding his Job?

I am one of many UAW members who have been vocal in object-
ing to partisan politicking by officials of our union. We are not paying
these union officials to tell us we should vote for certain candidates for
public offices; we are paying them to serve as our collective bargaining
agents.

rhe uproar from rank-and-file members became so loud that the
union hierarchy felt something should be done during the interna-
tional union's last convention to pacify us. With the strong backing
of the international's officers, delegates to the convention voted to
amend the UAW constitution. In theory, at least, the new amendment
permits a member who objects to the union's political program to desig-
nate a portion of his dues for a charitable institution of his choice.

By urging this action, UAW officials admitted they have been using
some of the dues money for political purposes. Last March I wrote
the first of several letters to an official of my local union and to the
international union's secretary-treasurer. I requested that the portion
of my dues which was used for political purposes be allocated to a
crusade on behalf of handicapped children.

I finally received a letter early this month from the crusade director
thanking me for a $75 pledge. Obviously, the union does not intend to
refund the money which was taken from me in the past. and used in
support of political candidates and causes I and many other union
members oppose.

I suppose the union will earmark a portion of my future dues for
the handicapped children's crusade, but I do not know whether the
$75 pledge will be fulfilled during the next 12 months or during the
next 5 years. The union officials I hive written to have not bothered
to let me know.

According to the union newspapers I receive, this tax bill is the
greatest thing to come down the pike since the Wagner Act. W'alter
Reuther and George Meany disagree on many subjects, but they ap-
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parently agree this is the kind of tax reform the country needs. WYell,
they are not speaking for me on this issue.

To me, "tax justice" means that all individuals and organizations
would be treated justly and equally by the government. Preserving
tax loopholes for unions that spend their members' compulsory dues
for political action would be a great injustice to the working people
of this country. That is my opinion and the opinion of almost very
worker I have ever met.

I understand that the bill before you l)roposes to tax the income
received by churches from investments in unrelated I)usinesses. I know
that at one time the International Association of Machinists was one.
of the bigger stockholders in Sears, Roebuck and Company. I know
the IAM owns a sizable ofilca building here in Washington.

I do not know whether the unrelated business income of unions
is now taxed. But if it, is not, it. should be-especially if Congress de-
cides to impose a tax on the unrelated business income of the churches.

In my opinion, it. is unfair to deny a tax exempltion to one orgalniza-
tion on the basis of its political activities and wink at the political
activities of another tax-exempt organization. What is sauce for tie.
goose is still sauce for the gander. I earnestly hope you will vote to
deny tax exeml)tions to all organizations which use any part of their
income for any kind of l)olitical activity. This would serve to discour-
age the misuse of money earned by workers to Sul)port the political
whims of union officials.

I thank you for your attention and the valuable time you have allo-
cated to me.

Thp CIA4 11NArN. Thank you very much, sir.
Seiator MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I want to commend this witness for

his courageous testimony. I am concerned about part of his testimony.
Now, as'I understand it, a great amount of political activities bv tie
AFL-CIO are financed out of the funds of the committee on political
education known as COPE. Do I understand correctly that the con-
tributions made by union members to COPE, are voluntary?

Mr. K-rmmIiUt. My experience with COPE is that. they will offer
you a lottery, a form" of lottery ticket. or a chance to win a television
set and so on. You contribute x dollars by the number of chances you
get. That is part. of the money that goes into the political action, yes.

Senator MILTLR. Of couMe, that would be a voluntary matter for n
union member to buy some chances. lie does not have to that, does lie?

Mr. K1.rE,nxrr. Well, another thing in my experience has been on
the IAM staff for 6 years, every staff conference that I attended that,
was a head of an election, a national election or a big State election
coming up, if it happened to be a. national election I was asked to
donate some dollars, and if I didn't I would not remain on the staff
very long. If it. was a State elect-ion I would attend the State. labor
convent-ion and be told the same thing. It. was voluntary to the extent
that if you did not contribute your international office frowned upon
you.

Senator MILLm. Well, take the rank and file who are not. members
of the staff, just somebody who has been in the union for 6 months.
He does not hwve to pay money into COPE if he does not want to,
does heI

83-8M5--48--pt. 6-12
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Mr. K'ELimuTr. The TTUAIY constitution provides-I did not bring it
along but it provides-that if a member-right in our constitution-
if a member objects to his money, money from his dues being spent
politically, they will

Senator MILLEIR. I am not talking about dues, though.
M1r. KETELIlUT. About what.?
Senator MITLER. I am not talking about dues. I am talking about

contributions to COPE.
Mr. KiET-ELHUT. Yes.
Senator M3ILLER. Because my understanding is that the finmncing of

COPE does not come out of dues. It comes out of contributions or
pjurcinsing chances on lotteries and things like that.M[r. KE 'rnUT. I would have to go along with you. I cannot ques-
tion you on that. All I know is that with my experience that is the
way I have been approached on it. Whether or not they get additional
funds from the general treasury I do not know.

Senator MILLER. Forgettin g about the Committee on Political Edu-
cation funds, and assuming tiat contributions by individual members
are voluntary-as I have long understood to be the case, let us turn our
attention to union dues. You have testified that some part of the dues
has been used for political purposes by some unions. I assume by
political purposes you mean partisan purposes.

Mr. KETEL1UT. Yes !
Senator MILLER. Can you tell us how?
Mr. Kur ruT. I will give you some example, since I have a few

moments to refresh my memory. I recall that when I served on the IM
staff of 1953 through 1958. Senator Douglas was our Senator from
Illinois. At election time International would send out a man and he
would have his car loaded down with printed campaign material for
Mr. Douglas. This material would be distributed to the area Demo-
cratic headquarters in my district. This man would inform me that I
should keep quiet and not tell everybody that lie was doing this on
union time ashe was a staff member of theYM.

Senator MILLER. The point you make here is that union dues which
are used to pay the salaries of staff members of the union were diluted
to the extent that the staff member took time away from his staff duties
with the union and participated in a partisan political campaign?

Mr. KTELHUT. That is right.
Senator MILLER. Can you tell us how long this particular staff mem-

ber took off to engage in the partisan political campaign?
Mr. Kmm'ELuT. At different times when this man came through my

area on these political excursions, I would ask him to stay over and
assist me on local union problems as he was also a capable negotiator.
He told me that he could no .offer any assistance because lie was
ordered to spend all his time on seeing that Mr. Douglas was reelected.

Senator MIU.R. You have given us an example. Do you know of
other examples?

Mr. K=rELIIUT. Yes I do. The mnichinist union, as an arm of the
organization which they refer to the machinists union partisan political
league. They would encourage local lodges to put on parties and
dances, and furnish lunch and refreshments which may cost a local
$300, $400, or $500 out of its local treasury. Then a collection *06uld be
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made amongst the union members at this party who were told that,they were contributing to the machinists nonpartisan political league.
Senator MIIJt. What you are saying then is that the financing of

the so-called nonpartisan political league was handled through parties
of this nature with the local union's treasury, which had been funded
by union dues, being used to pay for the expense of the parties and the
parties being used as a vehicle for raising "voluntary" contributions to
the league.

Mr. KETETJ1IUT. That is right.
Senator MILER. Were the activities of the so-called nonpartisan

league genuinely nonpartisan?
Air. KCETEIIHUT. Let me put it this way, that the nonpartisan slogan

was to elect, our friends-defeat our enemies.
Senator MALfi. That is an interesting slogan, but, the real question

is whether those designated as friends represented mostly or entirely
the candidates of one political party.

Mr. K Mr-LIHUT. I would say that their activities, 98 percent of the
time, supported the candidates of one party.

Senator 3h1~,E. And which party?
Mr. Kvi.ruauT. Trhe Democratic Party.
Senator MAuLBt. Can you give us another example of how union

dues were used for l)artisan political purposes?
Mr. K'r. During the last )residential election when Vice

President, Humphrey held his parade in Chicago, the Local 765 of the
IJAW, of which I am a member, took two bus loads of membs, paid
for the loss of time from their jobs, and paid for the bus fares and
meals aid lodging to p)aricipate in the Humphrey program in Chi-
cag8 . This was done by the sizable UAW local in Rockville, which had
the funds to support it.

Senator Mi,ImvR. You are saying that these payments were made
from the union treasury into which dues had been paid, and not from
a fund which was supported by voluntary contributions.

Mr. KETAI UT. That is absolutely right.. UAW4 locals cannot have
funds other than from dues.

Senator Ahim~uui In other words, the entire union membership
through their dues, really paid for the expenses of the bus loads of
union members going to and from Chicago, remaining in Chicago over
night., and the loss in wages incurred by their absences from their
employment..

Mr. K.TE iuT. That is right.
Senator MILLER. I have heard that in some cases a local union's

treasury, funded by union dues, has been used to reimburse union
members for taking time away from their employment to actively
work in getting out the vote for candidates endorsed by the union in
partisan political elections. Do you know of any such practices in yourexperience?

Mr. KigrwFmiuT. Yes, I do. In Illinois, approximately I would say
1954 or 1955 somewhere in the State legislature election, we had a mni
that was endorsed by the international union office in Chicago, to run
against the incumbent State legislator.

Senator MILLER. Where?
Mr. KE'rELHUT. In the Freeport, Ill., district. The international office

in Chicago requested that our IAM local in Freeport support and as-
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sist this man in every way. The local set ip a committee. The members
of this committee took time off to check the voting record at the county
court house in the district.. As many of our members were scattered
in two or three counties, it was necessary for the members of this com-
mittee to take time off from their employment to encourage members
that were not ref istered to vote to become registered, and this same
committee, for a few days before the election, made up car pools to con-
tact members at their iomes and to get them to vote. We had mainy
night-shift people who could only be contacted in this way. The mem-
bers of this committee were reimbursed by the local union for wages
lost by their activities.

-Senator MuLF.. Are you saying that their activities were directed
at the support of the partisan candidate endorsed by the international
office in Cicago?

Mr. KUMLIIUT. That is right.
Senator MirrR. Can you tell us how union newspapers are

fin anced?
Mr. KETELHIUT. I can tell you this. In my experience with the Ma-

chinist Weekly paper, it is not supported by advertisement. In their
international audit reports they do list the expense of publishing this
paper. '''

Penator Mi,LF.R. When you say they list the expense of publishing

the paper, are you referring to a listing in connection with the inter-
national union's treasury, which is supported by union dues?

Mr. KM uLUT. That is absolutely right. Tl1is audit is conducted by
a committee selected from the entire rank-and-file membership, anl
they audit the funds of the international secretary-treasurer.

Senator 3MiLLER. I want to get this clear. It, has been my observation
that some union newspapers carry advertising, and I would presume
that the paper you referred to, on some occasions at least, (lid carry
some advertising. But the point is that any deficit in operations of the
newspaper was paid out of the treasury, which was funded by union
dues.

Mr. Kmviiu'r. That is absolutely right.
Senator MILLER. Was it your observation that the union newspaper

endorsed certain candidates in partisan political races?
Mr. KEwmurr. Very much so.
Senator MILLER. Were these outright endorsements indicating that

the members should vote for or against certain candidates?
Mr. K mELnu'r. Yes it was.
Senator MI LLER. Was there any reason furnished the readers of the

union newspaper for voting for or against certain candidates?
Mr. KETf-LIIUT. Yes there was.
Senator MILLER. Can you amplify on this?
Mr. K TFiuu'r. The union paper would list a candidate they en-

dorsed. They would list the candidate they were opposed to. They
would list each candidate's voting record on issues they felt vital to
labor.

Senator MILLER. When you say "they" to whom do you refer?
Mr. KMErLIUr. It would generally carry the endorsement of the

international officers--they would list their names.
Senator MiumR. What about the voting records to which you refer.

Were these shown in a manner which would indicate that the candi-
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had voted wrong on tile issue.

Mr. KErLITrT. That's the way it was handled.
Senator MIL.R4E. Who determined whether a wrong vote or a right

vote had been cast on the issues?
Mr. KETr:iruT. It would have been the international officers who

endorsed the candidates.
Senator MILLEn. 1)oes this mean that the officers, in their evaluation

of such votes, were speaking for the individual members of the union,?
Or only for themselves?

Mr. KETELHUT. They were not speaking for the individual inem-
her, they were speaking namely for themselves, using the union paper
to l)romote candidates of their own choice. Because as a union official,
I received much criticism from rank and file union members for the
international using our paper for partisan political purposes.

Senator MIILLER. Thank you.
The CIIAItMAN. The next witness will be Mrs. of. M. Ford of Law-

rence, Kans. I am pleased to welcome you here, Mr.'s. Ford.
I am pleased to welcome you here, Mrs. Ford.
We are ready to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF MRS. 3. M. FORD, ILU MEMBER, LAWRENCE, KANS.

Mrs. FonRD. I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee, for allowing me to come to Washington to give you my
little tale of woe.

I am Mrs. M. Ford, of 1941 Emerald Drive, Lawrence, Kans. Mr.
Ford and I had two sois in college and we are very much interested
in tax reform, especially if tax reform will provide us tax relief.

ohmy husband anl I te employed. Our employer is HerculesInc., which operates the Suniflower Armiy Ammunition' Plant. I work

in the laundry department where all coveralls are washed and folded
and all personnel employed in the reductionn of this product must
wear these for their protection.

I have been employed by Hercules for the past 4 years.
As I understand It, the tax reform bill approved by the House of

Relpresentatives will levy a tax on the income received by churches on
their investments in unrelated businesses. I do not object to that fea-
ture of the bill. But I do object to the failure of the House bill to pro-
pose a tax on the unrelated business income of labor unions.

I also object to the favored treatment unions receive with regard to
political activities. The bill will impose a severe tax on tax-exempt
foundations if any of their money is used for any kind of political
program-including voter registration campaigns. But I cannot find
anything in this bill which says labor unions will also be taxed if they
spend money for voter registration drives or other political activities.

I want to ask after I read an excerpt out of the Laborer which I get,
and then I want this to go in the record; please, sir:

"House group starts to p)lug tax loophole," and one paragraph down
here:

Severe limitations would be placed on the right of foundations to make direct
grants to individuals, to prevent self-dealing between a foundation and Its foun-
der and to prevent hoarding of Income. One section that Is being carefully studied

isa
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by labor lawyers Is that preventing foundations from engaging directly in voter
registration drives, although it is unlikely that this section would affect union
registration campaigns.

Now, that is in the magazine that I receive.
(The article referred to by Mrs. Ford for inclusion in the recordfollows:)

[From the Laborer, June 19691

HousE. GROUP STARTS To PLUG TAX LOOPHOLES

The House Ways & Means Committee has approved "tentatively" a series of
tax reform measures designed to plug some of the tax loopholes that now exist.

For the most part the proposals are In line with what organized labor has
suggested in the less controversial areas of tax reform. They do not, however,
touch on major tax reform proposals such as capital gains, oil depletion allow-
ances, tax-exempt bonds and relief for low and middle income brackets. Pre-
sumably, these will be touched on in later installments of the Committee proposals
in the months ahead.

The Committee's proposed "first installment" of tax reform touches such areas
as conglomerate mergers, "hobby" farm losses, charitable contributions, moving
expenses and private foundations. Moving expenses have been liberalized-a gain
for workers--but tax treatment of the other areas has been tightened to a
significant degree.

Conglomerate Mergers: The Committee's proposals would reduce the tax ad-
vantages that grow out of mergers of one kind or another which are carried
out through the Issuance of certain bonds or debentures. In general, corporations
would not be allowed to claim deductions for interest paid on these bonds. Labor
economists are carefully studying the impact of this proposal.

"Hobby" Farm Losses: The Committee's proposal would reduce sharply claims
of "excessive" farm losses which now can be written off against other income.
In general "hobby" farmers would be expected to prove that they are in business
to make a profit and to be limited in the amount of loss they can claim.

Charitable Contributions: The present tax provisions that allow unlimited
deductions for charitable contributions would be repealed gradually through
1975 with especial reference to those contributions which involve property that
has increased in value between the time it was acquired and the time it was
contributed. This would particularly affect works of art and other types of col-
lections that have a way of increasing immensely in value when they are con-
tributed to museums or universities.
. Foundations: Tax treatment proposals for foundations are largely in response
to the growing Ust of abuses that have begun to surround the creation and
activities of private foundations. The Committee would impose a 5 percent tax on
net investment income of private foundations, would include capital gains and
would not permit deductions for dividends received.

Severe limitations would be placed on the right of foundations to make direct
grants to individuals, to prevent "self-dealing" between a foundation and its
founder and to prevent hoarding of income. One section that is being carefully
studied by labor lawyers ts that preventing foundations from engaging directly
in voter-registration drives, although It is unlikely that the section would affect
union registration campaigns.

Mrs. FoRD. Why are the labor unions entitled to preferential treat-
ment?

One thing can be said in defense of the political activities of foun-
dations: atleast they are using-money which has been given volun-
tarily.

The unions, on the other hand, are financing their politicking with
funds taken from workers who are victims of compulsory unionism.

This is an outrage, and I hope you gentlemen on the committee agree
it is an outrage.

In Kansas, recently the Emporia Gazette criticized this bill because
it has tax loopholes benefiting labor unions that earn income from
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business investments and also support politicians who find favor with
the union hierarchy. The Gazette said:

It is now time for the public-union members included-to join in the crusade
to close all tax loopholes.

I am a union member who says "Amen 1" to that,.Mr. Chairman, I ask that the Gazette editorial be made a part of
the record of this hearing.

The CIIAIIM3IAN. We will include that in the record at this point.
(The article referred to follows:)

[From the Emporla, Kansas, Gazette]

BiO ONE GmTTiNO AWAY

Even before the nets can be closed on the slippery fish who have been avoiding
federal taxes, the best catch of all has his nose through a big loophole. Unless
the public raises a loud cry, the big one will get away.

The prize in this case is Big Labor. (Not the small locals of the working men
who produce for American enterprise, not them; this big fish is the labor liler-
archy made up of those who get rich and play politics with union dues.)

A tax reform bill-described as the most sweeping in history-has passed the
House by a lopsided vote of 394 to 30. Now the bill is before the Senate where
it still may be changed before final approval.

Among the reforms in the present bill are: 1. a minimum tax on persons of
high income, many of whom now escape all taxes; 2. a reduction in the oil deple-
tion allowance from 2"T% to 20 per cent; S. stiffer capital gains tax rules for peo-
ple in high brackets; 4. repeal of the 7 per cent investment credit for corpora-
tions; 5. restrictions on rapid-depreciation tax writeoffs; 6. curbs on abuses of
charitable contributions to escape taxes; 7. restrictions on the use of foundations
as tax-evasion devices; & a 7% per cent tax on incomes of foundations from in-
vestments; plus several others.

Two of these reforms that ought to affect Big Labor are No. 7 and No. 8-re-
strictions on the use of foundations, and a 71/ per cent tax on incomes of
foundations.

The nation's big labor unions-like some major churches-have millions in-
vested in private businesses. Dividends from these operations are exempt from
income taxes. But the Union Hierarchy uses its profits to support political causes
and politicians who find favor.

As it is now written, the Reform Bill preserves the favored status of labor
unions while imposing taxes on the income from nonrelated businesses of
churches and other organizations.

But there is hope. Sen. Paul Fannin of Arizona has promised that "in my posi-
tion on the Senate Finance Committee, I expect that we shall be looking Into
the tax-exempt status of these empires built by union moguls with the compul-
sory dues of the workers." Also, the National Right to Work Committee his
started a campaign to stir up an Investigation into the matter.

It is now time for the public-union members Included-to join in the crusade
to close all tax loopholes.-R. C.

Mrs. FoRD. Recently I also read in the newspapers that the National
AFL--CIO president appeared before this committee to speak for what
he called "tax justice." I cannot see any justice in compelling workers
like me to pay dues to a tax-exempt union that spends our money to
elect political candidates we workers are against,

Earlier this year our State legislature passed a bill favored by every
worker I know. But the union officials were fighting it, so Governor
Docking vetoed the bill. Later we found out the Governor received a
total of $80,000 in contributions from Kansas AFL-CIO officials dur-
ing his last campaign, it is pretty clear to me that Governor Docking
is not going to side with us in the future if the union officials are
against the things we workers are for.
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Just 1 year ago this month I was approached in the laundry depart-
ment of the Sunflower Plant by an official of Local 605 of the Interna-
tional Laborers Union. She told me the company had agreed to in-
clude a "union shop" clause in its new collective bargaining agreement
with local 605. She said I would be fired from my job if I failed or
refused to sign a card authorizing the deduction of monthly union dues
f rom my paychecks.

The loss of my income would have hurt, in fact we could only have
sent one son to college last year instead of two. We still have one in
now. So I reluctantly signed the card, and ever since my employer has
been checking off union dues from my wages.

I believe-and most of the Sunflower employees I know believe-
that during the contract bargaining sessions 1ast year officials of local
605 eagerly accepted a meager wage increase for the employees in
order to induce the company to agree to their demands for a com-
pulsory "union shop" clause.

It should be obvious to everyone that some workers want to join and
support, labor unions and other workers do not want, to join and sup-
port labor unions. Why aren't. the rights of both groups respected?
Why aren't the union officials willing to rely on persuasion to enlist
new members? Do they have such a low opinion of the services they
offer that they are convinced many employees would not support the
unions voluntarily? Or do they think most of us are so dumb that we
must be compelled to do what they think is the right thing to do, not
what we think is right.

A year ago I did not know I was being lied to when I was told I
would have to sign a dues checkoff card in order to keep my job. Since
that time I have learned because I was sent a statement by the union,
that a worker cannot legally be compelled to authorize the deduction
of union dues from his paycheck. We can be compelled to pay dues,
but we cannot be required to sign the checkoff authorization form.

Officials of local 605 used other forms of pressure in an effort to get
the signatures of sunflower workers on the checkoff form. The union's
initiation fee was $38.75, and a lump-sum payment was demanded from
employees who balked at. signing the form. On the other hand, the
union accepted the fee in installments from those workers who signed
the checkoff form. Some of the Sunflower employees were dragged
into the Teamsters Union, and they were compelled to pay a $75
initiation fee.

I am reasonably certain the income received by the local chamber of
commerce in Lawrence, Kans., is tax exempt. Let's suppose its board
of directors decided to compel every businessmen to pay dues to the
chamber as a condition of operating this business in our community.
The directors might say:

The services of our chamber bdneflt every business in Lawrence. Some of
thev liunessmen have been taking a "free ride" at our expense, and we are going
to put a stop to it. They will either join the chamber and support its program,
or we will run them out of town.

I strongly suspect the Lawrence Chamber of Commerce would
quickly lose its tax exemption if it attempted to coerce nonmembers in
our business community. There is nothing hypothetical about the
coercion used by labor unions. Congress will be siirking its duty if it
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fails to tax unions' unrelated business income and also if it fails to lift
tax exemptions of unions using compulsory dues money to support po-
litical candidates and causes.

By being here, today, I am risking reprisals by vindictive union ofl-
cials, and I think you all realize this.

I sincerely hope it is not wishful thinking when I assume the mem-
bers of this committe are willing to run the same risk.

Thank you.
The CnAIMHA-x. Thank you very much.
Senator MILLFR. What local are you a part of?
Mrs. FoRD. Local 605 of the Laborers' International Union of North

America, located at Sun Flower, Kans.
Senator M ILTER. Does t'is union have a union shop contract with

the management?
Mrs. FoRD. Yes, sir, it does.
Senator MILLER. In other words, you mst belong to the union to

hold your job?
Mrs. FORD. Yes sir.
Senator MILLER. And, of course, you pay dues to the union.
Mrs. FORD. Yes sir, I do, and it is deducted from my pay check.
Senator MILLER. Do I understand that part of the'e dues are used

by the union for partisan pol itical purposes ?
Mrs. FORD. As far as I know. I have in my hand a copy of an article

that was in the Johnson County Herald on March 12, 1169, referring
to the contributions reported in last fall's gubernatorial campaign
in Kansas.

Senator MILLER. I note that the article refers to an F. 1. Black as
having contributed $10,000 to the "Docking for Governor Club," and
that Black is believed to be a leader in the AFL-CIO in Kansas. The
article also lists other Docking contributors to include the Amalga-
mated Meat Cutters, the Communications WYorkers of America, the
International Brotherhood of Boiler Maker, and other unions. Is
this the basis for your belief that some part, of union dues has been
used for partisan political purposes?

M rs. FORD. Yes, sir, this is one of the reasons that I believe this.
Another reason is that we were working on a bill to put teeth into
the Kansas right-to-work law, and we thought that had accomplished
this because we had a. good majority-6--4b in the legislature. Then
Governor Docking vetoed it.

Senator MILLEm. Is the main thrust of your criticism your under-
standing that a part of your union dues, which you must. ay in order
to hold your job, is usedt for part isan political purposes

Mrs. FoRD. Only partially because there are millions of people in
my shoes in the United States who are forced to support candidates
whom they oppose Iust as I.

Senator M m. Thank you.
The CHAIRMA. Thank you.
We will next call Mrs. Edna Anish, of Pittsburgh, Pa.
I think it might be well to include at this pomit a very thoughtful

statement of Senator Inouye. It is certainly relevant to the testimony
we will be receiving from some of the following witnesses.
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(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF Hlox. DANIEl. K. INOUYE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM TIlE STATE OF
ITAWAII

Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank this committee for the opportunity to speak
about what I consider a serious deficiency In H.R. 13270. 1 urge that the present
bill be amended to include a provision for special tax exemptions for the disabled.

Currently, there is legislation before the Senate, S. 1069, and the House, 1I.R.
424, which would accomplish this objective. S. 1009, introduced by the distin-
guished senior Senator from New York, would provide the handicapped an
income tax deduction of up to $600 to cover transportation to and from work.
as well as allowing the disabled the same $600 deduction now provided the blind.

I have more than a passing interest it this legislation. I am a member of that
group called the handicapped. In my own case, the loss of my arm is a relatively
minor inconvenience. I receive compensation from the government and can drive
to work without any difficulty. No special prosthetics are required by me nor
do I need special shoes or other clothing. My musical talents have not flowered,
but otherwise I have led a full life that has left me with a sense of deep Iersonal
satisfaction. Hundreds of thousands of individuals have not been so fortunate,
and it is because my concern for their plight that I serve as an honorary member
of The Joint Handicapped Council.

Severely disabled individuals often find it impossible to utilize cheap public
transportation, such as buses and subways, because they must use braces,
crutches, wheelchairs and prosthetic devices. Daily expenses are further
increased by special or extra clothing. Orthopedic shoes, for example, can cost
as much as between $250 to $400 per pair, and in these inflationary times, the
price of some special shoes has doubled in a year. There are many other expenses
that must be borne in many cases: help to perform simple tasks the non-handi-
capped find easy to do; special furniture and fixtures; medical and insurance
expenses; and other expenses that drain a limited budget.

II.R. 424 and S. 1009 are important not only because of the direct monetary
benefit to the handicapped but also because it will serve as a psychological and
financial incentive to the disabled. It is good business to hire the handicapped.
Aware of their limitations and stirred by pride of accomplishment, the disabled
make conscientious workers. They are more anxious than the average worker to
prove themselves productive members of society.

All too often, however, their good intentions are dashed soon after they enter
the job market. They face not only doubt but also the hard economic reality
of the expenses I mentioned earlier. Frequently they find that the total cost
exceeds their income, and they are compelled to withdraw into an empty exist-
ence by becoming welfare wards of society and their relatives. Every year our
country wastes millions of dollars in rehabilitation costs to train men and women
who are later disappointed by the denial of job opportunities by the uneven
hand of the tax collector. More millions are spent for welfare for the disabled
who would prefer to work to earn a living. The handicapped want opportunity-
not charity.

The total cost to the Federal Treasury will be minimal. It has been estimated
that some 300,000 individuals would qualify at a maximum cost of $40 million.
Stringent controls are built into S. 1069-H.R 424 by the requirement that only
those suffering from a loss of one or more extremities or 40% or more loss of
ability as defined under the Schedule for Rating Disabilities of the Veterans
Administration would qualify for the $600 exemption. Further, the disabled
would obtain the additional exemption for which only the blind now qualify.

I believe that an amendment to H.R. 13270 in the form of S. 1069--H.R. 424
would be economically enlightened in addition to being a humanitarian concept.
By encouraging these individuals to work, we shall make better use of welfare
and rehabilitation expenses. I hope that my colleagues in the Congress will give
their favorable consideration to this deserving amendment when it is offered.
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STATEMENT OF EDNA ANISH, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, PITTS-
BURGH, PA.; ACCOMPANIED BY MRS. MARGARET LEE WALGREN,
LEGISLATIVE ADVISOR, OPEN DOORS FOR THE HANDICAPPED
Miss ANmsm Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Edna Anish, e. ecutivo secretary of Open Doors for the H1andi-

capped, 1013 South Third Street., Pittsburgh, Pa. Accompanying me
today is Mrs. Margaret Walgren, our legislative adviser.

Over the past 14 years upwards of 490 bills-15 in the 89th Con-
greos alone--have been referred to Congress seeking tax relief for the
physically handicapped. Not one has been enacted. A cynical explana-
tiol might be that all these bills, being so uncontroversial, were merely
for home consumption.

Of course, countering this interpretation is the fact that the visually
handicapped-the blind-were granted a $600 tax exemption in 1950.
You believed then that the low income of this group should be
subsidized because of difficulties in finding and qualifying for
employment.

But problems of working and the expenses of living for the ortho-
pedieal3' handicael)l)d aro as )urdensomne, if not mor so, than those
of the visually handicapped. The same rationale for tax relief should
therefore be applied to both categories. Elimination of this obvious
inequity in the l)resent tax structure is long overdue.

So that you may better understand wy we seek tax relief such as
the $600 exemption now given to the blind, we bring to your attention
the expenses incidental to a disabled person's way of life. Unquestion-
ably, the normal day-to-day activities that the able-bodies take for
granted are far more costly n time, energy, and money for us.

Our organization, Open IDoors for the Handicapped promotes the
independence of the disabled. This independence costs money. For
example:

Transportation: Public transportation is largely inaccessible to the
disabled. The average income of a rehabilitated orthopedically handi-
capped person is $3,400 a year. A clerk typist who goes out to work
will spend about one-half of his annual earnings on taxicabs. The
breakdown of the earnings of a single full-time employee in Pittsburgh
is as follows:
Annual Earnings ---------------------------------------- $3, 400. 00

Less taxes :
Internal Revenue --------------------------------------- 402. 00
Surtax ----------------------------------------------- 30.00
Social Security - ----------------------------------------- 20
Local City Tax ---------------------------------------- 8.00

603. 20

Total --------------------------------------------- 2,730.80
Taxicabs (aumally) --------------------------------------- 1, 5. 00

Net Income ---------------------------------------- 1,17. 80
This, gentlemen, is what our Government calls poverty. The "Tax

Reform Act of 1969" uses $1,100 as the poverty level. We agree I We are
paying our Government for the privilege of going to work. If this
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same person did not have the drive and determination to go out to
work, he would vegetate at home and collect $1,296 Social Security
Disability. Then, the total loss to the Government is three times what
it would gain in taxes if the disabled were to remain employed.

Under our present tax structure you are only losing tax revenue,
the country is losing our talents, but we are losing our independence,
dignity, and emotional stability.

Emiployment,. Unemployment among the disabled is doube that of
the able-bodies. The disabled earn less because of the following condi-
tions:

(1) The kind of work thev' are limited to;
(2) The period aspect of that. work;
(3) The need to work in sheltered workshops where minimum

wage scales do not apply;
(4) They are--or are thought to be-bad risks;
(5) They are unable to enter the competitive labor market and

are often exploited by do-gooders; and
(6) Discrimination still exists.

The Federal Government spends more than a, billion dollars a year
for vocational rehabilitation. It. is said to recover, in direct. taxes, $10
to every $1 it spends. Yet it igfiores our need for income tax relief.

Ve are being rehabilitated for jobs we cannot. afford to keep. The dis-
abled (to not want charity or welfare doles; they want to be self-
sustaining, self-sufficient citizens. But the disabled person seeking em-
lfloyment faces many problems-l)rimarily financial. With the cost of
living rising at a rate of 6 percent at year, our plight borders on
desperation.

Education: Your next question might well be: Could the disabled
get better jobs if he had higher education? Yes I But often he is
neither financially nor physically able to attend a college of his choice.
Only 14 or more than 2,500 colleges and universities in this country
meet most of the minimum requirements for accommodating disabled
stu(lents.

Housing: Another area which drains our pocketbooks is housing.
We cannot live in old housing because of the number of ste)s. We
must live in new apartment buildings or specially designed houses.
'We therefore have higher rental and housing costs. If a disabled per-
son is lucky-yes, lucky-and earns less than an annual income of
$31400 then lie is eligible for Federal Housing. But., in reality, le is
only eligible for a waiting list because the senior citizens receive pri-
ority in t these facilites.

Domestc Help: What of the severely disabled? Not all are fortunate
to be able to live at home where family members can lend a helping
hand. Very often only slight assistance is necessary, but it. is crucial;
for exanllple, help in getting frofi bed to wheelchair in the morning
and back at night.. Yet, this type of help is not. tax deductible for the
disabled.

Recreation: The disabled, especially, needs recreation. But what
enjoyment is possible on a low, heavily-taxed income? Those seats at
concert halls reserved especially for 'the disabled are the most ex-
pensive. Also, the disabled must buy' first floor theater seats because
they cannot get to the less expensive balcony seats.

Other: Other nondeductible expenses incurred by the disabled are
hand-controls for specially equipped cars for disabled drivers, custom-

t
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made clothing, and heavier tipping so often needed for a helping
NAud.

Without further documentation, we think you will agree that we
have made a. ease for extending a tax subsidy of a $600 exemption to
the orthopedically handicapped. The precedent for this subsidy was
set '20 ears ago on behalf of the blind.

It has been argued that the technical difficulty of defining and
limiiiting the population who would be eligible for tax relief was so
dilicult. that. the problem was better off deferred and ignored. We feel
we have come hero with an adequate definition of the disabled individ-
ital which will be an answer to your dilemma.

Paraphrasing a foremost authority in rehabilitation, Dr. Howard
A. Rus , who quotes from a National Health Survey, we submit the
following:

An orthopedic impairment is defined as a permanent disability of
some portion of the skeletal system which has been lost crippled, para-
lyzed, or deformed, severely affecting mobility. Lobbying obviously
is it real hardship for us-both physically and financially-so you
have not seen us often!

We are speaking hero for those persons in wheelchairs, persons using
braces, crutches, and prostheses; the palsied and the arthritic. We
are not. asking for a gift: we are simply asking for reasonable anid
equitable tax relief for orthop)edically handicapped Americans; we
want to become taxpayers not taxeaters.

Thank you.
The CHIRM Nr.. Thank you very much. I will instruct the staff to

take a good look at this problem and see if we can help.
Miss ANIsIr. May I ask permission to have Mrs. Walgren make a

statement
Mrs. IV .LOREN. I am too smart a woman to realize you do not keep

1l1ngry men from lunch. I would like to mention, however, that one
of the primary considerations that we were told that you would be
tal~cing account of is the cost to the Federal Government, and we think
that the cost is extremely minimal. We have figured out for Penn-
sylvania, for instance, that there might be 3,000 people falling uder
this category of being rehabilitated a year. If you figure the Federal
returns would be 10 to 1 on the money that you are spending on
rehabilitation in Pemisylvania, in Pennsylvania alone the Treasury
Department would be getting $50 million in return. I would like to
say this: That this is such a minor problem of yours that it ce-•tainly
could easily be overlooked. I understand we are asking very little of
W1rashington for this. But on the other hand the tax bill itself says
on the first page that what you are aiming to do is provide a fair
and equitable system so that you call continue the self-assessment
aspect of taxation in America, and we feel that here we have a specific
example of a small but very prominent unfair aspect to the system,
and we hope you will take it into consideration.

The CITAII3MAN. Thank you very much.
Senator WILLAMrS. There are amendments introduced to this bill

pending which deal with this subject and I can assure you they will
b considered.Mrs. , r r. I certainly hope so.

(The committee subsequently received the following statements for
the record, relative to the preceding testimony:)
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STATEMENT OF HELENA CAREY, CHAIRMAN, CONSULTANT, FOR THE HANDICAPPED

SUMMARY

Transportation* Travel
Maintenance of orthopedic equipment Purchase oi orthopedic equipment
Maintenance of equipment for self- High cost housing

employment Personal services for health
General Services Increase in tax deductions
Recreation

Mr. Chairman, my remarks today concern an exceptional group of people. They
are the handicapped of this Nation. A minority, it has always known exclusion.

Note the contents of Bill H.R. 13270-and we beg, we humble beg to be included
in the liberalized tax reform bill.

Reason No. 1. Transportation deductions,* $1,000 ($3 times five days a week
equals $750). (Please note that Saturday and Sunday are not included, that would
be another $280).

Reason No. 2. Wheel-chair-crutches-braces, etc., $1,000.
Reason No. 3. Maintenance for wheel chairs, crutches, braces, etc., $1,000.
Reason No. 4. Minimum assistance--inclement weather, emergency situations,

etc.
Total deductions in tax reform bill H.R. 13270, $4,000.

STATEMENT OF KATHERINE S. FOSSETr, CO-LEOISLATIVE CHAIRMAN, NATION'S
CAPITAL CH1IAPTER, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TIlE PIIYSICALLY HANDICAPPED, INC.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, as a member of Nation's Capital
Chapter, National Association of the Physically Handicapped Inc., I wish to af-
firm that my chapter will heartily support federal legislation making provision
for an additional exemption of $600 at least for the disabled taxpayer and his
wife, if she has a physical disability, and also federal legislation providing for
income tax deduction up to $600 on transportation to and from work of physically
handicapped persons, preferably the severely handicapped. The former exemption
is now applicable to the blind and elderly. Hence, an amendment of the 1954 In-
ternal Revenue code (section 151), and part VII of subchapter B of chapter 1 of
the same code, is recommended. These deductions would provide us with more
money to meet the increased expenses incurred because of our handicapping con-
dition.

There are many persons in our chapter with varying degrees of disability. I am
of the opinion that the failure to provide additional exemption for the physically
disabled results in inequity. In general we announce our full support of legisla-
tion which offers more liberal tax deductions for the many handicapped of our
nation. Tix "breaks" are urgently needed for physically handicapped persona.
Therefore, we urge favorable consideration for the enactment of such enabling
legislation.

Since no specific provisions for additional exemptions or tax deductions have
been made so far in the 1969 Tax Reform Bill H.R. 13270 for this group of tax-
payers, we should like these considerations incorporated into the above bill.

May I add that I am of the opinion that we as handicapped citizens are entitled
to more liberal tax deductions entirely on the basis of our disability.

Even after his rehabilitation, a severely physically handicapped per.s:on
looking for employment discovers that his salary is not adequate to meet the costs
of transportation, his living expenses, and his payroll deductions.

Because of the excessive transportation expenses, and the inability of the
more severely physically disabled to use such public facilities as the bus, sub-
way train ,etc., they must depend on taxicabs or other expensive means of
private transportation.

It is true that severe disability creates extraordinary expenses that are not
deductible, as are medical expenses. The cost of transportation to and from
the place of employment or generally elsewhere, constitutes one of the major
expenses. The transportation expenses in the Washington Metropolitan area
are much higher for some severely handicapped persons than for the able-bodied.
Transportation poses many problems for the more severely physically disabled

*Please note that transportation and expense for personal reasons are not included.
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in that they sometimes earn less and when expensive transportation problems
are incurred, they often lose the incentive to look for employment.

The following are some of the so called extraordinary expenses incurred by
the severely disabled by virtue of their disability, other than transportation costs,
which should be included in H.R. 13270, as tax deductible items, when enacted.

1. Deductions for the purchase, upkeep or wear and tear and maintenance of
orthopedic appliances, such as wheelchairs, crutches, walkers, specially built
orthopedic shoes, braces, etc., and prosthetic devices, artificial arms and limbs,
automobile hand controls, and correction surgery also the cane and seeing eye
dog for the blind.

2. Wear and tear on special clothing because of rubbing against an orthopedic
appliance such as a wheelchair.

3. Special parking facilities near our respective homes and businesses.
4. Certain aspects of housing. It is sometimes necessary to pay higher apartment

rentals because it is necessary for some who are physically handicapped to rent
apartments on the ground floor level or rent apartments close to the elevator.
In general, housing costs are often higher since the physically disabled cannot
live in the less expensive buildings without elevators because of the stair climb-
ing problem. The latter is especially true of coronary cases. In the case of para-
plegics, ramps and wider doorways must be built to facilitate entrance to and
exit from apartments or housing units. We should also consider additional costs
for special equipment in the kitchen and bathrooms.

5. Special office equipment to facilitate greater mobility.
0. Special services. Often some handicapped persons have to hire people to do

simple tasks which the able-bodied can do without incurring extra expenses. For
example, hiring someone to clean house and do job repairing etc., soliciting the
services of a taxi driver in delivering a package etc., sore where, and other
services.

7. Higher insurance costs, especially for automobiles.
In conclusion, the need for the previously-mentioned deductions is very urgent,

since more liberal deductions would keep more people off tax rolls, and hence, we
are of the opinion that the above additional tax exemptions will help the physi-
cally handicapped and their families to have more economic independence.

Finally, he Nation's Capital Chapter NAPH Inc., sincerely hopes that H.R.
13270 will le enacted during this Ninety-First session of Congress, and contain
some, if not all, of the exemptions and deductions requested.

Senator VILLTA31s. Mr. Chairman, before we adjourn I think there
is one witness, Dr. John A. Perkins, president of the Wilmington Medi-
cal Center. 1 might say Dr. Perkins is also the former president of our
State University in Delaware. I am pleased to welcome him before the
committee.

STATEMENT OF JOHN A. PERKINS, PRESIDENT, WILMINGTON
MEDICAL CENTER, WILMINGTON, DEL.

Mr. PERKINS. Thank you, Senator Williams.
Wihnington Medical Center, Wihnington, I)el., is a nonprofit, char-

itable corporation which operates three short-term acute hospital
facilities and one long-term rehabilitation hospital. These facilities
provide approximately 80 percent of the total hospital service for New
Castle County, Del., and approximately 60 percent of the total hospital
services for the State of Delavare.

As can be seen from an article appearing on page. 1 of the Wilming-
ton Morning News of September 24, 1969 (exhibit "A" attached
hereto) any public or private action which might inhibit or otherwise
reduce contributions to the Wilnington Medical Center will directly
affect ,the quality and quantity of hospital services which Wilmington
Medical Center can render to the community it serves. Further, since
the Wilmington Medical Center, within the next 10 years, must obtain
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and expend $80 million to $90 million in capital expenditures ($35 mil-
lion of which is needed by 1972 for new construction) in order to con-
tinue to provide the present quantity and quality of hospital services
for the community it serves (which presently is 500,000 and by 1980
should be 700,000), its trustees feel that, it must, eXpress 01) positionn to
those provisions of ii.l. 13270, tax reform bill of 1969, which might,
tend to prevent. the Wilmington Medical Center from meeting the
demands for hospital services thrust upon it by the community.

Section 101(a) of H.R. 13270 provides that the net investment in-
come of a "Private Foundation" shall be subject annually to a tax of
71 percent thereof.

In I.R. Report No. 91-413 (pt. 1), 91st. Congress, first session,
(1969), the general reason stated for proposing such tax is that the
benefits of government are available to all and, thnus, "the costs thereof
should be borne at least to some extent by all of those able to pay."
Then said report goes on to state that this is true for "Private
Foundations."

Certainly, the Wilmington Medical Center would not argue that
there have not. been any abuses in the private foundation area which
clearly need to be corrected by sanctions prohibiting such abuses in
the future. However, Wilmington Medical Center does feel that a tax
on investment incom goes beyond what is a justified sanction for the
abuses engaged in by alimited number of private foundations.

It. is Wilniin.gton Medical Center's understanding that, in part, the
philosophy behind the adoption of a law permitting a deduction for
Federal income tax purposes of contributions to "charitable organi-
zations" (iiheluding in such favored treatment "private foundations")
was to reduce the costs of government by providing an incentive for
that portion of the general public with resources to do so to fund
activities which would otherwise have to be undertaken by govern-
mental bodies. It was assumed that if the government were to
undertake these activities, the cost would be greater than the revenue
dollars lost, by granting such a deduction. To tax the. investment income
earned by private foundations does nothing more than take away in
part the ability to reduce costs of government.

Wilmington Medical Center's primary concern with respect to the
proposal to tax net investment income of private foundations is that
such. a tax is an indirect tax on certain portions of the income of
eleemosynary institutions, such as hospitals, universities and other
community service organizations now not subject to income tax under
the provisions of section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954, as amended. Current and accumulated income of private foun-
dations is ultimately distributed to tax-exempt organizations, most,
of which are exempt under section 501 (c) (3) of the Iternal Revenue
Code of 1954, as amended (hereinafter referred to as code).

In its own case tle Wilmington Medical Center is dependent. heavily
on contributions from private'foundations. For example, in the 7 years
ending with 1068, hospitals comprising part of the Wilmington MAedi-
cal Center conducted two major building fund campaigns. One of
these resulted in receipt of approximately 6.6 million, 26 percent of
which ($1,700,000) came from private foundations located in the
Wilmington metropolitan area. In'the second campaign, $3.25 million



was received, 16 percent of which ($508,000) came from private foun-
dations located in the Wilmington metropolitan area.

In addition to soliciting for capital funds, the Wilmington Medical
Center conducts annual fund-raising campaigns to provide continuing
support to the operations of the center. In the past few years, the
annual fund raisins has raised approximately $1,350,000, 40 percent,
or $540,000, of which has been donated by private foundations. As
can be seen from exhibit A, projecting an operating deficit of $3.5
million before application of approximately the $1.7 million of en-
dowment income for fiscal year 1970, the Wilmington Medical Center
must, in the future, rely heavily upon donations from all sources to
continue to provide for present operating needs.

Thus, Wilmington Medical Center's concern with the proposed tax
on private foundation's Investment income is obvious. If an income tax
of 71/2 percent is levied on the income of private foundations, it is equiv-
alent to levying a tax of 71/ percent on the donations of private foun-
dations to the Wilmington Medical Center. Frankly, in a period of time
of rising operating and building costs, eleemosynary institutions, such
as Wilmington Medical Center, cannot afford any reduction in sources
of funds. In this regard, it should be noted that operating costs at
Wilmington Medical Center have risen approximately 10 percent per
year for the past 3 years (typical of similar hospitals throughout the
country). Also, it should be noted that hospital construction costs are
presently rising at the rate of I percent per month.

The significant support provided by private foundations is not a
situation unique to the Wilmington Medical Center. Personnel at the
center polled all the hospitals in the State of Delaware, as well as hos-
pitals in Pennsylvania and Maryland adjacent to the Wilmington
Medical Center service area. These hospitals echoed our experience
with respect to raising funds and the support received from private
foundations in their campaigns.

The response of these hospitals was as follows (all of which were
approximations) :

(1) Ohe8ter County Hospital, Ve8t Gheter, Pa.-This hospital re-
ported that it had had two building fund drives. One in 1960 dealing
with a building, the cost of which was $400,000. Private foundations
contributed 90 percent of the cost of $360,000. The second building
fund drive was in 1965 to support a building program costing
$1,200,000. Private foundations contributed $471,000, or 39 percent of
the cost.

(2) Milford Menorial Ho8pital, Afiford, Del.--This hospital re-
ported that it is presently undertaking a building program of $3.5
million. At the time of the report, the only contributions which had
been received were $275,000 from two private foundations. We under-
stand that $1.7 million will be borrow6d, $500,000 will be raised from
a community fund-raisin g campaign and the balance hopefully fi-
nanced from an accumulation of operating income derived by including
prospective funding in patient's charges.

(3) Kent General Ho8pitaZ, Dover, Del.-This hospital reported
total contributions of $1.1 million in connection with its building pro-
gram of which $211,000, or 19 percent was received from private
foundations"

98-85--V9--pt, 6-48
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(4) ,,ganticoke Menorial Hospital, Seaford, Del.-This hospital re-
ported total contributions from 1965 through 1969 of $482,000, all of
which came from private foundations.

(5) Kent and Queen Anne Hospital, Ohestertown, Md.-This hos-
pital reported a building program of $1.4 million, $900,000 of which
was contributed, including $100,000 from one private foundation.

(6) Beebe Hospital. Lewes, Del.-This hospital reported two foun-
dation grants of $55,000 toward the total cost of $1,474,000. Hill-Bur-
ton funds were secured in the amount of $425,000. An additional
$500,000 was borrowed with the balance coming from contributions.

In addition to providing current direct financial support to elee-
mosynary institutions, such as the Wilmington Medical Center, private
foundations perform an additional task which under the laws of the
State of Delaware, such institutions cannot perform for themselves.
Delaware laws do not grant such institutions the right of eminent
domain to acquire land for either current, or anticipated future needs.

Fortunately, the WilmingtonMedical Center recently received from
a local private foundation approximately 200 acres of land to use for
building expansion necessary to keep the center's facilities current
with the growing population. The land was purchased with great
foresight at an earlier date by the foundation and held for the purpose
of donating it to an eleemosynary institution as the need arose. An ad-
ditional 390 acres adjacent to the tract is still held by -the foundation
in reserve for use by other eleemosynary and public institutions as the
community needs develop for further expansion of such organiza-
tions. In effect, the acres still held by the private foundation are a
land bank for community purposes. By its action, this foundation per-
formed a unique and important contribution in a small territory such
as Delaware. In our State which is growing rapidly open land in the
metropolitan areas is becoming nonexistent.

It should be pointed out that up to the present, taxes in the State of
Delaware and its political subdivisions have not been inordinately
heavy. In a large part this is owing to the existence of local private
foundations and generous individuals. The proposal to tax invest-
ment income of private foundations will reduce their ability to con-
tinue to support community programs (such as hospital services) in
the amounts they had in the past. It is folly to reduce these sources of
funds at a time when rising costs and increased indigent patient loads
necessitate our turning to governmental sources for additional funds
for both operational expenses and capital outlays. _

Any provision which may tend to discourage contributions to elee-
mosynar y institutions, such as the Wilmington Medical Center, should
not be given favorable consideration by tie Senate Finance Commit-
tee. The provision dealing with taxes on failure to distribute private
foundation income falls in this category.

This provision requires the annual payout of all the net income of
a private foundation but not less than 5 percent of its investment
assets.

While this provision permits accumulation for specific projects with
prior approval by the Internal Revenue Service, it appears to leave
private foundations at the mercy pf a subjective determination by an
Internal Revenue agent rather than with individuals responsible for
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and knowledgeable of the intents and purposes for which the founda-
tion was created.

Further as can be seen from the illustrations already given in II
above, at least in Delaware, private foundations acquiring acreage
as a land bank has proven extremely beneficial to the entire com-
munity. To discourage such functions by either forcing untimely
distributions or taxing retention of property does nothing more than
force eleemosynary institutions, such as the Wilmington Medical Cen-
ter, to look to the Federal and State Governments to provide the re-
sources formerly provided by the private foundation sector.

Consistent with the position taken by the Wilmington Medical
Center in opposition of legislation discouraging charitable contribu-
tions as set forth in II and III above the Wilmington Medical Center
opposes section 201 (a) of II.R. 13270 to the extent that it does not
permit deduction of contributions of appreciated property up to the
increased limitation of 50 percent of adjusted gross income. If ti
intent of the provision is to increase the incentive to make charitable
contributions, the nature of the asset to be given to charity should not
inhibit the donors' incentive to give to charity. In our experience, a
large percentage of the contributions received by the center have been
in kind rather than in cash.

The provision of section '201 (c) of the bill dealing with the donor
of certain types of appreciated property to private foundations tends
to do nothing more than inhiibit charitable contributions and thus
reduce the source of funds for such eleemosynary institutions as the
Wilmington Medical Center.

For the reasons stated heretofore, Wilmington Medical Center also
wishes to go on record opposing those other provisions of H.R. 13270
which would inhibit rather than encourage charitable contributions.
The provisions to which reference is made are:

(1) Section 201(a). Disallowance of charitable deduction for
gift of use of property.

(2) Section 201(f). Elimination of the set-aside deduction
presently allowed estates and trusts.

(3) Section 201 (g). Rep cal of the 2-year charitable trust rule.
(4) Section 201 (e),(f), (h), and (i). Requiring that chari-

table remainder trusts be either an anmuity trust or a unitrust.
(5) Section 201 (a) and (h). Requiring that. charitable income

trusts provide an annuity to charity or a fixed percentage of
annual fair market value and requiring that the grantor is tax-
able on the income unless all the interests in the trust are given
to charity.

(6) Sections 301 and 302 to the extent that such sections have
the effect of reducing the benefit received by a donor from a char-
itable contribution of appreciated property and require the donor
to allocate a portion of the charitable contribution to nontaxable
income thus reducing the amount of the deduction.

In a period of time when operating and construction costs of elee-
mosynary institutions are escalating at a rapid pace, Federal and State
Governments should adopt legislation which encourages rather than
discourages charitable contributions to such institutions. Otherwise
governmental bodies will need to-provide the services themselves. We
believe that this would be at a cost much greater than the revenue
dollars lost by granting incentives to give to Ocharity.
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I would like to include in the record this article.
The cHAMMAN. Certainly, sir.
(The artick follows:)

ENDOWMENT TUsRNs INTO DEFICIT--OHAMRY-OARE COST DRAINs MEoloAM CIKNTn

Charity care will bring an operating loss of more than $2.25 million to the
Wilmington Medical Center for the fiscal year that will end Tuesday.

Dr. John A. Perkins, president, told the'center's executive committee yesterday
that the loss lends new urgency to the suggestion made by Ralph K. Gottshall,
board chairman, that the center re-examine its policy of providing free care.

The direct result of the loss, Perkins said, is that the center is confronted with
a deficit of $500,000 after endowment income of $1.7 million has been applied to
reduce the loss.

"Our operating deflict is solely due to the fact that we are being asked to pro-
vide upwards of $8 million a year in free care to persons who cannot afford to
pay for themselves," Perkins said.

Projections indicate that next year the operating deficit will be $3.5 million
on a conservative estimate. Gottshall projected a figure $200,000 less than the
$2.25 million total in a report to the center's trustees a Week ago. He spoke before
a final accounting had been made for the month of August; August showed a
sharp rise in the operating deficit.

"It is not right that charity cost should more than eat up the Wilmington Medi-
cal Center's endowment income," Perkins said. "In most other respects, the gov-
ernment, federal, state or local, pays basic welfare costs. Private charity became
a supplemental source of welfare support as long ago as the mid-3's. Yet non-
profit hospitals are asked to continue this ever heavier burden that has exceeded
the ability of private resources to shoulder.

"The medical center's modest endowment Income is badly needed for other
purposes. As long as it must be diverted to cover the cost of nonpaying patients,
the medical center will be unable to make all the advances in general patient
care. education and research, and the renovation of existing structures and the
building of new ones that are necessary to achieve the stated purposes of merger
set forth in 1985."

At this point Perkins told the executive committee of the urgency given Gott-
shall's suggestion, made to the trustees a week ago. At that time Gottshall said:

"New Castle County has withdrawn its limited support to the charity programs
of hospitals and the state has undertaken to assume the county's obligation to
the extent of $510,000 per year. The fact that the money comes from a different
source does not affect the fatt of this inadequacy of income in relation to the
problem as It exists In the medical center.

"The question has to be raised as to what other steps might be taken if state,
county and city support in realistic amounts is not forthcoming.

"As matters stand, to a considerable extent, some of this problem of financing
charity and education Is passed on to the paying patient, but 65 per cent of our
patients are covered by third-party contract agreements which limit or prohibit
allocating to them the full amount of these charity costs.

"I am sure that none of us agrees with the concept that the paying patient
should carry the community burden of the indigent patient, which in a sense is
a form of hidden taxation, but the money must come from somewhere * * * How
we resolve this problem will be a large measure affecting the role of the medical
center and the program it has tentatively outlined for itself."

, The CHAMMAN. Thank you, sir. We will have to recess now until
3 o'clock this afternoon. If someone else wishes to submit his state-
ment and make perhaps a 1-minute statement at this time I will re-
ceive it for the record.

. (o response.)
Th-?^eC=MXAX. We will continue with our list- of witnesses when

we return this afternoon at 8 p.m. in this room.
Thankyou, gentlemen.
(Whereupon, at -12 noon the comimlttee recessed, to reconvene at 3

p.m. on the same day.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator TALMADOE. The committee will please come to order.
Mr. Max Lupkin, executive secretary, Joint Handicapped Council,

New Ydrk, N.Y. 4

Let me tell you, as you probably already know, Mr. Lupkin, that
your full statement is ara printed in the hearings of. today, and if
you would sumnmarize it and make it m brief as possible.

STATEMENT OF X .% SiOadCRETARY, JOINT
HAND)O PPED COUNCIL, NEW YO Y0o y

Mr. LURN (wl ieyuofhtiony which 'v 11 take less
than 10min i l y f

Senator LvL.MAO TM Seate i in sese on and you w I under-
stand if I hive to dash\wayytooo

Mr. L r. I uftkerstand.
Charm Long and-dif 4hre besf th Senate 'iane

Commit my name is Max p , I a olunte ir, the ex 'utive
secretary andublic rflati t Joit Handi pped
Council, nd a hor d t th L-rgauhization this
hearing, a nationwie legil ve, educational orgaz tion,
a federat n of 40,OO mem rs and,, tons. Our headqu rters
are local at 720 est 1 Stre ;-N. 10033. 1 liveat4 First venue mite A Y6 .10009.

He e a rea.s o h H(.R., s) and 1069 ( avits)
must be en' d into law now. /

Precedent already )iiestabli o the needf an addi-
tional exempti (Internal Reveniueo of 4; also .S. Senate
Committee on iance, hearings on h Intrnal Rey nue Code of
1954, pp. ,216-277, R the need for additional eperhption for the
handicapped).

In orderto become produetitax a li produce an incomeL ita t ,y- empl o cean~ w inable,
the enactment of H.R 424 lan d S. 1069 avits) will enable
hundreds of thousands of the rehabilied employable severely handi.
w-aned, to .to work, and pay taxes, instead of remaining on the
;7ellare rol to vegetate.

The enactment of H.R. 424 (Mills), and S. 1069 (Javits) will cre-
ate a work incentive to these handicapped-many of whom are now on
public assistance-by giving them more take-home pay because of
Lowered taxes, and helping them to overcome their high cost, living,
due to many special and extraordinary expenses not encountered by
the nondisafbled-the severely handicapped taxpayers expend as much
as -$50 weekly for transportation to and from work, as against the
nondisabled handicapped .taxpayer for transportation to and from
work at $4 a week using buses and subways.

The severely handicapped taxpayer expends vast sums of money
regularly, year in and year out for braces, prosthetic appliances,
wheelchairs, wear and tear of the same and replacement of parts, plus
the cost of a new pair of custombuilt-orthopedic shoes at the cost from
$250 to $400, and plus for the repair of these shoes, in order to loco.
mote to and *from work.
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Our motives are both humanitarian and economical. And in the
case of Vietnam disabled veterans-aml)utees-who also desire the
Ol)portunity for employment, and become taxpayers, will be included
in these bills.

Our present systeni of taxation of the handicapped is unfair, unjust,
and inconsistent with our tax treatment of the blind and the aged.
We are not asking for any special treatment. for the handicapped
and/or the disabled nmlputee veterans, only a fair chance for them
to make their contribution to our society, without. being penalized by
unfair and unjust income tax provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code.

In 1964, the full IT.S. Senate passed an amendment, introduced by
Senator Sparlklmn of Alabama (S. 201), to TTh.R. 363, encompass ing
all the features of U.R. 424. ut did not become law due to certain
teehnlicalities, namely, cost. of bill, have overcome in the bills II.R. 424
(Mills) and S. 1069 (Javits) of 1069: namely. the definition of "dis-
nbled" is clear, specific, and meets with the approval of the Treasury
Depnlrment..

he handicapped taxpayer must have a -10-percent disability under
the schedule for rating or disabilities of the Veterans' Administration,
Federal RegWister, -volume 29, No. 1, part 2.

Cn. is only '.40 million maximum. The rehabilitated employed and
employable severely handicapped and the Vietnam amputee. disabled
veterans would be' paving taxes to the Treasury Department, and
become an nsset to the N ation instead of a veetal)le.

It wai' pointed o11t. 1. Senator Cnrl.;on, in the Senate-House com-
mittee discussions on Senator Sparkman's amen(lmnl, encompa.sing
all the features of f.R. 424. that "in the committee. there was no dis-
position to be opnosed to the amendment in regard to the expenses of
transportation of the disabled * * *' (Congressional Record, Febru-
arx" 1064,1). 3402).

Further, Senator Toni, now chairman of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee. stated on pate 3402, pertaininw to Senate amendment 9. 201
(Snarkinan) : "* * * T am in sympathy with the amendment."

Tn order to live above the poverty level in today's high inflationary
costs, the severely handicapped and the Vietnam amputee disabled
veterans must earn an income of over $10,500 in the New York Cityarea, only because of their many everyday living expenses, which are
far and Above those of the nondisabled. "

T must repeat, "We are. concerned with removing hundreds of thou-
sands of severely handicapped and Vietnam amputee disabled veterans
from public an'd private welfare rolls by getting them employment
and granting them the dignity and self-respect that comes from gain-
fill employInent--which is the principal aim of H.R. 424 (Mills) and
S. 1069 (Javits)."

I must repeat: "We are not asking for any special tax treatment
for the severely handicapped and the Vietnam amputee disabled vet-
erans, only a fair chance for them to make their contribution to so-
ciety, without being economically penalized by unfair and unjust tax
provisions of the internal Revenue. Code."

I must repeat: "In 1054, a precedent was established for U.R. 424,
granting the blind and those over 65 an additional exemption for in-
come tax purposes."
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Prominent nationwide organizations with a membership of over
60 million people endorsed L.R. 424 including 30 Governors, 13 mem-
bers of the Ways and Means Committee, National Council of Churches
of Christ (40 million), Methodist Church, U.S.A. (10 million mem-
bers), the Tax Committee of the Chamber of Commerce, National
Grange, National Farmers Union, et, cetera.

Thank you.
Senator TALMAD0E. You make out a very good case and I think the

committee will be sympathetic with your position. It is my under-
standing that Chairman Long has already directed the staft to look
into the matter and see if we can include it in the bill pendilng before
the Senate.

Thank you, sir.
Mr. LINxii. The handicapped of the Nation would be most ap-

preciative for everything that the Senate and the Ways and Means
Committee have been tryig to do.

Senator TALMADGE. Thmk you very much.
.Mr. LUPIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
(Mr. Lupkin's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF M. AX LuiKtx, E XECUTIVE SECRFA.Tty, JOINT IIANDICAPPED COUNCIL

The Joint Handlcapped Council strongly urges that II.R. 424 ('MILLS) and
S. 1069 (JAVITS) be enacted into law at this session of Congress. In 11614, a
companion bill passed in the U.S. Senate but failed to pass In the Joint Coln-
inittee of both Houses. This legislation is long overdue.

As a group those employed and employable(s) handicapped with severe ortho-
ledlic disabilities are in a sub-nmarginal income bracket requiring federal assist-
tilllte.

This group is one in which dire poverty Is an everyday feature, an( total
despair and hopelessness their bleak future.

In the past twelve (12) years over four hundred and eighty (480) bills seeking
tax equity for the severely orthopedically employed and e'mployable(s) handl-
cappe'd taxpayers have been introduced in Congress.

11.11. 424 (Mills) and S. 106) (Javits), introduced these hills in Congress
liecauise for the pressing need for this legislation. It will provide a $600 tax
exemption for income tax purposes in the case of a severely orthopedically
handicapped taxpayer suffering from a 40% or more loss or loss of use of one
or more extremities under the "Schedule For Rtting Disabilities of the Veterans'
Administration" (Federal Register, Vohume 21). #101, Part II). Deductions of
up to $600 for spilal transportation expenses li going to and from work are
also Included In this bill. H.R. 424 (Mills) and S. 1069 (Javits) will grant tax
assistance to those physically handicapped Individuals most in need of it.

It can root out some of the inequities for the disabled currently existing in
our Internal Revenue Code.

The problems of the disabled can lie better visualized If we examine some
known facts. According to the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration of the
Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, 173,594 disabled persons were
rehabilitated during the year of 1967. 47% of those rehabilitated in 1905 had one
or more dependents while 34% needed surgery and treatment.
- Plhch year there is a backlog of 70% of referrals for vocational rehabilitation
in 1967, and these 173.594 individuals mentioned above were accepted, while
396.313 were not rehabilitated, under our rehabilitation laws.

Some of the expenses th handicapped are subjected to are as follows:
The average nation-wide cost of prosthetic devices In 1903 was $172 per

rehabilitant, according to the U.S. Vocational Rehabilitation Administration. In
19064, The Joint Handicapped Council, 720 West 181st Street New York, New
York, claimed that the average person does not obtain prosthetic devices at
such modest prices. In the New York City area at that time the going rate was
V00 for the cost of a full artificial leg, $450 for an artificial leg below the knee,
etc. Other typical costs for the rehabilitant include bilateral brace $350 (for
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brace extended to trunk add $50) ; brace above the knee $250-350; brace below
the knee $100; standard wheelchair $200; special custom.made-orthopedic shoes
averaged $1204175 for the first pair and $86-4100 for the second pair.

Out of their meager earnings, the orthopedically handicapped, by reason of
their disabilities, are forced to expend large sums of money they can ill afford
to mainti in their rehabilitated status.

According to The Joint Handicapped Council, the most frequently recurring
expenses the handicapped are subjected to are:

1. Those expenses made for the purchase, repair and replacement of ortho-
pedic and prosthetic devices which are entirely deductible under the medical
deduction provision of the income tax law. Special-cutom.built-orthopedic shoes
fall in this category.

2. Unusual wear and tear of clothing caused by constant friction of orthopedic
and prosthetic devices, crutches and by falling.

3. Additional expenses often include higher cost of apartment rentals due to
need for ground floor quarters or elevator apartment accommodations.

4. Many disabled persons find it necessary to take taxicabs daily going to and
from work. In the New York City area, the average cost for this type of trans-
portation is about $50 week

5. In approximately 1 Oof the cases, the disabled, as defined in H.R. 424
(Mills), and 8. 1069 (Javits) find it necessary to purchase automobiles to give
them mobility in going to and from work, etc. These automobiles, of necessity, must
be kept in top condition (entailing more expenses) to avoid mechanical failure.
Hand controls have to be installed in a majority of instances.

A business man is permitted to deduct the cost of his motor vehicle as well
as vehicular expenses for the production of income, while his physfcally
handioapped employee who needs his car for production of Income cannot, despite
the fact that he might be in a wheelchair, wear heavy braces, use crutches, be
an amputee, for some other extenuating reason.

0. Paraplegics often find it necessary to purchase homes which are specially
equipped with fixtures installed at lower levels. Ramps and wider doorways
must be built to allow for ingress and egress to and from their homes.

7. The physically handicapped are frequently compelled to hire someone to dd
the household cleaning and repairing.

& Due to discrimination In hiring practices the disabled are frequently forced
to accept lower wages and salaries. This is a hidden expense not apparent to
the eye.

0. Those handicapped individuals who can afford life insurance to protect their
loved ones are considered sub-standard risks and as such are required to pay
higher life insurance premiums.

The handicapped are also frequently rejected for health and accident insurance,
and as a result have to pay higher medical and hospital expenses than the
avt ige taxpayer. These insurance policies do not as a rule cover chronic
concLtions existing prior to the issuance of such policies, and as a result, cor-
rective operations for physical improvements are not covered.

When one considers the aforementioned problems confronting the physically
handicapped and then ties them in with the current high cost of living, one is
amazed at the obstacles which they must surmount. Despite heavier expenses,
the handicapped are forced to pay the same tax, with the same deductions as
the able bodied.

Often, after rehabilitation, the handicapped, confronted by a combination of
low wages, high cost of living, high cost of going to and from work, soon become
disillusioned with the high cost of maintaining their rehabilitated status. Many
are thus driven into staying at home, sinco their low income, less the above
mentioned expenses, gives them lower net income than if they stayed at home
as a welfare recipient.

According to the United States Statistical Abstract, issued in September 1068,
job placements through public employment offices of handicapped workers during
1967, amounted to 1.90% of the total number of placements made in the United
States in the last 20 years. However, 1.9% is apparently too high a figure when
one considers that the handicapped are rarely placed through private employ-
ment agencies, and since, percentage wise, public employment offices place a much
higher percentage of handicapped workers,

By taking 1.9% of the 77,847 total civilian labor force for the year of 1967
we get a theoretical total of physically handicapped working population of
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1,469,593 including every type of disability. However, In 1967, out of 173,594
rehabilitants, approximately 37% included muscular, skeletal, and amputees. If
we multiply 1,469,593 by .37 we get 543,375, of the 543,375 approximately 14.4%
of the 37% includes severe cases, and approximately 22.6% of the 37% includes
less severe cases, so that a further breakdown reveals that of the 543,375 muscu-
lar, skeletal and amputee cases, 211,392 represent severe cases and 331,768 rep-
resent less severe cases. Allowing for a possible 100,000 borderline cases between
severe and less severe to possibly qualify under H.R. 424 and S. 1069, we can
assume that approximately 311,392 handicapped individuals would qualify under
this legislation.

Even If all 311,392 disabled taxpayers claimed the $600 exemptions with a
savings of $120 each, the total savings in income taxes, for the disabled tax-
payers would be $37,360,040. If as many as 15% of the 311,892 disabled tax-
payers took advantage of the transportation deductions allowable under H.R.
424, It would save them a total of $5,004,960. The grand total for both types
of income tax savings would be a maximum of $42,971,000. The $42,971,000 total
will be further reduced by tax reforms affecting the low Income bracket.

This bill is intended to include severely disabled employable veterans of pres-
ent and past wars as well as- those employed and employables who have been
severely handicapped by disease, amputation and other causes.

In 19063, it cost the government an average of from $479 to $544 to rehabilitate
an orthopedically handicapped person. For the balance of his or her life, the
rehabilitated individual will have to purchase, place and repair all sorts of
prosthetic devices specially custom-built-orthopedic shoes, specially built braces,
crutches, wheelchairs, hand controlled automobiles, to say nothing of additional
corrective surgery. Granting tax aid under H.R. 424 (Mills) and S. 1069
(Javits) would lighten somewhat the heavy burden borne by the employed
handicapped taxpayer.

Some years ago, the U.S. Tax Court denied handicapped taxpayers deductions
for transportation expenses to and from work, holding that these are merely
commuter expenses. The orthopedically handicapped person who must use his
car for going to and from work, is using it for the production of income. He
cannot produce income without using his car for mobility. H.R. 424 (Mills)
and S. 1069 (Javits) would aid him by allowing deductions of up to $600 where
they are presently disallowed.

And, to sum up, enactment of H.R. 424 (Mills) and S. 1069 (Javits) in this
legislative session, is both necessary and crucial for the severely handicapped.

[From the New York Times, Sunday, Apr. 16, 1967)
TAXING THE HANDICAPPED-PRESENT SYSTEM Is CALLED UNFAIR '70 THE DIsABLED

Wno ARE EMPLOYED

(By Howard A. Rusk, M.D.)

Tomorrow's deadline for Federal, State and local income tax payments for
1966 again highlights the inequities of our present tax system, which discrimi-
nates against the severely handicapped.

Currently our nation spends more than $1-billion a year for rehabilitation
services for our handicapped fellow citizens.

Our motives are both humanitarian and economic.
We are concerned with removing these people from public and private welfare

rolls and giving them the dignity and self-respect that comes from gainful
employment.

These efforts have become Increasingly effective. In the last fiscal year the
state-Federal vocational rehabilitation program rehabilitated a record total
of 154,000 disabled men and women into employment. The goal for this fiscal
year Is 190,000.

About three-quarters of those rehabilitated were unemployed when accepted
for service and most were dependent upon welfare or the largesse of their
families and friends.

10-TO-1 PROFIT RATIO

Based on previous experience, it is estimated that for every Federal dollar
invested on their rehabilitation the Federal Government will receive from direct
taxes approximately $10.



Certainly this Is an economically enlightened as well ns humnnitarlan concept.
But our tax treatment of these disabled workers is far from enlightened. They

are not permitted to deduct the extraordinary expenses they have as n result
of disability.

There Is no doubt that severe dsability creates extraordinary expenses over
and above those that are now deductible as nledlcal expenses.

Major among these is the cost of transportation to and from employment.
Since they cannot use public transportation, many disabled persons must rely
on taxicabs or chartered car services.

It is not unusual to find a severely handicapped worker paying out half of his
weekly salary for transportation.

Those who own cars with such special equipment as hand controls are not
even permitted to deduct the cost of such equipment.

To permit deduction of extraordinary transportation expenses by the handi-
capped would be consistent with basic tax principles. These permit other cate-
gories of wage earners or the self-employed to deduct certain expenses they
incur as essential to their income-producing activities.

Clothing of the disabled is subjected to unusual wear and stress. Many disabled
persons require custom-made clothing or special alterations on ready-to-wear
clothing.

Housing costs are frequently higher as disabled persons cannot live in the
less expensive, nonelevator buildings. They often live in ground floor apartments
at higher rents. There may also be added costs for ramps or special household
equipment, particularly Ii the kitchen and bathroom.

Amusement costs are frequently higher as the disabled person must use lie
more expensive orchestra seats in theaters and concert halls and usually must
have nit escort or attendant.

Many medical, labor, health, welfare, veteran and other groups have sup-
ported legislation to create the parity and equality which the disabled seek on
taxes.

In the last 12 years there have been 480 bills seeking such equity introduced
in the Congress.

In Introducing such legislation i the Senate last month, Senator Jna)b K.
Jnvits estini'ated that sone 300,000 disabled permns would qualify under the
legislation at a maximum cost to the Government of $40-Uflillin.

Under the New York Republican's )roo),znl the disabled taxpayer, in order to
qualify for an additional $00 exemption, must suffer from the loss of one or
more extremities or i) per cent or more loss of ability as deflned by the Vet-
erans Administration.

In addition, both the llnd and disabled would qualify for an additional tax
deduction of up to $600 for expen.,s of going to and from work.

In 1964, Senator John Sparkman, )enocrat of Alalmma introduced such an
amendment to a general tax revision amendment. It was passed by the Senate but
died In the Senate-louse conference

Among one of a number of groups actively lobbying for such legislation Is the
Joint Handicapped Council, 720 West 181 Street. Newl York, N.Y. 10033.

MILLS CAI.I.:) sY8VIATEIFTl

The comiell reports a delegation of Its members met last year with liepre-
sentative Wilbur 1). Mills, Democrat of Arkansas, and he seenied syinaltheth,
to their views. Mr. Mills is chairman of tie louse Wnys and leans Conltittee.

Titer this month-at the annual meeting of the IPresidnt's Connittete on
Employment of the Handlcapped, April 27-2F--the group will return to Wash-
ington to attempt to stimulate support for the legislation.

When a severely disabled person completes his rehabilitation, he enters the
Job market with high expectatlons.

Frequently, he finds hiR hopes dashed in that his salary is not sufficient to meet
his costs of transportation, his payroll deductions and his living expenses.

He has no other alternative hut to go back onl public assistance
The result Is that the several thousands of dollars and frequently Innumerable

hours of professional and volunteer services have been wastedl.
Even more Important Is that added to his physical problems are Ihe frustra-

tions ani disappointments of being able tand wanting to work and I* elf-
sufficient, but being denied that opportunity because of discriminatory taxation.
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JOINT IANDIOAPPED COUNCII-PARTIAL LiSTING OF ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVID-
UAlS, AMOUNTING TO OVER 60 MILLION PEOPLE, ENDORsINO H.R. 424

Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, Ilon. Adlal Stevenson, former United States Ambassador.
lion. Herbert ii. Lehman, former Governor and U.S. Senator.
lion. Avcrell Harriman, former Ambassador-at-Large, and Governor.
lion. Brooks Hays, Congressman, and also former President of Southern Baptist

Convention.
Former Senator Potter (Mich.) lion. John J. Sparkman, Senator.
Hon. Jacob Javits, Senator. Bruce Barton (Advertising Hxecutive).
Dr. Frank It. Krusen, Senior Consultant, Mayo Clinic.
Floyd Kramer, former President, Washington lleights Savings Bank.
Ilubert Kinney Shaw, Librarian, General Society of Mayflower Descendants.
Dr. Iloward A. Rusk, Associate Editor, New York Times.
lion. B. It. Ilckenlooper, Senator (Iowa).
Mayor Tate of Philadelphia.
.Mayor Lindsey, New York City.
,Mayor Collins, Boston.
,Mayor High of Miami.
Newspalprs and Magazines:

The Sioux City Journal
The Christian Herald
Christian Science Monitor
The Electrical Union World.
Daily News
New York Times
America
"My Day", column In New York Post.

State Legislatures: New York, Illinois, California
Women's Organizations: The General Confederation of Women's Clubs (repro-

sents 2 million)
Governors: 30 Governors since 1950, some of whom are: Joe Foss (S. Dak.),

0. Melnen Williains (Mich.), hughes (N.J.), Tawes (Md.), Brown (Cal.),
Wallacv ,Ala.), Faubus (Ark.), Combs (W. Va.), Harriman (N.Y.), Del.,
Florida ,Texas, Tenn. (Clement), Illinois, N.H., etc.

Farm Organizations and Publications: The National Farmers Union; National
Orange, the Progressive Farner.

Fraternal:
Grand Lodge, Free and Accepted Masons (New York State)
Grand Lodge, Independent Order of Odd Fellows (New York State)

Labor:
AFL-CIO (14 million members)
International Assoc. of 3Maehinists. AFL-CIO
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. AFL-CIO
Labor's Non-Partisan League
Transport Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO
United Automobile Workers Union of America, AFL-0IO
American Federation of State, County, Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO

Health and Welfare Organizations:
National As.soe. of Social Workers
National Foundation of Polio (March of Dimes)
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
unitedd Cerebral Palsy Society, Inc.
Nat tonal Muscular l)ystrophy Society, Inc.
Jewish Community Services of Long Island
llllsborough County (Fla.) Society for Crippled Children & Adults
Southwest (Texas) Poliomyelitis Respiratory & Rehabilitation Center
National Society for Crippled Children and Adults

Medical:
American Academy of Compensation Medicine
American Academy for Orthopedic Surgeons
(Clhieal Orthopedlie Society
American Congress of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation
Cuyahoga County (Ohio) Medical Society
New York State Medical Society
American Physical Therapy Assoc.
Maine Medical Society
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Law Groups:
New York Workmen's Compensation Bar Association
Committee on Retirement of the American Bar Association

Religious Groups:
National Council of Churches of Christ, USA (40 million members)
International Convention Disciples of Christ
American Council of Christian Churches
United Church Women
United Lutheran synod of New York & New England
Methodist Church, USA (10 million members)
Methodist Church (Board of Social & Economic Relations)
Presbyterian Church of the USA (Health & Welfare Assoc.)
American Baptist Convention
Whitmore Methodist Church (Whitmore, South Carolina)
National Cathollc Welfare Conference

Veteran Organiziations:
Veterans of Foreign Wars, USA
American Legion (New York and Mo. Departments)
Disabled Veterans of America
Army & Navy Union, USA (New York County Council)
Military Order of the Purple Heart
Jewish War Veterans, USA
Catholic War Veterans
Disabled Officers Association
American War Dads, Inc.
Division of Veterans Services, State of New Jersey
Amputee Veterans of America, Inc.
Paralyzed Veterans of America
National Assoc. of Veterans Employment Councils
Italian American War Veterans.

Old Age Pension Groups:
National Institute for Social Welfare (200,000 nationwide members)
California Institute of Social Welfare
Old Age and Public Assistance Union of Illinois
Rocky Mountain Institute for Social Welfare

Organizations:
American Congress of Parents and Teachers Assoc., USA (10 million mem-

bers) (in sympathy with HR424)
Daughters of the American Revolution (in sympathy with HR424)
Taxation Committee, Chamber of Commerce, USA ("good, incentive legis-

lation")
The Cooperative League of the USA
Los Angeles Council for Handicapped

Individuals:
J. A. Bruton, Jr., Assistant Chief Scout Executive, National Council of the

Boy Scouts of America (in sympathy with HR424)
J. D. Dorsett, General Manager, Assoc. of Casualty and Surety Companies
Eugene F. Rinta, Director, Council of F' te Chambers of Commerce
Lucius Smith, III, Secretary, "Million Self-Employed, Inc."

Governor's Committee on Employment of Handicapped:
Arkansas Governor's Committee on Employment of Handicapped
Hawaii Committee on Employment of Handicapped
Illinois Committee on Employment of Handicapped
Ohio Governor's Committee on Employment of Handicapped

Senator TALmADGE. The next witness is Mr. H. Francis DeLone,
chairman, Clayton Act Committee, section of antitrust law, American
Bar Association, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. DeLone, as you know your full statement is already in the
record and if you will summarize it as briefly as possible we will be
grateful.

I also think we should include this statement of Mr. Becker, rela-
tive to your testimony.

(The statement referred to follows:)
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MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS AssociATIONs
Waahington, D.O., October 6, 1969.

Ion. RUSSELL B. LON0,
Chairman, Senate Jommittee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Wa4hington, D.C.

DEAR MB. CHAIRM AN: The Manufacturing Chemists Association wishes to pre-
sent Its views regarding the provisions of S. 2631, a bill "Relating to the income
tax treatment of treble damage payments under the antitrust laws and certain
other payments." This bill would disallow as a deduction two-thirds of any
amount paid or incurred on any judgment entered against a taxpayer or in set-
telment of any action brought against him under Section 4 of the Clayton Act.

The Manufacturing Chemists Association is a nonprofit trade association of
174 United States company members representing more than 90 percent of the-
production capacity of basic industrial chemicals in this country.

Under existing law, the Internal Revenue Service has ruled that amounts paid'
or incurred In satisfaction of treble damage claims are fully deductible as trade,
or business expenses under Section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
(Revenue Ruling 64-224, 1064-2 .B. 52). The Service cited four Supreme Court
cases in support of its view that actions brought under Section 4 of the Clayton
Act are remedial in nature since the purpose of the statute is to provide the
victim with a means of recovering damages inflicted, and not to punish the
wrongdoer.* The ruling recognized circumstances where the allowance of a deduc-
tion for payments of penalties would frustrate sharply defined public policy.
However, this question was not at issue inasmuch as the treble damage payments
were held to be remedial and not to be penalties.

The Supreme Court in Commnins8ioner v. Telli, (383 U.S. 687 (1966)), clari-
fied the violation of the public policy test as grounds for disallowance by hold-
ing that "policies frustrated must be national or state policies evidenced by some
governmental declaration of them." It seems clear that the reasoning of the
Teller Case supports the rationale of Revenue Ruling 64-224 in recognizing the
deductibility of antitrust treble damage payments.

in 1965 a staff study of "Income Tax Treatment of Treble Damage Payments
Under the Antitrust Laws" was prepared for the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation. This study concluded that the Supreme Court probably would
not hold that any part of treble damage payments are nondeductible penalties
and while recognizing uncertainties surrounding the public policy doctrine (this
study antedated the Tellier decision), it found nothing improper in Revenue
Ruling 04-224 under the public policy doctrine. From this study and other evi-
dence there is no indication under existing law that treble damage payments
were ever disallowed as deductions by the Internal Revenue Service.

We endorse the position of the American Bar Association disapproving any
proposed legislation which would make nondeductible for Federal income tax
purposes any part of payments made in satisfaction of treble damage judgments
or claims. The Joint Report of the American Bar As.cocintion Section of Anti-
trust Law and Section of Taxation submitted In January, 1069, warrants serious
consideration in connection with any proposed legislative action on this matter.

It is the opinion of this Association that the concepts and philosophies devel-
oped over the years as set forth above should be adhered to and that the pres-
ently established Federal Income Tax treatment of treble damage payments
should not be changed. The following points are presented in support of this
position:

I. FEDERAL INCOME TAX IS A TAX ON NET INCOME, NOT A SANCTION AGAINST
WRONGDOING

By limiting the deductibility of treble damage payments S. 2631 is objection-
able as a matter of basic tax policy. It is generally agreed that tax policy should
not encourage the use of tax provisions to achieve social goals. Any exception
to this policy should be rare, should be clearly vital to the best interest of the
United States and should be explored thoroughly with full consideration of the
proposal through public hearings at which the views of the Executive Branch
and of affected taxpayers are presented.

*Huntington v. S tfl(146 U.S. 657 677 (1892)). Ohattanooga Foundry d Pipeworke v.
O(ty of Atbanta (203U.S. 890 _(190d)). Unitedlates v. Cooper 0orporatton (312 U.S.
600 (941)). Overnight Motor Transportatfon, io. v. Mieel (816 U.S. 572 (1942)).
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The Supreme Court adverted to tax Policy principles in the Tellitr case with
the following language:

"We start with the proposition that the Federal income tax Is a tax on
net income, not a sanction against wrongdoing. That principle has been
firmly imbedded In the tax statute from the beginning . . . During the
Senate debate li 1913 on the bill that became the first modern income tax
law, amendments were rejected that would have limited deductions for
losses to those incurred in a 'legitimate' or 'lawful' trade or business. Senator
Williams, who was in charge of the bill, stated on the floor of the Senate that

'The object of this bill Is to tax a man's net income; that Is to say, what
he has at the end of the year after deducting from his receipts his
expenditures or losses. It Is not to reform men's moral characters; that
Is not the object of the bill at all' . . ."

If it is considered that the amount of damage payments for antitrust violations
should be Increased, then the appropriate procedure Is to amend the antitrust
laws and not the Income tax laws. If quadruple or quintuple damages are sought
in.tcad of treble damages, this should not be accomplished by Indirection through
lax legislation such as S. 2631.

Consistent with this concept, other payments related to infractions of the law
have been held to be deductible.* As a matter of equity and uniformity, it does
not seem proper to single out treble damage payments for more onerous treatment
and thereby penalize business taxpayers more severely where antitrust laws are
Involved than other taxpayers making somewhat similar, payments where there
have beeni more clearly defined Infractions of tile law. ,Moreover, Interpretations
of the antitrust laws are still being developed by administrative action and court
decisions and considerable uncertainty in application continues to exist.

I. INEQUITABLE ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES

Provisions for recovery of treble damages were included in the Sherman Act
when first enacted In 1890, many years before the enactment of the federal income
tax laws as presently known. Thus, in concept, the treble damage payment con-
sists of compensatory damages and ani additional 200 percent thereof as further
damages. In the original concept, the payor had a net cash cost and an economic
loss equal to 200 percent of the net benefits originally derived from transactions
considered to be violations. For example, before income taxes were a factor, If
the defendant profited to the extent of $100.00, a treble damage payment would
live required repayment of $100.00 plus an additional $200.00, and his net eco-
nonic loss would have been 200 percent of the original benefit.

After income taxes became. a significant factor (with the corporation tax
presently at approximately 50 percent) an antitrust violation such as over-pricing
in tile amount of $100.00 would give the taxpayer a net after tax benefit of $50.00.
Compensatory daninges are recognized as deductible and payment of $100.00
would, after taxes, exactly offset the original net benefit of $50.00. Additional
damages of $200.00 would, under current law, also be deductible so that the
economic detriment to the taxpayer Is $100.00 net, or again, 200 percent of the
original improper benefit, just as occurred in years before income taxes were so
significant.

The present legislative proposal (S. 2631) would allow a deduction for the
compensatory payment but the additional two-thirds would be nondeductible.
Applying this concept to the preceding illustration, the taxpayer who Improperly
benefited to the extent of $100.00, or $50.00 net after taxes, would repay the
same amount plus $200.00 which would be nondeductible. Thus the full impact on
the payor would be 400 percent of the original benefit ($200.00/$50.00). An anal-
ysis of the cash loss or economic detriment to the payor shows that he would be
out $250.00 in the year of payment more than offsetting his original benefit in an
earlier year of $50.00 for which damages are sought. This Is clearly a quintuple
damage payment and not a treble damage payment. Surely, this burdensome sub-
stantive change it the treatment of antitrust treble damage payments should be
examined for its antitrust policy implications and not be adopted hastily and by
indirection as an amendment to the Income tax laws.

*Kickback payments by opticians to doctors, Lilly v. Commfsiloner, 343 U.S. 90 (1952)
treble damage payments for price ceiling violations, Jerry Roasman Corporation v. Cor-
missioner, 75 F. 2d 711 (1949) ; rent and wages paid by operators of a gambling enterprise,(iomrllasioner v. SlIlivan, 356 U.S. 27 (1958) : fees an- expenses pgid in unsuccessful
defense against an administration fraud order, Commfealoner v. Heininger, 320 U.S. 467
(1943).
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Additionally, little has been said about tie- private party receiving the damage
Iayments. S. 2&31 would continue to tax tile entire treble damage payment - corn-
pletely inconsistent with the proposed tax treatment of the payor. Other legisla-
tive proposmls disallowing deductions for two-thirds of treble damage payments

S. 2156 and I.1. 2170 Introduced in this Congres) would tax one-third of the
damage payment to the recipient but would propose to exempt the other two-thirds
lpayilt'nt in the hands of the recipient. Thus, tie recipient's liet receipt is five
times the net damage lie suffered and he would benefit by 400 percent. While this
has the virtue of consistency ili treatment with the proposal, with respect to the
payor of treble dalnages, no Justification has been made or is conceivable which
would support this new treatment providing the damaged party with a windfall
equal to live times the damages originally sustained.

I1. POSSIBLE ADVERSE EFFECT FROM STANDPOINT OF ANTITRUST POICY

In submitting views of the Department of .Justice to the staff of tile Joint Coan-
miee on Internal Revenue Taxation staff study, page 60), Nicholas deB. Kntz-
enbach, Acting Attorney General, expressed concern that the Income tax laws
not Impose an obstacle to the speedy redress of damages suffered by victims of
antitrust violations. Thus, from the antitrust policy standpoint the Antitrust
visionn seemingly favored tax deductibility for treble damage payments'in the

case of settlements to encourage proml)t and full redress of wrongs and minimize
court congestion and legal fees which might otherwise ensue.

recognizing the economic effect suimniarlzed in the previous section. Mr. Katz-
(nbach stated (staff study, page 62) that under present eireumstalces "In view of
the potential disruption anl expense of complex legal proceedings. It is unlikely
that the allowance of deductions will make potential antitrust violators feel that
a treble damage stilt Is a business risk to be assumed lightly."

The staff study made a further point on this matter (page 10), as follows:
"From the stanlpoint of antitrust policy, it is not clear, however, that in all
va(les It Is tl.%idlll to delay thl decdueton of treble damage payments. Rlep-
rtsentation were made, to the staff of the ,Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation both by some loemlier.; of tli electrical industry andalso by representatives of some utilities that the failure to allow a deduc-
tion for the treble (alage payments iln the case of some of the companies
might either drive them out of business entirely or substantially weaken
them as a competitive factor in the Industry."

We believe that the risk of paying treble damages for a violation when added
to the potential fine and possible linprisomnient which may be imposed in criminal
proceeding for antitrust violations, acts as a significant and sufflelent deterrent
to violation of these laws, notwithstanding the fact that the right to a tax deduc-
tioll does umitigate somewhat the iurden of paying tIh, treble damages. If. how-
ever, he Congress believes that the deterrent should be Increased, the simple
ail(] direct method to deal with the matter would be for Congress to Increase
the fines Imposed for violation of the Sherman Act, as it did In 1955 when the
tile for each violation was Increased from $4,000 to $50,000.

IV. RETROACTIVITY OF PROPOSED I.EGISLATION

Tile amendments proposed by S. 2631 would be applilable with respect to
amounts paid or Incurred after December 31, 1907. Other bills (S. 2156 and
M1.R. 2170) would be applicable with respect to amounts "paid or Incurred, or
received" after the date of enactment of such act.

Sihice the effect of legislation which would make any part of treble damage
payments nondeductible Is to exact a penalty from violators, and to Intend tile
penalty as punishment and as a deterrent to antitrust violations, it Is retro-
active If applied to al. violations occurring prior to enactmentt. Such legislation
is not consistent with its avowed purpose as a deterrent, and Is patently unfair.
Furthermore, during July, 1966. Assistant Attorney General Turner suggested
that there may be constitutional problems by retroactively Increasing sanctions
(hearings before the Subcommittee on Autitrust and Monopoly of the 8enate
Committee on the Judiciary).Tile Joint Committee Staff Study (page 13) proposes that any bill to disallow
treble damage payments not be made retroactive and apply only with result
to antitrust violations occurring after the date of enactment.
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The Manufacturing Chemists Association believes that the public interest is
properly and adequately served by the tax rules presently applicable to treble
damage payments and urges that no change In these rules be made by Congress.
If hearings are held and it is 'determined that as a matter of antitrust policy
additional penalties are required, any legislation to this effect would have no
deterrent effect on prior violations and should be effective prospectively only.
Therefore, any legislation which would make treble damage payments non-
deductible should apply only to treble damage payments made with respect to
antitrust violations which occur after the date of enactment of the legislation.

Sincerely,
G. H. DEoKF.

Senator TALMADGE. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF H. FRANCES DeLONE, CHAIRMAN, CLAYTON ACT
COMMITTEE, SECTION OF ANTITRUST LAW, AMERICAN BAR
ASSOCIATION, PHILADELPHIA, PA.; ACCOMPANIED BY SCOTT P.
CRAMPTON, CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, SECTION
OF TAXATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. DEILoN& Thank you.
I am chairman of the Clayton Act Committee antitrust section of

the American Bar Association. With me is Mr. Scott Crampton who
testified this morning and who is chairman of the tax section.

We appreciate this opportunity to testify. We are here pursuant
to resolution of the house of delegates of the American Bar Associa-
tion to voice its opposition to two proposed bills, S. 2681 and S. 2156,
which have been referred to this committee, and to any similar bill
which may be considered by this committee, whether in connection
with the tax reform bill or otherwise.

The two proposed bills would overturn the current income tax
deductible status of payments made in settlement or satisfaction of
private treble-damage antitrust claims or judgments. In general such
payments are currently deductible to the payor, and taxable to the
recipient.

In 1964 the Internal Revenue Service gave full consideration to
the status of such payments, and ruled that they are deductible. In
1966 the house of delegates of the ABA considered the subject and,
on the recommendation of the antitrust and taxation sections indi-
cated its support of the Internal Revenue Service position 6 y ex-
pressing its disapproval of legislation designed to overturn the
revenue ruling.

In 1968 the ABA again studied the subject through its antitrust
and taxation sections and on their recommendation, adopted the reso-
lutions which are set forth on the first page of the statement which I
have filed with the committee.

In essence, the resolution opposes legislation designed to deny de.
ductibility to treble-damaged payments.

The statement which have filed and which I understand is made
part of the record is, with minor technical revisions, the joint report of
the antitrust and the taxation sections of the ABA to the ABA House
of Delegates.

Both the bills which have been referred to this committee would
make two-thirds of treble-damage payments nondeductible to the
payor. Senate 2631 would apply only with respect to payments related
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to violations as to which the taxpayer had been convicted or pleaded
nolo contendere.

Senate 2156 would apply to all treble-damage payments, and would
also make two-thirds of the payment nontaxable to the recipient.

In considering the proposed legislation, it is important to kee) in
mind the nature of the antitrust remedy. It is a remedy provided to
persons injured by violations who are entitled, in a private suit, to
receive three times the damage they have suffered. This private recov-
ery must be distinguished from fines in criminal antitrust proceedings
or from recovery by the Government under section 4(a) of the Clayton
Act both which are currently nondeductible.

The antitrust laws are necessarily quite general and imprecise, so
that their interpretation has changed and developed over the years.
Changing concepts and changing economic analysis have often madeit difficult to predict with any reasonable certainty what conduct will
ultimately be held to be violative of the antitrust laws. Nor are treble-
damage claims under these laws by any means limited to claims in
connection with alleged price-fixing violations.

The point is illustrated by the recent Supreme Court case of Simp-
son v. union Oil. There the Supreme Court recently invalidated con-
signment contracts which established resale prices, even though such
contracts had been held valid 32 years earlier and many business enter-
prises had utilized them in reliance on the earlier Court ruling.

Simpson's treble-damage claim is still being litigated today and,
under one of the proposed bills, if she should recover a judgment, then
the payment that would be made would not be tax deductible to the
p ayor, even though it had relied on a 32-year-old precedent, established
by earlier Supreme Court cases.

I think perhaps the problem of this legislation, as the ABA sees it,
can be illustrated by an actual case, or at least drawn from facts iii
an actual case with which I am familiar. There was an investigation by
a Federal grand jury for 3 years, two successive grand juries in fact,
into uniform pricing of fungible products sold by a number of major
companies.

After 3 years of investigation the staff of the Antitrust Division,
which was conducting the investigation, recommended that indict-
ments be handed down. The Antitrust Division ended up recommend-
ing and filing only a civil suit. Some of the defendants in that case,
rather than contest the charges elected to agree to a consent decree
which in effect said they would not in the future do what the civil
suit charged.

If the Government had elected, instead, to proceed by the crim-
inal proceedings route, those same defendants, rather than litigate,
might well have sought leave to file nolo contendere pleas.

After the consent decrees were entered there was a flood of treble-
damage private litigation. Many of those cases have since been set-
tled, not on a basis that is related to the merit of the claim, but on
what is truly a nuisance value settlement.

Now, under the proposed legislation, the defendants in those cas6s
would not have been in a position to plead nolo contenders because
some of the legislation, at least bill S. 2631, makes the tax conse-
quences depend on whether there has been a criminal case and whether

%65-6- .6---14
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there has been a nolo contendere plea. Moreover, they would not have
been able to make nuisance-value settlements without adverse tax
results.

Senator TA,.MAD E. Let me see if I understand you correctly. If it,
_ is a criminal case and a criminal fine, the payment of the fine would

not be a deductible expense I
Mr. I)ELox. That is correct. That is the law as it is today.
Senator T,'u,r,%mE. But if it. is a plaintiff and a defendant. un-

- der the civil remedies and the defendant loses his case and pays the
damages then it. is deductible?

Mr. DrI.oxE. It is deductible today, that is correct.
Senator T.LMAIXE. And you support the continuation of that

policy?
Mr. DELoN.E. We do Support it.
Senator TAT.rADGE. In ofler words, if he has committed a crime and

paid a penalty for a crime it would not. be deductible?
'Mr. DFI) .NE. The penalty for the crime is not deductible, that is

correct, but. the private recovery, the treble-damage recovery to recom-
l)eise the person allegedly injured by the violation of a law, that.
we contend should be deduct ible to the person that. has paid it and
taxable to the one who receives it.

Senator T[A1.IIv. Because it penalizes the taxpayer twice, once on
his fine and again on the recovery procedure?

Mi'. DELxo.xE.. Well, it would penalize him twice. The theory basical-
ly is that once the taxpayer has parted with whatever )rofit he de-
rived from the alleged conspiracy by way of a settlement or by way
of paving a judgment, either one, the l)rofit has been put into the hands
of t-le personi who would otherwise, have made it., and it is taxed
to him, as matters stand today. That seems to us right.

Senator TL.UMIIDOE. I thinly I understand your point.
Mr. IDLoNE . And there are many other instances in the law which

are comparable. where deduction" is allowed: kickback payments,
treble-damages for price ceiling violations, multiple damages for Fair
Labor Standards Act violations, payments in connection with fraud
cases and security laws violations, even expenses of illegal gambling
establishments. )eductions are allowed for all those items, and we
do not understand why the treble-damage area should be singled out
as a )eculiar exception to the general concept of the tax laws which
is to tax net income.

These l)ayments we are talking about are clearly business-connected
payments, and if we are going to have a tax ol net income, it does
not seem to the ABA to make sense to say that treble-damage pay-
mnents shall not be deductible.

I think I should comment on one feature of both bills that are be-
fore this committee, and that is the retroactive feature. Both bills
contemplate that if payments are made-in the case of 2631, payments
made any time after December 31, 1967, in the case of 2156-payments
made after December 31, 1968--they contemplate that those payments
will be nondeductible, even though the payments may be made be-
cause of violations which occurred years before, so thlat if you look
on this proposedd legislation as a deterrent, if you will, you cannot
justify making it have really a retroactive effect insofar as the past
violations are concerned.
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Our view basically is that if there are deficiencies in the antitrust
laws, if the penalties are not severe enough today, then the remedy
is to modify the antitrust laws themselves, and not try to approach
the problem through tax legislation.

I should mention that just last week Mr. McLaren, the current head
of the Antitrust Division, testified in support of raising the fines in
antitrust cases tenfold, the maximum fine from $50,000 to $500,000. I
am not authorized to take any position specifically on such legisla-
tion, but we do think the approach is sound: If there is something
wrong with the antitrust laws then it ought to be remedied by dealing
with the lines under the antitrust laws rather than through the back
door so to speak through manipulation of tax legislation.

Senator TALMADOE. Thank you for a very fine statement, Mr.
DeLone.

(Mr. DeLone's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OP H. FRANCIS DELONE, AMERIOAN BAR ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY

The American Bar Association opposes legislation to make non-deductible
payments in satisfaction of private antitrust treble-damage claims or actions
because:
1. Such claims or actions are remedial, not punitive. Payments to satisfy them

are "ordinary and necessary expenses" deduction for which should be allowed
sitive such deduction does not "frustrate sharply defined national" policy.

2. The tax laws should not be manipulated to achieve, indirectly, antitrust
goals which can and should be achieved directly through the antitrust laws and
amendments to them.

3. Similar payments are deductible.
4. The antitrust laws are necessarily imprecise; their interpretation depends

on complex and difficult economic analysis, allowing a wide range of culpability,
so that. Inequities will result from any blanket rule of non-deductlbillty of such
payments.
5. The proposed legislation creates possibilities of double taxation and, per-

Iaps. windfall tax treatment, and would contribute to further court congestion.
6. The proposed legislation raises problems of retroactivity and cx post facto

application which cannot be justified on the basis of any claimed deterrent effect.

STATEMENT

In January of 1909, the House of Delegates of the American Bar Association
adopted the following resolutions:

Resolved, that the ABA disapproves any proposed legislation having the pur-
pose to make non-deductible for federal income tax purposes all or any portion
of payments made in satisfaction of anti-trust treble-damage judgments or claims;
and further

Resolved, that the Section of Antitrust Law and the Section of Taxation are
authorized to urge the views of the American Bar Association in this regard
upon the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation and other appropriate
committees of Congress.
These resolutions were adopted on the basis of a report submitted to the House
of Delegates by the Sections of Antitrust Law and of Taxation of the Ameri-
can Bar Association. The balance of this statement consists of that report,
with certain technical revisions made necessary by events which have occurred
since the report was originally prepared.

REPORT

The starting point for a discussion of this matter is Revenue Ruling 64-224,
Issued July 24, 19064.1 That ruling allows Income tax deductions for amounts paid

1 1004-2 C.B. 52.
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or incurred to satisfy claims for damages as well as for amounts paid or incurred
for legal fees and directly related expenses in connection with private treble-
damage suits under Section 4 of the Clayton Act. Additionally, the Ruling
disallows deductions for amounts paid or Incurred in satisfaction of dam-
age claims by the United States under Clayton Act Section 4A. This had con.
tinued to be the announced position of the Revenue Service, consistent with Tank
Truck Rentals, Inc. v. OonintLs8irn r, 356 U.S. 30 (1058).2 Also, the Ruling dis-
allowed deductions for legal expenses incurred in unsuccessfully defending actions
under Section 4A- -a position implicitly overruled by 6omn,8issoiner v. Tellfer, 3S3
U.S. 687 (1966), and subsequently modified by Revenue Ruling 66-330, 1966-2
O.B. 44.

Revenue Ruling 64-224 was issued as a result of the so-called Philadcplia
Bletroal Oases,' which resulted in hundreds of millions of dollars in treble.
damage recoveries by private plaintiffs Prior to this time, the Internal Revenue
Service had evidently never denied a taxpayer a tax deduction for such treble-
damage payments; 4 and the closest published precedent, regarding treble-damage
payments under the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942, allowed a deduction.
In 1961 the Service considered opposing such an allowance for antitrust treble-
damage defendants. However, the Service conducted conferences and extensive
further studies extending into 1063. Based on the findings of this extensive study,
the indications that Section 4 of the Clayton Act was intended to be remedial
rather than to punish defendants," and the Supreme Court's unwillingness, except
in rare instances, to disallow business expense deductions on "public polley"
grounds,' the Service ruled that treble-damage payments in antitrust cases are
deductible.'

The American Bar Association recommends that any legislation designed to
make antitrust treble-damage payments In whole or in part non-deductible for
federal income tax purposes be disapproved for the following reasons: (1)
enactment of such legislation would fail to reflect the remedial rather than
punitive nature of treble-damage actions; (2) basic tax principles delineating
federal taxation as a tax on net Income and not a sanction would be disregarded;
t3) payments similar to treble-damages are fully deductible: (4) the economic
analysis of antitrust questions frequently makes Interpretation of the statut.si
difficult, allowing for a wide range of culpability, to which such legislation is
not responsive; (5) Inequitable tax effects would be created; and (6) any po.-
sible retroactive effect would be unfair.
1. Treble-damage actions as remedial or punitive: Pu blic policy considerations

To the extent that Revenue Ruling 64-224, in allowing deduction of treble.
damage payments, was founded on the determination that Clayton Act Section
4 actions are "remedial" rather than criminally punitive, both its rationale and
its conclusion appear to have been supported and confirmed by the Supremet
Court's reasoning in Commissioner v. Tcllier, supra, decided March 24, 1966. IlI
fact, this case, by strictly delineating "violation of public policy" as the test
for disallowance of deductions, would seem to diminish the importance of the
"remedial-penal" dichotomy.* In all events, that Section 4 of the Clayton At
is remedial and not penal is apparent both as a matter of statutory construction
and legislative history. Recoveries inure wholly to benefit the Injured party;
other Sherman Act sections specifically punish by fines and prison terms; and
the legislative history emphasizes a purpose of encouragement of private actions
rather than punishment of antitrust offenders. Moreover, the Supreme Court has
described Section 4 as a "remedial provision for redress of injuries," Eastm In
Kodak Co. v. Southern, Photo Materials Co., 273 U.S. 359, 373 (1927), and as a

a Statement of Sheldon S. Cohen, Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Hearings Before
the Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary.
89th Cong., 2d Sees. (1007. (hereinafter cited as "Hearings"), p. 85.

$ Staff Study of Income Tax Treatment of Treble Damage Payments Under the Anti.
trust Laws for the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, Committee Print 19135
(hereinafter cited as "Staff Study", p. 21.

' Statement of Mortimer M. Caplta, Hearings p. 62.
G I.T. 8627 1948 C.B. 111, held that treble-damage payments to a private party by a

violator of the Emergeney Price Control Act of 1942 were tax deductible since the pa.-
ments were considered remedial In nature.

* Oonfra, Oovnmissioner v. Olenshawo Glass 0o., 848 U.S. 426 (1955) (dictum).
t But see, Tank Truck Rentals. Ino. v. (ommlssoner, supra.
$ For a full discussion of these developments, see Statement of Mortimer M. Caplin,

Hearings, pp 59-8 and Statement of Sheldon S. Cohen. Hearings, pp. 84-88.
9 See generally, Stafr Study, pp. 2-5.
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"right of action granted to redress private injury," United States v. Cooper
Corp., 312 U.S. 000, 608 (1941). The weight of judicial authority likewise affirms
the compensatory nature of treble-damage provisions. E.g., Bruce's Juices, Ino. v.
American Can Co., 330 U.S. 743 (1947).

Tcllier holds that legal fees and related expenses incurred by a taxpayer in
the unsuccessful defense of a business-related criminal prosecution (action for
fraud against a securities dealer) are deductible as ordinary and necessary busl-
ness expenses under § 162 of the Internal Revenue Code. A subsequent Revenue
Ruling based on Tellier reversed that portion of Revenue Ruling 64-224 which
had disallowed such fees and expenses In antitrust damage actions by the
Government."

The Court in Tellier primarily addresses itself to the "public policy" issue. In
the present context that issue is specifically whether the deduction of treble-
damage payments would frustrate any sharply defined policy that Congress had
in mind in allowing antitrust plaintiffs to recover treble instead of actual dam-
age.x: whether the "sting" of Section 4 of the Clayton Act is thereby lessened.u
The Supreme Court has always been reluctant to deny business expense deduc-
tions on grounds that their allowance would frustrate national or state policies
proscribing particular forms of conduct, and in a number of cases has found this
"public policy" argument inapplicable. See Commissloner v. Sullivan, 350 U.S.
27 (1958) (deduction for rent and wages paid by operators of a gambling enter-
pris.e sustained, although both the business and the specific payments were
illegal) ; Llly v. Commissioner, 343 U.S. 90 (1952) (deduction for amounts kicked-
back by opticians to doctors to obtain prescription business allowed, although
In violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act) ; and Cominssfoner v. Heininger,
320 U.S. 467 (1943) (deductions allowed for attorney's fees In the unsuccessful
defense of an administrative mail fraud order).

Contrariwise, the Court has denied business deductions on the ground they
frustrated "sharply defined public policies" in only two categories of cases:
payments of fines and penalties to governmental bodies, Tank Truck Rcntals,
Ine. v. C7omm fssloner, supra, and Hoover Motor Express Co. v. United States,
356I U.S. 38 (1958) : nid payments, such as lobbying expenses, specifically pro-
hibited by longstanding Treasury Regulations, Texttlc Mills See. Corp. v. Com-
niih.esion cr, 314 U.S. 320 (1941), and Camuarano v. United States, 358 U.S. 498
(1959).

The Court in Tellier has enunciated a "sharply limited and carefully defined
category" for the role of "public policy" in determination of proper business ex-
plnse deductions, ii the following terns:

Deduction of expenses falling within the general definition of § 162(a)
may, to be sure, be disallowed by specific legislation, since deductions "are a
matter of grace and Congress can, of course, disallow them as it chooses."

The Court has also given effect to a precise and longstanding Treasury
Regulation prohibiting the deduction of a specified category of expenditures;
... But where Congress has been wholly silent, It is only in extremely limited

circumstances that the Court has countenanced exceptions to the general
principle reflected In the Sullivan, Lili and Helnfnger declslon. Only where
the allowance of a deduction would "frustrate sharply defined national or
state policies proscribing particular types of conduct" have we upheld its
disallowance ... Further, the "policies frustrated must be national or state
policies evidenced by some governmental declaration of them." . . . Finally,
the "test of nondeductibility always is the severity and Immediacy of the
frustration resulting from allowance of the deduction." 383 U.S. at 393-94.

It seems clear, therefore, that the rationale of Revenue Ruling 64-224 on the
deductibility of antitrust treble-damage payments has been confirmed by the
reas-oning enunciated in the Tellter case. We feel that a statutory amendment
to preclude such deductions, either in whole or in part, is not warranted by any
possible effects on antitrust policy. Rather, it would be unwise as a matter of
both tax and antitrust considerations.
2. Bastc tax policy consideratlons

.\ny proposed legislation designed to limit or deny the deductibility of treble-
damnge payments is objectionable as a matter of basic tax policy on the ground
that manipulation of tax provisions should not be used to achieve social goals in
other areas. There is virtually no disagreement that any departure from this

10 Revenue Ruling 66-330. 1966-2 C.D. 44.
11 See Staff Study, p. 8, pp. 25-27.
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position should be made only if it is otherwise necessary and melritorious; only
for clearly valid and carefully considered reasons."

The Supreme Court in the Tcllicr case case has reiterated this position, stating:
"We start with the proposition that the federal Income tax is a tax on net ill-
come, not a sanction against wrongdoing. That principle has been firmly il-
bedded in the tax statute from the beginning." 383 U.S. at 091. Tie Court (itL,5
statements of the late Randolph Paul, as well as tile original 1913 floor-debate
statements of Senator Williams, to the same effect. 383 U.S. at 691-92 and nt. 1I,
p. 695.

Tax legislation to accomplish a non-tax societal purpose deemed meritorious
should be utilized only when it Is not "possible to achleve that goal more elii.
clently, directly, and fairly through other measures which Ile outside the realmi
of the tax system." " We do not think that the tax collector need be made the
antitrust enforcer, or that the tax laws need be changed in order to achieve
further and greater dollar punishment. Certainly here there is another way to
solve any enforcement deficiencies within tile legal context of the substantive
area of concern. The antitrust laws themselves present the direct and inamiage-
able opportunity for increasing penalties, if such is deemed necessary. Shniily
quadruple or quintuple damages, if the deterrent is not currently enough, Io.
fore abrogating basic policies by interfering with the tax deductibility of
damage payments."
3. Payments similar to trcble-damages arc deductible

We have noted that the Supreme Court in Tclllcr has reemphasized Its relime-
tance to find that the allowance of an otherwise tax-proper business expviis
deduction would "frustrate sharply defined national or state policies proserihillg
particular forms of conduct," citing many of its own previous decisions wherein
the deductibility of payments similar to antitrust treble-damages have heil
upheld. The enactment of legislation on this subject would be particularly inad-
visable to the extent that it singles out antitrust treble-damage payment. for
inferference with their tax deductibility. Both the courts and the Internal Revenue
Service have long held similar, if not Identical, payments deductible. These ill.
elude "kickback payments" clearly in violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Aet:
payments made in settlement of treble-damage actions for price ceiling volm-
tlions under the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942; multiple damages paid
to an employee for violations under the Fair Labor Standards Act: playmntl
made in connection with violations of time law in the sale of securities; various
fraud case payments; and the rent and wage expenses of an illegal gambling
operator where these expenses were themselves a separate violation of a state
law."

Tcllier, of course, has clearly settled any issue regarding the deductibility
of legal and related expenses in defense of any such actions, criminal or other-
wise.'

To reverse the basic tax policy noted above and as reaffirmed in Tcllier, that
federal Income taxes should be on net income anl not contorted to Implement
various regulatory statutes or to punish wrongdoing, is the prerogative of
Congress. But one situation should not be singled out for such special treatment.
Only after a thorough consideration of a broad range of Items affecting enforce-
ment of public laws and policies should legislation of this type come before tile
Congress.
4. Interpretaton of the antitrust statutes is frequently and generally dirlnellt.

allowing for a wide range of culpability, and resultant incqtitfes uldcr the
proposed legislation

The antitrust laws are dynamic in nature and their boundaries are often im-
precise. Our antitrust laws are as equally economic, social and political as they
are legal. Antitrust is involved in the sensitive area of what is good for tile

u See collection of language to this effect in Staff Study, pp. 11-12, and again In
Commissioner v. Teller, supra.

'3 Remarks by lion. Stanley S. Surrey, Asst. Sec. of the Treasury, before tihe Twix
Executives nsttute, March 7, 1l05.

14 See Statement of Wi\lllam Simon, representing the American Bar Association. llepir-
Ings, pp. 85, 43 45

lRespectlvefy, LMly v. Commissioner, supra: Jerry Rossoinn Corp. v. Coniminitionir.
175 P. 2d 711 (2d Cir. 1049) ; I.T. 3762. 1045 C.. 05: Ditmars v. Commissioner, 302 F. 2d
481 (2d CIr. 1062) ; Lauren M. Marks, 27 T.C. 464 (1050): Rev. Rul. 01-115, 1061-1
C.B. 46; llelvering v. 11ampton, 70 F.2d 358 (9th CIr. 1035) ; lclningcr v. Cotnniis-
stoner supra; Commnltloner v. Sullivan, supra.

'*Thiese cases and Rulings, including Sulliran, Lilly and Heinlnger, supra, are analyzed
In Statement of William Simon, Hearings, pp. 35, 37-41.
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economy. Certainly businesses and governmental agencies have made unfore-
seeable mistakes, and the courts themselves have experienced great difficulty
with the economic analysis necessary to determine whether a violation has
occurred."

Businesses are going to become subject to treble-damage actions In spite of
every effort. to avoid antitrust violations. In Simpson v. Union Oil Co., 377 U.S. 13
(1944), the Supreime Court held that a consignment agreement providing a re-
sale price limitation violated tile Slerman Act, although the Court approved a
similar consignment agreement 38 years earlier; thus, Its decision raises "tile
distinct possibility that an untold number of sellers of goods will be subjected
to liability of treble dalnage suits because they thought they could rely on the
validity of this Court's decisions." 377 U.S. at 30 (Justice Stewart dissenting).
In 19067, the Court, in UNited States v. Arnold, Schichn& Co., 388 U.S. 305
(196), again Indicated that consignment agreements and agency arrangements
may properly be used by a manufacturer, within certain lhiits, to control the
distribution of his product. In FTC v. Fred Meyer, In., 390 U.S. 341 (1908), de-
cided on March 18, 196$, the Court held "for the first time, 32 years after the
passage of the Act," that Section 2(d) of the Robinson-Patnman Act, which re-
quires equal l)romotional allowances by suppliers to all customers, uses the word
"customers" to include persons who (id not purchase directly from the supplier
but bought through intermediate wholesalers. In so defining "customers" to in-
clude "noncustomers whom the Court thinks need protection," (see dissenting
opinion, 341 U.S. at 301), the Court adopted a theory neither party proposed.

The very governmental agencies enforcing the anti-trust laws experience
difficulty in determining whether a violation has occurred. In 1963, the Justice
Department found itself iln disagreement with the Federal Trade Commis-
sion as to whether price-quoting cooperative advertising by Independent retail
druggists constituted Illegal price-fixing under tile Sherman Act." In Purolator
Products, 1nc. v. FTC, 352 F. 2d 874 (7th CIr. 1905). cert. denied, 389 U.S.
1045 (1908), the Solicitor General filed an amicus brief opposing the Federal
Trade Commission position.

Finally, the courts themselves have had admitted difficulty with the economic
impact of business arrangements In reaching a conclusion regarding their cl.s-
sification under the antitrust laws. See White Motor ('o. v. l'nited Statex, 372
U.S. 253 (19063).

Within time above context, denying deduction for treble-damage payments,
either In whole or in part, would arbitrarily impose "a burden in a measure
dependent not on tile seriousness of the offense," Tltiler, 8upra, at 695. It
has traditionally been the province of the courts to fit the punishment to the
crine in the Imposition of sentences. This can be particularly important when
offenses can be Inadvertent or less than deliberate. As noted by the chief counsel
for the Senate Subcommitee on Antitrust and Monopoly, in all of the price
ceiling treble-damage cases the courts had discretion regarding damages."

Obviously, the tax collector is and should be blind to whether and to whom
social good comes or doesn't conic from the collection of taxes. The Antitrust
Division, of course, properly exercises certain discretion In how it enforces the
laws it is charged to uphold. But just as certainly, it should not be within the
province of the Antitrust Division to further determine against whom the tax
laws should be made available to inflict an additional penalty, as would be true
under the provision of legislation which would limit the denial of a deduction
to cases where there has been a criminal Indictment resulting in a judgment of
guilt or a uto contendere plea. This allows the tax effect to the violator to
be too much the result of prosecutor discretion 2o In light of tile fact. that civil
injunctions of per so antitrust violations require much the same showing by the
government as do criminal proceedings, and that criminal convictions can be
obtained without direct evidence of intentional wrongdoing. Making the (1e
ductibllity of subsequent treble-damage payments dependent on tile govern-
ment's choice of a civil or criminal enforcement route seems Illogical when
that choice Is not necessarily reflective of the relative "hard-coreness" of the
violation."

1t See Statement of William Simon. ITenring.s. pp. 35. 41-42.
Is See 11.11. Report 'o. 699, 8Sth Cong., ist Sess. 1 (1003).
19 Hen rlligs. p. 515.

-See letter from Asst. Prof. Meade Emory to Senator Hart. Aug. 2, 19066, with excerpt
from article. Hearings. pp. 109. 110-112.

n In this regard, note the refusal of the Justice Department to give reasons w hy It brought
a civil Instead of a criminal aeton even In the face of a Court order to produce. United States
v. Venfce Work Vessels, Ine., April 4, 1068 (ATTR No. 356. May 7, 1069, p. A-2).
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.5. Inequitable taxe effects
Legislation in this area creates possibilities of double taxation and perhaps

-even windfall tax treatment on the other side-unjust but inevitable when
alterations are imposed on the basic policy of taxing net income.

We have noted the defficulty of equating "wrongdoing" with treble-damage
awards or settlements. Certainly it is at best arguable whether the profits made
by a treble-damage defendant bear any necessary relation to damages he may
be required to pay as a result of suits brought against him. However, to the
extent he has so profited from his alleged wrongdoing, the treble-damage de-
fenidant has paid tax on this additional income. To the extent damages repre-
sent a repayment of such profits, it would seem that denial of a deduction to
defendants would result in double taxation.

Additionally, we note that the actual increase in deterrent value of any such
legislation is subject to question. The then Acting Attorney General Katzenbach
noted in 1965 that with the present corporate tax rate of almost 50 percent, an
adjudicated treble-damage violator, even with deductions, will be out-of-pocket
approximately 150 percent of actual damages in a situation where it has already
paid income tax on any income derived from the violation. That figure, in
addition to the expense and business disruption occasioned by the legal proceed-
ings, he suggested, means that even with deductions a potential violator will not
likely risk a treble-damage action.0

Moreover, if nondeductibility is limited to cases with respect to which there
was a criminal judgment or nolo plea, defendants clearly would be discouraged
from entering noto pleas which would then make them vulnerable to tax sanctions
in subsequent treble-damage litigation. The effect would be especially onerous to
smaller companies upon whome the high cost of litigation would often be seriously
burdensome, if not fatal, to their ability to compete." And to so discourage nioto
pleas would add to the burden of already congested court calendars.

Under present procedures the character of a treble-damage recovery determines
its tax treatment." Amounts received above actual damages are taxable as ordi-
nary income. Recoveries representing single or actual damages are not taxable
if they can be shown to represent a return of capital, but are taxable to the
extent that they represent lost income or profits. If this rule is changed by
legislation to provide, for example, that the two-thirds portion of treble-damages
which is nondeductible by defendants is non-taxable to the plaintiffs, a tax wind.
fall for treble-damage payments is created to the extent such damages represent
lost income or profits. In addition, these consquences would be undesirable since
they would, to some extent, remove an incentive for treble-damage plaintiffs to
settle for single damages.
6. Retroactivity of any proposed legislation

We also disapprove of the retroactive effect of any proposed legislation in
this area. It was the recommendation of both the Joint Committee ' and the
Department of Justice " that such provisions should only apply respecting viola-
tbotw occurring after the date of enactment. At minimum, this retroactive feature
would result in unfairness without serving the asserted basic purpose of such
legislation as a deterrent to antitrust violations. Although it may be settled that
retroactive tax legislation is generally constitutional, Assisant Attorney General
Turner clearly suggested at the 1967 Hearings that constitutional problems would
here be raised where you are dealing with "criminal law and sort of the criminal
type sanctions." " Certainly a bill which would impose additional sanctions only
on taxpayers who have been convicted or pleaded violo on criminal antitrust
violations would seem to have such a relation to criminality and would in effect
be exacting additional punishment against a person or class of persons so as to
create ex post faoto problems.

CONCLUSION

For all of the above reasons, the American Bar Association opposes any
amendment of the Internal Revenue Code which would disallow in whole or in

I Letter from Acting Attorney General Katzenbacb to Laurance N. Woodworth, Chief of
Staff Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, Feb. 8, 1965, Staff Study, pp. 61-62.

W^Aee Staff Study, pp. 88-89.
" Rev. Proc 07-88 1967-85 I.RB., p. 26.
n Staff Study, pp. 18, 1&,.16.
8o Hearings, pp. 27-28, 88." Ibid.
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part the deductibility of treble-damage payments. Such payments, arising as
they do in the context of a civil action based on business conduct, should con-
tinue to be deductible in their entirety as ordinary and necessary business ex-
penses under Section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code.

Senator TALMADGE. The next witness is Dr. N. R. Danielian, presi-
dent of the International Economic Policy Association.

STATEMENT OF DR. N. I. DANIELIAN, PRESIDENT OF THE INTER-
NATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
CHARLES 3. KERESTER, TAX COUNSEL

Mr. DANIELIAN. IMr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity.
Senator TAL[AMD. The Chair notes with much pleasure that you

have with you as a witness a former employee of the Joint Committeev
on Internal Revenue Taxation, Mr. Charles Kerester.

Mr. DANIELIAN. I was going to mention that, Mr. Chairman. I am
pleased to have him with us. He has helped to prepare the statement
and he is here to help answer questions.

In the current controversy over tax reform we have lost sight of
the fact that it all started with the proposal to extend the 10-percent
surcharge, and one of the primary purposes of the surcharge enacted
in 1968 was to reestablish confidence abroad in the U.S. dollar, the
standing of which in international markets had been weakened because
of persistent balance of payments deficits.

It is pertinent, therefore, to address oneself to this original purpose
of the surcharge and to suggest ways in which the balance of pay-
nients of the United States may be improved by means of appropriate
tax treatment of foreign trade and investment income.

I have just returned from a month's survey of European opinion
concerning the international flow of short-term capital, long-terl
investments, the U.S. balance of payments, and the standing of the
dollar in the opinion of finance ministries and bankers. On more than
one occasion the suggestion was made to me by officials, as well as
private bankers, that the United States could ielp itself in encour-
aging the reflow of earnings from abroad by a more lenient tax treat-
ment of foreign source income.

We have now tried on two occasions a punitive approach; first, in
the Revenue Act of 1962, and now in the direct foreign investment con-
trols of the Department of Commerce. There is no evidence that these
approaches have been very successful. In the accompanying paper
which, with your permission, I would like to submit for the record, we
make typical suggestions of ways by which this can be accomplished.

Senator TALmADGE. Without objection it will be inserted in full in
the record.

Mr. DANIELIAN. Another area in which tax reforms are long over-
due is in the treatment of exports. Ever since 1960 it has been Govern-
ment policy to solve our balance-of-payments deficits by encouraging
exports. In all these years, almost a decade, not one single construc-
tive proposal has come up to Congress from the executive department
to use tax incentives to this end, in spite of numerous studies and re-
ports recommending such action. In the meantime, we have allowed
other countries, particularly the E uropean Economic Communities
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and Japan to use tax incentives in promoting their exports in our
markets.

I shall not here recite, for it, is well known to you, the evolution of
the Common Market's turnover taxes. It is a fact that as late as 1962
we allowed a clarification of the GATT regulations to permit the re-
bate of turnover taxes and prohibit similar treatment for income taxes.
Ever since, we have had our hands tied.

Mr. Chairman, we must find a way of liberating ourselves from this
self-imposed restraint and give our exporters at least the same effect.
tive percentage of tax concessions as our trading partners. We make
recommendations in the accon)anying paper to achieve this purpose.

There are other means whereby our earmnigs from exports and from
investments can be enhanced and the repatriation of earnings
encouraged.

A country with the responsibilities that the United States has as-
sumed in niaintaining stability in world conditions will continue to
have substantial expenses abroad. Trade policies of other countries
being what, they are, we may not achieve the necessary surpluses in for-
eign earnings solely in the area of sales of goods. A large portion, an
essential part, in fact, must come from investment and services income.
It behooves us, therefore, to encourage rather than discourage profit-
able investments abroad, because the United States will ultimately be-
come the beneficiary of the earnings from such investments. This part
of our international accounts has been the most, encouraging-in fact,
the only-element in our external accounts that. has been ma king a net
(' itrilbution to our balance of payments. Therefore, we must eliminate
unnecessary hindrances to the expansion of this most important source
of income.

We make a number of specific suggestions in the accompanying
memorandum on ways to achieve this objective.

A third objective of the U.S. Government has been to encourage in-
vestments in less developed countries, and we make a number of sug-
gestions also to accomplish this purpose.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes the summary statement. We have
made specific suggestions with reference to "the Internal Revenue
Code, the revisions that we suggest in the accompanying memorandum.

Senator T,%T,..rADOE. Thank you very much, Mr. Danielian, for a very
fine statement and we will look into" the suggestions which you have
made.

I ,hare your views that. our Government ought. to do everything
possible to'encourage investments abroad and earnings wherever )os-
sible, and particularly on trade with balance. of payments involved.

Thank you very mu1ch.
Mr. DANIEJLTM. Tlank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Dr. Danielian's pl)epared statement. follows:)

STATEMENT OF DL X. 1R. D, DAN IELAN, PRFSIDEYT. INTEnN'ATION'AL PCONOMIC
Po.Icy AsSOCIATION

SUMMARY

Mr. Chairman, In the current controversy over tax reform we have lost sight
of the fact that It all started with the proposal to extend the 10 percent sur-
charge, and one of the primary purposes of the surcharge enacted In 198 was
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to re-establish confidence abroad in the U.S. dollar, the standing of which in
international markets had been weakened because of persistent balance of pay-
inents deficits. It is pertinent, therefore, to address oneself to tills original pur-
i)se of the surcharge and to suggest ways in which the balance of payments of
the United States may be improved by means of appropriate tax treatment of
foreign trade and investment income.

I have just returned from a month's survey of European opinion concerning
the international flow of short-term capital, long-term investments, the U.S.
balance of payments, anid the standing of the dollar in the opinion of finance
ministries and hankers. On more than one occasion the suggestion was made to
ime by officials, as well as private bankers, [hai (lie United Slates could help itself
in encouraging the reflow of earnings from abroad by a more lenient tax treat-
nient of foreign source Income. We have now tried on two occasions a punitive
approach; first, in the Revenue Act of 1962, and now In the direct foreign
Investment controls of the Department of Commerce. There Is no evldcnce that
these approaches have been very successful. In the accompanying paper which,
with your permission, I would like to submit for the record, we make typical sug-
gestions of ways by which this can be accomplished.

Another area In which tax reforms are long overdue is in the treatment of
exports. Ever since 1960 It has been government policy to solve our balance of
payments deficits by encouraging exports. In all these years, almost a decade,
not one single constructive proposal has come up to Congress from the Exc(-ltive
Department to use tax Incentives to this end. In spite of numerous studies and
reports recommending such action. In the meantime, we have allowed other
countries, particularly the European Economic Coinmunities and Japlan, fo use
tax Incentives in promoting their exports in our markets.

I shall not here recite, for it is well known to you, the evolution of the Com-
mon Market's turnover taxes. It iN a fact that as late as 1962 we allowed a clari.
fication of the GATT regulations to permit the rebate of turnover taxes and
prohibit similar treatment for Income taxes. Ever since, we have had our liinds
tied. Mr. Chairman, we must find a way of liberating ourselves from this self-
Imposed restraint and give our exporters at least tihe same effective percentage
of tax concessions as our trading partners. We make recommiendations in the
accompanying paper to achieve this purpose.

There are other means whereby our earnings from exports and from invest-
ments can be enhanced and the repatriation of earnings encouraged.

A country with the responsibilities that the United States has assumed in
maintaining stability in world conditions will continue to have substantial ex-
penses abroad. Trade policies of other countries being what they are, we may
not achieve the necessary surpluses in foreign earnings solely in the area of sales
of goods. A large portion, an essential part, in fact, must come from investment
andi services income. It behooves us. therefore, to encourage rather than dis-
courage profitable investments abroad, because the United States will ultimately
become the beneficiary of the earnings from such investments. This part of our
international accounts has been the most encouraging-in fact, the only--element
in our external accounts that has been making a net contribution to ou, balance
of payments. Therefore, we must eliminate unnecessary hindrances to the expan-
slon of this most important souive of income.

We make a number of specific suggestions in the accompanying memorandum
on ways to achieve this objective.

I am pleased to state for the record that I am accompanied here today by Mr.
Charles J. Kerester, Tax Coumisel, of the law firm of Jones, Day, Cockley & Reavis,
of Cleveland, who is prepared to answer technical questions.

STATEMENT
IiiIrodnction

The International Economic Policy Association, consisting of a number of
U.S. corporations engaged In worldwide trade and investment operations, has
been concerned with the continuing deterioration of the U.S. balance of lyments.

Because of the seriousness of the U.S. deficit In the balance of payments, it
has been assumed that the private sector must bear the greater part of the brunt
for offsetting the huge government expenditures abroad which have placed us in
deficit. American companies engaged in foreign operations, however, have been
subject to restrictions, regulations and increased taxes which seem designed to
discourage rather than to help in the responsibilities which have been imposed
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upon them. Mandatory controls have been placed on investments overseas, the
returns from which have been one of the chief sources of U.S. Income from
abroad. American companies have been compelled to return liquid assets from
abroad, without regard -to the needs of their operations or the tax consequences.
In spite of the burdens which have been imposed on private industry, there have
been no effective measures to encourage U.S. exports or foreign Investments
which are the principle sources of income in achieving a favorable balance of
payments.

The Association recommends that the Committee consider the following pro-
posals to encourage U.S. exports and U.S. overseas operations:

A. REPATRIATION OF FOREIGN EARNINGS

1. Impact of OFDI controls
The current program of controls on direct investments compels U.S. companies

to limit their investments abroad and to repatriate funds to help our balance
of payments position. In addition to the serious problems confronting U.S. cow-
panies In complying with the controls, the program has caused them to be subject
to taxation on amounts repatriated under compulsion.

Transfers of funds to a U.S. company from an affiliated foreign corporation in
compliance with the direct investment controls are treated as taxable dividends.
There is no provision in the Internal Revenue Code which would allow an exemp-
tion from tax even If these amounts are segregated into special accounts.

It seems highly unfair that U.S. companies with investments abroad, because
)f their efforts to comply with the onerous requirements imposed by the OFD1
regulations, should be subject to taxation on the funds which they repatriate
under the program. Reasonable means should be established whereby they could
repatriate funds to improve our balance of payment account without incurring
tax liability.
2. Removal of deterrents to investment in the Unitcd States by a foreign affi lte

Section 956 of the Internal Revenue Code provides that loans to a U.S. parent
company and most investments in U.S. property by a U.S.-controlled foreign
corporation, with limited exceptions, are subject to a tax on the U.S. shareholder
of the foreign corporation as though a dividend had been distributed.

Section 950 effectively militates against bona fide transactions that could
improve our balance of payments. Under the mandatory program for the control
of foreign investments, the results impose special difficulties on American coin-
panies operating abroad.

Our balance of payments, problems have been with us for a long time and
it does not seem likely that-they will disappear very soon. We believe that this
disincentive to investment in U.S. securities by foreign affiliates should be
removed. The Association recommends that the Committee seriously consider
repealing section 956, or at least revising the section to take into account the
realities of our present difficulties resulting from mandatory regulations under
the Foreign Direct Investment Controls, by amending the section in such a
fashion that bona fide loans to or a bona fide investment in a U.S. direct investor
by its foreign affiliate would not be considered constructive dividends and subject
to U.S. taxes.

Also, U.S. direct investors may find it necessary to transfer funds from one
foreign affiliate to another to meet inv, stment and working capital needs, thereby
obviating the need for transfer of funds from the United States. The law should
make clear that such transfers from one foreign affiliate to another, under ternis
and conditions similar to those prevailing between independent third parties,
should not be considered as failing to meet the test of an arm's length transaction,
resulting in a constructive dividend to the U.S. direct investor, merely because
the transfer is between related parties.
S. Adoption of incentives for repatriation of foreign earnings

Some concept similar to the Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation's special
tax deduction should be applied to dividends paid by controlled foreign corpnra-
tions doing business in less developed countries. Such a deduction for earnings
from less developed countries would provide an incentive to U.S. companies to
establish and expand business operations in those areas, thereby providing the
means for improving local economies. We suggest that this approach may be
more preferable than outright financial grants now being made by the U.S.
Government.
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B. EXPORT TAX INCENTIVES

It is recommended that the Committee consider a permanent export incentives
proposal. To encourage the export of U.S. manufactured products, it is sug-
gested that a lower rate of corporate taxes be imposed on the export business of
U.S. corporations. The Internal Revenue Code should be revised so that a tax-
lpayer would pay a lower tax on income derived from the sale of exported goods.
This may be done either by the creation of an export corporation restricted solely
:to export business which would qualify for the lower tax rate, and/or by extend-
Ilg the lower rates to the export business of domestic corporations.

We are aware of problems involved in tax incentives and of our obligations un-
-der the GA'PT agreement. Under GATT rules, direct taxes, such as sales taxes or
the value added taxes which all members of the Common Market are adopting,
can be exempted on exports and added onto the price of imports, but indirect
taxes such as our heavy corporate taxes cannot be so computed. This means that
under existing GATT rules U.S. manufacturers bear the full weight of U.S.
taxes on their exports, and on the other hand, must compete with Imports from
the Conmmon Market that have been exempted from a large portion of their do-
mestic tax burden. Along these lines, II.R. 13713 introduced by Chairman Mills
of the House Ways and Means Committee on September 10, 1969 is a recognition
of this problem.

The present Interpretation under the GATT rules relating to direct and in-
.direct taxes should be renegotiated with our GATT partners so that the tax
burdens on exports and Imports should be computed in the same way. Whether
or not our partners will agree to a renegotiation of GATT arrangements is
uncertain, probably unlikely. We feel that some U.S. program for export incen-
tives is the most effective means of improving our export trade performance
and placing us in a position to compete on an equal basis with the numerous
devices used by foreign countries in the trade field. An increase In U.S. exports
to a position that will yield a substantial export surplus is imperative If the
United States is to maintain freedom of international movement of people, goods

.and security forces.
0. ALLOCATION OF EXPENSES

Sections 861, 802 and 803 of the Internal Revenue Code define income from
sources within the United States, income from sources without the United States
and income partly from within and partly from without the United States. These
sections require that there be deducted from a class of gross income a ratable
part of any expenses which cannot definitely be allocated to some class of gross
income.

Sections 861, 862 and 833 of the Code and Treasury Department regulations
promulgated thereunder permit the Internal Revenue Service to require the al-
location of a share of corporate general and administrative expenses to foreign
:source income. This allocation is made even though the expense may have only
a remote connection with the production of the foreign source income. The re-
sult is, of course, to reduce the foreign source net income and thereby Increase
the effective foreign tax rate. This, in turn, increases the likelihood that the
-foreign tax credit may be reduced.

If an item of expense is incurred in order to produce foreign source income,
it is reasonable to allocate it to that source. But to allocate merely because it

-has some vague relationship to foreign source income seems quite unreasonable.
We suggest that sections 801, 862 and 803 be amended to make it clear that
allocations of expenses to foreign source income are to be made only when the

,expense was incurred in the production of such income.

D. EXTENSION OF DEEMED-PAID FOREIGN TAX CREDIT (SECTION 902)

:Under the present law, credit for foreign taxes paid by a foreign corporation
can be had by a U.S. corporation only if at least 10 percent of the stock of the
first-tier foreign corporation is owned by a U.S. taxpayer, and in the case of a
second-tier foreign corporation, if at least 50 percent of the stock of the foreign
subsidiary is owned by the first-tier foreign corporation. Under present law,
the credit is not available for foreign taxes paid by third-tier or subsequent
t.ier foreign affiliates.

Many foreign countries are insisting that alien ownership be limited to a
minority interest. A revision of the section would encourage U.S. minority
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participation iln additional ventures, attract local participation in joint ventures
and stimulate the development of private enterprise in many less developed
countries. Joint ownership Is often required by local law or foreign government
policy, and U.S. corporations cannot always maintain the degree of owner-
ship required for such foreign tax credit under present U.S. law.

It is recommended that section 902 be amended so that the 10-percent owner.
ship requirement for first-tier foreign corporations should be reduced to 5 per-
cent, and that the tax credit should be extended to cases where there is an
indirect ownership of 5 percent or more in second-tier, as well as in third- and
subsequent-tier foreign subsidiaries.

E. EXTENSION OF EXISTING FIVE-YEAR CARRY-OVER PERIOD FOR UNUSED FOREIGN TAX

CREDITS TO TEN YEARS

Section 904 of the Internal Revenue Code now permits a two-year carry-back
and five-year carry-over for unused foreign tax credits. It is recommended that
this carry-over period for unused tax credits be extended to ten years. U.S. foreign
Investors, especially in less developed countries, can anticipate extreme fluctua.
tons in their losses and earnings and the resulting tax base. Congress has
recognized the difficulties of foreign investments in adopting the carry-back and
carry-over period. An extension of this five-year carry-over period to ten years
would give added stimulus to investments in less developed countries, especially
by small investors with limited financial resources. A ten-year carry-over period
would permit a U.S. company greater opportunity to utilize any excess foreign
tax credits resulting from the adverse effect a loss attributable to the worthless-
ness of an investment in a foreign subsidiary may have on the limitation on the
foreign tax credit in the year the investment becomes worthless.

F. TTBERALIZA'rION OF DEFINITION OF CREDITABLE TAXES

Section 903 of the Internal Revenue Code now permits a credit for any foreign
tax paid "in lieu of a tax on income. . . " Treasury regulations and administra.
tive practice have so restricted this that an "in lieu tax" can only be creditable
if (1) the foreign country hins an income tax in force, (2) the taxpayer w\'olhl he
subject to such income tax absent sonie special provision and (3) lie pays a
substituted tax in lieu thereof.

It is recommended that the "in lieu" provision be broadened to give recognition
to the realities resulting from the reliance of other countries on other than
income taxes. Consideration should be given to perinitting other foreign taxes to
be creditable against the U.S. income tax, where the foreign tax is a bona fide
tax.

0. WORTHLESS SECURITIES IN FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

If a foreign subsidiary becomes worthless or is destroyed through expro-
priation, insurrection or other disaster, section 105(g) recognizes this lo." and
allows a deduction, either capital or ordinary.

The section as it is now applied, however, involves only complete abandoln-
mient or destruction and does not extend to depreciation, deterioration, or other
extreme changes In value short of worthlessness. The section should be revised
to give some relief in cases other than complete worthlessness. (The Codie
presently gives recognotion to partially worthless debts.)

At the present time, a number of factors are causing concern on the part of
potential Investors in developing countries. It Is in those countries where ,.o-
nomic development and private enterprise are most needed. Adoption of tile
above revision in section 165(g) and a ten-year carry-over period for the utiliza-
tion of excess foreign tax credits, so that any excess credits arising because of
losses under section 165(g) due to worthlessness of Investments in foreign
subsidiaries, would aid In our declared government policy of encouraging invest.
meant in those countries.

H. CONCLUSION

The foregoing recommendations are intended to call attention to the fact that
the United States is confronted with certain policy imperatives which need much
more attention in our Revenue Code than they have received heretofore. Specifl
cally, we stand in need of increasing the volume of income front foreign oper-
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nations, the amount of exported products from our shores, and investments in
less developed countries. These recommendations are designed to serve theso
major policy objectives of the U.S. government.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Reasonable means should be established whereby U.S. companies could
repatriate funds from abroad to improve our balance of payments account without
incurring tax liability.

2. As an incentive for improvement in our balance of payments, section 930
should be repealed, or at least amended so that bona fide loans to or a bona fide
investment. in a U.S. direct investor by its foreign affiliate would not be con-
sidered constructive dividends and subject to U.S. taxes. Arms length loans of
funds between foreign affiliates should be encouraged by making clear that such
transfers are not constructive dividends to the U.S. parent.

3. Some concepts similar to the Western Iemislhere Trade Corporation's
special tax deduction should be applied to dividends paid by a controlled foreign
corporation doing business in less developed countries.

4. To encourage the export of U.S. manufactured products, the Code should be
revised so that a taxpayer would pay a lower tax on income derived from the
sale of exported goods. This may be done either by the creation (of In export corlx-
ration restricted solely to export business which would qualify for the lower tax
and/or by extending the lower rates to the export business of domnestie corpora-
tions.

5. Sections 861, 862 and 863 of the Code should be amended to make clear that
allocation of expenses to foreign source Income is to be miade only when the ex-
lwnses are Incurred in the production of such income.

0. Section 902 should be amended so that the 10-percent ownership require-
ment in first-tier foreign corporations should be reduce(] to 5 percent, and the
tax credit should be extended to cases where there Is an indirect ownership of
5 percent or more in the second-tier as well as third-tier mid subsequent-ier
foreign affiliates.

-. Seciton 004 of the Code should be amended to permit unused excess ford-im,
tax credits to be carried forward for a tell year period instead of only n ivie
year period.

8. The provisions of section 903, which now permit a credit for foreign taxes
paid "in lieu of a tax paid on Income," should be amended so that other for-
eign taxes may be creditable against U.S. Income taxes where they are boma
fide taxes.

9. The Code should permit a deduction for partially worthless securities rather
than only for those securities which are completely worthless.

Senator TALM[ADUE.. Tle next witness is Mr. John J. Carroll, chair-
man of the National Foreign Trade Council Tax Committee, who is
accompanied by Robert T. Scott, vice president of the National
Foreign Trade Council, Inc.

* We are pleased to welcome you, gentlemen, and look forward to
hearing your testimony.

STATEMENT OF JOHN J. CARROLL, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL FOREIGN
TRADE COUNCIL TAX COMMITTEE; ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT
T. SCOTT, VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE COUN-
CIL, INC.

Mr. CARROLL. Mr. Chairman, my name is Jolm Carroll and I am
appearing today as chairman of the Comlnittee on Taxation of the
National Foreign Trade Council. I am also vice president, of EBASCO
International Corp., A. Boise Cascade Company.

I am accompamed by the vice president of the council, Mr. Robert
T. Scott.
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The council was organized in 1914 to promote and protect Ameri-
can trade and investment. The council has a nationwide membership
of over 1,000 corporate members comprised of manufacturers, mer-
chants, exporters and importers; rail, sea and air interests; bankers,
insurance underwriters and others interested in the promotion and
ex ansion of the Nation's foreign commerce.

The National Foreign Trade Council has already submitted a de.
tailed statement to this committee expressing the views of the council
on the taxation of foreign income as proposed in H.R. 13270 aid the
Treasury recommendations thereto. _

We have also suggested certain reforms in other sections dealing
with-the taxation of foreign source income.

The National Foreign Trade Council is in accord with any effort
made to do away with, proper tax avoidance and tax evasion where.
ever it exists. However, a National Foreign Trade Council believes
that the tax reforms relating to foreign source income embodied in
H.R. 13270 should not be enacted. The case has not been made that
alleged loopholes in the present foreign tax credit provisions of the
code exist. Section 321, 432, 452, and 501 of H.R. 13270 and related
Treasury proposals we consider to be inequitable and discriminatory
amd should be rejected.

These sections of H.R. 13270 attempt to indirectly limit the full
effect of deductions heretofore granted by the Congress as they pertain
to the foreign business operations of a U.S. national, and thus discrimi-
nate against foreign source income. All deductions allowable to U.S.
nationals deriving U.S. income should also be permitted to be taken
by U.S. nationals deriving income from foreign sources.

The foreign tax credit provisions should not be used to increase
the cost to a-usiness enterprise of sustaining a loss in business opera-
tions. The proposals to add additional complex sections to the foreign
tax credit provisions of the code, which are already complicated
enough, will only add to the growing uncertainty of the tax burden
that must be undertaken by T.S. nationals willing to venture abroad.

Without going into every section of H.R. 13270 as it relates to for-
eign source income, I would like to refer to some particular sections.
Section 431 provides for a recapture of U.S. tax where a U.S. national
sustain a loss from operations in a year in which the per country
limitation has been elected. The loss is to be allowed as a deduction
from other taxable income in the year but the tax effect of such a
deduction must be paid back in future years when operations in the
same loss country become profitable. The Treasury hiW indicated they
would like to see this extended to taxpayers sustaining an overall
foreign operations' loss. This is unprecedented. - .
1 In idhtioi, if the taxpayer is unfortunate enough to dispose of this
loss operation, the deductible loss of prior years must be included in
taxable income whether or not there was any reduction in U.S. tax
payabl'in the loss year. It would appear t t f enacted a taxpayer
would have to pay a tax because he incurred a loss in his busiess
operations.

A lossis a loss wherever it is incurred. So long as the United States
continues to assert the right to tax .worldwide income of its nationals,
fairness dictates that such income continue to be subject to deductions
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wherever incurred. Denial of the tax effect of otherwise proper deduc-
tions will result in outright discrimination against U.S. nationals op-
erating abroad as compared to those operating solely within the United
States.

The restriction imposed by section 431 is inconsistent with and de-
parts from basic U.S. principles of taxation since it could result in
the taxation of foreign source income at a higher U.S.- rate than that
applicable to domestic incoqio.-Under. hthe so-called recapture provi-
sions of section 431- tliep1vior tax loss williduce the foreign tax credit
otherwise allowab e'.Any such reduction in foii tax credit, where
the foreign tax ite is in excess of 50 percent of tie. U.S.. rate, would
result in the jdnposition of an aditioial U.S. tax oiforeign source
income. Thedegree of this I~nalt*' for a loss increase within the amount
of the foreign tax rate) roucinj, a further" discrimination.

Thus, foreign sour c nco ne vo ild b 4axed at a greater overall
rate tha f compea4le income of-oth r- taxpayer 'Iho never sustained
a prior year's loss in -foreign p ationsiX\, 04otec

Secti n 431 far exceeds tjI'- aslW function section 904 otle" code
which s to insure that foif l source inclnlb will be taxed at io more
than ttle higher 0TthQ U.Siok o iin tax rot

Since section ,31 a'Pli ue n t 'Fli~lolition-i~of4)ropeytv related to
the op ration pr ducin g he forei~i{ o., this section would 4ave the
effect o perman ntly lo kg taxpLtyer ihto. . foreign loss Oituation
resulting in an neco nomi &l all6atj i of re-ou'ces. Thi adverse
treatmoit would nbt,-df course, apply?o the sale of a.domesti( business.

The 1 asury proposal to .pplyPl this s -calledr'ecaptur 'pro Vision
whore their has been an 9vefali loss while\using he overaJ) limitation
should be r ected. Instbad of remo ing the-ll eged doIble tax bene-
fits, the Treasu ry proposal-Aould- rovide a double x penalty for
taxpayers expelinaing an overall loss while. usino 1pe overall limita-
tion: one, in the 1o$ year foreign taxes applicole to other foreign
source income whichthve been laid or acrtid will not be credit-
able; and two, as operatiSos-turn-prftile foreign taxes otherwise
creditable will be reduced by the loss recapture provisions in viola-
tion of the traditional U.S. policy of taxing foreign source income.

Section 432, another section, provides that the foreign tax credit
limitation is to be separately applied with respect to foreign mineral
income arising from sources within the foreign country from which
the income is derived.

This section and the Treasury's alternative thereto should not be en-
acted. The council would also oppose disallowance of foreign tax cred-
itq as suggested by the Treasury merely because the foreign tax was
imposed at a rate greater than the U.S. rate. If a foreign income tax
has been paid, it should be creditable, within the present limitations,
regardless of the foreign tax rate imposed.

Section 432 and the Treasury's alternative thereto should not be
enacted. The council would also oppose disallowance of foreign tax
credits, as suggested by the Treasury, merely because the foreign tax
was imposed at a rite greater than the U.S. rate. If a foreign income
tax hasbeen paid, it should be creditable, within the present linmita-
tions, regardless of the foreign tax rate imposed.

Section 432 and the Treasury's alternative thereto would require
that the foreign tax credit of a U.S. national deriving foreign mineral

33-865-69-pt. 6-15
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income be computed on a per country and per item basis even in cases
where the overall limitation was otherwise elected. This would result
in fragmenting foreign income for purposes of computing the limita-
tion and wouldresult in the U.S. taxing foreign source income at vary-
in rates.

By imposing this new per item limitation the enactment of section
432 would go a long way toward nullifying the present equitable alter-
native per country and overall foreign tax credit limitations in the
code.

Through this indirect discrimination against a particular type of
business activity section 432 would seriously depart from U.S. prin-
ciples of tax neutrality. Moreover, such discrimination would create
an undesirable precedent which could be used against other types of
business activity in the future.

Today the mineral interests are to be curtailed. Tomorrow who can
say what foreign business operation will be considered undesirable.

The Treasury proposals would further erode the principle that
foreign tax credits are computed on the taxpayer's entire taxable in-
come from either a particular country or worldwide, as long as such
foreign tax is not credited against U.S. tax attributable to U.S. source
income.

If present statutory deductions are the problem, in this area, they
should be examined separately rather than being indirectly attackei1
through the foreign tax credit provisions. The fact that the foreign
income tax law does not precisely mirror the Internal Revenue Code
should not be significant as long as such foreign tax is an income tax,
or a tax in lieu thereof.

Under a full foreign tax credit system of preventing double taxation,
the fact that a U.S. national may have been faced with a tax in excess
of 60 percent (or other arbitrary percentage) does not justify the
denial of such excess as a foreign tax credit against the U.S. tax on
foreign source income.

Such a denial is also contrary to the principle of the overall limita-
tion, which is to permit the averaging of high and low foreign tax
rates where a U.S. taxpayer has an overall business operating in many
foreign countries.

Section 452* would amend section 312 of the code, to add back to
"earnings and profits" of corporations the excess of accelerated de-
preciation over straight-line depreciation. The stated purpose of the
amendment was to obviate the payment of tax-free dividends by public
utility and real estate corporations from funds derived by claiming
accelerated depreciation.

Section 452 as it is presently written, extends far beyond the receipt
of such "tax-free" dividends from public utility and/or real estate
corporations. It would have particularly harsh effects with respect
to the foreign area in generaland foreign tax credits in particular.
It does not appear that these implications have been fully comprehend-
ed or intended by the Ways and Means Committee, at least from the
House report on it.

The council recommends that section 452 of the bill should not be
enacted. If enacted, its application should be limited to the distribu-

*See p. 5822 for subsequent statement of the National Foretgn Trade Council addressed
to this section.
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tion of "tax-free" dividends. It should not apply under any circum-
stances to the determination of earnings and profits for purposes of
computing foreign tax credits, minimum distributions or when such
determination is otherwise required uider section 964 of the code.

Section 452 would arbitrarily increase the earnings of foreign sub-
sidiaries for purposes of calculating the deemed tax credit under sec-
tion 902 of the code, which would further dilute the foreign tax credits
allowable against income received from such subsidiaries and, in ef-
fect, denies to these foreign operations the benefits of reduced tax cost
provided by the foreign country

Enactment of section 452 ofthe bill could alter the computation of
the required minimum distributions under section 963 of the code. It
could increase the earnings and profits of a controlled foreign cor-
poration, and decrease the effective foreign tax rate and thus increase
the required minimum distribution and would be inconsistent with the
relief provisions which were deliberately put into the Revenue Act of
1962 by this committee.

The determination of allowable tax credits, the inclusion in gross
income of a U.S. shareholder of earnings of a controlled foreign cor-
poration, the allocations of distributions from controlled foreign cor-
porations and the determination of taxable gain on the sale of stock
as provided for in sections 956, 959, 960 and 1248 of the code could all
be adversely affected by the enactment of section 452 of H.R. 13270.

This section should not be enacted since it represents a further
attempt. to diminsh foreign tax credits properly allowable against the
U.S. tax or foreign source income.

Mr. Chairman, I was going to comment on section 501 which had to
do with the depletion allowance but I am sure you have heard much
about that already.

Section 501 which would limit percentage depletion applicable to
oil and gas wells located in the United States should be rejected.

As stated, the United States asserts jurisdiction to tax the world-
wide income of its nationals. Denial of a deduction attributable to
foreign source taxable income is inconsistent therewith. U.S. firms
producing abroad are subject to the same income tax laws as domestic
producers and are entitled to the same depletion deduction allowed
domestic production. This policy of tax neutrality should be continued.

Although elimination of depletion on foreign production of oil and
gas might initially result in some additional residual U.S. tax, such tax
would soon be "sponged up" by foreign governments increasing their
tax rates. As a consequence, foreign tax payments and the forei gn tax
credit could be expected to increase, and no additional taxes would
be paid to the United States.

The net effect would be a reduction of profits available for paying
taxable dividends to U.S. stockholders in an amount equal to the
additional foreign taxes collected, and eventually a reduction in U.S.
tax revenue.

Mr. CARmoLL. Thank you.
Senator TALMADOE. I appreciate your very fine statement, Mr. Car-

roll. The committee will give it clue consideration when ii starts
to mark up the bill.

I Mr. CARROLL. Thank you very much.
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(iMr. Carroll's prepared statement and subsequent statements ad-
dressed to sections 367 and 452 of 1[.R. 13270 follow :)

STATEMENT OF JOHN J. CARROLL, CHAIRMAN, TAX COMMITTEE, NATIONAL
FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL, INC.

SUMMARY

The National Foreign Trade Council believes that the "tax reforms" relating
to foreign source income embodied In HI.R. 13270 should not be enacted into law.
Alleged loopholes In the present foreign tax credit provisions do not exist. In
addition, sections 431 and 432 of H.R. 13270 and related Treasury proposals are
Inequitable and discriminatory and should be rejected. Likewise sections 452
and 501 should be rejected for the same reasons.

The National Foreign Trade Council believes that enactment of these sections
of H.R. 13270 would create undesirable precedents for the future. It has been a
longstanding principle of the U.S. that its nationals are taxed on worldwide
income, i.e., that all income be Included and all deductions be allowed in determin-
Ing the net Income subject to tax. Rather than exempting foreign source Income,
the U.S. has provided a credit for foreign income taxes imposed on such income.
This has worked in the past to prevent confiscatory double taxation and to
protect the U.S. tax properly payable on U.S. source income. All deductions
allowable to U.S. nationals deriving U.S. source Income should also be permitted
to be taken by U.S. nationals deriving income from foreign sources. The foreign
tax credit provisions should not be further restricted b ding2dig complex sections
which will only add to the growing uncertainty of the tax burden that must be
undertaken by our nationals willing to venture abroad.

Section 431 attempts to exact a U.S. tax payment on a loss from operations
abroad. Section 431 would depart from the principles of tax neutrality and would
complicate the conduct of foreign operations. This recapture provision would
penalize nationals conducting operations In underdeveloped nations or risk areas
where the possibility of a loss from nationalization or expropriation Is greatest.
A loss Is a loss whether it is Incurred in the United States or In a foreign country
and a national taxable on worldwide Income, should not be deprived of the tax
effect of such an allowable deduction.

Section 432 would segregate and fragmentize income from foreign operations
and apply U.S. tax on a per item basis rather than treat such Income, either
worldwide or from a particular country, as a unit. It addition to discriminating
against one industry, the petroleum industry, enactment of section 432 could
create an undesirable precedent for the taxation of other types of business
income. Section 432 and the Treasury recommendations thereto complicate
already complex tax laws without justification for such a departure in the
taxation of foreign source income.

Section 452 should not be enacted. It could discriminate against particular
Industries. Among other things, enactment of section 452 could decrease foreign
tax credits otherwise allowable and detract from the relief provided by this
Committee in enacting the minimum distribution provisions of subpart F of
the Code.

Section 501 discriminates more heavily against the foreign operations of one
particular Industry than it does against the domestic operations of the same
Industry. The Council agrees with the Treasury recommendation that section
501 (a) should not eliminate percentage depletion with respect to foreign oil
and gas production but does not believe that the Treasury's alternative to limit
foreign tax credits allowable on a specific type of foreign business Income Is
sound or equitable.

Scetion .31 should be liberalized (o eliminate the $2500 limitation with respect
to moving expenses incurred in connection with overseas assignments.

Section 444 should be enacted, but the favorable treatment afforded foreign
deposits in U.S. banks should be made permanent and not merely extended
through 1975 to avoid the continual tlhrett of withdrawal of foreign funds from
U.S. banks.

Section 902 of the Code dealing with direct foreign tax credits should be
extended to apply to dividends received from any foreign corporation regardless
of the number of tiers of ownership.

Section 367 of the Code relating to advance rule requirements with respect to
certain transactions Involving foreign corporations, should be repealed.
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Statement

INTRODUCTION

The existing foreign tax credit provisions contains no loopholes and accordingly
require no tax reform. Therefore, the foreign tax credit provision, which serve as
one of the cornerstones of U.S. trade and investment, should not he amended as
contemplated in II.R. 13270 or In tile Treasury amendments thereto.

Former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Stanley S. Surrey stated ill his
testimony at Hearings before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee with re-
spect to the proposed U.S.-Brazll income tax treaty :

"American investineut would not proceed at" all without the foreign tax ecvdit
because then, as the Chairman pointed out, two taxes would be imposed and tile
overall burden of two taxes would be so great that international investment
would practically cease." (Senate Ex. J., 90th Cong., 1st Sess., 19, 20.)

'Tius. as is widely recognized, the foreign tax credit has, over tile years .ilnce
its adoption In 1918, proven workable and provided tile Intended relief from
double taxation, despite its inherent complexitles.

Further complexities have been added since 1962 to the conduct of international
business by the enactment of Subpart F of the Tnternal Revenue Code, sections 951
through 9064, and the Interest Equalization Tax, sections 4911 through 4921. and
more recently with tile promulgation of the regulations under section 482 of the
Code and the Foreign Direct Investment Regulations by the Commerce Depart-
ment in 1068. These laws and the Inplenmenting administrative rules have drasti-
cally curtailed the freedom of choice of the American Investor, and created an
environment in which his ability to compete with investors of other developed
countries can no longer be taken for granted.

Tile changes in the foreign tax credit now proposed in H.. 13270, the Tax Re-
form Act of 1969, as well as the related Treasury proposal., continue tllso short-
sighted policies of adversely restricting and penalizing the conduct of Interna-
tional Iminess. Contrary to tie practice of other Industrialized nations which
overtly encourage foreign operations oin the part of their nationals, the U.S.. as
evidenced by certain of the provisions of I.R. 13270, Is continuing to hamper
tile conduct of international business on the part of Its nationals.

While directed at the U.S. petroleum Industry, the propo.-ed changes would
overturn longstanding U.S. principles of taxation, the effects of which would
extend far beyond the U.S. international petroleum companies. In addition, If
enacted, the propoized changes would then serve as boot strap precedent for
future attempts to fragmentize and segregate foreign source Income and to tax
such income on a per Item rather than a net Income basis. Moreover, by Increas-
Ing the tax cost of doing business abroad, the contemplated changes would surely
have an adverse Impact on our balance of payments In the private International
trade and Investment accounts--the one sector that has traditionally provided
a balance of payments plus for the U.S.

I. U.S. PRINCIPLES OP AVOIDING INTERNATIONAL DOUBLE TAXATION AND TAXATION, OF
FOREIGN INCOME

Certain of the provisions of H.R. 13270 as well as the Treasury's alternatives
thereto proposed by Assistant Secretary, Edwin S. Cohen, at the commencement
of these Hearings along with the Council's recommendations relating thereto as
well as to other recommendations with respect to the taxation of foreign income
should be examined In the light of traditional principles employed by the U.S.
In avoiding international double taxation and in taxing foreign Income.
Intcrnational double taxation

International double taxation occurs when a national of one country receives
income from abroad which Is subject to tax both In the country of nationality and
in another country.
• This problem is becoming increasingly serious, particularly for those countries,

such as the United States, which traditionally have bad a vital Interest In world
trade and Investment. as foreign Income tax rate. range up to and beyond the
U.S. rate. Assuming a 710 percent U.S. corporate Income tax rate, a U.S. corpora.
tlon doing business directly In another foreign country such as 'rance, with a
tax rate of 50 percent would be subject to confiscatory double taxation. Under
these conditions foreign trade and investment could not long endure.
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Recognizing this, the industrialized countries of the world, committed to a
policy of International trade and investment, have adopted one of two methods
for elimination of international double taxation.

One method, based upon the principle of territoriality, is for a country to
exempt foreign source income realized by its nationals. The National Foreign
Trade Council has long endorsed the exemption method and continues to believe
that such method is the more desirable.

The other method is to tax the worldwide income of citizens, residents and
domestic corporations but to grant a credit for the foreign income taxes paid or
accrued with respect to foreign source income. Since the Revenue Act of 1918,
the U.S. has traditionally attempted to eliminate international double taxation
through the use of the foreign tax credit mechanism.

It should be strongly emphasized that both the exemption method and the
credit method recognize and give effect to the prior claim of the country
of source to tax Income arising within its borders.

U.S. taxation of worldwide incone
As a country of source, the U.S. asserts primary jurisdiction to tax the Income

of non resident aliens and foreign corporations derived from carrying on a
U.S. trade or business and permits taking deductions provided for under the
Code attributable thereto. As a country of nationality, the U.S. asserts jurisdic-
tion to tax the worldwide income of Its citizens and corporations. Heretofore,
the U.S. had adhered to a policy of not taxing a U.S. national's income derived
from overseas operations at a greater rate than that applicable to similar
Income from domestic operations.

Consistent with its assertion of jurisdiction to tax worldwide income of its
nationals, the U.S. permits such nationals to apply all deductions otherwise
allowable under the Code against such income. Thus, tax equality is preserved
via a via those U.S. nationals choosing to do business solely in the U.S. and
those doing business both at home and abroad. Both are treated alike.
U.S. elimination of double taxation

However, while asserting its Jurisdiction to tax the worldwide income of
Its citizens and corporations, the U.S. very early in the history of its income
tax law recognized the problem of International double taxation. Since the
country of source has always the primary right to tax Income arising therein,
the U.S. under section 901 permits Its citizens and corporations having fiscal
responsibilities to two national jurisdictions to credit against the U.S. tax the
tax paid to the other tax jurisdiction, subject to limitation as to amount under
section 904. As long as the foreign tax is considered an Income tax or a tax
in lieu of an income tax, the U.S. has never required that the foreign taxing
system be Identical to the U.S. system as a condition of granting a foreign tax
credit.

Section 904 of the Code provides for 9 limitation on the foreign tax credit
which prevents any foreign tax paid to another country from being credited
against the U.S. tax payable on U.S. source income.' The U.S. concept of eliminat-
ing international double taxation under section 904 results, In effect, in foreign
source income being taxed at the greater of the U.S. or the effective foreign
tax rate. Double taxation L eliminated because the U.S. taxpayer bears the
burden of only one tax. The U.S. revenues are protected since the U.S. tax
attributable to U.S. source income can never be reduced by any foreign taxes
paid on foreign source Income.

For example, where the tax rate of country X is 40 percent, a U.S. corporation
whose only income is from country X will pay a foreign tax of $40 on taxable
income of $100. Assuming a U.S. rate of 50 percent, double taxation is eliminated

'he United States permits its nationals to elect the computation of the foreign tax credit
on the basis of either the per country limitation or the overall limitation. The per country
limitation imposed by section 904(a)(1) restricts the amount of credit allowable against
the U.S. income tax for taxes paid to any sigle country to the amount of tax imposed by
the United States on the income derived from that individual country. Section 904(a) (2)
provides an alternate overall limitation on the'foreign tax credit. The overall limitation
restricts the amount of credit allowable by permitting taxpayers to treat the taxes of all
foreign countries collectively (rather than separately for each country) in calculating the
total amount of credit allowable against the U.S. income tax on total foreign source Income.

Under either system, the U.S. taxpayer must allocate a portion of U.S. expense against
forin me---further reducing allowable foragn tax credits so that the credit for foreign
tax s limited to the foreign tax attributable to the net foreign source Income, determined
under U.S. standards.
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since the U.S. corporation's $100 of income Is taxed nt the higher TU.S. rate. The
corporation credits the $40 country X tax against Its U.S. tax of $50, paying $10
to the U.S. Treasury, or a total of $50 tax on taxable income of $100.

If, in the above example, the country X tMix rate was 60 percent. tile U.S.
corporation would credit $50 of country X tax against its U.S. tax of $50
.atisfying its U.S. tax liability in full. Double taxation Is thus prevented; the
iotal tax of $60 on foreign source income is imposed at the greater of the U.S.
or effective foreign tax rate, or at the, rate of 60 oree1nt (on taxable incoimIe
of $100.

From the foregoing, it is apparent that the U.S. tax liability with respect
to the foreign source income of a U.S. national doing li)shl.ss abroad in cour-
t1ries Imposing tax at rates equal to or greater than the U.S. rate may be satis-
lied by payment of the foreign tax. This Is entirely proper under the credit
system of preventing international double taxation where the country of na-
tionality asserts Jurisdiction to tax worldwide income of its tiatioails.

Given the scope and diversity of U.S. business' and the firm U.S. policy of
insuring that foreign taxes not reduce U.S. tax on U.S. source income, the
present U.S. concept of relieving international double taxation through the
operation of an elective per country or overall limitation is economically sound
and consistent with the policy of tax neutrality.

Since the expansion of International trade and Investment is an Ilmlortant
national policy, and since such policy can only 1,e attained under adequate
protection from International double taxation, any further change in the foreign
tax credit system should have the effect of eliminating rather than creating
international double taxation. Otherwise foreign trade and investment could
not continue, unless of course the U.S. were to adopt an exemption system.

If. H.R. 13270, SF~'rioNs 431, 432, AND 501

1. In general

While sections 431, 432 and 501 of H.R. 13270 are apparently aimed at the
extractive industry, they are of much broader impact and could present an
unwise precedent for future discrimination against other industries. Enactment
of such provisions would produce distorted results which are contrary to the
long established policy adopted by the United States of relieving all of its citi-
zens and corporations from the effects of International double taxation. These
provisions would result in the U.S. imposing a higher rate of tax on foreign
source income than on domestic source income. Moreover, these provisions, if
enacted, would further add to the complexities of the U.S. taxation of foreign
income.

2. Seot on 481. Per country Uinmitation reetriotions

Section 431 of HR. 13270 provides for a recapture of U.S. tax where a U.S.
taxpayer sustains a loss from foreign operations in a year in which he has
elected the per country limitation under section 904(a) (1). For purposes of
applying the foreign tax credit limitation in a subsequent year when income
is realized from the country In which the loss was sustained, the taxable in-
come from the country In which the loss was sustained (or the taxpayer's foreign
source taxable Income If the overall limitation is being used in the subsequent
year) is to be reduced by the amount of the loss previously sustained. Thus,
taxpayer would be denied up to one half of the credit for foreign taxes actually
paid which would otherwise be currently allowable.

The Treasury would propose to extend the operation of section 431 of the
Bill to taxpayers on the overall limitation experiencing an overall foreign loss
even though In the year of loss no foreign tax credits would be allowed.

Section 431 of the bill also provides for a recapture of the so-called tax sav-
Ing from a loss sustained in a foreign country where property, which Is used in
the trade or business from which the loss arose, is disposed of by the taxpayer
prior to the time the loqs has been recaptured under the rules discussed above.
The amount of the loss not previously recaptured Is to be included In income
for the year In which the disposition of the property occurred, provided the
property disposed of is a material factor in the realization of income. or loss In
the business in which It was used or where the property constitutes a substantial
portion of the assets used or held for use in the carrying on of the business. A
loss could become taxable income.
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Recommoetcatlon

For the reasons set forth below, the Council recommends that section 431
not be enacted.

No double tax. bencflIs
As set forth in House Report No. 91-413 (Pt. 1), 91st Cong., 1st Sess., 110,

section 431 purports to eliminate two ostensible tax benefits which are said to
arise when a taxpayer on the per country citationn experiences losses in a foreign
country. The claimed double tax benefits are:

(1) such losses reduce U.S. (ax on domestic income; (2) when the business
operations in the loss country become profitable, a credit is allowed for foreign
paid taxes to that country against what otherwise would be the U.S. tax on
the Income from that country. Under the U.S. system of taxation, such results
can not be labeled "double tax benefits" and do not justify enactment of section
431.

Jncopsltcnt with U.S. tarat ion of worldwide fInonic.-As stated, the U.S.
asserts jurisdiction to tax the worldwide Income of its citizens and corporations
and correspondingly permits such nationals to apply all deductions otherwise
allowable under the Code against such Income, recognizing that Incurring such
deductions Is essential to the realization of such Income.

If the U.S. continues to assert the right to tax worldwide Income of its Ia-
tionals, fairness dictates that such income continue to be subject to deductions
wherever Incurred. To do otherwise is not to curtail a so-called "tax benefit"
but rather to adopt a "heads I win, tails you lose" philosophy of taxation,
inconsistent with principles of tax neutrality heretofore adhered to by the
United States.

In denying the effect of deductions attributable to foreign source income of
U.S. nationals, section 431 results in outright discrimination against income
earned abroad. And this will be so at a time when most other Industrialized
nations are taking positive steps to encourage and increase foreign trade and
investment.

Inconsistent with foreign. tax crdlIt.-The rationale for the foreign tax credit
its it iethod of preventing coiliscatory double taxation is that the country of
nationality, while taxing worldwide Income, gives credit for foreign Income
taxes actually mid a foreign country on foreign source income. It is difficult
to consider the granting of full foreign tax credit up to the amount of U.S.
tax on foreign source income a so-called "tax benefit" which should be curtailed.

If one of the reasons for section 431 Is that the foreign tax credit should not
alleviate double taxation unless the foreign tax is Imposed on the identical In-
come as Is taxed by the U.S., this Is not sound. Ti foreign tax credit provisions
have always recognized that foreign income tax laws cannot be expected to be
exactly like the U.S. law, and that foreign income taxes will be computed under
differing rate structures, and definitions of taxable income. What counts In a
practical sense is the dollar amount of the tax burden in the respective coun-
tries. Income taxes paid to two countries on the same business operations con-
stitute double taxation regardless of differences in the structure of the tax
laws under which the taxes are paid.

Recognizing that foreign Income tax laws do not and cannot precisely reflect
the U.S. Internal Revenue Code, the rule of existing section t04 limits the for-
eign tax credit solely to U.S. tax on foreign source Income and thereby affords
full protection to the revenues. This rule remains adequate today.

The Rimiple fact is that when foreign operations turn profitable, both a U.S.
and foreign income tax will be paid on the same inconie-and under the for-
eign tax credit system of alleviating international double taxation, such foreign
tax should be credited against U.S. tax, subject to the protective limitation of
existing section 904. There is no justification to reduce the foreign tax credit
allowable against the U.S. tax on foreign source income because a business
operation in a particular country suffered a loss in a prior year. A loss should
not create a further tax penalty.

Section 431 would penalize foreign inoome
The restriction on the per country limitation'imposed by section 431 of M1R.

13270 Is inconsistent with, and departs from, basic U.S. principles of taxation
since It could result in tho taxation of foreign source Income at a higher rate
than that applicable to domestic income. See Table No. 1, infra I. -. Tite re-
capture provisions would reduce the numerator, but not the denominator, of the
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section 904 fraction (taxable income front country where prior loss arose over
entire taxable income) which Is multiplied by the U.S. tax in order to determine
tile itmount of the limitation on the foreign tax credit. The reduction is the
amount of the prior year's foreign loss which was allowable under the Code. It
is apparently Intended that the use of the prior year's loss will reduce the for-
eign tax credit otherwise allowable against the U.S. tax on foreign source
inconie of tile current year.

Any such decrease in foreign tax credits, where the foreign Income tax rate
is ini excess of 50 percent of the U.S. rate, would result in the imposition of
an additional U.S. tax on foreign source income to the extent of such decrease.
'rims. foreign source Income subject to section 431 of the BIll would be taxed at
a greater overall rate than comparable Income of other taxpaiyers who never
sustained a prior year's loss in foreign operations.

To, illustrate, assume that In 1968 Corporation X, ia United States corpora-
tion. generated U.S. source income of $100 and income from Country Y of $100
and suffered a start-up loss in Country Z1 of the same amount. Assume further
that Country Y and the IU.S. imosed inconire tax at the rate of 50 percent and
Country 7 at 30 percent, and that Country Z (loes not allow a lo,,s carryover.
Under the overall method of comlutilng foreign tax credits, Corpwration X would
be considered to have no foreign source taxable Income and therefore would
be entitled to no foreign tax credits. TIe $100 of net income would, of course,
still bt- subject to United States Income tax of $50. The total tax bill under these
circumstances would be 100 percent of the net income ($50 to the U.S. and $50
to Country X). It is this result that the per country limitation prevents.

Applying tle per country imitation under existing law, Corporation X would
be entitled to a foreign tax credit of $50 with respect to its $100 of income from
Country Y. Tils credit for $50 of tile $50 luld to Country Y offsets the U.S.
tax on Country Y's income. The total tax bill under these circumstances would
be 50 percent of the net income.

Assume that In the next year taxpayer realized $100 from Country Z and all
other facts remain the same. Under existing law, the effective tax rate on Cor-
poration X's income would be 50 percent. If It Is further assuined that section 431
applied, the effective tax rate on Corporation X's income for such following year
would be increased to 51.0 percent. If on the other hand Country Z's tax rate
waq 50 percent, Corporation X's effective tax rate for the year following the
loss year would, under the application of section 431, be Increased to 58.3 percent.
Thus, section 431 severely penalizes foreign source Income whenever the foreign
income tax rate is in excess of 50 percent of the U.S. rate. Tile degree of penalty
delwnds upon the amount of the foreign tax rate.

Section 431 far exceeds the basic function of section 904 which Is to Insure that
foreign source Income will be taxed at no more than the greater of the U.S. or
effective foreign tax rate. Moreover, foreign source income will continue to be
subject to the penalties of section 431 even though the operation giving rise to
the loss has long since been abandoned or Is unrelated to the profit operation.
Thus, such losses will reduce foreign tax credits arising from unrelated profitable
operations within the same country.

Underlying prcmisc incorrect
The complexity of section 431 Is Illustrated by the fact that the so-called tax

benefit recapture provision applies where a foreign loss was sustained in a year
when the per country limitation was in effect even though the taxpayer had no
Income from U.S. sources against which the loss could be deducted. See Table No.
2, inira 1). 5300. This Is contrary to a statement ma0de in house Report No. 91-413
(Pt. 1) 91st Cong., 1st Sess., 110.

The "recapture" provisions also apply In other situations where the foreign
loss can result in no possible U.S. tax benefit. The provisions of section 431 apply
where, in tle typical case, the foreign country permits a loss incurred In one
year to be carried over against Income earned In a subsequent year. This carry-
over, of course, reduces both tile amount of foreign tax paid in the later year to
the source country as well as the U.S. foreign tax credit, thereby increasing the
amount of tax actually received by the U.S. Treasury. Nonetheless, except in the
rare case where the income in a country in a year subsequent to the yeAr of loss
is twice as much as the amount of the foreign loss In the earlier year. section 431
will operate to reduce foreign tax credits in subsequent years even where the
effect of the foreign loss carryover provisions was to increase residual U.S. taxes.
See Table No. 1, Intira p. 5305.
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Recapture on di8poeltion of property
Section 431 applies upon disposition of property which was materially related

to the operation producing the foreign loss. Section 431 would appear to aplly
even where an unsuccessful foreign venture is abandoned without producing any
income. In addition to adding further complexities to the foreign area, this pro-
vision is extremely unjust and may have the effect of permanently locking tax-
payers into a loss situation, or creating income where in reality income exists,
resulting In an uneconomical allocation of resources. This provision represents a
significant departure from existing principles of tax neutrality, since a Colipara-
ble operation in the U.S. could be sold off without tax penalty.

Treasury proposals
The Treasury proposal to apply the so-called "recapture" provision where there

has been an overall loss while using the overall limitation is subject to the,
criticism set forth above with respect to the loss recapture on the per country
limitation. Under the present overall limitation, a loss in one country offsets
Income from other foreign countries, thereby reducing the numerator of the
section 904 fraction (taxable income from foreign sources over total taxable
income) which is multiplied by the U.S. tax, so that foreign tax credits other-
wise available are lost. Thus, the Treasury proposal provides a double tax
penalty for taxpayers experiencing an overall loss while using the overall himita-
tion. Firstly, foreign taxes applicable to foreign source income which have
actually been paid or accrued will not be credited. This is the result under the
present law. Secondly, as operations turn profitable foreign taxes otherwise
creditable will be reduced by the loss recapture provisions In violation of the
traditional U.S. principles inherent in the taxation of foreign source income.

lilut ration showing that foreign 1088 produces no U.S. tam benefits
Table No. 1, set forth below, shows that there Is no unwarranted benefit under

present law from the deduction of foreign losses by a taxpayer using the per
country limitation, and that the proposed provision for recapture of any U.S.
tax saving from such deductions of foreign losses would be in fact produce inter-
national double taxation contrary to the fundamental purpose of the foreign tax
credit provisions.

Table No. 1 compares the effect of a loss sustained in a new business and
deducted from income of a business In the U.S., followed by income from the
new business in later years, under the present law and under the proposed change,
according to whether the new business Is domestic or foreign and whether the
foreign tax law allows or does not allow a net loss carryover. For convenience,
it i assumed that both the U.S. and foreign rates are 50%.

Table No. 1 shows that the per country limitation under present law, permitting
foreign losses to be In effect deducted from U.S. source income, results in an
over-all tax burden of 50% of the cumulative net income over the period during
which a foreign loss is sustained and offset by subsequent foreign Income, whether
the new business Is In the U.S. or in a foreign country. When both businesses
are domestic, this results from the application of the 50% U.S. rate to actual net
profits. When the new business is foreign, this results under present law from a
50% U.S. tax on the net income over the period, reduced by credit for the 1,0%
foreign tax during the same period. Under the proposed change, the over-all tax
burden would be in excess of 50%, the excess being equal to the recapture of the
U.S. tax benefit from the loss.

While variations in the U.S. and foreign rates would produce more complicated
tables, they would still show the same violation, under the proposed change, of
the principle that the net U.S. tax, under the foreign tax credit system of avoid-
ing international double taxation, should represent no more than the excess of
the U.S. rate over the foreign rate. The same effect would be shown if there
were operations in other foreign countries.

Under column V, the foreign country, as is usually the case, grants a net loss
carryover. The foreign tax saving resulting from the net loss carryover auto-
matically produces a "recapture" by the U.S. of the prior U.S. tax benefit of
the loss; nevertheless the proposed change in law would exact a second "recap-
ture". When the foreign country does not grant a net loss carryover (column IV)
the U.S. recapture results In U.S. tax on income which has been taxed by the
foreign country where It was earned.



TABLE 1.-COMPARISON OF EFFECT OF PRESENT LAW WITH PROPOSAL FOR "RECAPTURE" UNDER SEC. 431

(Assumed U.S. rate, 50 percent; assumed foreign rate, 50 percent

Present U.S. law Proposed U.S. law

Case IV: Business A in Case V: Business A in
Case I: Both businesses Case II: Business A in Case III: Business A in United States; business United States; business
in United States (unaf- United States; business B, United States; business B, B, foreign; loss carryover B, foreign: loss carryover

fected by proposed foreign; no foreign loss foreign; loss carryover al- not allowed under foreign allowed under foreign
change) carryover lowed under foreign law law law

United United United United United
States Foreign States Foreign States Foreign States Foreign States Foreign

1970
Business A income ---------------------------------- $100 ------------ $100 ------------ $100 ........
Business B income ------------------------------------------- (100) ------------ (100) ----------- (100) ..........
U.S. taxable income ------------------------------------------- 0--------------- 0 -------0 0.0
U.S. tax before credit ----------------------------------------- 0 ------------ 0 ........... 0 ...........
Creditable foreign tax -------...---------------------- -------------------- 0 0----- 0 ........... 0.
U.S. tax after credit --------------------------------------------- 0 - 0 0 -

$100 ............ $100 ------------
(100) -------------- (100)........

0 --------------- 0 ----------
0 ............ 0 ............

0 0-----------a----------- 0 ------------ 00 .. . . . . .0

1971
Business A income --------------------------------- 1--00------- ---- 100 100 100 100 ------------
Business B income ----------------------------------------- 1 00 ------------- 100 100 100 ------------ 100 ---------
U.S. taxable income ------------------------------------------- 200 ----------- 200 ------------ 200 200 ------------- 200 ------------
U.S. tax before credit ----------------------------------------- 100 ------------ 100 ------------ 100 ------------ 100 ------------ 100 -------
Foreign tax ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 ------------- $50 ............ 0 ...........- $50 ------- 0
Proposed reduction of credit limitation per sec. 431 --------------------------------------------------------------------- (25)------------ (25)_
U.S. tax after credit. -------------------------------------------------------. $100------------ 50 ------------ $$100 ------------- 75 ............ $100

1972
Business A income --------------------------------------------- 100-100 ------------ 100 ----------- 100 ............ 100 ..........
Business income ------------------------------------------- 100 ------------ 100 ------------ 100 ------------ 100 ------------ 100 ..........
U.S. taxable income ------------------------------------------- 200 ------------ 200 ------------ 200 ............ 200 ------------ 200 ..........
U.S. tax before credit ----------------------------------------- 100 ------------ 100 ------------ 100 ------------ 100 ------------ 100 ..........
Foreign tax --------------.---------------.--------------------------- 0------------- 50------------- 50------------ - 50 ----------- 50
Proposed reduction of credit limitation per sec. 431 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (25) ------------ (25) ............
U.S. tax after credit. .------------------------------------------------ 100 ............ 50 ------ - 50 ----------- 75 ------------. 75
Total U.S. and foreign taxes on $400 net income over 3-yr. period ---------------- 200 ------------ 200 ------------ 200 ------------ 250 ------------ 225

C
C

Total effective tax rate (total tax ,3 year net income) (percent) ------------- 50 ------------ 50 ------------ So ------------ 62. 5 ------------ 56.25



Table No. 2, below, graphically Illustrates that the so-called tax benefit
recapture operates to disallow foreign tax credits and correspondingly increases
the U.S. tax on foreign operations where taxpayer never had U.S. source income
which could be offset against the foreign loss. As previously stated, such dis-
allowance results in the U.S. imposition of an additional tax on foreign source
Income. It is again assumed that the foreign tax rates are 50 percent. As set forth
in Table No. 2, a U.S. taxpayer operating In countries A and B, and experiencing
a loss in country B in 1970 will, depending on whether a foreign loss carryover
is or Is not allowed, be subject to a total effective tax rate of 75 percent and
68.75 percent, respectively, over the 3-year period up to and including 1972. Under
existing law such taxpayer would be subject to a total effective tax rate of 50
percent regardless of whether a foreign loss carryover is allowed.

TABLE NO. 2.-EFFECT OF PROPOSED SEC. 431 UNDER PER.COUNTRY LIMITATION WHERE NO U.S. SOURCE INCOME

Both businesses in foreign countries, Both businesses In foreign countries,
No U.S. business, no loss carryover no U.S. business, loss carryover

allowed under foreign law allowed under foreign law

Foreign U.S. Total Foreign U.S. Total
Amount tax tax tax Amount tax tax tax

1970:
Business In country A ........... $100 $50 ............... $100 $50 ................
Business in country B........... (100) 0 ............... (100) 0 ................

Total foreign tax ........................ 50 ....................... 50 ...........

U.S. taxable Income.. 0 .......................... .....................
U.S. tax before credit .......................... 0 ............................0
Creditable Foreign tax ........................... $50 ........................... $50 ........
U.S. tax after credit ........................... 0 ........................ 0.

Total U.S. and foreign tax ................................ .. $50 ............................ $50

1971:
Business In country A ............... 100 50 ................ 1o0 50 ................
Business In country B ............... 100 50 ................ 100 0 ................

Total foreign tax ............................ 100 .......................... 50 ................

U.S- taxable Income ................. 200 .......................... 200 ..........................
U.S. tax before credit .................................... 100 ............................ 100 ........
Proposed reduction of credit

limitation per sec. 431 ............. (25) ......................(25).................
U.S. tax after credit .... ......................... 25....................... 50.

Total U.S. and foreign tax ....................................... 125 ............................ t00

1972:
Business In country A ............... 100 50 ................ 100 50 ................
Business In country B.............. 100 50 ................ 100 50 ................

Total foreign tax ............................ 100 .......................... too ................

U.S. taxable Income ................. 200 ..................
U.S. tax before credit ............................ 0........0......................100.
Proposed reduction of credit

limitation per sec. 431 ............. (25) ...................... (25) .................
U.S. tax after credit ..................................... 25............................ 25"."

Total U.S. and foreign tax ...................................... 125 ............................ 125

Total U.S. and foreign taxes on $400
net income over 3.year period .................................. 300 ............................ 275

Total effective tax rate (total tax
paidtotal taxable income)
(percent) ...................................... 75 ............................ 68.75

Even in cases where the foreign loss did not prevent the United States from
receiving its full tax on U.S.-source income because of lower effective foreign tax
rates in other countries, section 431 would operate to reduce foreign tax credits
in later years. This is shown in Table No. 3 in which it is assumed that all
countries have a 50% rate of tax, except that country A's rate is reduced to 20%
In order to act as an Incentive to attract needed foreign investment and Country
B does not allow a loss carryover.
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TABLE NO. 3.-EFFECT OF SECTION 431 ON LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRY TAX INCENTIVES

income or U.S. Foreign Actual tax
(loss) tax tax rate(percenl)

1970-
U.S. business ......................................... $500 $250 ............ 50
Business in country A ................................. 500 250 $100 20
Business in country B.. ......................... (100) (50) 0 50

Total .............................................. 900 450 ........................
Foreign taxcredit ................................................. -100 ........................

Net U.S. tax .................................................... 350 ........................

1971-
U.S. business ......................................... 500 250 ........................
Business in country A ................................. 500 250 100 ............
Business in country B ............................ 200 100 100 ........

1,200 600 ........................Foreign tax credit:
For country A tax ............................................. -110 ........................
For country B tax ............................................. -50 ........................

Net U.S. tax ............................................... 450 ........................
Total taxable income .............................................. 2,100 .....................

Total tax paid:
United States ................................................. Soo ........................
Foreign ...................................................... 300 ........................

Total .......................................... 1,100 ........................
Total effective tax rate (total tax paid/total taxable Income), 57 percent.

Thus, the taxpayer is penalized by a reduction in the limitation on the credit
for 1971 country B taxes, and $50 of the credit otherwise allowable for those taxes
is disallowed by reason of the $100 loss in that country In 1970, even though
the U.S. in that year received its full tax of $250 on the U.S.-source income of
$500.

It Is common for many of the underdeveloped countries to attempt to attract
much needed foreign investment through various tax incentive programs, which
have the effect of lowering the tax rate on business operations conducted in that
country by foreigners. Under present law, since the U.S. does not recognize the
tax sparing principle, any benefits granted by the local tax law will not be real-
ized by the U.S. national but will be sponged up by the U.S. Treasury. Thus,
under proposed section 431, thes U.S. will exact an additional tax on foreign
source income (because of lost foreign tax credits otherwise allowable) even
though the loss in country B did not offset U.S. tax on U.S. source income because
of Incentive tax reductions offered the U.S. taxpayer in his country A operations.

3. Section 432. Separate mineral income litnftation

Section 432 of H.R. 13270 provides that the foreign tax credit limitation is to be
separately applied with respect to foreign mineral income arising from sources
within the foreign country from which the income is derived. This s eparate lim.
itation is to be applied whether the taxpayer otherwise uses the per country or
the overall limitation on the foreign tax credit. The separate foreign tax credit
limitation Is to be imposed in the following situations:

(1) where the foreign country requires the payment of a royalty or bonus
with respect to the property from which the foreign mineral Income Is de-
rived;

(2) where the foreign country has substantial mineral rights with respect
to property from which the foreign mineral income is derived; or

(3) where the foreign country imposes an income tax on foreign mineral
income at a higher effective rate than the tax imposed by the country on
other types of Income.

Foreign mineral income means taxable income from mines, wells, and other
natural deposits within a foreign country, but only to the extent that the income
is considered "taxable Income from the property" for purposes of the percentage
depletion provisions of the code. Dividends received by a U.S. taxpayer from a
foreign corporation with respect to which a deemed-paid foreign tax credit may
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be claimed are to be treated as foreign mineral income to the extent the dividend
is attributable to this type of income. A partner's distributive share of the part-
nership's foreign mineral income also is to be considered foreign mineral income
in the hands of the partner for purposes of the limitation.

House Report No. 91-413 supra, indicates that the sole reason for the separate
mineral income limitation on the foreign tax credit is to isolate those cases in
which it is likely that the income taxes represent, at least in part, royalties
because of the difficulty in distinguishing a royalty payment from a tax payment.

The Treasury has recommended that proposed section 432 in Its present form
should not be adopted.

The Treasury has recommended that excess foreign tax credits resulting from
the allowance of percentage depletion by the U.S. should not be available against
other foreign Income. This recommendation of the Treasury is based on the as-
sumption that percentage depletion will not be denied to the mineral industry
operating abroad. The Treasury has also suggested that a method of handling
foreign income taxes Imposed at rates in excess of the U.S. rate would be to
disallow foreign tax credits to the extent of any foreign income taxed at a rate
in excess of 60 percent.
Recom mendation

The Council concurs with the Treasury recommendation that section 432 should
not be enacted. The Council does not concur in the Treasury's alternative to
section 432.

Accordingly, for the reasons set forth below the Council recommends that
section 432 and the Treasury's alternative thereto not be enacted. The Council
would also oppose disallowance of the foreign tax credit merely because the
foreign tax was imposed at a rate greater than the U.S. rate.

Violates principle of tax neitrality
In the past, the Council has opposed computing the foreign tax credit sep-

arately in respect of different types of business income. For 50 years the foreign
tax credit provisions have always been applied uniformly to taxpayers regard-
less of the type of business from which income is derived. As a matter of tax
policy, it is wrong to depart from this basic principle by imposing a separate
limitation on particular items of income or on particular Indktries. To dis-
criminate against a particular type of business activity is to create a dangerous
precedent which can be used against other types of business activity in the
future.

Such tax discrimination has been rejected by Congress. The President's 1963
Tax ,Message recommended that the foreign tax credit be limited to prevent
excess foreign tax credits arising from oil, gas and mineral operations abroad
from being used to offset U.S. taxes on other forms or sources of foreign in-
come. The Congress rejected this proposal.

The Council opposed the 1963 proposals, and continues to oppose the creation
of a separate limitation on foreign mineral Income.

Fragments income
The present U.S. system of avoiding international double taxation is

premised upon providing a credit against U.S. tax for foreign tax applicable to
the foreign source income of a U.S. national. The effect of section 904 of exist-
Inj' law is to insure that the U.S. national is subject to tax on all foreign source
income, computed on either the per country or overall basis, at the greater of
the U.S. or foreign tax rates. The U.S. heretofore has not attempted to impose
tax on various items of foreign business income at varying tax rates. The re-
quirement of section 432 of H.R. 13270, along with the proposed Treasury alter-
native thereto, limiting the foreign tax credit of a U.S. national deriving foreign
mineral income under the prescribed circumstances to a per country and per
item basis, results in fragmenting foreign income for purposes of computing
the limitation on the foreign tax credit. This will further complicate the U.S.
taxation of foreign income.

The principle of existing law is that all foreign source Income of a taxpayer,
either within a country or worldwide, Is taken as a unit in assuring that the
total tax burden shall not be less than the higher of the U.S. or the foreign
taxes. It is wrong in principle to segregate these operations and abandon tax
neutrality.
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Effect on sect ion 904 election
Section 432 of H.R. 13270 is contrary to the principle affirmed by Congress In

1960 when it enacted the overall limitation as an alternative limitation on the
foreign tax credit. Section 432 would go a long way toward nullifying the pres-
ent equitable alternative per country and overall foreign tax credit limitations
by imposing a new per item limitation.

Rationale obscure
The Council does not understand why segregating the foreign tax and royalty

payments should present difficulties of a type with which the Internal Revenue
Service cannot adequately cope. The Council agrees with the statement of As-
sistant Secretary Cohen appearing on pages 47 and 48 of his September 11th
testimony before this Committee that:

"* * * we do not feel that it is proper to characterize all foreign taxes on umin-
eral income in excess of U.S. taxes on such income as disguised royalties."

It should be stressed that, contrary to the implication set forth in House
Report No. 91-413 supra, such royalty payments are by no means minimal and/or
incidental. Rather, as set forth below in Table No. 4, petroleum royalty pay-
ments are substantial in relation to the tax rate of the foreign country wherein
the minerals are produced.

TABLE NO. 4.-COMPARISON OF FOREIGN ROYALTY AND STATUTORY INCOME TAX RATES

fin percent

Statutory
Petroleum royalty Income tax

rate rate

United States ................................................................. 12% to 165 '52.8
Venezuela .................................................................... 1636 to 25 52.0
Iran ......................................................................... 12 50. 0
Kuwait ....................................................................... 50.0Saudi Arabia ................................................................. 12 to 9 50.0
Libya ........................................................................ 12 50.0
Nigeria ...................................................................... 12 50.0
Canada ...................................................................... 12% to 163 '51.5
United Kingdom .............................................................. 12z 45

1 Includes surtax.
2 A fixed amount per barrel resulting In such percentage range.

Inorea8e8 complexity
Furthermore, the complexities of the foreign tax credit provisions would be

compounded were it necessary for a company.to divide its operations Into sepa-
rate functions and then to determine the amount of foreign income tax which
might be considered paid in respect of the various functions in order to com-
pute a separate limitation on the credit for such tax. This increasing complex-
ity will greatly increase the problems of taxpayer compliance and government
tax administration.

National policy
The separate mineral income limitation violates the long standing policy of the

United States to further the economic development of less developed nations.
This policy has been manifest in our foreign assistance program, as well as in
the various provisions of the Internal Revenue Code which encourage invest-
ment in less developed areas. See, for example, sections 902(a) (1), 954(b),
1248(d) (8), and 4916.

Consistent with this policy, large investments by American industry have
been made in less developed areas of Asia, Africa and South America. For in-
stance, heavy direct investments in less developed countries by the natural re-
sources industry have been a significant factor In raising the living standards
of those nations where mineral wealth has been discovered. Accordingly, It would
be inconsistent with such national policy to single out a particular industry for
adverse tax treatment which would discourage worldwide investments which
such policy is designed to promote.

Foreign competition
The separate mineral income limitation will make U.S. companies less coni-

petitive. As a result of their predominant position in worldwide business, U.S.
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companies have been able to make significant contributions to tile I.S. economy
in general and to the U.S. balance of payments In particular. However, it must
always be borne in mind that U.S. companies and citizens who venture abroad
are In direct competition with large, strong, and aggressive foreign eompanlits.
Many of these foreign companies enjoy tax benellis uider the laws of their
countries which aid them In their foreign ventures. Moreover, some of these
companies are direct agencies of foreign governments. To our knowledge, nont'
of these foreign governments embrace, either directly or indirectly, a policy of
penoiizing foreign operations.

Section 904 (1) no prcedent
Finally, while there Is a separate liiitation. applying to certalti interest IiI-

come under section 904(f), this separate limitation for interest Income III the
Revenue Act of 102 was a special measure to discourage artiliclal and1 tevIpo-
rary shifting of short-term investments in Interest-bearing securities from the
United States to foreign countries principally for the purpOse of utilizing excess
foreign tax credit. This provision applies only to portfolio type Investiiezt inter-
est and was expressly made inapplicable to investments directly related to all
active business of the taxpayer. Investments in foreign mineral producitig prop.
ertles clearly are not temporary tax-avoidance arrangements but rather relire-
sent investments InI an active business and in resources in which the United
States has a vital national Interest.

Treasury proposals
As set forth above, the foreign tax credit provisions have long recognized that

foreign tax laws do not, and cannot be (,xl 'ted to, mirror the iJ.N. tax law.
Nevertheless, the Treasury proposes that excess foreign tax credits which result
from the allowance of percentige depletion by the United States should not
be available against other foreign income. The Treasury also suggested that
foreign taxes Imposed at some arbitrary rate in excess of the U.S. rate might
be disallowed 's a credit against U.S. tax.

The Treasury proposals would dilute the effect of tile foreign tax credit as a
means of avoiding international double taxation. The-e prolKIsals would further
erode tile principle that foreign tax credits are computed upon the taxpayer's
entire taxable Income from either a particular country or worldwide, depending
upon whether the per country or overall limitation Is elected, as long as such
foreign tax is not credited against U.S. tax attributable to U.S. source income.
The fact that tile foreign Income tax law does not precisely mirror the Internal
Revenue Code should not he significant as long as such foreign tax Is an Income
tax, or a tax In lieu thereof. The fact that taxpayer may have been faced with
a tax in excess of 60 percent (or other arbitrary percentage) should not Justify
the denial of such excess as a foreign tax credit against the U.S. tax on foreign
source Income. Such a denial is contrary to the principle of the overall limitation,
which Is to permit the averaging of high and low foreign tax rates.

4. Section 501. ElmInalian of prIeepltape dep'lefln on foreign oil and t7aS
production

Section 501 of 11.11. 13270 would liit percentage depletion applicahle to oil
and gas wells to wells located In the U.S., its possessions, Puerto Rico, or on the
outer continental shelf.
RlcDno mcn dat lon

The Council recommends that this provision of section rio1 (a) not be enitted
for the following reasons:

Violates tax tieutralil/
Section 501 (a) would discrininiate against foreign oil and gas production and

would be contrary to the principle of tax neutrality that is the justification for
United States taxing income world wide. Although a strong argument can be
made for taxing only Income that is earned In the United States, Congress has
rejected this alternative on the theory that the income of a U.S. firm should be
taxed on the same basis Irrespective of where it arises. So long as that principle
is followed by our country, Congress should not discriminate against income from
foreign sources. Elimination of percentageldepletion on foreign oil and gas pro.
duction would do Just that.
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At present, U.S. firms producing abroad are subject to tile same income tax laws
u1s doit,isth, producers and are entitled to tile same depletion deduction allowed
dom'stic )roluction. This polley sholll be continued.

117ould reduce U.S. tax revcnue
Athough elimination of deletion on foreign production of oil and gus would

result Initially in residual U.S. tax, such increase would lie a strong ildlicellient
for foreign governments to increase their effective tax rates. As it (.os(tUellce,
foreign tax 1aymyntnts and the foreign tax credit would be expected to increase,
and no addtlllonal taxes woihl Ie, paid to the U.S. The net effect wouhl lie a re-
ductlon of profits available for mying taxable dliviends to U.S. stockholders In
111 aiount. equal to the additional foreign taxes collected, and eventually a
reduction In U.S. tax revenue.

In sonic 24 counties the tax laws contain some type of percentage depletion
deduction provisions. Most of these lrovislons are muodlehd after the U.S. law.
Obviolisly, we could not eXl"eCt those provisions to remain Iln force If the U.S.
were to eliinnate percentage dephtlon on foreign production. In at least one
country there is provision for autoitht nillllictt of tile depletion deduction
in the event, a foreign producer loses its right to a depltion deduction in Its
home country. In any event, whether the increase in foreign taxes takes place
under aln automatic provision in the foreign tax law, or follows grdually by leg-
Islation, the result will be the sanie-any appreciable increase in revenues to the
U.S. will eventually disappear and be replaced by a reduction In U.S. tax revenue
as a result of tihe lower profits available for paying taxable dividends to U.S.
stockholders.

'lace U.S. eopn)aales at conipetitive disadvantage
l'nited States petroleum companies compete with companies from other de-

velold countries for the opportunity to develop and operate foreign fields.
Many of these are strong and aggressive companies which are owned by their
governments, or which, where privately owned, enjoy special tax considerations
front their governments. Tihe Soviet government engages directly in oil production
and exports about one million barrels daily, adding to the competitive forces
which U.S. companies must meet. Many of the Western European countries and
Japan now provide tax Incentives for national companies exploring overseas and
this is now icing considered by tie European Common Market.

Compades from these developed countries are In direct competition with U.S.
companies producing letroleun abroad. It is Ironic that at the same time foreign
governments are maintaining or increasing incentives for local companies to
acquire foreign oil Interests, the U.S. is considering action which would increase
the tax burden of Its companies engaged in foreign exploration and production,.

Ri8ks greater abroad than (n the United States
The search for oil and gas is as Inherently uncertain abroad as in the U.S.

Congress in adopting tile depletion provision gave recognition to the particular
risks in the oil and gas business both at. home and abroad. American comlpanles
producing oil in foreign countries have added risks of losses through war, ex-
propriation and nationalization not faced by domestic producers.

Adterse effect on balance of payments
American conipanles account for 56 percent of the Fret World's oil produced

abroad. Tile operations of these compamnies contribute substantially toward a
more favorable balance of payments. The expected increase in foreign taxes as an
offset against the gain in U.S. tax front elinination of foreign depletion would
have an adverse effect on our balance of payments position.

Ouaier.ship of foreign crude oil reserves by Americans Is Inportant
Oil consunlption in the U.S. Is over a third of the Free World total, but do-

nmestlc reserves are only one-tenth of the total in the Free World. American
ovnersihp of foreign oil resources Is essential to assure an adequate future supply
for both national security and economic strength. Tie absence of U.S. control of
these foreign reserves will result lit those who do control then turning to their
own nationals rather than American companies for technical assistance, con-
struction and operating equipment.

Foreign oil In ve8tments contribute to U.S. goals
lInvestments of American oil companies abroad serve to Increase U.S. trade

vith those foreign countries and to contribute substantially toward making them
less dependent on U.S. gifts and aid.

343-865--69-44p. 6-10
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It. orilI5 TAX RHFORl ME:ASU ES

t. ('larlfletltn nt the U.s. Income tar atatlts of the co nllental Rhelf
tit ils testimony before the Senate Finance Committee, Assistint Secretary.

Edwin S. Cohen. recommended that the U.S. income tax status of the continental
shelf areas of the world be clarified by amending the definition of "United States"
in the Code to Include the continental shelf of the United States with resIe11t to
the exploration for natural resources and defining tile term "foreign country" us
used lit tile Code to Include the continental shelf which pertains to the foreign
country concerned. While the Council recognizes the need for clarification of the
law fi this area, the Council believes that the proposal set forth Is consistent
with the position taken by taxpayers and the Internal Rtevenue Service III pmst
administration of the U.S. incouiu tax law. The Treasury Departinent recoln-
lendatill Is14 also consistent with the position of the National Petroleum Council
with resIect to the poliy which the U.S. should follow regarding the area of the
continental shelf over which tile United States should exercise Jurisdiction.

In connection with the proposed definition of the term "foreign country" we
think that It is Important to dellne the terin so that it Includes nny part of the
Continental Shelf adjacent to a foreign country with respect to which that
foreign country exerci,4,s Jurisdleton to grant licenses or pernlts to conduct
operations, whether or not (lie rule applied In deternling the area with res1eNt
to which Jurisdiction Is to be exercised or the degree of jurisdlction to be exer-
cised Is the Onle its that applied by the United States with respect to tile (on-
tinental Shelf adjacent to the lUnited States. Unless such a delinition Is used, a
taxpayer carrying ol operations oi the Continental Shelf of it foreign country
which exercises Jurisdiction with rest to that Continental Shelf might lie
subjected to international double taxatilon If the U.S. Income tax definition of the
term "foreign country" were not broad enough to Include tile area in which the
taxpayer carried on operations.

Reol, inef4ation
Accordingly, the Council recommends that the tax status (f the contilnelllll

shelf be clarified along the lines of the Treasury irooinsail. however, the dellifl-
tion of the continental shelf adjacent to a foreign country should clearly Include
any portion thereof over which the foreign country exercises jurisdiction to grant
licenses or permits to conduct operations.

2. Section R5. Ear, iNgs and I)roflts
Section 452 of the Bill would amend section 312 of tile Code, to add back to

"earnings and profits" or corporations the excess of accelerated depreciation over
straight-line depreciation. The stated purpose of the amendment Is to obviate
the lMtyinent of tax-free dividends by public utility and real estate corporations
from funds derived by claiming accelerated depreciation. II. Ilept. No. 91-113
(Pt. 1), 134.

Earnings and profits as defined In section 312 of the Code Is relevant to other
Code sections dealing with the foreign area In general and with foreign tax
credits In particular. The implications of section 452 of the Bill may extend far
beyond the receipt of "tax-free" dividends front regulated public utility and/or
real estate corporations. It does not appear that these Implications have beeion
fully comprehended or Intended by either the Ways and Means Committee
or the Treasury DepArtmuent.
Rowo nmnodation

Section 452 of the Bill should not be enacted. If enacted, Its application Miould
be limited to the distribution of "tax-free" dividends.

It could be provided that If a company makes a distribution which It con-
iders Is not out of earnings and profits, such company must revise its earnings

and profits for a specified period of years to add back accelerated depreciation in
excess of straight-line depreciation. This last suggestion might be useful fit per-
mitting the Treasury to counter abue seututtions while freeing corporations not
having this situation from the voluminous record keeping requirements and
unintended effects which would be Involved in the present proposal.

In any event, section 452 should not apply to the determination of earnings and
profits for purposes of computing foreign fax credits, minimum distribution or
when such determination Is otherwise reulired under section 964 of tile Code.
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("ode Acethmis affected by/ scellon .J52
"I. ,4'ein 1902

Under section 902, a domestic corporation upon receipIt of a dividend from a
10 percent or imor owned foreign corporation is deemed to have paid that pro.
portion of the taxes paid or deemed to be paid by the foreign subsidiary to any
foreign country or U.S. Io.Ne&slon on or with respect to the a(c(ulated profits
out of which such dividends were paid.

iinactment of section -152 lit its present form, which would add back to earn-
nhig tie excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line depreciation, would

have the efftx-t of Increasing the earnings of foreign subsidilries for purposes of
calttlating the deemed paild tax credit under seetlon i02 of tile Code, thereby
decreasing ti, allowable foreign tax credit. Stich procedure would be contrary
to the trend of Industrialized nations to lswrinlt some form of accelerated depre-
ciation In reducing taxes otherwise pmyable to their Overnment. Increasing
tle earnings of foreign subsidlikries in this mninner if this is Intended would
dilite the foreign tax credits allowable against Income received front such imb-
sidlarles and in effect denies to these foreign coriporations the bnelits of reduced
tax eost lprovided by the foreign country.

i. cellon 0t163
iI(etinent of set ion 452 of the Bill vouhl niter tht, competition of the re-

quired l inituni distribttlons tnder sectlion 903 of tIe ('ode. Section 93 Is a
relief irovislot added to the Revenue Act of 1962 by this ('oninttee which at-
temnpts to anielhorat, thi, harsh results of the provisions of sublpart I. Under se-
tion. iX3, If a lomnestle corlration elects to receive a "fliiiinuttn distribution"
It Is not required to Include iln ItS gross incoie Its share of stbpart F Income.
Broadly slaking where the effective foreign tax rate is less than 90 percent of
the U.S. rate, a inilinnin distribution, stated in terms rff the foreign corpora-
tion's earnings and profits. will be required in order to avoid snbiart I treatment.

Section 452 of the 11111 might increase the eariuings and profits of a controlled
foreign (orlwiratihn, niid decrease the effective foreign tx rate iuiid this Increase
the, re1fhl(lleil miMillumtln1 distributlon anid cold le inconsistent with tile relief it-
telnded by 'Congress iln 11412.

C. their sCctiohs
Section 060 of thu Code provides for a foreign tax credit with respect to the

inclusion of sublprt 1 Income in the gross incone of a shareholder In a controlled
foreign corloration. EInactment of setion 452 of the Bill could present llroblems
under section 960 which are similar to those discussed above under section 0'2.

Section 9,56 of the Code provides that any increase for a taxable year in tile
earnings of a controlled foreign corporation Invested in U.S. property must be
included In the gross Income of a U.S. shareholder in a controlled foreign corpo-
ration to the extent such amount would have constituted a dividend If It has been
distributed. The determination of such amount could require a computation of
the earnings and profits of the controlled foreign eorliration and its sueh could
be affected by tht ennctnent of the section 452 of the 11111.

Section 959 prescribes ordering rules with respect to the allocation of distribu-
tions from controlled foreign corporations which in turn are related to earnings
and profits concepts which could be affected by the enactment of section 452.

Since section 1248 provides that gain recognized upon the sale or exchange of
stock In a controlled corporation shall be treated ns a (lividend attributable to
such stock under prescribed elreumstances, this section may be affected by see-
tion 452 of the 11111.

8. Liberalization of Indirect credit

In view of the growing demand for local pirtilipation and the neceEsity to
participate in consortuhis through foreign subsidiaries at various levels, the
Council consiers that it. Is now the alproprlate time to broaden the relief
afforded by Section 902 by exten(ling the Indirect credit beyond the second tier.
There should I no a(linlnistrative problems in extending ti2e benefits of Section
002 beyond the second tier since the acquisition of as little as a 5 percent direct or
Indirect interest must be reported to the Internal Revenue Service together with
current flnaneial Information. The Internal Revenue Service must review these
documents it the course of any audit of a U.S. corporation with an interest In
foreign subsilarl. in addition, the domestic corporation has tho ultimate
burden of substantiating any foreign tax credits cleamed.
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Recommendation
The Indirect credit should be extended to apply with respect to dividends re-

ceived from any foreign corporation, irrespective of the number of tiers of owner-
ship, provided the domestic parent has an overall stock ownership of a percent in
the chain of foreign corporations through which the dividend is distributed.

4. Sect ion 367

Section 307 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, first enacted in 1932, pro.
vides that unless the taxpayer obtains an advance ruling from the Commissioner
that tax avoidan ce Is not a principal purpose of certain types of transactiois in-
volving the organization, reorganization or liquidation of a foreign corporation,
such foreign corporation will not be treated as a corporation. Where such advance
clearance is not obtained, any gain, which would otherwise not be recognized
under the provisions of subchapter C of the code, had domestic corporations been
Involved, will be recognized. It therefore becomes essential for the taxpayer to
obtain an advance Section 307 clearance from tile Commissioner whenever the
types of transactions set forth above are contemplated. See Rev. Proc. 63-23, IRB
1968-2"2, 33.

Under Rev. Proc. 68-23, Section 367 is being administered In an arbitrary uman-
ner to exact costly "toll gate" clarges front taxpayers as the price of obtaining
the favorable ruling essential to the consummation of an otherwise bona fide
business transaction. In addition, the present advance ruling procedure is fraught
with costly delays for taxpayers even where the toll gate charge is to be exacted.

More importantly, transactions described in Section 307 occurring between
foreign affiliates are often consummated without the knowledge of the U.S.
parent so that an advance ruling Is not obtained. In such eases, a tax must be paid
with no recourse to Judicial review, even In cases where it Is obvious that tax
avoidance is clearly not present and where an advance clearance would have
been granted as a matter of eventual routine on the part of the Commissioner.

(1) In view of the present Information relrting requirements and the
array of other code sections and judicial precedent upon which the Comimni-
sloner can now reply in preventing tax avoidance, the Council recommends
the repeal of Section 367.

(2) At the very least. Section 307 should be amended retroactively to all
open years, to eliminate the advance ruling requirement. This would be con-
sistent with the tax treatment now afforded the realignment of domestic
corporations. Thus, the facts of any given transaction as finally developed
would be determinative of the tax treatment afforded such transaction. Con.
sistent with other areas of thQ tax law, this recommended change would re-
store to taxpayers that fundamental right of having legitimate differences as
to taxpayer's motive resolved by the court rather than by the Commissioner,
who by statute, now sits as appellate Judge and jury In Section 807 cases.

6. Section 2J1. Moving e rpens8c

Section 231 of the 11111 provides for the deduction of additional categories
of moving expenses subject to an overall limitation of $2500.

The Council agrees in principle with the liberalization of deductions for
moving expenses. However, a dollar limitation on indirect expenses to pro-
tect against abuses will act unfairly in cases where expenses are reasonable
in amount but exceed the limitation. Moreover, because of possible inflation,
a reasonable dollar limit today might be completely inadequate in the future.
If a dollar limitation is to be provided, it should be applied only to moves
within the United States. Moving expenses in respect of overseas assignments
generally involve more indirect expenses and can vary greatly as between
countries. Where the move Is requested by the employer and the expenses are
the employer's, an attempt to tax the employee will only result in additional
costs to be borne by the employer.
Recommcndation

Accordingly, if a limitation will be placed on the amount of moving expense
which will be allowed as a deduction, the Council recommends that such liit-
tqtion shall not be below $2500 in the ease, of transfers within the U.S. How-
ever, such limitation should have no application In respect of moving expenses
incurred in respect of overseas assignments where the amounts involved vary
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so greatly that It would be quite inequitable to restrict the deduction to a
specified amount.

On taking an overseas assignment many people sell their U.S. home but
do not purchase home In the foreign country because of exchange risks, and
the like. The Council therefore recommends that the 1-year period to pur.
chase a new home under section 1034(a) not commence to run in such case
until the employee returns to, and takes up residence In, the U.S.

6. Section 444. Forelgn deposits it U.S. banks

In April of this year President Nixon Indicated that his Administration will
review existing regulations and tax policy to assure that foreign investment in
the U.S. Is not discouraged. By way of specific example, the President stated that
we should move now to eliminate from our laws the prospective taxation of
interest on foreign held U.S. bank deposits. In this connection, President Nixon
proposed the immediate repeal of the portion of section 801 of the Internal
Revenue (ode which would tax the Interest paid to foreign depositors after
December 31, 1972 In respect of U.S. bank deposits unrelated to a trade or busi-
ness. It was similarly proposed to retain the present exemption of such deposits
from estate tax.

Section 444 of the House Bill does not Implement the President's proposals
but merely defers the U.S. Income and estate taxation to 1976. As recognized
by the Administration and by every major commercial body which has expressed
itself on these subjects since introduced through the Foreign Investors Tax Act,
the provisions of present law tend to discourage the Investment of funds in the
United States and places a direct drain on the U.S. balance of payments.

Rccomme n dat ion
The Council recommends that President Nixon's proposals be supported by

the immediate and complete removal of time expiration (late of the relief provi-
sions found in present law.

NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL, INO.,
New York, N.Y., October 10, 1969.

Hon. RussEr B. LoNo,
Chairman, Committce on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.
D.An SENATOR LONG: The Council appeared before the Senate Finance Com-

mittee on October 3rd to present testimony with respect to 11.11. 13270. Among
other things, the Council recommended repeal of section 367.

In this connection, we enclose herewith a technical memorandum of the Na-
tional Foreign Trade Council setting forth suggested statutory recommendations
to the Internal Revenue Code which may be considered appropriate if section
367 Is repealed.

The Council respectfully requests that this statement be made a part of the
hearings on tax reform.Very truly yours, ROBERT T. ScOTT, Vice President.

SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM OF TilE NATIONAL FOaEiox TRADE COUNCIL TO ITS
ME.IORANDUM SUDMIrED TO TIE FINANCE COMMITTEE OF TIE U.S. SENATE

REPEAL, OF SECTION s117

Section 307 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, first enacted In 1932, provides
that unless the taxpayer obtains an advance ruling from the Commissioner that
tax avoidance Is not a principal purpose of certain types of transactions involving
the organization, reorganization or liquidation of a foreign corporation, such
foreign corporation will not be treated as a corporation. Where such advance
clearance Is not obtained, any gain, which would otherwise not be recognized
under the provisions of subehapter 0 of the Code, had domestic corporations
been Involved, will be reorganized. It therefore becomes essential for the taxpayer
to obtain an advance Section 307 clearance from the Commissioner whenever the
types of transactions set forth above are contemplated. See Rev. Proc. 08-23,
IR 1968-22, 33.
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Under Rev. Proc. 68-23, Section 367 is being administered In an arbitrary
manner to exact costly "toll gate" charges from taxpayers as the price of
obtaining the favorable ruling essential to the consummation of an otherwise
bona fide business transaction. In addition, the present advance ruling procedure
is fraught with costly delays for taxpayers even where the toll gate charge is
to be exacted.

More Importantly, transactions described iII Section 367 occurring between
foreign affiliates are often consummnated without the knowledge of the U.S.
parent so that an advance ruling is not obtained. In such cases, a tax musit be
paid with no recourse to judicial review, even in cases where it is obvious that
tax avoidance is clearly not present and where an advance clearance would have
been granted as a matter of eventual routine on the part of the Commissioner.

In view of the present information reporting requirements and the array of
other code sections and judicial precedent upon which the Coiuiissioner can
now rely in preventing tax avoidance, the Council recommends the repeal of
Section 307 and that seetion 1248 be amended, as set forth below.

ACQUISITION BY U.S. PERSON OF ASSETS OF A FOREIGN SUBSIDIARY OR STOCK IN A
DOMESTIC CORPORATION

The heart of the Council's proposals with respect to amending section 124S
lies in the area dealing with domesticating transfers, i.e., where the shares of
a controlled foreign corporation (hereinafter referred to as a CFC) are trans-
ferred by a U.S. person without immediate recognition of gain, either in exchange
for stock of a domestic corporation pursuant to the reorganization provisions,
or in exchange for th eassets of a foreign subsidiary pursuant to a complete
liquidation of the foreign subsidiary. Under present law, section 1248 only applies
to gain from sales or exchanges of stock in a CFC which is otherwise treated as
long-term capital gain. It does not apply to exchanges of CFC stock, or tranisac-
tions that are treated as such, on which gain is not Immediately recognized. Thus,
if such stock can be exchanged tax free for either stock in a domestic corporation
pursuant to a reorganization, or for the OFC's assets In a tax-free liquidation,
section 1248 will not apply and ordinary income treatment of the gain could lie
permanently avoided. Under present conditions, such avoidance of ordinary
income treatment is prevented by application of section 367.

However, the recommendations described below will insure eventual ordinary
income treatment of such gain, consistent with the Revenue Act of 1962, but
without the disruptive consequences of section 367, as presently applied. At the
same time, the Council's recommendations will continue to permit the readjust-
ment of corporate structures pursuant to Subchapter C as are required by busi-
ness exigencies and which effect only a readjustment of continuing interest in
property under modified corporate form.
Recommendati n

1. Section 1248(a) should be amended to apply to section 332 to impose an
immediate section 1248 tax on the gain arising from the liquidation of a foreign
corporation into a domestic corporation attributable to earnings and profits
accumulated after taxable years beginning December 31, 1962. However, cor-
porations which are organized in or under the laws of a U.S. Possession and
which meet the requirements of section 957(c), or would have met such re-
quirements if the Revenue Act of 1962 had been in effect, should continue to be
permitted to liquidate tax free under section 332, without application of section
1248 thereto amended as suggested herein.

2. Section 1248 should be amended to cover situations where the United States
shareholder of a OFO (either individual or corporate) receives stock in a domes-
tic corporation:

(a) solely in exchange for stock" in the OFO which is tax free under sec-
tion 354, pursuant to a "B" reorganization, or

(b) In exchange for stock of the OFO which is tax free under sections
354, 355, or 661, pursuant to a "C", "D" or "F" reorganization or a section
35 distribution which Is treated as an exchange

to provide that the stock received in the domestic corporation will become
tainted with the amount of the section 1248 4lability which would have been due
had the stock in the OFO been sold or exchanged In a transaction governed by
section 1248(a) (1).

Such taint would survive other lifetime tax free exchanges of such tainted
stock by the holder of such stock or his donees.
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Explanation
Assuming the repeal of section 36T as suggested herein, section 1248 could I

avoided where stock in a CFO is exchanged by a U.S. person in the situations
which are the subject of recommendations I and 2 above since section 1248 Is
not applicable. See Regulation section 1. 1248-1 (c). Thus, such a U.S. person can
sell stock in the domestic corporation received in the tax free exchange at
capital gains rates and moreover If the U.S. person is a domestic corporation
it can take a dividends received deduction under section 243.

VREION TO FOREIGN TRANSFERS

Where substantially all the assets of a OFO are acquired by another CFC In
amalgamations described in section 332 (tax free liquidations), or section 368
(a) (1) (C) or (D) but only if section 354 applies (the acquisition of substan-
tially all the assets of one corporation by another corporation), or (F) (rein-
corporation), the earnings and profits of the acquired corporation will carry over
pursuant to section 381(a) and (c) (2). Similarly, in divisive reorganizations
under section 368(a) (1) (D) a portion of the earnings and profits will carry over
and be allocated to the separated business pursuant to Regulation section
1.312-10(a).

Regulation section 1.1248-1(a) (1) provides that upon a taxable sale or ex-
change of stock in a controlled foreign corporation gain shall be included as a
dividend to the extent of the earnings and profits attributable to such stock:

"* * * during the period or periods such stock was held (or was considered as
held by reason of the application of section 1223) by such person [disposing of
such stock) while such corporation was a controlled foreign corporation."

In the foregoing asset acquisitions, the holding period of the acquiring cor-
poration with respect to the acquired assets would be governed under section
1223(2). The earnings and profits of the acquired CFC carry over to tile acquiring
corporation under section 381 (a) and Regulation section 1.312-10 and presum-
ably would be considered attributable to the stock of the acquiring corporation.

Where the CFC, the assets of which have been exchanged for stock in another
corporation, is immediately liquidated by the U.S. shareholder, the revenues
appear to be adequately protected. One, the amendment to section 1248 set forth
above will apply with respect to any domesticating transfers of the stock of the
acquiring corporation. Two, if the shareholder ultimately disposes of the stock
in the acquiring corporation (CFC) in a taxable transaction, section 1248 could
apply. Upon liquidation, the former shareholder of the acquired corporation
will have a substituted basis under section 358 and therefore a substituted holding
period under section 1223(1) for the stock in the acquiring corporation. Thus, a
portion of the post 1062 earnings and profits of the acquired corporation could
be attributable to the stock in the acquiring corporation, if such corporation Is,
a CFO and the stockholder owns 10 percent of such stock.

Where such CFC is not liquidated but remains in existence as a holding
company, and its stock is thereafter sold, section 1248 could apply to both the
earnings and profits which were carried over to the acquiring corporation
pursuant to the above described asset amalgamations, as well as earnings and
profits of the acquiring corporation earned subsequent to the date of acquisition.
This could only occur under section 1248(c) which would attribute such earnings
and profits to the stock of the holding corporation when sold or exchanged. Section
1248(c) would apply where the acquiring foreign corporation was a CFM
but only if the stock interest in the acquiring corporation held by the holding
company amounted to 10 percent of its outstanding voting power. Accordingly,
section 1248(a) (1) could be avoided in foreign to foreign asset acquisitions
where section 1248(c) did not apply, i.e., where the acquiring foreign corpora-
tion was not a CFC or where less than 10 percent of its stock is held by the
holding company at the time of the sale of such company's stock.

There should be no problem where a CFC liquidates a lower tier subsidiary
under section 332 since its earnings and profits carry over to the CFC. Other
U.S. persons who own 20 percent or less of the lower tier subsidiary will be
subject to section 1248 as it presently exists.

With respect to "B" reorganizations involving exchanges of stock in foreign
corporations, both of which are CFC's, section 1248(a) amended as suggested
herein will apply. If the acquiring corporation is not a CFO, section 1248 will be
avoided upon the sale or exchange of such stock by the former shareholders of
the acquired OFC.
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Recotnmendation8
1. Taint the stock of the acquired corporation (which remains as a holding

company) whose assets were acquired by a foreign corporation in asset amialgama-
tions described above, to insure that the section 1248 exposure of the stockholders
of the acquired corporation up to the date of the exchange will be ultimately paid
by them or their transferees upon a disposition of the acquired corporation's
stock under section 1248(a) (amended as suggested above).

2. Taint the stock of the acquiring corporation where the acquired corpora-
tion is liquidated.

3. Where the U.S. shareholders in a CFO, Including a CFO the stock of which
has been tainted in recommendation 1 above, exchange substantially all of their
stock for stock in another foreign corporation pursuant to a "B" reorganization,
the taint provided In 2 above applies.

The taint suggested in recommendation 1 and 2 would apply regardless of
whether the acquiring corporation is a CFO and/or the acquired corporation or
its shareholders receive more than 10 percent of the stock in the acquiring
corporation.

The taint suggested in recommendation 1, 2 and 3 above should be made broad
enough to encompass preferred stock received In a recapitalization reorganiza-
tion described in section 368(a) (1) (E), as well as In "0" or "D" reorganizations.
This is because it would be possible in certain Instances to receive preferred
stock in "C", "D" or "E" reorgainzations which would not qualify as section 30
stock (because not the equivalent of the receipt of a) stock dividend within the
meaning of section 300(c) (1) (B) (1i)) and would not be subject to section 1248
as presently written because, for example, the recipient no longer has 10 percent
of the voting power in the OFC or where the attribution rules applicable to sec-
tion 1248 do not apply.

EXPATRIATING TRANSFERS

The major concern with respect to expatriating transfers Is In the section 351
area. Here present Treasury policy, as reflected in Its administrative rulings,
see Rev. Proc. 68-23, supra, exhibits a clear disregard of the overriding policy
-of subchapter 0 to facilitate the readjustment of continuing interests In property
under fnodified corporate form. Such policy is neither warranted by the legisla-
tive history of section 867 nor necessary for the protection of the revenues.

At present, a tax must be paid as the price of obtaining a favorable section
867 ruling involving certain transactions where enumerated types of property
are to be transferred under section 351 by a U.S. person to a foreign corporation.
These arbitrary charges represent the Coinmissioner's unilateral judgment as to
what is necessary to prevent a diversion of income from U.S. taxation. Such toll
charges, imposed automatically on a transactional basis without consideration
of whether a given section 851 transfer is "in pursuance of a plan having as ono
of its principal purposes the avoidance of Federal income taxes", are in open
disregard of the plain wording of section 367. The Commissioner thus looks to
arbitrarily defined transactions for purposes of presuming a principal purpose
of tax avoidance, rather than examining the broad plan of which the transaction
is but a part, as envisaged by section 367. Analysis of the legislative history ac-
companying section 367 leads to the conclusion that no arbirtary, automatic test
was envisaged when that section was first enacted as section 112(k) of the Reve-
nue Act of 1932.,

Section 112(k) (as well as sections 901 to 904 of the Revenue Act of 1932,
now sections 1491 through 1494) was primarily enacted to prevent the transfer
of appreciated securities tax free to foreign corporations controlled by U.S.
persons in order to avoid U.S. and foreign tax with respect to such appreciation
on sale thereof. See H. Rept. No. 708, 72d Cong., 1st Sess., O.B. 1939-1 (Part 2),
471 which also indicated that the Courts probably would not hold the bold tax
avoidance schemes contemplated in the report to be tax free. This prediction
proved accurate, since shortly thereafter the landmark decision of Gregoryl V.
Helvering 293 U.S. 465 (1935), was rendered along with the decision of Ka8pare
Oohn (o., Ltd. 35 B.T.A. 64 (1937). These cases, along with section 1491, provide
ample authority for the Commissioner to attack schemes involving the use of
close corporations to dispose of appreciated securities outside the U.S. by U.S.
citizens in order to avoid U.S. income tax, which was one of the principal rea-
sons for the enactment of section 307.

In addition, sections 61 and 269 are becoming increasingly important in com-
bating tax avoidance and apply with equal force in the foreign area. Section
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4.S2, as implemented by the recently promulgated regulations thereunder, Im.
poses detailed rules with respect to the conduct of ordinary business between
related entities. Finally, the provisions of subpart F and section 1248 provide
that income earned through the conduct of business abroad through foreign sub-
sidiaries will be subject to ordinary income tax treatment in the U.S. either
currently or when the investment in the foreign subsidiary is disposed of. The
amendments to section 1248 suggested herein will Insure this treatment.

Recognizing that the U.S. taxes income realized by a citizen or resident from
all sources and cognizant of the various statutory and judicial safeguards which
would insure that the U.S. obtain a fair measure of income tax generated from
foreign operations, the Council has conclude(] that the automatic tollgate charges
imposed under section 367 upon section 351 transfers by a domestic corporation
to a foreign corporation are unnecessary and inconsistent with such regime of
global taxation. Appendix A, attached hereto, sets forth some of existing statutory
regulatory, and judicial precedent which afford adequate protection to the
revenues upon expatriating section 351 transfers but which nonetheless do not
operate automatically either in favor of Treasury or taxpayer.

The same considerations discussed above with respect to section 351, are
equally applicable where assets in a domestic corporation are transferred to a
foreign corporation pursuant to a "C", "1" or "F" reorganization.

The exchange of substantially all the stock of a domestic corporation by U.S.
persons for voting stock in a foreign corporation, pursuant to a "B" reorganiza-
tion, should not present substantial problems. As n general rule, the existing
guidelines under section 37 assume that no tax avoidance purposes are present
if shareholders in a domestic corporation do not obtain more than 50 percent of
the voting power of the acquiring foreign corporation pursuant to a "13" reor-
ganization. This assumption should remain valid. On the other hand where a U.S.
shareholder gets more than 50 percent or more, the acquiring corporation will
generally be a CFC. If section 1248 is amended as suggested herein the revenues
will remain protected.

There is little chance under present law of the U.S. collecting a tax upon a
liquidation of a domestic corporation by a foreign parent whether or not it ob-
tains an advance section 367 ruling. The foreign parent will not be subject to U.S.
tax on the income realized from the liquidation If, as is generally the case, it is
not engaged in trade or business in the U.S., or if so engaged, the acquired assets
(or the stock in the U.S. subsidiary) are not effectively connected therewith.
Moreover, the foreign parent Is not subject to U.S. withholding tax with respect to
the liquidating distributions even if the income realized upon the liquidation
is considered to be from U.S. sources since such income would not be fixed
or determinable, annual or periodical income. Neither is the domestic corporation
subject to U.S. tax upon liquidation because of section 336. See also Regulation
section 1.330-1.

APPENDIx A. APPLICATION OF SEcTiox 482 rmo SECTION 351

Present rile
The procedures for obtaining a favorable section 367 ruling from tihe Internal

Revenue Service upon a transfer by a domestic to a foreign corporation otherwise
qualifying under section 351 of the Internal Revenue Code are provided under sec-
tion 3.02(1) of Revenue Procedure 68-23, I.R.B. 198-22, 33, lhrein-fter referred
to as the "Guidelines".

Section 3.02(1) of time Guidelines sets forth general and specific requirements
for the issuance of a favorable section 367 ruling in connection with a section 351
transfer of property to a foreign corporation controlled by the transferor. In gen-
eral the Guidelines contemplate that such property is to be devoted by the trans-
feree to the active conduct of a trade or business abroad. It is further contem-
plated that such transferee will have need for a substantial investment In fixed
assets in such business or will be engaged in the purchase and sale abroad of
manufactured goods.

More specifically, section 3.02 (1) (a) of the Guidelines provides that a favorable
section 367 ruling will not be issued for an exchange described In section 351 of
the Code where-the property to be transferred to the foreign corporation is one of
the following kinds of property:

(1) Inventory or property held for sale to customers or copyrights and
similar property ;
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(11) Accounts receivable, installment obligations, and similar property in
respect of which income has been earned;

(111) Stock or securities (except stock in a less developed country cor-
poration transferred to a controlled less developed country corporation hold-
ing company and except for stock in a controlled foreign corporation trais-
ferred to another controlled foreign corporation incorporated In the same
foreign country) ;

(iv) Property transferred for the principal purpose of sale or disposition
by the transferee foreign corporation.

Section 3.02(1 ) (h) of the Guidelines provides that a favorable section 367 rul-
Ing generally, will not be issued for an exchange described In section 351 where
the property to be transferred to a foreign corporation is one of the following
kinds of property:

(i) Property iii respect of which the transferor Is a lessor or licensor
(except where the transferee foreign corporation is tile lessee or licensee) ;

(11) Property transferred for the purpose of licensing or leasing by tile
transferee foreign corporations:

(il) UTnited States )atents. trade-niarks and similar Intangibles to he used
in couneetlon with (1) the conduct of a trade or businep.s in the T'nlited States
or (2) the manufacture in the United States or a foreign country of gcod
for sale or consumption in the United States:

(iv) Foreign patents. trade-marks and similar Intangibles to Ie used InI
connection with the sale of goods manufactured In tile United States.

NotwithManding the foregoing, section 3.02(1) (d) of the Oulidelines provides
that a favorable section 30T ruling will be Issued If other properties to be used in
the active conduct of a trade or business of the foreign corporation are also trnis-
ferred to the foreign corporation and the transferor Includes iL its gross income
as a so-called tollgate charge, an appropriate amount to reflect realization of
Income or gnin with respect to the transfer of properties which would not be
afforded a favorable ruling.

It Is evident that section 3.02(1) of the Guldelines Is primarily directed at
anticipmtory arrangements for shifting Income abroad which has been earned In
whole or In part but not yet realized in a tax sense at tile time of transfer.
•Scotion .82

Rcgulations.-The regulations under section 482 are expressly applicable to
section 351 transfers. Regulation section 1.482-1 (d) (5). Thus, the CommisIoner
may make an appropriate section 4,2 allocation with respect to a section 351
transfer of property of the type described iln section 3.02(1) of the Guidelines
where such transfer would result In the realization of Income abroad which InI
fact lnd been earned in the U.S. However, under section 48'2, the Coimbutsioer
must establish that such allocation "Is necessary in order to prevent evasion of
taxes or clearly to reflect the Income [of the domnestle transferor corporatlon]1."

0a8cs.-The case law surrounding the transfer of property pursuant to a sec-
tion 351 exchange, of the type specfled in section 3.02(1) of the Guidelines,
affords adequate protection to the Cominisdoner, either directly or by way of
analogy, in insuring that the Income of transferor and transferee Is clearly
reflected. In the main, these ca.es permit tile Commissioner to allocate Income
which has already been earned although unrealized at the time of tile transfer In
appropriate cases.

In Central C uba Sugar Co., v. Comtiissionr 198 F2d 214 (2d Cir., 1952) cert.
deM 344 U.S. 874 (19.2), a parent transferred all of its growing crops to its sub-
sidiary and attempted to claim the planting and growing expense as a dedu(.tion
and carry back the resulting lose. The court upheld the allocation of the deduc-
tions to the subsidiary In order to clearly reflect Income. A similar isult was
reached In Francis L. Rooneyi 305 F2d 681 (9th Cir.. 1902), off'g. 189 F Supp 733
(D.C. Cal., 1061) where individual taxIpyers transferred growing crops to a
corporation In a section 351 type exchange and attempted to clahn the expenses
of growing such crops as a deduction on their individual returns.

In Standard Paving Co., v. (Jomnissioner 190 F2d, 330 (10th Cir., 1951) a
wholly owned subsidiary was liquidated tax free into Its parent which received
among other things long term construction contracts, the Income from which was
being reported on a completed contract basis. The court upheld the Commis-
sioner's allocation to the subsidiary of that portion of the total profit received by
-the parent equal to the percentage of completion as of the date of liquidation. See
.also Jud Plumbing d Heating Co., v. Cornnr8msioner 153 F2d 681 (50th Cir. 1940).
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A similar result was reached In Dillard-Waltermtire, Inc.. v. Campbell 255 F2d 433
5th Cir., 19158) where a corporation engaged in drilling oil and gas wells and

reporting Income on the completed contract basis, sold some of such partially
completed contracts to a partnership composed of its stockholders. The contracts
were (olnplted by the partlershlip which reported all the profit attributable
thereto. The Commissioner's allocation of a portion of the profits equal to the per-
centage of the contract completed by the corporation was upheld.

in National S'curitics Corp. v. Conimissiior 137 V2d 600 (3rd Cir., 1943) cert.
den. 320 U.S. 794 (1943) a parent transferred high basis low value stock to Its
subsidiary which sold the stock and attempted to clain a loss. Tile Commiis-
sioner successfully allocated the deduction to the parent.

In U.S. r. Lynch, 192 F2d 718 i9th Cir., 1951) a corporation distributed a
dividend in kind consisting of inventory which was subsequently sold by the
corporation on behalf of its shareholders. The court upheld the Commissioner in
.disregarding the dividend distribution and attributing the sail, to the corporation.

In the foregoing cases, the Commissioner invoked sect ion 482 to insure that tile
taxpayer earning income would be taxed thereon. In addition It Is possible for tile
CommIssiol tr to allocate to the transferor income earned subsequent to tile trans-
fer of property where the transaction is lacking in bona tides.

In Blallutdin(' Motor ('o. 39 T.C. 34S (116(2), aff'd. 321 F2d 796 (4th Cir. 11963),
the businesses of profitable corporations were shifted to a related loss corporation
by way of sale of inventories to the loss corporation at fair value, a transfer
without consideration of the porolit corporation's facilities, and a transfer of
employees. The transferee corporation operated the transferred businesses long
enough to absorb Its operating loss and thereafter transferred such assets to
another related entity. In upholding the Commissioner's allocation of income to
taxpayer pursuant to section 482 and 601, the court stated :

"We therefore hold that when, as here, assets from which Income is expected
are transferred from one business to another business (both controlled by the
samme interests) and the primary object of the transfer is tax evasion by the
shifting of anticipated profits, as it was here, that section 482 is not rendered
inapliealle merely because the profits to be shifted have not yet been realized."
Iallentine is liiportmit in that the Commissioner allocated income earned

subsequent to the transfer. Significantly however, the Commissioner would have
to establish a lack of husine.m lurpose in the Ballentine situation before an
allocation and a tax exacted. An automatic tollgate change such as now imposed
would not suffice. See also . .Jack Foster T.O. Memo 1969-273 where a parent
corporation transferred houses which It had constructed to Its subsidiaries which
Immediately resold the properties to unrelated parties, reporting the income
against their net operating losses. The Commissioner's allocation of the gain
back of the pa rent transferor was upheld.

Summary and conclusion
I'Under section 4R2. the existing regulations and applicable case law, the Coin-

milksioner asserts ituthority to make appropriate allocations under section 482
with respect to transfers of property specified under section 3.02(1) of the
Guidelines. However, contrary to the existing arbitrary practice under the
Guidelines, taxpayer will be able to establish after the fact that the transfer
does not have as its principal purpose the avoidance of Federal income tax and
that income is clearly reflected.

1. Inconie realized oil the subsequent sale by the transferee of section 1221(1)
property (Inventory and property held for sale to customers), section 1221(3)
property (copyrights), stock or securities, may be allocated to the transferor.
Ballentine Motor Co.; T. .1. Foster; Central Cuba Sugar Co. v. Corn nissloner.

2. Income realized and attributable to transferred accounts receivable or
installment obligations, or income from property in respect of which the trans-
feror is a lessor or licensor, may be allocated to the transferor. Standard
Paving Co. v. Conmnissfoner; Jud Plumbing d Heating (Jo. v. Oormrtiu8 foner;
Dlllard-11'altermirc, Inc. v. Campbell.

3. Income realized attributable to property transferred under circumstances
which make it reasonable to believe that the property transferred will be
licensed or leased by the transferee or that its sale or other disposition by the
transferee Is one of the principal purposes or intangibles described in sections
8.02(1) (fit) and (iv), may be allocated to the transferor. U.S. v. Lynch.
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NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL, INC.,
New York, N.Y., October 15, 1969.

Hon. RuSsE.LL B. LoNG,
Uhuiinat, (omint 1e1 o& Finunce,
U.S. Senate, Wash ington, D.C.

D :AR SENATOR LoNGo: The Council appeared before the Senate Finance Com-
mittet on October 3rd to present testimony with respect to I.R. 13270. Among
other things, the Council recommended that section 452 of the Bill not he enacted.

Inasmuch as the Treasury Department's conclusion that it would he proper
to apply section 452 to the foreign area was not reached until the closing days
of the Hearings on Tax Reform, the Council did not have adequate time to re-
spond thereto. Accordingly, the National Foreign Trade Council encloses here-
with a technical memorandum in support of its recommendation with respect
to section 452 of the Bill.

Tie Council respectfully requests that this statement be made a part of the
Hearings on Tax Reform.

Very truly yours,
ROIFRT T. ScoTT, Viec Preside t.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS OF THmE NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL WITH RESPECT
TO 8tCTIO 452 OF lIR. 13270 i." StvtoR 1 OF ITS MEMOIANUIU. SMIIMM)rr 'rO
TIlE FINANCE COMM ITTEE OF THE U.S. SENATE

Iii its Statement presented to the Finance Committee on October 3, 1969. lit
connection with the Hearings on The Tax Reform Act of 1969--H.R. 13270, the
Council recommended that section 452 of the Bill not be enacted. In no event
should it be made applicable to the foreign area. Section 452, which would add
back to earnings and profits the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight
line depreehition, ostensibly is directed at problems arising from the receipt of so-
called "tax-free" dividends from regulated public utilities and/or real estate
corporations.
Problem

In the Technical Memorandum of Treasury Position submitted to the Com-
mittee on Finance on September 30, 1949, the Treasury Department has con-
eluded that it would be proper to apply section 452 to the foreign area. This un-
supported conclusion was not reached until the closing days of the 11earings on
Tax Reform. As a result, the Council did not have adequate time to respond
thereto.

Extension of vvction .152 as proposed by the Treasury Department, represents
an over reaction to a problem that does not exist in the foreign area. A poll of
a representative cross section of the Council's Tax Committee indicates that the
recelpt of "tax-free" dlividen(ls from foreign operations .s extremely rare and
should not present problems for Treasury. However, as Indicated below, ex-
tension of section .152 to the foreign area would discriminate against and create
complex and serious problems for those U.S. taxpayers doing business abroad
through a foreign subqldlary, which in many cases is required under local law.

Accordingrly, the Council reiterates Its recommendation with respect to section
452 of 11.1. 13270. made at the Hearings on Tax Reform.
DlluteR forcig, tax credit

Application of section 452 of the Bill to the foreign area would Increase the
effective tax rate on foreign operations by diluting the effect of the deemied paid
foreign tax credit for foreign taxes actually Imld and otherwise consiered
creditah, under section 902 of the Code.

Under section 902, a domestic corporation upon receipt of a dividend from a
10 percent or more owned foreign corlioration is deemed to have pald that pro-
portion of the taxes pmid or deenued to be paid by the foreign subsidiary to any
foreign country or U.S. possession on or with respect to the accumulated profits
out of which such dividends were paid.

Enactment of section 452 in its present forib, which would add hack to earnings
and profllts of foreign subsidiaries the excess of accelthrated depreciation over
straight-line depreciation allowed under the tax laws of the foreign country,
would increase the earnings of foreign subsidiaries for purposes of calculating
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th( deelned paild tax credit under section 902 of the Code, thereby decreasing the
allowable foreign tax credit. As set forth in Table No. 1, below, the enactment
of section 452 will Increase the effective tax rate on foreign operations, but only
hero such operations are carried on through a foreign subsidiary. Further, such
disallowetd foreign tax credits representing otherwise creditable foreign taxes
actually" paid, as ai practical matter, will probably never subsequently be avail-
able as ,rcdits against U.S. tax.

'1ie devetcd palid foreign tax credit under section 902 of the Code is designed
to afford relief from international double taxation for those U.S. corporations
ol.ratiing abroad through a foreign subsidiary which Is similar to that obtained
by IU.S. corporation, operating abroad directly through a branch of a U.S. cor-
pIoration. In both Instances, the U.S. revenues are protected since credit for
foreign tax may only bt- taken against IT.S. tax attributable to foreign source
business. income. Credit may not be taken against U.S. tax attributable to U.S.
source business income,

The mere fact that additional tax dollars may be obtained by curtailing foreign
tax credits through the operation of section 452 of the Bill, which was never
designed to apply to international operations, does not seemi reasonable. Rather,
such result Is Ill conceived and should be rejected.
Would eventually reduce U.S. tax revenues

Under existing law, Treasury receives a benefit where foreign subsidiaries of
U.S. corporations claim accelerated depreciation for foreign tax purposes. As a
result, foreign taxes are decreased, resulting in a smaller foreign tax credit
claimed, thereby increasing U.S. tax revenues on dividend distributions.

However, it should be recognized that if the U.S. were to deny the benefits of
claiming accelerated depreciation granted to foreign subsidiaries, by the local
foreign government, it could be expected that such government would promptly
eliminate such tax benefits by changes in their tax laws and thus sponge up any
tax saving which would accrue, not to the taxpayer, but to the U.S. Treasury.
As a consequence, foreign tax payments and the foreign tax credit could be
expected to increase, and no additional taxes would be paid to the U.S. The net
effect would be a reduction of profits available for paying dividends to U.S.
stockholders in an amount equal to the additional foreign taxes collected, and
result in a reduction In U.S. tax revenue.

Complcxlty
In addition to increasing the tax cost of foreign operations, section 452 would

vastly increase the complexity of operating abroad through a foreign subsidiary
inasmuch as all overseas depreciable assets would have to be restated to a
straight line basis in computing the indirect foreign tax credit as well as for
other purposes discussed below. This will raise another difficulty in explaining
U.S. tax provisions to foreign personnel. Moreover, it can be expected that In
those cases where a substantial minority position in a foreign subsidiary Is held
by foreigners, compliance with the rule of section 452 will be actively resisted.
Treaty considerations

It is doubtful that U.S. treaty partners in negotiating Income tax treaties ever
contemplated that the "appropriate amount? of foreign tax paid, granted as a
credit against U.S. tax under the treaty, would be diluted to the extent contem-
plated by section 452. Therefore enactment of section 452 would violate the spirit,
if not the letter of Income tax treaties to which the U.S. is a party.

Illustration
The inequities and resultant distortions of the existing foreign tax credit pro-

visions which would be created by enactment of section 452 of the Bill can be
illustrated by a simple example. Table No. 1, set forth below, compares the tax
effects on a U.S. corporation of carrying on the identical manufacturing opera-
tions In the U.S. and In a developed foreign country through a branch and wholly-
owned foreign subsidiary under existing law and under proposed section 452. It
is assumed that both the U.S. and foreign tax rates are 50 percent, that both the
U.S. and the foreign country permit the use of accelerated depreciation In calcu-
lating taxable Income, that the foreign subsidiary is in a capital intensive in-
dustry, and the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight line depreciation
amounts to $900.
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TABLE NO. I.-COMPARISON OF EFFECT OF PRESENT LAW WITH APPLICATION OF SEC. 452 70 FOREIGN
OPERATIONS

Present U.S. law

Direct U.S. Foreign Foreign
operation branch subsidiary

Proposed(
sec. 452:

Foreign
subsidiary,

Income ............................................ $100 $100 $100 $100
Foreign tax at 50 percent ........................................... 50 50 50

Net Income ................................................. 50 50 50

Dividend to U.S. parent .......................................................... 50 50

Income ......................................................... 100 too 100,
Adjustment for accelerated depreciation ............................................... 900
Less foreign tax ........................................... 50........ 50 50

Accumulated earnings and profits ............................. 50 50 950

U.S. taxable Income (dividends grossed up) ............ 100 100 100 52.63
U.S. tax it 50 percent ................................ 50 50 50 26.32
Credit for foreign tax I ....................... ...... 0 50 '50 82.63

Net U.S. tax ................................. 50 0 0 23.69
Total U.S. and foreign tax ............................ 50 50 50 73.70

Effective tax rate (percent) ........................... 50 50" 50 73.7

1 DivIdend/accumulated profits times foreign tax., $50/$5X$50=$50.
8 $.,O5, 0x$WO=$2.63.

Note: The remainder of the otherwise creditable foreign taxes actually paid, $47.37, ($50 -$2.63) as a practical matter,
will not be utilized.

D(soussion
Table No. 1 clearly shows that application of section 452 to the foreign area

would grossly discriminate against those U.S. taxpayers doing business abroad
through a foreign subsidiary rather than a branch. It is therefore difficult to
appreciate how Treasury has concluded that such results are proper.

Increasing the effective tax rate on the foreign subsidiary's operations from
50 percent to 73.7 percent increases the tax cost of doing business abroad. Appli-
cation of section 452 of the Bill would permit utilization as a credit against U.S.
tax of only $2.63 out of the $50 of foreign taxes actually paid and otherwise
considered creditable. Thus, fQreign tax credits in the amount of $47.37 will, for
all practical purposes, be permanently lost. These results certainly do not seem
reasonable and proper. This is particularly true when there does not appear to
be any abuse in the foreign area resulting from the receipt of "tax-free"
dividends.

Locked in efect.-AMany U.S. corporations have either choosen or were required
to do business through a foreign subsidiary. Despite the adverse effects of operat-
Ing under section 452 through a foreign subsidiary this section may preclude
such U.S. corporations from changing their method of operation. The U.S. parent
could not avoid the Inequities illustrated in Table No. 1 by liquidating its wholly-
owned foreign subsidiary tax-free, and thereby continuing operations In branch
form. Such a tax-free liquidation would require a favorable section 367 ruling,
and as a condition thereto, the Commissloner of Internal Revenue requires that
accumulated earnings and profits for all taxable years be considered distributed
as a dividend, thus bringing into play and magnifying the results discussed
above.

If the U.S. corporation owned less than 80 percent of the foreign subsidiary,
and desired to effect a taxable liquidation in order to resume operations In
branch farm, section 1248 of the Code would require that the gain recognized
be Included as a dividend to the extent of earnings accumulated after Decem.
ber 81, 1962. Under section 452 such earnings would be Increased to include the
excess of accelerated depreciation over straight line depreciation.

If, because of section 452 of the Bill, the U.S. parent decided to sell the stock
in the foreign corporation, section 1248 iyould apply In. the manner described
above.
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Section 963.-Section 452 of the Bill would also vitiate the relief provided by
tile minimum distribution provisions of section 063 of the Code. Section 963,
added to the Revenue Act of 1962 by this Committee, provides that subpart F
income need not be included in gross income if taxpayer elects to receive a
minimum distribution, the amount of which varies inversely with the effective
foreign tax rate.
In the illustration presented, the foreign subsidiary's effective foreign tax

rate under existing law is 60 percent ($50/$100) requiring a zero minimum dis-
tribution. Under section 452, the effective foreign tax rate would become 5 per-
cent ($50/$1000) requiring a minimum distribution of 90 percent of earnings
and profits. However, such earnings and profits would not be the actual after
tax profits of $50, but rather would represent phantom profits of $950. Appar-
ently, a distribution of $855 would be required in order to satisfy a first tier
minimum distribution if section 452 were enacted and made applicable to the
foreign area.

Inclusion of the subsidiary li a chain or group election for mlnhinum distri-
bution purposes would produce similar results with a corresponding elimination
of the relief provided by Congress from the operation of subpart F.

Senator TAL-MADGE. Next and I believe the last witness for today is
MIr. William J. Nolan, Jr., who is chairman of the Committee on
Taxation, U.S. Council of the International Chamber of Commerce,
Inc.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM T. NOLAN, JR., CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE
ON TAXATION, U.S. COUNCIL OF THE INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE, INC.

Mir. NOLAN. Mr. Chairman, my name is William J. Nolan, Jr.
Senator TAA.NMADOGF. As you know, Mr. Nolan, your statement is in-

serted in full in the record, and if you will summarize it, please.
Mr. NOLAN. This will be brief. I am director of taxes of American

Metal Climax, Inc., and I am appearing today as chairman of the Coin-
mittee on Taxation of the U.S. Council of the International Chamber
of Commerce.

The U.S. council represents American business interests within the
International Chamber, which in turn represents the international
business community in some 75 countries.
Our committee on taxation has had the privilege of presenting

its views on tax matters to the committees of Congress on many oc-
casions, and we particularly appreciate the opportunity to appear
today. Others before me have testified in detail on points made in my
formal statement, and I shall not waste the committee's time by re-
arguing them. However, there are some general points which I should
like to make briefly.

The U.S. council-and for that matter the International Chain-
ber-bhave long advocated that in order to avoid the evils of double
taxation, income should be solely taxed in the jurisdiction where pro-
duced. We believe that the present system under which the United
States asserts ultimate jurisdiction over income earned abroad by
American companies is not the appropriate basis for taxation even
with the foreign tax credit as an effort to avoid the evils of double
taxation.

The U.S. council believes the whole subject of tax policy in respect
to foreign income is urgently in need of reexamination by the appro-
priate committees of Congress, and we are pleased to learn from
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Assistant Secretaray Cohen's statement before your committee on Sep.
tember 4 that the Treasury is currently making an overall review of the
U.S. tax policy in respect of foreign source income, and that its com-
prehensive propsals will be presented to Congress.

That being the case, we question the need for or desirability of mak.
ing changes at this time in the specific areas encompassed by sections
431 and 432 of the tax reform bill. Specific amendments inevitably
take the form of patchwork in an already heavily patched tax law,
and I might say an unbelievably complicated one which would be
further complicated by the House version of H.R. 13270.

The objections to section 431 of the House bill have been ably stated
heretofore and we concur in those objections. Section 431 could well
cause double taxation of income and thereby injure the status of
American business abroad.

Section 432 is objectionable on the basic ground that it would dis-
criminate against particular industries. Such discrimination would
undoubtedly favor foreign competition over U.S. interests in the very
necessary efforts being made to assure our domestic economy of an
adequate supply of basic minerals.

We do not believe that equity is to be achieved by fragmentizing or
compartmentalizing various types of foreign income. However, if the
Committee on Finance decides to propose legislation affecting foreign
source income, the U.S. Council urges for consideration legislation
in the following additional areas:

One. An extension of the foreign tax credit to "third tier" foreign
corporations. Presently it only goes to the first two tiers of foreign
corporations.

Two. A broadened definition of what foreign taxes may be credit-
able where a foreign jurisdiction does not rely to the same extent as
the United States on an income tax as a major source of tax revenue.

Three. Restraint by the United States in taxing foreign income
where the foreign jurisdiction has authorized exemption from tax or
has reduced the tax liability in order to encourage foreign invest-
ment. In other words, a recognition of "tax sparing."

Four. An adjustment in the foreign tax credit computation to pre-
vent distortions in the case of abnormal losses.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TALMADGF. Thank you very much, Mr. Nolan, for your very

fine statement.
Senator Williams, do you have any questions?
(No response.)
Mr. NOLmN. Thank you.
(Mr. Nolan's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF WIIXTAM J. NOLAN, .JR., CHAIRMAN, CoMMrrEE ON TAXATION,

U.S. COUNCIL OF THE INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

SUMMARY

1. The U.S. Council believes that there 'should be a full scale review of what
the tax policy of the United States should be with regard to international ac-
tivities of U.S. corporations. The great expansion of international investment
since the end of World War II compels thi review.

2. The U.S. Council believes that taxation of Income should be based on the
premise that the Jurisdiction where the income is produced has the exclusive
right of taxation.
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3. Pending that reexamination of policy and in light of the Treasury's an-
nouncement that it will be making recommendations to Congress on "com-
prehensive proposals relating to the U.S. taxation of foreign source income," the
U.S. Council urges that at this time there be deferred any legislation in the
foreign tax area.

4. The proposals contained in Sections 431 and 432 of HA. 13270 (and the
Treasury recommendations for their revision) are Injurious to foreign business
and will hamper the development of foreign resources by U.S. nationals to the
long-run detriment of the U.S. economy.

5. The U.S. Council strongly protests against the singling out of a particular
industry for restrictive tax legislation with respect to its foreign income. We do
not believe that If foreign income is to be taxed by the United States, it should
be treated, for purposes of depletion or otherwise, differently than similar
domestic Income.

0. If the Committee on Finance decides to propose legislation affecting foreign
source income, the U.S. Council urges for consideration legislation in the
following additional areas:

(a) An extension of the deemed foreign tax credit to "third tier" foreign
corporations;

(b) A broadened definition of what foreign taxes may be creditable where
a foreign jurisdiction does not rely to the same extent as the United States
on an Income tax as the major source of tax revenue;

(c) Restraint by the United States in taxing foreign income where the
foreign Jurisdiction has authorized exemption from tax or reduced the tax
liability in order to encourage foreign Investment-in other words, a recog-
nition of "tax sparing";

(d) An adjustment in the foreign tax credit computation to prevent dis-
tortions in the case of abnormal losses;

(e) The elimination of the advance ruling requirements under Section 367
of the Internal Revenue Code for transactions involving foreign corporations;

(f) A tolling of the one-year period under Section 1034 of the Code
(relating to the deferral of the taxation of gain because of the reinvestment
of proceeds from the sale of the taxpayer's principal residence) while the
taxpayer is resident abroad on assignment by his employer.

STATEMENT

My name is William J. Nolan, Jr., and I am appearing today as Chairman of
the Committee on Taxation of the United States Council of the International
Chamber of Commercm The U.S. Council represents American business Interests
within the International Chamber, which in turn represents the international
business community in some 75 countries. As some of you may recall, our Com-
mittee on Taxation has had the privilege of presenting its views on tax matters
to the Commitees of the Congress on many occasions.

Our Committee has had a series of meetings and has discussed at length the
revision of the Internal Revenue Code proposed to be made by Sections 431 and
432 of H.R 13270. We do have some specific things to say about these proposals
which I will turn to very shortly. But first I would like to say that we feel
strongly that the proposed changes raise policy issues concerning what the
Government's basic approach to the international activities of U.S. companies
ought to be. In examining the proposals, we found ourselves continually return-
Ing to the question of whether the effect would be to carry our tax policy in a
direction generally consonant with the new and rapidly growing importance of
our international investment and production.

Inevitably specific proposals take the form of patchwork on an already heavily
patched tax instrument. This is inevitable in the amendment process as expert.
ence with given taxes Indicates the need for change, but at some point we are in-
hibited by a sense of diminishing returns and find ourselves faced with the im-
possible task of trying to create a new approach by modifying an old one.

My Committee's most significant reaction to the proposed changes, is, then,
that they are modifications In a foreign tax program which Itself is in serious
need of reappraisal. In this connection we are most pleased that in his state-
ment before this Committee on September 4, Assistant Secretary Cohen has in-
dicated that an over-all review of foreign tax policy is being made by the
Treasury. It goes without saying that the Council's Committee would like to
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make Its experience and expertise available in any way that it Is felt would be
helpful In this constructive review.

The present system of foreign tax offset In its very nature implies the cMn-
tinued exercise of primary tax Jurisdiction by the country where production
takes place. This prior Tight has long laeen recognlel InI V.S. tax policy on the
grounds that it is the host country that provides the Infrastructural services and
the political and social framework. But under the present system the ultimate
and perhaps he crucially important tax jurisdiction Is exercised by the parent
company's country. In the typical instance this means that this latter country
decides such Important issues as the desirable level of total taxation. This
decision clearly has a very important bearing on the competitive position of
our producing activities abroad. Furthermore, the parent company's country, In
exercising these Important responsibilities, is motivated by considerations that
almost certainly are tangential to the question of the growth and competitive
strength of these activities. The present approach to the taxation of our foreign.
based business treats the Income very much like a windfall profit umaffected by
the character of the tax, whether or not the effect of the policy is detrimental
to the growth of such Income. It should be noted in contrast that this last
consideration-the integrity and growth of Income-is the key consideration in
our domestic tax philosophy.

In the pro-World War II period International production tended to be so
limited that Its relevance to national economic policy was small. But since the
Second World War there has been an enormous growth of International produc-
tion-10% a year on the average since, 1960 for a five-fold Increase. This Is an
expansion far more rapid than the 4 and 5 percent ONP rates familiar In national
growth, as fast oven as the so-called "miracle" growth rates reached In some
years in Germany, Italy, and Japan.

In fact foreign business activity Is no longer merely a peripheral activity of
American business, nor one raising only incidental problems of taxation. In our
close following of the trends of Internattionalized production at the I1.8. Council
we now work with a figure of estimated IT.S. production abroad of $200 billion,,
and foreign production In this country estimated at $00 billion. Just to em-
phasize the order of nmgnitudo here, we are talking about goods and services
that compare with the size of the Japanese and German economies combined.

Internationalized production is clearly and by far the most important link be-
tween this country and world markets and is the principal means through which
we exert an upward Influence on world Income. It has only started to be
recognized that these producing activities are five times more Important than
exports as a means by which we reach foreign markets. Looking ahead a little,
It is clear from the vigor of international enterprise that somewhat more than
half the production of the world will be internationalized in the next 15 years
or so.

Internationalized production lms been brought to Its present Impressive impor-
tance through international investment that has taken place since the end of
World War II. The United States has taken the lead in these trends, which
clearly have had a transforming Influence on the structure and productivity of
world economic activity.

U.S.- participation In International production typically Involves a melding of
U.S. capital and management with the management, capital, resources amd labor
of the foreign country, with foreign Inputs ordinarily far In excess of US. ones.
The result of this melding of productive contributions has been a better inter-
natical allocation of resources, a dynanilc growth of production worldwide, and
a glimpse of the beginnings of a world economy. Fundamental tax policy questions
that could be reasonably put off at earlier stages of growth must now be faced
directly, because tax policy directly affects the productivity of resources.

With thlb In mind it is our belief, and that of the worldwide International
Chamber of Commerce, that tax Jurisdiction ought to be exclusively n the hands
of the authorities that prevail where the production is taking place. The present
system under which the U.S. asserts ultimate Jurisdiction over Income earned
abroad by American ompanles is subject to at least two sweeping objections. It
disregards the effect of- taxation on desirable allocation of resources from n
production standpoint and, beyond this, It Is almost unmanageably complex.

In the long run United States tax revenues are bound to Increase even though
confined to Income produced within Its geographic jurisdiction. This Is a necessary
consequence of the higher production resulting from a better International allo.



cation of resources, through which process U.S. resources are moro efficiently
utilized In adaptation to the broader world market. The American experience In
the last decade seems to be a dramatic confirmation of the advantages In term
of' produetloa that accrue to this country as it has in fact geared its production
to a worldwide basis. No one who has studied the experience of tho growing
number of the country's International companies would question the dramatic
upward thrust that "going Internettonal" has Imparted to domestic as well as
overall operations. A company with coordinated producing bases distributed
throughout world markets Increases not only Its total production but also the
productivity of each of the bases. These advantages appear In the realistic form
of lower costs and higher yields-one night add, higher taxable yields. Internia-
tional differentials In after-tax Income should he accepted as being the primary
guldme to the flow of resources Into their most productive uses In exactly the same
way that after-tax differentials within the domestic Jurisdiction operate.

In preparing our specific comments we have tried as far as possible to apply
these International perspectives which we believe should underlie the taxation
of International production now and in the future. At the same time we recognize
in our review that the questions at hand would not actually arise It the United
States were operating under the basic policy here recommended, namely that tax
authority be exercised only with respect to income produced within the national
borders of the sovereign authority. Pending this move nations imposing taxes on
income earned outside their Jurisdiction should seek to minimize any negative
effect on the competitive strength of these producing activities abroad and in
general should weigh questions of tax policy with explicit, deliberate regard for
its International Implications.

We question the need for, or the desirability of, making changes at this time
In the specific areas encompassed by the proposals contained In Section 431 and
432 of the Tax Reform 11111 when the Treasury Department has underway the
development of "comprehensive proposals relating to the U.S. taxation of foreign
source Income" which it has announced It will present to Congress. Our Commit-
tee suggests that further patchwork In the area of the taxation of foreign Income
is Inadvisable and may even be pointless when viewed In the light of the decisions
which will flow from the Treasury's comprehensive recommendations.

However, if this Committee determines that there Is need to legislate in the
foreign tax area at this time, we desire to put before It our views as to the In-
advisability of the adoption of the provisions presently Incorporated in the House
bill at Section '131 and 432 and the suggestion as to other Items which should
be considered for action.
Seoflonl 431-Pcrcountry lUmitatton

Section 431 of H.1. 13270 provides that where a taxpayer has elected the per-
country limitation for foreign tax credit computatlons, he must carry forward
losses Incurred In a foreign country and use them to reduce income from that
country in subsequent years before computing the limitation of the foreign tax
credit to be allowed for Income taxes paid to such country. The theory for this
unusual proposal as expressed In the House Ways and Means Committee Report
Is that under present law the taxpayer receives a double tax benefit under such
circumstances.

We believe that the Ways and Means Committee was mistaken In Its view
that a double tax benefit exists. That view must have been premised on the be-
ler that foreign countries ordinarily do not allow loss carrybacks or carryfor-
wards for purposes of computing income taxes. That Is plainly erroneous for
many countries allow losses to be offset against future Income. Moreover, the tax-
payer certainly receives no double tax benefit even If the -foreign host country
does not allow losses to be carried back or forward. He Is paying full taxes and
under the theory of Section 431 he would be additionally penalized-for there
would be a doubling 'p on his aggregate tax bill.

Tho Treasury's proposal that the provisions of Section 481 be expanded so
as to be applicable to a taxpayer on the overall limitation who has an overall
foreign loss could well result In double taxation. First, taxes paid on Income
i Country A would not be creditable where losses In Country B offset that

Income. This Is the case under present law. Then, under the loss reception rule
of Section 431 when the operation in Country B became profitable, foreign taxes
otherwise creditable will be reduced.
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Section 482--Separate limitation for mineral income
Section 432 of the House bill (which the Treasury has recommended to this

Committee be substantially altered) would apply a separate limitation on the
foreign tax credit with respect to foreign taxes attributable to foreign mineral
income. The theory underlying the limitation, as expressed in the report of the
Ways and Means Committee, is to isolate cases where "income taxes represent,
at least In part, royalties." The three tests are whether the foreign country:

(1) requires payment of a bonus or royalty,
(2) holds substantial mineral rights with respect to the property, or
(3) Imposes any income taxes on mineral income at an effective rate

higher than on other income.
We do not believe that the above three tests represent a valid basis for a

conclusive statutory presumption that certain income taxes actually represent
royalties. The fact that a royalty is paid to a foreign government is a strange
basis for holding that income taxes paid to that government also contain a
royalty element. But even assuming the validity of the tests, we question the
desirability of fragmenting foreign income for the purpose of computing the
foreign tax credit limitations.

We do not believe that it is proper tax policy to impose a separate limitation
on certain items of income or on particular industries and thereby discriminate
against a business activity.

Not only is a separate mineral income limitation discriminatory but it runs
contrary to United States policy aimed at furthering the economic and social
development of the less developed countries of the world. Further, such dis-
crimination will undoubtedly favor foreign competition over United States inter-
ests In the very necessary efforts being made to assure our domestic economy
of an adequate supply of basic minerals.

The Treasury has recognized before this Committee the discriminatory aspects
of Section 432 of the House bill in treating mineral companies in a different fash-
ion from all other U.S. taxpayers with f.*eign operations. The recommendation
of the Treasury that, in lieu of the complex and unfair provisions of 432, there
be substituted a provision denying the averaging of foreign tax credits where
excess credits from one country arise out of the allowance for percentage deple-
tion. While my Committee feels that the Treasury proposal is far better than the
House provision, nevertheless we view that restriction as being contrary to the
often proclaimed theory of tax neutrality as between United States investments
and foreign investments.

The Treasury proposal would clearly discriminate against foreign mining
opportunities.

That Treasury proposal 1s substantially similar to one presented to Congress in
1903 and rejected. The U.S. Council does not endorse the proposition that foreign
source income should be penalized. For this reason, among others, my Committee
opposes the provision of Section 501 of the House bill which would deny percent-
age depletion to income from certain foreign oil and gas wells. The U.S. Council
Is pleased to note that the Treasury also felt this discrimination to be unfair.
Different rates for depletion on domestic income and foreign income are by
nature an unfair discrimination.

For reasons fully explained earlier, the U.S. Council strongly urges that revi-
sions in the area of taxation of foreign source income be deferred until the
Treasury has presented its recommendations based upon its current full scale
study. Otherwise changes made now may prove to have been unwise on an over-
all review of taxation and, even worse, will lead to additional complexities under
an already complex system for the tax treatment of foreign source Income.
Other areas involving taxation of foreign income recommended for legislation

If the Committee on Finance concludes that legislation is desirable at this
time in the area of the taxation of foreign income, then the U.S. Council desires
to recommend for consideration certain additional matters which we feel are
deserving of prompt legislative attention and action.
Third tier foreign corporation

The U.S. Council urges that there be a broadening of the limitations of Section
902 so as to extend the foreign tax credt under certain circumstances to a third
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tier foreign corporation. In the last few years several bills have been introduced
to accomplish this purpose. Under the present statutory provision, credit for taxes
paid by a foreign corporation can only be had if (a) at least 10% of the stock
of the first tier corporation is owned by the U.S. taxpayer and (b) in the case
of a subsidiary of such first tier corporation, at least 50% of the stock of the
subsidiary Is owned by the first tier corporation.

In the past, there apparently has been some feeling on the part of Treasury
that the extension to a third tier foreign corporation made the auditing problem
too great This cannot now be a valid objection. First, with the additional report-
Ing requirements adopted over the past several years, there Is ample Information
available to the Internal Revenue Service to check out thoroughly any claims
for foreign tax credit. And second but most important, a credit is not available
unless proved. If the taxpayer is not in a position to support his claim, then
he has no credit [*

In some foreign jurisdictions an aIien may not hold more than a minority
interest. Recent developments have clearly Indicated a determination on the part
of foreign governments that they or their nationals must own a majority stock
interest in corporations engaged in business in their jurisdictions. A maintenance
of the ownership formula under Section 902 at 10% by the U.S. corporation in
the first tier foreign corporation but a change to a 25% interest (now 500%) by
that first tier foreign corporation in the second tier foreign corporation and the
extension of the benefits of a credit to dividends received from a third tier
foreign corporation owned at least 25% by the second tier foregn corporation
would greatly help U.S. business in organizing its affairs in foreign landau.In
addition, It is our thought that such revision of the statute could leotb a
broadening of foreign participation In those operations.

In addition to the above, the U.S. Council recommends a change in the statute
to allow a foreign tax credit where related parties-say U.S. parent and U.S.
subsidiary--own between them the requisite percentage ownership of a foreign
corporation although neither one holds 10% in Its own name. Obviously, the in-
formation on verification of any credit claims is just as available In this situation
as it would be if either one of the U.S. corporations owned the 10% directly.

It Is our belief that these changes would not cause any loss of revenue but
would very dramatically ease the problems of foreign corporate organization for
overseas operations of U.S. corporations.

Broaden definition of "tax" for which credit is given
Section 903 now permits a credit for any foreign tax paid "In lieu of a tax

on Income." Although this provision was Intended to be broad In scope when
included in the 1942 Revenue Act, the Treasury regulations and administrative
practise have so restricted it that an "in lieu tax" can only be creditable if
(a) the foreign country has an income tax In force, (b) the taxpayer would be
subject to such income tax absent some special provision and (c) he pays a
substituted tax "in lieu" thereof.

This type of restriction permits no credit for taxes Imposed by a foreign
country which has not adopted the income concept of taxation even though such
taxes are at least as burdensome as would be an income tax. The failure to grant
a credit in this situation certainly does not further tax neutrality as between
foreign and domestic income.

The U.S. Council recommends to your Committee that some form of credit
be adopted In respect to a country's principal tax even though It Is not an in-
come tax. Under our concept of taxation-such a tax would clearly be in lieu of
an income tax. The Treasury Department Itself in 1954 recommended a broaden-
ing of the "in lieu" provision along this line and we hope Its current study will
bring similar recommendations for corrective legislation.

Tax sparing
The U.S. Council urges this Committee to reexamine the concept of "tax

sparing." Much has been said of the Irritation of less developed countries In
attempting to Induce Investment by some form of tax benefit only to see such
benefit gobbled up by the U.S. Treasury. If the foreign land-and let us assume
we are only talking about lees developed countries--wants to encourage invest-
ment by forgiving taxes, then why not recognize tax sparing? The other side
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of the coin is that without tax sparing or some equivalent restraint in taxation
of foreign income, the foreign Jurisdictions are faced with pushing their tax
rates up to the U.S. level. Has anything been gained by them or by the United
States in that type of action? Have we helped to develop the foreign country's
economy? Moreover, if the United States does not recognize the concept of tax
sparing, it is then penalizing its nationals in foreign operations against those of
other countries with more realistic bent& One of the evils of Section 432 of the
House bill is that it further encourages foreign countries to increase their tax
rates and to do away with their own tax Incentives. If the United States is
going to nullify through its tax system, such advantages, the foreign Jurisdic-
tions will be quick to cancel out benefits being offered for U.S. investments.
iffet of worthles8 securities loss upon foreign tam credit limitation

Losses from the worthlessness of foreign stocks and securities (Section 165 (g),
IRO) during the taxable year affect the limitation of the allowable foreign'tax
credit in an arbitrary and capricious way to the disadvantage of many tax-
payers It is proposed that such losses be deemed to have a U.S. source in
computing the limitation on allowable foreign tax credit (Section 904, IRO).

For example, assume that the foreign source Income taxable to a corporate tax-
payer in a year is $1,000,000 and assume that foreign income taxes paid and
"deemed paid" on this income in various foreign countries aggregate $500,000
and the taxpayer has elected the "overall" limitation. Further assume that the
U.S. tax rate is 50% so that the gross U.S. tax before foreign tax credit Is
$500,000 against which may be credited the $500,000 foreign income taxes paid
and deemed paid. No U.S. tax is therefore payable on the taxpayer's foreign
source Income because the -income has borne foreign income taxes at an effective
overall rate equal to the U.S. rate.

Now let us assume that In a particular year the assets of a wholly-owned
foreign subsidiary of the U.S. corporation are destroyed In an insurrection, and
the taxpayer experiences a loss from the worthlessness of the stock of this foreign
subsidiary which stock has a cost or other U.S. tax basis of $1,000,000. The loss
reduces the U.S. corporate taxpayer's taxable income in the amount of $1,000,000.
Under the present position of the Internal Revenue Service, however, the loss
is deemed to be from a foreign source and thus reduces the numerator 0f the
fraction limiting allowable foreign tax credits. In our example, the $50,000 of
foreign income taxes paid is not creditable against U.S. income taxes in the'year
of loss and, if the taxpayer incurs foreign taxes at rates comparable to the U.S.
rate in the two years available for "excess" foreign tax credit carryback and in
the five years open to carryover, the $0,000 will never be allowed as a credit
against U.S. taxes. The result is that In the year of worthlessness the taxpayer's
overall income from operating abroad is zero (i.e. $1,000,000 less $1,000,000 loss
from the worthlessness of stock), yet the taxpayer has paid $500,000 of foreign
income tax which will never be allowable as a credit against U.S. taxes.,

It is submitted that the proper result would be to consider the loss on the worth-
lessness of the stock or securities to be from U.S. source, thereby not decreasing
the numerator of the foreign tax credit limiting fraction and allowing credit for
the foreign tax paid or deemed paid in our example.

A loss on worthless stock or securities in a foreign corporation may be an
infrequent item, but of severe consequence. For example, if a foreign subsidiary
becomes worthless because of expropriation, insurrection, natural disaster, or
simply because of business failure, the loss in the year of worthlessness may be
sizeable. The Internal Revenue Code recognize this loss and allows a deduction
(either capital or ordinary, Section 166(g), IRO). However, this deduction can
be negated, as in our example, by denying the credit for foreign taxes paid in a
manner we are confident was not contemplated by the Congress. We submit
that it should be the aim of Congress to encourage investments abroad through
full tax recognition of loss on the failure of such an investment. (Such losses
are often in the developing countries where risk of loss is the greatest and
where there have been frequent indications of Congressional intent to encourage
Investment.)
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We believe the proposed change Is particularly appropriate at this time be-
cause regulations of the Office of Foreign Direct Investment may require
repatriations of income carrying foreign tax credits whih would be limited
by such losses. These regulations narrow any opportunity of the U.S. taxpayer
to minimize the loss of foreign tax credit by suspending the payment of dividends
in the year of loss, and this, In turn, has the effect of increasing the severity of
the loss from a U.S. tax point of view without Justification. Even if the Foreign
Direct Investment Regulations are ultimately suspended, it would be in the
best interest of the U.S. balance of payments to adopt the proposed change In com-
puting the foreign tax credit limitation so as not to discourage repatriation of
dividends from foreign sources.
Advanoe motion 867 rulings

My Committee urges that there be some modification in the requirement that
a ruling under Section 367 of the Internal Revenue Code must be secured in
advando of the transaction involving foreign corporations if the non-recognition
of gah provisions of the Code are to apply to such transaction. We suggest that
If the particular transaction involving foreign corporations is determined on
audit to meet those non-recognition provisions, then the fact that an advance
ruling had not been secured should be immaterial to the tax treatment.

The kinds of tax abuse that Section 367 was intended to counter when enacted
In' 1932 are no longer present. Moreover, the Internal Revenue Service has used
the advance ruling requirement as a club to force its views In areas where there
exists considerable doubt. The time lag now faced by taxpayers In searing a
ruling would also be avoided with the elimination of the "in advance" require-
ment. There Is also the very real problem of a U.S. taxpayer even knowing
about a transaction Involving a foreign corporation In advance of its consum-
mation much less in time to attempt to see that a ruling is requested. For these
reasons we recommend the elimination of the "in advance" ruling requirement
of Section 367 where It can be shown that avoidance of United States income
tax was not one of the principal purposes of a particular transaction Involving
foreign corporations.
Nonrecognition of gain on sale of residence

Under Section 1034 of the Internal Revenue Code a taxpayer who sells his
principal residence at a gain will not be taxed currently on that gain of the
proceeds of sale are reinvested within one year in the purchase of a new resi-
dence. My Committee would like to suggest that there be a suspension of the
running of the one-year period of reinvestment in the case of any employee who
has made the sale of his residence because of an assignment abroad by his em-
ployer. The suspension period would cover the period of residence abroad. To
protect the revenue the sale could be treated as taxable in the year of sale with
the right'of the taxpayer to claim a refund If, on his return to the United States,
he fulfills the requirements of Section 1034.

(There follows, communications received expressing an interest in
the subject of foreign tax credits:)

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.,
Chicago, Ill., September 19, 1969.

COMMI-rEE ON FINANCE,
Now Senate O.loe Building,Washington, D.O.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

DnAR Sins: (1) Section 431 should be deleted because-
(a) Elimination of flexibility now allowed a taxpayer to choose between

the "per country" limitation and the "overall" limitation would result in
double taxation in many.instances.
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(b) The workings of the Section effectively disallow losses on unsuccess-
ful foreign operations. but tax Income from profitable ones, an obvious
inequity.

(2) Section 432 should be deleted because, when coupled with the disallow-
ance of percentage depletion, the further limitation of the foreign tax credit on
mineral income effectively penalizes the extractive industries.

BASIS FOB COMMENTS
(1) Seoton 431

This Section should be deleted.
The existence of the right to choose between the "per country" and "overall"

limitation for foreign tax credit computations recognizes the myriad of Inter-
national business situations which can, through inequities in the credit system
and consequent double taxation, be very costly to taxpayers unless, maximum
flexibility is given. This flexibility should be expanded, rather than reduced, as
would be the case if Section 431 is adopted.

Computations under Section 431 show that application of the provisions ulti-
mately result in taxation of foreign source income akt penalty rates as compared
with domestic source income. Even more harsh is the fact that the tax effect
of foreign source losses must -be recouped completely where the assets of the
underlying operation are sold. The effect of these provisions is to disallow losses
on foreign operations entirely where they are unsuccessful and subsequently
sold, but to tax the income from those operators at penalty rates if they are
ultimately profitable. Provisions of this type do not belong in our taxing system.

If enacted, this Section will:
(1) Discourage investment in less developed countries,
(2) Aggravate the U.S. balance of payments positions through reduction

of repatriation of overseas profits in this situation,
(8) Reduce the competitive position of U.S. business abroad.

None of these is desirable.
(8) Section 482

With respect to this Section, the proposed limitation on credits coupled with
the complete disallowance of percentage depletion on foreign oil deposits creates
a disadvantage for the extractive industries. To be excluded from percentage
depletion is harsh enough, but that coupled with a severe limitation of the
availability of the foreign tax credit will result in discrimination against a major
U.S. industry.

If there is abuse in the "royalty-tax" area where mineral deposits are owned by
a foreign government, it Would seem better to attack that problem directly.
If there is a problem, why not provide for some method of arriving at an arm's
length standard with respect to the taxes or royalty payments as has been done
in other areas? Another responsibility would be to place the burden of proof on
the taxpayer to show the proper relationship between royalties and taxe& To
merely sweep the problem under the rug rather than attack it directly seems
less than desirable.

Above all, if either Section 431 or 432 are to be adopted, they should be applied
only to new acquisitions or business interests and not to existing ones where
the legal and business arrangements are fully solidified and cannot be changed.
Investment decisions have been made based on rules in existence at the time of
those decisions. They should not be materially altered by subsequent changes in
tax laws. Merely providing for a new election with respect to the foreign tax
credit is not suffilcient to counter the new problems created.

CONCLUSION

This statement is submitted as part of a series of letters, each dealing with a
particular area of the proposed legislation. It is intended that the comments and



recommendations contained herein be made part of the record of testimony
relative to the legislative changes contemplated for foreign tax credit. We shall
be pleased to discuss these matters further with you or the Committee, either
In person or by telephone. Please call us collect at 312--346-202 if necessary.

Vry truly yours,
JOHN MENDENHALL,

Director of Taxe8.

CHRYSLER CORP.
September 2, 1969.

Re H.R. 13270-The Tax Reform Act of 1969.
Subject: Section 431-Foreign Tax Credit.
Hon. RussnL B. LoNe, Ohairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, New

Senate Offlce Building, Washington, D.O.
GENTLEMEN: Chrysler Corporation ("Chrysler") welcomes the opportunity

to submit a written statement presenting its views with respect to those provisions
of H.R. 13270 (The Tax Reform Act of 1969) dealing with the Foreign Tax
Credit (Section 431).

Section 431 of the bill, dealing with Foreign Tax Credit Reduction In Case of
Foreign Losses, is inequitable and should be eliminated from the bill. This is
because foreign branch profits would continue to be subject to U.S. tax, whereas
losses of foreign branches would in effect be only temporarily recognized. If this
proposal Is to be enacted In some form, however, any tax advantage recouped
by the Treasury should be reduced by any U.S. tax paid on income from such
country during the three preceding taxable years (comparable to a net operating
loss carryback under Section 172).

During the past several years, many taxpayers and associations have suggested
(and elaborated on the justification therefor) that the "deemed paid" foreign
tax credit provided under Section 902(b) of the Code be extended to dividend
distributions from foreign subsidiaries below the second tier in which the U.S.
parent owns directly or indirectly at least five percent of the voting stock.
Chrysler urges that any tax reform bill enacted in this Congress include such
a provision.

Yours very truly,
BRIAN T. O'KwFZI,
A88tstant Comptroller.

BANKERS' AssocIATIoN FOR FOREIGN TRADE,
August 20 1969.

Hon. RuSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Finance Committee, U.S. Senate,
Senate Ofco Building, Washington, D.7.

DEAn Bin. CHAIRMAN: I am addressing this letter to you on behalf of the
Bankers' Association for Foreign Trade. Our association, whose membership
Is composed of those commercial banks that are actively engaged in the inter-
national field, Is recognized as the spokesman for U.S. banking on matters of
foreign trade and finance. The BAFT was established In 1921 and its 133 bank
members represent a broad geographical coverage of our nation.

It Is our understanding that your Committee will soon hold hearings in con-
nection with its deliberations on the Income Tax Reform Bill recently reviewed
by the House Ways and Means Committee. Our Association Is particularly
concerned with the Foreign Investors' Tax' Act of 1966 which is included fit the
Tax Reform Bill. Provisions of this act will, undoubtedly, be taken up for
scrutiny by your committee at this tire.
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With this in mind, I am enclosing a copy of our Statement of Policy which
was adopted May 21, 1969 at our Annual Meeting held at Boca Raton, Florida,
In particular I wish to draw your attention to that section of our statement
reading:

"We commend President Nixon for his recent initiative (through the
Department of the Treasury) in recommending the repeal of those provisions
of the Foreign Investors Tax Act of 1966 under which interest on deposits
belonging to nonresident alien individuals and foreign corporations in com-
mercial banks In the United States will be subject to federal Income tax
and withholding after January 1, 1973. If not repealed, this tax will result
in an outflow of deposits from the United States to the banks of many other
countries whose governments will continue to exempt such Interest from
taxation and will have an adverse balance of payments effect.

"We urge prompt repeal of the above change scheduled to become effec-
tive In 1973 under present law.

"With equal urgency, we also recommend the repeal of certain other
provisions of the Foreign Investors Tax Act of 1966, relating to estate
taxes which, If not repealed, will require that all U.S. bank deposits belong-
ing to nonresident alien decedents be included within their taxable estates,
whether or not such deposits are related to the conduct of a U.S. trade
or business.

"The potential increased revenues from these two tax sources are insig-
nificant when compared with the detrimental effect on the United States
balance of payments and the position of the United States as a financial
center. We strongly recommend that action be taken immediately by the
Officers of the Bankers' Association for Foreign Trade and the American
Bankers' Association towards repeal."

The time deposits held by BAFT member banks in the name of foreign resi-
dents reach very substantial proportions. In the face of threatened imposition
of Income and estate taxes In'the future, those interest-bearing accounts now
carried by foreign depositors with domestic banking institutions, will be With-
drawn and redeposited abroad with consequent unfavorable Impact. on ' this
country's balance of payments. Additionally, there will be a detrimental effort
on the position of this country as an international money market. We, therefore,
strongly favor the rescission of those sections of the Foreign Investors' Tax
Act of 1969, that would subject to income and estate tax those deposits of the
type described.

As you know, the House Ways and Means Committee has published itq findings
concerning the Tax Reform Bill. As concerns the Foreign Investors Tax Act,
the Committee recommended that the current exemptions be continued through
the end of 1975. This action Is helpful now, but is only a temporary so1Ution.
Therefore, we continue to urge repeal of the subject provisions and respectflly
request that your Committee in the course of its deliberations keep In mind, our
position as well as the official recommendations of the Treasury Department and
American Bankers Association which we support.

We are grateful for the opportunity to present by means of this letter the
BAFT viewpoint on this matter. If, in the course of your proceedings, you would
like further elaboration of our position, we would be glad to hear from you..

Very truly yours,
E~LL~L1LLZ1 £. £~AL4iN~X~ L-rquhIwflI.

Enclosue.
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BANKERS ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN TRADE

STATEMENT OF POLICY

At the Annual Meeting of members held May 21, 1969, the principles and policy recommendations
set forth In the following statement prepared by the Policy Committee, wee discussed and adopted by the
members. Accordingly, the statement will provide guide In the year ahead to the Directors and Officers
of the Association in their efforts to further the alms of the Association and its membership.

THE U.& Dr  "THE WORLD MONETARY MECHANISM
During the past If a -en tat least four currency crises which could properly be

characterized as "majo ,e lmmem i promises more difficulties. The causes for the present
lack of confidence in international L. systemm are complex. This system has served the free
world well since Its creation at Bretton WVoo&¢, New Hampshire, in 1944. But rising uncertainties, con-
flicting national policies, protectionism, inflauon In some Important countries, and possible weaknesses in
the international monetary system itself, threaten disruption and call for new policies and procedures.

The Bankers' Association for Foreign Trade Is concerned by the fact that the dollar, the keystone
of the International monetary system, Is being questioned as a monetary reserve asset. However, since
cooperation among the major countries i essential to the successful solution of certain basic problems,
we hope that bankers and business leaders In other nations will also undertake an active role In their
respective countries to urge whatever changes are necessary for the restoration of full confidence In the
monetary mechanism, a prerequisite for continued steady economic progress in the world.

We believe that world trade can continue to grow and expand only on the basis of a stable international
monetary system, and in view of the vital role of the U.S. dollar as the peg to which all free world currencies
are tied, our hope for such stability depends to an important extent upon the soundness of the dollar. To
Insure such soundness, the United States must take vigorous steps to combat Inflation, to moderate excessive
stimulation of the economy, and to eliminate budgetary deficits. We support the continuation of the Income
tax surcharge and nonetary policies of the Federal Reserve System aimed at Imposing a reasonable credit
restraint upon the domestic economy as necessary elements of monetary, fiscal, and budgetary policies
intended to insure the soundness of the dollar, and to gain control over a balance of payments deficit which
has existed every year since 1950 (except for 1957 during the Suez crisis).

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Many proposals have been advanced during the past year for dealing with the world monetary system.
We recommend that further study be given to these and other proposals to determine whether they can
provide realistic and workable alternatives. We strongly believe in the need for fixed and stable exchange
rate parities. However, the system must have suflent flexibility and strength to make orderly adjustments-
over extended periods of time - to strains resulting from differing rates of Increase in national incomes,
prices, and costs, as well as from the varying impact of changing technologies.

Since it Is doubtful that gold and dollars will be adequate and in sufficient amounts for world reserves
in the future, we should provide for Increases in the world reserve pool needed for a sustained expansion
of world trade and production. We would welcome the introduction in adequate amounts of the proposed
Special Drawing Rights under the International Monetary Fund for this purpose.

U.S. TRADE ]POLICY

During 1968, our trade surplus dropped from $4.1 billion to $835 million, the lowest level since
1959. This decline may be attributed In large measure to the upward spiral of rising wages, costs, and
prices and must be met, as previously emphasized, with a rigorous attack on the fundamental problem of
domestic Inflation.

We must not endeavor to Improve our position by short-sighted measures to curb imports, but rather
by devising means to expand our exports. The Report to the President, submitted by the Special Repre-
sentative for Trade Negotiations In January, 1969, entitled "Future United States Trade Policy" points

ward freer trade through various measures, particularly the reduction of non-tariff barriers on a reciprocal
Ashs. The five Task Force Reports of the National Export Expansion Council submitted to the Secretary

of Commerce, recommend specific courses of action In many areas which have not yet been Implemented
and which would receive the support of members of the Association. Especially hopeful is the emphasis
on the five-year export expansion program announced by the President, with the export goal of $50 billion
to be achieved by 1973. We also commend the President for reactivating the Cabinet Committee on Export
Expansion, comprised of representatives of all relevant government agencies, and for the appointment of
a Special Representative for Trade Negotiations who will be directly responsible to the President on
Important trade matters In the year ahead. The members agree with this general approach of the Admin-
istration and are ready to assist in this important effort toward expanding world trade.

We urge that all U.S. banks engaged In International banking take an even more active part In
stimulating exports from their ereas, through support of their Regional Export Expansion Councils,
through contacts and educational activities on the part of their business development departments, and
through advertising and public relations emphasizing their desire and ability to Increase exports.

VOLUNTARY FOREIGN CREDIT RESTRAINT PROGRAM AND
FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT CONTROLS

We believe the Voluntary Foreign Credit Restraint Program Is a serious barrier to and restraint on
the expansion of this nation's foreign trade, and recommend that the program be terminated as soon
as poxuiblf.

We regard the changes made toward the liberalization of restrictions on foreign direct investment
which were announced on April 4, 1969, as an encouraging sign that the Administration will indeed take
effective steps toward full termination of the controls. We urge that this be done as quickly as possible.

FINANCING OF U.S. EXPORTS

A reversal In the serious deterioration of the foreign trade position of the United States is imperative.
ThIs will require better cooperation between government and business In many areas; export financing,
export promotion, and foreign investments, to name a few.

Banks have received strong encouragement to maximize export financing as pat of the government's
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program of export promotion. Some of the efforts undertaken by the banks were subsequently found to
have been In vain; the encouragement has been vitiated by the slow development of practical government
support for export financing, by the impact of tight money policies on the export sector and by the pro-
liferation of controls and restrictions on foreign lending.

We have concluded that in order to enable our exporters to compete effectively against the foreign
supplier who benefits from incentive programs now being offered by many foreign governments and in
order to expand United States exports to achieve national goals, certain incentives are required, including
among them special Interest rates on commercial bank credits for exporters and assurances of the avail-
ability of credit for the financing of exports. It Is recommended, therefore, that the Federal Reserve Board
provide rediscounting facilities applicable to export credits at special rates to assist American exporters.

We urge that a government agency at the highest level be given authority and responsibility for the
coordination of the policies and practices of the various government departments and agencies in the
general area of foreign trade financing. We feel that such coordination would provide essential and defined
channels of government policy through which more banks may develop a capability to provide support for
potential as well as existing export industries.

EXPORT-IMPORT BANK OF THE UNITED STATES

We urge the Export-Import Bank to contribute more effectively to increased commercial bank par-
ticipation in export financing operations because of Its positive impact on our balance of payments. We
are gratified to note the fine spirit of cooperation that has existed between Export.mport Bank officials
and the commercial banks in recent years. In this connection and in line with the avowed purpose of the
Export-Import Bank to complement and not to supplant commercial bank financing activities, we wish
particularly to urge the earliest government action with respect to improved financing of Jet aircraft and
other capital goods. The Private Export Financing Corporation (PEFCO) proposal, originated within
the framework of the Bankers' Association for Foreign Trade and now under review by government
authorities, points to a partial solution. PEFCO's lending activities will have direct participation by the
commercial banking industry and Institutional lenders using Export-Import Bank guarantees rather than
a direct outlay of funds by the latter institution. We strongly recommend that Immediate and affirmative
actions be taken by the Government in approving PEFCO plan so that this corporation can be established
without further delay.

We urge the more imaginative use of the $500 million Export Expansion Facility which would facilitate
the penetration of the new markets and help us regain our position in the traditional ones. Liberalization of
other aspects of the guaranty program must also be considered in order for U. S. exporters to be competitive.

INCOME AND ESTATE TAXATION OF FOREIGN DEPOSITS
IN THE UNITED STATES

We commend President Nixon for his recent initiative (through the Department of the Treasury) in
recommending the repeal of those provisions of the Foreign Investors Tax Act of 1966 under which interest
on deposits belonging to nonresident alien individuals and foreign corporations In commercial banks in the
United States will be subject to federal Income tax and withholding after January 1, 1973. If not repealed,
this tax will result in an outflow of deposits from the United States to the banks of many other countries
whose governments will continue to exempt such interest from taxation and will have an adverse balance of
payments effect.

We urge prompt repeal of the above change scheduled to become effective in 1973 under present law.

With equal urgency, we also recommend the repeal of certain other provisions of the Foreign Investors
Tax Act of 1966, relating to estate taxes which, it not repealed, will require that all U.S. bank deposits
belonging to nonresident alien decedents be included within their taxable estates, whether or not such deposits
are related to the conduct of a U.S. trade or business.
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The potential increased revenues from these two tax sources are Insignificant when compared with
the detrimental effect on the United States balance of payments and the position of the United States as a
financial center. We strongly recommend that action be taken immediately by the Officers of the Bankers'
Association for Foreign Trade and the American Bankers' Association towards repel.

WORLD ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND PRIVATE ENTERPRISE

We urge our Govenmuent to continue to lend its support in assisting the economic development of those
nations which are conscientiously striving to Improve the welfare of their people.

A new federal agency, The Overseas Private Investment Corporation, Is being created to reorganize
and administer U.S. Government incentives to Invest American capital and know.how In developing
countries. Its financing plans and operating criteria are still matters under discusslo. We endorse In principle
this effort to mobilize the use of private capital and skills In developing countries. This new agency promises
to facilitate the use of government guarantees, insurance, and funds In conjunction with private enterprise
In a more effective manner than heretofore.

EAST-WEST TRADE

We continue to support any action that would facilitate East-West trade within the framework of our
national security and economic Interest. In this connection we oppose restrictions on Export-Import Bank
guarantees for export loans, providing they cover trade based on these principles.

MBILB R. Ciaocxa, President
Bankers' Association for Foreign Trade



Senator TALADOE. That completes our list of witnesses scheduled
to be heard by the committee today.

The committee will now stand in recess until 9:30 Monday morning.
(Whereupon, at 3:45 p.m., the U.S. Senate Committee on Finance

recessed, to reconvene at 9:30 a.m., Monday, October 6, 1969.)





TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

MONDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
Committee on Fnak we,

Wa~hington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:30 &im. in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Herman E. Talmadge presiding.
Present: Senators Long (chairman), Talmadge, Ribicoif, Harris,

Byrd Jr. of Virginia, Williams of Delaware, Bennett, Curtis, Jordan
of Idaho, Fannin, an Hansen.

Also present: Senators Bayh, Cranstoni and Percy.
Senior TALMADOE. The committee will please come to order.
This morning the committee begins its final 3 days of public hearings

on the Tax Reform Act of 1969. These last 3 days will be devoted
to the tax treatment of private foundations.

Our first witness this morning consists of a 19-man panel, which
will present the foundations' coordinated testimony. Subsequent wit-
nesses will address themselves to the effect of the bill on educational
TV, the effect on conservation, the effect on voter registration, and
other problems of a more specific nature confronting various private
foundations.

The first witness this morning in the foundations' coordinated testi-
mony is Mr. Irwin Miller, chairman, Cummins Engine Co.

Senator Hartke had a statement here he wanted to make in intro-
ducing you, sir, and without objection his statement will be placed in
full in the record.

(Senator Hartke's statement follows:)
Mr. Chairman, it Is an usual privilege and pleasure for me today to introduce

to the Senate Finance Committee one of the truly remarkable Americans of
our era, Mr. 3. Irwin Miller, of Columbus, Indiana.

Industrialist, philanthropist, religious and political leader, Irwin Miller is the
finest example of a real Renaissance man-Hoosier style.

As industrialist, he is president of the dynamic and progressive Cummins En-
gine Company, with headquarters In Columbus and plants and offices through-
out the world.

As philanthropist, Irwin Miller has contributed handsomely to such institu-
tions as Butler University, the Christian Theological Seminary, and Indiana
University, and he has stimulated and presided over an extraordinary architec-
tural flowering in his own city of Columbus.

As religious leader, he has not only long been active in the affairs of his own
church but Is a recent past president of the National Council of Churches.

As political leader, Mr. Miller was chairman of last year's Rockefeller for
President campaign.

His voice is the voice of reason and generosity, and I urge my colleagues on the
Committee to pay most careful attention to his counsels.

Mr. Chairman, I am honored to present to the Senate Finance Committee a
great Hoosier, Mr. J. Irwin Miller.

(5343)
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Senator TALMADoF. Was Senator Bayh to be here?
Thank you, you may proceed, Mr. Miller.

FOUNDATIONS' COORDINATED TESTIMONY GROUP 1

STATEMENT OF IRWIN MILLER, CHAIRMAN, CUMMINS ENGIN1 CO.

Mr. MIND n. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
May I add a few words of explanation to the descri ption of the

coordinated testimony. According to the list that you -]ave before
you Father Hesburgh, president of Notre Dame and I were to discuss
the role of the foundations in American life. I will speak briefly on
that and Father Hesburgh will lead the panel on the effect of legisla-
tion on beneficiaries.

The original printed testimony which you received is accurate,
except in respect to a few absentees. President Herman Wells of
Indiana University is unable to be here.

Senator TALMADO. Those statements will be insrted in full'in the
record.

Mr. MEI R. Dr. Wells is in the hospital and has sent a letter to the
committee. We will distribute copies of that letter.

Senator TALMAOXE. Without objection the letter will be inseited
in therecord of the hearings at this point.

Mr. Mrum. Thank you.
(Letter follows:)

INDIANA UNVERaSrrY,
Blomington, Ind., October 1, 1969.Hon. RUSSELL B. LONO,

Chairman, U.S. Senate Finance Committec,
Senate OfiWo Building,
Weehington, D.C.

DraB SENATOR LONG: I deeply regret my Inability to appear before this co -n
mittee. However, my physician at the Duke Medical Center in Durham, North
Carolina, where I am presently a patient vetoed the suggestion of releasing me
temporarily for this hearing. While respecting the veto, I wish nonetheless to
take this opportunity to thank the committee again for the privilege of sub-
mitting testimony.

In my written testimony I attempted to show by many examples thq'vital
importance of foundation support to our Indiana institutions, public and pri-
vate. I had hoped to Include a figure for the extent of that support liI the, last
five years, but the time required to collect the data from each Institution delayed
a final summation until now. With your indulgence, I should like to append
the statement that approximately 460 private foundations have given
$50,454,821 In the last five years (and pledged a significant amount more) to
ldlana's public and private higher educational Institutions. '

I have tried to make the case in my testimony that the existence of our pri-
vate lnitutions in Indiana would be seriously Jeopardized by a diminution of
foundation funds and, too, that a lessening of foundation support would ad-
vereely affect public Institutions which have counted on this resource for under-
writing the programs, projects and staff needs that make the crucial difference
between their merely carrying on customary work and being enabled t9: Infuse
It with the quality of distinction. It is through the grants which Our public
Institutions have received from private foundations that much of their dig-
tingtishedgcheveinents have been made possible. I ' I

I wlh that I had sufficient eloquence to convey to the members of this' coi-
Inittee ay, belief that the encouragement of private philanthropy in-ali 6f its
formb--aid particularly in the form of he private foundation-is essential to
the contnued vitality and progress of higher education. I have long believed
that our dual system, private and public, and our variety of types of instittions,

The prepared statements of members of the group commence at p. 5483.
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with a diversity of purposes and controls, are most Important guarantees of
freedom and objectivity in higher education. I am just as certain as I can be
that, if philanthropic support for higher education Is eliminated or substan-
tially reduced, we will soon lose this variety and with it, we will lose something
very precious in our academic tradition.

Throughout the years, our private and public Institutions have exercised con-
siderable ingenuity In developing multiple sources of support. I would not wish
Indiana University to receive Its support wholly from the State, nor would I
consider It advisable for a private institution to be dependent upon a single
source of financing. The healthiest situation, It seems to me, results from a
variety of funding sources and attendant controls.

Speaking for private support, without which the dual system cannot be main-
tained, I do not mean to Imply at all that there Is anything Improper or unde-
sirable In public support of higher education. I wish that there were more of it.
But I think that the private sector must be protected in order to give us the kind
of varied, Imaginative and innovative structure which only diversity and differ-
ing points of control can ensure.

Above all else, I would plead that nothing be retained In this legislation which
would discourage the creation and continuance of private foundations. The
American private foundation Is a remarkable Invention, providing the means by
which great personal fortunes can be transmuted into an instrumentality for ben-
efitting society at large and promoting progress. Without it, the economically for-
tunate Individual would have difficulty In giving away a portion of his wealth for
such purposes. Moreover, it is vital to the health and welfare of higher education
In America.

I know that the members of -the committee are aware of the importance of our
4 al system, that they understand the significance of variety and differing kinds
of control, and that they share with me a concern for freedom of enterprise in
higher education as well as in other aspects of society. But I simply wish to
raise my voice again, as one who has worked a long time in higher education, to
emphasize-the significance of these factors, to urge the committee to do all in
Its power to encourage philanthropy in Its many forms, including through the
private foundation, and thus to help our higher educational Institutions better
serve youth and society. In the long run this will save the taxpayer money.

If there are questions which are raised by my testimony, I shall be glad to
receive them and file a written reply.

I am aware of the difficult problem faced by the committee and I realize that
all of Its members are committed to seeking as satisfactory a solution to this
problem as possible.

Again, my thanks for the privilege of participating in this discussion.
Respectfully submitted,

HusuAN B. WELLS,
University Chancellor, Indiana Univeraity.

Mr. AfiLLP. Mr. Ben Heineman, chairman of the Chicago and
W0rthwestern Railway Co., is unable to be here. He would have been
present in September, but cannot be here today.

Mr. Elvis Stahr cannot be here. Mr. Kermit Gordon is in the
hospital.
'With these exceptions the list as given to you is accurate.

(The committee subsequently received the following letter from Mr.
Ben Heineman:)

NORTHWEST INDUsTRiES, TNO.,
400 West Madieon Street, Ohkago, IlL.,

October B, 1969.
116h.' RUSSELL -LoNo,

Uf.Senate.
DZAR RusSZLL: As you are undoubtedly aware, I was scheduled totestify on

-Sqptember 0 before the Senate Finance Committee as part of the' foundations'
.coordlnated testimonial group. But the rescheduling of this testimony to Octo-
.ber. (, because of the death of your colleague and my friend, Eveiett Dlrksen,
tmeans. that I will now be unable to attend. I regret this, as I had looked forward
to..liscussing these Important issues with you and your fellow Oommittee
members.
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However, even though I will not attend the hearings personally, I should like
briefly to give you my general views. I am in complete substantive agreement
with the position taken by the Foundations appearing before you on October 6
that H.R. Bill 18270, as passed by the House, represents a substantial threat to
a unique American institution. I am certainly aware of-and not unsympathetic
to--some of the current criticism of foundations. Some have, indeed, served prin-
cipally as "tax loopholes." Some have, unfortunately, acted in inappropriate
ways. For these reasons, they are an entirely proper, even necessary, topic for
Congressional consideration and action.

But the vast majority of foundations, and certainly the Nation's largest and
best known foundations, are not mechanisms for tax avoidance but, rather, sup-
port and buttress activities and institutions all of us would regard as entirely
appropriate. You are undoubtedly aware of many more of these activities than
am I; but I have substantial experience with the significance of foundation
involvement in at least one important area. As Chairman of the Illinois State
Board of Higher Education for seven years, I saw time and time again the enor-
mous contribution foundations made to higher education. By providing fellow-
ships, by helping to build university endowments, by supporting faculty salaries
and by underwriting new areas of study, foundations continually play a critical
part in the development and improvement of education. If the activities of
foundations are curtailed, then educational institutions must inevitably turn to
government for support.

But I view the spirit with which discussion and legislation regarding founda-
tions is approached as more critical than particular clauses in the Bill. There
has been much criticism of the "controversial", "political" activities of founda-
tions and substantial consideration given to means of curbing these. I would
hope that these discussions take the values of diversity and experimentation into
account. Foundations are most valuable in my view-not when they support an
activity of acknowledged significance-but when they provide risk capital and
support to new activities, new approaches and new, even unpopular, ways of
doing things. These are also precisely the areas where the risks of failure are
greatest. Therefore, the most valuable activities of foundations are often likely
to be the most controversial.

In my judgment, the Nation needs vital sources of pluralism. I believe that
the major foundations serve this need in a responsible manner. I would hope
that your Committee's considerations of foundations and their activities would
view them In this light also.

I enjoyed seeing you-although too briefly-the other evening and look for-
ward to talking with you again.

With every good wish and warm personal regards, I am,
Sincerely yours,

BEN AV. HEINEMAN.

Mr. MiLPR. My purpose in introducing this panel, is to discuss
with you briefly and generally the role of foundations in American
life, and to answer any questions that you would like to raise.

To identify myself, I am a businessman who lives in a county seat
town in Southern Indiana. My interest in foundations arises out of
the established American tradition that each individual citizen ought
to be concerned about his country, and ought to give money in sup-
port of his concerns, and ought to give his time and his talents insofar
as he is able.

In our own company we have plants around the world de I travel
to visit them I have been struck with the fact that one of the truly
unique characteristics of the United States is the broad concern for
charitable giving which has for a' very long time been actively en-
couraged an.d supported by government. I know of no other country
where -this is the case. As I go through the towns and cities of other
countries where we have plants, the lack of concern in these com.-
mnities for the welfare of their society is remarkable when compared
to the United. States. We have a country in which the individual
citizens care about their schools, care about their hospitals, care about
their municipal government. They give money and they give time and
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they give energy. And all this is supported and encouraged by our
government. It is clearly to me one of the great virtues of the United
States in today's world.

Now, this charitable giving is done primarily by the man on the
street.

Over $16 million of money is given every year to charitable en-
terprises and research operations in this country. Of this over 80 per-
cent is done by individuals. Foundations account for about 8 percent.
Foundations are a part of this tradition, but they are one of the small-
est parts of them.

We live today in the time when the private sector's contribution is
being heavily emphasized. Government is trying in many ways to
encourage private citizens to take a bigger share of the load, to put
less of the burden on the Federal Government in Washington. It,
therefore seems quite important that the government ought now to
encourage and not to discourage giving or to discourage people as-
sociating themselves to give.

There are two broad ways, I think, in which the government should:
encourage private giving. The first clearly is to correct any aliuv.
that exist. All of us who are here before you today support th .oiO-
rection of abuses. We support those provisions in this bill which
prohibit self-dealing. We support those provisions in this bill which
prohibit the unreasonable accumulation of income. We support those
provisions which rohibit the use of a foundation simply and solely
as a tax shelter. Persons who use foundations in these ways are not
concerned with charitable giving. They are concerned merely with
using the foundations for purposes of their own.

W'e also support the increasingly vigorous endorsement and admin-
istration of present laws regulating charitable giving and founda-
tions.

We are however very seriously concerned about those additional
provisions in the law, which curtail the effectiveness of foundations
and which seem to give a signal to the American people that charitable
giving and associating to give money is a bad thing.

The first of these is the proposed tax .on foundations. In our opin-
ion this is not really a tax on foundations, it is a tax on the recipients of
foundation funds. We support a fee for the more effective regulation
of foundations, and are happy to work to make this an effective one.. Our stand on the proposed tax on foundations and the fee as pro,
posed by the Treasury witnesses will be discussed in detail by a panel
which we have here for that purpose.

A second feature of this bill which we feel will limit the effective-
ness of foundations in serving the public is found in those provisions
which relate to program limitations and to proposed penalties. The
program limitations may well tend to keep the foundations out of
those areas which are most important in solving the great future prob-
lems of the society. The penalties proposed are so severe that many
of the ablest Americans will simply be financially unable to accept
service as trustees of a foundation.

We are opposed to those portions of this bill which define the char-
acteristics of private foundations feeling that many of the oldest and
most respect or anizations in the country which serve the national
need would probably be so restricted that they could not perform
their major functions.
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Perhaps on a long-range basis the most serious aspects of these pro-
posals is that they give a signal to the public that private giving is
a bad or suspect thing--

The CHAIRMAN (presiding). Sir, if I might just interrupt you,
would you mind explaining to me what is so good about people getting
a 70-percent tax exemption. In other words, why should anyone escape
a 70-percent tax while not giving anything to charity or the like?
What is good about that?

Mr. KuR. I don't believe that a person can get a tax deduction
and keep the money for himself. He has to give it to the public in
some legitimate and approved form.

The OUAIRMAN. Well, right now he can just give his income to his
own foundation and thereby escape taxes. Isn't that about the size
of it?

Mr. Mmwx . I would not defend at any time the creation of a founda-
tion merely to accumulate money, merely to retain control and not for
a serious charitable purpose. None of the people here today would sup-
port that. We support the prohibitions of self-dealing, unreasonable
accumulation and the intent to use foundations as tax shelters. We
support these provisions. th

1he CAMMAN. Then, fine, you support the same things I am sup-
porting. Where a man is giving his income to his own foundation the
mere fact he declares a charitable purpose and does nothing about it
should not make him eligible for complete tax exemption.

Mr. Mnum. It is that last portion, and does nothing about it which
I cannot support.

The CHAiRMAN. All right.
Well now, are you aware of the fact that this kind of thing has

happened in some of these foundations IMr. Mium. My judgment on that is that this is a very minor abuse.
It should be corrected, but we should not tamper with the enormous
services done by the vast majority of foundations. We should correct
very carefully the minor abuses without stopping the genuine good
done by the majority, people who are not up to anything, who are
seriously ty into help the society.

I don't thin that we should somehow take the risk-taking out of
giving. We are in a period of enormous change. We need a great deal
of experimentation and innovation, and in thie giving of money, there
are bound to be some failures, because we are treading on new ground.
We should not create too much fear and too much caution aUout in-
novative giving or we will not make the kind of contributions to our
problems that we need.

In my own business, I am highly involved in technical research. If
we hit I out of 10 we are doing well.

.The foundation's success rate is far better. Their record is excellent
and they should be encouraged rather than discouraged in innovation
and risk-taking for the national good. Experimental giving is an area
for which government whether it is municipal State or Federl has
a hard time finding funds. Private funds can help all aspects of the
government to show the way.

thinkk that iU is bad if the Government passes a bill which some-
how has an implieatlon thatthe creation of future foundations are
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somehow not welcome. The total assets of foundations, as I said, a
little earlier, as a percent of gross national assets have been declining
for 10 years. The total giving of-

The CHAIRMAN. Can you tell me what is that percentage?
Mr. MuLER. All private foundations in 1968 held assets worth ap-

proximately $21 billion. These assets were about eight-tenths of 1
percent of the net equity and debt instruments of the otal U.S.
economy.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the source of those figures?
Mr. MrLimR. Senator, we will give you the total U.S. net debt and

euity, stocks and debt instruments: $2,502 billion. Of these $21 bil-lion are the assets of foundations or 0.84 percent.
Senator TALmADoF. Will the chairman yield at that point?
Mr. Miller, Congressman Patman says that foundations have about

$50 billion, and maybe there are as many as 100,000 of them in exist-
ence. I believe you testified that assets of about $21 billion and that
there are about 22,000 foundations in existence. How do we really
know what the correct information is when so many of these founda-
tions don't file any reports of any kind?

Mr. bm . I will have to defer to the panel that has the source
material for this, and if the answers that we have here are not com-
plete we will be glad to give you the total amount of our figures for
your study on it.

(The Committee subsequently received the following additional in-
formation:)

SouReS OF DATA Crro rN THE FOUNDATION CENTER MEMO ENTTLED "SrZE AND
GROWTH OF PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS"

1. The estimates on the total market value of all foundation assets at five year
intervals from 1938 through 1968 were assembled under Foundation Center aus-
plees. These are the sources used in developing these new estimates:

(a) Tabulations of asset values published in the Foundation Directory; edi-
tidns of 190, 1964, 1967.

(b) Preliminary estimates on balance sheets for all foundations for the years
1953 through 1968 prepared by Ralph L. Nelson at the National Bureau of Eco-
nomic Research.

(o) Tabulations on the size of foundations from Anwrioan Foundations and
Their Fields; estimates covering the years 1930, 1931, 1934, 1937, 1940.S(4) 'Estimate on the size of the foundation field for the year 1944 published in
Aneican Foundation& for Sooial Welfare.

• (V) A sample of 30 major foundations which hold over 40% of the total
foundation assets. The survey covered the period from 1938 to 1968 at five yea-,
interiials; it was conducted by telephone under Foundation Center auspices in
September, 1909.

2. Total U.S. debt & equity Is net public and private debt at end of year (bonds,
notes, mortgages, etc.) plus market value of all corporate stocks From Federal
Reervo Bulletin and Eoonomfos Departnwnt at Morgan Guaranty Trist Com-
pany of New York. Partly estimated.

3. Total national wealth is the estimated aggregate value of all tangible U.S.
non-military wealth including land, structures, equipment, inventories, and live-
stock. Prtly estimated; based on Goldsmith d Kendrickl data for the National
babn ce sheet. (Goldsmith & Kendrick have produced, under private sponsor-
shipt' the most definitive estimates of'the nation's wealth. Some years In the
series shown were developed from extrapolation, others from interpolation.)

Mr. M=L. I would now like to discuss income relationships.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the reason I asked you about that is Ihave

ne. tsen a precise figure-and we ought to get it sometime--on the
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net worth of all assets in the United States. I have never seen it. I
know you will never get it by assessed valuation. It certainly wouldn't
approximate that in my State.

Mr. MILLER. I think we excluded real estate in the figure I just gave
you, this figure contains only common stocks and debt instruments be-
cause that was the figure that was obtainable.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, in my State I think the average assessment is
less than 18 percent of value.

Mr. MILLER. Inclusion of real estate and properties would tend to
make the percentage of foundation assets even lower.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
If you are not including real estate I suppose it would. But when

you are describing foundation assets are you including the real estate
that is turned over to foundations?

Mr. Mw.tRa. You would have to do it in the case of foundations
because this is reported as their assets.

The CHAIRMAN. Good.
Mr. MILLa. So this probably is an unfavorable report as far as the

foundations are concerned.
The CHAMMAN. Well now, what is the source from which you got

that?
Mr. AMxm. There I am going to have to defer to our staff and I

will get the source and provide you with that information.
The CHANRA. Good.
Mr. Mlnzm. I have it in summary form, but I don't have the back-up

material.
The CAmrAw. I have it in summary form, but I don't have the

back-up material.
The IHAIRMAN. I think your percentage figure would be lower than

that.
Mr. Mhum. I think it would.
Income is another way of measuring foundation standing. The total

amount of expenditures of all foundations is two-tenths of 1 percent of
the gross national product. However, more important than that small
figure is the trend. For the last 10 years foundation expenditures as
a percent of GNP has been declining.

In the case of the largest foundation of which I am a tru4tee, its size
is approximately one-half the percent of the gross national product
today than it was when it began operations. This percentage is declin-
ing every year. We have a summary of these figures and we would be
glad toive you the source material.

The C-UAMA. Fine; thank you very much. We will include that in
the record.

(The committee subsequently received the following additional in-
formation :)

T E FOUNDATION CENTER SIZE AND OROWTh OF PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

Questions have been raised about the size and growth rate of private philan-
thropie foundations in the United States. We have had a study made and here
are the findings:

Foundations have never owned a significant proportion of financial instruments
(stocks, bonds, mortgages, etc.) and own a smaller proportion now than ten
years ago.
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Foundation assets have never been a significant proportion of U.9 wealth and
are now a smaller proportion than ten years ago.

Available data indicate that foundations are a very small sector of the
economy and that they are growing relatively slowly. Indeed, aggregate founda-
tion assets have grown more slowly than Gross National Product, more slowly
than U.S. financial assets, and more slowly than national wealth during the
past decade.

In 198, all private foundations hell assets worth approximately $21 billion.
Total foundation assets were therefore only about eight-tenths of one percent
of net debt instruments and corporate stocks in the U.S. economy. They were
about seven-tenths of one percent of the value of all tangible U.S. wealth. Total
foundation assets were less than the market value of at least two of the largest
American corporations (A.T. & T., General Motors), and were less than ten per-
cent of the aggregate assets held by domestic insurance companies.

The accompanying tables covering the period from 1938 to 1968 have been
assembled at the Foundation Center. The data about all foundations are neces-
sarily estimates. But the estimates are improvements over earlier figures because
of the recent collection of more precise market values of assets for a number of
major foundations for the period 1938 through 1968, and are believed reliable.

Total expendituree of all foundations now run at an annual rate of about $1.5
billion. This is considerably less than two-tenths of one percent of gross national
product and is only nine percent of total charitable giving in the United States.
their pets, about one quarter as much as national spending on toiletries and
cosmetics, about one sixth as much as national spending on tobacco products,
and about one tenth as much as national spending on alcoholic beverages

TABLE I.-FOUNDATION SHARE OF TOTAL U.S. DEBT AND EQUITY, 1938-68, AT 5-YEAR INTERVALS
[Dollar amounts In billions)

(A) (Foundaton

Estimated assets asetotal market percet of debt
value of Total U.S. and equity (Aassets, all net debt divided by B)

foundations and equity I (in percent)

1938............................................. 3$1.4 $258 0.54
1943 .......................................... 1.8 3 .46
14.......................................................5 5.65

...... ...................... 761 .85
1058 ........ ............................................ 12 5 1187 I.05

12 ........................................ 1.51,187 1.05.................... 1502 .8

1 Not public and private debt at end of year (bonds, notes, mortgages, etc.) plus market value of all corporate stocks.
From Federal Rissrva Bulletin and economics department at Morgan Guaranty Trust Co., of New York. Partly estimated.

TABLE 2.-NATIONAL WEALTH AND FOUNDATION SIZE DATA: 193848, AT 5-YEAR INTERVALS

[Dollar gures In billions

Estimated Foundation
total market Estimated assets as a

value of total percent ofassets all national nationalfoundations wealth I wealth

(A) (B) (A+D)

3........................ ................................. .3 0.38
1.8K. 523 .3
3.5 928 .381 8 .............. r ....................................... .1 5 93 .73

17. 5 2, 328.5
1968 ................. . ............................ 21.0 5,036 .69

I Aggreate value of all tangible U.S. nonmilitary wealth Including land structures, equipment, Inventories, and live.
stock. Pertly estimated; basedon Goldsmith and Kendrick data for the national balance sheet.
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Mr. MILLEM. I have covered the general thrust of our testimony. I
would like to make one personal comment in relation to the Iproposed
tax and fee. In the present bill the tax is proposed to be 71/ percent.
I think the concept of a tax is in conflict with the concept of charitable
giving, and our panel will speak at length on that.

The alternate proposal for a tax at. 2 percent of income to'cover
examining expenses. It is interesting to compare this with the charge
of bank examiners for examining banks because this proposal is the
same kind of a fee, namely a charge for examining thoroughly the
whole activities of foundations in order to improve public account-
ability.

In our State (I do not have national figures) the State examination
fee is 3 cents for each $1,000 of assets. A 2 percent fee onincome, asum-
ing income is 5 percent, would amount to $1 per $1,000 of assets, or
33 times as much as the bank examiners charge. So this is quite a fee.

My own feeling is that it would cover substantially more than fhe
cost of examination.

Now, I would now like to conclude with a few general comments and
then I will be glad to respond to such of your questions as I have'the
information to respond to.

In the first place not everybody in the United States establishes
foundations. They are relatively few in numbers, and they are declin-
ing in dollars as a percentage of the national wealth.

My second point is that, contrary to general opinion, foundations
are formed by rich people and poor people alike, not only by rich
people.

I would like to mention my own town of Columbus, Indiana, which
has a population of 25,000. I can think of four foundations in that
town two of them founded by wealthy families. There are two other
foundations. One of them is the Columbus School Foundation which
was founded by a group of concerned housewives and parents, who
had no money to put into it, but who wanted to create an instrument
to which the whole community could give, in order to provide felloW-
ships-for further education of elementary and high school teachers
during summer vacations. The founders had no money to put into
this fou-ndation. They have since got the majority of their support from
two or three local corporations, and they hand out the money in 15
or 20 fellowships of travel every year to high school teachers.

That foundation would probably under this bill be restricted from
receiving any more money.

Another toundation in our town was called the Lraws Foumidation,
named'afte ' a Presbyterian minister who founded it. He discovered
that over the last 15 years in our town, no Negro graduate of the local
hi'h school hacd gone to college.

' rlhiswas quite simply for lack of money. The founders didn't have
any money, 6 put iito the foundation but they established it ahd lie
solicited contributi ns. They now have six or eight fellowships eve iy
year.' In addition to soliciting funds working with Ne children
at the elementary school W to motivate them to go to ol)ege."

So hbr6 aire two foundations founded by peo le without any mfney
at'ajl. Be-usetheir mJor so*r o funds r-gain is from a sm4ll n.4n-
b~i°of ifidiistries,these fo i d t 0ions would probably not be quntlifled to
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receive money under this bill. I think there are very many cases of
foundations founded tis way by persons who have a public concern
but no money themselves. At hirst these persons usually get only one
fellow or two to bankroll, but then ultimately they may obtain a broad
base of public support.

A third point I would like to make about foundations is that, on
the one hand, the list of their accomplishments is absolutely stagger-
ing.It is so impressive and it is the envy of every nation in the world.

The man who was going to speak wit i me, Dr. Herman Wells, said
he recently spoke to the President of Pakistan. He said "Dr. Wells how
do I get some foundations started in Pakistan to start some of the
pioneer enterprises in health, hospitals, homecare that we so desper-
ately need. I can't get this done through government."

The list of accomplishments is impressive because of its influence
on health, on education, and religion-where the government cannot
enter. It is major in poverty, in art, in the development of public
policy. This kind of private money is one of the things that makes
this country the envy of the world. .

The second thing to consider is then in the sum of the ventures, of
all the foundations in the United States, the number of mistakes made
are to me astonishingly few in number, and even smaller in dollars.
I would have expected a substantial and continuing number of fail-
ures, just as in bank lending. If a banker makes loans and doesn't have
any losses at all, he is not serving his community, because he is not
taking reasonable risks.

The same is true in the foundation world. If you don't have some
failures you are not really serving your society. But the number of
failures to date is surprisingly small.Finally-what is the alternative in this country if private charitable
giving is restricted and if innovation is curtailed ?The only alterna-
tive is for the Government to take over, and that mean for each citizen
to feel less responsible for what is going on in the society. I don't
think this has ever been a good answer anywhere at any time. If it
results in a nation of citizens who don't care then I would fear for
this country. I have been in countries where the citizens don't care.
Generally speaking the citizens of France and Italy and even to a
certain extent the United Kingdom, have a strong feeling that they
can do nothing about their problems. They take no care for the schools
in their own town nor for elimination of poverty, nor for health of
the oncoming generation. They think all this is somebody else's job.
The contrast between those countries and the United States is very
gr. at, and it should make us tremendously proud of what we have in
this'country.
' We have a valuable and priceless tradition. 'We should deal with
this tradition very carefully indeed. We should correct the abuses con-
tihually and constantly. But above all, Government should remain in
the posture of encouraging ,the individual citizen to care for his coun-
tr, to kive his money to it and to associate with others in order to
giv6to it.

The Government should encourage the individual citizen to take
tixsks, .experiment, to innovate, but above all, to accept a personal re-
sponsibility for the welfare of this country, the responsibility to do
more than the law requires of him and to do it voluntarily.
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Thank you very much for hearing me. I would be happy to respond
to questions.

The CHAIRMA. I just want to say one thing, Mr. Miller and please
understand I don't challenge the good work that the foundations who
are worthy of the name do. I don't 6hallenge that at all.

You have made the statement that the only alternative is for the
Government to do the same thing. You are aware, am you not, that it
is completely within the ability of these donors to give directly to the
university or a church without ever giving it to a foundation at all?

Mr. Mrmr. That is quite true.
The CHARMNAN. So there is more than one alternative.
Mr. Mna". Yes.
But there are many answers to the business of giving. I think it is

the American genius for organization that has developed in the
foundation one of the good devices for charity. It is, however, not the
only one. I think we need not just one answer but many foundations
are one answer and a very useful one.

Senator TALmADOL Mr. Miller, is there any good reason why founda-
tions should exist in perpetuity?

Mr. MrLu.. I think so.
Senator TALMADGE. Corporation charters expire and must be re-

newed, people die. Insofar as I know the only thing on earth man
can create and exist in perpetuity is a foundation. What would be
wrong with having some termination date for foundationsI

Mr. Miu LR. In my opinion, you do have an effective termination
date--in this sense: Human beings don't live forever. If the same board
of trustees were immortal that would not be good, but foundations'
boards of trustees probably turn over every 10 to 12 years. Their em-
phasis, if their charters are broadly drawn, change continually. They
start a new life every decade because they have a new group of people,
with new opinions, new directions and new responses. When you have a
situation in which the total assets of foundations are diminishing as a
percent of the total assets of the country, I don't see a good reason to ac-
celerate this trend and to drive foundations out of existence.

Senator TALHADGE. Your response brings up my next question now. I
agree with the Chairman that most foundations do outstanding work,
I have seen the results of it in my own State. No one argues about the
merit of the contributions to higher education, hospitals, cancer re-
search, things of that nature. But recently many foundations have
gotten themselves involved in areas that are really quasi-political. Some
of them are subsidizing research in school busing, birth control, and
one foundation even went to the extent of subsidizing a former Sen-
ator's staff in a trip around the world. Why should the taxpayers of our
country subsidize these questionable activities? What I am asking is if
the Congress should draw some distinction between a true educational,
scientific, charitable research effort and those that get themselves in-
volved in quasi-political contributions-

Mr. Mmixx. I would like to speak out of my own experience. Let's
take some grants that my own small family foundation has made. They
are in the area of influencing public policy. In the little town. of
Columbus, Ind., we were very ar behind in building schools. About 12
to 15 years ago we made an offer to the school board. We suggested two
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of the most eminent architects of the country, and asked them to pre-
pare a list of eight to 10 of the best young architects We said to the
school board, if you will pick any one of these architec;s to do your
buildings we will pay his fee. We won't say which architect to use nor
will we determine the design. Our aim was to build school buildings
that were thoughtfully designed and advanced in concept. We hop6d
they would last one or two generations longer and set the pace of the
country. Now, that influenced the decision of a political body.

I think we will be barred from doing that une the proposed law.
We have also at the request of our mayor, contributed to a study on

overall recreation planning for our community. The mayorselected the
person and the organization that he wanted to do the study. He had no
funds for it in hisbudget. So he came to us as a foundation to ask would
we finance this study.

The problems of the city today are enormous, and the amount of
research they need to do in order to decide which way to go, is tremen-
dous. The results of research are very problematical, many of them are
failures. As a result, when the budget comes up, research projects
usually go to the bottom of the list and are not funded.

More and more mayors are coming to foundations to say "help me."
I think this is a proper area for foundation response. I think that the
country wouldbe poorer without it.Senator TALMAD01 I see no objection to the things your particular
foundation has subsidized but I can see objections to foundations mak-
ing gifts to public officials, for instance, Justices of the Supreme Court,
and things of that nature. Where are you going to draw the line I How
can you correct the abuses?

Mr. MILLER. This is a very vague area. Nobody should make a gift
to any public official. But public oTficials are not persons of great wealth,
and reasonable reimbursement of travel expenses and out-of-pocket
costs in the interests of an important national or international meeting,
are quite proper. This is a matter of judgment and good honesty.

Senator TALMADGE. What about voter registration drives, would you
permit a foundation to do that?

Mr. MILLER. I live in a part of the country where a high percent age
of the people are registered voters. As a citizen of a democracy how-
ever, I feeI that it is highly desirable that all persons who are eligible
to vote be registered and encouraged to vote throughout the whole
country. The f higher the percent of our citizens that go to the o1l, the
more representative our democracy is. Voter registration should, how-
ever, be a continuous and nonpolitical activity.

Senator TALMADOE. I agree with your conclusion on that but as you
know political parties vie with each other, politicians on the local level,
State level and national level, vie with each other, as to the particular
-voters that they think are most likely to vote for them. In the final
analysis a voter registration drive can be the most partisan political
activity there is, depending on who selects the people that that drive
is going to be motivated toward. Would you agre with that?

Mr. MrumI . I live in a very political State, and I know what you
are talking about. But I don't think that the answer is to do nothing.
I think the answer is to move carefully, nonpolitically, and do it all the
time and not just in the spurts.
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Senator TAIMADOE. It, seems to me that the answer might be to be a
little more restrictive in what really constitutes educational, charitable,
philanthropic, scientific and things of that nature, because there is
no doubt in my own mind that some of our foundations have gotten
far, far afield, and I think that some of the creators, if they could see
what has happened to their foundations today, would turn over in their
graves.

Mr. Mnuia. I inherited a foundation that was created by my
elders, I am sure I am not doing exactly the same things that they
would have done in their time, but I tell myself that I am responding
to the principles which they had in mind and then I am trying to re-
spond in a way that is appropriate to the needs of today, needs which
they couldn't have foreseen.

Senator TALMADo0. Thank you, Mr. Miller. Thank you, Mr. Chair-
man.

Thank you very much, sir.
The CAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
We will call next on the Reverend Theodore M. Hesburgh. Senator

Bavh wanted to be here to hear Mr. Miller, and he also wants to hear
Father Hesburgh's testimony. Senator Bayh.

STATEMENT OF HON. BIRCH BAYH, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF INDIANA

Senator BAYH. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to share
this distinguished rostrum in such distinguished company, and I cer-
tainly accede to my senior colleagues. I certainly wanted to be here to
introduce both Mr. Miller and Father Hesburgh. You are aware I
am conflicting duties and I had expected to be here at 10 o'clock, and I
apologize to the committee as well as to the witnesses.

I would just like to say before returning to another committee
that we have with us Congressman Hamilton who happens to be tho
Congressman from the district which Mr. Miller represents, and
I am sure that ie would share my assessment of the fact that.there
are few citizens in our State who have done more to shed light in
certain areas that need this type of attention than Mr. Miller and
Father Hesburgh. It is not necessary for me to add vocally: to the
record that they have already compiled before the committee but
I did by my presence want to suggest I have talked to both of them
and feel that their assessment of this whole business of dealing with
the problems that certain organizational aspects of foundations present
in th tax structure should not tempt us to treat other aspects of the
foundations in such a way as to be punitive and I think both. of
these gentlemen will articulate this particular problem, as Mr. Miller
has, much more precisely and with personal experience than I, but
I justwanted to hfivethis chance to join you in welcoming them and
thanking them for bringing this matter to our attention because both
of their have give'u this matter a tremendous amount of per*snal
experience day to day attention which they have given it to them-
selves in a manner in whichiT think we can all be extremelyproud.

Mr. MI!iXR. Thank you.
SThe Cn'tnMI N. Thank you.
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Let's call Father Theodore M. Hesburgh, president of the Uni-
versity of Notre Dame. We are very happy to have you, Father. Will
you proceed, sir?

STATEMENT OF REV. THEODORE M. HESBURGH, PRESIDENT,
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME

Father HMsBURoII. Senator, thank you very much for the oppor-
tunities of being with you and also for your courtesy in allowing
Senator Bayh, our Senator, to introduce us this morning, sir.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce the gentlemen who are
with me here. First of all, I will say for myself, I am Fr. Theodore
M. Hesburgh, in my 18th year as president of the University of Notre
Dame. I think I am overage in grade at the moment.

The gentlemen with me on my left, your right, is Dr. John A.
Cooper, president of the Association of American Medical Schools.
And on my right, your left, Dr. Frank C. Ervin, Jr. chairman of
the board of regents, University of Texas System, and on his right
Dr. Felix C. Robb, director of the Southern Association of Colleges
a nd Schools.

Mr. Chairman, we are here this morning not to represent any
foundation or any particular interest of a foundation per se, but
we are here as bystanders to this controversial issue regarding private
foundations. We are not completely disinterested bystanders because
collectively we represent a broad variety of institutions, institutions
which over the years have derived great support. from foundations.

These institutions include private colleges and universities, State
and municipal universities, medical schools and in particular here,
some educational institutions in the South.

We think that there are two aspects that we might focus upon this
morning, one contained in the legislation, and one proposed outside
of this particular House tax bill, and perhaps if we focused on these
two points we might sharpen our own testimony.

I would like to summarize what we have said about these two points
in 'our written testimony which I trust will be part of the record, and
then ask each of my colleagues to supplement what I have said in sum-
mary of their remarks.

The first point that we find ourselves in rather complete disagree-
m6nt with is that point in the House tax bill which would impose a
7' percent tax on foundation investment income, and the second point
Nkhlr-his not included in the House bill, but which has bean recom-
mended by some critics pf foundations is that foundations should
either terminate their existence or lose their tax exemption after a
period of years. Some mentioned 25 years, some 20,15,10.

We believe that the first of these measures would diminish the cur-
reft funds 'with which foundations carry out their important work,
by.. which- they support a wide range of charitable and educational in-
stitutio ns, and it would diminish these funds initially by about $65,000
ay r-excuse me, $65 million a year-I keep forgetting I am in
W shion, not Notre Damo- [Lau.hter.J

Fatlier H nBuRoH (continuing). And it is supposed that very shortly
this amount of diminution of their funds would go to $100 million
eventually.
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We believe that over time this second proposal is perhaps more
deleterious than the first but we think that both proposals are dan-
gerous from our point of view because we believe that the

The CHAIRMAN. Father Hesburgh, if I might just interrupt you
there to be sure I am following you

Father H ianUROH. Surely.
The CHAIRMAN (continuing). You say one proposal would cost you

$100 million a year, that is universities and colleges-
Father HSuBURoH. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN (continuing). Over a period of time. Which pro.

posal is thatI
Father HSBUROR. That is the 71/2-percent tax on investments in-

come of all foundations.
The second proposal we say over time might even be more difficult

because the foundations we believe are one of tho bulwarks of the
society and facing each year the kind of changing challenge that society
meets. Somewhere in the whole structure of this society we have to have
the force that is flexible, open, generous and has the means of getting
at these problems which very oen can't be gotten at and financed in
their study from any other source.

The points that I would like to make for myself are that the foun-
dations on their simple record, and I am not talking about all founda-
tions, here, sir, but the foundations that we know in educational in-
stitutions, that these foundations on their record have done some
enormous things for the growth of the private sector of our country.

I would like to say by way of parentheses that I just returned from
a trip around the world in which I visited about 25 universities and
university systems in some 20 or 30 countries in the world. The one
great difference I noticed in all of these countries, in all of these uni-
versity systems, was that they are different from ours. Ours has tra-
ditionally since the founding of Harvard in 1636 been a dual system ofeducation, public and private, We have learned to live with each other
in great harmony and concord. But as a member of the Carnegie Com-
mission for the future of our education I think we have identified
the greatest problem facing private institutions today and that is
simply a problem of survival under the financial structures that face
us. We have over the years been required to do more and more in the
public interest in widening educational opportunities, facing the crises
in our cities and indeed in space and we believe that never before have
higher educational institutions been asked to do more with less funds,
and that one of the very few resources we have to help us in this en-
deavor are the great foundations that give much of their assets to
higher education.

i would like to say in a historical context that one of the Rocke-
feller Foundations in the general education field in the early 20's gave
large sums of money to some private institutions in this country to
help them develop endowment, to make their work a little more finan-
cially viable. If you were to go over the list of those universities that in
those'days received this money, I believe by any man's accounts they
would have tobe listed today in the top 20 universities in this country.

It wasa generous thing to. do and it was done as only a foundation
could do it and I think it has justified itself over the years.
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In more recent times the Ford Foundation had a program called aspecial program in education in which they gave matching funds to
a wide variety of private universities and colleges, in an effort to help
them stimulate through matching grants other funds from private
sources.

This program, and I speak from some experience because Notre
Dame was part of it. by giving a relatively small amount of money
but large in our eyes, ike $12 million, enabled us to use this to raise
from other private sources some hundred million dollars over a period
of 10 years and, as a result, we were able to do in 10 years beca-use of
the stimulus and the challenge that was presented to us by this mag-
nificent gift, what normally would have taken us 30 years. We have
a great library to show for it that cost $121/2 million, impossible other-
wise; a great computing center, a new engineering course, a new fresh-
man year of studies that cut freshman attrition from 30 percent down
to less than 2 percent. All of these things were done innovatively, cre-
atively, and positively because of the impetus given us by a foundation
grant in a very imaginative way. . .

I know of no place on earth where this happens except. n.tijis
country. I know of nothing closer to the mystique or the spirit of this
country than the stimulation of private concern and private generosity
to create great private endeavors in the field of higher education-and
indeed in the field of elementary and secondary education. It would
seem to me, gentlemen, and Mr. Chairman, especially, that this par-
ticular mystique of our country should be encouraged in every way
possible and should in no way be endangered, and I think it would
greatly be endangered if out of this rather limited resource we have
in the field of great private foundations they were taxed so that at a
time when all of us in the private sector need more rather than less,
something would be done both to discourage foundations from con-
tinuing their work in this field or to somehow limit their assets or
diminish their assets.

I would like to say at the same time that all of us, the four of us
here, are totally and enthusiastically in favor of the provisions in
this bill to get at malpractice in the area of foundations, using founda-
tions for private interest or using them as a tax refuge or using them
for any purpose that is not consonant with the public interest or
with honest. administration or public accountability. We are not only
in accord with these provisions but we are enthusiastic about them for
this reason that we would very much dislike to see the great record
of the great foundations of thfs country diminished by a legations of
impropriety that we think are probably justified, in the case of some
foundations that have used these laws to avoid taxation rather than to
do good.
\ On the part of my colleagues, and I am going lightly over this be-
cause I think they would like to speak for themselves, we identify
the great field of foundations in medical education. I know that you
gentlemen know from your other experiences in Government, that
there is no field of education that is more costly and more in danger
today than the field of medical education. The increasing of medical
technology, the provision of more doctors, more medical services,
more research techncans, more nuiss, mo e delivery of health serv-
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ices, this is a field which defies most university administrators by its
cost and discourages them by the resources available, and for many of
these programs there is no real adequate resource available except the
private foundations.

One can say in all honesty that in improving and sustaining medical
faculties there has been no force in this country equal to the founda-
tions. We can say that the medical education we have today was thor-
oughly revolutionized following the Flexner report which was spon-
sored by the Carnegie Foundation. I think the Carnegie Foundation
is following this tradition today by its 5-year study of the future of
higher education across the board, public and private, State and local;
in establishing new medical schools by the Kellegg Foundation which
has inspired the founding of seven medical schools in our recent past; in
helping schools with great financial difficulties, especially schools that
cater to members of minority races, you can point to an instance
where a school would have gone under without the enormous help
from a private foundation.

In developing techniques of medical education, new curricula new
methods relating to the medical facilities for the public need and
welfare of our citizens, certainly in these areas the hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars spent annually by the foundations to deliver these
benefits to our country would certainly be diminished if the funds
available to foundations were diminished. Parenthetically, here on
the second point of focus I mentioned earlier I would like to say that
health problems as well as scientific environmental problems change
from decade to decade and from generation to generation, and it is for
this reason that perhaps anticipating a question I would like to speak
a word for the continuity of foundations, not the continuity as if their
mission were always exactly what it was when they began but that
they are sensitive to the challenges and to the opportunities of each
new age.

There was a day when-the Rockefeller Foundation spent consider-
able money for, to eliminate, yellow fever through its great virus pro-
gram. Today there is another kind of problem facing the world,
namely adequate food for all of ithe people of the world, and it is al
amazing thing that with the expenditure of a relatively small amount
of money. in the past 10 years the Ford Foundation linked up with the
Rockefeller Foundation to develop a new rice seed which in 1' year
of its use developed a rice crop $1,200 million more in volume than the
crop raised the year before with the same land, the same farmers, the
same sunshine but with a seed not as well developed. It is projected
with new seeds in the coming year that the crop will be $3 billion in
excess of the crop of 2 years ago. And this is the kind of new challenge
met today by resources available by a current board of trustees which
looks at this problem and directs the foundations attention to it. And
for this reason I like to think there would be in our society this con-
tinuing force in the private sector that can face these problems quickly
and with great flexibility and with great dedication to the public
welfare.

In the area of medical education since Dr. Cooper will .my a few
words, I will now stop. As to the foundations and the publiinstitU-
tions, foundations are not simply dedicated to the private sector. I
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think most people misunderstand the fact that great State institutions
in his country, the great land-grant colleges and others, that they too
have a certain lack of flexibility because of the kinds o budgets they
have from the State legislatures and therefore need additional funds
for innovation and for new creative activity, for the kind of research
that a region needs. For example, in the outhwest the foundations
have sponsored research as distinct as beef production or mineral
recovery have provided funds for new kinds of innovative skills in
consumer needs in the region, for programs to help linguists and to
develop new language skills for people who don't speak the current
language of this country or don't speak it well, to develop new kinds
of communicative techniques and to develop industry in the egion,
and to develop agriculture. Each program could be studied in detail,
and I think you will find the greatest contributions are the great break-
throughs which, subsequently caught up by the public moneys, were
initiated in a kind of catalytic way by the imaginative grants of foun-
dations to these great public institutions who simply could not initiate
these kind of activities with their normal budgets.

The last point, about which Dr. Robb will speak more at length,
is that there are certain areas of our country that have special needs.
We feel that the South with an enormous number of children to edu-
cate and a small ainount of dollars to do it with would be especially
vulnerable to a public policy that would limit the flow of free founda-
tion money to southern institutions. Dr. Robb is involved in over 9,000
such institutions, and I am sure he can give chapter and verse much
better than I can to illustrate this particular point. We feel there is
another point that should be made in the same area and that is with
the South's growing economy it is beginning to produce indigenous
wealth and ;t is is not the time to produce any king of legislation that
would restrict the creation of now foundations that could be dedicated
to the growth of this region, particularly its educational and research
growth and its industrial growth as well, which follows from it, too.

In summary, gentlemen, we feel that there are many talented young-
sters who should have life opened up tofthem for new educational op-
portunity, that we have the institutions to do this but we would like
all kinds of thing, like scholarship money, like innovation in the edu-
cative process, liraries, textbooks, museums, research facilities, and
all the rest, and we believe that the foundations are one of the great
hopes we all have educationally, and I must add here that we as educa-
tors stand together, public, private, North, South, East, West in our
dedication to making America a better place in which to live.

,We think well of the motivation of the foundations we know. I
have spent a considerable number of years as a trustee of the Rocke-
feller FoUndation, and I haven't see any endeavor in my life that has
been run by more responsible men, where I have met more responsible
0ple dedicated, with high integrity, trying to get something done
f6r mankind. I would like to say from the vantage point we speak of
as bystanders to the controversy but yet as those who benefit by the
total work of foundations that we are most hopeful that you gentle-
mih -will look with favor on the elimination of this tax which even-
tually, would take as much as $100 million a year from these great re-
iources dedicated now to so many good cause&
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At the same time we make the correlative point that we do not be-
lieve that every foundation is a candidate for sanctity or a citizenship
medal, and we believe that the cure is quite simple.

It would be quite easy to put in legislative proposals that would
limit the inequities or eliminate the malpractice that takes place in
relatively few foundations but we hope this might be done without
injuring or limiting or in a sense discouraging the enormous great
good that comes from the foundations whose record is impeccable over
many decades, and we hope will be impeccable over many decades yet
to come.

Could I, Mr. Chairman, please call briefly on Dr. John A. Cooper,
the president of the Association of American Medical Colleges, for a
word

STATEMENT OF DR. 1OHN A. D. COOPER, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES

Dr. CooPrm. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, as
Father Hesburgh has said, I am the first full-time president of the
Association of American Medical Colleges which has as its member-
ship 105 medical schools of this country, their faculties and 359 of the
major teaching hospitals. _

The members of this association are dedicated to improving the
health of people of this Nation, and they do this through their edu-
cation of health professionals, through the research they do not onl
it biomedical sciences, but in the development of more effective, effi-
cient ways to provide health care, to increase its quantity, its quality,
and its equality.

The contributions of the foundations to these efforts have been very
important in the past, and because of the limitations in support which
are now facing us from Federal sources, will be even more critical
now and in the future. The members of the association have expressed
deep concern over the implications for the foundation programs of the
legislation which this committee is now considering.

We are convinced that there is need to correct some of the abuses that
Mr. Miller and Father Hesburgh talked about but we too hope in cor-
recting these abuses that we do not limit the ability of the founda-
tions to continue to make their very substantial contributions in the
whole field of health and the provision of health care. We hope that
the baby is not thrown out with the bath water.

Father Hesburgh has talked about the contributions of the founda-
tions to research and these have been very important over the decades
when there was not money available from Federal sources. They still
are important in specific areas. In many cases, the support given by
foundations points the way for programs which later are supported
to a much greater extent by Feeral funds.

I would like to discuss briefly the support of medical education,
which is a very critical matter these days. The AAMC as far back
as the flfties, pointed out that this country would face a severe shortage
of physicians and made attempts to increase the numbers of medical
students and other health proesionals educated. Unfortunately', we
did not have wide support for this viewpoint. In spite of this, we did
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move ahead, as Father Hesburgh has said, with the help of some of
the foundations who recognized with us this need. They provided
funds to stimulate and to help in the establishment of new medical
schools by universities that did not have them at the time. They also
helped significantly existing institutions substantially increase their
output of physicians. Through their fellowship and other support,
they have helped us to provide the faculty which is so important to
maintaining the quality of American medical education and to meet
the needs olf the growing number of medical students.

Father Hesburgh has also pointed out that foundations have made
substantial contributions to a number of medical schools that were on
the brink of financial collapse. It is through this support that these
schools, all private, have been able to survive. Given the situation now
with regard to Federal funding, we hope that this may be a continuing
and important aspect of the foundations' activities.

They have also helped to provide these matching funds for the con-
struction of educational facilities for the medical schools, facilities
badly needed to take care of the expanding responsibilities for stu-
dents and also to replace facilities which are now becoming very old,
antiquated, and inappropriate for educational programs which extend
into the community.

As I said the support is becoming even more critical at present
because the costs are rising, and we don't have adequate funds to meet
them, particularly in the private schools, where we have almost
reached the limit of our resources.

The medical schools are also being asked to undertake increasing
responsibilities, to assume a greater role in the community and to
extend themselves outside their own walls. This is very ditlecult for
many schools to do, largely because of the .precariottsness of their
financial situation.

The foundation support is also increasingly important because of
diminishing Federal support. We, in essence, have had no increase in
dollars for research since about 1966. For many areas of medical
education, there are not adequate funds from Federal sources available.

So I would like to close by saying that our medical schools are facing
an extremely serious situation. Some may not be able to survive, most
will be unable to meet the expectations society has of them because of
the precarious state of their financial situation. We need every source
of support that we can got to maintain present programs and to expand
our involvement with the very pressing problems related to the deliv-
ery of health care. The foundations have been and will continue to
furnish a critical part of this support. Thank you.

Father HMBUROII. Mr. Chairman, could I ask one of my associates,
Mr. Frank C. Erwin, Jr., chairman of the board of regents, University
of Texas system, to say something about foundations and public
institutions of higher learning?

STATEMENT OF FRANK 0. ERWIN, 1R., CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
REGENTS, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SYSTEM

Mr. ERWIN. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee I shall
notrepeat but shall merely adopt the comments Dr. Cooper and Father
Hesbuirgh have made because they apply equally to the publicly sup-
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ported colleges and universities. Here today I would like to say only
a word on Iehalf of the public junior colleges and public senior ol-
lege and universities, because they have a unique problem which is
slightly different from those in the private sector. These public schools
have the job these days of trying to take care of the rapidly increas-

.g student enrollment, which cannot be taken care of by the private
Schools. , -

Let me give you one example which specifically applies in Texas but
which also applies throughout the United States. This past month we
have increased the number of students at the University of Texas at
Austin by more than 3,500.

Now this is a tremendous increase, almost a 10-percent increase, in
enrollment in 1 year. There are not enough builUdings, there are not
enough teachers, there are not enough research facilities to take care
of them, and yet what do you tell parents taxpayers, when you tell
them that you can't take care of their children, that there just aren't
any places for them to get a college education. We can count in the
public schools in Texas this year, from the 12th to the third, gade
existing students, who will be in college in the next 10 years and if we
apply only the percentage of college attendance of high school grad-
uates that occurred last year, the same percentage of high school
graduates who went to college last year, in 10 years we will have
twice as many students in the public universities and colleges in
Texas as we have today. It is a frightening and staggering statistic
and when you say it so quickly it is hard to understand and appreciate
the consequences of it. I , .

It is State and local taxes that principally- support those public
institutions and, although these taxes are essential, it is difficult to
believe that we can get adequate financial support from those sources
alone to take care of the increasing student bodies.

The only other two apparent sources that we can turn to or at least
the ones that we have -iad to turn to, are Federal support and the
private foundations.

Yet. at this time when we are faced with this greatly increasing stu-
dent body, for reasons completely unrelated to the needs of higher
education the Federal Government is withdrawing dramatically its
support of higher education both in facilities construction and in
the support of other activities. _ I 1 • . ,

And- we are dismayed to see that simultaneously with tbis reduction
in- Federal support, there is a suggestion that measures he instituted
which would greatly diminish the support we can receive from private
foundations.

Now, as Dr. Hesburgh and Dr. Cooper have said, we do not condone
in any respect any malfeasance. or misuse of foundation funds for
purposes other than to support truly charitable activities. But we all
know from our own personal experience that the great majority of
foundations both in number and in dollars) are engaged, in highly
commendable work, work that is essential to higher education ofwe are
to continue to meet our problems and we;bps"ech yu ,that you.do
nothing in this law, and certainly that,,you eliminate several s1_ugge$-tions in the House bill, which would serzously dIminish the ability of
these good foundations to continue the outstandingowork thatthey
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have done, because in the absence of such continued support I simply
do not know how we are going to meet the responsibilities that are
placed.upon us. Thank you very much.

Father HESBUROH. Mr. Chairman, our final speaker is Dr. Felix C.
Robb, director of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.
In a sense he speaks for more than any of the rest of us because he has
9,000 institutions from Virginia to Texas under his association.

STATEMENT OF FELIX 0. ROBB, DIRECTOR, SOUTHEEJ ASSOIA-
TION OF C0gEGES& SCHOOLS

Mr. ROBB. Mr. C a roman, and gentlemeno fte Senate Finance
Committee, I wi~fo a dd my word of commendatibiq to the Congress
for your concern about tax reforrijgxcluding any clahpdown on tax
dodgers and1 f-dealers that ma exist.lV1i8 not about th, but about

ti rjbi of ilanthropic 1gundations
to southerq9 education t ke to s"ek.

I have)ived my i e in the South~and[ am 46Y king or msti-
tutions Texa thr. Oen .r ia4 ow t)at te South bornetreme dous educationaYben~or thi etire Aluntry, are, in
a sense,- are the seedbed of Ndion. Softly aft r the Civ War,
Geo ge eabod a at d e first hila t hroyin Ame :|c in liht ly-cre ed t e outhy_ )u~

school c stem. Tlatwas 1oe w Carnegie's gif whichcreated: ,bout as r any pu c libra va, urthou in our-has ,mre cour , i
6se d Foifid tion an he

Southe States.lni A the qFii~to an Velecreilte 5, 00 school fo Negr f Ilowed b; the okefe ler
Foundatip which a done mughfr the dvanc9d educate n of our
educational leaders. This tdaditon !f m it assist ce to the
South has n followed r such m ern bufidations Ford and
Denforth. ti/Fd'This is the tr ition about which I wish to testify. is the tradition
which reputable fo, nation are following today. /X

-I would like to say t bt our Southern collJ~g and universities in
the private sector in many1awses.havstheir-l.cks to the wall and this
pistyear for the first time are running deficits. Thus, they urgently
need every gift dollar as well as every other dollar they can acquire.

I would like to give two or three illustrations about how the public
sector of education also benefits from these dollars.

At the University of Georgia, several years ago, the Kellogg Foun-
dation of Battle creek, Mich., made a multi-million dollar grant to
the University of Georgia for the Continuing Education Center, and I
don't'know anything that has helped in generating improvement of
life iw the South and particularly ip Georgia more than has that
wonderful gift which came from outside our region.

-Similarly I would like to tell you .what a small gift in Louisiana is
dbing. LoMuisiana State University, like many public universities, has
ita own private foundation. They gave a small grant for research in
the transforming of sugar cane into a protein that could be used for
synthesiOzng food. This'cau.ed the Rockefeller Foundation to be in.
tmqd and give $44,000 to help that research." "hel. prb.tres stimulated the interest of the U.S. Public Health
Service to give $150,000 and now something which can benefit us and
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grant from a campus.based foundation.

I woulo like to tell you also about Meharry Medical College in
Nashville, Tenn., an institution which has educated almost half tie
Negro physicians in the United States. It has literally been saved on
more 4han one occasion by foundation. dollars.

These are home of the contributions that mean a great, deal to us,
and so, gentlemen, I plead for a strengthening and a supporting of the
foundation dollar and for the deep concern and the conscientious ef-
forts of legitimate foundations to help the South and our southern
institutions. In 22 years of dealing with foundations not once have
I ever found anything but integrity and also a willingness on the
part of these foundations, once they make a grant, to allow the institu-
tion to administer that grant without interference.

I think what you do will have a great precedent for our local gov-
ernments and our State governments that tend to follow your lead. I
wish there had been more publicity for the good works of the great
foundations and the foundations of integrity than has been the case.
These hearings will help greatly in that regard. Thank you.

Father Hnntnon. Mr. Chairman, all of us are deeply grateful to
you. and your associates for your impartiality and patience in listen-
ing to us on these points. We speak with great sincerity and great hope
because we have all seen those institutions in which 1e have spent our
lives supported, sustained, led forward and enthused and given hope
by the work of great foundations, and we would hope that this might
continue while full correction is applied to those foundations who are
not following the laws as they should.

The CHAIRMAN. Father Hesburgh, and members of your panel, per-
mit me to say this about this suhbjee: I beliers every member of this
committee favors the kind of fine work that. mniv foundations such as
the Rockefeller Foundation are doing, and the fine contributions that
have been made in research efforts at LTT and at the UTniversity of
Georgia-we heartily approve of that.

But may I say that the Rockefeller Foundation itself has people on
that, board who have encouraged an inquiry into what. some of these
foundations are doing, and I am led to believe that those who are trying
to find out what. the other fellow is doing are shocked at. some of the
things they are finding out themselves jumt as I am somewhat, shocked
about some of the revelations that have occurred.

Now, when we started out looking at this matter I am one of those
whb rejected the idea that. the Federal Government should do nothing.
I believe I told Mr. Rockefeller tha~t. you are going to find enough
abuses in this area that the case will be made that the Federal Gov-
ernment ought to do something about it, and it will help with the
fine work that you are doing if we can see to it that the 20,000-odd
foundations about which you know very little are doing the kind of
quality work that some of the better foundations which you are asso-
ciated with should be doing.

You are aware, of course, of the fact. that Ilie 100 percent, unlimited
charitable deduction resulted from the case of a Philadelphia nun who
was giving her monev, in fact, to charity. Since that. time every big
taxpayer in America has been trying to find some way to qualify him-



self as the same Philadelphia nun oven thoughli he doesn't have the
same qualifications. That is corrected in this bill that we have before
us, but this hill also has so thing that you haven't referred to and I
am sure you approve of it. That makes more liberal what one can
contribuio as far as Ofhrity and education is concerned, so we are really
trying to sw what. you tire trying to achieve is fostered, not that it is
hurt in any respect and we want. to see to it that no one takes unfair
advantage of something in the law that was not intended to be used
that way. I am happy to see that you did agree with some of the
things that are recommended in this House bill.

Father siwoRlH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Fatfer HFAnuRGo1. Thank you very much.
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions to which I

am expecting an answer now but I am wondering if you gentlemen
would furnish for the record a breakdown showing for the last year
the amount of your budget. revenues which was derived from founda-
tions, the amount which wts derived from grants of other sources,
from the Federal Govenmenit, the State government and the amount
from the students.

Father HEsnuRoi. I am sure we can provide that, Senator, and will
do so.

Senator WILLIAMS. I appreciate it.
(The committee was subsequently informed that. the material was

forthcomin g, but had not. been received at the time of printing.)
Senator TALUA t E. Mr. Chainnin, I have no questions but I do

want to associate myself with the remarks of the chairman and com-
ment on Dr. Robb's remarks. He made reference to the State of Geor-

a the Peabody Foundation grant of which I hove personal
owlodge and also the Kellogg grants which occurred during my

administration as Governor of the State. The Kellogg Foundation
matched State funds to build the Continuing Education Center in the
University of Georgia. They also matched State funds to build the
Rock Eagle Boys Camp, a 4-H club camp endeavor which we think is
the finest youth camp in tho world. I have no quarrel with the financ-
ing of operations of that type. It is where foundations get themselves
involved in political activity that Congress needs to take some correc-
tive action.

Senator HARMS. I didn't get to hear all of your testimony, Father
Hesburgh, but I did the others. I wonder did your group attempt to
take any position on the various aspects o i thisbill ?Iknow there was
general comment by you and others on some things needed to be done,
tie tightening of it. Did you attempt to take a position item by item in
the House bill?

Father HESBeunff. No, we did not, Senator. The thing we felt would
be most useful was to deal with those things with which we were per-
sonally acquainted, and being on the receiving end of foundations we
felt that anything that would- lower the amount of that at a time when
more rather than less is needed and in the case of all of our institutions,
public, private, north, south, that this would be a bad move.

Now, we also are somewhat concerned, although we didn't go into
it at great length, that the very mention of taxing a foundation estab-
lishes a precedent for a State and a local tax, and in a sense it drives at



the heart of something that has made this Nation great, I think, and
strong in a way that no other nation has been. I mentioned before you
came in, that if one goes around the world, as I do very often, and
looks at educational institutions one is struck by the enormous differ-
ence of spirit in our country and theirs. Most of these educational in-
stitutions abroad, and 1 am thinking of the great developing areas of
the world, have a terrible time getting started, because even local peo-
ple with money aren't concerned, they aren't socially responsible. They
don't give their resources to these local institutions whereas if you go
back into the history of our country every great private institution in
this country has somehow the long shadow of generous men, and it
has survived because there have been very many intermingled shadows
over the years, and if you do anything that discourages that or abridges
it or dimiinishes it I think it woul be a bad thing for the country
generally.

I would like to see something done about the very real problem of
people who abuse the tax laws regarding foundations. I think that this
can be cleared up very quickly and very simply with three or four
points of legislation. But this legislation should not harm foundations
which are generous, which do work that can't really be done otherwise,
at least historically in our country it hasn't been done except through
philanthropy; these foundations should be increased, should be blessed,
and somehow should be encouraged.

Senator HARM. That is all I have.
Senator CuaRs. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank the panel for being

here. You may not realize it but I think you are helping to save the
Congress from itself. If we pass the House bill, as it relates to founda-
tions and charitable giving, we will have changed the way of life in
America. I am thoroughly convinced of that.

Mention has been made here of the good work of the Kellogg Foun-
dation. It is true it is one of many. The Kellogg Center at the Uni-
versity of Nebraska. The provisions of the House bill would have done
material damage to the Kellogg Foundation, to require a change of its
portfolio if it Tadn't gotten a special exemption. There are hundreds
of foundations, some of them smaller and less known who will like-
wise be dealt a severe blow, some of them will wind up by the pro-
visions requiring them to divest if they own more than 20 percent.

If we enact that provision of the House bill, the amount of revenue
that comes to the Federal Treasury is zero and that is admitted by
them. I don't want to put words in your mouth, Father Hesburgh, but
would it be a fair statement to say that in searching to find out what
foundations are worthy and what foundations perhaps were doing
some things that perhaps should be curbed that the basic test is are
they doing a maximum amount of good with the assets that they have?

Father-Rhn uitou. I would agree with you, Senator, I would add
one more thing they should be publicly accountable for these, these
are the trusts,

Senator Curis. Very much so.
Father HwBRojI. I think if you should have a required public ac-

countability---open accounting for everything that is done-and .
requirement that a foundation spend a considerable portion of income
every year. The only foundation I know very well, the Rockefeller



Foundation, every year I have been on it they not only spent all its
income but went into the capital by $10 or $15 million a year. The
Ro~kefeller Foundation has given away over $1 billion in the last 50
years and have fortunately some more to give away. This kind of
thing is a reflection of this country, it has grown with the country
and it has been in so many areas, agriculture, medical education,
health. It would be impossible to figure what this country would be
like without it; I would hate to think. Of course, others have done it
with greater assets; Carnegie, Sloan, and all the rest. But I would say
as a simple-minded fellow in this area why not take the great founda-
tions the way they have operated, the way they have accounted pub-
licly, the kind of work they have done, granting they have made a
mistake now and then because we all do, but take that as the norm, and
establish the same kind of norm for everyone and then I think you
avoid the trouble of tax-dodging, self-serving and all the rest.

Senator CumTm. Would you agree this might be a safe procedure
also that where there is an undisputed glaring abuse such as self-
dealing, that we meet that and similar abuses, that by a minimal tax
of maybe 1 percent these returns can be audited and then after 3 or
4 or 5 years the Congress will have knowledge upon which they can
act? They will then have facts so they can say here is a practice that
is in the public good or here is a practice that has led to abuses? Don't
you feel that it would be well after we do our best to take care of the
glaring abuses of which there is no dispute, to study the matter
before we do great damage to this pluralism that we have in our
culture?

Father HsauRoii. Yes, sir, I do.
And I think the great foundations have nothing to hide.
Senator CuxRTs. That is right.
Father HESBUROH. Those that have something to hide are very

easily taken care of.
Senator CuRTis. Don't you also agree that there are some very

dedicated small foundations, small compared to the biggest ones?
Father HESBUROH. No question about it.
Senator CuRTis. Yes.
And have wonderful unselfish records and they are eager to do the

maximum amount of good that they can.
Father HESBURaOi. I am sure there are thousands of them.
Senator JORDAN. I have no questions.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I feel that the chairman ably and effectively put in perspective the

problems facing this committee. I have been impressed with the testi-
mony of the panel today aiid I want to say I am particularly pleased
to welcome Father Hesburgh to this committee. I have not had the
privilege of knowing him but I have admiration for his public state-
ments one of which I put in the Congressional Record, his statement
to the students of the University of Notre Dame. I want to say that
if more college presidents were to show the firmness and the wisdom
of the president of the University of Notre Dame, I think we and our
whole country would be in much better shape than it is today. It is a
little off the subject but, I didn't want you to be here without telling you
frankly how I feel about the way you have conducted the problems that
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face your university or potentially could face your university. Again, I
think that the four of you have helped greatly to give this committee
a keener insight into the problems which you face and which the
Congress faces. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Father HESBURON. Thank you.
Senator HANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to add

my word of appreciation to this very distinguished panel. As a former
member and president of a university board of trustees, I subscribe
wholeheartedly to the statements you have made.

I have one question which may be parenthetical to our chief concern
here this morning. I refer to the statement you made, Father Hes-
burgh, with relation to a grant to a small southern university whereby
some new rice seed was developed down there that was very useful.

I have had the feeling that some of the larger foundations look with
favor generally upon prestigious institutions and I am inclined to
believe sometimes if the foundations had an opportunity to review
the research program or the interest that is evidenced on university
campuses throughout the country, it could very possibly be that some
very important public benefits would accrue from lesser grants to
smaller schools. Do you share this opinion I

Father HEsBUROH. I think this; there is no question that the larger
and more prestigious schools do get a little more attention because
they have a great proportion of very talented people in them. But I
would like to call attention to a grant that I had intended to mention,
but I didn't, that was 'given by the Ford Foundation to every school
in his country that was accredited in an effort to help them increase
faculty salaries over a 10-year period or quicker because the money
could be used right away. I think the net effect of that grant was
a badly needed increase of 200 or 300 percent in faculty salaries
because of the spurt that it gave.

In my own institution we got one of the largest, a billion and a half
plus a million and a half bonus because we had shown evidence of
going further, and that fund has grown through wise investment and
through wise additions to some $14 million, and it just would have
been non-existent without that particular grant at that particular
time for this particular problem. Grants went to every school in the
country and I have to say from my experience some of the smaller
schools I know of got more of a boost out of the $300,000 they got than
$3 million we got because their problems were much more crucial.
The grants were a broad sweeping kind of thing, but, they were enor-
mously productive for the whole educational spectrum.

I think one broad thing like that. which cost the Ford Foundation
several hundreds of millions of dollars puts in proportion the mis-
takes that are made from the foundations from time to time. We all
make mistakes from time to time I know I do.

Senator HAiNmp. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAiRMAN. Thank you so much. May I say to members of the

panel, I hope you understand our problem. We are trying to limit
each Senator to about one question because we are under a deadline
her to try to report this bill by October 31. Thank you very much
for your statements today.
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Father HFSBUR01. Mr. Chairman, I have been requested to offer for
the record a statement of Mr. Glickstein. He is the staff director-
designate of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

The CIAIRMAN. Without objection.
(The statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF HOWARD A. OLIC STEIN, STAFF DIREOToR-DESIGNATE, U.S.
COMMISISSSION ON CIVIL RIOIhTS

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have the opportunity to comment on the pro-
posed restrictions on the financial support that private foundations may give
to voter registration drives.

Before commenting on the provisions of H.R. 13270, I would like to note the
long experience the Commission on Civil Rights has had in the area of voting.
The Commission was established by Congress in 1957. Its duties as prescribed by
Congress include investigating denials of the right to vote because of race, color,
religion, or national origin. The Commission's first hearing, held in 1958, Inves-
tigated denials of voting rights. It has conducted other hearings and issued a
number of reports on voting since then. It has continued to watch voting proce-
dures carefully since the passage of the Voting Rights Act of 19. In 1968-the
Commission issued a comprehensive report entitled Political Participation, which
dealt with participation by Negroes in political activities in the southern States.
Most recently it has conducted investigations and research in preparation ofltesti-
mony on the extension of the Voting Rights Act of 1905.

H.R. 13270 creates a new section 4945 of the Internal Revenue Code which
prohibits (by taxing at the rate of 100 percent) private foundations from flnanc-
Ing voter registration drives unless the organization conducting the drive meets
certain conditions. These condition are that the organization:

(1) is exempt from taxation under section 501(c) (3) ;
(2) has as Its principal activity a nonpartisan political activity in five

or more States;
(3) expends substantially all of Its income directly for the active con-

duct of the activities constltuting the purpose or function for which it is
organized and operated;

(4) is supported by other exempt organizations or by the general public
as provided in paragraph (4) of section 4945(d) ; and

(5) does not receive contributions for voter registration drives subject to
conditions that they be used only in specified States or other areas.

I consider this proposed restriction unwise and unfortunate.
While Congress has provided legislation safeguarding the right to register

and vote, It has left to private organizations the affirmative task of educating
and encouraging potential voters to register and exercise their franchise. This
task is especially important In times of great social unrest when the racial and
ethnic minorities and many young people perceive little evidence that the poli-
tical process is a viable means for obtaining social reform and justice.

Restrictions on the financing by foundations by voter registration programs
would add greatly to the problems encountered by concerned groups of citizens
in their voter registration activities. In Its investigations in the South the Com-
mission has observed the importance of paricipation in the democratic process to
the attainment by Negroes of full rights as citizens under the Constitution.
Private voter registration efforts supported In part by foundations have contrib-
uted to Increasing the number of Negroes registered to vote and have thus been the
basis for their Increased participation in political life.

According to the Report of the Ways and Means Committee of the House
of RepresentatIves the proposed section 4943 is not expected to Interfere with
the activities of the Voter Education Project of the South Regional Council.
However, it is my expectation that It would seriously Interfere with voter regis-
tratlon projects that have a more restricted geographic base and are not able
to obtain funds from ns many foundations. Thus an organization desiring to con-
duct a voter registration drive in a single city or State or which requires only
the funds of a single foundation could not draw upon foundation support.

Registration of Negroes in the South Is still disproportionately low. An end
now of the effort to increase Negro voter registration would perpetuate the
political Inequality which still persists.

Table 1 gives the most recent voter registration statistics we have for these
States.
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TABLE I.-VOTER REGISTRATION IN THE SOUTH, SPRING-SUMMER 1968

Percent white Percent nonwhite
registration registrato

Alabama .................................................................. 82. 5 56.7
Arkansas .................................................................. 75.2 67.5
Florida ..................................................................... 83.8 62.1Geores .................................................................... 84.7 ,r 1
Louisiana .................................................................. 87. 9 R9.3
Mississippi ................................................................. 92.4 59.4
North Carolina ............................................. 78.7 55.3
South Carolina .............................................................. 65.6 50.8
Virginia .................................................................... 67.0 58.4

Source: "Voter Education Project, Voter Registration In the South," summer 1968.

Within the listed States there are many individual counties in which Negro
registration is especially lew. For example:

-In 27 of the 67 counties in Alabama, less than half the Negroes of
voting age are registered. In five counties Negro registration is less than
35 percent.

-In 24 of Mississippi's 82 counties, Negro registration is less than half
of those Negroes of voting age; in six counties it is less than 35 percent.

-In half of South Carolina's 40 counties Negro registration is less than
half of those of voting age. It is less than 35 percent in three counties.

The failure of the Justice Department to send Federal examiners to most of
the counties of especially low Negro registration under section 0 of the Voting
Rights Act of 1065 makes the privately sponsored voter registration drive the
only effective way of increasing Negro registration in these counties.

In its report Political Participation, published in May 1968, the Commission
found that the highest Negro registration was In counties where there were
both Federal examiners and a voter registration campaign. Next in percent of
Negroes registered were counties with Federal examiners but without a voter
registration campaign. Third were counties with a voter registration cam-
paign but without Federal examiners. Lowest registration levels were found in
counties with neither Federal examiners nor voter registration campaigns.

TABLE 2.-PERCENTAGE OF NEGROES REGISTERED TO VOTE IN PARTICULAR COUNTIES OF THE SOUTH

Alabama Mississippi South Carolina

Federal examiners and voter education project ........................ 69.5 51.7 67.0
Federal examiners only ............................................ 63.7 41.2 71.4
Voter registration project only ...................................... 57.6 34.9 51.6
Neither .......................................................... 45.4 24.2 48.8

Source: "Political Participation," page 155.

It has been the position of the Department of Justice that local voter regis-
tration drives are the necessary and most appropriate way to increase voter
registration.

In a memorandum to Attorney General Ramsey Clark dated January 12, 1967,
John Doar, then Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Civil Rights Divi-
sion, expressed the view that Federal examiners were not a substitute for
"active local organizations" in accomrlishing registration. The use of Federal
examiners alone could be "counterproductive as far as bringing Negroes out
of the caste system and making them viable participants In our political life."
He stated that during 1967 the results of appointing examiners had been uneven,
and that in some cases few Negroes had registered after an examiner was an-
signed to a county because there was no voter registration drive by private
civil rights groups in the area. (Poltical Participation, page 156)

In a letter to the Commission, dated March 13, 1968, Stephen J. Pollak, Mr.
Doar's successor, stated: "My experience ;would indicate that-at least after
the first few months of experience with the Voting Rights Act-the key factor
is the mounting of a drive for voter registration. The assignment of examiners
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may help generate enthusiasm but its major significance is as a means to assure
that full opportunities are available for registration where the State fails to
meet its responsibilities." (Political Participation, page 155)

In Political Participation the Commission made several recommendations for
action that the Federal Government could take to encourage political par-
ticipation.

Among them, the Commission recommended an affirmative program to en-
courage persons'to register and vote and a repeal of the 1007 amendment to
the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 prohibiting the use of funds for "non-
partisan voter registration activity." The affirmative program envisioned by
the Commission would be a supplement to, but would not replace or make unneces-
sary private voter registration efforts. In view of the failure of Executive
agencies to act in this area it is especially important that no new impediments
be placed in the path of private voter registration activities.

One reason advanced for the value of the proposed restrictions on the financing
of voter registration drives by private foundations is the belief that such drives
support partisan political activity. I consider this belief unjustified. Section
501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code already limits the involvement of tax-
exempt foundations in political activities. The statute expressly prohibits par-
ticipating in any political campaign on behalf of any candidate for public
office. Further restriction, in my opinion, is unnecessary.

In testimony presented earlier in this Session of the Congress, the Commission
strongly urged the extension of the Voting Rights Act of 1905. This action has
not yet been taken by the Congress. In view of the uncertainty with respect to
the extension of the Voting Rights Act, I believe it would be particularly unfor-
tunate if legislation were enacted which could result in the total absence in
the future of private voter registration activities.

The CHAIRMAN. We will next have a panel of Mr. J. George Harrar,
president of the Rockefeller Foundation; Mr. Alan Pifer, president
of the Carnegie Corp. of New York; and Mr. David Freeman, presi-
dent of the Council on Foundations.

STATEMENT OF 3. GEORGE HARRAR, PRES ENT,
THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION

Mr. HARRAR. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee. I am
George Harrar, president of the Rockefeller Foundation. To my right
is Mr. Alan Pifer, president of the Carnegie Corp. of New York, and
to my left Mr. David Freeman, president of the Council on Founda-
tions.

I would like to take this opportunity to submit my brief remarks.
In the first instance, my own background of orientation is biology. For
many years I was associated with the scientific activities of the Rocke-
feller Foundation; I later became vice president and in 1961 pruqident.

During this period of time, I have had ample opportunity to
examine the work of foundations such as our own and at the same
time to see that of many others.,

I would like to begin by saying that I think The Rockefellar Foun-
dation, for which I speak, exemplifies the general purpose foundation
devoted exclusively to the welfare of society. It is one of many, and
it has over the years, I think, demonstrated the value of this almost
American invention, a form of private philanthropy for the public
good which has grown and become more and more sophisticated with
time.

One of the reasons why foundations have had such success as they
may have had is that Congress has sup ported the idea of pri-
vate philanthropy through the provision oftax exemption over the
years, with the support of the public.
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I do not want to repeat what has been said before by those who have
urged that the tax on foundations is simply a tax on its recipients.
I think this has been said effectively by people who have made their
case very well. We can only say we support this position.

I would like to explain some of the reasons why I think this is true
from our own experience. In our own history, beginning over 55 years
ago, we -have found each year that new opportunities and new cial-
lenges and new demands presented themselves to us. We have had to
evaluate and decide which of these opportunities we should attempt to
assist, given our terms of reference. In so doing, past experience and
demonstrable accomplishments, some of which are well-known, along
with our possibilities for flexibility, stability, and continuity, have
enabled us to engage in efforts for the public good for periods of time
which assure progress toward established goals.

I would like to add that I think it is extremely important in our
case at least that we have always had a highly professional staff. Our
staff is composed of individuals who have had1 extended experience in
a special field and are in position to interact and assess situations and
problems and determine avenues of approach which they believe to be
constructive and useful.

We are a self-renewing organization, as I see it. The trustees self-
renew over a period of years with changes and additions. Our officers
also self-renew through their own experience as they go forward in
their professional careers and as they help younger people to get the
same kind of background, experience and knowledge they themselves
have acquired over a long period of time. So our staff is a career staff.
We think of them not as being persons who come to 'is for a period of
time, do a special task and leave. On the contrary, the vast bulk of our
officers are those who are dedicated to a total professional career in
private philanthropy. This to me is one form of private philanthropy,
as I said, rather peculiar to America which has stood the test of
time and I think has demonstrated a power to confront the many
unmet human needs which we think are going to plague us in the fu-
ture, against which we should all work together.

I think there has been excessive reticence by private philanthropy
and private foundations--reluctance to do anything which might be
called self-advertising. This reticence too often, I feel, has resulted
in failure to communicate what we are trying to accomplish in a sig-
nificant way to those members of the society that have an interest in
knowing what we are trying to do and what our track record has been.
I think we should have done a better job and the result has been, in my
judgment, that a very small number of foundations have used the tax
exempt privilege of private philanthropy in devious and unrealistic
ways. Unhappily they -have been the ones that have had the notoriety
and have been the focus of much attention with the net result that in
the minds of many there has arisen a tragic doubt about the public
benefit derived from private philanthropy.

Our own foundation program may illustrate this point. As you
know, our thrust 'has been upon a broad spectrum of human concern.,
including public health, education, food production, nutrition, and
relate interests. We have been deeply concerned about the spectre of
hunt in many parts of the world and nutrition in those areas where
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this has become a vital problem to large sectors of the society. We have
emphasized education in all its aspects and our whole history has been
one in which training programs have been associated with each of our
projects. Fellowships and scholarships have always been a principal
thrust and focus in support of all that we have done since 1913, and
I believe this is the only way to obtain a multiplier effect in the form
of people who are dedicated and devoted and wish to contribute their
skill and expertise and their knowledge for the public welfare.

I would like to point out that over the years our efforts have been
sharply focussed. We have selected for ourselves limited numbers of
areas of concern which we think are most basic and most important
and, of course, in this self-renewal process these evolve over the years
so that we are not doing today exactly what we did in 1913. However, a
great deal of what we are doing today we learned during the decades
of experience since 1918.

We have tried to bring our program along in such ways that as the
needs of society change and as the demands placed upon us change, we
respond in a constructive fashion.

To me, on the basis of my experience, one of our most significant
accomplishments has been the way in which we have been able, thanks
in part to the public sector, to establish informal partnership with
many other sectors of our own society toward common goals. We would
hope to continue to work, informally or otherwise, in intimate associa-
tion with other organizations such as our own. and in many instances
with Federal, State, and other entities or agencies with similar con-
cerns, such as food production, basic research, economic development,
and all the other matters which are so pertinent, so important to society
today and tomorrow.

I believe that this association enriches our national scene and is
extraordinarily important. I believe it has demonstrated its value, and
the fact that part of it is private and part of it public or semipublic
simply makes it more meaningful. Therefore, I would hope that in
the future this kind of partnership counld be enhanced and encouraged.
We know very well that many outstanding scientific accomplishments
have been achieved by Federal agencies, such as the Department of
Agriculture, NIH, and many others. We too have contributed and we
wish to continue to do so, in association with others, in the belief that
together the several sectors can add up to more than the sum of their
parts.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would say that we vtry strongly fear
that the results of a tax upon private philanthropy would be negative
in terms of human progress and our ability to contribute to it.

We do very strongly support, however, the thought that there should
be an arrangement through which foundations by paying appropriate
fees could ensure that surveillance was exercised on the least conspicu-
ous of us as well as the larger foundation. We would do everything we
could to cooperate to this end and would fully support any such
arrangement for this as may be decided upon by the Congress. Thank
you, sir.

If there are no questions, may I turn to Mr. Alan Pifer, president
of the Carnegie Corp. of New York?

33-885 O-60---pt. 6----20
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STATEMENT OF ALAN PIPER, PRESIDENT, CARNEGIE CORP. OP
NEW YORK

Mr. PHFER. Mr. Chairman, I subscribe very strongly to nil that Dr.
Harrar has just. said. I would like to say I am president of one of the
older and one of the larger foundations in American life. Tile Carnegie
Corp. was established in 1911 by Andrew Carnegie before the days of
the income tax and, therefore, before the days of income-tax exemptions.
This was true of all the philanthropies which Mr. Carnegie established
and he established quite a number of them.

We have today a capital funds of approximately $340 million, and we
have annual income of approximately $14 million. All of that income
is devoted to charitable purposes.

The purpose of Carnegie Corp. was established by the founder,
Mr. Carnegie, and that. w'as that the funds were to be used for the
advancement and diffusion of knowledge. We are, therefore, in broad
terms, an educational foundation and our programs over the years
have been in those fields.

In 68 years of our history, I believe I can say that this Carnegie
Corp. has been operated with no other purpose than to serve the public
interest. There has been no private gain or personal gain to any member
of the Carnegie family, to any trustee, to any employee of the founda-
tion or to any other individual except fair compensation for services
rendered.

Our program over the years has been in fields like the establishment
of libraries in which the Carnegie Corp. and Andrew Carnegie in
his own lifetime pioneered. We have had an active program in that
field for many years. We have supported a wide variety of colleges
and universities. I had a check made recently ond discovered that
the Carnegie Corp. in its history has made grants in every State of
the Union, all 50 States.

We have had an active program in medical education. We have
been interested in adult education over the years because we considered
that ver important.

We have done a lot in elementary and secondary education. And
in the last few years we had a particular interest in the problems of
preschool education, and we have some quito interesting programs
we are supporting in that field.

And finally another area which we consider highly important is
the strengthening of State and local government, and we have done
a great deal, we think, in that field, a great deal comparatively, cer-
tainly, because this has not generally been an area in which fdunda-
tions have been very active, We have had the privilege of supporting
some excellent organizations in that field, the Citizens Conference on
State Legislatures, the Education Commission of the States, the
National Municipal League and many others.

Yal will be hearing later this morning, I believe, from Senator
Arrington from Illinois who will talk about some of the work of the
Citizens Conference on State Legislatures.

We have developed a strong opposition to an income tax on founda-
tions as we have considered this matter in our foundation and, the
reasons are the following: First, I think one needs to consider some-
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thing of the history- of income tax exemption in our society. It is part
of a much longer tradition that. goes back to Roman times in which
private charitable organizations, have been given certain privileges
by the State in exchange for the functions they performed in private
charity, that is functions such as relief of the poor, taking care of
widows and orphans and that sort. of thing, more recently in Me inedi-
cal field in welfare and a variety of other areas They are the tradi-
tional charitable functions which have always been performed by
private organizations.

It is true that over the years it has become necessary for the State
to move into many of these fields, but there remains a legitimate role
for private philanthropy, and there is much we can do. You heard
this morning from a panel of witnesses the kind of things foundations,
as one part of the charitable field, still do, and these are important
things.

In 1799 an income tax was levied in Britain for the first time, and
in that year, at the time that act was passed, the income of charitable
organization, was exempted from tax. That. seemed a perfectly natu-
ralthing to do because of the functions these charitable organizations
were performing.

So, later, in 1913 in this country, when we had our first constitu-
tionally based income tax passed, it also seemed natural to exempt the
income of all charitable organizations from tax. And over the years
since then the State has never made any attempt to distinguish between
various classes of charitable organizations. They have all been con-
sidered equal under the law. There has been no such thing as a qualified
or limited, income tax. It has been all or nothing. The concept of
income tax exemption has been considered indivisible.

Now, if an income tax is put. on foundations by this bill you are
considering, even if it is a very limited tax, if it is an income tax,
then the Congress will have breached a long-standing tradition and
indeed a public policy in this country since 1913. We feel that that
is a major decision, not just a minor decision having to do with tax
reform. It is a major decision about the nature of our society, because
that decision will have set a precedent which might conceivably lead
to the taxation of other classes of charitable organizations by some
future Congress, and would certainly. give encouragement to other
levels of government to levy their own income taxes not only on foun-
dations but on other classes of charitable organizations. So we think
the precedent is a bad one.

We also feel that the tax would be discriminatory because it. would
fall on foundations but not on other classes of tav exempt organiza-
tions, and aq many witnesses have already said 1+:. morning, the tax
would be illogical because the burden of it would fall on the benefi-
ciaries of foundations.

Finally, we think that the tax would be irrelevant to curing the
real abuses that there are in the foundation field. Clearly measures
are required, clearly the measures you are considering having to do
with self-dealing are required. Clearly there should be a greater dis-
closure of the operations of foundations and, if I might express a
personal opinion here, I would like to repeat what I said in my
testimony before the Ways and Means Committee that I think there
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should be obligatory publication of annual reports by all foundations;
that even if it is very sumply prepared material it should be available
to anyone from the public w io wants it, and I am disappointed in
the House bill on that score.

In conclusion, just to summarize, I would like to say that we, at
Carnegie Corp., feel that this tax would be harmful to the public
interest. We believe furthermore that it would be unfair to nlany fine
foundations such as our own that have operated through their history
entirely in the public interest.

We also feel that if the Internal Revenue Service had done a good
job of auditing tax exempt organizations over the years we probably
wouldn't be sitting here today. It is certainly possible we would not be.
A lot of our troubles spring from the fact that the IRS has not done
a good job over the years and for this reason we have proposed, and
my colleague, David Freeman, from the Council on Foundations will
elaborate on this, that an annual fee be assessed on the assets of all
foundations and that the proceeds of this fee be earmarked specifically
for the auditing of foundation returns.

We feel out of that we would get the protection that we and founda-
tions like ours need, and we feel this is t proper governmental func-
tion. We also feel that we have lacked that protection and we think the
time has come for the government to do that for us.

Thank you very much.
Mr. HAPMAR. Mr. Chairman, may I present Mr. David Freeman of

the Council on Foundations?

STATEMENT OF DAVID FREEMAN, PRESIDENT, COUNCIL ON
FOUNDATIONS

Mr. FREEMAN. Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to be here. I will at-
tempt to speak very briefly on behalf of the smaller foundations, many
of whom are included in our membership of some 425 across the
country.

Sma i foundations, and the middle-sized foundations will be hit
equally heavily by the 71/2 percent. tax on investment. income.

Further than that, however, the organizations to which they tradi-
tionmly give their support will feel this tax very immediately.

The small foundation typically has very small overhead. It is re-
quired under present regulations to expend substantially all of its
income and, in fact, it is in every community of any size across the
country one of the major sources of support, for United Funds, the
local welfare organizations and, of course, the educational institutions
in those smaller cities.

The latest figures we have indicate 41 percent of foundation giving
actually does go to education, and in response to the point that Senator
Hansen raised earlier, I think it is fair to say that this is particularly
true of the smaller foundations which are the ones most likely to be
aware of the needs of the smaller educational institutions in their own
areas. We can cite a number of examples, but I won't trouble you with
those.

There is another aspect of the foundation giving which vill be hit
by this tax because, of course, the tax will mean that foundations have
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less to give away, and that is the challenge grant which has been
referred to by the earlier panel. This is a techni qe which is not limited
to the large foundations. It is used also by individual givers and by
smaller foundations, and the effect of this on the recipient has been
proven time after time to be that at least the amount of the grant re-
ceived from the foundation is triggered from other sources, and very
often it may be doubled, so that one can argue that the effect of this
tax on the kind of organizations, that seek capital funds and, therefore,
seek challenge grants, will be much more severe than merely the 7Y
percent figure.

I should add as relates to the smaller and middle-sized foundations
that this tax will inevitably be received as a punitive measure because
as Dr. Pifer has pointed out, it does not discriminate between the good
guys and the bad guys. It is a flat tax on everybody's income, and lam
afraid it will be a major deterrent to the growth of the private founda-
tion. I would urge the Senate to consider seriously the advisability of
encouraging rather than discouraging this growth.

As earlier witnesses have indicated, far from eroding the tax base,
the growth of foundations has just barely kept pace with gross national
product and with other indices of economic growth. Thus, the tax will
put a further squeeze on the private sector and force charitable and
educational institutions to turn increasingly to Government forsupporL

Now, I would like to say a word about the alternative which is sug-
gested to cover what we all recognize as the problem which IRS has
had in obtaining sufficient funds and, therefore, sufficient staff to
pro erly investigate foundations and audit the requirements.

We recognize the need for strengthened enforcement in the field.
To curb the admitted abuses, we recommend that ai annual fee be
assesed against foundations and charitable trusts levied as an excise
based on foundation assets. The assets oan be readily determined and
will not provide an added problem for IRS since another provision of
the bill, the provision requiring distribution, does already require the
determination of assets.

We feel that the funds collected should be made available to IRS for
more adequate auditing and supervisory staff in the private foundation
field.

We would like to make a special point of the fact that this fee should
be assessed against assets rather than income. As Dr. Pifer has pointed
out, we feel it is very important that the principle of tax exemption
not be breached.

Regardless of the amount that might be fixed, if the tax is a tax on
income, even though it may be give another label it will be regarded
by the public, and I am afraid by other taxing authorities at the State
and loa level, as an income -tax. In fact., it could be argued, as I
believe one of the Senators pointed out at an earlier hearing, that some
States would automatically tax foundatios once an income tax is
imposed by the Federal Government.

We would argue further that assessing the tax against assets will
provide a fairer measure of determining the rtppropi ate supervisory
costs particularly in the ease of foundations ,hichI have a portfolio
of relatively low-yield stock and are, therefore, not giving away quite
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as much as some others may be, but have real accounting problems
in terms of determining how much should be given away under the
distribution test.

As I have indicated, we do not believe that using the asset test
would provide any additional burden on IRS, since that test must be
applied- in the distribution section.

Finally, we urge that the level of the tax be left to the determina-
tion of the Secretary of the Treasury. This will make clear that the
funds received, whether or not specially earmarked, are intended to
cover the costs of supervision of the private foundation area.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The ChAIRMAN. I do want to ask one question, Mr. Freeman.
On June 4th, that was 4 months ago, I asked you to provide us with

information that would give us some basis upon which to see just
what payments have been made to public officials. You uundertook to
obtain that information. But the latest I had was a letter on July 25,
1969, and as of that date there were only 216 out of 404 of these foun-
dations had reported and of those only a handful had given any
information. I would assume somebody has something shocking to re-
port, and if lie has he will be the last man reporting. When are you
going to hear from the rest of these people?

Mr. FREEMAN. I have an updating for you, Mr. Chairman. I had
not mailed it to you because of the pressure of other events.

I think it is fair to say that we have had a reasonably good return
now. You will remember that in our discussions, when we were dis-
cussing Senator Williams' proposed amendment I indicated that, of
course, this would have to be a voluntary effort on the part of our
membership.

We now have returns from some 300 of the 404 members to whom
we addressed the poll, and of these 295 have indicated that as a foun-
dation they made no direct payments; five have indicated they made
direct payments, and I have the specifics as to those payments avail-
able for you.

The second part of the questionnaire related to the grantees of the
foundations and, as I indicated to when we first discussed this, I an-
ticipated that there would be a longer delay in obtaining this infor-
mation. In fact, we now have 219 foundations who say that, to the
best of their belief, none of their grantees made such payments. Sev-
enty-four of the foundations that answered "No" for themselves have
not yet replied for their grantees. We have 7 foundations with "Yes"
answers from grantees, so that of the 300-odd who have responded,
we have a total of 12 "Yes" answers.

Let me indicate to the other Senators that the "Yes" answers were
an indication that these particular foundations or their grantees have
made payments within a specific period of time to a Government offi-
cial at a given level or above of salary for a journey to a particular
meeting or for an honorarium to address the meeting or in a couple
of instances awards to Congressmen and Senators for outstanding
service in particular areas of interest to the foundation.

I will be glad to submit this information to you, Senator. I apolo-
gize for the delay.

The CHAMrMAN. Yea understand, I am not suggesting there is any-
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thing wrong about these grants or awards. So far as I am concerned,
I resume they are all completely justified.

fr. FREEMAN. I think you will find the information will be helpful.
It suggests to me one thing if I may take a moment on this, though
it is out of order for our panel discussion, and that is that several of
the "Yes" answers indicate the desirability of some flexibility in the
present version of the Williams bill, if I may call it that, as it is con-
tained in the House bill, with regard to foreign, travel.

We have indications from these "Yes" answers of half a dozen
senior Government officials who attended scientific conferences over-
seas because-with foundation siipport or with the support of a
grantee of a foundation, because--as is spelled out in each case-they
were just unable to obtain the necessary travel funds from their own
departmental budgets, and I think the types of trips that were taken,
and the types of meetings attended will be of real interest.

The CHAIRMAN. Let, me say this unless the committee wants to do
so, I do not even plan to release the in formation you are providing
to me. But I would like to know why it takes 4 months on part A
which, from my point of view, any one of these people should have
been able to give you the day after it was requested.

Why does it take so long for them to get the information in p art A?
"Did you make a payment last year or the year before to a Govern-
ment official ?"

Mr. FREEMAN. Part of the answer, Mr. Chairman, is another prob-
lem with which my council has been attempting to deal with, and
which I am sure many of the members of your audience today can
appreciate, and that is that smaller foundations across the country are
typically not very fully staffed, and when we send out a questionnaire
to them, particularly if we send it out in the middle of the summer,
we cannot expect very prompt attention to the answer to that
questionnaire.

I would also add, as we discussed before, where part B was involved,
it was obviously going to be a longer process, but I can only beg for-
giveness on the argument that the foundations in the middle of the
summer are hard to get to in terms of paper work.

The CIAIRMAN. Now, it I recall correctly, our understanding was
that part A would be simple enough to answer that, during the period
January 1, 1968 through June 4, 1969, during the last 18 months is
the date we are asking it, "Did your foundation make a direct payment
or directly provide services or facilities in aggregate of $25, in excess
of $25, to any Member of the U.S. Congress or Federal Judiciary,
any member of the executive branch, the Federal Government, whose
rank was equivalent to GS-16, which is $22,800 and above, or any
Member of Congress or Senators' staff receiving a Federal salary
of $15,000 or above, yes or no."

It would seem to me that if those foundations, those sniall founda-
tions, had such inadequate managements that they can't provide you
a yes or a no answer to that question in 4 months, that there are
some serious doubts whether they ought to be granted tax exemptprivileges just for lack of capacity to know what they are doing with
their own money.

So 104 that have not responded, it would seem to me we ought to
know from the other 104 what is the answer to part A. In part B we
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want to know what happened indirectly, and if you made some pay-
ments, which there is some reason to think this might have been paid
indirectly to some Government officials, we would like to know about
that.

May I say that I can understand how some of this information
could be embarrassing to someone even though there was nothing what-
ever wrong about the grants made. But I do think we are entitled to
the information. You said we could get it, and we want it, we would
like to know it.

On June 4, I said to you I would like to have that information
before we acted on this big bill, and we still do not have it. This is
4 months later. When can we hear from the other 104 of your peaple?

Mr. FRF:MAN. Senator, I cannot guarantee that you will hear from
all the other 104 because you and I agree, this was going to be a volun-
teer activity. I have sent out reminders to our full membership. I will,
of course, send out a further reminder. I suggest for a volunteer activ-
ity conducted chiefly during the summertime, a 75-percent return is
not too bad.

But I think, the message here really is to be sure that the members
of the committee see the kind of "Yes" answers we have received be-
cause I think they are quite significant in indicating what it. is that
does lead foundations to make these payments to Government officials
and for what purposes these funds are used. This is really the guts
of the problem.

So will again question the remaining members who h',ve not yet
replied. I will.get the information to you as promptly as I can, and
meanwhile I will be happy to turn this over to Mr. Vail.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
(Information received by the committee on the points raised was

made a point of the official files of the committee.) ;
Senator WILLIAMS. In connection with the statement of the chair-

man, we would assume that those who have something that they are
going to cover up would be the most reluctant to answer the question.

However, since this is a voluntary program, I am going to volunteer
this suggestion. You tell those that do not answer we are going to pro-
ceed on the assumption they are enthusiastically in favor of the bill.
[Laughter.]

Mr. FREEMAN. Thank you, Senator Williams. I think that will have
a strong effect on them.

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes sir.
Now, the bill provides or an orderly liquidation of the assets, that

is, foundations, holdings of securities in any one company would be
gradually reduced to a maximum of 20 percent. What are your views
on that, Mr. Pifer.

Mr. PIFER. Did you mean that for me?
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. PIFER. This is a complex question that affects many foundations

in different ways. There are many foundations that, in fact, own a
good deal more stock in a corporation than 20 percent, where the in-
come from that foundation has been used for nothing but charitable
purposes. The Kellogg Foundation, I &ess, would be a good example
of this. I certainly feel that the primary test, as was suggested by Sen-
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ator Curtis here, is how the money is, in fact, used, how the income
is, in fact, used.

So I think another consideration here is that if there is going to be
divestiture, the length of time, the conditions of divestiture, the per-
centage of stock a foundation can hold should be reconsidered. The
whole idea of the timetable toward divestiture should also be recon-
sidered.

I think, in broad principle, if I could express a personal view-and
this is simply a personal view and it is expressed within the context of
the fact, us I have said, that there are many fine foundations that do
at least own 20 percent of the particular stock in a company-that the
active control of a business by foundation is, in principle, not a good
thing

Tifis is because it is diversionary of the interests and energies of the
foundation staff and of the foundation trustees.

Broadly, the purposes are, in the long run, different between a profit-
making organization and a nonprofit organization. However, us I have
said this is a complex matter, and I would hope this is an area in which
the Senate Finance Committee will study very carefully and not.move
precipitously to hurt any of the fine foundations which, in fact,do
own a substantial proportion of the stock of a corporation, and -et are
using these proceeds for wholly charitable purposes.

Senator WILLTAmS. All right.
Senator TALMADOE. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I would like to ask two

questions. I would like to ask the first of Mr. Freeman. Mr. Freeman,
you have suggested in lieu of an income tax on foundations that a fee
or levy on the assets be charged.

In my judgment, that would be unconstitutional. The Congress does
have the authority by constitutional amendment to levy an income tax.
I think if we levied a capital tax, it would be a capital levy, I think
that is probably unconstitutional.

The question that I have is this: in 1967, if the facts that I possess
are accurate, 647 foundations, which included all of the major founda-
tions, made contributions, gifts, and grants of some $754 million, but
the accumulation of income in those same foundations during those
same years was in excess of $2 billion. In other words, the contributions
were less than half of what they received.

Don't you think we should levy an income tax on the income that they
did not distribute?

Mr. FRmMAN. Senator Talmadge, let me try my hand very quickly
at the first question. A paper has been prepared and submitted to Mr.
Vail's staff and the others on the precise constitutional point that you
raise.

It is the strong feeling of the lawyers who have studied this from
the point of view of the foundations that an excise tax, or an excise
more properly, would in fact be clearly constitutional. There is ade-
quate documentation for this. i am not a constitutional lawyer myself,
a1d I won't attempt to go further than to sy that the point has been
researched.

On the question of the accumulation, I think the difficulty with those
figures which, if I recognize them, come from Congressman Patman's
studies, is that they include donations to foundations and unrealized
or realized capital gains.
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If one takes the donations to foundations as an accretion of capital,
which is the way the present regulations provide, then they do not fall
within the scope of the word "accumulation" as it is used in the present
statute.

In other words, if you create a foundation and give it several million
dollars to get it off the ground, that is not considered an accumulation.
That is an accretion of capital of the foundation, and it is the income
which those millions of dollars then earn which must be paid out an-
nually and which, under the present rules, must not be accumulated
unreasonably.

So that r think the question of taxing the assets becomes one of
whether this is the fairest way to assess the fundations or a service
which the Government is providing and which we trust the Govern-
ment will be able to provide more fully and effectively, and we would
argue, for the reasons I have indicated, that the asset test seems to us to
be much the fairest.

Senator TALMADGE. My own comment on it is that if I were a very
rich man I would hate to see that precedent established, b&ause if Con-
gress can make a capital levy on foundations it could make a capital
levy on citizens.

My next question is of Dr. Harrar. I am well aware of the many fine
things the Rockefeller Foundation has done some in my own state,
but have in my hand here a document ana incidentally, this does
come from Congressman Patman's study. In the year 1966 the Rocke-
feller Foundation, according to this report, had compensation of offi-
cers of $1,400,000 plus, other wages and salaries, $1,300,000 plus; taxes,
$64,000 p us; rent, $485,000 plus; miscellaneous expenses, $2,400,000
plus; total expenses, $5,763,354.

During that year you made total grants, contributions, gifts, schol-
larships, and so forth, of $30,586,000.

Now, a rough computation indicates that that would be about 17
percent administrative expenses. Isn't that rather high?

Mr. HATIRRAR. Yes, sir. If you will permit, I will not try to handle the
figures because they are the responsibilities of others. But I can say
that there is a substantial difference in interpretation of those figures
between ourselves and the source of that report.

As I said earlier, our staff is professional. They are located in New
York and in the field. We use them to work in professional association
with leaders in the areas of public health, agriculture, nutrition, and
so on. We consider the maintenance of this professional staff to be part
of our philanthropic contribution. It is the basis of our philanthropy.

(The witness subsequently supplied additional information as
follows:)

Senator Talmadge asked me to supply the Committee with an explanation of
the statement made by Congressman Patman in one of his reports to his Subcom-
mittee, that The Rockefeller Foundation had overhead costs of $5.4 million in
1966, which would have been 15.5% of the Foundation's total 1966 expenditures
of $84.9 million.

The explanation is as follows: The amount spent by the Foundation in 1966
for administrative costs, as distinct from the amount spent on Its charitable
program, is shown in our 1966 Annual Report as $2,230,286. The $5.4 million
figure that Congressman Patman used includes those administrative costs and
also includes all the coats of planning and conducting-out of our New York
office--the Foundation's national and International programs, Including travel,
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program officer's salaries, and consultants' salaries. In addition, it includes a
nonrecurring payment of $958,000 to transfer to an outside insurance carrier
a fund for vested pension obligations which had until then been maintained as
an Internal reserve fund.

Our 1966 administrative costs of $2,230,286 amount to 6.4o of our 1966 expen-
ditures, which as stated above were $34.9 million.

Senator TALMADOGE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Cunris. In the interest of time, I will ask one question.
Mr. Freeman about how many foundations have you had some con-

tact with over the years, and of those numbers-and I do not want you
to name names of the foundations-have you discovered instances
where foundations have not acted in the general public interest?

Mr. FREEMAN. Senator Curtis, I have worked for three different
foundations fulltime; I have been a consultant to two family founda-
tions, and in my present position I am working with a number of foun-
dations, certainly not all 420 members, but a wide variety of different
types of foundations.

I would say that if I were to try to strike a percentage figure cer-
tainly no more than 1 percent of the foundations that I have had any
contact with, in my own judgment, have really gone outside the limits,
as we understand them.

I would not want to say that every 990(a) form that I have
examined has been what I would have submitted for that foundation.
I think this bears on the question of audit. I think a number of foun-
dations in preparing their 990(a) 's or having their CPAs or having
their attorneys prepare them, have not understood the form fully, have
not reflected adequately in the form what they are actually doing and,
as a result, quite frequently I have been able to identify on their 990 (a)
forms what I considered unreasonable accumulations of income which,
on further exploration with them informally, have turned out to be
just bad reporting on their part.

But in terms of really going off the reservation, really doing things
that you and I would consider were unethical, were clearly self-dealing,
I would say certainly no more than 1 percent of the foundations I have
dealt with would fall within that general area.

Senator CURTis. Thank you.
Senator JORDAN. Mr. Freeman, would you favor public disclosure

of the operations of all foundationsI
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, Senator Jordan. Our Council for the first time

in its existence last April took a public position. We had been a service
organization. We never really tried to think through where we stood
in terms of any specific issues in the foundation field.

We submitted a letter to the House Ways and Means Committee, a
copy of which the Clairman of this Committee. very kindly allowed
to be introduced into the record during the hearings on the Williams'
amendment, in which we strongly recommended full public disclosure
and, if I may say so, I subscribe entirely to what Dr. Plifer has
indicated.

We went further in that recommendation than the present House
bill goes in that we would require that every foundation make available
to the public some record of its own activities on an annual basis,
whether only a mimeographed paper or listing of the grants from a
990(a) form or something, so that the general public, in trying to find
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dations have fired at them all the time, "Well, if you can't. help us where
should we go?" The general public would be a little better informed
than by having to go to the relatively few places where 990(a)'s are
available, and wade through them.

We would strongly urge this. We would think it would be a very
helpful thing to put people on their mettle to make a good report and
do a good job.Senator JORDAx. Now, Dr. Pifer, you suggest that, perhaps, some
of the abuses and malpractices of some foundations are caused by the
inadequacy of the supervision of the IRS.

Do you think the alternative proposal that you have made here to
supply a fund for more staffing in the Internal Revenue Service for
this particular job would take care of that difficulty?

Mr. PIFR. Yes, Senator Jordan I think it would go a long way
toward taking care of it, provided t&ere is adequate legislation against
self-dealing and, of course, requiring full disclosure.

I think iR those two things were done, and then if we had adequate
supervision of the returns filed by the foundations we would have gone
a long, long way toward solving the problems in this field.

Of course, this means the audit must take place frequently. We can-
not have an audit every five years or ten years. It seems to me that ideal
might be something like an audit every 2 years, for every private
foundation.

Senator JORDAN. Have any of you calculated how many staff people
might be required to do this job I

Mr. PIFER. We have not calculated that figure. We have heard a
figure that has, we understand, been produced in the Internal Revenue
Service, that might be something $17 million, but we have thought that
was really the responsibility of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
and have, therefore, suggested that the Secretary of the Treasury be
the one who would calculate the amount to be, of the fee to be, charged
to each foundation because only, with the help of the Commissioner,
will he ultimately 6e in a position to know exactly how much money
will be required to do the job.

Senator JoRDAN. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Bym. Thank you, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Pifer, you testified that the assets of the Carnegie Foundation

totaled $340 million.
Mr. PIFER. That is correct, sir.
Senator BYron. Do you happen to have the corresponding figure for

ten years ago?
Mr. PIFER. I am afraid I do not have that in my head, Senator Byrd.

I would be very happy to supply it for the record.
Senator Bym. I would appreciate it if you would.
Mr. PIFER. I would be happy to.
(The Committee subsequently received the following information:)

MARKET VALUE OF CARNE I CornP. AssETs

At the end of fiscal 1958, the market value of the Corporation's total assets was
$253 million. At the end of fiscal 1968, the market value of total assets was $335
million, an increase of 32% In the course of the decade.
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As shown on the attached sheet, in contrast with the 32% growth In Carnegie
Corporation's assets, total national wealth increased about 78% In the same
period, gross national product went up 94%, and total U.S. debt & equity went up
approximately 111%.

Note: During most of the years from 1958 through 1908, common stocks ac-
counted for a little over one-half of Carnegie Corporation's total investments (the
percentage of investment assets in common stocks ranged from a low of 48.7%
in 1960 to a high of 62.3% in 1967; the remainder consisted principally of bonds
and mortgages). Counsel throughout the Corporation's history have advised
that under the terms of the donor's deed of gift and the foundation's charter
corpus may not be invaded. Capital gains have therefore been treated as capital
and added to corpus.

CARNEGIE CORP., COMPARATIVE INCREASE IN VALUE OF ASSETS, 1958-48

(Dollar figures In millions]

Total Total Gross Total U.S.
Carnegie Percent national Percent national net debt and Percent

assets Increase wealth I Increase product s Increase equity 3 Increase

198....$253 ......... $1,703,000......... $447,300......... $1,187,000 .......
1968 ......... 32 3,036,000 78 865,700 94 2,502,000 111

I Auregate value of all tangible U.S. nonmilitary wealth Including land, structures, equipment, Inventories, and livestock.
Partly estimated; based on Goldsmith and Kendrick data for the national balance sheet.

From Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics.
I Net public and private debt at end of year (bonds, notes, mortgages, etc.) plus market value of all corporate stocks.

From Federal Reserve Bulletin and economics department at Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. of New York. Partly estimated.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Harrar, would you indicate the total assets of the
Rockefeller Foundation?

Mr. HAntRA. Yes, sir. I think at the moment it is just under $800
million.

senator BYRD. How does that figure compare with 10 years ago?
Mr. HARRAR. I just could not give you that figure. I would be glad to

send it to you, but I could not give you what I would feel would be an
accurate or responsible answer from my own memory.

Senator Bym. Would you supply that for the record ?
Mr. HARRAR. Yes, indeed, sir.
(The information referred to follows:)

Senator Byrd asked me to supply the Committee with the present and ten-
year-ago market values of the holdings of The Rockefeller Foundation, and
Senator Curtis suggested that the analysis show how much of the increase was
the result of retaining income and how much the result of appreciation in value.
The figures are as follows (in millions of dollars) :

Market value of securities at Sept. 30, 1969 ---------------------- $78-7.8
Market value of securities at Dec. 31, 1959 ------------------------ 584.5

Increase In market value during decade ------------------- 203.3

EXPLANATION OF INCREASE IN MARET VALV,

Appreciation in value of securities during decade ------------------ 264. 7
Contributions received ---------------------------------------- 2. 3
Deduct capital expended during decade ------------------------- (63.7)

Total ---------------------------------------------- 203.3
During the decade the Foundation expended all its ordinary income-amount-

ing to $274.1 million-and $63.7 million of its principal. From its Inception In 1913
to the present the Foundation expended all its ordinary Income-amounting to
$784.7 million-as well as principal in the amount of $155.5 million.

Senator CURTIS. Would the distinguished Senator yield right there?
Senator Bym. I would be glad to yield.
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Senator Curr s. I tihnk it would be helpful if the record shows how
much of the increase, if you had an increase, is the result of retained
earnings, and how much of it might be inflationary or growth.

Mr. PI ER. If I could add a word to this, Senator- .
Senator CuwRs. I did not mean to take the questioning away.
Senator BYRD. That is all right.
Mr. PIPER (continuing). In our particular case-and we qre some-

what unusual here, but there are other foundations in our position-it
has been the opinion of our legal counsel over the years that the
Carnegie Corporation was not allowed to spend corpus; that is, to
spend capital, so we have never spent capital gains, and our capital
gains have been plowed into the corpus.

Now, this obviously-this bill is going to raise some difficulties for us,
and it means that we are going to have to make an effort to get our
charter changed. This will probably mean an act of the New York
State Le islature, and if that becomes necessary, we are fully preparedto make that effort.

But I trust that in considering the figures of the growth of our corpus
it will be noted that in our case our legal counsel has consistenly main-
tained that we were not in a position to spend ca ital gains

Senator BYRD. For whatever the reason, I thin it is important that
the Congress be aware of the growth that has taken place in the total
assets of all of the foundations of our Nation.

Now, in looking over some figures I find that 25 years ago the total
assets were less than $2 billion, $1.8 billion. It was testified this morn-
ing, and the Treasury on questioning by me, also verified that the
total assets are more than $21 billion. So that in 25 years the total
asests of the Nation's foundations have increased tenfold.

1 Now, if that continues another 25 years that would be $200 billion,
and I am just wondering whether the foundations will not become more
powerful than the Federal Government.

The question I would like to direct to the two of you, and it is a
friendly question [laughter], but do you feel that in the long-range
interests of the Nation that there should be a terminal date put on
corporations, or should there be permitted as it has been in the past,
to be pertual I

Mr. PIFER. If I might take a crack at that one, Senator, I think
this question of perpetuity is one that one has to consider in a broader
context. There are other forms of charitable organizations, and they
have their charters, and if a limit is put on the life of the foundations.
as one form of charitable organization, again we have set a precedent
in our society for someone to raise the question with regard to other.

Now, what about churches? Should there be a limit on the life of a
church I Should there be a limit on the life of a college or a university?
These are endowed institutions, like foundatons. They have boards
of trustees, 'like foundations, and many classes of charitable organiza-
tions exist, and I think this again would be one of those very funda-
mental decisions which ought to be most carefully considered because
of the precedent it might. establish in regard to the entire charitable
organization field.

Now, about the growth of foundation assets, the study which the
group, the coordinated group has made and which, I hope, Mr. Chair-
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man, we might have the privilege of entering into the record, I can-
not remember whether Mr. Miller requested that, but if he did not, I
would like to request it, that study shows that foundation assets, al-
though they have been rising in relation to themselves, have been
rising less rapidly than the rate of growth of the wealth of the country.
In fact, we are now beginning to get a decline.

Foundations are declining relatively in relation to many other in-
dices of the economy of the country and, therefore, we feel that any-
thing which is done, such as limiting the life of foundations, which
would tend to discourage the creation of new foundations and to dis-
courage the whole field of philanthropy is going to cause simply a
further decline in this curve.

The result of that inevitably will be that the private sector, the
nongovernmental sector, will be less well-financed and here again
we come back to that very basic question about the nature of our
society and the role played by nongovernmental organizations in it.

Senator BYRD. What are these figures that you are speaking of?
These figures you want to submit for the record; what are the figures;
what do they deal with?

Mr. PIFER. Here they are. Well, the conclusions, the principal con-
clusions, of this study were that foundations have never owned a
significant proportion of the financial instruments, such as stocks,
bonds, mortgages, etcetera.

Senator BYRD. Let me interrupt you for a minute, if you will.
I put this question to the Treasury Department, and I thought maybe

you have the answer to that. The treasury has not been able to give
it to me. I asked the Treasury what were the total assets of the Nation's
foundations in 1938, in 1948, in 1958, and in 1968.

Mr. PIFER. I have those figures, Senator.
Senator BYRD. I am glad you have those. You have even more power

than the Federal Government. [Laughter.]
Mr. PIFER. Perhaps, Senator, this is a good illustration of our belief

that the Federal Government has not been in the business of collect-
ingadequate information about the entire nonprofit organization field.

fie assets of foundations in 1938 were $1.4 billion; in 1948, $3.5
billion; in 1958, $12.6 billion, and in 1968 it was $21 billion.

Now, I could give corresponding figures for the total national
wealth in those same years.

Senator BYRD. That is not of interest to me.
I find out now, though, that 30 years ago the total assets were $1.4

billion, 30 years ago, 1938.
Mr. PIFER. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. Is that correct?
Mr. PIFER. Yes.
Senator BYRD. And 1968 they are $21 billion; am I correct on thatI
Mr. PIFER. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. Well, the only reason I raised this point is-and I

want to add, and I would like to direct this question to the three of
you-do you feel that in the long run them is a danger, there is a
danger to our Nation, if we do not put some limit, time limit, or some
other limit, on the amount of assets that private tax-exempt founda-
tions can accumulate?
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Mr. PMR. Senator, if I might speak again, it seems to me the answer
to that question must always be what proportion the foundation assets
bear to the total wealth of the country.

Now, those foundation assets have never exceeded 1 percent of thetotal wealth of the country and, indeed, it is now falling.
It started at 0.36, and it went at the highest point, to 0.75, that is

3th of 1 percent, and it is now down to 0.69. We estimate that it is
going to keep falling.

So it seems to me it is not a question of absolute rise in foundation
assets but where do they stand in the total picture. Are they an increas-
ing portion of the wealth of the country.

Now, if they were a rapidly increasing proportion of the total
wealth, then I think that would be serious cause for examination of
possible corrective measures.

Seantor BYnD. You see, you do not--you do not feel that it is serious
at the present time?

Mr. Priam. I do not, because the proportion is falling.
Senator BYm. Would you say something, Mr. HarrarI
Mr. HARRAR. I would have to support., because of the research we

have done in the same field, the position taken by Mr. Pifer that this
matter is more relative to the more basic figure of the economy of the
Nation. Foundations are running ahead, far ahead, in numbers and,
of course, numbers frighten a lot of people. The amount of national
resources is increasing much faster than the assets of foundations. In-
stead of holding 0.68 percent of the Nation's asset's we could have foun-
dations holding 2 percent. Then I would say it is a trend and a factor
for major alarm. But it is not happening that way. I think private
philanthropy has the validity which I believe it needs to keep pace
with the general growth of the economy.

So far as perpetuity is concerned, sir, I have never cared for the word
"perpetuity." It is a little bit like immortality, it is a little hard to
come by, but I do feel, and I have said on many occasions in the past,
that I think every instrument granted the privilege of tax exemption
by reason of its objectives and goals has to re-earn its franchise regu-
larly. This is not something we have forever because it was granted
to us once. It is something that I think that those of us who have the
responsibility, to ourselves, and to the public, must each year, each
period, try to demonstrate, that the franchise is something we have
earned, and continue to earn.

If not, then I think action should be taken.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, gentlemen.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HANSEN. I have no quetions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAnnRA. Thank you for the courtesy and privilege of being with

US.
The CHATrMAN. Thank you for your presence here today.
We will next hear from a panel of witnesses on the effect of program

limitations. They are Merrimon Cuninggim, president, Danforth
Foundation; Homer Wadsworth, president, Kansas City Association
of Trusts and Foundations. and the Honorable W. Russell Arrington,
president pro temibmre, Illinois State Senate, testifying for the Citi-
zens Conference o'.i State Legislatures.
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Senator Percy, I believe, wanted to produce some constituents.
Senator PERCY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be te.stifying be-

fore this committee. on WQlnesday morning, h)ut I would just like to
.ay now before introdul.illa Senaltor Arrintoi. I think these hearings
are among the most important hearings the Congies has ever held, and
having seen the consequences, and having !eeii startled by the coii.ze-
quences of the action of the Itoue, I can only s'" "Thank (Iod we have
a bicameral sy-stem and we can stop, look and s'ee now about the effect
being done by this tax bill, and have a chance to reevaluate what we are
doing to America's society."

We are really asking ourselves what kind of a nation (1o we want to
be, and what kind of a people do we want' to become.

It was de Tocqueville who discovered in 1823 that a great (leal is done
in voluntary associations and in the private sectors.

Senator Byrd's question that he asked: can we place a limit on the
assets of our foundations, we can if we want to place a limit oni how
much we want to do in the private sector and, gentlemen, let us not
do all this in the public sector. But it does seem to me every single
one of us sitting here that I can see of my colleagues is concerned about
one thing. We are concerned about, how much erosion of local and State
government responsibility we have had, how much erosion of the pri-
vate sector at ti exl)ense'of the public, and how much more we are try-
ing to take on in the public sector, and what we are trying to do when
we created a new federalism, is move back some of these programs
out of Washington, back into the private sector and back to local and
State governments. This is why I am very happy to have the )resident.
of our own Illinois State Senate here toiay, Senator Arrington.

Ie has not. only been my own State senator, in my own district in
Illinois, but he has been I)resident pro tern of our senate. IHe has dealt
with other members of State senates across the country in the 50 States,
and various groups, including the Citizens Conference on State
Legislatures.

Ile has from a practical standpoint dealt with the problem of how
do we make our State governments responsive and responsible, and
how do wo take back froim the Federal Government some of the prob-
lems that have always been sent down to Washington.

ks a specific case,'if we had not had him as the head of the senate,
we would not have had a State income tax. Now, I hope this does not
provoke reaction in Illinois [laughter], hut I can say without any
hesitation if the State of Illinois did not impose the State income tax
this year we sim ply would have been bankrupt a! a State ad bankrupt
in facing up to t l responsibilities of the 11 million people. We would
have sent more problems to Washington, not less.

We now have a tax structure, as a result of the Governor and the
speaker of the house, who is now a colleague, Ralph Smith. and the
president of the senate working together to face u) to what. we need
to do as a people.

Certainly you have done more than, I know, anyone else to bring
young people into the Government, to have the State government
responsive to our needs.

So I am very pleased, indeed, to be able to introduce him. I believe
that he will be able to make, with his colleagues on his panel, a very

,33-865--69--ot. 0---1
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important contribution, and answer for us a question that plagues us:
If this tax bill goes through, what would happen to the objective we
havo of the erosion of State and local government at the expense
of the Federal Government taking over.

IMr. AR R IN-GTON. Thank you, Senator.
The CITAHRMAN. Thank you.
Will you now proceed as you planned, gentlemen.

STATEMENT OF MERRIMON CUNINGGIM, PRESIDENT, DANFORTH
FOUNDATION

* :M'. CuN ~oL. Thank you very much.
Senator Arrington, Mr. Wadsworth, and I are to present the testi-

mony concerning that part of the bill that imposes certain limita-
tions on the programs of foundations.

We do not want. to try your patience, sir, by needflesc; repetition,
for these matters have already been referred to briefly. We will try
to keel) our comments to a minimum, although we are open for any
questions in this area.

There are four main points in the testimony of the three of us. 'We
wish to point out that the bill as it now reads would prohibit "any
attempt to influence legislation by a attempt to affect the opinion of
the general public or any segment thereof.' That is a quotation from
the phrasing of the bil), and we believe that this prohibition will
inhibit or prevent certain activities now approved which are very
much in the general welfare.

We intend, secondly, to say a brief word about the partial prohibi-
tion that the bill now provides against grants to individuals.

Tliird we wish to speak to the point of the definition of "expenditure
responsibility" in the bill; and, finally, to point out that in our view
the I-ouseo committee's report indicates an intention in respect to the
bill, with which we agree, and which if followed, could repair the
difficulties in the wordingr of the bill itself.

As for myself, I will speak briefly on the matter of grants to individ-
ials, which is ft relatively minor matter, and go on to the prohibition
against any attempt to influence legislation.

My two colleagues will also speak to that point, from their different
approaches.

It is always tempting in a situation lik6 this, Mr. Chairman,. to say
a word about one's organization. I work for the Danforth Foundation,
whose officers are in St. Louis.

We feel that we escape some of the limitations of horizon that. some
of our larger brethren necessarily possess by virtue of their being in
the East.

We do make grants to nonprestigious institutions and, ii ftact, have
contacts with more colleges than any other foundation in the country,
and with more college people.

Our area of activity is education and urban affairs.
I want to sa.y a woid about; the grants to individuals for, though this

is -t minor matter, it is still a matter of some concern to a number of
foundations, not Danforth alone.

Tho CIAIRMAN. If I iifglit'Ut observe, I (lid not read that cor-
rectly. You are 'president .of the 1anforth. Fdundati1n. I have got
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you confused with one of those eastern foundations, and I am glad
to have you correct me.

Mr. CUNINGGIM. I would like to associate myself with the Eastern
Ivy as iuichl as possible blut I am the lailfoytlh Foundation president.
I am afraid that you are nott>the"6ifly one wli iade a mistake. For as
far as my name I regret.,tliat my imnediate ancestbr did not know
how to spell. [Laught ".1

The Danforth F91dndation is in thqebusiness of making..grants to
individuals. That.j to say, we have 10 br a= dzen national programs of
fellowship, awal d, and prizes. given 'for various kinds of 'activities
that we believe rve the geiieral w Ifare. .. " 'm. e,

We were c ncerned . eeply ien t e house olhiittee, ik its
May 27 ann cficatelthat its%tentatiye decision waS to
prohibit all rants to individi]iaTW' bill, 'us finally % ?assed, .reij'-
sents a conl iderable inprovenve( ov er the 'teptativ(e decision, e
believe, for fs you kuo\, the bll4 .fiow allow tlioC.Idinds)of grants to
individuals lhat are p rofdefitied :t, r rf d felllevsviiQs 1,ubli ly
announced ihti which s lectioni 1) locesses e .arfully worked out aid
w h ic h c o n t r i h u t e t o t h e e n e r a l b lic g o 6 - / ' O , ". ... . io n s

We believe that this ks an i)rb4eelt b!tiere aie'- questions il

remaining hei . For exahnpij; what)bout-tfh status of fnibnal awards
and prizes, caf!fully deNdd? Thiey,,do-not rea ly fit t6 field o s fel-
lowships, assuc, l. /

Now, I won'ttake your tiWre to go into the details of ho that
l)articular ma 3ul, in ouirvievybe imjiroved, for I hay( tried to
cover this in my w itten testimony, I simply want to Wliclude by.a"ing.that in the view of a num er of foundations,xrot Danforth
alone, that are concerne&vdth the matter of gir.ntg-to individuals
there are ways of protecting lhe-geueraLpubliC against the kind ol
abuse that the House measure was directed at, and yet of allowing the
kinds of national fellowship and award programs, that serve the
general welfare.

The most important l)art of the testimony of all three of us, Mr.
Chairman, has to-do with the wording of the bill that would prohibit
"any attempt to influence legislation by an attempt to affect the
opinion of the general public or any segment thereof."

This is a di cult matter to speak to for, at the very beginning I want
to make quite clear, sir, that we do not believe in partisan political
activity, lobbying, support of a particular candidate, or any such activ-
ities by foundations. We strongly support the effort of the House to
indicate that these kinds of activities are inappropriate.

We believe, however, that the particular language used in that
section is such as to call n question some part of the legitimate activi-
ties of nearly all foundations.

The wording "and attempt to affect the opinion of the general
plblic," worrieci us. Th at is not a correct word. It. does much more than
worry us. In some, degree it alarms us, for it would be we believe, a
challenge to the basic premise on which our foundation and other
-foun datoils operate. The premise I mean to refer to is that the work
in which we are engaged possess both relevance and timeliness.

1'Te want to make a difference in American life. We wotild like to
feel that the programs we sponsor and the grants we make are pointed.
toward serious liroblems; iot fluff, not superfluities.
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VO believe that it would I) highly to the advantlage of the general• 1 --liiwre xmndns aeul

welfare if these problems were exannned as carefully as could be by
coimpetenlt studies, )y experts ill the field ald beyond that, if the results
of those examinations were, made available to and taken into acernmt
by the general public.

If, in almost any are:a of a foilnd1tion's activity, this process does,
in fact, succeed, then sooleri or later it. is lossil;le-it- is more than

)ossil)le, it. is likely-that qilestiolns concerning that problem will come
Into the consideration of legislative bodies, local, State, and National.

It. would he iml)OSsille, we think, to find any useful activity that
would not )e related to the prol)lern of molding public opinion. Con-
servation of natural resources? Beautification of our highways? Air
and water )ollution? These seemingly innocent-sounlding activities
would sooner or later involve. pIllic opinion with the )ossibility of

, leading toward desirable legislation.
So we believe that in thnt parlicular wording the measure goes too

far, since it would raise the question about the kind of nonpartisan
activities, sludies, reports, and programs which are to the public
advantage.

I could list. a great many individual grants, sir, that would illus-
trate this, not just from our foundation but others as well. Just to
note a few that are related to people here this morning:

M'. Felix Robb appeared earlier. We made a grant to the Southern
Association so as to enable them to get started what they call the
Education Improvement Project in many cities and rural communities
across the South. This is a most. ambitious program.

4 Other fcimndations have also aided it in laige measure, and most of
the )oards of education of the States of the South are cooperating in
that program.

It would be questionable whether we could now do so, in light of the
fact that we hope a difference in the educatonal program in the South
is going to be made by that program.

Again Mr. Pifer referred to the Educational Commission of the
States. We have the honor to share with Carnegie, in support of this
organization which encourages educators and legislators to pool their
interests so that they can all work together on the kind of ed ucational
program they should undertake.

There are over 40 States that had to take legislative action to jointhat body. 00'Thi Carnegie and the Danforth Foundations joined equally in the

sponsoring or that group, and by the bill's wording at the present
time about influencing public opinion in legislative matters, we would
not be able to do so.

Illustrations are legion. I won't take your time for more. If there
is any question along that line I will be happy to try to answer it..

One further word before passing this matter to my colleagues:
The report suggests that the intention of the House committee was

to prevent partisan political activity. The support of candidates, the
lobbying for particular legislative measures-please let me say une-
quivocally, that we support the intention fully to prohibit such thing.
We believe that the intention of the House committee report can be
followed in the language of the final bill, and yet not cause the
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difficulties in respect to the useful programs of the foundations related
to public issues and public problems that the present language would
represent. Thank you very much, Senator.

The CIR~M.AN. Thank you.
Mr. CUNINOoIm. Next will be Mr. Homer Wadsworth, president

of the Kansas City Association of Trusts and Foundations.

STATEMENT OF HOMER WADSWORTH, PRESIDENT, KANSAS CITY
ASSOCIATION OF TRUSTS AND FOUNDATIONS

Mr. WADSWORTH. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, the particular point
of view from which I look at the question of program limitations and
expenditure responsibility is that of relatively small foundations that
operate in American communities and, therefore, look at the prob-
lems that beset us where those problems are and in association with
the people who live and work there.

I have done so in Kanasas City for 20 years, and have experience
in this regard in a number of other communities throughout the
country.

I think the terms of this particular section will do violence to what
has grown up as a natural condition of many of our communities
under the impact of the kind of problems we are dealing with.

What we find in our communities is that the people of those areas,
those who have money to contribute to charitable causes, and units of
government, have joined hands--sonetimes in desperation, to deal
with the many matters that press for attention. To be able to deter-
mine at what point public discussion, investigation, nonpartisan analy-
sis will lead to legislation is a very difficult and complicated thing,
indeed.

Let me mention a few examples. The Rosenberg Foundation in
San Francisco, which operates primarily in the youth field across the
State is engaged in a first-class analysis of the problem of how to
deal with a young person who has taken drugs in cooperation with
the youth authority of that State, and thei public welfare agencies,
and a number of voluntary agencies.

It would be most unwise to assume that some form of legislation
will not proceed from this investigation.

In the city of Chicago at the request of the circuit court and a
citizens committee appointed by the court, the Chicago Community
Trust is sponsoring a thoroughgoing analysis of the function of the
juvenile court of Cook County. From it may be expected to come
recommendations that will be reviewed both by the county but. also
by the State, inasmuch as the court in that community operates
under the jurisdiction of the State.

In the State of Texas the Hogg Foundation for more than 25
years has devoted most o? its attention to the problem of how to deal
with the medically indigent person who is emotionally ill. From its
effort has arisen one of our finest State systems for the care of those
who are mentally ill, a system in which the facilitiesof the university,
public support, voluntary support, foundation support, have been
largel in visible.

In the city of Cleveland, the Cleveland Community Trust is engaged
at this time, in sponsoring studies that are directed toward improving
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the curriculum of the police academy through which local police
officers receive their basic training.

Or again in a circumstance in which )r. Cuninggim and myself
have been involved, in the State of Missouri, we are at this t ine fillanlt-
ing studies that are directed toward the problem of how schools are
organized and how schools are financed.

Now, I have no illusion about this effort. and I am sure Dr. Cuning-
gim does not. Therefore, these studies vill lead to proposals beforee
the legislature of Missouri, and many of the people who take part in
them will be witnesses before committees of the State senate and the
State house in that State.

The watershed here would appear to be quite clearly that founda-
tions have no business being involved in partisan matters, what, the
House committee report referred to as grassroots cam)aigning or
electioneering or the support of individual candidates for office. That
we can and must contribute to public discussion of essentially public
questions, is, I think, mandatory.

5Iv concern over a long period of experience with this is that very
simply these provisions, if left in the bill, will numb foundation efforts
andi will drive foundation motey away from those areas of American
life which are of most concern to most peol)le at this time.

Now, with references to expenditures responsibility, the act, as
passed by the House would require that foundations be fully responsi-
bIe for all funds that are made available to grantees.

Now, we are unable to determine, and we have asked many people ,
what "fully responsible" means. It is the current practice of all founda-
tions to limit their grants to agencies that are adjudged by the Internal
Revenue Service as qualifying under 501 (c) (3) exemptions.

I (to not believe that a granting agency should take over the functions
of the Treasury Departnent, that is to say, to review the activities of
tax exeml)t agencies or to insure that what they do is appropriate within
the law.

Either the Treasury is capable of doing this or the Treasury is not,
and I do not think it is possible for a foundation to maintain an army
of lawyers and all army of cost accountants, to keep tract of every
grant made. We ought to l)e able to presume that if an agency is tax
exempt in the eyes of the Government it is qualified to receive a grant.

I know of no one in the field who objects to the. notion that. we should
be reasonably diligent and proceed with care, is making grants aiid
supervising them and that we should ask every grantee agency to
submit regular reports. Frequently, and in almost all eases these reports
should be accompanied by audits.

Those of us who make grants that extend beyond a single year are
quite accustomed to making grants payable inthe second or third or
fourth year. subject to review of what happens during the course of the
first year. This ii standard practice.

I I~now of no one in the field who would object to sharing with officials
of the Internal Revenue Service all of the information that we have
on grantee agencies. aifdo feel that the terms of expendiWure responsibility as written, and
especially in view of the very severe penalties that are inflicted both
upon fomdations and upon foundation managers will drive founda-
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tiolis ill this area, as vell, to support, of little more titan a mother
an hlli0!1.

'rho 'l~r r\ What ?.
Mr. WDswonCI[. Mother and home. I am ill favor of that, certainly,

but it seems to me we have a few things beyond that to trouble us, and
which legitimately should be looked at, an d it seems to n that there,
should be some clear recognition in the field of expenditure responsi-
l)ility, t lt we should pursue reasonably (iligently reporting and mak-
ing that reporting available, and ourselves report to the public what
we do in all respects. It protects the public interest in an important way.

Thank you very much.
Mr. CUNIomr1A-3. Senator Arrington.

STATEMENT OF W. RUSSELL ARRINGTON, PRESIDENT PRO
TEMPORE, ILLINOIS STATE SENATE

Mr. Ar NGTON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, in
addition to my legishtive responsibilities, I want you to know that I
am an attorney with offices in Chicago, and I am also vice president
and general counsel and secretary of the Combined Insurance Co. of
America, as well as the director, a director, of Alberto Culver Co.

SAs my Senator ment-ione(l to you, I am president I)ro temn and major-
ity leader of the Illinois State. Senate, an( also a member of the execu-
tive committee of the National conference of State Legislative Leaders,
of the executive committee of the National Society of State Legislators,
and I was tremendously pleased and happy over the appointment by
the President of me as one of the three State legislators to the Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations.

I might say that I have the honor of serving on that Commission
with three of your fine colleagues, Senator Muskie, Mundt, and Ervin.

My purpose in coming here to discuss this matter with you is to
point out what I believe to be the unintended effects of the. language
that is employed.

I am concerned more by the language than either of these gentlemen
have alluded to.

I am here, too, on behalf of the Citizens Conference on State Legis-
latures. I am not a member of that organization, serve in no officer-
ship, never have and never expect to. But. I am concerned about the
frightening results the employment of this language will have on this
association.

In effect, it will cause it to be extinguished because this conference
derives 87 percent of its funds from foundations.

The other 13 percent is derived from business and labor, and the
character of its work is too importafit to have that, happen without at
least detailing for you gentlemen the language that does it., and the
rather broad imphkations that the language employed has, and I am
sure it is not intended.

Under H.R. 13270, the Citizens Conference would be prohibited
f rom carrying out. pro)aganda or otherwise attempt to influence legis-
lation, one, through an attempt to affect the opinion of the general
public; two influence the outcome of any public election; and, three,
influence legislation through private communication with any member
or employee of a. legislativ-e body.
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I do not join with these two gentlemen who just testified in the
utter acceptance of the influencing the outcome of any public election.
We, in Illinois, were very fortunate in including as a segment of a
very extensive legislative implementation program, and to encourage
the people of our state to authorize the calling of a constitutional con-
vention. The same )ublic commission which derived its funds as a tax
exempt organization in urging the support of that action, in turn, took
what everybody in our area thought was a very acceptable and public
attitude by supporting some of the candidates just nominated last week
to attend the convention.

I understand there will be a difference of belief in that, but I believe
that type of action in a public election is perfectly all right. It was
conducted on a nonpartisan basis, and is a desirable activity.

Then, as to influencing legislation through private communication
with any member or employee of a legislative body; why, it is just un-
believable that, a proposed piece of legislation wouldc preclude that type
of activity, especially of the type which is carried on by the Citizens
Conference on State Legislatures.

Let me explain to you how I first came in contact with this organiza-
tion, which is a relatively new organization.

Commencing in Illinois, I think we provided the leadership in elevat-
ing the image, capacity and the general ability of the Illinois Slate
government. There was not much accumulated information as to what
we could do. This organization, the Citizens Conference, had been
formed the year before and had accumulated certain information and
data, that were informative, very helpful. It provided us immense
assistance in setting the guidelines, and what ended up by the creation
of a commission, which came to the 1967 session of the legislature
with 87 recommendations for the improvement of legislative pro-
cedures and, unbelievably, more than 54 of them were implemented
during that session, and more than 60 of them have been implemented
now, and we are hopeful that, by the calling of a constitutional conven-
tion in December we will be able to implement the other suggestions.

I would like to tell you about the Citizens Conference itself. I do
not see how any activities they conduct, they are conducting, or propose
to conduct, deserves extinction by the use of this language, nor does it
reflect, I think? the intent of you gentlemen. The conference is a na-
tional nonpartisan, not-for-profit corporation. It encourages, assists
and provides advisory and technical services for State citizen groups
working to support and improve the effectiveness of their legislature.
They conduct research or bring together comparative information
about legislative improvement in the 50 States, and they conduct re-
gional and single-State conferences which bring together State leiis-
lators with editors, publishers, broadcasting executives and civic
leaders.

Their purpose is to provide a frank and candid exchange of views
about.legislative improvement.

I had word only this morning from Speaker Herring of the Dela-
ware House of Representatives, who asked me to call to your attention
what he considered to be the effective activity by this conference.
In his own State, through arranging for a Baltimore news conference
with outstanding leaders and citizens, by arranging for a legislative
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facilities tour on the part of the Delaware Legislature itself through
six States; and through a speech made by Ed Day, former Postmaster
General, who is the chairman of this conference, he says that resulted
in the accomplishment of things in Delaware that could not otherwise
have been done.

lie points out that as a result of those activities Delaware is in the
process of making available a new legislative facility. They have
already got longer legislative sessions, and they are in the process
of reducilg legislative committees, just to cite a for-instance.

Senator WILTTA31S. I might add, since you mention our State, our
legislature has been in continuous session the year 'round, and some
of us were. not anxious to have it extended too much. That has nothing
to do with your testimony.

Mr. ARRINGTON. The Governors never liked the legislatures around.
But I can tell you if the legislature wants to watch its P's and Q's and
wants to have a firm hand in the operation of government, it will
have to do just like you fellows do, stay in session, and I am all for it.
[Laughter.]

The CHAIRM3AN. Since all of that started, may I say I am not for it,
for a good reason. If we stay here all the time -and I have been here
for 21 years-after a while we are representing Washington rather
than representing the States that sent us here. We would represent
bureaucrats rather than carry out the intentions of our citizens. When
you are back home you learn what is on the mind of the people whom
you represent.

.Mr. ARRINOTON. I had the good fortune last week, as a matter of
fact I came from New Orleans, after having attended an annual con-
vention of the National Society of State legislatures, and your
Ed Lebreton there, who is chairman and retiring president, it may
interest you to know, that among the main things that lie thinks
State governments should do is to establish annual sessions and stay
in session longer, and to change your constitution so as to permit the
legislature in that State to do an effective job.

The CHAIMAN. I am not quarreling about them saying in session
60 days. I am quarreling about our staying in session 12 months.

Mr. ARRINOTON. Well, you ought to hear what the people back home
say about that, too. [Laughter.]

Mr. AnRINOTOw. This conference, in other words, has been operat-
ing with 16 States doing the type of work that I described, and it is
my belief that the language that I read absolutely prevents them
from doing it. -

Also because of the penalty provisions they inhibit the foundation
contributions to this Commission, so it will aie for lack of a facility
for raising funds.

Very hurriedly, I would like to make certain suggestions intended
to be helpful, and suggest five possible safeguards that you might
want to consider and which, in my opinion can be well maintained
and still allow for useful operations on the part of organizations such
as this.

I am quite agreeable that with all the witnesses who have testified
that activities have to be nonpartisan in nature, have to be national
in scope, in my opinion, should not engage in support or opposition to
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candidates although, as I pointed out, there may be sl)ecial situations
where that may be entirely all right, but, maybe in order to make. the
safeguards fully workable, you would have to limit it with respect to
all types of elections, and I consider it perfectly all right, as in the
ease of a constitutional convention for actions to foster public senti-
mnet; that. the advocacy of legislation has to be with respect to legis-
lation general in nature. But where they go to a State legislature and
say you should have legislation to reduce the committees if they are
subject to rule power or you can legislate as to the manner of sessions
or tei manner of operation of the legislature, I think it is a laudable
thing to have citizens and associations join together in the general
advance of government.

I think that is what is needed. I think that is what we have not had
enough of, and that partisan election campaigns be avoided.

Here is another thing which has been alluded to here by several
%witnesses. I am confident that a great. part of the ills that you are
seeking to correct, or eliminate can be handled by the disclosure
techniques that you have discussed this morning.

I was stunned, it does not make much difference, but I think if you
compel a disclosure and there does not seem to be any real opposition
to that, that that might provide you with the greatest access to the
information that you need in order to find out just what the founda-
tions are doing.

Thank you very much.
The Cn ,I1n, N.. Well, thank you very much, gentlemen.
Senator CuRTIS. May I ask a question ?
The CIZAIR NAN. I would like to ask just one question about voter

registration.
Rather than having foundations engage in voter registration,

wouldn't it be better for the State or even the Federal Government,
now that the Federal Government has gotten into the business, ofjust paing somebody to1go down the road and register everybody
who appears to be qualified? We can (10 that on a census )asis every
10 years. W hy can't we do it with voters? The big complaint about
voter registration is the same thing. If someone spends money hauling

Voters, he hauls voters in the areas where lie thinks he is going to win.
te would be a fool to haul voters in areas where lie thinks he is going
to lose, because he will haul more votes against him than for him.

If one group or the other thinks one g-roup that is not. registeed will
cause the election to go for the candidate they want to he elected,
would it not seem more appropriate for the Government to see to it
1 14 that all qualified l)eople are registered, and to pay the expense of doing
it, either at State or Federal level ?

Mr. AuiNOTON. Are you asking me?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. AniNooN. No. I agree with the advice of the gentlemen who

apl)eared earlier on this progam. If you disal)led the foundation or
the tax-ermpt organization from actively supporting a candidate, I
mean, as long as it will be without authority or power to take positions
with respect. to any candidate, I do not see why the good governmental
objective of getting people who are entitled to vote to get, on the rolls
and express their 'oice in the operation of their Government, I see
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nothing but, laudalIe interests to he served, and I see nothing wr1o1g
with it. I see 11o jlistilicatioii for sj e(iially disabling a foundation
f'oiu engaging ii 'ote' registrations No long s it is general in chal-
aeter, it- is nmlpartisan in nature, and directed merely to getting
qlalified voters oil tie rolls.The C ntmxn. [ Well, tile philosophy nlowadays seemls to he that

eve'yboly ought to vote. Assuming that everybody who is qualifed
should be registered so he can vote, why should not they be registered
just, the way you would take a census? Juist go down the road and
register everybody who appears to 1)e qualified at all, and then proceed
to use the Australian system that inasmuch as tie Government has
now paid the 1p)ople to register in order to vote if they are qualified
under the law at all, thel proceed to charge them a $5 fine if they do
)lot show Vi) and vote on election (lay, so yoli might get youri 0 money
Imack (or at, least you would have a proper indication of how the people
feel oil til vlectol'al proposition.

Mr. Aimnrxoox. Are you asking that as a question?
The (hIuI11NtAx. Yes.
Mr. AimlxroN. 1 (10 tIot, think we are dealing with the proper

alternative. I take nothing back of what I said in sUpport of any
legitimate endeavor to get the qualihed voter on the rolls. Your sug-
gestion that, we have the Government do it would be quite an expleri-
ence in the city of Chicago, i can tell you. We are trying to get. them
out, of the graveyard now. [Laughter.]
The CAIIRMANI. WO. We have made pretty good progress in taking

those gI'aveyard votes ofl the rolls il IaMisial.a.
Senator (uirms. Before I ask my question, I might observe that if

they will let us all define. the 8ords, "qualified voter", all right. M,
notion of qualified voters are those who vote according to my seliti-
ments. [Laughter.]

I Tow niany colleges has 1)anforth Foida1(htioil helped?
Mfr. CuN Nx im. We have current intimate relations with between

800 and 1,000 colleges. 11e have helped that many and more, either
through programs or through grants.

Senator CuAIMIs. What W'oul Ie the range of that; what would be
one of the smaller ones, and then one of tie larger ones, in dollar
amount?

Mr. CUNOl,. It. would be the range in terms of institution it,
would be from Nebraska, Wesleyen to the University of Nebraska.
[Laughter.]

It would he. in dollar amount, sir-
Senator Cuirris. I do not. know which end you began with.

[Laughter.] 1 am a trustee at Nebraska Wesleyen, so I want to warn
you before you testify.

My question was, these 800 colleges that you have helped, what is
the range of the lesser amount in dollars and then the high, of your
grants.
Mr. CurNwINUm. The lesser amount would be a few hundred do-

lhrs to individual faculty members on campuses across the country to
enable them to give larger attention to the students as individuals
through a program we call the Danforth Associates, the purpose of
which is to try to reduce the anonymity of college and university life.
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The largest, amount might be upward of a million or two in terms
of some one or another institution that was sponsoring a program
that we believed in and ought to support.

In respect to the particular colleges you were referring to, we made
a recent grant to Nebraska. Wesleyen to enable that institution to
undertake an experimental program in the Nebraska State Prison so
that people there who were qualified could undertake some college
work.

I cheated, sir, on the matter of the colleges and universities to
which the members of this committee went, for I looked it up before
we came to this meeting, and so far as I am aware, the only institution
with which the Danforth Foundation has not had some connection is
the YMCA Law School in Nashville Tenn., and I could wish for Mr.
Gore's sake that we had had some relationship there, too. [Laughter.]

Senator CuRris. Now, how many students has the 1)anforth Fomi-
dation helped, just in round numbers?

Mr. Cu;NIaor.Nr. Through fellowship programs?
Senator Cui'ris. Yes.
Mr. CutNI.aGl.Nt. Through fellowship programs, we have-
Senator CURTIS. I mean, that have been channeled to the student as

contrasted to the corporate entity of the college.
Mr. C uxlx ooir. Yes. It would now run something around 7,000

or 8,000 students whom we have tried to help directly with fellow-
ships. In indirect help of various kinds, attendance at conferences or
relationships with faculty on campuses, the number would be beyond
my estimating.

Senator iwis. Well, I have remarked in these hearings a time
or two, in my State of Nebraska the l)rivate colleges whic'l happen
to be all church colleges, carry 30 percent of the cost of higher educa-
tion. But even our State university and our State schools depend to
no small degree upon foundations and grants.

Senator HANSEN. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator WIL TAMS (presiding). The meeting will stand adjourned

until 2 o'clock this afternoon.
(Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at

2 p.m. this same clay.)
ArWERN'OO" SESSION

The CH.\m.. The hearing will come to order.
We will next hear from a panel of witnesses, Mr. Julius Stratton,

chairman of the board of the Ford Foundation; Mr. McGeorge Bundy,
president of the Ford Foundation; Mr. Whitney Young, president of
the National Urban League; and Mr. Whitney North Seymour, chair-
man of the board of directors of the Council on Library Resources and
the International Legal Center.

STATEMENT OF JULIUS STRATTON, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
THE FORD FOUNDATION

Mr. STR.i-roN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I have with me, as
you indicated, Mr. Whitney Young, Mr. Whitney North Seymour; my
colleague, Mr. Bundy.
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M[y part in this coordinated testimony is to comment on two particu-
ilar aspects of tile bill before you. First, on the definition of "private
foundations" and, second, on the proposed concept of "qualifying
distributions."

Now, the issues that are related to these two subjects are more com-
plex, more technical in some ways, than some of those we have heard
this morning, and yet the implications are very serious.

In the formal statement that I have submitted to your committee
earlier, I have undertaken to deal with them in detail. But now I am
going to be very brief, and shall attempt only to indicate the nature
of the problems and the reasons for our concern, and then I shall turn
to my associates here, with your permission, for some comments of
their own.

One of the most striking additions to the Internal Revenue bill, or
Internal Revenue Code proposed by the new bill, is a wholly new tech-
nical definition of the term "private foundation." Unfortunately, this
new definition is so broad it will, I fear, encompass a multitude of
organizations. whose primary function is not that of making grants-
organizations which have never been thought of as private foundations
in the past, and which, on the basis of their activities, should not, in our
judgment, be so classified.

It is easy to quote examples. I could cite such distinguished institu-
tions as the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton, about which
you will hear later, I believe; the Brookings Institution, the Coun-
cil on Library Resources, the Population Council, and a variety of
others.

Now, you may ask what difference does it make that, perhaps, hun-
dreds of organizations like these might be reclassified as private foun-
dations? Well, the consequences could be very serious indeed.

First, such organizations would be subject to the proposed tax, with
a corresponding reduction in funds available for their educational and
charitable activities about which we have been hearing throughout
the morning.

Second, they would be subject to the stringent regulations, program
limitations, and penalties of the bill about which you heard from
earlier witnesses.

But the most serious consequence, I believe, would be a far
greater difficulty in obtaining essential support from grant-making
foundations.

Let me take just a moment to explain why. This bill, as you well
know, also contains provisions requiring private foundations" to make
prompt distributions of income, and that is a I highly desirable objec-
tive which foundations, as a whole, support fully. But there are
serious limitations on the kinds of grants that would meet this payout
requirement, and there are serious uncertainties as to just which orca-
nizations would be eligible to receive the so-called qualifying
distributions.

For example, it appears that such respected and effective groups as
the American Council of Learned Societies, the Educational Facilities
Laboratories, Resources for the Future, and I could name any number
of them, would fail to qualifyjust because they happen to depend so
heavily on a few foundations. Consquently, foundations in turn would
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be reluctant to give them support.. Of course, grants to SuCll org'aniza-
(ions are not lrohilited-lt. they wNould not qualify or help a ftoudi-
tion to meet its own income distribution requirement'.

I amn sure you are all acquainted with the national merit scholar-
ship program. cite it because it offers a perfect example to illus-
trate how the present language, of this bill might work to the serious
(let riment of some of our finest students.

'lis seholarslip program was established in 1955 largely with the
Sul)l) wt of a single foundation. It was designed to identify, as you
kiuow, usually able young people, to interest them in higher educa-
tion, anld to help as many as possible to attend the college or uni-
vel.sity of their choice. under tie proposed legislation, the National
Merit Scholarship Organization would iave been a private foundation
at tile ime of its establishuent, because the bulk of its sulportlt cate
from only one or two foundations.

Furthermore, it would not have been eligible to receive qualifying
distriblutions. Now, today it. does enjoy broader support, and it would
qualify as a publicly su)ported charity. But the point is-1uiiler the
proposed legislation sucl an organization would lrolbaldl not. have
come into existence in the fir t pace---alir over 21,000 young men

and woulnen-from every part. of tle country would not Ihae' received
the more than $70 million worth, of scholarship aid that the progranu
has made available over the years.

It. seems to me that. if productive activities of this kind are to be
sustained that it. is of crucial importance to write legislation that . will
encourae-rather than (liscourage-t he continuing creation of or-
ganizations with new objectives, with independent boards of their own
to meet new and changing situations in a dynamic society.

I might just, remark in passing, to a certain degree that is the way
philantrophy helps society in its quest for renewal by creating new
institutions to meet new needs as they arise.

I Ril conscious, gentlemen, that.I have been able to give you only
the sketchiest outline of a complex problem and the serious difliculties
that. we forsee if changes are not made. In closing I should like to make
three recommendations:

First', that a more precise defiition of a private foundation l)e
formulated. I have hero a staff paper representing the joint effort
of p group of foundations that. may be helpful to you in such a formu-

-i:on and, with your permission, I should like to submit it, for tile
record.*

Second, that a simple test be established wheorby foundation funds
that flow promptly to legitimate charitable tax-exempt purposes would
be deemed qualifying distributions. I am saying, in effect, that the
idea of qunhfymng distribution is perfectly valid. If we can define in
a simpler and more straightforward fashion what that is: that is what
I recommend.

Third, it seems to me that the penalty provisions are excessively
severe, ot of proportion to )ossible offenses, and should he carefully
considered. Left as they are, they will make it difhlcult for foundations
to attract and hold the caliber of trustees and staff that are absolutely

*.See 1. 5410.
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fundamental for their eollective operation. *lust is imn )ortantly, I fear,
that these penalty provisions will dampen the willinguess and the
clmbility to try new% ideas and, thereyh, ti p the balance agiliiist inno-
vation and experiment, and that. is wfiat foundations are about.

What we are really talking about here goes far beyoln dc f.!ilions
and regulatios-it 4roes to the, very heart of the lild of society we
wish to have. I'om, lhe tine of our foinldig ,s a Nation, te Aimer-icai
people have sustained their faith in the vaie of a variet of forces-
public ad privflte-at work. I cannet. stress too firmly lmy own Con-
ietion that philanthropic foundations serve one of our most cherished

traditions iU providing support for I public lrposes. If their efforts
are to be f ruitful, they must enjoy the freedom to encourage thoughtful
experiment. and construct ive iinnovation.

Now, in saying this I (1o not equate freedom with license. I ac-
klnowledge the need for guidelines and standards of action that has
been recognized by, 1 think, all of the witnesses who have come h)efore
you today. But, as 1 have indicated, I am deeply troubled by the lack
of l'arit'. ill some of the provisions set forth in this bill. If enacted
in their present. form, it will he detrimental to the public good with
consequences whic I slispeet. were ueit hii foreseen no' initellded.'I'he years ahead are going to test more severely than any in our
istorvthe strength of our democratic institutions.'This is hardly the

time t'o restrict the capacity of the private sector to meet greater and
greater challenges.

i'hat, very I'riefly, is v statement, Mr. (airman. Now. if I may,
I will turn to my' associates here and, perhaps, Mr. Young would
care to make solle 'relmarks.

STATEMENT OF WHITNEY YOUNG, PRESIDENT, THE NATIONAL
URBAN LEAGUE

Mr. Youxo. ihaiiik you, 11r. Chairman.
I do feel very strongly nhout many features of this bill, and in ox-

pressing utyself briefly lhere, I do believe 1 am expressing some of the
anxieties and concerns of the civil rights people, human relations
people, and social worker people ho have the cause of social chage
and social reform foremost in th eir imids.

I am glad that I was introduced as Whitney Young. About half of
the people in the building have I)evi referring to me as Senator Brooke.
[Laughter.]

senator B'INN '. Thatw ould not hurt you in this committee.
[Laughter.]

Mr. Yo eNo. I just (10 not wtant to hurt. him. [Laughter.]
I woull not in anyv way try to presume to assess the intent, of the

authors of this bill,'hut therw are features ili here that clearly have
had the direct result of making g the black community particularly feel
that, it is a hostile bill, a bill that suddenly came into fruition withl a
purpose as much to intimidate as to legislate, a bill designed to dis-
courage foundations who belatedly have found the field of social
reform to be one in which they might gingerly tread, a bill to sort
of caution and warn them.

I am not, too sure that already sonie damage has not been done even
by tie introduction of te bill. ''here is soe evidence that founda-
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tions will become again very cautious, very conservative, tftrn only
toward those absolutely noncontroversial things that they feel will
remove them from any threat of reprisal, of punitive action, on the
part of the Federal Government.

The black community feels in many ways like a people would feel
if we were playing a baseball game and we were one run behind in
the ninth inning and we loaded the bases with two outs, and suddenly
the umpires got together and changed the rules in the game and de-
cided that two outs were all that were necessary to end the inning.

For years, for years, the white community has been able to organize
different ethnic groups and regional groups, vested interest groups,
and they have been able to use the resources of the private sector
through foundations to address themselves to their problems as they
saw them, educational problems, problems of the enviromnent-what-
ever the problems might have been.

It has only been in very recent ears that we have managed to
acquire in our black community the kind of sophistication and lmow-
how that makes it possible for us to organize and to make our requests
for resources to help ourselves and to meet our needs. And to have
at this point in the game suddenly to be told that the rules are chang-
ing seem to us-again to say to black people-that "the rules are
changing only when you are about to be benefited."

I am not gainsaying that this was the intent; I am talking about
the effect.

At the time that the Federal Govermnent, the administration, says
that "Due to the pressures of inflation and the efforts in our inter-
national activities, we find it necessary to reduce resources for local
community action programs and local organizations," and we are
encouraged to turn to the private sector, primarily to foundations,
we are being told that here again the riles are changing, that no
foundation can give more than 25 percent to any organization, or an
organization cannot have more than 25 percent support from founda-
tions or that it must have, say, five foundations or more supporting
it. Such rules would have completely eliminated most of the earlier
organizations I talked about, and would today eliminate for the black
community many of these organizations that are just starting.

I am particularly concerned because we have, in fact, the daily
experience of going into the black community that, as you know, is
impatient and angry, and justifiably so; and we have tried to suggest
alternative courses of action. We have been able to convince the large
majority that the thing to do is to organize and to do the necessary
research to make our presentations through the normal channels for
change, through the political bodies-to express the concerns about
garbage collection or schools that are inadequate or street lights or
recreation.

There are always those on the sideline, however, who say this is
old fashioned, this is not the way to go about it, that there is no point
in trying to work these things out through the normal channels.

Ve have just about had the people believing we could do it, and
foundations were about ready to experiment and to give us some
money. Our organizations in the communities are ready to make an
effort., knowing full well that some would fail. And we insist that we
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have the right to fail as much as the right to succeed, and we are not
a superior people, and it would be a reflection on white America if
black America only succeeded, because certainly white Americans
have sometimes failed, and I do not reflect on white Americans. But,
at any rate. we are suddenly laughed at by the revolutionists.

When I Arst saw this legislation I had the feeling that if we had
requested from Peking a kind of decision that would aid and abet the
black revolutionists in our society, and to fulfill their predictions
about how white America, just when we got organized, would lift
from us the resources to pursue our own self-help program, I could
not have gotten better features than in some of this legislation.

My flist reaction almost was to suggest that certain features of this
legislation be called before the Un-Anerican Committee. I really felt
that they were aiding a revolutionary effort. You and others ask the
black community to be responsible, but you do not give us the resources
with which we can assume responsibility.

You ask us to engage in self-help and self-discipline, but you do not
give us the resources'and the authority to exercise this. This is, at
best, frustrating; it is at worst, deceptive, and we are dealing with a
climate of young people who can no longer be deceived.

I know nothing that will undermine the attempt of those of us who
try to be constructive and responsible leaders in this field than to pass
many of the features of this particular legislation-about which I
could be specific if you chose to ask. Nothing can undermine us more,
and I say this knowing that my particular organization would be
affected the least, in fact, in many ways we might be looking at it
selfishly, helped the most-but this is not my purpose.

Ultimately, our problems will be resolved in the black community
and not from external forces and pressures but from internal disci-
pline and strength that can only come through having resources that
today the private sector, the foundations are beginning to give.

So I do not demand of you, I appeal to .you and your committee,
I plead with you, that if you, too, are interested in giving support of
this kind of leadership, if you are interested in making a. liar out of
the revolutionists, the black revolutionists, in this country, aided by
young white revolutionists, then, in effect, ou will quicklv not only
strike and oreatly modify some of these features, but you will, in effect,
urge these foundations whom you have before you to move, not with
all deliberate speed, but forthwith, to shore up the kind of organiza-
tions that I am talking about.

Thank you very much.
Mr. STRATTON. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I will call

upon Mr. Seymour, former president of the American Bar Association.

STATEMENT OF WHITNEY NORTH SEYMOUR, CHAIRMAN, BOARD
OF DIRECTORS, COUNCIL ON LIBRARY RESOURCES AND THE
INTERNATIONAL LEGAL CENTER

Mr. Sny zouR. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
a practicing lawyer in New York. I was president of the American
Bar Association. I am here because I am chairman of two organiza-
tions, the Council on Library Resources; and the International Legal

33-8G5---C9---pt. 6- 22
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Center, which were started with generous grants from the Ford
Foundation, and couldn't have been started otherwise, and have, I
believe, served the public interest very well, and I think their con-
tinued independent existence is important to the public interest.

I am also on the board of several other organizations in somewhat.
related fields of education and research and public interest, and I will
mention a couple of those.

The Council on Library Resources was established in 1956 to provide
broad assistance to librai'ies in all kinds of prol)lems which they were
having, including the problem of moving in modern technology, and
in the years since it was established it has made some 450 grants and
has granted a total of about $13. million.

Many of these grants have been mnde to institutions, some of them
public. and private libraries, sor1e of the Federal libraries. Tbe council
has given somewhat over a million dollars to the Library of Congress,
and has been influential in assistint it to automate. its activities.

The whole area of movin, library services into an era of modern
technology has been of great importance. One of the simniflcant fea-
tures of this has been that because of the importance of libraries and
the interest, in this subject, we have been able to recruit, a very dis-
tinmiished board, set forth in my full statement, of scholars and people
interested in libraries, and the independent existence of that board to
supervise the activitici. of the council, has been an important factor,
I think, in its success.

We were able to draft Dr. Fred Cole from beinr president of Wash-
ington and Lee University, to become. the president of the council, and
he has put together a verv able and expert staff, and that factor alone,
which would be very difficult, to accomplish if this whole thing had to
be done within one foundation is, I think. an important aspect of the
need to preserve this kind of independent action.

The International Legal Center was established in 1966 olso with a
Ford grant and that., too, has a very distinguished independent board
of international experts in the legal field.

It is concerned primarily with helping to improve legal education
and legal institutions, particularly in the newly developing countries.
and to help establish an independent bench and bar, and improve the
training for legislative and administrative work, and it is working
around the world in some of the activities as set. forth in my statement.

Again, the presence of an independent board to supervise this work,
which would not be possible if the work had to be done from within
one foundation, is an important factor.

Now, in addition, I am on the board of the National Legal Aid and
Defender Association which has received a significant arant from Ford
for improving defender services around the United States. It has put,
in defender projects. in some places which did not have one, tuned up
the projects where they did have one. a

Finally, to mention here there is a relatively new organization under
its present name called the Council on Legal Education for Profes-
sional Responsibility which succeeds an earlier organization called the
Council on Legal Clinics, and its pdrpose is to expose law students in
one way or another on an experimental basis to real life situations
running all the way from Defenders to penal institutions, and so on,
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with differentt law schools experimenting with different projects. But
it is quite clear that the use of these clinical facilities in tile law schools
is now receiving very wide acceptance.

Now, the reason I mention those two particularly, is that our new
Chief Justice, when he spoke to the American B3ar in 1)allas in August,
singled out these particular programs, the improvement of defender
services and the improvement of legal education, as especially signifi-
cant, and referred especially to the fact that it was very important
that. these were provided by the private sector, and that that is the
kind of development in the' field of the legal profession and legal re-
search and legal education which really should be encouraged.

I think I have only to add that I believe that all of these activities
are in the public interest, well within the concept of exemption which
Congress originally 1)rovided. We, too, support the idea that activities
which are not of that character are things that Congress should deal
with, but we would hope it. would not chill the activities which are
really significant and which are supported on such a very significant
scale by the Ford Foundation and other foundations.

Thank you.
Mr. STRAITON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
May I turn to Mr.-Bundy?

STATEMENT OF McGEORGE BUNDY, PRESIDENT, THE FORD
FOUNDATION

Mr. Burny. Mr. Chairman, I will try to be very brief. I want. to say.
simply, that I strongly agree with the arguments that have beei
presented by ny colleagues on this panel and, indeed, in the discussions
this morning.

Let me take one sentence or two to underline each of the points that
has been made just now. When Mr. Seymour talks about the impor-
tance of an independent board of trustees in a grant-receiving organi-
zation, he gets hold of one of tle fundamentals of organized
philanthropy, and one of the places where I think this bill does need
most careful attention because to the degree--that the bill would
tighten the control by a foundation over everything its granted did-
and it does that-it flies in the face of the tradition that independent
boards of trustees and independent responsibility are better executors
of the grants of foundations, in a great many cases, than the founda-
tion itself.

The same pro osition in another way applies to what Mr. Young was
saying. To the degree that. the bill makes it difficult to make sure that
you will be within the letter of a new law when you make grants to
an inexperienced organization or one which may not have a long fiduci-
ary tradition, you are again discouraging th'kind of activity which
so many in this country think is more and more needed for the groups
which Are coining into their own in a country that we hope will be one
of opportunity for all.

A sl.eial case, w hicl I believe you are familiar with, Mr. Chairman,
of an important kind and a relatively new kind, of philanthropy,
where the bill is not clear as it stands, is tie opportunity which has
developed in our foundation and in a few others for making what we
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call program-related investments, which is a use of capital funds for
people who are coming into the mainstream of our society, for invest-
ments you might not make as a banker or as ail investment counselor
ust. on their own terms, but which have a charitable value and a social

value, which can make it, in the judgmnent of our board of trustees, a
useful form of charitable activity.

Let me say finally, Mr. Chairinan, that I do very much hope that
the paper which we are submitting on the definition of PF's will be
carefully studied, especially by your staffs, because there are literally
dozens of organizations which, to the best of our knowledge, will finil
themselves private foundations unless the definitions in the House bill
are amended, and which really lave no idea that they are almut to
become under this kind of supervision and control.

Just as one supplementary note, because of the discussion this morn-
ing, of the rate of growth of foundations and of the foundation fieh
generally. A general paper was submitted on that point this morning,
but I have here, if you want, it for the record, a 10-year summary of
the investment portfolio of the Ford Foundation which shows that our
net worth between 1959 and 1968 has, in fact, declined in absolute
dollar terms from $3,100 million, to a ,little over $3 billion. It is now a
little below that, because of what has happened in the market in the
last year, and tha means, in light of the growth in our economy in the
last. 10 years, that the Ford Foundation, whether considered in terms
of its capital assets or in terms of its grant-making capability, is one-
half as large, in relation to society as a whole, as it was 10 years ago.

While you will get much argument over what the right rate of
payout is for foundations in different circumstances, in our foundation
the policy of the trustees has been to expend substantially beyond the
annual income from realized capital each year and that, I expect, will
be the continuing policy as far is I understand the trustees' purposes
for the future.

(The documents previously referred to follow:)

II.R. 13270---4DE I NTION OF PRIVATE FOUNDATION

1. ORGANIZATIONS INAPPROPRIATELY DEFINED AS PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

The proposed tax reform bill (H.R. 13270) introduced a now term, "private
foundation," into the Internal Revenue Code. The new definition will include
hundreds of organizations which have never been thought of as private founda-
tions and which, on the basis of their activities, should not be classified as private
foundations. Yet these organizations would be subject to the stringent regula-
tions, restrictions, and penalties of the bill. The ambigulties in certain provisions
of the bill and the time required to obtain accurate factual data about a large
number of organizations scattered throughout the country-many of whom are
unaware of the potential impact of the bill upon them-make it difficult to
identify with certainty those which would be inappropriately classified as private
foundations. However, Appendix A coiltains some examples of national operating
organizations which would apparently be so misclassified. Appendix B is a sam-
ple of local operating organizations which would also apparently be milsclassifled.

2, CONTRASTS BETWEEN OPERATING ORGANIZATIONS AND PRIVATE. FOUNDATIONS

The operating organizations listed in the Appendices are not like private
foundations in the following important ways:

They do not have substantfal private twdowients.-In the main, it is the
private endowments of private foundations which gives'them the independence
which can be their great strength, but which also underlies the legitimate public
concern about their activities. The operating organizations which have been
listed do not have substantial endowments (in many cases they have none at all).1

: /
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There is no sufficient reason to subject these recipient organizations to the saine
strictures as the endowed grant-making foundations front which many of themii
receive substantial support.

Operating organizations arc directly and actively engaged in charitable, edu-
cational, scientiflo and religious actitites.-Private foundations engage pri-
marily in making grants to a variety of other philanthropic organizations. One

of the wisest utilization of the fuls lnanaged by then is to identify-some-
times to establish-and then to assist specialized operating organizations, with
independent boards and staffs who are expert and Interested in the area of that
organization's phlianthrol)ic operations. Assuring prompt distributions to such
organizations and thus prompt utilization of charitable funds is one of tlhe pri-
mary purposes of the bill, but this purpose is not furthered by making the bill
iip)lieable to those organizations which are by definition actively and directly
engaged in philanthropic activity.

These organizations are controlled by independent boards of trustees; they
have not engaged in the fiscal abuses which the bill seeks to correct. One of tile
important purposes of the bill 1R tQ prevent certain fiscal abuses of private
foundations. Operating organizations, without substantial private endowments
and whose funds are promptly and directly employed for philanthropic opera.
tions, have not engaged in the fiscal abuses described in the Treasury Reports
of 11)(15 and 1968. Moreover operating organizations can and should be specifically
lefineil to include only tho!:e which, under a full examiation of all the snr-
rounding facts and circumstances in each ease, are found to be independent and
not controlled by private individuals or organizations.

Thesc organh-zations pursue slelal, tvell-defied purposcs.-Private foundations
are primarily general-purpose organizations with wide-ranging Interests; they
seek to identify organizations with a worthy objective which, for one reason
or another, need and merit special assistance. Operating organizations have more
limited purposes. They generally have specific constituencies intimately and
directly concerned with their activities; their performances can be measured
fromn year to year, in relation to previously-established goals and purposes: their
policies and activities are determined by expert professionals who are subject
to the formal and Informal direction and discpline of their respective fields.
In these ways the speclali,.ed nature of their activities results in direct and
indirect controls over the organizations which are not available to the saine
degree over private foundations.

3. ADVERSE EFFECTS OF THE BILL AND PROPOSED SOLUTION

The Hlouse Ways and Means Committee recognized the importance of these
operating organizations; in its Report, the Committee stated its desire to dis.
tinguish and protect what It described fs-

"special-purpose foundations, such as learned societies, associations of I-
braries, and organizations which have developed an expertise in certain
substantive areas and which provide for the Independent granting of funds
and direction of research in those specialized substantive areas. (See Other
Imllitatlons, ahove.)"-House Report No. 91-413 (Part 1) p. 42

Titm Committee Introduced into H.R. 13270 the definition of an "operating
founda!tion" (section 4942(j) (3)) intending thereby to encourage private founda-
tions to give such organizations continued support. The definition of an operating
foundation, when added to the new definition in the bill of a private foundation.
is however both complex and ambiguous. Most importantly, even if the bill were
iaodified so that all specilized operating organizations were clearly Included
within the definition of an operating foundation, this approach would unfortu-
nately fall short of providing sufficient protection for such organizations. For,
though they would be eligible for "qualifying distributions," they would still be
unwisely defined as private foundations and therefore would still he subject to
the tax, and other penaltle, and restriction,. contained In the bill. The possibility
of heavy personal liabilities would make kI difficult for them to find and keel)
the directors and staffs they need, they would be subject to complex rules concern.
Ing their charters, their dealings with substantial contributors and public officials.
and their "expenditure responsibility" for grants to other organizations. Their
present freedom in obtaining funds, associating with other organizations, hiring
personnel and engaging In program activities would all be sharply limited.

The more desirable and more logical course is to exclude such organizations
from tie new definition under the bill of private foundations. Our society needs
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to encourage rather than inhibit such organizations, which at national and haIIl
levels supply expert services and pursue important public objectives in their
sp ialized areas of competence.

Attached is a proposed Amendment to H.R. 13270 which would define these
organizations as "special-purpose operating organizations" and exclude them
from the definition of "private foundation" under the bill.

APPF.NIX A

EXAMPLES OF NATIONAL OPERATING ORGANIZATIONS WHICH WOULD PiROItABIY lip,
PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS UNDER 1.1R. 13270

1. American Council of Learned Societies: Advancement of humanistic studies
in all fields of learning.

2. Orcrsea8 Education Fund of the League of Wonten Voters: Internatloil
nrin of League of Women Voters Education Fund.

3. Social Science Rescarch Couecil: Advancement of research in the social
sciences.

4. Council on Legal Education for Prof essonal Rcsponsibilitji: To support and
encourage as part of law school education clinical and internship programs in
the administration of Justice.
5. Council on Library Resources: Research and demonstration toward the

solution of library problems.
6. Educational Facilities Laboratories: Research, experimentation and the

dissemination of knowledge regarding more economical and useful physical edu-
cation facilities for schools and universities.

7. Education and World Affairs: Study, analysis, and assistance in strengthen-
Ing the international teaching, research and service dimensions of IT.S. colleges
and universities.

8. Center for Applied Linguistics: Generally concerned with linguistics and
language, Including for example application of the results of linguistics research
to practical language problems in the areas of teaching English as a second
language and the teaching of foreign languages in the United States.

9. International Legal Center: Study and development of the role of law In
the development of modern nations and the shaping of the world community.

10. Resources for the Future: Scientific research and study on the use and
conservation of natural resources.

11. Tamarind Lithography Workshop: Devoted to the stimulation and preser-
vation of the art of the lithograph.

12. Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation: Increasing the supply
and quality of college teachers.

13. International Theatre Instittte of the United tatcs. Inc.: World-wide
communication between artists and experts in professional theatre.

14. Population Council: Research, training, technical assistance, and Inforina-
tion programs In family planning and reproductive biology.

15. Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law: Association of organized
bar, for information, study and reform activities in area of civil rights.

16. National Institute of Publio Affairs: Improving the quality of public serv-
ice and providing technical assistance in development of public policy.17. Open Space fIstitute: Preservation of open space in urban and urbanizing
areas through educational and field consulting programs.

18. Southern Regional Council: The attainment of equal opportunity for nal
peoples in the South through research and action.

19. Potomao Institute: Social development projects and studies.
20. Agricultural Development Couteil: Training and research in agricultural

economics and community development in Asian countries.
21. American International Association for Economit and Social Dcrelopment:

Program of agricultural development in Latin America.
22. American Conservation Association: Promotion of conservation by study

and action.
23. Atlantio council of the United States: Promotion of exchange of ideas

on common problems among Atlantic community.
24. Business Committee for the Arts: Stimulation of greater corporate inter-

est in and support of the arts.
25. Center for Inter-Amerean Relations: Education of North Americans about

Latin America.
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20. Associated Council of the Arts: Clearing house for scheduling of artistic
events, technical assistance in fund raising and distribution and dissemination
of information concerning the Arts.

27. ERrperimnts in Art and Tcchtnlogy: Encouragement of the working col-
laboration of scientists and engineers with contemporary artists.

28. Fund for Theological Education: Encouragement of college graduates to
consider careers in the ministry.

29. International E.xceutire Service Corps: Assistance to private businesses in
developing countries.

30. Interracial Council for Bus mess Opportunity: Encouragement of business
opportunities for minorities.

31. The National Academy of Education: An organization to recognize distinc-
tion in education and to sponsor research and conferences on issues in education.

32. Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center: Research and teaching programs.
33. National Committce for Children and Youth: Program to Initiate national

action on the implementation of recommendations from the White House Con-
ferencts on Children and Youth.

34. Youth Opportunity Foundation: For education of Mexiean-Americans and
research on Mexican-American problems.

35. National Trust for Historic Preservation in the United States: Consulta-
tive services to local groups and agencies and education concerning preservation
of national heritage.

36. Academy of Religion and Mental Health: Study of relation between religion
and mental health.

37. States Urban Action Center: Services to states seeking to solve some of ti
underlying problems in the nation's cities.

38. Urban Coalition: Program to foster cooperative efforts by government and
the private sector in attacking critical urban problems.
39. National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting: A group of citizens con-

cerned with the quality of television and radio broadcasting.
40. American Craftsmien's Council: Promotes and heightens appreciation of fine

design and the techniques for design.
41. Conservation Foundation: Gathering and dissemination of conservation in-

formation.
42. National Information Bureau: Study and reporting of financial Informa-

tion on non-profit organizations which solicit funds.
Note: The following organizations are now partially sUtpported by government

but they were established and supported for several years with foundation funds.
44. The National Indian Youth Council: For the first two years supported only

by two foundations to do research on Indian problems and to support ti train-
ing and education of Indians. Now have successfully obtained OEO and Bureau
of Indian Affairs funds.

45. National Assessment of Education: Originally called the Exploratory Com-
mittee for Assessing the Progress of Education supported by two foundations
for four years to develop tests to evaluate and assess American education.

46. Children's Television Workshop: Supported Initially by two foundations
and later by the Office of Education to design new television programs for nation-
wide use to teach pre-school children to count, read, and reason.

47. The Education Coimission of the States: A compact between 42 states
to bring governors, state legislators and educational leaders together for action
projects to aid the states in education. Supported for two years by foundation
funds and now supported by individual state contributions.

Note: The following organizations are momentarily "publicly supported" (they
have government grants and small individual contributions) but such support
is marginal so that a single foundation grant would make thein a private
foundation.

48. The Counell for the Public Schools: A group Interested in problems of edu-
cation-particularly curriculum reform In grades one through twelve.

49. The American Society on Intrnational Lawe: One of the leading organiza-
tions in the world concerned with the problems of International law and orga-
nization; with a membership drawn from practicing lawyers, officials, diplomats,
scholars, and students.

50. United Scholarship Service: Identify talented American-Indian and Mex-
ican-American children, encourage them to finish high school and aid those clil-
dren in admission to and finance of college and graduate school.

51. Council on the Southern Mountains: Programs, publications and projects
to aid the people of Appalachia.
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APPENDIX B

EXAMPLES OF LOCAL OPERATING ORGANIZATIONS WHICH WOULD PROBABLY BE PRIVATE
FOUNDATIONS UNDER I.R. 13270

1. Kansas City Citizens Committee for Public Education: Organization and
financing of public schools.

2. Kansas City Citizens Committee on Judicial Reform: Research and recom-
mendations for Judicial reform.

3. The Switchboard (in San Francisco) : An emergency telephone service for
parents searching for run-away children and for children sending messages to
parents.

4. West-Oakland Legal Switchboard: Organization of students at Berkeley
law school, making available young volunteer lawyers for those arrested before
appearing in court.

5. People Pledged for Community Progress: Women's group in Richmond, Call-
fornia to improve ghetto area in Richmond; establish playgrounds and recreation
areas.

. Cleveland Development Foundation: Physical development of City of
Cleveland.

7. The PATH Association: Housing and neighborhood development In
Cleveland.

8. The PACE Association: Improvement of public education in Cleveland.
9. Citizen's Committee for Children of New York: Devoted to child welfare.
10. Minnesota Theatre Company: Resident professional theater.
11. Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies: Urban research and training

concentrating on District of Columbia metropolitan area.
12. Kansas City Association of Trusts and Foundations: The Association assists

Its Member Trusts and other grant-making agencies In evaluating and coordi-
nating their support to various community activities In the Kansas City area
and in suggesting project ideas for their consideration.

13. New Detroit, Inc.: Technical assistance in dealing with problems of social
change in Detroit.

14. The New York College Bound Corporation: Identifies talented under-
achievers In high school, and encourages them to go to college and places them
in colleges with scholarships.

15. Brooklyn. Institute of Arts and Sciences: Working museum.
10. Colonial illiamsburg: Restored colonial village.
17. Fund for Area Planning and Development: City Planning in New York City.
18. Hospitality Committee for the United Nations: Arrangement of housing and

other services for United Nations delegates and their families during their stay
in the New York area.

19. Jackson Hole Preserve: Conservation.
20. New York Urban Coalition: Study and technical a assistance concerning

economic and social problems in the metropolitan area.
21. Architect's Renewal Committee in Harlem: Encouragement of minority

group youngsters to pursue careers in architecture, design and planning.
22. Cultural Council Foundation: Receives and disburses funds from private

foundations for cultural purposes In the City of New York.
23. Real Great Society: Program of training and performances for talented,

disadvantaged youth on the Lower East Side.
24. Stfudio Museum in Harlem: Museum which serves as a creative inter-

medlary between the local community and the artist.
25. Youth Advocates: Program for run-away and resident children In San

Francisco.
20. Real Alternatives Program: Current equivalent of Big Brothers program

in California.
27. Elementary Institute of Science, San Diego, California: Underprivileged

children in San Diego in science research with cooperation of Salk Institute.
28. Hospitality House: Arts' and crafts programs, dance, painting to take Juve-

niles off of streets in Los Angeles.
29. (irenshaw (Tommunity Youth Study Association: Group studies about neigh-

borhood in Los Angeles.
30. Creoshaw Neighbors: Assistance to public schools with information pro-

grams In Los Angeles.
81. Dawtn Today: Anti.drug program for young people In Los Angeles.
32. Urban Affairs Instittte: Studies in urban problems in Los Angeles.

. t
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33. San franotco Con8ortium: Cooperation of institutions of higher learning
in San Francisco to bring resources to bear on community problems.

34. California Indian Education As8ociation: Indian men and women from
different tribes working for Indian education.

85. California Citizens Committee on Adoptions: Comprehensive study of adop-
tion laws and regulations concerning adoption.

37. Oalifornia Citizens Committec on Detention of Children: Study of deten-
tion facilities for children in California.

38. California Citizens Committee on Transient Youth: Study and development
of model law for dealing with problem of cooperation between states and across
state lines.

39. Teachers, Inc.: Massachusetts public school teachers organized for curric-
ulum reform.

40. Pierto Rican Child Guidance Center: Guidance, counseling and socin
services for local Spanish-speaking communities in New York City.

41. Chicago In8titute for Early Childhood Education: Training institute to
train outstanding teachers of preschool children.

42. Community Renewal Society of Chicago: Private work in low income areas
for housing, welfare, industrial development, and the arts.

Note: The following organizations are now partially supported by govern-
nient but they were established and supported for several years with foundation
funds.

43. Learning In.8titute of North Carolina (LIXO): A non-profit organization
designed to start up innovational projects and special schools in education. For
several years, operated only with foundation funds.

44. Center for Urban Education: Educational research in New York City.
45. Kansas City Regional Council on Higher Education (also called "The

Consortium"): Research and technical assistance for higher education. In the
current year probably receives sufficient federal support to be excluded from
definition, but original and basic support from private foundations.

46. Intituto of Community Studies in Kansas City: Regional social and cul-
tural research, including public administration services, economics of public wel-
fare and health care. In the current year probably receives sufficient federal
support to be excluded from definition, but original and basic support from pri-
vate foundations.

47. Greater Kansas City Mental Health Foundation: Research and education
concerning mental health. In the current year probably receives sufficient federal
support to be excluded from definition, but original and basic support from pri-
vate foundations.

Note: The following organizations are momentarily "publicly supported" (they
have government grants and small individual contributions) but such support is
marginal so that a single foundation grant would make them a private foundation.

48. Cinoinnati Monltessor Society: Family organization for experimental pro-
gram In preschool education.

H.R. 18270, 91ST CoNGRESS, 1ST SESSxO, CALENDAR No. -

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

September -, 1969

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT

Intended to be proposed by Mr. to H.R. 13270, an
Act to reform the income tax laws, viz:

1. On page 10, on line 21 strike out the word "and" and on line 23 strike
out the period and insert:

" ; and
(5) a special purpose operating organization."

2. On page 44, on line 19 strike out the word "or" and at the end of the
line insert; ",or (5)."
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3. Onl page 57, after line 2 Insert the following (and redesignate suli-
sections (d) through (k) of section 101 as subsection (e) through (1)):

(d) Deilnition of Special 1'nro,-o Operating Organlzation-Section
7701(a) (relating to definitions) is aimendted lby adding at th end
thereof the following new paragraph:

"(35) SIecil-l'urlmse Oltrating Organization--tli, term "speci'al-
purpose operating organization" means an organization which Is de-
scribed in section 501 (e) (3) and which-

(A) expends suhstaiithioly all of Its Income or devotes sulistan-
tially nil of Its assets dliretly for the active conduct of the special
educational, selentifle or charitable activities constituting the special
purpose or function for which it Is organized and operated :

(13) makes available (or permits and en(,ourages the scholars and
professional staff associated with it to make available) to the g'l,-
eral lmlih the results of Its activities;

(C) Is not controlled directly or Indirectly by one or more persons
who, if the organization were a private foundation, would be dis-
qualified persons (as defined |in section 4940) other than persons
who, If the organization were a private foundation, would be its
foundation managers (as defined in section 4940), and other than
one or more organizations described In paragraph (1) or (2) ; and

(D) normally receives not more than one-third of Its support III
each taxable year from gross Investment Income (as defined in sec-
tion5 06(b) (2) )."

TECHNICAL EXPLANATION OF AMENDMENT

The Amendment would add to new section 509(a) of the Internal Revenue
Code, at pages 15-17 of M.R. 13270, a new paragraph (5) which would exclude
front the definition of "private foundation" any organization which is a "special-
purpose operating organization." Tho term "special-purpose operating organiza-
tion" would le defined In a new paragraph (35) added by the Amendment to
section 7701 (a) (relating to definitions). The Amendment also makes a technical
change on page 44 of the bill to make clear that these organizations will be
treated like other excluded organizations for purposes of the expenditure re-
sponsihliity rules.

Th definition of "secial-purpose operating organization" would apply to
section 501 (e) (3) organizations which satisfy each of four tests set forth fit the
Amendment in subparagraphs (A) through (D).

Paragraph (A) of the new definition requires that the organization be en-
gaged, both actively and directly, through utilization of either substantially all
of Its Income or substantially all of its assets, in the special educational, scientific,
or charitable activities which constitute the special purpose or function for which
It is organized and operated. Working capital received by way of gift, contribu-
tion or as proceeds for goods or services, when expended directly for an organiza-
tion's activities, would be Included as assets devoted directly to the active conduct
of such activities. The "special-purpose" requirement Is Included to assure pro-
fessionalism and expertise In an organization's activities and is IlIustrated by
learned societies, associations of libraries, and specialized pul)lle research or
technical assistance organizations. This test employs a principle already used in
tile Code In section 170(g) (2) (13) (relating to the unlimited charitable contribu-
tion deduction) and In the 1i3M in new Code section 4942(J) (3) (relating to
operating foundations).

Paragraph (B) adds a test that ensures that the organs ntIon and Its works
will he exposed to or involved with the general public to a significant extent. The
test requires that the organization make available (by publication or otherwise)
to the general public the results and benefits of its studies or research or other
activities. Where the organization engages the services of scholars and other pro-
fesslonals, It would be required to encourage them also to make such work products
publicly available.

Paragraph (0) to designed to ensure that the organization will be Independ-
ent and not be controlled or Influenced in its operations by a particular person.
family, organization or group, Including a private foundation which is a sub-
stantial contributor to the organization. The test is put In terms of direct or
indirect control of the Institution by disqualified persons other than founda ilon
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managers and other than pbliely supported clmrities. "Control" miteans actual
effective control nnd would be determined under all the facts. and elretmst.anitues of
eitch ease. This test is based oi one used in the Bill in new section 509a) (3) (C)
(page 16. lines 17-19 or 11.it. 1:1270).

The test lit plragipl (D) is the sime its that. provided lin the Bill in tnw
Section 501)(a )(2) (Ii) and would prevent any organization with a substantial
vI udowlileut front being Included in the definition of a spec al purpose oplrathlig
o~rgll Ilzall oll.

IIOPOSEi) I.ANGITAGE FOil SENATE COMMIIEK I1EPOIIT

"The Bill deilnits for the first tine lit the Interit RIevenue Code tihe termI "pri-
v'aitt foluldatlol." Thi new idefllntlon provceeds from a presumption that all orga-

nilztions exempt miller section 501 (e) (3) (whIhh are estimated to be numbered
it tile hundreds of thousands) are private foundations, and then exclud., from
thi deilnitlon certain mrrowly specillel tyleS of orgalnizatllus. Your (Conintitct,
ielie, ves that this defilition would include ulimly speeillized optratlng orgallizia-
lihlls which ire chiefly (lit' rccelplets of private foundtlIon support, which art
Riot XIRSuscletile to the fihaliIal abuses of private fomidations, imid which should
inot he subject to tile saline assessments, regulations. restrictlotis mid tpotntlail

lienalties as private foumdatlons. The dIsthlgulshing characteristics of tihese, sl,-
clalized operating organizations are that they have developed professional e'x-
pert ise i the pursuit of speclaLized public purposes, they expend all of their Income
(or working capital In instances where they have no significant income) directly
for the active conduct of their special exempt. purposes. the results of their activi-
ties are available to the public, they are not controlled by any private indivjdual
or organization, and they (1o not have substantial private, endowments. IAarned
societies, associations of libraries aid public research or technical. assistance or-
ganiattiois are examples of those intended to be excluded from tin definition.
The House Committee ltelort makes clear the Ways mid Meauns Comnnlttee's
recognition of the value of these organitlonls and the Importance of excluding
then front certain effects of the bill (House Report No. 91-413 (Part 1) pp. 26,
42). Your Committee believes that a more direct, more logical and an effective
approach to this problem is not to include thmse organizations in the new definition
of private foundations."



THE FORD FOUNDATION-10-YEAR SUMMARY OF INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO 1

1968 1967 1966 1965 1964 1963 1962 1961 1960 1959

Income:
Dividend income from Ford stock ..........................
Other dividend income ..................................
Interest income ------------------------------.............

Total ...................................................
Les investment expenses .................................

Total income ............................................

Ford stock:
Shams disposed of during year ...................
Market value of shares sposed of .................
Shares at yearend2 ..........................
Percent of total outstanding- ..............................
Market value at yarend ..................................

Diversified equies:Not purchases --------------------------------------------
Market value at yearend ..................................

Convertible-debentures:
Net purchases (sales).....................................
Market value at yearend ...................................

Direct placements (at cost):
New commitments .........................................
Net purchases (maturities) ................................
Average return (percent) ..................................
Value o tyearend ..........................................

Fixed income securities:
Net purchases (sales) ...................................
Market value at yearend ..................................

75.4 80.4 89.4 88.8 92-3 90.9 94.3
21.8 17.4 13.5 10.5 7.8 5.3 3.0
57.8 60.7 55.0 46.4 '47.1 44.4 39.6

155.0 158.5 157.8 145.7 147.2 140.6 136.9
.5 .4 .4 .3 .3 .3 .3

103.1
1.6

26.1

130.8
.3

103.5
.7

23.4

69.8
.2

14.6

127.6
.2

154.5 158.1 157.4 145.4 146.9 140.3 136.6 130.5 127.4

2.5 2.2 4.7 6.9 4.1 0.2
127.6 96.9 238.3 352.1 203.1 8.9
30.0 32.5 34.7 39.4 46.3 50.4
27 30 31 35 42 46

1,711.9 1,728.2 1,447.6 2,199.3 2,678.7 2,710.9

123.5 100.9 97.0 68.3 75.3 59.3
891.4 712.6 468. 7 433.7 349.9 231.6

53.4 48.7 17.7 16.0
157.9 103.5 45.2 34.0

95.3
(25.1)

6.11
397.8

(131.1)
441.0

Total portfolio (at yearmnd market) ........................... 3,600.0
Less unpaid grants and appropriations ---------------......... 525.3

80.2
36.5
5.84

422.9

(139.4)
570.9

3,538.1
599.2

139.3
20.1

5.40
386.4

?0.6)03.5

3,051.4
550.7

77.7
32.9
5.14

366.3

127.2
813.5

3,846.8
561.7

7.4
358.4
50.6

46
2,095. 1

70.6
132.8

5.8
227.8
58.0

53
3,055.4

33.3
89.7

4.3
169.2
63.8

58
2,050.2

32.7
44.3

84.6
.2

84.4

4.1
112.6
68.1

62
2,806.8

10.2
13.1

3.1 (1.5) 6.4 4.2 (1.6)
15.3 11.5 11.9 6.3 1.7

71.2
28.9
5.28

338.2

27.1
691.3

4,073.4
475.5

50.3
40.5
5.39

309.3

(128 3)
663.1

3,926.4
436.7

92.4
118.8

5.25
268.8

125.6
794.2

3,302.8
361.4

148.0
97.8

5.36
150.0

78.0
663.9

3,965.3
261.0

55.4 ..........
35.2 0.9

5.09 3.57
52.2 17.0

94.8
586.8

2,735.2
238.1

77.8
467.2

3,307.4
206.9

Total net portfolio -------------------------------------- 3,074.7 2, 938. 9 2,500.7
Cumulative excess of grants, projects, and expenses over income

from establishment (1963) to end of year ---------------------- 1,212.5 1,156.8 1,052.3

3,285.1 3,597.9 3,489.7 2,941.4 3,704.3 2,497.1

847.5 693.4 598.8 512.5 415.7 393.5

I All figures are stated in millions of dollars, with the exception of percentages, or, in the case of
Ford stock disposed during year and held at yearend in millions of shares.

3,100.5

352.9

2 Adjusted for the 2-for-1 split in May 1962.
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'1'l~e (C.\in 'x. May I just say this to the )anel of witnesses:
while I know the F ord Foundation for one, has been criticized for at
least one of its projects, I personally approve of a foundation look-
ing into areas that have not been explored before, to see if something
can be done about it. Risk taking and innovation are part of our
heritage. If one does not try anything new, how would he know
whether it is a good or bad'idea: I particularly applaud the Ford
Foundation for its program of related investments. It seems to me if
foundations have $25 billion, they can invest some of it in something
beside Government bonds, putting soine of it to help people start up
their own businesses, and even if it is not the best undertaking in the
world as far as moneymaking ventutes are concerned, somebody ought
to do that to help people get started and make something out of them-
selves. I hope you would consider some further low-interest rate
housing loans in connection with some of your activities.

But I also would like to make this point. I think the foundations
that are subject to the most serious criticism are those which have
done nothing, just piled the money up and done nothing at all for a
worthy purpose. I am l)leased to say since we got involved in this
area we have at least found certain areas where something ought to
be done, and I appreciate the recommendations that Mr. Bundy and
certain of you connected with some of the better foundations have
had to make in this area.

Perhaps by the time we are through we will have not only a better
tax law and better indications of what should be done, but we will
have more people doing good work in the area. I hope that will be the
result of it.

Senator Bennett.
Senator BEN NF1mr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have listened to this discussion with a great deal of interest, as

I have the many private conferences I have had on the problem of
foundations.

It is a serious problem. It is almost as serious as trying to find the
dividing line between right and wrong generally, because each of us
defines and has his own standards of ethics, conduct and value. We
in the Government have to try to find general standards that can be
applied across the board.

I am not sure we will be able in writing the language of this bill
to make that kind of a definition which will be so elastic as to permit
all the worthy enterl)rises to be recognized, and screen out the
unworthy ones.

But certainly that is what we are going to try to do. I am sure what
you have told us today will be helpful, and I am sure that these hear.
ings and the existence of the bill- turned a spotlight on the whole prob-
lem and forced the Congress to look at things that it took for granted
for a long time without concern.

I am sure nobody is going to be pleased with what we finally turn
out, but I am sure that the committee is going to do the best it can.

The CHAIRMAN. Let us hope they will be pleased.
Senator Ribicoff.
Senator RIBicoF-. I think, Mr. Chairman, you have made a very

pertinent point when you said that what bothers you are the founda-
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lions that (0 o i ng, Fr ankly, I respect the foundations more for
their failures as imecll as I do for theirI ."lcCessvs, bretause we do have
niny stresses ill our society, andl.Governnt is timid, Government
is afraid to take a lumlct either because time bilreaucrats are affraid
to take tih elmnc (im ' lliticians (1o not have tim courage, to take a
elialice. ]lul it is the founldations that do have the courage to go into
11w fiels, w&,thier they are in the social sciices or ill the physical
s(ielcos, whicll is Solle'tillinlg that, all of us must eneour'age, because
you are not hedged about by restrictions. Yol are willing to take the
chlanlges that you may fail without, having political consequences, and
we should (1 everything to ell('olllage the foundations that, are bold
instead of tryillg to pelilize the foundatimis that are bold.

As far as 1 am personally (o'iWerited, there is much ill te. House
)ill that I think is very, very hlmnful for tie future of our country,

id i li the field (,f wlre the foundations are concerned, I really think
that the 1ouse 1bill has really stuck a blow against society a(I'anci,,g
and trying to solve thee., p)t'l)lems instead of the other way aroul(1.Thank you very munch.

'[li1 CUC w,,N. Senator Iansen.
Seintator ANITs. I hae 1O Mr. Chairman.
Senator W1rria,vsts. I have no quest-ions.
'[io Cmiunm,. ''hunk you very much.

,r. SmrmrNr. h'lhank you very much. We appreciate it, very munch.
I might, simply add th'at we 'have made mistakes. I, too, feel we

would b subject to criticism if we do not make them, but we are
tyimg to learn vby the, mistakes we have made, and that is the impor-
tant thing.

hle ('\miAr.m',. 'lliank you.
Next we will hear from-I)r. ,James Killian, Mr. 1)ana Creel, presi-

dent, Rickefeller Brothers Fund; Dr. Jonas Salk; and 1r. John J.
McCloy of Milbank, Tweed, Tladley & McCloy:

Genilemen, I would suggest, that. yot l)rocee(in your own way.

STATEMENT OF DANA S. CREEL, PRESIDENT, ROCKEFELLER
BROTHERS FUND

Mr. (ei1,. Mr. Chairman, I am Rana Creel, president of the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund. This panel is to discuss certain restrictive
effects of IT.R. 13270 on the development of philanthropy and tle op-
eration of foundations.

'hie CirMnran. Might I just stop you for a moment. I am pleased
to see the Senator from California at the dais with you. If lie wants
to introduce one of the witnesses, or if he wants to testify , that, is fine.

Senator CRnsTON. I want to introduce 1)r. Salk.
The CHIAIIIMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. CnF;r,. I am privileged to share this assignment, with Dr. ,Tames

Killian, chairman of the )oard of trustees of Masachusetts Institute
of Technology, on my right; Dr. ,Jonis Salk, director of the Salk
Institute for biological Studies; and Mr. John J. McCloy, partner in
the law firm of Milblank, 'T'weed, liadley & MeCloy, on my right.

My role is to discus. the undesimal)le effects of tile )eialties and the
adin istrative responsibilities imposed by the. House bill, and sug.-
gest possible alternatives which would seem more property to fulfill
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what I believe are the Congress-stated objective ill this area: tl at is, to
provide a more rational relationship bet ween sa uctions and 1 m proper
acts.

I thillk in speaking for myself and for the discussion of tht, foundla-
tioi group, there is 11o ol je'ttion to saiwtiols lt rather t!wre i- I he
desire to have them fit the situation.

I would like to put that word in now so that it does not start on
a, nlegativo note.

Tie penalties in tile bill are essentially a variety of 111nonetarV penal-
ties applied against both foundations a~nd foundation managers, and
this means 1)othstaff and trustees.

It. is not possiblee to suimnarize here, nuich less diseii's eac-lh of the
penalties. I think it is possible, however, to use a few specific examples
to illustrate the shortcomings as well as the excessive nature of the
proposed penalties.

For example, the foundation manager who violates the provisions
of S. 4945 on expendit re responsibility or influencing legislation
would be liable for a penalty equal to 50) percent of the grant, anid
the foundation would be liable for a penalty equal to 100 percent of
the grant.

Tle ultimate j)urpos, it seems to me, of any approach to a system
of sanctions should be to strengthen and promote the philantiropic
endeavor in our society,. Ilis is the basis for a major ohjectionl to one
whole segment of the proposed sanctions; na nlly, those penalties
levied directly upon foundations. Penalties relating to wrongdoing
should e imposed on the wrongdoeir not on tile foundation involved.

A monetary penalty against a foundation hurts philanthropy at
large since tliat much -less money will e available to some charital)leorganizationsrie second ajol' objection is that the penalty, stl'uettre subjects

foundation management, again both staff and trustees, to l)otetially
very harsh liabilities.

In many cases, these liabilities would be entirely out of proportion
to the transgression.

In general, the potential liability is such ihat the bill wolld ,.,earlv
reduce the ability of foundations to attract the best caller of trustees
and staff.

The possiblity of a fine of $1,000 much less $5,0 0 0 would be a very
serious matter, particularly as there is the possibility of more than
one innocent error of judgment before there, would he any identifica-
tion or determination of an initial error.

The possibility of practically unlimited linanvial jeopardy of
$25,000 to $50,000 or $100,000 or even more---because foundations deal
in grants of $100,000 or even more-would be an awesome specter
with which to live.

In short, the proposed monetary sanctions of the )ill have an in
terrorem effect and must be altered and reduced to a l)raetical level.

I would like to l)ropose that a substantially modified 1)hilowol)hly
and system of sanctions be adopted, having tle ultimate end of jro-
moting and strengthening philanthropic endeavor in our society.

This proposal would recognize that While there have been some
abuses in the foundation field, the vast majority of foundation mami-
agers, staff and trustees, are serious, dedicated lersons, taking pride
in their activities. dre
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If the law is made clear as to what is expected, this vast, majority
N6111 make a sincere effort to comply. 'Ihe possible stigma of merely
being adjudged in violation of aniy staltute, quite aside frol any"
monetary fine would generally be a suflicient d, e'ent,In t-h few0 caes wlICro this -eterrent is not. etteetive limited mone-
tary penalties applied by the Iuternal Re'enme service would be sufli-
cient to assure compliance with the regulations.

Should there ever be a ease of completed inlransigence of repeated
unlawful acts, the IRS always hns avai able the posilility of revoking
the foundation's tax exemption which llder the bill, would force t1 -e
foundation to distribute its assets to public. charity.

With the ultimate purpose of strengthening phiulantlropy T suggest
that the system of sanctions in the bill be meodihied as follows:

1. Penalties should not be imposed on foudations but only on the
wrongdoers.

2. Ilseribed acts-or failures to act-should be defined with suffi-
cient clarity to enable the decisionmakers to determine, without ulue
complexity at the time of decision, whether any act--or failure to
act-constitutes a transgression.

3. A procedure should be established for providing notice of a
proposed penalty by the Internal Revenue Service, wit h opportunity
,or correction within a reasonable period before application of tle

l)enalty.
4. The prescribed penalties should be flexible rea-sonable in nature,

with a maximum limit and appropriately related to the acts-or
failures to act--which are penahlzed.

Generally speaking, a limit of $5,000 to $10,000 should be tlhe
maximum.
5. A reasonable statute of limitations should be rnde clearly

applicable to the penalties.
If a applronh along these general lines can be substituted in 1.1R.

13270, I believe that the Congress will cone much closer to meeting
the goal of developing sanctions that provide a more rational rela-
tionmship to iml)ro or acts.

And in terms o the ability of private foulations to perform in tht,
higliest, public interest, I believe such a chllange is crucial.
'rhank you.
1he CImiAm [mN. If it is all the smlle with you, we would l)drefo that,

each member of the panel make his presentation in chief and then we
will ask, perhaps, one question from each Senator.

Mr. Clim:r 1 . I thank you.
Dr. Killian.
The CITAIMN,\,N. If I could have, kept the questions down we could

have heard you in the morning session.

STATEMENT OF XAMES R. KILUIAN, JR., CHAIRMAN OF THE CORPO.
RATION OF THE MASSAOHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Mr. WCL.tIAN. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I
speak to yoi out of my eXl)orienco as an officer of a private college
where foundation grants and private philanthlopy are decisively i-
portant, to the institution.
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I might, add in a phrase of Dr. Conant, that I am a Inemlei of the
Mfendiant Order of College Administrators in what I say today.

Over lie past. 20 years my institution has received 30 preoat of its
private contril)utionis from foundations, or $108 million out of $305
million.

This 35 percent. has heen ieceived froim 673 different foundations in
the form of 2,250 different, grants and, incidentally, 50 percent of this
foundation income has come in the last 5 years.

These grants have been profoundly important, in maintaining the
equality o7 our education and in advaancing educational opportunity
fo)r hoth students and faculty.

The private giving which, in mIy judgment, would he discouraged by
this lIll has provided 80 percent of all of oiulr act'il i)v itldiIgs, Its
well as 100 percent .of OI elnOwnlhlt..

lu our forward playing we have relied on the (ontimation of
grunts, gifts and bequests, in amounts greater thm we have been
receiving in the past. few year.

I, therefore, look with dismay on any curtailment of foundation or
other private SIup)ort now o r i hO ful um.

Clearly at a time when we are deeply conceriwd everywhere in
the country about the funding of all higher e(lueatiol, and about the
financial future of our private institutions, and where we are under
great mandate to achieve much needed change in I hese institutions, we
should be looking for ways to increase and not diminislh the flow of
the private funds, especially sinec the Federal (lToverninent currently
is reducing its SUlpo't d

WNe. who are struggling (av il and (ay o11t to Ialam",, lud.ets and
to fin1a fulinds for stu( lt. aid 'for stulelt.'lhousing0 , for fao-lt "salaries,
for improved teaching, and the new plOgams to deal with Intional.
needs, say to you with all of the ein1 )haSls at. 0111 command that. this
is no tune to compound the problems of our universities by talking
it harder for them to secre. private grants and gifts.

I wold add to this the enormous importance of the universities being
able at the present time to develop new programs that. deal with the
urgent social problems of our times, programs having to do with the
uri an problems that we face as a Nation, problems of pollution, of
environmental control, transportation and many otrlers. lhese domains
are very inadequately financed by the Federal Government at the
plrsent tie and, as ve initiate new programs we badly need private
funds to got them underway.

In its I)rsent, form the bill would impair thie existing functioning of
foundatiols, as has been amply, I think, presented to you today, and
would discourage the formation of new foundations, and this seems
to me to be dangerous and shortsighted.

'Tie provisions of the present bill appear to be so severe that if passed
in its present form it would l)robably constitute the death knell of the
founidations as we know them. Certainly the incentive to form new
foundations will be lost.

Foundations make intangible contributions to our educational sys-
tem, along with their financial contributions. I readily acknowledge
that foundations provide institutions such as my own not only with
needed funds, but. with the stimulus of criticism and of fresh catalytic
ideas, thus helping to maintain quality and to achieve needed Ihange.

83-805-60 1pt. 0-23
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They make important contributions to the quality of our society by
providing multiple centers of initiative, but. their ability to serve as
pathfinders and to support itself firmly and by their capacity to attract
into the decisionniaking and finding process a wide spectrum of able
men and women.

As others have already said, I think we need to be troubled by those
provisions in the bill which would discourage able men and women
from accepting posts of responsibility in foundations.

Indeed, the provisions in tIie House bill could reduce the officers and
trustees of our responsible foundations to a league of intimidated men,
their initiative, imagination and boldness dampened by excessive
restraints and surveillance, and by confiscatory penalties for the inno-
cent misreading of ambiguous revisionss in the bill.

Although this discussion today is directedd principally to those. pro-
visions, relating to private foui('lations, the true effect of the bill as a
whole on future philanthropy cannot be reviewed or discussed in the
foundation context alone, and one needs to look at the impact of the
bill on the future of all phlanthropy. . .

llfortunately, speaking, as ilhave said, as an educational restitu-
tion officer, there are ni other provisions in the bill which may have
adverse effects on contribuitions to institutions of higher learning.

For example, the restrictions on the gift of appreciated property
may be the more serious, to the universities, than the restrictions on
foundations. Those provisions having to do with limited preference
and allocation of reductions are what I am talking about.

The fact. is that in my own institutionl again, .38 percent of all individ-
a]l giving, as we have'understood it, has coie in the form of appreci-

ated property, aiiI there am Iany other individual gifts doubtless
re)pres nt-ing ap)ltpciated property that we do not know tile back
history of.

The second aspect of the bill that will be very troublesome to us has
to do with tile limitation oin trusts, l)artidnlarly charitable remallde
trusts and other forms of giving that have to 'lo with bequests.

)uring the last 4 years, 60 percent of all individual giving to my
institution, came through testamentary trusts and bequests. These
aspects of the bill that affect this kind of individual giving can be
catastrophic for our educational institutions.

So, as we look at the problem of the foundations as they would be
adversely affected in this bill we in tile universities plead that these
other considerations be given #ull attention, as I am sure you are doing.

In closing, let me emplhasize my position as being in no way opposed
to apropriate and equitable tax revisions but as deeplyy concerned lest.
irre i)arable harm comes to private institutions through oversight or
illa(lvertelnce.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Cr.T,. Dr. Salk.

STATEMENT OF HON. ALAN CRANSTON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Senator CRANSTON. Mr. Chnairman anid members of the committee,
of the many vital matters that are before you through this tax reform
measure I am convinced that none_ surpass in significance the subject
matter that you are considering today,
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I take great. pride in1 l)res~enthig to you a witness who will shed light
from it dilre'rent. vantafe, point. oi the matter before you. Ile will speak
not as the executive o. a foundation, not as a. man. who has devoted
himself to raising funds for the work of the foundations but as a man
who, with renowned success, has done the innovative and(A creative and
constructive work that foundations make possible .

I have talked to Dr. ,lonas Salk, who is here as director of the Salk
Institute for Biological Studies in California.

I have talked to )r. Salk about the work that he undertook that. led
to the end of polio as a threat. to children and others in our land and
elsewhere.

lie learned in that experience that what he accomplished could not,
have been (lone without the amsistance of foundations. Ile learned that
work couhl not he, could not ha ve been, done with simply the assistance
of tile Goverunent. As a matter of fact, I think le leai'ned that (iov-
ernent at certain stages of that. great effort was more of a handicap
thal a tel).

The CHAIM MAN. If I might, just interrupt you for a moment, I w"0111
like to make a. simll experiment inl electronics. I wonder if you would
(lirect, your mike in the other directionn. )r. Killian. We tire trying to
fllnd oit. why we are getting a ring in the sound system.

Please l)roceed, Senator Cranston.
Senator (uvxas'rox. )r. Salk is now undertaking a. new effort that,

might surpass in iml)ortance what lie has already accomplished in his
new endeavor at the Institute, lie is seeking to ind the cause and cure
of cancer, and in view of his record to date, I think I have great hope
that, lie will be successful.

He is also working to discover how to deal with multipleselerosis,
with lkidney disorders, und other disorders, physical and otherwise, i i

our society..

Again lie is undertaking work that lie could not have undertaken
without, the assistance of foundations, an(il in nlo other way Could lie
have done or could lie now be doing what lie is doing, and he'will speak
to you from that standpoint.

STATEMENT OF DR. JONAS SALK, DIRECTOR, THE SALK INSTITUTE
FOR BIOLOGICAL STUDIES

Dr. SAtIC. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. Chairman ill a 'way I am here to present a l)ersoual testimonial

of any own experiences with foundations over the hist number of years,
and a personal testimonial to how I regard the future.

Sice I look upon myself as a public servant and I ask what will
happen to the work in which I am engaged tlihat serves tle public, and
I also ask what role did foundations and philanthropy play Ni the past.

Senator Cranston has commented on some aspects of these questions.
Perhaps it, is not necessary for me to do more tlan to state the con-
clusion that past. work would not have been possible, nor will what I aml
now engaged in be possible, were it not for the existence of the founda-
tion system.

I might say further, that from my experience universities and insti-
tutes require for their own existence the existence of foundations and
other forms of philanthropy.
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I want also to say further that the grants that are made to univer-
sities for work that the Government wants to have done, through
grants from the National Institutes of Health, from the National
Science Foundation, and other Government agencies, require the ex-
istence of these institutions which, as I have already indicated, in
turn, could not exist in the absence of philanthropy and in the ab-
sence of the foundations. And, therefore, if we, in these institutions,
are to serve the country, we, in turn can function only so long as the
American form of philanthropy and the American system of founda-
tions as it has developed, will exist.

All seem to agree that we should encourage generosity and control
greed. This, in essence, is what I heard this morning.: The private
sector, in which foundations are included, it should be l)ointed out,
1re really intended to serve the public sector and not, as seems to be
.believed by some, to serve the private or the self-serving sector.

I would conchide, from what I have heard, that the problem is not
foundations, but the problem is greed and, therefore, we must not try
to eliminate foundations, but rather to eliminate greed. We should try
to eliminate the disease and not the patient.

The objective, it seems to me, is to stop abuse and not use, and the
objective is to encourage the generous spirit and abolish the greedy
spirit. The generosity which is so characteristic of this country in
essence is, as has been said before, the envy of the world.

I would worry very much if we were to deprive men of the oppor-
tunity to satisfy this generous impulse.

One can think of foundations as constituting for the Nation as
a whole a prudently accumulated savings account. One can also think
of foundations as institutions which are in the business of helping
develop foresight. If we think of the foundation system as the patient
and not as the disease, and if we think of remedies, we must keep in
mind the hippocratic maxim-that "do not harm, do not maim or kill
the patient.'

I have put it this way because it is sometimes useful to think in
this kind of analogy.

As I listened to the discussions this morning and to comments upon
the remedies proposed in the House bill, I recognized that a new kind
of profession has developed, a new kind of service, a profession and
a service in a way analogous to the medical pr-ofessor or the legal
profession; it is tje |)ofeFion of those who serve and work in founda-
tions. I wondered[, tmrefore, in hearing of the desire for regulation
and control on the part of foundation executives that these should be,
1erhapsj a Professional association of foundations to develop and exer-
cise methods of control of malpractices and that memberl.hip in good
standing in such associations might become a requirement for tax-
exempt status in the same way that 'hospitals are accredited, and
physicians are accredited and licensed, and as are other specialistsc
and members of the bar.

The Flexner report on medical schools, to which reference was made
earlier, which was reported around 1910, at which times there was
some 800 medical schools in existence, setllip standards of acceptability
and soon the bad ones quickly disappeared, and the good ones per-
sisted. There are some 80 or so now, of which we need many more. The
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idea of reearning tle franchise that Dr. IHarrar mentioned could,
perhaps, be done by this kind of professional surveillance. It also
occurred to me that if there were a voluntary fee, in the form of a
grant made by the foundations to Government from foundation funds
for auditing purposes, it seems to me that this would be in keeping
with the most desirable aspects of the way in which this count, tries
to function-by the development of a measure of self-discipline.

I have touched upon the Isue as I see it, as it would affect the work
in which I have been, and am, engaged.

I have touched briefly on what could be thought of as remedies. The
principle that is involved is not a trivial one and I want to emphasize
it in closing. The principle in question is dualism or pluralism, as
opposed to monopoly ism. Monopoly is equally bad, whether it be Gov-
evi'ment or private, and it is in defensee of pluralism in part, that I
am1 here.

I might say that we need a healthy foundation system if others like
myself in this and later generations are to be able to serve this Nation,
to use Senator Ribicoff's idea, by taking the chance that Government
may be reluctant to take.

I also want to echo the comment of Dr. Killian of the desirability,
in fact, the necessity, to encourage the development of new foundai-
tions as well to maintain the old. New foundations am needed to
supplement the efforts of those who have already committed them-
selves.

I shall close at this point without touching upon some of the points
that I made in the prepared statement submitted earlier. I felt that
it was more meaningful to give the reactions that. I had in the course.
of hearing the discussions tlis morning than to repeat what you will,
see in the text which I would like to include for this record.

Mr. Ch:EEr. Mr. ,cCloy.

STATEMENT 01 1OHtN 3. 14ocCLOY, ATTORNEY, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. McCroy. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Senate, I was
introduced as being a member of a New York law firm, but I do not
think I am l)ro)erly here because of that fact. I am, in a sense a rather
pitiful position of a lawyer without a client. I am not representing
any foundation, though my firm does do some advising of founda-
tions, but I was for many years a member of the board of trustees
of the Rockefeller Foundation, and for a number of years, a good man-
years, I was chairman of the board of trustees of 'the Ford Founda-
tion. It is through that experience that I am here today.

I was also a member of the board of trustees of a number of other
foundations, but today I have no membership in any foundation.

I have arrived at the age of presumptive inca)acity where an
arbitrary age limit says that you should retire. [Laughter.]

I have made a statement, as the Senators are aware, and I have tried
to make an outline and summary of it for the record. I have listened
to this testimony today, and I hav,, of course, roa(a the bill and I think
I can sum up my Impressions by saying that. I am quite clear that this
bill is shot through with a definite a niums against private foundations.

There are a number of discriminatory provisions which relate only
to foundations as such, and not to other charitable foundations.
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There are many discriminatory measures and I won't run over
them because I think they have been touched on largely in the testi-
mony that was given this morning.

I lave the conviction that this is the wrong approach to this prob-
lem. I feel, and my experience has made me feel, that there is a treat
deal in this foundation world that we do not know very much at out.
In the first place, the audits of the International Revenue Service
have only covered a fraction of the foundations.

There is a broad field there that has not been covered or audited,
and I believe that the most constructive legislation that the Congress
could adopt at this time is to give the authority and the means, the
facilities to the Internal Revenue Service--and I would think it would
be the Internal Revenue Service rather than some other agency-by
which they could really introduce a comprehensive and objective and
thorough-going national audit of the foundations in this country.

I think then we will begin to know something about what we now
hear by rumor. There were some figures given this morning, and with
all due deference to those who gave them, I would say that I am not
sure that they are right. Some people have said there are $21 billion
in the foundation assets, and Mr. Patman, I think, has said, there
are $50 billion. We really do not know nor do we know the extent
of the accumulated income or the improperly accumulated income.

If we can get the facts and have them before us or if the Congress
can have them then it will really be in a position to appraise what
good the foundations do and some of the abuses of which they may
be guilty. This would tend to, improve the character of the law govern-
ing charitable foundations, as well as to take care of the delinquents.

I believe the particular provision, by which an adequate audit. could
be financed was dismissed this morning. I think I was one of the first
who suggested that we should not have a tax but that we should have
some sort of a user fee comparable to the audits that are carried on
by the Federal authorities in the supervision and audit of banks.

We are all a creature of our own experience. I was a banker once,
and you and I know the provisions of the regulations or the law that
require the audits of the banks to be given to-or put before the
directors. The directors have to read them and have to respond to them.
Those audits cover the lending policies of the banks, and since that
provision has been in effect, witi tie audits financed by the banks them-
selves, but since that has been in effect, at least when I was the head
of a bank, I noticed that the auditor tended to improve the tone of the
lending. I would think that in case of the foundation, we might have
something other than just a mere revenue audit, perhaps, hay 3 the
IRS empowered to comment of grants get in the shady zone that we
were talking about this morning.

You know that on those bank audits there is an item called "espe-
cially mentioned loans." It is a little red flag us in the corner, and
almost invariably some member of the board of directors says "Well,
how about this loan and how about that loan? Why does the Govern-
ment pick that one up?"

I think some such type of sanction ais that might be very helpful
in connection with the general audit of which we are speaking. I am
very clear in my own mind that this should take on the character of
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the user fee rather than the character of a tax which has all sorts of
connotations and implications in regard to it..

But above all, I would think that it was the duty of the Congress
to eliminate from this bill the punitive and rather hostile provisions
that clearly run through it. It should single out, the abuses, tighten
up some of the enforcement provisions-and I think that they can
be tightened up-and then with the provision for such an audit as I
am suggesting, we would not only know what is going on but we would
know what type of regulation, what type of law should be adopted in
order to see what the country really should have in the way of
legislation.

I know that in the case of the banks that these audits have resulted
from time to time in new laws, new regulations, which have generally
tightened up the lending policies of the banks, and I believe that rather
than to put to risk this flow and continuity of private foundation
grants, rather than to put that to a risk what has become a real and
vital factor on American philanthrol)y, I would think we ought to stop
and take a look at this situation, get the facts, see what the abuses are,
as I say, and also see what the benefits are, and on the basis of that,
we will be much better equipped to deal with this problem than we
are today.

This does not mean that we would postpone all action. There are
some provisions in the bill that I think are very good, and I think
some of the sanctions should be tightened up. But remove from this
bill this philosophy, this note of aninmus or discriminatory practice,
discriminatory provisions that, as I say, does run through the bill, and
I think we would have a much more constructive approach to this
subject.

This morning someone referred to de'Pocqueville. I have always been
impressed by that young Frenchman who was over here in the 1830's.
lie was an extremely discerning youg man. lie saw the status we are
now in vis-a-vis the" Soviet Union in a very graphic prognostication,
but he also pointed out. the role that private philanthropy played in
the American society, how deep it went. It is a very eloquent passage.
It is not, I believe, in his book. It is in a letter that he sent to France
when lie was over here. But this is the concept. of our society, this
is the core of our society-it is also the tradition of the Congress, be-
cause the Congress approved these exemptions. The presumption is in
favor of the beneficial aspects of the foundations; indeed, the Treasury
is on record as saying they are convinced it is only a very small percent-
age of the foundations that do represent abuses.

On that basis, the presumption should be in favor of the founda-
tions rather than against, them and, as I noted, the opposite presump-
tion runs through this bill.

Also, we have had testimony this morning of the looming deficit that
is compending in this country in the effort to meet the educational
needs and the social needs of the country.

We can see it coming down the road like an elephant on a towpath.
We know that we are not going to meet this gap solely by private

philanthropy or solely by government action. It is going to take all
the assets that we have to cope with these problems, and I believe at
this stage in history to inject depressants rather than incentives to the
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flow of private philanthropy w~uld be improvident and not to the
best interests of the Nation.

So I won't go into the other details of my statement. As I said I
made my statement when we were prepared to testify heretofore and I
do not urge you all to read it, I do not say it is the last word, but I think
it was a fairly good statement. I think that the conclusions that I have
arrived at as the result of a study of this problem and hearing this
testimony today are that I believe that if we removed the animus and
hostile spirit of the bill and really went at it, established a basis upon
which we could get the facts we would do everybody, do the Nation,
a great service and that, I think, is the essence of what I would care
to say at this time.

The CHAIRMAN. Well thank you very much, gentlemen. I very much
ap plaud the fine work that each of you has done in his own capacity,
and I am sure I speak for the committee when I say that.

I fear that we will find that there are a lot of people in the founda-
tion business not because of benefits they hope to provide for humanity,
but because they hope to avoid taxes. But, I do not. believe that refers to
anybody at this tale here. If others had fulfilled the purposes that are
stated in their foundations organization papers, I do not believe we
would be hearing you testify on this matter.

I want to thank each of you for the suggestions that have been
made as to ways that we might act in the national interest with regard
to foundations.

Since the subject came up, we have had a lot of very fine suggestions
of things that could be done to see that foundations acted responsibly.
I do not think that we have heard here today from any of those who
would act in any other way than in a responsible fashion. We are
particularly proud that you came here to talk to us, Dr. Salk.

We have some very fine people in my State, as you know, who are
making an effort in the field of cancer, heart disease and other things,
like Dr. Alton Oschner and Dr. DeBakey, and we certainly wish you
all the good luck in the world in the endeavor you are making on
behalf of humanity.

Senator CURTIS. I would like to thank the panel for their helpful
suggestions.

Mr. McClory, I particularly applaud your idea that we should have
this'audit let it run a few years, and legislate in the light rather than
in the darf, and that is the essence of your message.

Mr. MCCLORY. That is the essence, yes.
Senator Cuwns. I do not know whether it has ever been called to

our attention or not but there are some well-known foundations that
lave a splendid record. There are some small new ones that are like-
wise operating in the public interest.

Based on your experience as a banker and a lawyer, it is quite likely
when an individual creates a foundation that he will give to the foun-
dation that which he has, which may be stock in his own business; isn't
that right I

Mr. McCLowY. Yes, that is right.
Senator Cun'n. As the years go by just gradually they will get

more diversification.
Do you believe the fact that the donor or his family have a--that

their company securities are a major aset in the foundation that that
i

K' ~i
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per so proves any wrongdoing or lack of operation in the public
interest?

Mr. MCCLORY. No. I do not believe per so it is vicious. I believe it
may be rather praiseworthy because most of those, a good many of
those, small foundations, wholly controlled foundations, are not on
the eastern seaboard, they are in areas where, in the hinterland of the
country, there is limited giving and the needs are great.

Senator CuaRiS. Yes.
Mr. McCLoy. And this presents a very good stimulus to giving in

that area, and I feel that thepoint at which to strike, is at the abuse,
but I do not think, as you point out, Senator, that the abuse is per so
in the amount of the stock that he gives to a foundation.

Senator Cumris. Well, I used the word "small." They are small
compared to some of our major ones, but they are large enough that
they give away a good man millions of dollars every year.

I know one foundation tat later gave 160 percent of their income.
I do not know whether you are aware of it or not, but in some instances
the House bill imposes the regular corporate tax on foundations.

For instance, if you have a foundation and their asset is that they
are the sole owners of the business, were they a holding corporation
they would get an 85-percent credit for dividends paid from the oper-
ating company. If they were in the 50-percent bracket they would
have 71/ 2-percent tax, and here a foundation that someone has turned
their business over to will be faced not with a small tax but with a tax
equivalent to the regular corporate tax in that particular situation.

Mr. McCLoy. Well, I am aware of that provision. I think it is
classed as one of those things that I call punitive provisions that I do
not believe strike the right note.

Senator CURTS. Yes.
I feel that what we do here is so far-reaching that it is my sincere

hope that after we take care of those few glaring abuses that a remedy
can be pretty well agreed upon, then we have exhaustive audits and
find out where the bad practices are and what the right solution is,
and that should take a little time, 2 years, 5 years.

Mr. MOCwy. And that audit will tone ip the grants because-
when you get--when the controlling boards of these foundations get
the audit they see that there are some questionable practices that if
dealt with will tend to improve the grants. Certainly that has been the
experience with the banks which, I think, is a good parallel. But I be-
lieve that the prime necessity at this point is to have a comprehensive
nationwide thoroughgoing audit.

Senator CuRT s. I won t take any more time. I thank you all.
Senator RiBicOFF (presiding). I thank all of you gentlemen-I am

sorry, Senator Hansen.
Senator HiANs. I have no questions.
Senator RviicoFr. We are very appreciative of having your counsel

here.
Senator Williams and myself, I mean, if you will pardon me, Sena-

tor Curtis, we have been discussing how complex this entire measure is,
and with the more witnesses we hear we realize its complexity.

Thank you very much.
Mr..CREL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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(A contents directing the reader to the prepared statements of the
witnesses from the Foundations Coordinated Testimony Group fol-
lows. Oral testimony of the next, witness commences at p. 5520.)
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lumbus Indiana ---------------------------------------- 5433
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Dame Notre l)amo Indiana .-------------------------- 5453
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY MR, IRWIN MILLER

A. 'lio role of fowmiatIons as 8cCm by a foundation leader

1. Foundation facts and accomplishments:
(a) Facts:

(1) Foundations constitute 8% of total philanthropy.
(2) Annual foundation giving is $1.5 billion, or 71% of the

total assets of foundations.
(3) There are 22,000 foundations, of which only a few hundred

are the standard setters.
(b) Accomplishnents:

(1) Pioneering roles, for example support by foundations for
Dr. Jonas Salk and Dr. Robert Goddard.

(2) Strengthening education and educational research.
3 ) Anticipating stwial an(d interiitlonil problems.

(4) Supporting development of writers, artists, and scholars.
(5) Health, scientific antl population research and programs.

2. Responsibility of Congress and public to examine foundations:
(a) Foundations operate under public trust.
(b) Foundations Inevitably are found to raise questions, doubt and

controversy.
(c) Periodic examination of foundations by Congress ainld the public

are both good and essential.
3. Proposed tax on foundation, Im inconsistent with purpose of tax exemption.
4. Proposed measures to curb fiscal abuses are good, and are supported by

most foundations.
5. Proposed limitations on programs are unwise iln that they attempt to elinil-

nate "bad Judgments" and in doing so allow for only the most bland klids of
Judgments, and only the most bland kinds of activities, by foundations.

0. The tax and program lintiatiols act as a signal to discourage private
phlilanthropy-and thereby the whole private foundation sector of Amerhean
life.

7. Foundations are in fact accountable to the public uder existing conditions.
(a) Existing law (if fully enforced).
(b) Public disclosure and the press.
(e) Broad-based boards of trustees.
(d) 'Market evaluation" by foundation reeilpents.
(e) Congressional inquiry.

8. Each Individual American citizen ought to feel and bear the responsibility
to give and to act voluntarily oil behalf of the continuing welfare of his country-
and not only in response to the compulsion laws.

STATFMEI.NT OF ,It. IRWIN MII.LLER

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, In the 4tme allotted to nie this
morning, I would like to sketch a background against which other witnesses will
fill in specific detail. As I believe the agenda will indicate, a number of founlat-
tions and beneficiaries of foundations have coordlinated their presentation so
that. all the major issues can be discussed and repetition avoided.

There will be six panels which in turn will cover (1) the role of foundations
in American life, (2) the effect of the legislation (especially the proposett tax)
on foundation beneficiaries. (3) the effect of the tax as seen by foundations,
(4) the effect of the program limitation (Including grants to Individuals), (5)
the effects of distribution requirements (including problems raised by detlhtltoti
of qualifying distributlons, and (0) the restrictive effects on the de',elopmnt
of philanthropy and the operation of foundations (inlhullng the eff,ets of ex-
penditure responsibility and heavy burdens on trustees).

Where as these presentations have been coordinated and consolidated, as was
requested by the Committee In its August 12th press release, It should be noted
that each witness will he testifying for himself and for the institution to which
he is attached.

I speak this morning as an individual. But I am neither a disinterested nor
an uninterested witness. To Identify myself, I an% a businessman who lives in
Columbus, Inditnt. Cummins Engine Company, which I serve as Chairman of
the Board, created a foundation some fifteen years ago. Both directly and
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through the foundation, the Company normally contributes the full five per cent
,of its pre-tax profits. I currently serve as President of its foundation. I also
:serve as an officer and director of a foundation created by my family, and I am
a trustee of the Ford Foundation.

In respect to my personal life, my wife and I have for some years been in
the process of qualifying for the unlimited charitable deduction. Further, we
have raised our five children to believe that a responsible sense of concern for
the well-being of society in which they live requires that they each contribute
to philanthropy the full thirty per cent of their income each year. Finally, it
should be noted that I serve as a trustee of a number of institutions which are
often recipients of foundation grants.

I state all this to show my bias in this matter. Having done so, I now hope you
will hear my opinions. In expressing them, I must note the enormous complexity
of the Foundation Sections of the Bill in my own inexpertise in legal complexities.

Let me speak first to the American tradition of private giving and the important
plav[e it holds in our national way of life.

Our country today Is unique in that our government, more than any other in
the world, actively encourages citizens and corporations to concern themselves
with the social problems of the nation and to accept personal responsibility for
constructive change. This encouragement comes in good part by way of the
charitable deduction allowance, and the laws supporting the establishment and
operation of foundations.

In the face of great current pessimism, I believe that America will solve its
pressing l)roblems of race, poverty, education, urban congestion, and the like. A
primary reason for such belief is that there exists a broader and deeper concern
about these problems among the individual men and women of this nation, old
and young, than can be found in any other country today.

If, as individuals, we should shrug our shoulders, decide there is nothing we
can do, that it Is all someone else's fault, that "they" ought to do something
about it; if we cop out as responsible individuals by blaming government for not
acting, and damn government when it acts and requires more taxes to pay for the
acts, then we will surely go down the drain.

On the other hand, if each one of us decides he ought to do what he can In his
own situation, in his own community, and is willing to change his old attitudes,
to give time and money wherever he can see it will make a small difference for
the better, then we Americans will very likely provide to the world a demonstra-
tion of national achievement which will be without parallel in history.

The government by its example, now has the opportunity to encourage such an
active acceptance of responsibility for the welfare of all others by each citizen.

ThWy have made invaluable contributions to American society, and they are
capable of still more. They, however, are not the pivot of American society, nor
are they omnipotent or without blemish. There is a lack of adequate knowledge
and understanding about their lilace in American society.

Let me briefly sketch the dimensions of that place. Bach year, some $16 billion
in private wealth is given for philanthropic purposes. The greatest philanthropist
still is the man In the street, the individual givers who account for nearly 80 per-
cent of the total (even exclusive of bequests). The private foundations provide
only about 8 percent of total philanthropy. Last year foundations gave $1.5 billion,
or about 7% percent of their total assets of some $20 billion.

There are about 22,000 foundations. Most of them are little more than incor-
porated channels for giving by individuals and in assets and influence they
account for quite a small proportion of the field; more than 12,000 foundations,
for example, make grants totaling less than $10,000 a year.

The potency and signilcance of private foundations resides in the few hundred
with sufficient skills and resources to support efforts toward the solution of prob-
lems Important to American society. They also account for most of the funds in
the field. More than two-thirds of all foundation assets are held by some 200 of
the general purpose foundations. By and large these are the leaders and standard
setters in the field.

"Tax free" and "tax exempt" are modifiers that have so commonly come to be
used in front of the term foundation that there is a tendency to overlook their

essential philanthropic nature. The Treasury Department, which ought to have
as keen a sense of the relation between institutions and taxation as anyone, a few
years ago portrayed the role of private philanthropy and the part played by
foundations in these terms:
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Private philanthropy plays a special and vital role in our society. Beyond
providing for areas into which government cannot or should not advance
(such as religion), private philanthropic organizations can be uniquely
qualified to initiate thought and action, experiment with new and untried
ventures, dissent from prevailing attitudes, and act quickly and flexibly.

Private foundations have an important Irt of this work. Available even to
those of relatively restricted means, they enable Individuals or small groups
to establish new charitable endeavors and to express their own bents, con-
cerns, and experience. In doing so, they enrich the pluralism of our social
order. Equally important, because their funds are frequently free of commit-
ment to specific operating programs, they can shift the focus of their Interest
and their financial support from one charitable area to another. They can,
hence, constitute a powerful instrument for evolution, growth, and improve-
ment in the shape and direction of charity.

While the proposals under discussion today are addressed to private founda-
tions, their impact would be felt throughout the entire fabric of the voluntary
sector of American life.

One of the philanthropic statesmen of this century, Abraham Flexner, said the
level of a given civilization can perhaps be measured "by the extent of private
Initiative, private responsibility, private organization in all the fields open to
human culture." Certainly the accomplishments of our society cannot be measured
accurately, or as positively, without taking into account those achievements
reached in whole or in part through foundation support.

Robert Calkins, former President of Brookings, suniniarized foundation achieve-
ments as follows:

"Foundations have pioneered and assisted pioneers, scientists, scholars, and
innovators; they have helped to create and strengthen colleges, universities, re-
search laboratories, research institutions, scientific and scholarly organizations,
welfare and religious institutions; they have often anticipated social and inter-
national problems and mobilized knowledge for dealing with them. In doing these
things, they have freed large parts of the world from th curse of diseases, sl.h
as malaria and yellow fever; have advanced til art of medical care and the treat-
nient of illness; have provided knowledge for the control of plopulation and the
expansion of food supplies; have aided the development of emerging nations;
have encouraged educational opportunities for military groups, and the estab-
lishment of area and language studies to afford a better understanding of other
cultures. They have demonstrated the value of liberal support for basic research
and encouraged large public support; have contributed importantly to our grow-
Ing knowledge of physical and living nature, and of social organization; liare
made possible the development of new scientific Instrunments for studying tho
atom, the cell, the star, and the nature of life itself; have contributed toward
a better understanding of social behavior and informed social policy; have helped
to clarify the goal of humanistic scholarship, aided the arts, and broadened the
cultural interests and enjoyments of millions of people. They have also supported
the development of thousands of scientists, scholars, creative writers, artists,
and professional personnel, as well as leaders for business, government, and
education. They have encouraged informed approaches to domestic problems,
promoted international understanding, and assisted in the search for peace. They
have contributed to the international community of scholarship and learning,
and built bridges of communication and mutual respect."

But the particular issues at hand cannot be resolved by a recital of tile glories
of foundations. I do not favor, nor do I think the American public favors, a
granting of perpetual approval to institutions simply on the basis of past laurels.
No matter how unsettling it may be to men and organizations convinced that they
are doing the right thing in the public interest, it is healthy that the public
periodically examines Its institutions to Judge whether they are still serving
their avowed purposes, to determine whether anything has gone sour even with
our most cherished practices.

For many institutions this is such a moment. There Is )ot only a taxpayers
revolt in the air but also, I believe, fundamental skepticism about many aspects
of our public and private life. Men and women are not only asking where we
are going but also who Is in charge. They are concerned, it seems to me, about
whether all the agencies in American life that are dedicated to public purpose--
governmental and non-governmental-are really working in the public interest.
They are calling for some sort of accounting and insisting on greater
accountability.
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The proposals related to private foundations seem to me to raise fundamental
questions about the role of the private sector In affairs of public concern: Is It
to be diminished or encouraged? I)o the American people still believe in private
phillnnthropy still important to the attainment of our needs and desires as a
people? Or have our community needs and national problems grown so ill scale
and complexity that private efforts are basically too puny? Would the funds
devoted to them best be diverted to government use'?

There are several reasons these concerns have coalesced around private founda-
tions. The purposes and ways of foundations are only vaguely understood. Also,
Mille foundations are the post imcuiarly American manifestation of th phillan-
throplc impulse, they do not operate as simply as traditional charity ; taking tile
long view, and working with professional skill, they have grown more sophisti-
cated and slwlalized in their approach to problems and therefore they are less
easy to understand. Further, they represent relatively large concentrations of
wealth, and bigness in any form stirs suspicion in the American consciousness.
Foundation have also concerned themselves with some of the problems that are
deeply troubling our society, and almost anything one (1os In these fields is apt
to stir passions. Finally, certain abuses in the 11el have become apparent, and
questions have been raised about the judgment of foundtions in certain
activities.

These hearings constitute an examination of the obligations of foundations
under their contract with American society. Parenthetically, it should 1ie noted
that this Is the first opportunity foundations have had to testify on a number
of tL.e major provisions of this Bill. At bottom, foundations operate under a
public trust agreement. Through exemption statutes, American society enctour-
ages the application of private wealth to public purpose. Society must be assured
both that the privilege Is itot abused and that the responsibility to deliver a
social dividend Is met.

In the matter of private foundations, the record seems abundantly clear that
the responsibility has been discharge(]. In terms of advances in education, comi-
mnunity life, health, and artistic and cultural resources, the foundations have
returned to society many times over what society ha1s granted ill the form of
exemption from taxation. There is no, doubt a point of diminishing return in
this sort of quild pro ejiio. That point would certainly be at hand, for example,
if foundation assets were growing at, say, double or triple tile growth of tile
Federal budget or the Gross National Product. In fact, although the growth in
the absolute numbers of foundations has been striking, the growth In founda-
tion assets is not exceptional as compared to other sectors. The Treasury's studies
confirm this.

It is equally Important that the income produced by foundation assets flow
continuously to charitable, educational and scientific purposes. Flor tile most part
this is so, and passage of certain features of II.R. 13270, couple with more
systematic enforcement of existing regulations, would provide the public a guar-
antee of a continuing flow.

Concerning the proposed tax on foundation income, I will be quite brief, not
only because succeeding witnesses will treat it in detail but also because it
strikes me as tile most clear-cut of the several difficult decisions before you
with respect to private foundations.

I regard a tax on private foundations as patently inconsistent with the reason
society sanctions foundations at all. Whatever foundations earn from their
principal is--by tradition, charter, and law-intended for distribution for
philanthropic purposes, for the public well-being. To reduce these publicly-
dedicated funds by any percentage is to diminish tile value to society by Just
that amount. The Judgment Congress and time public must make Is whether, all
things considered, foundations are likely to continue making valued contribu-
tions to American life. If the answer Is yes, then why reduce the contribution?
If the answer is no, then more fundamental measures than a limited tax are
in order. The inference I am forced to draw is that the proposal to tax founda-
tion income is actually punishment for presuml wrong-doing by foundations-
a reaction that is both unjustified and unwise.

In contrast to the proposed tax, the bill's measures to curb and prevent fiscal
abuses are necessary to the public interest and vital to the preservation of
private philanthropy.

The public official who abuses his position casts shame not only on himself
but on all that public service stands for. Misbehavior In private organizations
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and institutions clothed with a public Interest Is quite as sordid. Society loathes
the charity racket, and abuses in Institutional philanthropy itust also be rooted
out. The Treasury has noted, "the preponderant number of private foundations
perform their functions without tax abuse," but It has been rlear for several years
that sonie abuses exist. and even the few are too many. They Include the use
of foundations exclusively as tax shelters, the unreasonable accumulation of
foundation Ineome instead of regular distribution for philanthropic purposes,
the use of foundations for self-dealing and other forms of personal or business
advalltage, and the clIcealhiient of foundation activities. Sonie of these abuses
could be curbed by better enforcement of existing regulations. Others require
additional legislation, and several of the proposals before you are effectively
drafted to that purpose.

Speaking for myself and for the foundations with which [ 1nn associated, I
say that both the newi measures to curb such abuses and stricter surveillance
rid enforcement of existing regulations are long overdue. Many other leading
foundations share thils feeling, find have been on record to thnt effect. Better
enforcement find passage of the abuse related provisions in the bill will probably
have the effect of sorting out from the existing thousands of foundations those
that are dedicated to l)hilanthropic imrpoes mid those that serve themselves
rather than society. They will discourage future establishment of foundations
whose donors enjoy tax advantages without a return in kind to society. At the
same time, they will not hobble existing or proslsetlve new foundations that
conform to the 'high Ideals of the lhilanthropic tradition.

But other parts of 11.11. 13270 appear to be nimied not at fiscal abuses but at
foundation activities. The nation's foundations each year make hundreds of
thousands of grants. Not even the most passionate admirers of foundations
suppose that some of these actions were not mistakes-for any number of
reasons, ranging front the technical to the Judgmental. What Is remarkable to
ine is that so few errors occur, given the wide range of fields in which foundations
are nctive-from the arts to community health, from manpower training to
p(ulatlon problems. Nonetheless, neither the noble purpose nor good works
of the vast majority of foundations exempt them from criticism and censure for
errors when they occur. My own experience Is that foundation trustees and
officers are attentive to such criticism. They do not hide behind claims to virtue
or Infallibility.

Society deserves reasonable protection against the misfeasance of Institutions
it has given warrant to operate in the public interest. It is the responsibility
of Congress to see to the fulfillment of that warranty. But some of the new
proposals, ostensibly designed as airtight guarantees of sound judgment by foun-
dittlons, are so drawn that they give no a.lded protection over existing law, and
indeed only do Injury to the public interest.

One set of proposals, for example, would fence off private foundations from
activity in areas of public policy. ExlstiUg regulations declare lobbying and
partisan political activity out of bounds. and, while it is not always easy to draw
the line between what is legitimate and what is not in these matters, there are
remarkably few instances of foundations skating even close to the edge of the
limits now established.

Tie barriers that the new proposals would erect could well impir, not
improve, the Judgment and effectiveness of private foundations. One on which
I can speak with sonie intimate experience Is the effect on foundation boards
of trustees. The penalties proposed for violation of several of the proposed
limitations-limitations that are necessarily inprecise-fall not only on a foun-
dation as an institution but also heavily on individual foundation managers,
Including trustees. This could drive trustees and foundation officials into such
an excess of caution that even innocent and benign activities that touch on public
policy in such fields as education and conservation would be deprived of foun-
dation support.

The proposals may stein in part from a presumed new aggressiveness of fon-
dations to assist work in controversial fields and to venture Into matters subject
to pending or future legislation. Throughout most of their history, foundations
have at one point or another supported work considered controversial by some
segment of the population.

Foundations can Inaugurate a teacher pension system, develop new curricula
and teaching techniques, increase educational salaries and be applauded for all
of these, but then should they support a controversial educational program such
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as decentralization, the reaction Is likely to be, "What are they doing sticking
their no,,,es into educational polleyT Tito Irony of this situation needs to fil
recognized, for If we are to legislate away all possllliitles for bad or controversial
judgunents, at the same tne we will be legislating away all but the nost bland
kinds of foundation effort.
It foundations were the solo source of aid to the production of Informlation,

Ideas, activity and opinion on matters of public concern, there would be legiti-
mate reason to consider an exhaustive sot of rules governing such activity. But
that Is not the ease. The work supported by foundations on public Issues Is Just
one Input Ito a vast marketplace, along with the voices-sone tax-exempt, slu
not-of idividuais, bushicss enterprises, unions, churches, politial parties, trade
associations and other organizations, to say nothing of the press. To bar founda-
tions .froin supporting such work would be to limit the diversity of activity that
has strengthened our society.

I do not think the goverunuentt Is well advised to begin taking other than the
broadest categorlal decisions its to what Is "good" and what Is "bad." lx4xlerlnent
ttid trial needs to be encouraged, and o1e "success" 1most usually outweighs a

dozen3 failures.
These isties will be distussed i detail by later witnesses. Sufilee it to say now

that the legislative net which ltas beei calst out to aitch those Judgnelits alleged
to bi bad, controversial or huluiirlous will drag lit with it far more good than bad
fish.

Apart from these tind other spe fcle consequences, soie of us feel that the
prolmsed legislation lhi general Is, quite plaihly, ti signal that future foundatimns
are not welcome. These proposals should be scrutinied. therefore, 1in tho light of
whether society would gain or lose froin the establislutuuet of new foundations,
sollie of which light iln time make extraordinary contributions to Amnerican life,
Just. as some foundations fornei it tie last few decades havo superbly carried
forward the tradition of the pioneering foutldatlots of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries.

One may even ask, do some of these proposals siglnl the intent of Congress to
discourage private lhitlathropy lit general, pmrth-ularly in matters that art, also
governmental concerns? On the face of It, suel a supptositioni sounds alarmist,
but It Is not far-fetched If oine regards the private foundation as at outstanding
exatiplo of the Ainerlean genius for organization applied to the age-old philan-
tro)le blpulse. Those who regard foundations as a symbol of private initiative
feair that the erosion of their flexible capability might mark the first step Ii a
trend toward general conttnnuent aind withering of private titlative na n whole.
And that would be an exorbitant price to pay for the abuses thtt have blemished
the good ntte of the private foundation and for the offense even soine of the most
respected foundations may have given it. 011 time or another.

If those parts of the foundation-related proposals are so detrimental to the
benefits society would enjoy front the continuation of foundation philanthropy,
then how Is tilt public to be assured that the powor that foundations represent is
not one dlay applied to mischievous ends, to polltlcal purpose, and in general
against the public Intertt? To repeat, past. performance Is reassuring, but not
enough. Nor are good Intentions. Tie public clearly demands that naJor Institu-
tions affecting the public well-being be accountable to society, and foundations are
no exceptlon.
But governmental regulation is not the sole path to accountability, and a thihk

web of governmental guldellnes and restrictions can inpair the very flexibility
and freedom of action that enable foundations and other voluntary and. private
philanthropic agencies to retspond to changed conditions and neels.

The basic Ingredients of a balanced system of accountability, It seems to me, are
already at hnd. For the government's part, laws to prevent abuses are already
on the books. That they have not been suillciently enforced Is a defect that some
of us are proposing be retuedied by a foundation regIstntion fee earmarked for
full and continuing implenientation% it would also apply to the necessary new
abuse-relateI provisions. Outside the government, channels of accountability
exist, despite the myth that foundations are untouchable. Ut me cite a few of
the major ones:

The majority of tho leading foundations that account for the preponderant
resources in the field recognize large public rosponsibliltles, and may Ko well
beyond the legislative requirements of sporting and public disclosure of their
activities.
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Furthermore, they have broad-lbased boards of t rutees-1ijelln %n wolelln of
uiqjuestionMtN dolledatlon to publih service aind eivlitble records of Jigilet ind
accomldishment. 'The preene oi tie Wards of foiIlihltlolls of such trustees
constitutes a power assurance that fouidations will act reslknIsibly and will be
accountable in the broadest sense to American soelety.

oundatims tire also open to review by the press.
'Ilivir performance also undergoes continuing "market evaluiatlon" by academic

ll e1olllliUItlty ilstitutllons that cooperate with them. These beinellclarles are
more objective than onie eight tssitituie. Since foundation funds are rarely the

major support for their ougoing Ihieqis, they are colleagues of tile foundatios
rather than pitrous and wards. Their collabora lion is testimnoiy to the worth of
founthition programs for, it tieptlig their fillds, they coilnit to thell their
own reputations anId solic of their own resources.

Finally, Congress doea have and las exeiisel, since 1015, the right to Inquiry
in1to letivitles of foundations.

Altogether, the full exercise of the governmental and Inarketplace channels will
Insure that private foundations are accountable to the lulffle for their behavior
and performance to an extent. fully equal to any other part of the private sector.

Despite my prco(eupatIon with the dangers in sone of the proposals before you,
I want to state my 11rl conviction that the scrutiny under which the Congress
and the '"Preasury have placed foundations has beeii salutary.

Th1.4 has ben a sobering and slgnliiant chapter il the history of private
foluldatilols. It is a vivid illustration of tile principle that even instltillis of
great value to society must constantly review their resmiixslblltihIv and exaimlit
their distant. borders to Insure that corrosive incursions are not under way.

I close by urging that jou adopt those twrs of the 11111 that are directed toward
erippling and preventing abuses, such as self-dealling or huadL'uatte returns to
charity, which undermine the public's trust lit private foundations, ad thai you
elihnate those measures, such as the tax and the program lilitallons, which
would vitiate the capacity of tile foundations to continue their productive service
to the American people. This is a plea not for private privilege or for the preser*-
vatIolt of ally shigle istitution, but rather for tile reaffirmation of tile reslousl-
billty which each individual American citizen ought to feel and bear for tht
continuing welfare of his country, the respousibIlIty to give and to act volun-
tarily, and not only In response to the compulsion of laws.

SUIM MABY OF STATEMENTiny Dit. IEIHIMAN 11. WELS

I. TIlE CONTRIBUTION OF FOUNDATIONS

Foundations early and continuously helped higher education with funds for
scholarships (as more students, without the ability to pay aspired to advanced
education), with funds for facilities and equipment (e.g., the oxlwnsive pre-
eision instruments of science), with grants for research (Ili this creative period.
each new idea and each discovery Opened possibilities to scholars who then
sought sponsorship of their Investigations.), and with support of a great variety
of projects, designed to advance scholarship and society's Interests. Often founda-
tions came to the rescue when no other support was available, before government
undertook support. Iln many instances (for example, scholarships), colleges and
Universities would have had to seek' government appropriations-thus adding
to tile burden on the taxpayer-had not foundations supplied the support. Th(,
results of the programs, projects and research made possible by foundations
have had beneficial repercussions far beyond the campus anl region and will
extend long past the present time.

It. DETRIMENTAL EFFEOT OF TilE PROPOSED TAX

Taxation of the foundations that can have no other effect than to reduce the
funds available to higher education is a critical matter because each dollar--
the last often more than the first-is important in launching a project, matching
a grant. funding scholarships, etc. Furthermore, the size of the reduction Is no
measure of the potential removed by such an action. At a time of crisis In ii.
nanclng higher education, even tile direction of such a move Is disheartening.
The amount that the tax would yield the Federal Government is relatively
minuscule but its detrimental effect on higher education would be major. TI
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addition, once the principle of taxing the foundations is established, there is
a strong likelihood that the percentage of reduction will be increased in suc-
ceeding years.

A question arises why foundations, which already serve society, should be
taxed so that government can serve society. Inevitably, the mechanics of the
transfer will involve a cost which need not have been imposed between the funds
and their use in the service of society.

Punishment of the abuses of a few foundations should not be visited on the
many. Legislation like the Prohibition Amendment which raises a barrier against
a problem instead of treating the problem merely induces new. forms of abuse.
From my observation it seems to me that most foundations have an excellent
record and that their staffs have been conscientious in their commitment to the
public interest.

The prohibition against a private foundation engaging in any activities in-
tended to influence governmental legislation has crucial implications for higher
education. Much of the scholarship undertaken in such fields as business, educa-
tion and the social sciences is prompted by a desire to reduce imperfections. That
is, both the fact-finding and action resulting are contemplated. Otherwise the
research would be an exercise in futility. The most disturbing aspect of the
prohibition is the control it threatens over the unpopular idea, the investigation
of controversial Issues and the concept which is ahead of the times. It Is equally
important to society that cancer be cured and that poverty be eliminated.
However, because the first is non-controversial, they would not be treated alike
as research subjects seeking funding.

Foundations are an expression of free enterprise. In their support of higher
education they encourage free enterprise in ideas. They provide opportunity
to the unusual man and idea. They give vital aid to the small private institution
which lacks qualifications or visibility to attract government support. They have
stimulated private giving to colleges and universities through such means as
challenge grants. They represent an Important expression of the volunteer sector.
It is patent that our present store of knowledge and many of the gains which
have improved our quality of life would have been unrealizable without the
encouragement and support of foundations.

Institutions with which I am connected receive support from many founda-
tions, large and small, state, regional and national. (A range of examples from
different types of institutions, showing the variety of ways in which foundations
have assisted higher education to perform its service to society more effectively,
follows in the Statement.)

America's system of higher education is envied by many institutions abroad
because of its multiple sources of support which ensure independence of thought
and action and freedom from undue influence from any source. The American
foundation is one of the Instrumentalities by which our independence and
freedom are maintained.

STATEMENT OF D. HERMAN B. WELLS

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this committee. I appear here
in the hope that the recounting of my experience with foundations will be useful
to the members of the committee as they consider the provisions of H.R. 13270
relating to private foundations.

I speak for no one but myself. Nevertheless, I believe that my views are held
generally by presidents of American colleges and universities and members of
collegiate faculties.

As former President and now Chancellor of Indiana University, as a current
member of the Boards of Earlham College, Howard University, and Indiana
Institute of Technology, of the Malpas Scholarship Board of DePauw University
and of the Board of Visitors of Tulane University, I wish to express my profound
concern about the proposed tax on the investment income of foundations,
because I believe that a substantial adverse Impact on higher education would
result from It.

As you are undoubtedly aware, in the last few decades higher education has
had to respond to the need for educating as many qualified youth as possible,
for sharing the talents of its academic personnel, and for facilitating investiga-
tion and experimentation. Yet, In making this response, colleges and universities
have inevitably become Involved In its consequences. Scholarships and fellow-
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ships, new facilities and equipment, larger academic staffs, and special provisions
for research, all had to be secured. Inflation and campus growth have magnified
the problem.

We educators are grateful to Congress for the role it has played in providing
colleges and universities with the means to respond. But, in candor, I must
attribute much of the early and continuing support to the Indispensable role
of the private foundations. These foundations have performed a remarkable
service of aid with scholarships and fellowships, grants to scholars, implementa-
tion of innovative programs, faculty salary supplements, facility and equipment
subsidies, underwriting of conferences, incentive grants for private giving, en-
couragement of comprehensive evaluations and investigations-the list is much
too long to detail. Parenthetically, I would point out that this role has in some
measure relieved taxpayers of tile need to support activities that would other-
wise have required tax funds to conduct.

I have included In an appendix to this statement several representative illus-
trations of projects with which I am especially familiar that could not have
been realized without the support of private foundations. The results have had
an effect far beyond the campus and tile state Involved and will have an influence
long past the present time.

When new knowledge, improved methods and extended opportunities for our
youth are at stake, there are no ascertainable limits to need. Therefore, I find
the threat of a reduction by taxation of the funding available to higher educa-
tion very disturbing. I would be concerned even if assured that the taxable
percentage would never be increased-an unlikely contingency. For the deflection
of any income, relatively small though it may be, from Its anticipated use at
higher education's frontiers in this time of discovery and widening possibilities
would be an ill-afforded move. Moreover, the germinal small grant has time and
again proved so effective that It would be misleading to suppose that a small
reduction of funds is of negligible concern to educators. The approximately $65
million which would be realized by the proposed tax in the first year are not
critical to the Federal government nor to foundations. They are critical to
found .ton recipients.

Indeed, the proposition that an organization wholly devoted to opening new
paths and encouraging experimentation for the ultimate benefit of society has
an obligation to support the government in its services bears a nagging re-
semblance to robbing Peter to pay Paul. Ironically, a portion of the funds that
might have been available for grants would of necessity be swallowed up by
the mechanics Involved in taxation.

There is a real crisis in the financing of higher education, as you are un-
doubtedly aware. It will not be lessened by diminishing the ability of founda-
tions to contribute to educational income. A tax on the foundations will inevitably
have this effect and, In fact, will increase the pressure on government to provide
additional financing.

The motivation for such legislation seems to be, at least in part, a desire to
eliminate abuse of privileges heretofore granted foundations. If a few students
cheat on examinations, you would neither expect nor desire us to levy a fine on
all students. Rather than dealing with the problem, an action of this sort quite
clearly punisles the innocent without providing a distinguishable deterrent for
the guilty. Legislation like the Prohibition Amendment which raises a barrier
against a problem instead of treating the problem merely induces new forms of
abuse. From my observation it seems to me that most foundations have an
excellent record and that their staffs have been conscientious in their commit-
ment to the public interest.

An abuse that has been often mentioned is the use of foundations as shelters
from taxation. It has been my experience that most rich philanthropists are
very ethical in making their gifts, careful always to seek no improper tax
advantage. A single dramatic example will make the point.

Indiana University has a magnificent rare book collection which serves not
only the immediate University community but scholars from coast to coast and
throughout the world. Its core is the personal collection of the late J. K. Lilly
and its development has been supported by generous annual grants from the
Lilly Endowment.

When Mr. J. K. Lilly made the original gift of his collection, he instructed
the appraiser to make a very conservative valuation to avoid even a suspicion of
inflated value for tax advantage. The material In Appendix A proves conclusively
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that the books were transferred at less than half of what they would have netted
at auction. It is Interesting also to note that in his collection there was a copy
of the first printing of the Declaration of Independence which was given to us
with a value listed at $15000. The only copy that has come on the market since
then brought $405,000.

Although some reform may in face be necessary, It can do more harm thaii
good If it Inadvertently results In deterring or hobbling the American institution
of the foundations, which has contributed immeasurably to the enhancement of
life in America.

There is another aspect of the proposed legislation which concerns my col-
leagues and me greatly. It Is the absolute prohibition against a private founda.
tion engaging ih any activities intended to influence any governmental legislation.
I believe it likely that the prohibition was Introduced as the result of two or
three projects which raised questions of improper influence und that it is aimed
at preventing a repetition of such grants. But the wording has sweeping Impll-
cations. Any study, any document, any project bearing upon a public issue which
has a foundation subsidy could conceivably be called Into question and very
likely would be If its subject were controversial or its conclusions unpopular.
A foundation-suplmrted conference nt Indiana University, or elsewhere, on a
question of public policy could be deterred from gaining the benefits of a
knowledgeable public official's views, lest his participation be interpreted as an
attempt of the conference organizers to influence him in a legislative decision.
The Educational Commission of the States, which receives a portion of Its
support from foundations and which has governors and state legislators among
its membership, would surely hesitate henceforth to pursue one of its main
objectives, the preparation of studies on education for use by state legislatures.
The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education with its staff of experts and
exceptional opportunity to assemble and report data never before available
would most assuredly not be engaged in this mammoth undertaking without an
Intent of influencing decisions of governmental bodies.

The crux of the problem Is the Interpretation of "influence." As long as data
made available to public officials through the activities supported by foundations
are generally acceptable, no question is apt to arise. But let the facts be contra-
indicative of a viewpoint supported by any group or let them weigh against one
side in a controversial issue, what Is to prevent that group or side from invoking
the provision against "influence"? It is equally important to society that cancer
be cured and that poverty be eliminated. However, because the first in non-con.
troversial and the second controversial, they would not be treated alike as re-
search subjects seeking funding.

I sincerely believe that this prohibition will not only penalize all foundations
for a very few projects to which objection has been taken but will in fact discrim-
inate against foundation recipients, particularly in education, In their freedom
to act and report on matters of public interest. Worse, it subjects them to the
not Insubstantial danger that a project in the course of its execution may become
liable to penalty through some turn of events or opinion.

I hope that foundations will always be free to back new, non-conforming Ideas,
even though an idea may seem at-the moment heretical. History teaches us that
today's heresay may be tomorrow's truth. The earth proved to be round and the
moon accessible from earth. Man-made barriers to discovery have deterred but
never i'downed forever the progress of a well-reasoned idea. In the end, as the wise
saying goes, truth will out-and we have learned little if, In this late twentieth
century we still Insist on depriving ourselves of the benefits which a later and
more acceptant generation will reap from the ideas evolved In our time.I have heard that there is some concern outside of the academic community
with regard to the influence which foundations might have exerted on institutions.
This is rather puzzling in view of the small portion of funding that they have sup-
plied to the whole of any institutional budget. The multi-source funding of
colleges and universities has, in practice, afforded them freedom of action,
thought and experimentation.

It has been of vital Importance to scholars to have a source of funding for
pioneer ventures and for research that may be controversial. Let me cite a case
or two in point that should give pause. When Dr. Robert E. Godard began his
research into rocketry three decades or more ago, it was the Daniel and Florence
Ouggeilheim Foundation which was his sole backer. We have all been made aware
recently of the dramatic importance of that initial research.
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The freedom which foundations have to move in advance of popular opinion,
to encourage a wide range of initiative, and to respond rapidly and flexibly
to ideas (or, remain "relevant," in the students' term) is precisely the virtue
of private philanthropy and that freedom must be protected.

It has been no small function of foundation support to encourage the unusual
man. In the humanities, a significant example is readily found In the Guggenheim
grants, directed by an Indiana University graduate. Many of our leading Indiana
University scholars have had an opportunity to accelerate their development as a
result of Guggenheim grants. The recognition and promotion of unusual men and
ideas have been one of America's greatest assets.

Although I don't agree with the late Herbert Hoover that bureaucracy is
devoid of any progressive thought, I believe as he did in free enterprise in our
economy, in the organizations of our society and in the commerce of our ideas.
As he said, "Ours is a voluntary society. The fabric of American life Is woven
around our tens of thousands of voluntary associations. That is, around our
churches, our professional societies, our women's organizations, our businesses,
-our labor and farmers' associations-and not least, our charitable institutions.
That is the very nature of American life. The inspirations of progress spring from
these voluntary agencies, not from bureaucracy. If these voluntary activities were
to be absorbed by government bureaus, this civilization would be over. Something
neither free nor noble would take its place."

American higher education-indeed, America-owes a great debt to private
foundations and to the philanthropists who created them.

As an officer or trustee of educational institutions which have been the recipi-
ents of foundation aid, I cannot overemphasize the value it has been to them to
receive the enabling grants, whether large enough to elevate the quality of the
institutions or merely the little, extra amount that meant the difference between
launching a project and abandoning it when almost in reach. Moreover, there is
no question but what foundations have played a major role in stimulating private
giving to colleges and universities. The challenge grant, which is a creative
concept originated and used by foundations, has not only given the many insti-
tutions that have received such grants a new lease on life but has added a sIg-
niflcant dividend ii the form of instilling an understanding of higher education's
needs among an appreciable portion of the private sector. In my experience,
Individuals and family foundations find pride and satisfaction in being identified
with furthering educational and cultural progress. It is in the national interest
as much as in every institution's interest that the incentivet to voluntary sup-
port of higher education not be lessened, directly or indirectly. For many small,
private colleges and universities, any dampening of the growth of philanthropic
support would be critical. Because of their size they have difficulty in gaining the
visibility or In meeting the qualifications necessary to attract government grants.
The role of the private foundations in their support has therefore been espe-
cially vital, as is illustrated in the report of Earlhnm College, attached to this
Statement as Appendix E.

In the last five years, my own institution has received annually an average In
,excess of $2.5 million In foundation grants. A variety of foundations, small and
:large--local, regional and national-and numbering nearly one hundred In any
:single year, have made these grants. This support has had a determining role In
.attracting other private donations, in accelerating the training of research
.scholars, in encouraging students to seek advanced training who otherwise would
.have been unable to, and in enabling the University to be adequately equipped to
-accept many Federal grants for projects furthering national interests and for
.training students ip professional fields thought to be insufficiently manned for
national requirements.

To illustrate the range, generating influence and educational significance of
this funding, I shall cite a few examples from my own institution. Lilly Endow-
minent, Inc, an Indianapolis foundation, donated $281,000 for a program to fil-
1prove the teaching of American history in Indiana high schools through re-
fresher courses for teachers. The Lilly Endowment also made a grant of $98,500
to our relatively new Program in the Study of Religion, making it possible among
-other things for us to appoint a scholar in the field of Old Testament and to hold
a summer institute on the teaching of the Bible as literature in the public see-
ondary schools. The same Endowment furnished $78,000 for fellowship support
of persons whose interest lies in adult education in religious institutions. Fur-
ther, the Lilly Endowment has provided substantial funds for the University to
develop a program-and construct a building to house it-in the archaeology and
anthropology of Hoosier and mldwe~tern pre-history.
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The Kress Foundation witi a grant of $50,000 Initially spurred the develop-
ment of a graduate progrun in the history of art, which then attracted a $300,000
contribution from the Carnegie Foundation to provide fellowships, instructors,
resource books and supplies. The Carnegie Foundation also funded in the amount
of $230,000 a project for Improving foreign language study in Indiana high
schools. Bright junior-class students are selected to spend a summer in France
or Germany, after which they become pacesettlers In their language classes dur-
ing their senior year. Funds are raised locally to finance students who cannot
afford to pay or are furnished by such sources as the Indianapolis Foundation
and the Cummins Foundation. This Is a clear example of a beneficial program
that would probably not have been possible without foundation aid.

A Rockefeller Foundation grant enabled us to begin our current program ii)
genetics. This support made possible the assembling of a distinguished teni ao
research scholars and teachers which has produced research of world-wide
importance and has attracted so many students that the University has become
a major center for the training of Ph. D's In the field, many of whom have won
distinction and one of whom has recently won a Nobel Prize. The assembling
and its initial support were fundamental In helping us to attract and utilize
money from many sources, Including the Atomic Energy Commission, the National
Institutes of Health, and the National Science Foundation.

The Rockefeller Foundation has continued to support for many years the work
of this genetics group. Dr. Iermann Muller, one of Its members and a Nobel
Laureate, did epoch-making Investigations In a number of directions, not the
least being the establishment of a finer scientific basis for our current under-
standing of the hazards of radio-active fallout and other forms of radioactivity.
Dr. Tracy Sonneborn has opened up an entirely new field In genetics in showing
the Importance of the non-chromosomal material, that is. elements other than
genes, in the determination of heredity. The work of the Indiana team has far-
flung significance, not only for plant and animal Improvement, Including corn
and other grains, but also for the betterment of human health.

At the other end of the spectrum, the Rockefeller Foundation has helped sub-
sidize a strong Latin American music program In the I.U. School of Music.

The pioneering research of Dr. Leslie Freeman In the degeneration and regen-
eration of the central nervous system, with findings vital to the treatment of
paraplegia resulting from war or other injury, received the steady support of
the JTohn A Hartford Foundation to the accumulated extent of $700,000. The
Regenstrief Foundation of Indianapolis has contributed $272, 176 to research In
health care.

In another area, the Kellogg Foundation has contributed $344,840 to provide
for the distribution of programs from the film library at Indiana University to
educational television stations.

The University programs funded by the Ford Foundation have been many
and diverse. I shall cite only a few examples. Through a $742,000 grant, the
School of Education developed a teacher education program combining theory,
methods, simulation, practice in the use of closed circuit television and sequen-
tially-ordered laboratory experiences with children, all culminating In a semes-
ter of paid "Interteaching" and a master's degree. A project for encouragement
of Non-Western studies in Indiana colleges, explained briefly in Appendix B,
was instituted with the help of a $200,000 grant. The I. U. School of Business
was enabled by a grant of $150,000 to assist Texas Southern University In de-
veloping the curriculum and strengthening the faculty of its School of Business
to the extent that it became the first in a predominantly-Negro university to be
accredited by the American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business.

Also funded by Ford, the Indiana Language Program for improving tMe
teaching of languages In high schools (described In Appendix B) has been a
remarkably successful project, justifying the $1 million in grants which have
made it possible. A timely research program, designed to develop and test a
practical system of low-cost tutoring as a supplement to classroom instruction,
produced results through the aid of a $368,920 grant which have received im-
mediate application In the Indianapolis school system.

The grants which have been most far-reaching in their effectiveness, increas-
ing greatly our strength, capabilities and quality In international areas, were
those made by the Ford Foundation in 1061 and 1965 in support of research In
the problems of International and human resources development, and of the
University's graduate programs In international business and In the following
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foreign areas: Russia and East Europe, Western Europe, the Far East, the Near

East, Africa and Latin America (See Appendix C). Totaling iII all some $5.3

million, the largest portion of these grants has been devoted to the support of

doctoral candidates, whose training will inevitably benefit numbers of others.

Faculty research is a second, important purpose served by the grants. Also,

salaries of certain new faculty members have been paid from the grants in whole

or In part for periods of one to ,three years. A small percentage has been spent

on library acquisitions. Mainly by these means Indiana University has been

enabled to capitalize on potential developed initially on its own but requiring

the major impetus of private funding for its realization and resultant distinction.

I have had an opportunity to observe another beneficial and multiplier effect

of foundation grants In my position as Chairman of the Indiana Advisory Coin-

mission on Academic Facilities. This Commission, as the members of Congress

will know, administers and makes recommendations for the projects eligible for

Federal assistance in funding under the Higher Education Facilities Act of

1963 as amended. A condition precedent to any type of Federal assistance is a

current capability of the institution to defray a minimum of 25 per cent of the

cost. This 25 per cent has had to be raised from a variety of sources: alunii,
friends, local corporations, and foundations. The local financing of a large ma-
Jority of these projects depended in part on foundation funds, and in one
instance, the Fort Wayne Art Institute and School of Fine Arts, all of the
matching money was received directly from a foundation grant. In the case of
Anderson College, grants from private foundations totaling $1.48 million were
added to a federal facilities grant of $1,076,251 and funds from other sources
to provide a sorely-needed general classroom and administration building costing
in excess of $3 million.

Sixteen private and five, state-supported institutions inI Indiana have partici-
pated in and benefited from the program. To date it has resulted In construction
of 65 new or, in a few instances, rehabilitated structures worth $125 million with
a Federal subsidy of a little over $40 million. It is estimated that these facilities
will help to accommodate over 45,000 additional students. It Is a demonstrable
fact that the program would have been substantially less successful, had it not
been for the assistance of foundations. I feel sure that in each of the committee
members' states, the story is much like Indiana's.

I wish to emphasize tlt the support from private foundations to Indiana
colleges and universities is pervasive and widespread. In addition to the exam-
pies I have cited, the Lilly Endowment aids fourteen Indiana private colleges
with substantial annual unrestricted grants. Mr. Herman Krannert of Indian-
apolls and the Inland Container Corporation Foundation have given major
grants for needed buildings to both private and public institutions and for vital
cardiac research. In fact, the examples I could cite are legion.

I have used these Illustrations from the experience of Indiana University,
but other institutions with which I am familiar have similar records of aid,
supplied by private foundations, which has enlarged their capabilities, enhanced
their quality and elevated their horizons. At Tulane University, for instance,
where I serve on the Board of Visitors, early grants from the General Education
Board were basic to the development of the institutions, I have been told. In the
last five years, during which I have had an opportunity to observe the benefits of
contributions made by foundations to TWlane, it has received $16 million from
them, including grants for medical research, faculty salaries, education pro.
grams at both the undergraduate and graduate level, addition of faculty to the
School of Medicine, support of younger faculty members, development of the
natural and physical sciences. and.-most importantly-as a stimulation to fund-
raising which produced more than three times the amount of the challenge grant.
(See Appendix D.)

Similar challenge grants from the Ford Foundation have aided four private
institutions in Indiana and the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra, closely associ-
ated with a fifth private institution, to raise urgently-needed funds. Earlhani
College received a $1.6 million grant and raised $5,500.981. (See Appendix E for
a summary of foundation support to this important Indiana Quaker college.) To
a grant of $2 million, Wabash College was able to add $5.037.302. The University
of Notre Dame raised $24,880,573 in response to a challenge grant of $12 million.
And Depauw University supporters have Just completed a drive, meeting the
chnlenge of a $2 million grant with a total of $7,124,605 raised.

In the last three years DePauw has received grants totaling $1.6 million from
28 foundations, to be used In matching a $2.396 million government facilities
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grant in the program to which I have already referred for the construction of a
science center. Since laboratory facilities and library acquisitions are often
difficult for small private universities to fund, this new center is crucial for
the development of DePauw's science programs.

DePauw received foundation aid, too, in starting two now-thriving programs;
a summer graduate program in American Studies for high school teachers, Initi.
ally funded by the Coe Foundation, and an African Studies program, begun
through a Ford Foundation grant.

The Ford Foundation also helped with the program undertaken by DePauw
to improve the humanities background of its faculty members. Through the
$50,000 grant from Ford the program can now be advanced to a stage at which
DePauw will be better able to handle it alone.

In these diverse ways, three different types of educational institutions-a small
and a large private university and a state university-have been enabled by
foundation grants to Improve their ability to serve scholarship and society.

All over the world, America's system of higher education is esteemed as the
best ever developed in any land. Despite all of its Insufficiencies, it is the envy
of the world. Our system has several well-nigh unique features that have shaped
its character and constrlbuted to its world position. They are its emphasis on
applied research and public service, first stimulated by the Morrill Act establish.
Ing the landgrant colleges, the dual system of public and private support and
control, and the large number of institutions, making possible advanced educa-
tional opportunity for a significant portion of our American society.

Iml)ortant as these are, I believe that the most important reason for this
universal respect resides in what colleges and universities have been enabled to
do as a result of the support of private foundations; the imaginative, creative,
boundary-stretching, even revolutionary undertakings which have not only
produced enormous immediate and potential benefits but have enlarged the possi-
bilities for higher education in the, future.

The face of America has been forever improved by the unique creation of
philanthropic foundations, that have assisted educational institutions to serve
.snelety in ways never aspired to in any other nation. Such a record deserves
encouragement.

Surely a way can be found to remedy those Imperfections which may have led
to the proposed legislation without lessening the capability of private founda-
tions to assist higher education in adding to that record in the future and without
discouraging the patronage to be gained from the establishment of new
foundations.

I earnestly hope, and urge the committee's concern, that this Bill in its final
form will be free of provisions with reference to private foundations which
would have a stultifying effect upon the scientific, intellectual, social and eco-
noinic progress of our country.

Americans have ever been a dynamic and daring people. Dynamism has been
our outstanding characteristic, the wellspring of the America we know that has
been a pace-setter for the world. Foundation grants have helped keep us dy-
namic and moving forward. It is not pioneering, experimentation and hostility to
new ideas that we have to fear but an excess of caution which could invert the
face of America and ultimately relegate her to the indistinction of a static
society.

APPENieX A

APPRAiSAL OF THE J. K. LrLLY CoLLEo ot

How modest the appraisal of the 3. K. Lilly collection for tax purposes was is
-documented by actual records of recent auction saies. Duplicates from his col-
lection were sold by LU. at auction at the Parke-Bernet galleries in New York
City on November 8, 1962. Here is the record of five items:

Cost Appraisal Selling prke

No. 18 Chaucer ..................................... $17,S0 $20,000 $47,500
o. Coernkus........................................... 2000 3,500 11,

No. 34 Daton .............................................. 0-- 350 1,m
No.44 Eliot Bible .......................... . ... 4,50 7,500 10,500
No. 102 Newton ......... . ............ .750 1,0 5,500
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These items, which cost Lilly $25,000 were appraised at $32,350 and were ac-
tually sold for $76,350.

The recent Thomas Street sale of rare Americana contained fourteen items of
which the Lilly collection has comparable copies. An analysis of these, vomlnring
J. K. Lilly's costs, appraised for tax purposes, and prices the Strecter copies
brought, was made by the Lilly librarian for the American Book Collector and
published in its October, 1968 Issue.

The fourteen Items cost Lilly $24,275--the tax appraisal was $35,125. The com-
parable copies sold at auction In 1908 for $174,500.

The most drastic advance in prices was of the first printing of the Declaration
of Independence of which only sixteen copies are recorded. Lilly's copy cost himi
$12,500 and was appraised for tax purposes at $15,000. A copy sold at auction in
May for $404,000.

Twenty Items from the Lilly collection, therefore, which cost him, during his
thirty years of active collecting, $61,775, were appraised for tax purposes at
$71,475 and comparable copies actually sold at public auction for $654,850.

It might further be mentioned that since its dedication In 1900 the Lilly
Library has attracted as gifts, each year, material of more than double the value
of the budget allocated to it from library funds. Appraisals of such material
are made by competent outside appraisers and none has ever been questioned
by tax authorities.

If the original gift were to be reappraised in the light of today's market, It
would be worth well over $10,000,000. Additional purchases made possible by
grants from the Lilly Endowment and other gifts attracted by the collection have
brought the total value of the Lilly Library's present holdings to approximately
$25-$30 million.

APPENDIX B

STATEWIDE IMPACT IN INDIANA OF CERTAIN' FOUNDATION ASSISTANCE TO INDIANA
UNIVERSITY

Foundation help to institutions of higher education is crucial and unique ill
many ways. Our experience at Indiana University has demonstrated this In tw'o
Important respects that are sometimes overlooked In assessing the value of
foundation philanthropy to American education and society. For us, foundation
assistance has provided, among other things, flexibility and a "multiplier effect"
that are not possible with general funds from the state budget nor usually with
federal grants. Indiana University has been able to develop and Implement some
original and exciting ideas that have influenced most of secondary and higher
education throughout the state of Indiana. Two examples will Illustrate this
point.

First is The Noa-Wc8tern Studfcs Proecot, 1959-67: As a result of the Interest
of several Indiana University faculty members and of the administrations and
faculty of several Indiana private colleges, a program was developed to encour-
age more study of the non-Western world in undergraduate education throughout
the state. An earlier survey had shown that the overwhelming majority of grad-
uates of Indiana universities and colleges finished their education with no under-
standing of, or even acquaintance with, the history, cultures, and problems of
the bulk of the world's population living in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. In
view of the Interconnected world of the last quarter of the twentieth century
In which these young men and women would live in their careers, as citizens, as
Individuals, this seemed a grievous omission in their educational experience.

Over eight years, with very modest assistance from the Ford Foundation
(under $200,000), the Non-Western Studies Project was able to enlist the coopera-

tion and participation of three-fourths of Indiana's colleges and universities
In order significantly to broaden both the curriculum and extra-curricular activ-
ities available to most undergraduates. Using the extensive resources of Indiana
University In international studies and drawing on the enthusiasm and dedica-
tiouL of administrators and faculty in many colleges, the Project provided over
50 faculty fellowships for training in non-Western studies here and abroad, and
for redesigning courses to Include non-Western materials; it also sponsored
or helped arrange over a dozen faculty and student workshops, institutes, and
seminars; and it assisted institutions in acquiring library and visual mater!lis
on the non-Western world.

It -is difficult, of course, to measure the full impact of such a cooperative effort,
but it Is clear thnt today many Indiana undergraduates have ft wider and more
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internationally-oriented education, one which should prepare them better for
tomorrow's world.

The second example is The Indiana Language Program, 1962-70. In the gen-
eral post-Sputnik atmosphere there was national concern about American deficien-
cies in the study of foreign languages. Nowhere was this felt more keenly than in
Indiana, where despite the University's international renown in linguistics and
in language and area studies, the elementary and secondary schools of the state
were providing very limited and often totally inadequate instruction in foreign
languages. Determined to close this gap and in hopes of providing a model of
what could be done in one state, Indiana University developed a comprehensive
program to improve the teaching of foreign languages throughout the state. Draw-
Ing on the University's extensive resources in this field and on its earlier Initia-
tive in appointing *a full-time School Coordinator for Foreign Languages, the
Indiana Language Program, with the assistance of Just over one million dollars
from the Ford Foundation, has sponsored intensive institutes for teachers, the
retraining of Cuban refugees as Spanish teachers, a scholarship Incentive pro-
gram for young people interested in careers in foreign languages (including
such difficult but crucial languages as Arabic, Chinese, and Japanese), study
abroad opportunities for Indiana foreign language teachers, publications useful
to students and teachers, and encouragement and guidance on language programs
in the schools, including those in elementary schools.

Again, it Is difficult to judge the long-run impact of such a program. It has,
however, drawn nation-wide attention, study, and emulation, and there is no
question that this cooperative effort has radically changed the situation in the
state. Whereas in 1962 there were 73 secondary schools which offered no instruc-
tion in modern foreign languages, today there are only one or two. Enrollments
of secondary school students have grown between 19060 and today some seven-
fold in French, nine-fold in German, four-fold in Spanish, and fifteen-fold in
Russian. Students entering the University are now so well-prepared that the
introductory language courses at Indiana University have had to be drastically
up-graded, and hundreds of new and able teachers well-versed in the latest
techniques of language instruction have been trained. Moreover, the Indiana
Language Program has been able to place a number of its activities on a nearly
self-supporting basis which will permit the University 'and cooperating schools
to continue them past the expiration of the Ford grant in 1970.

In summarizing these two examples I would like to stress two points. First,
the foundation assistance involved, while very small compared to the effects
obtained and to the share contributed by Indiana University and the participating
colleges and schools in the state, was crucial both In permitting the University
to use its resources with maxinmum impact and in extending the benefits of
these programs throughout the state of Indiana, thereby influencing the educa-
tion of countless Indiana citizens, most of whom had no direct contact with the
University. Second, the modest sums required, which were not available from
other sources, allowed the Initiation of activities which are to be carried on and
developed, thus continuing the process of improving education at all levels in
the state.

It is apparent, I think, that in these cases the help of the Ford Foundation,
building on local concern and initiative and supplementing existing Institutional
resources and personnel, was not only in the Interests of education In Indiana
but in the national interest as well.

LATIN-AMERICAN STUDIES

The $6(0,00 invested over a 5-year period (1966-71) in Latin American Studies
at Indiana University under the Ford Foundation International II Grant pro-
Ides dramatic evidence of how foundation support can double and triple uni-
versity potential in a particular area at a crucial moment of development.

The university initially provided certain basic Investments. Special alloca-
tions built a major collection of books and manuscripts dealing with Latin Amer-
ica in the Lilly Rare Books Library. Recruitment of several promling faculty
member also sparked Interest within particular departments. It was foundation
funds, however, which created the catalyst to launch the program in five major
areas.

(1) Nearly one-third of the Ford grant matched by extensive funds from
the university and library budget went into an impressive building program in
library acquisitions.
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(2) Ford funds supplemented department allocations for new faculty posi-
tions and research grants. In general, Ford fndis paid the first two years' salary
after which the department assumed the financial commitment. The number of
faculty teaching subjects related to Latin America rose from 8, representing
five departments, in 1963, to 40, representing fifteen departments, by 1969.

(3) Mfore ample fellowships made possible from Ford funds in addition to
the vastly expanded academic program enabled departments to attract topflight
students with Latin American interests from all over the country into M.A.
and Ph. D. programs. The number of students in such graduate studies rose
from 25 in 1963 to 190 in 1969. In addition, for the first time, Indiana University
was able to send promising Ph. D. candidates to the field in the summer of their
second year of graduate work to niap out dissertation topics. This extremely
successful program resulted in considerable savings in time and money when
actual dissertation research began and prepared students to compete advanta-
geously at the national level for doctoral fellowships.

(4) Public lectures, art exhibits, and music performances largely backed
by Ford funds stimulated new student and community interest In Latin America.
Particularly significant was the impact of Indiana University's unique Latin
America Music Center, first established in 1062.

(5) Finally Ford funds enabled Indiana University to explore and open new
and exciting programs for student and faculty exchanges with a variety of Latin
American institutions. Among the initiatives which bore fruit were the training
of economics faculty at the Andrds Bello University at Caracas, Venezuela; the
student exchange programs with San Marcos and the Catholic Universities in
Lima, Peru, and the Nftional University of Rio Grande do Sul in Porto Alegre,
Brazil; the exchanges with the medical faculty of Guanabara University in Rio
de Janeiro; the archeological explorations established with the University of
Los Andes in Colombia; the radio and television assistance program to El
Salvador; and an educational assistance program in Chile.

Indiana University now produces an average of ten Ph. D's and forty M.A.'s
each year with specialization In disciplines related to Latin America, In contrast
with less than one-tenth that figure six years ago. The University now holds a
front rank in terms of library resources and faculty specialists, in contrast to
Its virtually unknown position In 1962. In sum, the investment of Ford Founda-
tion funds has resulted in launching a major international studies program,
has encouraged Indiana University to make long-range commitments, and has
established a new role for the University In this vital world area of study and
cooperation.

FoUNDATIoN SUPPORT OF TULANE UNIVERSITY

Gifts and grants from foundations have shaped the destiny of Tulane Univer-
sity as much as any other single influence-the specific shape of the institution
In terms of individual programs embarked upon and maintained over the years,
as well as the general character of the institution. Foundation involvement with
Tulane dates back to pre-World War II days when the General Education Board
helped support a small and struggling Institution in a variety of ways.

Between 1910. and 1939, the General Education Board made available the
sum of approximately $4 million as endowment, which constituted a substantial
portion of the endowment of the Institution at that time. The income from the
investment of these funds was devoted not only to the general support of the
University but also to the support of the School of Medicine.

Other foundations which have played a significant role in Tulane's develop.
meat over the years include the Ford Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation,
the Commonwealth Fund, the Sloan Fund, and many smaller but extremely
Important foundations. For example, the Schlieder Foundation, a locally oriented
foundation, has made available to the University over the past 19 years approxi-
mately $1,700,000 for medical and other research. Likewise, the Stern Family
Fund has supported Tulane generously over the years.

Certain specific grants assumed transcending importance at various stages
of the development of Tulane University. For example, the General Education
Board made available matching grants In 1046 and In 1951, totalling nearly $3
million, on condition that the University match those sums. This stimulated
early fund-raising campaigns which otherwise may not have been embarked
upon. All were successful.
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The Ford Foundation endowment grants to the general support of the Univer-
-sIty and to the School of Medicine in 1957, totalling $0.2 million, made as a part
of a distribution to most private institutions in the nation, gave a substantial
impetus to the University at that time. The income from the investment of these
funds was to be used to improve faculty salaries for ten years, at the end of
which time the principal was free to be used for any Institutional purpose.
Tulane elected to use the principal of these funds in the further development
of its educational programs.

Probably the most significant grant in the history of the Institution was the
Ford Challenge Grant offered in 1964. By terms of the grant, the Ford Foundation
agreed to contribute $0 million if the University would raise $12 million from
private sources. Stimulated by this offer, the University set a total fund-raising
goal of $24.4 million and actually raised nearly $28 million. It can be said truth.
fully that the stimulation of the $0 million offered by the Ford Foundation
produced an additional $22 million for current operating purposes, for physical
facilities, and for endowment. This program supported the endeavors of the
institution to Increase faculty salaries from approximately a "D" average iII
the AAUP grading scales to a "B" average, assisted in the provision of fin
urgently needed Library and also a Science Building, and provided other stiiiui
to the forward movement of the institution.

Shortly after World War II, several Carnegie Corporation grants, followed
by a General Education Board grant of $1 million, enabled the institution to
greatly accelerate the development of its graduate program. The production of
Ph. D.'s has increased from a few in 1946 to 119 this year. This has been of in-
estimable significance not only to this immediate region but the whole Nation
as well.

A Ford grant of $500,000 enabled the University to develop a Latin American
Studies Program, which has contributed greatly to the educational advancement
of our neighbors to the South.

The Commonwealth Fund has provided grants to the School of Medicine which
have been of tremendous significance in the development of that institution. A
grant made In the 1950's of $750,000 on a matching basis permitted the institu-
tion to add $1.5 million to its spending level, primarily for faculty and faculty
salaries. In recent years two large planning grants from the same Foundation
have assisted the faculty of the School of Medicine In planning goals and
objectives of the School and Its future development.

Also of great assistance to the School of Medicine have been two grants from
the Mellon Foundation, each in the amount of $250,000, devoted to the support
of salaries of younger faculty members. The Sloan Foundation has made two
grants in the amount of $250,000 for the support of science at the University.
This has assisted the Institution in matching larger grants from the National
Science Foundation and has provided an Important stimulation to the develop-
ment of the natural and physical sciences.

Finally, the Rockefeller Foundation has made two grants to the institution,
each in the amount of $250,000, for the support of underprivileged students. These
grants have assisted Tulane in making available Its educational opportunities
to approximately 100 students a year, who otherwise would not have been
able to afford to enroll in this institution.

In the past five years, foundation sources have provided gifts and grants
of approximately $16 million.

FOUNDATION SUPPORT AT HARLHAM COLLEGE

Over the last twenty years American higher education has undergone somn
of the most strenuous demands in the history of the country as we have had
to wrestle with large increases in enrollment, costly improvements to keep
abreast of developments in the sciences, the provision of educational opportuni-
ties for the economically less advantaged segments of our society, an endless
spiral of Inflation, and the increasingly evident need for drastic Improvement
in various aspects of teaching. Earlham College, like other institutions. has
had to raise large sums of money every year-Ninyond Its normal iuo.ne fruun
student tuition and endowment return-to continue day to day operations.
We have also had to raise large sums for cdpital development plus special program
development support outside the normal operating budget. With all of these
needs we have been given invaluable assistance by a number of general purpose,
company-sponsored and family foundations. Let me give some specific
illustrations:
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1. PLANT EXPANSION

In the building of approximately eight million dollars worth of new buildings
during the past twenty years Earlham College received substantial funds from
Lilly Endowment of Indianapolis, the National Automatic Tool Foundation of
Richmond, Indiana, the Carnation Company Foundation of Los Angeles, the
]Kresge Foundation of Detroit, Michigan, the Baxter Foundation of Indianapolis,
;and the Ford Foundation of New York.

One of the most important aspects of these foundation gifts Is that they
provided the "challenge" funds which enabled us to launch general fund-raising
drives among our alumni and the general public. Without the stimulus of the
major foundation gifts there is real doubt if we would have been able to succeed
Jn these important expansion and campus improvement projects.

2. I.PROVE.MENT OF LIBRARY COLLECTIONS AND SERVICE

s. at all other institutions. Earlhnin must continue to work to upgrade
-various of its normal programs. It this connection we have had iinportnait
assistance for the improvement of our library through special grants from the
Given Foundation of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, W. K. Kellogg Foundation of
Battle Creek, Michigan, Lilly Endowment of Indianapolis and the Ford Founda.
on of New York.

A good library is a central and tremendously important resource for any
educational Institution. There never seems to be enough money in the general
budget to take care of the ever growing needs of libraries. Foundation support
hiam for Earlham been of great significance in the building of the excellent library
service we now have.

3. SCIENCE PROGRAM MAINTENANCE AND DEVELOPMENT

Work in the natural sciences Is among the most costly aspects of the various
programs of any general educational institution. The Defense Department and
various other government agencies pour enormous amounts of money in the
support of sciences at the large universities. The smaller undergraduate institu-
tions--which produce a disproportionately large percentage of the undergraduates
who go on In advanced study to become scientists--have considerable difficulty
in attracting sufficient funds to acquire the physical facilities, equipment and
staff needed to maintain a high level In research and teaching in the sciences.
Though Earlham is now. beginning to receive significant help from the National
Science Foundation, during most of the period since the end of World War II
we have been in very large measure dependent upon private foundation grants
for the strengthening and enlargement of our science programs.

WVe are now well advanced in the planning stage of a $3,600,000 addition to
our Science facilities for which we have received a grant of $1,206.000 in federal
funds approved by the Indiana Commission on Educational Facilities.

The new building will provide laboratory space for Chemistry and Biology.
In order to make the most efficient use of building funds made available to us
we are doing intensive research on mechanical facility location and access,
iartltion location and re-location, furniture design and teaching methods.

This essential research, in which science faculty members, architects and
engineers are participating, is sufficiently advanced to assure us that It will
produce significant construction cost savings and a high degree of building
flexibility, "thus proviUng greater insurance against obsolescence as science
knowledge multiples.

This important Investment in educational Improvement and obsolescence in-
surance was financed by grants from the Esso Education Foundation of New
York and the Alcoa Foundation of Pittsburgh, together with valuable technical
assistance from the Educational Facilities Laboratory, a subsidiary of the Ford
Foundation.

We expect the research to be of such significance that one or more of the
findings will be incorporated in the construction of science laboratories for
colleges and secondary schools throughout the country, a fact which may
produce meaningful savings for both the public and private sectors of education.

And because the general purpose foundations particularly are attracted by
projects which have a multiplier effect, we are optimistic about major founda-
tion support for our science building program.
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Specific additional assistance with financing science projects has come to Earl-
bam from the Kettering Foundation of Dayton, Ohio, Lubrizol Foundation of
Cleveland, Research Corporation (a foundation) of New York, the Shell Com-
panies Foundation, the Smith, Kline and French Foundation of Philadelphia.

4. SPECIAL PROJECTS IN TIlE NATIONAL INTEREST

Front time to time the federal government establishes very clear educational
objectives to serve the vital interests of the country. In some cases the serving
of these special notional interests are assisted by federal grants and contracts.
Rarely, however, is such government funding complete. Moreover, most of these
tax monies will have traditionally been allocated to large universities. Most of
the smaller undergraduate institutions like Earlham have to secure much of
their funding for such projects from private sources. Foundations have played
an essential role for Earlhain in the funding of two types of programs for which
the United States government has given urgent encouragement.

a. Education of the disadvantaged
In order to carry its share of the load In dealing with the education needs of

lower income families Earlham has had invaluable assistance from the Rocke-
feller Foundation of New York and the Cummins Engine Company Foundation
and the foundations associated with it of Cchimbus, Indiana.

b. International education, particularly dealing with so-called non-wcstcrn world
Earlham has been able to develop a very extensive program of international

education-including study abroad programs in a number of countries and a
special program in Asian studies, including the teaching of Japanese language-
through grants received from the Foid Foundation of New York, Lilly Endow-
ment of Indianapolis, and the Watumull Foundation of Honolulu.

c. Urban and rural development programs
Assistance with special programs in the fields of sociology, political science,

and economics have been given by the Schwarzhaupt Foundation and the Season-
good Good Government Foundation of Cincinnati.

5. GENERAL EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT

Innovation and experimentation in education-like research and development
in industry-are essential if colleges and universities are to avoid stagnation
and death. Earlham College has during the last twenty years been able to
strengthen its educational contribution enormously through vigorous new devel-
opments in new methods of teaching in English, chemistry, psychology, physics,
biology, mathematics and several other fields. Substantial assistance, without
which most of the projects could not have been attempted, has been provided
to Earlham by such foundations as Carnegie Foundation of New York, the Dan-
forth Foundation, the Esso Education Foundation, Lilly Endowment.

6. NORMAL CURRENT OPERATING EXPENSES

Without very substantial private contributions our independent colleges and
universities would disappear from the American education scene, and a very
much greater burden would thereby fall upon the state and federal governments
to provide substitute educational services through the public institutions. Here
the role of private foundations has been of enormous importance to Earlham Col-
lege and continues to be year after year. Among the foundations which have
been conspicuously significant for Earlham in meeting these on-going needs are
such foundations as the following: Conway Scholarship Foundation, the Doani
Foundation, Lilly Endowment, the Charles B. Merrill Trust, Standard Oil Com-
pany Foundation of Indiana, The McGregor Fund, nnd literally scores of other
less well known foundations attached to a variety of business concerns and
families.

During our fiscal year ending June 30, 1060, foundations provided 27.8% of
our gift Income applicable to the current operating budget.

In the preceding ten years foundations provided $850,000, which we utillzed
for budget balancing purposes, 26.2% of our unrestricted gift Income for the
period.
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The contributions of foundations, particularly general lmrpose foundations.
to our overall gift income, that is both designated and undesignated, add up to
an even more Impressive figure.

During the ten years ending June 30, 1968, Earlham received foundation
grants of $3,710,607, equivalent of 31.2% of total gift income for the period.

Thus it is apparent that any measure which will inhibit the giving of founda-
tions or will divert any significant portion of foundation income will have a di-
rect impact on the financial health of private educational institutions.

I want to emphasize that the leadership role of foundations In providing di-
verse types of support for Earlham College has been absolutely indispensable In
our survival and in our continued growth and improvement. Most important
has been the "challenge" and catalytic effect which foundation gifts have pro-
vided in stimulating other gifts from other types of private donors. We would
earnestly hope that every encouragement would be given to the expansion of the
legitimate role of foundations in helping to finance American higher education.

II. EFFECT OF THE LEGISLATION (PROPOSED TAX) ON
BENEFICIARIES

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF FATHER IIESBURGII, 31R. ERwIN,. AND DRS.
COOPER AND ROBB

Representatives of a broad variety of Institutions which derive support from
foundations-including private colleges and universities, state and municipal
universities, medical schools, and educational institutions inI the South-are
seriously concerned about two legislative proposals affecting private foundations.
One, incorporated in the House bill. would impose a 71/ percent tax on founda-
tion investment income. The other-not included in the House bill, but recon-
mended by some critics of foundations-would terminate the existence or tax
exemption of all foundations after a period of years.

The first of these measures would dlininish the current funds with wbich
foundations carry on their work-and with which they support the work of
other charitable and educational institutions--by at least $05,000,000 a year.
The second would, over time, have even more drastic effects upon foundation
functions. Because the accomplishments of private foundations have been of
immense value to American society and, specifically, to the institutions which
receive their financial support, representatives of those institutions strongly op-
pose both the proposals.

Review of the accomplishments of the foundations in several areas demon-
strates the undesirable consequences which the proposals would have.

FOUNDATIONS AND PRIVATE UNIVERSITIES

Through a system of matching grants, the Ford Foundation's Special Pro-
grain in Education has stimulated many colleges and universities to develop
resources considerably in excess of the original grants. The Rockefeller Foun-
dation, the Sloan Foundation, the Carnegie Foundation and many others have
also made major contributions to our private educational system.

Without such assistance, there is serious question whether the independent
sector of our dual, private/governmental system of higher education can sur-
vive. Yet a tax on foundation income would bring a major reduction of that
assistance.

Congress should, then, legislate against any specific abuses in which certain
foundations have become involved-but should take care not to diminish the
funds with which foundations make their vital contribution to the private edu-
cational system.

-FOUNDATIONS AND MEDICAL EDUCATION

In the field of medical education, too, the resources of private foundations
have bcen of critical importance. They provide a continuing flow of support,
which, in absolute terms, contributes substantially to the training of our doctors,
research technicians, nurses and other medical personnel. Even more important,
foundation funds have been of vital assistance In special areas of medical edu-
cation for which it has proved difficult or impossible to obtain support from
other sources.
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Foundation support is, for example, of particular importance-
in sustaining and improving medical school facilities;
in establishing new medical schools;
in assisting schools which experience financial difficulties;
and in developing new techniques of medical education, new curricula,

and new methods of relating medical facilities to the provision of health
care for our citizens.

FOUNDATIONS AND PUBLIC EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Foundations have also afforded key support to state and municipal colleges
and universities. In the Southwest, for example, they have enabled such
institutions--

to experiment with problems as diverse as beef production and mineral
recovery;

to study inventive skills and consumer needs;
to assist linguists and teachers to overcome language handicaps;
to develop niew techniques of modern communication for engineers tind

Journalists.
THE SOUTH:- FOUNDATIONS AND EDUCATION

The South, with an enormous burden of children to educate and fewer dollars
to do the Job than any other region, is especially vulnerable to any change in
public policy ,that would limit the flow of private funds for education and make
equalization of educational opportunity more difficult. Philanthropic foundations
provide a critical margin-r-either for excellence or for survival-In many
Southern educational institutions.

The South's growing economy is beginning to produce indigenous wealth and a
new E a'ge of local philanthropic interest in education. Taxation or undue regula-
tion (A legitimate foundations will discourage this development at a crucial
time.

Educational improvement, innovation, pioneering projects, and needed research
funded by national and local foundations are helping the South catch up with the
rest of the nation. Important new public kindergarten programs and continuing
education are two products of foundation support.

Efforts to transform talented but underprivileged youth from public liabilities
to productive, educated citizens provide further dramatic evidence of the dividends
accruable from strategic foundation investment in human development.

STATEMENT OF FATHER HESBUROH, MR. ERWIN AND DRS. CoOPER AND ROBB

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: I am Theodore M. Hesburgh,
president, since 1952, of the University of Notre Dame. With me today I have Dr.
John Cooper, who is the president of the Association of American Medical Col-
leges; Mr. Frank Erwin, who is Chairman of the Board of Regents of the State
Universities of Texas; and Dr. Felix Robb, who is the Director of the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools.

'he four of us appear before you this morning as representatives of lnstitu.
tions which are, in a sense, bystanders in the present controversy over legislation
affecting private foundations. Although I am also a trustee of the Rockefeller
Foundation, neither I nor my colleagues are appearing here to represent a
"private foundation," or a group of foundations. No matter what definition you
finally settle upon for that key ,tgrm, all of the Institutions which we represent
will fall beyond it. We will, therefore, be beyond the direct effect of whatever
rules you prescribe for foundations.

If we are bystanders, though, we are Intensely interested ones. We are, also,
a good deal more familiar with the subject of the controversy than bystanders
ordinarily are. For both our interests and our knowledge, we are indebted to the
very close relationship which foundations have to the .programs of the institutions
which we represent. Our institutions receive vital support from foundations;
they work continually with foundations; and, In doing so, they have developed a
broad experience with foundations' functions and characteristics. Moreover, as
individuals, we have served as members or trustees of a considerable variety of
private and governmental organizations--ranging from the National Science
Board and ,the Carnegie Commission on the Future of Higher Education to
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Governor Rockefeller's Select Committee studying private education In the state
of New York-which are active in the fields in which foundations work.

Based upon our knowledge of private foundations--and the very considerable
benefits which our institutions steadily derive from themn-we are seriously con-
cerned about certain aspects of the legislation proposed for foundations.

The four of us have observed the work of foundations from rather different
points of view. In discussing the consequences of the proposed foundations legis-
lation, I will draw upon my experience with private educational Institutions.
Representing the Association of American Medical Colleges, Dr. Cooper will
explain the role of foundations In medical education. Mr. Erwin will speak to you
of the relationship of private foundations to colleges and universities which
derive their principal support from states or local governments. Finally, on behalf
of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schoools-an organization with
9,000 member and affiliated colleges, universities, secondary and elementary"
schools serving eleven Southern States from Virginia to Texas-Dr. Robb will
speak to you of the place of foundations in education in the South.

From these varied points of view outside the foundation world, we would like
to tell you what we know of that world; how it affects the institutions which we
represent; and why we are disturbed about certain parts of the legislation pro-
posed for foundations. As we proceed, we will document our observations with
concrete examples and with general statistical data. We will not, however, enter
upon an examination of the technical details or ramifications of the House bill,
or other specific legislative proposals. Other witnesses are more qualified for those
tasks than we are.

At the outset, we would like to make it clear that the four of us wholeheartedly
support legislation aimed at the financial abuses in which a minority of private
foundations are reported to have become Involved. We pretend to no expertise on
foundation abuses, because the foundations with which we are familiar have not
engaged in them. On the other hand, we recognize that the 1905 Treasury Depart-
went Report on Private Foundations and witnesses who appeared before the
Ways and Means Committee this spring have made out a strong case for legisla-
tive proscription of foundation-donor self-dealing, unwarranted accumulations of
income, and certain other practices. To the extent that such practices exist, we
share the concern of the Ways and Means Committee about them, and we urge
you to deal decisively and effectively with them.

Beyond such steps, however, we are deeply disturbed about one aspect of the
House bill and one additional proposal which, while not incorporated in the
House bill, has been advocated by critics of foundations in recent years. In brief,
the proposals which concern us are these:

The House bill would impose a 71/ percent tax upon foundation investment
income. The Ways and Means Committee Report estimated that this tax will
produce $05,000,000 of revenue in its first year of operation. According to the
House estimates, the revenue effect of the tax would rise rapidly to an annual
$100,000,000. Furthermore, as the next group of witnesses will explain in
greater detail, the precedent which the tax would establish for state and
local governments seems likely to have an additional substantial monetary
impact on foundations.

Several critics of foundations have recommended terminating the existence
or exemption of foundations after a period of years. One proposal would fix
a 25-year limit on foundations' tax exemption and qualification to receive
deductible charitable contributions. Another would restrict the life of each
private foundation to 25 years. Others would require foundations to dis-
tribute their assets at a sufficiently high rate to end their exience within a
period of 10,15, or 20 years.

We are deeply concerned both about the proposed tax on foundation investment
income and about the adoption of any mechanism whose effect would be to termi-
nate the existence or exemption of all foundations over a period of time. Our
combined experience with foundations convinces us that their work has been of
immense value to the classes of institutions which we represent and to American
society. We are, therefore, strongly persuaded that any measure which diminishes
the current funds with which foundations carry on their work and with which
they support the work of other charitable and educational institutions-by an
annual $6,000.000, $100,000,000, or any like amount-will have major undesirable
consequences. For the same reasons, we are convinced that an endeavor-dire"t
or indireet-to curtail the existence or tax benefits of foundations would be
thoroughly unfortunate.

a,3-865-69-pt. 0- 25
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To explain the grounds upon which we base ,these views, we should like to re.
view briefly the work which foundations have done in the four areas with
which we are familiar.

A. FOUNDATIONS AND PRIVATE UNIVERSITIES

During more than seventeen years as president of Notre Dame, I have found
one of my great preoccupations to be the financing of the University's educa.
tonal, research and service programs. The progress that my University has re-
corded during this period can be attributed in no small measure to the support
of private philanthropic foundations. Indeed, one major philanthropic organiza-
tion, the Ford Foundation, looms as the largest single benefactor in Notre Dame's
127-year history.

I shall not presume to speak for my fellow college and university presidents,
although I can think of none whom I know personally who would favor the foun-
dation tax which we are discussing. I would like to say a word about how one
foundation, the Ford Foundation, is helping Notre Dame accomplish in ten years
what normally would have required thirty years. With equal force I could docu-
ment what has been accomplished on our campus with support from the Rocke-
feller Foundation, the Sloan Foundation, the Carnegie Corporation and others.

Specifically, I shall speak about the Ford Foundation's Special Program in
Education-perhaps the most magnificent philanthropic program in the history
of American higher education-in which a significant number of colleges and
universities have been helped to help themselves through challenging matching
grants. In the case of Notre Dame, the whole vision of what the University might
be has been startlingly, almost unbelievably, altered by two $6 million matching
Ford Foundation grants. With the incentive of these matching grants, between
1960 and 1960, we were able to double or triple the money normally contributed
to the University. There is no question in my mind that this gigantic stride
forward was made possible by the matching provision. So, aside from what the
grants themselves helped underwrite--for example, the 13-story Notre Dame
Memorial Library-they have helped generate many additional millions of dollars
In support from alumni, from friends, from corporations and even from other
foundations.

The best thing about foundation support is, of course, that it is project-oriented
for the most part and encourages a university to do new things, to undertake
research and launch new educational programs that would be out of the question
if one had to rely on operating income or even the gift support of alumni and
friends. For example, the Carnegie Corporation made a capital grant to Notre
Dame which underwrote the first, national study of Catholic elementary and
secondary education in the United States. Support from the Kellogg Foundation
has made possible a program of continuing education that has touched the lives
of tens of thousands Invdlved in more than 300 campus conferences each year.

The aid which the major foundations have provided in the years since World
War II has proved to be a life-line to the independent half of our nation's unique
dual, private/governmental system of higher education. There is serious question
whether the independent sector can persevere and continue to provide an educa-
tional alternative. With inflation and the spiraling cost of living threatening to
impair the philanthropic support of individuals, and with corporations, generally
speaking, contributing less than 1 percent of their profits to charitable organiza-
tions when they are entitled by (aw to contribute up to 5 percent, the proposed
tax on foundations--or any general measure to end the existence or exemption
of foundations--will have the plain and necessary effect of driving our inde-
pendent colleges into the arms of the government at a time when many feel there
Is already too much government involvement on the campus. I cannot believe
that this is a prospect welcomed by *members of this Committee or the Congre.ss.

To state the matter somewhat differently, a 7% percent tax levied on the in-
vestment income of foundations would, in effect, be a tax on Stanford and Johns
Hopkins, Vanderbilt and Emory, Notre Dame and Denver and, indeed, on all
the colleges and universities, great and small, in every part of this land, which
benefit from the regular and substantial support of these foundations. It would
result in le8R foundation support for the nation's colleges and universities at pre-
cisely the time when they are experiecing a financial crisis and need more.
The revenue generated by the tax would be of little consequence to the govern-
ment, but its collection would have the direct effect of reducing the funds nor-
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ally available to colleges and university by a similar amount, and the indirect
effect of a proportional reduction of the individual contributions which these
funds stimulate. Furthermore, it would seem inevitable, once the precedent Is set,
that the tax would be increased as the states and municipalities and future ad-
ministrations seek much needed revenn' s, thereby further reducing the funds
available to colleges and universities Again I say that I cannot believe those
results to be acceptable to this Committee or the Congress.

My plea, then, is to ,legislate against specific abuses which may have been dis-
covered in the administration of certain foundations-but not to diminish the
funds with which foundations make their vital contribution to the private sector's
educational system. This is the time for the Congress to take steps to encourage
even further private philanthropy to higher education. The proposals of which
I have spoken would have exactly the opposite effect.

U. FOUNDATIONS AND MEDICAL EDUCATION

In the field of medical education, too, the resources of private foundations
have been of critical importance. Review of the relevant data reveals that foun-
dations provide a continuing flow of funds which, in absolute terms, makes signif-
icant contributions to the training of our doctors, research technicians, nurses,
and other medical personnel. Even more important, foundation funds have been
of vital assistance In certain special areas of medical education for which it has
proved difficult or impossible to secure support from other sources.

The Association of American Medical Colleges conducts an annual survey of
all medical schools in the United States to determine the sources of their funds
and the purposes to which the funds are applied. In addition, to assist this Com-
mittee in its current inquiry, the Association has conducted a special canvass
of several of the larger medical schools to obtain more detailed information on
the amounts and purposes of foundation grants In recent years.

The data stemming from these investigations demonstrate convincingly that,
overall, the contribution of private foundations to niedical education and medical
research has been an impressive one. Foundations have repeatedly granted funds
to medical scthouls for operating budgets and capital construction. Such grants
for general purposes, however, present only a partial view of the importance
of foundation support in the field of medical education. In several specific areas,
foundation funds have been of special significance.
Faculty salarc8

While the federal government annually appropriates large suins for medical
research it has proved exceedingly difficult to obtain government support for the
maintenance and upgrading of medical school faculties. Plainly, funds comn-
mitted to these purposes have major bearing upon the quality of medical practice
and the state of medical knowledge throughout the United States. Yet, as a dean
of the Harvard Medical School noted it a recent letter to the Association of
American Medical Colleges, "We are especially dependent on foundations for
teaching funds since the government has neglected this area."

Specific illustrations abound. In recent years the Mellon funds have made
substantial grants for faculty support and expansion at Tulane. Vanderbilt, North-
western, Chicago, Boston University, Brown, Case Western Reserve, Columbia,
Cornell, Dartmouth, Duke, Emory, George Washington, Harvard, Temple, Tufts.
Washington University (St. Louis), Yale, Johns Hopkins, Jefferson Medical
College, Marquette, Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, the University of Rochester, the
University of Southern California, and Stanford.

The comments of administrators at several of the recipient schools provide
insight into the importance of the grants:

"Both the basic sciences and the teaching programs have been immeasur-
ably improved by the infusion of funds. New appointments have been made
and the entire faculty stabilized." (Tulane.)

"The grant has proved to be one of the most timely and beneficial ones we
have ever been privileged to receive. It has made possible the strengthening
of various departments where the need was pressing." (,Vanderbilt.)

"To say that Mellon funds were invaluable to Northwestern University
Medical School would be an understatement. They came at a time when per.
sonnel particularly in the basic sciences was in very short supply."
(Northwestern.)
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"Tile funds have been used to stabilize the position of several very promis-
ing young scientists, attract new ones, and to start. new and important areas
of teaching and research at a time when federal funds have become overly
restrictive." (Johns Hopkins.)

"The assistance which we have received each year from the Mellon funds
has enabled us to strengthen the faculties of the three departments which
do most of the teaching In the first year of medical school." (Jefferson Medi-
cal College.)

"There would be literally no other way which faculty expansion and
strengthening could have been financed." (Boston.)

"These funds have made it possible to bring in people who we would have
found very difficult to support in any other way." (Case Western Reserve.)

"The grant has made it possible for us to maintain academic strength
In all of our basic science departments." (George Washington.)

The Mellon grants have not been the only ones supporting the improvement
of medical school faculties. During the period from June of 1962 through June of
1969, the Surdna Foundation made grants of $3,300,000 to the Harvard Medical
School for general faculty support. Of that total, $2,500,000 was allocated to a
fund which supports fulltime faculty members in the basic medical science and
clinical departments. Six hundred thousand dollars has been used to establish
a new professorship in pediatrics. An additional $200,000 has been used to com-
plete funding of a professorship of preventative medicine. The Josiah Macy, Jr.,
Foundation has made annually-increasing grants to Washington University (St.
Louis), Columbia, and Harvard to expand training in obstetrics. It has, in
addition, established a major professorship in obstetrics and gynecology.

The examples could be multiplied at considerable length. Their point, however,
should be evident: institutions of medical education are heavily dependent upon
private foundations for the resources which support the faculties which train the
nation's doctors and medical research personnel.

Establishinent of new medical schools
As has been the case with the maintenance and improvement of the faculties

of existing medical schools, in recent years the federal government has provided
little operating support for the establishment of new medical schools. Here
again, the need has been evident, and foundations have acted to close the finan-
cial gap. Moreover, in this area particularly, their action has carried an impact
extending well beyond its immediate dollar effect; for foundation grants have
stimulated contributions from a broad variety of other sources-both public and
private, and often many times larger than the original foundation grant. In that
way, foundation commitments have frequently had a plain and pronounced
multiplier effect.

The Kellogg Foundation has given $8.4 million over the past nine years to
establish new medical schools at-

the University of Connecticut;
Rutgers Medical School;
Brown University;
the University of Hawaii;
the University of New Mexico;
Michigan State; and
the University of Nevada.

Of the grant to Connecticut, the president of the university has said: "The
foundation authorized a three-year grant to the University of Connecticut in
the amount of $1,037,500 'to support tie establishment of a school of tile basic
medical sciences * * *' It is no exaggeration to say that the foundation's grant
has had an exciting catalytic effect upon our progress to date. * * * This grant
is a classic example of what 'venturecapital' assistance from a foundation can
accomplish."

The business manager of the Rutgers Medical School has commented: "With-
out the stimulus of the foundation, Rutgers Medical School would still probably
be a dream of the future."
Assistance to medical schools in financial dptlculty

The demands upon our medical schools have been particularly great in the
past several years. Financial pressures have increased correspondingly. It is
hardly surprising, therefore, that a number of schools-particularly in the pri-
vate sector-have come very close to financial collapse. Repeatedly, foundations
have made timely grants to avert such failures.
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One foundation has provided almost $4,000,000 over the past five years to 10
schools which were experiencing severe fiscal difficulties. Included were such
schools as Creighton University, in Omaha, Nebraska, the University of Utah,
Meharry Medical College, in Nashville, Tennessee, and the University of Ver-
mont. The dean of one of the recipient schools has said: "I should like to once
again comment on the extraordinary value of the * * * award to our develop-
ing School of Medicine. The award permitted a continued growth of the school
during an exceptionally critical period in which the program was expanding far
more rapidly than the allocations to the School of Medicine from state appropri-
ations. Indeed, I seriously question whether the school could have avoided a
substantial collapse. * * *"
Development of new techniques

If foundation resources have afforded crucial support for medical school
faculties, the establishment of new schools, and the assistance of schools In
financial difficulty, they have performed services of at least equal value in a
different class of endeavor. Nowhere have the innovative capacities of founda-
tions been more evident than in the development of new systems and techniques
of medical education, improved medical curricula, and new methods of relating
medical facilities to the provision of health care for our citizens. Here again,
reference to particular examples is useful:

The shape of modern medical education owes as much to Abraham Flexner's
1910 report on the subject as to any other single factor. Made possible by
a Carnegie grant, the Flexner report advocated-and produced-funda-
mental revisions in a variety of facets of our system of developing and
training doctors.

In the academic year 1955-1950 the Harvard Medical School utilized a
$1,000,000 grant from the Commonwealth Fund to test pioneering changes
in medical curriculum. Based upon the knowledge developed In these initial
experiments, major changes in the school's curriculum were adopted two
years later. The innovations at Harvard were the basis for far-reaching
changes in curriculum at Western Reserve-changes which were supported
by the Commonwealth fund, and which have had great effects on medical
education across the country.

Grants to Northwestern University by the John and Mary R. Markel Founda-
tion and the Commonwealth Fund enabled the school to evolve a program
which substantially diminishes the time required for the education of
doctors. Under this program, Northwestern now admits students from
high schools who are able to obtain M.D. degrees in a total of six years.
Grants from the Commonwealth Fund to Boston University and Johns
Hopkins University permitted the Initiation of similar programs at those
institutions.

The Rockefeller Foundation and the Macy Foundation provided the Har-
vard Medical School with funds to undertake the nation's first under-
graduate program designed to assist members of minority groups to
enhance their qualifications for graduate study in medicine and dentistry.

The Carnegie Corporation of New York has provided three-year funding for
teaching, research, and administrative programs on the economics of
health care.

The Ford, Rockefeller, and Avalon Foundations have committed themselves
to provide a total of $5,200,000 for the development of a unique laboratory
studying human reproductive biology in conjunction with the existing
Center for Population Studies at the Harvard School for Public Health.
According to a recent Harvard report, "Together these two programs will
represent one of the nation's primary concentrations of talent and
competence."

The Commonwealth Fund and the Surdna Foundation have, together, pro-
vided funds for the creation and operation of a pilot university-sponsored
community health plan. Drawing on the facilities and personnel of the
university's medical school, the program will make comprehensive medical
service and health care available to the residents of the surrounding
community.

COnclusion
Year after year, foundation dollars afford vital support for the nation's medical

schools. In a number of ;respects, they fulfill needs for which there are no other
dollars. Further, by stimulating other support, foundation grants often generate
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resources which-even measured solely in monetary terms--are of far greater
magnitude than the original grant. Finally, in at least one area foundation

:support has produced results which can only be described as unique; for without
the creative impetus supplied by foundations' experimental projects, their studies
of system and technique, and their programs for change, many of the advances
of modern medical education simply would not have occurred.

With increasing demands being placed on the medical schools for an increased
production of health manpower and greater involvement in meeting the health
service needs of the country in the face of ever less adequate support from local
and federal sources, foundations are a critical part of our effort to meet the
expectations of society for a healthier life.

0. FOUNDATIONS AND PMJI.I0 EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Nobody honestly concerned with American education condones illegality or
irregularity In private philantlropy. Hence every representative of public higher
education endorses all legislation assuring fairness and equity among taxpayers,
donors, foundations, their institutional beneficiaries, and the government.

On the other hand, it is a simple historical fact that both established state
universities and developing public institutions could not fulfill their missions
without foundation support. Gifts, bequests, special grants under the law have
enabled such institutions to grow, to increase their effectiveness, and to serve
the whole population. By such means, private philanthropy has provided a tre-
mendous variety of activities which often cannot be supported by government
appropriations.

Thus foundations have encouraged innovation and experiment.
They have initiated creative work and kept it alive.
They have made possible new departures in multi-disciplinary study and

research.
They have brought public and private institutions into practical cooperation.
They have broadened and strengthened activity aimed at the common welfare.
Drawn from the Southwest alone, the following examples are typical of thou-

sands of similar projects in the United States. Each Is recent. Each has the
vitality to assure later effectiveness.
Innovation and experiment

In Texas, private foundations have brought engineering and medical schools
to Join in studies of the individual and his environment; numerous academic
departments and business organizations to experiment with problems as dif-
ferent as beef production and mineral recovery; inventive skills and consumer
needs; biological, mathematical, and space research opening new perspective on
geophysics, the world and the solar system.
Creative work

By gifts of art and libraries, by support of humanities centers and the indi-
viduals working in them, foundations have brought to life creative work, which
has involved both whole communities and smaller groups concerned with paint-
ing, music, and the theater, as well as general studies.
IiitcrdscipllnarV studp

Private foundation gifts and grants have helped the scientific linguist and
the classroom teacher to overcome the disadvantage of students with language
handicaps; the biologist and the oceanographer to establish new methods In
marine medicine; the engineer and the journalist to take advantage of modern
communication; the computer scientist and scholars In a dozen fields to speed the
acquisition and dissemination of knowledge.
Public and private institutlions

In one state alone, more than thirty joint programs between privately-endowed
and tax-assisted institutions have ranged from the single classrooms .to the whole
region.

Common welfare
Where taxes were unavailable, private Ifoundations have made possible the

initial operation of two medical schools and continuing programs of a major
teaching hospital. Without foundation grants, the Anderson Hospital and Tumor
Institute, host to the next International Congress on Cancer, could not have
begun its work or maintained its distinction.I
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Immediate benefits of such programs are manifest. Taxpayers have been saved
money; they have also been given benefits which taxes could not provide. Still
more important, however, Is the fact that In every such phase of higher education,
the university has been assisted in getting ready for the future. In that future,
it is not the experience of an institution which is at stake. It is the people's
interest.
. By relatively small sums afforded through tax relief this future prospect can
be assisted. By depriving foundations of those funds--as the proposed tax would
do-that prospect would be diminished or denied. In all institutions which are
publici" in the broadest and truest sense, the present system of tax relief is
essential to a base of planning now more than half a century old. To shut off
or cut down that relatively modest independent funding would close innumerable
doors on future educational progress.

D. TIE SOUTH: FOUNDATIONS AND EDUCATION

This country desperately needs a strategy for expanding legitimate philanthropy
as a vitalcomponent of free enterprise-and of the private-public balance in
American life--not a precedent for reducing philanthropy through taxation
or excessive regulation. If It is the will of Congress to equalize educational
opportunity, then Congress should encourage and facilitate the work of reputable
philanthropic foundations. Such encouragement is particularly important in the
South.

The South lacks resources with which to provide adequate educational oppor-
tunity for its people. The entire nation has suffered as a consequence. But the
gap between the South. and other regions would be much wider except for the
investment by national and regional philanthropic foundations in the development
of human resources.

Any reduction in foundation support would be adversely felt in the South,
with its huge number of children to educate and the fewest public dollars with
which to do the job. Mississippi, which in proportion to Income makes a greater
per capita educational effort than any other state, spent only $86. per pupil in
public schools hn 1067--8 compared to New York State's $1,02.f. If the South
is ever to catch up, it needs more private philanthropy-not less.

Economic limitations have prevented most Southern educational institutions
from having enough funds for operation; they have fallen far short of having
enough funds for innovation, experimentation, and improvement.

All educational institutions serve best when they are strong, venturesome,
and self-renewing. Consistently, ever since the Civil War, when we Southerners
have had an educational problem requiring an innovative approach, we have
sought and often received foundation support to test our idea, to demonstrate
a new approach, or to finance needed research and programs. A substantial flow
of money from large national foundations, along with our own regional philan-
thropies, continues to be essential to education in the South.

What would be the difference if a reduction of available foundation dollar were
brought about through taxation?

(1) It would tend to discourage new philanthropy just at the time when the
South's improving economy is developing indigenous private wealth that Is
increasingly flowing back to the public through local philanthropy.

(2) It would have serious impact upon at least two or three hundred key
Southern colleges and universities-public and private-that look to foundations
as their "margin for excellence," plus a number of smaller, weaker colleges
facing deficits for the first time this past year. To them foundation grants are
crucial.

Vanderbilt University's rise to national stature results substantially from
foundation grants that stimulated local effort. Emory's great medical center
could not have functioned well without Woodruff Foundation money to cover
Its deficits. As recently as August 22, the Kresge Foundation gave $1,500,000 to
Meharry Medical College in Nashville for a badly needed library.*This college-
which has educated approximately half the Negro physicians in the United
States-has been literally saved by foundation grants in the past decade.

Strategic grants are helping our colleges predominantly serving black students
to improve their curricula, to develop their staffs, and thereby to move into the
mainstream. The Carnegie Corporation of New York has underwritten one of
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these programs over a 5-year period and the Danforth Foundation committed
$5,000,000 over seven years to sustain the Southern Fellowships Fund.

(3) Reducing foupdation funds would curtail the only money we can get
With long-term commitments sufficient to stay with projects and evaluate their
results. For instance, over the past five years the cities of New Orleans, Atlanta,
Nashville, Huntsvile, Alabama, and Durhaoi, North Carolinh have received
approximately $3,000,000 each from the Ford Foundation as "seed money" for
a world of educational Improvements. In Nashville the first public kindergartens
were started with new ways of teaching young children. In New Orleans, schools
were designated to show what can be accomplished when resources and flexibility
to teach individuals are combined. In Durhom, research of enormous value about
infant and very early child behavior and learning was conducted. In Atlanta,
better ways to prepare teachers were discovered. At Huntsville, because of new
progratns started with foundation funds, that city's school system was recently
chosen for participation in a major national educational program.

(4) The Kol1ogg Foundation has done much to enrich life in Georgia through
the creation of a dynamic continuing education center at the University of
Georgia. The value of this program is incalculable, and it would not have been
initiated without foundation funds.

(5) Taxing foundation 'resources would reduce one of the chief means of
attack on the problems of disadvantaged people in poverty-stricken rural areas.
For instance, the.Danforth Foundation has underwritten three pilot projects in
rural counties of Florida, Georgia, and Tennessee for a 5-year interval in the
amount of $1,350,000. These counties--Wheeler, Overton, and Wewilbitehka-
would never have seen their educational potentiality' for something better with-
out foundation funds to show how teaching and learning can be improved with
very few dollars.

(0) Project Opportunity, operating In Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Mississippi, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia, is already identifying,
motivating, and propelling toward college and fulfillment of their highest poten-
tiality 3,000 bright, academically talented high school youngsters whose record
of poverty and deprivation was pressing them into unproductive lives as public
liabilities. This dramatic reversal, achieved largely through a system of testing
and counselling, is producing constructive citizens who will, in turn, pay taxes.
Ford and Danforth Foundations have invested approximately $2,000,000 in this
joint effort by eleven colleges, the College Entrance Examination Board, and
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. Dividends to the nation can
be many times the money spent in the discovery and motivation of these young
people. It would be a human tragedy of serious dimension to deny 7 percent,
or any, of these youngsters their chance to succeed.

(7) Regional foundations such as Z. Smith Reynolds, Mary Reynolds Bab-
cock, Woodruff, Rich, Callaway, Stern, and the strategic Southern Education
Foundation make an Important difference in life in the South. They are taking
a, keen interest in elementary and secondary schools, and the aggregate of their
support is a vital factor in the "growing edge" in Southern education. The public
kindergarten movement in the South was initially fueled by foundations, as were
many experiments on individualized instruction.

(8) Especially in a time of escalating costs and inadequate tax revenues
at the state and local levels, it would seem unwise to reduce educational
resources of the kind used for stimulus of local effort, for matching purposes
(required in many federal programs), and for the kinds of innovation and long-
term search for solutions to problems for which public funds are insufficient.

(9). In a dozen Southern cities, fine arts and music flourish precisely because
of foundation support for our symphony orchestras, art museums, and coie'ert
hails, Without-the help of'nationaland local foundations, our cities would lose
maJor cultural advantages.

The philanthropy of foundations operating in the South ha been accomplished
with competence, wisdom, and freedom to operate professionally once grants
are made. Because these agencies have traditionally worked quietly, without
fanfare, the-American public is not fully- aware of their great. contribution.
Thus it is necessary for those of us who live close to Southern education and
who dream of its future to speak up and state how strongly we feel.about our
vulnerability to any change in -public 'policy that-like the proposed tax on
f(undations--would limit the flow of private funds for education.
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I. EFFECT OF THE TAX AS SEEN BY FOUNDATIONS

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF MESSRS. J. GEORGE HARAR, ALAN PIFER,
AND DAVID FREEMAN

A. INTRODUCTION

This statement represents tie views of The Rockefeller Foundation and
Carnegie Corporation, two of the oldest, largest and best know foundations In
the country, and of the Council on Foyndations,-4 principal membership
organization in the field, represe thig mainly mediu zed and smhller
foundations. : .

OPPOSITION ON THE TAX

We are strongly oppos eo the proposed 7% percent tax on foundation Income
and believe, for the rea xs spelled out in the tody of-our testimony, t qt the
decision Congress will ake on it Is .a"4cision about the, very nature of the
American system. /

0. TH ROLEF INOME "rEXEMPTION M6 R(AL elOE

Income tax exe ptlon is part of a cen So' tradiqon jnder hich charl-
table organization have been granted tial privilege, b; the state because
they relieve it of responsibiJit|is it wol[ oth 'se ha o meet ith public
funds. In the Un ted States all 50 ( )( ch lra or ai izat1on have been
exempt from inco ie tax slnc such a ti ,ia w rwe ta ills ed on a institutional I
basis in 1913. h e I ver. vei r

No distincton hs ever bee made Iin ti Is prov4on-be 'v. different kinds of/
501(c)(8) charita le organW()tons./'Al\have j5.qn i Aldered-equal by the
federal governmen Conseque tly ,there h"Mer ee any such'thing as a
qualified, or partial Income ta -exemption In t charit ble field. YLihe concept
has been considered b its nature to be Indlvilble\ "

The imposition of an income tax on fofindationip, however lihfiled the r$'te,
would destroy this pri ciple and cosi tute a brehiching of )6ig-standin~ and
well-proven national practice. a .. t for ftr

Furthermore, the tax quld serve as a cie-dp"edent for future xatlofn
of other classes of charitabf organizations, and it would encourage ot ier levels
of government to impose thei wn Income taxes, initially on foUn nations but
subsequently on charitable organizations generally. The tax might very possibly,
therefore, lead to a substantial weakniug of the privaye.-ndii-profit sector and
further accretion of the power of governfi ft-.It-I§ pluralism that is really
at stake in the decision on the tax and we believe It should be debated on
these terms.

Finally, the tax poses a serious danger to the freedom of private institutions.
A threat to raise the level of such a tax, once it is established, can be used as
a convenient means of forcing charitable organizations to terminate activities
that are arbitrarily disapproved by someone in authority. This is an extension
of the authority of government that could stifle dissent, inhibit experimentation
and break the spirit of voluntarism.

D. THE JUSTIFICATION FOR PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

The private foundation Is a development and extension of the individual philan-
thropic impulse into a more effective and capable form, the advantages of which
Include continuity, profegsionnl staffing, and assured availability of critical
masses of funds for problems upon which individual philanthropy can have little
Impact.

As government moves increasingly into the field of social welfare, the work of
private foundations becomes more necessary rather than less. Foundations can
move more rapidly and operate more flexibly than government, and foundation.
sponsored demonstrations of the need for and feasibility of undertakings In the
public Interest are a logical precursor of the allocation of substantial government
fundg'to auch undertaking .

The historic accomplishments of private foundations are matched by the evident
heed in the future for precisely the kind of philanthropic activity that they can
carry out more ably than any other type of institution.
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E. HOW THE TAX WOULD AFFECT THE ROOCKFELLER FOUNDATION

The Rockefeller Foundation has appropriated all its Income and more than
$230 million of its principal toward philanthropic projects many of which have
been precursors of government activity in the field of social welfare. Tile proposed
tax on investment income would cost the Foundation's beneficiaries more thn
$3 million per year. It would also seriously hamper the overseas programs of the
Foundation-whose charter commits it to the well-being of mankind throughout
the world-by making it difficult or impossible for the Foundation to satisfy
foreign governments of its tax-exempt status.

F. HOW TIlE TAX WOULD AFFECT 0AHINEGIE CORPORATION

Carnegie Corporation was created by Andrew Carnegie in 1011, before the days
of income tax, for the "advancement and diffusion of knowledge" among the
people of the United States and of certain British colonies. In the 58 years of its
history its affairs have been managed by a self-perpetuating board of able and
disinterested trustees, with no other consideration than promotion of tile greatest
possible public benefit.

Over the years the Corporation has supported a wide range of educational
activities with grants totaling $400 million. These grants have been madt. in
Avery state of the Union and In one way or another have benefited every American
citizen. If there had been a 7 percent tax on the Corporation's income since it
was founded, some $40 million of private support would by now have been denied
to a host of worthy institutions and talented Individuals. The nation at hirge
would have been the ultimate loser.

In view of Carnegie Corporation's outstanding record of public service, the
rectitude with which its affairs have been managed and the keen competition
for its grants and limited size of its funds in relation to the enormous opportuni-
ties for public good, a tax on the foundation is unwarranted, unfair and entirely
contrary to the best interests of the nation.

G. HOW TIE TAX WOULD AFFECT SMALLER FOUNDATIONS

Foundations across the country concentrate their giving on local educational
and charitable institutions. Community chests, colleges, medical schools and
other local voluntary organizations will bear the burden of the tax. This result
is contrary to the Intent of Congress, expressed in other legislation, to encourage
strong local organizations through matching grants based on a partnership
between the public and private sectors.

Foundations in every state are struggling now to meet the ever-increasing needs
for scholarship funds, leadership gifts for capital campaigns, and innovative
grants in fields such as health services. The tax will mean that fewer of these
challenges can be met, and will heighten the fear, already felt by many, that
the House bill signals the beginning of the end of private philanthropy.

H. FURTHER ARGUMENTS AGAINST THE TAX

1. The burden of the tax will fall on educational, health, and welfare agencies
which receive the bulk of foundation support-even though the drafters intended
that these agencies should remain fully tax-exempt.

2. The tax applies to all foundations indiscriminately, and thus will be ineffec-
tive in correcting abuses.

8. While insignificant in governmental budget terms, the tax will be a serious
blow to private educational and charitable Institutions. Though not Justified as
a revenue measure, it is in no sense a user fee.

4. The tax presents an inherent inconsistency-it is an invasion of the tax-
exempt status formerly accorded all charities yet the bill insists that private
foundations remain in the tax-exempt category for purimses of federal control
over their programs and finances.

5. The tax cannot be justified by the argument that all organizations able to
pay should carry some part of the expense of government-many classes of tax-
exempt agencies will retain their freedom from tax, and only private foundations.
which directly serve the public Interest and relieve the government of some of
its burdens, are singled out. The tax is a punitive measure-not tax reform.
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1. A PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

We recommend that an annual fee be assessed on foundations in proportion
to their assets. The amount of this fee should be determined each year at a level
sufficient to assure adequate supervision of foundations by the Internal Revenue
Service and enforcement of the laws applicable to them.

STATEMENT OF MESSRS. J. GEORGE TIARRAR, ALAN PIFER, AND DAVID FREEMAN

A. INTRODUCTION

In this statement we discuss the effects of the proposed 7% percent tax on
foundation Income as seen by the Rockefeller Foundation and Carnegie Corpora-
tion of New York, two of the oldest, largest and best known foundations in the
nation, and by the Council on Foundations, the principal membership organiza-
tion In the field, representing mainly medium-sized and smaller foundations. We
believe the statement also represents the views of a number of other large founda-
tions which are coordinating their testimony before the committee.

B. OPPOSITION TO THlE TAX

We are strongly opposed to the proposed 71 percent tax on foundation income
and believe that enactment of it by the Congress would be contrary to the national
interest. We find no convincing arguments in favor of such a tax and many
against it. The Jatter we believe to be so fundamental that the decision Congress
must make is not simply a matter of tax reform but a decision about the very
nature of the Amerl'an system.

C. TIE ROLE OF INCO3fE TAX EXEMPTION FOR CHARITABLE PURPOSES IN AMERIQAN LIFE

The history of encouragement of private charity by the state through the grant-
ing to It of special privileges goes back to Roman times and has continued un-
broken since thwn. io base rationale for th, arrangement has also remained'
unclanged, namely that private charity relieves the state of responsibilities it
would otherwise have to discharge, and hence should be given every incentive to,
flourish. This concept was first given systematic legal recognition in England iII
the historic Statute of Charitable Uses, of 1601, a measure designed to improve
the administration of charity and encourage its development by defining a number
of specify charitable purposes which would be officially recognized as such by
the state.

The intent of the Statute was to place primary responsibility for the ameliora-
tion and solution of economic and social problems In private hands, and its enact-
ment proved to be a powerful stimulus to the expansion of private charity both In
Britain and in the American Colonies over the next two centuries. After that,
although primary responsibility for social welfare began gradually to shift to
the state, there remained-and remains to this day-a clearly recognized place
for private philanthropy, as it came to be called, in both countries.

When an income tax was first levied in Britain in 1799 It seemed perfectly nat-
ural to exempt charities from it, and it seemed equally natural to do so In the
United States when, following passage of the 16th Amendment, the Revenue Act
of 1013 established a federal income tax on a constitutional basis. This Act
exempted from income tax any "corporation organized and operated exclusively
for religious, charitable, scientific, or educational purposes, no part of the net
income of which Inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or individual."
These words, repeated in subsequent laws, have in the more than half century
since 1913 remained the basic charter under which a wide variety of charitable
institutions have enjoyed tax exemption.

No distinction has ever been made in the basic provision for income tax exemp-
tion between different kinds of 501(e) (8) charitable organizations, whether
churches, educational institutions, welfare organizations or foundations. The
state has never presumed to Judge whether some charitable purposes were more
deserving of tax exemption than others; all have been considered equal. Conse-
quently there has never been any such thing as a qualified, or partial, income tax
exemption in the charitable field. There has been total exemption or none. The
concept has been considered by its nature to be indivisible.

The imposition of an Income tax on foundations-no matter how limited the
rate-would destroy the principle of Indivisibility and would, thereby, constitute
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a breaching of long-standing and well-proven national practice. It would, In
effect, signify that foundations are now considered to be "le.s charitable" than
other kinds of charitable organizations and therefore less deserving of fA0i tax-
exemption. The illogicality of such an assertion, of course, becomes obvious when
one remembers that foundations are required by law to distribute their income
to charity-for the very kinds of allegedly "more charitable," and hence "more
deserving," purposes that would remain fully tax-exempt.

Aside, however, from the illogical and discriminatory features of such a depar-
ture from long-standing practice, its greatest harm would lie In the clear pre-
cedent it would establish for future taxation of other classes of charitable
organizations-churches, colleges, voluntary hospitals, find so on. It would also
inevitably encourage other levels of government to Impose their own income taxes,
initially perhaps only on foundations but subsequently on charitable organiza-
tions generally.

A federal income tax on foundations must therefore be recognized as a highly
dangerous first step on the road toward the total disappearance from our national
life of the traditional Income tax exemption enjoyed by charitable organizations.
Such an eventuality would of course greatly weaken the private non-profit sector
and diminish the role it Wlays In our society in favor of further accretion of the
power of government. It Is In this sense that the decision Congress will make
about an income tax on foundations can truthfully be said to be a decision in
fact about the very nature of the American system. It Is the pluralistic initiative
and effort of our private institutions that Is really at stake in the legislation, and
we believe the issue of the tax should be debated on these terms.

In addition to the financial threat which the tax poses for the entire private,
non-profit sector, It poses an equally serious threat to the freedom enjoyed by
private Institutions in our society. An income tax Jevied on charitable organiza-
tions can serve as a simple and highly effective means by which public authorities
can arbitrarily punish them. All that Is required to force certain organizations to
terminate activities which someone In authority judges to be offensive Is a threat
to raise the level of their tax. This, we would submit, is a misuse of the income
tax power and dangerous doctrine.

We recognize, of course, that there have been abuses by some individuals of
the privilege of income tax exemption of foundations, and we favor specific
measures to prevent these abuses, such as the prohibitions against self-dealing In
the bill now under consideration. But we must at the same time urge every
member of the Congress to consider most carefuly the full Implications for the
nation of use of the Income taxing power for punitive purposes. It constitutes an
extension of the authority of government that could stifle dissent and criticism,
could inhibit experimentation and could break the spirit of voluntarism in our
society.

D. JUSTIFICATION FOR PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

It has been said that the voluntary philanthropic system which has developed
In the United States is the essence of free enterprise. This system appears col-
lectively in many forms: the giving of Individual time and talent to worthy
causes; individual contributions of nioney for philanthropic, charitable, rell-
glous, and educational purposes; cooperation in common cause to create chari-
table community organizations; giving for charitable and philanthropic pur-
poses by business corporations; and the creation by Individuals of organized
philanthropies.

Early in the history of this nation, social welfare was entirely In the hands of
the private sector. Fortunately, In more recent years tile government has In.
creasingly entered the field In recognition of the growing needs and demands of
a burgeoning society. There has resulted an informal partnership in which tile
government has become by far the major element in terms of resource Invest-
ment. But the private contributor, corporate or individual, is senior in experi-
ence, demonstratedly Innovative, and free to move promptly and flexibly in
response ,to need. It Is both desirable and proper for the government to take over
increasing responsibility for important programs affecting all of Its citizens. At
the same time, the efforts of the private sector are clearly needed, and private
philanthropy should be encouraged and cherished by society and Its elected
government.

Private plulanthorpy derives from the charitable impulse of the individual,
and for many years In this country the Individual was the sole source of giving
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for the benefit of others. Benjamin Franklin established a plillanthroplc fund as
early as 1790, but the modern organized foundation did not appear until tile
beginning of the twentieth century when Andrew Carnegie, John D. Rockefeller,
Mrs. Russell Sage, the Ouggenheims, and others converted their lersonal re-
sources into organized philanthropies.

It Is noteworthy that these early foundations, which are still among the
largest and most influential, were formed at a time when neither individual
charitable giving nor the creation of a foundation provided any tax advantage.
Rich men established foundations because they believed that philanthropy, like
most other human activities, could be most efficiently carried out in an organized
form.

Foundations are sometimes referred to as "middlemen" by people who see no
reason for what they consider the interposition of an organization between a
plil.anthroplcally disposed individual and his beneficiaries. The description is
inaccurate if the term middleman is taken to mean a conduit or an unnecessary
party In a transaction. Foundations are more effective philanthropic instru-
nients than individuals Just because of the advantages of organization. Those
advantages include continuity, certainty of the availability of funds, tie possi-
bility of professional staffing, and the bringing to bear upon selected problems of
larger sums of mnoney-ami therefore a broader and stronger array of talents-
than individual efforts had theretofore been able to supply.

As the foundation phenomenon developed and mature(], the organizational
principle wias adopted for community foundations, corporate foundations, and
family foundations, and for the National Science Foundation which is supported
by annual grants from the federal government. The achievements to which orga-
nized private philantlrropy has contributed are well documented but not so widely
known as they deserve to be. They include, among many others, the establish-
ment of free public libraries; control of yellow fever, hookworm, malaria, and
other major endemic diseases; the development of modern medical education;
pioneering experiments in rocketry; polio vaccine research; the solution of the
genetic code that controls plant and animal heredity; research in astronomy
which has yielded extraordinary advances in our knowledge of the universe ; and
research iII agriculture and its application to the l)roblems of hunger inI many
of the less-developed nations. Other achievements include the support of medical
research, time improvement of education at all levels, the establishment of fellow-
ship and scholarship programs for the intellectually gifted and for those with
leadership potential, and the support of research institutions dedicated to the
study and solution of contemporary human problems.

Many areas of art, culture, science, and education, and many social institu-
tions, have benefited enormously from or have been brought lIto being by the
initiative of private foundation.. Anyone who studies the record will recognize
tiat private phiminthropy has, by reason of its achievements, embedded itself
solidly in the Amercan free enterprise system. The bulk of philanthropic givingis by individuals: personal charitable contributions totaled nearly $16 billion In
VOWS8. The total of foundation grants was less than nine percent of that figure;
Nut because they are organized and professionally staffed, because they are
flexible and can supply continuity of effort, and because they can provide criti.
Cal masses of money when problems require them, foundations are the advance
scouts of philanthropy.

It Is sometimes argued that although foundations have been advance scouts in
the past, tile increasing activity of government in the ile l of social welfare
has rendered then superfluous. It seems clear both that that argument is false
and that the situation it presupposes wouhl he undesirable If it. existed. To be
sure, a degree of experimentation Is acceptalble in the aetivitles of government.
But'government Is by definition comsensunl, in this country at least, and tlt
means that what government does in the field of social welfare, as in other
fields. should rest upon a common, or at least a widespread, public recognition
that it is needed. Government therefore tends to be constrainedl i suipl)orting
those forms of experinentation, or pioneering research, that Imust precede such
a public recognition. The role in which it most plainly fulfills Its obligation to the
electorate is that of providing ofleial .sponsorship. and massive funds beyond tMe
rc'ach of the private sector, once the work of private agencies has clearly dloch-
muented the existence of a need and, if possible, the viability of a solution.

Looking toward the future, it seems evident that the larger participation
of government in social welfare has not diminished the number or variety of
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problems that most informed citizens see before the nation and the world. On
theocontrary, the Increased rate at which we are able to answer certain kinds of
questions about our lives and our universe simply increases the rate at which our
answers ask new questions; and in the meantime certain types of problems-
some of them indeed raising questions about the role of government-appear
unusually intractable and Increasingly stubborn. We are arriving at new realiza-
tions of the importance of certain problems of social organization and eco-
nomics; of the effects of the numerousness of the human species both upon the
sufficiency of the food supply and upon the quality of the environment; and of
the risks and opportunities arising out of our increasing capacity to manipulate
both the external environment and our personal environment-our physical
selves.

We have not solved the problems of conflict between nations, and It appears
increasingly that such conflict is a luxury the species can no longer afford. Many
of our most perceptive young people are raising questions of national and ndi-
villla purpose that do not seem to be satisfactorily answered by the old truths.
In short, there Is plenty to be done, and the need for private enterprise in the
doing of it can only Increase, rather than diminish, regardless of the extent to
which government Is able to expand its support of research and education. It
must be hoped that government and private philanthropy will see themselves as
essential partners in human progress, operating in harmony and mutual respect.

. H1OW T1I9 TAX WOULD AFFECT TUIE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION

Long before there was any public participation in the solution of many of the
ills which beset mankind, private philanthropy pioneering in these areas was
shedding light through research on fundamental concerns and was taking vig-
orous action to alleviate conditions responsible for undesirable human conditions.

The Rockefeller Foundation was formed In 1913-before the income of United
States citizens and business corporations was taxed-"to promote the well-being
of mankind throughout the world." During the Foundation's earlier years, when
government was relatively inactive In the field of social welfare, a good deal of
the Foundation's effort went into projects designed to demonstrate that particu-
lar human ills were not inevitable but could be remedied by sufficient applica-
tions of energy and skill. Federal or state government often supplanted the
Foundation as the primary source of funds for projects the importance and
feasibility of which had been demonstrated under Foundation auspices, and the
same tendency for successful projects to move from Foundation sponsorship to
government sponsorship is observable today. It is probably safe to predict that a
number of projects now being supported by the Foundation-for which govern-
ment funding is inappropriate or unavailable-are of a kind that in the future
will be felt to lie within the proper sphere of government.

The Foundation's first work was in the field of public health. Its success in the
eradication of hookworm in this country and In many others overseas, and Its
campaigns against malaria, yellow fever and other widespread anid devastating
endemic diseases, are now classics In the annals of public health. Public health
is now largely the province of government.

For more than a quarter of a century the Foundation has sponsored and par-
ticipated In agricultural research and its application toward Improving the
quality and quantity of basic foods for the people of less developed countries In
which food supplies have long been inadequate. The results have been spectacu-
lar: today the "miracle wheats" and "miracle rice" have achieved worldwide
fame as basic to the so-called "green revolution." These long-range undertakings.
earried-on in association with other public and private agencies, offer for the
first time the possibility that the world may in the foreseeable future meet Its
requirements for basic foodstuffs for all of Its citizens.

From its earliest beginnings the Foundation has been committed to the philoso-
phy of the reinforcement of educational institutions; the training of individuals
with ability and leadership potential is fundamental to the success of its total
program. Thus, over the years the Foundation has invested very large propor-
tions of Its income and Indeed capital Tesources in Its support of professional
and general education in universities here and abroad. Simultaneously a scholar-
ship and fellowship program has been developed which over the years nas
contributed to the academic, scientific and professional developmentof many
thousands of young men and women in this country and overseas. Perhaps this
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development of intellectual and leadership manpower has through its multiplier
effect been the Foundation's greatest contribution to economic and social prog-
ress during its more than fifty-five years of existence.

Toward the costs of its philanthropic programs, many of which have relieved
government of costs it would otherwise have had to bear, The Rockefeller
Foundation has appropriated all of its income and more than $230 million of its
principal. At the Foundation's current rate of receiving income and realizing
capital gain, the proposed 71 percent tax would cost it more than $3,000,000
per year. Because the Foundation disburses all its income, the effect of the tax
would be simply to reduce the volume of work it is able to do. The burden would
fall upon the Foundation's beneficiaries.

The tax would present another problem of special importance to The Rocke-
feller Foundation. The Foundation's charter, as quoted previously, commits it
to the well-being of mankind thrnughoit thicv world. The Trustees of the Founda-
tion have interpreted that language as a mandate to operate not only in the
United States but wherever need appears. having always in mind the fact that
illness, poverty, and hunger elsewhere in the world affect nlbo the well-being of
American citizens. Thus a substantial fraction of the energies of the Foundation
have been expended abroad, at the invitation of foreign governments and with
the cooperation of indigenous institutions of research and higher education.

In qualifying, as a private American organization, to carry on philanthropic
work in a foreign country, the Foundation has always had to rely upon its status
as a tax-exempt entity in the United States. Were it not tax-exempt here, it
might very well not be permitted to work in a number of the countries In which
it has supported conspicuously successful prograins. And In other countries,
where it might be permitted to work, it would probably be denied local tax
exemption, which would make the importation of scientific equipment and the
assignment of staff prohibitive.

For the Rockefeller Foundation, then, the most important difficulty raised by
the proposed income tax may be the question whether any foundation so taxed
can continue to call itself a tax-exempt institution. Even if the Congress should
include in the law language expressly reaffirming the tax-exempt status of pri-
vate foundations, there is no assurance that foreign govermnents., clst'rving the
fact of taxation and noting also that private foundations are the only group of
entities in the charitable sector to be so taxed, would give (redit to the
declaration.

There can be no denying the fact that the proposed tax would be a breach in
the long-established and often-reaffirmed principle of tax exemption for chari-
table, scientific, educational, and other philanthropic activities. The work of The
Rockefeller Foundation and other foundations would be severely hampered by
it, and those we seek to aid would be the direct losers. Moreover, the gain to the
government from the Imposition of the tax would be a scarcely significant addi-
tion to the federal revenues. For all the reasons stated above, The Rockefeller
Foundation strongly opposes the proposed tax on investment income of private
foundations.

F. nOW THE TAX WOULD AFFECT OARNErE CORPORATION

Carnegie Corporation of New York was established in 1911 before the days of
tax.exemption. There were, therefore, no tax advantages involved for Andrew
Carnegie, the founder; nor had there been any for him in the many other phi-
lanthropies which he had set up previously, such as the Carnegie Institution of
Washington, the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and
the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. With the exception of a
legacy for his wife and daughter, Mr. Carnegie gave away his entire fortune in
his own life time.

Carnegie Corporation was the last of the great Carnegie philanthropies, the
largest and the most general in its purposes. The income from its perpetual
endowment fund was to be used over the succeeding years for whatever specific
purposes the trustees thought best met the needs of those times, provided only
that .the purposes fell under thWe broad heading of "the advancement and diffu-
sion of knowledge among the people of the United States." A smaller fund with
similar purposes was set up under the administration of the same board of
trustees for the benefit of the British colonies.

Mr. Carnegie believed that Carnegie Corporation would be best administered
over the long run if he did not bind the trustees too closely by the terms of his
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gift. lie selected the most able men of his day to constitute the original board
of trustees and placed in their hands sole power to select their successors, on the
assumption that able, public-spirited men would select equally good men to
succeed them. No evidence has ever been adduced to indicate that the public
Interest might have been better served by some other system of governance thnii
this self-perpetuating board. The successive members of it, all of whomi have
served without compensation, have given their time generously and have brought
to the management of the foundation a wile range of experience and talent.
In the 58 years of the foundation's history there has been not a single instance
of any part of its income inuring to the private benefit of any member of the
Carnegie family, any trustee, any employee or any other individual except for
services rendered. No consideration has ever existed in the foundation's affairs
except furtherance of the greatest possible benefit to the public.

Over the years the Corporation has pursued a variety of interests. It has
provided scholarships, fellowships and travel grants to deserving individuals.
It has supported research in the sciences, medicine, education and the social
sciences. It has fostered education In the arts. It has supported experimental
new programs in elementary and secondary education and more recently at the
pro-school level. It has enabled a wide range of colleges and universities, both
public and private, to try out new alproaches to teaching. It has organized and
supported independent inquiries into important aspects of the educational sys-
tem. It has contributed to the training of teachers. It has fostered the develop-
inent of libraries and adult education programs. It has supported projects aimed
at the strengthening of state and local government. It has attempted through
the support of language and areas studies in schools and colleges to enhance the
nation's capacity to discharge its international responsibilities effectively. It
has supported efforts to improve the delivery of health care to the American
people and efforts to ameliorate the problems of the great cities. It has worked
to improve race relations.

Altogether, in these and other ways, Carnegie Corporation hag since 1011 spent
$400 million. In the course of this period it has made grants in every state of
the Union, and it would be no exaggeration to say that in one way or another
it has brought some benefit to every American citizen-rural as well as urban,
Southern as well as Northern, Western as well as Eastern, of ordinary circum-
stances as well as privileged, old as well as young, of one race as well as another.

Had there been a 71/a percent income tax on foundations since 1913 the loss to
Carnegie Corporation would in total have been $40 million. But the burden of
this loss would not, of course, have fallen on the foundation but on the recipient
of its grants. All of the activities listed above would in fact have had to be
reduced by the amount of the tax. Similarly, if a tax is now levied, the loss to
education, broadly defined, in respect to Carnegie Corporation alone will over Just
the next ten years be at least $12 million aind probably more. There is no other
way this so-called tax on the foundation can be viewed than as private support
denied to worthy institutions and talented individuals. Il reality it will be a
tax on them, and the American people at large will be the ultimate losers.

In view of Carnegie Corporation's outstanding record of public service. in
view of the rectitude with which its affairs have always been managed. ili view
of the keen competition for its grants and the smallness of the funds it 1ires at
its disposal each year in relation to the enormous opportunities for public good,
a tax on its annual income is totally unwarranted and grossly unfair to this
foundation. Far more importantly, however, such a tax is entirely contrary to
the best Interests of the nation, and it is on these grounds that the trustees and
officers of the foundation oppose it so strongly.

0. HOW THE TAX WOULD-AFFECT SMALLER FOUNDATIONS

The tax on foundation income will limit the ability of foundations across the
country to support local educational, health and welfare organizations. For
exaninple, it will reduce the ainounts available to local charities in Providence,
I., through the local community fund, by at least $100,000 a year. This is

(stimated to be the tax which would be levied on the Rhode Island Charitable
Trust-all of whose income now goes to the Comniuity Fund. Siiular reductions
will occur in foundation contributions to'.Chests and United Funds in hundreds
of communities, where small and medium-sized foundations typically concentrate
their giving. Thus, at a time when United Funds are struggling desperately to
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keel) up with the deluands made, by rising costs and increase([ service loadq, on
their member agencies, the real impact of the tax will be felt by those same
agencies.

Surely the Congress does not intend tis result-legislation over the past
several years, such as the 111ll-Burton Act, the Community Mental Health Act,
etc., has been based on the partnership philosophy, and has made the private
philanthropic dollar, demonstrating the concern of local leadership, a prerequisite
for federal contributions. Strong local organizations, with volunteer leadership,
are vital to the survival of the private sector.

Another field where the impact of the tax will be particularly severe Is medical
education. The White House report issued this summer points out the current
crisis in providing adequate health care services throughout our society, and
Dr. Cooper's presentation on behalf of tile American Association of Medlical
Colleges has highlighted the crucial role of foundation support. Three specifle
examples may help to underline the importance of private foundation activities
In this field.

1. The Commonwealth Fund, for many years a major supporter of medical
research and education, recently revised its policies to devote an even greater
proportion of its Income to the medical and health fields. Even so, and before
the reduction in its resources which tile tax will cause, it has been forced to
decline proposals from major medical schools for development programs.

2. George W. Starcher, President of the University of North Dakota, one of
several institutions receiving support for their medical schools from the 11111
Family Foundation of St. Paul, Minnesota, writes in part:

"If we could feel that this money siphoned off through federal taxation would
cone back to the University through some grant from Washington, it would
probably still not give us the strong support in new directions which we have
received from the Hill Family Foundation. We have enjoyed great freedom and
our scientists have made significant strides ahead because of the liberal condi-
tions under which the grants have been awarded by the Foundation. Moreover,
we have been helped by the continuous supervision, real interest, and concern
expressed by officials of the Foundation."

3. The Dean of the College of Medical Sciences at the University of Minnesota,
stressing the Importance of broad foundation support during the formation of
that institution's program in family practice and community health, concludes
that anything done to impair the programs of the well-managed foundations will
be a serious blow to medical education.

In a period when health services are becoming increasingly dependent on the
tax dollar, chipping away at the remaining sources of private support for inno-
vation ind experimentation in the health field will inevitably force further do-
pendence on the federal government.

Most foundations of modest size are active In support of higher education,
through scholarships, research grants and gifts to capital needs. Programs such
as tho e of the Markus Foundation In Cleveland, or the Sachs Foundation in
Colorado Springs, provide financial support to enable disadvantaged students to
attend the colleges of their choice--often by supplying the last five hundred
dollars needed to complete a complicated package of loans, college aid funds
and deployment. The tax will mean that these foundations will le able to help
fewer students--even though loan programs are seriously handicapped by rising
interest rates and soaring operating costs are forcing colleges to increase their
tuition fees alniost annually.

rAst it be assumed that colleges are supported by only a few large founda-
tions, It should le noted that, for example, Case Western Reserve University
last year received grants totalling four and a half million dollars from more than
2:30 foundations, representing about 25 percent of all contributed funds. The tax
will fall with equal severity on all these foundations, and others supporting their
local schnols and colleges in every state.

As has been pointed out earlier, the challenge or matching gift has proven to
be a particularly effective device for encouraging broad support of capital cam-
paigts conducted by educational and other private institutions. In such gifts each
foundation dollar is Instrumental In producing at least one additional dollar
from other sources. The 71/, percent reduction in foundations' ability to make
challenge grants will thius produce a dolble, or even larger penalty on tie vrant.
re(eivIng institutlo.

Finally. many foundation representatives have expressed deep com(,riI that
singling out this one segment of the field for InlhositIon of an income (fix imlay

33-S5-69-pt. 6--26
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signal the beginning of the end of private philanthropy. Whether or not this fear
proves well-founded, the immediate effect of Imposing the tax, taken together
with the other punitive measures contained in the House blil-particularly the
treatment of gifts of appreciated property to private foundations-will Inevi-
tably be a slowing down of new funds into those foundations.

Available statistics show no appreciable difference in the, rate of growth of
ONP and the growth of foundation assets' If foundation growth rates are serious-
ly curtailed, the private, non-profit sector will again be the loser, for only a
reasonable growth rate has enabled foundation dollars to keep up with Inflation
and the increasing need for the help which foundations provide.

II. FURTHER ARGUMENTS AGAINST TAX

The burden of the tax will fall upon the educational, health and welfare
Agencies which are the major recipients of foundation support. The effect upon
a number of such agencies has already been described by earlier witnesses be-
fo:e this Committee. In Sections E., F., and O. of our presentation we have out-
lined the effect of the tax upon the.Carnegle and Rockefeller Foundations, and
tilUn the programs of a number of middleize and smaller foundatiois across the
country.

While It was plainly the intent of the drafters of the House bill to impose the
tax upon private foundations and not upon the other classes of Section 501 (c) (3)
organizations, the foregoing discussion makes clear that in fact it will be the oper-
ating organizations which will bear the real burden. In the most recent survey of
foundation giving, educational institutions received 41 percent of the foundation
dollar. (Statistics for eight selected years on foundation giving for higher educa-
tion totaling over $2 billion will be found in Appendix A.) Thus the tax, though
levied upon foundations, would in fact be borne by the very organizations which
the bill intended to benefit through continued complete exemption. Some further
reasons are:

1. The tax applied without distinction to all private foundations indiscrimi-
nately and is therefore a totally ineffective means of correcting the abuses which
..xist in the field. While a number of provisions of the House bill are addressed
to real and specific problems, the proposed tax by its nature is irrelevant to such
matters as self-dealing and income accumulation.

2. While the revenue produced by the tax will have minimal effect on gov-
ernmental budgets, it will be a serious blow to the educational and charitable
organizations discussed earlier in our presentation. Thus, without producing any
substantial advantage for government operations or materially reducing the
burden on individual taxpayers, it will have serious consequences for key areas
of private philanthropy. The tax will, however, produce considerably more rev-
enue than could conceivably be utilized by the Treasury in strengthening its
audit and review forces in the foundation field, and the receipts from the tax
will become part of the general revenues. It Is therefore not in any true sense
a user fee or a filing fee such as the alternative measure we propose in the con-
cluding section of this presentation.

3. The singling out of private foundations for taxation on investment income
embodies a basic inconsistency. Tax exemption Is not to be done away with;
indeed, the House bill reaffirms and insists upon the tax-exempt status of private
foundations even as it taxes them, and the exemption of other types of philan.
throple and non-profit organizations is maintained in fact as well as in word.
What the bill does is to impose a tax upon one type of organization, hitherto tax-
exempt, which for that putrp.se, is drawn fortb froln the broaA, family. of Section
501 organizations. Yet for the 6urpose'bf nidintaining federal control over that
type of organization the bill insists that it remain tax-exempt. This inconsist-
ency is the inevitable consequence of attempting to raise revenue from organiza-
tions which for other purposes the federal authorities wish to consider exempt
from tax.

4. Finally, the ease in favor of the tax is basically unsound. While proponents
attempt to justify the tax by arguing that all organizations able to do so should
contribute to the support of the government, in fact the proposal makes no effort
to require such support from any other class of exempt organizations. A wide
variety of tax-exempt organizations, such as trade associations, business leagues,
cemetery companies, etc., will retain their freedom from federal income tax.
Thus the principle of tax-exemption forcharity Is breached with regard to private
foundations, even .though their record of arccomn!llshment demonstrates that they
n" clearly serving the public Interest more directly than most other exempt
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organizations and thereby relieving government of some of the financial burdens
and responsibilities which it would otherwise have to meet.

The measure would, for example, require taxes to be paid from funds which
would otherwise have supported cancer research; but it would require no pay-
meat at all from the very considerable financial resources of trade associations,
hose sole objective Is to advance the business interests of their members and

which are permitted without limit to influence legislative and administrative
4lecsions to accomplish that end. The tax would take money from the provision
A)f scholarships for poor children ; but it would take none from active and Influen-
tial lobbying organizations exempt under Section 501(c) (4).

This provision of the House bill Is surely not tax reform nor the plugging of
-i loophole. Rather, the tax is a punitive measure against an integral part of
the philanthropic structure of our society-the private foundation. We submit
that the foundation Is a uniquely American phenomenon which does not merit
.tlis arbitrary treatment.

I. A PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

It Is our belief that the present lack of public ani congressional l confidence
in foundations would not exist had there been adequate supervision of tax-exempt
organizations and enforcement of existing laws by the Internal Revenue Servise.
Such supervision and enforcement would have prevented or reduced the bulk
of the abuses now known to have occurred. It is our understanding that this
Inadequacy of supervision and enforcement resulted from a shortage of staffing
In the Exempt Organizations Branch of I.R.S. occasioned by the fact that no
substantial recovery of revenue would result from exposure of abuses in the
tax-exempt organization field. We believe that to safeguard the public interest,
and also to protect the reputation of the vast majority of foundations which
fulfill their charitable mandate in good faith, funds for more adequate super-
vision In the field must be found.

It seems reasonable to us for "foundations to contribute to the cost of their
own supervision. We therefore propose that they be required to pay an annual
lee for that purpose. We further propose that as a basis for arriving at an
equitable distribution of the burden of this charge among foundations the amount.
,payable by each foundation be proportional to Its assets. The total to be collected
from all foundations should be determined annually by the Secretary of the'
Treasury on the basis of his estimate of the cost to the Treasury of such
supervision.

This proposal would provide a practical solution to the kinds of problems that
have disturbed the public and the Congress. At the same time it would avoid
the damaging conseqbonces and inconsistencies we find in the proposed tax and
'have described in previous sections of this statement

APPENDIx A. .tmounts contributed by foundations to U.S. colleges and Universi-
ties, 8 survey years '

11)56-57 (904 institutions) ------------------------------ $319, 085, 152
1958-59 (1,071 institutions) ------------------------------ 88,337,037
• 19(k)-61 (1,032 Institutions) ----------------------------- 15, 507, 178
1962-63 (1,036 Institutions) ----------------------------- 212,719,999
-1964-65 (1,064 institutions) ----------------------------- 357,600,709
1065-6 (1,033 institutions) ----------------------------- 304,107,178
196-7 (1.042 Institutions) ----------------------------- 289, 532,440
1067-08 (1,043 Institutions) ----------------------------- 320,982,109

Total ---------------------------------------- 2087, 871,802
Data are from the Institutional questionnaire responses to the CFAE voluntary support

-of education surveys.

NoTE.-The 198-§"7 total includes $199,522,710 attributed to the Ford Foundation
,faculty salaryendowment grants.

IV. EFFECT OF PROGRAM LIMITATIONS

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF MR. MERRIMON CurnNoni

My testimony As confined to the subject of program limitations. Among the
,unfortunate and, we believe, unintended handicaps that H.R. 13270 imposes on
.the work of aprhftte foundations are:
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1. Restrictions on programs of fellowships and awards: The present language
of the Bill, though not the intention of the House Committee, would call In
question some worthwhile programs, carefully defined, publicly announced and
impartially administered. Moditications in the wording of the Bill could eliminate
the difficulty.

2. Implications of the prohibition on "any attempt to influence legislation
* * * .": Foundations are alarmed that If the present wording of the Bill in
Sec. 4945, para. (b) (1) and (c) Is retained, the effect will be that grants In any
area of current social importance would be off bounds, because of the likelihood
that sooner or later projects supported by such grants would IMilnt toward A need
for new legislation. The House Committee seems to have intended only to make
sure that foundations do not engage in partisan political action. (Report, Part 1,
p. 33). This laudable purpose can be achieved, and proscriptions of worthy
foundation activity can be avoided, by judicious changes in the wording of the
paragraphs indicated.

STATEMENT OF MR. M1ERRIMON CUNINGoIM

I NTRODUOTION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, this part of our testimony has
to do with those portions of H.R. 13270 that, if finally adopted, would impose
serious limitations on the programs of ninny foundations.

Three of us will speak to the program lnifitatfon8 implicit In the Bill: Mr. Rus-
sell Arrington, President Pro Tempore and Majority Leader of the Illinois State
Senate, testifying on behalf of the Citizens Conference on State Legislatures,
and Mr. Homer Wadsworth, President of the Kansas City Association of Trusts
and Foundations, and myself, testifying concerning the effect on foundations.

My name Is Merrimon Cuninggim, President of the Danforth Foundation of
St. Louis.

We have four major polnt8 to make:
(1) The prohibition against "aty attempt to Influence lcgislation. * * *'"

would inhibit or prevent presently approved activities by foundations that
would adversely affect their freedom to contribute to the general welfare. This
is the mo.s serious program limitation of the Bill, and from our different
perspectives all three of us will speak to this point.

(2) The partial prohibition against /ranMts to itdividual8 might still hand!-
cap unduly some worthy programs of fellowships and awards. I will elaborate
on this position.

(3) The definition of expendituree re8po l8iblllty" Is either difficult or
impossible to fulfill. Mr. Wadsworth will deal with this problem.

(4) The language of the Bill on these three subjects seems occasionally
to be unclear and imprecise, though we feel that the Report reflects the in-
tention of the House Committee. As all of us will indicate, it is our belief that
nmodflcatIons in the language of the Bill could make its provisions consistent
with the purposes of the Committee as expressed in the Report, and thereby
could eliminate the dangers we see.

To the extent to which representatives of various foundations feel that H.11.
13270 Imposes serious program limitations on their work, they must of necessity
speak not with one unified voice but as individuals, each having his own perspec-
tive. Most foundations are local or regional In their outreach, and the Imnplica-
tions of the Bill are necessarily limited to the geographical and topical areas they
serve. Even the national, "general purpose" foundations have their distinctive
program emphases, and the testimony of each would differ front that of every
other. Yet common threads of concern are discernible. I can speak with assurance
only for the foundation I represent, but it Is my hope to be illustrative rather thun
simply unilateral in the treatment of the matters I want to mention.

So that you may know the particular position from which I speak, let me say
a brief word about the Danforth Foundation. Our work, since the Foundation's
beginning in 1927, has been largely in the field of education. In the past year and
a half we have become active also in the field of urban affairs, chiefly in the
St. Ihouls area. No such limitation applies, however, to our educational efforts: for
through our grants, fellowships, workshops. conferences, and by other mneamns
we have Intimate contacts of one sort or another with eight hundred to a thousand
colleges and universities, hundreds of secondary schools and other educational
organizations, and upwards of fifteen" thousand persons In educational oecupa-
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tons, all across the country. In market value of portfolio we rank 16th In size
among national foundations; in amount of annual expenditures-a truer measure,
we think, of a foundation's activity-we are 9th. Like many another similar foun-
dation, we believe in and practice full public disclosure of our activities. If It
hadn't been for these hearings our new Annual Report might already have been
off the press!

Let me direct your attention, first, to the prohibition against grants to In-
diridual8, Sec. 4945(b) (3) on p. 44 and (e) on pp. 46-A7 of the Bill. This section
is less restrictive than, and thus In our view a considerable improvement on, the
"tentative decision" announced by the House Ways and Means Committee in its
press release of May 27. The "tentative decision" prohibited all grants to in-
diviluals, whereas the Bill as it now stands would allow such grants when the
conditions of sub-paragraph (e), pp. 4-47, are met.

It appears to us, however, that the language of the Bill may still be more restric-
tive than fulfillment of tMe Intention of the House Committee would require.
The Committee means to put anl end to grants "to enable people to take vacations
abroad, to have paid Interludes between jobs, and to subsidize the preparation of
materials furthering specific political viewpoints." (Report, part 1, p. 33) We of
the Danforth Foundation, along with other foundations that sponsor carefully
planned and administered programs of fellowships and awards, would heartily
applaud this aim. But the language of the Bill outruns this intention and may (to
considerable harm to reputable programs. I shall draw my illustrations from
among the ten or a dozen programs that the Danforth Foundation sponsors or
supports, though I beg you to remember that these are only a few among the
scores, perhaps hundreds, of such admirable programs sponsored by other
foundations.

The first problem is that the language might unintentionally force the cessa-
tion of useful programs of awards and prizes, given to recognize excellence or
achievement in various fields. Such awards are indeed grants to individuals, and
thus would fall under the prohibition of such grants; but they would not qualify
as approved exceptions to that prohibition because they are not scholarships or
fellowships and do not aim "to achieve a specific objective * * *." Recipients
are not applicants, expected to "produce a report" or perform some other service,
but are simply honorees.

For example, our own Harbison Awards for Gifted Teaching might have to
be terminated, even though in recent times both the White House and the Office
of Education have expressed keen interest in the Program and a desire to emulate
it. These Awards, usually ten per year, are for $10,000 each; the purpose is not
merely to honor teachers of unusual competence but also, and by that means.
to emphasize the importance of teaching in the academic process. It is ironic
that, whereas the Bill would seem to allow this Program to continue only if
it is to "achieve a specific objective * * V" the Internal Revenue Service has
ruled that the Award will be tax free to the recipient (under section 74(b) of
the Internal Revenue Code), only If he does not have to fulfill some requirement
of the Foundation. Perhaps a clause could be added at an appropriate place in
the Bill, to indicate that awards coming within section 74(b) are to be excepted
from this provision.

A second problem has to do with the wording in lines 22-24 of sub-paragraph
(e), p. 46. We agree fully with the Bill's intention to allow approval of those
grants to individuals that are "awarded on an objective and nondiscriminatory
basis pursuant to a procedure approved in advance by the Secretary or his dele-
gate * * *." It occurs to us, however, that lest enforcement be more time-con-
sumning and restrictive than was intended, something needs to be said as to how
clearance could be secured in advance, how decisions could be reached rapidly
when necessary, and what criteria should be used in making judgments. Clear-
ance would be streamlined, to the benefit not merely of the foundations involved
but also of the human needs they seek to serve, if the regulations were to spell
out the kind of "procedure" that would be judged to be "objective and nondis-
crimninatory."

It appears to us that "objective" should miean that applicants will be judged
on the basis of credentials submitted in coml)liance with publicly announced
eligibilities and instructions; that the various steps in the selection process, also
publicly announced In advance, will be such as to provide fair consideration for
nil applicants; and that final decisions will be in the hands of people, publicly
identified, whether in or outside the foundation (and perhaps both), who are
qualified by their own experience to make such judgments.
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Similarly, "nondiscriminatory" should mean that no irrelevant distinctions of
race, creed. color, sex or age will he imposed In the selection. The addition of
"irrelevant" is important, for some worthy programs discriminate purposely in
order to overcome some current imbalance. For example, our program of Graduate
Fellowships for Women is directed to the lack of qualified women in college
teaching; and a requirement that this particular program admit men would
defeat Its central aim. Taking note of this Program, the Advisory Council on
Graduate Education of the U.S. Office of Education recommended this spring that
the Office of Education explore the possibility of establishing a similar discrimin-
tory program. Various programs by a number of foundations, Danforth included,
on behalf of minority groups would also benefit from a clarification of "non.
discriminatory."

"Procedure" should mean that, on the one hand, "the Secretary or his delegate"
will undertake to review only a defined program of grants, not the individual
grants themselves; and that, on the other hand, foundations will not make epi-
sodic grants to individuals outside the framework of some defined program. As
is true for all our fellowship programs, and for the host of excellent programs
sponsored or supported by other foundations-Commonwealth, Guggenhlim.
Hlazen, Markle, Woodrow Wilson, etc., etc.-the sponsoring agency would lit,
quite prepared, and should be expected, to hold to the terms of its defined, publicly
announced program and to refrain from subsidies to individuals, individually
determined. Even the small foundation, making only a few grants to individuals.
would not be handicapped if it were allowed to describe in advance the terms
under which such grants would be made.

Lastly, "approved in advance" should mean that clearance will be expedltlon.s
and unequivocal. Long delays and peculiar requirements or conditions for
approval would cut the nerve of foundations' efforts in this regard. Most helpful
woulh be regulations stating that programs coming within the list of require-
ments enumerated therein need not have a separate ruling In advance. In thn.se
instances in which rulings must be sought, a time limit could be specified-say.
six weeks-at the end of which, if the appropriate Government official had ralsd
no objection, the foundation's program would be considered approved.

The final problem in result to grants to individuals turns on the unnecessarily
and, we think, unintentionally restrictive language of that part of para. (e) in
lines 1-6 on p. 47. TL.e wording provides that, to escape the prohibition, the grant
must be "a scholarship or fellowship grant at an educational institution * * *
or that the purpose of the grant is to achieve a specific objective. produce a
report or Improve or enhance a literary, artistic, musical, scientific or other
similar capacity, skill, or talent." At first look the words seem to be broad enough
to include any legitimate program; but on more careful examination such ques-
tions as the following arise: Must the recipient of a scholarship or fellowship be
enrolled as a regular student? What about part-time? What about an auditor?
What about study outside the United States? What about independent study?
How specific must a "specific objective" be? Do the adjectives, "literary, artistic,
musical, scientific," Include any educational "capacity," the "skill" of the admin-
istrator or the "talent" of the teacher?

T do not mean to carp. Most of the fellowship programs of the Danforth Foun-
dation as well as those of other foundations, are nicely covered by the Bill's
enabling phrases as they now stand. Let me give two brief examples, however, of
programs that might be adversely affected by the present language.

First is the Danforth Associate Program, an extensive effort to provide various
forms of encouragement and support to faculty members on hundreds of campuses.
throughout the country, for the purpose of fostering what has been called "tIM
personal dimension" in higher education. These faculty members are committed
to the high aim of reversing the trend toward anonymity In campus life. The
Foundation makes modest grants to them, to be used for the benefit of their
students, and sponsors regional and national conferences for them for the dI-
cussion of pertinent Issues. Competent outside evaluator. have praised this Pro-
gram for the understanding and constructive action it has quietly brought to
bear on problems of student restt In eva'-, se4ttn r% fhe enntr' Tit 1,n.4ze
chosen to be Danforth Associates do not hold fellowships, are not existed to
"achieve a specific objective," and the quality they "improve or enhance" is not
so much peculiarly "literary, artistic, musical, scientific" as It Is generally bit.
mane. related to their professional vocation as teachers and educators. On the
bnsls of the Bill's present wording, what would happen to this Program Ls not
clear.
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Again our Program of Short-term Leaves for College and University Adminis-
trators would be suspect. To provide the kind of support that able, yet harried,
university presidents need today, a fortification of body, mind and spirit, the
Danforth Foundation insists that recipients, twenty per year, do not undertake
"a specific objective" or "produce a report," or "improve or enhance" anything
at all except their ability to cope with their Immensely demanding duties. Reclpi-
ents do not go on vacations, but undertake reading programs, write lectures, study
the problems of other institutions, or otherwise fit themselves for the better per-
formance of their own jobs.

Other foundations provide similar programs whose value often turns on the
fact that their purposes, and their expectations of recipients, are less specific
and more flexible than the language of the Bill now allows. The Intent of the
Bill, as we understand It, would be well served If modifications of language so as
to take these considerations into account were adopted.

The second major limitation of program to which I wish to speak is the pro-
hibition against "any attempt to influence legislation" as defined in section
4945(c), on pp. 44-45 of the Bill, and as commer.ted on by the Report, part 1, p. 33.
In my view, this is potentially the most serious issue raised for foundations by
any part of the Bill. Each of my fellow witnesses will also testify on this matter.

A host of foundations are understandably and inevitably alarmed by the lan-
attempt to affect the opinion of the general public or any segment thereof" (lines
guage of the Bill as it now stands. The wording seems to suggest that "an-
5-6, p. 45), on any matter that might relate to legislation, would be a taxable
expenditure incurring heavy penalties. What, then is left for foundations to do?
To play safe, they would feel that they must eschew working in any field of
the social sciences, perhaps also the humanities, and even the natural sciences, at
least in their applicability to human problems. Conservation of our national
resources? Air and water pollution? Beautification of our highways? Such inno-
cent-sounding activities would be too dangerous, for they would sooner or later
touch on legislation.

Take the grants of the Danforth Foundation as a case in point. We work. by
choice, in the fields of education and urban affairs, because we believe that pril-
lems in these fields are crucial for our time, and that even though our efforts are
bound to be minuscule In comparison with those of government, it is important
that private as well as public energies and resources be brought to bear. In our
work we have in mind the molding of public opinion, local or national, not merely
on behalf of the project itself that Is supported by one of our grants, but also
on behalf of the purposes or goals that the project seeks to serve. To support a
socially purposeless project would be wasteful and thus preposterous. The .pr-
suit of these purposes could and often does lead to a recognition that changes
are needed in regional or national life, and thus eventually to new legislation.
To disavow "an attempt to affect the option of the general public" would
mean, for us, to withdraw from the fields of education and urban affairs, at the
very time that private as well as public efforts in these fields are most needed.

To be explicit, let me mention a few of the recent grants of the Danforth
Foundation, as representative of those of otiler foundations, that would be called
In question by the current wording of the Bill:

To the American Assembly, in cooperation with the American Bar Asso-
ciation, for a series of conferences, based on preparatory studies, of the-
theme, "Law and the Social Order." This program will undoubtedly result
in numbers of specific recommendations by the Assembly for new, though
non-partisan, legislation.

To the American Bar Association, for support of a program of its Special
rmmission on Housing and Urban Development Law, to involve lawyers

in solving urban problems and "to attack outmoded laws by working with
federal, state and local legislatures."

To the American Council on Education, in support of a National Confer-
ence on Law and Higher Education, to examine the adequacy of present un-
derstandings on the legal status of students, due process, and campus
freedom and order.

For the Cooperative School Board Project, involving four metropolitan
school systems (Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles and New York), four neigh-
boring graduate schools of education, and two other organizations to.
coordinate and disseminate the findings. This ambitious study of the present
and desirable functioning of large city school systems will, we hope, have
many repercusions, including legislative ones.
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To the Education Coinmission of the States, a formal compact of over forty
states for the purpose of bringing governors, legislators and other political
leaders into closer association with educators, for the benefit of state sys-
tems of education at all levels across the country. Growing out of Ideas
advanced by Governor Terry Sanford, Dr. James Conant, and United States
Commissioner of Education James Allen, the Danforth Foundation has shared
equally with the Carnegie Corporation in furnishing the seed money for this
organization, until such time as the states themselves assume its full support.
The very establishment of the organization required specific legislative
action in each participating state, to join and to appropriate its membership
fee.

For the Governor's Conferences on Education in Missourl: We have Joined
with the Kansas City Association of Trusts and Foundations and other groups
in supporting these state-wide, non-partisan gatherings to study and make
recommendations as to desirable changes in the state's system of public
education. Recent legislation on behalf of Missouri's public schools has been
based directly on the work of these Conferences.

To the Missouri Bar Association, to provide for an examination of pro-
cedures in juvenile courts and, as a hoped-for result, beneficial changes in
such procedures.

To the New York State Education Department: This was a many-faceted
grant to enable the 'New York State Education Department to work cooper-
atively with both public and )rivate institutions, large and small; Brooklyn
College of the City University of New York, Colgate University, Cornell Uni-
versity, State University of New York College at Fredonia and Vassar College.
The aim was to upgrade programs of teacher training and revise standards
of certification for teachers, and expected results will call for changes in
legislation or in decisions of governmental bodies affecting public schools.

To the St. Louis Board of Aldermen, to draw together all the leading in-
dividuals and agencies concerned with housing, both public and private, in
the St. Louis area. Though the grant was made to the Aldermen, the planning
committee for the two major conferences, and for the studies that went into
their preparation, was composed of representatives from four universities
and from other community agencies. If the recommendations of these con-
ferences are to be accepted, changes in legislation will occur.

To the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools: For over ten years
the Danforth Foundation has been working with the Southern Association on
behalf of the upgrading of predominantly Negro colleges in particular and
strengthening educational opportunities for minority groups in general. A
particular series of grants to the Southern Association in recent years have
been for the support of their Education Improvement Project, a program
of many parts represented by projects in many places throughout the South,
both urban and rural. Too complex to be described in a brief sentence or two.
the EIP has received support from several governmental agencies, such as
the Office of Economic Opportunity, as well as from many foundations; and
since the boards of education of nearly every Southern state are cooperating,
the result of this program will eventually be felt by legislatures and executive
offices of government throughout the South.

These are only a few that might be mentioned. Illustrations could be furnished
by countless foundations from many other fields of social concern and human en-
deavor-population, quality of environment, the arts, public broadcasting, re-
gional planning, the administration of Justice, and on and on. Rare would be
the foundation, small as well as large, that could not give a multitude of examples
-- not the support of politically partisan efforts but of rational, impartial studies
and projects. Such grants are not aimless but are directed toward making a
difference. Differences are brought about in our society in many ways, to be sure,
but one of the Important ways which we would be loath to give up Is through the
changed attitudes and opinions of the public, which ought to, and do, get incor-
porated eventually in legislative changes, locally or nationally. It would be tragic
for America if this kind of activity by foundations were to have to be discontinued.

It is my Impression, however, that such an unhappey development for founda-
tions In general was not the intent of te House Committee. In fact, in their
Report, part 1, p. 33, they affirm a much more modest and realistic intention.
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Referring to this provision of the Bill, they explain that it "applies specifically
to expenses incurred in connection with grassroot campaigns or other attempts
to urge or encourage the public to contact members of a legislative body for the
purpose of proposing, supporting, or opposing legislation." In other words, the
aim is to prevent foundations from engaging in partisan politics. With this abi
we of the Danforth Foundation are in full accord; and we have reason to believe
that the overwhelming majority of other foundations share this conviction. If the
Committee's main purpose is to keep foundations front using the old substantiality
test of Section 501(c) (3 In order to engage In l)ropaganda, a purpose to which we
gladly subscribe, then the dire results of the sweeping language of subparagraph
(c), p. 45, can be escaped without doing violence to the laudable Intention back
of tile language. That the Committee Itself may have thought so is suggested by
a further sentence from the Report, Part 1, p. 33: "This prohibition is substan-
tially similar to the provisions of present law (See. 162(e)), which prohibits
business deductions for grassroots lobbying activities." It is my conviction that
modifications of the present provisions of sub-paragraph (c) could be made so as
to enable the language to reflect more accurately the desires of the House Coln-
mittee, and in the process to leave room for the legitimate functioning of
foundations on behalf of the general welfare.

In closing my testimony I wish to reiterate that I do not believe the House
Committee meant to impose severe program limitations oil legitimate philan-
thropic agencies. That the Bill's wording in certain places does so is, In each
case, an instance in which the language inaccurately reflects the intent. But,
though the problem may be more semantics. than substance, it is nonetheless
serious in its implications for both foundations and their beneficiaries. I thank
you gentlemen for the opportunity to present my concern to you.

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF MR. hOMER C. WADSWORTI[

I. Foundation effort marginal to government and to philanthropic giving of
individuals. Therefore, foundations provide research and development assistance
to agencies, public and private, seeking to advance knowledge and to cope with
changing conditions.

II. Most foundations work with government agencies at all levels, and have
continuous interchange with government officials-Examples.

III. Terms of H.R. 13270 section 4945(e) (1) and (2) give concern for following
reasons:

A. Question of whether normal contact with government officials is
prohibited.

B. Question of whether foundation officers and grantees may serve with
federal advisory agencies.

0. Discrepancies, Ways and 'Means Committee and actual language of bill.
1. Report suggests prohibition of partisan activity; bill as written

extends to grant support calculated "to affect the public opinion of the
general public or any segment thereof".

2- Report states section 4945(c) (2) "does not extend to discussions
of broad policy problems and issues with such members or employees".
Bill reads prohibition of 1* * * any attempt to influence legislation
through private communication with any member or employee of a legis-
lative body, or with any person * * *."

D. Lack of clarity and severe penalties will drive trustees and officers to
to umdue caution, numbing foundation effort and driving foundation effort
away from areas of main national concern.

F. Use of term "knowingly", presuming that advice of counsel will protect
against penalties, too thin a reed to lean oi1. Problem one of fact, not law,
clarity rather than ambiguity.

IV. Comment on section 4945(f) (1) and (2) and (3): Expenditure
Responsibility.

A. Main concern ambiguity; what does "fully responsible" mean?
B. Foundations need appropriate reporting mechanism, but should not

interfere with freedom of grantees.
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STATEMENT OF Ma. HOMER C. WADSWORTH

The testimony which I wish to present relates mainly to those provisions of
"111. 13270 which define the limits of foundation effort in matters touching upon
,public policy. I wish also to comment upon those sections which define the re-
sponsibilities that foundations assume under the terms of this statute for the
expenditures made by agencies receiving grants.

I do wish to associate myself and the parties I represent with the general
position taken by other spokesmen on the main features of I.IL 13270. We do not
oppose provisions of the bill that outlaw self-dealing. We do not Oppose require-
nents that would assure that private foundations spend their income for clrl-
table purposes. We (1o not oplpse provisions that would require full disclosure
of all foundation activities.

On the other hand, we object to the prolpsed t..x on private foundations as
fundamentally punitive and totally inconsistent wvith the effort of our govern-
ment over inany years to encourage private giving and private effort to accomplish
worthy public purposes. We join others in support of a fee payntmm-t to provi, the
Treasury with sufficient funds to maintain an adequllte staff for review annually
oi atll foundation activities to assure compliance with the law.

The proposed changes In the law governing foundations, and especially section
4915() (1) and (2), seem strangely out of touch with the nature of things in
this period of our history. Foundations exist to serve the public interest. Their
justification derives from the view that the public interest is best served If
private citizens and our agencies of government work together to meet human
needs and to advance human knowledge. Thus, we have public and private univer-
sithcs and colleges; pubUc and private institutions to serve the sick and the dis.
abled: public and private agencies administering welfare services: public and
private organizations that sponsor a broad range of cultural activities.

These agencies are by no means separate entities that may be distinguished
from one another by the way they meet their hill. Tihe contrary is the present
condition. This era Is marked by the rapid growth and development of mixed en-
terprises, each quite as dependent on various forms of public support as well as
Income from gifts and endowment and the like.

A few examples come quickly to mind. There is no longer to W. found in this
nation a purely private university. Our most affluent universities, each guided
by private citizens serving as Boards of Directors or Trustees, receive from
30 to 50 percent of their income from governmental sources. Many of our medical
schools, Including those which function under church-related auspices, mnke tp
more than one-half of their annual budgets from government grants and con-
tracts. Many of our symphony orchestras and art galleries and museums receive
substantial and indespensable assistance frout governmental sources, either di-
rectly or indirectly.

Foundation effort- are chlarly marginal to governmental programs in most
fields of endeavor. They are minor activities in dollar terms, too, in relation to
private giving by individuals. The total spending of all foundations in the United
Stntes is much less than the annual budget of the Office of Education-a single

-office among many in the Department of Health, Flucation and Welfare. This Is
just as clearly seen at community levels as It is in national terms. TIEW spends
about 100 million dollars per year In Tackson County, Missouri (Kansas City) :
the total spending of our Association which Is the only organized general purpose
foundation group In the community Is on the order of $750,000 per year.

The United Fund effort In Greater Kansas City produLes $7,500,000 per year,
to which must be added the considerable income of United Fund agencies from
fees and memberships and the like. Therefore, foundation effort in local terms
dwindles to very minor proportlons-leos than one percent of the spending of
one Federal department among many; less than 10 percent of the amount avail-
able to United Fund agencies.

Tids condition In the country at large has forced many foundations, and
* especially those which work mainly In our communities, to regard their func-
tion as Increasingly one of providing research and development assistance to
programs designed to help all agencle, public and private, to better cope with

* constantly changing conditions. To aceomplisb this task we need full InformatlIon
about the range and quality of current effort. We need good working relations
with thove who carry the heavy burdens of community services, whether they be
government officials or employees of private agencies. It Is necessary frequently
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for foundation officials to Join with other parties to create new institutions to
ineet needs that go beyond the scope of existing programs.

Many examples lp
ClCom to mind front our experience along these lines in Kilisas

City over the past twenty years. The Association took the initiative in 1951 lit
tile request of City authorities It creating a non-profit corporation to mntiuige 1111d
develop the public services available to indigent persons in need of pys(,liatrie
care. Thiis effort has produced it wide range of coordinated Irogranis now ivail.
ale to qualitled parties In the western third of Missouri, and operates clinical.
teaching and research programs on an i annual budget in excess of live million
dollars per year.

The succesful ninagelent of the psyciaitrlc program led the officials of
Kanwas City to request in 11411 that the Association take the leadership in ereat-
lug another non-profit corloratot to oieratte tile City hospital system. This was
nvomplishled under the terms of a contract between the non.proilt corporation
and tile City government. 'The City's anniml Inynent. of seven million dollars
h.- lieelohl double iy iiraw-ug, it private .-upport as well as Federal grants for
sp eftlied purm.ses. New buildings are nider constretion, added by privitte gifts
as well rs state appropriations and Federl grants. The University of Missouri
recently imliniotitcled tint it wmld develop a new imedleal shool for tie state
as an Integral part of tlw program m, aind hits noved its dental school to a new
loc-ation within tile complex.

Quite frequently foundationR make grants to public agencies to alccomplish
useful and important purposes best achieved Ili this way. For example, our mem-
tr trusts made a grant of $480000 to the School District of Kansas City. Missouri

in 1902 to enable the District to operate a college scholarship program for young
people from fanmIlles with limited nieans. More tMan 500 students entered college
through this program and many have returned to teach in the Kansas City system.
The format and practices of tie agency created to manage this activity have now
been incorporated into a major Federal program.

Our member trusts created an Independent social research agency in 1954). the
Institute for Community Studies. This agency receives annual grants. It also
perfornis a wide variety of research services for many pirtles-ngencles of gov-
ernuent at all levels as well as private, nonprofit ngencles. One of its recent
contracts was with the Subcommittee oit Enployntent, Manpower and Poverty
of the Senate Committee ott Labor and Public Welfare.

The foregoing Indicates from our experience tie basis for our concern witit
the changes lit tie tax law proposed in I.R. 13270, and especially Section 4945(c)
(1) and (2). We work very cooperatively with many governmental agencies to
11c(omipltsh useful endls. We find that precisely this kind of Joint effort Is needed
to achieve the results desired. Quite clearly, many of the things we do through
graut support are calculated "to affect the opinion of the general public or any
sament thereof." Ontee a task is completed it often becomes legislation, for, in a
government by law, acts, many times, must be ratified by statute or ordinance.
In addition, every appropriation is nit act of legislation. We do not live it a
sterile world, and we doubt that any such world exists outside of research
laboratories.

We are quite aware that there exists a wihe range of opinion on many current
public questions, and tlat foundations will be criticized for grants issued tiat
provide for experiuentatl effort along lines that some iwople oppo.,. We respect
the open market-place for ideas, ask that others do so. too. anid Iwleve thait the
democratic system functions best under such conditions. We have always pub-
lished full reports on what we do. and itave made our records available to anyone
who wanted to hove a look at them.

Section 4%45(c) (2) would restrict severely our contact with government
officials. This portion of the bill reads as follows: "(taxable expenditures Includes
but Is not limited to) * * * any attempt to influence legislation through private
,ommuniention with any member or employee of a legislative.body. or with any

person who may participate in the fornmulation of legislation, other than through
making available the results of non-partisan analysis and research." Are we to
refuse to answer letters froin legislators? Are we to exclude grantees front
answering such letters or conversing with elected officials or "any other person
who may participate in the formulation of legislation"? Are those of uts who serve
on Federal advisory counells-and I have served on many, and currently hold a
seat on the National Advisory Health Manpower Council-to resign ott the
ground that our participation Is lit violation of this provision?
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It seems to me that there are serious discrepancies between the report of the
House Ways and Means Committee on this subject and the actual language of
this section of H.R. 13270. The report states the following on page 33, beginning
on line 10: "Your committee has determined that a tax should be imposed oin
expenditures by private foundations for various activities that It believes either
should not be carried on by exempt organizations (suchas lobbying, electioneer-
Ing and 'grass roots' campaigning) or more appropriately are carried on by the
other organizations."

I know of no private foundation that would take exception to this position. I
know of no private foundation that would not subscribe to penalties for error
in this regard. On the other hand, I see no correlation between this statement
of purpose and the actual language of Section 4945(c) (1) and (2).

The same sort of discrepancy Is to be noted between the Ways and Means
Committee report and the Bill on the matter of communications with legislative
officials and other persons. The Committee report states on page 33, beginning
on line 22, that Section 4945(c) (2) "precludes direct attempts to persuade
members of legislative bodies or governmental employees to take particular posi-
tions on specific legislative issues. It does not extend to diwussions of broad policy
problems and issues with such members or employees." (emphasis mine). The
section referred to does not make explicit this point. In fact, the language simply
prohibits any attempt to influence legislation and by whatever means, and extends
the prohibition to "any other person" other than legislators "who may participate
in the formulation of legislation." Once again, it seems to me, a limited objective
is taken with an arsenal of weapons sufficient to kill off all but the most hardy
of foundation officers and grantees who dare to have an opinion that might con-
ceivably play some part In the formulation of legislation.

The provisions of this section of the Bill together with the harsh penalties
provided for failure to comply with the law, can only have the effect of numbing
foundation effort and driving foundation money away from the areas in our
national life that currently give us most concern. Trustees are quite human
in that they tend to avoid areas of controversy in the normal course of events.
They serve In most instances without any compensation, and give freely of their
time to consideration of the matters that come before them in the form of
requests for aid. They are not likely to risk penalties, nor are they likely to
permit their officers to take risks in areas where the law and the regulations
are distinctly unclear. This would appear to be the general situation that we
shall confront If H.R. 13270 is passed without significant amendments.

I am aware that some of the officials of the Treasury Department do not
believe that the penalties set forth In the Act will be operative unless private
foundation trustees or their managers "knowingly" act In support of partisan
ends. It has been suggested that having available an opinion of counsel will
protect any foundation board or Its officers from assault at this point.

This seems to me a very uncertain reed upon which to lean. Quite obviously,
an opinion from counsel on such a point is arguable front the standpoint of
the facts in the case rather than the law. I doubt very much that the use of
the word "knowingly" In the statute will give any aid and comfort to either
Trustees or officers faced with the kinds of decisions Involved. As in the earlier
instance cited, the normal disposition of Trustees faced with such a dilemma
is more likely than not to do nothing rather than take the necessary risks-
with or without the benefit of advice of counsel.

It is of some importance, I believe, for this Committee to take into account
that much of the business that comes to foundation offices these days originates
in legislative action in the Congress. Hardly a day passes without a petition
for aid front an agency that is in a strong position to ask a Federal grant If
local sources of support for the matching requirement can be cited. This applies
to local agencies of government, and even to state governments on occasion, as
well as private agencies in the health, welfare a#ll( education fields. I have a
dozen such requests on my hands at this moment, ranging from requests for a
rehabilitation agency program to the building plans of one of the leading medical
schools in the nation.

The nub of this particular matter is simply that the Oovernment must either
permit private foundations and private persons to continue to serve public
purposes to the maximum extent possible or the Government must revise its
matching requirements and fund more generously the costs of facilities and
services very much in demand. Tax reform as it relates to foundations will
colmie down In the final analysis to simply this.
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No foundation officer or trustee is opposed to prohibitions against partisan
activity by private foundations or by grantee organizations. We are well aware
that the present law prohibits lobbying, electioneerin g, and grass-roits call-
paigning. We know, too, that proper enforcement of time law as it now stands
would root out quickly any infractlons. We are confident that full disclosure of
all foundation activity Is time appropriate way to achieve tim purposes set forth
in the House Ways and Means Report, and without endangoring the crucial
role that foundations must play in our national and local affairs.

Wlmt is not so evident, ald is entirely missed by both the House Ways and
Means Committee Report and the text of II.R. 13270, is that private foundations
and other exempt. organizations have less sanction In present law and regula-
tions for presenting their views to public bodies than business organizations.
Mortimer M. Caplin, former Connmissloner of Internal Revenue, offers the
following comment on this matter:

"To(day, the policy justification of the present limitations on exempt organiza-
tions' legislative activities is questionable. Since 1962, profit-making businesses
have been permitted to claim Income tax deductions-as 'ordinary and necessary'
business expenses-for fiatcing legislative appearances and related activities
which are closely connected with their business operations. Time 1902 amendment
to the Internal Revenue Code overruled the well-established ease of Cammarano
v. United States (358 U.S. 498), which hind previously denied income tax deduc-
tions for this type of lobbying. As the Senate Finance Committee pointed out, It
was felt to be desirable 'that taxpayers wiho have Information bearing on tihe
impact of present laws, or proposed legislation, * * * not he discouraged inI
making this information available to time Member of Congress or legislators at
other levels of Government.'

"Congress thus recognized it 1962 that it was legitimate for business entities
and the trade organizations they support to participate in lobbying for legisla-
tion of direct interest to them. Yet, if this is true for business entities. wihy
Is-n't it equally valid for education and charitable organizations? This 1962
income tax relief for business suggests that Congress should reexamine the
entire area of legislative activities of exempt organizations with n view to
granting them a broader measure of freedom ii the legislative sphere."
(Foundation News: November 1908, pp. 102-103.)

It coimies down to this in the most simple and direct terms. Business interests
may lobby for their ends, secure tax deduction for the expenses involved, and
may live comfortably with the view of the Senate Finance Committee that it is
de.lrable that they do so. Private foundations -and other exempt organizations
do not have comparable, privileges under present law and regulations. If II.R.
13270 is passed without amendment the rights of such exempt organizations will
be further limited, perhaps to the point where they cannot make a significant
contribution to the national Interest.

Section 4945(f) (1) (2), and (3) set ui) the terns of private foundation respons-
illity for funds issued to non-profit agencies other than public (.(tarities. Severe
lienalties are provided for non-compliance for such foundation% and for their
nianagers.

The terms of this section suffer mainly from ambiguity. To continue to make
grants to niany of the organizations which are now our grantees, the Bill wouldm quiro its to exercise "e'xpenlditure responsibility"'. Tils ineans that "tile private
folundltiloll is fully reslwilsilit--) too see that the grant Is slp'nt solely for tihe
I)Url)osv, for which niade, 2) to obtain full and complete reports fromn tihe grantee
(o how tihe funds are sent, and( to verify the accuracy of such reports. amid 3)
to make full and detailed reports with respect to such expenditures" to a desig-
hated government official.

iPoultdatiolms request reports front agencies receiving grants. and would not
hesitate to share such information with Treasury authorities. Every legitimate
foundation, of course. wants to know whether its noney has been spent wiselyanmd faithfully. III Iline with thet purposes for whieh tihe grant was given. But tile
amoifunt of follow-up) and hlslmceetl which the Bill requires Is excessive, and
lerhlis eVelt Imipossible to provide. Hlow could tilt foundation inI every instance
"verify the accuracy" of the "full and complete reports from the grantee"?
Moreover, the provision is unwise, for what would such supervision do to the
hallowed and sound policy of non-1miranipillatlon of the grantee that every well-
run foundation practices? To fulfill this requirement in full. a foluldatioll would
hue to exercise a degree of continuing surveillance of a granted's affairs that
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would be paternalistic and immensely expensive for any foundation and hi.-
tolerable for any self-respecting grantee. It is surely a great way to enlarge
foundation influence precisely at the point where foundations do not wish to ex-
erclse power.

Bearing in mind that the Federal Government and responsible foundations
have a common goal-that of preventing irresponsibility-let us apply a rule
of reason. Do not make up an insurer, with absolute liability for our grantee's
conduct. Charge us Instead with the responsibility of applying reasonable dili-
gence to our relations with our grantees.

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF HoN. WV. RussEm.L ARRINGTON

The thrust of Senator Arrington's testimony focuses on the problem of foun-
dation supported groups that work to strengthen state government and in par-
ticular the Citizens Conference on State Leglslatures. It Is quite apparent that
there is a national need for stronger and more effective state and local
government.

The proposed section 4945 concerning Influencing legislation may proscribe
currently acceptable activities of the Citizens Conference. Senator Arrington
stressed he was not an officer, trustee or employee of the Conference. Senator
Arrington's Interest Is that the Conference's activities continue to be furnished
to the state legislatures. Some of these activities Include: 1) Provide advisory
and technical services to some 16 state citizen commissions that study and reconi-
mend procedures for legislative modernization, 2) Conduct research and pull-
lish comparative information about legislative improvement, 3) Conduct media
conferences to provide for an exchange between state legislators and editors,
publishers, station owners and manager., and 4) Inform the public- how the
electorate has supported or reJe.cted amendments concerning legislative article.
of state constitutions.

II.R. 13270 will effectively prohibit these activities--'ven though those at.tir-
Ities are non-partisan an(l do not involve elections for public office. If the "Isub-
stantial activities" test is abandoned and section 494. is substituted, the. private
sector may no longer be an Impetus to bringing about legislative modernization.

Legislatures, by legislation, often request the Citizens Conference aid. That
may be influencing legislation, even though the state asked for It. Every state
legislator in the United States receives information from the Conference about
the efforts to modernize. These activities may be prevented. The Conference
brings the press and legislators together in the hope that they will influence one
another. Undoubtedly legislation does get influenced in the process. Should this
be proscribed?

Senator Arrington then goes on to make specific recommendations: 1) DIq-
tinguish between partisan and non-partisan and then go on to prohibit partisan
activities and encourage non-partisan activities, 2) If legislation is pro edural
in the sense It affects structure of government encourage not prohibit Involve-
ment In legislative activities, 3) Use disclosure as the method of proventing
abuses in the relationships between public officials and foundations, 4) Require
foundations to be Invited to testify or offer technical advice, and 5) Permit ac-
tivities that are not engaging in support of or opposition to candidates that are
general in nature rather than advocating particular legislation, and not parti-
san election campaigns.

STATEMENT OF HoN. W. RusSELL ARRINOTON

Mr. Chairman, my name is IV. Russell Arrington. For the record I am an
attorney with offices In Chicago, Illinois. I am also Vice President and General
Counsel of Combined Insurance Company as well as Director of Alberto Culver
Company. I am President Pro Tempore and Majority Leader of the Illinois
Senate. a member of the Executive Committee of the National Conference of
State Legislative Leaders, the Executive Committee of the National Society of
State Legislators and a member of the Advisory Commission on Intergovern
mental Relations.

My purpose in being here Is to discuss the possible consequences the "Tax
Reform Act of 1069" might have to the Citizens Conference on State Legislature.s
and to the national effort to modernize state legislatures.
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Let me assure you that I am not a trustee or officer of the Citizens Conferenct--
nor have I ever been. I am here as a concerned state legislative leader to point
out to you some of the. unintended consequences HR 13270, and primarily Section
4945, might have on the private sector's role in strengtheninig releesentative
government at the state level.

First, let me explain my past involvement with the Citizens Conference. In
1905, the Illinois General Assembly created The Commission on the Organization
of the General Assembly composed of legislators and public members. The Com--
mission was charged with the task of examining the entire scope of legislative
proceduresand structure in Illinois to derive recommendations for Improving the
General Assembly. We were one of the first legislatures to take this step. Of the
87 recommendations this Commission felt would improve the General Assembly,
58 were adopted. The efforts of this Commission were a major input into what
we consider to be one of the most effective state legislatures in the nation.

One of our problems in the beginning was the lack of a source of information
about what legislatures elsewhere had found to be effective In dealing with their
work. Another troublesome spot was the lack of advice as to how to proceed to
maximize the effectiveness of the Commission itself. These deficiencies were
soon solved by the Citizens Conference, an organization which was formed in
1965.

Other state commissions-about 16-have received major assistance from
the Citizens Conference. In addition, the Conference dedicated itself to informing
the public about the need for strengthening state legislatures.

Let me briefly describe the activities and character of The Citizens Confer-
ences' I)rograin.

1. They are national, non-partisan and not-for-profit.
2. They encourage, assist, and provide advisory and technical services for

state citizen groups working to support and improve the effectiveness of
their legislature.

3. They conduct research and bring together comparative information
about legislative improvement in the fifty states.

4. They conduct regional and single-state conferences which bring together
state legislators with editors, publishers, broadcasting executives and civ .
leaders. The purpose is to provide a frank and candid exchange of views
about legislative improvement.

The Citizens Conference does not participate in the drafting or construction
of particular legislation. They do not lobby for particular legislation. Neither
do they participate in campaigns for public office nor do they become Involved
In voter registration.

I don't feel it necessary to make a strong statement about the need for stronger
and more effective state government. Many hearings conducted by this body have
documented the need. The urban crises and the prospects of revenue sharing are
Just two major forces which require the states to participate in a joint partnership
with the federal government. The thrust of my testimony concerns groups which
are working to strengthen state government--organizations of which the Citizens
Conference on State Legislatures is exemplar.

I have described their activities and their program. I doubt anyone here ques-
tions either the worthwhileness of their objectives or the means by which they
advance them. Yet HR 13270 will proscribe most of their program. The bill.
as written, will effectively prohibit the private sector from working to improve
government at any level.

My testimony, then, concerns the proper relationship of 501 (c) (3) organiza-
tions vis-a-vis governmental bodies-in specific, the issues which are involved
in influencing legislation and elections.

HR 13270 would not allow the Citizens Conference to "carry out propaganda,
or otherwise attempt to influence legislation . . . (1) through an attempt to
affect the opinion of the general public, (2) Influence the outcome of any public
election, and (3) influence legislation through private communication with any
member or employee of a legislative body."

This represents quite a departure from current laws and regulations which
concern activities of tax-exempt groups. The current law recognizes the difficulty
of forbidding completely contact with government bodies by tax-exempt groups
by providing an area of discretion-the "substantial activities" test which is
now applied to the issue of influencing legislation. The House Committee Report
(HR 91-413 at page 32) suggests a reason for abandoning the substantial activi-
ties test for most 501 (c) (3) organizations, as follows:
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"Moreover, a large organization, merely because of the substantiality test,

may engage without consequence in more lobbying than a small organization; a
well-endowed organization may engage in lobbying and, if it loses its exempt

educational or charitable status may avoid tax on its investment income by
becoming exempt under another provision of the law."

Gentlemen, the dilemma facing the Citizen% Conference under the provisos of
1111 13270 is a very real one-It is unlikely state legislatures will be modernized
unless public opinion is affected and unless legislation Is enacted.

Let me give you an example. The Citizens Conference has written to each of
the 7,010 state legislators telling then about the Conference's willingness to help
then in improving their legislature. The Conference enclosed materials, such
as The Chamber of Commerce of the United States' publication, Modcrilzlng

:tec (aorer ent, which explains the kinds of structural and procedural changes
which could be made to improve the way In which legislatures conduct their
business. Undoubtably, legislation resulted from this kind of contact. This, I
suspect, may be defined as influencing legislation-an activity which is to be
barred to a private foundation.

Some legislatures have passed resolutions creating advisory commissions sim-
ilar to the one in llinols which I previously described. In these resolutions, the
legislatures have expressly called upon the assistance of the Citizens Conference.
Such cominissions rely heavily upon the materials, advice and technical assistance
of the Citizens Conference. Technical assistance provide(] to commissions include
providing consultants on internal operations of the legislative process, such as
systems for preparing fiscal notes or more effective bill scheduling; consultants
on commi.slon organization, material distribution, and public relations are
also provided. The Conference's staff is well versed on the methods by which
commissions can lie most effective. This expertise has been gained by working with
many commissions and is invaluble to a commission which is just beginning.
At the end of the study phase, these commissions recommend changes in the
legislature of their state. When such recommendations are adopted, legislation is
offtimes required. This, I suspect, may be construed to be influencing legislation.

The Conference conducts regional and single state media conferences--for
civic leaders, press. radio and TV executives and legislators. The topic is legi-
lative, Improvement and a forum is provided for a frank and candid exchange
of views between parties sometimes viewed as natural adversaries. Editorials
often result which encourage the legislature to take steps to modernize its way
of working. Both the legislators and the media participants certainly would be
considered to he those "who may participate in the formation of legislation."
Editorials which may occur as a result of the conference may be viewed as an
"attempt to affect the opinion of the general public." The uet result of these con-
ferences may be legislation which is influenced.

Let me take this opportunity to call your attention to an apparent inconsistency
in the proposed law. Results of non-partisan analysis and research are allowed
to "influence legislation." This same right does not apply to Ilyfluencing elections.
If the proposed "influencing election" section is limited to candidate elections.
I see no problem. If, however, the 501 (c) (3) organizations cannot make available
results of nonpartisan analysis or research during non-candidate elections M1rh
as constitutional amendments affecting the legislative branch, then the public
Is deprived of a major source of objective analyses of the Issues upon which they
7 must vote.

We must differentiate clearly and precisely between the connotations of "par-
tisan" and "non-partisan." Although they appear to be semantical opposites they
are not, inor are they operationally polar extremes. As they concern us today, they
describe goals not in conflict, but goals in concert. I hope now to describe tie
distinction between the two as I see it relating to the Influencing of legislation
and/or elections.

. I speak to you as a partisan. I firmly believe in partisanship it government.
.Partsbanship is a strong factor in every decision I make on substantive issues
that come before me as a member of the Illinois State Senate. But dcisions
regarding the fundamental structure of our base political institutions, It seems
to me, are not of tile same generic family. Partisanship within the American
political system does not come to bear on questions of how long the state legi-
lature Is In session, how It organizes Its committee throughout a session or In
the Interin between sessions, the professional staff assistance provided comt-
mittees and members, the size of the respective houses, the regulations describing
ethical conduct. or the annual compensation a member should receive.
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In a partisan sense, one cannot determine that the Wyomiug legislature should
meet 40 days every other year and the Massachusetts legislature sould meet in
continuous session every year. When and how often a state legislature should
meet must be based upon the time needed for tile particular legislature to iiiake
intelligent policy decisions regarding its state's activities. Likewise, providing pro-
fessional staff assistance to the legislature to insure that it can consider the most
complete range of alternatives for the immediate and long-range view, does not
gainsay the operation of partisanship within the legislature.

Too many of our state legislatures are so fettered by these non-partisan de-
ficiencies In structure and procedures that their partisan decisions are reactions
rather than action to meet their problems. They are impeded from innovating solu-
tions or cures and are forced instead to apply baldaids to cancers. To correct
these structural and procedural weaknesses often requires the passage of some
legislation-legislation which is not substantive policy taking us a step closer to
the opportunity for a good life for all a state's citizens, but legislation perhaps
to remove a constitutional prohibition against annual sessions, or a limit on
the amount of annual salary a legislator may be paid. We are not talking about
the decision as to what to do with an egg-whether to boil it, scramble it, put it
in a cake, or make a custard-but only the decisions regarding and guaranteering
that the chicken will produce the best possible of eggs.

The above distinctions lay the groundwork, I believe, for a revised bill-a bill
which will allow organizations classified as private foundations to mobilize
public support to study, recommend and change, if need be, governmental units.
Safeguards, of course, need to b maintained. I have alluded to soni - that the
activity be non-partisan in nature, national in scope, that it not engage in support
of or opposition to candidates, that the activity be general in nature rather than
advocating particular'legislation, and that partisan election campaigns be avoided.

Another safeguard which could be adopted would be disclosure of all financial
transactions between a tax-exempt organization and government officials. Barring
modest honoraria seems to me to be unduly restrictive. When an organization,
for example, deals with legislative reform it is not unreasonable to look to
legislators themselves as speakers or participants on programs.

Disclosure could also be applied to the potential problems of private coin-
munication with public officials. If there is a fear that private correspondence
defeats the purposes of national taxing policies, let me suggest that I have found
disclosure brings light to most relationships. As a public official I would think
this is not too great a price to pay to keep open channels of communication and
information with tax-exempt organizations.

Please understand that I appreciate the problems of writing a fair and equita-
ble tax law. In Illinois we just went through that; it's not an easy task. I inm
asking you to recognize the nation's need to make our federal system work.
This is one reason I serve on the Advisory omissionn on Intergovernmental
Relations. The federal tax system should recognize and encourage the private
sector's role in making government work at all levels. Foundations provide
most of the seed money and project funds for mny of the programs of this kind.
Without foundation support, it is a safe bet that national organizations which
provide the valuable cross-fertilization of ideas, research data and non-partisan
analyses, advice and guidance about how to proceed could not sustain a program
of either intensity or duration. We--all of us-benefit from these kinds of pro-
grams. Safegua'ds should exist to prevent possible abuses while encouraging
maximum effort from the private sector.

The focus of my testimony has centered around the Citizens Conference and
programs to improve our form of government. This, in large part, reflects myoccupation, involvement and interests. I do not wish, however, to leave the
impression that my complete concern is for just these kinds of organizations.
I Also wv'ant to point out other tax-exempt organizations provide a valuable
service In other fields. Organizations who are concerned abliout the natural en-
vironment, criminal justice, regional planning, family planning. public health
and housing need the same kind of consideration. We need to encourage public
cPf'rvt. In mqny fields.

Our pluralistic society needs vigorous discussion of issues. Such a process
ought to le protected, even encouraged.

I trust thnt you, in the process of your critical evaluation, will arrive at these
same conclusions. Current provisions may require some change. MIy collcern Is
that the many (10 not suffer as a consequence of the acts of the few.

I thank you, 3r. Chairman, for the opportunity to present this testimony.
3O-6--p t. a-27
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V. EFFECT OF DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS (INCLUDING PROB-

LEMS RAISED BY DEFINITION OF QUALIFYING DISTRIBUTIONS)

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF D& Juuus A. STrATTON

This statement is addressed specifically to two aspects of H.R. 13270-the
definition of a "private foundation" and the concept of qualifying contributions.

"Private foundation" is a term newly introduced to the Internal Revenue Code
by the proposed legislation, lumping together for the first time as "private foun-
dations" all 501 (c) (3) organizations except certain specified categories. Because
of this new definition, many important and worthwhile nonprofit Institutions
which are not primarily grant-making organizations, which depend heavily on
foundation support, and which have never before been thought of as foundations
may now be considered so and subject to the new restrictions in the bill.

There are three far-reaching consequences of such redefinition:
1. Such organizations would be subject to the proposed taxes, thereby reducing

the funds available for their educational, research, and scientific activities.
2. They would be subject to the many other regulations and program limita-

tions in the bill, limitations which earlier witnesses have discussed.
3. They would have far greater difficulty in obtaining support from philan-

thropic foundations.
Their difficulty in obtaining such support stems from another newly intro-

duced term in the bill: "qualifying distributions."
Although the broad requirements of paying out current income would not

cause serious problems for most foundations, difficulties arise because of the un-
certainties surrounding who would be eligible to receive foundation grants and
how these grants should be disbursed and managed.

Three general recommendations are made:
1. A more precise definition of "private foundations" should be formulated-

a definition which would include only what have commonly and logically been
regarded as philanthropic foundations.

2. A simple test should be established-based on a concept In the current In-
ternal Revenue Code relating to operating foundations-under which grants that
flow promptly to charity would be qualifying distributions.

a The penalty provisions in the bill should be reconsidered.
Without clarifying changes of the sort suggested, the traditional role founda-

tions have played in our national development may be seriously Impaired.

STATEMENT OF Da Jumus A. SThATON

31r. Chairman and Members of the Committee: In his opening statement Mr.
J. Irwin Miller outlined very briefly the plan of our presentation relating to
those sections of H.R. 13270 pertaining to private foundations. For this presenta-
tion it has been suggested that my own remarks be focused upon certain aspects
of the proposed legislation-particularly the implications of the broadened
definition of private foundations" and the consequences of the new concept of
"qualifying distributions."

Before speaking to these specific points, however, I should like to say a more
general and very personal word about foundations. I come before you with a deep
concern for the future of philanthropy in our country and for the viability of
many institutions whose very existence depends upon funds from private
sources--institutions whose ideas and ideals are basic to our American concept
of a democratic society. My own perspective of the needs and benefits of philan-
thropy has developed over the years that I have spent In the field of education,
as a former provost and president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
and as a trustee of various colleges and institutions cultivating the arts and the
sciences. Then as a trustee of the Ford Foundation during the past fourteen years
and as chairman of its Board since 1968, 1 have learned something at firsthand
of the hazards and complexities as well as the satisfactions of giving. Out of this
total experience I have come to the profound conviction that charitable founda-
tions have an obligation to society that goes beyond a merely passive response
to pleas for help. They have an obligation to search out new ways and means of
meeting pressing needs in our society and supporting responsible institutions and
organizations which have the Impetence to help in resolving them. Foundations
serve the highest national purpose in advancing our tradition of many roads to
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progress. To this end they must enjoy the freedom to encourage thoughtful ex-
periment and to stimulate constructive innovation.

In saying ali this, I do not mean to equate freedom with license. Every witness
here today, I am sure, acknowledges the need for clear guidelines and standards of
action. We recognize as well that these must be reviewed and revised as the con-
cept of foundations evolves. My particular concern, however, is that some of the
rules and guidelines set forth in the bill before you are difficult to interpret, with
implications which I can only believe were neither foreseen nor intended, and
which if enacted in their present form would have a devastating effect upon the
contributions of American philanthropy to the public good.

Consider first the proposed definition of a "private foundation." This is a term
newly introduced to the Internal Revenue Code by the proposed legislation. It is
not found in the present Code, although tax specialists have used it, in a generic
sense, to describe an organization to which contributions may be deducted only
up to 20 'percent of an individual's adjusted gross income (whereas contributions
to certain other organizations may be deducted up to 30 percent).

Those familiar with the field of private philanthropy will recognize that a
technical description of this sort is not intended to nor does It of course describe
philanthropic foundations as we have come to know them over the past 50 years.
Indeed it may be useful at this point to set forth briefly and in a wholly non-
technical way-what those of us who have worked in the foundation field for
many years regard as the characteristics of a philanthropic foundation:

It is a nongovernmental organization
It is a nonprofit organization
It has a principal fund of its own
It is managed by an independent board of trustees
It is established essentially to make grants in support of educational, charita-

ble, scientific, and civic organizations serving the public welfare.
In a sense, the present Code comes closer to a useful description, for under it

philanthropic foundations are classified as 501 (c) (3) organizations; 501 (c) (3)
of course is that section of the Code that includes organizations that are oper-
ated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational pur-
poses and for those purposes are tax exempt. It should be noted that except for
the so-called "20 percent limitation," foundations have always been considered in
the same category as all other philanthropies.

In contrast, under the proposed bUl-and here I do my best to summarix-e the
pertinent provision-a private foundation Is defined as any 501(c) (3) organiza-
tion other than (1) the so-called 30 percent organizations described in Section
170 (b) (1) (B) -bascally educational institutions, hospitals, government agen-
cies, religious organizations, and publicly supported charities; and (2) those
organizations which do not receive more than ote-third of their support from
their oum investments and which do formally receive more than one third of
their support from publicly-supported organizations or front individual contr~iu.
lions of less than $5,000.

It should be noted that this proposed new definition of a private foundation
does not set forth the positive characteristics of a foundation; instead it lumps
together for the first time as "private foundations" all 501 (c) (3) organizations
except certain specified categories. Moreover, the proposed legislation establishes
a legal presumption that in the event of any uncertainty as to whether a 501(c)
(3) organization is or is not a private foundation, it is to be considered one.

Because of the way "private foundation" is defined in the bill, many importAnt
and worthwhile organizations which are not primarily grant-making founda-
tions-organizations which have never before been thought of as foundations-
may now be considered private foundations subject to the many new restrictions
in the bill.

Under the proposed definition, such distinguished institutions as The Institute
for Advanced Study at Princeton, the Brookings Institution, the Council on
Library Resources, the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation, and
the Population Council-all of which have made contributions of lasting sig.
nificance to our society-might be classified as "private foundations." Why?
Because they are 501(c) (3) organizations which would not meet the explicit
tests set forth in the bill for exclusion from that category-tests to which I
referred earlier. Yet they are, in fact, non-profit institutions of unquestioned
merit which depend heavily on foundation support. The Institute for Advanced
Study, for example, would become a private foundation under the bill because it
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does not have the specified characterists of an educational Institution and it re-
ceives more than a third of its support from endowment income. As another x.-
ample of the uncertainties as well as the problems created by the definition, let
me quote from a letter which the Ford Foundation recently received froni the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences:

"We are uncertain about the effect of the bill on the American Academy. Ac-
cording to our performance over the past five years, we qualify'as a "30'A"
organization on the basis of the "nic-clrnilcal test" of the percentage of "puiblie"
support-which Is about 40% of our income for each of the years during this
period. The nature of our organization allows us also to qualify under the "facts
and circumstances test" as a "30%" organization. At least our lawyers tell tui
that there is a high probability that we can be granted such an exemption. How-
ever, our sources of public support (most noteably, subscriptions to our Journal,
Daedalus) are relatively fixed or increase slowly. But we have been growing
rapidly in terms of the number of projects and the percentage of our budget
supported by private foundations, and consequently next year it is possible that
much less than one-third of our income will come from public sources. One large
grant from. a major foundation could make a significant difference in our ability
to pass the mechanical test. Thms, wo cannot rely on exemption by the m cchan -
to pass the mechatlcal test. Thus, we cannot rely on exemption by the mechanic-
al test." (emphasis supplied)

One may ask, what difference does it make that hundreds of organizations
like these might be reclassified as "private foundations"? The diffe-rence is quite
tangible, with at least three far-reaching consequences. First, such organizations
would be subject to the proposed taxes, thereby reducing the funds available for
their educational, research, and scientific activities. Second, they would be sub-
Ject to the many other regulations and program limitations in the bill, linita-
tions which earlier witnesses have discussed. Third, they would have far greater
difficulty in obtaining support from philanthropic foundatioms.

The difficulty they would meet in obtaining such support .items from another
newly-introduced term In the bill: "qualifying distributions." Perhaps it is worth
a moment to review the way in which the problem arises. H.R. 13270 contains
provisions requiring regular and prompt distributions of income to clarity. Tlis
objective is highly desirable, and responsible foundations support it fully. In-
deed, taken as a whole, foundations last year paid out approximately 7.5 percent
of their asset value.

We know of no one among responsible foundations who objects to the require-
ment of prompt distribution of income to charitable purposes, and there is also
widespread agreement that some percentage of asset value, measured over some
time-span, Is a fair additional safeguard where investment income is very low
in relation to capital assets. Moreover, in many cases-and the Ford Founda-
tion is one-the proposed 5 percent rate is entirely acceptable, because the foun-
dations concerned are already distributing, as the Ford Foundation does, at a
substantially higher rate. But your Committee should be aware that there are a
number of public spirited and effective foundations which would find it hard to
meet a 5 percent requirement, especially when measured on a one-year basi ,
without a sudden change in investment policies whose long-run value for charity
has been great. We do not believe that the 5 percent level has been adequately
tested either by the Treasury or in the House against the real situation of such
foundations, and we hope that the Committee will give careful attention to the
arguments which It will receive from foundations which have a problem with
the requirement as currently stated. It may well be that the main purpose of thr.
requh1ement could be met more equitably by a slightly different rate, or by
applying the rate to an asset value determined over a somewhat longer time-span.

In any event, it In clear that the broad requirement of paying out current in-
come would not cause serious problems for most foundations. Father, the pro-
blems arise because of the uncertainties surrounding who would be eligible to
receive foundation grants and how these grants should be dsburscd and )piii-
aged. For having established the requirement that certain amounts be dtirib-
uted each year, the bill then provides that only certain typ es of distributions
will be considered to "qualify" for purposes of meeting the requirement-distrl-
butions in tho main to "80 percent" organizations and to an Impreclsely-delnted
now category called "operating foundation,"
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So far as we can tell from the pertinent provisions of the bill, it appears that
grants to such organizations as the American Council of Learned Societies, Edu-
cational Facilities Laboratories, the International Legal Center, Resources for
the Future, and the Social Science Research Council-organizations whose rec-
ords of performance and accomplishment are widely known and respected-
would fall outside the "qualifying distribution" category. This would have two
harmful consequences:

First.-Grants to these organizations would not count in meeting the annual
distribution requirements of a foundation.

Second.-Grants to such organizations would have to come out of a founda-
tion's capital fund-the base of the income It uses for charitable purposes.

In the face of such economic constraint., foundations would clearly be reluc-
tant to grant funds to such organizationt, 'ie sure, sleh grants would not be
prohibited; but they would not be qualifying distributions, andlecause founda-
tions would be penalized if thel-,ulhutifying distribution fell beloi'tbe required
level, the effect of the bill wouod be to discriminate against a newly created class
of charities-organizations ,I our view illogicaUy- classifled as private foun-
dations. /

Many other examples uld be given. Individual foundations have developed
special areas of philant ropic concerp-%vell lknowi\ to all ofjus-like the Slon
Foundation's regular 9nd substanl il suppo t ot the Slopif?-Kettering Institut
of Cancer Research; the Rockofller Foun ation's asl.4tance It the advance-\
ment. of agriculture 4ith the bbJective of )iior(%ff-ghe worl.4 food supply: "
the Carnegie Corpor tion's outstaiiiihrwof uth field, of edt atioii; the Gug-
genhein Foundatio 's encouragement of 9' ati4 schohrslpp, research, and \
writing; the Markl 'Foundation's assist c it n the develolipI 'nt of medical edu-
cation-and this is but to nanea few. odiany years, fou nations have been
the main support, often the s le aupportd o prolictive, qtc viti-s-ofthe kind I
have cited. X\ " iru nt progress In human

The value in cre ting such hilanthr c Ins t
affairs is two-fold. mportant i .ork gets Ubne throtuh coiftetrRton on a single ,
field, such as educa lonal telev sion, 9rnd .4econdl' .tO fey entityl-opvides an /
opportunity to devel p a group d f knowledgehbbLe dfiotorsp nd special ts, comn-
pletely Independent otthe donor ouidation. /

The "qualifying dist ibution" concept would ashilamper hilantli oplc effor
to help communities, regons, and the nationfas a wl ole mn t new' education
cultural, and social need 1. Experience Ofis shown th t itis oIt~n necessary to
create new organizations\jund institutions .to. meet changing conditloliT/and
unforeseen challenges. On iny occasions, it hns b'en necessary for q, single
foundation, having embarked npon a particular course of charitableo1 educa-
tional development, to support -r esearch center, an educationalagency, or a
specialized national agency for a nbn ber of years before it cyi muster wider
support. This course might be substaitally- foreclosed _undef the bill, because
one of the requirements in the definition of an ".'06jifiting foundation" is that
it must be supported by at least five philanthropies, with not more than 25 percent
from a single source.

Let us look for a moment at a particular example, the National Merit Scholar-
ships. This program, one of the most successful endeavors of its kind, was
established in 1055 largely with the support of the Ford Foundation. It was
designed to identify unusually able young people, to interest them it higher
education, and to help as many as possible to attend the college or university of
their choice. Through 1968, National Merit Scholarships valued at over $70
million have been awarded to 21,63 young men and women from every part
of our country. Under the proposed legislation, the National Merit Scholarship
organization would have been a "private foundation" at the time of its establish-
Ment because the bulk of its support came from one or two philanthropic founda-
tIkns. Furthermore, in its early years this organization would not have qualified
89 An operating foundation. Today, National Merit has broader support and
would qualify as a publicly-supported charity. But the point Is that under the
proposed legislation such an organization would probably not have coime into
existence in the first place. Surely this is not what the Congress intends.I Aide from their efficiency and effectiveness, new and capable institutions
devoted to a well-defined purpose are also a means of assuring that control of
Innumerable operating organizations is not lodged in the larger foundations.

'hat such foundation have voluntarily decentralized in this manner should
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be noted as evidence of their conscious and affirmative intention to avoid exces-
sive centralization even in the absence of legislation. Permit me to dwell another
moment on the question of responsibility, which seems to be a recurrent thread
of concern in many provisions of the bill. I speak to the subject from a personal
standpoint, having been privileged, as I noted earlier, to serve as a trustee of
a major foundation. Experience has taught me that there is no better way to
insure responsibility in fund management and to develop innovative approaches
to complex and unsolved problems than to establish a group of capable, dedicated
persons devoted to such activity. A good example is the Council on Legal Educa.-
tion for Professional Responsibility, an organization which has done so much
to advance clinical law teaching. The Council has on its board such distinguished
lawyers as Edward Levi, president of the University of Chicago, Whitney North
Seymour, William T. Gossett, and Orison S. Marden. Chief Justice Warren
Burger in a speech given in San Francisco several weeks ago, described tle
Council as--

A concept devised by lawyers, implemented by lawyers, and financed by
the private sector including lawyers and Bar Associations and great phil.
anthropie Institutions. This is the American Way of progress and it is better
and more enduring than ad hoc improvements imposed by acts of Congress
or mandates of courts.

In the same way, Resources for the Future, an organization supported almost
entirely by the Ford Foundation, has operated under the management of a board
of able men deeply Interested in the problems of preserving our natural resources.

I cite these examples to stress the importance of writing legislation that will
encourage-not discourage-the continued creation of new philanthropic organi-
zations, with independent boards of their own, to meet new and changing situ-
ations in a dynamic society. One advantage of foundations is their flexibility and
capacity to respond to challenges promptly and responsibly. Not In the spirit
of criticism but as a result of my own participation over the years in various
governmental activities, I am convinced that in many important ventures
foundations are in a position to act constructively and well in advance of govern-
ment. The scale of support is necessarily more limited. but the significance of
foundation involvement is often substantial. And what is quite telling in this
respect is that government itself at all levels-federal, state, and local-recog-
nized and values this capability in foundations. In many instances, ideas for
foundation action have in fact come from legislators and government officials,
and indeed from time to time government draws on the experience and expertise
that professional staff members in foundations have acquired in particular
matters. These advantages could be lost if the philanthropic foundations-
confronted with the problem of qualifying distributions, a problem compounded
by the definition of private foundations--were to take on huge staffs of their
own and attempt to operate directly over a broad spectrum of program areas.

The foregoing and the points on which other witnesses have stressed the need
for clarification underscore the need for a continuing effort to match the specifics
of a crucial legislative action to the underlying Congressional intent. I make
this judgment in respectful understanding of the vast labor already expended
by the Congress in the whole of the tax reform bill and of the enormous tasks
still ahead of you. But in conseqences for society, I earnestly believe these points
deserve your close attention.

I may seem to have emphasized too much the problems which relate to the
large foundations, but the questions which I have raised affect even the smallest
of foundations. For instance, the decision of small foundations. For instance,
the decision of a small foundation to make a reatively substantial grant in
support of a symphony or library in a particular community might, under the
proposed language, ironically create problems for the recipient. For one thing,
the beneficiary of a major grant from the single source might then be in danger
of slipping into the category of a private foundation and thus be subject to the
proposed tax; further the beneficiary might become ineligible for "qualifying dis-
tributions" from philanthropic foundations. I do not believe these are results the
Congress intends.

As possible guidelines for your review of the several provisions in the bill
to which I have referred, I would respectfully like to make three general
recommendations.

Firet.--I believe that a more precise definition of "private foundations" should
be formulated. Without presuming to suggest the specific language of such a
definition, I do state my belief that far too many organizations are included
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in the definition as it now stands. I believe that language can be found to
describe the nature and activities of such organizations as the Council on
Library Resources, the Brookings Institution, and the Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation-language that will clearly distinguish them from grant-
making foundations. In my view many of the difficulties in the present bill could
be remedied by a more precise definition of "private foundations"-a definition
which would include only what have commonly and logically been regarded as
philanthropic foundations.

econd.-The objective of a prompt and regular flow of funds to charity might
be more readily achieved-and without unintended and harmful consequences-
by establishing a simple test based on a concept in the same section of the
current Internal Revenue Code from which the definition of an "operating founda-
tion" Is derived. The basic principle of that provision is that grants to an
organization which then promptly applies the funds to charitable purposes are
"qualifying" contributions. Under such a provision, grants for endowment-
that Is, capital sums which are then invested by the grantee in income-
producing securities and thus not promptly expended-would not constitute
qualifying distributions (except for the "30 percent" organizations and publicly-
supported charities) ; on the other hand, grants for operating funds would always
qualify provided they were expended in some reasonable length of time for
charitable purposes. Such a relatively simple test would, it seems to me, meet
the justified concern of the Congress that there be a prompt and regular flow
of foundation funds to charity.

Third.-The penalties imposed on the trustees and officers of foundations in
certain instances are extremely severe and seem to me to be out of proportion
to the possible offenses. For example, a heavy tax is imposed on any "foundation
manager" who violates the vaguely-defined prohibition against investments that
"Jeopardize the carrying out of any of . . . (a foundations's) exempt purposes."
Harsh penalties are also imposed on "foundation managers" when foundations
take actions which may subsequently be interpreted as contrary to other pro-
visions in the bill. I am concerned that the uncertainties that hang over what
might otherwise seem the most proper and legitimate actions-combined with the
severity of the potential penalties-will make it difficult for foundations to
find and to hold the caliber of directors and trustees so essential to their well-
being and effectiveness. And, perhap as importantly, I fear that the balance will
be tipped against innovation and experiment. These institutions, with men of
sound judgment and practical experience managing them, should be prized for
their ability and willingness-after careful study and the exercise of their best
judgment-to try new ideas. It is that invaluable asset-not found widely in
our society-which seems to me to be threatened. Therefore, I strongly urge
this Committee to reconsider the penalty provisions in the bill.

To sum up: Without some clarifying changes of the sort suggested, Congress
may seriously impair the traditional role foundations have played in our
national development. The restrictions are such that this nation might be
deprived of resources which have yielded effective and sound approaches to
pressing problems. The question has periodically been raised, why not let these
tax-exempt funds revert to the Treasury and let government carry out these
vital activities? The answer is imbedded in a deep philosophical vision of the
kind of society we wish to have. From the time of our founding as a nation, the
American people have sustained their faith in the value of having other forces
at work besides the government. Diversity and pluralism have been more than
symbolic words; these concepts have always had deep meaning to us as a
people. Moreover, there is little evidence that government is always ready to
seize the initiative and to take substantial risks in uncharted areas not only
in science and medicine, but also in the social sciences and education.

I firmly believe that the times ahead will test, more severely than any in our
history, the strength of our democratic Institutions. This is hardly the moment to
restrict the capacity of the private sector of our oiety to meet, greater and
greater challenges.

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF MR. WHITNEY NORTH SEYMOUR

Mr. Seymours statement is directed primarily toward that portion of H.R.
13270 which deals with the deflnition of an operating foundation.

He describes the organization and work of the Council on Library Resources,
an independent, non-profit organization established in 1956 for the sole purpose
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of aiding in the solution of library problems. Qualifications of staff and Board
are cited, to underscore the professional quality of the Councils work. He says
that the Council conforms in every sense with the spirit of the proposed legisla-
tion. It engages in no self-dealing activities, all of its income is spent in fur-
thering the purpose for which it was formed, It has no endowment, it controls
no businesses. it owns no stock. He says it can best be defined in the words of the
House Report accompanying H.R. 13270 to describe operating foundations:
"organizations which have developed an expertise in certain substantive areas
and which provide for the independent granting of funds and direction in those
specialized substantive areas."

However, he fears that the language of H.R. 13270 defining operating founda-
tions, eligible to receive qualifying distributions from other foundations, might
mean that the Council might possibly be forced to terminate its greatly-needed
activities. Although the Council meets unreservedly the provision that all of
its income be expended directly for the active conduct of the activities for which
it was organized, it cannot devote more than half of its assets to this purpose
since it has no "assets" as indicated by the examples in the House Report, and
its support comes entirely from one source, the Ford Foundation. Thus, although
philosophically the Council is an operating foundation, it might not be considered
so under the definition which seems to be established by the legislation.

Mr. Seymour expresses his concern on similar grounds in regard to the In-
ternational Legal Center, and describes the Center's purpose and organization.
He points out that its accomplishments would not have been possible without
the initial underwriting provided by the Ford Foundation, that a non-profit
service-type organization cannot become viable from inception or even launched
without such financial backing. The Center. like the Council, might be placed
in jeopardy by ambiguities in the provisions of the bill now before the Com-
mittee. In this connection, lie asks the Committee to clarify that portion of the
definition of an operating foundation which refers to assets, and to the word
"directly" as applied to the use of assets.

The Congress' concern that some activities of some foundations may not
have conformed with the intent of the original legislation is appreciated. Mr.
Seymour expresses the belief that it cannot be the Congress' intent to disrupt
the efforts in the public interest of organizations like the Council and the Center.
He urges the Committee to consider carefully and rewrite the provisions he
has cited in such a way as to eliminate the evils which called them into being,
and at the same time clarify them so that the effectiveness of honorable and
essential institutions may not be destroyed.

STATEMENT OF MR. WHITNEY NORTH SEYMOUR

My name is Whitney North Seymour. I am a partner in the law firm of Simp-
son, Thacher & Bartl'tt, New York, a past president of the American Bar As-
sociation, and chairman of the Board of Directors of the Council on Library
Resources. I also serve as chairman of the Board of the International Legal
Center, an Independent fund with a similar organization to that of the Council
but, as is obvious, of different purpose. I am also a member of the Boards of
other organizations concerned in the fields of legal education, research, and
public service. We are grateful to the Committee for giving us the opportunity to
present testimony directed toward that portion of H.R. 13270 which deals with
the definition of an operating foundation.

The Council on Library Resources is a not-for-profit organization incorporated
under the laws of the District of Columbia and qualifying as a tax-exempt in-
stitution under 501(c) (3) of the 1954 Internal Revenue Code. It Is an entirely
independent organization-maintaining its own staff, program, and headquar-
ters;-established in 1956 for the sole purpose of aiding in the solution of library
problems, particularly those of research ard academic libraries. An Initial Ford
Foundation grant of five million dollars was succeeded late In 1960 by one of
eight million dollars for an additional seven-to-ten year period, and a third
grant of five million dollars has recently been made for the three-year period
ending June 80, 1971. These funds have been spent on a current basis and have
not been available for an endowment.

For the most part the Council has carried forward its purpose through grants
to institutions, supporting innovative programs which show promise of helping
to solve some of the many problems that beset libraries, in a country and at
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a time when demands upon them increase In almost geometric progression. We
live in a world where information is an essential commodity; our libraries
must be prepared to play a vital role in collecting and disseminating that In-
formation in a manner that keeps pace with the rate at which it develops.

In the years of its existence the Council has made grants of over thirteen
million dollars to support approximately 450 projects. Recipients have included
professional organizations and learned societies, public and special-purpose
libraries, institutions of higher education, as well as a limited number of in-
dividuals with special qualifications. Agencies of the Federal Government have
also been assisted by Council funds, for it is often the case that the best method
for dealing with a problem area consists in helping or encouraging some Fed-
eral agency to take a needed action or to develop a needed service. Members of
this Important Committee understand better than most the necessary delays
in the establishment of programs which are imposed by the legislative and ad-
ministrative processes. We of the private sector may move more quickly. par-
ticularly in experimental or developmental activities. Thus support from the
Council on Library Resources has in many instances made possible pioneering
efforts in Federal libraries, efforts which have had important and far-reaching
positive effects on the entire library community.

For example, the Council's assistance has been a principal factor in the auto-
mation efforts at the Library of Congress and, by extension, the libraries of this
and other countries. As you gentlemen well know. the operations of all libraries
are to a varying degree dependent upon those of the library of Congress. Ever
since the establishment of the program to furnish catalog cards to libraries in the
early part of the century, standardization of procedures and processes in libraries
has depended upon itR leadership. A 1961 grant to the Library for a general study
of automation has been followed by others at each successive stage of develop-
ment, and the Library is now engaged with Council help, in the important work
of putting current and some retrospective bibliographic records into machine-
readable form for the benefit and use of the entire library community. Similarly,
a series of Council grants enabled the National Library of Medicine to develop
MIEDIARS, an outstanding example of automation applied to bibliographic and
information retrieval tasks. The work of the National Archives and Records
Service and of the National Bureau of Standards has also been furthered by the
Council's help.

We have no wish to fill the record by describing at length the many other ac-
complishments achieved through Councllgrants. Perhaps a brief listing of some
of the areas In which the Council has operated will provide an overview of its
influence. Because of the Council's interest, Important work has been accom-
plished in such fields as bibliographic apparatus and techniques, book selection
and evaluation, development of permanent/durable paper, perservation and
restoration of library materials, storage and retrieval of information, standardi-
zation of library techniques, interlibrary cooperation and coordination, adminis-
tration and management . . . these are only a sampling. The projects have been
carried out by over two hundred institutions and individuals, ranging alphabet-
ically from the American Academy of Sciences to Yale University, and including
such recipients as the American Library Association, the Southwest Missouri
Library Service, the New York Public Library, the New England Board of Higher
Education, the American Association of Law Libraries. Annual reports have been
published for each year of the Council's existence, and we will be happy to fur-
nish them to the Committee If it wise&

One further point should be made here about the work of the Council. which
goes well beyond the grant-making function. The counsel and advice given by the
staff, in correspondence and in Interviews, have been of inestimable value to
library people beyond number. For much of the library community has developed
the habit of turning to the Council on Library Resources for assistance in prob-
lem-solving even when no grants or projects are involved.

TIle staff which provides this counsel and advice Is now and has always been
a highly professional one, well qualified to evaluate, initiate, encourage. and
monitor the Innovative programs which have had such a beneficent influence. On
the staff are men who have served as Deputy Librarian of Congress, Director of
the National Agricultural Library, Director and Principal Librarian of the
British Museum, Director of the study of the National Advisory Commission
on Libraries. Dr. Fred C. Cole. who has been the Council's president since 1967
and a member of Its Board of Directors since 1062, is a scholar of note and past
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president of Washington and Lee University. Other staff members are expected in
computers, systems development, and microforms--areas of prime Importance
In the constant evolution of libraries.

The Board of Directors is composed of distinguished professionals: librarians,
scientists, educators. They provide a resource of incalculable value. Let me list
them here:
Lyman H. Butterfeled, Editor-in-Chief of the Adams Papers
Verner W. Clapp, former Deputy Librarian of Congress, past president of the

Council
Dr. Fred C. Cole, president
James S. Coles, President of the Research Corporation
William S. Dix, Director of the Princeton University Library, President of the

American Library Association
Frederick Hard, President Emeritus of Scripps College

* Caryl P. Haskins, President of the Carnegie Institution of Washington
John A. Humphry, Assistant Commissioner for Libraries, New York State
Joseph C. Morris, physicist, Vice-President Emeritus of Tulane University
Philip M. Morse, Professor of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Whitney North Seymour, Chairman
Robert Vosper, Director of the Library, University of California at Los Angeles,

and Professor of Library Science
Frederick H. Wagman, Director of the University of Michigan Library
Herman B. Wells, Chancellor of Indiana University
Louis B. Wright, Vice-Chairman, Director Emeritus of the Folger Shakespeare

Library
All, by profession and philosophy, are dedicated to the purpose for which this

Council was formed.
Should the Committee wish, we would be pleased to furnish statements from

the world's leading librarians, educators, and information scientists testifying
to the Council's dynamic role as catalyst in the essential Improvement of library
services during the last thirteen years.

But under H.R. 13270, now before your Committee, the Council on Library
Resources might well be forced to terminate its greatly-needed activities. The
Council conforms in every way with the spirit of the legislation. We engage in
no self-dealing activities. All of our income Is spent in furthering the purpose
for which the Council was formed. We have no endowment; we control no
businesses; we own no stocks. The Council can best be defined In the words used
by the House Report 'accompanying H.R. 13270 to describe operating foundations:
"organizations which have developed an expertise in certain substantive areas
and which provide for the Independent granting of funds and direction of re-
search in those specialized substantive areas."

However, as the bill Is now written, it is possible that the Council might not
be considered an operating foundation. The legislation provides that an operating
foundation, eligible to receive qualifying distributions from other private founda-
tions, is an "organization substantially all of the income of which Is expended
directly for the active conduct of the activities constituting the purpose or func-
tion for which it Is organized and operated." This provision the Council meets
unreservedly.

But the bill then prescribes two further tests of eligibility. Such an organiza-
tion must either (1) devote more than half of Its "assets" directly to such
activities or to functionally related activities, or both, or (2) receive substan-
tially all of its support from five or more exempt organizations, or from the
general public, and not more than 25 per cent of the support may be from any
one such exempt organization. In regard to the first alternative, the Council
on Library Resources has limited assets, other than intangible ones. It has its
grant, which is received quarterly and expended currently, and it has the
usual furnishings, equipment, books, supplies required for its daily operation.
As concerns the second alternative, its support has come entirely from one
source, the Ford Foundation. Thus, if the sections I have cited above were to
be strictly Interpreted, the Council might not be considered an operating founda-
tion. The cost of Its continued support by the Ford Foundation under these
circumstances would be increased to a point where It might become Infeasible.

I am also concerned on similar grounds with possible adverse effects on
another organization of which I am also Chairman, the International Legal Cen.
ter. The Center was established In late 1000, under a grant from the Ford Foun-
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dation, as a non-governmental, non-profit organization. Its headquarters are in
New York City and its activities are worldwide.

The primary objective of the Center is to cooperate with the developing coun-
tries in their efforts to reform legal education, to improve the competence of the
legal profession, and to strengthen legal institutions, within the general frame-
work of each country's legal system and tradition -as well as its contemporary
needs. The Center seeks as well to increase in the United States and in other
developed countries knowledge of and competence in dealing with the legal
Issues inherent in the process of development. In brief, the Center believes that
the time has come for a vigorous and systematic re-appraisal of the role of law
and lawyers in the process of development and in the building of modern nations.

For the most part the Center's staff abroad are engaged in the fields of legal
education and legal research. A few examples of activities may be in order.

Chile is engaged in a nation-wide effort to make legal education, the legal
profession, and the substance of the law more relevant to its development needs.
The Center is collaborating in this effort with the active participation of Stan-
ford University and other law schools in the United States. Under the program,
a number of Chilean law teachers, law librarians, and deans are brought to the
United States, and several American lawyers spend up to two years in Chile
improving their own skills and comprehension of the problems of law and
development.

In Africa, new law faculties and other institutions of legal education are now
being established or strengthened with the assistance of American and European
lawyers. During 1968, the Center sponsored 23 such lawyers in 11 African coun-
tries, supported in the. United States and Europe a number of African law
graduates who were preparing for teaching careers, provided financial assistance
to make possible continent-wide African Law Reports, and sponsored a summer
program offered by the African Law Center at Columbia University.

The Center has just negotiated a contract with the US/AID for the purpose
of strengthening Korean legal institutions and encouraging the participation of
the Korean legal profession in continuing legal education activities. We are
pleased that the US/AID is turning to the Center, as the Department of State
has done in the past, to carry out projects for which the Center has a special
competence.

It Is important to recognize that all this would not have been possible without
the Initial underwriting provided by the Ford Foundation. A non-profit, service-
type organization cannot become viable from inception or even launched with-
out such financial backing. During the first year of operation, the Center was
almost entirely financially dependent upon the Foundation. In the second year,
this dependency was reduced to 95 per cent. The projection for the current year
is that a further reduction to around 80 per cent financial dependency can be
anticipated. In due course it is expected that the Center will no longer require
underwriting.

It should be stressed that the Center is independent in character regardless of
the origins of its financial support. This Is a source of Its strength In working
overseas in such a sensitive field as law and development. The Center is governed
by a Board of Trustees which includes, In addition to myself, the following
individuals:
Aron Broches, General Counsel, International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development
Sir George Coldstream, formerly Permanent Secretary to the Lord Chancellor

and Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
Robert K. A. Gardiner, Executive Secretary, United Nations Economic Commis-

sion for Africa
Felipe Herrera, President, Inter-American Development Bank
John B. Howard, President, International Legal Center
Joseph E. Johnson, President, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
Milton Katz, Director, International Legal Studies, Harvard University
Edward H. Levi, President, University of Chicago
Max F. Millkan, Director, Center of International Studies, Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology
Victor H. Palmieri, Lawyer and business consultant
Howard C. Petersen, Chairman of the Board, Fidelity Bank
Walter J. Schaefer, Justice, Illinois Supreme Court
Carl B. Spaeth, Chairman, Committee on International Studies, Stanford

University
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As In the case of the Council on Library Resources and other organizations to
which reference has been made in these hearings, the future of the International
Legal Center would be placed in jeopardy by a strict Interpretation of the deft.
nation of an operating foundation as it appears In H.R. 13270. To qualify, the
Center (and other similar organizations) must expend substantially all of its
income directly for the activities constituting its exempt purposes (which it
does) and ctither devote substantially more than one-half of its assets directly
to such exempt purposes, or receive not more than 25 per cent of its support from
any one organization.

At present, the Center receives more than 25 per cent from one organization.
It Is not likely that it could otherwise have come into existence. Therefore. to
qualify as an operating foundation, it must meet the "assets test." The Center's
assets consist solely of its working balances and its office equipment. If such
assets can be considered as meeting the criterion that would qualify the Center
and similar bodies as operating foundations, there would appear to be no difficul.
ties except as might arise from the use of the word "directly". Such organiza-
tions should be able to carry out their exempt purposes, where that can be done
best, through chosen Instruments like universities. If such Instruments would
not be regarded as within the word "directly," some modification should be ma1de
so that such choice of instruments for carrying out exempt purposes would not
prejudice the exemption. Either the prolosed legislation should be clarified on
these questions or there should be some statement on record providing the clari-
fication as a matter of legislative history. At present, the ambiguity in the pro-
posed bill Is such that many worthy organizations could le put out of operation
and others prevented from being started. I cannot believe that this is the intent
of the drafters of this bill.

As a lawyer who has taken a particular interest in the Improvement of the
profession and the service it renders to the public. I cannot fail to mention here
two other organizations which would find their activities in the public Interest
similarly jeopardized by the proposed legislation. Of one. the National Defender
Project of the National Legal Aid and Defender Association, Chief Justice War-
ren E. Burger had this to say In a recent address:"It has been good, very good . . . to see the American Bar ASsociation and
other legal bodies support the Nhtlonal Defender Program because the positlve
consequence is that we will ultimately have adequate public defender services
provided wherever they are needed . . One of the great things about the devel.
opment of legal aid and defender programs and the post graduate seminars to
train lawyers for these new tasks is that they are private and volunteer efforts
of the Profession. The concept is one devised by lawyers, Implemented by lawyers
and financed by the private sector Including lawyers and Bar Associations and
great philanthropic Institutions.

"lThis is the American Way of progress and it Is better and more enduring than
ad hoe improvements imposed by acts of Congress or mandates of courts."

At another point in this address, pointing up the need for further Improvement
in legal education, the Chief Justice emphasized that: "The recent development
of law teaching through 'clinics' is one of the great new steps in legal education
since Langdell's 'case method.' With Ford Foundation support, many law schools
have begun to offer courses In various fields of law through the 'clinical method.'
exposing students to the living problems of living clients as part of the learning
process. Now Congress, in Title XI of the Higher Education Act of 1065, has
authorized generous appropriations for similar programs in still other schools."

Since 1068 the Ford Foundation has made grants totalling $6.1 million to the
National Legal Aid and Defender Association. In 1068 the Foundation's Trustees
made an appropriation of $5.4 million over a five-year perlod for the establishment
of the Council on Legal Education for Professional Responsibility. which is
engaged In grant-making in support of clinical and internship law school pro-
grams. I have the privilege of serving on the Boards of both of these organizations.

We have not yet said, and will do so now, that we can understand the Congress'
concern that some activities ofsome foundations may not have conformed with
the intent of the original legislation. We heartily agree that such practices must
be checked. We understand also that in drafting legislation some arbitrary stand-
ard or furmula must be established and some very fined lines drawn. However.
it appears to us that If these particular guidelines are not reconsidered and
broadened, a great many organizations that have made contributions of value
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in almost every area of concern to this Congress and to this country may be in
a very difficult position indeed. For of course the organizations I have mentioned
are not the only ones with special expertise which might be affected by the legis-
lation as written.
We cannot believe that in drafting these provisions the distinguished members

of the Ways and Means Committee and the House of Representatives intended
to disrupt the efforts in the public interest of the Council, the Center, and other
similarly situated organizations. We earnestly urge that the members of this
Committee consider carefully and rewrite the provisions in such a way as to
eliminate the evils which called them into being, and at the same time clarify
them so that the effectiveness of honorable and essential institutions may not be
destroyed.

VI. RESTRICTIVE EFFECTS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF PHILAN-
THROPY AND OPERATION OF FOUNDATIONS (INCLUDING EFFECTS
OF EXPENDITURESE RESPONSIBILITY" AND HEAVY PENALTY ON
TRUSTEES)

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF MR. I)ANA S. CREEL°

1. The proposed sanctions in H.R. 13270 are excessive and:
(1) Include very substantial penalty taxes on foundations which would

have the ultimate effect of diminishing funds available for distribution to
legitimate philanthropic activities;

(2) SubJet-t management, both staff and trustees, to very substantial per-
sonal liabilities, which would greatly reduce the ability of foundations to
attract the best caliber of trustees and staff; and

(3) Create onerous and in some cases Impossible requirements on founda-
tion administration.

2. It is suggested that a substantially modified philosophy and system of sanc-
tions be adopted having the ultimate end of promoting and strengthening phi.
uiitiiropic endeavor in our society.

3. An approach along these lines is as follows:
(1) Penalties should be imposed on foundations but only on the wrong-

doers, recognizing that a foundation is inanimate and can function only by
acts of individuals.

(2) Penalties should be flexible, reasonable in nature, with maximum limit,
and appropriately related to the acts (or failures to act) which are penalized.

(3) Proscribed acts (or failures to act) should be defined with sufficient
clarity to enable the decision-makers to determine, without undue complex-
ity and at the time of decision, whether any act (or failure to act) consti-
tutes a transgression.

(4) A procedure should be established providing for notice of a proposed
penalty, with opportunity for correction within a reasonable period before
application of the penalty.

(5) A reasonable statute of limitations should be made clearly applicable
to penalties.

If an approach along these general lines can be substituted for the system of
monetary penalties contained in H.R. 13270, I believe that the Congress will have
come much closer to meeting its announced goal of developing sanctions which
provide "a more rational relationship to improper acts". And in terms of the
ability of private foundations to perform in the highest public Interest, I believe
that such a change is crucial.

STATEMENT OF MR. DANA S. CREEL

My role is to introduce the subject of the effect on philanthropy of certain of
the penalties and administrative responsibilities imposed on foundations by
HR. 13270.

My purpose is not to review these provisions in any detail, but rather to discuss
the overall effect of the prescribed penalties for their violation.

The announced objective of the Ways and Means Committee in enacting these
penalties was to "provide a more rational relationship between sanctions and
improper acts . . ." without necessarily resorting to the revocation of exemp.

i H. Rep. No. 91-418 (Part 1), p. 21 (1069).
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tion, which is generally regarded as too extreme a penalty in the vast majority
of situations.

I wholeheartedly subscribe to this stated objective of the Ways and Means
Committee.

However, it would seem that the penalties and remedies proposed do not meet
these stated objectives. They are excessive in many cases and tend to diminish
the funds of foundations available for the support of legitimate philanthropy,
instead of concentrating on preventing or rectifying the transgression. (See
Exhibit A, attached, for summary of proposed sanctions.)

I believe that the proposed system of penalties has many shortcomings. To be
specific, the sanctions:

(1) Include very substantial penalty taxes on foundations which would have
the ultimate effect of diminishing funds available for distribution to legitimate
philanthropic activities;

(2) Subject management, both staff and trustees, to very substantial personal
liabilities, which would greatly reduce the ability of foundations to attract the
best caliber of trustees and staff; and

(3) Create onerous and in some cases impossible requirements on foundation
administration.

In conjunction with some of the questionable substantive provisions which
others have discussed, these sanctions coupled with the lack of clarity as to what
is prohibited and what is permitted will, in my judgment, drive foundations from
the forefront of philanthropic endeavor, which is their logical arena, stultify
management, foreshadow a diminishing role for foundations, with possible ex-
tinction an end result.

Let me Illustrate by considering the effect of the proposed sanctions as they
relate to the three headings I have mentioned before.

1. Substantial penalty tares on foundations would have the ultimate effect of
dimintshing the funds available to legitimate philanthroplo activitleo.-There are
six types of proposed sanctions on foundations, ranging from a tax of 5 percent
of the value of excess business holdings for each year held, up to an income tax
on the termination of private foundation status equal to the entire net assets of
the foundation. For the government to take away the assets of a foundation is
not in the Interest of philanthropy. It is the ultimate beneficiaries of the founda-
tion funds that really suffer from this kind of punitive provision.

2. Subjecting foundation managers, both staff and trustees, to very substantial
personal liabilties would greatly reduce the ability of foundations to attract the
best caliber of staff and trustees and oill inevitably render them cautious and
unimaginative.-The proposed sanctions on foundations managers range from 2%
percent of the amount involved In a self-dealing transaction for each year until
corrected (with a maximum of $10,000 per act) up to a tax of 200 percent or more
of the amount involved if correction Is not made within the 90-day notice period.
Even more drastic, there is an overlap of "disqualified persons" and "foundation
managers" In the penalty provisions on self-dealing which literally could be read
to tax a foundation manager initially at 7/ percent and additionally at 250
percent.

An even greater personal liability is contained In the sanctions involved in
connection with taxable expenditures, where the foundation manager is subject
to a 50 percent penalty for each taxable expenditure. It is not unusual for a
foundation to make grants of several hundred thousand dollars or more. For
example, suppose that a foundation makes a grant of only $100,000 which Is
determined on audit to be a taxable expenditure affecting the legislative process.
This would mean a tax of $50,000 on a foundation manager. This patently is an
unrealistic penalty, particularly since it relates to the nebulous and uncertain
definition of what is meant by "Influencing legislation."

In this area, It is very easy to make a misjudgment. Consider for example, the
question of what is non-partisan analysis and research. If the grantee is con-
ducting "non-partisan analysis and research", a grant would be permissible. If
not, a grant would be a prohibited taxable expenditure. The trouble is that grants
are matters of judgment which can be second-guessed upon audit in the light of
hindsight and subsequent developments over which the foundation manager has
no control.

Another example of the unreasonableness of the proposed penalty structure
relates to the making of an investment which is later determined after audit to
have been made in such manner as to jeopardize the carrying out of any of the
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foundation's exempt purposes. It is possible in such a case for the penalties to
to pyramid in the following way: The basic penalty of 100 percent of the amount
of the investment is to be imposed upon the foundation and presumably at the
same time a 50 percent tax would be imposed on any foundation manager who
"participated" in the making of such an investment if he had knowledge that the
investment Jeopardized any of the foundation's exempt purposes. The founda-
tion might also be subjected to another 100 percent tax and the manager to
another 50 percent tax if the amount paid or incurred in making the investment
is held to be a "taxable expenditure" on the ground that the investment did not
fulfill a purpose specified in § 501 (c) (3).

Moreover, if the foundation manager has previously been liable for one of these
taxes, a further penalty of 100 percent might also be Imposed upon him and 100
percent penalty also could be imposed on the foundation under similar circum-
stances. As a final cap to the pyramid, if a foundation's investments giving rise
to these penalties should be deemed "willful repeated acts", regardless of the
amount invested, forced termination can be imposed and the assets of the
foundation can be confiscated under the guise of a tax on termination of founda-
tion status.

While it is quite true, with respect to a foundation manager, that the bill
incorporates a subjective test of knowledge-whether actual knowledge or
constructive knowledge is required is not clear-as a condition precedent to
liability, this condition will provide little practical protection against penalties
asserted with the benefit of hindsight. The circumstances under which any
foundation portfolio is managed-particularly in the light of the pressures which
will result for higher yield investments caused by the required percentage dis-
tribution rules-coutd produce hindsight judgments that a given investment
did jeopardize the foundation's exempt purposes and, indeed, that the manage-
ment had knowledge of this fact. Such a possibility is perilously real for those
foundations which make investments in economically blighted communities as
part of a laudable program of fostering free enterprise where normal credit
lines are not available. Other more conventional investments are not immune
from the Q.ime destructive scrutiny. In a word, every dollar of a foundation's
assets becomes a target for devasting second-guessing as to purposes. The hihibi-
tive consequences of this provision are too clear for further comment. These
obviously would be awesome obstacles to the recruitment of the highest quality
staff and the service of distinguished individuals as trustees.

These liabilities apply not only to professional staff but to trustees and other
persons, and it must be borne in mind that in any acts involving these penalties
which also involve a breach of fiduciary responsibility, "foundation managers"
would also be subject to an additional liability through surcharge under state
equity jurisdiction.

3. The proposed eanctlon8s would create Onerous burdens of admuinistration,
in some cases impos8ible to achieve. Additional administrative work is required
to comply with the requirements of full disclosure and reporting, and with this
there should be no question since it is a thoroughly legitimate requirement for
a tax-exempt organization.

However, there are two requirements that are unreasonably burdensome, if
not actually impossible of achievement.

The first of these relates to penalty taxes on "self-dealing" between a founda-
tion and a wide range of "disqualified persons", other than foundation managers.
An initial penalty tax of 5 per cent of the amount involved In a self-dealing
transaction would be imposed on any disqualified person who participated in
that transaction, for each year until the transaction was corrected. An addi-
tional tax of 200 per cent of the amount involved would be imposed on such a
person if correction was not made with the 90-day period after notice from the
Internal Revenue Service.

Aside from a question as to the reasonableness of the penalty involved, the
greatest difficulty of this provision is that the definition of a "disqualified per-
son" is so broad that it includes persons who are so remote from the foundation
that as a pracleal matter, there is no way of knowing whether they are Involved
in a proscribed relationship. (See Exhibit B, attached, showing "disqualified
persons" as defined in Section 4946.) Further, the foundation managers are not
in a position to know, ask-much less demand-revelation of Information from
such persons which would enable the foundation's manager to obtain the neces-
sary information to insure conformity to these provisions. For example, ho~v
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could a foundation manager realistically be required to determine the total
amount of stock held in all the corporations with which a foundation may do
business by all "disqualified persons", including all substantial contributors,
their ancestors, collaterals, lineal descendants, spouses, and corporations, part-
nerships or trusts, in which they may hold a 35 per cent or greater interest?

In attacking this specific penalty we are in no way sanctioning self-dealing, but
rather plintlng out the impracticability of complying with the provision based
upon such an extensive definition of "disqualified persons".

The second requirement which places on the management of a private foun-
dation a task which Is likely to be impossible to attain involves "expenditure
responsibility". This includes "full responsibility" to see thatt any grant (,except
those to a publicly-supported or other 30 percent charities) (1) "is spent solely
for the purpose for which made", (2) to "obtain full and complete reports from
the grantee on how the funds are spent and to verify the accuracy of such
reports", and (3) to "make full and detailed reports with respect to such expendi-
tures to the Secretary or his delegate".

Inevitably there will be cases where a grant, through no fault of the founda-
tion, is spent in part, for purposes outside those for which the grant was made.
"iniarly, there may be cases where grantees, through no fault of the foundation,
fail to report or where a given report is inaccurate. It Is unfair to impose upon
a foundation and foundation management liability In such a situation beyond
due diligence. Otherwise the provision would constitute an incentive for founda-
tions to engage In direct operations In areas where they otherwise would have
funded another organization. To enlist a broader citizenship participation In the
leadership and execution of a project than that which can be provided by the
grantor foundation, a degree of dependence inevitably has to be placed in the
grantee organization. There would be no objection to the "expenditure respon-
sibility" provision if it were modified to require due diligence rather than abso-
lute responsibility.

Up to this I)oint, I have been discussing the detrimental and serious conse-
quences for philanthropy which would arise from the sanctions contained in
H.R. 13270.
As a basis for my following comments, I suggest that any system of sanctions

should have the following four principal objectives:
(1) that foundation assets be properly invested to produce a reasonable income,

which is In turn applied to legitimate philanthropic purposes;
(2) that foundation assets not be used to the personal advantage of those

intimately related to its creation and management;
and compelled to make good any loss caused by violation of their fiduciary

(3) that those responsible for any violation of these objectives be penalized
and compelled to make good any loss caused by violation of their fiduciary
responsibilities ; and

(4) that those responsible for any violation of proper limitations Imposed by
law be penalized.

The ultimate purpose It seems to me, of any approach to a system of sanctions
is that It strengthen and promote philanthropic endeavor In our society. This is
the basis for a major objection to one segment of the proposed sanctions, namely,
those penalties. Imposed against the foundations.

Penalties relating to a wrongdoing should be Imposed on the wrongdoer, not
the foundation Involved, for this only hurts philanthropy at large by withdrawing
funds. I think you will agree that this Is not a desirable result.

The question, and it is not an easy one, is to devise a system of penalties,
restraints and corrective measures which will fit the transgressions and not, in
the process, set up a rigid system which will have the undesirable derivative and
in tcrrorern effects of those contained In II.R. 13270.

Assuming then that no sanctions should be applied against the assets of the
foundations, attention should be turned exclusively to devising proper sanctions
against the wrongdoer. It Is here, I think, that the proposed sanctions exceed
by far reasonable bounds and fail to take Into account the fact that the vast
majority of foundation managers, staff and trustees are conscientious and sin-
cerely wish to abide by the law and what Is expected of them as proper conduct
Just the stigma of being adjudged in violation is a very substantial deterrent
and, I would venture, In more than 99 out of 100 cases would be ample reprimand.

I would suggest that a system of penalties be set up which would consist first
of a notification of violation with a 00-day period for correction and that, if
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appropriate corrective steps are not taken within that time, then the applica-
tion of the minimum tax escalating with continued failure to correct or upon
any further similar violation up to a given maximum. I would suggest, In this
connection, that the maximum need not be a large figure because any repeating
violator would, I am sure, be removed from office by his Board. There Is always,
of course, the ultimate sanction of revirwation of exception.

Such a system should have flexible sanctions within a maxinmiu limit of $5,000
to $10,000. It must be recognized that the sanctions would not he a wholly ade-
quate remedy for a violation of self-dealing, misapplication of funds or any
act which would wrongfully dissipate the assets of a foundation. This would
be a situation In which time additional remedy must lie, as I see it, in the courts
of equity to enforce restitution for a loss to the foundation which, In these cases,
woull N, a breach of fiduciary responsibility. Some have. suggested an equity
Irocedurc il the Federal District Courts. I see a system of sanctions combining
penalties snplelemented by equity actions, initiated by state attorneys general.
prompted if nee(led by the Treasury.

In this connection, I note that I.lt. 13270 proposes cooperation with state at-
tornteys general ( and this would seem to be t very desirable development. There
are those, as I am sure you are aware. who have urged more adequate state
supervision, believing that ideally the flexible remedies available through equity
actions would be the most effective and desirable means of regulating foundations.
Sole reliance on the states, however, is not a wholly satisfactory answer at this
point, because of the failure of a number of states to undertake aggressive pro-
grams of enforcement. I, for one, believe that everything possible should be done
to encourage the states to fulfill their responsibilities in this respect because I
believe firmly that this is not only theoretically but, practically the proper
means for the most effective regulation of foundations. But until the day comes
when full reliance may be placed in the various states for the exercise of this
responsibility, I must reluctantly concede to the necessity of a system of Internal
Revenue Service sanctions modified along the lines I have suggested, which basi-
cally are as follows:

(1) Penalties should not be imposed on foundations but only on the wrong-
doers. recognizing that a foundation is inanimate and van function only by acts of
individuals.

(2) Penalties should be flexible, reasonable in nature, with a maximum limit
and appropriately related to the acts (or failures to act which are penalized.

(3) Proscribed acts (or failures to act) should be defined with sufficient clar-
ity to enable the decision-makers to determine, without undue complexity and at
the time of decision, whether any act (or failure to act) constitutes a trans-
gresslon.

(4) A procedure should be established providing for notice of a proposed pen-
alty, with opportunity for correction within a reasonable period before applica-
tion of the penalty.

(5) A reasonable statute of limitations should be made clearly applicable to
penalties.

If an approach along these general lines can be substituted for the system of
monetary penalties contained In IH.R. 13270, I believe that the Congress will have
come much closer to meeting its announced goal of developing sanctions which
provide "a more rationql relationship to Improper acts." And In terms of the
ability of private foundations to perform in the highest public interest, I believe
that such a change is crucial. Thank you.

33--805-09-pt,$.. 28



PENALTIES IMPOSED BY PRIVATE FOUNDATION PROVISIONS OF H.R. 13270

Penalties Imposed on private foundationsActs or failures penalized (and certain trusts) Penalties imposed on disqualified persons Penalties imposedd on foundation managers

Lower of (1) a)reate tax benefits, resulting from tax
exemption to te foundation (income tax savings) and
to all subsiantial contributors (income, gift, and estate
tax savings), plus interest thereon or (2) the higher
of (a) the value of the nt assets of the foundation on
the date action to terminate its exempt status was
first taken, or (b) the value of the net assets on the
date such status was terminated.

The tax may be abated if the foundation operates as apublic charity for60 months or distributes all its assets
to public charities within 60 months.

Forced term nation and liability for tax under sec. 507 ...............................................
above, for willful repeated acts or failures to act or a
willful and flagrant act or failure to act.

a uemsnng ,sec. ") -------------------------------------------------------------------- Initial tax of 5 percent of the amount involved
for each year until corrected, Imposed on dis-
qualified persons who participated in the act of
self dealing. Joint and several liability.

Additional tax of 200 percent of the amount
involved If not corrected within 90 days after
notice Is mailed. Joint and several liability.

Initial tax (if a disqualified person is taxed) of
2Z.percent of the amount Involved for each year
until corrected, Imposed on any manager who
participated In the act of self dealing knowing it
to be such. Maximum of $10,000 per act. Joint
and several liability.

Addionalal tax (if a disqualified person Is taxed)
of - percent of the amount Involved, impose
on any manager who refused to agree to any
part of the correction. Maximum of $10,000 per
act. Joint and several liability.

Termination of private foundation status
(sec. 50).

Liability for ch. 42, taxes (sec. 508(e))...

F
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Failure to distribute income (sec. 4942).. Initial tax of 15 percent of undistributed income for each ----------------------------------------------
year such income remains undistributed.

Additional tax, If an initial tax is imposed, of 100 percent ----------------------------------------------
of undistributed income not distributed within 90 days
after notice is mailed.

Excess business holdings (sec. 4943)-.. Initial tax of 5 percent of the value of excess business ----------------------------------------------
holdings foreach year during which such excess is held.

Additional tax of 200 percent of the value of excess busi- ----------------------------------------------
ness holdings not disposed of within 90 days after
notice is mailed.

Investments which jeopardize charitable 100 percent of the amount invested ---------------------------------------------------------------- ,f the foundation is taxed, 50 percent of the amount
purposes (sec. 4944). invested, imposed on any manager who par-

ticipates in the making of the investment knowing
that it is jeopardizing exempt purposes. Jointand several liability.

Taxable expenditures (sec. 4945) -------- 100 percent of the amount of each taxable expenditure ------------....--------------------------------- 50 percent of the amount of each taxable expendi-
ture, imposed on any manager who agrees to the
making of an expenditure knowing it is a taxable
expenditure. Joint and several liability.

Repeated liability for ch. 42, excise taxes 100 percent of the ch. 42tax if the foundation has, without 100 percent of the ch. 42 tax if the disqualified per- 100 percent of the ch. 42 tax if the manager has,
(sec. 6684). reasonable cause, either (1) been liable for a ch. 42 son has, without reasonable cause, either (1) without reasonable cause, either (1) been liable

tax previously, or(2) the act or failure to act giving rise been liable for a ch. 42 tax previously, or(2) the foa a ch. 42 tax previously, or (2) the act or
to liability for the ch. 42 tax is "both willful and fla- act or failure to act giving rise to liability for the failure to act giving rise to liability for the ch. 42
granL" ch. 42 tax is "both willful and flagrant." tax is "both willful and flagrant"
v
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EXHIBIT B

PEa1oNs OF ENTITIES Wio ARE "DISQUALIFIED PERSONS" AS DEFINED IN
SECTION 4946

I. A private foundation will be subject to taxes under Section 4941 (self-
dealing) if it engages in certain transactions with; under Section 4942 (failure
to diAtribute income to qualifying distributees) if it distributes income to an
organization controlled by; and under Section 4043 (excess business holdings) if
it holds excess business interests, measured by the aggregate of its own holdings
and those of the following:

SUBSTANTIAL CONTRIBUTORS, THEIR FAMILIES AND RELATED ENTITIES

1. Any person who (by himself or with his spouse) has contributed more than
$5,000 to the foundation in any one calendar year, plus:

(a) The family of so,.'h person (and the family of his spouse, if the spouse
has been a contributor), consisting of his (or their) : Brothers (whole or half-
blood) and their spouses; Sisters (whole or half-blood) and their spouses;
Spouse; Ancestors; Lineal descendants and their spouses.

(b) A corporation in which such persons and their families own (including
stock owned by others which is deemed constructively owned under Section
267(c) ) more than 35% of the total voting power.

(o) A partnership In which such persons and their families own more than
85% of the profits interest.

(d) A trust or estate in which such persons and their families hold more than
35% of the beneficial interest.

2. Any person who (by himself or with his spouse) bequeathed more than
$5,000 to the foundation, phis:

(a) The family of such person (and the family of his spouse, if the spouse
has ben a contributor), consisting of his (or their) : Brothers (whole or half-
blood) and their spouses; Sisters (whole or half-blood) and their spouses;
Spouse; Ancestors; Lineal descendants and their spouses.

(b) A corporation in which such persons and their families own (including
stock owned by others which is deemed constructively owned under Section
267(c) more than 35% of the total voting power.

(o) A partnership in which such persons and their families own more than
35% of the profits interest

(d) A trust or estate in which such persons and their families hold more than
85% of the beneficial Interest.

3. Any person who contributed the greatest amount (regardless of the amount)
to the foundation in any one calendar year, plus:

(a) The family of such person, consisting of his: Brothers (whole or half-
blood) and their spouses; Sisters (whole or half-blood) and their spouses;
Spouse; Ancestors; Lineal descendants and their spouses.

(b) A corporation in which such persons and their families own (including
stock owned by others which is deemed constructively owned under Section
207(c) more than 35% of the total voting power.

(0) A partnership in which such persons and their families own more than
85% of the profits Interest.

(4) A trust or estate in which such persons and their families hold more than
35% of the beneficial interest.

4. The creator of the foundation, if it is a trust, plus:
(a) The family of such creator, consisting of: Brothers (whole or half-blood)

and their spouses; Sisters (whole or half-blood) and their spouses; Spouse;
Ancestors; Lineal descendants and their spouses.

(b) A corporation in which such person and their families own (including
stock owned by oothers which is deemed constructively owned under Section
267 (c)) more than 35% of the total voting power.

(o) A partnership In which such persons and their families own more than
85% of the profits interest.

(d) A trust or estate in which such persons and their families hold more than
85% of the beneficial interest.
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FOUNDATION MANAGERS, THEIR FAMILIES AND RELATM ENTITIES:

5. Any officer, director or trustee of the foundation (including "an individual
having powers or responsibilities similar to those of officers, directors, or trus-
tees"), plus:

(a) The family of such officer, director, trustee or other individual, consisting
of: Brothers (whole or half-blood) and their spouses; Sisters (whole or half-
blood) and their spouses; Spouse; Ancestors; Lineal descendants and their
spouses.

(b) A corporation in which such individuals and their fhimilies own (includ-
ing stock owned by others which is deemed constructively owned under section
207 (c)) more than 35% of the total voting power.

(o) A partnership in which such individuals and their families own more t0h1i
35% of the profits interest.

(M) A trust or estate in which such individuals and their families hold more
than 35% of thebeneficlal interest.

6. Any employee of a foundation having authority or responsibility with re-
spect to an act or failure to act, plus:

(a) The family of such employee, consisting of: Brothers (whole or hialf-
blood) and their spouses; Sisters (whole or half-blood) und their spouses;
Spouse; Ancestors; Lineal descendants and their spouses.

(b) A corporation in which such employees and their families owvn (including
stock owned by others In which is deemed constructively owned uider Section
267(c) ) more than 35% of the total voting power.

(o) A partnership in which such employees and their families own more than
85% of the profits interest.

(4) A trust or estate in which such employees and their families hold more
than 350/c of the beneficial interest.

INDIVIDUALS OWNING INTERESTS IN ENTITIES WHICH ARE "SUBSTANTIAL CONTRII-
UTORS", THEIR PAMILIES AND RELATED ENTITIES

7. Any Individual who owns (including stock owned by others which is deelned
constructively owned under Section 207(c)) more than 20% of the total voting
power of a corporation which is a "substantial contributor" to the foundation,
Plus:

(a) The family of such individual, consisting of: Brothers (whole or half-
blood) and their spouses; Sisters (whole or half-blood) and their spouses;
Sponse; Ancestors; Lineal descendants and their spouses.

(b) A corporation in which such Individuals and their families ownv (including
stock owned by others which is deemed constructively owned under Section
207 (c) ) more than 35% of the total voting power.

to) A partnership in which such individuals and their families own more than
85% of the profits interest.

(d) A trust or estate in which such individuals and their families hold more
than 85% of the beneficial interest.

8 Any individual who is a general partner in a partnership which is a "sub-
stantial contributor" to the foundation, plus:

(a) The family of such individual, consisting of: Brothers (whole or half-
blood) and their spouses; Sisters (whole or half-blood) and their spouses;
Spouse; Ancestors; Lineal descendants and their spouses.

(b) A corporation in which such individuals and their families own (including
stock owned by others which is deemed constructively owned under Section
267(c)) more than 85% of the total voting power.

(o) A partnership in which such individuals and their families own more than
85% of the profits interest.

(d) A trust or estate in which such individuals and their families hold more
than 85% of the beneficial interest.

9. Any individual who holds more than 20% of the beneficial interest in a
trust or unincorporated enterprise which is a "substantial contributor" to the
foundation, plus:

(a) The family of such individual, consisting of: Brothers (whole or half-
blood) and their spouses; Sisters (whole or half-blood) and their spouses;
Spouse; Ancestors; Lineal descendants and their spouses.
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(b) A corporation In which such individuals and their families own (including
stock owned by others which is deemed constructively owned under Section
267(c) ) more than 35% of the total voting power.

(o) A partnership in which such individuals and their families own more than
35% of the profits interest.

(d) A trust or estate in which such individuals and their families hold more
than 35% of the beneficial interest.

II. For purposes of Section 4943 (tax on excess business holdings), a private
foundation's excess business holdings are measured by the total holdings of itself
and all the persons and entities listed above, plus the holdings of:

10. Any private foundation which is "effectively controlled (directly or indi-
rectly) by the same person or persons who control the private foundation in
question."

11. Any private foundation "all of the contributions to which were made
(directly or indirectly) by the same person or persons described In * * * (para-
graphs 1 to 9 inclusive, above], or members of their families (consisting of the
persons listed in subparagraph a of each of paragraphs 1 to 9 inclusive, above],
who made (directly or indirectly) substantially all of the contributions to the
private foundation in question."

III. For purposes of Section 4941 (tax on self-dealing), a "government official"
also is included.

SuMMARY OF STATEMENT OF DR. JAuES R. KLLTAN, JR.

1. Impact of the bill on the development of philanthropy and the importance of
financial support of educational institutions by private foundations and of their
contributions to society.

2. Expanding costs of education and the need for more private contributions.
3. Outline of principal provisions of the bill relating to private foundations.
(a) 71/j percent investment income tax.
(b) Penalty taxes for engaging in certain transactions, failure to distribute

income, excess business holdings, and improper investments and expenditures.
(o) Application of private foundation rules to non-exempt trusts.
4. Penalty provisions Indiscriminately applied and so severe as to threaten

existence of private foundations.
5. Inequity of retroactive application of new rules to existing trusts and

foundations.
6. Other provisions of the bill which will curtail charitable contributions.

STATEMENT OF DR. JAmEs R. KrLLMAN, JR.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
My name is James R. Killian, Jr., Chairman of the Corporation of the Massachu.

setts Institute of Technology. It is a privilege to present this statement and to
have the opportunity to express my grave concern about certain provisions of
bill H.R. 18270 which affect foundations and other forms of private philanthropy.
In discussing the restrictions on the development of philanthropy which
would be imposed by this bill in its present form, I speak chiefly out of my ex-
perience as an officer of a private college where foundation grants and private
philanthropy generally are decisively important to the Institution. I hasten
to add that I recognize the need for tax reform and the difficulty of accomplish-
ing it. I also recognize the-need for stopping the occasional misuse of tax-exempt
foundations for purposes ulterior to true philanthropy. But these objectives
must be reached with precision and care in ways that will not discourage-and
perhaps dry up-philanthrople giving.

Educational institutions such as the one I represent derive a substantial
portion of their contributions from organizations which meet the bill's definition
of "private foundations." Over the past four years, MIT has received an average
of 86% of its private contributions from these foundations. These grants
have been profoundly important in maintaining the quality of its education
and in enhancing educational opportunity for both students and faculty. The
private giving which would be discouraged by this bill has provided 80%
of all of our academic buildings, as well as 100% of our endowment. In our
forward planning, we have relied on the continuation of grants, gifts, and
bequests in amounts greater than we have been receiving in the past few years.
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I, therefore, look with dismay at any curtailment of foundation or other private
support now or in the future.

Clearly at a time when we are deeply concerned everywhere in the country
about the funding of all higher education and about the financial future of our
private institutions, we should be looking for ways to increase and not diminish
the flow of private funds to education. We who are struggling day in and day
out to balance budget and to find funds for student aid, student housing, faculty
salaries, improved teaching, and new programs to deal with national needs, say
to you with all the eloquence at our command that this is no time to compound
the problems of our universities by making it harder for them to secure private
grants and gifts in the years ahead.

In its present form, the provisions of the bill that would impair the functioning
of foundations or result in the confiscation of their capital or discourage the
formation of new foundations -eern to me to be dangerous and short-sighted.
The provisions of the present bill appear to be so severe that if passed in its
present form, it will probably constitute the death kinell of the foundations as we
know them4 Certainly, the incentive to form new foundations will be lost.

In contemplating the future financing of our private institutions, I am troubled
by the reduction in available funds which will result from the proposed 7 %
tax on investment income, but even more troubled by the breach of the
tax-exempt principle on income. Should this tax be established, it would
be tempting to increase it. I would also be troubled by the precedent created by
taxation of foundations as implying the possibility of taxation of our tax-exempt
educational institutions.

Foundations make intangible contributions to our educational system along
with their financial contributions. I readily acknowledge that foundations pro-
vide institutions such as my own not only vith needed funds, but with the
stimulus of criticism and of fresh and catalytic ideas, thus helping to maintain
quality and achieve needed change. They make important contributions to the
quality of our society by providing multiple centers of initiative, by their ability
to serve as path finders and to support experiment, and by their capacity to
attract into the decision-making, planning and innovative process a wide
spectrum of able men and women. I am profoundly troubled by any restrictions
on foundations which would inhibit the initiative or innovative spirit we see
in the strong ones. I am troubled about those provisions in the bill which
could discourage able men and women from accepting posts of responsibility in
foundations. Indeed these provisions could reduce the officers and trustees of
our responsible foundations to a legion of intimidated men, their initiative,
imagination, and boldness dampened by excessive restraint and surveillance
and by confiscatory penalties for the innocent misreading of ambiguous provi-
sions in this bill. This is one of the most serious possibilities affecting the future
of philanthropy that one finds in this proposed legislation.

I have addressed my remarks within the context of this hearing to those pro-
visions of the bill which relate to foundations. It is clear, however, that one
needs to look at the impact of the bill on the future of all philanthropy, and as
I indicate later in this statement, the preservation of the great American tradi-
tion of benevolence, of voluntary association, of diversity of support for our
charities must be looked at in the round because the spirit of generosity is a
seamless web, and damage to a part damages the whole.

Let me turn now from these comments to examine briefly some of the specific
provisions of the bill which lead me to the general conclusions I have set forth.

The bill proposes the following new taxes on foundations:
1. A 7% percent tax on investment income, including capital gains. This tax

is imposed whether or not all of the income of the foundation is distributed to
active charities. Although the present proposed rate is 7 percent, experience
shows that once a tax exemption is breached, almost inevitably progressively
higher taxes are later imposed. At the very least this tax cannot but reduce the
giving to institutions by these foundations.

2. A tax on termination of private foundation status. This tax would be equal
to the lesser of the net assets of the foundation or the aggregate tax benefits that
have been enjoyed by the foundation and its substantial contributors since
March 1, 1913, by reason of deductions or exemptions. I particularly deplore the
provision for retroactive imposition of taxes that were legally saved under laws
previously in effect.
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3. A basic tax of 5 percent and a penalty tax of 200 percent if not corrected,
on acts of self-dealing with foundations. This tax is automatically imposed on
transactions with disqualified persons irrespective of the fairness of the terms
of the transaction.

4. An initial tax of 15 percent and a penalty tax of 100 percent if not corrected,
on the failure of the foundation to distribute all income. For this purpose, the
bill would impose an obligation to distribute a fixed percentage of the fair market
value of the assets irrespective of the actual yield.

5. An initial tax of 5 percent, and a penalty tax of 200 percent if not corrected,
on the value of excess business holdings. As many private foundations have been
funded by holdings in closely-held corporations, this provision will force liquida-
tion of these holdings to the detriment of the foundations and the organizations
to which they contribute.

0. A tax of 100 percent on speculative Investments. Such investments are
ambiguously defined as investments made in such manner as may jeopardize
the carrying out of the charitable purpose.

7. A tax of 100 percent on certain expenditures which are deemed to be im-
proper. This provision would in effect require the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue to regulate the activities of foundations instead of performing hio
proper function of administering the tax laws.

In addition to the taxes outlined above, in each case other than the investment
income tax and the termination of status tax, a tax up to 50 percent may also
be imposed upon the foundation manager

While approving the objectives of the bill to eliminate occasional abuses of
private foundations for non-charitable purposes, I feel that these penalties are
too harsh and are indiscriminately imposed against both the offenders and the
innocent. Indeed the provisions of the bill are so severe that if It is passed in
its present form, it may well mean the end of such foundation. Certainly, no
new private foundations will be formed, despite the urgent need for additional
foundation support for higher education. The only safe course for existing
foundations Is to.refuse additional contributions, retain their present invest-
ments, and distribute more than their income until they disappear.

The penalty taxes are applied not only to new organizations created after
passage of the bill, but also to existing foundations that were established in
reliance on present and past laws which encouraged their formation and opera-
tion. The tendency throughout the bill to impose taxes and penalties ev post factor
is, in my opinion, one of the most iniquitous features of the bill.

Of equal concern to me is the proposed application of the private foundation
taxes to non-exempt trusts. The bill would Impose the 7% percent investment
income tax on trusts which have only charitable beneficiaries and would impose
some of the same penalty taxes proposed with respect to private foundations on
trusts where only a portion of the beneficial interests are held by a charity.
Like many other provisions of the bill, these rules would be applied to trusts
already in existence even though they were drawn (and in many cases cannot
be changed) in reliance upon laws which afforded them freedom from such
taxation and penalties.

As in the case of private foundations, the only apparent relief from these
penalty taxes is a provision that the Secretary "may," not "shall," abate the
unpaid portion of a tax If the trust distributes all of its net assets to specified
types of charities.

Although this discussion is directed principally to the bills' provisions related
to private foundations, the true effect of the bill on future philanthropy cannot
be viewed or discussed in that context alone. Unfortunately, there are many
other provisions in the bill which may have adverse effects on contributions to
institutions of higher learning. Among these provisions are.

1. The 80 percent limitation on gifts of appreciated property, whereas other
contributions are limited to 50 percent of the contribution base. Moreover, the
30 percent limitation apparently applies to the full value of appreciated property,
rather than only to the amount of appreciation.

2. The treatment of appreciation of donated property as a tax preference and
the allocation of deductions between tax preferred and taxable income. This
combination cannot help but reduce the tax benefits of charitable contributions
and in addition, it makes it impossible fot a prospective donor to plan his giving
because he cannot determine the tax effect of contributions in advance.
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3. The income tax, estate tax and gift tax treatment of charitable remainder
trusts, particularly as to the application of the new rules to existing trusts, many
of which cannot be changed.

In closing, let me reiterate my position as being in no way opposed to appro-

priate and equitable tax revisions but as deeply concerned lest irreparable harm

come to private institutions through oversight or inadvertence.

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF DR. JONAS SALK

I. This nation's Government and its private foundations are avowedly working
together toward the attainment of common public goals. Each of these channels of
philanthropy is supported by the people of the United States and each has devel-
oped distinctive characteristics. The question presented by the legislation under
consideration is whether this dual system should be allowed to continue.

II. Both channels of American philanthropy are subject to shortcomings. Prior
to attempting any objective evaluation one must examine the abuses of private
foundations and the effect of such abuses upon their stated purposes. This ques-
tion of abuse must be distinguished from the more basic question of whether our
dual system of philanthropic funding should be preserved. Recent history provides
innumerable examples of valuable research, initiated and supported by private
philanthropy, whlh otherwise might not have been accomplished.

1i. The dualism of foundations and government parallels the dualism found
in living systems generally. In each instance, the dualism represents a difference
in function and purpose rather than a mere division of labor. Just as the genetic
system of living organism is concerned with (he future survival of the species,
the private sector of philhnthropy (represented by foundations) is concerned with
the long-range future of mankind; similarly, the somnatic system is concerned
primarily with the machinery for sustaining life in the same manner that govern-
ment must deal with the short-range problems of mankind. Foundation endow-
ments provide stable reserves from which exploration and change may be effected.

IV. Regulation and control constitute important functions for every healthy
living system, from cells to organisms to human society. Reasonable controls over
foundations can provide positive benefits, and will not be damaging. However,
unduly severe strictures will limit the usefulness of foundations. Abundant evi-
dence has been presented regarding the positive contribution to our society
wa!e by foundations, while the existence of certain abuses has likewise been
established. This Committee is charged with the responsibility of distinguishing
the necessary and the useful from that which Is unduly restrictive.

Like a physician, the Committee must exercise extreme caution and discretion
to avoid Injuring or killing the patient. Absent such care, this nation might be
deprived of a vital, Innovative, and independent force for growth and for con-
structive change.

My relationship to American foundations is somewhat different from that of
the other speakers you have heard thus far. I am not an administrator of a
foundation, nor a member of any foundation board, nor have I ever been. Neither
do I now hold a position with fund-raising responsibility for any institution.
Rather, I come before you as an individual who has been enabled-through the
American system of private philanthropy-to work in certain ways, toward cer-
tain goals, which would not have been possible had this system not existed.

Therefore, I bring a somewhat different perspective to the questions the Con-
gress now faces. From my vantage point, I would like to examine these questions,
and see if it is possible to draw some conclusions.

First of all, I see both the government and the foundations as having the same
avowed end: that is, they are both intended to work for the benefit of the people-
especially the people of this nation, and ultimately the people of the world-if the
'full destiny of this country is to be realized. The people of this nation support
both the government and foundations. The government of this nation encouraged
the growth of foundations through legal statutes, and within this framework
foundations have evolved a certain character which we will examine in a moment

I am, of course, aware that there is concern that foundations may be abusing
their privileges, and that they mny be "getting out of hand." This concern ex-
tends over a broad range of points, from whether or not foundations are ac-
cumulating excess wealth in tax-free shelters, to whether or not foundations are
unduly influencing legislation, to whether or not foundations are mis-using their
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tax-exempt status in a variety of other ways, such as operating businesses. So
strong is this concern that the very existence of foundations is now being
questioned.

Since foundations and the government work for a common purpose-for the
benefit of man--one of the basic issues that needs to be resolved is whether two
separate channels of philanthropy-one private, one public-should continue
separately, or whether one should be eliminated. Thus, we must first ask our-
selves, is the foundation system a disease to be stamped out, or is it a positive
benefit to be encouraged?

It seems to me that before judgments can be made about the value of founda-
tions--or, the reciprocal questions: can we afford them, or can we afford to do
without them-you should have information about how much they cost and how
much they give-how much wealth has accumulated in foundations compared to
that accumulated by other tax-exempt organizations, and what are the relative
amounts spent yearly from taxes and from philanthropic sources. You would also
want to know the specifics about how often, and to what extent, foundations have
abused their privileges and how often they have not. I imagine you would also
want to know specifically, and not merely generally, how often, and to what de-
gree, foundations attempt, or appear to be attempting to influence legislation,
how often they have not, and how this relates to the activity of other tax-exempt
organizations which have, as their openly avowed aim, the influencing of
legislation.

I1 would remind you that regardless of advantages neither government nor
foundations have been exempt from scandal in the past. No system, however well-
intentioned, ts perfect. And although abuse is certainly an issue, It ought not be
confused with the deeper question of whether funding for philanthropic purposes,
for health, for education and welfare, should continue to be conducted privately
as wall as publicly. Is a dichotomy between public and private funding useful?

I believe that it Is not only useful but necessary and there is evidence in support
of this opinion. There are innumerable examples of philanthropically initiated
and supported research that would have been delayed-or would not have been
accomplished at all-were it not for the American system of private philanI-
thropy. For example, research that led to the development of polio vaccine was
philanthropically funded. The government became active only when the time came
to administer and control a vaccine. Studies that led to the development of vac-
cines for yellow fever were funded by foundations and the early work that led
to the development of vaccines for influenza and measles also were foundation
funded.

These are popularly comprehensible examples but an even more impressive rec-
ord is in the clear fact as noted by George Beadle that "the remarkable twentieth-
century flowering of experimental biology would not have been possible without
the support of private foundations in key areas and at critical times." Up to 1965
no fewer than thirty Nobel laureates received Rockefeller Foundation fellowships
before they won the prize.

The dualism of foundations and government has a parallel in the dualism that
exists in living systems generally. For example, living organisms possess a
genetic mechanism and a somatic mechanism, each separate and yet both inter-
related and interdependent. This dualism is not merely a division of labor but
rather a difference in function and therefore in purpose. In anthropomorphic
terms there is a difference in emphasis, outlook, responsibility-a difference In
attitude and even a difference in the value system applied in making Judgments.
By and large, the genetic system, which is concerned with heredity, is concerned
with the future-with the survival of the species--with generations to come.
The somatic system is concerned primarily with the machinery of life, with
coping, with staying alive, with the here and now, and also with the preserva-
tion of the genetic system. This also describes the way in which foundations,
and government work together. Foundations can afford to be more concerned
with the long range future and government, of necessity, is more concerned with
the present and short range future.

As for dualism in this country, our nation was founded on diversity, and one
of its great strengths lies in Its tolerance of diversity. Few other countries
tolerate it. Even fewer encourage it. Duqllsm precludes monoply and precludes
dictatorship.

The foundations can, in a way, be thought of as equivalent to a savings account
prudently accumulated for building the future. Foundation funds supplement
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tax-derived government funds which can be thought of as borrowing fromn the
future for use In the present. Foundations can use the income from their
accumulated savings to finance innovative programs continuing over a period
of years; the government deals with the more urgent necessities, and with
crisis not yet forestalled by planning and foresight.

The foundations are in the business of developing foresight. They support,
amongst other things, colleges and universities and other institutions of advanced
and future-oriented research. Foundations with their endowments provide the
stable reserves from which exploration and change can be effected.

We need both the stability and the change. Legislation which aims to reduce
the life-span of foundations, to Ihnit or discourage the development of new
foundations, or to hamper the foundations' ability to influence change will
have a deleterious effect upon those vital functions which operate now for the
benefit of the nation and the world.

At the same time that I say this, I also agree that regulation ahd control are
important functions which every healthy living system possesses, from cells to
organisms to society. Our society now demands more regulation and control
from all its institutions-and this is a healthy demand. Failure of regulation
and control, on the cellular level, for example, leads to cancer. Failure of regula-
tion and control in an organ or an individual leads to many kinds of disorder
and disease. Something of the same sort is true in institutions.

Just as the public Is now demanding more control over its government, so
I think it should demand and have more regulation over foundations. Any
reasonable regulation will not be damaging. It will be invigorating. I believe
most foundations will favor, and will benefit from, a form of better auditing
by the IRS, financed through a fee paid by foundations themselves. I think
this is necessary and advisable, and can have positive effects. On the other hand,
unduly severe strictures-either financial, or in terms of foundation activity
in any sphere-will limit the usefulness of the foundations.

Determining what is necessary and useful, from what is unduly severe, is
the Job of this Committee and of the Congress. It is not an easy Job, and I do
not envy you the decisions you must make. In this respect, you are the "physi-
clans" to the country who, in a sense, must make decisions on the basis of wlmt
may be Insufficient evidence. Every physician does this. No physician enjoys it.
But there is a maxim from Hippocrates which is appropriate here: "Above all,
do no harm."

I think you have evidence, Indisputable evidence from the past, of the
advantages and value of foundations. I think you have indisputable evidence
that in many areas, the foundations are supporting programs-such as grants
and loans to higher education-which save the government expenditures it
might otherwise have to make. I think you have evidence that the foundations
have reduced tax burdens that would have arisen if work they supported had
not been done. You are currently faced with the equally indisputable evidence
of certain abuses and I would urge you, in treating this problem, to be quite
certain that you do not maim or kill the patient, and that you do not deprive
this country of what has been, for the past half century, a vital, innovative,
Independent force for growth and for constructive change in American life, and
in the world.

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF3 M. JOHN J. MCCLOY

Bill as now drawn embodies a series of provisions discriminatingly hostile to
private foundations. These provisions are not supported by any reliable record
of general misbehavior on the part of foundations which would justify them.
The provisions In question can only be regarded as punitive and, as such, they
Ignore and would put to serious and unwarranted risk the continued flow of
private foundations' grants to the educational, scientific, cultural and charitable
well being of our society.

All such provisions which would discourage the creation and growth of private
foundations should be eliminated from the Bill. While all measures reasonably
designed to correct any abuses of the tax exempt privileges of the foundations
should be retained with proper enforcement measures provided.

In accordance with the American tradition of encouragement of private chari-
ties, no tax or other discriminatory provisions should be imposed on the non-
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profit charitable Americani private foundations. Provision should be made, how-
ever, for the assessment of an appropriate annual fee to be levied against all
foundations based on a percentage of their assets which would serve to provide
the means for a suitable Government agency (presumably the IRS) to conduct
comprehensive and sustained audits of the affairs of the private foundations
based upon full disclosure and reports.

No discrimination should be contained in the Bill against private charitable
foundations in the treatment of gifts to them of appreciated value property. The
present Bill is grossly discriminatory in this respect.

A review of the definitions as given in the 131111is required. A number of Institu-
tions not generally considered to have been private foundations are under the
definitions contained in this Bill to he treated as If they were, and as such would
become subject to the discriminatory provisions directed against private founda-
tions. Even with the elimination of these discriminatory provisions, the definitions
require review.

Certain of the enforcement provisions Include )enalties which appear quite
excessive, particularly considering the ill-defined nature of some of the alleged
offenses.

If the Bill Is to impose new limitations on the amount of property which might
be held by a private foundation coming from a single donor, an opportunity
should be provided for the divestiture of any excess amount In such a manner
as to avoid loss of values or the imposition of tax penalties.

Careful and sustained audits of the affairs of foundations are long overdue
both from the point of view of protecting the law-abiding and dealing with delin-
quents. Comprehensive audits would be helpful to all concerned, and would serve
as the basis for sound legislation and regulation of foundations as experience
of such audits dictated.

The emergence of the Government in a large way into the welfare and
educational areas of the nation does not justify limiting the flow of private
philanthropy through private foundations. With the challenges the Govern-
ment faces, all the help which the private foundations with their flexibility and
flow of funds can give, will be needed to meet those challenges.

STATEMENT OF MR. JOHN J. "MCCLOY

I have sought an opportunity to talk about this Bill which is before you pri-
marily because it affects so profoundly institutions and activities with which
I have been associated over a large part of my life. The Bill in its scope and depth
seems to me to be one of the most important pieces of proposed legislation which
has been in the Congress In recent years, and certainly the most important one
in the tax field within that period.

I refer to the entire Bill and not only to the foundation aspects of it, though
it is on these aspects that I would wish to concentrate my remarks today.

I might mention that among the Institutions affected by the Bill with which
I have been associated are The Rockefeller Foundation, of which I was a trustee
for a number of years; The Ford Foundation, of which I was Board Chairman
for a substantial period; Amherst College, of which I was also Board Chairman
for a long time, and, to name one commercial Institution with which I was asso-
ciated, The Chase Manhattan Bank, of which I was also Board Chairman.
There have been other foundations and corporations with which I have been
associated, but I do not appear today on behalf of any of these institutions and
I wish to express my views and thoughts on the basis of my general judgment
and experience, free of any representation of a particular institution or client.
For the sake of the record I perhaps should add that I am now practicing law
in New York City.

There can be no question of the profound scope and impact of this Bill. I
suppose the number of people and institutions which have sought to testify on the
Bill, and the urgency with which they address themselves to it, is a convincing
indication of the detrimental effect they believe the 1111 in its present form
could have on American cultural, scientific, social and educational life.

Before dealing with some of what I consider to be very serious defects in the
Bill, I would like to make a few observations as to the atmosphere and timing
under which the Bill was prepared because Itthik it explains in part the admix-
ture of some very good and some bad features which I believe appear in it. As an
outside observer, I gain the Impression thtt the Bill was prepared under heavy
pressure shortly following the election and the advent of a new administration.
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The amount of ,xork done on the Bill is most impressive, but it still gives signs
of need for further thought. I have wondered whether the urgency for the
extension of the surtax and its Joinder with the regular tax bill may not have
induced undue speed in the consideration of tax reform measures. During the con-
sideration of the Bill, disclosures of abusive use of foundation funds appears, In-
stances of complete or substantial Federal tax avoidance by individuals and cor-
porations were given wide publicity and any form of tax exemption became ex-
tremely unpopular. These conditions, I am inclined to believe, account in part for
the presence of a series of provisions relating particularly to foundations which
run through the Bill and which seem to carry a persistently punitive note in
their nature and Import.

I think it is also fair to say that these factors, together with the somewhat
unusual procedures adopted by those managing the House version of this Bill due
to the time element, have led to an abrupt and too far-reaching reversal of a
rather consistent Congressional and governmental princi)le or policy of en-
couraging the creation of charitable foundations through constructive tax
incentives.

The traditional tax incentive in this country to encourage the creation of
foundation and the stimulation of charitable grants has been a major influence in
the striking progress of American private philanthropy. The American people
carried over from their pioneer period a very strong instinct for private phillan-
thropy. De Tocqueville writing to a friend in France in the 1830's referred to this
tendency which so strongly contrasted with the habits of European society. This
was long before there was an income tax, but the income tax provisions which
favored the creation of charitable foundations simply continued and nurtured
an already highly developed American instinct of private philanthropy.

I will not attemiit to detail the benefits to American society which foundations
have induced. They have been eloquently, if briefly, outlined by earlier witnesses.
I believe that no comprehensive or objective study of the impact of foundation
grants on our life has yet been made. I submit that those who contend that
foundations have not been beneficial to this country should have the burden of
proof and that no case has yet been made to justify the atmosphere of hostility
to foundations which appears in the present Bill. I gm aware that there is a sort
of grand skepticism abroad in the land challenging our Government, our existing
institutions and, indeed, many of our modes of life. But this, if we are to remain
rational, does not means that we should first destroy everything we have built lp
and start with a clean slate. It does mean we should seek the facts of our needs.
analyze them and adopt the procedures necessary to deal with them.

This Bill, as I read it, clearly embodies a condemnation of foundations. It
singles them out from all other charitable organizations and imposes a tax on
their investment income alone. I feel, as I gather does also Irwin Miller, that
there is an inherent inconsistency in imposing a tax-any tax--on a non-profit
organization such as a foundation if it serves a charitable or publicly beneficial
purpose. If foundations are good, they should be stimulated-if they are evil,
they should be extinguished. There is no logic in one-half or a 7 't% killing of
them and, quite frankly, I do not believe this administration or its predecessors
have known, or now know. enough to assert with any confidence that the effect
of foundations on our society has been bad or to what extent they have been
partially bad or partially good. There is a very large field to explore; before any
such judgment can be reliably made. Some abuses have been disclosed, but the
wide affirmative sweep of their benefactors have not been appraised. The founda-
tions have certainly made significant contributions to our society and they have
had the support of tax exemptions over a substantial period of our national life.
Accordingly, I would start out by eliminating from the 13111 this punitive or
hostile philosophy which pervades the foundation provisions. I would strongly
urge the Congress to impose no discriminatory tax on the income or assets of
the private foundations as such at least until a solid case against then can really
be made. No reliable record has been made which would Justify the hostile
attitude taken toward foundations which the proposed tax and a number of other
provisions in the Bill embody. Singling out the private foundations from all other
charities can only be read as a partial punishment for wrongdoing or suspicion
of wrongdoing. The plain fact is that the administration and review of foundation
affairs on the part of the Government has, until quite recently, been most in-
adequate and rudimentary. I imagine that this laxity has been in part based on
the assumption and sincere belief on the part of Treasury officials that founda.
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tions have been generally beneficial to the country and that such abuses as have
occurred in connection with their administration have been limited to a relatively
few of them. Indeed, I believe representatives of the Treasury have from time
to time expressed such views.

The time has come, however, if only by reason of the exposure of abuses and
the general skepticism of the times to provide the means for a comprehensive,
objective and sustained review of the affairs of the foundations based on regular
audits by the appropriate agency of the Government. I believe it can best be
done by the IRS, suitably equipped and staffed for the purpose. We should
know much more than we now do about the manner in which these foundation
funds are distributed and spent, about the results achieved and the effect the
withdrawal or diminution of these funds from our educational, scientific and
charitable beneficiaries would have before we declare, as this Bill purports to
do, that the growth and creation of private foundations should be actively
discouraged.

This does not mean that we should have to await an audit or survey before
we take any action. There are already on the books a number of provisions
against abuses or practices inconsistent with the principle of tax exemptions.
These, on the basis of such knowledge as we now possess, can and should appro-
priately be augmented by additional provisions in the present Bll and additional
measures for enforcement of the purposes for which the foundations were
created and their tax exemption granted. What it does mean is that at least
until such audits and reviews have been made and studied no death knell to
law abiding foundations should be sounded in the shape of a tax and other
discriminatory measures. Until the Congress and the people of the country can
intelligently appraise the validity of private foundations and their place in our
society, any such hostile forms are out of order. I have had a good bit of experi-
ence in the observance of the operations of a number of foundations, large and
small. I have seen mistakes made and frustrations of objectives occur, but I
am convinced foundations have played, and continue to play, a most constructive
and valuable part in the texture of our society. Indeed, I would say a most
important part. My view may be subject to discount because of my former asso-
elation with foundations, but I firmly believe from what facts are readily
observable and from the attitude the Congress has previously taken toward
them that the presumptions, at least, are strongly in their favor.

The course to follow, in my judgment, is to continue with the incentive for
the creation of foundations on the basis of this presumption and our experience
but to provide promptly all the facilities and means necessary to conduct sus-
tained audits and supervision of the foundations by the appropriate Govern-
ment agency. This should involve an annual fee to be charged the foundations,
large enough to provide adequate audits and surveys based on full disclosures.
It is important that this should take the form of an auditing fee and not a tax.
It should not be a tax to provide revenue.

We have something of an analogy to follow in the form of the fees charged
the banks for the Federal Reserve Audit. The banks of the Federal system are
charged an annual sum, depending on the size of the bank, which finances the
auditing of the banks by the Federal Reserve. The system over the years has
worked out very well. Moreover, these audits have resulted from time to time
in the Introduction of a number of statutory and administration reforms in
connection with the operation of the banks. They have stimulated legislators
and the banks to pass sensible laws and adopt healthy banking practices. I un-
derstand the Internal Revenue Service and the Treasury abhor the establish.
meant of any fund which does not constitute general Government revenue, but
this is a bureaucratic objection which ought not stand in the way of the adoption
of a sound principle. The size of the fee can and should be tailored to fit the need.

This Is my principal and strongly held recommendation for the modification
of this Bill as It affects foundations. It goes to the heart of the matter, as I
realize, but I am convinced It embodies the sound approach for the Government
to adopt with respect to foundations. The need for suoh an audit and survey is
great. It Is needed to protect the well conducted foundation and deal with the
delinquents. Even if the abuses are few and far between, such an audit repre-
sents an imperative need and It is proper that the expenses of it should be
defrayed by the foundations themselves. Sach an examination of foundation
affairs by a Government agency (and I believe the IRS Is the best agency to
make it), is, I repeat, long overdue. The foundations would not be hane.capped
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by it and the recipients of their grants would not be penalized as they would
be by a tax on the foundation which if it followed the way of all taxes would be
subject to increase and thus result in the diminishing of foundation benefits as
they reach the beneficiaries. Indeed, I am convinced that the administration of
foundations would be greatly improved by such action. It would encourage them
to make their own audits and check their own procedures. Abuses could be
identified and expeditiously corrected and efficiencies would be accomplished.
Both the foundations and the public would know where the country stood in
respect of their operations, suspicious rumors, prejudices and emotions in respect
of foundations would be cleared up and the unappraised risks of impairing a
significant flow of funds in American private philanthropy would be avoided.

There are many good features in the Bill such as those which provide for
fuller reporting, elimination of self-dealing, undue accumulation of funds, better
enforcement procedure by the Treasury, better cooperation with the State au-
thorities to encourage the States to do their own policing, etc. These, together
with the means toProvide for good staffing and good auditing by the auditing
Agency, could constitute this Bill the most positive and constructive piece of
legislation affecting foundations that has yet appeared.

I have some further suggestions which would do little more than correct
certain other features in the Bill that reflect this hostile philosophy toward
foundations to which I have referred.

Prominently among such features is the provision which deliberately dis-
criminates against private foundations in its treatment of gifts to them of prop-
erty with appreciated value. I am referring to Section 170l of the Bill which
would deny the donor the right of deduction for the full appreciated value of
the property donated to a private foundation. His deduction under the Bill would
either be limited to cost or he would have to pay a tax on the gain. If the donor
gave it to any other charitable organization, not a private foundation as defined,
he would be able to deduct the appreciated value. Is the Government prepared
to contend on the basis of present evidence that a gift to a well run foundation is
less beneficial than if it were given to a college, university, a church or any other
charitable organization? This provision is clearly in the category of those designed
to discourage the growth of existing foundations or the creation of new ones.
Again it assumes that foundations are evil without proof. I see every reason
to encourage those who have achieved wealth through their ownership of stock
in growth companies to make gifts of such stock to foundations. Many prospec-
tive donors in this category are in areas of the country where foundations are
rare but where the need for programs of sophisticated giving are very large.
The combination of the proposed tax, the discrimination in respect to appreciated
grants, the provisions regarding the qualifications for crediting grants against
required distribution and the provisions demanding distribution of capital assets
really all add up to a savage blow aimed unerringly at the continued vigor of
American charitable foundations and these steps are proposed, I submit, without
the benefit of any adequate record to support them.

In addition to the above features, there are some really draconian penalties on
"foundation managers" (which would include trustees and the staffs of the
foundations) for failure to observe the provisions of the Bill, some of which are
not too clearly defined. I fear that in their present form these penalties can only
discourage responsible participation in foundation management. In my judg-
ment, these penalties should be reviewed and some suggestions as to their
Improvement have already been made. I recognize the need for improved enforce-
ment measures in regard to foundations. Some other penalties and means of
enforcement in addition to the withdrawal of the tax exemption are needed.

I have been very much interested in the attempts made by the drafters of the
Bill to compel a just distribution of a foundation's assets. I observe that a dis-
tribution of 5% of the asset value of the foundation may be demanded In any one
year. I can see how it would frustrate the charitable purposes of the tax exemp-
tion if all the property held by the foundation was in non-income or very low
income producing property. If an arbitrary percentage or figure were chosen as
the amount to be distributed In any one year, this, on the other hand, might force
a slow but sure liquidation of the foundation. This would be more apt to be the
case if some of the other provisions prejudicial to the growth of foundations to
which I have referred were retained in the Bill.

What the foundation should distribute, and how rapidly, consistent with the
purposes of the foundation, are properly matters for the trustees of the founda-
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tion to determine and I believe that trustees generally are sensitive to their
responsibilities in this respect. Some may be more so In the fact of comprehensive
audits.

I was for a time on The Rockefeller Foundation Board of 1'rustees when Mr.
Rockefeller, Jr. attended the meetings. I recall that at one time on his Initiative
the Board gave consideration to the wisdom of a mandatory program of liquida-
tion for the Foundation. It turned out that the initial grants to the Foundations
which totaled some $50,000,000 substantially increased due to the increased
value of oil stocks held by the Foundation. It was not so very long after the Foun-
dation had been set up that it had expended 500 million dollars in grants and it
still had 500 million dollars in assets left to distribute. The Board weighed the
pros and cons taking into account the needs of the times and the interests of
potential donees and they arrived at the conclusion that the Foundation ought
not adopt a mandatory rule for its liquidation over any period of years. As I
recall it, all the trustees accepted the principle that capital could be invaded and
should be in the face of any pressing need. If the demand arose, it should be met
even if It exhausted most or all of the assets of the foundation in one grant.

In the Ford Foundation during the period of my Chairmanship, in most years
we spent much more than our income and the Board always felt that any real
need which was presented to it should be met Irrespective of the invasion of
capital. Indeed, we adopted a regular program for doing so. I am told that foun-
dations in the United States as a whole paid out last year over 7% of their asset
value and this, of course, without any legal requirement that they do so. I have
been associated with some foundations and I know of a number of others which
have liquidated all their assets. I would imagine that a substantial percentage
do so each year. I am entirely convinced that The Rockefeller Foundation has
justified Its continued existence. It has done sonie very imaginative and construc-
tive things since the question of its possible termination first came up, a number
of which were probably never in the contemplation of the original donors. I cer-
tainly can identify no deleterious effects on the country flowing from the con-
tinled existence of The Rockefeller Foundation long after the death of the
original donors. I would at least postpone the inclusion of any provision
which would lead to an enforced liquidation of a foundation until after we
saw what the audits and the practices under the new law disclosed as to the
growth of foundation assets. If they got out of line with the general growth of
the country and its philanthropic needs, it would be time enough to move. I see
no need for a self-liquidating provision now. I cannot object to a reasonable mini-
mum of required distributions as I do not believe it is consistent with the priti-
ciple of tax exemption for charitable purposes that non-Income producing prop-
erty be held interminably, or, indeed, for any substantial period of thne without
applying it to charitable purposes. I am told and believe the arbitrary require-
ment of 5% is too high certainly with the existing provisions relating to noli-
qualifying grants. If, as Is now the case, income must be distributed within a
reasonable period, I would leave it to the Secretary of the Treasury to determine
the minimum figure to be distributed taking Into account the reasonable return
on capital to be expected, but without introducing any note of enforced
liquidation.

I cannot see the advantage of limiting the amount of grants that any one fouill-
dation as defined under the Bill could receive from any single source. Nor canl I
follow the definitions which would Identify worthy organizations as private
foundations (which do not seem to have the normal attributes of private foini-
dations) thus subjecting them to the severities of the lu'4wisions against private
foundations (hIeluding the tax) contained in the Bill. There Is something radi-
cally wrong with this part of the Bill. Mr. Stratton has treated this subject in hib;
testimony, as have some others. If some imaginative ant constructive project
involving a foundation, as defined In this Bill, needs support, why preclude i
private foundation from furnishing it all the support it requires? Why disqualify
a grant to su(,h nn organization In determining the required distribution quotas
of the granting foundation? I could name a number of highly meritorlous, insti-
tutions and projects which tLnere provisions would Inhibit. Mr. Stratton has only
named som of them. I will not go further Into this subject ns it already has
been dealt with by Mr. Stratton, but I do believe as the Bill now stands unwar-
ranted and( unwise prohibitions or inledinients to some hihly dosiraiblo follll-
dtion grant are created.

Nor do I see any particular vice In the gift by an owner of a business of stock
In that business to a foundation devoted to charitable purposes even though this
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may constitute the sole asset of the foundation. The vice occurs in any self-dealing
or manipulation which results in a frustration of the fundamental charitable
purpose of such a tax exempt foundation. Some of the abuses of the charitable
purpose seem to center in this type of foundation. I sense that the drafters of the
Bill have felt that some restriction on the amount of equity stock held by a foun-
dation might be a desirable way of checking these abuses. If Congress wishes
now to place a limitation on the amount of equity stock to be held by a foundation
in any one company, this may be a reasonable exercise of its authority but I
submit it would be unfair to well intentioned donors and their potential benefi-
ciaries to compel the divestiture of such equity stock in excess of the limitation In
such a way as to cause a substantial reduction of the values involved. If, let us
say, in good faith the donor In the past had made a grant of equity stock in a
closely held corporation which was legal at the time to a private fourniation and
he now finds that the foundation must divest itself of a certain portion of the
stock to comply with the new law, some equitable device or mechanism for the
sale or redemption of that stock under fair conditions and without tax penalties
should be provided. There would be no problem for the corporation or the donor
or the foundation if the stock consisted of readily marketable securities. It may
be difficult to find the right mechanism and it would seem that in some cases the
only way to insure an adequate price would be by way of redemption on the part
of the corporation of the stock whatever the mechanism. Yet redemption may
carry with it a threat of a high dividend tax to the donor or his estate or the
corporation. The principle should be recognized that neither the foundation nor
Its potential grantees of the foundation nor the donors' legitimate interest should
be prejudiced by the forced disposal of closely held stock due to newly imposed
restrictions on the amount of stock (or other property) which may be held by a
foundation.

I mention this situation because I believe the practice of an owner of a closely
held business which he has built up of giving It by %%IlI or otherwise to a private
foundation has been a rather prevalent one throughout this country. The practice
Is praiseworthy and should be encouraged rather than discouraged, but it will
certainly be discouraged If the owner finds that the new restrictions on the
amount of the foundation's holdings would compel divestiture by the foundation
in such a way as to interfere with the realization by the foundation of the fair
value of the excess stock or to expose the donor, his state, or the corporation to
high tax penalties.

There are a number of other provisions in the Bill capable of clarification and
improvement, most of which I believe have been referred to by earlier witnesses,
but I wish to stress again my main point which is that the hostile and discrimina.
tory measures poised against private foundations in this Bill should be entirely
eliminated, leaving in only those that are well designed to deal with abuses of
the tax exempt discretion, and that the means of instituting comprehensive and
objective audits of the affairs of private foundations, with the cost defrayed by
the foundations themselves, should be promptly instituted. I believe it to be un-
wise and imprudent on the part of Congress to incorporate in any tax reform bill
provisions which would put to risk the steady flow of bequests for educational,
scientific, cultural, medical and social purposes which the assets and operations
of private foundations have thus far continuously and on the whole effectively
and constructively afforded this country.

I find it quite paradoxical to observe at long last the adoption in Europe of the
concept of American charitable foundations at just the time that this Bill con-
taining provisions designed deliberately to discourage the creation and growth
of American private foundations, appears in the Congress of the United States.
The growth of such foundations In Germany and Italy particularly has to me
been a very encouraging step in their advances in the field of private philan-
thropy. Incidentally, I believe that cooperation between the European and Ameri-
can private foundations could embody some most advantageous results in social.
educational and scientific areas.

If it be urged that the need for private foundations in American life has now
passed because the Government itself is becoming so heavily represented in the
education and welfare field, I can only answer that, in my judgment, with the
challenges this country faces the Government is going to need all the supple-
mental private help it can get and that without the flexibility and continued
vigor of American private philanthropy of which the American private founda-
tion has been such an important and outstanding factor since the turn of the
century, those challenges are not apt to be met.

33-865 O-9-pt. 6----2
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Senator RvBicOFF. Johm Macy please. I am sure the other members
of the Committee will give me the privilege of saying how I welcome
my own constituent and close friend, John Macy. I am delighted to
see you here, John. You may proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. MACY, ,J, PRESIDENT, CORPORATION
FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING

Mr. MAOy. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members of
the committee. I would like to introduce my colleagues here at the
witness table.

At my far left, Mr. James Day, the President of the National Edu-
cationa Television and Radio Cnter, known as NET, the principal
production center for public broadcasting, and on my immediate left,

r. William Harley, who is President of the National Association of
Educational Broadcasters, which relpresents the public broadcasting
community, the stations and the I)rofessionals in that field.

Mr. Chairman, both Mr. Harley and I have filed previously full
statements before the committee. Mr. Day had some additional points
which he has included in a supplementary statement and, with your
permission, I would like to request that that statement be added to the
record of the committee.

Senator RiDicoFF. Without objection they will be included in the
record.*

(Mr. Macy's prepared statement follows:)
STATEMENT BY JOHN W. MAOY, JR., PRESIDENT, CORPORATION FOR

PUBLrO BROADCASTINO

SUMMARY

The public broadcasting system at both the national and local levels will be
adversely affected by a tax on taxable expenditures as provided in the proposed
Section 4045.

The adverse effect Is believed not to be Intended but will occur unless Section
4045 Is clarified. A simple clarifying addition to Section 4045 is proposed to
resolve this problem.

Also, as discussed by Mr, William Harley, President of the National Association
of Educational Broadcasters, in his statement submitted for the record, prob-
lems of Interpretation are presented by the definition of private foundations In
proposed Section 500, and by certain other provisions of the bill.

As Mr. Harley's statement particularly makes clear, the Feleral Oovernonent
over an extended period of years hs acted to encourage, develop, and finance
public broadcasting in the public Interest. In the absence of clarification the
effect of H.R. 13270 will be to weaken the system Congress has been trying to
establish and strengthen.

Private foundations both large and small have been a major source of financ-
Ing for national organizations and local stations making up the public broad-
casting system.

Without this foundation support the Federal Government would be required
to increase Its appropriations If public broadcasting Is to be provided as stipu-
lated In the Public Broadcasting Act of 1907.

Public broadcasting stations operate in accordance with law and FCC regula-
tions and are specifically prohibited from editorializing or supporting or opposing
candidates for elective office. FPurthermore, they are bound by the fairness and
equal-time doctrines. Thus public stations ore already required by the nature
of their licences and existing regulations to avoid the abuses against which the
tax reform bill Is directed.I The following language Is proposed as amendment to section 4045 to clarify
the intent of the legislation:

$Mr. Day's prepared statement appears at p. 5580; Mr. alley's at p. 5346.
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•"g) PUBLIC BROADCASTING-
"1.ubsections (b) (1) and (b) (2) shall not apply to amounts paid or Incurred

for the production or distribution of public affairs programs which are broadcast
over noncommercial educational broadcast stations as defined in Section 897 (7)
of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (81 Stat. 868; 47 U.S.C. 897(7).)"

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my purpose for appearing before
you today-not only on behalf of the OPB but also on behalf of all segments of
the noncommercial, educational broadcasting community-is to discuss the de-
bilitating Impact of certain sections of H.R. 13270 on public broadcasting.

These sections as currently written pose a serious threat to a key role of
public broadcasting-that of providing genuine public service to the community
through the presentation of news, public affairs and discussion programming.

The irony of the situation, Mr. Chairman, is that I am convinced the drafters
of H.R. 13270 never intended to pose any threat at all to individual public broad-
casting stations, to state and regional networks, to the national production agen-
cies, and to the Corporation, which was established by Congress itself.

In short, public broadcasting finds itself in a crossfire-by accident. Happily
we cati be removed from that crossfilre without any change In the substance of
the bill passed by the House. Some clarifying language can do the Job.

To be specific, my concern is caused mainly by the proposed Section 4045--
Taxes on Taxable Expenditures-as it will affect financial support of public
broadcasting by private foundations.

I am advised by my counsel, Stephen Alies, Esquire, of the firm of Steptoe and
Johnson, that if this section becomes law as it stands, we must expect private
foundations to discontinue giving financial support to public affairs program-
ming. A copy of Mr. Alles' discussion of the problem I attached to my statement.

It could be argued that the language in Section 4945 Is not so restrictive as
to prevent a private foundation from making a grant to a production facility
or a qualified noncommercial educational station even though the station decides
to use the money to present a news show, P. panel discussion, or other public
affairs programs.

But this is not the point. The problem is that private foundations will not
take the very considerable risk and expose themselves to severe penalties if
they do undertake financing which could possibly be Interpreted as improper
undr Section 4945. Obviously, a private foundation will avoid such risks and
instead extend its financial support to other types of projects.

The practical consequence inevitably will be:
Withdrawal of millions of dollars of foundation grants from the already

underflnnnced public broadcasting system. A large part of this support-If not
all of it-would be discontinued if Section 4945 stands as written. Furthermore,
since much of this support typically requires matching funds, these funds also
would be lost.

If such a substantial part of total financing Is withdrawn, the American
public would be deprived of a large and crucial part of the still very limited
service they are receiving from public radio and television stations.

In the Public Broadcasting Act of 1007. Congress declared a Federal re-
sponsibility for developing and financing public television in the public Interest.
Any reduction in financing from private sources increases the amount of Federal
financing required.

WHAT Is PUDLTO BROADCASTING?

There are today some 185 noncommercial television stations and 400 non-
commercial radio stations in operation. A list of these stations is attached, and
you will see these stations are dispersed in all parts of the country.

The development of public broadcasting began with the recognition that the
air waves are a public resource and should be utilized at least in part in the
public interest. The Federal Communications Commission has set aside fre-
quencies to be used only by noncommercial educational radio and television
broadcasters.

Adequate frequencies have been reserved to provide a full service for the
public. However, actual broadcast operations utilizing these frequencies are
considerably fewer in number. Limited resources have prevented the establish-
ment of all the operations that are visualized as ultimately desirable.
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Federal assistance in the establishment of noncommercial educational stations
was first provided by the Educational Television Facilities Act of 1902. Under
the terms of this act, Federal funds were provided under a matching formula
for the purchase of broadcasting equipment and facilities. The Public Broad-
casting Act of 1007 continued Federal support for facilities on a matching basis
and additionally extended the Federal support to noncommercial radio stations.

As a result of the expenditure of more than $32 million of Federal facilities
money, the number of public stations has been doubled since the 1902 act. It
Is estimated that total Federal expenditures have been accompanied by eleven
times.that amount in funds committed by state and local governments and pri-
vate sources.

The existence of available frequencies and even the existence oi physical
facilities, however, does not provide the public service visualized as necessary
and desirable by the Congress. The missing element is programs. Congress
created the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (Title II of the Public Broad-
casting Act of 1067) In order to provide the means of assisting stations in the
program area.

As President of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, my concern Is for
all aspects of public broadcasting, not only for the operation of the Corporation
Itself but also for the activities of organizational units that create and produce
programs that may be used by the public stations as well as for the public
broadcasting stations themselves.

The principal role of the Corporation, as I have indicated, Is to assist stations
In their efforts to provide the communities served by them with programs of
diversity and excellence, by assisting them in program production, by facilitating
program distribution, and by encouraging the development of national production
centers.

The Corporation's initial operations have been financed by a $5 million Fed-
eral appropriation for fiscal year 1009. The Senate has acted to authorize $20
million for 1070, and the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce
has favorably reported authorization of $20 million for 1070.

One of the alms of Congress in creating the Corporation was to provide a
means of stimulating nonfederal financing for public broadcasting. The Senate
report accompanying the legislation creating the Corporation recognized the
need for substantial Federal financing for public broadcasting but expressed
the hope that eventually the major part of the revenue would come front private
sources.

We have been encouraged by the amount of private financing we have received
to date. By the end of 1060, our $5 million of appropriated funds had been aug-
mnented by $2,725j970 of private financing. Our goal for 1070 is an additional
$4 million of private financing.

Private foundations have been the major source of nongovermental financing
for the Corporation and for other organizational units In the public broadcasting
system. Now this source of private support would-at least to a large extent-
be cut off as a result of the legislation before you. It is this unfortunate and, I
am sure, unintended consequence that we ask you to prevent.

THE PUBLIC BROADCASTING STATION

The average public television station operates on a very small budget. (The
median for operations in 1067 was $310,043.) A typical station broadcasts about
ten hours a day with about five hours devoted to instructional television used
in classrooms and the other five hours devoted to programs for reception in the
home. The programs intended for home use fall into some general categories:
programs for children, for continuing adult education, for public affairs, and
for cultural affairs.
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Most public broadcasting stations are operated by school systems, by city or
state governments, or by universities. Thirty-eight public television stations are
organized as nonprofit community stations, and these tend to bo In the larger
cities; for example, New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, New Orleans, and
Washington.

Station revenues then come from various local governmental sources In the
case of most stations, and from contributions from the general public in the
case of the community stations. Additionally, stations to varying extents receive
support from Federal agencies, from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting,
and from private foundations, both the large foundations and many local or
specialized foundations.

Arthur D. Little, Inc., analyzed sources of revenues for public television in
the year ending June 80, 1007. Total station operating revenue was $44.8 miul-
of which $20.8 million was supplied by local governments or universities for
instructional programs for classroom use, and $18 million was for programs
for reception in the home. Foundations provided $0.8 million of that amount for
such local operations.

Foundations, particularly the Ford Foundation, through National Educational
Television, have also largely supported programs made available to local
stations by way of national distribution. Recently, such national programming
has been generously supported by the Ford Foundatiou, the Carnegie Corpora-
tion, and the Sears Roebuck Foundation.

Fpr example, a major sourceo of such programs directed to preschool children
Is Children's Television Workshop. This workshop Is financed in part by the
Office of Education and by private foundations. "Mlsterogers Neighborhood", the
outstanding prIze.wlnuing program for children carried by public television,
has been continued as a result of a grant from the Sears Foundation.

Withdrawal of foundation support at both the station and national levels would
materially affect the very nature of the public broadcasting service as we know
It now and would move the industry backward instead of forward toward the
fulfillment of its goal of service to the country.

MOST IMPORTANT CONOERN
A single simple solution in the form of clarification to IHR. 13270 will solve

this problem.
Public broadeastihg is subject to a body of law and regulation that is more

stripgent than the controls on commercial broadcasting stations. A public sta-
tion anmot editorialize, for example; it cannot support a candidate for office nor
advocate any candidate's cause. Together with commercial stations, the public
station shares the responsibillty for observing the fairness and equal time
doctrines.

So here we would have an anomaly: a key information medium in the com.amunity, already required by the nature of its license and existing regulations
to avoid the abuses the tax reform bill seeks to. prevent, would be prevented
from undertaking the activities for which it exists.

The proposed Section 4045 describes taxable expenditures by private founda-
tions and Imposes penalties in the form of taxes of 100 percent of any taxable
expenditure on the foundation and 50 percent of the amount ol the managers
of the foundations who knowingly make taxable expenditures.

Subsection (b) states that "the termn 'taxable expenditures' means any amount
paid or incurred by a private foundation-

(1) to carry out ropnganda, or otherwise attempt to influence legislation,
(2) to Influence the outcome of any public election (including voter

registration drives carried on by or for such foundation)."
Clearly the amount spent by private foundations to Influence legislation or

electlidns is subject to tax.
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The question is whether a public broadcasting organization may be given a
foundation grant without penalty to the foundation if the station then uses the
grant to pay all or part of the costs of presenting news and public affairs
programs.

The stations exist in part for that very purpose. Congress in the Public Broad-
casting Act of 1967 acted to Improve and develop these very public broadcasting
stations and the program centers that serve them. The stations and such program
centers must operate within a set of rules that assure their activities shall be
devoid of the abuses that the tax reform bill seeks to cure. The local station
manager has complete authority and responsibility over what programs are
actually broadcast in his community.

It would seem, therefore, that a foundation grant made in support of public
broadcasting--even in the public affairs area-would not be classed as a taxable
expenditure.

Regrettably, this construction of the section is not the only one. I am advised
that the foundations themselves view the situation quite differently. How the
foundations conduct themselves is, of course, the critical issue. If the founda-
tions believe that the present proposed language prohibits grants for public
affairs, then, obviously, no grants are going to be provided. If foundation support
is withdrawn, as I am advised it will be, then the public broadcasting system
and the communities served by that system will be the losers.

In order to make clear that the intent is not to prevent public broadcasting
stations from presenting public affairs programs, such as news programs, docu-
mentaries, panel discussions, political debates, and interviews, with the assist-
ance of financial support from private foundations, I propose a simple addition to
the proposed Section 4945 as follows:

(g) PUMUo BROAOASTINO.-Subsections (b) (1) and (b) (2) shall not apply
to amounts paid or incurred for the production or distribution of public affairs
programs which are broadcast over noncommercial educational broadcast sta-
tions as defined in Section 897(7) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended
(81 Stat. 868; 47 U.S.O. 897 (7) ).

The Communications Act defines "Noncommercial educational broadcast sta-
tion" as meaning those stations licensed as such by the Federal Communications
Commission and which are owned and operated by a public agency or nonprofit
organization or those stations which are owned and operated by municipalities
and which broadcast only noncommercial programs for educational purposes. All
such stations are specifically required af a condition of their license to present
public affairs programs but, equally, are forbidden by Section 399 of the Com-
munications Act from engaging in editorializing or supporting or opposing any
candidate for political office. Thus, this existing law which specifically regulates
noncommercal stations, together with the requirements for fairness and equal
time to which all stations are subject, already fully prevents noncommercial
stations from committing the abuses to which Sections 4945(b) (1) and (2)
are directed.

Before I close, Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a general comment about
one other aspect of H.R. 13270 as it affects foundation operations. ,

H.R. 18270 imposes an annual 7.5% tax on the investment income of private
foundations. We cannot help but believe that such a tax will result in a reduction
in the amount of grants that the public broadcasting system may hope to get
from private foundations-assuming we can clear the obstacles to getting grants.
The amount of money available to the foundation for distribution will have to
be reduced by the amount of the tax, and only the remainder will be available in
the form of grants. In 1967 the total contribution by all foundations was $18
million. The proposed tax on this total would result in a shrinkage of $1.4 mil-
lion. This tax, in other words, will actually be paid for by the public broadcasting
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recipients of grants since we expect the grants to be reduced by the amount of
the ,tax.

Returning to my main point, in summary, I find no evidence that the Members
of the WayF and Means Committee or the Members of the House of Representa-
tives intended that noncommercial, educational broadcasting stations be deprived
of private foundation support for broadcasting services so vital as coverage of
public affairs.

The foundations themselves, however, cannot be expected to take the risks
and expose themselves to the penalties that they feel apply according to the
present language of the bill.

"the additional language that I have suggested would, I feel sure, in no way
change the substance of the bill but would provide the clarification necessary
to enable the private foundations to give grants to public broadcasting on their
own merit.

I urge Mr. Chairman aud members of the committee, to provide this vital
clarification.

STEPTOE & JOHNSON,
Washington, D.O., September 3, 1969.

Mr. Jour W. MAcY, Jr.,
Present, Corporatfon for Publio Broadooet ng,
Wa8hington, D.O.

DEAR MR. MACY: At your request we have examined the proposed Tax Reform
Act of 1969, H.R. 13270, with regard to its impact on the financial support of
noncommercial educational radio and television broadcasting. Public broadcast-
ing in the United States receives funds from a variety of sources including the
federal, state and local governments, school districts, universities, business and
private citizens. In addition, a substantial source of funds in recent years has
been those organizations which under the proposed new section 509 are defined as
"private foundations." Our analysis reveals that the proposed legislation in-
cludes provisions which could, if enacted without clarification, seriously hamper
the ability of public, noncommercial broadcasting to continue receiving financial
assistance from private foundations.

TAXABLE EXPENDITURES

H.R. 13270 proposes to amend the Internal Revenue Code by the addition of
a now section 4945 which would impose a 100 percent tax on "taxable expendi-
tures" by private foundations. This section also imposes a tax upon the founda-
tion official responsible for the expenditure, for which tax the official is per-
sonally liable. "Taxable expenditure" is defined by section 4945(b) to mean,
among other things, any amount paid or incurred by a private foundation-

(1) to carry out propaganda, or otherwise attempt to influence legisla-
tion, or

(2) to influence the outcome of any public election (including voter regis-
tration drives carried on by or for such foundation).
This definition of taxable expenditure may create a problem for noncommer-

cial educational broadcasting by limiting the ability of this media to continue to
engage in news and public affairs broadcasts. The purpose of public affairs and
news broadcasts is to inform or educate-hence to "influence"-the viewer. The
most objective presentations of current, newsworthy subjects will in this sense,
"Influence" the audience. In fact, the reason for such programming would cease
to exist it it failed to educate and enlighten the viewer. Thus, it is clearly possi-
ble that the language of section 4945(b) (1) and (2) could be construed to in-
clude within the ambit of taxable expenditures noncommercial television or radio
broadcasts treating with legislative issues or public elections.

There is, however, no specific indication that such an interpretation was con-
templated by either the House of Representatives or Its Committee on Ways and
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Means at the time they considered and approved H.R. 13270. Further, there are
substantial reasons why public affairs and news programming should not con-
stitute taxable expenditures. Noncommercial educational broadcast stations,
unlike their commercial counterparts, are already forbidden from engaging in
editorializing or supporting political candidates by section 390 of the Communi-
cations Act of 1934, as amended, which provides:

No noncommercial educational broadcasting station may engage in editoraliz-
Ing or may support or oppose any candidate for political office. 47 U.S.C. 1 899.

The legislative history of this provision, which was part of the Public Broad-
casting Act of 1967, emphasizes, however, that the Congress did not intend to
prevent educational broadcasters from engaging in public affairs programming.
Rather, it appears that the Congress expected these stations to be the leaders
in this area. For example, the report of the Senate Commerce Committee states:

Particularly in the area of public affairs your committee feels that noncom-
mercial broadcasting Is uniquely fitted to offer in-depth coverage and analysis
which will lead to a better Informed and enlightened public. S. REP. NO. 222,
90th Cong., 1st Sess7 (1967).
And the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce observed:

Considerable testimony was heard that no noncommercial educational station
editorializes.

Out of abundance of caution, the bill provides that "no noncommercial educa-
tional broadcasting station may engage in editorializing or may support or op-
pose any candidate for political office." It should be emphasized that this section
is not intended to preclude balanced, fair and objective presentations of contro-
versial issues by noncommercial stations. H.R. REP. NO. 572, 90th Cong., 1st
Ses 20 (1967).

In addition to being subject to this prohibition against editorializing, non-
commercial educational stations are also subject to the same Federal Communica-
tions Commission regulations, such as that Imposing the doctrine of fairness
(47 CPR 5 7.123, see Red Lion Broadcoasing (o., Inc. v. Federal Camrn n4ca-
tnse Commisalon, United States Supreme Court, October Term 1968, Nos. 2 and
717), and the statutory requirement regarding equal time (47 U.S.C. 1315, 48
Stat. 1088, as amended), as are commercial stations. Further, under present
FCC policy, any station that falls to offer news and public affairs programs Is
in serious danger of having its license renewal application denied. Report and
StGtemeW of Poliy Re: Commseion En Bano Programning Inquiry, July 29,
1960, FCC 60-070,25 Federal Register 7291.

Noncommercial, educational broadcasters, therefore, are already under a legal
obligation to present public affairs programming that is free of both editorial
comment and support (or opposition) for any candidate. The inclusion of public
affairs and news broadcasts by educational stations in the concept of "taxable
expenditure" is neither necessary for the control of abuses nor appropriate in
view of the provision of the Communications Act and the regulations of the
Federal Communications Commission. However, as long as the language of
4945(b) (1) and (2) is open to the broad interpretations discussed above, and
as long as the tax penalty to be imposed is so severe, it follows that no private
foundation funds will be available for public affairs programs by educational
broadcasters unless an unequivocal clarification is obtained.

DEFINITION OF PRIVATE FOUNDATION

There are presently approximately 164 noncommercial educational television
stations and 384 radio stations in the United States. A substantial number of
these stations are owned by states, school districts or universities. It is probable
that virtually none of these stations-would be private foundations under the
definition contained in 'proposed section 50 because they receive almost all of
their support from government sources.

There are, however, a substantial number of stations known as "community"
stations which receive funds from more diverse sources. It is possible that some
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few of these stations may not qualify as an organization described in 170(b) (1)
(B) of the Internal Revenue Code or under any of the other exemptions from
the private foundation category. If clarification of 4945(b) (1) and (2) Is not
obtained, such a station, as a private foundation, would be prevented from en-
gaging In any public affairs programming. As pointed out above, this would
place a station in breach of its legal obligation to serve the public fully and could
lead to the loss of Its broadcast license.

TAX ON PRIVATE FOUNDATION INVESTMENT INCOME

H.R. 13270 includes a proposed new section 506 which would impose upon
private foundations a tax equal to 7%9 of its net investment income for each
taxable year. This provision inevitably will result in an equivalent reduction in
the amount of funds available for distribution by private foundatlons which
quite possibly could lead to a corresponding substantial decrease in the funds
received by educational broadcasting.

ALTERATIONS IN CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTION DEDUCTION

Section 201 of H.R. 13270 would amend existing Internal Revenue Code sec-
tions 170 and 1011 to eliminate certain advantages accruing to taxpayers who
give or sell appreciated property to charity. Under present law a taxpayer who
contributes property to charity is allowed a charitable contribution deduction
for the fair market value of the property and he pays no tax on the amount of
gain resulting from the appreciation. Further, if a taxpayer now sells property
to a charity for less than Its market value the proceeds of the sale are treated
as a recovery of the cost and the seller Is allowed a charitable contribution de-
duction for the appreciation in excess of the sale price. These provisions furnish
a strong incentive for prospective donors to support charitable causes through
conveyances of appreciated property. Their existence has undoubtedly been re-
sponsible for the flow to charitable organizations of a major portion of all
contributions.

The new provisions would deny the donor a charitable deduction In excess of
of his own cost in acquiring the property. This change would apply to all gifts of
property to private foundations, all gifts of property the sale of which would
have resulted In ordinary income or short-term capital gain, all gifts of tangible
personal property and all gifts of future Interests In property.

The television auctions conducted by many community educational stations
for fund-raising purposes may prove a casualty of this change since it will sub-
stantially reduce existing incentives for making gifts of property to charity.

CONCLUSION

The taxable expenditure provisions In the proposed new section 4945(b) (1)
and (2) of the Internal Revenue Code pose a serious threat to the ability of non.
commercial educational broadcasting to continue to obtain substantial private
funding. While there are no specific indications that the House of Representa-
tives Intended to prevent private foundations from giving funds to educational
broadcast activities which engage in public affairs programs, the language of
4945(b) (1) and (2) is sufficiently broad and vague to lead to that result. Be-
cause of the substantial penalty imposed on taxable expenditures, it is likely
that all doubts will be resolved against making grants to educational broad-
casters who produce, distribute or carry news or public affairs programs.

It is also likely that the imposition of a 7% percent tax on the net investment
income of private foundations and the alteration of the charitable deduction
provisions relating to the gift or sale of appreciated property will result in cor-
responding reductions of private contributions to noncommercial educational
broadcasting.

Very truly yours,
STEPHEN ALES.
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EDUCATIONAL RADIO AND TELEVISION
STATIONS BY STATE, CITY AND CALL LETTER

To distin.ush between radio and television operations, aU educational FM radio stations In the following listing have been set
in italic. TV stations have been set in roman, and AM stations have been set bold face.

ALABAMA
Biraingharn........

Dozier............
Mobile............
Morigoery .......
Chne ..........
Huntville
Florence .........

ALASKA
CoUPle ............

ARIZONA
Phoenix ...........

Thesn ...........

ARKANSAS
nway.. .....Jonesboro ..........

Little Rock ........

CALIFORNIA

Berkeley .........

D vis .............
Claremont .........
LaCauds..........
I&Sierra............
Loma Linda .......
Lon Beach .......

Los Altos Hi .....

Los Aneles ........

Nortuidge ..........
Pasadena ..........

Ri side ..........

Sarmento ........

San Be ardino ......

S Dio .........

San Fratco .......

WVSU(CP)
WBIQ
WDIQ
WEIQ
WAIQ
WCIQ
WHIQ
WFIQ

X UAC

KFCA
KAET
KUA T
KUAT

K ASC:
KASU
KETS

KANG
XKNSC
KPFA
KPFB
KALX
XD VS (CPJ
KSPC
SKUNF
KSDA
KEMR
KLON

KPSR
KPFK
KUSC
KCET
KXLUXEKDC

KIXE
KUOR
KUCR
K.ERS
KVIE
x VCR
KVCR
KEBS
KEBS

•KALW

San lose ..........

San Mateo ..........

Santa Barbara ........
Snta Monca ........
Stanfocd ..........
Stockton ..........
Torrance ..........

COLORADO
Colorado Spw ....
Denver ............
Fort Collins ........
Greeley ...........
Gunnison..........

CONNECTICUT
Bridseport ..........

Faifield ..........
Hartford ..........

Middletown . .......
Nowich ..........
Storrs ............
Trumbul ..........
West Hartford ........

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA
Wasin on ........

FLORIDA
Corad Gables ........
Gainesville ..........

Jacksonville ........
Miami ............

Pensacola ..........
Orlando ............
Tallahassee ..........

Tampa ............

Winter Park ...

GEORGIA
Athen ............
Atlanta ............

KGIA
KQED
KXKX
KS'S
KETH
KCSM
KCSAI
KCSB
KCRW
KZSU
KUOP
KNITS

KRCC
KRMA
KCSU
KCBL

WEDW
IWPKN
WMHU
WEDH
WRTC
WESU
WEDN
WVHU$

WGES (CPJ
WIVH

WAMU
WETA
WETA
P/GTB

WVUM

WRCWlffF

MVFS
WSRE
WMFE
WFSU
WFSU
WEDU
W SF
WUSF
hPIRK

WGOV
WABE
WETK
WREK

Cfatsworth
Cockron
Columbus .........
Dawson ............
Pelkam ............
Savannah
Waycross
Wrens ............

HAWAII
Honolulu..........
Wailuku...........

IDAHO
Lewiston ..........
Moscow ...........
Nampa ............

Pocatelio..........

ILLINOIS

WtLP
WDCO
WJsp
WACS
WABW
WVAN
WXGA
WCES

KIET
KMEB

KU It
KCRH
KBGL

Calbondale .......... IWSI
W51U

Chicago ............ WBEZ
WMBI
l $fBI

WXXW
DeKaib ............ WNIU

WRSE
Evanston .......... .WNUR
Flossnoor .......... WHFH
Galtsburg .......... WVA'C
Greenville .......... WGRN
Naperville .......... WONC
Kankkee ........... WKX"
La Orang .......... WLTL
Macomb ......... W AS
Morrison .......... .. S
Normal ............ WGL T
Park Forest ........ WRIIS
Park Ridge...........WMd/
Rock Ihnd ........ WVI
Urbana ............. WILL

WILL
WILL

Wheaton .......... WE7N
Winnetka .......... WN7/

INDIANA
Bloomington ........ WFIU

WriU
Camel ............ WiJE
Evansile .......... WEVC

0, hPSR
Sources NAEB 1969 Directory and Yearbook a

of Educational Broadcastinn
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Franklin ..........Gary ..............
Goshen ............
Green Castle . ......
Hartford City ........
Huntington ...
Indianapolis...

Muncie ............

New Albany ........
North Manchester ....
Notre Dame ........
Richmond ..........
South Bend ........
St. John , .........
Terre laute ........
Valparaiso ..........
Vincennes ..........
West Lafayette.

IOWA
Ames ............

Boone ............

Cedar Falls ..........
Cedar Rapids ........
Davenport ..........
Deorak ............
Des Moines ........

Grinnell ...........
Iowa City ..........

Mi. Vernon ........
pelle ..............
Sioux Center ........
Waterloo ..........

Haverly ............

KANSAS
Baldwin ............
Emporia ..........
Lawrence ..........

Manhattan ..........

Ottawa ............
Parsons ............
Topeka ............
Wichit .............
W'mfkld ............

KENTUCKY
Ashland ............
Bowling Green ......
Covington ..........
Eliabethlown
Georlttown ........
Ha rd ............
Lexington ..........

Source: NAEB 1969

WFCI

I'SR,'

WAJXPI'AN
WBDG
hI7CR
WBST

WNAS
WBKE
WSND
WECI
WTL
WCAE
WISU
WVUR
WVUT
WBAA

wol
wI0
KFGQ

KCOE (P)
KALA
KWLC -
KDPS
KDPS
KDIC
WSUi
KSUI
KRNL
KCVI
KDCR
KNWS
KNkS
KWAR

KNBOU
KSTE
KFKU
KANU
KSAC
KSDB
KTJO
KPPs
KTWUI
KMUW
KSWC

WKAS
WKGB
WCVN
WKZT
WR VG

WKHA
WBKY

WKLE
Directory

Louisville ..........

Madisonville ........
Morehead ..........

Murry ............
Owenlon ..........
Pikeville............
Rickmona ..........
Somerset ..........

LOUISIANA
Lafayette ..........
New Orleans ........

MAINE
Augusta ............
Brurswick ..........
Calis ............
Oiono.............
Lewlston .. .....
Presque sle ........

MARYLAND
Baltimore ..........
Takoma Park ........

WFPK
WFPK
WFPLWKMA

WXMR
WKMU
WKON
WKPI
WEKU
WKSOWX

KRVS
WYES

WCBB
WROR
WMED
hSED
WMEB
WRJR
WMEM

WBJC

MASSACHUSETTS
Amherst ..........

Andover ..........
Boston ............

Cambridge ..........
Lowell ............
Milton .............
South Hadley .........
Springfield ...........

Walthar . ...........
Williamstown .........
Winchester ..........

WAMF
WFCR
hIeUA
P4AA
WHUR
WERSWGI
WGBH
wrais
WL77

WMCHWSCB
WAIC
WBRS
WCFM
W1SR

MICHIGAN
Adrian ............. WVAC
Ann Arbor ........... WUOM
Detroit .............. WDTR

WDET
TITVS

East Lansing ......... WKAR
WKAR
WMSB

FUnt .............. WFBE
Grand Rapids . WVGR
Highland Park....... WHPR
Houghton .......... IWGGL
Inteilochen ........ . WIAA
Kalamazoo ........... .IWUK
Marquette .......... WNMR

WNMR
and Yearbook b

Mt. Pleasant .........

Royal Oak ...........
Southficld ..........
Spring Arbor .........
Warrt ............
Waterford ..........
YpsianIi ..........
University Center ......

MINNESOTA
Appleton ...........
Collegeville ...........
Duluth .............
Mankato ...........

Minneapolis.-
St. Paul .............

Moorhead ...........
Northfield ...........
St. Cloud ...........

Buffalo .............
Clayton .............

Columbia ...........

Joplin .. . . . . .
Kansas City . . . . .

Maberly .............
Point Lookout .......
Rolla ....... .......
St. Charles ...........
St. Louis ...........

Wurensburg .........

MONTANA
Bozeman ........... KGLT
Missoula ........... KUFRI

NEBRASKA
.Alliance .............
Bassett .............
Kearney .............
Hastings .............
Lexington ...........
Lincoln ............

Norfolk .............
North Platte .........
Omaha .............

KTNE
KMNE

KOVF
KHNE
KLNE
KUON

xUCr
KXNE
KPNE
KGOBI
KYNE

NEVADA
Las Vegas ........... KLVX
Reno ............... KUNR

I(AlU
WCMU
Is's",K

MTD XCP)
WaMU
WuCM

KWCM
KSJR
KUAID
WDSE

KUOI
KTCA
KTCI
XSJN
WCAL
KVSC

K8FL
KFUO
KFUO
K11RU(CPI

KOC (CPJ
KCUR
KCSD
xsoz
rX41TS (CP)
KSaz

Awl-c

KSLH
KETC
KC.iW

of Educational Broadcasting
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Educational RAdoo wd Television Siaions by Stat. City Ind Cal L tli Con't I

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Berlin ............. WEDB
Durham ............. WENII

W/fNlI
Exeter ............. IWEA
Hanover ............. WHED
Keene ............. WEKW
Utlteton ........... WLED

NEW JERSEY
Glassboro ...........
Hackttstown .........
Hanove e .............
Newark .... P ........
South 0angee .........
Trenton .............

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque ........

Las Crcs ..........
Las Vegas
Unwertsity Park ...

NEW YORK
Albany ............
Binghamton ........

Buffl ao ............

Canton ............
Central Suare ......
Clinton ............
Elm r a ............
Floral Park ..........
G enesso ............
Hempt d ..........
Ithaca ............

Lake Konkovkom ....
Loudonville ........
New Yook ..........

Os go ............
Potsdam .. ....
Rochester ........

Schenectady ........
SP(igrinpdl.. ....
Syra ..........

T roy ..............

Source: NAEB 1969 1

10GLS
WI7WHPH
WBGO
.4OUP'TSR

KNMEK UM
KANW
KRWG
KEDP
KRIIY3

WAMC
WHRW
WSKG
WBFOWNFD

kIICL
WECWISHS
M~suWGSU
WVHC
WHCU
WHCU
WWR

WVCR
WSAI
WNYC
WNYCWN YE
WNDT

WKCR
WR V
WRVO
WTSC
WIRO
WRUR
WxxlWMHTWE

WAER
WCNY
WAER
WIAZ

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville .......... WUNF
Chapel Hill .......... WUNC

WVNC
Charlotte .......... WTVI
Columbia .......... WIJND
Concord ........... WUNG
Greensboro .......... .'WAG
Greenville ........... limits
igh Point ........... .WUPS

Unville .......... "... WUNE
Raleigh ............. WKNC
Winston Salem ....... WFDD

NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo ............. KFME

KDSU
Grand Forks ......... KFJM

"OHIO
Akron .............

Athens .............

Bere& .............
Bowling Green .......

Cedarville ...........
Cincinnati ...........

Cleveland ...........

Columbus ...........

Delaware ...........
DeGraff .............
Granville ...........
Kent ...............
Marietta .............
New Concord .........
Newak .............
Owerin ............
Oxford .............

Sprin field ...........
Struthers...........
Toledo .............
WesterviUe ............
Wilberforce ..........
Wooset ........... ..
Yellow Springs .......

OKLAHOMA
Edmond ..........
Oklahoma City ......

Stillwater ..........
Tulsa ..............

WAPS
WA UP
WOUB
WOUB
WOUB
Wakv
WBGU
k'BGU
bt DR
WCET
WGUC
WOE
WRUW
WVIz
WOSU
WOSW
WOSU
K,4BE
WLN
WDEQ
WDUB
WXSUkv MO

ISMCO
WGSF
WOBC

WMUB
WU$O
WKTL

WGTE
WOV

WC P4S
W)'SO

KCSC
KOXH
KETA
KOKH
KOSU
KOGSKOED

OREGON
Corvallis ..........

Eugene ............

Klamath Falls ........
Portland ..........

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown ..........

Beaver Falls ........
Easton ............
Erie ..............
Grane City .........
havertown ..........
Hershey ............
Indiana ............
Lcwisburg ..........
Mansfield ..........
Meadville ..........
New Wilmington ......
Philadelphia ........

Pitsburgh ..........

Reading .............
Scranton ...........

Selin tro ...........
Telord .............
University Park .......

Wilkes.Barre .........

RHODE ISLAND
Kiniston ...........
Providence

Warwick ...........

SOUTH CAROLINA
Allendale
Charleston
Clemson
Columbia

Greenville ...........

Florence ...........

iirectorv and Yearbook
of Educational Broadcabtina

KOAC
KOAC
KBI'R
KRVAI
KWAX
KLCC
KTEC
KBPS
KOAP
KOAP
KRRC

WLVT
VGEIV

WJRHI'QIaV
WSAJ
WHHS
WITF
h'WUP (CPj
WVBU
I,'NIE (CI
WARCWMP
WFWT
WHYY
WR TI
1SV 11WXPV
WDUO
WQED
WXAC
WUSV
WVIAW QSU
WBMRIVDFAI
WPSx
WRKC(CP)

WRU
WPDOll
WSBE
WRIlS

WEBA
WITV
IVSBF
WRLK
WUSC
WNy
WMUU
h44IUU
WJPM

--T--T--- and Yea booi

...........

..... 4.....

...........
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SOUTH DAKOTA
Brooklngs ........... KESW

KFSD
Rapid Ciy ............ KOIIE
Sioux Falls: KN14C

TENNESSEE
Chtsa noo .........

Collgedle ...........
Henerson ..........
Knoxville ..........

e
Lebanon ...........
Me4in to ... .......Memphis
Nash' le ...........

TEXAS
Austin ............

Brownwood
Dallas........

El Paso ............
Ft. Worth ..........
Houston ..........

Lubtach ..........

Odess ............
Plainview ..........
Richadson ...........
San Antonio .........
Waco ....... k......

UTAH
Ceda: City ..........
opn............

Ouden.............
Proro . . . . . .
Salt ake City ......

VERMONT
Burlington ..........

Middeberry ........
Nothfield ..........
Rutland ............
St. JohnsburS ........
Windsor ............

Source: 11AEB 1969

WDYN
WVMS
WTCI

WFHC
WK'CS
WOT
WSJK
WFMQ?
WLJT
WKNO
WDCN
kPL
WNAZ

KMFA
KLRN
KUT
KHPC
KVTT
KERA

KTEP
KTCV
KUHTKURT
KTXT

NTXT
KOCV
KHBL
KRET
KSYM
KWBU

KCDR
KUSU
KUSU
KBYUJ

KUER
KUED

WETK
WRUV
WPRMC
WNUB
WVER
WVTB
WVTA

VIRGINIA
Charlolt sille ........('hesapeake . . . .
ilhipton. .........Hasrsonbuig .........
Lexin* tn ...........
N tfo'o ............

Richmond ..........

Roanoke ..........
Staunton ..........
Wdliamuburg ........
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Mr. MACY. Mr. Chairman, we are here today, as your final witnesses
after hearing from representatives of the foundations to talk about the
impact of the House bill on a new industry, a new public service in-
dustry, public broadcasting.

We belive, that the House bill would adversely affect the develop-
ment of that industry in the public interest. We believe that the adverse
effect was not intended by the House but that in the drafting of the
legislation it encompassed in their language certain conditions which
would injure public broadcasting.

We offer in a brief summary some proposed solutions which we be-
lieve will clarify the intent of the legislation and remove the inherent
dangers that are involved in the language as it stands.

4q In order to do this, I plead for your indulgence for a few moments
to describe what public broadcasting is. The airwaves are a public
resource. Over the years the Government has acted to reserve at least
a part of this resource for the public interest, to serve the needs of the
American people in education and in other forms of public service.

Senator RmicoFr. I do not want to interrupt, but as an oldtimer
on the Hill you realize that bell was one bell for a vote.

Mr. MAcY. I have heard that before.
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes. So we will recess until we have an oppor-

tunity to vote and then, if you will be patient, we will come back and
allow you to finish.

Mr.'MAGY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RBCOFF. We will recess for 15 minutes.
(Whereupon, there was a short recess.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Macy, you were interrupted, and I would just

urge you to continue your statement at the point where you were.
Mr. MAcY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As a result of Government action to reserve frequencies for educa-tional broadcasting, as a result of legislation to assist local stations in

financing facility construction and installation, and then most recently
in 1967, the plant to finance program production and program distri-
bution through the creation of the Corporation for Public Broadcast-
ing, we have seen steps taken toward the begiming of a substantial
public service in both television and radio.

Today there are some 185 public television stations, and 400 public
radio stations in operation. These stations aire all nonprofit organiza-
tions. Many of them are financed by State and local authorities, by
school systems or by universities. Major television stations are non-
profit community organizations, mainly dependent upon private fi-
nancing, including most importantly, foundation financing.

I emphasize that all of these stations are noncommercial, they do not
sell commercial time. Therefore, they are totally dependent upon a
combination of private financing and what they are able to receive
from public sources.

The programs presented by the noncommercial stations tend to fall
into several public service categories: Programs for children in the
school and in the home, continuing education for adults, public affairs,
cultural offerings in music, drama and other areas.

A substantial part of the public is now within the reach of the sig-
nals of public stations. Front the informatAon that we have before us
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of 58 million television set owning families, 46 million are within the
public television signal areas.

Typically, a public television station will be on the air 10 hours a day
during -the week. Five of these hours would be used for classroom
instruction, and the other 5 hours for home reception in continuing
education, public and cultural affairs.

Now, turning to the House bill, there are two sections that cause
principal concern for public broadcasting. The first ds proposed sec-
tion 509, which defines private foundations; then, too, the proposed
section 4945 which establishes a tax on taxable expenditures. Basically,
4945 is our central problem, and I am really focusing my principal
attention on that.

Mr. Harley, on my left, has submitted a statement in the record and
in his statement gives in greater detail the, technical aspects that con-
cern us with respect to the definitions in section 509.

Mr. Day, in his statement, refers to the issues involved in the legis-
lation which particularly relate to the National Education Televisiol
and Radio Center. He also touches on significant constitutional, issues
which we believe call for close consideration by the committee meM-.
bers and the staff.

These lurking constitutional questions call for precise definition in
order to avoid later challenge.

But turning to section 4945, this, as we heard today, prevents foun-
dations from taking action that might affect the opinion of the public
or any part of the public in ways that might influence elections or in-
fluence legislation.

Public affairs programs in public broadcasting influence opinion
that might affect legislation or elections. So really a public affairs
discussion, if it is to be significant in terms of the public interest may,
usually by indirection, influence the opinion of those who view or
listen.

Given the language of 4945 as it now stands, I am informed by
counsel that foundations have concluded they could not make grants
to public broadcasting either to a national production center, such as
NET, or individual stations if those grants, directly or indirectly,
resulted in the production of public affairs programs.

Now it is understandable that the legislation would have that kind
of chilling effect in view of the penalties in the form of taxation of
100 percent of expenditures on the foundation, and 50 percent on what
is described as the managers of the foundations who knowingly make
taxable expenditures.
'This is so severe as to provide an unwillingness or motivate an

unwillingness on the part of the foundations to take the necessary risk.
I am convinced from the conversations I have had with Members of

the Congress that there was not an intent that this consequence result
from that legislation. Therefore, it is our view that there is need for
clarification of this fact in a revision of this hanguage.

I think it is important to recognize the vital importance of founda-
tion support in public broadcasting operations. Foundation grants
provide at both national and station level significant support. In the
early days of the development of public broadcasting, the foundations
had provided the difference between development and no progress at
all.
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Public broadcasbing has been the beneficiary of grants from large
national foundations and from small local specialized foundations
which -have assisted the stations.

In total, this foundation support is significant. It is estimated to be
$17.5 million in 1967. This is 28 percent of the total financing for pub-
lic television broadcasting in that year. Withdrawal of this support
would have serious consequences for NET in its production of impor-
tant national programing and public afdTirs and for local stations in
serving their audiences in their broadcast areas.

We feel that the intent of H.R. 13270 is to prevent abuses abuses in
influencing public opinion, influencing the outcome of elections.

Public stations, radio and television, exist in large part for the pur-
pose of providing news, information, interpretation, public service to
the citizenry, so that the public can more completely fulfill the respon-
sibilities of citizenship. This is a means for enhancing communication
with the American people so that they are in a better position to make
the choices that must be theirs in a democracy on the key issues.

Public stations are controlled now by existing laws and by the FCC
regulations for the purpose of preventing the very abuses that appear
tobe the concern of H.R. 13270.

The statutes provide, particularly section 399 of the Communica-
tions Act of 1934, that noncommercial educational stations may not
engage in editorializing or supporting or opposing any candidate for
any political office. That is already on the statute books.

Stations are required, as are commercial stations, to observe the
fairness and equal time doctrine. Those are safeguards against any
kind of abuse.

As a condition of the license granted by the FCC stations must pro-
vide public affairs programing. This is one of the standards that is
viewed in considering alicense application. So the statutory obligation
apparently intended by the House in the bill is inherent in the purpose
of these stations themselves.

Stations, to my knowledge, have avoided and will continue to avoid
the abuses in section-

The CUAIRMAN. If you will permit me to interrupt you one moment,
Senator Ribicoff is going to conclude the hearings today, but I just
wanted you to prepare the amendments or else prepare a memo sug-
gesting the amendments that you think are necessary to take care of
your industry. You are talking about the educational television people.

Mr. MAoY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRrAN. And I will join with the Senator in seeing they are

considered.
Mr. MAoY. Thank you very much.
Senator Rmxcon'. I would be very sympathetic if you would sit

down with those amendments, work them out and present them to me,
my staff, and I will be glad to introduce them.

I think you make very pertinent points here.
Mr. MAoY. hank you, Senator. We have that language and we

would welcome the opportunity to collaborate with you.
Senator Rxeicori. I will talk with you later on and make some

suggestions.
Mr. MAoY. Fine.
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If I may, I would like to provide a supplementary comment from
Mr. Day and Mr. Harley, if that is agreeable e with you.

Senator Rinicory. Perfectly all right. You have waited so long, the
least I can do is wait for you.

Mr. MACY. Well, Mr. Day was commenting a moment ago that he
hopes that the conditions in the room, the absence of an audience, was
not symbolic of the future of public television. I am convinced it is
not.

Senator RIBICOF'. I hope so, too.
I have a question sometimes, but I feel you have got a long row to

hoe. I think you are doing a good job, and I trust the listening public
will get to appreciate you more and more with each passing day.

Mr. MACY. X r. Day will be very instrumental in achieving the kind
of programing that will attract those audiences, and I am sure you
willb interested in hearing from him. Mr. Day.

STATEMENT OF JAMES DAY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL
TELEVISION & RADIO CENTER

Mr. DAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Although I have been president of NET National Educational Tele-

vision, for only 2 months, I have served or 16 years as the president
and general manager of one of the 166 public television stations in the
country that are served by this national programing service. The NET
service amounts to 5 hours weekly and provides many of the most im-
portant and significant programs that are broadcast on the 166 public
television stations affiliated with NET.

I think it. is important to point out that each of these stations is
independent and may run or may not run any or all of the programs as
they choose.My con-ern, of course, as president of NET is with those aspects of
the law that would be nothing less than the death knell to at least.part
of our programing. At the moment half of our total program service is
concerned with national and international issues, and we would be
precluded from broadcasting such programs that would influence legis-
lation or influence elections.

This, of course, we feel would be a deprivation for the American
public which has the right to know, and we feel, of course, that public
television has the obligation to provide that information.

It is also important to point out that if, by putting political candi-
dates on the air a program influences elections, then under the terms
of the House bil NET would be l)recluded from offering free time to
political candidates.

Finally, even if it wore possible to exclude NET from those prohibi-
tions placed upon private foundations it would still place NET in the
position of having each of its grants from a private foundation eX-
amined to see whether, in fact, they would be spent to influence public
opinion, and the consequence of this would be more control by founda-
tions rather than less control, and we think this would be bad.

Thank you.
Mr. MA0Y. Thank you, Mr. Day.

W-85 O--t--pt. 0 40
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STATEMENT BY JAMES DAY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION &
RADIO CENTER

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am James Day, President of
the National Educational Television and Radio Center, known as NET. The
purpose of my testimony Is to discuss the problems posed for public broadcasting
and for NET by the proposed Tax Reform Act of 1969 (H.R. 13270).

We are particularly concerned with the language presently contained i
Sections 4945(b) (1), (b) (2) and (c) (1) of the proposed Act, which are designed
to restrict the "legislation-influencing" and "election-influencing" activities of
"private foundations." As I will discuss later In greater detail, it is our position
that, if enacted, these provisions will seriously hamper, if not emasculate, tliu
public affairs broadcasting activities of NET. [See Part III at page 9.] Since we
believe that the Treasury proposal of September 30, 19069, does not solve the
problems which we find in Section 4945,* we propose the following addition to
Section 4945:

"(g) Publio broadcastlng.-Subsections (b) (1) and (b) (2) shall not apply
to amounts paid or incurred for the production or distribution of public affairs
programs which are broadcast over noncommercial educational broadcast sta-
tions as defined in Section 397(7) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended
(81 Stat. 368; 47 U.S.C. 307(7) )."

We are also vitally concerned with the classification, under the proposed Act,
of a foundation such as NET. Unless NET qualifies as a non-private foundation
or as a private operating foundation as defined in Section 4942(j) (3), grants to
NET will not be "qualifying distributions" under Section 4942 and, hence, foun-
dation managers will undoubtedly discontinue all grants to NET. This will have
the immediate effect of cutting off funding for the production of almost all na-
tional programs for public broatdcasting, a public service that Congress has re-
peatedly sought to strengthen. [See Part IV at page 80.]

We believe that it is cruclil that both of these problems be solved in order
to insure the continued functioning of NET, public broadcasting's major program
source, and also the continued viability of the entire non-commercial educational
television and radio system. The testimony of Mr. Macy, President of the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, and Mr. Harley, President of the National
Association of Educational Broadcasters, explore the problems caused by the
proposed Tax Reform Act to the other major elements in the public broadcast-
ing system. NET endorses both of these statements.

1. OPMATIONS OF NET

NET is an Illinois non-profit corporation, incorporated in 1052, organized
and operated exclusively for scientific, educational nd charitable purposes.
NET's primary purpose is to "promote the advancement of educational television
and radio for the general welfare." In furtherance of this purpose, NIET
acquires and supplies programs to its 166 affiliated stations. In addition, NET
provides essential advisory services for these stations which they could not
otherwise individually afford. NET's sole function is to provide programs and
services to its affiliated educational television stations.

Neither NET, nor its affiliated stations, may accept commercial sponsorship.
NET is therefore completely dependent on such financial support as It receives
from the United States Government and private foundations, the small amounts
It receives from the general public and the small amounts in fees it receives
from its affiliated stations. Since 1063, NET has received unrestricted annual
grants of approximately $6 million from the Ford Foundation. NET also received
funds from other sources. This year, for example, we received approximately $1.8
million from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. All of our funds are spent
annually.

*Because the "substantial" teat of existing law (Section 501 (c) (8) of the Internal Reve-
nue Code of 1954) is eliminated by Section 4945, it is critically important that that section
be both clear and limited as to the activities which it covers. We believe that the Treasury's
lan uage is not sucltently clear. While the Treasury states that Its proposal to amend
8eeliton 4945(c) would limit it to existing law, this Is not entirely clear from the proposal's
language. Moreover, without the "substantial" test, even the language of existing law 18 not
sufficiently explicit. Finally, the Treasury proposal does not amend the language of Section
4945(b)(2).I
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NET is a prime source of educational television programing intended for the
general public. Nearly 50% of such programs are provided by NET. NET
currently provides at least five weekly hours of original programing to its
affiliated stations.

The programs supplied by NET constitute an Important alternative to those
offered by the major national commercial networks--ABC, CBS and NBC. Half
of NET's schedule consists of public affairs programs such as news programs,
documentaries, panel discussions, political debates, and interviews. The pro-
grams consider Important current issues in foreign policy, politics, and govern-
ment as well as other social and economic questions. "NET Journal," for example,
is a thought-provoking weekly hour-long series that examines crucial domestic
and international issues such as poverty, prejudice, problems of public and private
education, the balance of world power, the Supreme Court and world hunger.
NET programs deal in depth with events that commercial networks do not fully
cover as well as other news items that may not otherwise be broadcast to the
public. The balance of NET's schedule consists of programs of primarily cultural
Interest--dealing with the arts, drama, history, humanity and sclence-and
children's programing. Sonic of these cultural programs may deal with public
Issues and in this sense are public affairs programs. Various national and inter-
national awards have been made to NET for its programs. For example, NET
was awarded Emmy and Peabody Awards this year for two of its series.

Under Section 399 of the Communications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. § 399, the
public noncommercial broadcasting stations affiliated with NET may not "engage
in editorializing" and may not "support or oppose any candidate for political
office." Further, Section 315 of the Communications Act, 47 U.S.C. § 315, and the
Federal Communications Commission's fairness doctrine * require that these
stations give reply time to opposing political candidates and for competing
views On controversial public Issues. NET Insures that its programming complies
with these requirements and with the recently adopted personal attack rules,
requiring that Individuals or groups which are personally attacked be afforded
time to reply, 47 C.F.R. § 73.070. It does not offer programming that might be
held to constitute political or legislative editorializing, and its programs are
produced with strict adherence to objectivity and balance.

11. CURRENT TAX STATUS OF NET

At present, NET qualifies as an educational organization exempt from federal
income tax under Section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. Quali-
fication as a Section 501(e) (8) organization has other, equally important, tax
benefits to NET. Other private foundations can contribute funds to NET without
fear of losing their own 501 (e) (3) tax exempt status. Individuals contributing
to NET can deduct the amount of such contributions up to 20 percent of adjusted
gross income under Section 170 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

NET must, to retain its Section 501 (c) (8) status, Insure that "no substantial
part" of Its activities consists of "carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempt-
ing tb influence legislation," and it cannot, even to an insubstantial degree,
"participate in, or intervene in * * * any political campaign on behalf of any
candidate for public office." Despite the ambiguity of the terms "attempting to
influence legislation" and "substantial" and the lack of consistency in their inter-
pretation by the Internal Revenue Service and the courts, we are certain that
NET can continue under present law to present balanced public affairs program-
rning dealing with topics that are the subject of current or potential legislation
without jeopardizing its Section 501(c) (3) status. Further, we are confident
that NET will continue to present balanced coverage of candidates and election
issues without being held to have "intervened" in an election on behalf of
a candidate.

ITT. PROBLEMS POSED BY SE(YION 4945

I. Effect of Proposed Sections 4945(b) (1), (b) (2) and (o) (1) on NET
a. Proposed changes from present law.-H.R. 13270 proposes to amend the

Internal Revenue Code by adding a new Section 4945(a) which would Impose a
100 percent tax on "taxable expenditures" by a "private foundation" and a

*Report on Editorializing by Broadcast Licensees, 13 FCC 1246 (1499) ; 47 U.S.C. J 815.
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50 percent tax on foundation "managers"-ncluding officers and directors-
who approve such an expenditure. (In some cases a 100 percent tax would also
be imposed on a foundation manager.) For reasons I will discuss later, NET
would be held to constitute a "private foundation" subject to Section 4945.
The consequence of this is that NET-arid the foundations which support NET-
are subject to the penalty tax if they make "taxable expenditures."

"Taxable expenditures" are defined by Section 4945(b) to include any amounts
paid-

"(1) to carry out propaganda, or otherwise to attempt to influence legisla-
tion, or

"(2) to influence the outcome of any public election * * *
Section 4045(c) states that Section 4945(b) (1) expressly includes:

"(1) any attempt to influence legislation through an attempt to affect
the opinion of the general public or any segment thereof * * * "

The proposed law does not contain the "substantial" test which presently
allows a certain amount of direct or indirect lobbying on legislation to be
carried on by an exempt organization without punitive consequences.

The coverage of Sections 4945(b)(1), (b)(2) and (c)(1) is very difficult
to determine. Section 4945(b) (1), defining a "taxable expenditure", merely
repeats the "attempt to influence legislation" language of present law (Section
501 (c) (8)). As such, standing alone, it seems to cover only those "legislation-
influencing" activities now covered by Section 501(c) (3). Ambiguity arises,
however, because of the new language in sub-section (c) (1), which expressly
includes in those activities covered by subsection (b) (1) "any attempt to in.
fluence legislation through an attempt to affect the opinion of the general public
or any segment thereof * * * ." Section 4945(b) (2) also differs from present
law by defining as a "taxable expenditure" any amount incurred "to influence
the outcome of any public election". Both 4945(c) (1) and 4945(b) (2) seem
to expand the scope of definitions in prior law of what will be considered
"legislation-influencing" and "election-Influencing" activities that certain 501 (c)
(3) organizations may not undertake In the following ways:

() Restriotions on "legletatfonnfiucnoing" aotfvitfe&.-Subsection (c) (1)
seems designed at least in part to clarify existing law by accepting the Treasury
view that "grassroots" lobbying-urging the public to contact legislators-on
particular legislation or legislative proposals is Included within the present defi-
nition of "attempting to Influence legislation" in Section 501(c) (8). See Treas.
Reg. 1 1.501(c) (8)-1(c) (3) (1i). It may also be designed to cover editoralizing
(i.e., taking an organizational position) on legislation, which the Treasury also
interprets as falling within this phrase in Section 501(c) (8) Ibid. The language
can, however, be Interpreted to cover much more, and to restrict the educational
activities of organizations defined as "private foundations" even though these
efforts are factual and balanced. These efforts usually are carried on for the
very purpose of "affecting public opinion", if only to affect the public by making
it aware of the Issues.

Certainly NET's public affairs documentaries, panel discussions, InterviewN.
and In-depth news programs have this purpose, even though they are balanced
presentations, satisfying the FCC's fairness and personal attack doctrines and
the statutory prohibitions against editorializing by non-commercial broadcasters.
Thus under the broadest possible interpretation of this statute, if NET presented
a balanced program or series of programs on a current topic such as the ABM
controversy, the draft, or the Vietnam War, it could conceivably be held to be
"affecting public opinion" on present or possible future legislation dealing with
these issues

(i) Re8trofiona on "eleoton-influenoing" activitis.-Subsection (b) (2) also
seems to go beyond present law by excluding another large segment of NET's
activities that might technically be held to "influence the outcome" of an election.
Just as even balanced educational reporting of legislative issues will inevitably
"affect" public opinion, any balanced educational broadcasts dealing with elec-
tion issues should have at least some minimal influence upon the "outcome" of
that election. Again the very purpose of such broadcasts, which are subject to the
equal time requirements of Section 315 of the Communication Act, 47 U.S.C.
1315, is to attempt to give the public the full facts and all viewpoints so as to
stimulate thought and discussion of the issues among the electorate. If these
programs were'not successful in helping to create informed voters, there would
be no reason for their existence.
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b. The proposed changes would severely curtail NEBT's public affair. pro-

grams.n-If Section 4945 is enacted without clarifying amendments, NET would
be confronted with essentially two choices: (1) it could forfeit its tax exempt
status or (2) It could cease to make "taxable expenditures". If NET were to
adopt the first alternative, it would have to cease business entirely since approx-
imately 75% of its current support is from "private foundations" which could
no longer make qualifying contributions to NET.

Under the second alternative NET's "managers"-including its officers and
directors-faced with the spectre of heavy personal as well as institutional
penalties for a mistaken interpretation of the language of the section, will be
reluctant to undertake public affairs l)rograming on issues that have any remote
link with current or potential legislation. NET might also have increasing diffi-
culty In persuading highly qualified men to serve as trustees and officers in the
face of such great potential liability. Further, even if NET and its managers
were willing to risk the statutory penalties, NET would be forced to adopt a
programming policy foregoing public affairs broadcasts in order to continue to
get financial support from other private foundations. Prudent foundation man-
agers would not make grants to NET if there were any possibility that they
might ultimately be used for public affairs progrnmtng coming within the "tax-
able expenditures" definition of Section 4945.
2. Reasons Why Section 4945 Should Bc Rcdraftcd To Excmpt Public Broad-

casting
a. None of the alleged abuses giving r18c to 8cotion 4945 is in any way related

to NET.-None of the Congressional concerns which led to the provisions of
Section 4945 of H.R. 13270 in any way relates to the activities of NET or public
broadcasting. There has been no testimony before the House committee or this
committee concerning any alleged improper activities by NET or tny entity
engaged in the field of public broadcasting. Moreover, none of the alleged abuses
which led to Section 4945 relates to the activities of NET or public broadcasting.

The impetwi for the expanded definition of "legislation-influencing" activities
In Section 4045(b) (1) and (c) (1) is somewhat obscure. The House Committee
on Ways and Means, after extensive hearings, noted in Its report transmitting
M.R. 13270 that "in recent years, private foundations had been moving increas-
ingly into political and legislative activities". H.R. Rep. No. 01-413, 91st Cong.,
1st Bess., pt. 1, 32 (1009) (hereinafter referred to as "House Committee Report").
There is, however, nothing In the report that clearly indicates exactly what the
committee meant by "legislative activities". It is clear that it wanted to stop
foundations from direct lobbying and "grass-roots" campaigns to urge the public
to contact legislators, alleged abuses considered in Its hearings, but whether any-
thing beyond this was contemplated is uncertain.

Examples of "political activities" the committee wanted to curtail under
Section 4045(b) (2) were more clearly stated in the report. The committee deft-
nitely wanted to stop voter registration campaigns in limited geographical areas
that were designed to favor the registration of voters who would support certain
candidates. It also wanted to prevent private foundations from spending their
funds to "publicize the views, personalities and activities of certain candidates"
and "to subsidize preparation of materials furthering specific political view-
points." House Committee Report, pp. 32-33. None of these activities is or has
been carried on by NET or any other element of the public broadcasting system.
Although both NET and other public broacasters do present balanced coverage
of elections, such activity, as before, was not the concern of the House committee.

b. Restricting public broadcasting activities would be contrary to the public
interestt and congressional pohic.-More fundamentally, we strongly believe that

it would not serve the public interest to restrict programming for the public
broadcasting system. Public broadcasting supplies an important alternative source
of public affairs programming in the United States. At present local non-
commercial stations, lacking the technical and monetary resources, are not heavily
engaged in program production. Educational stations rely strongly on NET to
supply the public affairs programming that they must present to satisfy the
conditions of their broadcast licenses$ and to serve the interest of their viewing

*The Communications Act requires that all broadcasting stations, as part of their obli-gation to operate in the "public Interest", 47 U.S.C. If 307(a). 809(a), 'afford reasonable
opportunity for the discussion of conflicting views on issues of public importance". 47 U.S.C.1 815(a) ; ee Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. POO, 395 U.S. 3867, 392-95 (1069).
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audiences. NET programming thus contributes substantially to the strength of
non-commercial television and the diversity of programming that Congress and
the FCC0 have sought to foster.

It is clear from past legislation that Congress desires to promote a strong and
viable system of public television. The Educational Television Facilities Act of
1062, Pub L. No. 87-447, 76 Stat. 64, authorized thirty-two million dollars over
a five-year period for the construction of various facilities for educational tele.
vision stations. Moreover, the Public Broadcast Act of 1967 (47 U.S.C. 1390,
ct seq., as amended) continued this program and gave a further Congressional
mandate in support of public broadcasting which, Congress contemplated, would
create programs "not only . . . supplementary to, but competitive with commer-
cial broadcasting services", and programs which will be "responsive to the
interests of people" and "an expression of diversity and excellence". S. Rep. No.
222,90th Cong., 1st Sess. 6 (1967) ; 47 U.S.C. § 396(a) (4).

To this end, the Federal Communications Commission has reserved 623 station
channels for educational television and, in addition, petitions may be made to the
FCC for additional reservations. These stations are being licensed only to non-
profit educational organizations upon a showing that the proposed stations will
be used "primarily to serve the educational needs of the community; for the
advancement of educational programs; and to furnish a nonprofit and non-
commercial television broadcast service". 47 C.F.R. 1 73.021 (a).

Not only has Congress demonstrated in the past its intent to strengthen non-
commercial educational broadcasting in general, but has also indicated that it
feels that the presentation of vigorous public affairs programming is one of the
most important contributions that educational broadcasting can make. The legis.
lative history of the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 emphasized that Congress
expected noncommercial educational stations to be leaders in this area. The
report of the Senate Commerce Committee stated:

"Particularly in the area of public affairs your committee feels that non-
commercial broadcasting is uniquely fitted to offer in-depth coverage and analysis
which will lead to a better informed and enlightened public." S. Rep. No. 222,
00th Cong., let Sess. 7 (1967).

And the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce observed:
"Considerable testimony was heard that no noncomercial educational station

editorializes.
"Out of abundance of caution, the bill provides that 'no noncommercial educa-

tional broadcasting station may engage in editorializing or may support or oppose
any candidate for political office.' It should be emphasized that this section is
not intended to preclude balanced, fair and objective presentations of contro-
versial issues by noncommercial stations." H.R. Rep. No. 572, 90th Cong., 1st
Sess. 20 (1967).

Thus, ironically, if Section 4945 is enacted as presently drafted, the' portion
of public broadcasting that was intended to be it strongest point, will become in
fact its weakest link.
3. There Are Serious Doubts That Seclions 4945(b) (1), (b) (2) and (o) (1) of

M.R. 18870 'Are Constitutional
Not only do we believe that the adverse effect upon the public broadcast system

by if 4945(b) (1), (b) (2) and (C) (1) is unintended and unwarranted, but it is
also our view that the potential breadth of the present language of those sections
raises serious constitutional issues.

a. Assuming that the section 4945 restricts balanced discussion of public issWucs
by NET it may be unonstitutional--Discussion and debate of public issues Js at
the heart of the First Amendment. The Supreme Court has noted that "speech
concerning public affairs is more than self-expression; it is the essence of self-gov-
ernment". Garrison v. Louisiana, 379 U.S. 64, 74-75 (1964). The primary purpose
of the First Amendment is to protect our "profound national commitment to the
principle that debate on public issues should be uninhibited, robust, and wide-
open * * * ." Now York Times Co. v. Sullivan. 370 U.S. 254, 270 (1964). "Sup-
presslon of the right of the press to praise or criticize governmental agents and to
clamor and content for or against change * * * muzzles one of the very agencies
the Framers of our Constitution thoughtfully and deliberately selected to improve
our society and keep it free." Hills v. Alabama, 384 U.S. 214, 218-10 (1966).
I Discussion of public issues by broadcasters has been specifically held by the
Supreme Court to enjoy the protections of the First Amendment. In Rrcct Lion
Broadcasting Co. v. FO, 895 U.S. 367 (1969), the Court stated at 390:

I
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"* * * the people as a whole retain their interest in free speech by radio and
their collective right to have the medium function consistently with the ends and
purposes of the First Amendment * * *. It is the purpose of the First Amend.
meant to preserve an uninhibited marketplace of ideas in which truth will ulti-
niatelyprevali * * *."

The Court in Red Lion warned that the right of the public to access to social
and political ideas through the broadcast media "may not constitutionally be
abridged * * * by Congress." 395 U.S. at 390.

Such discussion and debate of public issues can be infringed not only by direct
prohibitions, but also by the taxing power. The Supreme Court has said,
"[p]lainly a community may not suppress, or the state tax, the dissemination of
views because they are unpopular, annoying or distasteful." Murdock v. Pennsyl-
van(a, 319 U.S. 105, 116 (1943). The Court has held that a State cannot tax news-
papers more heavily than other institutions, because this would reduce "the cir-
culation of information to which the public is entitled." GrosJean, v. Ater(ican
Press Co., 297 U.S. 233, 250 (1936). The Court has also concluded that a State
cannot penalize expression by denial of a tax exemption or deduction. Speiser v.
Randall, 357 U.S. 513 (1058). Speiser clearly rejected the argument that "because
a tax exemption is a 'privilege' or 'bounty', its denial may not infringe speech"
(357 U.S. at 518) and held that the State could not deny an otherwise available
property tax exemption to an individual who had refused to sign a statement on
his tax return stating that he did not advocate the overthrow of the Government
by force or violence. In a companion case, the Court htld that an exemption could
not be withheld from a church that refused to sign a similar oath, indicating that
denial of a tax benefit to an organization like NET raises the same constitutional
Issues as denial of a deduction to an Individual. First Unftarlan Church of Los
Angeles v. County of Los Angele8, 357 U.S. 545 (1958).

If the State had denied an exemption to the taxpayers in the Speiser and First
Unitarian Church cases because they refused to sign statements agreeing not to
engage in any discussion of public issues, it is difficult to believe that the results
would have been different. The statute, we suggest, would have been equally un-
constitutional, particularly if-as is the case here*-deductions were granted to
some organizations and denied to others.

If we are correct in this conclusion, it would seem to follow that Section 4945
as presently drafted faces serious, if not unsurmountable, constitutional obstacles
since it restricts organizational discussion of public issues. Unlike present Qaw,
Section 4945 cannot be justified on the ground that it is limited to the "lobbying"
or "electioneering" activities. Cases like Carnmarano v. United States, 358 U.S.
498 (1959), United States v. Harres, 347 U.S. 612 (1054) and United Public
Workers v. Mitchell, 330 U.S. 75 (1947) -sustaining restrictions on such activi-
ties-do nothing to support the broader restrictions of Section 4945.

In Oammarano v. United States, supra, it was held -that Congress can deny a
tax deduction as an "ordinary and necessary business expense" to a business for
sums expended "to promote or defeat legislation" as a legitimate means of pre-
venting the public subsidizing ok lobbying. United States v. Harris, supra, upheld
other non-tax restrictions on lobbying, such as the disclosure and reporting re-
quirements for lobbyists in the Federal Anti-Lobbying Act, 2 U.S.C. if 261-70.
Neither the Cammarano nor Harriss opinions, however, suggested that similar
restrictions could be placed on discussion of public issues not within the cate-
gories of direct lobbying or overt appeals to the public to contact legislators. The
Court in Harris&, in fact, implied that a restriction that went further than this,
and attempted to cover a broader class of technically "legislation-influencing"
activity, would be Invalid under the First Amendment. .847 U.S. at 625-2% And
the Court in Cammarano clearly indicated that its holding there was not meant
to undercut its holding in Speiser that tax legislation cannot reach broadly to
suppress discussion of public issues. 357 U.S. at 513.
. Both Harriss and (aminarano sustained restrictions on the basis that Congress

had a legitimate role in passing legislation to help maintain the integrity of the
legislative process, in one case to protect it from distortions caused by tax ad-

*Section 4945 does not apply to tax exempt organizations. like churches and colleges, that
do not constitute "private foundations". Section 4945 would, through use of a support test,In effect. make. a value Judgment that expression of Ideas on public issues held by less than
a certain number of contributors are less beneficial than those that are broadly held. Suchdiscriminatory attempts to suppress minority viewpoints are, however, exactly what the
First Amendment forbids.
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vantages given to the lobbying activities of special interest groups, and in the
other to Mlow Congress and the public to know exactly who is funding lobbying
activities. Balanced educational presentation of public issues does not, however,
undermine the integrity of the legislative process. Rather, it assists in preserving
that process, by ensuring that the public is aware of legislation and the facts
behind issues that may become the subject of legislation.

In United Publio Workers v. Mitchell, supra, the Court, in sustaining Hatch
Act limitations on partisan participation in political campaigns by federal em-
ployees, held that Congress may place reasonable restrictions upon participation
in the electoral process. But the Court specifically noted that nonpartisan ex-
pression of views on public issues was not prohibited by the Act, implying that
if it were, the Act would have been held unconstitutional. 330 U.S. at 100. And
in Mills v. Alabama, supra, the Supreme Court specifically held that a state could
not supress the discussion of controversial issues-in that case 4ast-minute edi-
torials-on the ground that this was necessary to prevent the electorate from
being unduly swayed in a public election.

The fact that Section 4945 covers some activities which Congress can consti-
tutionally regulate does not, of course, save it from constitutional attack. The
constitutional doctrine of the "less restrictive alternative" requires that Congress.
when it legislates In the area of speech, regulate only up to the minimum extent
necessary to restrict the evil it wishes to control, with the least possible diminu-
tion of protected rights. United States v. Robe?, 389 U.S. 258 (1967) ; NAACP v.
Button, 871 U.S. 415 (1963).

b. Even if section 4945 is not meant to cover NET's public affairs programs, it
tnay be void for vaguenwss.-Assuming that Congress cannot constitutionally tax
the balanced, educational presentation of discussions on public issues, it is also
constitutionally irrelevant that Congress may not have intended to penalize such
presentations In its proposed enactment of Section 4945. The language of the
statute is now drafted "in terms so vague that men of common intelligence must
necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to its application". Connalty v.
General Construction Co., 269 U.S. 385, 391 (1920). It can be read to restrict large
areas of discussion protected by the First Amendment.

Under existing case authority the vagueness and overbreadth of the statute are
alone sufficient to raise serious questions as to its validity. The Supreme Coiuft
has held that strict standards of definiteness must be met by statutes having "a
potentially Inhibiting effect on speech". Smith v. California, 361 U.S. 147, 151
(1059). See also NAACP v. Button, supra, at 432-33, 438 (1063). In the area of
free speech vague statutes are unconstitutional if they seriously inhibit discussion
by forcing individuals to "steer far wider of the unlawful zone" (Spetser v.
Randall, supra, at 526) and restrict "their conduct to that which is unquestionably
safe" (Baggett v. Bullitt, 377 U.S. 360, 372 (194)).

The principle that laws must give clear warning is particularly relevant when
the offense is to be prescribed by regulation rather than by statute (United States
v. MoDcrmott, 181 F.2d 313, 316 (7th Cir. 1042), cert. denied, 318 U.S. 765 (1943))
or when the statute is subject to administrative enforcement which can result
In discrimination against minority or unpopular views (Cox v. Louisiana, 370
U.S. 530, 556-58 (1065)).

We suggest that, because of its vague terms, Section 4945, as presently drafted,
will unquestionably inhibit protected speech, and is therefore likely to be hild
unconstitutional.

One lower court has indicated that the "attempting to influence legislation"
language already contained in Section 501 (c) (3) might be held unconstitutionally
vague if it were not limited more specifically by regulation and judicial decision to
direct or "grassroots" lobbying, noting:

"In one sense, nearly every effort made by individuals or organizations in the
public interest and for the betterment of government necessarily, has as an
indirect result at least, some influence on legislation."

Seasongood v. CommIssloner, 227 F.2d 907, 911 (6th Cir. 1055).
If the meaning of this language is still open to question, after decades of

Treasury and court attempts at interpretation, the potentially even broader
language of Subsections 4945(b) (1), (b) (2) and (c) (1) cannot possibly give
sufficient guidance to those affected to'enable them to regulate their conduct in
the public affairs discussion area so as t6 avoid its sanctions. If this bill is
enacted with its present ambiguities, foundation officers will be forced to protect
themselves by restricting their educational activities. This is particularly so be-
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cause extremely broad administrative discretion will necessarily have to be lodged
with the Internal Revenue Service for its interpretation and enforcement,
and foundation managers cannot predict how this discretion will be exercised.

Even assuming that the Treasury might at some future date issue limiting
regulations or rulings that would give sufficient guidance to the interpretation of
Section 4945, or that future court decisions might narrow its coverage, the delay
in obtaining such standards would cause Irreparable harm to educational broad-
casting. NET would be forced to discontinue public affairs broadcasting in the
interim, probably losing the services of many of its professionals who specialize
in this area. Once private foundations, which have only limited resources, move
out of the non-commercial broadcasting area and into other charitable or educa-
tional activities, it will be difficult to get them to return, even on the hopeful
assumption of future regulatory or judicial clarification. Once foundations have
entered other fields of philanthropy, there will be a natural tendency for them
to remain there, since they have created funding expectations in those fields and
will wish to follow through on initial efforts they have supported.

Thus, we believe, if Congress does not intend Subsections 4945(b) (1), (b) (2)
and (c) (1) to apply to balanced presentation of public issues, It can not assume
that these sections wviII be saved from unconstitutionality by narrowing regula-
tions or Judicial interpretations. This Committee should take positive steps to
clarify the bill to insure that it does not Inhibit discussions of public issues,
particularly public affairs programming of the kind NET supplies to Its
affiliates.

In summary, In view of the unintended and substantial adverse effects that
Section 4945 would have for public broadcasting and N1T, the strong Congres-
sional policy to support public broadcasting (including its public affairs pro-
grams) and the substantial doubts as to the constitutionality of the section as
now written, we suggest that this committee should revise Section 4945 to
exempt public broadcasting's public affairs programs, using the suggested
language set forth earlier in my statement.

Iv. OLAOMIOATION PROBLEMS

1. NET Should Be a Section 170(b) (1) (B) Organizafton
As indicated above, it is crucial that Section 4945 be amended as proposed.

In addition, it is also crucial that NET be classified as a non-private foundation
or a private operating foundation to avoid the ultimate demise of NET, non-
commercial educational broadcasting stations' prime source of programming.
(Even if NUT were to qualify as a non-private foundation or an operating
private foundation under proposed Section 509(a),.it would still be adversely
affected by the Act, insofar as private sources of funds may be eliminated unless
the amendment to Section 4945 suggested above is adopted.)

Under proposed Section 509, a Section 501(c) (3) organization such as NET
will be treated as a private foundation unless It comes within one of a series of
specified exceptions. As currently funded NET will not come within any of the
specified exemptions.

The current re-examination of the tax bill affords Congress an opportunity
to help reach the goals set by Congress for public broadcasting by classifying
NET as a non-private foundation.

To best carry out Congress's general intent of establishing a viable non-com-
inercial educational broadcast system which has a broad base of public support
that will complement funding from the Government, Congress may use this
opportunity to give the public a tax incentive for support of this system.

By the inclusion of NET and the other elements of the country's non-commer-
cial educational boadcast system within the 30 percent category [Section 170
(b) (1) (B) organizations] NET would have the following beneficial results.

First, by classifying NUT as a Section 170(b) (1) (B) organization and thus
a non-private foundation under Section 509(a) (1), it will be released from the
provisions of the Act which create significant problems for the non-commercial
educational broadcast system. For example, it would solve the problem of whether
grants to NET will be "qualifying distributions" under Section 4942 of the Act.
And it will eliminate the possibility that the working arrangements between
NET and the other elements of the non-commercial educational broadcast system
will fall under Section 4941-the "self-dealing" provision.



Second, by including the elements of the non-commercial broadcast system
within the list of organizations described in Section 170(b) (1) (B), the system
will be on an equal footing with schools and colleges, churches and other similar
organizations designed to promote the general welfare. Most of the local stations
already fit into this group and since all of the local stations and the other
elements of the system are all working for the same end and carrying on in
many instances the same functions, there is every reason to treat all of the
elements of the system as qualifying for the charitable deduction prescribed in
Section 170(b)(1) (B). To do this, Section 170(b) (1) (B) should be amended
by adding a new subsection 170(b) (1) (B(vili) which would read:

"An organization which is a non-commercial educational broadcast station
as defined in Section 897(7) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended
(81 Stat. 868; 47 U.S.C. 807(7)) or an organization referred to in Subsection
(c) (2) which is operated exclusively for the production or distribution of pro-
grams which are broadcast over such non-commercial educational broadcast
stations."

In the alternative this language could serve as a separate exception to
Section 500.
2. Operating Foundatioat Status

Adoption of the proposed amendment to Section 4945 is crucial to NEOT's con-
tinued ability to produce programming for educational broadcasting. However,
even with this adoption, If NET is not Included within the category of Section
170(b) (1) (B) organizations, it must qualify as ai operating foundation III
over to survive. Under proposed Section 4942(J)(8)" (A) and (B), a private
foundation is not an operating foundation unless--

(1) substantially all [at least 85 percent]* of the foundation's income is
expended directly for the active conduct of its tax exempt activities [the
"income expenditure test"];

(2) either-
(i) substantially more than half [at least 05 percent]* of the assets

of the foundation are "devoted directly" to the foundations' tax exempt
activities [the "asset test"] or

(ii) substantially all [at least 85 percent]* of the foundation's "sup-
port" (other than gross investment Income) "normally" comes from five
or more exempt organizations- or from the general public and no more
than 25 percent of the foundation's support comes from any one exempt
organization [the "support test"].

The crucial question Is whether NET can satisfy the requirements of either
of the additional tests--the assets test or the support test. The latter test-
the support alternative-was described in the House Committee Report as
follows:

"The * * * [support] alternative has been added because it has come to the
attention of your committee that a number of charitable foundations are regularly
used by many private foundations to funnel charitable contributions into certain
areas. The operating foundations, in such circumstances, have developed an
expertise which permits them to make effective use of the money through grant
programs or otherwise." House Committee Report, p. 26.

'The support alternative Is Intended to focus primarily upon special-purpose
foundations, such as learned societies, associations of libraries and organizations
which have developed an expertise in certain substantive areas and which pro-
vide for the independent granting of funds and direction of research in those
specialized substantive areas." House Committee Report, p. 42.

NET would appear to fit the Committee's picture of a special-purpose, funnel,
expert foundation. It cannot, however, qualify under the support alternative
since the bulk of its revenues comes in the form of grants, albeit unrestricted,
from fewer than five foundations.

It may be, however that NET satisfies the requirements of the asset alterna-
tive set forth in (B) () of Section 4942(j) (3) above. NLT's furniture, equipment
and supplies are presumably "devoted directly" to its tax exempt activities. At
any given time, however, its assets In the form of cash (or short-term securities)
for operating purposes are likely to be substantially greater than any physical

•See House Committee Report, pp. 42-43.*TbM.
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assets. Such assets are, in one sense, as "devoted directly" to the tax exempt
activities as are the typewriters and paper supplies. Such an interpretation would
be consistent with the apparent purpose of the Act to impose special tax burdens
on foundations which invest substantial portions of their support revenues and
thus appreciably delay the charitable benefit resulting from such revenues and
contributions. However, according to the House Committee Report, p. 42, the
asset alternative was Intended to "apply particularly" to organizations such as
museums, Callaway Gardens (a horticultural and recreational area), Colonial
Willamsburg and Jackson Hole, each of which has substantial fixed assets which
are related directly to and physically used directly for their tax exempt purposes.

Therefore, in the absence of any change in ,this respect in the subsequent legis-
lative history, it is possible that cash and short-term securities will be held not
to be assets "devoted directly" to an institution's charitable purposes for pur-
poses of Section 4942(j) (3) (B) (I) even though they are spent annually In fur-
therance of the organization's exempt purpose. If the asset alternative Is inter-
preted in this manner, NET will not be treated as an operating foundation. If
NET does not qualify as an operating foundation, private foundations will cease
supporting N r.

Since under the Act a private non-operating foundation is subject to a tax on
the failure to distribute income, such a foundation will be likely to make only
"qualifying distributions" to avoid the tax Imposed by Section 4942. One can as-
sume, therefore, that the major consequence of failure to qualify as an operating
foundation will be that NET will lose all of its foundation support. .

We do not believe that Congress intended that the cash assets (possibly invested
in short-term securities) to be expended during the year-and which are,.iJ.-faet.
expended during the year or succeeding year-should be deemed to be assets not
"devoted directly" to charitable purposes. If read in this fashion, an anomalous
situation Is created thereby a grant-making foundation is entitled to make
"qualifying distributions" directly for charitable purposes during the course
of two years but may not utilize a specialized grant-making foundation to make
a payment for the same charitable purposes within the same period of time.

Accordingly, we suggest that language be inserted in the committee report to
make it clear that where contributions are made by a private foundation to a
second private foundation to be expended directly for charitable purposes by the
latter within the taxable year or succeeding taxable year, of the payee founda-
tion, the expenditure by the latter will satisfy the "assets" test under Section
4942(j) (8) (B) (i).

Indeed, consistent with the long-established Congressional interest to foster
and aid the development of a strong non-commercial educational broadcast
system, the committee report should make it clear that NVT will qualify as an
"operating foundation".

Mr. MACY. Mr. Harley, would you pick up on that.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM HARLEY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS

Mr. HARLP.Y. First, speaking for the educational television and
radio stations Of the country, 1 would like to associate myself with
my two colleagues. We have a written statement which sets forth in
some detail the adverse effect of this legislation upon educational
broadcasting.

I would only emphasize one point, that without the help we have
had so far from private philanthropy, most of the stations, or at least
a great many, never would have come into being, and they could not
continue to perform their essential public services without this help,
and if we continue under this proposed legislation to perform our
basic responsibilities in broadcasting discussions of public issues, the
foundations under that bill might have to withdraw their support.

For us, this would simply be disastrous if we could not continue at
the same time to perform our public service responsibilities and re-
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ceive essential support that we need from the private sector. Because
in public broadcasting the American people have on hand a device that
can be put to great purpose, it seems unthinkable that at the very time
that we are on tho verge of bringing this into being as a really effective
force in our society, that legislation might be passed that would sub-
stantially cripple its present operation and stifle its future growth.

We do not think that your committee or the Congress of the Ameri-
can people want that to happen.

Mr. MAOY. In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, our belief is that at this
particular point in time to reduce the support that has come from
philanthropy for this new form of public service would be to reverse a
very desirable trend, a trend which is supported by the Congress and
which, in the days ahead, will, hopefully, match the trend that the
Congress set in motion with the Public Broadcasting Act.

Senator RIBICoFF. Thank you, gentlemen, very much.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM G. HABLEY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL AssOcIATION OF
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS

I am William G. Harley, President of the National Association of Educational
Broadcasters. NAEB is the professional association of institutions and individ-
uals engaged in educational radio and television broadcasting In the United
State. Its membership consists of organizations which operate 175 educational
radio stations, some 180 educational television stations, and over 100 non-broad-
cast instructional communications systems; and some three thousand individual
producers, teachers, writers, directors, students, artists, engineers and others
who are involved in various phases of educational radio and television through-
out every part of the country.

Educational broadcasting stations are licensed by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission only to nonprofit educational organizations upon a showing
that the stations "will be used primarily to serve the educational needs of the
community; for the advancement of educational programs; and to furnish a
nonprofit and noncommercial television broadcast service." (FCC Rules and
Regulations, section 73.621.) The stations now operating are licensed to local
school boards or systems, to public and private colleges and universities, to
agencies of state government, and to private non-profit corporations organized
locally for the purpose of engaging in educational broadcasting. Such licensees,
including such private corporations as well as such public agencies, are all
exempt from Federal income tax under section 601 (c) (3) of the Internal Reve-
nue Code, and contributions to them are deductible as charitable contributions
under section 170 of the Code. In addition, some thirty of the states are planning
or already operating statewide educational television networks, and there are
cooperative regional networks in the Northeast, the South, the Midwest, the
Great Plains states, the Rocky Mountain region, and the Pacific Coast. Most of
the stations are affiliated with one or more of the independent program services
which make available programs of national scope and interest; these national
program services, like the stations, are tax-exempt organizations. By enacting
the Public Broadcasting Act of 1067, the Congress created a private nonprofit
Corporation for Public Broadcasting to assume responsibility for the nationwide
progress of all of the system, finding that "it is in the public interest to encourage
the growth and development of noncommercial cilucationul radio and television
broadcasting, including the use of Puch media for instructional purposes." (Com-
munications Act of 1934 as amended, section 396(a) (1).)

Our members produce and broadcast programs to serve a wide range of public
needs and interests. The typical educational television station develops and
broadcasts programs of formal instruction and enrichment for Phildron in the
classrooms, and for children viewing at home before or after school hours, or who
have not yet reached school age. Public and parochial school systems throughout
the country constitute a major segmept of the educational television audience.
For the adult audience. stations concentrate on informal education: vocational
training and rehabilitation for the disadvantaged, and continuing education for
the professions, for example. For the general public, there are programs for the
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development of new skills and interests, for the discussion of important local,
regional or national issues, for the reflection of America's cultural heritage, and
for other kinds of community service of every variety. The typical station broad-
casts six to seven days a week, averaging over 56 hours of programming weekly.
Slightly more than half of this is general audience or "public" television pro-
gramming-public affairs programs (such as new programs, documentaries,
panel discussions, political debates, and interviews), performing arts programs,
children's programs, and others. The remaining time is allocated to "instruc-
tional" broadcasts during school hours. The stations themselves produce much of
their instructional programming, and general audience programming of pri-
marily local interest; but the majority of their general audience programming
comes from one of the national program services, from the state or regional net-
works, from program exchange arrangements with their sister stations, or from
other ouside sources.

During fiscal year 1967, state and local governments and state universities
provided about 50% of the funds for educational television stations. Private
phliantrophy-foundations, businesses, trade unions, and individual viewer
contributions--provided about 30%. Ten per cent came from the Federal Gov-
ernment, primarily in grants under the authority of the Mducational Television
facilities Act of 1962, and 10% came from other sources. Most of the state net-
works are supported entirely by funds from state government, and the regional
networks are supported by the stations; the production of programs for national
distribution, however, a keystone of the entire system, depends almost entirely
on private philanthropy for its support. Because of their chronically limited
resources, the stations alone would be nowhere near able to sustain the produc-
tion of national prograins of quality and excellence for their common benefit
were it not for the assistance of the private foundations.

NAEB and its members are concerned about the effect which H.R. 13270 might
have on their ability to continue to provide this service to the public. We are
concerned that the bill could have a seriously inhibiting effect on the stations'
ability to provide their present program service, and on the ability of private
philanthropy to continue to support educational broadcasting activities. We do
not believe that educational stations, either those operated by schools or state
governments or by nonprofit corporations, have been guilty of any of the abuses
which this legislation seeks to cure. Nor do we believe that any new legislation
Is necessary to prevent abuse by educational stations: they are already subject
to an ample body of regulation under the Communications Act, as well as the
Internal Revenue Code. But we fear that, because of the breadth of its language
directed at real abuses, H.R. 13270 could have unforeseen and unintended conse-
quences deleterious to the future of educational broadcasting.

We submit that such a result would constitute a sharp departure from the
consistent public policy in support of the development of educational broad-
casting. State and local government have traditionally been the major source
of financial support for educational TV and radio stations. At the Federal level,
the Federal Communications Commission has reserved 632 television channels
expressly for noncommercial, educational use, and has made similar reservation
of FM radio channels. The National Defense Education Act of 1958 provided
funds for research into the uses of the broadcast media for educational purposes.
The All-Channel Receiver Act of 19062 preimoted the development of television
tuners capable of receiving the ultra-high-frequency (UHF) channels on which
most educational stations now broadcast. The Educational Television Facilities
Act of 1062 initiated a program of Federal matching grants for improvement
of the facilities of existing stations, and for construction of new stations. The
Higher Education Act of 1965 provided funds for the purchase of television
equipment by colleges and universities. The Public Broadcasting Act of 1967
extended the provisions of the 1962 Facilities Act, made that program applicable
to radio as well as television stations, and established the orporaton for
Public Broadcasting to promote the growth and development of public broad-
cast programming on those stations. The 1968 platforms of the two national polt-
ical parties reaffirmed their support for the development of educational broad-
casting. In the 91st Congress, the Senate has passed and the House of Ilepre-
sentatives is soon to consider a bill, the Public Broadcasting Amendments of
199, to authorize continuation of the facilities grant program, and to authorize
a f&er Federal grant to the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
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Subsections (b) (1) and (b) (2) of the proposed Section 4505 of H.R. 13270
would represent a major Impediment to this activity. First, a prudent station
manager or program producer would avoid making expenditures for public
affairs programs (such as documentaries, panel discussions, news programs,
political debates, and Interviews) for fear that such expenditures might consti.
tute "taxable expenditures" under either subsection (b) (1) or (b) (2) of the
proposed Section 4946. Second, prudent foundation managers would also inter.
pret this section as prohibiting them from making grants that might ultimately
be used for such programs. We certainly do not quarrel with the position
that expenditures by private exempt organizations for the purpose of influencing
public opinion should be taxable expenditure. However, expenditures for public
affairs programs carried over noncommercial educational broadcast stations
are not, we are sure, intended to come under the language as it appears in pro.
posed Section 4945. Nevertheless, the possible application of this section to public
affairs programming, even if it is not intended to apply to such programs, would
have a chilUng effect on the willingness of educational broadcasters, production
centers, and grant-making fundations to risk the penalties provided in Section
4945. The evils that Subsections (b) (1) and (b) (2) of Section 4945 are designed
to guard against are already precluded In the case of educational broadcasting
by the stringent controls Imposed by Congress and enforced by the Federal
Communications Commission. A qualifying amendment to the proposed Section
4945, as suggested by Mr. Macy for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting,
would solve this potential problem and allow educational broadcasting to carry
out one of its primary duties, which is to present public affairs programs to
the public.

We support, therefore, the following amendment to Section 4945:
"(g) PUBOIc BROADCASTINo.--Subsections (b) (1) and (b) (2) shall not apply

to amounts paid or Incurred for the production or distribution of public affairs
programs which are broadcast over noncommercial educational broadcast sta-
tions as defined in Section 397 (7) of the Comnmunlcations Act of 1934, as
amended (81 Stat. 368; 47 U.S.C. 397 (7))."

We are further concerned that H.R. 13270 would, in other ways, create con-
siderable uncertainty for some of our stations. In particular, the definition of
"private foundation" as stated in the proposed Section 509 gives us concern.

Most of the 185 stations on the air are financed and operated by, and are
integral parts of, public instrumentalities. These stations clearly meet ono or
more of the tests contained in Section 509 and, therefore, are not private founda-
tions within the meaning of H.R. 13270. There are 38 other public television
stations, however, operating as nonprofit community stations. The status of these
38 stations cannot reliably be determined under the language of Section 509.
The ambiguity of the various "support" tests of this meion admit to several
ways of determining if the station qualifies, either under Section 509(a) (1)
or SectLon 509(a) (2). One of the key problevns Is whether, for purposes of
both these paragraphs, revenue received by the station from services rendered
to school system is to be counted as support revenue and as contributing to
the one-third of revenue from exempt sources, whether It is to be counted in
"~either category, or whether It is to be counted In one category but not the
other. We think under Section 509(a) (1), and rore particularly Section 170
(b) (1) (B) (vi), that revenues from school systems should not be excluded from
the definition of "support from a governmental unit" and, hence, that stations
deriving more than one-third of their support from sources should be treated as
'public foundations" under these provisions. See Regulations Section 1.170-
2 (b) (5) (ii) (e) (1).,

Furthermore, we believe It cleAr, in proposed Section 509(a) (2), that an
exempt organization whieh provides services for a fee in furtherance of Its
exempt purpose (which is mot an unrelated trade or businem) to any organi-
zation described in Section 170(b) (1)'(B) will be deemed not to be a private
foundation if the gross receipts from such services are normally more than one
third of Its support. This determination is based on our belief that reciepts
from such exempt organizations which are in excess of 1% of the servicing
organlztion's support are mt excluded from the numerator of this fraction.
However, wo think these readings of the statute are, not entirely free from
doubt and we would hope that your Committee Report, at least,, will, make
It clear- teat, fox purposes of Section 009(a) (1), revenues from school systems
are not excluded from the category of "support from a governmental unit"
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and that, for purposes of Section 509(a) (2), receipts from any person in any
taxable year that are to be excluded from the numerator of the fraction because
they are more than 1% of the support of such organization for one year, do
not include receipts from organizations described in Section 170(b) (1) (B).

If a public television station were found not to qualify as a public founda-
tion under the definitions in proposed Section 509, serious problems would be
presented. Particularly, if the foregoing recommended amendment to Section
4945 is not adopted, those of our stations which are treated as private founda-
tions would, as we have Indicated, be inhibited from presenting public affairs
programs. In any event, those stations which must depend on the "public sup-
port" test to qualify as "public foundations" will be faced with great uncer-
tainties from year to year and, In addition, uncertainties as to whether they
constitute private "operating foundations" as distinct from private "non-operat-
ing foundations." Some of our stations are currently seeking endowment funds
to be used to support their educational program. The growth of such funds
may well cause these stations to be treated as "non-operating foundations."
As such, they would possibly be presented with a serious impediment to carry-
Ing out their educational program, due to inability to receive private founda-
tion grant&

These uncertainties seem unwarranted. All our stations perform identical
educational functions, all are subject to the same federal controls with respect
to programming and, we submit, should be treated alike for federal income tax
purposes.

We suggest, therefore, that the exclusions from the definition of "private
foundation" found in Section 509 contain, as an additional category, "a non-
commercial educational' broadcast station as defined In Section 897 (7) of tbA
Communications Act of 1934, as amended (81 Stat. 38; 47 U.S.C. 397 (7) )."

In the event the Congress does not rectify this problem by defining all
educational broadcasting stations as "public foundations," the possible categori-
zation of some of our stations as "private foundations" would result in certain
particular problems that ought to be resolved on their own merits.

First, the proposed Section 4941 of the Bill would prohibit "self dealing"
between private foundations and contributors thereto, such as private founda-
tions making grants to our educational broadcasting stations. This prohibition
is, we believe, reasonably designed to make sure that sums donated for charitable
purposes are not diverted for the private interests of private parties. However, no
such diversion can occur where the "self dealing" is between two organizations
each of which is exempt under Section 501 (c) (3).

Let me give you an example. A foundation such as National Educational Tele-
vision and Radio Center (NET) renders substantial services for a small fee
to our stations by producing educational programs for national distribution. In
addition, NET may make grants to our stations to produce such educational
programs and, indeed, it is not inconceivable that some of our Institutions may
make grants to NET. In such cases our respective exempt organizations might
technically be liable for the sanctions against "self dealing." Accordingly, we
believe that, for purposes of the "self dealing" provisions of proposed Section
4941, the term "substantial contributor" in proposed Section 507 (b) (2) should be
amended to exclude an organization which is itself exempt from tax under Section
5(0(e) (a) of the Code, regardless of whether it is a "public" or ' private"
foundation.

Second, we suggest that the opportunity for an exempt organization to provide
services in furtherance of its exempt purpose to other exempt organizations, with-
out being subject to the 1% limitation, should include not only organizations
described in Seciton 170(b) (1) (B) but also "operating foundations" as described
In Section 4942(J) (8).

In our case, NET and other foundations provide services to our broadcasting
stations. As I have noted, many of these, such as stations maintained by states,
municipalities, or public school systems, are "public foundations" described in
Section 170(b) (1) (B).- Others, performing identical educational and community
functions, are "private foundations," albeit possibly "operating foundations," if,
in one year or another, as private nonprofit community organizations, they are
not able to meet the "publicsupport" tests contained In Sections 509(a) (1) or
(2. It would be unfair to Inhibit the capacity of an educational organization to
Provide educational services to operating foundations by Imposing the 1%/
limitation on the services provided to those organizations. Therefore, we suggest
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that the last two lines of proposed Section 5WO(a) (2) (A) (lines 1 and 2 of page
16 of the Bill) might be amended to read "any organization described in Section
170(b) (1) (B) or an 'operating foundation' described in Section 4942(j) (3)."

A further ambiguity is contained in Section 4942 of the Bill, imposing a tax
on failure by a private foundation to distribute Income. It is found in the pro.
posed definitions of "qualifying distributions" and "operating foundations."
In substance, this section would impose a tax on certain undistributed income of
private foundations as determined after the foundation has made "qualifying
distributions."

"Qualifying distributions" are, of course, amounts paid out for charitable
purposes during the foundation's taxable year or succeeding taxable year and
include payments made to "operating foundations". The definition of an "op.
erating foundation", as contained in proposed Section 442(j) (8) (A) and
(B) (1), includes those foundations which spend substantially all of their
income and devote substantially more than half their assets directly to chart.
able activities. A grant making foundation is Included In this definition of
"operating foundation" under Section 442(J)(3) (B) (i), where It derives
substantially all of Its support from five or more unrelated exempt founda-
tions. Such grants when received by an "operating foundation" not only con.
stitute a "qualifying distribution" to the payor foundation but also become
a part of the corpus of the recipient, without being subject to further pay
out requirements.

In some instrinces, as the Ways and Means Committee noted in its Committee
Report, a grant making foundation possesses expertise In certain areas which
permits it to make the most effective use of a grant. In such a case, a found.
tion such as NET and similar foundations may typically receive grants for
immediate expenditure within areas such as educational broadcasting from a
more general grant making private foundation. However, the former special.
Sized grant making foundation will qualify as an "operating foundation" only
if, under Section 4942() (8) (A) and (B) (I), in addition to expending substan-
tially all Its income for charitable purposes, it is also deemed to devote "sub-
stantially more than half" of Its assets directly for charitable purposes.

We do not believe that Congress Intended that the cash assets (possibly
invested In short term securities) to be expended during the year-and which
are in fact expended during the year or succeeding year-should be deemed
to be assets not "devoted directly" to charitable purposes. If read in this fashion,
an anomalous situation is created whereby a grant making foundation is en.
titled to make "qualifying distribtulons" directly for charitable purposes dur.
ing the course of two years, but may not utilize a specialized grant making
foundation to make the same payment within the same period of time.

Accordingly, we suggest that language be Inserted In the Committee Report
to make It clear that where contributions are made by a private foundation
to a wsdnd private foundation to be expended directly for charitable purposes
by the latter within the taxable year, or succeeding taxable year, of the payee
foundation, the expenditure by the latter will satisfy the "assets" test under
section 4942(j) (8) (B) (I).

Senator RIBICoF. Tho committee will stand in recess until tomorrow
morning at 9:80.

(Whereupon, at 4 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene at
9:80 am., TUesday, Odcober T, 1969.)
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U.S. SEN XAT,
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1Va8hinlgton, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:30 aam., ill room 2221,

New Senate Ofice Building, Senator Russell B. Long chairmann)
presiding.

present.: Senators Long, Tahnadge, Gore, Byrd, Jr., of Virginia,
Williams of )elaware, fBennett, Curtis, Iiller, Jordan of Idaho,
Fannin, and Hansen.

Thie ChAIRMN,\. Tihe hearing will come to order.
This morning weare pleased to hear a panel on the impact of foun-

dation provisions in the I-ouse passed tax reform bill on advanced
study groups.

The committee welcomes 1)r. Carl Kayseii from Princeton Univer-
sity, Dr. Robert, Hartley, v6ice president of the Brookings Institution,
Dr. Caryl -laskins, president of the Carnegie Institution of Washing-
tol, ana 0. Meredith Wilson, director o tihe Center for Advanced
Study in the Behavioral Sciences.

Will you be seated, gentlemen.

STATEMENTS OF DR. CARL KAYSEN, DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE FOR
ADVANCED STUDY, PRINCETON, X..; ROBERT HARTLEY, VICE
PRESIDENT, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION; DR. CARYL HASKINS,
PRESIDENT OF THE CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON;
AND 0. MEREDITH WILSON, DIRECTOR, THE CENTER FOR AD-
VANCED STUDY IN THE BEHAVIORIAL SCIENCES

Dr. KYSEN. iMr. Chairman, members of the committee, we are here
to explain the position of centers of advanced study and research and
other academic institutions not. organizationally connected with uni-
versities and colleges in relation to the legislation before the committee.

I am Carl Kay sen of the Institute for Advanced Study, and I will
be followed by 0. Meredith Wilson of The Center for Behavioral Sci-
ences in Palo Alto, Robert Hartley of I3rookings Institution, and
Caryl Haskins of the Carnegie Institution of Wasington.

We are speaking not only for ourselves-
Senator T1AL-,MAOE. Doctor, will you please speak into the mike. It

is difficult to hear you.
Dr. KAYsEN. Excuse me, Senator. Thank you.
We are speaking not only for ourselves but for a number of other

institutions. There is attached, a listing of institutions in a situation
(5551)
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similar to ours. There are a number of others not represented also ill
this position.

AFI of these institutions are all integral part of the American system
of higher education. The language ol the House bill before the com-
mittee would give the status of educational institutions only to those
organizations meeting the criteria set forth in section 170()) (1) (1)

ihese criteria appear to exclude some of the organizations rel)re-
sented Iere and leave others in serious doubt as to their status. This
definition does not corresl)ond to the facts of the system of higher edu-
cation of which our institutions form a part, and we believe the (lefi-
nition should be changed so as to reflect these facts.

The system of higher education in the United States is marked by
a higli degree of luralism and extraordinary diversity. What. are
usually classified as institutions of higher education are the 3,500 sel)a-
rately organized nonprofit degree-granting institutions which provide
posthigh school education. These range in size and character from
small private junior colleges to great State universities.

The system as a. whole l)erforms a number of distinct functions:
Provision of general education or liberal education; preprofessional
training; professional education; postgraduate training for science and
scholarship; the conduct of scientific and scholarly research; and li-
nally public service which includes the transmission of specialized
knowledge to the nonacademic public and its direct application to a
wide variety of public problems.

The smal Iinstitutions in this diverse system typically specialize il
one or another function, like the 2- and 4-year colleges vhich provide
liberal and general education. At the other end of ti e scale the great
universities, public and private, usually cover the whole range of
activities described above.

Scientific and scholarly research and postgraduate education are
intimately related. It is impossible to carry on the effective training of
scientists and scholars at advanced levels except in institutions which
are actively carrying on research and scholarship.

Most of the research and a high porportion of the advanced train-
ing are concentrated in a relatively small number of universities. In
these institutions the distinction between research and education is
very difficult to draw, and the two activities are intermingled.

Traditionally the criterion of the granting of degrees has been taken
as the mark that distinguishes an educational from a purely research
institution. But with the intermingling of research and higher educa-
tion this distinction becomes artificial, since candidates for the doctor
of philosophy degree and other higher degrees are typically engaged in
research programs as part of their training.

In the last several decades more and more holders of the highest
degree continue their education and training in postdoctoral pro-
grams. This practice began in mathematics and the natural sciences.
It is now increasingly frequent in the social sciences and humanities,
and these postdoctoral programs further reduce the distinction be-
tween research and education.

The institutions here represented perform research and higher
training functions or assist in their performance in a variety of ways.
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Ty pically each one covers only a small part, of the range of scientific
and scholarly activities which are to be found in univer-sities. 'iihey are
spciall-1)Url)os enterprises which have grown 1l) to meet l)articular
needs in our diverse system.

Our educational systemli is ill a sense like our economics system, one
of private free enterl)rise, and tlre is no0 master plan wl'ieh allocates
roles and functions. At the time eacl of the enterlrises lere repre-
sented was originated tile particular fJunction whiell it jerifornied
was not being well performed elsewhere in the system, or it was not
being I)erfornied at all, and the need was hardly recognized.The iinew intitu ion succeededl by demonstrating it. couhl serve a

new and necessary purpose. It is more in accident, of teriniiology th an
an essential feature of the I ocesses of higlii education tlt we asso-
ciate tie same functions with education when they are performed with-
in tile organizational boundaries of the university, and think of them as
dill'erent when they are l)erforied by independent institutions.

A more aplwopr"ate view would see all these functions and all the
institutions which perform then as parts of our system of higher
education.

It might be said that the institutions of the kind we represent arl;
so snall a part of the system as to deserve no special concern. rhis,
I think, would be inequitable, but aside from that it would fail to take
account of the tremendous leverage which the higher levels of ad-
vanced training and research lme on the whole system.
Tie training and research programss of a relatively small number

of institutions, among which we here are prominent, have l)layed
a major role in the change of the quality and international standing of
American science and learning in the last. generation, and the equally
remarkable internal change in the United States in the same period.

Before World War II w'e in this country were for the most 1)art still
under the intellectual dominance of the universities of Europe and
Britain in mnjor fields of science and learning. In most fields first-
rate graduate training and research of international quality were to
be found only in a handful of institut-ionsi hardly a dozen.

Now the 'United States is a world leader in many fields of science
and scholarship, and the inferior of no nation in any. 'Fhe number
of universities with excellent programs of graduate training and sig-
nificant programs of research has grown rapidly, and such institutions
are to be found in every region of the country.

In this great process of change, the contribution of every first-rate
institutions has been significant. And I think no committee of the
Congress needs to be instructed on the importance of research and
advanced training to the Nation.

The institutions here represented all began as pioneers; embodying
the vision of some man or group of men, they acquired a staff and
organization suitable to their purposes, and created an intellectual
tradition.

Intangible as it is, an intellectual tradition is an important part of
what makes for the success of any scholarly enterprise. It cannot be
easily duplicated or transferred, and the costs of destroying or damag-
ing tle enterprise which embodies it are great, even though they Dmy
not be readily visible. Excellence is vital to research and scholarship,
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and it still comes in small enough and few enough packages so that the
country cannot afford to lose a single one.

Thank you. I will now ask Dr. Wilson to speak.
Dr. W ior. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name

is Meredith Wilson. I am director of the Center for Advanced Study
in the Behavioral Sciences. There is frequently some confusion about
what the meaning of behavioral sciences might be.

I would like to refer you to page 83 in the printed document, where
you will find a list of the disci lines that we generally invite to partic-
ipate in the center. You will -discover that they are mostly social sci-
ences, but they do include biology psychiatry, the biological segments
of psychology, and they do inci-ude mathematics and statistics, which
makes it difficult to list them only as the social sciences.

I am here, however, not only to speak about the Center for Ad-
vanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, but rather about what I
think is an important factor in American higher education, and to
deal with the four institutions and the other allied institutions which
are concerned about the present tax bill.

I think it useful to say that when the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
was written, the development of postdoctoral education in the United
States was not really well recognized.

It is also I think useful to comment on the fact that there has been
such a remarkable increase in our dependence upon technological and
scientific skill that the development of postdoctoral education to take
care of the explosion of knowledge has become a fundamental factor
in the maintenance of our present trend.

The advanced study institutions that are represented here today
are institutions that have had a tremendous impact on this country's
development already. The Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton,
for example, which Mr. Kaysen represents, is one with which you are
familiar. It is the place where Mr. Einstein came to make his monu-
mental contributions for science, the place where Von Neumann made
the original developments in the computer which in many ways have
had an effect upon all scientific work in this country. The Carnegie
Institution, which Caryl Haskins will represent, gave to this country
and to the world hybrid corn through its investigations into genetics
of plants and the hybrid corn has been a major factor in the nutrition
not only of this country but of all developing countries. It also did
tremendous work on the proxmity fuse, on radar; it maintains astro-
nomical laboratories in California. It is a constant continuing contrib-
utor to our advanced knowledge through laboratories here, in the
Palo Alto area, in southern California and in New York.

The Brookings Institution is one which most of you are familiar
with because it serves so well hqre in Washington. It is active in the
area of government, foreign policy and economics, and has been one
of the major contributors to the development of judgment and policy
and to scientific development in fiscal matters.

Thee four organizations rand indeed others in the country cover a
wide range of advanced study and research. They are a distinct part
of the system of higher education. They are a, necessary complement
to the colleges and the universities of he country.

In the state of the moderntehnolbgical developments of this coun-
try, they and their post-doctoral contributions are absolutely essential
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to leadership which Mr. Kaysen called to our attention as being a
position which the United States now occupies either alone or with
the scientific countries of the world.

A largo factor in the success and tie stability of these advanced
study institutions has been their independent boards of trustees, and
has been the congressional recognition of the importance of eleemosy-
nary institutions, of foundations and other granting agencies in per-
nitting their support and their maintenance of independence.

We think that it is of great importance to the American people and
to American scholarship that these boards of trustees be allowed to
continue independent. We think it is tremendously important that
the foundation supports, that the gifts of charitable, wise and gener-
ous people to them be encouraged, in order that they can have the
independent management of scholarship which until now has charac-
terized them and has made tremendous contribution to the country.

During the 15 years the silee center which I represent was founded,
there has been tremendous innovation in the area of post-doctoral
education. There will have to be continued innovation, and that inno-
vation will have to depend on these institutions being allowed the
independence which has been part of their tradition until now.

We hope, therefore, that you as Senators will help us by not putting
undue blocks in the way of the financial support which we have
acquired.

Mr. H-ARTLEY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I am
Robert W. Hartley, vice president for administration of the Brookings
Institution. I am here today substituting for Mr. Kermit. Gordon,
president of the institution, who had an emergency operation about
a week ago. lie is recovering, but is unable to appear tilts morning. I
hope I can be as helpful to the committee as Mr. Gordon would be
if lie were here.

The provisions of H.R. 13270 respecting private foundations if
enacted in their present form would adversely affect the advanced
study and research i institutions. The problem begins in section 509 of
the bill which, instead of attempting to describe in a positive manner
the major characteristics of the organizations to e classed as "private
foundations," uses the deflnition-by-exclusion approach.

The four exclusions in section 509 fail clearly to exclude from the
bills covered many of the advanced study and research institutions
because under the technical definition in the Internal Revenue Code
they are not colleges or universities, and because their sources of
support, are such that they do not qualify as publicly and broadly
supported organizations under the mechanical tests in the bill.

Furthermore, although these institutions are in every sense actively
and directly operating in educational or scientifle fields many of them
are not included in the bill's definition of "operating foundations,"
because they have large endowments, or only a few major sources of
support.

In brief, the bill in its present form sweeps into the definition of
"private foundation" many of America's advanced study and research
institutions which have never been regarded as foundations, and to
the best of our knowledge have never engaged in the abuses at which
the bill is directed.
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If these institutions were to be treated as private foundations and
subjected to the burdens and restrictions set forth in tile bill, the
proposed leg islaion would have serious consequences for then.

First would be the financial burden imposed by the proposed 71/
percent tax on net investment income which would aggravate an
already difficult financial situation for most of these institutions.

With rising costs, they must constantly increase their financial
resources merely to continue their present activities, but they must
depend for their support primarily upon their existing resources, and
upon the future generosity of other persons.

The proposed tax would reduce the funds available to these institu-
tions from their existing resources and cause a corresponding reduction
in their educational scientific activities. For example, if the Brook-
ings Institution had been subject to the 71/2 percent tax for its fiscal
year ended June 30, 1969, its tax liability would have been approxi-
matelh $200,000.

Brookings has several education and research projects with a budget
of less than $50,000 per year, and if the tax had been in effect, four or
more of these projects would have been discontinued or other progrians
would have been cut back.

In other advanced study institutions, an existing lrogram of study
for say 100 mathematicians, economists or physicists could, if the tax
were in effect, accommodate only 92 or 93. Instead of the tax, there-
fore, we sul)lort, the recommendation made yesterday, that there be a
filing fee sutfficient in the aggregate to finance fully the costs of an

operating unit in the Internal Revenue Service which would enforce
the tax laws applicable to foundations.

Under the bill, other persons, the general public and foundations
would in the future be less inclined or less able to be generous in
their contributions to private foundations, and thus to the advanced
study and research institutions, if they were. treated as private
foundations.

This would result from the bill's l)ro)osed changes with r(il)eet to
the tax consequences of charitable contributions of appIreciated p1rop-
erty' to private nonoperating foundations. Furthermore, a separate
provision of the bill would in effect compound the financial problems
of the advance study institutions by prohibiting private foundations
from making grants except out of corpus to these institutions, if they
are defined as private nonoperating foundations.

Another serious consequence for these advanced study institutions is
created by tile new "expenditure responsibility" rules in tile bills. If
and to the extent. that private foundations make grants to these institu-
tions the expenditure responsibility rules in the bill would require the
granting foundations to exercise substantial control over the recipients'
use of the funds. This obviously would impair the traditional inde-
pendence and academic freedom enjoyed by these institutions.

Thus, the bill if enacted would; ironicalfly Put them in the position
where they would find it both more necessary and more difficult than
ever before to obtain support from the grant-making foundations, and
yet if they were to succeed, they would do so at the possible cost of
impairing their independence.

Other parts of the proposed legislation create major problems for
the advanced study and research institution. First we are concerned

i
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by the broad and ambiguous restriction against activities that constitute
a.t "attempt to influence legislattion."

'We agree that our institutions should not engage to any extent in
direct, lobbying or grass roots campaigns with respect to pending legis-
lation, but the bill in its present formnis very imprecise and would, we
believe, be seriously inhibiting to many of our institutions.

For example, the Brookings Institution publishes scholarly analyses
of public issues and public policies which seek to inform and assist the
American public and the executive and legislative branches of govern-ment by clarifying the issues and by exploring policy alternatives.
These studies sometimes contain recommendations of the author on
matters that may sooner or later become the subject of legislation. We
believe that the bill should be clarified to provide assurance that studies
of this kind would clearly qualify as 'nonpartisan analysis or re-
search," even when the authors' conclusions happen to touch on matters
in disagreement between the political parties.

Furfler the faculties and staffs of the advanced study institutions
include many of America's leading scholars and experts in certain
fields, and our Government is accustomed to seeking their views on
pending legislation. Again it is not clear under the bill that this useful
exchange would be. permitted to continue, and we suggest accordingly
that the language of the bill be modified.

Second, advanced study institutions by their nature have facilities
such as offices, laboratories and libraries'which are used by their own
officers and trustees, persons who are defined in the bill as "disqualified
persons." The present language of the bill may be interpreted as pro-
hibiting these institutions from allowing such individuals to use their
facilities in the future.

In other respects also the bill's prohibition against furnishing "fa-
cilities" to disqualified persons appears too broad. For example, the
bill in its present form might lm interpreted to preclude the Carnegie
Institution of Washington from allowing top-level Government
astronomers to use the Mount Wilson and Palomar observatories.

Finally, if the advanced sttdy and research institutions were treated
as .private foundations, they would because of the severe penalties that
miht I)e ilnpo.ed (in foundation management be severely hampered in
their ability to attract capable trustees and managffel.. This would
reIsult from'the bill's broad sweeping prohil)ition of iany activities in
areas thlt are not clearly defined.

The result might he'that, these institutions in the future would be
unable to attract capable trustees and managers which might lead in the
long run to one of the Iills most unfortunate consequences of all.

Thank you, M[r. Chairman.
I)r. H-,sKmxs. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am

Caryl P. Haskins, president of the Carnegie Institution here in
W ashington.

If I may, I would like to lay before you a l)roposal which we feel
might go a. long way toward meeting the difficulties which you have
heard this morning for organizations of our type..

Before I do that, however, if I may T should -very briefly like to un-
derline and reiterate some of the things which have been said this
morning, some of the things which we believe very strongly.
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Perhaps primary among these is our belief that. education at tie
highest level, that is postgraduate education, with its accompanying
research, is as vital to the future of the Nation as any other sector of
the educational effort. So, independent advanced studies and the struc-
tures the organizations particularly dedicated to forwarding them, we
feel (o merit the active support, of government, and do merit a guaran-
tee of the freedom of operation characteristic of that granted to schools,
colleges and universities at large specializing in broader and more ele-
mentary levels of education.

And we believe that such freedom and support can be greatly in-
hibited if such institutions do became classified as they would ini the
House bill as it stands as private or private nonopratiiig foundations.

Let me cite, for instance, specifics from the example that I know best,
the Carnegie Institution of Washington.

The institution operates like and indeed is in effect an institution for
advanced education and study, in many ways, for example, like the
research operating portion of the Smithsonian Institution. Its whole
effort is devoted to supporting its research staff which is in effect of
course its faculty, its fellows who are in effect its students, and their
supporting facilities to probe the outer limits of human knowledge
about the natural universe.

For example, the work in exploring the outermost reaches of space,
which has already been referred to this morning, done at the Mount
Wilson and Palomar observatories where the institution is in partner-
ship with the California Institute of Technology, or again work in
in human embryology an in embryology in the broader senlSe, Coil-
ducted at our laboratory on the Johns Hopkins campus in Baltimore,
often working jointly i ith Johns Hopkins faculty inemnhers. Or again
work in photosynthesis, that means by which th'e given plant makes
sugar-the process which lies really 'at the ba.e of our human eco-
nomics, so to speak, conducted in our laboratories or the campus of
Stanford University and often in collaboration witlh their faculty, or,
at a more practical level, the developmnent'this year of an earthquake
detector of a degree of sensitivity which has been unknown before.

Many other organizations of similar ilk operating in various fields
like those which have been represented this morning are in a similar
ca.e to ours.

The current provisions to tax such groups bv 71/ , percent would
inevitably erode their substance, as has already been pointed out, and
their programs most seriously.

In our own ease. we have reckoned the cost, to us would be something
on the order of $400,000 to $500,000 a year, which is the cost of one of
our six departments. We would probably have to abandon one of those
departments.

The Carnegie Institution has been operating in this general mode
since the granting of its congressional charter in 1904, and each year
it has made complete reports not only of its financial situation but also
of its substantive investigations.

Other organizations have been established more recently for similar
purposes, and we feel strongly that not only should they be supported
but that the door should be kept open'for new organizations of similar
sort to arise as the national need requires it, and to serve those new
purposes and those new needs as they appear.
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Well, I come then, Mr. Chairman, to the proposal we would like to
lut. We urge, specifically, the adoption of a category that would ac-
commodate advanced stuly institutions outside the category of private
foundations as presently defined, and we believe that the best way to do
this would be to modify the category of educational organizations in
section 170(b) (1) (b) of the bill, or to add a separate category.

Such .a move woud place our type of organization in the category of
umiversitles to which as I have said we believe ourselves comparable in
intent and function and structure. It would assure that organizations of
this category would not be classified within the definition of private
foundations. But it would also categorize this group as 30 percent
deduction organizations a provision of course as important for inany
of us as it is for the universities in respect to obtaining private
contributions.

As all alternative to this, a further fifth category could be. added to
the definition of nonprivate foundation in sert.ion 1509 (a) of the House
bill. We believe that the exclusion could be framed to require an ad-
vanced study organization to meet several definitions of eligibility.

First, it must spend substantially all its income directly for the
active conduct of scientific, scholarly or educational activities, and as
you recall, such an expeinditure criterion is already in other defini-
tions of the. code.

Second, it must maintain as a principal part of its operations a
faculty, body of scholars or professional staff directly engaged in
objective nonpartisan research or analysis, instruction or other
scientific, scholarly or educational activities.

Third, it must furnish directly to the individual scholars programs
of study or instruction or facilities for scientific, scholarly or educa-
tional purposes. The results of its research must be made freely
available to the general public..

This requirement, of course, is very similar to that already in section
512(b) (9) of the code.

Fourtl, its governing board must be independent, not controlled
directly or indirectly by any one person,, family, organization or closed
group.

Fifth, its supl)ort from related organizations or persons and its
receipts for services under contract may not exceed a specified fraction,
say a quarter or a third of its total support.

Finally and summing up, it wou ( be required to have character-
istics in general like those of graduate schools of universities.

WTe believe, Mr. Chairman, that an appropriate definition for the
proposed category would exclude effectively the nonoperating, non-
expending, narrowly supported, tightly controlled organizations at
which the present legislation seems to be directed.

Mr. Chairman, we have already laid before the staff of your com-
mittee and discussed with them a possible draft of an amendment
designed to effect. and flesh out. this definition. That is all, sir.

The CHAIRMTrAx. Thank you, gentlemen.
Now one thing I hope you would do is to look over this bill and let

us know the parts of it that you support and think are right with
regard to foundations. I know that most people want to talk about
what they do not like but I think that you do agree that there are
some things about this hill that are correct, do you not?
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Dr. KAYSEN. M.r. Chairman I think we can all agree, without
pretendingIto be tax exports, tbat there is a problem of abuse, that
we are aware that many of these calling themsel es foundations have
been created and used to evade the tax laws. We think that is a nec-
essary and desirable legislative task.

We have concentrated our efforts on those parts of the bill that
concern our own problems, and if I may so, sir, I repeat again we
believe we can state firmly that none of our institutions, none of the
familiar institutions has engaged in the kind of abuse against which
the bill is legitimately directed.
. The CHAIRMAN. Right. When we propose to do something in the
areas where there is abuse all the good guys who have not done any-
thing wrong come in and say, Ty do y-ou want to do this to us0"
ButI think you can utnderstaid that we have a res onsibility to end
abuses where they occur. Unfortunately, we do not know what every-
.body is doing in this area-we all agree on that. And the foundations
agree they will pay tle expenses of providing the information.

Let us take the B rookings Institution, aren't you already providing
information to people who want to know anything about your aetivi-
ties anWa'yMr. PAa-rLMY.'e, sir'.

The CH,, RIMAN. That is my impression. 1Where is it, down the
street?

Mr. HARTLyr. That is correct.
Senator BENrn'r. Massachusetts Avenue.
Mr. HATLmY. It is at 1775 Massachusbtts Avenue, fr. Chairman.
The CHAIRAUAN. If you will let us know what the problems are

we will see if we can do something about the areas where those
problems exist.
- Senator ANDERSON. Senator Talmadge?
Senator TAL.ADGE. Do most. of of your contributions come direct

or do they come from foundations?
Dr. KAYSFN. Sir I think we should answer that individually. For

the Institute for Advanced Study, most of our operating income comes
from an endowment, from our own portfolio, about 75 to 80 percent.
ITe have some small contributions. We have some Government grants
and contracts.

Dr. HASKINS. Carnegie Institution is in the same situation. Almost
all of the income comes from endowments, a little bit from Govern-
ment grants. We do no contract work.

Mr. Wi a N. The Center for Advanced Study is the youngest of
these organizations. It was established 15 years ago. It was experi-
mental, to see whether or not there was a way that scholars in the be-
havioral sciences--the social sciences, and some aspects of biology-
could'improve their Understanding after they were already disftin-
guished scholars, if they lived together and worked out their
hypotheses In contrast to -r in conflict with each other.

It became clear to the board of trustees of the organization 5'years
ago that the center had made a major contribution and sho'ild t)e per-
manent. We now have a very modest endowment, and wb are still re-
quired to raise the additional funds to survive perinanently: The
present provisions of the bill would have made it so difficult that we
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might as a. matter of fact not have been able to survive if the bill were
written as it now is.

Senator TATLMADGE. You did not answer my question. Does most of
your money come from foundations or from contributors individually ?

Mr. WILso. Almost all of our money has come from foundations.
We have an alimni in the sense that colleges and universities have. .o
there is not that other way to get our money.

Mr. HARTLEY. Senator to answer youruest ion for the Brookinls
Institution of our total incomejasr i or oi oplrating expen i-
tures last year, about. 29 p6r ee was derived from inve'tl ent income,
about 30 percent from gV ifds of private foundations, about~if0 percent
from Government gra gsand contracts, about 8 percent froll onfer-
ence fees, 7 1)ercent. f nm sales of publica t{i ons q-'idt her misceelh eous
institutional receip,'and about.1- rcett from gifts from bushweSs
firms and individt Is. 7

Senator TALMA GdE. Thtw youi "__"
Senator CunT4. I wou liliCe toacyt iI artle$wo ud the sal

of your publicaoniVs be subject to fa /ldj the ousybill ab unrelate-
business incom / \ /.

Mr. 1-ARTE. No, sir; because ellki 0 publi ati~ps except those
which report e findin oWf- 11 Q11'0 u-rh i 'li (d oiifpulblicationsoperation is ri at a loss -Senat 1i olher %NHoi '-le income from the
publications do s not coVer the ih'oductiol &idil istdib,,tio, costs. I

Senator CuR s. I am n~t trying suggkt a a. , but"T1t\ink therj
is a potent ial i ger in ths f1I"eca seuian tax-exempt, rgauizq
tions by the very ature of h6ir work sell certain I teratuurtas reall.T/a
part of their work\ nd it is not. unrjeat6d, but oncewe e ter that fi1d,
we don't know whew it would ladlater on.\ /

Mr. HARTLEY. Well. sir, I thinklthe-best tht we could say, fd we
have been very careful to follow this policy, is that we pi otuce 110
publications except, those3thj.t are the direct. results of stuid6s that are
conducted under our auspics...We do not publish nafuiscripts as a
conmercial publisher does. ..

Senator Comns. One more thing. I would like some information.
I do not want to put in the record, you can send it to my office, I would
like to know the names of Government officials or employees that the
Brookings Institute has hired in the last year and from "what depart-
ments they come.

Mr. ITATi ,EY. I will be glad to supply that to your office, Senator.
Senator FANNIN. You have mentioned attempts to influence legis-

lation. Also there have been complaints about some of the foundations
indirectly promoting candidates for public office. Now what is your
position on working openly with individual Members of Congress, say
probable presidential candidates, promoting and publicizing their par-
ticular fields of activity or political interest? I might say there has
been open support of a particular Member's position on a particular
subject, and even where the Member has been working with the
foundation. I would say this is true on pollution of air and water,
busing of students for integration and programs of that nature. Would
you lie to comment?

Mr. HARTLEY. Senator, so far as I am aware, any member of our
staff who siipplies information to a Member of the Senifte or the House
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of Representatives does so at the request of the Senator or the Repre-
sentative. We had the unusual situation during a recent debate on a
weapons system here in the Senate in which two Senators, one on one
side of the question and one on the other, asked one of our staff mem-
bers to supply them with information that would help their case. This
particular staff member did, and we think that he helped them in a
way that strengthened each of their viewpoints.

Senator FANNIN. Of course, I was not directing the question neces-
sarily to you, but you seem to have felt that maybe the Brookings
Institution has been involved in this endeavor, and I just feel that
is very serious. I think complaints are to this effect: Here are organi-
zations that are tax exempt and that they are entering into political
activities.

Do you feel that any of these organizations or foundations should
in any way enter into political activities?
Mr. H n1 y. As foundations or organizations; no; sir.
Senator FANNIN. In any other way? In other words, if they are

paving the salaries of people that are involved in political active cities;
is this equitable?

Mr. iARTLEY. Well, sir, so far as individuals are concerned, we can-
not deprive an individual of his rights as a citizen, but on the other
hand we do our very best to see that the individuals do not represent
the institution as such in their activities.

Senator FANIN. If an individual is employed by the Brookings
Institution, for instance, and he decides that Io is going to go out in
this political arena, will you continue him on your payroll or would
you continue financing his endeavors?

Mr. 1,ARTLEY. In one case that happened during the campaign
in 1968 he actually resigned from the staff.

Senator F.tx.N-x. I cannot get into personalities. I do not know
whether that was by request or whether it was of his own volition.

Mr. ITARTILEY. We made it clear to him we thought it would be. better
if he resigned.

Senator FANxxIN. I want it understood that I am not referring only
to Brookings Institute. There are other foundations that are involved
inl political activities, and I am personally very concerned about it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HN-SEN. I have no questions.
Senator ANDERSON. Thank you very much for your presentation.
Senator BE.Nmr. I have one question, Mr. Chairman.
In this situation where employees of an institution such as Brook-

ings are used or comply with requests from Members of Congress to
furnish material which is used in public debate, do you think that the
institution should make it perfectly clear that this information is
furnished unofficially and cannot be used with the imprimatur of the
institution and its prestige?

Mr. HARTLEYY. Yes, sir; and we always try to make this clear. If
you will ivcall when some members of our staff are invited to appear
before congressional committees, they make it clear that they are
speaking in their personal capacity and not as a representative of the
Brooldings Institution.

Senator BmNNETr. When the material they furnish is used by the
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politician and the institution is quoted or the prestige of the inst-itu-
tion is claiied; (to oU disallow it.

fl. HARTLEY. Well, Senator, we (1o our rery best. Every publica-
tion that we issue states clearly that the publication itself is presented
by the institution as a competent treatment of a subject worthy of
public consideration. But to maintain the standards of academic free-
dom and scholarly work, we also state in the publication that it repre-
sents the views and the conclusions of the individual author and
does not represent the views of the trustees and the officers of the
institution.

Senator BENtNE'r. I will take you one step further. When the news-
papers report that this particular point of view is supported by the
Brookings Institution do you disavow it?

Mr. HARTLEY. W'Vell, sir, we try to disavow it in the beginning when
a publication is issued, but it is almost impossible to keep up with all
the places where the Brookings Institution is quoted as saying such
and such is true. The best we can try to do is to protect ourselves in
the very beginnig, and we always try to make clear in every press
release we issue announcing a publication that the material which
is issued is the result of a study made by an indiivdual, and does not
represent the view of the institution.

Senator BENNETT. Thank you.
Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to observe that if the

Brookings Institution finds out how to overtake rumors I would like
to----

Senator BFNNETT. I am not talking about rumors. I am talking
about specific claims of support and backing.

Senator CunrTs. Mr. Chairman, this makes it necessary for me to
ask two or three more questions.

Do you not regard an institution such as yours as a public one?
Mr. HARTLEY. Public in the sense of publicly supported?
Senator CURTIS. No, that any tax-exempt institution belongs to the

public, the results of their world should be made public.
Mr. HARrIF.Y. And that is one of the things we always try to do,

Senator. Every study we undertake, if we deem it to be a competent
study, is published. This is one of the problems we have in doing work
under contract or grant from the Government of the United States.
We always reserve the right in all of our contracts with the Govern-
ment to publish the report if the Government itself does not publish
it. Because of our policy there are some fields of governmental activity
in which we do not accept grants or contracts. We regard our audience,
Senator, as the entire American public and the members of the execu-
tive and legislative branches of the Government, so in that sense we are
a public institution.

Senator CURTIS. I think so. I think when some entity earns the
status of tax exempt, they earn that by performing a service for
society as a whole. That is why I take issue with the idea that the
proper role of an institution si'ich as yours is to disavow what your
scholars write. I think you should take responsibility for it and imake
it available to everybody in return for the tax-exempt privilege. Your
research should be of the type and of the quality that you would not
have to disavow.
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I think I am a pretty avid friend of tax-exempt institutions and
I am thoroughly against this 7,2-percent tax as well as many other
features of the House bill, and I would like to ask you this. Do you
permit your scholars to prepare material for politicians, that that same
materiaIl is not published under your name and made available to the
general public?

Mr. HAnTLEY. Well, we try to be as helpful as we can, Senator, in
answering requests that may come to us, and the material which is
prepared for them I assume has to be based on studies that have been
previously made and published. In this respect we try to be as fair
to everybody as we can and to answer every request that we can.

Senator CURTIS. Let me put it this way. Do you make public every
bit of research material that you furnish to any Government official
or officer?

Mr. HARTLEY. To the best of my knowledge the material that is
furnished is based on what we have already published, sir.

Senator CURTIS. That hardly answers my question.
Mr. HAnTLEY. I am not quite clear.
Senator CuTrris. All right, I will put it more bluntly. Did your

scholars do ghost writing for members of Congress in connection vith
the military authorization bill which is before the Senate?

Mr. HARTLEY. To the best of my knowledge, Senator, there were
two requests that came in to an individual on the staff, one from a
Senator who was in favor of the bill and one from a Senator who was
against the bill. The staff member who was involved Supplied infor-
mation to both Senators, and to the best of my knowledge helped
both of them, and they felt he was helpful to them.'

This is what we were trying to do.
Senator CURTIS. I still contend that the price of tax-exemption is

that you are a public institution, and that whatever is published
should be available to the American public, and I think that might
reach the problem that may exist, I do not know, but it appears to.

Dr. KAYSEN. Mr. Chairman, could Dr. Wilson say something to
this Voint, and then I .would like to say something to this point if I

Senator ANDERSON. Sure. Keep it short.
Mr. WILsox. Yes, sir. Mr. Chairman, Senator Fannin began this

conversation and wanted to make clear that he was not asking the
question only of Brookings.

Senator FANNIIN. Yes.
Mr. WViisoN. I thought therefore we ought to extend this conver-

sation from the Brookings Institution into the discussion of what all
post-doctoral higher educational institutions felt were their obliga-
tions. That is the reason for my wanting to intervene.

It is our judgment that the processes of scholarship presently re-
,quire continuing education beyond the Ph. D. The scholars who par-
ticipate do as a matter of fact continue to be the kinds of scholars they
would have been in universities. There has never been a time when a
university has not some time or another been embarrassed by state-
ments of its scholars, but this is as a matter of fact. universally a pro-
blem of free inquiry.

I think that it is quite clear that none of these institutions of which
we are speaking today engages in what would be clearly partisan
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research, and if you were talking about trying to achieve a particular
political end, each of these institutions wo1(d say that is not their
role, nor the appropriate objective of the scholars as they engage in
research.

Senator FANNIN. I think you will agree that this has been violated
though in many instances.

Mr. Wiuso.. I think, Senator Fannin, that there may have been
violations. I am not sure of what you speak. I think I could say con-
fidently I know of no violations that have taken place under the aus-
picies of the institutions that we were trying to describe to you this
morning.

Senator FNNI-. Understand I agree with the statement made on
page 5 about this research. Certainly it is wholly commendable. I am
not making a blanket condemnation, but I am concerned over some of
the abuses.

Mr. WILo.sN. We are, too. But we think we are best protected in
our legitimate exercise if the abuses are corrected, and we think the
correction can only be properly made if there is a careful focus on
the failures rather than a sweeping change which would bring into
question the support of what we consider to be increasingly important
research institutions to continue the work beyond what ha(d been avail-
able under structures of universities that went only to the doctor's
degree.

Senator F,%NN I,. I certainly want to make it clear that I was not
making a blanket condemnation of foundations in any respect, because
I have great admiration for the work that is being done, and I agree
with what is stated in the testimony in most respects, but I am vitally
concerned again on the exceptions.

Dr. KAYSEN. I would just like to add to this, Mr. Chairman, if I
may, that, the position of our institutions in these matters is just the
same as the position of the universities and colleges. The faculty of
those institutions, like the faculty and staff of ours, operate under
conditions of academic freedom. This means that it is very difficult for
the institutions to take responsibility for what they say.

I think what we must do, what we try to do, we are not always
successful, is to take responsibility for a man's professional compe-
tence and intellectual integrity when we put him on the staff or when
we invite him to come as a. visitor. That, is the judgment we do make.

But in our society, neither in the universities and colleges nor in
the advanced study institutions, do we get the right to censor a man's
activities, and, if he wishes to take the extreme case that Senator
Curtis posed, if he wishes to spend his evenings ghostwriting speeches
for members of one or another body in the legislature, we cannot really
say anything about that.

Ve could, I think, if it got to a certain point say, "You are not
doing your academic job, you are not doing what you came here to do.
You are doing something else. That is not appropriate."

Senator CURTIS. May I interrupt there?
Dr. KAYSEN. Yes sir.
Senator CURTIS. i did not suggest censorship. I suggested that if

it is a public institution, the research be made public, and I think
that would dry up the abuse.
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Dr. KAYSEN. We agree with that, sir, and we believe we have an
obligation to make the research public. This obligation is fulfilled
by tle individual scholars, most of whom work and live to publish
their work. That is the way they carry on their job. But I must re-
turn to the fact-I think it is a fac-t-hat Dr. X or Professor Y will
answer an inquiry, "What do you think about so and so, you are an
expert on the subject, what do you think about it?"

Now, I think it would be going a little far, and I do not understand
you to say, Senator Curtis, that if Dr. X is on the staff of Brookings
or on the stuff of one or another institution, we have an obligation to
see that he publishes the answer to the question that Congressman Y
or Senator S is asking him. We do have an obligation to see that the
work which we are paying him to do, the time he has spent, results
in some publishable work. That is the obligation we feel and I believe
we fulfill, sir.

Senator ANDERSON. Thank you. I have been a Senator longer than
20 years. I think the Brookings Institution and others have done fine
work. Thank- you very much.

(The joint statement of the Advanced Study and Research Insti-
tutes, and individual statements of Carl Kaysen, 0. Meredith Wilson,
Kermit Gordon, and Caryl P. Haskins follow:)

Joint statement presented on behalf of Advanced-Study find Research Institu-
tions, presented by Carl Kaysen, Director, The Institute for Advanced Study,
Princeton, New Jersey, 0. Meredith Wilson, Director, Center for Advanced Study
in the Behavioral Sciences, Inc., Stanford, California, Kermit Gordon, President,
The Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C., and Caryl P. Hasklns, President,
Carnegie Institution of Washington.

SUMMARY

1. Advanced-study and research institutions are an integral part of America's
system of higher education, and they are similar in many respects to colleges and
universities. The differences, which are dictated primarily by the requirements of
advanced study, do not Justify any different treatment of these institutions for
Federal tax purposes.

2. These Institutions have never been regarded as "foundations" at all, and
they have never engaged ii the abuses at which the Bill is primarily directed.
The Bill, however, In its broad definition of "private foundation" fails to recognize
the basic differences between these institutions and other organizations covered
by Code section 501(e) (3). Hence the Bill should be amended to make clear that
these institutions are outside the definition of private foundation.

3. Unless the definition of private foundation is clarified, these institutions
may be subject to financial burdens and operating restrictions that will severely
reduce their resources and hamper their active conduct of scientific and educa-
tional activities.

4. The proposed tax should be eliminated or reduced and changed to a super-
visory fee.

5. To ensure that these Institutions will receive the outside support they will
need to continue their activities, the Bill should be amended to make clear they
are eligible to receive qualifying distributions from private foundations.

6. To ensure that these institutions, whch are "operating" In every sense of
the word, will qualify as "operating foundations" under section 4942(J) (3), that
term should be defined by reference to an organization's activities or use of funds
rather than by reference to the composition of its assets or support.

7. The "expenditure responsibility" rules in the Bill should be relaxed to
preserve these institutions' Independence.

8. The Bill's rules pertaining to activities that "Influence legislation" should
be clarified.

9. The Bill's rules against furnishing "facilities" to foundation managers should
be clarified.
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STATEMENT

1. Advaiced-stud institutions In the American system of higher education
This statement explains the position of centers of advanced study and research,

and other academic institutions not organizationally connected with universities
and colleges, in relation to the legislation before the Committee. It was prepared
by Mr. Kermit Gordon, President of The Brookings Institution of Washington,
D.C.; Dr. Caryl P. Haskins, President of the Carnegie Institution of Washington;
Dr. Carl Kaysen, Director of the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New
Jersey; and Dr. 0. Meredith Wilson, Director of the Center for Advanced Study
in the Behavioral Sciences at Palo Alto, California; with the assistance of
counsel. The document sets forth a position not only for these four institutions
but for a number of others which are listed in the first appendix of this state-
ment. In addition to these Institutions on whose behalf this document is filed,
there are still others with a similar range of functions which are similarly
situated in respect to the legislation before the Committee. All these institutions
are an integral part of the American system of higher education. The language
of the House Bill before the Committee would give the status of educational
institutions only to those organizations meeting the criteria set forth in Section
201(a) (1) (B) (11). These criteria would appear to exclude some of the organiza-
tions represented and leave others in serious doubt as to their status. This
definition does not correspond to the facts of the system of higher education of
which our institutions form a part, and accordingly the definition should be so
changed as to reflect these facts.

The document has four parts: first, an introduction on the nature of the Amer-
can system of higher education, then a description of the role of advanced training
and research organizations in the system, followed by an explanation of the diffi-
culties created for such institutions by the proposed legislation, and finally,
recommendations as to how the legislation could be changed so as to avoid these
problems without either raising a host of new ones or altering the broader policy
of the law.

The system of higher education in the United States is marked by a high
degree of pluralism and extraordinary diversity. What are usually classified as
institutions of higher education are the 2500 separately organized nonprofit
degree-granting institutions which provide post high school education other spe-
cialized vocational training. These range in size and character from small pri-
vate Junior colleges to great state universities. They Include as well as public
institutions, and among the former church-related as well as secular ones. Most
of the institutions enroll a small number of students, but the 350 largest ones
account for nearly two-thirds of all the enrollment. The system as a whole per-
forms at least six distinct functions. The first group of four functions of the
system comprises the provision of education and training, of several types:
(a) general or liberal education; (b) preprofessional training; (c) professional
educational (d) postgraduate training for science and scholarship. The fifth func-
tion includes the conduct of scientific and scholarly research; the sixth, which
is sometimes described as public service as distinct from education and research,
includes the transmission of specialized knowledge to the non-academic public,
and its direct application to a wide variety of public problems. Frequently this
process of application is organized through contract relations between agencies
of government and private business firms and educational institutions or their
subdivisions. Sometimes it is done as a regular activity of special divisions of
educational institutions organized for that purpose. The smaller institutions in
this diverse system typeally specialize in one or another function, and the most
numerous smaller institutions are the two- and four-year colleges providing lib-
eral and general education. At the other end of the scale the great universities,
public and private, usually cover the whole spectrum of activities described
above.

Scientific and scholarly research and postgraduate education are intimately
related. It is impossible to carry on the effective training of scientists and schol-
ars at the higher levels except in institutions which are actively carrying on
research and scholarship, since an indispensable element of such training is
apprenticeship in the actual tasks of research and scholarship. It is frequently,
although not always, the case that those institutions which are engaged in
research are also involved in the transmission of specialized knowledge to the
general public, and Its application to specific problems.

33-865--69-pt. 0-32
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Most of the research and a high proportion of the advanced training Is coni-
(entrtited Ili a relatively small number of universities. Fewer than 50 account
for more than two-thirds of all doctoral degrees and perhaps two to three dozen
would lie considered as the most important centers of both excellent training and
first rate research in most fields. In these Institutions the distinction between n
research and education Is very difficult to draw, and the two activities are
intermingled.

Traditionally, the criterion of the granting of degrees has been taken as the
mark that distinguishes an educational from a purely research Institution. Given
the intermingling of research and higher educational functions, this distinction
become artificial, since candidates for the Doctor of Philosophy degree and other
higher degrees are typically engaged In research programs as part of their traiii-
Ing. in the last several decades more and more holders of the highest degree
continue their education and training In postdoctoral programs. This practice
began in mathematics and the natural sciences; it is now Increasingly frequent
In the social sciences and humanities. These postdoctoral programs reduce fur-
ther the meaning of the distinction between education and research.

The institutions here represented perform these research and higher training
functions or assist In their performance in a variety of ways. Typically, they
cover only a part of the range of scientific and scholarly activities which are
also to be found In the universities. They are special purpose enterprises whicl
have grown up to meet particular needs in this diverse system. That these insti-
tutions are organizationally separate from universities, and the specific range
of functions which they perform, are both products of their own history and
circumstances.

Our educational system is in a sense like our economic system, one of free
enterprise, and there Is no master plan which allocates roles and functions. At
the time each of these enterprises originated, the particular function which it
performed was not being well performed elsewhere in the system; frequently the
need for It was hardly recognized, and the new institution succeeded by demoi-
strating that it could serve a new and necessary purpose. It is more an accident
of terminology than an essential feature of the processes of higher education and
research that we associate the same functions with higher education when they
are performed within the organizational boundaries of a large diversified mnulti-
lurpose institution such as the great university, and think of them as serving a
different purpose when they are performed by independent institutions. A more
appropriate view would see all these functions and all the institutions which
i4,rforin them as parts of our system of higher education.

It might be said that the institutions of the kind under discussion are so small
a part of the system as to warrant no special concern. Aside from the element of
Inequity that such a view would involve, it falls to take account of the tre-
mendous leverage which the higher levels of advanced training and research
have on the character of the system as a whole. It is the training and research
programs of a relatively small number of Institutions---amongst which those
here represented are prominent-that have played a major part In both the
change in the quality and International standing of American science and learn-
ing In the last generation, and the equally remarkable internal change in the
character of American higher education In the same period. Before World War
II we were for the most part still under the intellectual tutelage of the univer-
sities of Britain and continental Europe in major fields of scJence and learning.
In most fields first-rate graduate training and research of International quality
were to be found In only a handful of institutions, hardly even a dozen at most.

Now the United States is a world leader in many fields of science and scholar-
ship, and the inferior of no nation In any. The number of universities with
excellent programs of graduate training and significant programs of research has
grown rapidly, and such institutions are to be found in every region of the
country. In this great process of change the contribution of every first-rate insti-
tution has been significant. And no Committee of the Congress needs to be ii-
structed today on the significance of research and advanced training to the nation.

The institutions here represented all began as pioneers embodying the vision
of some man or group of men, acquired a staff and organization relevant to their
purposes, and created an Intellectual tradition. An intellectual tradition, Intan-
gible as it Is, is an important part of whit makes for the success of any research
or scholarly enterprise. It cannot be easily duplicated or transferred to another
organization, and the cost of destroying or damaging the enterprises which
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embody it are great, even though they may not be readily visible. Excellence is
vital to the enterprise of research and scholarship. It still comes in small and
few enough packages so that the country cannot afford to lose any one.

II. DMseription of adva wcd-traiting and research tn itutions
This portion of our statement is presented by 0. Meredith Wilson, the full-

time Director of the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, Inc.
The Center Is an educational Institution located in Stanford, California, on land

leased from Stanford University. It hias now been operating for about fifteen
years. It Is widely recognized as a leader in the Important area of ost-doctoral
education.

WN'liat I plan to say this morning is not, however, merely to represent the views
of the Center. I feel that I am speaking generally on behalf of the American
systeil of higher education at the advanced levels, and on behalf of the American
systeil of scholarship, research and learning at the advanced levels. Post-doc-
toral education and scholarship iust be encouraged, supported and improved. Our
educational structure must be sound and healthy at the top-just as it must also
be sound and healthy at the bottom.

Tie advanced-study Institutions are involved in a variety of ways In scien-
tific and scholarly research, advanced training, and the dissemination of the
results of research to the acadenihi and general public. None of them is engaged
in partisan political activity. They have coeic Into existence to meet a variety
of needs which are ilniortant in the world of education and research and
which are not easily met by university organizations within the traditional
framework. Although these enterprises are Independent, not-for-profit corpora-
tMons, their activities are closely interconnected with the activities of the uni-
versities and colleges of the United States. Both sets of institutions have worked
together in a way which provides an effective division of labor aniong them.

Your Committee, I am sure, has an understanding of the vital role the tax
laws play in stimulating the successful efforts in the field of education and
scholarship which are, so essential to our progress and our national welfare.
Fortunately for the country, we have a long tradition that our laws shall be
hospitable-not hostile-to true educational Institutions and Institutions en-
gaged in scholarly pursuits. It Is of the utmost Importance that this tradition
be maintainled, whatever reforms may now be desirable in particular provisions
of the tax laws.

The activities of organizations such as the Center, and The Institute for Ad-
vanced Study, and The Brookings Institution, and Carnegie Institution of Wash-
ington, are illustrative of some of the finest achievements of advanced education
and advanced scholarship.

The Institute for Advanced Study, for example, is probably familiar to you
as Einstein's professional home in America, and as the place where Von Neu-
mann did his great work on the electronic computer. The Carnegie Institution
of Washington has produced a number of research results of great practical im-
portance to the nation. These include the origination of hybrid corn (which has
recently become so critical a factor fit the lives of people in the underdeveloped
nations) first developed in 1911 at Carnegie Institution's Department of Genet-
ics; discoveries such as silicates for new forms of optic glass, refractories and
high-strength cements; early work on radar and initiation of the proximity
fuse; and the exciting astronomical discoveries that have come from the Mount
Wilson and Palomar observatories, which are supported and managed by Car-
negie Institution jointly with the California Institute of Technology.

The Brookings Institution is so well known to you who serve in Washington for
Its many scholarly contributions to the science of government, economics and pub-
lie affairs that it is not necessary to take your limited time this morning to dwell
oil the details. At our Center, each year we have in attendance, on a one-year
basis, a group of about fifty eminent post-doctoral scholars In the behavioral
sciences who have been carefully selected and invited to come as fellows. I have
set fourth some of the tangible results of our program in the separate written
statement submitted to you on the Center's behalf. I refer you to that written
statement rather than repeat the specifics here.

These four organizalons together-and indeed others in the country which
are somewhat like them--cover a wide range in advanced education and advanced
research. They operate in the natural sciences, in the social sciences, in the hu-
manities. They are a distinct part of the system of higher education-just as
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much so as colleges and universities except at a somewhat higher level. They have
facilities of their own. They and the scholars who attend them have numerous ties
with universities s and colleges and other institutions of learning and programs
of research. They have professional staffs of exceptionally high caliber. They do
not always have the same kind of faculty or formal curriculum which you will
find at colleges and universities at lower levels, because programs for post-doc-
toral work and advanced training and education must be carried on in ways
which meet the special needs of such a body of scholars.

It should be emphasized that the advanced study institutions have not par-
tielpated in the foundation abuses at which the Tax Reform Bill is directed.
go far as we are aware, no example of any such abuse has been cited in the
te4imony. They have not been accumulating substantial amounts of income. They
have not been electioneering or lobbying. They have not been engaging in prac-
tices of self-dealing or control of businesses. And they have not developed hab-
its of making discriminatory grants. Thus in all these respects too they deserve
to be given the same tax treatment which you plan to assure for colleges and
universities.

A large factor in the success and the stability of these advanced study Insti-
tutions is their independent boards of trustees. In general, their trustees are
public spirited citizens of prominence and achievement, who bring a variety
of talents and experience to the shaping of the policies of the institutions.

Another large factor is the ability of the organizations to obtain substantial
support from grant-giving foundations or from philanthropically-minded Indi-
viduals interested in supporting not only tested programs but also innovative
programs which appear worth while. It is essential that such sources of support
should not dry up as a result of undue restrictions Imposed by any new tax
legislation. It Is also Important that such organizations not be penalized because
far-sighted individuals or foundations may have furnished them sufficient sup-
port to enable them to achieve some assurance of continuity.

The advanced study Institutions are an indispensable part of the American
educational system. They have shown a remarkable ability to meet changing
conditions and to respond to new demands in a rapidly changing world.

During the fifteen years since the Center was founded, a great deal of Innova-
tion has occurred In the thinking and the practice with respect to post-doctoral
education and other advanced research and training in the United States. Inno-
vative efforts will continue to be required in the future. It is our hope that in
considering this legislation your Committee will recognize--as we do-how
necessary and urgent it is that the avenues of support for these institutions
and programs be kept open.
II1. Problems created by the proposed lcglslation

This portion of our statement is presented by Kermit Gordon, President of
The Brookings Institution.

The advanced-study and research institutions described above would be
seriously affected If the provisions of H.R. 13270 respecting private foundations
were enacted in their present form.

A. The definltions
The problem begins in section 509 with the Bill's broad-sweeping approach

in defining the term "private foundation." Instead of attempting to describe,
in a positive manner, the major characteristics of the organizations to be classed
as "private foundations," the Bill approaches the definitional problem by indi-
rection. It states only that certain tax-exempt organizations are not to be treated
as private foundations. Consequently, unless an organization is covered by one
of the four exclusions in section 509, it is automatically treated as a private
foundation whether or not It'has the characterlstics that would be described
in a positive approach to the definition.

This definition-by-exclusion approach requires, obviously, that the terms of
the exclusions bear the full burden of holding the Bill's coverage within proper
limits. We submit that the four exclusions In section 509 plainly fall short of
carrying that burden because they fail clearly to exclude from the Bill's coverage
many institutions, such as those we have described, which are completely unlike
the organizations at which the Bill's controls are primarily directed.'

-Advaitced-attidy Institutions, or at least many of them, do not fit the exclusions In
section 509 because they are not, technically, colleges or universities and because their
sources of support are such that they do not quality under the mechanical tests for
publicly- and broadly-supported organizations.
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Further, although each of these institutions is in every sense actively and
directly "operating" in educational or scientific fields, many of them are not,
because they have large endowments or only a few major sources of support,
included in the Bill's definition of "operating foundation." 2

In short, the Bill in its present form sweeps into the definition of "private
foundation," and out of the definition of "operating foundation," many of

America's advanced-study and research Jnstitutions-Independent operating
institutions which have never been. regarded as "foundations" at all and which
certainly have never engaged in the abuses at which the Bill is directed.

Because of the nature of these Institutions' activities, and their need for funds
to carry on these activities, the proposed legislation would have serious conse-
quences for them if they were treated as private foundations and subjected to
the burdens and restrictions set forth in the Bill.

B. The tax
The first problem, of course, would be the financial burden imposed by the

proposed 71/1'/ on net investment income. As explained above, these institutions
are a part of the system of higher education. They share many of the attributes
of colleges and universities; the differences-small size, flexibility or absence
of a formal curriculum or degrees, and increased emphasis on Independent
research-are dictated primarily by the requirements of advanced study.' One
practical respect in which these Institutions are, unfortunately, similar to
colleges and universities is in their pressing need, with rising costs, to increase
their financial resources merely to continue their present activities. Beyond this,
these institutions constantly need increased financial resources to keep pace with
rising levels of education and to meet the growing need for their services.

Advanced-study institutions are not in the business of selling goods or services
for profit, and of course they are not in a position to increase their resources by
attracting equity investments or by borrowing. They must, instead, depend for
their support primarily upon their existing resources and upon the future gen-
erosity of other persons.

It must flr.st be noted that, under the Bill's terms, other persons-the general
lmblic and foundation-wlll in the future be less inclined or less able to be
generous in their contributions to private foundations. This will result from the

1lr3's proposed changes in the tax consequences o! charitable contributions of
appreciated property to private non-operating foundation, and from the Bill's
propo.('d restrictions, discussed below, on the ability of private foundations to
make grants to these institutions out of income. Futhermore, the grant-making
private foundations themselves will be subject to the 71/% tax on net investment
income and will consequently lave less money available for grants. Under these
circumstances, any amount pald out In taxes, no matter how small, would be
difficult or Impossible for those advanced-study institutions to recoup from other
sources. The tax would therefore cause a corresponding reduction in available
funds, and a corresponding cutback in these institutions' educational and
scientile activities.

For example, if the Brooklngs Institution had been subject to the 71% tax for
Its fiscal year ended June 30, 1969, Its tax liability would have been approximately
$200,000. Brookings has several education and research projects with a budget of
less than $50,000.per year. If the tax had been in effect, Brookings would have had
to discontinue four or more of these programs, or to cut back on other programs.
It terms of individual students, an existing program of study for, say, 100
inathematicians, economists or physicists could, If the tax were in effect, accom-
modate only 92 or 93. This loss in advanced-study opportunity for seven or eight
individuals could be made up. partially, only if the government were to use the
tax revenues, less the government's expenses, to subsidize their study.

The prolsed tax on investment income, in summary, would aggravate an al-
ready difficult financial situation and would have immediate, continuing and
permanent effects, both direct and indirect, on these institutions' ability to main-
tain their existing programs and facilities.

T Inexplicably, the term "operating foundation" Is defined in section 4942(j) (3) by ref-
erence to the composition of an organization's assets or support rather than by reference
to Its activities or use of funds.3For example. the very nature of advanced-study-study which extends the frontiers
of knowledge---often precludes the possibility of maintaining the type of "regular curric-
ulum" that involves instruction by others in predetermined subjects.
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C. Rcstriclkons ott sources of support
The financial hardship imposed by the tax would be severely compounded by a

sepanite provision of the Bill that would live serious financial Illpiltowii for
test. institutions even If tile tax were eliminated entirely. That Is th Bill's
provision that would, In effect, prohibit private foundations from making grants
to private non-operating foundations except out of corpus.

liI the 11st lliany aldvallCed-study lstitutiolis have received sulitanthil slipport
frilnn the h]iavily-endowed grant-naking foundations,. II the future, however. tln-
less the proposed Bill is modified (or except to the extent that private foundations
are willing to make out of corpus) these Institutions, if they art, viewed as
private non-operating foundations, will have to look elsewhere for the support
necessary to replace both the loss of contributions from prIvate foundations
and the loss of revenue resulting from the 7 "% tax on net Investment Incolie.
Unfortunately, in view of the 11111's prolm)sed changes i the treatment of chari-
table contributions, particularly to private non-operating foundations. the re-
placement sources of support are almost certain to be inadequate.

D. Expenditure responsibility rmde8
Thero is another serious aspect, from the standiXnt of these institltions, to the

problem of receiving grants from private foudations. That is the problem
created by the new "expenditure responsibility" rules ili section 4945, and it
arises whether or not.the recipient institution Is an olxrating foundation and
whether or not the grant is made, from corlus or income.

If and to the extent that private foundations make grants to these advanced-
stidy Institutions, the expenditure responsibility rules in the Bill will require the
granting foundation to exercise substantial control over tile recipients' us-e of
finds. This, obviously, would Impair the traditional idelendence and academic
freedom enjoyed by ndvanced-study institutions (and seems, incilentally, to run
counter to other provisions of the Bill, such as the operating foundation definition.
whlehi favor organizations that ire relatively free of control by another party).

Instittloins such as Brookings have on o casiot refused grants where the
grant-making foundation proposed to involve itself with the work financed with
its funds. Ironically, tile proposed legislation would put these advanced-study
institutions Iln a position where they would find It both more necessary and moro
difficult than ever before to obtain suplmrt front grant-inakinm: foundation. and
vet, If they were to succeed, they would do, so at the c,)-t of inl airing their
Indehpendence.

V. Othe" niajor probe~m.s
Other parts of the proposed legislation create other problems of najor concern

to ndvalwld-st udy institutions.
First, we are concerned by a brond m(d ambiguous restriction in section

4tMS(b) (1) against activities that constitute all "attempt to Influence legisla-
tion." We agree that these institutions- should no engage to any extent inm direct
lobbying or "grass roots" campaign with respect to pending legislntion (other
than appearances or communications respecting legislation that directly aflfects
the Institutions themselves.' The Bill in its present form. however, is very lin-
precise and will. we believe, be seriously inhibiting to many of these institutions.

For example, the Brookings Institution publishes scholarly analyses of public
Issues and public policies. These studies seek to Inform and assist the American
Public and the executive and legislative branches of government by clarfying
economic, governmental, and International Issues and by exploring policy alterna-
tives. These studies sometimes contain recommendations of the authors oni mat-
ters that may, sooner or later, become the subject of legislation. We believe the
Bill should be clarified to provide amurance thnt studies of this kind would
clearly qualify ns "non-partisan analysis and research" even where the authors'
conclusions happen to touch on matters in disagreement between the political
parties.

F rther. these institutions' faculties and staffs include many of America's
lending scholars and experts in certain fields, and our government Is accustomed
to seeking their views on pending legislation. Again It Is unclear, under the
Bill, that this useful exchange would he permitted to continue.

We suggest, accordingly, that the language of the Bill In section 49430h) (1)
and (c) be modified to make clear that tile only prohibited activities are "grass

Stf., Treas. Reg. I 1.162-20(b) (2).



roots" campaigns and direct lolbyl ing w'ith Ii t, ('olgress with reset, t to ,lw'elifiC
pending legislation.

Se ond, advanced-stldy ilstitutions. by their nature. have "facilities," suhll as
olices, laboratories and libraries, which art' used by their own otlicers till(]
trustees-persons who are defined lit the 1ill as disqualifiedd persons." Tile
pIresent language of the 1ll Il section -19It (d) (1) may be interpreted its rohlibilt-
lag these Institutions from allowing these Individuals to ise tilese fleilities in
the future. This'obviously unintended result should be corrected. lit other rvsplts.
also, tle 11111's prolilbltiou against furnishing facllies to disquallled lersoas
aplqear.s to he too broad. For example. under the Bill in its present form the
carnegle Institlution of Washington apparently could not l, rlnuit a toli-lvel
government astronomer to use the Mount Wilsonu and Palomar olbservatorles.

Finally, If these Institutiois were treated as private foundations they would,
tfec.ause of the severe penalties thi i may ie imposed in foundation Iunagelnelit,
be severely hampered in their ability to attract capable trustees and managers.
This will result from the Bill's brold-sweeling prohibition of many activities in
areas that are not clearly defined. Aln example 'e have already mentioned is
time ambiguous prohiltlion against activities that influence legislation. Although
taxes and penalties would tie imposed alo a foimnlation manager otily if he acts
"knowingly," lit many cases it will be Impossible ill advance to know whether
a partleular activity violates the law. There Is a risk. perhaps, that knowledge
of an ambiguity in the law-knowledge of the possibility of a violatlo-i-eon-
stitutes the only knowledge necessary for tile inq sition of a tax and penalty
on foundation management.

The result of these uncertainties. in any event. may lie that Many lI'rSOUi
will resign their losltlomg, and these institutions in the future will be uumble to
attract capable replacements. Those trustees and managers who do continue to
serve may become reluctant, because of the Bill's nnbigultles. to undertake worth-
while activities. In short, these severe sanctions in tile Bill, coupled with the
uncertainty as to exactly which acts may result in sanctions, may lead i the long
run to one of the most unfortunate consequences of all.

it'. Rccomnmendations
This portion of our statement is presented by Caryl P. Ilaskins. President of

the Carnegie Institution of Washington.
We believe that education and research at the highest level, extending beyond

the graduate schools of American universities, are absolutely indispensable to
the future progress of the Nation. Independent advanced study therefore merits
not only the active support of our government ulit also a freedom of olieration
equal to that granted schools, colleges and universities. Such support and freedom
will be severely hampered if advanced-study institutions are classilled as private
foundations or it they are further classified as non-operating foundations.

Consider, for example, the Carnegie Institution of Washington: it "opetrates"
and Is an "educational organization" in every usual sense of tile wordR, very
much like the Smithsonlan Institution. All its endeavors and every spare dollar
of income--and sometimes capital taken from endowment-are devoted to oper-
ating its research facilities and enabling its eminent staff members (its faculty)
and Its fellows (its students) to pursue research which probes and often lxne-
trates the outenumost boundaries of human knowledge. The great telescopes and
program of research In astronomy in California, operated Jointly witb tile
California Institute of Technology are a representative example of its activities.
These are resources and activitles-physleal in part but primarily lninn
which we believe this country cannot afford to dissipate. Taxing their income
by 7%/i percent would Inevitably erode their substance most seriously.

The Carnegie Institution has been operating since 1902. In response' to its
founder's extraordinary vision of the need for an advanced research and educa-
tionpl organization In the 20th century. Others were later established In reslonse
to new demands and new visions. The door should be kept oplin for additional
advanced research and study organizations.

What are our prolsals?
First, we urge that Congress clarify the status of advanced-study Iistitmtlions

by specifically adopting a category that would accommodate them clearly outside
the category of "private foundation." The best way to do this, we believe, would
he by revising the category of "educational organization" In, or adding a separate
category to section 170(b) (1) (B), at pages 105-112 of the Bill. This would
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assure that these institutions are to be excluded from the definition of private
foundations. It also would make clear that we are so-called "30-percent" orga-
nizations. This would place us in the same category as universities which we
regard as entirely comparable In intent and effect.

As an alternative, a fifth exclusion could be added to the defintion of "private
foundation" In section 509(a), at pages 15-16 of the Bill. The new exclusion
could be framed so that an advanced-study organization would have to meet
several definitive tests:

First, it would have to spend substantially all of its income directly for the
active conduct of scientific, scholarly, or educational activities. Such an expendi-
ture test is already in other definitions In the Code (section 170(g) (2)) and in
the Bill (section 4942 (J) (3) (B), at pages 33-34.)

Second, it would be required to maintain as a principal part of its operations
faculty, body of scholars or professional staff engaged directly in objective, non-
partisan research or analysis, Instruction or other scientific, scholarly, or educa-
tional activities.

Third, it would have to furnish directly to individual scholars programs of
study or instruction or facilities for scientific, scholarly, or educational purposes.
The results of its research would have to be freely available to the general public.
a requirement similar to that in section 512(b) (9) of the Code.

Fourth, its governing board would have to be independent, that is, not con-
trolled directly or indirectly by any one person, family, organization or closed
group.

Fifth, Its support from related organizations or persons and its receipts for
services under contract could not exceed a specified fraction-say, one-quarter
or one-third-of its total support.

Finally, it would in general have to have characteristics in common with those
of graduate schools of universities.

We believe that the definitional language for the suggested category could be
framed so as to exclude the non-operating non-expending, narrowly-supported,
tightly-controlled organizations at which the new legislation appears to be aimed.

If we cannot be placed clearly outside the definition of private foundations,
we urge that the definition of "operating foundation" in section 4942(j) (3),
at pages 33-34 of the Bill, be clarified so that there will be no doubt that we can
qualify. In the case of the Carnegie Institution, for example, the very circum-
stances it has treasured and which it can primarily credit for the quality of its
research and educational programs-its endowment, its independence from gov-
ernment support and its concentration on operations rather than fund raising,
grant-seeking and grant-making-paradoxically trap it unless the definition of
"operating foundation" is amended. If we are to be private foundations under
the Bill, we will not, unless we are treated as "operating foundations," have the
flexibility needed for our programs, and we will not attract the support from
the granting foundations that we will need to offset the loss we would suffer
from "private foundation" status. This is true of many, if not all, of the advanced-
study organizations for which we are testifying.

Another amendment we urge, on behalf of those of our group who may not be
able to qualify for "operating foundation" status, is to expand the definition
"qualifying distributions" in section 4942(g) (1) at page 30. Under the definition
as now written, as we understand it, an advanced research and educational
organization that is treated as "non-operating" could not be supported by a
non-operating grant-making foundation except by grants out of corpus. While
many such foundations expend principal, it seem clear that they cannot take
care of all "non-operating" beneficiaries. We recommend an amendment that
would include as a "qualifying distribution" a grant or gift which the donee
organization expends within a year- for the exempt purpose for which it was
given. The test would be modeled on the test proposed for section 170(e) (3) at
page 124.

We have already mentioned the need for clarification of section; 4945(b) (1)
and (c) with respect to lobbying activities.

We would hope that section 4942(g) (1) (A) at page 30, lines 6-7, would be
clarified so as to make clear that expenses of a foundation in the nature of
administrative and ordinary and necessary business expenses will be treated
as "qualifying distributions." At the same time, it should be made clear that the
Inclusive phrase in section 4945(b) (5) at page 44, lines 23-24, making "taxable
expenditure" include an amount paid or incurred for a purpose other than a
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section 501(c) (3) purpose, will not be used to penalize foundations for ex-
penditures made in good faith.

Finally, we urge, both as donors and as donees, that the "expenditure re-
sponsibility" required by section 4945(f), at page 47, to be exercised by a grant-
maker over a grant recipient be rephrased so that the test can be met by "best
efforts" or "reasonable diligence." As donees, we are particularly concerned
that these rules might lead to impairment of our operations and loss of the
operational autonomy and flexibility that advanced study requires.

There are other troublesome aspects to the Bill. We have in mind, for example,
the possibility that the directors of our departments who appear to be within
the term "foundation manager" might be required to give up the use of labo-
ratory or other "facilities" that our institutions have always made available in
accordance with their policy of encouraging continued research by those of their
staff members who have assumed administrative responsibilities. But it is
impossible to cover all of the technical problems in a limited compass. and they
are less serious than those from which we have specifically requested relief.

APPENDIX TO JOINT STATEMENT SUBMITTED oN BEhTALF OF ADVANCED-STUDY AND

RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS

Organizations subscribing to the views set forth in the Joint Statement pre-
sented on behalf of Advanced-Study Institutions:
American Academy of Arts and Sciences,

Boston, Mass.
American Council of Learned Societies,

New York, N.Y.
The Brookings Institution,

Washington, D.C.
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,

New York, N.Y.
Carnegie Institution of Washington,

Washington, D.C.
Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, Inc.,

Stanford, Calif.
Institute for Advanced Study,

Princeton, N.J.
National Bureau of Economic Research,

New York, N.Y.
Social Science Research Council,

New York, N.Y.
Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology,

Philadelphia, Penna.
Marine Biological Laboratory,

Woods Hole, Mass.

THE TAX REFORiM ACT OF 1969 (H.R. 13270)

(Memorandum by Advanced-Study Group on proposed amendnment to exclude
from the definition of "private foundation" an additional category called
"advanced-study or research institution")

Il America's system of higher education, the highest level of education i,; pro-
vided, to a significant extent, by a number of indelendent advanced-study and
research institutions. Examples are Tie Brookings Institution, Carnegie In-
stitution of Washington. Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Science.
and The Institute for Advanced Study. These institution., which have liever
been regarded as "foundations," are engaged directly and actively in educational
and scientific activities and are similar in nany respects to colleges and unliver-
sitles; the differences--flexibility or absence of a formal curriculum or degrees.
and increased emphasis on independent research--are dictated irlimarily by
the requirements of advanced study and do not Justify any different treatment of
these institutions by the Bill.



Tle lill. liowever, fi its definition (of "llrivate foundation" (at pages I,"1-17 (of
11.11. 13: 170) fails clearly to tria t these' illstittilolls like colleges 1iti ijittisi-
ties 1and to exclude their froin the coverage of the provislowl. alilllhble to iri-
A-ite foundation 1 t Consequently, iuilcss the delintithn is clarified by amednilm, nt,
these ilislitut l1n5 lilty li subject to Iltianehil burdeis, rcstri('thtins oil their
sources of support, and operating restrictions that will severely rdtluc, their
resources al(] inpair their ability to continue their edlcltionlal and s.ieintilic
irIgralls. (,A full (eserilption of these itrobleiii, is set. forth iii materil siti-
iittd to) tilt ('Otiltnittee Oil 1Iiliaice by the Advlnced-Stntly 'rol)i luldeir (lilt(-
of Svepteber 10, 1969.)

Attached to this mientorfindum Is it proposed alendnient that would ensure
tlit tlle.5' institutions will be excluded from the definition of private foundation
mid lbe free to continue their present operations. The anendnent is narrowly
drafted so as to exclude from Its coverage the types of organizations at which
tile new legislation appears to le ailned.

A technical explanation of the amendment's provisions is also attached.

jglst Coiw.. 1st seq,. 11.1t. 13701

Amenllditent intn(lded to lie proposed by Mr. to 11.11. 13270, ill Act to
reform the Income tax Ilaws, viz:

1. Ol pige 16, on lite 21 strike ont the word "and" and on line 23 strike out
the period and insert: "; and

"i5) an advant-ed-study or research Institution."
2. On lpage 44, on tline 19 strIke out the word "or" and at tile ld of thel line

insert: ", or (5)".
3. On page 57, after line 2 insert the following (and redesignate subsectioits

(W) through (k) of section 101 as subsections (e) through (1)):
"(d) )efllnitioni of Advalied.tudy or IResearchll institutlion.-Setion 7701(n)

(relating to dellnitlons) 1N amended by adding it the end thereof the following
new paragraph:

"(35i AdvaincedStudy or Research Institutlon.-The term "advanced-study or
research Institution" neans ani organization, Including a learned society, which is
described in section 5 01 (c) (3) and which-

"'(A) expends substantially till of its incone directly for tile active von-
duct of selentifle scholarly, or ediliatloil activities;

"'(II) manintalins as the major part of its operations a faculty or ole or
nor bodies of scholars or scientists (i signileant numlliiber of the lemllberls
of which )told advanced degrees) engaged dietly, under conditions of
aeadenile freedom, it instruction or scholarly or selentifie studies or research
(exclusive of Instruction, studiles, or research for the primary purpose of
cmnniercial or Industrial application) ;
,, ,(C) makes available (or lerinits [til vneourages tie scholars associated

with It to make avnilnlle) to tile general public the results of its studies or
research or furnishes directly to a sigifleant number of Individuals, selected
objectively, progratis of study or histructlion or facilities for selentifle, sello-
hirly, or educational purposes;

i'(D) Is not controlled directly or Indirectly by one or thore disqualifled
persons (as defined in section 4416) who are not foundation inmnagers; nid

"'I(U) nornlfly receives not more than one-third of Its support i eaell
taxable year from any combination of-

" '(I) gifts. grants, or contributions from one or more disqualified
persons (as defined in section 4916) other than organizations described
in section 170(b) (1) (B) and private foundations not described It sec-
tion 41N0(a) (1) (g), or

"'(it) gross receipts (exclusive of tuition or enrollment fees) from
Pertornanee of services under contract.'"

1 The problem arises because of the Bill's defliltlon-hy-exclusion pproach In defining
the term "private foundation." The definition states that any organization described In
section 501 (W (3) Is a "private foundation" unless it is covered by one of the four exclu-
sions In now section 509. ,Many advaneed-study Institutions may not clearly fit tliese
i%cluslons bNvnwlo they are nof. technIcall, colleges or universities and because their
sources of siipport do nt pernlt them to qualify inder the mechanical tests for publicly-
aid i ~roailysuiplurted organization.



Tihe Ameinvilinint would add to new secl "iQk a ) of tilt, Internal Ite't'uue
Code, at pages 15-17 of 11.11. 13270, a new paragraph (5) which would exclude
frtom the dellitllion of privatee foundation" any orgaiizatilon which is all "ad-
vauced-study or resear(I institutlou." The term "advanced-study or research
ilst itlollo" Woult IW deIii'd hi it new paragraph (35) added by the Aniendemnt
to section 7701 (a) (relating to deffinitions). The Amendment also makes a tech-
uiival chuauuge om page 1. of the 11111 to umake clear that these llstitut llons will 11v
Irealted I ike other excluded organizatilons for purposes of the expenlitu tre respoll-
slbility rules.

The delliltlon of "advanced-study or research Institution" would apply to
section 501(c) (3) organizations which satisfy each of live tests set forth in the
Aineudment. li sulja ragraphs (A) through (H, ). The five tests are desigt-l' to
,erve two related lurp~oses : first, to he descriptive of the principal characteristics
of these inlstitut lolls; anli second, to exclude from the new defliltion, and thereby
leave subject. to the Bill's provisomus, organizations which are not lsurt of the
system of higher equation. ,Bxchluded from the new delhiltlon, for example, would
lii organizations which direct their efforts to research primarily for conmmercial
or industrial applicatom, mid orgaunizat lolls whitoh' do not operate under conditions
of nlea dem le freedom.

Paragraph (A) of the new definition requires tht the institution be engaged,
tioth actively allot directly, in educatioinia, scholarly or s.ientille activities; it
further requires that the organization expend substantially all of Its income in
cmudueting siuch activities. This test is already used i the Code lit section
170(g) (2) (I) (relating to tht, unlimited charitable contribution deduction) and
inu the Bill i new Code section 41912(J) (3) relatingg to operating foundations).
An organization would not qualify under this test. if, for example, a substantial
portion of its lnome were extended to finance such activities carried on under
ti auspices of one or more other organizations.

'rit test. in paragraph (I) reflects the major dlstinguishing characteristics
of these institutions. The organization must operate primarily through i group
of illIvidutls (a faculty or one or more bodies of scholars or scientists who are
themselves engaged directly in Instruction or scholarly or sclentille studies or
research. As till idleation of higher-eduealion status, a significant number of
these indivitluls must 0hol advanced degrees, and their activities must meet both
a procedure test amd a purpose test. As to procedure, the activities must be
'ondlueted under condition of acadeit freedom, which meanis freedom of the
teacher or scholar to express the truth as he sees It without. interference by any
other authority or fear of loss of position. As to purpose, the aetivitles must le
pursued prhnarlly to enhance the knowledge or capabilities of the individuals
Involved or of tie public at large. Activities carried on for the primary purpose
of commercial or industrial application are not indicative of an institution of
higher education and will not qualify In meeting tiW test lit paragraiph (l1).

t'aragraph (C) adds a test that ensures thitt the organization and its works
will lie exposed to or involved with the general public to a signileiant extent.
Tihe test requires that. the organization make available (by publication or other-
wise) to the general public the results of Its studies or research. However, since
these organizations ofteii (to not themselves publish the results of their scholars'
work, this test will le satisfied If the organization permits and encourages its
scholars to make available the results of their work (This test is Intended to
codify the currentt practices generally followed already by histitutions of higher
education such as colleges and universities; an organization would not fail to
meet this test, for example, merely because its works are of direct interest only
to a limited segment of the general public or because it or the scholar Involved
does not make available the results of efforts that are deemed unsuccessful.)
Alterniatively or in addition, an organization would satisfy the test in paragraph
(C) if It offers'programs of study or instruction or facilities directly to a signifi-
cant number of individuals fo- selienlile, scholarly or educational purposes. The
nianing of "significant" will vary delending on the field of study, the nature of
tho program and other factors such as available financial resources. The In-
dividuale in question must, in any event, be selected on an objective basis.
Examples of "facilities" within the meaning of paragraph (0) are libraries or
laboratories.

l'arragaipls (I)) md ( ',) atre deslgitml to eiismre at. the organization will
bt ituld('leneit Illdll Iot Ie eoitrolled or influeeed bI its olk'ratious by it wIr-
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ticular person, family, organization or group. InI paragraph (D) the test is put
tit terms of direct or indirect control of the Institution by disqualified persons
other than foundation managers. (Foundation managers are excluded from the
control restrictions In paragraph (D) even If they are also substantial contribu-
tors as defined in section 4946(a) (2) ; this exclusion Is necessary because many
officers and trustees of these institutions are substantial contributors (that is,
contributors of over $5,000 in any one calendar year) and Is appropriate In view
of the specific limitations in paragraph (E) ol the amount of support that nmy
be received from disqualified persons Including foundation managers.) This test
is already used in the Bill In new section 509(a) (3) (C) (page 10, lies 17-19
of H.R. 13270). The prohibited control for this purpose would Include informal
understandings or arrangements as well as formal voting control.

The test in paragraph (H) Is designed to minimize the opportunity for control
or Influence stemming from financial support of the institution. Under this test,
not more than one-third of an institution's support could be received from certain
sources. These sources Include disqualified persons who are individuals, business
corporations, related foundations (as defined in section 4946(a) (1) (11) and
others. For example, an Institution would not qualify tinder this test if it norm-
ally receives as much as one-third of its support from a private foundation which
received substantially all of its contributions from time same individual who made
(directly or indirectly) substantially all of the contributions to the Institution
in question. Further, to avoid outside parties' influence over the institution's
activities and any impairment of its academic freedom, the support restrictions
also apply to gross receipts from the performance of services under contract.
Thu., tinder the test in paragraph (,), at least two-thirds of an institution's
support must be derived from sources such as receipts from carrying on exempt
activities (such as tuition fees and sales of publications), endowment income,
contributions from "30-percent" organizations Including the government, contri-
butions from the general public (in amounts such that the contributors would
not be disqualified persons), and contributions from unrelated private
foundations.

SEPARATE WRITTEN STATEMENTS SUBMITTED FOR TIlE. RECORD BY TIlE BROOKINGS
INSTITUTION; CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASIIINGTON; CENTER FOR ADVANCED
STUDY IN TIE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES, INC.; TilE INSTITUTE FOl ADVANCED STU)Y

STATEMENT OF KER.MIT G0RDON, PRESIDENT OF TIlE BROOKIN0OS INSTITUTION

SUMMARY

The provisions of H.R. 13270 would seriously affect the programs and activities
of the Brookings Institution, which Is not a foundation, hut an ilndependent.
nonpartisan, nonprofit organization, akin to a university, engaged In advallce'l
study and education.

To treat the Institution as a foundation under the provisions of the 1)i11 would
bo to place It ill a category in which it does not belong. A group of institutions
engaged in advanced study and research, of which Brookings Is oiie, Is submit-
ting a suggestion for an amendment to the bill that would exclude these organiza-
tions front tile provisions of the bill.

If the proposed exclusion is denied, the bill If enacted would have extremely
adverse effects on the future operations of the Brook-lgs Instltution.

If Brookings had been subject in recent years to the proposed 71/ percent tax
on net Inves.tment income, Its annual tax liability would have average around
$200,000, which Is nearly as much as we would have had to pay were we subject
to the regular corporate income tax. The tax would be doubly burdnsome oil
11rookings; It would curtail both the available Income on the Brookings endow-
ment and the ability of the foundations to make grants to Brookings.

We are apprehensive about the effects of the provision which would penalize
efforts to influence legislation, other than through making available the results
of nonpartisan analysis and research. Although it would appear on the surface
that Brookings Is well protected by the exemption for nonpartisan analysis and
research-since this phrase constitutes an accurate description of our program--
there are ambiguities and uncertainties beneath the surface which would cause
serlouiR Injury to staff morale and impair our sources of financial support.
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Though one section of the bill is designed to minimize tile degree of control
which a grant-making foundation can exercise over all operating foundation, the
"expenditure responsibility" requirement Imposed on foundations works in the
opposite direction; it virtually requires a cautious and conscientious grant-
making foundation to involve itself Intimately Il the affairs of the operating
foundation. It will be difficult to maintain the independence of the Brookings
Institution. if foundations are required to assume "expenditure responsibility"
with respect to their grants to us.

STATEMENT

I am Kermit Gordon, President of the Brookings Institution, a nonprofit
research and educational organization chartered under the laws of tie District
of Columbia. I appreciate the courtesy of the Committee in allowing me to present
this statement concerning time problems raised by 11.11. 13270 for the Brookings
Institution.

Though most people i n Washington, and many elsewhere in the country, are
familiar in a general way with the role of Brookings, I have found that few
people are familiar with the Institution's origins, broad purposes, and range of
activities. Before turning to a discussion of the possible impact of the proposed
legislation on Brookings, I would like to describe the Institution and its
objectives.

We believe that in its conception and structure, the Brookings Institution Is
unique. Other organizations share some of Its research interests or perform sonie
similar educational services, but no other private Institution combines its broad
range of policy interests with its fundamental commitment to make social science
research useful to leaders throughout our society.

Tile Institution is now 53 year old. Its origins date back to the first of its
predecessor organizations-the Institute for Governmental Research-which. was
established in Washington In 1910. Its founders were a distinguished group of
businessmen and educators who saw the need for an independent organization
that would apply the analytic tools of scholarship to the study of public problems.
Though it is commonplace today that systematic study by highly trained scholars
can be valuable in the solution of public problems, the conception which led to the
creation of the Institute was a pioneering notion in 1910.

In the early days of the Institute for Government Research, the work of the
organization was focused on the improvement of organization ind management
in the federal government. The development of a budgeting system for the federal
government was largely the work of the Institute. Its studies led directly to the
enactment of the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, which established the
executive budget, created the Bureau of the Budget, and established the Office
of the Comptroller General. It is widely regarded as one of the landmark events
in the improvement of the organization and management of the federal
government.

In addition to its pioneering work on budgeting, the Institute's studies made
notable contributions to the improvement of federal pemrsonnel administration,
the development of a civil service retirement system, and other advances in
government administration.

Among the founders of the Institute was Robert S. Brookings, a prosperous
St. Louis businessman, who retired at the age of 40 shortly before tIme turn of
the century in order to devote his wealth and the rest of his life to public service.
As a result of his experience as a trustee of the Institute, and is wartime
service il 1017-18 with the War Industries Board, lie became convinced of tie
need for basic economic data and analysis Ili Intelligent decision-making in
government. ie found that other leaders in business, education and government
shared his views, and lie took the lead in organizing another institute, designed
to do for economic policy what the Institute for Government Research was
doing for government administration.

The Institute of Econonics-the second antecedent organization of the Brook-
ings Institution-was thus established on Mr. Brookings' initiative In 1922. The
work of the Institute influenced the readjustment of International debt policies
through Its studies of reparations and war debts in the 1920's. It later conducted
important research in the fields of trade barriers, agricultural policy, income
distribution, social security, and other labor and welfare problems.

The third antecedent organization wvas the Robert Brookings Graduate School
of Economics and Government, established in 1924. The School, which was
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founded and Initially lnanced by Mr. Brookings, was avowedly experimental in
nature, and it soon attracted wide attention for Its pioneering emphasis oH train-
ing for the public service. Its program focused oi the opportunities afforded its
students for ready access to the source materials of public policy research and
personal contact and discussion with Washington officials. During its existence,
the School awarded doctor of philosophy degrees to 7.4 persons, niany of whom
have since had distinguished careers In public service, research, and education.

The three antecedent organizations were merged inl 1928 Into the Brookings
Institution. The goals of the Institution have not changed in any significant way
since 1928. We remain an independent organization devoted to nonpartisan re-
search, educationi, ani publication in the ields 'of economics, government, and
foreign policy. Our primary function-the analysis of public problems and public
pollcy-is carried out through three research programs: Economic Studies. Gov-
ernmental Studies. and Foreign Policy Studies. Our staff of social selene,
analysts numbers 145. of whom 82 are inl(nlers of the resident staff, and 63 art'
nonresident associates, most of whom art, also faculty inemhers of colleges and
universities throughout tile country.

Over the years we have developed a number of policies to gulde our research
activities. First, the studies we publish present the opinions and conclusions of
the author, not of the Institution. In determining whether to publish a study, the
Institution reaches a judgment as to whether it Is a competent treatment of a stili-
.Ject worthy of public consideration, but It does not seek to Influence tile author's
conclusions. Second, the Institution will not undertake contract research for
private clients. Third, in conducting research financed by government grants or
contracts, it will not accept classified projects, and it insists oin the unqualilfled
right to publish its findings.

The largest of our research programs Is In the field of economic studies. Projects
currently under way emphasize problems of economnic growth and stability,
monetary and fiscal policies, international economics, industrial organization,
social economics, and labor economics. The program also Includes cooperative
research with major universities in public finance, econometrics, regulation of
economic activity, and tile role of transportation in economic development. Of
particular interest to this Committee will be the program of Studies in Goverii-
ment F'inance, which is now reaching completion after ti lllcation of sonie 30
books dealing with the major Issues of tax and expenditure policy. Tills Is prob-
ably the most comprehensive effort to analyze current problems of public finance
ever undertaken In the United States, and It is particularly timely In view of
tie current high Interest in tax reform andi intergovernmental fiscal relations.

Tile Governmental Studies Program is somewhat smaller. but growing in scope.
Its current studies deal with problems of the legislative process; public policy.
eslK'cially in the fields of civil rights, poverty, and urban problems; courts and
the administration of Justice; and political parties and public management.

The Foreign Policy Studies Program is studying U.S. foreign policy issues
which changes In the international environment will bring increasingly to tile
fore, and whose resolution will require new Ierceptions and policies. The pro-
grant deals with three major areas: the U.S. politico-military role. economic
development and Interdependence, and problems of political development. In this
flehl of research, we are employing the study group technique-an arrangement
under which the research staff meets regularly with a study group, which Includes
members of Congress, officials of the executive branch, and academic specialists,
for discussion and debate of the analytical papers prepared by tile staff.

In addition to Its research activities, the Institution conducts a large and ani-
bitious mid-career educational program. This activity-our Advanced Study Pro.
gram-provides opportunities for leaders in government, business, labor, and the
professions to develop a deeper understanding of government operation and public
Iolicy Issues, Conferences. seminars, briefings, and reading programs are coil-
ducted to broaden the horizons of the participants and to study specific policy
problems. Government officials, business executives, union leaders, scholars. jour-
nalists and other public figures participate as lecturers and discussion leaders.
Since this program was launched a decade ago, more than 9,000 participants
have benefited from these activities.

In the words of my predecessor, Robert D. Calkins, Brookings stands as "a
plot of non-political territory where scholars, responsible officials in public life,
and leaders In private life may meet for consideration of problenls in tile na-
tional interest." We provide these opportunities not only through our Advanced
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Study Program, but through a wide range of otler a.tvities which bring lit rsons
with comnion interests to Brookings. Each year we award about a dozen research
fellowships to advanced graduate students at universities throughout the country
to lelp them develop the necessary skills for evaluatinig specific prugrals of tih
We also bring to Washington each year up to 10 young postdoctoral economists
to lielp them develop the necessary skills for evaluating slecilic lprograms of the
federal government. i1gh level civil servants are given leave by their agencies
for leriods iup) to a year to (ont to Brookings to conduct delith stih-s of pob-
Iezus of Importance to their agencies. We provide office facilities and other serv-
ices for mature scholars from American and foreign universities who are doing
research on problems that are related to the organization, operation or polices
of the U.S. government. In the last year, we have welcomed to Brookings 70
Iewolile in these various categories.

In carrying out this range of activities, I believe that we have kept faith wi th
the charter of tile Institution, which states hat the business and objects of the
lrookings Institutlio are: "To promote, (arry oil, conduct, and fo ster senticlh
research, education, training and publication in the broad flehl of e.onoinics.
government administration, and the politheal and social sciences generally. in-
volving the study, determination, Interpretatiom and liullcatlon of economic.
political mid social facts and principles relating to questions of local. itatiowml or
international significance: to promote and carry oit these objet,'. pirlmoses and
principles without regard to and independently of tile special interests of any
group in the body politic either political, social or economic."

The Institution Is governed by a distinguished Board of Trustees. wlmoe pres-
ent chairman Is Douglass Dillon, former Secretary of the Treasury. From the very
beginning, tile trustees pf Brookings and its antecedent organizations have been
drawi from all regions of the nation and have constituted a cross-section of our
national leadership. Many have been prominent leaders in business and tile pro-
fessions, and 19 have been presidents of colleges and universities. They have also
made Important contributions to the public service, either before or after serving
as Brookings trustees. Two were presidents of the United States; three were
Supreme Court justices; three were Secretaries of State; ten others were also
Cabinet officers; and a number have been ambassadors and members of time
Senate and the House of Representatives.

The trustees under the by-laws have the responsibility "to elect the President,
to satisfy themselves with reference to the character, intellectual competency,
and scientific integrity of the staff; to approve the fields of investigation and
the major specific studies to which the available funds are allocated: and to re-
view periodically the administration and the program of the In.titution."

The by-laws go on to state: "The expressed policy of the Trustees with refer-
ence to the scientific work of the Institution Is as follows: It Is the function
of the Trustees to make possible the conduct of scientific research. and publica-
tion, under the most favorable conditions, and to safeguard the independence
of the research staff in the pursuit of their studies and in the publication of the
results of such studies. It is not a part of their function to determine, control.
or influence the conduct of particular investigations or the conclusions reached."

After many years of effort, the Institution is now receiving enough financial
sqmort to enable It to plan its future program with some confidence. In our
earlier years, there were numerous financial crises during which the very sur-
vival of time Institution was in jeopardy. Staff members who shared the faith and
vision of the founders at times agreed to forego their salaries to keep tile Insti-
tution alive. We owe a great deal to the sacrifices of those who went before us.

I do not mean to suggest that we no longer have budgetary concerns: in fact,
we shall operate at a deficit this year if we are not able to raise additional funds
in the next nine months. But we have beei able steadily to expand and diversify
our sources of support.

In our last fiscal year, total operating expenditures of the Institution came to
$5.2 million. Of our total In'come, 29 percent was derived from investment Income,
30 percent from grants of private foundations, 10 percent from government grants
and contracts, 8 percent from conference fees, 7 percent from sales of pIblica-
tions and other institutional receipts, and 16 percent front gifts front business
firms and individuals.

We have today a large and highly qualified staff: our finances have rlsen sub.
stantially; and we are able to sustain a greater diversity of activities than
ever before. I believe it will not be immodest to say that the Institution today
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realizes Its founders' dreams more fully than at any time in the. half century
of our existence.

Let we turn now to the problems which II.R. 132T0 would raise for the Brook-
Ings Institution.

(1) It Is not completely clear into which category the Brookings Institution
would fall under the bill as now written. Though under tile mechanical test
of Section 509, Brookings would seem to approach the categories of publicly- and
broadly-supported organizations which escape the restraints imposed by the
bill, it would probably fall to meet these mechanical tests by a small margin.
Our problem is that the "disqualified person" restriction in the formula in Section
50 }9(a) (2) for defining broadly-supported organizations is fixed, regardless of tie
size of the recipient organization, by reference to any contribution over $5,000,
and therefore discriminates against relatively large organizations; a $5,000
contribution Is a large contribution to an organization with a $50,000 budget but
It not a large contribution to an organization with a $5 million budget. We re-
quest that the Committee substitute a percentage limitation inl place of his fixed
dollar limitation.

If Brookings cannot qualify for exclusion from the private foundation cate-
gory under the formula in Section 509(a) (2), It is not even wholly clear that
Brookings would qualify as an operating foundation under the mechanical test
Imposed by Section 4942(j) (3). In that event, we would be a private non-operat-
Ing foundation.

We have never regarded ourselves as a "private foundation", nor are we so re-
garded by the public. We are a research and educational organization and we
conduct under our auspices and through our staff nonpartisan research il(nd
educational activities for the benefit of the Ani-rican public.

White Brookings is far from being a foundation, it Is clearly a part of the sys-
tem of higher education. We are much more akin to a university than to a foun-
dation. We engage in all three of the principal functions of American universl-
tles-research, teaching, and public service. Members of our staff enjoy academic
freedom. Most of our senior fellows and research associates hold the Ph. D.
degree. Our staff members teach not only in our own mid-career educational
programs, but also at other Institutions. They teach regularly at universities in
the Washington area, give lectures and seminars at universities throughout the
country, and take leaves of absence front Brookings to teach at universities for
a terni or iemester. Members of university faculties work at Brookings in large
numbers-as Guest Scholars, as Economic Policy Fellows, as Research Fellows.
More than 50 members of university faculties in all parts of the country are
nonresident members of the Brookings staff. The studies we publish are used as
textbooks at universities throughout the country.

To treat Brookings as a foundation under the provisions of this bill would,
in our judgment, be inconsistent and inequitable. A group of institutions engaged
in advanced study and research, of which Brookings Is one, is submitting a sug-
gestion for an amendment to tle 1i)1 which would exclude these organiza-
tions from coverage. I respectfully request that the Committee give sympathetic
consideration to our case.

(2) In the event that our plea for exclusion Is denied, we shall probably be
categorized under the terms of the lill as an "operating foundation", although
this is by no means certain. But whether or not we were so categorized, we would
In any case be subject to the 71h percent tax on net Investment income, as would
the private foundations on which we depend for suport.

I find it very difficult to identify a valid tax policy which would support the
proposed tax on net investment income. I am familiar with the argument that
the services provided by the federal government benefit nonprofit organizations
just as they benefit profit-making business corporations, and that the former
group should be required to bear some of the cost just as taxable corporations
do through the corporate income tax.

However, this argument seems to me defective in two ways. First, regardless
of benefits received, business corporations pay no Income tax unle." they have a
positive net income. (Treasury statistics show that most corporations have no
taxable net income and hence pay no corporate income tax.) Grant-making
foundations should not-and under the terms of H.R. 13270 they may not--earn
a positive income; that is, their disbursenent to qualified recipients must equal
or exceed their net investment income. Hence If they are to be treated analo-
gously to private business firms, they should in all equity be treated hike corpora-
tions which earn no net income.
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If tile Brookings Institution had been subject to the 7% percent tax over the
last four years, its annual tax liability would have Averaged about $200,00M. This
is nearly as much as we would have had to pay were we subject to the regular
vorlmrate income tax. Although the corporate income tax rate is of course much
higher, we woulh then have been entitled to the 85 percent dividends received
credit and til deduction of operating and administrative expenses. Far front
being a "modest" or "token" tax, the 7/_, percent tax on net investment Income
would thus impose on Brookings a burden nearly as heavy as the corporate
invoie tax.

second. a primary Justification of the corporate Income tax rests on the proposi-
tion that in tile absence of such a tax, the owners of the corporation would
escape taxation uider the Individual Income tax on that portion of their equity it
tile earnings of the corporations which was not distributed to stockholders. But
this rationale clearly has no applicability to foundations and other nonlrotIt
organizations, for these entities have no stockholders who possess an equity
interest. 'Moreover, the requirement that foundations distribute all of their income
would in any case prevent foundations from reducing federal receipts from the
indlvhiual income tax by accumulating income.

The 71/_, percent tax would be doubly burdensome on nonprofit research orgail-
vatioms like Brookings, for It would curtail both the income on the Brookings
endowment which would, be available to fiilnce our program, an( the ability of
the foundations to make grants to Brookings.

As an alternative to the 7/. percent tax. I hope that tie Committee will give
consideration to a filing fee sufficient. in the aggregate to finance fully the costs
of an operating unit in the Internal Revenue Service which would enforce the
tax laws applicable to foundations. A fee based on tilts principle would seem to
11e wholly equitable.

(3) We have deep apprehensions about the possible effects of Section 4945(c),
which in effect )rohihits efforts to influence legislation through attempts to Affect
the opinion of the general public or through private communication with any
member or employee of a legislative body, other than through making available
the results of nonpartisan analysis and research. Although It would aplpear on the
surface that Brookingm, is well protected by the exemption for nonpartisan analysis
and research-since this phrase constitutes and accurate description of our pro-
grain-there are Ainbiguities and uincertainties beneath li surface which couhl
cause serious injury to the morale of our staff and coul impair our sources of
fuiaicial support.

The primary purpose of our studies is to clarify imblie problems and explore
policy alternatives. These studies sometimes contain recommendations of the
authors on matters tmt may, sooner or later, become the subject of legislation.
We believe the illl should be clarified to provide assurance tit studies of this
kind would clearly qualify as "nonpartisan analysis and research" even where tim
authors' conclusions happen to touch oin matters lit disagreement between the
political iartiv.ot.

There are other ambiguities. Are we to assiune that ally activity by a P .rookimg,1
staff member Is assumed to lie an act of the Brookings Institution? Is a staff
n baviimr proscribed from writting a letter to the editor of a. newspaper urging the
passage or defeat of a particular piece of legislation? A university faculty mom-
her is of course perfectly free to do so: is such a person to understand that if i
joins. tie Brookings staff he must surrender these rights of citzemnslip?

It is a common occurence for a member of Congress or a congressional staff
member to wriht(- (r telephone a specialist on the Brookings staff to ask for in-
formation or analy.sim relating to proposed legislation. Is tie Brook:nigs staff
ininer now required to decline to answer such questions?

Remembering that grant-making foundations would, under the lill, bear "ex-
penditure responsibility" for the use of their funds by Brookings, it is lredlictable
lit sonic of them at least will be frightened off by the amnbigulties and tin-
certainties Inlimrenit i Section 4945(e). If they are to lie jointly responsible for
actions by the Brookings staff which may subseqently Ie deemed imlroler uder
these ambiguous provisions, some of then)i will simply avoid tie risk by declining to
make the grant. These consequences would seriously impair the effctlveness of
Brookings: yet so far as I am aware in the years I have been associated with
the Institution, no congressman or senator has ever charged Brookigs 'lith
seeking improperly to Influence legislation.

(4) Becauqe we are so heavily dependent on foundations grants, we are deeply
concerned by another consequence of the requirement in Section 4945(f) that the
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grant-making foundation exercise "expenditure responsibility" with respect to our
use of the foundation's funds.

This requirement reveals a confusion and inconsistency of purpose in the pro.
posed legislation. The terms of the definition of "operating foundation" are dv'-
signed to minimize the degree of control which a grant-making foundation caii
exercise over an operating foundation. The expenditure responsibility requirement
operates in precisely the opposite direction; it virtually requires a cautious and
conscientious grant-making foundation to Involve itself intimately In the affairs of
the operating foundation. We have on occasion declined to accept grants froiii
foundations-and from the government--on terms which manifested a desire to
monitor and influence our work ; we have our own standards of integrity, and we
think they may be breached if we allow any other organization-evei the orgaid-
vtAtion which is putting up the money-to enterfere in our work. Now the "ex-
penditure responsibility" requirement will virtually force then to. It will be
difficult to maintain the independence of the Brookings Institution If foundations
are required to assume expenditure responsibility with respect to their grants
to us.

All of these problems would be solved if the bill recognized us for what we are:
an Independent, nonpartisan institution, akin to a university, engaged in advanced
study and education. I hope that the Committee will accept this view, and amend
the bill as we have requested.

STATEMENT OF CARYL P. IASKINS, PRESIDENT, CARNEGIE INSTITUT[O..N OF
WASHINGTON

This statement, presented on behalf of Carnegie Institution of Washington,
is filed as a supplement to testimony on behalf of the group of advanced study
and research organizations of which the Institution is a member.

Carnegie Institution of Washington was founded by Andrew Carnegie in 1902
and Incorporated by Act of Congress approved April 28, 1904 (Public Law 200,
58th Congress). Under the Act, a copy of which Is attached, its purposes are to
"encourage, in the broadest and most liberal manner, investigation, research,
and discovery, and the application of knowledge to the improvement of mankind;
and in particular . . . to conduct, endow, and assist investigation . . .and to
cooperate with governments, universities, colleges, [and] technical schools .... "
Throughout Its life, the Institution has performed educational functions along
with fundamental research in accordance with Mr. Carnegie's original Deed of
Trust which provided that the Institution should "afford instruction of an
advanced character to students properly qualified to profit thereby." The In-
stitution has always been governed by a Board of Trustees independent of its
founder. They have always been drawn from the most distinguished Americans
of their time. Past Trustees have included Alexander Agassiz, General Omar
N. Bradley, Robert Woods Bliss, Frederic A. Delano, Simon Flexner, James
Forrestal, Herbert Hoover, Ernest 0 Lawrence, Charles A .Lindbergh, Henry
Cabot Lodge, General ,Tohn J. Pershing, EHihu Root, William Howard Taft, and
others.

The current Board includes: Uric Ashby, Amory H. Bradford, Vannevar
Bush, Michael Ference, Jr., Carl J. Gilbert, William T. Golden, Crawford 11.
Greenewalt, Caryl P. Haskins, Alfred L. Loomis, Robert A. Lovett. William
McC. Martin, Jr., Keith S. McHugh, Henry S. Morgan, William I. Myers, Garri-
son Norton, Robert M. Pennoyer, Richard S. Perkins, William M. Roth. William
W. Rubey, Frank Stanton, Charles P. Taft, Charles I-. Townes, Juan T. Trippe.
and James N. White.

In pursuit of its program, the Institution operates six facilities: a photo-
synthesis and experimental ecology laboratory on the campus of Stanford
University in California; an embryology laboratory on the campus of Johns
Hopkins University in Baltimore; two laboratories In Washington. D.C. special-
izing in geophysics, biophysics, and astrophysics; a genetics laboratory in Cold
Spring Harbor, New York: and (jointly with California Institute of Tech-
nology) the world-famous Mount Wilson and Palomar astronomical observatories
in California. The work and functions of the Institution parallel In many respects
the work and functions of the Smithsonian Institution.

-All of our departments cdoperate in the programs of a university or univer-
sities. One of the best known associations Is that with the California Institute
of Technology. The Institution and the Institute jointly manage the Mount Wilson
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and Palomar Observatories, which offer the leading astronomical observing
facilities in the world and for many years have been the world center for ad-
vanced training of astronomers. The Institution also has a photosynthesis and
plant ecology laboratory on the campus of Stanford University, and an inter-
nationally leading laboratory of embryology on the campus of Johns Hopkins
University, both important centers of graduate and postdoctoral training.

In order to devote its full energies to its research and educational activities,
the Institution has never solicited support from. the general public. It relies
primarily on the income of Its endowment most of which derives from gifts nziade
by Mr. Carnegie in 1902 and 1910, before income tax laws came into effect. It
accepts a limited number of grants from government agencies, p~rincipally from
tie National Science Foundation and NASA.

The professional staff at the six departments is composed of about 70 senior
scientists, who conduct research of the most advanced kind. Although each
department is of relatively small size, all enjoy worldwide recognition and
esteem. Many of our scientists serve on university faculties, and the facilities
are generally available to university faculty members. More than 100 visiting
scientists, American and foreign, shared our laboratories and observatories last
year.

Candidates for the Doctor of Philosophy degree at universities carry on their
research in our laboratories under the supervision of Staff Members of the
Institution, and the laboratories are accredited for this purpose. Sixty students
worked at the Institution during 1968-1969. Even more important, about 55
younger scientists who have received their degrees work each year on post-
gradaute research as the colleagues of older and more experienced Investigator.s"
in its laboratories and observatories. A striking illustration of the close rela-
tions between Fellows'and Staff Members occurs at the Institution's Mount
Wilson Observatory where approximately half of the observing nights on the
telescopes are allocated to students and Fellows.

In some fields, as in embryology and astronomy, the Institution has provided
a major world source of advanced investigators who go on to teaching or
research posts from these fellowships. About 440 men and women have held fel-
lowships atthe Institution since 1952. Of these more than half now have professor-
ships or other academic positions, and are considered leaders in their profession.
Eighty have gone on to responsible positions in fundamental research, and 28
to industrial and other applied research.

During the fiscal years 1967-68 and 1968-69, about $4.8 million per year was
spent for operations, 88 percent from endowment fund sources, for support of
the staff, Fellows and students. We have reported publicly on our work in a
report distributed throughout the world every year since 1902.

The Institution, I am proud to say, operates with a high degree of economy.
Government salaries have long been our standard, and we never have ex-
ceeded them. Our ratio of technical assistants to Ph. D.'s in our laboratories is
1 to 1.9 and the ratio of aU supporting staff, including even buildings and
grounds, to Ph. D.'s is only 1.2 to 1. These ratios again are low. At the same time
we make decisions on important new initiatives quickly-usually within a day
or two.

For 67 years the Institution has contributed actively to the intellectual life
of the country, particularly in the natural sciences. Many of the exciting astro-
nomical discoveries that have totally changed man's concepts of the universe
have come from Mount Wilson and Palomar, supported and managed by the
Institution and the California Institute of Technology.

The Institution's program has always been devoted primarily to scientific
fundamental research and highly specialized scientific instruction, but a number
of its research results have been of great practical Importance to the nation.
Methods of hybridizing corn, which have meant billions of dollars to American
farmers and industry, were first developed in our Department of Genetics in
1911. Other such discoveries include silicates for optical glass, refractories and
high strength cements; and research on the lcnosphere that led to long distance
radio transmission. Our scientists have made valued contributions to the national
defense, in their early work on radar, in the Invention of the proximity fuse. in
devices for night detection of aircraft, and in design of the atomic submarine.
Its research has assisted medicine, as In Improved methods of penicillin produc-
tion, and In embryological Investigations.

During the Second World War the Institution also was the source of many of
the ablest scientists in the Office of Scientific Research and Development
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(OSRD). of which the Director was Dr. Vannevar Bush, President of the
Institution.

These contributions are continuing. Our Department of Terrestrial Magnetism
has just reported the Invention of an extraordinarily sensitive new instrument
for measuring strain within the earth. It is so sensitive that it measures dis-
placements one-thousandth the distance within an atom. We believe that we may
have In this instrument a means of developing predictions of major earthquakes.

The Institution's research has always been self-generated. It has never ac-
cepted and does not now accept sponsored research, whether from a government
agency or from a private corporation. However, the Institution has always been
quick to expend its funds to meet national needs. For example, early pathfinding
research on the proximity fuse and on the atomic bomb were Initiated by its
personnel and supported by It.

In sum, the Carnegie Institution is an operating organization engaged In funda-
mental research that also makes Important contributions to advanced education
and scientific training. Some of its operations are Integrated with university
facilities. Many of its staff serve on university faculties, and Its facilities are
generally available to university faculty members. A number of graduate stu-
dents do their theses in Its laboratories under supervision of its staff; and a
substantial number of young scientists with advanced degrees are each year
resident in the laboratories and receive the most advanced training available In
their fields. There Is little difference between the operations of the Institution
and those of the research institutes or graduate departments of many universities.

Unfortunately. however, the proposals in t1I.1. 13270, as we read them, may be
construed to place the Institution in a category different from that of the uni-
versities and thus have a crippling effect upon its operations.

The tax proposals which would severely and adversely affect the operation of
the Institution's research facilities and educational program are the provisions
that would (1) reduce by 71/j per cent the investment income on which the
Institution depends; (2) disqualify it as a recipient of support from grant-
making foundations; (3) exclude it from the category of 30 per cent organiza-
tions for purposes of charitable contribution deductions by individuals; anld
(4) make it virtually ineligible as a donee of alp-eciated securities.

These provisions would apply to the Institution because, under the proposed
deflnitions, it may not fall. as it should, in the (ategory of "educational organi-
zatloil" except front the category of "private foundation" and would probably
be treated under the proposed law (notwithstanding the fact that it is In every
sense an operating research and educational Institution) as a "on-operating
private foundation." This Is true for the following reasolis: (1) The value of the
In.,stitltion's endowment, the income from which Is essential to its olwrations and
is wholly expended therefor, Is considerably more than the value of its labo-
ratory buildings. equipment. and other physical assets. (2) The Institution does
not receive a substantial part, of slpport either from the government or the
general pulilie.

The most serious damage to the Institution's program caused by the proposed
legislation would lie (1) reduction of Its total program caused by payment of
federal taxes coupled with (2) doubt as to Its eligibility to receive fully deductible
contrilbutions from individunls or grants from other foundations. These provi-
sons would force curtailment or even abandonment of parts of a program that
has prepared many national leaders of research and teaching, past and present,
In astronomy, embryology, plant biology, geophysics, and genetics. They CGOI1d
very well force abandonment of a major new astronomical obs.?rvatory. of the
lalomar class. which we have just begun lIn South America.

We respectfully urge that provision le made so that tile Carnegie Institution
andl similar organizations will be specifically retained in the exempt category of
"ipubllh" and "operating" institution. This result can best be accomplished by
defining an "educational organization" exempt from classification as a private
foundation to Include not only schools, colleges, and universities, but also all
"organization primarily engaged In fundamental research (or ai organization
of the kind described in Section 512(b) (0)) that operates laboratories and other
facilities for such research, and provides related instruction to ludividuals who
aro candidatcs for dcgrcc at collcgco or uintvcr!tc.; and 1;r:tAloctoral training
to Individuals who are not candidates for degrees."

If such provision Is made, as I most earnestly hope it wvill be, the Institution
will be enabled to continue its 07-year old program; to make important basic
research contributions, to prelmre university teachers, and to give foreign scien-
tists as opportunity to understand us by working with u-.
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ARTIL.S OF INCORI'OIIATION

[Pu blio No. 260. An Act to iicorporatc the Carngre lInst it ttion of 1'aushlIgton I

Be It enacted by the Senate and H1ouse of Reprcsenttires of the United Statks
of A merica in C.ong ,s. ussembled,' That the persons following, being lwrsons who
art now trustees of the Carnegie Institution, namely. Alexander Agass,iz. John 1.
Billings, John L,. Cadwalader, ('hvelald It. )odge. William N. Frew, L,ytun
.J. Gage, D1aniel C. 0Jilunn, John hlay, Henry 1,. hligginsoi, W1illam Wirt lhwe,
Chalrles I,. lutelhiisoli, Sa1ul 1. langley, Williamii Lindsay, Seth Low, Wayne
31aeVeagh, Darius 0. Mills, S. Weir 311tchell, William W. Morrow, E'than A.
Illtelvock, E'ilh11 Root, John C. Spooner, Andrew I). White, Charles D. Walcott.
Carroll D. Wright, their associates and successors, duly choseni, are hereby in-
corporated and declared to he a body corporated by the name of the Carnegle lit-
stitulion of Washington and by that name slall We know and have perpetual suv-
eessloil, will tl powers. limitations, an(d restrictions herein contained.

,sce. 2. That the objects of the corporation shall be to encourage, in the broadest
and mo.st liberal mainir. Investigation, research, and dilscovery, and the applca-
thin of knowledge to the improvement of mankhnd ; and In particular-

(a) To condut, endow, and assist Investigation in any department of selenve.
literature, or art, and to this end to cooperate with governments, universities,
colleges, teclmhal schools. learned societies,and individuals.

tb) To appoint committees of exlprts to dirvet special livs of research.
(c) To publish and distribute documents.
(d) To conduct lectures, hold meetings, al(] acquire and maintain a library.
(c) To purchase such property, real or personal, and construct such building or

buildings as may be necessary to carry on the work of the corporation.
(f) li general, to do and iterforn all things necessary to promote. the objects

of the institution, with full power, however, to the trustees hereinafter appointed
mid their successors from tile to thir to nlodify the conditions and regulations
under which the work shall be carried on. so as to secure the applhhation of the
funds it tihe mainer best alalpted to tHiP conditions of the time, lrovidIed that the
objets of the corporation shall be all times be among the foregoing or kindr(d
thereto.

See. 3. That the direction and nianagentent of the affairs of the corporation
and the control and disposal of Its property and funds shall be vested in a board
of trustees, twenty-two in number, to be composed of the following Individuals:
Alexander Agassiz, John S. Billings, John L. Cadwalader, Clevelnd II. Dodge,
William N. Frew, Lymnan J. Gage, Daniel C. Gilman, John Hay, Henry L. Iig-
ginson, William Wirt Howe. Charles J. Hlutchinson, Samuel P. Lam:lley, Willan
Linrisay, Seth Low, Wayne NMaeleagh, Darius 0. Mills, S. Weir 3itehell, Wil-
lian V. Morrow, Ethanm A. Hitcheock, Elilhu Root, ,John C. Spmoner, Andrew 1).
White. Charles D. Walcott, Carroll 1). Wright, who shall constitute the first hoard
of trustees. The board of trustees shall have power from time to time to Increase
it, niinebershilp to not more than twenty-seven nInembers. Vacancles occasioled by
(leati, resignation, or otherwise shall be filled by the remaining trustees in .ueh
manner as the, by-laws shall prescribe : mid the persons so elected shall thereupon
become trustees and also members of the sald corporation. Tite, principal pInce
of business of the said corporation shall be the city of Wiashington, in the I)lstrict
of Columbia.

See. 4. That such board of trustees shall be entitled to take, hold, nnd admin-
Ister the seeuritles, flnumls. and property so transferred by said Andrew Carnegie
to the trustees of the Carnegie Institution and such other funds or property as
may at any time be given, devised, or bequeathed to them, or to such corpora-
tion, for the purposes of the trust ; and with full power from thime to time to adopt
n common seal, to appoint such officers, members of the board of trustees or other-
wise. and such employees as may be deemed necessary lIn carrying on tht Iusliless
of the corporation, at such salaries or with such remuneration as they may deemim
proper: and with full power to adopt by-laws from tinte to time and such rules or
regulations as may be necessary to secure tile safe and convenient transae.ton of
the business of the corporation: and with full power and discretion to deal with
and oxpend the income of th eorlmratlon in such manner as in their ludenimnt
will best promote the objects herein set forth and li general to have and usp all
powers and authority necessary to promote such objects and carry out the pur-
poMses of the donor. The, said trustees shall have further power from tie to
time to hold as investments the securities hereinabove referred to so transferred
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by Andrew Carnegie, and any property which has been or may be transferred to
them or sueh corporation by Andrew Carnegie or by any other person, persons, or
corporation, and to invest any sums or amounts from time to time in ich
securities and such form and manner as are permitted to trustees or to clari.
table or literary corporations for investment, according to the laws of the States
of New York, Pennsylvania, or Massachusetts, or in such securities as are author.
sized for investment by the said deed of trust so executed by Andrew Carnegie, or
by any deed of gift or last will and testament to be hereafter made or executed.

See. 5. That the said corportion may take and hold any additional donations,
grants, devises, or bequests which may be made in further support of the.purposes
of the aid corporation, and may Include in the expenses thereof the personal
expenses, which the trustees may incur In attending meetings or otherwise in
carrying out the business of the trust, but the services of the trustees as such
shall be gratuitous.

Sec. 6. That as soon as may be possible after the passage of this Act a meet-
ing of the trustees hereinbefore named shall be called by Daniel C. Gilman, John S.
Billings, Charles D. Walcott, S. Weir Mitchell, John Hay, Elihu Root, and Carroll
D. Wright, or any four of them, at the city of Washington, in the District of
Columbia, by notice served In person or by mail addressed to each trustee at
his place of residence; and the said trustees, or a majority thereof, being assemb-
led, slhall organize and proceed to adopt by-laws, to elect officers and appoint coni-
mittees, and generally to organize the said corporation: and said trustees herein
named, on behalf of the corporation hereby incorporated, shall thereupon receive,
take over, and enter Into possession, custody, and management of all property,
real or personal, of the corporation heretofore known as the Carnegie Institution,
incorporated, as hereinbefore set forth under "An Act to establish a Code of Law
for the District of Coumbla, January fourth, nineteen hundred and two," and to
all its rights, contracts, claims and property of any kind or nature; and the sev-
eral officers of such corporation, or any other person having .charge of any of the
securities, funds, real or personal, books, or property thereof, shall, on demand.
deliver the same to the sald trustees appointed by this Act or to the person;
appointed by them to receive the same; and the trustees of the existing corpora-
tion and the trustees herein named shall and may take such other steps as shall
be necessary to carry out the purpo.ss of this Act

Sec. 7. That the rights of the creditors of the said existing corporation known
as the Carnegie Institution shall not in any manner be impaired by the passage
of this Act, or the transfer of the property hereinbefore mentioned, nor shall any
liability or obligation for the payment of any sums due. or to become due, or any
claim or demand, in any manner or for any cause existing against the said
existing corporation, be released or impaired; but such corporation hereby in-
corporated is declared to succeed to the obligations and liabilities and tobe held
liable to pay and discharge all of the debts, liabilities, and contracts of the said
corporation so existing to the same effect as If such new corporation had itself in-
curred the obligation or lability to pay such debt or damages, and no such action
or proceeding before any court or tribunal shall be deemed to have abated or been
discontinued be reason of the passage of this Act.

Seco. 8. That Congress may from time to time alter, repeal, or modify this
Act of incorporation, but no contract or individual right made or acquired shall
thereby be divested or impaired.

Seo. 9. That this Act hall take effect immediately.
Approved, April 28, 1904.

CENTER FOu ADvANcED STUDY IN TnE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES,
Stanford, (falif, Septcmber5, 1969.

Hon. RUSsOUL B. LoG,
(7bafrnian, Finance Oommittee,
The Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENIiATOR TANO: I am writing in my capacity as Director of the Center
fMr Advaneed Study in the Behavioral Sciences, ft postdoctoral educational insti.
tution providing for the -further development and advancement of scholars who
have completed their formal university training and -who have distinguished
themselves by their work in the field of behavioral sciences. i write because of our
concern about certain potentially adverse effects whieh H.R.. 1827, the tax reform
bill which your Committee is now reviewing, might have upon ak organization
such as outrs.
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Some of the points In this letter will be touched upon in the testimony which
I and representatives of certain other organizations expect to present before your
Committee on Wednesday, September 10, 1969. I think it may be helpful to your
Committee also to have this fuller statement of the Center's views.

Our concern lies not in certain restrictions which the bill seeks to impose on
"private foundations," such as restrictions on self-dealing, excessive business
holdings, and investments which Jeopardize the organization's purposes. Instead.
I am concerned about provisions In the bill which might be interpreted so as
to jeopardize the support for, and hence the ability of, the Center to carry out
its mission, a mission which I believe is clearly in the best interest of scholarship
and education in this country. R.e--t- and th

From a review of the 4llt passed by the Hou '-o Representaves and the
report of the House WfiV and Means Committee,.I believQ that the Center, as a
postdoctoral educatignal organization, should not be classified under Section 509
as a "private foundation." Moreover, eve If the Center werOgo classified, it is
the kind of an i-stitution which, accor4inirtothe House Comihttee report (p.
41), should b eligible, as aRm-" perang foufidation," to recOqve qualifying
(listributions jom other fouPd'ations.

I am trou Iled, howevegrNby somdof the'trigid stpidard and infleble criteria
In the bill which might,ermit, contrary to' hat-1 believq-tg be the Coh gressional
intent, a different cla~etlcation, t by-d aging the"ablilty of the\Center to
raise the s pport it vitally nee6da iff to a out its iptrpoes.

More s cifically, my concern iat f the Pouse bill Were enacte in, sub-
stantiall. its present form, it n be possible Xor.6nforeng authoriti -to con-
clude th t the Cen er is not du aponal oig nization 'exempted f m the
"private oundation,' cat'g ry y iQct ii[0(a) ( '-and further that th Center,
because i s sources nd leve a f sup 6rt yii o yea-'to :fear, has notimet the
rigid fis I criteria needed t qualify 'sas)."j rating foundation." iie end
result of such classifications uld be tli'tot eyJ-oundations could *ot make
qualifyi distributions" tpYhe\Center htc cunt'toward satisfaction of the
foundation 's obligatlovto, istributeinnome,,A crdingly, th foundation ns proba-
bly would. o reluctant-to make grants to-'6rgantiations like ours. For an educa-
tional insti tmlion like the Center, whth rom i inceptign'has been dependent
on support from private foundatirnis (a d rece tly o!yovernmen Vgrants and
fellowships as\ well), such result could ndangbrnof only our future growth,
but also our vera existence. - ) /

Such an Impedi ent to obtaining ?ut1ther support would be particularly dam-
aging to relatively young, innovating organizations like the Oenter. The Center
has been, in the 15 years of its existence, a leader in th held of postdoctoral
education. It began within idea for an experiment jlilgher education-now
an established aspect of higheiteucation. As Is 9ftef the case, such experiments
Initially depend on foundation supiSfrt-=-arl'hat- has certainly been the history
of the Center. Now that its concept has been proven, the Trustees of the Center
have decided that it would be in the best long-term interests of education in this
country to seek to endow the life of the Center, rather than to rely on tentative
annual funding. This effort to achieve stability and permanence could be thwarted,
unjustifiably in my view, by the impediments which the House bill might place
on potential sources of support.

With your indulgence, I would like to review the activities of the Center in
hopes that the substantive purposes and operating procedures of organizations
like ours, rather than the rigid standards and inflexible criteria found in H.R.
18270, would be utilized more fully to determine the impact of any tax reform
legislation which may be enacted. I would also urge that the Committee review,
in light of the description which follows, the scQpe to be given the term "educa-

:tional organizations" (in Section 170(b) (1) (B) (ii)), which are excluded from
the category of "private foundations" by Section 509(a) (1). 1 urge this review
primarily because there have been substantial advances in educational theory
and practice since that definition was first adopted in 1054, particularly at the
postdoctoral level of education which was in its infancy at that time.

T rrhe Board of Trustees of the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral
Sciences holds in its trust and is responsible for the operation of an educational
institution which was established to provide for the further development and
maturity of distinguished scholars who had already completed all the formal

,work provided by our universities and who, by their additions to knowledge, were
-regarded as among the best students of the Behavioral Science world. The Center,
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it includes organizations such as ours which normally maintain a regular pro.
gram for the postdoctoral education of scholars.

We would be pleased, of course, to assist the Committee or its staff should
any further information or materials be needed.

Very truly yours,
0. MEREDrrIH WILSON,

Director.
[Enclosures]

CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDY IN TIE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

0. Meredith Wilson, Director.-Born in Mexico, September 21, 1909; Ph.D.
in History at the University of California, 1943; Associate Dean of the College.
University of Chicago, 194(-47; Professor of History and )ean, University of
Utah, 1947-52; Secretary, Ftmd for the Advancement of Education, 1952-54;
President, University of Oregon, 1954-60; President, University of Minnesota,
1060-7.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Logan Wilson, Chairman.-President, American Council on Education; born
Huntsville, Texas, March 0, 1907; Ph.D. in sociology at Harvard University,
1939; Professor and Head of Sociology Department, Tulane University, 1941-43;
Dean of Newcomb College of Tulane, 1944-51; Academic Vice President of the
Consolidated Universities of North Carolina, 1951-53; Chancellor, University of
Texas, 1953-61; author of The Aoademio Man, Sociologlcal Analysis.

William G. Bowen.-Provost and Professor of Economics and Public Affairs,
Princeton University; born Cincinnati, Ohio, October 8, 1933; A. B. Denison Unl-
versity, 1955; Ph.D. in Economics, Princeton University, 1958; author of The
Wage-Pric 188ue; Performing Arts: The Econonto Dilemma; The Econom iCe of
Labor Force Participation; and other studies in the fields of education and labor
economics.

Donald C. Cook.-President, American Electric Power Service Corp.; born
Escanaba, Michigan, April 14, 1909; J. D., George Washington University, 1939;
Special Counsel U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Naval Affairs, 1943-
45; Executive Assistant to U.S. Attorney General, 1945-46; Director, Office of
Alien Property, 1946-47; Commissioner of the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission, 1949-53.
Caryl P. Haskins.-President, Carnegie Institution of Washington; born Sche-
nectady, N.Y., August 12, 1908; Ph.D. In biology at Harvard University, 1935;
President and Research Director of Haskins Laboratories, 1935115; member,
President's Scientific Advisory Committee; author of The Amazon, Of 'An18 and
Men, etc.

Edwin E; Huddleson, Jr.-Partner, Cooley, Crowley, Gaither, Godward, Castro
and Huddleson; born Oakland, California, January 28, 1914; LL.B., Harvard Law
School; trustee of the RAND Corporation, the Mitre Corporation, System De-
velopment Corporation, Aerospace Corporation.

Robert K. Merton.-Department of Sociology, Columbia University; born
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, July 5, 1910; Ph.D. In sociology at Harvard Univer-
sity, 1936; author of Social Theory and Social Structfure, Mass Persuasion, and
other studies in social theory, mass communications and the sociology of
professions.

Robert R Sears.-Professor of Psychology and Dean of the School of Humani-
ties and Sciences, Stanford University; born Palo Alto, California, August 31,
1008; Ph.D. in psychology at Yale University, 1932; Director of Child Welfare
Station at the University of Iowa, 1942-49; Director of the Laboratory of Human
Development at Harvard University, 1949-53; Chairman, Department of Psychol-
ogy, Stanford University, 1953-61; author of studies on child development and
on personality.

Frank Stanton.-President of Columbia Broadcasting System; born Muskegon,
Michigan, March 20, 1908; Ph.D. in psychology at Ohio State University, 1935;
author of studies in communication and audience responses to mass media.

Ralph W. Tyler.-Director Emeritus of the Center for Advanced Study in the
Behavioral Sciences; born Chicago, Illinois, April 22, 1902; A.B., Doane College,
1021; A.M., University of Nebraska, 1923; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1927:
Chairman Department of Education and ~University Examiner, University of
Chicago, 1938-53 and Dean of Division of Social Sciences, 1)48-53; Director,
Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, Starford, California,
1053--e7.
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CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDY IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES-DISTRIBUTION OF FELLOWSHIPS, BY FIELDS,
1954-55 THROUGH 1968-69

Number Percent Number Percent

Anthropology ................. 81 12 MiscEll3neous ................ 7 1
Biology ..................... 18 3 Philosophy ................... 34 5
Economics ................... 53 8 Politica science .............. 73 11
Education .................... 20 3 Psychiatry ................... 29 4
History ...................... 58 8 Psychology ................... 127 19
Humanities .................. 26 4 Sociology .................... 81 12
Law ......................... 25 4
linguistics ................... 26 4 Total .................. 672 100
Mathematics-statistics ......... 14 2

CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDY IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES, DISTRIBUTION OF FELLOWS BY STATE AND
COUNTRY, 1954-55 TO 1968-69

Country Number of Number of Country Number of Number of
Institutions fellows institutions fellows

United States: United States-Continued
Arizona .............. 1 1 Washington, D.C ...... 5 10
California ............ 14 105 Wisconsin ............ 2 14
Colorado ............. I I
Connecticut .......... 3 39 Subtotal ........... 100 562
Georgia .............. 1 1
Illinois .............. 4 69 Austria .................. 1 1
Indiana 2ra.......... 2 7 France ........... 4 5
Iowa ................ 3 6 Germany ................. 5 5
Kansas .............. 3 3 India .................... 4 4
Louisiana ............ 1 2 Indonesia ................ 1 1
Maine ............... 1 I Israel ................... 1 4
Maryland ............ 2 6 Italy .................... 2 2
Massachusetts ........ 6 76 Japan ................... 4 4
Michigan ............ 4 42 Mexico .................. 1 1
Minnesota 1 10 Netherlands .............. 4 6
Missouri ............. 2 6 Norway .................. 4 5
Nebraska 1 1 Poi............ I Pol .3 4
New Hampshire__ 1 4 Portugal ................. ! 1
New Jersey .......... 3 18 Romania ................. 1 1
NewYork ........... 15 75 South Africa ............. I1
North Carolina ...... 2 I1 Sweden .................. 2 4
Ohio ................ 2 4 United Kingdom:
Oklahoma ........... I I Australia ............ 4 4
Oregon .............. 4 9 Canada .............. 5 7
Pennsylvania ......... 7 22 England ............. 11 46
Rhode Island ......... I I Scotland ............. 3 3
Tennessee ........... 2 2 Yugoslavia ............... 1 1
Texas ............... 2 7
Vermont ............. I I Subtotal ........... 63 110
Virginia ............. 1 3 _
Washington 1........ 4 Grand total ........ 163 672

BEIIAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES SuRvEy CoMMInTEE,
Walifngtopl. D.C., Au grist 18, 1969.

Dr. 0. MEREDITH WILSON,
Direotor, Ucnter for Adt'anccd Stuly in the Behavioral Scences
Stanford, Calif.

DEAR DR. WILSON : Because of my services as a consultant to the Behavioral
Sciences Division of the Ford Foundation in. the days when the Center was under
discussion, and because of my residence In Stanford ever since the opening, I
have been in an unusually good position to watch its development and to assess
how well It has served the purposes for which it was established. I had one year
there myself-in 195-1957--so that I saw it from the inside as well.

As this letter indicates, I have currently been involved in a study of the status
of the behavioral and social sclen(vs on a national basis, under the Joint auspices
of the National Academy of Sciences and the Social Science Research Council.
This gives me some added perspective from which to view the work of the Center,
for the fields we have chosen to explore (anthropology, economics, geography,
history, linquistics, political science, psychiatry, psychology, sociology, and aspects
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of nlathematics-statistics-coillputation) have all been within the range of fellow.
selection by the Center.

I can present one "statistic" to show how influential the Center has become in
creating a body of behavioral and social scientists concerned with the broader
aspects of their disciplines in their relation to each other. We set out to find the
best representatives that we could of each of the specialties nalned above, by
consulting the officers of the national professional associations, representatives
In the National Research Council, Division of Behavioral Science, and in the
Social Science Research Council. In this way we appointed a group of chairmen
and co-chaimen for tile separate lanels, and had them nominate members for
their committees to be as widely representative as possible of the range of their
disciplines, chiefly of energetic and productive men at the height of their careers
rather than the established senior citizens.

The result was that we caie up with 76 members of our committees and panels
responsible for the reports soon to appear. The "statistic" to which I refer Is that
a recent check shows that 33 of these 76, or 43 percent, had been Fellows at the
Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences. There was no deliberate
effort to select Fellows; in the effort to achieve diversity it was quite possible
that Fellows might have been sidestepped. In any case, I find this a fitting test.
inony as to what the Center has done in selecting promising men, and iln
motivating then to accept al)pointment in serving their professions and society
at large through nonremunerated activity such as that of our survey.

If there is one theme central to the report that we are preparing from our
survey, it is that the behavioral and social sciences are now at the stage that their
data and methods can be made increasingly pertinent to the social crises of our
(lay. This who have partiel)ated widely In the interdisciplinary discussions at the
Center have been prepared to see the limitations that are imposed by an exclusive
lormoecupation with disciplinary specialization, and they have beein helpful it
working out suggestions for new forms of organization that will permit work to
go on at a high -clentiflc level while at the same time meeting new standards of
potential relevance.

If there is any criticism I would have of the Center it is that with but 50
Fellows per year it cannot possibly meet the needs of the very rapidly growing
fields that it serves. It has been so successful, In my mind, that it ought to be
duplicated elsewhere. I have been pleased to learn, for example. of a grant of

400.000 from time National Science Foundation to establish a facility for advanced
study In social science at the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton. The
readiness for such. a new facility is a tribute to the influence of your Center in
the past.

Postdoctoral training is coming to be expected in the physical and biological
sciences as a matter of course, and only more slowly so in psychology and the
social . fences. In some parts of Europe and Asia there is a special kind of degree
or diploma issued on the basis of ndvaneed scholarship. after formal graduate-
school training is completed. We may he coming to that in this country. The nany
"specialty-boards" in medicine are being duplicated now in psychology: this is
a straw In tle wind. Apart from formalitles , there is no doubt that the Center b?
a postdoctoral educational institution, contributing to tile understanding of ad-
vnnced scholars, and through them modifying time course of training in our
univerities.

Sincerely yours,
ERNEST R. HIILOARD.

Chairman, Behavioral and Social Scieces Survey Committee.

STATEMENT OF CARL KAYSEN, DIRECTOR OF INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

The Institute for Advanced Study Is devoted to the encouragement, support
and patronage of learning-of science, In the old, broad, undifferentiated sense
of the word. The Institute partakes of the character both of a university and of
a research Institute: but it also differs in sigmilflcant ways from both. It Is unlike
a university, for instance, in its small size--its academic membership at any one
time numbers only about one hundred fifty. It is unlike a university in that it
has no scheduled courses of Instruction and no commitment that all or most
branches of learning be represented in Its Faclity and members. It is unlike a
research institute in that its purposes are broader, that it supports many separate
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fields of study, that it maintains no laboratories; and above all in that it wel-
comes temporary members, whose intellectual development and growth are one
of Its principal purposes. The Institute, in short, is devoted to learning, In the
double sense of the continued education of the Individual, and of the intellectual
enterprise on which lie Is embarked.

Tile Institute was founded in 1930 by gift of Louis Biamberger and Is sister,
Mrs. Felix Fuld. The further financial basis for its development and growth was
provided by a substantial legacy from the founders. Mr. Bamberger and Mrs.
Fuld were greatly influenced in their conception of what time Institute should
be by the Ideas of Abraham Flexner, its first Director. Flexner, who had earlier
led the reform of medical education in time United States, was then at tile Rocke-
feller Institute (now Rockefeller University) which he had helped to create. He
was concerned that American universities at the time did not provide adequately
for the pursuit of science and learning at tihe highest levels. Americans who
wanted to be trained in that pursuit had to go to Europe for training, and most
of the leading figures in science and scholarship were to be found abroad in
Germany, France, and England. It was Flexner's purpose to bring the possibility
of leadership In many of these fields to this country; and the gifts of Mr. Bam-
berger and Mrs. Fuld gave effect to it. I think the record of the Institute will
show that their hopes were realized and, having been Director only a short time,
I think I can say that In all modesty.

At present the academic work of the Institute Is carried on in three schools:
a School of Mathematics, a School of Natural Sciences, and a School of Historical
Studies. The members of tihe School of Mathematics are for the most part pure
mathematicians, and the members of the School of Natural Sciences theoretical
physicists, astrophysicists, and astronomers; but there have been members in
both these Schools who have worked in other sciences--chemistry, biology, and
psychology, for example. The School of Historical Studies is broader still in
scope, and includes in principle all learning for which the use of the historical
method is a chief instrument. Here, too, our work tends to reflect the interests of
the Faculty: Greek archaeology and epigraphy, Greek philosophy and philology,
Roman history, palaeography, mediaeval history and the history of art, modern
history, the history of mathematics and the sciences. Here again there have been
members, working alone or in concert, in disciplines not represented on the
Faculty.

In these three Schools together, the Institute has twenty-three professors (not
counting the Director) who constitute its present Faculty: 9 in mathematics, 5 in
physics, and 9 in historical studies.

For the three year period beginning with the academic year 1968-9, the
Institute is broadening Its range by the addition of a small experimental pro-
gram in the social sciences. This will Involve bringing together for each of the
three years six to eight scholars who are using the methods and perspectives of
the social sciences in the study of history, especifilly the study of social change.
The visitors under this program will be drawn from a variety of disciplines,
including history, sociology, anthropology, economics, political science and psy-
chology. The program aims at providing the stimulation of discussion of common
perspectives by scholars working on a variety of problems, not an integrated team
or project approach. This program Is being financed by a grant from the Carnegie
Corporation and the Russell Sage Foundation.

A principal function of the Institute is to provide for members who collie here
for short periods, for a term or a year or, In the Schools of Mathematics and
Natural Sciences, occasionally for two years. There are currently sone hundred
twenty such members In residence. Admission to membership is by vote of the
Faculty concerned. Perhaps a half or two-thirds of our members are invited by
us because we know or learn of their work, and believe that a time here would
be fruitful for them, for their work, and for that of other members; other mem-
bers are selected from the many applicants who write to us outlining the state
of their researches and their reasons for desiring to come. Inevitably there Is a
real competition for memberships, since both the physical limitation of the insti-
tution, and the desire to preserve a community small enough to be a true com-
munity, limit the number of members admissable.

Of the visiting members more than half are young men and women within a few
years of their doctorate. The work they do at the Institute contains a high
element of postdoctoral training as opposed to research. In Mathematics and
Natural Sciences postdoctoral training is widely recognized as a regular part
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of the process of preparation for those who are entering the academic and re-
search profession. The work of the balance of the members, who are for the most
part already well established academically, can correspondingly be viewed as
having a larger element of research and a smaller on(- of training although of
course any scholar is engaged In the process of learning throughout his whole
life.

The work product of the Institute is therefore of two kinds: the research that
is produced by its permanent faculty and the visiting members, and the training
that the visiting members receive. In both respects the work of the Institute,
though small In volume, is of significant importance because of its quality, and
because its visitors come to it from, and return to, the leading Institutions of
higher education and research in this country and indeed, to a great extent, in
the rest of the world as well.

Some flavor of its past activities can be conveyed by mentioning the names of
a few of its professors and the subjects in which they have been active. In mathe-
matics. Marston Morse and Iassler Whitney, recognized as anong the leading
American mathematicians, are both professors In the Institute. Amongst Euro-
pe ns who have come to this country and become a permanent part of its mathe-
matical community, many have been at the Institute, including notably, Herman
Weyl at an earlier period and Andr6 Well and Atle Selberg today. The late John
von Neuann was professor of mathematics at the Institute, and he was distin-
guished not only for his Important papers in a great many different branches of
mathematics but also for his fundamental contribution to the invention of the
electronic computing machine, his work on long range weather forecasting, and
his important services to the national defense. The 1968 Report of the National
Academy of Sciences on the Mathematical Sciences describes the Institute as "a
world center of mathematical research."

In physics, of course, the name of Albert Einstein, who was professor here
front the foundation of the Institute, springs first to mind. C. N. Yang and
T. I). Lee were working at the Institute when they did the work for which they
received the Nobel Prize. In the '50s, the Institute shared with Niels Bohr's
Institute of Theoretical Physics in Copenhagen the position of the world's lead-
tlg center of theoretical nuclear physics. Today the Institute counts among its
faculty members in physics Professors Freeman Dyson, the recipient of this
year's Max Planck Medal and one of the world's leading mathematical physl.
cists. and Marshall Rosenbluth, America's leading contributor to the under.
standing of plasmas. Rosenbluth was the recipient of the Einstein Award in 1967.

In the historical fields, amongst many distinguished men, one can mention
the late Erwin Panofsky, this generation's most erudite and influential historian
of art. and Homer Thompson whose work as the supervisor of excavations In the
Athenian Agora for a generation has been a major factor in increasing our
knowledge and understanding of classical Greece.

The Institute relies primarily on its own resources for the financing of its
operation and In the last academic year more than three-quarters of its receipts
came from the return on its own investments (including realized capital gains),
somewhat less than 20% from grants and contracts from govenment agencies, and
5% from grants from private foundations and other private organizations. Thus,
if we are not an educational institution under the proprosed new law, we become
a private foundation, and we would not qualify as an operating foundation.

The language which defines an educational institution for the purposes of the
Act, Section 201 (a) (1) (B) (Ii), speaks of an organization "which normally main.
trains a regular faculty and curriculum and normally has a regularly enrolled
body of pupils or students in attendance at a place where its educational activi-
ties are regularly carried on." While we can clearly meet the tests of having a
regular faculty and a regularly enrolled body of students in attendance at the
Institute, I am le~s ready to assert that we can clearly meet the requirement
of maintaining a regular curriculum, since the essence of our enterprise is the
guided self-education of the members, even the youngest of whom have already
had considerable academic training, along lines based on their past activities and
present interests.

The status of "private foundation" under the proposed statute would present
the Institute with two serious problems. First, of course, would be the direct
impact of the proposed tax. Had the provisions of the House Bill been applied
to us in our last fiscal year, ending June 30, 1969, we would have had to pay
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nearly $250,000 in taxes. This is a large sum, and equals a quarter of what we
.l:?nt on grants and stipends for visitors In that year. It is clear that taxation
at such a rate would force a significant curtailment of our activity. Second, and
even more important, would be the effect on our relations with the major grant-
making foundations. Since the Bill would create doubt as to whether we were
in fact an educational institution, these foundations would be properly hesitant
in making grants to us since such grants might not be "qualifying distributions"
under the Bill. As a consequence, our ability to initiate new programs or to con-
tinue and expand the one we have Just initiated would be severely handicapped
if not completely ended. The new program in the social sciences about which
I spoke above was initiated on an experimental basis with grants from the Car-
negie Corporation and the Russell Sage Foundation. The first step toward
putting it on a long-run basis has been a grant from the Ford Foundation, con-
ditional on a somewhat greater matching effort from other private sources. This
example is not untypical in that grants from the larger private foundations have
played a significant role in making possible new ventures in enterprises such as
time Institute as well as In the univerlsties and colleges. The combined effect
of both these restrictions-the diminution in the availability of our own resources
to support our programs, and the inhibition of foundation support-would be to
curtail our existing program seriously, and impair our capacity for growth even
more seriously.

The experience of nearly 40 years has shown that the idea of the Institute has
been a useful and beneficial one and that the Institute fills an important place in
the whole stream of American higher education. In the fields in which we have
been most active in the past-mathematics, theoretical physics, and astrophysics,
classical archaeology, classical and medieval history, the history of art are the
most important-the Institute has played an important role in the development
of the ideas and research interests of a significant proportion of the best men in
the faculties of American universities. It has further had an important function
as an international meeting place in which Americans and Europeans exchanged
ideas and kept abreast of each other's work in these same fields. It is my hope
that in the future it can play the same critical role in developing areas in the
social sciences. The Institute has been an innovator, one of the first institutions
in this country to recognize the importance of postdoctoral training to the career
of the young scientist and scholar. It has had many followers in its history, and
independent institutions such as the Center for Advanced Study in the Be-
havioral Sciences, or the Centers for Advanced Study that are part of a Univer-
sity such as those at the University of Illinois, the University of Virginia, the
Institute of Historical Research at the University of Wisconsin, Dumbarton
Oaks here in Washington which is in effect the Institute of Byzantine Studies of
Harvard University, as well as others here and abroad have followed its model.

Functionally the Institute is an integral part of the system of higher education
in the United States. Its basic mission is a combination of advanced training and
research. Its faculty are academic personnel, all of whom have taught and done
research in major universities both in the United States and abroad before com-
ing to the Institute. Further, from time to time, many of them serve as visiting
professors in these same institutions. Visiting members of the Institute come from
the universities and return to them, typically to their faculties. One chief aim
of their stay here is to enhance their capacities for continuing research and
advanced training at the universities. Both the faculty and the visiting members
are all active contributors to the scientific and scholarly literatures of their re-
spective disciplines. There is no logical basis for distinguishing between the same
functions in a part or subdivision of a university, and in an independent non-
profit institution, and recognizing one but not the other as part of the system
of higher education.

In the light of this, I submit that it is squarely within the policy purpose of the
Bit before the Committee so to modify its language that the Institute, as well as
other specialized institutions of research and advanced training operating in a
similar way, is clearly given the same exempt status that other institutions which
are also part of the system of higher education enjoy.

Senator ANDERSON. The next witness is the Honorable Brooks Hays,
Chairman of the Southern Committee on Political Ethics.
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STATEMENT OF HON. BROOKS HAYS, CHAIRMAN OF THE SOUTHERN
COMMITTEE ON POLITICAL ETHICS

Mr. HAYs. Mr. Chairman, having been a Member of Congress for
16 years, and having served as acting chairman of the Cox commit-
tee to study foundations, I am aware of the pressure of time, and I
will try to be very brief.

I was inspired to request this time largely because I thought it. might
be helpful to share with the committee the results of that study, which
was in a different context in 1953. I will simply highlight some of the
things that came to the members of the committee as a result of the
study which was prompted by Congressman Eugene Cox of Georgia.

Upon his death I succeeded to the chairnanship.
Incidentally, I wanted to make available to your staff the full find-

ings, because it was a. rather comprehensive statement. The interesting
thin g to me, Mr. Chairman, was that Congressman Cox changed his
mind about foundations. He went into the study with a negative at-
titude, believing that something was wrong with the foundation sys-
tem, even going as far as to express the suspicion that it was against
the interest and the traditions of the United States.

I watched his evolving conclusions and was quite impressed with
the conviction lie expressed at the end, that the foundation system is
thoroughly American, and is important in our free enterprise system.

Foundations are what I call creatures of freedom and are of great
service in buttressing the humanitarian things that Government in
modern times has to do.

The statement of John D. Rockefeller, Jr., impressed our com-
mittee. He said "it is harder to give away a dollar intelligently than
to make it honestly."

The Congress of the United States and all who preside over this
Government need all the help that they can get in the great business
of relieving distress, and that is what it is all about.

I serve as a member of two college boards. I am on the Board of
George Washington University, and for a longer period I have been
on the George Peabody Board, the college for teachers at. Nashville.
This college grew out of one of the early foundation movements.

George Peabody, a great philanthropist, was drawn in great com-
passion toward the plight of the South following the Civil War, and
lie asked experts to make a thorough study of where he could best use
his money. So while the modern foundation is a flowering of this
impulse to help needy people, and to aid in the great causes of educa-
tion and health and welfare, we found that it even goes back to Rome
and to Greece, and the committee is probably familiar with the
Charitable Use Statute of 1611 in England, when it was found that
even the church, with all of its wealth and it was from a third to
a half of all the wealth of the land was not able to do the work that
needed to be done to meet human distress.

I am appearing as chairman of the Southern Committee on Political
Ethics, and I would like to say that I have no interest from the stand-
point of exemptions for us. We are not eligible because we decided
that it might unduly limit our activity. My appearance is not in the
interest of any tax exemption for us.
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But we are students of the problems of politics, and we just hal)pen
to be a group of southerners, I hope in time that it will spread out. Pur-
suing the idea of helping to improve the moral and ethical tone of our
political system we encountered good work being done by tax exempt
organizations, the Southern Regional Council, for example.

I would hope that the committee would approach the problem of
limiting the activities of foundations with great caution, and that your
best craftsmanship would be used in this area because while I agree
thoroughly with what is obviously the general feeling of the Congress
that foundation money should never be used to help an individual
candidate nor to help one party or another, I think that to say that
foundations must not do anything that affects legislation would tin-
duly restrict the activities of some very fine and useful organizations.

Our group is composed of newspapermen like Harding Carter and
Hugh Patterson, former Members of Congress, Frank Smith, Carl
Elliot, and Hugo Sims, and public men like Camille Gravell of
Louisiana. It is bipartisan. We have leaders of the black community,
Vernon Jordan of Atlanta, Clarence Mitchel of Baltimoie and others.

So, Mr. Chairman, I simply hope that the committee might take a
look at the summary of my views which I have hastily sketched here,
and such portions of the Cox Committee report that the staff calls to
your attention.

Americans are a compassionate people and I know that those who
preside over the affairs of this Nation are not going to let human suffer-
ing go unattended. But if we do not have this help from private re-
sources with the great ingenuity and inventiveness and vision that
private organizations can supply, we will have a trend toward state-
ism in the field that ought not to be entirely preempted by either the
church, which is left unfettered of course in its eleemosynary work,
or the State, resulting from the pressures on the State to do the things
that some are saying the foundations should not do.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for letting me make this
statement.

Senator CunrIs. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask a question.
First I want to welcome our former colleague. At least three of us have
had the privilege of serving with you iii the House, and I want to
thank you for coming here and speaking up in behalf of what I regard

as a group of organizations that are very Vital to our way of life.
Wouldyou subscribe to this general approach, that we first provide

for complete reporting followed by very thorough auditing by the
IRS, and find out what the facts are before we embark on any major
legislation, except in those fields where an abuse is clearly defined and
there are available answers?

Mr. HAYS. I most certainly would, Senator. I think that this would
be a great step, and I think you are going to find what we might call
the old, the mature, the legitimate foundations are all in agreement on
this. I have not studied the matter of disclosures, but the Cox com-
mittee recommended that legislation be enacted to require that all
grants be publicized. You have the problem of defining the legislative
function drawing the line so that administrative functions are not
impaired, and things that must be done by the IRS are left to them,
because much of it I think is already provided for. The IRS should be
fully equipped to hold the foundations to an accounting.

fl3-s0-69-Pt. O---34
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Nevertheless, if If understand your question, I am in thorough
agreement with it, because this is a public trust. The foundations are
engaged in the great business of administering trusts, and what they
do,- since they enjoy these privileges, should be disclosed.

Senator ANDERSON. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Hays' prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF BROOKS HAYS, CHAIRMAN SOUTHERN COMMITTEE ON POLITICAL

ETHICS

SUMMARY

Mr. Hays appears as Chairman of the Southern Committee on Political Ethics,
and as former Acting Chairman of the House Select Committee to Investigate
Foundations in 1952.

From his personal experiences with foundation programs over two decades.
Mr. Hays has very favorable impressions of them. He feels they have been, and
are, of particular importance to the uplifting of the Southern States. Ie notes
that the Southern Committee on Political Ethics has no self-interest in this
matter, since it is not tax-exempt and receives no foundation support.

He points out that when the House Select Committee to Investigate Founda-
tions was established in 1952, the activities of a few foundations had caused
apprehension and concern. In Its investigation the Committee found:

In general, foundations were not diverting their resources from their
basic purposes and were not working against the interests or traditions of
the United States.

The larger and older foundations were rendering great service to the
country.

The larger foundations favored public accounting and disclosure, some
smaller ones opposed it.

The Select Committee recommended full disclosure of all grants.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, and members of this distinguished Committee, my name is
Brooks Hays. I appear before the Committee today in my capacity as Chairman
of the Southern Committee on Political Ethics, and also as former Member of
Congress, where for 16 years I represented the Fifth Congressional District of
Arkansas. In that capacity, I served, in 1952, as Acting Chairman of the House
Select Committee to Investigate Foundations, assuming that position upon the
death of the Chairman, the Honorable E. H. Cox of Georgia.

The Select Committee's investigation of the foundations sparked an interest in
their activities which I have maintained through the years. During my career,
I have had the honor, in addition to my service as a Member of Congress, to
serve as Special Assistant to Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, as a member of
the board of directors of the Tennessee Valley Authority, as an Assistant Secre-
tary of State, and as a member of the faculties of Rutgers University and the
University of Massachusetts.

At present, I am a member of the governing boards at George Peabody College
and George Washington University. I am also Executive Director of the National
Conference on Citizenship, which was chartered by Congress in 1953. I am a
director of the Southern Regional Council, and Director of the Ecumenical
Council of Wake Forest University.

I have sketched this background, Mr. Chairman, to indicate the variety of
experiences which have helped shape my convictions regarding the great value
of private foundations to our total American society. In almost every activity
in which I have engaged over the past two decades I have come in contact with
foundation programs. My cumulative impression of those programs Is an
extremely favorable one.

The advancement of the South, in all areas of activity, has, of course, been
of special interest to me. In 1967, I joined with a small group of Southerners,
a list of whom is attached, to found the Southern Committee on Political Ethics
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* (SCOPE). Our purpose is to do whatever we can to help elevate the tone of
political activity and to dignify the profession of public service in our region.

My fellow members of SCOPE asked me to appear before this Committee to
oppose the imposition of unreasonable restrictions on foundation activities. In
doing so, we have no self-interest. SCOPE is not a tax-exempt organization, and
cannot receive foundation support.

However, we note that many organizations which are working effectively for
the uplifting of the South do receive foundation help. An example is the Southern
Regional Council and its Voter Registration Project. There are many others.
Many of these, as I understand it, could not have been established under the
provisions of the bill passed by the House.

I hope the Committee will consider very carefully the provisions of tile Bill
which would prohibit the use of foundation funds in any manner which might
influence legislation.

While certainly no substantial portion of the funds or activities of foundations
and their grantees should be used to influence legislation, a complete prohibition
seems to be unreasonable. A great many things, In one way or another, eventually
influence legislation, often in very constructive ways. As the language in the
bill is now drawn, I fear that the result would be a very inhibiting influence on
foundation officials in making grants in areas of public concern.

I mentioned, Mr. Chairman, that I had the honor of serving as the ranking
member and later as Acting Chairman of the Select Committee to Investigate
Foundations during the 82nd Congress in 1952. At that time, as now, the activities
of a few foundations has caused some apprehension and concern.

The Committee was given a mandate by the House to determine "If the founda-
tions were using their. resources for purposes other than those for which they
were established for purposes not in the interest or tradition of the United
States."

In general, the Committee found that these organizations were not diverting
their resources and were not working against the interest or tradition of the
United States.

The Committee did find that a negligible number of foundations-a few of the
smaller ones-had permitted subversive influences to penetrate their organiza-
tions. Such cases were duly reported to the appropriate agencies of the
government.

The older and larger foundations-such as Rockefeller, Ford and Carnegie-
were determined to have rendered a great service in the fields of health and
education and In expanding the frontiers of knowledge.

We found that the larger foundations favored public accounting and public
accountability. Some of the smaller ones opposed this, largely on the grounds
that it would inhibit some contributions. Our Committee recommended that all
such information should be filed with the Internal Revenue Service, and that
full disclosure should be made of all grants.

On the question of tax evasion by use of the foundation device, the Committee
found some abuses and recommended further study. The Internal Revenue
Service was at that time giving attention to such abuses.

Mr. Chairman, the highly-competent general counsel for the Select Committee,
Mr. Harold M. Keele of Chicago, was entitled to much of the credit for the
excellence of the study. His views and experience might perhaps be of value In
the present situation.

I have with me a copy of the Select Committee's report. I don't wish to burden
the record unless the Chairman feels It would be valuable, but I will be happy
to make a copy available to the Committee and the staff.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to echo the sentiments of John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., who once observed that It is more difficult to give a dollar away
intelligently than to make it honestly.

I feel, based on my experiences, that the responsible foundations are trying
to operate their phlilanthropies in an intelligent and constructive manner.

I believe the American foundations are creatures of freedom, and are making
great contributions toward the strengthening of our society.

Senator ANDERSON. Next is Dr. Elvis Stahr. We are glad to see you
here.
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STATEMENT OF DR. ELVIS STAHR, PRESIDENT, AUDUBON SOCIETY

Dr. STAIIn. 1%1r. Chairman, meml)ers of the committee, I have sub-
mitted a written statement which for the sake of brevity I shall touch
upon only in part. However, I would appreciate it. if the full statement
could be incorporated in the record.

Senator ANDERSON. Without objection that will be done.
Dr. S'rmli. I am Elvis Stahr, president of the National Audubon

Society. I am speaking today for the Audubon Society, and also for
the National Conservancy, the National Wildlife Federation, Trout
Unlimited and the Wilderness Society. Also M3r. Chairman I have a
letter from the Izaak Walton League of America which I would like
to have appended to my statement with your permission.

Senator ANDERSON. Without objection that will be done.
(The letter follows:)

THE IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE oF AMERICA.
Glenview, Ill., October 2, 1969.

Hon. ELvis J. STAiR,
National Audubon Soclety,
New York, N.Y.

DEAR MI. STAHR: The Izaak Walton League is pleased that you will have the
privilege of appearing in person before the Senate Finance Committee in connec-
tion with the tax reform bill. As you know, the League was required to submit
its statement for the record by September 9, which gave us practically no time at
all to study the myriad of complex legal details of the proposed legislation. Conse-
quently, the League statement was confined to the basic thrust of the bill as It
pertains to relationships between citizen conservation societies concerned with
human environmental Issues and charitable foundations and others which provide
some of the operating funds of such societies.

We find It unfair, unjust and against the broad public Interest that such citizen
societies should be prevented from any activity, supported by charitable funds,
which directly, indirectly or ultimately might have some influence on legislation
to protect and preserve environmental values; whereas any business with a dollar
interest in an activity which threatens such environmental values is free to take
any and all steps to Influence legislation and charge It off to busiloss expense for
tax purposes. This would be Intolerable and can hardly represent the intent of
Congress, which has clearly demonstrated its concern with environmental values.

We urged also that the sections of the bill dealing with foundations and other
such charitable organizations be deleted from the bill and be taken up in depth
and detail In public hearings at which all view points can be adequately expressed.

Your statement in behalf of the National Audubon Society has been studied.
The League Is happy to be associated with it.

Sincerely,
J. W. PENFOLD,

ConScrra tion Director.

Dr. STATRR. These conservation groups together with ours comprise
over a half million members and our organizations are dependent en-
tirely upon voluntary public support. We receive no Government
grants, and I am not'here to plead the cause for private foundations
Rather, I am here solely to speak for the field of conservation.

"When mian landed on the moon he found not a living thing for the
moon has no water, no air, indeed none of the elements that life depends
upon. Back here on earth today Lake Erie is dead, the largest river
on the cast coast, the Hudson, is in its death throes. It is little more-
than an open sewer as it flows past the biggest city in the country.

The very air we breathe contains risipg amounts of pollutants, and a
declining proportion of oxygen. Tile parade of examples of serious:
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pollution and degradation of our national environment is far too long
to embark upon further here.

Our concern is to try to see to it that this death march is halted, and
that this earth of ours does not become another moon, barren and
lifeless, or a place unfit for a full and healthful life for man.

The cause of conservation I submit, cannot and should not be aban-
doned on the door step of government. It is the vital concern of all
people. We see it as our role to inform mankind about the natural
world he inhabits, and about his relations to it and about its importance
to him.

As I have said, we are not here to speak for private foundations.
Indeed we believe foundations in general have been derelict for they
have been slow to recognize the very grave problems of conservation.
In the past few years, however, we have been successful in generating
increasing financial support from foundations. I say financial support
for that is in truth the only really effective support they can give. The
foundations are not experts in conservation and they usually don't
pretend to be.

Their most effective role in conservation is to give financial support
to organizations which are experts in the field.

Yet the struggle to preserve our planet as a place where decent life
can exist is to be won as it must be won, our efforts will have to be
expanding and steadily increased over the long pull. It is therefore
essential that we have an ever increasing amount of support from
every source available including foundations. Any thing that will in
any way endanger the increasing and continuing perpetual support
of conservation we must view as potentially fatal.

We believe that the proposed tax law which you are considering
presents just such a danger, probably inadvertently. Our concern is
not alone with the details of specific provisions but also with the over-
all impact, in that the bill seems to add up almost to a general policy
to put a damper on future contributions, both from foundations and
from private citizens, to organizations such as ours.

As it stands, it may not hurt foundations as such nearly as much
as it will hurt conservation.

I have referred in my written statement to sections in I{.R. 13270
that appear the most. dangerous to us. I would like to talk about two
of them very briefly now.

The first is the divestiture provisions of section 4943. As I have
said, we see the war for conservation as never ending. It will require
perpetual support. To the extent that, 4943 will discourage additions
to existing foundations and the creation of new ones, we will have
lost. an important source of increasing perpetual support.

I have recently been made aware of an amendment of Senator Mil-
ler's which appears to represent the type of balanced and equitable
approach that I am suggesting.

Second, the penalty provisions of section 4943 are extremely, even
though indirectly, dangerous to us. Our most effective weapon in con-
servation is an informed public, and we must attempt to educate and
thereby affect the opinion of the general public to support. both the
Government's and our own efforts, for without that support little can
be done by anyone.
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We believe that a grant to us by a foundation will not be prohibited
by 4945, but we are not the ones to decide if such a grant shall be made.
That decision must be made by the foundation managers, and they
may very well be advised by their counsel that it. is possible that such
a grant may be subject to the sanctions of 4945. You see, because of
the severe penalties of 4945, foundation managers will have to live in
the world of possibilities. If they decide to play it. ultra safe, they
won't stiffer. We will.

If we are to be realistic in expecting future foundation Sul)port., it
must be made clear that grants to bona. fide conservation organiza-
tions will not be subject to the penalties of 4945.

There are other provisions of H.R. 13270 which will diminish the
ability and/or the incentive of private donors to support us, and my
written statement mentins them. They need balanced consideration,
taking more fully into account-than in our view does the House bill-
the values to our society of the work done by nonprofit groups such
as ours.

At a time when the cause of conservation is just beginning to re-
ceive the very essential supports of foundations, and of growing num-
bers of concerned private citizens, it is our earnest hope that whatever
changes may come in the tax law will not have the effect of diminish-
ing that support, for if they do, we are the ones that will suffer and
when I say we, I speak in fact of all mankind.
. In short, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we plead
with you to take a most careful look at this bill from the point of view
of beneficiaries such as we all am for the kind of tax incentives that
encourage support of the conservation effort.

If I may borrow a phrase from Mr. Hays who just testified, we hope
you will use our best craftsmanship to achieve a fair and equitable
and constructive result.

Thank you.
Senator ANDMON. Are there questions? I wouldn't want you to be

'here without somebody saying that you were a fine man, you served
with distinction in the administration some years ago and we are glad
to have you before us.

Dr. STAHrt. Thank you very much sir.
Senator Cumrs. Mr. Chairman, i would like to comment upon the

case made against the divestiture provision. I agree with you very
much.

With a new foundation it is very likely that it will be created by the
donor out of something that he has; isn't that correctI

Dr. STAUR. Yes, sir.
Senator Cuwrs. It is easier for him to give a portion of his busi-

ness than to give anything else.
Dr. STAMU. That is often true.
Senator Cmms. And this divestiture serves no purpose whatever.

It will not bring in one dime of revenue and there is no evidence be-
fore the committee that that particular class of foundations are guilty
of any more laxity than anybody else. That is the reason that I strong-
ly favor a period of gathering some nformnation before we try to find
the answers. Thank you.

(Dr. Stahr's prepared statement follows:)

I
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STATEMENT OF TIE HONORABLE ELVIS J. STAIIR, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL AUDUBON
SOCIETY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I am Elvis J. Star, Presi-
dent of the National Audubon Society, one of this country's largest direct-
membership conServation organizations. Today I am speaking for the Audubon
Society and am associated with several other conservation organizations-
Izaak Walton League of America, National Conservancy, National Wildlife
Federation, Trout Unlimited and Wilderness Society. Each of these organiza-
tions concurs with the fundamental principles enunciated in this statement but
not necessarily with the exact wording. Obviously, the other organizations are
not responsible for any answers I give to questions you might ask.

These organizations have a combined membership of over 500,000. As our
membership has grown through the years, so have our concerns with the environ-
ment in which we live.

Someone who starts out watching a bird soon realizes that when that bird can
no longer find a tree. to nest in, or a swamp in which to search for food, the
bird cannot survive. Our birdwatcher soon finds that this applies to every other
member of the animal kingdom, including man-each species needs its own spe-
cial food and shelter, yet all are inter-related. So our members wind up worry-
ing about a lot more things than birds and wildlife. That's what has happened
to us and it is reflected for example in the Audubon's official statement of
objectives:

To promote the conservation of wildlife and the natural environment.
To educate man regarding his relationship with, and his place within,

the natural environment as an ecological system.
In pursuing these objectives through the years we have established many pri-
vate sanctuaries and parks in several different parts of the country, to help pre-
serve habitat as well as wildlife. We have helped inform the public about the
battles to save our publicly-owned wild areas-to name just a few, the redwoods,
the Grand Canyon, the Everglades, the Great Swamp.

We have pioneered in teaching concepts of conservation to both adults and
children-with summer study camps primarily for teachers and youth workers,
with long-standing programs of producing teaching material on natural history
and conservation at all grade levels, with fine nature centers which we have
helped local people plan and establish all over the country.

The purposes of our organizations, then, are two-action and education. This
can encompass anything from taking kids out of the city ghetto on a walk through
a centuries-old hemlock forest, to working to save one of our precious unique
wildernesses. It includes battling a world-wide pollutant that we feel is such a
critical threat to all of us. I refer, of course, to our current campaign against
"hard" pesticides--those insect-killers that farsighted scientists warned us long
ago would turn on us and destroy the life around that we cherish and, indeed,
cannot live without.

The key phrase in this brief discussion of conservation and the environment is
that last one-"cannot live without."

People are just beginning to realize fully what we are doing to our environ-
ment-how closely all living things are tied together in a web of mutual sup-
port--and how wantonly we have been tearing that web apart. We have wrested
precious minerals from the land and left behind acres of stripped soil, moun-
tains of slag and tailings. We have felled the trees and left the land behind open
to erosion and flooding, then taken the wood, made it into pulp, and dumped
the wastes into our rivers--along with our sewage, garbage and chemicals. We
have called our wetlands useless and have proceeded to make them just that by
filling them up with our bounty of tin cans, old stoves, refrigerators, furniture
and junked cars. Our affluent society, with its cars, air conditioning and central
heating, has given our urban areas such polluted air that it is a health hazard
Just to stand on a street corner in places like New York and Los Angeles and
breathe.

The message we conservationists try to get across is that man cannot live
without trees, clean water, clean air, unpolluted wetlands and shorelines, and
productive natural life cycles of both plants and animals; that man must learn
to use nature's resources and to return them to her in a way in which she can
use them to rcnew life, not destroy it.
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We have no selfish motives, no profit motives--we have only the public interest
to serve, Including the interests of our posterity in a decent environment on this
planet.

We know now why life wasn't found on the moon. It simply lacks the air,
water and other basic ingredients of the processes which make life possible here
on Earth. It is ironic indeed that these very ingredients are being seriously de.
graded, polluted and in some cases even destroyed here on earth.

Now we are getting down to the reason I am here. This tax reform bill, as
passed by the House, would be a serious setback to the conservation movement.
It would have no direct effect on any of our organizations, because we are not
"private foundations." But Indirectly, It would curtail the activities of non-profit
conservation organizations that depend upon philanthropy and Foundation grants
for part of their budgets.

It would endanger our sources of funds just at a time when groups like ours so
urgently need to step up our efforts to make the public aware of the facts and
the dangers In connection with what is happening to the environment and to
develop alternative solutions for problems In their own communities, states and
areas.

As members of this committee, you are aware of how vital it is to have an
Informed public, and how important n role private organizations can and do play
in educating all of us on many important matters. There need to be means of
informing interested citizens other tlban through government sources.

This is not to say that government agencies have not done fine work in some
areas. But In other areas they have failed-to get an Idea of what they have
failed to do, may I suggest you read the recent report of the citizens' panel of
the President's new Council on Environmental Quality. So we feel strongly that
these private organizations must le strengthened.

You will appreciate my concern, then. that practically out of the blue we are
confronted with new-and surely unintentloned-roadblocks to that strength-
ening. In general, we are in agreement with Assistant Secretary Cohen's statement
that, "The Federal Government thus has a vital Interest In Insuring that their
assets [private foundations] are properly applied. The provisions of the House
bill dealing with private foundations will tend to Insure that their property is
devoted solely to charitable purposes. Private foundations will thus become an
[sici even more useful as a flexible source of support for achievement of new
levels of thought and action, relieving the burdens of government." In this re-
spect, we approve many of the purposes of the bill. However, we fear that the
House In its enthusiasm to Insure devotion of the property of foundations to
charitable purposes may have created a law which in some instances will pro-
duce the opposite result.

The problems related to private foundations not our sole concern, but as
objective beneficiaries of grants and gifts from private foundations as well as
from the general public we would like to discuss proposed Code sections 84 and
277, 506,4942, 4943, and 4945 : -

SECTIONS 84 AND 277

The combined effect of the limitation on tax preferences and allocations of
deductions mny critically penalize conservation organizations since substantial
gifts of real estate and other property for such purposes would no longer be
attractive to donors. We concur with the Administration's suggested removal of
charitable gifts from the area of limit on tax preferences and allocation of
deductions:

1... it appears that the inclusion [in the Bill] of gifts of appreciated prop-
erty to charity as a tax reference item will reduce the benefit of the contribution,
and thus, unduly restrict public support of worthwhile educational and other
public charitable Institutions."

8FcrroN 508

In providing new laws concerning charitable organizations, the House created
section 506 (71/(% tax on investment income) primarily so that taxpayers, in
general, would not have to pay the Increased governmental supervisory costs.
We also believe pWvate foundations should pay such administrative costs. How-
ever, Vl% is too high to be a true license fee. We recommend the adoption
of the Administration proposal of a 2% rate. and consider It Important that the
money be suitably ear marked for administration and supervising.

• , ./
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SECrTox 49.12

As beneficiaries we believe that a minimum distribution requirement is sound.
We are in coml)lete agreement with the House's lhilosophy that when donors
receive immediate and sometimes substantial tax beneits from contributions,
charitable organizations should receive current benefits.

While our group approves the principle of a statutory income equivalent, it
is not prepared to comment on the appropriate percentage, nor on tile many
te(h.lltal problemss that undoubtedly exist in this difficult section, except for the
definition of "operating foundation" in section 4942(j) (3) (B) (1i). This provi-
sion attempts to i)rolibit private foundation. from creating other private founda-
tions in order to circumvent the income equivalent. As drafted, it may discouragee
the creation of new small charitable organizations.

The limitation of receiving funds from the public or at least five exellijit
organizations none of which contributes more than 25 percent, in effect declares
any such organization captive instead of looking to its actual operation. While
such a principle may be valid for large organizations, i.c., the larger the entity
the easier to measure worthiness by Its contact with the public at large, it may
be Incorrect regarding the establishment and operation of smaller entities.
Many worthy organizations would not have been created if this section were
applicable since each was originally created by one man, then primarily sus-
tained by the grants of one foundation, and ultimately adopted by the public.
These and other entities like them are the future supporters of conservation.
If they are automatically defined as non-operating, they will experience difficulty
in obtaining grants.

We recognize the technical difficulties inherent in revising this section to ac-
complish valid purpose.4 without doing away with tile type of organization just
mentioned, but believe they can be solved.

SEOTION 4943

As beneficiaries we oppose this section. We have benellted greatly from grants
by private foundations in the past and hope to il the future.

As stated earlier, we are "objective beneficiaries." If the Senate adopts tile
House's concept of an income equivalent and proper self-dealing provisions. we see
no reason for a divestiture law. Tile evils of control that have been referred to
relate primarily to these two areas. Perhals there should be soine additional safe-
guards: a requirement of public holding within a reasonable lrilod. for example,
would place corporations much of whose stock is tell by a private foundation
under the scrutiny of the Securities and Exchange Commission. Perhaps percent-
age of ownership should, within a reasonable period, he cut to less than 150%.

As a group, we do not believe it is our place to make specific recommendations
along these lines. What is important is that divestiture provisions, if any, should
not be so harsh that present donors will be discouraged from adding to founda-
tions, and potential donors will be discouraged from creating thenl. Foundations
are normally created with mixed motives: a desire to protect control of a cor-
poration rather than see It subject to raids or swallowed in ftn acquisition can
quite properly be coupled with a desire to benefit charity. We believe the House
limitation of 20% to be both unnecessary and harllful, and hope tile final law will
either remove the divestiture provision completely or at least substantially
liberalize It.

Reiterating tile group's position against section 4943, the ends of charity
are met where there can be no self-dealing and private foundations must dispense
their income annually, regardless of corlprate control. In fact, charity ha.
benefited greatly and will continue to d so when men of phillanthroplc silirit are
encouraged to create private foundations with the assets of a business.

5EMOION 4045

We note that section 4945 imposes a 100% tax on every "taxable expenditure"
of a private foundation plus a tax of 50% on any foundation manager wio agrees
to the making of such expenditure, and that the term "taxable expenditure"
not only Includes any amount paid or incurred by a private foundation to carry
on "propaganda" or otherwise to attempt to influence legislation, but also is
additionally defined to Include "any attempt to influence legislation through
and attempt to affect the opinion of the general public or any segment thereof"
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as well as any private communication with any member or employee of any
legislative body or any other person who may participate in the formulation
of the legislation.

The precise scope and meaning of these proscriptions are far from clear.
Private foundations might well conclude that under the bill they could no longer
safely make grants to any exempt organization active In the conservation area of
our National life which directly or Indirectly engages-to any degree-In any of
the activities described above, because It might be deemed that the grantee's
activities "tainted", so to speak, the grants by the private foundations nd made
them "taxable expenditures." Should this occur, It would have a serious adverse
imlpavt on a variety of organizations which traditionally, somie for more than
half a century, have been engaged In conservation work In this country.

The problem, we think, Is simple and ominous: the bill imposes such inordl.
nately heavy penalties for tansgresslon of Its provisions, not only on an offending
foundation Itself, but also on Its managers (which by definition Include trustees
as well as executive offmeers) as to mean as a practical matter that It Is unlikely
that foundations will risk making grants to any conservation group since those
groups conceivably might-indeed, they sometimes must under their charters-
endeavor to influence public opinion to stop the littering, polluting and general
degrading of our natural environment, on which every human depends. Public
problems of these kinds sooner or later may engage the Interest of legislative
bodies, from city councils to the Congress, and thus may In Instances be said to
Involve legislation.

We would therefore stress to the Committee that the provisions of the bill
regarding foundation grants to non-profit organizations such as ours should be.
In any event, much more precisely and clearly defined In order that both private
foundations and their grantees might know with certainty what they can and
what they cannot properly (1o, in order that the work of conservation groups,
such as ours, which Is almost universally approved and applauded, be not signifl-
cailtly Impaired.

We earnestly hope, and respectfully ask that you give these provisions of the
tax reform bill separate and thorough study on their own merits and demerits.

I would like to mention an additional matter of Importance to our group aside
from the matters previously covered. If the Committee should decide to recoi-
mend an amendment to bill section 201(a) (1) (13) extending the 80% classifica-
tion to any additional specific type of organizations, It Is respectfully requested
that there be Included "an organization whose principal purpose Is to promote
the conservation of either wildlife or natural resources."

In conclusion, the conservation societies for which I am speaking today concur
with the objective of removing existing evils from the foundation field, but
believe that parts of the bill have a punitive rather than remedial effect. We
can perselve that an unintended result of parts of the bill will almost surely be
the drying up of a most Important and proper source of funds upon which
religious, educational, conservation and other proper charitable activities must
depend In order to do their vital work.

Senator AN1,h;1soN. The next witness is howard .T. Privett, the
James Irvine Foundation.

Senator BrNNE1,"r. Mr. Chairman, since we have two witnesses from
the James Irvine Foundation, maybe we should hear both of them
together. That is your decision.

Senator ANDEiioN1. Will you proceed.

STATEMENT OF HOWARD 1. PRIVETT, THE JAMES IRVINE FOUN-
DATION; ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN T. SAPIENZA, COVINGTON &
BURLING, WASHINGTON, D.C.; AND TOHN S. FLUOR, DIRECTOR,
JAMES IRVINE FOUNDATION

Mr. Pnn'iTr. WVe very much appreciate the opportunity preopted
to us to present the views of the Janies Irvine Foundation of the bill
that is before you, the members of this very distinguished committee.



,My name is Ioward J. Privett a member of the law firm of Mccutchen,
Blaic, Virleger & Shea of Los Angeles, Calif.

I have served as counsel for the Jlmes Irvine Foundation for more
thi111 10 years. Oil my left sits M r. Jonli S. Fillor, one of the 11 mem-
bers of the board of 'irectors of the James Irvine Foundation. On my
right sits Mr. John T. Sapieiza of the firm of ('ovington & Burling,
the Wasi ngton counsel for the foundation.

In the time allotted to us this morning, we should like to address
ourselves and to focus your attention for a moment on the effect of
two provisions of this bill on the small community oriented foundations
like the James Irvine Foundation. The sections 1 refer to are the pro-
visions for limiting the stock ownership of l)rivate foundations alld
the provisions that relate to a minimumilii investment return from their
investment assets.

Let me. say first, that Mrs. Joan Irvine Smith is not. a member or di-
rector of tle. James Irvine Foundation nor has she ever been con-
nected with the foundation. She is a granddaughter of James Irvine,
the donor of the James h'vine Foundation, and a stockholder in the
Irvine Co.

Mr. Ir'ine was a very successful California businessman. The aset
which he had, which lhe personally characterized as his life's work,
was a large landholding which was operated by him as a ranch in
Orange County, Calif. It consists of approximately 18 percent of the
land area of that county today. IN 19:7 Mr. Irvine, who had always ex-
pressed his philanthropic concern for his neighbors and assisted them
during his lifetime, made an irrevocable decision or rather a, decision
that became irrevocable on his death. lie committed 51 percent of the
stock of the Irvine Co., which is the incorporated name of the ranch to
which I have referred, to the James Irvine Foundation. le did this by
establishing a charitable trust ilulder the laws of the State of Califorlia
and committingng to this trust. this 51 percent. stock ownership during
his lifetime. Tie balance of the stock, or 49 percent, he gave to the
various members of his family. Therefore, Aio Irvine Company is
owned 51 percent, or majority by the charitable foundation, and the
minority of 49 percent is owned )y the members of his family.

We think that, a close examination of the records that are available,
and theos are not. complete, will disclose that there are literally thou-
sands of foundations in the country, including some of the great, ones
about which you have heard, and from whom you have heard in the
l)roccedings before this committee, names like the Kellogg Foundation,
that have been started 1y tie gift of a substantial business interest
to the foill(Illtlol. So this is not an atypical situation we, have with
the ,Tames Irvino Foundation. We submit that. it. is typical.

The gift that Mr. Irvine made, when it became irrevocable in 1947
on his death, 10 years after the establishment of the foundation, had
a value for estate and inheritance tax purposes of $5.6 million.

Now if this gift, had not been for charitable use and expressedly and
explicitly limited to charitable use, it would have been subject to an
estate inheritance tax of 77 percent, or al)pt'oxinatey $4.3 million.

rite estate tax benefit and the only tax benefit conferred by virtue
of this gift was that $1.3 million. Mr. Irvine gained no tax benefits
during hs ifetime by reason of this gift. The Irvine Co., during Mr.
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rvine' lifetime and at. all times since that date, down to tile present,
has .)aid the full measure of tax that any other cororation lays. Mr•
Ir'vine gained no tax deduction during his lifetime. )I the $4.3 million
tax that was not paid on Mr. Irvine's death, what have been the bene-
fits that have been conferred? On this gift income to date has been
earned which has been distrii)lted to the Private colleges aiid univer-
sities. hospitals, and voutl organizations in the coliniunitit.s served
by this foundation ot $10.3 million. 'nhat is to say almost. double the
anount of tile tax benefit conferred or of the loss of tax revenue to the
U.S. Treasury has been returned directly to the small community
which Mr. hrvine desired to benefit at the time he, made this gift.

We, therefore, with this background and with this framework, and
we claii no special status for tile ,aIlles 1rvile Foundation, indeed
we think it is very clear from the Treasury Department report and
the express pronouncements of the Treastury following its study, we
think it is clear from the hearings before the House Ways and Means
Committee that the results obtained for charity by virtue of Mr.
Irvine's gift. are commonplace in the foundation field.

It is in this framework that we ask the members of the committee to
consider first the effects of 20-percent stock ownership limitation.
First, it is probably a bad thing for foundations that t is has come
to be known as the 20-percent stock ownership limitation. It is not
that, at all. As applied to the small foundations that I am talking
about now, it is a 100-percent divestiture requirement. As long as a
donor gives part of his business to the members of his family wvho are
the natural objects of his bounty, and lie gives the balance of it. to a
foundation, the foundation must divest itself of all its interest, for as
long as much as 20 percent of the stock owned is owned by members
of the donor's family, the foundation is not permitted to own any
stock.

Accordingly as applied to the Irvine Foundation, we would be re-
quired to divest 100 percent of our stock in the Irvine Co.

Now it has already been observed that a very substantial portion
of the capital available in the country today that can be transferred
and devoted for public use and for our concern for the betterment of
Americ4n life is in busiue.s s enterprises owiled by men of vision and con-
cern like Mr. Irvine. We submit that there halve been no facts estab-
lished by either the Treasury Del)artment or in tile hearings thus far
held which would warrant the adoption of a so drastic and far reach-
ing rule as the compulsory divestiture that has been l)roposed in tile
House bill.

We respectfully draw the attention of the members of the committee
to the lack of t.le existence of any evidence whatsoever that there is a
correlation between the amount of stock that a charitable organization
owns and the opportunity for or'the incidence of any of the abuses
about which there has been testimony.

Now of course there are abuses in the foundation field as there are
abuses in all the other areas of American life as we know it. We respect-
fully urge the members of the committee to reject the sweeping divesti-
ture proposal,-and to proceed with measures designed specifically to
deal directly with the areas of abuses here they have occurred.

We think that the self-dealing provisions of the p resent bill contains
provisions which may be helpful in this respect. The directors. of the
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James Irvine Foundation have adopted and publicly stated the policy
that they operate this trust in the public interest, and that any rule s
that the members of the committee might think appropriate to l)revent
abuses by rules with respect to self-dealing we think would be
appropriate.
We think further that the provisions for reporting and publication

of all of the facts regarding foundations will be helpful. We further
submit that the entire foundation field has been hurt by the very severe
lack of enforcement and audit of existing laws and regulations, and
we think it. very likely that many of the witnesses who are here today
would not be here today and we would not be taking up the time of
this committee? if the laws that are already on the books and have been
on the books for some years had been actively enforced. If a. fee by
foundations is necessary to bring about this auditing which will take
the field of private philanthropy out of the disrepute which has cone
upon it, then we think that also would be appropriate.

If notwithstanding what we think or the very strong reasons for
rejecting this divestiture proposal in its broad sweeping application
which we cannot see how it will in any respect operate to cure the
abuses about which there has been testimony, is to be adopted, then
we respectfully urge the members of the committee to give the most
serious consideration to whether that rule should be given a retro-
active ex post facto application to irrevocable trust established by the
donors who are long since dead.

We respectfully submit that men like Mi'. Irvine at the time they
committed their property and made irrevocable decisions with respect
to it, which were lawful and valid at the time they were made, ha( a
right to expect from the Government that it would not change the law
in the future so as to undo the dispositions which they made of their
propertyy and the basis for the decisions which they made which were

valid and lawful at. the them when they were made and have been
lawfully carried out since tHat date.

Finally on this l)aticular rule, if a divestiture rule is to be applied
retroactively, no segment of the foundation community will be more.
seriously eft'eeted or harder hit than the small community oriented
foundations whose only or )rincipal asset consists of ownership of
stock in a closely held corporation.

The provisions of the House bill in this respect are. grossly inade-
quate. They would allow the ,James Irvine Foundation a total of only
5 years to dispse of an asset that is worth somewhere in excess of $106
million in a corporation where there has never been any established
market. In fact there have only been 2 minute sales of this stock within
the last 20 years, and one of those from a brother to a sister consisting
of one share and a sale of a few shares at an estate sale.

The Ford Foundation, I believe, started in 1953 to divest itself of
its interest or a portion of its interest in the Ford Motor Co. Moving
as rapidly as it could with safety for the value of its assets and for
protection of the interest of the other stockholders, it has taken down
to the present, and it still owns somewhere in the neighborhood of 27
percent of the Ford Motor Co. equity, so in a period of 13 or 14 years.
moving as rapidly as they could, it has taken t iem that length of time'
and we respectfully submit that the 5 year it is allowed by the present
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bill to foundations such as ourselves is not nearly adequate for tlht
purpose and that the inevitable result will be that this trust will lose
very substantially the value of its capital, which should remain in
perpetuity for the benefit of the charities Mr. Irvi n intended to benefit.

I call your attention also that the House bill has a 2-year interim
provision, which requires disposition of 10 percent of your excess hold-
ings within 2 years, unless you can make a case for hardship. That
particular provision, it is interesting to note, applies to existing or-
ganizations, but it does not apply to foundations created in the future.
They have a full 5 year period without an interim provision. We think
this is an unfair application and recommend that both the 5 year
interim period and the 2-year period be eliminated fronm the bill.

The United States Supreme Court in deciding what was a reasonable
divestiture period for the DuPont Co. which was found to lhave violated
the antitrust laws in acquiring General Motors stock, for the protection
of the interests of the corporation whose stock was held, for tie protec-
tion of the value of the interest of the stockholders of DuPont, for the
protection of the interests of the other stockholders of the General
Motors Corp. the court allowed a 10-year period. We don't feel that
interests that were lawful when acquired and have been lawfully
operated ought to be less liberally treated. We respectfully submit to
the members of the committee that the absolute minimum period thlt.
is required to protect the interests of the charities that are now irrevo-
cable who hold their assets in closely held corporations is 10 years.
We submit further that we see no reason for great liberality not being
allowed in this respect.

Mr. Chairman, the other provision I would like to make mention
of briefly is the minimum investment return provision. The director.
of the James Irvine Foundation have always followed the policy of
paying out on a current basis all of the income which they receive.

Wehave no objection to the provisions in the bill which require that
foundations make that kind of a payout..

However, we believe the minimum investment return proposal is
unrealistic as it would apply to foundations such as the James Irvine
Foundation.

In the first place, taking an asset such as the Irvine Co., which lies
just south of the urban growth in Los Angeles County, the value of
the real properties in that county since 1960 have accelerated very
rapidly, and the growth in the value of these real properties cause
of the growth in population density has very greatly exceeded the
capacity of these properties to earn income, and necesarily of course
the increase in the value of such properties will run years ahead of
the actual income that will be produced from those properties as they
are developed for residential, commercial, industrial purposes as they
can be.

Accordingly we suggest for the consideration of the committee that
an income equivalent provision tied to a concept as illusory as fair
market. value when applied to an interest in a closely hold corporation
will not necessarily protect the interests which are to be protected and
may work severe hardships on the organizations which hold those
investments.

We call the attention of the committee to the fact that we are not
talking about investments that directors or trustees of foundations
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have gone out and selected in the marketplace. We are talking about
the investment that they have by virtue of a gift from their donor,
and gifts made with directors by the trustor to the trustees of the trust
as to the manner in which those should be administered.

In summary, we respectfully submit that the minimum investment
return provision should be tried to the tax benefit that has been con-
ferred, not to the market value of the asset.

Secondly, that it should not apply to those trusts which are irrevo-
cable, and which are prevented by the terms of their governing instru-
ments from making distributions out of their corpus.
The #James Irvine Foundation trust does not permit the trustees in

the James Irvine Foundation to distribute out of the cor)us of the
trust. Accordingly we could not comply with the minimum investment
return provision unless our income was actually equal to 5 percent.
That would be taken care of, of course, by the requirement that we
distribute all of our income.

Secondly, we submit that this minimum investment return provision
should not apply to assets which trustees are directed by their govern-
ing instruments to retain.

If a trustee has no power to change the corpus of his trust or the
investment in which the trust is eidowed, then it would serve no
purpose for the Congress to apply a provision which would over a
period of years erode tie value of the corpus.

With these points, Mr. Chairman, I conclude my formal statement.
(The James Irvine Foundation's prepared statement and a supple-

mental statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF THE JAMES IRVINE FOUNDATION REOARDINO PROVISIONS OF SECTION
101 oF H.R. 13270

The James Irvine Foundation, a California corporation, Is the owner, as
trustee, of 459 shares of stock of The Irvine Company, which is 54.55 percent of
its issued and outstanding stock. This interest was acquired by inter viros gift
from James Irvine in 1937 under the terms of an Indenture of Trust in which
Mr. Irvine directed the Foundation to hold and administer the stock under the
trust "as a unit without division or segregation thereof" and to devote the Income
therefrom exclusively to charitable uses and purposes in the State of California.
The Indenture further provides, inter alfa:

"Trustor hereby makes the following directions with respect to the management
of the shares of stock of The Irvine Company and thi property thereof, which
consists for the most part of a land holding situated in Orange County, Cali-
fornia: that inasmuch as the development and operation of said property has
constituted the life work of the Trustor, It Is the purpose of said Trustor, by
the creation of this trust and by vesting in the Trustee through Its holding of
said stock of The Irvine Company, the exercise of a controlling voice In the
operation of its properties, to perpetuate the operation thereof and thus Insure
an adequate foundation for the charitable purposes herein provided."

The Irvine Company is a closely held business corporation. The ownership of
its stock, other than that held by the Foundation, is divided between 12 parties,
most of whom are related by blood or marriage to the Foundation's donor. The
stock Is not traded and has no established market. Except for transactions in
which the Company purchased and retired shares of Its own stock, there have
been only two sales In the past 20 years; one In 1904 In which a minority share-
holder sold his sister one share at a price of $115,000 and one In 19060 In which the
estate of a deceased shareholder sold 15 shares at a public auction for a price of
$108,33 per share to raise money for taxes. The Company's purchases were:
50 shares at a price of $109,000 per share in 1962 and 13/j shares at a price of
$250,000 per share In 190&
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l'nler the laws applicable to The Irvine Colpany, the Folinda tioli's stock
ownership entities It (n) to elect four of the seven members of the Company's
Board of Directors, (b) to vote the stock on all matters of Company business
requiring shareholder approval and (c) to receive 54.55 percent of till corporate
distributions. The cash dividend paid by tie Company during its fiscal year ended
April 30. 1969 was $2,850 Ir share, or a total of $1,308,150 on the 459 shares
owned by the Foundation. This represents an Increase of more than 500 percent
in the amnnal dividend rate of $500 per share paid by the Company li 1948, the
year the Foundation's rights in the stock vested.

Through a partial liquidation In 1902 The Irvine Company distributed several
parcels of real property to Its shareholders in redemption of a portion of their
stock. The Foundation's pro rata share Interest in the properties had a value of
$0.211,23.

There have been no business transactions between the Foundation and Tile
Irvine Company. More specifically, the Foundation has neither loaned or borrowed
money nor sold or purchased property from the Company.

Ti Foundation is managed by anl 11-memer Board of Directors. One of the
Directors Is a granddaughter of Mr. Irvine. The remaining 10 Directors are in no
way related to Mr. Irvine or his family. In the administration of Its trust, the
Foundation is regulated and supervised by the California Attorney General under
the provisions of the Uniform Supervision of Trustees For Charitable Purposes
Act (California Government Code, Sees. 12580-12595).

Mr. Irvine gained no tax advantage and realized no deduction or other tax
benefit during his lifetime by reason of his gift of a majority of The Irvine
Company stock to tile Foundation in trust for charitable purposes. On Mr. Irvine's
death in 1"47. the trust became irrevocable under California law and a tax benefit
was realized in that the stock (which was then valued at $11,000 per share or
$5,610.000) was exempt from the estate and Inheritance taxes which would have
beeni payable if the inter vifros gift had not been limited to charitable uses.

Tile Foundation's ownership of a majority stock interest In Tile Irvine Company
has at no time in tile mist, and does not today, provide a tax beneilt or advantage
of any kind to the Company. All of its operations. were fully taxable before, Mr.
Irvin's charitable gift It trust, and they remained so after the gift was made.
Today, am during Mr. Irvine's lifetime, The Irvine ConImany pays the full measure
of taxes that any other corporation is obligated to pay. The only Income tax benefit
that has resulted front the fact 1r. Irvine's gift of stock was for charitable uses
Is that the Foundation is not obligated to lmy taxes on the dividends that It re-
teives. The dividends, of course, are the trust Income which the Foundation
distributes to charity on a current basis.

TAXIS ON EXCESS 111VSINESS HOLDINGS

(Section 101 (b) of 1I.R. 13270 and New Section 4943 of the Code)

This section places precise limits on the amount of voting stock of a business
corporation that may be owned by a foundation. The maximum limit Is 20%. The
specific limit aplipicable to each foundation is determined by subtracting from
the 20% maximum the percentage of voting stock owned by nil disqualified
persons, Including tile foundation's donor and all other substantial contributors
and their families and lineal descendants. An exception Is provided where an
Independent third-party has control of the business corporation and time founda-
tion and all dlsqulailfled persons combined own les than 35% of tihe voting stock.
In that case, the maximum limit on the amount of voting stock of a business
corporation that may be owned hy a foundation is 3.5% reduced by the aggregate
percentage of the voting stock owned by all disqualified persons. Under the terms
of a dc nidmis rule included In the section, foundations are permitted to own as
much as 2% of a bu-siness corporation's voting stock even though the combined
ownership of disqualified persons is equal to or exceeds the applicable maximii
limit.

All stock held by a foundation in excess of Its permitted limit must be disposed
of within specified time periods. The sanctions imposed for failure to coml)ly with
the divestiture requirements Is an Initial tax of 5% of the value of the excess
stock holdings and an additional tax equal to 200% of the value of such excess
stock holdings if they have not been disposed of by the close of a designated
correction period.
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It may be somewhat difficult to asosess the full extent of the near and long term
damage to the cause of private philanthropy that would result from a change In
the mlicy of our tax law as drastic and as bludgeon-like iII Its application as that
propo.'(d by this section of the House bill. But there can be doubt that the damage
would be great and woulh have far reaching consequences. It would reverse the
Incentive that has been provided by our tax laws over the past half century for
the dedication of private wealth to the benefit of the public. Moreover, It would
comln'l long established public trusts that have been administered explicitly in
til public interest to divorce themselves from the stock Interests with which they
were endowed and which have provided the resources for their important and
growing contributions to the public welfare.

The effects of such a policy change would fall most heavily on the small
comlnunity-oriented foundations capitalized by a substantial ownership Interest
in a local business and on donors whose accumulated wealth consists of owner-
ship of a business enterprise. In this area, a compulsory divestiture rule would
constitute a deterrent of such proportion that it would virtually laiinte the
making of gifts of substantial interests in the donor's business for the perpetual
use of charity, whereas such gifts are now commonplace and were the source of
beginning for many of the great foundations operating in the country today.
Since the personal wealth of the group of persons who own businesses repre-
sents a significant portion of the private capital in the United States, there
can he little doubt that the adoption of such a rule would be followed by a sub-
stantial diminution In the number and financial capacity of foundations to serve
the ever-growing local needs that are now being met through private philan.
thropy. The magnitude of the potential loss can be, perhaps, best demonstrated
by a brief look at The Jaies Irvine Foundation.

Its founder, Mr. James Irvine, owned a large ranch in Orange County, Cali-
fornia. which he Incorporated under the name "The Irvine Company". Mr. Irvine
devoted himself fully to this enterprise and personally characterized It as his
life's work. Forty-nine percent of the stock of the company was given by Mr.
Irvine to members of his family. With the remaining 51 percent or majority of
time -tock he established ia charitable trust for tihe benefit of the people of
California with particular emphasis on the needs of the people of the county
In which the ranch was located. The James Irvine Foundation was organized
to administer this trust as its trustee.

On Mr. Irvine's death in 1947 his trust became Irrevocable under California
law. On that date the total value 'of the majority stock interest with which
Mr. Irvine endowed the trust was $5,010,000. To date the Income received from
this 5.6 million dollar gift has enabled the trust to make direct grants of more
than 10 million dollars to the universities, colleges, hospitals, youth organiza-
tions and similar charities within the community it was established to benefit.
During the same period of time the value of this gift, which will continue to
serve the public In perpetuity, has Increased dramatically.

The contribution to the public welfare from Mr. Irvine's gift of a majority
stock Interest In his business Is not a unique or Isolated occurrence. Indeed, the
record of the hearings before the House Ways and Means Committee. establishes
that such results are quite commonly obtained from gifts of substantial business
interests for charitable uses.

The proposal to enact a law applicable to such gifts as harsh and undiscrim-
nating as across-the-board compulsory divestiture is unwarranted and should be

rejected unless there Is clear evidence (1) that the gifts produce some sub-
stantial evil which cannot be reasonably corrected by more refined regulations
and (2) that the evil resulting from the gifts will have demonstrably more
serious consequences than those produced by the remedy. Clearly, no such con-
dition can be found in the operations of private foundations. The study made
by the Treasury Department at the request of this Committee and of the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means disclosed that "the preponderant number of private
foundations perform their functions without tax abuse"; that "most private
foundations act responsibly and contribute significantly to the improvement of
our society"; and that "upon the whole, the record of foundation disbursements
i one of solid accomplishment". (Treasury Report on Private Foundations, Feb-
ruary 2, 1965, p 2, 13 and 14.)

In the area of foundation involvement in business, the Treasury has reported
"several kinds of undesirable results" from the operations of a minority of
foundations. They are said to be (a) competitive advantages; (b) varied forms
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of self-dealing; (c) deferral benefits to charity; and (d) distraction of tie
attention of foundation managers from charitable activities. The Treasury
concedes (Report, 1). 36) that these results are not a necessary consequence of
foundation ownership of business interests and no facts have been presented,
either In the Treasury study or the hearings of the House Committee, which
would support a conclusion that they do occur in the operations of any mean.
Ingful proportion of the foundations that own in excess of 20% of a business
corporation. This Is true, we submit, because the situations and practices that
give rise to such results are not related to and cannot be rationally correlated
with the amount of a foundation's stock interest in a business corporation.

The appropriate remedy for the "undesirable results" of foundation involve.
mient in business suggested by the Treasury study may be found in more active
enforcement of existing law or in the adoption of new provisions tailored
specifically to deal directly with the conduct and practices that cause such
results. They cannot be corrected as effectively and should not be corrected by
a wholesale compulsory divestiture rule, whose impact would extend well beyond
the limits of the problem and would itself give rise to "undesirable results"
of an economic and social nature more serious than those it seeks to eliminate.

It has been suggested by some qualified commentators, and we think cor-
rectly so, that the only substantial basis for the Treasury proposal of a broad
stock ownership limitation is administrative convenience and that the only
benefit that would be realized by adoption of the rule would be some easing of
the burden of administering the tax law. (See, e.g., Robert E. Gother, Anal isis
and Criticism of The Treasury Proposal To Limit Stock Owner8hip By Private
Foundations, 13 UCLA Law Review 1017 (1966), a copy of which is annexed
hereto for the convenience of the members of the Committee.) We acknowledge
that the burden of enforcing a law is a proper legislative concern and that there
would be administrative difficulties and additional costs involved in enforcing
regulations directed at specific abuses. However, the assumption of these burdens
is more than Justified by the greater effectiveness such rules would have in the
curbing of abuses in the problem areas and by the preservation of the substantial
benefits to the people that now obtain because businessmen are free to contribute
interests in their businesses in unlimited amount to perpetual charitable uses.

We, therefore, respectfully urge the members of the Committee to proceed
with measures designed to curb specific abuses and to reject a broad, sweeping
compulsory divestiture rule which would defeat the intentions of donors of
existing public trusts and operate as a powerful deterrent to the making of
substantial gifts of corporate stock to charity in the future.

If tile Committee nevertheless concludes that the divestiture proposal should
be adopted, we request that new section 4943 be modified in the following respects
to litigate the harsh and unjust effects it would have on existing organizations.

1. An exception to the divestiture requirements should be made for foundations
and trusts In existence on May 26, 1969, with respect to all business interests
acquired by gift or bequest before that date. The House bill has already provided
an exception for two such organizations: the W. K. Kellogg Foundation which
has as its soh, asset 50.34% of time voting stock of the Kellogg Company : and the
Tlenwood Foundation which owns about 70% of the stock of the Coca-Cola
Bottling Co. (Thomas) of Chattanooga. The good reasons that commend the
making of these exceptions, also apply to The James Irvine Foundation and the
overwhelming majority of other foundations. In this connection, Representative
James B. Utt (Republican of California), a member of the Committee oi Ways
and Means. made the following pertinent observation in proceedings recorded In
the Congressional Record for August 6, 1969:

"We have given certain foundations complete immunity.
"It was considered that control of'a corporation by a foundation was an evil

thing. It was even evil If it were to be controlled by a consort consisting of the
founder and members of the founder's family to the second and third generation..
Later, tie committee decided that if the people of the foundation were 'good'
people and qualified under a technical amendment, total control of a corporation
was to be OK. That took care of the Kelloggs of Battle Creek. I am certain that
there are many family foundations Just as virtuous as the Kellogg Foundation.
but they do not receive preferential treatment. To name but a few, I would refer
you to the Hormel Foundation, the Waterman Foundation and the Kaiser Foun-
dation. Why this discrimination?"
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Congress has, on numerous occasions, applied the equitable principle that new
tax provisions should not apply to transactions irrevocably entered into In good
faith at a time when there was no tax or penalty on such transactions. See, e.g.,
IRC See. 2038 (excluding from estate tax revocable transfers made on or before
June 22, 1936), IR See. 2041 (excluding from estate tax unexercised general
powers of appointment created on or before October 21, 1942), IRC See. 2107
(excluding from estate tax estates of expatriates losing U.S. citizenship prior
to March 8, 1965), See. 601 of H.R. 13270 (excluding existing tax-exempt securi-
ties), and Sec. 703 of H.R. 13270 (excluding front the proposed repeal of the in-
vestment credit property acquired prior to April 19, 1969 and property con-
structed, reconstructed, erected or acquired pursuant to a contract which was,
on April 18, 1969, and at all times thereafter, binding on the taxpayer). These,
and many other like provisions enacted by Congress, recognize the basic unfair-
ness of applying penalties or prohibitions to transactions completed in good faith
at a time when no penalty or prohibition existed.

2. If the modification suggested above is not adopted, an exception to the
divestiture requirements should be made with respect to business Interests which
foundations and trusts are directed to retain by the terms of governing instru-
ments which were Irrevocable on May 26, 1969. The Treasury recognized the
need for this exception in its Report on Private Foundations, saying (p. 37) :

"An exception to the general disjsition requirement would emi advisable
for existing foundations whose governing instruments, as presently drawn, compel
them to hold specified business interests, if relevant local law prevents suitable
revision of the controlling document."

However, the House bill does no more than provide a moratorium on the ap-
plication of the divestiture requirements "during the pendency of any judiial
proceeding by the private foundation which is necessary to reform its governing
instrument to allow disposition of such holdings." No provision is made for the
possibility that the petition for such reform may not be granted, as has occurred
in the past. (See, e.g., Cocke v. Duke Unirersity, 260 N.C.I., 131 S.E. 2d 909
(1063).) Moreover, where donors have conveyed business interests to founda-
tions with direction that they be retained at a time when it was lawful under
Federal tax law as we'll as State law for such interests to be retained in unlimited
amount, no reason exists for requiring what is in effect an ex post facto appli-
cation of the divestiture rule.

3. Provision should be made for an unrestricted ten-year transition period for
the disposition of stock holdings In excess of the prohibited amount, with author-
ity vested in the Secretary of the Treasury to extend the period it vases (of
hardship. Ten years is the minimum period within which It can be reasonably
expected that foundations can dispose of major interests in closely held corpora-
tions without serious and unwarranted loss in the value of their capital and pos-
sible loss to other owners of the same equity.

The experience of the Ford Foundation in disposing of Its Ford Motor Coin-
pany stock provides a relevant example bf the time required to dispmose of miaor
business interests. Beginning in 1956, it undertook a massive program to divest
itself of this stock as rapidly as practicable "within the limits of prudence" and
a trustee's "fiduciary responsibility to preserve the value of the asset." After 13
years, It has only succeeded in reducing its holdings from 88.4 percent of the
total stock outstanding to 27.4 percent.

It may also be helpful to consider the time required for disposition of major
business interests to comply with Judicial orders requiring divestiture under the
antitrust laws. In United 8tate.? v. (li Pont & Co., 360 U.S. 310 (1961). the
Supreme Court allowed the defendant a period of ten years for disposition of its
General Motors stock. Similarly, in United States v. United Fruit Co., 1938 CCH
Trade Cases See. 68,91, United Fruit was permitted eight years and four months
after the date of the decree to dispose of its International Railways of Central
America stock. In both of these eases the business Interests to be sold were in
publicly held corporations whose stock had an established market. Even longer
periods would have been necessary to comply with the divestiture orders had the
corporations Involved been closely held with no existing market for their stock.

The courts In ordering divestiture for violatiow, of the antitrust lawq have
fixed transition periods of sufficient length not only to protect the value of the
stock to lie sold and the equity of other Inves-tor., but to permit an orderly
transfer of control with minimum disruption of the business relationships and
management of the enterprise whose stock is to be sold. Those considerations
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should be of even greater concern in fixing the transition period for divestiture
of business interests lawfully acquired and operated for the welfare of the people.

The transition period allowed by the House bill for foundations to dispose
of their present holdings in excess of the permitted limits is clearly inadequate.
As applied to The James Irvine Foundation, it allows a maximum of five years
and possibly only two years* after May 26, 1969, for sale of all the Foundation's
54.550 stock interest in The Irvine Company.

The ten-year period which the House bill is commonly thought to allow Is not
available to this Foundation and no doubt the same is true of many others. Under
the terms of the bill, ten years Is allowed for divestiture only if, at the close of
the five-year period beginning on May 20, 1969, the foundation and all disqualified
persons including the donor's family and descendants, own less than 50% of
the stock. Because almost all of The Irvine Company's stock not owned by the
Foundation is owned by decendants of its donor, the Foundation cannot meet
that condition until It has sold all but 4.55% of its interest.

In practical effect, therefore, the bill allows this Foundation no more than
five years to accomplish a divestiture of a controlling stock interest of exceed-
ingly great value which it has held for more than 32 years. The probability is
great that this time limit would Impose forced sale conditions and the loses that
inevitably result from sales under such conditions since there is no established
market for Irvine Company stock and only two sales, other than repurchases
by the Company, have occurred in the past 20 years; a sale of one share in 1964
by a minority shareholder to his sister and a sale of 15 shares by the estate of
a deceased shareholder.

TAXES ON FAILURE TO DISTRIBUTE INCOME

(Section 101(b) of H.R. 13270 and new section 4942 of the Code)

This section of the bill would require foundations to distribute all of their
income by the end of the year following the year in which it is earned or, If
greater, an amount equal. to a "minimum investment return" of 5% on the
"aggregate fair market" value of all of their investment assets. The minimum
Investment return is to be adjusted prospectively from time to time to the extent
necessary to retain a comparable relationship between the return rate and mon-
ey and investment yields. The fair market value of investment assets Is to be
fixed by the Secretary on a monthly basis for securities having an established
market and as frequently as he may deem appropriate for other assets. The
sanction imposed for failure to make the required distributions is a tax of 15%
on the undistributed amount with an additional tax of 100% on such amounts as
remain undistributed at the close of a specified correction period.

We agree that charitable foundations should be required to pay out all of
their current income for charitable purposes. The James Irvine Foundation has
from the beginning distributed all of its income on a current basis. The only
delay in distribution occurred during pendency of the suit brought by Mrs. Joan
Irvine Smith to rescind the charitable trust and require transfer of the trust
principal and income to her and other heirs of James Irvine. Upon termination
of this suit the accumulated income of the trust was distributed to charitable
beneficiaries.

The effect of the minimum investment return provision in the House bill
would be to reduce the capital of charitable organizations each year in the
amount by which their annual net income is less than 5% of the current value
of their investment assets. As applied to foundations which have a broad base of
diversified investments that can be readily marketed and that the managers
have the power to sell. the resulting Impairments of capital may not he signifl-
cant. However, as applied to the numerous foundations and trusts that do not
have such a favorable investment asset position, the necessary result would
be a serious and continued Impairment of their capital with consequent loss of
their capacity to carry out the charitable purposes for which they were
established.

*The James Irvine Indenture of Trust directs the Foundation to hold The Irvine Com-
pany stock "as a unit without division or segregation thereof" which may not permitsale of the stock In units over a period of years If that should prove to be the case.
the two-year period In which the bill requires sale of 10% of excess holdings would have
the effect of requirinp the sale of all this Foundation's stock In two years whIch would bemost tn just and seriously threaten It with a substantial loss of capital.
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Consider, for example, the application of the minimum investment return
requirements to:

(1) trusts established by instruments which are irrevocable under State
law and which either direct the trustee to retain the existing trust invest-
ments or provide that the trustee cannot change the form of the investment
assets;

(2) trusts whose only or only substantial asset, at present, is stock in a
closely held corporation for which there Is no established market and which
cannot be .readily sold except at distress prices far below its fair market
value; and

(8) trusts established by instruments which are irrevocable under State
law that do not permit distributions out of the trust capital.

While the stated purpose of the minimum investment return requirement is
to prevent avoidance of current benefits to charity "by investments in growth
stock or non-productive land" (Report, p. 25), the provision Is not limited In its
application to investments voluntarily made or retained. By its terms, it applies
to all investment assets without regard to the legal or practical power of foun-
dation managers or trustees to change the form of their investments or to other-
wise obtain a return on their assets which is equal to 5% of their theoretic
current fair market value. Moreover, the tax sanctions for failure to make the
required minimum investment return distributions are imposed without regard
to the legal power of foundation managers or trustees to distribute trust capital
to make up the deficiencies in their income.

To avoid the unwarranted and unjust applications of the minimum invest-
ment return rule mentioned above, we respectfully urge the Committee to amend
the provisions of new section 4942 to accomplish changes in its terms in each of
the following respects:

1. Existing irrevocahle trusts established by instruments which do not
permit distributions out of capital should be exempt from the operation of the
minimum investment return provision since it would not be possible for them
to meet its requirements. The Treasury Department has previously suggested
that an exemption for such organizations should be made. (See, Treasury
I)epar(inent Tax Reform Studies and Proposals, February 5, 1969, p. 301.)

2. The value of investment assets held under existing irrevocable trust
instruments which do not permit the trustee to change the form of the
investment asset should be excluded from the operation of the minimum
investment return provision. No objective of the tax laws or any other use-
ful purpose would be served by compelling a foundation administering such
a trust to deplete its other, perhaps very limited, capital to satisfy the
minimum investment return requirement with respect to investments which
it has no power to change.

3. The value of securities in closely held corporations and other invest-
ment assets held on May 26, 1969, which do not produce income equal to
the minimum Investment return rate should be excluded from the operation
of the rule for a period of not less than ten (10) years. This would provide
foundation managers and trustees with a reasonable period of time in which
to make an orderly disposition of such assets and to realize their fair market
value. The two-year moratorium on the application of the minimum invest-
ment return to existing organizations included in the House bill is grossly in-
adequate for this purpose,

4. The value of property acquired after May 26, 1969, by means other
than purchase (i.e., by gift, bequest, corporate liquidations, dividends in
kind, etc.) which is unproductive when received, should be excluded from the
operation of the minimum investment return rule for some reasonable period
of time within which it can be sold. The need for this exclusion would be
acute if unproductive property of high value in relation to Other founda-
tion assets was received and could not be sold for a period of years.

5. If a minimum investment return distribution is to be required, the 5%
rate should in all fairness be based on the tax benefits conferred (estate
or income tax saving on the bequest or gift to charity plus income tax
saving on realized capital gains). It should not be applied to the unrealized
appreciation in value of the assets of foundations since no tax benefit has
been realized by any one or will be realized until the assets are sold.
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CONCLUSION

On behalf of the Directors of the James Irvine Foundation, I should like to
,express our appreciation for the opportunity to present our views on the provi-
sions of II.R. 13270. They and I hope that these views will be helpful to your
Committee in its deliberations. We strongly urge that this Committee avoid
provisions which will unfairly and oppressively affect this and other private
foundations and diminish their ability to carry on the philanthropic work which
has substantially benefited the communities in which they operate.

Respectfully submitted,
By HOWARD J. PRIVETT, C1n8.

ANALYSIS AND CRITICISM OF THE TREASURY PROPOSAL To LIMIT STOCIC OWNERSHIP

BY PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

(By Ronald E. Gother*)

The issue squarely presented by the Treasury Department's proposed I amend-
ment prohibiting all tax exempt private foundations from owning more than
twenty percent of the stock of any corporation, is the extent to which convenience
of administration should be taken into account in the formation of tax legislation.
Although the Treasury Department merely mentions administrative convenience
as one of the reasons for its proposal. when the other reasons advanced by the
departmentt are analyzed closely, it Is apparent that administrative convenience

is the sole Justification. In the course of studying the Treasury proposal, I will
analyze, each of the reasons given for its support by the Treasury Department, the
hliory of Amllar proposals made in the past, the enforcement problems which it
raises, and the various alternatives which have been suggested. Although addi-
tional safeguards may be necessary to prevent an abuse of the tax exemption
privilege. the proposal to limit the amount of stock of any one corporation which
may be owned by a private foundation is unwarranted, unnecessary, and goes
beyond th- scope of merely preventing abuses. If adopted it may seriously cur-
tall charitable gifts.

The proposal of the Treasury Department as set forth in its most recent Report
on Private Foundations is deceptively simple. The recommendation is that a
private foundation should be prohibited from owning more than twenty percent of
the voting power or equity of a corporation, or of the capital of a partnership and
other incorporated business.' Present foundations with holding.4 which exceed
this maximum limitation would be granted a prescribed period (unspecified)
within which to reduce their holdings below the maximum limit. Foundations
which (10 not comply with this requirement would lose their tax-exempt status.

I. HISTORY OF PROPOSAL

The proposal to limit the amount of stock or other business interests which a
foundation can hold and still be deemed to be operating solely for charitable pur-
poses is not new, but has been proposed several times in the past. In 1050. Con-
gress conducted an extensive investigation of the tax-exempt privilege. The House
version of the proposed legislation would have disallowed a charitable deduction
for Income, gift and estate taxes for corporate stock donated to a foundation if
the donor and his family controlled the foundation and owned more than fifty
percent of the voting stock of the corporation or more than fifty per cent of the en-
tire outstanding stock of all chsses It was at this legislative session that exten-
sive provisions were adopted with regard to the taxation of unrelated busl-
ness Income,' certain types of prohibited transactions," and the unreasonable ac-
cumulation of income! The proposal to set a maximum limitation on the. amount
of stock which a foundation could hold was, however, rejected by the Senate

*Member of the California Bar.
I STAFF CF SENATE COMM. ON FINANCE. 89TH CosO.. TREASURY DEPARTMENT REPORT

ON PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS) Comm. Print (1965)) [hereinafter cited as TREASURY REPORT].
"Throuphout the Article for the sake of convenience the author refers to the proposal

as one limiting the ownership of stock although the proposal is larger in scope and encom-
passes Vartnership interests and other inlncrporated business Interests.a 11.11 REP. IO 2319. 81st Cong., 2d Sess. (150), 1950-2 Cust. BUL.T. 380, 414.

4 INT. Rev. Conz or 1651, 512.
5 NTx. R, v. Cone or 1954, g1503(c).
* IST. RE v. CODE OF 1954, j 504.
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and it was the Senate version which finally passed. The Nenate Report summed
up the reasons for rejecting the House proposal in the following manner:

The House Report expressed the view that denial of deduction In such
cases would simply be a recognition of the fact that where such control
exists no complete gift for which a deduction should he granted has been
made. In the opinion of your Committee this overlooks the fact that the
donor or his family must use the property set aside in the foundation or
trust for charitable, etc., purposes rather than for personal purposes.

The view was also expressed that as the result of allowing these deduc-
tions there was an avoidance of income, estate and gift tax deductions.
Outweighing this in the view of your Committee Is the fact that if these de-
ductions are not allowed still larger funds would be lost to private charities."

In 1955 a committee headed by Representative B. Carroll Reece conducted
hearings to determine whether provisions were necessary to implement the
1950 legislation. In its report S the committee did not come to any conclusion with
respect to the ownership of stock by a foundation. It did, however, "suggest" to
the House Ways and Means Committee that it consider denying a tax exemption
If a foundation invested more than five or ten percent of its capital in the se-
curities of any one corporation provided it also held substantial other assets so
that it would not violate the five or ten per cent limitation. The Reece Committee,
however, did not recommend that the donor he denied his income, gift or estate
tax deduction for the gift. The Committee suggested a two- to five-year period
within which existing foundation with holdings exceeding the limitation could
conform without losing the tax exemption. The Committee proposals did not
result in any legislation.

Earlier in 1965 Congressman Wright Patroan issued the third installment of
his report as Chairman bf the Sub-Committee on Small Business. In this now
famous "Patman Report" lie proposed that a three per cent maximum limit on
such business interests be Imposed.

From this It can be seen that the proposal of the Treasury Department is not
a new or original thought although Its seems to have steered a middle ground
between prior proposals.

If. TREASURY DEPARTMENT REASONS PURPORTEDLY JUSTIFYING ITS PROPOSAL

Basically, the Treasury Department sets forth three reasons, other than ad-
ministrative convenience, to which it only briefly alludes, which purportedly
Justify the proposals to limit the amount of stock a foundation Can own. The
three reasons are that (1) the ownership of a significant amount of a corpora-
tion's stock by )rivate foundations puts regular business enterprises at a com-
petitive disadvantage, (2) the opportunities and temptations for self-dealing
proliferate, and (3) privatee foundation management spends more thne concen-
trating on the commercial activities of the company whose stock it owns than It
does on the charitable activities. Each reason will be analyzed separately.
A. Competitive advantages

The Treasury Department sets forth three ways in which a corporation acquires
some sort of competitive advantage when its stock is owned in part by a tax
exempt foundation. In analyzing these competitive advantages it is essential to
keep In mind the fact that even though twenty per cent or more of the stock of a
corporation Is owned by a private foundation, such corporation pays the same
corporate income tax as any other proflt-lnaking corporation engaged in business.
The fact that the stock of such a corporation is owned hy a charitable organiza-
tion does not mean that the corporation secures any particular tax advantage.
1. Capitalization of Business with Before-Tax Income

As an example of this competitive advantage the Treasury Department cites
the situation of a corporation which desires to allocate $1,000.000 of Its gross
earni],gs to the establishment of a new business to lie carried on by a subsidiary.
If th., susltillary were to be n fully taxable corloratlon, the parent would only
be able to contribute to It approximately $500,000 out of the $1,000,000 of its

I S. REP. No. 2375. 81st Cong., 2d Sess. (1950). 1950-2 CUiM. BeLT,. 483, 511.
& H.R. REP. No. 2691, 83d Cong., 2d Sess. 217 (1954).
*CIIAIRMAN'S REPORT TO THE IIOUSE. SELECT COMMITrEE ON SMALL BRUSINESR, 88TIT

CONo.. 2n SEsB.. TAx-ExEMPT FOUNDATIONS AND CHARITAnLE TRUSTS: THEIR IMPAT ON
OUR ECONOMY, TiHIRD INSTALLMENT 133 (Comm. PrInt. 1064).
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gross earnings because It would first Incur federal income taxes. However, if in
lieu of creating a taxable subsidiary, the corporation created a charitable foun-
dation to operate the same business, it could deduct its capital contribution and
thereby donate the full $1,000,000 to the establishment of this new business
operation. Whatever advantage a profit-making corporation would gain by form-
ing a foundation to carry on a portion of its business would only be temporary.
Thus, when a charitable foundation is organized, the amount of property donated
to the foundation, $1,000,000 in the example, Is permanently set aside for charity.
Neither the income nor the capital contributed to the foundation can be returned
to the corporation. Whatever possibilities there are for self-dealing in this type of
situation, including favorable loans to the donor corporation, which seem to be
a major concern of the Treasury Department, would be eliminated by the pro-
posal to prohibit all transactions between the donor and the foundation.0 Because
the profit-making corporation can only take a charitable deduction for five per
cent of its taxable income, it is apparent that any competitive advantage in a
situation of this sort Is of limited use. It would be necessary for the profit-making
corporation to have taxable Income of $20,000,000 in order to capitalize a founda-
tion with $1,000,000 of before-tax income.
2. Lack of Demand for Dividend Income

A second competitive advantage envisioned by the Treasury Department is that
a private foundation is less likely to demand that the corporation whose stock It
owns declare dividends. For this reason, the corporation could retain more
income to expand its business or modernize its facilities, giving such corporation
a competitive advantage over other corporations whose shareholders may demand
dividend Income. However, a great number of profit making corporations in busi-
ness today do not pay dividends even though they have shareholders who are not
tax exempt entities Such shareholders believe it is in their best Interest to allow
the company to reinvest the profits. Thus, there Is no connection between the
dividend payment policies of a corporation and the tax status of its shareholders.
Moreover, in many situations the foundation, in the long run, may receive a
greater benefit by allowing the corporation to reinvest its income, thereby increas-
ing the value of the stock rather than siphoning out Its Income as dividend..
8. Acquisition of Business

The Treaoury Report cites Comrats8ioner v. Clay B. Brown " as an example of
how a foundation can compete unfairly in the acquisition of a business. In Clay
Brown the tax exempt foundation acquired an operating business, liquidated it,
and then leased its assets to a newly formed operating company for a term of
years. The rent, which the foundation received tax free, was used to discharge
the purchase obligation. At the same time the rent was tax deductible to the
operating corporation.1 ' The Treasury Department argues that in this type of
situation the foundation is able to pay more for the business than a non-tax
exempt purchaser, thereby acquiring a competitive advantage."

The Treasury Department also sees a competitive advantage in the potential
ability of a foundation to lease business assets '1 to an operating subsidiary,

is Section A of the Treasury Report deals explicitly and comprehensively with the self-
dealing situation. In effect, it recommends rules patterned after the total prohibitions
against transactions with related parties proposed by the 1950 House Bill. Such proposals
would prevent private foundations from dealing with any substantial contributor, any
officer, director, or trustee of the foundation, or any party related to them, except to pay
a reasonable compensation for necessary services and to make incidental purchases ofsu pl Iea.

880 U.S. 563 (1985). In this case the U.S. Supreme Court held that the seller of
the business was able to report the installment pa ments he received as part of the pur-
chase price as capital gains notwithstanding the act that the payments were made out
of the future income from the business.1 Shortly after the Brown decision the Internal Revenue Service issued T.I.R. 768
(1965), in which it indicated that in the future It will continue to challenge the deductibility
of the rental payments made by the operating corporation. The Service in some prior cases
has successfully established that the rental deduction is limited to a reasonable rental.
Royal Farms Dairy Co.. 40 T.C. 172 (1963) • Estate of Goldenberg, 23 CCH TAX Cr. REP.
810 (19683). See a so Warren Brekke 40 T.C 789 (1963). However; the Service has also
lost cases involving the same Issue. Anderson Dary, 89 T.C. 1027 (1983) ; Isis Windows,
22 COTT TAX CT. R2P. 887 (193) : Oscar C. Stahl. 22 CCH TAX CT. REP. 996 (1963).11 One student writer has suggested that, in fact, the charity can bargain for a lower
price because its tax exemption allows It to return the purchase price to the seller faster,

ee Note, 18 U.C.L.A. L. REv. 167 (1965).1 If debt were incurred in acquiring the asset, the Income from its subsequent lease
would be unrelated business income and taxable to the foundation under TNT. Rsv~. CODE
0r 1954, 1 512.
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siphoning off most or all of the subsidiaries' earnings by rental payments which
are deductible by the subsidiary but are not taxable to the parent foundation.
Apparently the competitive advantage is that the foundation can accumulate
such tax-free rental income for future business operations.

Initially, it should be realized that only a relatively few foundations misuse
their tax exemption privilege this way, in such situations. In only one case has
the Commissioner been able to prove that an excessive price was paid for the
business, and that case obviously involved a sham transaction. 5 Moreover, the
Treasury Department has taken the position that Clay Brown will not apply if
an excessive price is paid." Although it is not clear that the courts will concur
with this position, at least a potential remedy of more limited scope currently
exists.

In addition, both of these alleged competitive advantages could be cured by
means less drastic than prohibiting a foundation from owning more than twenty
per cent of a corporation's stock. For example, competitive advantages could be
eliminated by expanding the unrelated business income provisions of the code."
B. Self-dealing

The Treasury Department states that the prohibited transactions section of
the new proposals ,8 should eliminate all types of self-dealing. However, it asserts
that self-dealing occurs more frequently when a foundation owns a large block
of a corporation's stock. Consequently if a foundation could not own a large
block of stock the enforcement of the prohibited transactions section would be
easier. This is the only time that the Treasury Department admits that the ease
of administering this law Is a reason for its proposal. However, if the prohibited
transactions section Is strengthened, any remaining self-dealing problems should
be reduced to a level where they could be adequately handled on a case-by-case
basic. At this point it would seem that the matter could be left to the states. Most
states have developed sufficient limitations and safeguards to prevent a diversion
of funds by transactions between the trustee and the foundation.' Even though
in the past the states may not have been too active in policing private founda-
tions, the move is In that direction,9 and several states, including California, n

hnve extendtve regulatory provisions.
V. Lack of attention to charitable activities

The Treasury Report points out that when a foundation becomes involved in
business activities the charitable pursuits, which constitute the real reason for
its existence, may be subordinated to the demands of the commercial enterprise.
More time may be spent on the operation of a business than on the charitable
activities. However, there does not seem to be any correlation between the pro-
posal to limit the amount of stock which a foundation may own, and this particu-
lar problem. Directors of the foundation need not be active in the management of
the corporation. In a great many situations the foundation operates as an inde-
pendent organization.

It does not follow that directors will spend less time than necessary to carry
out the foundation's charitable activities if they are also engaged in the corporate
business. As a practical matter either the corporation or the foundation, or both,
will have other salaried personnel to manage the day-to-day operations. Quite
often the private foundation is a passive entity merely distributing Its income
periodically to the support of other active charitable Institutions. In this event,
little time Is required of directors in order to carry out the foundation's charitable
purposes.

Even If the foundation were to own only a varied portfolio of common stocks,
It does not necessarily follow that the directors will have more time to spend on

Is See Kolkey v. Commislqoner. 254 P.2d 51 (7th Cir. 1958).
I' See T.T.R. No. 768, CCH 1065 STAND. Fr.D. TAx REP. 1 67.9.
IT See Note. 18 U.C.L.A. L. Rev. 167. 173 (1965).
l$ For a summary of the new proposals with regard to prohibited transactions, see note

10 *.ipra.
19 See 2 ScoTT. TRUSTS 1 170-170.25 (2d 1956).
9 Fremont-Smith, Government Supervision and Accountability of Foundations, in IN-

STITUTE ON FEDERAL TAXATION. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY. SIXTH BIENNIAL CONFERENCE ON
1CHARITABL% FOUNDATIONS 69 (1963). See generally Fremont-Smith, Duties and Powers of
Oharitable Fiduciaries: The Law of Trusts and the borrection of Abuses, 18 U.C.L.A. L. REv.
1041 (1060).

n CAL. GOV'T COPE O1 12580-95. See generally Howland. The History of the Supervision
of Charitable Trusts and Corporations in Calljornia, 13 U.C.L.A. L. REv. 1029 (1966).
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the active pursuit of charitable activities. Such directors will, of course, be other-
wise engaged in their own individual occupations. They may be officers and key
employees of other active business corporations completely independent from
the private foundation. The amount of time which they will have to devote to the
foundation will depend on their other active business interests.
D. Adin Infstratire conrenfence

To summarize the foregoing, at least the first two reasons given by the Service
to Justify its proposal, that is, to eliminate purported competitive advantages and
all types of self-dealing, would be adequately dealt with either by the prohibited
transactions provision proposed by the Treasury or by expanding the unrelated
business income provisions of the Code. The Service has found in the past that
the prohibited transactions and unrelated business income sections of the Code
are the most difficult to administer for the reason that the issues are complex and
violations are sometimes hard to detect. Limiting the amount of stock which a
foundation could own may reduce the administrative burden somewhat by
eliminating, in some instances, the circumstances under which these sections come
into play. It should, however, be acknowledged by the Service and clearly under-
stood that this ease of administration Is the primary reason for its proposal. The
third reason for the proposal, that is, lack of attention to charitable activities,
seems to be more of an afterthought on the part of the Service and n make-weight
argument. It can be seriously questioned whether tax legislation of any sort
should, or can, affect the amount of time which the directors of a foundation
are to spend on its charitable activities.

III. ENFORCEMENT PROBLEMS

As a sanction for violating its proposal the Treasury Department would with-
draw the foundation's tax exempt status. A second sanction might also be fi-
posed by the state which supervises the foundation's activities. Such a remedy
would compel the foundation to divest itself of stock so that it would not lose its
tax exemption privilege.
A. Withdrawal of cxcmption

If the tax exempt status of a foundation were to be withdrawn, its income
would be subject to tax, presumably at the regular corporate rates. This would
affect the charitable activities of the foundation in two ways. First, it would have
less Income available for charity because a portion would be paid to the federal
government. Second, the charity could not solicit additional contributions from
others for it would no longer qualify as an organization to which deductible
contributions may be made for federal income tax purposes. Even if this were
only a temporary matter, the charities could suffer irreparable damage.
B. Divestiture

Divestiture could also work to the disadvantage of a charity. It would be
apparent to any purchaser that this would be a forced sale which would in all
probability bring a reduced price. This would be particularly true if the divesti-
ture were required within a specific time rather than within a "reasonable time"
or some othei flexible alternative.

Unless the corporation whose stock is owned by the foundation has a public
market (in which event the alleged abuses and advantages previously discussed
are not likely), there may not be any market at all for the stock. It is possible
that a foundation could wind up in a situation in which It could not sell the
stock." One large foundation has not been able to sell Its minority interest in a
large brewing company because the potential purchasers would not buy unless
the majority Joined in the sale and the majority was unwilling to do so."

Forced divestiture completely Ignores the possibility that such stock interest
may be an excellent investment which returns to the foundation substantially
more in Income and other benefits than could be acquired by other Investments.
The response to the Treasury proposals contained numerous examples of this

bThe Treasury Report does contain the suggestion that the Secretary of the Trensurv
be given the power to extend the time limit "fln appropriate cases." TREASURY REPORT 3t.

I'HOUSE CMM1. ON WAYS AND meansS , 89TI CONG.. 1RT SEss.. WRITTEN STATEMENTS
BY INTERESTED INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS ON TREASURY DEPARTMENT REPORT ON
PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS, VOL. I 158-50 (Comm. Print 1065) [hereinafter cited as STATE-
M ENTS J ..
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fact. Yale Professor John G. Simon summarized this quite well in a letter he
submitted in response to Treasury proposals wherein lie pointed out that of the
534 foundations surveyed in the Patman Report, the 112 which held ten percent
or more of the stock of a corporation received dividends over a 10-year period
equal to forty-two percent of the market value of their corporate holdings. ThIs
was substantially in excess of a twenty-nine percent average return exlrleinced
by tile entire 534 foundations.-"

A forced divestiture could, In soni instances, work significant hardships on the
donor. For example, the donor who in the past made a gift of a thirty per cont
interest in the stock of his closely held corporation would be forced to accept
outside third parties as stockholders in his business unless lie or his family
bought the stock back from the foundation.

Divestiture could also follow an irregular pattern because the matter would
have to be left to tile states. Some states would in all probability take no action
whatsoever to compel a divestiture. In fact, without legislation many states may
not even authorize such action at this time. As a result, if the Treasury proposal
were adopted it can be expected that new foundations, and perhaps sone of the
existing foundations, would attempt to find friendly Jurisdictions within which
to do business so as to avoid this harsh penalty.

IV. ALTERNATIVES WHICH HAVE BEEN SU(GESTED

Numerous comments and suggestions were made in response to the Treasury
proposals. Most of the comments were from those who had a personal interest
and who would be adversely affected. As a result, each entity proposed either
an exception to the proposal, so that they could continue to operate, or an alter-
native. The following are some of the alternatives which have been suggested:

A. Limit the charitable deduction for stock donated to a private foundation
to cost and not market value of the stock represents an interest itn a corporation
controlled by the donor.

B. Do not legislate at all in this area but rather leave it to state law to limit
the investments of a private foundation as New York (which prohibits a corpora-
tion from making a contribution to any foundation which owns tell per cent or
more of tile corporation's voting stock)3 and Ontario (which prohibits a chiari-
table institution from owning more than a fifteen iper cent interest in a busiieg.s) 1
have done.

C. If a foundation owns stock in excess of the maximum limitation, tax the
dividends from such stock as unrelated business Income.

D. Allow a foundation to prove that whatever stock interest it has In a corpora-
tion, even if it exceeds a twenty per cent interest, does not give it control of the
corporation.

E. Insert a grandfather clause specitlcally exempting all existing foundations.
F. Provide an exemption for stock which is listed on the national stock

exchanges.
G G. Impose the twenty per cent maxinmm limitation only for stock acquired by

purchase and not by gift or bequest.
H. Do not apply the twenty per cent rule if the grantor or related parties are

no longer in control of the corporation.
I. Allow a foundation to hold the stock even though It is in excess of the maxi-

mum limitation as long as it produces a reasonable rate of return.

V. GENERAL COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The one glaring deficiency of the Treasury proposal is the fact that no evidence
has been brought out to indicate the extent to which charitable giving will be
restricted if the proposal were adopted. Certainly a significant portion of the
charitable giving which occurs in the United States is prompted by the tax benefits
accruing to a donor. The persons who would be most directly affected by the
restrictions are those who have accumulated wealth mainly in the form of stock
in closely held corporations. They have little else except such stock which they
can use to make gifts to charity. The persollal wealth of this group of persons

24 ld. at 458. ut see Troyer. The TrcamurjI Department Report opt Private Popindations:
An Eaminatlon of Some (ritielsim, 13 U.C.L.A. I,. 10v. 905 (1960).

2 N.Y. GEN. CORP. LAW § 34.
g ONTARIO STAT. ch. 13, j 2 (1959).
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represents a significant portion of the private capital in the United States. Any
proposal which affects the ability of such persons to make tax deductible charita.
ble gifts must of necessity reduce the total amount of all private charitable
activities.

If the Treasury proposal to limit the amount of stock which a foundation can
own has any merit whatever, it must be the ease of administration of the tax
law with respect to private foundations, achieved by establishing a maximum
limitation. Although no one would dispute the fact that the facility of administer-
ing any law, and particularly the tax law, is a proper and desirable goal, it must
in each instance be balanced and weighed against the effect it will have on the
over-all objective of the law. The objective of the tax law with respect to tax
exempt organizations is to promote the dedication of private capital to the public
good. From the small sampling of statistical evidence which Is presently available
It can be demonstrated that even if this particular Treasury proposal reduced
charitable giving only by a small percentage, the public loss would be significant.
Of the many foundations which own more than twenty percent of a corporation's
stock, there are three in particular whose charitable activities have promoted
the public good in significant ways over the years, These artivitles would be
severely affected by the proposal. One is Duke Endowment which owns fifty-
seven percent of the outstanding stock of Duke Power Co. In the course of its
operations it has already allocated $220,000,000 (more than double its initial
grant) for its charitable purposes." Lilly Endowment, Inc., the owner of forty-
five percent of the Class A voting stock of Eli Lilly & Company, has made grants
for various charitable purposes totalling $53,000,000,0 while the W. K. Kellogg
Foundation, owner of fifty-one percent of the Kellogg Company voting stock, has
made grants of $67,000,000.2 Other large foundations which hold more than
twenty per cent of a corporation's stock include the Kresge Foundation (owner
of thirty-four percent of the S. S. Kresge Company voting stock), John A. Hart-
ford Foundation (owner of thirty-four percent of the Great Atlantic & Pacific
Tea Company, Inc. voting stock), Samuel H. Kress Foundation (owner of forty-
two percent of the S. H. Kress & Company voting stock), Werner-Oren Founda-
tion for Anthropological Research (owner of twenty-four percent of Electrolux
Corporation voting stock), the Pew Memorial Trust (owner of twenty-one per-
cent of Sun Oil Company voting stock), and The Danforth Foundation (owner
of twenty-three percent of the Ralston-Purina Company voting stock). No doubt
there are many others,

These large and prominent charitable foundations have and will continue to
make important contributions to the public welfare. Unless curtailed by a revision
of the tax law It can be expected that significant additional private wealth will
be dedicated to the benefit of the public. It is submitted that, on balance, the
administrative convenience factor is of secondary importance.

OoTOBER 3, 19069.

SUPPLEMENT TO STATEMENT OF Tnr. JAMES IRVINE FOUNDATION

The Directors of The James Irvine Foundation do not believe that the time
of the Committee on Finance of the United States Senate should be used to review
the legal squabbles of a dissident minority shareholder with the management of
a private corporation; nor do they believe that the merits or demerits of such
controversies are in any way relevant or material to the determination of a
national tax policy applicable to private foundations. However, for purposes of
the record it is necessary for us to advise the Committee of the falsity of the
charges made In the statement submitted by Joan Irvine Smith.

We regret that Mrs. Smith as a minority shareholder of the Irvine Company
has taken the position that she has with respect to her grandfather's gift of a
majority of the Irvine Company stock to the Foundation In trust for charitable
uses. The other three grandchildren of Mr. Irvine and the other members of the
Irvine family who also have a stock interest in the Company have not Joined
Mrs Smith In either her attacks on the Company or her attempts to invalidate
Mr. Irvine's trust. To the contrary they have contributed in a constructive way

1'1 STATEMIRNTS 500.
1 STATEMENTS 284.
I STAtEMnETS 357.
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to the growth and development of the Company and to the fulfillment of Mr.
Irvine's charitable objectives.

The allegations in Mrs. Smith's statement to your Committee that the Founda-
tion has engaged in unlawful conduct and self-dealing are wholly untrue. Mrs.
Smith's assertion of these spurious charges can be understood only in the per-
spective of the events of the past ten years.

During that period Mrs. Smith has been engaged in an all-out effort to dis-
credit and disrupt the management of the Irvine Company in order to gain the
control over its affairs that was denied to her by Mr. Irvine's gift of stock to
the Foundation. In this endeavor Mrs. Smith has resorted to a variety of tech-
niques and devices. She has maintained a steady stream of baseless litigation In
which she has never succeeded in substantiating the allegations made in her
complaints or in obtaining a judgment in her favor. Mrs. Smith has also retained
a press agent to publicize unfounded charges and false accusations against every
chief executive officer of the Irvine Company and all but one of the men who
have been elected to its Board of Directors since 1959. In addition, Mrs. Smith
has made extensive use of private investigators and has surreptitiously recorded
conversations of officers and directors of the Company and meetings of directors
by concealing recording devices on her person and in the living room of her home.

The California Attorney General in his capacity as the supervisor of the
administration of private foundations has made investigations of various of
Mrs. Smith's charges and has found them to be without merit. Moreover, the
Attorney General under the Uniform Supervision of Charitable Trusts Act has
periodically reviewed the operations of the Foundation and has found no instance
of unlawful conduct or self-dealing.

In the most-recently concluded of Mrs. Smith's law suits, she attempted to
Invalidate the charitable trust established by Mr. Irvine and to recover for her-
self and other heirs the Irvine Company stock held by the Foundation under the
terms of the trust. The claim and accusations made by Mrs. Smith in her plead-
ings and testimony in that case includedd a large number of the charges contained
in her statement to your Committee. The United States District Court in entering
Its judgment in favor rof the Foundation and against Mrs. Snitih found expressly
that "none of the contentions of the plaintiff [Mrs. Smith] are well founded."
277 Fed. Supp. 774, at 802 (19067). The judgment was affirmed by the Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit (402 F.2d 772 (1968)) and Mrs. Smith's petition
for writ of certiorari was denied by the United States Supreme Court on April 28,
1969 (394 U.S. 1000, No. 1167).

With respect to the decision in that case Mrs. Smith's attorney, Lyndol L.
Young, in a memorandum to the minority stockholders of the Irvine Company
dated June 11, 1969, stated inter alia :

"Three years ago Mrs. Smith instituted a determined fight to free The Irvine
Company from the control of the Foundation by taking action In the United
States District Court and before the United States Treasury Department, the
Internal Revenue Service and the Congress. The battle was waged simulta-
neously on all of these fronts. Her objective was and is to compel the Foundation
to get out of The Irvine Company. The Federal court action, If successful, would
have recovered the 459 shares of Irvine stock now held by the Foundation for
the Irvine heirs or the Irvine estate. This case should have been won, but it was
lost because, as everybody now knows, the courts have been polluted with the
money influence of the private tax-exempt foundations.

"There never was a greater miscarriage of Justice than the decisions of the
courts in this litigation.

"However, the record that was made in the federal courts In Mrs. Smith's.
case against the Foundation laid the framework and is largely responsible for
the action that is about to be taken by the Congress, which will accomplish the
forced demise of The James Irvine Foundation as the majority and controlling
stockholder of The Irvine Company."

We believe it is clear from the foregoing that Mrs. Smith's charges against the
Foundation are without substance in fact or in law and that her submittals to
Your Committee and to the Committee on Ways and Means are calculated not to
serve the public interest but to benefit her private interests at the expense of-
the charitable beneficiaries of Mr. Irvine's trust.

Respectfully submitted,
HOWARD J. PRIVEWr,

CotrnseL.
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Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a couple of clarifying
queMtions?

Mr. Privett, do I understand you correctly that the value of the
tru.it when it was established was roughly $5 million?

Mr. Pmv-rr. $5.6 million.
Senator BYRD. $5.6 million, and you have distributed $10.3 million?
Mr. PRIvMrT. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Over what period of time?
Mr. Pnivr. Since 1947. That is when the trust became irrevocable.
Senator BYRD. The assets of the trust are $100 million, you say?
Mr. Pnivrr. Senator, we have no specific, basis for determining

what the value of this stock interest is. The last sale of the stock was
a redemption by the company in November of last. year of a small
number of shares held by another shareholder, and "the redemption
price was $250,000 per share. If that is the value our asset would be
al)proximately $124 million.

Senator BYRm. What is the trust income?
Mr. PRIVEr. It was $1.3 million in dividends last year.
Senator BYRD. That is total income, $1.3 million?
Mr. PIVEr. Yes, sir. You are talking about now the dividend

income that was received by the foundation in respect of its
stockholders.

Senator BYRD. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ANDERSON. $125 million earnings; you can buy Government

boids and get 5 percent, which would give you an income of over
$6 million; can you not?

Mr. Peivm'r. That is correct, Senator. This is the point that I think
that we have not been able to make clear. It is very easy to take the
value which I said this stock sold for in a.redemption last November
and to immediately apply a factor to that, but the reason for this
increase in value and the reason for that value, Senator, is because of
the massive appreciation that has occurred in the value of this large
landholding.

Now there are only about 5,000 acres of this 84,000-odd acre land-
holding that have been developed. A master plan was developed in
1064 as this urbanization took place. It was approved by the Orange
Comty Planning Commission and the company is moving ahead as
rapidly as the market will absorb the development that it is making
in the residential, commercial and industrial field, but until we get
these developments on the ground, and the real estate is returning
income, then the income from this asset is not going to approximate
the growth that there has been in the value of the underlying assets.

Senator Gone. Mr. Chairman, with my limited knowledge of this
foundation, it is an example particularly adverse to the genuine public
interest. It is an example of the dead ruling the living, of the invest-
ment of 84,000 acres, a large percentage of a whole county, in perpetu-
ity, contrary to the feelings of ancient civilizations as well as our own.

Senator Byrd has called attention to the small dividends received
),v the trust. True, the dividends remain in the company, and the controlof the company by the trust, by the foundation, is used for that purpose.
This is likewise typical, as the distinguished gentleman says, of many
foundations.

t
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The committee has a great challenge here to look after the public
interest. interpreted by a democratic society and not by a particular
board of directors or by the bequest of some man who has long since
gone to his reward.

Thank you.
Senator FANNX I-. Mr. Chairman, I think timing is vital in the

disposal of property or in the development of property. I know in my
State of Arizona and certainly in New Mexico that iW all of the lan(1
werie placed on the market at, one time, the value of it would drop
iap)preciably. So I think that we must look at this broadly. I would
just like to ask the question that I think is important.

Does the ownershil) of the stock as now held l)rovi(le a tax benefit
or privilege to the Irvine Co.?

Mr. PRivWxrT. Senator, the Irvine Co. enjoys no tax benefit of any
kind whatsoever by reason of the fact that the foundation owns this
p articular stock interest in the company. I should aF. like to say,
Senator, that the foundation exercises its franchise in voting this 51
percent stock interest to elect men to the board of directors of the
company.

This board of directors has followed the policy of paying out a very
high proportion of the operating income of the company in dividends,
much higher than competing companies or other companies that are
not owned in any )rol)ortion by private foundations.

I have set forth in the written statement which we filed some of the
details of the dividend distribution that. there has been, but roughly in
excess of 80 percent of the operating income of the company is paid
out, in dividends, and we respectfully suggest that the operation of
this substantially agricultural enterprise as a ranch, which has had
this phenomnenal growth in value, and which is going to inure this
value in perpetuity to the benefit of charity has occurred without any
abuse on the part of the foundation. Rather it seems that because the
rapid acceleration has occurred, and because it does take time to get
to developments on the ground that are going to produce the income,
that there is a feeling that the foundation has not functioned, moved
ahead as aggressively with its projects as it should.

I submit that a. careful examination as the California attorney gen-
eral has given to the affairs of the Foundation would disclose tile facts
to be that the land area of Orange County that is controlled by the
Irvine Co. is being developed as rapidly as the market will absorb
the land, and short of going out and wholesaling the land off for specu-
lative purposes, the development could not progress faster than it, is
progressing under the excellent land management team that manages
the Irvine Co.

Senator GOrE. What is wrong with speculation and enterprise on
the part of American citizens? Why should they be denied the oppor-
tunity to develop as individuals view the opportunity?

Mr. Pnivmr. I am not complaining about what other individuals-
Senator GOenr. You seem to be condemning this.
Mr. PnINTvT. I am not condemning that, Senator.
Senator GORE. Pardon me?
Mr. PRIvT.r. I am saying that from the standpoint of the trustees of

the foundation- -

BV
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Senator GORE. That is a different proposition from our standpoint.
Mr. Pniviwr. Their objective is to take the asset which Mr. Irvine

gave them, and to develop this asset so that it has the greatest benefit
for the people of California that he wanted to benefit, and the
manner-

Senator GORE. The people of California may not agree with the view
of the board of directors.

Mr. PmivErr. Well, the uniform supervision of charitable trust oets
has been law in California since 1955. lWe have now and have always
had a very active attorney general in carrying out that obligation, aid
the deputy attorney general attends meetings of the board of our
fotudation, and if they have any feeling that the manner in which the
Irvine Ranch is being developed and whether the judgment of our
trustees that the orderly development of this property under a master
land use plan, within the center of it a 1,000-acre campus of the Uni-
versity of California which arose from a gift of 1,000 acres of land to
that university for the development, and around that university will
be a city of more than 100,000, and it will be developed with sufllcient
green belts, with schools, parks churches, and provisions for the kind
of an environment-

Senator GORE. Who is going to determine the manner of
development?

Mr. PRivE'rT. That is being determined by the board of directors of
the Irvine Co., which consists of three members that are on the founda-
tion board, who are elected by the foundation, and the president. of the
company, and three members of the minority stockholder group.

Senator GoRE. Then you propose in perpetuity to manhandle the
people of an entire city?

Mr. PRivErr. 1e do not propose to manhandle anyone, Senator. All
I can say in that respect is that our purpose is to carry out the public
trust which we have, and to do so in a way that is a fitting and proper
way.

Senator GORE. Thank you.
Mr. PRIVErr. We thmik we have done that and we think the Cali-

fornia attorney general agrees with us.
Senator ANDERSONI. Do you think that the founder of this trust

would be happy seeing his family squabbling?
Mr. PRivrT. I am sorry, Senator, I did not get the question.
Senator ANDERSON. I will skip it.
Further questions?
Will Mrs. Smith come forward.
Mr. PRIvEr. Is it your desire that we remain at the table, Senator,

to answer such questions as you might have?
Senator ANDERSOM. Go head, Mrs. Smith.
Senator BENNMEr. I made the proposition. I will set the captives

free.
.Mr. PIvmv. No; we are very pleased, thank you, sir.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, could I make a comment at this

point?
Senator ANDERSON. Yes, sir; you may.
Senator BYRD. I think the committee will agree that it is not very

often that the committee has such an attractive witness as the one we
will have in a few minutes. And I might say that not only is she a
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woman of charm but she is a splendid businesswoman, energetic, and
determined. She I understand is a minority among a majority on a
board of directors, and whether she is right and the majority is wrong
I don't pretend to say. But she is a fine Virginian and I am
very pleased to have Mrs. Smith, to welcome her here to this committee
and to have my colleagues come to know her as Joan Irvine Smith of
Middleburg, Va.

STATEMENT OF MRS. JOAN IRVINE SMITH, THE JAMES ERVINE
FOUNDATION, ACCOMPANIED BY LYNDOL L. YOUNG, ATTORNEY
FOR MRS. SMITH

Mrs-. SM1IT11. I should like to begin my statement by saying that. my
great-grandfather James Irvine acquired the Irvine Ranch in 1864,
more than 100 years ago. My grandfather, James Irvine, Jr., inherited
the property from his father and incorporated his holdings as the
Irvine Co., under the laws of the State of West Virginia in 1894.

Today the principal assets of the Irvine Co., are 88,000 acres of urban
land in Orange County, Calif., which is adjacent to the metropolitan
area of Los Angeles. This holding constitutes 20 percent of the entire
area of Orange County, and is worth in excess of $1 billion.

As the largest individual stockholder in the Irvine Co., I hold 180
shares of that stock which constitutes 22 percent of the total stock
outstanding. The James Irvine Foundation holds as trustee 459 shares
or approximately 55 percent. of the total stock outstanding.

The foundation stock interest of course represents absolute control
of the corporation. It should be extremely obvious that as a substantial
stockholder in the Irvine Co., I am seriously affected by the mismanage-
ment policies of that corporation under the absolute domination and
control of the James Irvine Foundation.

Mr. Surrey's statement before this committee cited the following
abuses committed by foundations which bill H.R. 13270 will correct.
They are self-dealing, failure to make adequate current distribution,
ownership of business, utilization of the foundation by the donor as
an instrument to facilitate the control of business, and speculative
investment of assets.

The James IrvineFoundation is guilty of all these abuses and more.
Thigh foundation is by far the rottenest, apple in the foundation barrel.
In view of the time allotted to me to make my oral statement, I will
have time to cover only a few of the most recent abuses practiced by
the James Irvine Foundation.

However, I have filed a much more detailed written statement with
the committee, which covers those incidents that I will not have an
opportunity to go into at this time.

Now it shoulil be pointed out that there has been and always will be
as long as the James Irvine Foundation controls the Irvine Co., an
interlocking directorship relationship between the foundation and the
corporation.

There are seven directors of the Irvine Co., and five of them are
elected by the foundation and serve as its agents, representatives and
puppets of that foundation.

88-865--69-pt. 6- 36
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of tileo 'o i)ioll1. Mr'. Mel i lli, theilt' 1)tsidltt of Owe foliliudt ionl, is
III) st, hit 'liiill it of t Ile ot' zl of (il' ors5 of t Ilet I viv Co. Ile is.. thIeI

oiitsidt' dlir&ctor' hevalisi' 1 11111 Ilot it part. of tihe I rville Co. mtulii11geiit,
and tlu'q''fore. that. tlit oilh' fuifonls whiell 1 1111 entitled to pei'-foiiti1
Its a1 dir-ector. is to app~roveolall of tile lits of tie foinc(llt ioil -tolit vl'led(
iiiai11llmiu'it of t i(011)0isllii101.

Whatevr i uty he the quillifivations of 'Mi'. 1iv~ett its thle itlor'iwv
fol. dit' foiIldatlioll, Ileit'1 ceritiiily no authority oil wiit (oli'stit lit vs
good 11u1ul11gelilt. for' 11 uiivitv t'iitei'pis 'orpor'atioln Such ItS t lit
li viiit' C*o. Neither does Mr'. Mvli't'nel p)055'sv (he' 4ojifiva lt'i~s lO a i~t
tile So) neLCOSesy to the sllct\ss5t111 iuiaiageilliilt. of it pvlivait eliitei'l'i Se

N'ow th bti()Igoll of MAr. M0'1111.0ii is solpl V that. of 11 evtist ified

titte ligo did tile au1diting forotlit 1.I l~lit (N)., ill aidditioni to tilte (ithli
halts thlat ho allso Wore.

ft, was this gentlellanl w~ho rselkeselited llmy granldfathier ats his tax
lit'eoiiiitaiit.ln 11(ax tadX so tllIS ando lIn this ('11ii 0 i inv'eigled himswel f
inito ily granfa~fither's 'on hlimt and1( 'onince('d himii thnt, tihe h-lui
Ranch would have to hv sold inl it's entirety inl o1+1' to payv the, ("t'tte
and California inheritance taxes Which 1o1lol b)e levied ilgaist. his
estate.

It was solely u11)0n this ropresen tati Oil of Mr. Mel.01ren1 that. Ily
gL'andfathM' entered into thep trust. aigeleet I111(101 wichi the fomlldli-
tioli becanme the tax-exempt owner in t-rst of tile controlling stock
iliterest ill the Irvine Co.

Now~ thtis ropre-sentation by Mr. Mferaren was untrue, ats the assets
tihilt. Weise' ill inly gvI'aIdfIIthIlciS testaullitttuy ('state. ii ll(ditioni, his
I1'viiiL stock holdings were liquid tand Roleqiiate to liav' patid thesti
taxes if miy grandfather had not transferred this Irv'ine sto('k to thil
fomuiation its tn'istee, bt. had left. this stock to his estate for the
bllmefit of is hoirs.

It is not necessary that. thle membersOP of this commiiittee consider' only
mly Statements With reference to the mismanagement, p)o1icy of tWe
Irvine Co. under the control of thie Janmes Trvie Foiunduiitii. Let us
look at thle record and thle stateiments of imprtial witnesses. coneernhtig
the incredibly low dIividlend policy of flhe Irvine Co., si(e, tile ab~solte
control of thiis company passed to (liek foundation uponl thle death of
MiY iiii1lo, lMf3yfor'd Irvine in 19590

% it that year tho estalte of Mlyford Irvine soldl 15 Shares of lm'viut'
stocks for *109,000 per .shnre, alid in November 1068 the Irv'ine' Co.,-
piurchasedl 131 shares of its own stock from a dissatisfied stoolldlet'l
for $'250,000 per' sharse. At no timne during the Inst 10 years were (]li
dlividends of thle Irvile Co. m1oreo thmnui 1 pempent. ot the vaillet Of
tile stock of that. company wihen~ it, was either $109,000 per share or
$i@610,000 por share.

When Mr. Meriarsen and Mr. Privett. appeared lCfore, the Comn-
mittee on Ways and Means of tile House of Rolpresentat.i ves onl Feb-
rurary 21, 1969, Mr. Mills, thle ehnirnman of tile committee, eXilliiW(1
both Sfr. -McI~aise anid Mr. Privett concering this penurious dividend
policy of theIorviie Co,,iade~r thieconitrol oft liefoundat-ion.
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Mir. Mills asktel Ilr. NMl l ,ireii) what hv, '(l)i. i(l(,'d tile ' Pu s of tll
ftouldltion to 1 oit1, and NMr. l1'iv'ett I1swmerle, for' \I . Nil'!.ireli Iw
stat ilg tlhat based1,(l 111)11 tile salt- 01 13 I t sllre of l'vie st(ok inl
Noveitlu'tr I) 8, 111' vil-)lis o1o 1h, fI'lint1n consisting of 1 0 4 slhares
of i revile ('C., Sto'k would bIe approximately 11 $123 million.

M'. Nlill. IIOwn wanted to know whAat tile annual in('olne of tle
IoulI(hltion wilM l)2asd ul)11 its stplk 11ol~lioi ill tle I rVin' ("o., and

. )rhitt. replied, "Al)lW, ximllly S $1Ail rlioh.

Niw Ni\r. Mills akel Ni . U0..ui ten whether or. not lie as chairman
of tie Ih)t'(d o1 ( liir'etois o1. tilt, Ir'ine ('o. was satisfied that tilt,
com1pIany i!. properly maailliged, 11i MIr. 1 a('lnll . tate(I thlat, le wasCllln~let l titislf,(l

'r. Ail. theni isked NMr. 1Nh'I4-arenI, Wliy is it. that tih' Irvine Co.
is only prodlucing it ret urn ptor'i yvi onl thos1 shares of 1I'ville stock
that. ai'e held I)y tile foundation of I pel'(.enl or less wit0 1111ta return
is related to the valley of tie corpuls of tile foundation ;"-to N.'it, its
ivilie srtok IIseI 011 baed ), Oil )O t'er 8h1lt'e ?

MJr. M[elld'el alid no aIl\swer to tlis question. M'. Mills also told
Mr. MeLaren alld MI'. 1PriVett thft. lie would not. lecept as i trim valle
for the pil'lposes of (e'trminilg the relltionslship of inlle to Valuethe t ralnsacetion involving the sale of only 1:i,1 iares of stoek of the

Ir'\'ine Co. at $2'Ni0,000 )er share, aitl l commented that tle valne of
ihe foundations' Ir'vine stoelc would he far greater if put, on the miar'ket
thlin thiat .of 13/. s6)ares sold INy minority iiterests.

Mr. Mills theni Stated to Mr. Melarell that if the Tr'hvie (o. llder
tit management. of tihe foll(ndltioll cannot mak11em more ionllOey thian
that. on its Irvino Co. stock, to wit, loss than I )r'oClit ol the V'lue
of $1-23 million as staed by Mr. Privett, whether this is a good thing
for tho foundation to (ondiinle to have this milch of its total corpus
tied u) in tile stock of Ir'ine ('o., and Mr. Mills further stated that.
he thought Mr. M Le,0rel would welcome tie Treasury's sugge.stioll
that, the C otiress force the folndlatioll to diversify its, investment to
501ne greater extent, to where it would get a )etter rate of return on its
investment, tihan it, was getting out, of its stock in the Irvine Co.

Now, du ing Mr. Dillon's appt' ral'ie before this Committee on
September 21, I believe Senator Cirtis asked him how the government.
would receiveo any tax benefits from the divestiture provision of the
House bill as commended by the 'irreastiry. Here is the answer to
his tuppliextion to the ,Tames Trvine Foundation.
I haveo just, called youm attention to the l-l)ercent dividends reord

of the Ir'v:ile Co. .s minaiged by thmIT ,ames Irvin e, Foundation, which
has only produced for the taxpaying stockholder of thn, company
approximately $1,250.000 per year.

When this foundation is for('ed to divest itself of its controlling
stoc interest in the Ir'ine Co., it, w'ill sell its lrVino stock to new
stoeldholders who w\'ill )e taxpaveis. New private enterprise corporate
mangemellt will relflace the ilieflicient, incompetent, self-dealing ad1(1
fraudulent foutlltion ('coltrolled m11an1aigellelt.

Tider Iew com potent. management , dividends of at least, t percent,
could be Iaid to the stockholders, which will amount, to in excess of
$12 million pIer year. The Govrnmeit will of Course receive taxes on
this ilomlnt 1the, thin on approximltely $1 million per yen', which
is at. present, being received by the individual taxpitying stockholders.
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In addition, the Irvine Co. will pay far more substantial corporate
taxes with new private enterprise management who will accelerate
rather than retard the proper development of the Irvine Ranch
properties.

Through this divestiture, the foundation will receive on its own
evaluation $123 million for its stock. Invested at the rate of 5 percent
the return per year on this amount will be in excess of $6 million in-
stead of the present $1.3 million per year, which will certainly re-
dound to the substantial advantage of the charitable beneficiaries.

Now Orange County, Calif., where the Irvine Ranch is located is
growing at the rate of 210 persons per day, and at present its popula-
tion is 1,400,000 people. Over the last 12 months 26,000 homes have
been constructed in the county. Now although the Irvine Co. owns 20
percent of the most readily residential developable land in that county,
they have, because of inefficient, incompetent management constructed
only approximately 1,000 homes in the last 12 months. Tlis of course
is less than 4 percent of- the total home construction in that area.

According to Mr. John McIntire, of the nationally known land plan-
ning and civil engineering firm of MIntire & Quiros, the Irvine Co.
should under proper management construct at least 10,000 dwelling
units per year, and should do that for the next 10 years which would be
100,000 homes constructed by 1980.

To -further illustrate the mismanagement practiced by the Irvine
Co. under the control of the James Irvine Foundation, they have this
vwry year frozen 50,000 acres of prime residential real estate now
ready for development, in a so-called but fictitious agricultural pre-
serve. This will mean that 50,000 acres of prime Irvine Co. land will
be frozen out of develoDment for the next 10 years or more.

I call your attention to the statement that Mr. Mills made to Mr.
McLaren. regarding this agricultural preserve, to wit, "I do not know
what hat you wear at this meeting,"-.--meaning the hat of the president
of the foundation'or the hat of their chairman of the board of directors
of the Irvine Co.-"but in either case how do you justify entering into
this agreement"--meaning the agricultural pre.rve--"to forestall the
increased value of property that you as a director or a trustee are
obliged to preserve and maintain as a part of the corpus of the founda-
tion? Was this a good thing onyour part as the chairman of the board
of the Irvine Co.'to allow this restriction to occur on 49,253 acres of
land in a part of tho Ifvine- Co. which is 53 to 54 percent owned by
the foundation I Is that good foundation practice?" by

Mr. McLaren stated that he believed it was because through the
establishment of the agricultural preserve the Irvine Co. expected to
save, which it has not done so far, $1,500,000 per year on real estate
taxes in Orange County. -

Now, concerning this explanation by Mr. McLaren, Mr. Mills stated,
"But as the taxes go up, the fact, that you have saved that much in
taxes also means that you also have avoided through this device the
normal increase in value of that property."

Mr. Mills then wanted to know whether or not Mr. McLaren and
Mr. Privett had explored with the courts in California to see whether
this agricultural agreement could be set aside or whether it is in the
best interests of anyone, and Privett answered that they had not, and
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that I have filed a suit in the Federal court in Los Angeles asking
the court to set aside the agreement and that he as the attorney for the
foundation was going to file an answer to this lawsuit on March 3, 1969.

Hr. Mills then stated "You are just filing all answer? I thought you
were going before somebody to ask that the restriction"-meanng'the
agricultural presere--"be removed. You are not going to do that?"

AMr. Privett replied, "Definitely not, Chairman Mills."
Mr. Mills then asked, "Why don't you want it removed if you are

going to diversify your assets or your investments? This is a situation
where a foundation is operating, dominating, and controlling a busi-
ness enterprise, one of the things which I do not think a foundation
ought to engage in. The issue is whether a foundation should be per-
mitted to own and dominate a business operation such as the Irvine
Co., to place encumbrances upon its properties perhaps to such an ex-
tent as to minimize values, and whether it is in the public interest
for a foundation to remain in this condition, that is the issue before
the committee.

"We do have this recommendation that the situation ought. not to be
permitted to go on in perpetuity."

Mr. Mills then stated, "'When you put on your hat as chairman of
the board of directors of the Irvine Co. and put this amount of land
into the agriculturtil activities for 10 years, there is not anybody who
would question that you have materially reduced your possibility of
income. I am not a real estate man, but when you tell me you cannot
sell land in that community and get more for it than you can raising
agricultural products, you have lost me. Now you have tied yourselves
out of it."

Mr. Schneebeli, a Republican member of the Committee on Ways
and Means wanted'to know why the board of supervisors of Orange
County entered into the agricultural agreement which reduced the
county's tax income by $1,500,000 per year, and when Mr. McLaren
statedthat lie could not speak for the county officials, Mr. Schneebeli
stated, "Well, does it make much sense "

Mr. Utt, the second ranking Republican member of the committee
and in whose congressional district the Irvine Ranch is located and
who is intimately acquainted with the mismanagement policies of the
Irvine Co. under the control of the foundation expressed his opinion
concerning the establishment of the agricultural preserves as follows:

"I agree so completely with your statement"-referring to my state-
ment-"on that preserve or whatever you call it to relieve the Irvine
Co. of $1.5 million taxes to the county. I cannot understand the board
of supervisors doing it because I have a great many close associates
owning land within that conclave of the Irvine Co., some 1,000 or 2,000
or 3,000 and they have been dealing with them on a water system and
they are not going to be interested in that because they cannot develop
it, because you can. stop development of the Irvine Co. because of the
establishment of this agricultural preserve."

I replied to Mr. Utt'i statement as follows:
"To me it is absolutely appalling because this land"--meaning the

agricultural preserve-' 'ies directly beside Tustin, and know what
the growth in Tustin is. You know all of the growth comes up to the
Irvine Co. land in that area and it stopped anff it does not go any far-
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there and there are these people that you sl)eak of that have 3,000, 4,000
acres that lie there in one piece. San Joaquin Fruit Co. I believe owns
some prol)erty there in that area and they have attempted to develop
this land. They cannot get sewers, they cannot get anything."

Now, Mr. McLaren paid no attention whatsoever to the criticism
by Mr. Mills and other members of the Committee on Ways and Means
concerning the mismanagement policies of the foundation through its
control of the Irvine Co. Upon his return to California, Mir. McLaren
continued to engage the.Irvine Co. in the same l)ractices and policies
for which he had been challenged by Mir. Mills.
On June 16, a regular meeting of the Irvine Co. hoard of directors

was held, and at this meeting the Irvine Co. 1969 restricted stock
prol)erty plan was approved. Under this plan certain foundation-
elected key executives of the Irvine Co. which include Mr. McLaren are
to receive a bonus in kind for their services, but the exact nature of
this bonus is not described. It could be a distribution of the stock
of the Irvine Co. or one of its subsidiaries, or a piece of the assets of
the Irvine Co. such as a shopping center or an apartment. coml)lex.

Now, these so-called key executives would be selected at the sole
and unfettered discertion of the compensation committee whicll is
appointed of course by the foundation-controlled board of directors.

This is just one more of many such schemes the foundation, trustees
and their controlled Irvine Co. management have attempt to put over
on the minority stockholders.

Again as in the past. I have been compelled to file legal action to pre-
vent the dissipation of Irvine Co. assets.

As you willbe able to see from my written statement, I have for the
past 12 years been in a continuous battle with the James Irvine Fouun-
dation trustees and their Irvine Co. management to keep them from
getting their fingers literally in the company till.

This foundation reform legislation is long, long overdue gentlemen.
Thank you.
Senator ANDEIRSON. Do you want your full statement to be put in

the record?
Mrs. SMITH. Certainly.
Senator ANDERSON. That will be done.
(Mrs. Smith's prepared and su)plemental statements follow :)
STATEMENT OF JOAN IRVINE SMITH WITH REFERENCE TO TIlE JAMES 'IRVINE

FOUNDATION

SUMMARY

The James Irvine Foundation, as trustee, holds 459 shares of the stock of the
Irvine Company, a West Virginia corporation, which represents approxia tely
58% and the control of the Board of Directors and the management of this Oie
Billion Dollar corporation.- The principal asset of The Irving Company consists
of land holdings in Orange County, California, amounting to 84,000 acres which
are located in the metropolitan Los Angeles area. This holding constitutes 20
of the total area of Orange County, California. In 1960, the population of Oranige
County was approximately 700,000 persons. Today, it Is approxhiately 1.500.000
persons. In 1960, the population of Orange. County represented 4.4c/( of th total
popnilabtioi in California. Tialy, It is 7%. t)urhig the year 10018, the Couity's
growth averaged 0,388 persons per month, or 210 per day. The Irvine Coniainy
has an outstanding capital stock Issue of 841% shares and The James Irvie
Foundation holds, as trustees, 459 shares or 53.7% of the total stock of this
Company. I am the largest individual stockholder of the Irvine Company with
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my sto(kholding of 180 shares which constitutes approximately 21% of the total
issued stock. The remaining shares are principally owned by members of the
Irvine family.

N. Loyall McLaren is President of The James Irvine Foundation and Chairman
of the Board of Directors of The Irvine Company and 5 of the 7 Directors of this
corporation are desigiinated and elected by Mr. MeLaren, as the President of Tie
James Irvine Foundation. As Chairman, Mr. McLaren rules the Board of 1)irec-
tors and the management of Tihe Irvine Company, which I personally selected
by him, with the ruthless tactics and strong-arm methods of a dictator. I)uring
the reign of Mr. Melaren over Tile Irvine Company since 1959, no consideration
whatever has been given to the 45% stock rights and interests of the Irvine
family stockholders. During this same period, the policies and practices of Mr.
McLaren with reference to time management of The irvine( Company have only
i)roduced dividends to the stockholders of less than 1% based on the market
value of their stock. As recently as November, 1965u. The Irvine Company itself
purchasedI from a stockholder, 13%/, shares of its own stock for $250,000.00 per
share and based on tills transaction, the total dividends of approximately
$2,300.00 per share paid by The Irvine Company for the year 196 constitute
a dividend return of less than 1%. )uring the last. 5 years tie net income of
The Irvine Company, including land conldemmilons mid sales was approximaely
between $8,000,000.00 and $10,000,000.00, and under proper management, divi-
dends based upon this sum of at least $6,000.00 per share should have been
declared and paid to the stockholders.

l'Under the following titles in my attached statement, there are set forth many
of the self-dealing practices and abuses of The James Irvine Foundation in
connection with its absolute and arbitrary control of the Board of Directors
and the management of The Irvine Company. a private enterprise corporation,
whose business is wholly unrelated to the charitable activities of the Foundation.

The illegal hellis transactions with the Irvine Company.
The death of Myford Irvine.
The Stevens Development Company deal.
The Upper Bay )evelopment Company deal.
The University of California at Irvine.
The Long deal.
Attempt to bring my attorney to directors meeting.
The hostile attitude of N. TLoyall MeLaren.
The Irvine Ranch Agricultural Preserve Foundation deal.
The so-called "19069 RESTRICTED STOCK-AND PROPERTY PLAN" pro-

posed by the foundation for certain foundation controlled key executives of the
Irvine Company.

The Irvine Company policy established by time foundation does not Justify its
tax exemption as a charitable organization.

I strongly recommend to the Committee on Finance. United States Senate.
that the provisions which are contained In H.R. 13270 that is now under consid-
eration by your committee with reference to the divestment by private founda-
tions of stock held in corporations whose Ilusiness is unrelated to the charitable
activities of foundations; the Income tax of 71/.,te based on value of the Invest-
ment assets of foundations and the 5% annual income distribution applicable
to all foundations, be approved by your connittee, but with the following revi-
sions, to wit: that the divestment period commence with the year 1970 on a basis
of at least 20% instead of the 10% provided in H.R. 13270 at the end of 1971 and
that there be an annual 20% divestment provision during each of the remaining
4 years so that at the end of the 5-year period, as now provided in 1.R. 13270.
The James Irvine Foundation will have been required to divest itself of all
stock that it holds in the Irvine Company. Also, that the 71/,% income tax be
made applicable to the year 1969 in order that this new tax will be paid on April 15.
1970 and that the 5% income distribution provision be made applicable to
the year 1969 instead of 1970.

STATEMENT

My name Is Joan Irvine Smith. I live with my husband, Morton W. Smith and
our children on our farm in Middleburg, Virginia.

My great grandfather, James Irvine, immigrated from Ireland to the U1nited
States in 1840. He was then 19 years of age. Upon his arrival in New York City,
he went to work In a paper mill but soon thereafter left. New York for the
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California goldfields, where he worked as both a miner and a merchant. He later
moved to San Francisco where he engaged in the mercantile business. In 1865
James Irvine, with two partners acquired 3 ranches in what was then Los Angeles
County and which originally were Spanish land grants. These ranches were
known as the Rancho San Joaquin, Rancho Lomas de Santiago and a portion
of Rancho Santiago de Santa Ana and covered approximately 115,000 acres.

In 1870, James Irvine acquired his partners' interest and thereafter the above.
named 8 ranches were known as The Irvine Ranch. James Irvine died in 1,80
and The Irvine Ranch was left to his son, my grandfather, James Irvine, Jr.,
in trust until he was 25 years of age whereupon the ownership of The Irvine
Ranch vested absolutely in him.

In 1894, -James Irvine, Jr. incorporated The Irvine Company under the laws
of West Virginia with a capital of $100,000.00 divided into 1,000 shares of the
par value of $100.00 per share.

In 1921, my father, James Irvine II, received from his father 200 shares of the
stock of The Irvine Company. This stock holding was placed in trust under
an agreement between James Irvine II and his father who was also the trustee.
This trust agreement provided that if James Irvine II predeceased his father
without issue, the 200 shares of Irvine stock reverted to his father, but if James
Irvine II predeceased his father with surviving issue, the trust agreement pro.
vided that if such issue survived James Irvine, Jr., the 200 shares of Irvine st(k'k
would be distributed to such issue and the trust thereupon would be terminated.

My father died In 1935 and was survived by myself and my mother. I was two
years old. On August 24, 1947, my grandfather died and thereupon I became the
owner of 200 shares of the stock of The Irvine Company.

After my father died in 1935, certain problems arose with reference to Federal
Estate Taxes and California Inheritance Taxes which involved the 200 shares
of the stock of The Irvine Company which my father had received in trust from
his father in 1921. At this time, N. Loyall McLaren, who was a certified public
accountant and tax adviser for my grandfather was employed to handle the
Federal Estate Taxes and the California Inheritance Taxes that were involved
in the estate of my father. In connection with the settlement of these tax prob.
lenis, Mr. McLaren became closely associated with my grandfather and during
the period between 1935 and 1937, Mr. McLaren had inveigled himself into the
confidence of my grandfather to the extent that he succeeded in having my grand-
father sign an Indenture of Trust and to allegedly assign to a California corpora-
tion, as trustee, to wit, The James Irvine Foundation, 510 shares of the stock of
The Irvine Company which amounted to 51% of the total issued and outstanding
stock of this company. Under this Indenture of Trust, the title to the 510 shares
of Irvine stock was not to vest in The James Irvine Foundation, as trustee, until
after the death of my grandfather. During the period from 1937 to 1947 when my
grandfather died, he received all of the dividends and there was no change
whatever in the ownership and the control and the management of The Irvine
Company by my grandfather. The James Irvine Foundation, as trustee, during
this period of 10 years had no connection whatever with the business or corporate
affairs of The Irvine Company or with the 510 shares of Irvine stock.

After the death of my grandfather, on August 24, 1947, the James Irvine
Foundation, as trustee, illegally received the delivery of the 510 shares of Irvine
stock from the executors of the estate of my grandfather who were also directors
and trustees of the James Irvine Foundation. At the time of the death of my
grandfather, the certificates of stock representing the 510 shares all stood in
the name of my grandfather. After the delivery of these certificates in November,
1947 for 510 shares of Irvine stock to the Foundation, as trustee, following the
death of my grandfather, a stock certificate was for the first time issued in the
name of the James Irvine Foundation.

When my grandfather died, I became the owner of the 200 shares of Irvine
stock but I was only 14 years of age and a minor. A certificate for the shares
was therefore issned in the name of my mother, Athalie R. Clarke, as guardian of
my estate. In 1052, when I was 19 years of age, I was married and under the laws
of California, I thereupon had reached by majority and was entitled to have the
200 shares of Irvine stock transferred from the name of my mother as said
guardian to my own name. I then placed 100 shares of Irvine stock in a trust for
my mother. Upon her death, this 100 shares reverts to me.

In 1057, 1 became a Member of the Board of Directors of the Irvine Company
and thereupon I was in an official position to become acquanited with the affairs
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of The Irvine Company and what I discovered disclosed to me that there were
many irregularities and illegal, self-dealing and unjust enrichment transactions
that were connected with the management of the company under the control and
domination of The James Irvine Foundation.

The 180 shares (formerly 200) of the stock now owned by me in The Irvine
Company represents 21.1% of its total capital stock. The 459 shares (formerly
510) of Irvine stock now owned by The James Irvine Foundation amounts to
53.7% of the total capital stock of the corporation. The total issued capital stock
of The Irvine Company at this time amounts to 841% shares. Approximately
2021/ shares of Irvine stock are owned by other members of the Irvine family.
On November 0, 1908, The Irvine Company purchased 13% shares of its own stock
which were then owned by the Macco Realty Company. The price paid by Tile
Irvine Company for this stock was $250,000.00 per share and based upon this
valuation, my 180 shares of Irvine stock has an established market value of
$45,000,000.00.
Th illegal Hellis tran8action8 with the Irvine Co.

The first discovery that I made concerning the self-dealing and mismanage-
ment practices of The James Irvine Foundation was shortly after I became a
Director In 1957, and involved the illegal dealings of one W. B. Hellis that were
connected with The Irvine Company. Mr. Hellis was a Director and Vice Presi-
dent of the Irvine Company and since 1950 he also had held the dual and con-
flict of interest position of Director, Member and Trustee of The James Irvine
Fotudation.

In August of 1947, Mr. Hellis and a friend of his, whose name is W. S. Tubacb,
had gone with my grandfather to a cattle ranch owned by The Irvine Company
in 'Montana, and I learned that while on this trip my grandfather had met his
death by alleged accidental means while fishing in a stream that was located on
the cattle ranch. As I heard the story, there had been a very violent argument
between my grandfather and Mr. Hellis during lunch on August 24, 1947, and
right after the argument my grandfather and Hellis and Tubach supposedly
went fishing and each man took a location on the stream and they were to meet
afterwards. Well, my grandfather never came back. I don't recall if it was Heills
or Tubach who found my grandfather supposedly, but he was in the water and
he was dead.

I then discovered that at a meeting of the Board of Directors of The Irvine
Company which was held on October 10, 1947, as disclosed by the minutes of
this meeting, which meeting was attended by Directors Hehils, Dinsmore, Scar-
borough and Plum, absent,-Myford Irvine. Hellis stated to the Board of Directors
that on this trip to Montana, my grandfather had orally agreed to loan him and
his wife and Tubach, from funds of The Irvine Company, the sum of $190,000.00.
There was no writing signed by my grandfather or any other corroboration to
suplort the statement of Hellis concerning this alleged agreement. To my astonish-
ment, I further discovered from reading the'minutes of this meeting that the
Board of Directors for the first time in the entire existence of The Irvine Com-
pany authorized the making of a loan of company funds to anybody, let alone
a Director and Vice President of the Company and a total stranger to the company
such as Tubach.

The minutes of this meeting further disclose that N. Loyall McLaren and A. J.
McFadden who were present at the meeting as Directors, Members and Trustees
of the James Irvin Foundation and as nominee Directors to the Board of Direc-
tors of The Irvine Company upon an amendment to the By-Laws of said company
increasing the number of Directors from five to seven, sat in and participated
in this meeting as directors for the Foundation and gave their approval to the
making of this loan in the sum of $190,000.00. As above pointed out, Hellis was
made a Director and Trustee of the Foundation in 1950.

I further discovered that through an investigation made by my attorneys that
Hellis and his friend Tubach had been buying properties together with the Irvine
Company under the control of the Foundation that were located In Imperial
Valley as tenants in common with the company. It also further developed that
there were other unjust enrichment transactions involving the purchase of lands
and where Hellis and Tubach each owned a undivided interest with the Irvine
Company owning the other h interest and financing the deal. The various transac-
tions in Imperial Valley amounted to approximately $11,000,000.00. Subsequently,



I requested the Foundation controlled Board of Directors of the Irvine Company
to take action against Heilis and Tubach with reference to these illegal transac-
tions where founds of the Irvine Company had been use,] to unjustly enrich both
Hellis and Tubach, but they refused to take action. My mother and I thereupon
instituted legal action against Mr. and Mrs. Hellis and Mr. and Mrs. Tubach
consisting of a proceeding to perpetuate testimony and as a result thereof Mr.
Hellis resigned as a Director and Vice President of the Irvine Company and also
a Director, Member and Trustee of The James Irvine, Foundation and there was
a voluntary partition made of the properties which stood in the names of Helils
and Tubach as to an undivided 1 1 interest and in the name of the Irvine Company
as to the remaining 1/1 interest.
The death of Muyord Irvine

My uncle, Myford Irvine, who succeeded my grandfather as President of tit,
lrvlie Company was found (lead in the basement of his home on January 11, 1959,
from gun shot womds. An autopsy disclosed that he was shot in the stomach
twice from a 16 gauge shotgun and once in the head by a .22 revolver. It appeared
that my uncle was confronted with financial obligations which had caused him1
considerable worry. He hind endeavored to either sell or borrow money on his
stock in the Irvine Company which consisted of 150 shares, but was imnble to do
so. His death was officially attributed to suicide.
The Stcrens Development Co. deal

Immediately following the death of my uncle, A. J. McFadden, who had never
been a J)Irector or Officer of the Irvine Company during the lifetime of my grand-
father and who was made a Director of the company in 1947 by The James Irvine
Foundation was elected President of the Company and N. Loyali McLaren was
elected Vice President and acting President. Mr. MlcFadden was elected as only
an interim President until a permanent President had been elected. Mr. MCLaren
took over the task of interviewing candidates for the office of President and one
of the men that hie interviewed was Roger Stevens, a real estate man with offices
in Neiv York City. Mr. Stevens catte to the Irvine Ranch but instead of talking
alimit becoming the President of the Irvine Company, .1r. M[cILaren stated that
Mr. Stevens had made a proposal to develop the p roperties owned by the Irvine
Company, and under tie Stevens proposal, the Company was to put $12,000,000.00
worth of land Into a new corporation to be called the Stevens Development Coim-
pany. It was apparent this was a pre-arranged self-dealing transaction between
MeLaren and Stevens. Mr. Stevens was to contribute $5,000,000.00 to the capital
of this new corporation which would make a total capitalization of $17,000,000.00.

The stockholders of the Irvine Company were to have an opportunity to pur-
chase a part of Mr. Stevens' commitment for stock in the sum of $5,000,000.()
and also employees of the Company which would have ineluled the Foundation
Directors, Mr. McFadden and Mr. McLaren. would also have enjoyed tile right to
purchase some of Mr. Stevens' stock. Furthermore. under the Stevens proposal.
lie or the new Stevens development Comlmny would have the right of first refu.al
on all of the company acreage, which would have been the sante as giving the
Stevens Development Company anl option on the entire property that was owned
by Tile Irvine Company In Orange County. Tile Stevens proposal was made to the
loard of 1)irectors immediately after Mr. McLaren had become a Member of the
Board and Vice President of The Irvine Company. I believe It was at the April
meeting in 1959 that Mr. MeLaren made the Stevens proposal to time Directors,
and he further stated that he had hired the New York law firm of Cravath, Swain
& Moore to represent The Irvine Company and to evaluate the Stevens proposal.

The Stevens proposal covered alproximnltely sixteen pages and Mr. M1cLaren
handed copies to each nmmber of the Board of Directors and stated that he was
very much In favor of it. I looked over a copy of the proposal and It was very long
ant very detailed, but one of tie things I could certainly see from it was that the
Irvine family minority stockholders would he totally out as far as making any
capitol galls oil tie sah, of any of the Orawe Coirmty lrnrpertits lecamie of the
way that the Stevens proposal had tied tip the entire Irvine Ranch prolierty.

I asked Mr. MeLaren about that, and he said, "Well, you can spill off the stnff
in Montana and In Imperial Valley," and so I said, "Well, that Is not where the
appreciation has been, It has been In Orange County." Mr. McLaren replied,
"Well, that's where we've got the stockholders where the hair is short, you are not
going to get nny capital gains here".
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Later there was a hunclheon thld at the Irvine Coast Country Club for the Board
of Regents of the University of California, who were coinsidering the location of
the Univerlsty of California at Irvine oil part of til property of the Irvine lIamlh.
Mr. MeLaren was present and, after the luncheon I tol Mr. Mel,aren that I was
Iot going to go along with Ills (leal, an1d lie toll le thiat I wias. that I was going to

(i0 exactly ias I was tohl to do ill(] we got into quite in argument outside of the
Clb. Later that afternoon, Mr. McLaren called tile at my home lnd asked le if
lie could cone down and he cattle dowt with Roger Stevens and till attorney front
Cravath, Swaii & 1oore an1d 1 believe another gentleman who was lit attorney
from tite suo Ilaw firi or ll associate of Mr. Htevens. The meeting lasted about
a half till hotr alld Mr. Meldtirei tried to convince tilt to go along with the
Stevens proposal. I had previously obtained legal oplnios from three law lirls
it Los Angeles, whieh were in writing anId I had then with mei at tile lteeting and
till three opinions stated that tilt Stevells proposal for the Irvine fantly minority
stockholders was a very bad thing and should not be gone Into and Just was
certainly not t good blushiess deal as far as tilt, Irvine fnndly stockholders were
eoucered. I told Mr. 'M'lirell that if he pushed the Stevens deal that I wold site
for'fqiuhdtiloi and Mr. Mclaren turned to Mr. lalloran from the Cravath law
firm and said, 'Tell her tit, laws ill tite State of California whiell tilt, Foundation
oWits 51%/ of the Conpainy. that she can't sue for liquidation," mid I said, "Yon
hitd better tell llalloran that this is not t California corporation, it is West
Virginla, and in West Vlrginhi you only need 20t and I hltve got tilte 20%".

Thereupon the whole telior of the t(onverslatioi (.htlnged til(] Mr. Mclaren got
vc ry sugary amid sweet 111d said how he had always taken care of my affairs,
represented te ol the Board of l)ireetors, looked after my mother's and lly
interest and that I shouldn't spend all of my money going to these attorneys.
that I didn't eedl to, thift. all they were going to (1o was cost me money for tegtl
fees. and (o o.il and so forth, alnd Mr. Iillioran sald, "Well. I eoildlt't give her
better advice than to seek legal counsel whenever sie feels It's necessary", They
then started talking abont setting uip separate corporations with the Company
properties iln Orange County and splining then off, alld so forth and there was a
(iscussion about that, andl( then the meeting was over, and they all left. Tile next
tiny it the Board of Directors neetilng. Mr. MeLtiren again tried to lpush his
self-dealing Stevens deal through and I had the three legal opinions which I read
mit,. tho record. that it wits a bad deal, and I Informed then that I would start
to sie for Ilquida'tlon if they tried to push it, alld Mr. ,McLaren then told Mr.
McFadden to contact Stevens and tell him that the deal was OfT. and that was
the end of the Stevens proposal at that time. I was very exalted :'but the Stevens
proposal beciase Mr. McLaren was supposed to be contticting Mr. Stevens to colme
ill ai' Presidentt of The Itrvine Company, till( here lite (ae'1 in with till entirely
different situation where lie was going to strip tile Irvine C(ompaly of its
Orange County l)rolerty and ptt It iln this other corporation here M1r. MeLaren
woumth have an Interest. 'mhis was tilt, end of the Stev(iis deal and Mr. Stevens
retired to New York.

The !'plcr Bay/ Derclopment Co. deal
Following the Stevens proposal, Mr. MeLaren brought, another self-dealing pro-

posal to the attention of the Board of Directors of The Irviue Company which was
known as thet(- Upper liay Developmnitt Company, and hunter this proposal by
Mr. MeIbaren this Company was to be organized as a subsidiary corporation of
The Irviiie Company. Tht, [rvine Cotpany was going to take one-third of the
stork, and tle Irvinte family minority stockholders were going to Ih able to get a
third of it so Mr. MeLareni at the I)irectors meeting stated that this was a very
highly speelulative bllness venture and lie felt that the Foundation would give ip
itN one-thilrd stock interest. They woilh not take their third, and instead The
Irvine Company enilhoyees wOuld get tlint third nid that instead of sai vlm-
ployes, having to bity the third of that stock in this subsidiary. which would hold
tbout 170 (1l(1 acres of the land of The Irvine Company. that was worth approxi-
imtely $1i0.000.00 anl acre. that The Irvine Companty would advance 90/e of the
monpy for the employees, to go Into tile deal alnd that the ePll lloyees wouldh only
ainve to pit up 10%. Mr. MeTaren and Mr. MctFadden were both directors of The

Irvile Company and the Fondatlon, Mr. McPadden was President of 'rhe Irvine
company y and Mr. MeLaren was Vlee-President and Mr. McTIaren was alko
President of the Poundation so both of them would have palrtlclpated ill till
ownership of one-third of the stock of this subsidinry corporation as employees of
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The Irvine Company and 90% of the purchase price of this stock would be nd-
vanced by The Irvine Company and they would only personally contribute 10%
thereof.

I asked Mr. McLaren whether the Company was going to loan the Irvine
family minority stockholders the money to purchase their stock and he said,
No, that we would have to buy all or any part that we wanted with our own
money. Later this proposal came before the Board of Directors and the Company
Tax Counsel wrote a memorandum on how this subsidiary corporation was to be
set up and how It was to be divided with the employees of The Irvine Company
which included Mr. McLaren and Mr. McFadden as officers of the Company and
Directors and Trustees of the Foundation who would get a piece of the stock
which would be financed up to 90% with Company money. Through my efforts.
this self-dealing transaction which would have unlawfully enriched MeLfren
and McFadden, was abandoned.

After Mr. McLaren became Chairman of the Board of Directors In 190, he
opposed many of my motions as a Director and as the only stockholder of The
Irvine Company who was a Director with reference to many matters which were
for the best interest of the Company and the Irvine family stockholders. One of
these matters was the master plan for the development of the extensive land
holdings of The Irvine Company. This plan was finally adopted but both 3r.
MeLaren and Mr. 'McFadden fought it and the other Foundation Directors also
opposed It, but finally agreed to it.

The University of California at IrtIne
When the Board of Regents of the University of California Indicated that they

were interested In locating a University on The Irvine Ranch providing Tile
Irvine Company would make a gift of the property to the Board of Regents. Mr.
McLaren wanted to sell the property to the Board of Regents. I was In favor of
the Company making a gift of the property and I cited the University of Cali-
fornia at Los Angeles as an example as to how The Irvine Company Nyould be
benefited by having the University located on Its property like the City of West-
wood which was developed adjacent to the University of California at Los An-
geles was an example of what would happen if the Board of Regents established
a similar University on the property of The Irvine Company. There was another
group who owned considerable property that was going to give their property to
the Board of Regents and the University would have been located on this other
property If we had not made a gift of our property to the Board of Regents and
if this had happened, we would not have the University of California at Irvine
where it now exists, on the property of The Irvine Company at Irvine, Orange
County, California.

The Long Deal
Another self-dealing transaction Involving an officer of The Irvine Company

and the Foundation controlled Board of Directors of the Company was the Long
transaction. Mr. Long was a Vice President of The Irvine Company in charge of
the Land Development Department. This transaction came before the Board of
Directors with reference to a tract of company land of approximately 125 acres
that was situated along what was known as the Upper Back Bay In Newport
Beach, and on this particular property the Company began to put In the improve-
ments, that Is the public utillittes and the streets so that it could be developed.
I was then advised that the Company was going to have a man who had done
other development work for the Company to the development on this particular
property. Mr. Long, who was a Vice President of the Company, came before the
Board of Directors and stated that he had a small minority interest In the flny
Crest Corporation which was one of the corporations that another individual by
the name of Austin Sturdyvand was acting in the development of this property.
The way It turned out was that there were two other people who also had an
interest In this property, and they both came In with bids for the property. I
think one bid was for $18,000 an acre and the other bid was for $12,500 an
acre which was later raised to $18,000 an acre and the bid of Mr. Sturdyvand
was $11,000 an acre. Mr. Long was involved in this trasaction with Mr. Sturdy-
vand. Mr. McFadden, who wa. the President of the Company and also a Director
of both the Company and The James Irvine Foundation stated that he was going
to handle the deal and that as President l e would take care of the matter and
that the best group would purchase the property. As it turned out, the other two
bids for $18,000 an acre were discouraged by Mr. McFadden or his agent from
being Interested in the purchase.
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One of said purchasers was told by a representative of Tile Irvine Company
that this Company was an eleemosynary organization and wasn't interested in
making money. When these two other bids dropped out, Mr. McFadden and
Sturdyvand agreed to a purchase price of $13,000 an acre and then he kicked in
for The Irvine Company additional acreage which had not been approved by the
Board of Directors or brought to my attention is a Director and stockholder of
the Company and also Mr. McFadden added another 12.73 acres which likewise
had never been authorized by the Board of Directors or brought to my attention
as a Director and stockholder and sold the same to Sturdyvand at $19,000 an
acre. This property was appraised shortly thereafter in tie neighborhood of
$30,000 an acre.
Both Mr. McLaren and Robert II. Gerdes, who wias also a Director of

The Irvine Company, as well as a directorr of the Foundation approved the
transaction with Sturdyvand. At the I)Irectors meeting which occurred after
the deal was closed by Mr. McFadden, lie stated that all of the extra acreage that
%was added to the original 125 acres which was approved by the Board of
Directors with the exception of my "No" vote had been added to and sold to
Iturdyvand. This transaction was a typical example of how The Irvine Company

has been mismanaged under the control and domination of The James Irvine
Foundation. Later, .ny mother, Mrs. Athalie R. Clarke, and myself, filed a deriv-
ative stockholders suit against the Foundation and its Directors and Mr. Long
for damages thot the company lost in the sale of the property to Sturdyvand
at $13,000 an acre. The lower Court sustained a Demurrer to our Complaint with-
out leave to amend. An appeal was taken to a higher Court and the judgment of
the lower Court was reversed as to Long. McFadden and MeLaren and my
mother and I were given permission to file an Amended Complaint which we were
unable to do because the appraiser who had appraised this property had died
during the appeal and we therefore were unable to use his testimony and so
the action was dismissed.

Before this suit was filed, I attended a meeting of the Board of Directors
and there was a discussion with reference to the Long situation. I requested that
Mr. Long be brought to the Directors meeting for the purpose of telling the
Directors exactly what kind of an interest he held in the Bay Crest Corporation
and Mr. MeLaren spoke up and sail that Mr. Long didn't have to tell anybody
about anything and that lie, Mr. MeLaren, was satisfied with the deal and
that it had gone through and been completed and that that was simply the end
of it. I later discovered that Mr. Long had considerably more than a small
minority interest in the Bay Crest Corporation and there was another corporation
involved in this Sturdyvand transaction in which he was the total stockholder and
there were two other corporations also Involved which I understood that Mr.
Long held at least a 50% interest therein.

Attempt to bring my attorneV to directors meetings
Because of all of the improper and Illegal transactions that were involved

under the control and domination of The James Irvine Foundation, I requested
the right to bring my attorney to the meetings of the Board of Directors of
The Irvine Company. As I have already pointed out, I was the only stockholder
In the Company that was also a Director and furthermore as the owner of the
200 (now ISO) shares of stock of The Irvine Company, I was the owner of ap.
approximately 21% of all of the assets of this corporation and was therefore
vitally and substantially interested in how the affairs and business of The
Irvine Company were managed. It was the general practice of Mr. McLaren,
as Chairman of the Board of Directors to overrule all of the motions or resolu-
tions that I proposed by telling me that I was out of order and when I would
appeal his ruling, I of course was overruled because the Foundation Directors who
were in the majority all voted to uphold the ruling of Mr. MeLaren. The
Foundation could not keep me off the Board of Directors because my 200 shares
of stock under the cumulative voting law In California permitted me to elect
myself as a Director and therefore the Foundation could not keep me from
serving as a Director of The Irvine Company. My request to have my attorney
present at the meetings of the Board of Directors was turned down. My at-
torneys thereupon filed a Petition with the Court for a Writ of Mandamus for
the purpose of directing and ordering the Board of Directors of Tile Irvine
Company to permit ine to bring may attorney to the meetings of the Board. I
was the only woman on the Board of Directors and the Foundation Directors
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Cro i t butt to t inv utreitI whollyV OWIMInt stiltsithiiiry vl'01raIloits aind Ili t'oit't't hut
wit i flit' orgiitltou of these' eoivaliiives. ow hi'rviiie Ca iill stovklioldlers hidielitedl
hliat thety would like to have it voiee lit Ili' inutiaigeniit thereof. Ont' of Ilii'st'

corpoa~tions was1 ~~ 'Te I rvbt indus1t1rial C oniplex, it Callifornia i'nrpo'uitloa.
1Hotweve'r, tilt- Irvine Ca atily sttiekhlidt'rm wett told by Mll. NtLa rt'iit Ut the
'oiit ro oif t lit' Board of 1)lret-tors of thirqsubsid841iary 'orp~oraions would also

hio miidt'a tlit,, coiitrol~ tiC fla The ne I-vite Pollaialtoli t(id that 1iiiv Fotalinhit
I tll] tid not Initendt t lilt fily ttliir stirokhthli'r would haive a nyt hbng to saty aiwt
II(, cioniitrol of 'iiTe Irviie C'ompiany or otay of Its siisihlinr3' t'trpotio411.

Oni oul ot't'ision wili i 1hre was nit llseiissloia altotit flivi sitwhitliutry t'ori'iira-
Slon. Mr. l'rivett, who 1.s thlt itttoni'y for 'Ptt' Jiamets Irvine' 1"oltiilli. wn.ts
present. Di )nriai I lie ilsi'iwslon. I brought ill) ilii' fact int tihl '11i'rmairy i.
par11ilittiit hadt rteco t I Iiit'ult'th to ilie ('otiniit let' oli Waiy8 lil tithea118 or' Ili - 111itils'
ofIChtlresetit I I ves Mth aill ptrivatte founditations1. siuch as4 The Jamties I rvInii
F'oiinthil ion, should( lit' lirollilitv f' roma holding mnore that 201% of the si 04k
of iltli' torpora t titi stel as Thelu Imervt ('niiplinly 1111( M r. ltr1lt t shtttd
thatl Tit'l .Taiut's8 I m-iie it' ondti I bi wtiuld give ill) thle tax exeutipt ion rut t her
thlit tilvest Its stovk Ill lit' Irvine Comipany laeriist' lite p~rimeiit' iertst oif tOIw

IVoiiidaiio wits ruling 'flit' Irvine ('tpny Ini 1'rl4ttity m idi foiet'iv.

()it Jim un ry 21). I111. tflit' lBoard tif SlIipervl ors of Oranlge' ( omtily, pursuuint
totil 11 ih1)11440t1011 11hi41 by '11tt' Irvine C'omapany. tidolte't Ii rt's4)liitm by at viov otf
:1 sit 'mvlsors 1111(1 wIih 2 siiliert'Istrs votilng "'No",' which silistmianI ly itroildell
I hil Ilhe applirtitioli of u rviiv iit 4 vomiumity for t it't% i i w iit tII anagriiiI.
t ran I lresi'rve on Ite hainds oiC 'I'lit' I rvini' C'omplany li Oiage ( oittuty till(] eover-
lug lilt itivii of itlihtroxi ait y 19253~ iil'vt'M wits ilihirowtmi. Alt bough I am11 a
Di)reetor ti fit tlet hutrgev.tt I ndividitil sttckhtoldert' n'it' 1rvliti ('omtpia y. I hailt
not) hi'uvi notmii otr tit% filing of I his ailplivat 14)1 with thep Board of uh'trisis
ot1hotrwi'ot I would l11m, vi' hi prvesent tt lit' liviirin ind would li- ye ih.I4'ilt
t it'rt't 4. ThI'It s lit'51 i oll (irtiii'i htttIwtli' lit mshtne Iliat till F't'hruai y 1.

t 41,Ihe' Board of Sluii-srvlstors wtoiid considier 1t'e 'xteit it ortit an grevtat
%%- li Th'le Irvht. ('mpimy ttvi t'stnhlsh ill,,tr irlt'nttiral jil-ivt' putrsiitit tol
flie, Oailoraila Cotnse'rvationi Aet ot 19015.

(inl lq'thiiivy It. I111). fli~hhit- '4 Board 1)1 Wreel ti oflit The vinep ('oipa ny. by
(lit, m'ote lit thet Fllunthat Ionl voitroht't Di reors. Me1~rmi S!nhhivm , Mivoul

auhmivt'er amitt win, mi t~ ifth lnnlIota t')lrolled Di)rvetor, Newtinti bvbwit
aibsenlt, uitolptt't1 a remoluitIon uttithiorlimIijcte l'reshthent of 'Ihe( 1Irvine' ('omt'my
toi etetr Into (iItt' Agrieitttrai l t rosertv(' Agr'emnmtt wilth ft' 11orrd of Sulwr-
visors. oif Ovaongi' C'ounty. I voltvd igalius this resotitiln antd so did Di rpetoi' N.
Kt'lth (nedle. litishatild of LAIn Irvi' Onfedo whot own.ls 4Af Amnre of ft'en' of
'Te Irvine 'onipnhiy. As abonve iltioinedo I AM the only Director who 14sIs ~o
stockhiolder.



On lFebiirnr 181, '111, tiit- date wit'ii had livten set liv tile 1Board of Hijwrylors
for tib jimiit (if' t'oiittiiIg tilt- exeenttIon (if the~ Agricultural P'reserve Agree-
iliitI wtIt I Tht' I rilit t'(iillililly, 11y1 ait tOrnt'y, 1,YaldIl L. Young9, Iit'rSOly~ll% nil-
jivared ati rt'qiuvtt'd the B~oard of $imrIsors to io.-tlponefit',th contidt'ratil
of til agieieni for at jierlod iof one week lIt order thati I 1A id Illy tOtlher, who 1I4
also it .4tokholt'r Ililit h r1vlt Company, could ii ppear before flt!, Board of
Supeis'~lors, ii d pro~tetst t it(' 'xt''ili on of tills ugrteviiit. M.l i*. lll advii~.~ isekd tilt'

ft- ('oiniilittt. oil NN'lli 1111(1 '1ilN fof r I, ]1ollst si ljrstn tIes 1ul
8tiites L'olig'tss~ Ill W1.lstlillgt oil, D).C. 11nd4 111i1t I Was me'iie d to ttlipear 1t8 it
Wlitess lint-fort' tis voiiiiidt~ (t hIPebrunr y 1t), 10110) niat was Itereforte utinillt
tti [it' pres'iit ait I Ili% meetilng. 'Iht' itt oriiey for T'I( I rvlnt ' tipany was present

111i11 1 iitr'lu [ill th li oarduit of 8iiiitrrirs adoplttd at re1t'il oil approiviing I lit' ex.
ttimIo by tlit, (ihialrauuu of tlit- Boiard (if Xiipervisors of this aigreemnt.
'Pi' t-stuillililiit of tiii lt t Itiols uigritult n rat iireserv oil -19,253 ar of lan111

of Tihe I rvine' Coumpany Ili Ora igt (Coutity mA of a1 total hloldlIng f 14,00() ii(res.
diliig 1t'e 11-yentr livtril of the( uigree'aituit lprohibits The Irvnet C'ompatny from
w'lling orl leasing any part of tilt- landls vounnnd Illen'l free andm c'lea r fromt flit'
iitsiilivetts, i'tstritl H 111100s,1 himii l t il Heui l ls lImpose'd I litreon ii i - thlit terils

(of th lia:vtenit-'t wvhih arte thliat no liiirt of tilit' tigrivultitriul p~reserve' IutikI may lit'
detvotedt to) anly lses; the tr thim i gritultural. Only 1(1,1(K) livies I nvolrt'd ill OWIa
ngm-it'nlurni prteserveti r' e uitly de~voltil to mgritnit urot InmrK110's. 1111d tilt'
rtmiulning 39,M) ac'res tdo not tonuit nIolsgrapIby thalt Is4 agrivulturally oriented.
Tihils nt'ans limit Them I rvine' C'ompanly, during tis 10-yetm lR'rlotl, Is Iiroldhlttled
from develophIg any jwirl of thil, 49~,2;-9 irvs of tflie, company's viiableI laut1tig Ill
Orange Coun111ty for re-4idvuf it 1mi, Indus~trial, t'oumnnrtIii or liumuttss lises. (lolls,,.
iltit ly, 'iTe I rvine' Conipa ny muid tilit' minority stot'kloldtirs, Illdhig iliystlf,
Will I~ lit'sb.-tilit Illy.% da11111ged4 bothl 1. to slvitliidS a tid Ilit' Intrnic valipt
of our I'r'hit' stock. The' Agricultuirali Detpartmet'nit of tlt, ('onpaiuy now oli'rittes
ait at silbstintlall loss5.

Bteaulst oif fil lt uIsiill iigpiiit'it pllltlt's by tflit' Ioiutat Ion I limougli Its t-out rft
tof PTt' Irvinte (Ciopainy lin re'fusing to le a till tt'ly detw'op) tile Voiiipauiy property
Ill 01r1ng1' Couliity, it great umiulu1er of homue buyers who desire to lovitte hI Oranlge
County linuvt had to go e'lstewhere lIn order to ti it aiouiie And by reas-ou the'reof,
lianly thousands of hlonut le is Iliv' bietei lost to Thle Irvine Comtpany. T1'it, iijor
potrt on or th l itlds covered by' tlit, agnitiultra ptIlrest-rve are present ly ready andmiarketabule for resldeiital Suithuslnt's, eoiutivtrtlilln Iluiluilal-11 dItivpt'lsninent and(
under propt'r mnu igtinitt, fisl,, land would lbe ttvtlolit'd by th lt 'tistruit ol tif
101,0100 lioniits pier year during tle l4'riotl of thle uiext 10. ye~irs or at totili of 1010,0MX
niew hlolm. Bllse of (Ilt vt'tliixhiuat'nt of tht' 0agr1cultulrall prteserve onl 49~.2-53
aceres of tli'su' hids, the buyers w~hio would prefer to htarelizist lies oil tite
Irvhie Ranu will go elst'where anud Ill tis event, Tlhte I rt'luu Jirolitrty thl bat to-
st iltts th liagrivultural pireserve' wvill remini lalint ndl e-onlomIca.1lly Itiliro(tiu.
tivt' timid Indlab e fiitetmihly anti for m1anly years lit tin' future, andit t(Is wvll
have at dIttrlut'uitnl. rest rIvilye Iinntce oil the(, orderly uurbini growth or tho
pirope'rty of 'T'e Irvline Compi~any lii O)ranige CIounty.

I hayv' Iusttittd ii stot'kioltlers dltriviativil' ct)o lit file Iluulteti States 1)1strIc.
(Court Ill I fis A mgelt's agiilist 'The Ja ilt' Irv'inme vlsinda tloll a11d thp I41nuu1dat Ioll
cotr olletd irettors of 'run IrvineP Co011111nY ni'd tilt"' 1110111)(111, of (ihe Board of
.9tlKt'nvisos. tif Oranlge Coulilty for It'e hifhiost of hayluug thil, Agnitultun 111-

streAgneellii set amitdt mild 1a1dentll't s Invalid.
Ther .r~alled(11 "116.9 estrIed mfoek and piow lallem" proponsrd by the P01111.

flatill fol. ec)-tolii foil 1dalonm en ltrilI keji ('.re'Itir* of lif.e h-t'1 ('a.
Ml Ite umimtng of fte Board of l)Iret'tors of Tint) Irvinte Coulitpliy on Juu llllp1,

11)(11), att'ilt'd biy uilystlf 11110 thle other it ntlemiuhers, of thi. Board, Joint V. Newnuami,
Di)rsetor oif biothi 'Ptt' Ivie C'ot~many muutd (lit' o l~'udiutau 10anMd ('luzurimn of tile
('oiaupt'nasili (')nintilt let of tit(' Boartd of Dirtector. or 'l% I-vIne ('oumpauty,
huauidt'd at 3-jiage docuenll lt to elaeli of the Dirtettors. tuiehuidlng uiiysehf, whIchl doe'u-
likeit %%is t'ntlIit "t Irvine ('OlIitli---19fl9I hiest rlotedI Stoek musl Prolperty

D'mn"i)rtettor 'N'wu rtead ni prepared resotuuticiu to tlie effect tlint this in,, lbe
approved by I lit' Board of Directors. 1 )(11111 thu'% stI-l-s'nsoiutf thn' resotuitiout.
IFiulitt1 lou IIiPttO Sulllivuui, who 14 ait'iibe'r of 11lit ('ontlKutIon111 Coninul1tttep.
slutI ni hlt mtidt'r this lhu.l at tiINT( (f theP assets4 of The Irviuut' Coipanly 111tti
of Its substdltlry corlutratloltg Will lie given to (lit key t'xt'cutlvt elliphtiytes of
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The Irvine Coniminy who will be selected boy the Compensation Committee In Its
sole discretion. Directors Mason and Wheeler who are respectively the President
and Secretary of The Irvine Company, disqualified themselves from voting on
the resolution as they were interested parties who will participate in the plan.
I spoke agaist the lan as a give away to the Foundation agents and represent.
otives who had served the- Interests of the Foundation and anot the interests of the
minority stockholders of The Irvine Coinpany. Three )irectors who were all meni.
hers of the Comlpnsation Couittee voted "Yes" and I voted "No". Director and
Chairman of the Board and also a Director of the Poundation, Melaren, said to
me, "You are making a terrible record". I replied that "I was not", and the|'e-
upon Director Melnaren stated that he voted "yes". i1s vote was necessary to
adopt n resolution by a majority of the whole Board. McLaren was and I the
salaried Chairman of the Board of Directors of The. Irvine Compmny and he is
by dethnithin i tlhe h "leain" n key executive employee. Like Directors Mason and
Wheelr. le is an Interested party who will participate in the plan.

For many years, McLaren and the Foundation's )iftorne.v, Mr. Privett, have
voted the stock of The Irvine Company owned by the Foundation and Mclnren
exercises such control over the Foundatlon. that lie votes the stock in his Ull-
controlled discretion and in effect, personally selects 5 of the 7 members of thte
Board of Directors of the Company.

The liklihood of mishandling and self-dealing under tle "1060 Restricted Stoek
and ilroperty lan" is evidenced by tie history of The Irvine Company uider
the control of the Foundation since M0'9, which has required my constant guard-
Ing against the misapproprintion of corporate assets, such as the illegni Hell.i

transaction mentioned by me where a I)irector of The Irvine Comipany was
purchasing real estate in joint ownership with the Company and borrowing money
front the Company while serving as a Director; also, the Stevens Development
Plhn Deal mentioned by me where ai option to huy the entire Orange County
property of The Irvine Company was to be conveyed to a corporation controlled
by a Mr. Stevens, under a plan giving employees of Tie Irvine Company tihe right
to purchase part of Mr. Stevens' stock. (Such employees Included the Chairman
of the Board, Mr. MeLaren) ; and the Ulpper Bay I)evelopinent Company Deal,
also mentioned by ine which Involved an attempted transfer of 170 acres of land
valued at approximately $50,000 per acre, to a subsidiary corporation in which
tile employees of the corporation were to be permitted to purchase , of the
stock therein and The Irvine Company would loan the employees 90 of the
stoney they would need to buy this 114 Interest. Mr. McLaren would have partici-
pates in this self-dealing transaction If I had not interfered and frustrated its
execution.

Then we have the recent Agricultural Preserve Deal, also mentioned by me,
that Is presently being litigated, and which involves the placement of approxi-
mately 50,000 acres of The Irvine Company land in Orange County in a fictitious
"agricultural preserve", freezing this acreage from commercial development for
10 years, thereby depressing the present value of The Irvine Company's assets
for purposes other than and contrary to those of the minority stockholders. I
am convinced by these and other similar self-dealing proposals and practices
of the Foundation and its President, MeLaren and tho other Foundation Directors
who are also Directors of The Irvlne Company, that this "1069 Restricted Stock
and Property Plan" Id designed as it is (without any guidelines or standards)
for the specific purpose of distributing the assets of The Irvine Company in a
wanner which would work a fraud on myself and the other minority stockholders
and would constitute a wasting of the assets of the Company.

Like the other self-dealing transactions proposed and attempted by McrLaren
during the past 10 years by virtue of Ills position as Chairman of the Board of
Directors of the Company, I have been compelled to file another lawsuit in West
Virginia where The Irvine Conpany was Incorporated, Jn order to prevent this
giveaway plan from being carried into effect. My attorneys filed a motion in
this action for a prelilinary Injunetion, and the West Virginlia Court has
ordered, with the agreement of the attorneys for The Irvine Company, that no
further steps will he taken by the Board of directors in connection with this
plan pending the hearing of my motion for a preliminary Injunction.
The Irelno 7o. pollcy established bi the footndation does tnot justify Is.tax

eempt on as a oharitablo organisation
The dividend record of The Irvine Company under the domination and control

of The James Irvine Foundation has been extremely low. In November, 198,
The Irvine Company purchased 13% shares of its own stock from the Macco
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Really Company for the suim or $2-141,000.00 per sAre or a total stiu of $3,375,-
00.00. Dividends paid by The Irving Coml~iiy duringg the Ist 10 years are less
than 1% of till asset value of the 4159 shares of tlit stock of 'Tlhe Irvine Company
that I.- ichl by tN 1oluilation. This l(w rate of divhends Is not attributable to
the net earnings and prolits of the 'olilpany whllh consttute the source of money
that Is available for the payment of dividhends, which averages approximately
$8.000,000.00 to $10,00,W00.00 lper annum iclluding laind condenintimlis ad land
sales. 'ihe James Irvine Foundation conltelds that It 18 a charitablee organillon
ml It hits tlherfore obtltilned from the internal Revenue Service it tax exemiption
(ii1 all IimOllie and Iapltal gains recelv(d by It oil Its stock hi The Irvine Compaly.
It Is th, duty of 'Phe James Irvine Foundlatioii, through Its control of The lrvine
('ompaly, to produce iniuxlmutn dividends on Its Irvine'stock and also to declare
adequate dividends for the minority stockholders and not to accumulate dividend
income for capital im)rovenents or dtlvehilptent which the Foindlitiol con-
trolled Board of l)irectors hits done slice 1159 whein Myford Irvine (lied and the

lhisi#1it control of the iiialuligement or The Irvinc Company was taken over by
tile Foundation.

The Tax Rteforn Act of 1969-I.1. 13270 provides that all tax exempt private
foundations, Icluiding The Jalles Irvim, F ouidation, coumencing with the year
1070. will be required to pay all Income tax of 71At% based on the value of the
hvestnent assets held by the FOlin (it tiOll. Ill liy opinion, this IncomIe tllx of
TY§% shioutid be ittiude applicable to the year 1109 li order that tite payment
thereof will colnnieuce o April 15, 1119 Instead of April 15, 1971. 1 also believe
that the provision hi l.1t. 1:270 that requires tax exempt foundations to dis-
tribute ecitl year 5% of the 1'lcItI( of tht, Investient assets of the Foundation
should be aplfiltCle to tile year 1969 instead of the year 1070.

SUPPLIZIMENTA, WRITI'EN STATIMEINT OF JOAN IRVINE SMITH[ AMPLIYINO IER
TESTIMONY BEFOtRE Tit: FINANCE ('OMi ITTrEE, 11.8. SENATE, ON OCTOIUlR 7, 1961)

(Re the inconelent and self-dealing mnligenent policies of the James Irvine
Foundation through its 53 percent stock control of the Irvine Co.)

On February 21, 1960, N. Loynll McIcaren, President of the James Irvine
Foumdation, and Howard J. Privett, attorney for Mr. McLaren, appeared before
the Committee on Ways and Means and were examined by the Chairman, Mr.
Mills, and other members of tills Committee.

During the examination of Mr. MeLaren, lie referred practically all of his
answers to the questions proomunided to Mr. PrIvett. Mr. Mills asked Mr. MeLaren
the following question: "What do you consider the corpus of the Foundation to
be worth?" Mr. Prlvett answered for Mr. MeLaren as follows: "The last sale of
Irvine Company stock, which was rather recently (November, 1968), was at
$250,000 por share. If that value could be obtained, and that was a sale of only
13%§ shnres, then the corpus of this Foundation would be approximately
$123,000,00."

Mr. Mills then asked the following question: "What Is your annual Income?"
Mr. Privett repllei1 : "Approximately 1 Million Dollars."

Mr. Mills Inquired of Mr. MeLaren as follows: "You are, Mr. McLaren, a
member of tile Board of Directors of the Company?"

"Mr. MoIIA EN. I aml.
"Mr. Mirtrs. And you are acquainted with the operations of the Company?
"Mr. MOrAnRN. Yes.
"Mr. MNltts. Are you satisfled that the Company, Itself, Is properly managed?
"Mr. MOLAREN. Completely satisfied.
"Mr. MiLLS. And yet Mr. Privett has testliled here that tihe Income of tile

Foundation Is about, on an annual basis, 1% of the value of the, corpus, or less?
"Mr. MoTAR,. The income of tile Irvine Company is now three times as Inuelt

as it was a few years ago.
"Mr. Mit.s. That Is not my question. Why Is It that the Irvine Company is

only producing a return per year on those shares of stock that the Foundation
owns (459 shares, which Is 53%) of 1% or less, when that return Is related to
the value of the corpus?"

[Mr. MeLaren did not answer this question.]

33-Se5---O-1t -- -37
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"Mr. MitAg. Now, Mr. PrIvett, you have given us a value of the corpus of the
Foundation which is based upon the sale of a very few shares by a minority
interest (1811 shares). I am not willing to accept that as a true value for pur.
poses of determining the relationship of income to value. I think you would admit
that maybe the value of the Foundation's less restricted portion would be. far
greater if put on the market than that of a few shares sold by a minority interest.
Is that right? I think it would work that way in California. It would in Arkansas.

"Mr. PRivtr. I think there is certainly an increment of value added from the
fact of majority control. And I would have to agree that if the minority interest
was worth that much, and it was put on the market place between a willing buyer
and seller, that if control was added with it, there would be an increment that
was added to it.

"Mr. MiLts. All right, let me ask you, Mr. McLaren, you are President of the
Foundation and you are on the Board of Directors of the Company as Chairman
of the Board. Is that right?

"Mr. MOLAAUN. That Is correct.
"Mr. MILLS. I don't know which hat you wear at this meeting, but in either

case how do you justify entering into this agreement to forestall the increased
value of property that you as the Director or Trustee are obliged to preserve and
maintain as a part of the corpus of the Foundation? Was this a good thing on
your part as the Chairman of the Board of the Irvine Company to allow this
restriction to occur on 40,000 acres, I believe somebody said, of land in a part of
the Irvine Company which is 53 or 54% owned by the Foundation. Is that good
Foundation practice?

"Mr. MOIsAREN. I believe it is.
"Mr. MIsLL. Tell me why.
"Mr. MOLAREN. This matter has been under consideration for about two years.

It has been studied intensely by officials of the Company and some members of
the Board of Directors over that period. The final conclusion was that te effect
of going Into this agricultural preserve would be an immediate saving in taxes
of somewhere around $1,500,000 a year."

[The Directors referred to by Mr. McLaren all hold the conflict of interest
position as Directors and Trustees of The James Irvine Foundation. The two
independent Directors on the Board are myself and Keith Goede, husband of
Linda Irvine (aede, who, like myself, is a stockholder in the Irvine Company.]

"Mr. Mirts. But as the taxes go up, the fact that you have saved that much
in taxes also means that you, have also avoided through this device the normal
increase in value of that property."

Mr. Mills then asked Mr. McLaren the following question:
"Mr. McLaren, did you get the permission of the Attorney General's Office in

California to enter into this agreement with the authorities of Orange County?
"Mr. MOLAREN. Certainly not.
"Mr. MILS. You did not?
"Mr. MoLARwN. Certainly not.
"Mr. MILLs. If the Attorney General of California checks on your operations

and decides that you have not acted in your capacity as President of the Founla-
lion in permitting this encumbrance to be placed upon an asset of the Foundation,
but that you have acted actually as Chairman of the Board of the Irvine Coin-
pany, would you be in a difficult position to explain it?

"Mr. MoLAREN. I certainly wouldn't. As I mentioned before, after careful con-
sideration extending over a long period, five of the Directors of the Company
out of a total of seven decided that the entering into of such agreement Wa%. III
the best interests of the Company."

(All five of the Directors referred to by Mr. McLaren held their office as agents
and representatives of the Foundation and wore elected as such Directors at the
annual meeting of the stockholders through the stock held and voted by the
Foundation.]

"Mr. MNits. I have been told that the States are developing control over
foundations through the Attorneys General of the States. This is not trume III
California?

"Mr. MOLARzN. No.
"Mr. MiT.Ts. I don't know, If this Company [Irvine Company) can't make any

money than that, whether it is a good thing to continue to have this much of your
total corpus tied up in one operation, unless you are looking to some future
time when the situation might change. I think you would welcome time Treasury
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suggestion that we force you to diversify to some greater extent where you
might get a greater return on your Investment than you are getting out of this
operation [the Irvine Company].

"But the very restriction that has been entered Into with the Orange County
authorities on the use of the property seems to me to be at least a borderline
violation of the Initial trust provision to which you have Just referred, Mr..
Privett.

"Mr. ftivmvr. I would Just have to say, Mr. Chairman, I disagree
"Mr. MILLS. Is it a chancery court that handles equity matters in California?'
Mr. PRivvrr. We call It Just our Superior Court. hut It Is on the equity side.

"Mr. MIL.S. Have you explored with the Court to see whether this agreement
could be set asi, or whether It Is in the best Interests of anyone?

"Mr. Patvwrr. We have not. The previous witne.., Mrs. Smith, filed a suit In
the U.S. District Court last week asking that Court to review the question, and
I think our answer to that complaint is due on the 3d of March.

"Mr. MuJs. I am not looking for a client or anything of that sort, but the
previous witness, Mrs. Smith, may have been raising Issues that really did not get
to the crux of the thing. Aside from that, I Just want to get this clear now. Mr.
MeLaren, you are the President of the Foundation. Suppose we pass legislation
saying that a Foundation may not have in Its portfolio of Investment mno' than
20% of any single business operation. Would it then be your Judgment that you
would have to begin innnediately the process of divesting enough Irvine Com-
pany stock to get you below the 20% level within the time linit prescribed by
law-or what would you (1o? What would you recommend to the Foundation tlt
you do? You are the principal officer of the Foundation.

"Mr. MOLAREN. I beleve that under the trust Indenture we would have to get
court approval of any such action. I do not know how the California courts
would feel.

"Mr. MiLLs. I do not thik tlt the courts in California would say that you
didn't have to divest yourself when you are required by Federal law to do so.
At any rate, If you didn't divest, you wiuld immediately lose your tax exemption
under Federal Law. Would you welcome that; would you allow that to happen,
or what would you do? Would you forego the Foundation's tax exemption rather
than divest the stock?

"Mr MoLAREN. That would be a question that would have to be considered by
our Board of Directors at the appropriate time. I can't speak for the Board.

"Mr. MILLS. I understand. I am trying to find out whether we should (t tils
or not. The Treasury recommends that we require you to do that without im-
posing any hardship on you. Do you feel that In your dual capacity as President
of the Foundation and as Chairman of the Board of the Irvine Company that
you operate both organizations?

"Mr. MoIJAREN. No. Personally, no. They are separate Boards of Directors.
"Mr. MILLS. I will tell you one thing. If I anm the Chairman of the Board of

a company, I am going to accept the responsibility of being the principal officer
of that company unless I am just paid to front for somebody. I think that fact
Is pretty clearly demonstrated here. Mr. McLaren. What I ant concerned about,
though, is why the Attorney General hasn't looked Into this interboard rela-
tionship between the Corporation and the Foundation.

"Mr. PRvI-r. I assure you, Mr. Mills, that the Attorney General has looked
into that relationship.

"Mr. MILLS. That Isn't a question of looking over somebody's shoulder. The
question is one of Judgment. This is a situation of whether a Foundation is
operating, dominating, and controlling a business enterprise-one of the things
which I don't think a Foundation ought to engage In. The issue is whether a
Foundation should be permitted to own and dominate a business operation, such
as the Irvine Company, to place encumbrances upon Its properties perhaps to
such an extent as to minimize values, and whether It Is in the public interest for
a Foundation to remain In this condition. That is the Issue before the Committee.
We do have this recommendation that this situation ought not to be permitted
to go on in perpetuity. I think we have had many extraneous points go Into this
record. As a result of my questions, and I wouldn't say as a result of what
either Mrs. Smith or you have said, but someone said that it is the purpose of
the Irvine Company to try to get this restriction removed on this property. Is
that right? Wlift are you going to do on March 8?
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"Mr. PRiVETT. On March 3, I will file an Answer to a lawsuit filed by Mrs.

Smith against the Foundation and the Company, trying to prevent them from
entering into the agricultural preserve.

"Mr. MILs. You are Just filing an Answer? I thought you were going before
somebody to ask that the restriction be removed. You are not going to do that?

"Mr. PRIv-TF. Definitely not, Chairman Mills.
"Mr. MIiLLS. Why wouldn't you want it removed if you are going to diversify

your assets or your investments?"
Following the foregoing examination of Mr. McLaren and Mr. Privett by Mr.

Mills, Mr. Schneebell, a member of the Committee on Ways and Means, interro-
gated Mr. McLaren as follows:

"Mr. SOHNEEBELI. Mr. McLaren, you made the statement that you are able
to save a million and a half dollars a year in taxation by this Agreement [Agri-
culture Preserve Agreement].

"Mr. MOLAREN. Maximum.
"Mr. SOHNEEBELL Why would the county officials be willing to sign an agree-

ment to reduce their own county income by one and a half million dollars a
year? I find public officials generally like to look good in a short term o and in
a short term, the more income they have, the less they are concerned about
raising more taxes, so why should they make an agreement to reduce their own
income by this amount of money?

"Mr. MoLABEN. Obviously, I can't speak for the county officials.
"Mr. SOITNEEBEL. Well, does it make much sense?
"Mr. MoLAxrEN. Presumably one of the big factors they took under considera-

tion was the desirability of preserving a large amount of agricultural land to
balance the growth and development of the county. I think that was one of the
principal factors.

"Mr. SOXINEEBEL.L The message that we are getting from the people says that,
'You are making too many deals with the high-income people,' and it seems to
me that this would be a glaring example of this whereby they are reducing their
own income by this amount of money by an agreement. I don't understand why
they are doing it. Well, with the large amount of income which your Coupmlmy
seems to have annually, I don't see where you are going to be forced into a
position of a forced sale. I wouldn't think that that would occur to them insofar
as It applies to your property. You say that the concern here is a matter of
forced sale? Wherein would the Irvine Company be forced to sell land with
its holdings? Is this a threat to your Company?

"Mr. MCLAREN. All of these negotiations were conducted by our professional
staff under the direction of Mr. Mason, the President of the Company. [Mr.
Mason was personally selected to represent the Foundation by Mr. McLaren.] So
I am not in a position to give you details. I didn't participate except in the final
reports that were received."

Mr. Corman, a member of the Committee on Ways and Means, inquired of
Messrs. McLaren and Privett as follows:

"Mr. McLtren, I could see that the obligation of the Directors of the Founda-
tion is to maximize the dollars available for charitable purposes.

"Mr. PRivErr. That is correct.
"M1r. CORMAN. The obligation of the Directors of the Company is to maximize

the income for the stockholders.
"Mr. PmWvgr. That is correct.
"Mr. Muts. There is bound to be a conflict.
"Mr. CoiMAN. That is why one of the very substantial minority stockholders

has a complaint-Mrs. Smith.
"Mr. MiLL. Mr. Corman, I thought you were through. I was going to ask

you to yield when you completed your statement. I want to point out that I
don't see how in the world there could possibly be any time in the operation of
these two entities-Irvine Company and the Foundation-when there wouldn't
be a perpetual conflict. It looks to me that the Irvine Company is interested more
in conservation than in making a profit and that the Irvine Foundation should
be interested in its stock bringing in a maximum amount of income to the
Foundation.

"Mr. McCLARnc . May I just reply to that for a second?
"Mr, MULs. Yes, sir.
"Mr. MOCLAREN. The primary Obligation of the Foundation, as I see it. is to

distribute the largest possible amount annually to deserving charities in
California.
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"Mr. MILs. It Is also obliged to see to it that the stock of any company that it
owns, that it manages, produces a maximum amount of return to the Foundation.

"Mr. MULAREN. That is right. That Is what we arc trying to do.
"Mr. MILLS. I don't know. When you put on your hat as Chairman of the Board

of the Irvine Company and put this amount of land into agricultural activities for
ten years there is not anybody who would question that you had materially
reduced your possibility of income.

"Mr. PBIvLE-r. I think, Mr. Chairman, about that, that there is a mistake of fact
here that, if I could, I would like to attempt to clear up. This 50,000 acres that
were put into agricultural preserve is only agricultural land now or unproductive
land, and we have got, in addition to that, 24,000 acres of land that is in the
same situation-not developed. Now the question is, if we can develop all of this
land today, if it could be developed and absorbed in the market in one year, that
would be our desire to do, because the Company is a profit-making company to
make the highest return to the shareholders that it can. That is its obligation.

"Mr. Mi.LS. You could sell it, couldn't youth
"Mr. lntiv-r. Not without, according to the studies that I have made, a ter-

rible loss to the Company.
'Mr. 3ILLS. In this burgeoning community, with its rapid rate of growth? I am

not a real estate man, but when you tell ine you cannot sell land in that com-
munity and get more for It than you can raising agricultural products, you have
lost me.

"Mr. PRivTrr. I think if you are talking about whether we niake more income
next year If we put the 84,000 acres on the market

"Mr. MILLS. No, hold it because you can't tell what is going to happen six
months from now. Maybe the population will be rising then at the rate of 420 a
day instead of 210. Now you have yourselves tied out of It."

In connection with the establishment of the agricultural preserve, which covers
49,253 acres out of a total of 84,000 acres that constitutes the Irvine Ranch in Or-
ange County, I employed the nationally-known Land Planning and Civil Engineer-
Ing firm of McIntire & Quiros to make a survey for me of the following questions
that are connected with the incompetent and fraudulent foundation-controlled
business management policy of the Irvine Company in converting this large portion
of the urban acreage in Orange County Into an agricultural- preserve for a period
of ten years or longer, to wit:

(1) Is there a higher and better use for this urban acreage than to freeze tl,,
same for a period of ten years In an agricultural preserve?

(2) Will the preserve area as established act as a restriction on the normal
urban growth patterns of Orange County?

(3) Is It In the best interests of the stockholders of the Irvine Company to
continue this preserve for a period of years?

(4) Approximately how ninny home sales could have been obtained on the
Irvine Ranch north and south of the Santa Ana Freeway during the past five
years bad this agricultural preserve property been opened to developers?

(5) If the Irvine Company adopted a policy to implement an unrestrained males
and promotional effort, how many homes could be marketed in the next ten
years?

(6) In order to capture diverse elements of the urban market, would It be
better to consider sales efforts on a broader front than that limited because of
the preserve area?

The civil engineering firm of McIntire & Quiros is rated as one of the top firms
it the United States that is connected with land development and planning and Is
perhaps the largest firm In the State of California that is identified with this fleld.

In their report, McIntire & Quiros have answered the foregoing questions as
follows:

"To an engineer, it is obvious that only 9,000 to 10,000 acres of the entire
preserve contains topography that could be truly agricultural oriented within
the exact meaning of the word. Our rough analysis indicates that of this 9,000
to 10,000 acres of agriculturally suitable land, approximately 2,000 acres are
southerly of the Santa Ana Freeway, and approximately 7,000 acres lie northerly
of the Santa Ana Freeway. Topographically, only this latter acreage might truly
serve all the needs of an intense agricultural use."

[The 10,000 acres referred to constitute the only acreage that is contained in the
49,253 acre agricultural preserve that is actually devoted to agricultural purposes,
such as the growing of oranges and the production of certain field crops. The
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remaining 39,000 acres have never been and never will be, during the ten-year
period of the agricultural preserve agreement, devoted to any agricultural uses
whatever, and it Is, therefore, obvious that the major portion of the agricultural
preserve Is fictitious, not only in name but also for the production of anything that
is connected with agriculture.)

The report continues:
"In any case, with the diverse land development program available, this highly

restricted preserve land use could be subject to critical examination when one
considers its location in the heart of Orange County. In short, the most agricul-
turally suitable land was not set aside in the preserve. This would have been an
impossibility, as 49,253 acres of this type land do not exist on the total Ranch.

"It is our considered opinion that there is a higher and better use for the
majority of the land in the preserve area. The topographical restrictions on much
of this land are so penal as to virtually' prohibit any type of agriculture what-
soever. Notwithstanding the tax savings, if any, let us explore the results of this
so-called tax shelter for ten years on land that not only cannot be farmed but
will yield little or ino revenue. This would obviate a property tax drain on more
than approximately 50% of the entire ranch for a prolonged period of time.

"We do believe that the preserve area as planned does block normal growth
patterns in many areas. To satisfy the potential demands of Orange County
growth (if the Irvine Company is Interested in enjoying its fair share of this
tremendous market), sales efforts nust be diversified and more builders brought
into the picture on a broader front. The three most obvious areas not provided
for in the Irvine Company planning are the EAsterly encroachment of Tustin,
the Yorthwest encroachment of Lagunn, and the Southerly extension of the
Irvine Campus environs.

"We are presently making inquiries into the number of residential homes con-
structed North and South of the Santa Ann Freeway between the Easterly
boundary of the Ranch and the Westerly limits of San Juan Capistrano over the
past several years. The single apparent reason for this phenomenon is and was
the policy of the Irvine Company not to make land available to buyers in the
Irvine Ranch. For this reason, many thousands of home sales were lost to the
Irvine Company. All indicators predict that this growth will not only continue
but will probably intensify during the 1970's. If the Irvine Company is ready to
meet this challenge, it should capture the lion's share of the market. The geo-
graphical location is such as to preclude the majority of the buyers going else-
where if a reasonable competitive merchandise is offered.

"This activity would in no way interfere with other development on the North-
erly portion of the Ranch. In our opinion, the Irvine Ranch could absorb 100,000
single family dwellings by 1080. Assuming the 100,000 units would require more
than 25,000 acres of land in addition to the provision for Industrial, Commercial,
etc., and further assuming other companion-type development programs will have
substantial acreage demands, it would appear that the agricultural preserve will
act as a restrictive influence on the orderly urban growth of the Irvine Company
lands in Orange County."

On October 22, 1908, at a regular meeting of the Board of Directors of the
Irvine Company, the following resolution was adopted:

"Rc8olved further, That it shall be the policy of this corporation to declare as
regular dividends substantially all of net income from operations that is not
needed as investment capital, working capital, or adequate reserves to meet
contingencies."

Following the adoption of this resolution, the management of the Irvine Com-
pany was directed to file a report concerning the allocation of funds received
from the conversion of the residential properties of the Company which were
held under leases into fee title ownership covering approximately 2,700 pieces of
residential property. It was considered that should this program be developed,
there would be more money available for investment and dividend purposes, and
the report of management that was subsequently filed with the Board of Direc-
tors pointed out that the fee program would provide a larger cash flow In the
earlier years from whicpi larger dividends would he pos-ible than under the
leasehold program, and the report further stated as follows:

"Since it is also a recognized Purpose of the Irvine Company to increase the
total earning asset, it will be necessary to invest a portion of the proceeds from
the fee sales in projects such as office buildings, apartments, shopping centers
and 6ther conventional investment opportunities. At the same time, however, a
portion of the proceeds should be used to increase dividends to the stockholders."
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Notwithstanding the dividend policy as established by the resolution of the
Board of Directors of the Irvine Company adopted on October 22, 1968, as well as
the report of the management of the corporation hereinabove mentioned con-
cerning the allocation of funds received from the sale of the residential prop-
erties of the Company through their conversion from leasehold to fee title, the
Board of Directors on September 9, 1969 adopted a resolution that repudiated
the October 22, 1968 resolution, as follows:

"Whereas, The Irvine Company has converted its new single family residential
developments to a fee or lease with option to buy; and

"Whereas, there are in existence approximately 2,284 residential leases on
completed projects which have not been granted the lease with an option to
buy; and

"Whereas, the income from these residential leases forms a re-occurring Income
to the corporation of approximately $1,900,000; and

"Whereas, It is the policy of this Corporation to Invest on Its own lands and
increase the earning assets of the corporation through a development program
in the fields of commercial, industrial and multi-family residential develop-
ments; and

"Whereas, this Corporation, after careful consideration, recognizing the prob-
lems involved with single family residential leasehold, wishes to offer to the
lessees within existing completed developments the opportunity to purchase the
leased lot or obtain a new lease with option to purchase; and

"Whereas, the funds so derived from the exercise of this option are desired to
be reinvested as earning assets of this corporation's diversified development
program;

"Now, therefore, be it resolved, that this corporation offer each of its single
family residential lot lessees the opportunity to either buy the leased lot or obtain
a new lease with an option to purchase In the manner set forth in the report
presented to the March 5, 1968 meeting of its Board entitled 'Corporate Policy--
Single Family Residential Development-Program for Implementation From
Leasehold to Fee'; and

"Resolved, further, That, notwithstanding the policy adopted by this Board at
its meeting of October 22, 1968, with respect to the allocation of net income
dividends, it shall be the policy of this Corporation to retain after-tax funds
derived from sales and the exercise of the options to buy In existing residential
developments not heretofore authorized for conversion to the sale or lease-option
program for equity funding of this Corporation's commercial, industrial and
multi-family develQpments, and that in determining net Income for purposes of
allocation to dividends under the general Corporate Policy referred to above,
such after-tax funds shall be first deducted from net income."

It Is obvious that under this resolution, the resolution adopted on October 22,
1968 Is repudiated and nullified insofar as the allocation to dividends of any
part of the funds received from the sale of 'the residential properties of the
Company which are now under leases. I understand that the foundation-controlled
management of the Irvine Company expects to receive approximately the sum
of $40,000,000 from the conversion of leaseholds to fee title and that no part of
this fund will be used for the payment of dividends, although the entire net fund
after taxes which constitutes profits received by the Corporation, and which'
are entirely available for dividend purposes, will be transferred to the capital
assets of the Irvine Company and used for development purposes. I was unable
to be present at the meeting of the Board of Directors on September 9, 1969, but
I am advised that Director Keith Gaede voted "No" on this resolution.

At the hearing before the Committee on Ways and Means on February 21,
1969, as well as at the hearing this morning, On October 7, 1909, Mr. Privett re-
ferred to the development program of The Irvine Company for the year 19069
with the statement that under the Foundation management, The Irvine Company
expected to complete approximately 1,200 homes on the Irvine lands In Orange
County. I have been advised that the, official records of Orange County show that
during the year 1968 building permits for construction of homes in Orange County
were issued for 13,088 single family residence and 10,333 multiple dwellings, or
a total of 24,321 units. These figures, when compared to the 900 single family resi-
dences which Mr. Privett indicated covered the development of the Irvine Com-
pany In 1968, and the estimate of Mr. Privett for 1,200 single family residences in

, furnishes another answer to the reason why only 1% of the value of the
stock of the Irvine Company, based upon $250,000 per share, is being disbursed as
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current annual dividends to the stockholders of the Irvine. Company. The number
of total permits issued by Orange County In 1908 numbering 24,321, when corn.
pared to the 900 homes constructed by the Irvine Company in 1968, conclusively
demonstrates the mismanagement policies of the Irvine Company under the
control of the Foundation. In my written statement filed with the Finance Com.
mittee, I have indicated that the land holdings of the Irvine Company in Orange
County constitute 20%, or one-fifth, of the total area of Orange County, and on
this ratio the Irvine Company, based upon the 24,321 permits for the construe-
tion of single family residences and multiple dwellings issued in Orange County
In 1968, is developing less than 5% of the total annual residential building re.
quirements for all of Orange County.

Notwithstanding the criticism by Mr. Mills and other members of the Commit.
tee on Ways and Means concerning the mismanagement policies of the Founda.
tion through its control of the Irvine Company, Mr. McLaren paid no attention
thereto, and upon his return to California he continued to engage the Irvine Coin.
pany In the same practices and policies for which lie had been challenged by Mr.
Mills. On June 16, 1969, a regular meeting of the Board of Directors of the Irvine
Company was held and at this meeting a resolution was Introduced by John V.
Newman, who is both a Director of the Irvine Company and The James Irvine
Foundation, and Chairman of the Compensation Committee of the Board of
Directors of the Irvine Company. Prior to Introducing this resolution, Mr. Newman
presented a three-page document which was entitled "The Irvine Coinpany-1969
Restricted Stock and Property Plan."

Under this Plan, certain key executives of the Irvine Company, which in-
clude Mr. McLaren, were to receive a bonus for their services, but the exact na-
ture of the bonus was not described. It could have been a distribution of the stock
of the Irvine Company or one of its subsidiaries, or a piece of the assets of the
Irvine Company. The so-called key executives would be selected by the Compen-
sation Committee In its sole discretion. I voted against the resolution and the
Plan described therein. All of the Foundation Directors, including Mr. McLaren,
voted for the resolution. In order to prevent the Irvine Company from acting
under this resolution I was compelled to file legal action In the State of West Vir-
ginia where the Irvine Company was incorporated In 1894. A motion was made
by my attorneys for a preliminary Injunction, but the attorneys for the Irvine
Company stipulated that the Company would not take any corporate action what-
soever with respect to the "1969 Restricted Stock and Property Plan", which was
the subject of the lawsuit; and, upon the basis of this stipulation, the Court made
an order to the effect that until plaintiff's motion for preliminary Injunction is
heard by the Court, the defendant, the Irvine Company, shall not take any fur-
ther action in connection with the said 1969 Restricted Stock and Property
Plan. I request permission, Mr. Chairman, to file a copy of this Complaint for
the record.

On August 7, 1969, 'the House of Representatives, by a vote of 390 to 34, passed
H.R. Bill No. 13270. Under the provisions of this Bill, which relate, to tax-exempt
foundations, The James Irvine Foundation will be required, when the Bill be-
comes law, to divest itself of Its controlling stock interest in the Irvine Company.
Both Mr. McLaren and Mr. Privett and the members of the Board of Directors
of the Irvine Company and The James Irvine Foundation are familiar with the
tax-exempt foundation provisions of this Bill. But again, like the 1969 Restricted
Stock and Property Plan that was adopted at the Directors Meeting of June 16,
1969, the Foundation Directors and the Irvine Company paid no attention what-
ever to the effect that this Bill will have on the controlling Interest of the
Foundation in the Irvine Company. And at the meeting of the Board of Direc-
tors held on September 9, 19069, the Foundation Directors continued to pursue
their same mismanagement policies with reference to the Irvine Company as
though the Foundation would continue in control of the corporation In perpetuity.
At this meeting, Mr. Mason, the Foundation's President, stated that a very
serious financial condition confronted the Company. He stated that the. consoli.
dated statement of Income for the three months period ending July 31, 1969,
shows that the net Income for the first quarter of 1969-1970 is approximately 22%
below that budgeted. The consolidated statement of Income budgeted and forecast
for the year ending April 80, 1969, as of August 21, 1969, forecasts a net income
for the year to be $5,741,500, which is1 $281,500 less than budgeted. Mr. Mason
further stated:

"The Current national economic picture, with money becoming increasingly
tighter, and high interest, make forecasting for the balance of the year extremely
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difficult. It Is too early in the fiscal year to be able to accurately establish the
net income for the entire year because of the major effect that both residential
anl industrial sales have on the total income of this corporation. While the fore-
cast for the current fiscal year appears achievable at this time, management Is
deeply concerned about the prospects for the fiscal year 1970-1971. The current
housing and industrial sales are based upon financed commitments made prior
to the severity of the current situation, and management is concerned that, if the
situation worsens, it will not be possible to begin new developments or housing
developers to obtain financing for new houses .which will be a part of the next
fiscal year's income. Further, the Federal Government's policy of curtailing will
probably have a serious effect on buying psychology, especially as it relates to
single family housing, increasing construction costs and high-interest rates which
are already discouraging and making it Impossible for many home buyers to
qualify for new homes."

Notwithstanding the unfavorable financial outlook for the Irvine Company in
the immediate future, the management recommended, and the Foundation's
Board of Directors approved, the expenditure by the Company of large sums of
money that are connected with the construction of residential apartment houses
and other units on the land of the Irvine Company in Orange County, California,
and

(1) The creation within the Company of a Merchant Builder Department.
Under this program, which was approved by the Foundation Board of Directors,
the Company will enter a new field of home construction through personnel
employed by the Company. Heretofore all construction of homes, apartment
houses, office buildings and other structures on the land of the Irvine Company
have been through independent or outside builders. This program involves the
employment of additional personnel by the Company with salaries of $40,000 to
$60,000 for key employees, and also contemplates the raising of additional and
large sums of money for the purpose of entering into this new field of activity
where neither the present personnel or management of the Company have had
any previous exiverlence.

Another inexcusable policy of the Irvine Company under the control of the
Foundation is the arbitrary refusal of the Foundation Management to file an
application for the Irvine Company with the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion for the registration of the minority stockholders' shares of stock in the
Irvine Company. In order for a minority stockholder to sell a single share of his
or her stock, it Is mandatory that the Irvine Company shall file its application
and that the stock of the minority stockholder shall be registered with the
Securities and Exchange Commission. Although my 180 shares of stock in the
Irvine Company have the intrinsic value of approximately 100 Million Dollars,
I am not able to sell one share thereof until this application has been filed and
approved. Under these circumstances, the only person who Is qualified to purchase
a share of the Irvine Company from me or any other minority stockholder must
qualify as a sophisticated buyer, which means that this buyer must sign a letter
to the effect that any Irvine stock purchased from me will be for investment
purposes only and will not be re-sold by him for a period of at least three years.
Sophisticated buyers are very rare. Both myself and other minority stockholders
have requested the Foundation Management of the Irvine Company to cooperate
with us by filing such an application with the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion, but this Management has repeatedly refused to do so.

H.R. Bill 13270, which was passed by the House of Representatives on August
7, 19069, was introduced by Honorable Wilbur D. Mills for himself, as Chairman
of the Committee on Ways and Means (a Democrat), and by Honorable John W.
Byrnes, Member of the Committee (Republican). Insofar as the provisions of
this Bill relate to tax-exempt foundations, the members of the Committee, both
Democratic and Republican, were practically unanimous In their support thereof.
When the Bill reached the voting stage in the House, a few members of the
Committee voted "No", but I understand this vote was not based upon their
opposition to the tax-exempt foundation provisions of the Bill, but was related
in the most part to the provisions thereof with reference to the changes in the
rate of capital gains taxes and the lowering of the oil depletion benefit from
27h* to 20%. Honorable James B. Utt, Republican Congressman from the 35th
District of California, which Is the District in which the 84,000 acre Irvine Ranch
Is located, and who was born In Tustin, Orange County, California-that Is a
city which is located on a portion of the Irvine Ranch-and who Is intimately
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familiar with the mismanagement policies and abuses of The James Irvine Foun-
dation in connection with its control and management of the Irvine Company
since 1047, when James Irvine died and the control of the Company passed to
the Foundation, is the second ranking Republican member of the Committee on
Ways and Means; and during the hearings of the 19069 Tax Reform Bill before
the Committee, Mr. Utt strongly advocated and favored the provisions of the
Bill which are applicable to tax-exempt foundations and particularly the pro-
visions thereof which relate to the mandatory divestment by all foundations of
their controlling stock interests in separate businesses or corporations, whose
business is unrelated to the charitable activities of a private, tax-exempt founda-
tion, such as The James Irvine Foundation. Under the divestment provisions of
H.R. 13270, The James Irvine Foundation is required to divest itself of all of
its stock in the Irvine Company within a period of five years commencing with
a 10% divestment in the year 1971.

The James Irvine Foundation will also be required to commence the divest-
ment of Its stock in the Irving Company through a sale or the transfer thereof
to a charitable organization commencing in the year 1970 and each year there.
after In order to satisfy the annual 5% Income distribution provisions of tils
Bill. The James Irvine Foundation, as Trustee of 459 shares of the stock of the
Irvine Company, has an income on this stock through dividends amounting
to approximately $1,000,000 per year. The value of these 459 shares of the
Irvine stock will be determined annually by the appraisal of the United States
Treasury Department; and, assuming that the first valuaton thereof will be ap-
proximately $200,000,000 the Foundation will be required to distribute 5%
of this sum of money, or the sum of $10,000,000 during the year 1970, and at
least the same amount, or more, during each succeeding year. The only source
where this amount of money can be raised by the Foundation is through the
sale of its Irvine stock or by a gift thereof to qualified charitable organizations.
It is, therefore, obvious that The James Irvine Foundation will be required to
surrender its stock control of the Irvine Company within the very near future.

The provisions applicable to tax-exempt foundations which are set forth in
H.R. 18270 are the result of many years of intensive study by the Treasury
Department, the staffs of the Committee on Ways and Means of the House
of Representatives, and the Finance Committee of the United States Senate.

On February 2, 1965, Honorable Douglas Dillon, Secretary of the Treasury,
wrote the following letter:
"Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
"Chairman, Committee on Finance,
"U.S. Senate,
"Washington, D.O.
"Hon. WIUuR D. MiLLs,
"Ohalrma*, Committee on Ways and Means,
"House of Representatives,
"Washington, D.O.
.' DrAs MR. OHAsMEN : I am presenting herewith the Report of the Treasury

Department on private foundations. This report responds to the requests by
the Committee on Finance of the Senate and Committee on Ways and Means
of the House of Representatives, that the Treasury Department examine the
activities of private foundations for possible tax abuses and 'report its con-
clusions and recommendations to the Committees. The report contains the results
of an intensive study made by the Department pursuant to such requests and
contains proposals for correction by legislation of inadequacies of the law dis-
closed by the studies.

"Sincerely yours,
"1DouoLAs DILLON."

Among many abuses practiced by private foundations which are set forth
in the 118-page report that was attached to the letter of Secretary Dillon,
the most flagrant abuse involved the foundations' control of business and cor-
poration enterprises that were not related to the charitable activities of the
foundations. This report contains the following statement:

"Many private foundations have become deeply involved in the active conduct
of business enterprises. Ordinarily, the involvement takes the form of ownership
of a controlling interest in one or more corporations which operate businesses;
oceautonally, a foundation owns and operates a business directly. Interests
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which do not constitute control may nonetheless be of sufficient magnitude to,
produce involvement in the affairs of the business.

"Serious difficulties result from foundation commitment to business endeavors.
Regular business enterprises may suffer serious competitive disadvantage. More-
over, opportunities and temptations for subtle and varied forms of self-dealing-
difficult to detect and impossible completely to proscribe--roliferate. Founda-
tion management may be drawn from concern with charitable activities to time-
consuming concentration on the affairs and problems of the commercial
enterprise.

"For these reasons, the Report proposes the imposition of an absolute limit
upon the participation of private foundations in active business, whether pres-
ently owned or subsequently acquired. This recommendation would prohibit a
foundation from owning, either directly or through stockholdings, 20 percent
or more of a business unrelated to the charitable activities of the foundation.
Foundations would be granted a prescribed reasonable period, subject to ex-
tension, in which to reduce their present or subsequently acquired business in-
terests below the specified maximum limit."

On August 26, 1905, appoximately six months after the Treasury Depart-
ment Report was filed, to wit, on February 2, 1965, Chairman Wilbur D. Mills,
Democrat of Arkansas, Committee on Ways and Means, and ranking minority
member, John W. Byrnes, Republican of Wisconsin, issued a press release which
requested that organizations or individuals who are interested in the "Treasury
Department Report on Private Foundations" issued on February 2, 1965, submit
written statements Indicating their views on the Treasury Department proposals.
Interested parties were requested to submit written statements by October 15,
1965. Over 100 written statements were filed by interested private foundations
pursuant to this request and were printed in two volumes by the United States
Government Printing Office and made available to the public and all intrested
parties. This Government pubication discloses that practically every large tax-
exempt foundation in the United States, or its attorneys, filed their written
statements which contain their views and objections with reference to the adop-
tion of legislation based upon the Treasury Department Report dated February 2,
1965.

At the request of Chairman Mills and Member John W. Byrnes of the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means, the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation, immediately commenced a study and analysis of the statements that
were submitted by all of the interested parties.

During the years 1965, 1066, 1967 and 1968, a great deal of time and study
was devoted by Mr. Stanley S. Surrey, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, to
the preparation of legislation to be proposed to the Committee on Ways and
Means and the Finance Committee with reference to the adoption of the recom-
mendations contained in the Treasury Department Report of February 2, 1905.
H.R. 13270, which has been passed by the House of Representatives and is now

before the Committee on Finance. United States Senate, with reference to the
provisions contained in this Bill that relate to private tax-exempt foundations,
has received the approval of Secretaries of the Treasury, Dillon, Fowler and
Kennedy insofar as the divestment provisions of the Bill are concerned. Further-
more, the exempt foundation provisions of this Bill as passed by the House
of Representatives have received the express approval of the Nixon Administra-
tion through the statements of Secretary Kennedy and Assistant Secretary
Cohen, who appeared before the Committee on Finance, United States Senate,
on December 4, 1969, with the exception of the 71/% income tax provision con-
tained in the Bill, and which provision the Nixon Administration recommended
be reduced from 7/2 to 2%. All of the other provisions with reference to private
tax-exempt foundations that are contained in H.1. 18270 have been approved
by the Nixon Administration in their entirety.

I believe that the Members of the Finance Committee will be interested In the
statements made by Congressman Utt during the appearance of myself and
Messrs. MeLaren and Privett before the Committee on Ways and Means on
February 21, 1969. As I have already mentioned, Congressman Utt is undoubtedly
the best-posted and most intimately acquainted person In the Congress concern-
Ing the activities of The James Irvine Foundation since the death of Myford
Irvine in 1959, which have resulted in the mismanagement policies of the Irvine
Company as heretofore detailed by me. Congressman Utt has continously since



.1952 represented the Congressional District in California in which the Irvine
Ranch is located and where the James Irvin Foundation exercises its control
over the Irvine Company. I am, therefore, calling these statements of Mr. Utt
to the attention of The Members of the Finance Committee, as follows:

"Mr. Urr. Mr. Chairman, I had a few questions that I wanted to ask Mrs.
Smith to clarify some of the statements that have been made. You made some
very serious charges against the self-dealifig within the Irvine Co. and your
supplemental statement adds a great deal more and I think it is certainly per-
tinent to this committee, on not dealing at arm's length, self-perpetuating, and
I want to ask, was the statement made by the attorney for the Irvine Co. or the
Irvine Foundation, either one, to the effect that they would give up their tax-free
exemption rather than surrender control of the Irvine Co. ?

"Mrs. SMrrir. Yes, it was made at a stockholders meeting approximately, oh.
it was about 2 years ago and there were a good many witnesses there. I mean
there were many people there that heard it.

"Mr. Ui-r. Which indicates very definitely that its real purpose is not to be a
charitable foundation.

"Mrs. SMITIr. That is correct.
"Mr. UTr. It is really a foundation for perpetuation and control of a separate

corporation nonrelated to. the charitable purpose of the foundation.
"Mrs. SMITH. That's absolutely correct. Its whole purpose is to -run this

corporation.
"Mr. Uir. Now, have you examined, legally or otherwise, what would happen

to that foundation in case they relinquished their tax free exemption which
apparently doesn't mean very much to them? It could be done. Would it destroy
the foundation? Would it revert to the original donor, or his heirs or would it
continue on as a non-tax-free foundation?

"Mrs. SmrrH. As I understand it, according to the way the indenture of trust
is worded, I believe that they would be out of-business completely because I think
it would invalidate the indenture of trust.

"Mr. Urr. You made in your original statement a statement with reference to
subsidiary companies.

"Mrs. SrrH. Yes.
"Mr. UTT. And then in your supplemental statement you explained what they

were. One was the Irvine industrial complex.
"Mrs. SMrrxr. That's right.
"Mr. UTr. And how many acres did that Involve?
"Mrs. SMrrH. Three thousand.
"Mr. Ur. Three thousand?
"Mrs. SMITH. Yes. It originally was 2,700.
"Mr. UTr. Is that a corporation under the laws of California?
"Mrs. Smrrir. That's right.
"Mr. TJTr. So you have lost your West Virginia corporate law so far as that

subsidiary Is concerned?
"Mrs. SMrrrr. That's correct.
"Mr. UT. This was formed by the Irvine Co.
"Mrs. SmrrH. That's right.
"Mr. UTr. On the order and instructions of the Irvine Foundation?
"Mrs. Surrn. That's right.
"Mr. UTT. And how were the directors selected on that subsidiary corporation?
"Mrs. SMrriH. They were appointed by the foundation. They were not voted on.
"Mr. Unr. And you personally have no stock in the subsidiary corporation?
"Mrs. SMrr. No, the Irvine Co. owns all the stock.
"Mr. U-r. So you could not under any circumstances by cumulative voting buy

yourself onto the directorship of that subsidiary?
"Mrs. SUITH. Not only can I not buy Into the directorship, I can't even look at

the book#. The foundation won't let me.
"Mr. UTr. That is gratuitous but it is all right. What I &m leading to is, is

there a second subsidiary corporation doing approximately the same thing?
"Mrs. SmrrH. That's right.
"Mr. UTr. Let's follow that to the ultimate conclusion. Wouldn't it be possible

to sequester every asset of the Irvine Co. into a series of subsidiary corporations
in which you would be ruled out completely as a director of any of those
companies?

"Mrs. SmrrH. Absolutely.
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"Mr. UTr. You would remain ai a director of the shell.
"Mrs. SMITH. That is correct. This was the idea of the Stevens Development

Co. that I spoke to and it would have also been true in the Upper Bay Develop-
ment Co.

"Mr. UTr. O.K. Generally when you take a position do the Irvine heirs decide
to go along with your position? The Irvine Co. bought in about 13 shares of stock
Just recently.

"Mrs. SmrriH. That's correct.
"Mr. UTr. For $3.2 million. . •
"Mrs. SMrrH. That's correct. ttfas $250,000 a share. .

"Mr. UTr. They did not rtfe it.
"Mrs SMrrH. No, theyAld not. " I r
"Mr. Ur. Did it findAIts way into the foundation, or where doesn't reside? How

can it be treasury stock and still be voted? (
"Mrs. SMITH. I Vould like to explain tha to you. Ak] of the lndividVal stock-

holders want thai stock retired r cal ed a special stoholders meeting a week
ago last Monday for the purse of tiring he stoe The foundation 4nt out
a letter prior tothis meetipg advising lie othdrkholders tflt to vote t6 retire
the stock beca the following day th hatdbIE rd of dirdetos meeting c ming
up and at tha] board of direcTlmtoM Abre w going 'to be a certain r olu-
tion passed w ich would involve th re nt of Is ptock so they coisi ered
the retirement on the Monday pre re, so we all rrved at the stockhol lers
meeting aid llof the st kwas rep ted,- k. nd

f o r do a s k e d fo n t r o o r . r , w h o e v e r a s

going to spef~c, to expli n the re ons in tl~iklgtte that they had spoke~t of
exactly why t ~ey didn't w nt to reti the stock . th. me 

I

"Being a director, I knw that~t e reason y 4I (it waiittretire the tock

Was because t ~ey were pl nnin'g a stock sjilit .o td the stock sjljIt would have

~V s i g n a p r t o . I t i k t e s lt a o b l ~ o~ 61gone 
one of tw b w ays. On 6 is to have a C alifornia corporattoil m erger 6Of the" he ther ao nation go id e t oo th r o ng s a t hen1 , W )f n it w

aging onahpitof , t. \ :o d l trugt e s>Trginia oration,

the new stock whch t!ey were acquiring w s=ot for public sale. itwas to be

held byv them as an investment. In other words, this was not 9-forerunner of

public issue. It was stritl ,,ust to hold this stock in smaller jm'ounts.

"So I asked Mr. Prvett oi"-Mr. McLaren to explain thj~dfo the stockholders.

They refused. My attorney asked'thwn..to explain Jt-t'h e stockholders. They

stated this was the board of directors bu-ffIRe.9.!ihey would not have the stock-

holders knowing anything about it.

"Well, the meeting nmst have gone on for. maybe an hour. These other stoc ko

holders became very agitated because this obviously affected them considerably,

what was done with this stock, the Irvine family stockhdders, so when it

came to vote the family stockholders voted to retire that stock.

"The foundation voted against the retirement of the stock.

"Mr. UT. All the family heirs voted to retire the stock.

"Mrs. Sirrn. To retire.

"Mr. Ur. I am a little puzzled how a corporation can buy stock and not retire.

"Mrs. SMTH. Well, it can remain in the treasury and if they had passed the

ptstock sithat they were anticipating and these shares which would be ex-

pande in number were in the treasury they would be sitting there available to

take stock options on for the employees.
"Mr. Ur. One more question and I will wrap it up. Has Hugh Metzgar been

a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n dietr fte oprain

a ietro h oprto"Mrs. SMITH. Heis a director of the foundation presently.

"Mr. U. And who writes *ll the compensation insurance for the Irvine Co. ?

"Mrs. SM ITH. At one time Mr. Metzgar did, but he no longer does.

"Mr. U. He divested himself from tht?

"Mrs. SMTH. He has some other insurance. I can't tell you exactly what he

does have but he has some insurance. But there is a great deal of it that he

diveted himself'from.
"Mr. Ur. The Toni Cleverdon Co. still writes that insurance, does it not?

"Mrs. S.ITH. What?
"Mr r. n. Tom Cleverdon.
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"Mrs. STITH. Yes, Cleverdon & Co. was his company.
"Mr. Uirr. And it still writes some insurance.
"Mrs. SMITH. It writes some insurance. I couldn't tell you exactly what. I

haven't read the records.
"Mr. Ur. A trustee director writing insurance for the company.
"Mrs. SMITH. That's right. Oh, on that same point Mr. McLaren's firm of

Haskins & Sells used to audit the books, too. He doesn't do that any more
though. Well, he does on special auditing; yes.

"3r. Urr. I agree so completely with your statement on that preserve or
Nvhatever you call it to relieve the Irvine Co. of a million and a half taxes to the
county. I can't understand the board of supervisors doing it because I have a
.great many close associates owning land within that conclave of the Irvine Co.,
some 1,000 or 2,000 or 3,000 acres, and they have been dealing with them on the
water system and they are not going to be interested in that because they can't
develop it because you can stop development of the Irvine Co. for sale.

"Mrs. SMITH. To me it is absolutely appalling because this land lies directly
beside Tustin, and you know what the growth in Tustin is. You know how all
-of the growth comes up to the Irvine Co. lands in that area and it stops and it
doesn't go any farther and there are these people that you speak of that have
3,000, 4,000 acres that lie there in one piece.

"San Joaquin Fruit Co., I believe, had some property there in that area and
they have attempted to develop this land. They can't get sewers. They can't
get anything.

"Mr. Urr. I think that's all, Mr. Chairman."

Mr. PNTivTr. Mr. Chairman, could I request a very brief moment?
Senator ANDERSON. We do not want to have a debating society but

go ahead for just. a second.
Mr. PRIVET. None of the charges of self-dealing to which Mrs.

Smith has addressed herself all of which have been the subject of one
or lfloreo of the seven or eight lawsuits that she has filed during this
period, have ever been substantiated by evidence. Mr. McLaren's firm
does not serve as the auditor of the Irvine Co. They have not since
1952.

Mr. McLaren is not eligible under the 1969 restricted stock and prop-
ety plan to which the witness has just testified. The agricultural pre-
serve agreement a Federal district. judge in Los Angeles just a few
weeks ago dismissed Mrs. Smith's complaint with respect to this agri-
cultural preserve. She has now filed a second amendment complaint
which will be heard in due course.

I would like to simply say we do not feel-we obviously have a
dissident stockholder-we do not feel that the battles that Mirs. Smith
is waging as a dissident stockholder ought to affect the decision that
is ma (e on a national tax policy.

We also want to point out that none of the other members of the
Irvine family have ever filed any lawsuits, and none of the members
of the other Irvine family have joined Mirs. Smith in the attacks
which she has made on the foundation. We draw your attention also
to the fact that we are closely supervised by the California attorney
general, and if the California attorney general agreed with Mrs.
Smith's charges and he has investigated them on several occasions and
found them to be without merit then severe corrective action would
be warranted.

We welcome the attention of the members of the committee to any
legislation designed to prevent any of the specific abuses that Mrs.
Smith has discused even though we resolutely say we are not guilty of
thesN and we have been exonerated from the charges that have been
made in courts of law when we have been able to offer the evidence.
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Senator ANDERSON. I cannot testify about Mrs. Smith's capability
but I can say that I could do better than earning only 1 per cent on
assets.

Senator Gonm. Mr. Chairman, the principal point here is whether or
not a so-called charitable foundation should be engaged in the opera-
tion and in the domination of a business undertaking. That is the
question at issue, and I think the gentleman has made an excellent case
against himself.

Senator A.NDERsON. Are there questions?
Thank you very much.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, just two brief questions. Am I cor-

rect now? The 88,000 acres of land is owned by the company?
Mrs. SmITH. That is right.
Senator ByRD. And then the foundation owns 55 percent of the

company?
Mrs. MITH. Owns it as a trustee.
Senator BYRD. As a trustee?
Mrs. SMITH. Yes.
Mr. Pmv-rr. Under an irrevocable charitable trust.
Senator BYRD. The land is owned by the company?
Mr. PRvwrr. That is correct, Senator.
Senator BYRD. Now other than the 55 per cent that it holds of the

company under a trust agreement, what other assets does the founda-
tion have?

M.r. PapavE'. Those are the only assets that the foundation has ex-
cept that in 1963 there was a partial liquidation of the company under
which approximately $11 million worth of property was distributed
in kind to the shareholders in redemption of 10 percent of the out-
standing stock. The foundation therefore in addition to its Irvine Co.
stock has a portfolio now of approximately $7 million of diversified
stocks and bonds which arese from the partial liquidation of the com-
pany in 1963, but Mr. Irvine endowed this foundation with this 51
percent stock interest, and that was the only asset with which he en-
dowed it in the trust.

Senator BYm. One final question. Mrs. Smith is a director of the
company but not of the foundation?

Mrs. SMITI. That is correct.
Mr. PRnEIr. That .is correct. The foundation is managed by an

11-member board of directors which are independent businessmen
with the exception of one of Mr. Irvine's granddaughters, Catherine
Wheeler, who is a granddaughter like Mrs. Smith, and she serves on
the Irvine Foundation Board.

Senator BYRD. But Mrs. Smith is a director of the company?
Mr. PRrvrr. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. Thank you.
Senator ANDASON. Do you have a statement to make, Mr. Young?
Mr. YOUNG. Yes, Mr. Chairman. In connection with the statement,

the oral testimony and also the written statement of Mrs. Smith, I
would appreciate at this time the permission, Mr. Chairman, of your-
self and the committee to file a copy of the complaint that Mrs. Smith
referred to in connection with the vacating of the agricultural pre-
serve, which she said is now pending in the Federal court.
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Senator ANDERSON. Without objection that will be done at this
point in the record.

(The document referred to was made a part of the official files of
the committee.)

Mr. YouNo. And also with reference to the key employees give-
away plan which was referred to, that action has been filed in C'est

Virginia by a West Virginia law firm. The complaint is verified. There
is an affidavit connected with it. It is verified, and with the permission,
.Mr. Chairman, of yourself and the committee, I would like very much
to file a copy of that complaint and a copy of the affidavit that is at-
tached thereto.

Senator ANDERSON. Is there any objection?
(No response.)
Senator ANDERSON. The Chair hears none.
Go ahead.
(The documents referred to were maide a part of the official files of

the committee.)
Mr. YouNo. Mr. Chairman, that action has been set for trial, the

one in West Virginia, on Novemiber 10 of this year.
Mr. Chairman, there is one other matter that I would like to bring

to your attention, and that is the attempt which is set forth on page 12
and 13 of Mr. Privett's written statement where he implied that Mir.
Itt of the 'Ways and Means Committee and in whose district the
Irvine Co. and the Irvine Ranch is located is not in favor of the divesti-
ture provisions of the bill that came over, the House bill and which is
now under consideration by your committee.

This is flagrantly untrte, and I am authorized expressly by Mr. Utt
to repudiate the statement which implies vely definitely thbat Mr. Utt
favored the exception in the bill of the Kellogg Foundation from the
divestiture provisions of the bill, and that he made a speech on the floor
of the House in which he. referred to the discriminatory practices that
the Committee on Ways and Means indulged in, in giving an excep-
tional consideration to the Kellogg Foundation and the Bendow
Foundation.

He stated if you are going to give any exceptions how about some
other foundations like the Hormel Foundation, the Waterman Founda-
tion, and the Kaiser Foundation.

The basis, however, of the statement of Mfr Utt was not to give any
exceptions to any foundation, but to show that by giving the exceptions
to the Kellogg Foundation and to the Bendow Foundation was opposed
by him, and- am expressly authorized to state to this committee, Mr.
Chairman, that Mr. Utt in committee, I mean in the executive session
of the committee voted against making the Kellogg Co. and the Ben-
dow Co. all exception to the divestiture provisions of this House bill
that is now under consideration by this committee.

Mr. Utt is the Congressman from the district in which President,
Lincoln-I mean President Nixon has his home. I beg your pardon,
Senator Gore, I did not mean that.

Senator GoRE. I think there is one comparison, the only one I can
think of: we have the highest interest rates now since Lincoln's time.

Mr. YoUNo. Well, that is true. That was a slip of the tongue. I do
not know why I said President Lincoln.
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Senator CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, I seriously-and I do not mean to
enter into this family quarrel-I seriously question whether or not we
should receive in our record here what took place in the executive
session of the 'Ways and Means Committee, unless that committee
releases it. It is executive, and should not, be recorded here.

Furthermore, it is totally immaterial to the merits of the case.
Mr. YouNa. Mr. Utt authorized ine to make the statement which I

did, Senator.
Senator ANDE RSOX. I request that we check carefully whether that

can be done.
fr. YouNG. It was in the session that he made it a matter of record.

I think it is in the record published by the committee.
Senator ANDERSON. It will be checked.
Are there additional questions?
Thank you very much.
Mir. YOUNG. Thank you.
Senator ANDERSON. 'Our next witness is Mr. Charles Stewart Mott.
Mfr. Mott, they tell me you will be our oldest witness. As the oldest

member of this committee I welcome you and am very much interested
in what you have to say.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES STEWART MOTT, CHARLES STEWART
MOTT FOUNDATION, ACCOMPANIED BY FRANK K. MANLEY,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Mr. Morr. My name is Charles Stewart Mott, of Flint, Mich., and
I want to mention a few of the extraordinary accomplishments of the
foundation bearing that name over the past, 43 years and why I believe
it should not be weakened by undue restrictions.

Our foundation is based on some simple ideas of helping people;
through opportunities in education, health, and recreation. We-do this
by keeping Flint schools open 3,800 hours a year compared with the
national average of 1,800 hours. We have more adults using the schools
at night than children in the daytime.

This partnership between the Mott Foundation and the Board of
Education has promoted taxpayers' use of their schools around the
clock, around the year. It is known as the Community's Gold concept.

For the past 34 years we have examined the health status of all Flint
school children and have established an out-patient clinic Children's
Health Centei' to treat all indigent children. This has raised the per-
centage without medical defects from 13 percent to about 90 l)ercent,
and those without dental defects from 13 percent to about 50 percent.

We provide our program primarily for the )eople of Flint., but
consider Flint also as a laboratory t6 demonstrate our program to
others. Seventy thousand people have visited our comnmnitky school
workshops in Flint, and now 878 localities have 1,837 community
schools in operation.

We make grants to nine university regional training centers in addi-
tion to training programs conducted by the seven universities of the
State of Michigan to train community school leader shi ) personnel.

These accomplishments suggest why we are concerned about anything
that threatens our ability to carry out these programs.

3 .%85-69-pt. -- : N
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Foundation services outnumbered governmental objectives in edu-
cation, health and social services, which reinforce the concept of tax
exemption for funds to be used.

If some foundations do a poor job, regulate them; but do not penal-
ize foundations clearly operated for the public advantage. These
foundations function as government's equivalent of industry s research
and development departments. If using foundation income for accept-
able purposes is good, then a 7% percent tax on that income is notlog ical... _Proposed prohibition of all dealings between foundations and donors
could create unreasonable problems. Proposed distribution of annual
income of 5 percent of the fair market value of investment assets
within 12 months could be unduly restrictive and detrimental.

It would preclude investment in growth businesses which require
reinvestment of current earnings for greater future value and
earnings.

The proposed ownership limitation seems to us to be the most unfair,
unworkable and destructive of proposed changes. This would prevent
reasonable latitude of investment management to produce maximum
current and future income to carry forward our programs.

We agree that abuses should be corrected, but feel that proper
ethical operations for the public good should not be penalized.
Required divestiture could result in serious loss of income and conse-
quently cutback of services.

We agree with the proposed limitation on use of assets and with
requirements for disclosure and publicity on operations, and some
other proposals, but consider that foundations should be encouraged
rather than discouraged.

Possibly a voluntary association of foundations could establish what
would be in effect accreditation standards of objectives, methods and
practices.

We are private only in the source of funds. Our devotion and service
are entirely to the public interest.

When Flint lacked college opportunities, we gave a campus and
helped construct buildings, and as a result 9,500 young people who
could not have afforded to live away from home are now getting a
college education at a saving of about $16 million a year to their
families.

Community schools open around the clock around the year and
create informed participation in citizenship, democracy in action.
President Eisenhower sent Gen. Edwin Clark and President Ken-
nedy sent Bud Wilkinson to get us to start a physical fitness program.
Both reported we already had the finest program in the United States,
one that should be promoted everywhere.

I would like to invite you to visit Flint and see for yourselves what
the Mott Foundation is doing, which would be the best way for you
to understand why I ask you not to destroy or weaken these good
works by restrictive or punitive legislation.

I thifik it was Jack Knight who said do not burn down the barn to
kill a few rats. The cost of opening 1,337 community schools cost us
$861,000, and a contribution by the dommunity and others of $7,395,000.
That is a ratio of our contributing one-twentieth of what others put in
in order to carry on this program. It shows what they think of it.
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If the market vaiuo of stocks given to foundations is disallowed, and
cost of stock to the donor is substituted you would find the source of
the gifts of this sort to dry up very fast. If you would not allow the
dedicated giver to have anything to do with tie income produced, you
would find that the reason for making large gifts would be affected.
In many cases the large gifts are given by a donor because he wants to
accomplish a good result, and wants to be sure that it will be used to
the best advantage.

Our 3-day workshops have been attended by over 12,000 people per
year, over 70,000 during the past 6 years. A most without exception
everyone has said, "If we had not seen it we would not have believed it."

Our, capital expenditures have been over $33 million in order to
provide facilities for carrying on our programs and I give as refer-
ence the following names and groups who have seen it in operation:

Secretary of Transportation John Volpe; Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development George Romney; General Edwin Clark; Con-
gressman Donald Riegle; Bud Wilkinson, 70,000 people who have at-
tended 3-day workshops in Flint; all seven Michigan universities; Clii-
cago University: Arizona State University; Brigham Young Univer-
sity; Board of Education for Flint; 80,000 people of the city of Flint
who have participated in after-hour classes and games in the afternoon
and evening programs, and President Richard M. Nixon, who is quite
familiar with the operation, and who on August 8 made a speech rec-
ommending all of the projects that we had in operation-long before he
was elected President.

I am proud of the good work done by the Foundation bearing my
name for these past 40 years. I appreciate the opportunity to testify
and can assure you that at 94 years of age mymotivation is not selfish.
It comes from my heart, and this is no time to diminish the resources
of our country.

The CHAIRfAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Mott.
Are there any questions I
Senator BEwNrr. Mr. Chairman, just for the record Mr. Mott, can

you give us an idea of the proportion or the percent of the income of
the foundation that you disburse every year?

Mr. MoTT. We disburse or contract, commit ourselves to the entire
income, which is about $16 million.

Senator BNNi'r. Do you know offhand what percentage that is
of the present value of the assets of the foundation? I ask that be-
cause this bill would require that a foundation distribute 5 percent of
its assets. Do you have any idea what that would be in relation to the
total value of the assets ?

Mr. Mri. No. I can only guess roughly. Income $16 million, and
the assets something like $250 of $300 million. Whatever the percent-
age is.

Senator BENNiqr. That would be about 5 percent. Thank you.
Senator CuRTrs. Mr. Mott, where are your glasses?
Mr. Moz'r. In my pocket.
Senator CuwRS. There was a conversation up here calling attention

to the fact that you read that statement without your glasses.
Mr. MoTr. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIs. Mr. Chairman, I think we ought to take note of the

-fact that Mr. Mott is accompanied in the room by a distinguished
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former member of the Cabinet. I refer to Post Master General Arthur
Summerfield of Michigan.

Mr. Mott, what has you foundation done regarding housing?
Mr. Mor. On the housing thing I would like to turn that over to

Mr. Manley here, who is right in touch with the whole thing.
Mr. MANLMY. Mr. Chairman, what we have tried to do in Flint

through our community school concept program is to try to work on
all the problems that we have in our community. As a consequence we
have worked very closely with the urban renewal people as well as
the highway department, and we have relocated through the highway
department, and so on, about 9,000 families, and we have tried to hae
it through scattered housing.

We were the first city in the country to have an open housing law
passed by an ordinance. We feel that we have done quite a bit in the
private as well as the Federal development program in housing. Also,
along with housing field, Mr. Mott has contributed $4.5 million for the
Genesee County recreational area as well as another park given to the
county for recreational purposes in the very dense part of our
community.

There are many other things that we could go into; we are very
alert to all the problems of any community.

Senator Curmxs. Mr. Manley, do you feel that, a tax of 72 percent., if
placed upon this foundation's income, in reality will actually fall on
the beneficiaries?

Mr. MANLLY. Yes, sir.
Senator Crams. Will this foundation be adversely affected by the

divestiture provisions of the House bill?
Mr. MANLEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. Mor. Is it felt that foundations should make gifts for housing?
Senator CunIs. No, no. We knew of your work in that regard, and

I merely wanted the record to so reflect.
Mr. MoTr. We simply spent certain amounts of money in promotion

of ideas to get housing done.
Senator CuRTis. That leads to another question. Could you give an

example, either Mr. Mott or Mr. Manley, of how the foundation has
served as a laboratory for Federal legislation?

Mr. Mor. We think that the establishment of community schools.
opening the schools for 3,800 hours a year as against 1,800 is an ex-
ample. We are pushing that, and it is increasing all over the country.
We think that the Government should take cognizance of that and
what we have recommended and put it into operation; they should do
the same thing in the encouragement of that.

Also the establishment of colleges in Flint so that the kids in Flint
do not have to leave home to attend college; we have 9,500 kids attend-
ing college in Flint that could not go if they had to board away from
home.

Senator CuRTis. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator FANNTN. Mr. Mott, perhaps you could tell us about your

youth retention laboratory.
Mr. Mor. The what I
Senator FANNIN. The youth reteAtion laboratorT .I am just referring

to how you retain your youth.
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Mr. Morr. I am so absolutely dedicated to what we are trying to do
that somebody says-well, an old confrere of mine, w%hen I compli-
nienteci him on his 88th birthday, he said the only thing we can do
now, Stewart--we cannot do much-is to talk about old times and
things that happened.

I said you have got me entirely wrong. I was born today. I am look-
ing only to the future, and I am going ahead 100 percent full steam.

Senator FANNIN. Mr. Mott, we have heard a great deal about founda-
tion-controlled corporations. I would just like to ask you, speaking of
your foundation, as to how you justify the foundation having a con-
trolling interest in several corporations?

Mr. Movrr. Those corporations were investments that I have per-
sonally made because I felt there was growth and were profitable and
a hedge against inflation, which very few people pay much attention
to now, and from my point of view represented wonderful investment
personally. The results from those over the years have proved that they
were wonderful investments.

When people came along and said we want more money to spend
in the foundation to do these various things, I did not have the cash.
I did not want to sell the stock in these corporations, so I gave the stock
to the foundation. There is no reason why we ought to penalize those
foundations simply because of the whim of somebody.Senator FANNIN. Well, wasn't your foundation largely built up by
gifts which resulted in big tax savings to you? In other words, did you
not receive tax savings?

Mr. MoTr. I complied with the law as it existed, so there certainly
should be no criticism of my complying with the law. When I gave
about a quarter of a billion dollars to the foundation, I did not receive
any tax-exemption on that.

Senator FANNIN. In other words, you say that-
Mr. Morr. I had already paid taxes in many cases of 90 percent of

the income from those corporations.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you.
Senator HANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mott, let me compliment you on your very stimulating testi-

mnony. I would like to ask you, sir, how can Congress control the abuses
by some foundations without handicapping constructive ones?

Mr. Mo'rr. I think that you are hopping on a man who is trying to
do the best lie can under the rules and regulations, and then you ask me
how to write a taxation bill.

Senator HANSEN. You are the only one who has not told us how.
Mr. ,NoTr. There are so many complications ol these things. As Jack

Knight says, do not burn down the barn in order to kill a few rats.
It certainly seems to me that the Senate ought to be able to devise
conditions in the tax bill that would protect good foundations and
serve punishment on those that are not good.

Senator HANSEN. I have one further question if I could, Mr.Chairman.
How would it seriously handicap your foundation to require it to

spend 5 percent of the total market value each year of the corpus of
that foundation I

Mr. Morr. That means that the Government would take away from
the foundation 5 percent of a. certain amount of money from the
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beneficial operations of the foundation. Whatever they take away as
tax the foundation could not spend for the beneficial'things that we
stand for.

Senator HANsEN. Thank you, Mr.N Mott.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Thank you very much, Mr. M;ott. We are very proud to have you

with us today.
(Mr. Mott~s prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF CIIARLF8 STEWART MOTT ON TAXATIONS OF FOUNDATIONS

SUMMARY

1. My name Is Charles Stewart Mott, and I want to mention a few of the
extraordinary accomplishments of the foundation bearing that name for the past
43 years, and why I believe it should not be weakened by, undue restrictions.

2. Our Foundation is based on some simple ideas of helping people through
opportunities in education, health, and recreation. We do this by keeping Flint
schools open 3,800 hours a year, compared with the national average of 1,4(M
We have more adults using the schools at night than children In the daytime.
Ths partnership between the Mott Foundation and Flint Board of Education
has promoted taxpayers' use of their schools around the clock around the year,
and Is known as the Community School concept.

3. For the past 34 years, we have examined the health status of all Flint
school children, and have established an outpatient-clinic children's health cen-
ter to treat all indigent children-raising the percentage without medical defects
from 13% to about 90%, and of those without dental defects from 13% to about
50%.

4. We provide our program primarily for the people of Flint, but consider
Flint also a laboratory to demonstrate our program to others. 70,000 people
have visited our community school workshops In Flint, and now 379 localities
have 1887 community schools in operation.

5. We make grants to 9 university regional training centers- in addition to
the training program conducted by the seven universities of the State of Mich-
Igan-to train community school leadership personnel.

6. These accomplishments suggest why we are concerned about anything that
threatens our ability to carry on these programs.

7. Foundation services carry out avowed governmental objectives in educa-
tion, health, and social services--which reinforces the concept of tax exemption
for funds so used.

8. If some Foundations do a poor job, regulate them, but do not penalize
Foundations clearly operated for the public advantage. The Foundation func-
tions as government's equivalent of industry's research and development
department.

9. If spending Foundation income for acceptable purposes is good, then a
7% tax on that income is not logical.

10. Proposed prohibition of all dealings between Foundations and donors
could create unreasonable problems.

11. Proposed distribution of annual income or five percent of the fair market
value of investment assets within 12 months could be unduly restrictive and
detrimental. It would preclude investment in growth business which require
reinvestment of current earnings for greater future value and earnings.

12. The proposed stock ownership limitation seems to us the most unfair,
unworkable, and destructive of proposed changes. This would prevent reasonable
latitude of investment management to produce maximum current and future
income to carry forward our programs. We agree that abuses should be cor-
rected, but feel that proper, ethical operations for the public good should. not
be penalized. Required divestiture could result in serious loss of income and
consequent cut-back of services.

18. We agree with proposed limitatlops on use of assets, and with requirements
for disclosure and publicity on operations, and some other proposals, but con-
sider that Foundations should be encouraged rather than discouraged. Pos-
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sibly a voluntary asso. )ion of Foundations could establish what would be, in
effect, accreditation standards of objectives, methods, and practices.

14. We are "private" only in source of funds, our devotion and service are to
the public interest

15. When Flint lacked college opportunities, we gave a campus and helped con-
struct buildings-as a result, 8,000 young people who could not afford to live
away from -home are getting a college education at a saving of about $16,000,000
a year to their families.

16. Community schools--open around the clock around the year-are creating
informed participating citizenship, democracy in action.

17. President Eisenhower sent General Edwin Clark-and President Kennedy
sent Bud Wilkinson-to get us to start a physical fitness program. Both reported
we already had the finest program in the United States, one th.t should be
promoted everywhere.

18. I would like to invite you to visit Flint and see for yourselves what the
Mott Foundation is doing-which would be the best way for you to understand
why I ask you not to destroy or weaken these good works by restrictive or
punitive legislation.

STATEMENT

I want you to know that I appreciate the opportunity to offer some testimony
on proposed changes in taxation of foundations. Particularly, I want to present
some very specific facts about one foundation, Its origin, purposes, accomplish-
ments, and future potential if it is not weakned by undue restrictions and
limitations.

My name is Charles Stewart Mott, and I want to tell you something about
the foundation which bears my name, and which was established 43 years ago.
First, I would like to note that I served in the New York State Naval Militia
from 1894 to 1900-and that in 1898 I enlisted as a Gunner's Mate First Class
in the United States Navy, and served on the U.S.S. Yankee during the Spanish-
American War. I have also been of service to the military in the first and
second World Wars. I moved from the New York area to Flint, Michigan, in
1007. I served as Mayor of Flint in 1912, 1913, and 1918, giving my salary as
Mayor to the City Health Department and Red Cross. More than fifty years
ago, I organized the Y.M.C.A. in Flint. I mention these things to establish the
point that my patriotism and concern for service to the Nation and the com-
munity are not of recent origin, but have been a matter of public record since
the last century. Exactly these motives brought me to establish the Charles
Stewart Mott Foundation in 1926, under the laws of the State of Michigan,
to carry on philanthropic, charitable, and educational work.

Establishment of the Foundation involved some basic assumptions:
'First, that those of us who have benefited from society have an obligation

to benefit society in return;
Second, that it is possible to benefit society by helping people improve the

quality of their lives;
Third, that creation of opportunity for self-improvement helps best by devel-

oping self-reliant strength;
Fourth, that extensions of opportunities In education, recreation, and health

are fundamental means of improving the quality of living; and
Fifth, that existing facilities, agencies and democratic methods can serve

best in the development of such extended opportunities.
Those Ideas may sound very simple indeed, and so they are. Upon them the

Mott Foundation is built. We have been working with those ideas from the
beginning, and our Foundation has been guided always by dedicated, unpaid
trustees who have shared our concern for carrying out our responsibilities to
society by creating opportunities for people to improve the quality of their
lives. In the depression years, when everyone agreed that somebody else should
do something about juvenile delinquency, we began implementation of these
ideas in Flint, Michigan. Finding that Flint schools were open only about 1400
hours a year-the national average-and that young people had no constructive
recreational opportunities in the evenings, we offered to help the Flint Board
of Education make those school buildings the public had built available for
use by that public in the afternoons and evenings when they had previously
been locked. We did this by providing funds to the Board of Education to con-
duct supervised recreational and educational activities for young people and
adults.
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The response was enthusiastic-both from the Board and from the public.
We also began grants for examination of the health status of school children,
and means of correcting the physical and dental defects revealed by those exami-
nations. From this experimental beginning in 1935, what is now known as the
Community School Concept developed. The partnership between the Mott Foun-
dation and the Flint Board of Education has grown over the years so that we
now contribute some $4,000,000 annually to permit the- Flint schools to operate
a wide scope of programs--adult education, recreation, physical fitness, health,
special education, and many others-for both adults and children. Flint schools
are open 3,800 hours a year, now, and a similar multiplication of effectiveness of
existing facilities has been applied In many areas. In the field of health, for
example, we have built a $4,000,000 Children's Health Center-with operating
expenses of $1,500,000 annually-to make certain that the physical and dental
defects which will yield to correction are corrected for the children whose parents
cannot afford such medical and dental attention. These are only a few of the
several implementations of those basic ideas on which the Mott Foundation is
built.

From the beginning of our Foundation activities, we have also had another
simple idea. It Is this: we felt a special obligation to, and interest In, the Flint
community-made up of some 200,000 people In the city and another 200,000 In
the surrounding county. We basically planned, therefore, to carry on our program
of community Improvement for the people of the Flint area first-while holding
as equally important the concept that this demonstration, with Flint as a labora-
tory, should be made available to as much of the rest of the world as might wish
to observe, learn, and apply the demonstrated ideas to their own communities.

In order to make this demonstration highly available to others, everywhere,
we have, for the past 12 years, held a series of three-day Community School
Workshops in Flint at which visitors from everywhere have been able to see
the programs in action. More than 70,000 people have thus taken advantage of
the opportunity to share In this Community School Workshop experience-and
their almost universal comment has been that they could not have believed such
a program could be carried out with such wide and Intense community participa-
tion if they had not seen it for themselves. I can't begin to tell you all of the
results and effects of this spreading of the community school idea-which Is the
essence of democracy in action--except to mention that at the latest count we
have record of community education programs developed in 379 different locali-
ties Involving 1337 different schools. Of these 1337 schools, we can document the
fact that Mott Foundation funds served to help Initiate the community program
In 625 of the schools. The other 712 community schools, deriving their inspirations
from the Flint demonstration, have applied the principles and techniques without
financial assistance from the Mott Foundation. To meet the need for personnel
trained In such community school techniques, we have worked with many
educational institutions to develop training courses for Community School
Directors-both In Flint and elsewhere.

The Mott Foundation has employed about $2,000,000 in grants to provide for
leadership training to make possible the establishment of community schools
throughout the 379 localities mentioned. We are working with nine University
Regional Training Centers across the Nation, in addition to the training program
conducted by the seven universities of the State of Michigan. So successful has
been this approach to provision of demonstration community school programs,
and leadership training, that the State of Michigan has just appropriated a
million dollars to help stimulate and Implement such programs throughout the
State. I might mention, that of the 625 schools where some Mott Foundation
funds have been utilized in initiating community school programs, our grants of
only $361,796 have resulted In local community contributions exceeding $7,000,000
in this implementation of school-centered community development.

I have not mentioned (Iott Foundation application of basic Ideas at the college
level, or our work with and through existing social agencies, or the contribution
of a $6,500.000 Children's Hospital to the University of Michigan, or many other
aspects of Mott Foundation activities. I have not mentioned our accomplishments
in the field of physical fitness-which have received such generous comments
from Presidential advisors In this sector. But perhaps I have told you enough
to demonstrate that we believe very deeply in what we are doing-and that carry-
inse out these programs Is our purpose In living.

Since this is true, you can understand our concern about any governmental
action which threatens the resources of the Mott Foundation In such a way that
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they might be unable to carry forward this great work we have begun, and which
is producing such rich returns in human values in the lives of many thousands
of people.

I would like to explore with you one more simple Idea-the idea of exemption
from tax of money used for such purposes as those which our Foundation carries
outlt seeIs to me that the concept of exemption is a simple one based upon the
fact that money s6 exempted is being used to fulfill avowed governmental objec-
tives in this democracy of ours. A government for the people, such as ours, accepts
responsibilities to serve its people as far and as well as it can in education,
health, and social services. If a potential taxpayer uses his funds to carry out
such avowed governmental objectives-providing educational services, health
services, and social services-he may achieve more effectiveness, more economy,
and more flexibility than the nature of governmental operation could logically
permit. The dollars lie, through a foundation may spend to accomplish such
admitted governmental objectives will obviously make it unnecessary for govern-
ment to spend a larger number of dollars to accomplish what lie has already
done. Thus, the logic of tax exemption of funds used to fulfill obligations of a
democratic government to its people would seem to be unassailable. We consider
that the Mott Foundation devotes its funds exactly to the efficient fulfillment of
such objectives.

If it is asserted that some foundations do a poor Job, or are so manipulated
as to serve private ends of their donors, or in some other fashion serve rather
as a tax haven than an instrument of public-good then I reply that it should
not be difficult to frame, enact, and enforce laws preventing such abuse while
not penalizing those foundations which do operate clearly for the public ad-
vantage. If it is protested that foundations provide grants, even in such approved
fields as education, recreation, health, and social services, to carry out programs
which government would not undertake--then I would note that, within the
bounds of common sense, this is a virtue rather than a sin. A foundation may
venture risk money on an experimental program inappropriate for government-
but it is by such experimental pilot programs that new and better ways of serv-
ing education, health, and social service are developed. The foundation can be
government's equivalent of industry's research and development department.
Indeed, as government recognizes to an increasingly great extent its obligation
to serve the people of the nation in education, health, housing, employment
training, and social service fields, the function of the so-called private founda-
tion becomes more and more valuable as the trail-blazer, the pathfinder. the
troubleshooter, to do those necessary things for the public good which govern-
ment cannot or will not do. I could cite as a typical instance the development of
fine techniques of humane relocation of families displaced by highway and Urban
Renewal programs-as pioneered by an agency funded in part by the Mott
Foundation. The methods developed by this agency were later incorporated into
Federal laws and regulations to the advantage of the entire nation.

To bring the question of these proposed tax changes down to simplest terms.
we-believing in all sincerity that the Mott Foundation is conducted for the
public good, in the public interest-would protest any change which reduced
the resources available to carry on our programs. At the same time, we are
equally in favor of any change in law which would serve to prevent abuses of
foundations by those who would attempt to use them for their own private
advantage.

If devotion of the income of foundations to acceptable programs is gool'. it
must be 100% good, not 921/2% good. For this reason, I do not understand the
logic of the proposed 71/2% tax on the income of foundations.

With respect to the proposed limitations of dealings between a foundation and
persons with certain specified relationships to that foundation, it would appear
that the test should be one of fairness and honesty-not a complete prohibi-
tion. It is not difficult to imagine circumstances under which a foundation might
need to borrow money or lease property; a total ban on dealings between foun-
dations and donors might create undue cost or hardi-'ip to the foundation. The
Mott Foundation has not relied on, and does not . .,ect to rely on, such prac-
tices, but circumstances could exist where a foundation might have justifiable
need of legitimate dealings with one or more of the donors contributing to it.

The proposed requirement of distribution of annual Income or five per cent
of the fair market value of investment assets within a year could lead to unrea-
sonable applications under some circumstances.
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At best it restricts the flexibility of the trustees of a foundation to apply their
best discretion in the making of grants on the basis of the worthiness of the
objectives-since in a given calendar year, insufficient projects of demonstrable
merit might be proposed, while another year's approved requests might require
more than that year's income. Again, it would seem that a test of general prac-
tice in expending earnings within a reasonable period for objectives of obvious
merit would be a better yardstick than a calendar requirement would be.

There are two points of concern with this provision-first, the one just men-
tioned, an absolute requirement to spend income within the one-year period-
and, second, the requirement that if an investment does not yield 5% for such
expenditure as income, then a portion of the capital asset must be sold to pro-
vide the equivalent of such income for expenditure within the specified period.
A balanced investment program will include growth stocks, also the development
of a particular business may, in the very process of healthy growth, require
retention of its earnings to expand facilities for a period of years resulting ini
greater income-producing resources in the long run. We have planned the
Mott Foundation for a very long run indeed-to continue its good works through-
-out the foreseeable future-and have established our investment program nc-
cordingly. It seems to us that a reasonable and prudent latitude in Investment
management is both fair and necesary to permit establishing and conserving
capital resources for future as well as present income for foundations.

Of all the proposed changes in the law regulating foundations, the stock own-
ership limitation seems to us the most unfair, unworkable, and destructive.
Certainly, if a foundation has acquired a portion of the ownership of a business
which is being operated in whole or in part for the benefit of a donor or his
family, such practice should be stopped or punished. But if a donor in good faith
contributes all or part of a business to a foundation to provide income to carry
on its good works, it Is not reasonable that this business should have to be sold
at a sacrifice. The Mott Foundation has substantial holdings exceeding twenty
per cent of the outstanding stock of several corporations, including complete
ownership in some cases. Where a foundation owns 100 per cent of a business
or corporation, there can scarcely be any question of manipulation of that busi-
ness for the advantage of stockholders other than the foundation-so why should
a foundation be required to divest itself of such complete ownership? If there
are reputed t9 be temptations in ownership of a fraction of the stock of a coin-
pany by a foundation, certainly 100 per cent ownership is the best assurance

-of removal of those temptations. In no instance are the officers of these corpo-
rations, who carry on the day-to-day activities of the business, substantial donors
or management personnel of the foundation. Rather, the operation of these cor-
porations Is carried out by professional management personnel. We would note
that such corporations are already paying over 50 per cent of earnings as cor-
porate profits taxes. To force the foundation to dispose of securities or other
business interests could seriously weaken the income situation. and thus reduce
our ability to carry forward the long-term programs on which we are already
embarked.

Believing, as we do, that the objectives and programs of the Mott Foundation
are good, and in the public interest, we feel an obligation to enhance and conserve
our investment position to produce the maximum income for carrying these
programs on. In practice, we disburse our dividends within a year after they
are received in accordance with the law, and we feel we should be able to make
and preserve the best investments and business operations to keep the mnximur
resources available for our programs. Required divestiture could result In serious
los s of income for the charitable purposes of the Foundation. We have been
guilty of no abuses that would justify so stringent a requirement. Again. we
come back to the principle: correct abuses, but do not penalize proper, ethical
operations demonstrably conducted for the public good. It would seem that strict
enforcement of present laws would be sufficient to prevent abuses, without
imposing this drastic provision requiring divestiture.

Lest you believe I have come here to disagree with everything proposed in
the legislation under consideration, I would note that we agree with proposed
limitations on the use of assets, and with the requirements for disclosure and
publicity on operations, and some other proposed regulation& Basically, we
feel that the private foundation deserves to be encouraged rather than dis-
couraged, promoted rather than hampered, considered a national asset rather
than a reprehensible haven of sharp practice-in short, a very good citizen
rather than the villain of the peace.
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Perhaps foundations themselves, as a group, should set up a formal association
of foundations to adopt voluntary standards of approved purposes, methods, and
practices, to provide a mechanism for self-policing. To be an accredited member
of such an association would be conditional upon conformity to universally
accepted standards of approved objectives, methods, and practices. It seems to
me that encouragement of development of such a framework for establishment
and maintenance of standards would be a better approach than governmental
restrictions which could prove detrimental to the public good.

Maybe what lam trying to say to you as elected representatives of the people
of the United States is this: please don't hamstring us, because it's Vour race
we're running. We are a "private" foundation only in the source of our funds-
in our programs we are as devoted to the public as government itself, and all
our activities are completely in the public interest.

I would like to tell you about a lot more of our programs-how, by financing
creation of two colleges we make it possible for the families of 8,000 young
people to save $16,000,000 a year and give their sons and daughterss college educl-
tioins while living at home.

I would like to tell you more about community schools-buildings that belong
to the taxpayers, and that the taxpayers actually use around the clock, around
the year for every kind of wholesome and constructive activity-with 20,000
adults per semester turning out for adult education and recreation classes in
Flint alone-and hundreds graduating from high school each year in middle
age-more adults using the schools at night than children in the daytime--
giving working democracy a true medium in which to function, the community
school, now carrying its torch of Interest, Involvement, and Information through-
out the Nation to create that informed participating citizenship we all want...

I would like to tell you what President Eisenhower's General Edwin Clark-
and President Kennedy's Bud Wilkinson have to say about our physical fitness
program, and its Importance to this Nation . . .

Most of all, since I can't expect time to tell you about all these and a dozen
other programs-and you wouldn't be able to believe their excellence without
seeing them for yourselves-I would like to invite you to visit Flint, Michigan,
and see our programs in action. Then you would not wonder that I appear before
you to ask you not to destroy or weaken these good works by restrictive or
punitive legislation.

The CHAMAN. The next witness will be Mir. Byron P. Hollet of
the Lilly Endowment, Inc.

Senator BYnD. Mr. Chairman, would you recognize me for a brief
moment?

The ChIAin.\,. Senator Byrd.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit for the record

a statement in behalf of Colonial Williamsburg. It is a statement of
Carlisle Humelsine, president of Colonial Williamsburg.

I would like to point out that in the past 40 years Colonial Williams-
burg has spent nearly $100 million in Virginia in that great colonial
area of our State.

I would want to point out to the committee, too, that, this Colonial
Williamsburg is managed by an 18-member independent board and
is not subject to any individual or to any other foundation.

I submit now wiih your permission, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen
of the committee, a statement in behalf of Colonial Williamsburg by
Carlisle L. 1Humelsien, president of Colonial Williamsburg.

(The statement referred to by Senator Byrd follows:)

STATEMENT IN BEHALF AF COLONIAL WIJIAMSBURO

(By Carlisle Humelsine, President, Colonial Williamsburg)

The Tax Reform Bill of 1969 (11.R. 13270), as passed by the House of Repre-
sentatives on August 7, 1069, poses, in its present form, a genuine threat to a num-
ber of historical preservation and educational institutions whose work In their
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various field of endeavor has earned national and even world-wide respect alld
renown. One of these institutions, one that has become a national symbol of the
American heritage and a source of deep satisfaction and inspiration to literally
millions of Americans, is Colonial Williamsburg, Incorporated, the widely known
preservation and educational undertaking at Williamsburg, Virginia.

For those who are not familiar with the restoration, its program, and the
arrangements that have been made for Its financial support and permanence,
perhaps it should be said that the work was begun more than forty years ago
by Mr. John D. Rockefeller. Jr., who saw, in the survival of the early eighteenth-
century town plan and of nearly one hundred original eighteenth-century strit.-
tures, a unique oplrtunity to preserve and restore for the edification of future
generations of Americans the environment out of which developed the concepts
that are so fundamental to our nation today.

The work has been an exceedingly careful one, marked by the highest degr vo
of scholarly integrity andi a notable absence of the kind of commercialism that
too frequently has blighted our historic sites. The work has been a costly oie.
approaching one hundred millions of dollars. Today, the preserved area of
Williamsburg, extending along the one-mile strip of Duke of Gloucester Street
front the Christopher Wren Building of the College of William and Mary to the
restored Capitol where Washington and Jefferson sat as burgesses, constitutes
America's-and probably the world's-most extensive single undertaking in his-
torical preservation. More than 300 rooms in the assemblage of public buildings,
taverns, and historic residences, that are open daily to the public, are furnisled
with one of the world's finest and most representative study collections of sevent-
teenth and eigtheenth-century furniture and furnishings. Colonial Williamsburg
has become one of our leading educational institutions in the fields of historical
preservation, eighteenth-century decorative arts, archaeology, and, perhaps most
Important of all, of the social, economic and political circumstances out of which
this nation arose.

More than one million Americans and visitors from all over the world visit
Williamsburg every year. Of this count, nearly 100,000 are students and school
children, many of whose American history curriculum In their home schools h11s
been specifically programmed for preparation for the Williamsburg visit and for
better appreciation of its broad educational content. Many of these visitors, too.
are distinguished persons, heads of state, whose first glimpse of the United States
is Williamsburg, where, normally In a brief, overnight visit before calling on the
President in Washington, they are given the opportunity to see first-hand an
Impressive manfiestation of our national heritage and fabric as a people.

Colonial Williamsburg, Incorporated, the organization responsible for the car-
rying on of the project, is managed by an entirely independent board of 18 dis-
tingulished Americans, representing all parts of the country and the various fields
of interest to tile restoration. The organization is subject neither to the control
nor the influence of any single person or any other foundation. Its financial
resources are its own, and are used exclusively for the purpose of continuing to
serve the interests of the American public through its educational programs and
historic preservation projects.

In the early years of the restoration, it became clear that the small town of
Williamsburg was wholly incapable of providing accommodations that the grow-
Ing number of visitors more and more urgently needed. In the depression years
of the 1930's and the war years of the 1940's, Colonial Williamsburg was left to
provide these facilities itself, If its great work was not to founder. Consequently.
In the late 1930's the Inn and Lodge were built to provide essential hotel and
dining accommodations to the public. Today, these facilities represent only a
fraction of the many others privately owned and operated in the Williamsburg
area. Indeed, the stimulus of Williamsburg has become a factor of cardinal
Importance not only in respect to the prosperous growth of the Williamsburg
community, but in the economy of the Commonwealth of Virginia as a whole.

At Williamsburg, the availability to the public of convenient hotel and related
accommodations has been essential from the very beginning. These facilities
operated by Williamsburg Restoration, Incorporated, a wholly owned subsidiary
of Colonial Williamsburg, have been designed, specifically, to meet the expanding
educational goals of the project by providing a functional environment for semi-
nars and conferences in the atmosphere of Williamsburg. Without these facilities,
Colonial Williamsburg's effort to convey the relevancy of our eighteenth-century
heritage In today's world would be enormously diminished in importance and
impact. Materially related to its exempt purposes as these facilities may be,
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however, Colonial Williamsburg hits, slice its beginniig. operated these activities
through a separately incorporated wholly taxolde entity. No atteml)t Irs been
made to shield income from these operations from normal corporate taxation-
Federal. State, or local-and separate corporate structures have been mnaintained
to provide a clear distinction between operations not subject to tax and taxable
ope-rations. The operations of both the tax-exempt parent and the taxable sub-
.-idiary are regularly examined and audited by the Internal Revenue Service.

Tihe gross mincone of Colonial Willianisburg, after a reorganization of some of
thel business operations scheduled to take place on January 1, 1970, will be derived
annually from the following sources in the following approximate amounts:
Admissiois, sales of landeraft products, publications and films-....$3, 750, 000
Rentals and other income from residences and other functionally

related properties ,----------------------------------------- 850, 000
Eiidownient funds (invested securities) -------------------------- 3, 400, 000

Total ------------------------------------------------ 10,000,000
The annual cost of normal operating programs at Williamsburg exceeds

$8,725,000. A major portion of the hicome derived from endowed funds, therefore,
is required to meet thit difference between operating costs and operating income.
Inilationary and other economic factors operating everywhere in the country in
recent years have had the effect of continually widening this difference, and
thereby making the endowment fund income more and more vital to tile survival
of Colonial Williamsburg. Tile balance of iicmne from enlowed funds has been
programmed into many years in the future to permit the continuation of preserva-
tion and restoration necessary to the ultimate completion of tile undertaking, and
to the research and ar(lmaeological projects, production of educational films an(
imbli.ation of books and research materials, which are all so essentially related.
Obviously, therefore, all income from every source is devoted directly to the
exempt purposes of the organization.

The Tax Reform Bill of 19069, as presently worded, would impose upon Colonial
Williamsburg a federal tax liability in the ineighlborhood of $1.000.000 per year.
This would have the disastrous effect of forcing the organization into annually
etscalated deficits and could only lead to wholly unintended results. It would bring
at once a halt to p1inns for completing the restoration and expanding current edu-
(atiolil programs iii response to public interest and attendance. Moreover, the
organization would be forced to re-appraise its fundamental mission, with the
view of cutting ba(k existing operations to accommodate to a much-reduced
financial capacity.

There is not. the slightest question that the effect of such actions would be to
diminish materially the significance of Colonial Williamsburg and to deprive
future generations of much of its inspirational impact.
An understanding of the general purposes of tile tax reform bill make it abun-

dantly (lear that no such effect was intended. In a number of instances, Colonial
Williamsburg is particularly note(] iII tile h housee Committee oil Ways and Meamis
explanatory report, with references to sweciflc provisions provided In the bill to
avoid irreparable harm to it and similar organizations. In at least two sections.
however, tile present language of the bill would expose such organizations, and
Colonial Williamsburg in particular, to an inevitable erosion of their fundamental
financial security. These proposalss contradict tile general intent of the greater
portion of the bill and should not be left standing in their present form.

These inconsistencies lie in the present wording of those portions of the bill
that would (a) define gross, ; investment income," as used in Section 500(b) (2) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 19M, (b) add a new Section 509 to the Code, and
(c) modify existing Section 512(b).

Fortunately, these provisions are capable of simple remedy, by adding legisla-
tive language consistent with the balance of the bill. At the appropriate thne, I
would like to ask the Committee's permission to submit suggested amendments.

These changes would have the effect of recognizing the fundamentally public
nature of the financial support behind such organizations as Colonial Williams-
burg. In the case 6f Colonial Williamsburg, income derived from admilssions and
from other services and facilities furnished to the public, either directly or
through functionally related activities, far exceeds income derived from endowed
funds. In other words, the activities of Colonial Williamsburg have historically
met the purposes of the bill to insure responsiveness on thie part of such orgaliza-
tions to the needs and interests of the public.
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STATEMENT OF COLONIAL WILLIAMsBluo

The tax on investment income and the tax (at ordinary corporate rates) on
income from functionally related business activities, as currently provided iii
the Tax Reform Bill of 1969 (H.R. 13270), will gravely jeopardize the educational
and preservation programs of Colonial Williamsburg.

For the reasons set forth In the attached explanatory statement, consideration
by the Senate Committee on Finance of the following three amendments to the
House Bill is respi.t fully requested:

1. Amend proposed Section 506(b) (2) defining "gross investment income" to
read as follows:

"(2) Gross Investment Income-For purposes of paragraph (1), the term
'gross investment income' means the gross amount of income from interest,
dividends, rents, and royalties, but not including any such income to the extent
included in computing the tax imposed by Section 511 or any 8uch income derived
from a functionally related busine88 as defined in Section 4943(d) (4)." (New
matter italic.)

2. Amend proposed Section 512(b) (15), imposing the unrelated business In-
come tax on interests, annuities, rents and royalties received from controlled
corporations, to read as follows:

"(15) Notwithstanding paragraph (1), (2), or (3), amounts of interests,
annuities, royalties and rents derived from an organization of which the organil.
zation deriving such amounts has control (as defined in Section 368(c)), other
than 81ch amounts derived front a functIonally rclatcd bitsincss as defined in
Section 4943(d) (4), shall be Included as an item of gross income (whether or
not the activity from which such amounts are derived represents a trade or
business or is regularly carried on), and there shall be allowed all deductions di.
rectly connected with such amounts." (New matter in italic.)

3. Amend proposed Section 509 (a) (2) (BI to read as follows:
"(B) normally receives not more than Lone-thlrd] one-half of its support it

each taxable year from gross Investment income (as defined In Section 5001)
(2) ;" (Eliminate matter In brackets: new matter Italic.)

The following describes means of amending the several sections referred to
above.

Page 5, amend line 19 as follows: Delete period and add, "or any such income dh-
rived from a functionally related business as defined in Section 4943(d) (4)."

Page 91, amend line 3 as follows: After second bracket, add words, "other than
such amounts derived from a functionally related business as defined in Section
4943(d) (4),"

Page 16, amend line 4 as follows: Delete word third, substitute word half.

The CHITIMAN. Mr. Hollet.

STATEMENT OF BYRON P. HOLLET, DIRECTOR, THE LILLY
ENDOWMENT, INC.

Mr. IOLLo-'r. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, myname
is Byron P. Hollet. I am a director of Lilly Endowment of Indian-
al)ohs, Inc., and I am appearing on behalf of that private foundation.

Lilly Endowment was established 32 years ago by three members
of the Lilly family, two of whom are now deceased. Those founders
made gifts to the endowment of substantial amounts of Eli Lilly &
Co. which have been retained by the endowment.

Preceding witnesses have covered many aspects of the proposed
legislation affecting private foundations. Lilly Endowment supports
much elo this legislation designed to correct abuses. We believe that.
funds which have been committed to charity through gifts to a foun-
dation must be devoted exclusively to charitable needs.

We also endorse the concept that there must be a public benefit at
least commensurate with the tax privileges accorded.

Since Lilly Endowment was founded, It has distributed to charity
substantially its entire income, over $77 million, an amount which
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is more than 21/2 times the initial vahe of all of the gifts which have
been made to the endowment.

We have been concerned over the provision of the House bill which
would levy a tax of "i1/2 percent on the income of the private foun-
dation. We are glad to see that the Treasury Department has recom-
mended the substitution of a supervisory fee or a tax of 2 percent
for that prpose, and we endorse that recommendation.

In the time remaining I should like to express, however, our deep
concern over two Specific provisions of the lHouse bill, the minimum
5-percent pay-out rule and the 20-percent limitation on business
holdings.

The bil would require, as you know, a foundation to distribute an-
nually its entire netincome and in any event not less than 5 percent of
the current market value of its assets. Wre have always distributed sub-
stantially our entire net income and have no objection to such a re-
quirement. But as to the 5-percent minimum 1)ay-out l)rovision, we
have two objections.

First, we think the 5-percent requirement is too higli, and second,
we believe it would be unfair to apply that percentage to the current
market value of the assets of a foundation each year.

With reference to our first objection, we believe that Congress should
not expect nor require a foundation to earn a greater return from its in-
vestments that can be realized from a well-managed portfolio of equity
securities, Attachments B and C to our written statement, which is al-
ready submitted, demonstrate that a 5-percent return can seldom if
ever be realized.

Therefore, to meet the 5-percent requirement, a foundation must fol-
low one of two courses of action.

(a) The foundation must invest its funds in fixed income se-
curities, such as bonds and preferred stocks with a high yield but
little or no growth potential or

(b) The Foundation must pay out a portion of its principal
each year to meet the deficit between the income it receives and the
5 percent of the fair market value of its assets.

Neither of these alternatives advances the interests of charity. In-
deed either in our judgment curtails such interests.

Let me illustrate my point by taking Lilly Endowment itself as an
example. Had our endowment chosen to dispose of its gift of stock at
the end of each year in which they were received and to invest the
proceeds in government bonds, for example, the following would have
been the results:

For the period from 1937 through 1968 our endowment would have
received income of only $15 million instead of $81 million it actually re-
ceived. For the year 1968 our endowment would have received only $1.2
million instead of $6.8 million it actually received and contributed.

Funds given to charity in the 32-year history of our endowment
would have been reduced from $77 million to $1b million, or a reduc-
tion of about 80 percent. Yet curiously enough the program of in-
vesting in government bonds would likely have qualified under the
5-percent requirement, whereas the alternative which we followed
would not, because of the increase in market values of foundation as-
sets to which the 5 percent must be applied.
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The second alternative to meet the 5 percent pay-out would be to
distribute annually enough of the principal of the foundation's assets
to make up tie (ifference between the full income it receives and the
a percent. This we submit can only result in a steady depletion of the
assets of the foundation, and eventually lead to its extinction.

While we are aware that there may be some who believe that a life
of a l)rivate foundation should be limiited, we do not share this belief,
and we do not think that this belief is shared by those connected with
the hundreds of thousands of churches, schools, hospitals, and other
benevolent institutions which could not continue to exist in this coun-
try without the existence of the private foundation, particularly
whereas here under the proposed bill, the formation of new founda-
tions is discouraged.

Our second objection to the .5 percent minimum pay-out provision
arises because the percentage figure would be applied anunaly to the
market value of the foundation's assets. We have observed that the
market value of any particular security can and does fluctuate widely
from year to year. Such fluctuations could substantially distort th'e
minimum pay-out required of a foundation each year, and thereby

seriously hamper the planning and orderly administration of it. grants
to charity.

To avoid this situation, we suggest that the minimum distribution
requirement, whatever it may be, should be more broadly based and
applied to an average of market values of a foundation's'assets taken
over a period of years, 10 years, for example, or for such period of time
as the asset has been held if less than 10 years.

This change would go far to insure a more effective and orderly way
for the foundation to carry out its programs.

Now, let me discuss in the brief time I have left our objections to
that provision of the bill which would limit to 20 percent the holdings
of tle foundation in an incorporated business enterprise when com-
blined with the holdings of disqualified peVsons under the bill.

First we think that the current provision in the House bill would
ceritainlyproduce some results not in the best interests of the l)ul)lic
welfare. It, would force many existing foundations including Lilly
Endowment to divest themselves of investments which have proved
to be highly beneficial in the past., under circumstances which might
seriously impan the Foundation's ability to realize the true value of
such investments.

Further, such a limitation most certainly would discourage and
impede further gifts to existing foundations, and the formation of
new foundations.

We do not believe that control of a business enterprise by a founda-
tion in and of itself is bad, and we suggest that there is no significant
evidence to establish this as a fact. If property having substantial value
and significant growth potential is contri uted to a foundation and
managed for the exclusive benefit of charity, it is difficult to understand
why Congress would consider control of thie l)roperty by the founda-
tion its donor and members of his family as objectionable; particu-
larly is this true where the term "disqualified persons" under the
House bill apparently would include not only donors living or dead,
their spouses living or (lead, and all descendants no matter how remote
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of toMse living and dead persons, but also through the application of
most severe attribution rules found ill the Inte'rnal Revenue Code
the l)rotlrs and sisters of those living or dead donors and their
(lescell(lahlts.

The apl)Iication of the I ouse bill's definition of (lisqualified persohls
would in the case of Lilly Endowment include the stockholdings of
peeol.' extending through five generations, niany of whom have nei-
ther an active interest nor the slightest )articii)ation in the affairs
of the Fonidation or the Lilly Co.

The House 1)ol)oal leaves little, or no opportunity to establish or
to enlarge a philanthropie foundation through gifts of stock to a
famnily-('ont rol led corporation.

Society I11s received great benefits from ch1aritv made )OfSible
through the. medium of the family foundation. Our' national policy
we believe should seek to take every advantage of this opportiulity,
and to turn private wealth to the i)uhli(-' good and to stimulate not
discourage, the institution of the family charitable institution, thereby
relieving the Federal Government, and its taxpayers from the support
now given )y private fomndations.

Mr. ('hairnmn, members of the committee, I thank you on behalf of
the Lilly Endowment for this opportunity to appear before you and to
express our views.

The rulMA\. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator B+xmi,'rr. Mr. Chairman, as you know, this is a day when

we have a regular luncheon at 12:30.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Anderson wants to hear Mr. Ross Malone

before we quit for lunch . I suggest if you have to leave to attend your
meting, Senator, I will stay as long as we can and then we will come
back.

Senator BENxNE-'1. If you are only going to hear Mr. Malone before
lunch I will be happy to stay here and then we call come back.

The CII,\M..N. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. HIoia 'T. Thank you.
(Mr. Hollet's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMPNT OF BYRON' P. ITOLLET

My name is Byrou P. Hollet.1 I am a member of the board of directors of
Lilly Endowment, In., of Indianapolis, Indiana. This private philanthropic
foundation was incorporated June 25. 1937, as a nonprofit corporation under
Indiana law.2 I am appearing before this committee on behalf of Lilly Endowment
to present the views of its board of directors on H.R. 13270. the "Tax Reform
Act of 1069."

Tilly Endowment is in agreement with those provisions of the bill which are
Intended to correct abuses by some private foundations of their tax-exempt
privileges. We endorse the fundamental position that funds which have been
committed to charity and for which tax benefits have been granted, should.
in fact., be devoted to charitable ends.

We feel. however, that certain provisions of 11-R. 13270 go further than nec-
essary nnd, in fact, would create what we believe to I)e unintentional hardships
on Lilly Endowment and other similarly situated foundations whose assets are
not in fixed-income-producing securities. I shall confine my discussion to these
provisions and to what wet believe are constructive suggestions for modifying
or altering them.

For hiornphitcal sketch, see attachment A.
2 For additional Information on the Endowment, see the enclosed copy of its report

for 10(1S.

33-8655-60-pt. 6-39
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DISTIIIBUTION OF INCOME

,Sietlon 101 (b) of the Ilotse bill (newi section .1942 of the code) would require
a fouidatot to distribute annually an anzotint equal to at least 5 percent of the
Yn market value of its assets.

Lilly Endowment distributes to tax-exempt organizations essentially its entire
net income each year for the purposes of Its stated objectives--the promotion
and support of charitable, educational, or religious programs. Its Income is
derived for the most part from common stock of Ell Lilly and Comapany received
as gifts, principally from three members of the Lilly family. These gifts were
valued In the aggregate at approximately $29 million at the times they were
received. Through 1968 the Endowment had dlistribtued In grants $77 million of
a net Income of $79 million. Commitments for future grants amounted to $6.3
million at December 31, 1068.

In analyzing the performance of Lilly Endowment over Its thirty-two-year
history, It should be noted that Its annual distribution of Income to charity
now amounts to almost one-fourth of the aggregate value of its assets at the
time they were acquired; further, that Lilly Endowment has. since Its founding,
disbursed almost 2.7 times as much money as It has. received through donations.

During the twenty-year period 1946 to 1965. the Endowment received income
from Its assets equal to an average annual yield of about 3.5 percent on the
year-end market value. Since 1166 market values have risen; and, although
dividend rates have increased, the yield has averaged only approximately 1.5
percent of market value.

A fixed formula for distributing Income based on the market value of the
assets of a particular year would obviously have a decled Impact on the In-
vestment alternatives available to Lilly Endowment and other foundations. If the
5-1,reent-minimun-investnient-return requirement (and the proposed 7.5-percent
tax on Income) had been in effect from the date of Lilly Endowment's founding,
the Endowment would have been forced to dispose of more than one-third of Its
principal assets. In turn. income available for distribution In 1968 would also
have been reduced by more than one-third. from $6.8 million to $4.4 million--
a reduction of $2.4 million. And further reduction of principal-with concurrent
loss In Income available for distribution-would probably continue year after
year.

I'nder provisions of the House bill, the only way a foundation could hol to
avoid depleting its principal would be through investment In fixed-income secu-
rities. such as bonds and preferred stocks, with a high yield but little or no
growth potential. If, front the beginning, such an Investment policy had been
followed hy Lilly Endowment and its assets had been converted to government
bonds, the Endowment's initial Investment value of $29 million would have
held fairly steady, but the income available to charity would have been decreas-ed
from $79 million to $15 million, a reduction of more than 80 percent.

Had the Endowment chosen to dispose of its gifts of stock at the end of each
year in which they were received and to Invest the proceeds In one of five
representative alternative investment programs, the differing results hi Incomie
earned would have been as presented In the following table:

COMPARATIVE INCOME-FROM RETENTION OF DONATED STOCK HAVING A MARKET VALUE OF $29,000,000, AT
DATES RECEIVED, COMPARED WITH INVESTMENT THEREOF IN 5 ALTERNATIVE, PROGRAMS

(In millions

1937-68 In 1968

Denoted stock ......... . . . ..---------------------------------------------------- $81 $6.8
Moody's Industrial stocks _------------------_-- -.---.------------------------ 72 5.4
Dow-jones Industrial stocks --------------------------------------------------- 68 4.8
Massachusetts Investors Trust I ------------- _------------- --- ----- - ---------- 61 4.3
State Street Invest-rent Corp I --------------------------------------------------- 45 3.4
Government bonds held to maturity -----------------------.--------------------- 15 1.2

1 Assumes capital gain distribute -is accepted In additional shares.
Note: Computations made by Ernst & Ernst, certified public accountants.
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A requirement that private foundations distribute their net income on a cur-
rent basis seems entirely justified and reasonable. Lilly Endowment has fol-
lowed such a practice since it was founded. A 5-percent-ninimum-distrlbuton
requirement, however, would effectively prevent the investment by private founda-
tions in common stocks, since income from such investments seldom reaches
5 percent when applied against current market values (see attachments B and C).

If society is to receive the long-term benefits to be derived from investments
in stocks which participate in the growth of the general economy, it is apparent
that a 5-pereent-minmum-ivestnment-return requirement would be too severe,
particularly when administrative costs of operating tie foundation must first be
paid. On the other hand, a minimum-investment-return formula more in line with
the return which can be reasonably expected over a period of time from a well-
managed investment portfolio would provide concurrent benefits to society as well
as providing the foundation with some desirable freedom of choice in selecting
investment alternatives.

Because of widely fluctuating market values in any single year or over rela-
tively short periods of time, provision also should be made for basing the
minimum-investment-return requirement on an average of asset values over a
period of years (ten years, for example), rather than on current market values.

In addition to the threat which the bill's requirement poses to a foundation's
freedom to invest in common stocks, with their potential for a greater return to
charity than can be achieved through government bonds or other fixed-income
investments, attention should be directed to the effect which such a requirement
would have on the establishment of new foundations. We believe l)rospective
donors would be discouraged from contributing to foundations low-yielding stocks
or stocks in family-owned companies.

Society has received great benefits from charity made poss-ible through the
medium of the family foundation. Our national policy should seek to take every
advantage of this opportunity to turn private wealth to public good and to stimu-
late, not discourage, the institution of the family charitable foundation.
Alternative

We suggest for consideration the following alternative to the 5-percent-mini-
mum-investment-return requirement:

a. The minimum-investment-return requirement should be based on an
average of asset values over a period of years (ten years, for example) rather
than on current market values, subject as they are to fluctuation, and

b. The required annual distribution as a percent of that average market
value should not exceed the return that could be reasonably expected from
a well-managed portfolio containing common stocks.

This alternative will ensure that society receives concurrent benefits from tax-
exempt privileges and, at the same time, will permit a foundation to exercise
investment discretion that will provide greater long-range benefits to society.

STOCK-OVNERSIIWP LIMITATION

Section 101 (b) of the House bill (new section /1943 of the code) would imit to
20 percent the holdings of a foundation in an incorporated bsinCss enterprise
when combined with the holdings of "disqualified persons".

In April, 1969, the Treasury Department recommended that a foundation be
permitted to own 20 percent of the voting stock of a corporation. Included in the
recommendation was a provision that no divestiture of such stock would be re-
quired as long as the aggregate ownership by donors did not exceed an additional
15 percent. The Treasury proposal would have permitted reasonable ownership
by foundations of a corporation's voting stock.

The Ilouse bill drastically changes this'concept by providing that the maximum
amount of stock in any corporation that can be held by a foundation ia 20 percent
reduced by the aggregate holdings of disqualified persons. This major change
might force (depending upon final resolution of the definition of "disqualified
persons") almost complete divestiture by Lilly Endowment of its holdings of
stock in Eli Lilly and Company, a company which has paid continuous idividends
since 1885 and which has attracted an increasing number of outside investors
now totaling more than 15,000.
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A niajor objective of the stock-owllersliil)-iilitatioln provision, as stated In the
House, report, is to prevent diversion of foundation management from concern
with charitable activities.

Such all abuse of a foundation's tax-exempt privilege has not materialized iII
the thirty-two years that Lilly Endowment has been a large stockholder of the
company. There has been no diversion of the full-time staff of the Endowment
front concern with (haritable activities, because the staff has no responsIbility
for the operation of the company. And, as the record shows, charity has belen
generously advanced.

This provision of the House bill could affect adversely many foundations, such
as Lilly Endowment, whiil have not been guilty of any abuse of tax privileges.
It certainly will discourage many contributions to existing foundations and the
establishment of new foundations. A potential donor owning more than 20 percent
of a corporation's stock could not make ally significant gift of such stock to a
private foundation with tile expectation that tile foundation would retain the
investment. Thus, a i)otential donor, or his family, who wishes to contribute to
or establish a foundation with shares of a closely held company, for which there
is no immediate market, will be deterred by the realization that his charitable
intention could le frustrated through forced divestment of the contributed
property In a comparatively short period of time.

The House proposal, as currently written, leaves little or no opportunity for a
fanlily to establish a philanthropic foundation through gifts of stock in a family-
controlled corporation. While recognizing that some limitation on stock owner-
ship may be in the public Interest, it would .seem wise, as a matter of pul~lic
policy, to encourage within less-stringent limitations the motivation for charitable
giving.

.1 tcrnatilre
We suggest for consideration the following alternative:

Tho voting stock of any one corporation held by a foundation shot1(d be
limited to 20 percent and when combined with the holdings of dis.qualifled
persons should he limited to 35 percent. This, basically, is the reconnuenda-
tion inade by the Treasury Department in its report to Congress in April,
1969.

with the expectation that the foundation would retain the investment. Thiuc, n
ltential donor, or his family, who wishes to contribute to or establish a founda-
tion with shares of a closely held company, for which there s 10no imedintp
market, will be deterred by the realization that this charitable Intention could
be frustrated through forced divestment of tile contributed property In a (.o-
paratively short period of time.

The House proposal, as currently written, leaves little or no opportunity for
a family to establish a philanthropic foundation through gifts of stock in a
familly-controlled corporation. While recognizing that some limitation on stock
ownership may be in the public interest, it. would seem wise, as a matter of
public policy, to encourage within less-s.tringent limitations the. motivation for
charitable giving.

Alternative
We suggest for consideration the following alternative:

The voting stock of any one corporation hold by a foundation s hnuld lie
limited to 20 percent and when combined with the holdings of disqualified
persons should be limited to 3.5 percent. This, basically, is tile recommendation
made by the Treasury Department In Its report to Congress in April, 1969.
"Disqualified persons," for this purpose, should include only substantial
donors who are living, their spouses and lineal descendants. and managers
of the foundation (as defined in the bill).

The limitation suggeste4i by the Treasury would lie adequate to prevent abu ses
resulting front foundation control of business enterprls,,s and would materially
alleviate some of the hardships which would be Incurred under the House
limitation. At the same time. It would permit sonie Investment alternatives that.
as denmonstrnted In the past. would provide greater returns to society (se
page ).
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Also, tile albove recommendation would define "disqua lifted persons" Iii such
a way as to preclude the possibility, which we believe exists, of interpreting tie
definition to Include the stockholdings of deceased donors ain(, thereby, those
of Many persons who have neither an active Interest nor any active participation
in the affairs of either the foundation or tile corporation.

,SpIeeal e.remption.-The House bill would inake an exception of an organiza-
tion created by an inter vivos trust which was irrevocalilt oil December 31, 1939,
and which niet certain other requirements. If this special exemption Is retained
in the bill, we suggest that it he enlarged to include Incorporated foundations
existing on that (late whhih hohl Interests in corporations whose comnion stock
is traded on l)ubhlic 'xiainges or in the over-the-counter market.

TAX ON INVESTMENT INCOME

9cetton. 101 (a) of the Hon. e bill (ncew section ZOO of the code) would impose
it htax eq1al to 7.5 prrent of a foundation's net inrcstment income.

The proposal to tax a )rivlte foundation's Investment income at tile rate of
7.5 percent per year will divert this Income from charity.

.1 ltrnahlre
Lilly Endowment proposes the following alternative to the imposition of such

a tax:
A fee could be paid by foundations, on some equitable basis. am a mea.s

of providing tile funds necessary to support governental supervision of
private foundations.

(harity. thiuq, would ie deprived only of those funds necessary to provide such
supervision.

CONCLUSION

A few foundations have, apparently, been guilty of abusing their tax-exempt
privileges. Most foundations , however, have conducted their affairs with scrup,-
ious concern for the public Interest. Lilly Endowment supports legislation ained
at correcting specific abuses and does not oppose-within the ranges suggested
here--a iniilnum-in'estment-return requirement, a stock-ownership limitation,
or a fee to support governmental supervision.

BYRON P. HOLLET

Byron P. Ilollett was. born September 28, 1914. In Indiinapolis. Indiana. ITe
attended public schools and was graduated from Shortridge IHigh School in 1932.
In 19.36 lie received a Bachelor of Arts degree from Wabash College, where he
majored it history and economics; and in 1931), a Bachelor of Laws degree from
the Harvard University School of Law.

In World War II lie spent four years in the United States Navy, serving in
the South Pacific, and attained the rank of lieutenant.

Before and after his naval service. Mr. Iollet was associated in the practice
of law with his father's firm, Hollet & IAfuze. Since 1951 he has been a partner
in the Indlianaolis law firm of Baker & Daniels.

Il addition to being a member of the board of directors of Lilly Endowment.
Inc., Mr. Hlollett. i. a director of the American Fletcher National Bank and
Trust Company and the United Fund of Greater Indianapolls. ie is also a inem-
ber of the board of governors of the James Whitcomb Riley Hospital for Chil-
dren, a trustee of Wabash College, and Chancellor of the Episcopal Diocese of
Indianapolis.

MII.RRHI. LYxCH, PIER(, FENnEvR & S. ITH, INC..
Autqust 7, 1969.

AvERAOE YIE.DS AND PRICE-FEARNINos RATIOS

Following are average yiel and price-earnings multiples for the Industry
groups that make up the Merrill Lynch stock price Index. These Industry aver-
ages are based on current dividend rates, estimated 1069 earnings, and closing
prices of July 25. Comparable figures for the Dow-Jones Industrial Average are
shown at the bottom of page 2.
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IPIE=pricelearningsi

Industry group
Yield

(percent) P/E ratio

540 stock composite ...........
Aerospace mfg ...............
Agricultural machinery ........
Air conditioning ...........
Airlines ..............
Aluminum ...................
Apparel manufacturing ......
Appliances, housewares .......
Auto eq-iipment ..............
Auto finance ................
Automobiles .................
Banks:New York City......

Outside a N.Y2.C. ..
Beer .....................
Beet sugar ...................
Biscuits...................
Bread baking .................
Canning .....................
CrZ e-8 ....................
Chemicals .......... ........
Cigarette; -.............
Coat ........................
Construction machinery ........
Consumer electronics..
Containers:

Glass ...................
Metal ...................
Paper ...................

Copper ......................
Cosmetics ....................
Dairy products .............
Department stores ..........
Discount chains ..............Drugs ..................
Electrical equipment .........
Electronics ..................
Food chains .................
GoIJ .......................
Home furnishings .............
Industrial-Composite ....
Insurance--Fire and casualty...
Insurance-Life ..............
Lead aid zinc ................
Liquor .......................

13.3
10.7
11.8
21.6
17.2
10.8
13.6
13.5
11.1
10.5
9.4

10.8
10.6
19.0
9.5

17.5
10.0
15.7
13.3
12.9
10.1
17.3
11.0
14.0

13.9
13.4
9.5
7.0

20.7
14.3
15.6
13.4
23.5
16.7
23. 1
12.8
25.0
16.6
13.9
15.3
12.2
15.4
16.3

Industry group

Machine tools ................
Machinery-Heavy ............
Meatpacking .................
Metal fabricating ...........
Movie producers ..........
Office equipment .............
Oiffield equipment ..........
Packaged foods ...............
Paint ......... ..............
Paper-Composite ............
Paper-Diversified producers..-
Papermakers .................
Petroleum ... ..............
Plumbing and heating ....-..
Printing and publishing......
Railroad car leasing companies.
Railroads:

Composite ...............
C o a l . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . .
Eastern .................
Southern ..............
Western .................

Recreation -...............
Roofing and wallboard .........
Rubber .....................
Shoe chains ..................
Shoe manufacturing ...........
Small loans ..................
Snuff ........................
Soap detergents, toiletries ...
Soft drinks ..................
Steel ........................
Textiles .....................
Utilities:

Composite ...............
Electric ............
Gas distributors ..........
Holding companies ........
Integrated gas companies..
Natural gas pipelines ......
Communications ..........

Variety chains ................
Vending .....................

Dow-Jones Industrials ......... 4.2 12.9

Senator Aml)EIsoN. I do want to welcome Mr. Ross Malone. He has
been a very prominent attorney in New Mexico. He has been with the
General Iotors Corp. and has been invoked in nltny other organiza-
tions, and we are glad you are here.

Tie CUAIMrAN. I do have to go to another meeting soon.
Go ahead, Mr. Malone.

STATEMENT OF ROSS L. MALONE, PRESIDENT; ACCOMPANIED BY
GEOFFREY C. HAZARD, JR., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR; AND H.
CECIL KILPATRICK, TAX COUNSEL OF THE AMERICAN BAR
FOUNDATION, CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. M.~o,,x Tianic you very much, Mr. Clhairman, for giving me
the opportunity to appear before lunci. I think 1 cazn conclude by
12:30.

I am president of the American Bar Foundation of Chicago, Ill.,
and I am accompanied today by Mr. Geoffrey C. Hazard. Jr., the
executive director of that. foundation. idu Mr. I-. ('ecil Klpatrick,
of Wasllingtoi!, who is the tax counsel of tie foundation.

Yield
(percent) PiE ratio

10.6
10. 1
12.5
13.4
23.5
29.0
14. 1
16.5
13.0
12.5
13.7
14.4
12.6
13.4
15.7
12.4

9.3
9.5

11.6
9.5
9.0

14.8
15.3
10.7
13.0
11.1
11.1
10.1
18.4
24.5
8.2

11.0

12.4
13.1
11.7
14.2
11.0
10.7
14.1
12.0
15.0
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The American Bar Foundation is a nonprofit researll and edluca-
tional organization sponsored by the American Bar Association wiich
as you kilow is the national organization of lawyers of the United
S states.

The foundation devotes itself to the study of the operation of law in
society, and studies seeking to improve the a(lministrationl of justice.

The foundation is currently conducting some 40 research projects in
these areas of improvement o;f administration of justice and the public
administration of the law. They range from criminala l Law Adinin-
istration in the Large City" to "The Mentally IIl and the Law," and
the "( anons of Professionail Ethics" of the proession.

The foundation finds itself in a position which is a bit uncertain in-
sofar as the provisions of H.R. 13270 are concerned. The 1)rincipal
support of the American Bar Foundation comes from some 40,000
lawyers of the United States, who are memlbers of the American Bar
Association, hence of the. American Bar Endowment.

The American Bar Endowment is the third member of the Ameri-
can Bar Association family, which is (oml)sed of the alsociation, the
endowment and the foundation.

The association is the membership-in-action organization of the bar.
The endowment is a 501(c) (3) organization which solicits and re-

ceives bequests, meijiorial gifts and contributions from members of
the bar and others for public purposes, and the principal beneficiary
of the endowment is the American Bar Foundation of which I have
the honor to be president.

The principal source of funds of the endowment. is contributions
from some 40,000 members of the American Bar Association which are
carried out through the group insurance, group life insurance pro-
gram, which is handled through the endowment.

The problemm that we have insofar as the present bill is concerned is
uncertainty first as to whether or not. the 40,000 member s who contribute
through the endowment plus 1,500 fellows of the American Bar Foun-
dation. who contribute annually to our support, constitute the general
public within the purview of the bill or whether because they are mem-
bers of a single group they would not so qualify.

The second concern that we have results fr~m the fact that our prin-
cipal source of revenue is grants from the American Bar Endowment,
grants which are made out of the money that these 40,000 lawyers
contribute to the endowment. We are the primary beneficiary of the
endowment, but are not certain whether or not grants so made'would
rtualifv as an "indirect" contribution from the 40,000 lawyers to the
American Bar Foundation.

Those are the two problems that create uncertainty insofar as our
status under the act is concerned.

We are entirely sympathetic to the objectives of eliminating abuses
in the private foundation area, but we fel that the organization,
the American Bar Foundation, is clearly intended to be in the class
of l)ublic rather than private foundations within the general con-
templation of the act, but *hat its status by virtue of this unique situ-
ation might be in doubt.

The funds that are expended by the foundation are spent in scholarly
I'esearch. We do not support the enactment of legislation. We make
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emlpiric studies of the operation of law in society, and undertake todraw conclusions from what we find, but we then make the product of
our efforts available to the entire public for such use, implementation
or assistance as it may be to them.

We have carefully examined ourselves insofar as the criticism of
private foundations included in the House bill are concerned: the self-
dealing, failing to distribute, holding interests in private business, fi-
nancial speculation, debt finance property acquisitions, unrelated busi-
ne.s, organizations for the benefit of their members; and we conclude
that we clearly.do not have any of those problems. But the work of
the foundation would be handicapped if by virtue of the technicalities
I have mentioned we should end up in the category of a. private foun-
dation.

We have submitted with my statement a proposal by our conusel as
to changes which might be made which would eliminate the problem
which I have mentioned.

I want to thank you very much for the opportunity to appear and to
make this statement.

Senator A.NDERSON. We are happy to have you here.
Senator BENNmr. Just one question.
Your testimony boils down to the fact that it is the relation of the

foundation to the limited membership which creates your chief
problem?

Mr. MALroNI. Yes, sir; whether or not that membership constitutes
the general public, and then whether the passage of that money
through the endowment to us would qualify it as an indirect contri-
bution. We hope it would be. We think it would be.

Senator BENN~Pr. You have those two problems?
Mr. MALONE. Yes, sir; and they are both covered in our technical

memorandum.
Senator BENNFw. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. M[ALONE. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman, ond thank

you Senator Anderson.
(Mir. Malone's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT op Ross L. MALONE, PRESIDENT AMERICAN BAR FOUNDATION

SUMMARY

1. The American Bar Foundation is a n-n-profit research and educational or-
ganization sponsored by the American Bar Association and devoted to study
of the operation of law In society and to improvement of the administration of
justice. It currently is conducting some 40 projects In various fields of the law.
* 2, Af passed by the House of Representatives, H.R. 18270 can be interpreted
as subjecting the American Bar Foundation to the restrictions, liabilities and tax
consequences of a private foundation, We believe this result Is at variance with
the policy expressed in the Act and an unintended consequence" of technical
complexities in drafting*

8. These adverse consequences can be avoided by minor amendments, drafts of
which are presented in theTecbnical Explanations appended to this statement
and which we beleve are consonant with the purposes of the Act.

STATEMENT

My name is oss L, Malone. I Am-President of the American Bar Foundation,
a non-profit legil research institute. incorporated under 1llinois law in 10.2

The Fottlndation's purpose is to Improve the practical operation of the law and

+
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the administration of Justice through research and education. It hls been ruled
exenipt under section 1501 (c) (3) of the. Internal Revenue Code.

The American Bar Foundation was created to provide a means by which the
organized legal profession of the United States could contribute to Improvement
of the law and administration of Justice through research. It was created by
the American Bar Association and maintains close colloboration with the bench.
bar, agencies of government, and law schools throughout the country. Its financial
support Is provided chiefly by the American Bar Endowment, a charitable foun-
dation comprised by the members of the American Bar Association and deriving
most of its income from their contributions. T4I youudAtIon also receives suliport
from the American Bar Association Itself-fii'id from git'.;grnts and contracts
from business, agencies of goveAmnfient and foundations, including the F6rd
Foundation. InI addition, the Ftofindation receives annual gifts frobixsone 1,300
lawyers comprising the Fellois' of the American liar Foundation, a gibhup of dis-
tinguishl d- members of the JI i from all parts of the country.

The Foundation's repots'on Its research jare pull)IshI- d,and made availlhide to
the general public, cone rimed agenclespf o 1rnmd1t federal, state an( lot4l-
and the legal professi 91. The guldl g'ani ofj its re. search program Js to broP1('le
ulderstandig of ho the law.9v4i the courts (o4eepte andJt'o suggest iniprovj-
ments In the adminifl tration of justice. It dk.s not lbbby,-6r attemptto influene ,
legislative bodies. / - n/' . ..... " a e nl \

The Foundation donmenced active oper af'- >ud begiui major research\
In 19-7 with a prq ect on the adininistr of )rhnina'l Justice that had been
conceived by Justice Robert 1. -Jackson7,I ice that thne,,tlh6 size and scope-of
the Foundation's MAesearch prgraQias te lil. qImndedT. Te Foundation stud-
les include the foll %wing topic - -

Administration f Criminal Justice:
Criminal Law dministra ion fi th, Iarge City ' 7"
The Public Pro ecutor's 0ffce , ;
Representation of IndigentAce Pe! 'eons ... /I /Pe ,

The Mentally I1 and the C Lmlial Law .. / /
Criminal Jttstlceu i n the Rural Community-

Judicial Administr tion: 97, /
The Workload of the United Stat a Courts of Albpeals [ /-
Removal and Retlre)kient of Disabled Judges
Efficient Utilization o.mJurors . )
State Administrative Lh
Procedures in Federal In I n Tax Controversies .

Private Legal Transactions:
Model Business Corporation Ae't-Apnotated
Model Landlord-Tenant Code .
Model Debenture Indenture Provisions
Title Examination In Real Estate Transfers

Public Law:
Consumer Credit Legislation
Mentally Ill and the Law
Law of Man's Activities in Outer Space
Marriage Conciliation Services in Domestic Relations Courts
Children's Attitudes Toward Law and Authority

Jurisprudence:
Fellowships in Legal History
Sources of Our Lbertie.-Legal Documents In American History
Weaver Constitutional Law Essay Prize

Legal Services and the Legal Profession:
Legal Problems of the Poor
Canons of Professional Ethics
Legal Services for Middle Income Individuals
Legal Education and Tralning

The American Bar Foundation is under the administration of a Board of
Direotors composed of lawyers and Jurists from across the United States. The
present Board of Directors consists of the following members: Ross L. Malone,
New York, President; Lewis F. Powell, Jr., Richmond, Vice-President; Robert
K. Bell, Ocean City, New Jersey, Secretary; Joseph H. Gordon. Tacoma, Treas-
urer; Honorable Dtdley B. Bonsai, New York; Harold J. Gallngher. New York:
Honorable Erwin N. Griswold, Washington, D.C.; IN. Page Keeton, Dean, School
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of T w. University of Texas: Phil C. Neal. T)ean. School of Law. University of
Chicago: Barnabas F. Sears, Chicago: Bernard 0. Segal, hliladelphla : Whitney
North Seymour, New York; William A. Sutherland, Washington. D.C.: Maynard
J. Toll. Los Angeles; Karl C. Williams, Roekford, Illinois; Edward L. Wright,
Little Rock.

In addition the Foundation has a Research Committee to guide policy in the
development of its research program. The members of this. committee at present
include the following: Derek C. Bok, Dean, Law School, 1harvard University,
Roderick M. Hills, Los Angeles; Spencer L. Kimball, Dean, Law School. Univer-
sity of Wisconsin; Phil C. Neal, Dean, Law School, University of Chliago;
William Reece Smith, Jr., Tampa; Oscar M. Ruehausen, New York; Stanley L.
Temko, Chairman, Washington, D.C.

The staff of the American Bar Foundation consists of approximately 30 pro-
fessional and semi-professional members, mostly lawyers but also including social
scientists in the disciplines of economics, Ijolitlcal scielice. psychology and soci-
ology. The Executive Director, Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr., holds a joint appoint-
ment on the faculty of law at the University of Chicago. Several of the staff
members have teaching appointments in departments of the University of Chi-
cago and in other institutions of higher education In Chicago. In addition to
its professional research staff, the Fo'indation maintains and operates a library
consisting of a working collection of legal materials, selected periodl(.als in law
and related social sciences. and an extensive collection of materials relating to
the history, organization and activities of the legal profession.

The Foundation publishes an Annual Report each year; a copy of the nm1ot
recent (1967-68) Is attache(l. At intervals it issues a catalog of its publications:
a copy of Itsq most recent catalog is attached. The Foundation's accounts are
audited annually by the Certified Public Accounting firm of Peat, Marwick.
'Mitchell & Co. It files annual reports with the Treasury Department of the
United States, the State of Illinois and the State of New York. Its books and
accounts are audited from time to time by agencies of the United States Govern-
mnet to verify project charges and cost allocations in connection with projects
funded in whole or in part by the government.

I attach a summary tabulation of the revenues and expenditures of the Foun-
dation for the fiscal years ended June 30, 1965 to 1969. inclusive. As will be seen
from Schedule 1 accompanying the summary, its primary source of funds ins
been contributions by the American Bar Endowment, an organization also ruled
exempt under section 501 (c) (3). The members of the Endowment are the memi-
bers of the American Bar As.oclation. now numbering over 135,000 lawyers, of
whom over 40,000 make annual contributions to the Endowment. The members
meet annually and elect the Board of Governors of the Endowment.

It seems clear that none of the criticisms levelled at private foundations by tie
Ways and Means Committee report on II.R. 13270 apply to the organization or
operation of the Foundation. These criticisms relate to:

(a) Self-dealing between a foundation and substantial contributors;
(b) Failure to distribute income for charitable purposes;
(c) Holding interests in private business;
(d) Financial speculation;
(e) Debt-financed property acquisitions;
(f) Engaging in unrelated business;
(g) Organizations set up primarily for the benefit of their members.

The American Bar Foundation shares Its building, the American Bar Center,
at 1155 East 60th Street in Chicago, with the American Bar Association and the
American Bar Endowment. It uses Its entire income for research, except reserves
for development and contingencies which total about six months' income. (See
financial summary, attached.) It owns no Interest In private businesses except
publicly traded securities held as investments producing on the average less than
5% of its annual gross income, and has no other assets except its headquarters
building.

The Foundation is therefore greatly concerned by advice that the complex
provisions of H.R. 13270 could result in the Foundation's being treated as a
"private foundation." I attach as an appendix to this statement a technical
explanation of the provisions of the bill which lead our advisers to this con-
clusion. This explanation concludes with trecommendatIons of possible amend-
nients which would accomplish the objectives of the legislation, as we understand
them, without Impinging on the Foundation's research and educational activities
in a manner which we believe the Congress does not intend.
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May I thank you for this opportunity to appear on behalf of the American
Bar Foundation. We earnestly hope that the Committee will adopt modifications
in 11.1t. 13270 which will assure continuation of the Foundation's program of
research in the operation of the law and the administration of Justice.

APPENI)IX TO STATEMENT BY ROSS L. 'MALONI, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN BAR
FOUNDATION, CONCERNING H.R. 13270

TEOIHNICAL EXPLANATION OF EFFECT OF 11.11. 13270 ON THE AMERICAN BAR FOUNDATION

Under 11.1t. 13270, the Tax Reform Act of 19069, as passed by the House, it will
be lwssible to argue that the American Bar Foundation Is a "private foundation."
Should it be so classified the Bar Foundation would become subject to the
policing restrictions which are enacted in various sections of H.R. 13270. The
burdens include the restriction on making grants to individuals for conducting
res, arch projects, the cost of maintaining legal compliance with time Act's corn-
plex requirements, taxation of investment income, and the added difficulty in
persuadiing other foundations to make research grants to the Bar Foundation.
This interpretationi, with th consequent restrictions, could be avoided by

amendment of the Act as passed by tile House that is fully compatible with the
Act'q purposes. uc1h amendment cmld take either of two fornis, which are spe-
cifically suggested on pages 5 and 7 herein.

Under the Act, all present 501(c) (3) organizations are classified as "private
foundations" unde.vs they fall Into the Act's stated exceptions. These exceptions
are :

1. That class of organizations which will qualify for the 30% charitable
contribution limitation uwlr the Act,

2. Organizations which meet the statutory test established to Implement
the concept of broadly supported organizations,

3. Organizations which exist to perform the functions, etc., of the above
two classes of organizations or which are operated, supervised, or controlled
by one of these types of organizations and which are not controlled by "dis-
qualified persons" as defined in the Act, and

4. Organizations operating exclusively for testing for public safety
purposes.

The American Bar Foundation might be deemed to fall outside these
exceptions.

First, to qualify as an organization to which the 30% charitable contribution
limitation would apply and thus to be excluded from the definition of private
foundation, an organization such as the American Bar Foundation would have
to receive a substantial part of its support from a governmental unit or from
direct or Indirect contributions from the general public. The Foundation is sup-
ported principally by contributions from the American Bar Endowment, a
charitable corporation which in turn receives Its chief support through contribu-
tions of 40,000 members of the legal profession. While the American Bar Founda-
tion indirectly receives a substantial part of its support from a great numl)br of
people, namely, the members of the American Bar Endowment, time specialized
interest of these people it the law and in its advancement might be such tlht
they could be said not to constitute a sector of the "general" public. Since the
term "general public" is found in section 170 of the Internal Revenue Code aq It
now exists, it Is possible to look to the Treasury Regulations to assist in the
definition of the term. The Regulations at section 1.170-2(b) (5) (Mii) (c) (3) indi-
cate that in determining whether an organization receives Its support from a
"representative number of persons" and thus is publicly supported "consideration
must be given to the type of organization and whether or not the organization
limits its activities to n special field which can be expected to appeal to a limited
number of persons." The implication is that a group which has a specialized
Interest area (such as a group which Includes only lawyers) might not be "a
representative number of persons."

Thus, if It were held that the American Bar Endowment did not receive a
substantial part of Its .support from the general public, the American Bar Foun-
dation could not be excluded from "private foundation" status under the first
provision.
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iSIciIII1, to) (1tlt'tti'iilti If lil orgailIzatloii tilsi witi hut hi', voit-vlt of it IIIiim-lIlY
pulicily suppottrtedi orgimii?.ll it. review of fliti'Nlret's or (1 tit( rgill onmi's
StIllliort Is ivtIjIIIrt'di. 'Phi ofvl'v I lit' 4orgtiivil ltili's Ilit-fillin mulst folloit silts

oiitsituii flit' (101titloll)'i of a -piiviite failmint lim"' If It (1 ) noiially reti vi's entire
(Imhn ont--third of its sumipor by waty of gi fts, grants. iaatriliut bus, ort iiil-
ht'rshipi fecs from lm'rsiius ttht'V Omhn 11i Istjtiil ifltd pt'rsois." o ( 2) iitirnially
rt'ccivex ~w u t haii ont'.tlii rd 4f Its sutpport biy iy uf gifts. grants (vi t'onilimu-
ti14)11 from lil orgailZ1iti io to which lilt, :10%, charitalet conltribitons limit at bolt
applies. ( Furtlitr, the organizat ion imis-411o rt'evt 111W 111 than it'*t lird of
iUs siijjiirt fromt gross litivt'xt ilelit littoiji'. ) 'llwirtoixost' Il". tIltis at "dims-
'11tilledI( mvra.' iong ot lit-v t hings, 1ax itnyolit' whol Is a "slt ittt11111 liii coat rilau
tor,' Ink) (1111 fv~i ill(' giv'iig $5,000W or iort' lit ally nit' yeart. Thein A nivri.a i iMir
F1'uidlt)w'Iuu't jii'tvlIft' I lit' .lmtitrl'is Bilar 1"mO-iatitiu wvith sums iii t'xt (if ~A
jH't yvilr. filtl(] thii till%,;11 linve vt' 011t-Mteil hotwt't' *t0%,I a ai 70%,/( of [lit, Flita-
fbolt's anual reliort. '11i'vreftwt'. tti though tit'Sll,,siilml of' thet Atatricim ]liar,
FoundatIon Is lru)vIdt41 Indi,'celjfly at great to imin idivItImils iii (lit formi t
th41i1 gifltS to I lit Aai'riu'al lBar MaIiowit'Itt, which ii Wriiit ipa"es these nitlomilts
til) i oht,, Amrlea'Ii ]liat- Foundami, (i ot ll.fiv ili i lit sII 'oit' 14) I lit Alim-it'iai
Hal-rol 1"otiiih t ill irceli from11 till Aa1t411a 1 l1 11'1 lflmidtwmutt a11ud tlv hex'ceed
$5.00() lin eaeli yea r. Tis would st-t'm Io) result fin I i' t'onmsoii I hal til- port ion
or flt, support or the( Pimoii v counts froim at flisqutlltitd pvrsont wliitli may
not litfill organiz/at ion tIuli twhich v i'ihiuitiI'4 t vim lit tducted hu is'tl oit Owit

-etoutid t'xueptiiiii.
T1het Amteritan ir Founidiationt atight not iit'tt I hi' third teiilfl Iu o flit,

deiition t'il her. TIhiis Is beeniust' a rglinhly hOw orgilt 'tio ism ot 41opit i oil biy
or lit conniection wvit tIf fit, Auatrlt'an Baiir Faidnti'mt

The fourth exception Is not npplieabit by definition.

IiIO~iM lI~iti ME*il 1~'i5It) 1.1. 1i270)

liVo Iu4)xiuit, altt'raut tivt' miunmidniats itx 141 .1t. 1:12T() would ilina t, t'flit' iiii'
sihliliy of flit,% Omm-duscribeml resullt:

dc ietI 'blt' idtlr flit, 301% 1 halt at ion fiilght b lit, a11ged to ilitluth 11his tyjit'
oif orgamnattli : or

2. 1111w dtitie termi "stubistaittIII oliout ribiut tie'aght Il- iti' -tred (to X01tlt
anl organize tlon which jimm a sulistatittIatinnuhnit'r of tmiit'itis.

Or-gauuiszatlim to which emit rihut 101 ion rt' tibif ihitt' feilol lii 30' 11 fitlt a
tins a rt- demeribed lit proposiedl st''tlon 17000) ( 1 )11) of theic 'ntri I ltevt'uuua
Coide (toec4tion 20 (at) of 11.1t. 131270).

Slilipariugraud (0~) oft that 5t~lou. ff11114 at paiges Illimind 112 of (thv At' ais
pasttl by3 flt-- Illouib, rt,,adm:

"1(vi) tin organization referred to tin siibsect ban (e) (2) whieh normally
receives it siulistamtinl part of Its siippiirt (exeluMiv(' of Ineolm, retvt'vd Ini
tte u'xerclxt' or 1iii-frmniiui't by such organ nivat it)I of its charitable, educa-
tionaul, or other ptirpios~ or funcetionl Constituting the' hiitSSl fill, its t xt'1lpt loll
lnider sectioui 54)1(n))' from it gov'rniittil tmit referrt'd to lit xuxctls ilim
(e) (1) or ftoni dIrt4t 01' Indirect cointributions from the getueriti jiubliv.
sAmhl be allowed to the extent that the( aiggregate of sui(li coittiibitlo.is (hilts
it r'.xt'ovd 30o petr'ent of flt, tflxIiyer'-i cointi'Ihitiou base."

It Is reqjwctfnl renite.tt't thont thim language 1w' amieded to rendl
"1(vi) nit organization referred to bli stubsectioni (e) (2) wh~vltbu normally

recevem it substantial pairt of is support (texclusive of ill(otlu received Ill
the expei or x'erfornininnc by mineli orgtuttlton of Its chiartibt, eduica-
tional, or other iiurpome or fiuctioni con.stItuting the linslst for ItN exeniplon
miller option 5ll (it) I from it governmental mit referred to lit subsctiit
(W M1 or from direct or Indirect (ontribltomq ftrout the general pillihic r
from nos nrpatilzatlon having a .qubstuntIfe, number of mniebeeR&.
shall bie allowed to the extent flint the aggregate of much contributions; dot's
not exceed 30 percent of the tnxpaiyer's contribution Imse."1 (Uhnphnsim mndi-
cates new mnteriat.)I

ThiR antentiment would piut tit( Ameriranu lir Foundation iith HIPs 0148Of
orgnnfratlonx4 to which 'ontrib~itionsi are douleit bnxt'd n tihe 30%ll limitation.
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Ad. lit fi' X ot it 1)111 18 1i 881'( wol il ' I l tio fill 41 It-1 si'lik 118 110 wf itt i

poiin(if flwsl'AIi 1 il'.~ iiIU'i o iw or f~aarpt(),tn

'I'l( I~f.II~~A)( lillit-Il'iloRll who lil i ih If t11' A wrIt i 11 I lli ' vIl o IItII fromut
Iurt (0111o ot " $5,Imi)to i irl mvonlt 11 i aiy ot (li~it r yeatin r1

IL di.41111) 1W-811 1Kr(Tih~o ( hi liofilt 01, wstithi 1118 Mjilmlot' Is ound ilitd

pruot- til tl of 50 t b'il ) s2 o lt-t'u Inr itwlldt' I loo ert'iifo of1 (it ) tf lit
A.it( 18Igt 8 ofi' fllit bitt'll'l111 t1 Ilm' fis fit- lglog', tl heamIit ts road.

'(2Od,) gutiwr.%X I,[ . ('oN it IIIro.- -Fi. 11tjli)8(5 if I I niigni p ] (1 ) , le trIl
14.1,1t1 IS1i 181111 ntr lt il l r' 1 Ii' i-

-(A) flit.% Iit'rsoii who iiy hlliis-I f or with Il 118simlist') (.oiltifl il~t off

it'iilitilt'u iliort' II tutu $5tMt ) toI flw privth foiu it o111), ind
"(1) filly 1141i-8011 Who) 113 hIIlUIt'lf ort with Ills sjH llst') to tiltit t'tI or

Iiitil' ageof11 fli , xt lt tt 1111li0 Itonlh t tho t'jIII forI11 l of' il I rt, bu1t t-141

Ill flit,,u~r of it tusito ). .D1('1l t iE,'in n ~is li ith~s titv1id (- int fhdl ston i leli
I t I ts s el rt filli I iil-li'd 1111fl,, 11111iig8 Iulit ' n1w lew ltt'Vold I.

-(2t)iIli'Ies'i 811 upAN IAtn f i'Aiure II l P l iildll of t wI-1g ilt'l(I 18 fltt'Vt

I'roit ai I tlt fuii lly liar E-s owiiho t ( b 1w Ih 1r witht Ilsht'rshllso tirj oti111t lu11 ld
h t. Ii j it lliitlt' d o n ltill- ) lit-s 11iii itlit o i lii tt'lo ' lt lity o~iln(1 l flori

AMRIANBR.FUDTO SMAYO EEUSADFPNIU(,FSA ER NE UE3
Ill~~~~~~~~16 flit or1969,sml trnosoli-mstibtiao fshtut u

Fiscal year enided June 30

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969
5.yelr Percent

average o1 total

REVENUES FOR ALL FUNDS

Conibul Ions, titlIs, and Rinns(sched-
ule 1)

Space occupancy -

Investments-
Publications arid royalties
Benefici ary proceeds--
Memorial rid olhe -

Total revenues

EXPENDITURES BY PURPOSE

Cenerallfund:
Projected developmentt.
Cromwell library. .
Gmnefal and administration

$585, 934
63.768
25.,18?

5:,2095000
1. 059

700.152

$655,946 $613,408 $116,404
65.09 74,269 73.009
34,025 51,685 s0,297
29,235 14,133 33.952
5,844 5,633 8 .968
Ill I'm9 343

790.250 760,618 882.973

7,751 54,181 50.08S
90,746 100.13? 89,372

197,954 89,003 125,984

$1, 080,792
74.225
37,229
17.882
i1. 12?
1,626

1.272,876

$730.49?
70,07?
39,684
228?
7:353

886
811,374

73,828 140.688 65,307
88,784 105,195 94.846
207.292 131, 09? 150.265

Reeatcholects..- 334,712 392,729 408,843 618.115 858,671 522,626 56.32
Trust tunas.. ~ 1.339 3,004 3.60? 2,688 483 2,223 .24
Building lund (dopreci3tion) 76,437 76,037 7560? 78,340 78,340 76,951 8.30
Future development fnd... 0 0 2.311 954 75,103 15,674 1.69

Total expenditures .. 708,999 715,086 755,799 1,070,001 1,389.572 921.89? 100.00

Excess revenues (expenlditures). (8,847) 75,164 4,819* (187,028) (166,696) (56, 518)

83.83
8.04
4,56
2.63
.84
.10

100.00

7.04
10.??
16. 19
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AMERICAN BAR FOUNDATION-SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS, GIFTS AND
JUNE 30, 1965 TO 1969

GRANTS, FISCAL YEARS ENDED

Percenl
of totat

5-year contri-
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 average butions

American Bar Endowment ............ $170,292 $257,600 $232,900 $349,600 $715,000 $345,078 47.24
American Bar Association ......... 109,795 102,708 100,000 100,000 0 82,501 11.29
Fellows of the American Bar Founda-

tion. ..................... 101,500 103,000 87,551 86,050 92,300 94,080 12.88
The Ford Foundation ................ 115,000 100,000 55,980 90,363 191,992 110,667 15.15
Office of Economic Opportunity 0 26,458 111,958 54,617 53,857 49,378 6.76
National Institute for Mental H h 45,591 15,179 15,019 15,018 0 18,161 2.48
Federal Highway Administration ...... 0 0 6,970 16,643 4,723 .65
National Aeronautics and Space

Administration ............... 10,000 50,000 10,000 0 10,000 16,000 2.19
United Fruit Co .................... 4,733 0 0 0 0 947 .13
Variouslaw firms and contributors_ 29,023 10O 0 0 1,000 6,205 .85
Value of book contributed to Crom.

well Library by publishers I........ 0 0 0 13,786 0 2,757 .38

Total ........................ 585,934 655,945 613,408 716,404 1.080,792 730,497 100.00

I No substantial contributors included in this receipt category.

AMERICAN BAR FOUNDATION-SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES BY LINE ITEMS, FISCAL YEARS ENDED JUNE 30,
1967 AND 1968

Percent
1967 1968 Average to total

Personnel I ......................................... $454,413 $594, 065 $524,239 57.43

Fringe benefits and taxes ............................ 37, 543 46,416 41,980 4.60
Travel .................................... 47,537 71,154 59,345 6.50
Publications ........................................ 53,810 92,316 73,063 8.00
Other printing and duplicating ........................ 10,962 28,791 19,878 2.18
Communications .................................... 25,139 39,871 32,505 3.56
Equipment and furnishings ........................... 13,432 18,900 16,166 1.77
Books, subscriptions, microfilming .................... 22,323 21,962 22,142 2.43
Building fund--depreciation .......................... 75,601 78,340 76,970 8.43
Outside professional services ......................... 0 57, 746 28,873 3.16Sundries ........................................... 15,039 20,440 17,739 1.94

Total ........................................ 755,799 1,070,001 912,900 100.00

I This figure Includes salaries for approximately 50 professional, nonprofessional, and clerical employees, as well as
some individual grants for research. See the annual report.

Note: Comparable figures are unavailable for 1965, 1966, and 1969. However, It Is believed that the percentages shown
above would not vary much if figures for those years were included.

The CIIA I RlAs. We will be back at 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12: 30 p.m. the committee recessed, to reconvene at

2 p.m. on the same day.)

APFRNOON SFSSMION

Senator ANDRSON. M%1r. Gordon.

STATEMENT OF LINCOLN GORDON, PRESIDENT, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, IN BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN
UNIVERSITIES

Mr. GORDON. Mr. Chairman, my name is Lincoln Gordon, president
of the Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, and I am appearing
this afternoon on behalf of the Association of American Universities.

I have prepared a written statement on those aspects of the proposed
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Tax Reform Act of 1969 which are of special importance to our group
of universities and would appreciate the inclusion of tie full text in
the record of these hearings.

Senator ANDEMSON. Without objection that will be done.
Mr. GoiwoN. The Association of American Universities brings to-

gether the 20 State and '22 private universities in this country, which
are leaders in post-graduate and professional education, basic and ap-
plied research, and undergraduate instruction of high quality.

We account for more than 60 percent of the Ph. D. degrees granted
each year, the great majority of medical students, and the best known
schools of law, business, engineering, education, and other professional
training programs.

There are many complaints in the air nowadays about the structure
and performance of American universities. Some of those complaints
are well justified. But taken as a whole, the American university sys-
tem has enormous strength and vitality which is the envy of educators
throughout the world. Neither student disturbances nor legitimate com-
1)laints about details of internal organization or curriculum ought to
distract us from the basic fact that an increasingly technological soci-
ety will need a constantly greater flow of highly-trained manpower in
all fields and the organized applicationl of trained intelligence to the
solution of complex national problems.

,At the same time, the public rightly expects us to push steadily
forward to the goal of full equality in the educational opportunity.

So for the foreseeable future the load upon the Nation's universities
will increase. 1e must look to larger numbers of students and steadily
improved training programs for scientists, physicians, engineers, teach-
ers, and administrators. 're can expect a growing engagement by the
universities in problems of urban reconstruction, environmental pollu-
tion, delivery of health care, international relations, and economic
development at home and abroad. There is no prospect of a lull in this
set of massive challenges to the system of higher education.

To meet these challenges requires massive financial resources. We
face the dual pressures of increasing student enrollents which are
about 7 million today for all higher education and expected to reach
10 million within a decade, coupled with rising costs per student, espe-
cially for graduate and professional training.

The Carnegie Commission for Higher Education forecasts an
increase in total institutional expenditures for higher education from
$17 billion 2 years ago to $41 billion per year by the academic year
1976-77.

To meet those needs, additional funds will be required from all
three major sources, State and local governments, Federal, and private.

With State and local budgets under severe strain, and in face of
the Federal financial problems which this committee knows so well,
the need for expanded private support for higher education is greater
than ever.

Last year private giving to higher education amounted to about
$11/2 billion. Of this total, tie 42 universities in the Association of
American Universities received over $500 million, almost 30 percent
of that figure going to the State universities in the group.

There could not be a worse time to reverse our long-standing national
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policy of providing strong incentives for private philanthropy tirougll
t Ie operation of a tax system.

The bill before oU as I)assd by the louse would Sharply ('11'-tail
private support for higher education, (irectly through reduced incen-
tives for individual heritablee t.ifts, and indirectly through the pro-
posed tax on foundation illeolie.

'1'1h Aksociat ion of Americanl ITn iverisities SUil)orts tile basic l)U1'-
poses of tax reform, that is the achievement of greater equity and tile
removal of unwarranted special tax favors and looi)hoh's. (1erta in of
tile lrolose( reforms, and some of these are speei ted in my written
statement, ought to be adopted even though there may be as ai byprod-
uct some reduction of incentives to charital)le giving.

We strongly oppose, however, those provisions of the House bill
which would reduce in(entives to make gifts in lhe form of apl)eeiated
property, especially their inclusion in the calculations of limits on
tax l)refreices mild allocation of (leduetions. (ifts of a)prec'iated
securities in recent years have constituted more than half of the total
of individual gifts to universities, and comprisi a vital element ill the
flow of private supl)ort for o1 institutions.

We are fully in accord with the. reasoned )osition presented to this
committee by the All'ericall Council oil Education on these points,
as well as on the need to avoid retroactivity ill provisions oil charital)le
remainders.

I want to put a1 special stress this afternoon on tile consequences to
higher education of the proposed foundation tax. In 167-68 founda-
tion grants for higher education totaled $321 million of whieh $234
million went to the member institutions of our association.

Foundation sul)port. Is been a cardinal element in the strenhgtlen-
ing of the American university system, stimulating innovation and
Opening up new areas of inquiry in teaching.

The-proposed .71/ percent tax o foundation investment income
would seriously alnd adversely affect foundation support for Ill iher
education. Since foundations would under the terms of the 1)i1 be
required to spend all of their current income, the incidence of that. tax
would in fact fall not oin tile foundations as such but on the institutions
dependent upon foundation support, institutions suclh as lniversities,
whose own tax exemption is rightly continued by the hill because of
their service to the public interest.

We recognize that the existing law contains loopholes wllii-h have
)ormitted certain dubious financial practices especially by smaller
foundations, but such abuses should be directly attacked 'by legislative
restrictions and a l)rolper system of auditing to which a general tax
on foundation income in no way contributes.

We strongly urge, therefore, that the committee rel)lace the founda-
tion income tax by a supervisory fee sufficient to cover the costs of
Roperr foundation audit and control an amount which would surely

be very much less than the estimated $100 million per year ilo'oleil
in the 11/2-percent tax.

We suggest, that tile Secretary of the Treasury be empowered to
levy a fee approximating the cost, of a foundation supervision unit
within the Internal Revenue Service, and to determine an equitable
formula for distributing this cost among individual foundations.
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We are also dee)l' v'ollv.ertld )y tile provisionI in the louse bill
defiling its it taxalble toiuldlition expenditure, and I quote the language,
"Aliy attempt to iifileline legislation illrotigh lit attempt to 0 h,'ct ther
opinlioni of the general public Or aiWl segilwnt thereof, t Ilil itWre is
a savilng" ('lause "other than through nm1,q available the results of
n01 ilirtisahl 1an a yss or research'.?

'1e Saving Clause is obviously intended to permit institutions like
ours to cairy objective acadeliiic researll and analysis, even if our
work infliienices public ol)illiol, but the wording is so amhiguous and
the penalties on foundation nuaagers are so harsh " thalt we fear a
serious inhibition on loundation grants in inny Ilditis where university
particilation in public altfails is higlly desirable.

1e thelvreore suggest Iliat the committee sul)stitulte wording which
will prevent foundation grants from being used to flnance partisall
activities aiid lollbying, but whllh will rlnlit Sul)port of eoial)laltisa n
activities eairied on ) ' (buicatioll , s.ienltit n, anld d.l1italble
list itut ions.

In concvlusioii, "Mr. (Chairman, let nie e1 lphasize that highe ' educa-
tion faces a grave financial crisis for whik'h no ready o. easy solutions
are in sight. Recent F'e(lerl appropriations for higher education hav,
not, increased in proportion to costs, anld soii have been reduced. State
'11d municipal budgets 11r. under extreme strain.In the face of rising enrollments, rising costs, 1111(1 rising plic
demands on the resources of universities, aiiendi ent of the Fedenl
tax law to (clrtlain private giving would convert this already grave
situation into an acutely critical one.We ask that the committee recogiize til seriousness of these issues,

and adopt, th proposals outlined above, so as to maintain incentives
to direct private giving and permit the private foundations to continue
the volume and ch'racter' of their indispensable sul)port, to highereduealion.

I will be happy to respond to questions or to assist, the Committee
further in any way that may be desired.

Senator ANDERSON. Thank you.
(Mr. Gordon's prepared statement follows :)

STAT'EMRNT OF LINCOLN CORDON. PRESIDENT, TIlE JOHNS -OPKINS ITNIVE:IISITY ON

lETIALF 'TIKF. ASSOCIATION OF AMEIlIICAN U'NIVEIIITIES

SUM MARY

A. R ccomnm.edialloth
1. Prolwse that a fee be levied on private foundations adequate to cover thw

cost of unit In tile Bureau of Ilnterml Itevenue whose funetiol is to insure ttat
the foundations olerate within the law.

This fee to substitute for the 7.5 percent tax oil investment Income. blnt
set annually by the S.Rcretary of the Treasury pursuant to llt equitable
formula producing fiids adequate to cover the costs of ndmliisterilig the
supervisory unit.
The fee not to be any fixed percent of investment income, hut set an.

nually by the Secretary of the Treasury pursuant to ani equitable formula
)roduclng funds adequate to cover the costs of administering the supervisory

unit.
2. Propose that private foundations be prohibited from flnaneing Imrtsim

political activity or lobbying, but be permitted to finance activities, carried out
under the auspices of non-partisan educational charitable or sclentifle orga-
Ini7,atiols, in the area of public service and public affairs.

33-fl5-09-pt. --40
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3. With reslil-t to tlNX treatment of charlitlle deductions, the l)r'iIlry recom.
niendatlons of tit, Asso(.hition of American l'nlversltIes Im deletion of the pro-
vision which would include appreelation on gifts to colleges and universities
in tio Limit oil Tax Preferences all( tile Allocation of 1)eduetioni. More ihan
half of all private giving of individuals to milversitles Is accounted for by gifts
of appreciated property. Public as well ns private Institutions rely on these gifts.

Other changes are ilso imlprtlt such ias the elimination of retroactivity
on any changed treat ment of charitable renmnliers.

Tilei A.AlT strongly supports all of tie ameildlments to the HIouse hill pro-
posedl on behalf of all higher education Iy the American Council on
Education.

B. Baekgrorlnd
1. Private giving is an integral unique and Indispe-nsahle cliaracterlstl of

American higher ,,ducation.
It('Yral Icause both public and private institutions ,lepenil on private

giving.
Unique because no other nation lit tihe world h neflts from the advantnges

of multiple iln(lelmdent ,,4mrces of Income for higher education.
Iniist bicbi' because without private gifts the diversity. innovative ca-

la(ity and ability to adapt that clracterize Americenn higher education
would be lost. Without private giving. ln unhealthy degree of deelndeice
on government support would be inevitable.

2. Both private and public institutions depend heavily on private giving. Of
tile total of $1,5 illhion1 given to all of higher e(ducation in 1907-68. $592 million
was given to private and $220 ilillionl to State universities.

The 42 members (22 private and 20 public) of the Association of American
Universities rely on private giving to an exeeltlomil degree. They receive
almost half of all private gifts to higher education.

3. Enactment of the tax bill as pas ed by tile House would result lit a sharm
decrease in private giving to universities In the immiuediate future.

4. Over the next decade, tie number of students s in higher education will ill-
crease froln about 7 to about 10 million-almost 50 percent. Costs per student.
will continue to rise de.4pite maximum efforts to Increase efficiency.

To avoid ani unacceptable decline In quality, total national expenditures
oi higher education will have to Increase over the coming decade from about
$18 to about $40 billion each year.

If private giving is to continue to play Its proper role, the current $1.5
level will have to rise to well over $3 billion per year.

5. There has been no time In our history when reduced Incentives to private
giving would seriously Impair the capacity of universities to serve the Nation.

STATEMENT

31r. Chairman and Memnhtars of tile Committee: I appreciate the opportunity
to expre, the point of view of tile members of the Association of American
Universities oil some aspects of the proposed Tax Reform Act of 10069 that are
of special Importance to them. While tile views ant proposals that appear below
are those of the Association, the words In which they are expressed are mine.

This Association, whose members are listed on an attached page, Is coniposed
of 22 private and 20 public universities characterized by strong and diverse
programs of graduate atnd professional education, anud by undergraduate instruc-
tion of high quality. They granted 14,000 doctoral degrees in 1967-6,, 62 percent
of the national total. Graduate study Is tile niost expensive form of higher iedmll-
cation and 1s because of the more' extensive personal contact between students
and professors likely to Increase in cost most rapidly In the future. They enroll
In total almost 200,000 students. They receive more than $1.0 billion per year
from the Federal government for the suplmrt of academic science-nbomt half
of the national total. Their endowments have a current market value of about
$5,.8 billion-more thnn half of the national total. (]But even this very large sum
produces less than 10 percent of the nnnunl operating Income of tie AAIT lere.
bers. For all private universities total endowment Income In only 7 percent of
the annual operating reveries, and for all public universities .6%.)' They are

'Finnncial Statistics of Insitlutlons of Higber Eduication. Current Funds Revenues and
HIxpendittures. 1005-60. National Center for Educational Statistics.
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eClgalged i1 1x1iXlIsiV, Il rgo' scale illlOvaliol andlin Oxiierln iltioll, is Is titi v(ase
with use if oilnlpters. They innhtain large and exil, isive libraries and archives
whli.h are sltltat'ously tilt, working tools of scholars in all fIlds. tilt' places
where tlit, history of our nation and of mntakind Is recorded, and the indispens-
able source of Information for students. They tire deeply involved lin the objective

itudy of every major problem faced by our society.
The high cost of lerforming these critically lnlportlant funi.ions generates

special Illanclal probletas, for tills groupl ) of nilversitihs. Every one of them is
('lgilged in a desperate etWort to secure resources to meet expenses as all costs
rk. .anld its nev tasks are thrust upon thiem.

1. TASKS OF UNIVESTIPIS

Cooking ahead to the tasks that the nation will expect all universities to per-
form, it Is clear that the load tllon liteI will steadily increase. American univer-
sities will colitte1 to edhrate it large prolHlrtion of tilt, college undergraduates,
nit prepare a high proportion of them for advanced professional work. Their
professional schools will Suplply most of the nation's nvieel for engineers in an
increasingly tecilnological economy. They will supply tie Nation's scientists,
lhyslcians. antd college and university teachers. They will continue to pioneer

on tilt, frontiers of knowledge in all itelds. They will be urgently pressed by the
Federal, State and local governments to turn their resources Increasingly to the
diagnosis and solution of social and economic problems. They will properly and
inevitably become more and more deeply engaged lit seeking solutions to the pro-
bleins of the cities, of minority groups, of transportation, housing, delivery of
health care, environmental pollution, international peace and economic develop-
ment. Indeed, none of our deepest national problems can be solved without the
human resources an1d knowledge n1ade available by higher education. No matter
what changes may ((cur in the governance of universities, their internal struc-
ture, their curricula or other characteristics, they will lt' called ul on to perform
all of these tasks for society.

Performance of all these functions will become Increasingly costly for the
indlinite future. The Increase In the numbers of students Is paralleled by an

A Inexorably rising cost per student. Added to these will be the rising costs of
participation in community affairs which the universities should not and can
not shirk. The CAirnegle Comission on Higher Education has reduced these
factors to dollar estimates. Its forecasts indicate that total institutional Qx-
penditures for higher education will Increase from $17.2 billion in 1967-08 to
$41 billion In 1076-77." The expenditures of major universities will rise even
more rapidly, and may well triple over the coming decade. These are staggering
cost increases, but failure to meet them would 1ean an unacceptable deteriora-
tion in the quality of higher education In this country.

2. IMPORTANCE OF DIVERSITY

Many of the educational needs of the Nation can not be best met, or met at all,
by large universities. Community colleges perform a unique and hnportant func-
tion. The smaller liberal arts colleges stress Important values and best serve
the needs of thousands of young people. State institutions and private Institu-
tions each have their unique qualities to contribute to the National needs. This
diversity of enipliasls, the different inix of purposes, experimentation In different
ways of adjusting to the needs of ninny kinds of student and to widely varying
community needs constitute a central strength of our system of higher education.
If we are to retain this rich diversity. the hilgh and rising financial needs of all of
these types of institutions mIust be met.

3. NE.D FOR UNXDS FROM ALT, SOURlM,

The financial burden of this entire system is so heavy that steadily rising
support will be needed from the federal government, front state governments, from
local governments and from all private sources--individual, foundation and cor-
porate. There is no need to explain to this Committee why both tile federal
government and the states are finding difficulty In providing adequately for higher
education. The prospects for the short term are not encouraging. Over tie long

sCarnegie Commission on Higher Education. Quality and Equality: New Levels of
Federal Responsibility for higher Education. December 1908, p. 8.
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rim, fnds fromln Iotli sources must grow as th t'coiioiiy exlimuds ild lit., needs
grow. Hlovever, the most likely I)OSliett 18 for ii Ilg l eu'tweeni tih' eilli'geltt, if
tirgent needs tind tilt, elevation of levels of go~vernmentll sUl)Ixrt. Thlii need for
private giving will b..come progressively more acute.

4. 810INIi.ItLANWI
" OF PRIVATE 8I'I'POIT

SoIlI lld I 'le l)ley calls for I strong effort to exlpand private stlpport for
higher education both now find for the ilt lelliiite fultiirv. There tire two miaJor
reasons why private giving Is essent ial.

First, tile Instltuitilons ieed the iionlevy. The $1.5 Idlllm iiow supliedl by iviv'le
giving is all idlstwlsable iprl of tlhe total budget for higher education. It means
survival for IIiany instittutlols, allld elevlt1on1 of sttidlhrds above mIn(,lotrity
for others. It provides resources for innovation, exl)erlimeitation ai(1 high levels
of excellence for most universithes.
The special dlel)ellleclte of the 42 memtinbers of tilt, Assoclation of Americant

l'niversitles oil private giving Is Incllated by the fact that they received $560
million InI gifts i 118-13 percent of tile total given to ,Sol Ist litutlo1s1:' Of the
$t)10 million, $172 million Wias received tromi private foundoitions-55 Iwret'it
.f till follidlitioll fulids givell to all Inst tlt llls of higher edtlcat lon in that year.

Tl, private uiiversities, which receive relatively smanler pIrtiois of their
Incomiie (anl0I parllrhl'ly sill ])arts of their contlining oiwrating revenue for
gelleral purlioses) from government, fire most heavily dlllepnnt po lIrivate
givilig. Most of them would Ie In desperate ('ir(nllstaonces If private giving were
seriously ilmilrefl. Nevertheless. It sll1d lie SpeClflIlll'y 1oted( that puliC Its
well as private institutions del)eld Uil51 Prlvite giving. Amig the ielbers
of the AAIV, almost 30 )erm.nt of all voluiltary giving, and of foundttloni s11i)lXWt,
Is to the imblih, menders. I1 absolute ternis (tie public mllluers of the AAIT re-
teived $150 tllllon iii voluntary gifts, of whieh $60 milliolln was from private fron-
dations.

Tilt% secon11d reason wihy liriv'ate giving is es'Zelithl to thehealth of higher eu-
('ation relates to the tennis and1(1 conditions muder which iphe money Is made
available. Most government suliort-Pederal a1d Statti-is given for specific
prI)roses defined iln advance for the colleges anl unIversities. These funds art,
In(lispensable, hlut it high degree of ea remarking ofit most governinlit funds for
spelfle ulses is Inevitable.

Private gifts provide unilversitles with resources that help theti to deternifl
their own character and their own jirloritles. Private gifts are the major souree
of funds needed to adapt the currieulum to lie' needs, to exlilore nmw forni. of

diversity governance ,, to help with conimuilty problems, and to ineet uinexpected
tlnanclhl eniergeneles. This source of revenue is lparticulnrly important as tile
volume of government support grows, as It will and should.

Am our liatiohal expenditures on higher education rise, plrivnte giving vill
have to rise If this source of fili I not to decline inI relative sIgnilhance. Tile
current level of $1.5 billion it i)rivate giving will have to exceed ' billion ly
the endl of the coining decade If Its relative role is to be sustained.

III tile face of Ileds for Increased private givig to uieet ilsrt of the rising
costs of higher edueatioll and in face of the obvious desirability of sustalinling
diversity in sources of suplirt, the outlook for increases ili private giving Is
clotded by several basic trends.' First, the lI)rolprtion of adjusted gross income
of all taxpmyers devoted to all forms of charitable giving Ils actuilly belen de-
lining III recent years and nny decline still further. Second, private foumdatons,

water a burst of giving to universities, are not sustaining the earlier rates of
growth In giving. Third, competition from other worthy objects of eharlitable
givillg-such as urban llrojects and the performing arts-will Irobably Increase.
Fourth, tilversitles lve Imssed through a prilod of intensified effort to secure
Increased charitable gWillg, and further Increases will le more dlffltult.

5. HI:DUCEVl: INCKNT1V1: TO PRIVATE OVING IN THEI: OVsE 1111!,

This Is the worst of till possible tnes to reverse our long standing nati11al
Iolicy of providing strong incentives for private phlntlthropy through the olera-

A Voluntary Support of hilgher ducation,1, 1067-6S. Council for Financial Aid to
Education.

* These have been Identified and analyzed In detail In William IOWel's book, The
Re "om..,a . tAe Major Pdrdto niveralfles. Carnegie Comnlsnuion on Higher Educat,
1908. This analysis relates to the major State as well as private universities.
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ill of tilt, talx s.'.I'tem. Tie bill n-4 vilm(by'(I th 114111-- will i t'1(I to ('ill i
slltll'l]py tie% Volilie of gifts and grants: frot lrlvate sources to higher eidtlt'lt bio-
Ilirve(tly through reIdticliig lientlves to Idiliduals to make ehlirilble gifts andl
iiilreetly through the proposed tax ol fomndationl income. Accordingly, we urge
that h lii' Seliite redre.sS. tih(. balance by a thoroligh review of tihe provllous of tilt
It,-illitm in ilhi, light. WVe urge (tlt it nm(dify orl remove lprovIsiolis (if the(,
IHouse hill which Itiost seriously thlre ntel (o restrict priva te gIving, i(1 whIch

v,,11i he clhtt iuged without general'tilig iInequithe, ilht ltbsantall imailrilng tax revenue.
ir (defeatbig th(, miln olieetives of tax reform.

I. i' Pi'IoiiT FoIll NFEII) TAX IvFou'(tI.\ms

-We c Igii'/ll.e 111111 the dl s irlibility of tenuillragiiig (-hllr Ill lile .gift, 11111-sf liv coni-
sidered iII the context (of the ciitiire talx systevti. We it1re filly III cord with
the lived for liti nd rdesirlililit of tax reforllm. We agree with tIh, Impejwratlve
liee foil greater equity iII th, (li.st riluton of flie tax lirilen, foil reittoviiig :1
I;irge list of spe il tax fa v'r., 1an1(1 for cllilg loopholes wlich have permiiitted
1i1111113 ta xpayers to avold their Jitisl biare of the tax burden. The case for Iiajor
re'formis is ciiipelliitg, ild I wish to) 11111ke clear tia Ithis testililhly is ini no
%v'a,3 direehld alga ist th III mjor thrust (if tlix reform legisla tloli.

Rle(guditioul of tht Ile(d folr tax reform leaves is Io) sul)port itl imber of
lrolI (ise 11 'liiuuige. I'caluse they lli'e, e(lltlillble Ii4 sonllid. evell lhlugh oile conl-

scijelic(,1e of i(lholtilig thelm wilil be. its i1 b)-l)rO(lut('t. soimle redt(ithin of Iucenltives
to lI 1irithle giving. We ngree tihat taxpayers should not lit, allowed, it the words.
of ti % Ifuet' report (ji. 5,R), to Iialke 'll chillrilltble contribltoll deduction for ia
gift of it retna iinder Iterest I1 I rust to Ia charity which is sulistalnthillly ill excess
of to ailtlluit tile (,hll'tr liItmay illtihlately receive." lowever. it our opIlilon
ally aillui'es tli llve (evelopied ('ilt easily he reiteile(d without (lest royilg the
well iiiderstoo a11(d effective, systelis tlut are no0w oli'i 'tilt, 1111( we alsocilate
otrselves with the prol)sails uiade by tihl, Ae riican ('omell on(ldieNltillon to
accotliplish this en(]. We also, lielieve that removal If tili- Ilnlllliiieil ehai'-itable
dedt1,tol i.4 solld. evel though till, will adversely aitTect giving to .4one i.tItltil-
th1t iof' higher viicatltit. As nliotler oxtple. we believe that their proposed
cih:alged i taix treatinuel (if bargainn sales" i sonllid li principle. Mnly of the
pr(oposiil, need perfecting. is, for exalllle. it the import t matter of voiditlg
retroacitivity wlieh would create confusion and hliellility. We lis.sullile that silh
teelillical matters can idii will lie worked out.

T. lEIIT('Et) INCENTIVES TO MAF (iWFST IN TIlE FOIiM OF
.l'iAPECIATEI) PHOPIlRTY

We sIress.5, Ili colocert iilth tlite l)Ositiol of the, Amerihan Council on MlEduetifol.
that the central delliecy (if the House bill i.s a set of changes that wiii reduce
Iilleithves to ma111ke gifts II the form of alpreclted prollerty. Iii thl.R collection.
Ili, Iliilorltanlie of gifts of aippreia ted seclrltleA ln relt ion to total private gi i'ng
to large and sinall colleges iiI(d universities throughout tit( Intlon is Iot geli-
,rally reogliWzAi. lit recent years. til)l)reclte(l securities him, cOnstituted over
half of the totnl of gifts. Appended iN a tnble showing the Ier(enaliges for at
numuitbei' of relresentatilve IlistittiIons.

S Iimply stated olltr two IliaJor reeoiiuiiiedittiolis 011 the treatniellt (if gifts (if
aI)ireeiated Iroperty ilre :

(it) For purposes of filie limit ol tx hreferellee.s (Se. 301). which we coli-
shler ii principle i 1111(1 ,hcllnge In tie tax law, the value of appreciation
of prol'rly shmld nlot Ie counted at.,; i referencee Itemlt wheni appreciated prop-
erty Is given as a charitable gift. The reason for this l)ropoh l Is that em ritabl,
gifts. ini contrast with every other tax l)reference Item. do not gent,raite iiieole
for tihe taxpayer (am li the calse of tax free Interest mid capital gains) or tax
benefits arlsing out of proflt-seekn1g activities (as in the ease of necelerated
depreciation mid trn losses).

(b) In connection with the new provision for aillocatioln of (leduetlons between
taxable nmd tax free icome (S e. 302), which we also consid er sore1(| Ini
Priniciple. hnritable gifts should not lie enlsIdere(1 a lersoinl Itemized dedictioni
ulbject to allocation. All of the other Itemis subject to aillocationi are Involuntary
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expenses to the taxpayer-interest payments, tax payments, theft and casualty
losses, medical expenses, etc. Charitable gifts do not logically fall in this category,
because they are discretionary. The taxpayer freely chooses to make a gift or
not to make it. They are hence not "expenses" iln the sense that the other items
are expenses, and a change in tax treatment may therefore adversely affect the
decision to make the gift.

The Executive Branch has recommended these two exclusions, which we
strongly endorse. These exclusions are the major way through which private giv-
ing to universities can be sustained without weakening the general reforms,
without producing large losses of revenue, and without Introducing inequities
among taxpayers. Failure to amend the House bill in this respect will have ex-
tremely serious consequences for the entire volume of private giving for higher
education, and the repercussions on some private institutions would be crippling.

Other witnesses have enplhasized the significance of the two proposals above,
aid have dealt with other important proposals for changes in the House bill.
particularly those provisions which would seriously affect deferred giving. We
wish to associate ourselves with the testimony on behalf of all higher education
by the American Council on Education.

8. TilE ROLE OF PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS AND THE PROPOSED TAX ON FOUNDATION INCOME

Simply in terms of revenue dollars, the foundations are an important source
of income for higher education, Their grants to all institutions of higher educa-
tion totalled $311 million in 19067-68. Of this, $173 million went to the private
anl $01 million to the public nember.s of tile AAU. These funds are a substantial
contribution to the revenue of the Institutions.

The qualitative contribution of private foundations to universities has been
to stimulate innovation, to permit exploration of new areas of Inquiry and teach-
Ing, to loint the way for governmental and other support, to finance new forms
of academic organization, and to provide physical resources for new undertak-
Ings. This tremendous positive contribution has continued throughout this cen-
tury, and the nation, as well as universities, is better as a consequence of the role
played by foundations.

Our system of medical education was completely revamped in the first two
decades of this century through foundation support, and another wave of reform
in medical education Is now being propelled In substantial part by foundation
assistance. Foundations have been one of the catalysts in bringing about innova-
tion in universities. New fields of knowledge have been initially explored with
their help. For example, they have taken the lead in stimulating research on tile
linked questions of population growth and food production. Worldwide beneficial
effects, most particularly in stimulating the "green revolution" and widespread
programs of family planning, have resulted. Foundation grants in the arts and
humanities have helped to redress a serious imbalance generated by concentra-
tion of governmental support in the physical and biological sciences. Tile pioneer-
ing efforts which they financed have stimulated governmental and international
activities. Finally, foundation gifts have had a strong multiplier effect by stimu-
lating other private gifts, particularly for capital construction.

Turning now to the proposed 7.5 percent tax on the investment income of
private foundations, we believe that it should be replaced by the concept of a
supervisory fee based on actual costs of supervision.

Tim report of tile Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representa-
tives did not spell out the reasons for the imposition of this new tax, which
represents a startling departure front the well-established policy of exempting
the Income of private foundations from taxation. The report said merely that:
'.Your Committee believes that since the benefits of government are available
to all, the costs should be borne, atleast to some extent, by all of those able to
pay. Your committee believes that this is as true for private foundations as it is
for taxpayers generally." (p. 19) This sentence is the only reference to the basic
Justification for imposing the tax, and it does not establish a convincing case on
several counts.

First, the tax would In fact fall not on the foundations but on Institutions
whose vitality depends In large measure on philanthropic gifts. The House bill
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recognizes the position of these Institutions by properly continuing their tradi-
tional tax exemption. Yet the full Incidence of the proposed foundation tax
would fall upon the universities, colleges, schools, churches and other tax exempt
beneficiaries of foundations. A reduction of $100 million per year, the estimated
yield of the tax, would be a very serious matter for many of these tax exempt
organizations.

In this connection, the needs of these organizations are so pressing and the
functions which they perform are so vital to society that government would be
under strong pressure to replace a large part of the income that would be lost to
them by reason of the proposed foundation tax.

Second, the tax is mnisdirected. The existing law does indeed contain loopholes
which have made dubious flinaneal practices possible, an( some smaller founda-
tions have apparently taken advantage of these. However, Imposition of a
general tax on the investment Income of foundations would not be an appropriate
or effective response. A reduction in the Income of all foundations through a
general tax would in no way contribute to the removal of any abuses which may
exist. The direct and effective way to deal with abuses Is to specify what is legal
and Illegal and to enforce the law.

Third, the bill does not in fact require that all private non-profit organizations
pay taxes. The Investment income of foundations whose disbursements are solely
for educational, charitable, research, and religious purposes would be taxed, but
the income of other organizations such as groups of trade and business assoela-
tions and labor groups would not be taxed. The proposed tax is therefore dis-
criminatory, and paradoxical In that organizations whose avowed and proper
reason for existence Is to advance the interests of their members are not taxed
while those whose function Is solely to help others are taxed.

However, we recognize that abuses have existed, and we believe that founda-
tions can properly be required to carry the cost of governmental activities spe-
cifically devoted to enforcing whatever limitations on foundation activities may
be enacted. We suggest that an annual supervisory fee be collected from founda-
tions to cover these costs. Both the House report and the Executive Branch
testimony before this Committee suggest such a solution. Thus the House WAys
and Means Committee report stated that: "It Is clear that vigorous and extensive
administration is needed in order to provide appropriate assurances that private
foundations will promptly and properly use their funds for charitable purposes.
This tax, then, may be viewed as being in part a user fee." (p. 19) Secretary
Kennedy suggested a "supervisory tax" of 2 percent on the Investment Income
of foundations to finance such an operation In the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

We urge modifications in the proliosals for change made by the Executive
Branch. The first is to define tihe charge as a fee rather than a tax. We consider
the distinction between a fee and a tax to be not only Important in principle but
as having Important practical consequences. A. fee is to finance a specific service,
and is not a contribution to the general revenues. Second, the amount of the fee
should be commensurate with the cost of the service financed by tile fee. In
contrast, a tax is essentially open ended with no objective criterion for setting
Its amount.

The fee would have these advantages:
(a) The purpose of the fee would be unambiguous. The illogical and

harmful effects of the concept of a tax would be eliminated.
(b) The amount of the fee to be paid by each foundation enuld le set in

an equitable manner and the total amount collected could be related directly
to the cost of administering a Bureau of Internal Revenue unit charged
specifically with responsibility for ensuring foundations* do not abuse the
privileges given to them by law.

(c) The amount collected from foundations in fees would surely be very
less than the estimated 100 million dollars per year that would be produced
by the proposed tax. The adverse effect upon beneficiaries of foundation
grants would be markedly reduced.

(d) Foundations would by paying a fee completely finance those activities
of government generated specifically by their operations. We suggest that
the amount of the fee not be written Into law, because the cost of the super-
visory unit is not known, and it will change. Adjustment of the fee to cover
the cost of the unit would require amendment of the tax law. We suggest
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University of Rlhhester, Roeister, Now York.
Stanford University, Stanford, California.
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York.
University of 'rexas, Austin, Texas.
Tulane University, New Orleans, ouilsiana.
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee.
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia.
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington.
Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri.
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.
Ya Ie University, Now Haven, Connecticut.

Senator ANDERSON. Mr. Simon.

STATEMENT OF SOHN G. SIMON, PROFESSOR OF LAW, YALE LAW
SCHOOL

Mr. SItMON. .mr. Chairman, my name is ,John G. Simon. I am a pro-
fessor of law at Yale Law School. Although my testimony today grows
out of my academic studies of tax policy relating to foundations, for
the record I should like to state that I also serve as the president. of a
foundation, the Taconic Foundation, which is not likely to be affected
by the provisions I wish to discuss hero today.

Many Members of Congress are concernd by the power of private
foundations in the United States. Yet I take the liberty of stating that
the tax reform bill as passed by the House would aggravate rather
than solve the only potentially troublesome aspect of foundation power.

Let me say first that the power questions one usually hears about
are not in my view the really troublesome ones. For example, the
foundation's power to control resources should not trouble us. The
trust department of one New York bank manages almost as many
assets as are held by almost all American foundations, and the 1065
Treasury Relmrt found that the foundations' slhare of total corporate
invested wealth in this country had not increased over the prior 15
years, as compared for example to a great increase in the shares held
by pension funds.

Moreover, the data submitted yesterday by Mr. Pifer shows that
over the last deade the foilldati'ton's share of total national wealth
has slightly declined.

With respect. to another kind of power, power over decisionmaking
processes in the larger society, foundation grants are so tiny in rela-
tion to Government expenditures, far less than I percent, that the
fouldations cannot impose their ideas on the Nation,

Foundations can on y point out alternative app1 roaches, now options
which other institutions are free to accept or reject. Some innovations
offered b y the foundations such as preschool education for poverty
children have been embraced by public institutions. Other ideas have
ben rejected and have ultimately dropped from sight.

In the last analysis, the people have decided in this world of private
charitable enterlpriso just as th e people decide in the world of )rivate
commercial enterprise.

I should add that on the whole foundations contribute to a diffusion
of power in society by placing in nongovernmental hands the alloca-
tion of a fraction of resources that would otherwise be taxed and al-
located by the Central Government. But in the world of philanthropy
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as ill the worhl of commerce, placing decentralized power in nongov -
ri-lliental hands can beconie dangerous when there are two few hands.

This is tie l)rOldlen which the tax reform will aggna'ates. Let meexplain.

Although theme are roughly 20,000 private foundations in the country,
less than 300 of them have assets exceeding $10 million. In other words,
less than 300 have an annual giving capacity of more than approxi-
mately $500,000. So it. is largely to these 300 foundations that. chari-
table organizations must turn to gain substantial foundation financing
for now programs all( new ideas.

Moreover, to obtain support in any one area of the country or in ally
0ne1 field of work, for example alir pollution, rieio control, mllelitil
health, o11 can turn olyh to a, handful1 of these foundations, for most
foundations must specialize to some extent, and in the coulrse of time
even tie snm1all group of foundations dealing with a particular problem
or Operating in a. particular part of the country will be reduced in
size I)y dissolution or redcing in effeetiveness by the onslaught, of
tired blood.

Accordingly if claiities seeking financing are to keep their options
opeln. if they ire to have aiternat ive sources of Su))ort for exl)erimen-
tation and explosion, new foundations must, enter the field from time
to time to replace the foundations which have died out or which have
lhemlle tied out.

In other words, a reasonable birth rate among tile larger founda-
tions must. be sustained. Iere as in the commercial market place it is
wi,. public policy to prlmote or at least not discourage new entr y ilto
the field.

Now, what (loes the foundation birth rate depend on? Among
foundations in the over $10 million elahss as my full written state-
inent. shows, birth rate depends on tie receipt by foundations of prop-
(ity which has ap)lreciated in tile donor's iainds, and/or 1'oi)ert
whl (II represents Sol 1e sllare of tile donor's coorplorate control holding.
'Ihe ovel-wheinlng majority of the larger foundations are laiched

with contributions of property falling ito these two categories.
The tax reform bill would heavily discoulrage the founding of new

foundations by disouraging both Otypes of gift, the gift of aptpre-
ciated property to a. foundation, ancl the gift of corporate controlled
stock to a foundation.

First. section 201 (c) of tile bill permits almost aill charitable orga-
nizations to receive deductions contributions of al)preciated property
other than tangible personal property without the donor being sub-
ject to tax on the long-term capital gain.

The big exce)tlon- is the private nloopenating foundation. When it
receives such property, the (101101- is taxed. unless the foundation is a
conduit. organization vhich redistributes tie entire. gift within 1 year.

This diseriminattiol against imuoperatilg foundations will heavily
(iL;coui'a re gifts of apnpieciated mo 1rtv to tile larger foundations,
in al(litloll to having some overall negative impact on elarital)ie
giving.
The House report (toes not seek to explain this discriminatory pro-

vision. It. 3istifies other changes in the appreciated property rules
but. not this one. Tile only justification for such a rule must. b) tile
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belief that it is good to divert gifts away from foundations, even at
the cost of some decrease in overall charitable giving.

If this is a good result, it must be because of tile power questions
I have discussed today, or because of the (.crtai quant-itative or
tqualitative arguments covered in my full statement. I respectfully refer
tie committee to that statement at page 301 of the committee p'int.

That statement rebuts any notion that gifts to foundations produce a
direct. charitable benefit which is either too little or too lute, and it
suggests also that. before tie Congress condemns the foundations,
either on the ground of quality or on the ground of quantity, it should
have the benefit of the forthcoming report of tie Peterson comm is-
sion on foundations and private philanthlropy, or some other dis-
I)assionate and considered appraisal of the overall record of the
foundations.

Now the second provision of the House bill which affects foundation
birth rate is proposed code section 4943 which would in effect prevent
a foundation from receiving a gift of corI)orate controlled stock unless
the combined voting interests ° of the foundation and the donor is
broughtt below '20 percent within A) years. I am not referring to the

bill's limitations on a foundation's purchase of business control but
only to the restrictions on gifts of business interests.

This restriction on such gifts will make it very difficult or un-
attractive fori a man whose nest egg consists of corporate controlled
stock to endow a foundation with that. nest egg. It. may be difficult
because the stock is not. readily marketable or itmay be unattractive
because it will force a sale to strangers or merger with larger competi-
to s or conglomerate owners.

Accordingly this provision like the appreciated property provision
will discourage the creation of new foundations, and may also have
a negativeeffect on overall charitable giving.

Now what justification can there be for this provision? The W ays
and Means Committee report attributes three eviis to foundation own-
ership of controlled stock. Again time limits require me respectfully to
refer the committee to my full statement, where I believe I have demon-
strated that one of these three grievances, the alleged diversion of the
energies of foundation managers, does not stand up under analysis or
in the eight of actual foundation experience, and my written statements
also explains how two other asserted problems, the inadequacy of in-
come yield and the unfair competitive advantage are satisfactorily
cured by the income distribution and self-dealing provisions of thls
same bill, the tax reform bill, supplemented if necessary by certain
fairly simple amendments outlined on pages 8 and 9 of my full state-
ment reprinted at pages 312 and 313 of the committee print.
Ii other words, the abuses. and they do exist, are correctable without

prohibiting a foundation fi'om holding the control stock donated to
it. If the committee nevertheless wishes to limit this practice, I sug-
gest that it should at least allow a much longer period for divestiture
than the 5 years allowed in this bill.
A long period will mitigate the discouraging impact of this pro-

vision on potential foundat on donors.
I also commend to the committee the technical amendments that

Mr. Mitchell Rogovin advocates in his testimony, which will fa-
cilitate the redemption of excess business holdings.

t
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To sum lip, because the al)preciated property and stock ownership
rules I have (liscussed would substantially reduce tile birth rate among
larger foundations, which is precisely where in the interests of limit-
ing foundation power a reasonable Iirth rate is most needed, I re-
spect fully make two suggestions:

Fir t, that this committeee refrain fror apple lg alprectated
propelly r liell discriminates against priate operating founda-
tions, and second, that this committee refrain from adopting the stock
ownership prohibition, or at least. I miinimize the deterrent impact of
such a prohibition by substantially extending the deadline for divesti-
ture beyond the 5-year period set forth in the Yhouse bill.

As these two provisions now stand in the Houie bill, they are likely
to inflict serious (alnage on our system of private charitable enterprise,
for that system as tile I)residlent of Yale university has recently
stated rests on the great importance of giving each new idea a chance
to find a sympathetic sponsor by offering it more than one doorbell
to ring. Innovation is t he essence of progress, independence and A'a-
riety are the essence of a free society.

Both seem to make it absolutely essential that an idea, a per.,o, an
institution not be del)enldent upon the ability to )ersuadle or to 1)lease
any single source of support.
I thank you very much.
Senator BENN'IT. No questions. This is a very interesting new note

in our testimony, and I am very glad to have it.
Mr. Sito-N. Thank you, sir.
The CIAIRMtAN. 'T'liank you very much for a good statement.
(Mr. Simon's prepared statement. andi a letter to the chairman from

Mr. Simon, regarding the cooperative assistance fund, follows:)

STATEMENT OF JOHIN C. SIMON, I3ROFF-ssoit or LAW, Y.%i. 1TNVERSTY

SUM MARY
Introdctfoin

Certain provisilon.m of H.R. 13270 are likely to have the unanticilpattd effect
of aggravating rather thai solving the questions of "foundation power" which
are of concern to many nipitibers of Congress.
1. The Birth Rate Problcm

a. By permitting decentralization of decision-making, fmmndationl make a ma-
Jor contribution to the democratic process. Yet decentralization Into non-govern-
mental hands becomes dangerous If there are too few hands.

I. Over tine. many of the 300 existing foundations in the over-$tO-miIion
class will be dissolved, leaving only a few of these foundations operating in any
one field of activity (e.g., mental health, pollution) or in any one geographical
region. This shrinkage will narrow the options available to organizations seek-
Ing substantial foundation funds for new Ideas and new approaches, unless a
reasonable foundation birth-rate is maintained In the over-$10-million category.
New entry is desirable here lit "private charitable enterprise." as it is in private
commercial enterprise, In order to diffuse power.
e. The birth rate of the larger foundations largely depends on contributions

to foundations of property which Is (a) appreciated and/or (b) represents some
part of a donor's corporate control stock.

d. Contributions of both types of property to foundations would he heavily
discouraged by H.R. 13270, as outlined In parts 2 and 3, below.
.2. Thc Impact of the Appreciated Property Protision

a. Section 201 (c) of H.R. 13270 permits all charitable organizations ereept
private nonoprating forindations to receive deductible contributions of apprecl.
ated property (other than tangible personal property) without the donor being
.subject to tax on the long-term capital gain.
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b. This dlt.crimlnation against foundations will heavily discourage gift., of
appreciated property to foundations, in addition to lavilng sone overall negative
Impact on chmaritable giving.
3. Thu Impact of the Stork Owcership Prorision

a. Section 101 (b) (new code section 4143) of 11.11. 13270 would prevent a
foundation front receiving a gift of corporate control stock unless th, conlilntd
voting interest of the foundation anid the donor is brought below 2014 within
five years.

b. This provi-lih will make it very difficult or ulattrnctive for a man who,,-
nest egg consists of corporate control stock to endow a foundation with that Itet
egg.

c. Accordingly, this provision, like the appreciated property provision., will
discourage the creation of new foundations 1n11d may also lhive , nga teoffut(.1
on overall charitable giving.

d. Of the three specific evils attributed to foundation control of himshies4 en-
terprises in the House Ways nd Means ('onnuittee report. one does not al)Pi r
to present a significant problem. amd the other two can he cured by application of
other provisions of 11.H. 13270 011(1 existing law, supplelnlttd if necessary by
certain fairly simple anendnents.

e. Accordingly, if the stock ownership prohlition-and the appreciated prol-
erty provision as well-are to he justified, It must be on the ground that there
Is some positive advantage in diverting claritalble giving away from foundations
to non-foundation charities.
4. The A rtumenits in Fa ror of Dircrion.

In timis section various possible arguments in favor of diverting charitable
gifts away front foundations-(a) quantitative arguments, 4hi) qualitative ar-
guments, and (e) arguments relating to "power" anud "non-accountability"-
are briefly analyzed and are found to lack logical or empirical support. The
suggestion Is also made that soine of thee issues (1111 be-t he ainalyzed In tilev 4-ldt
of the forthcoming findings of the Peterson Comulission.

SrATEMNINT

Thero Is an Important relationship between the question of "foundatlo)n
power," which concerns many juemberl of Congress, and two provisions of MR.
1270 which prevent private foundations from (a) receiving gifts of appreciated
property without the imposition of a tax on the donor and (h) owning corporate
control stock. The relationship, however, is not what omne of the proponents of
these provisions may suppose. For, as I hope to make clear in this statement.
these restrictions are calculated to aggravate, rather than solve, any problems
which "foundation power" may present.
The Birth. Rate Problenm

The private charitable foundation represents a uniquely American contribu-
tion to the democratic process. Foundations permit us to decentralize and place
in private hands the decisions over the allocation of a fraction of the resources
that would otherwise be taxed and allocated by the central government. In this
way the foundations serve as a counterpart to our free enterprise system, im-
plementing what Judge Learned Hand called the national presupposition that
"right conclusions are more likely to be gathered out of a multitude of tongues
than through any kind of authoritative selection. To many, this is, and always
will be, folly; but we have staked upon it our all."
5. Conclusion

Because the case for diverting charitable giving away from foundations has
not been made, and in view of the strong public policy reasons for maintaining
a reasonable birth-rate among the larger foundations, It Is respectfully suggested
that the Committee

(a) refrain from approving an appreciated property zule which discrih-
Inates against foundations, and

(b) refrain front adopting the stock ownership prohibition, or at least
minimize the deterrent Impact of such a prohibition by substantially ex-
tending the deadline for divestiture beyond the five-year period set forth
in .R. 18270.
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But iii tie world of pltlanthroly, a1s iII ti' world of clamiriroe, phlelng dv,-
ctraliz l'lll/zt(d p)ower into plivat lhans liteoniies (lhlldgtrlrlI5 witi t here ire too few
hands. Although there are roughly 20,(M) private, foundations it tli,- country, ss
than 300 of tlt-III liive assets in excess (of $10 million ; it other words, hess thian
3(h0 hrt, an nnnual giving cpacity of inore 01t1tll I)I')Xillnahtly $500,(000. It is
largely to these 3M) foundations that individuls and orgaulzatlnhs mitiuS! turn
to gaiin sulishlitill fonildlilion tinaneing for new proga l' gl' 1 ati alipoauell's.
Moreover, to obtain support iln any one fheld of work (for exaipnll air polhli-
t ill. r'ille colitrol, illllftill health , or in uily o11, a len Of this coitt ry, an organi-
zXitloti valn tft to olilly it Italndftil of these foundation, for in order to Inshlalld
thelr ttolll'tre ts. atiost foilndiltioils lltist sliehlliY.t lto sollilb extent. IlI tilt- course
of time. even the sinial group of follidations tlilineg with 11 lilrlqlhr IlOIholt'1
or optratinhg fit at partlcuitr geographical region-will be reduced in size by
(Issollitlol, or reduced I effcctiveiess by tile onslaught of tird blood. Accord-
igly, If ilt'rsoisl or chairiths seeking lillaning ite to keep their options opeill,

If they are to have alternative sources of support for exlw'rlllentanlolt andl
e'XpllliOl, tlt% hirth rate it the foundation world lnust li, lsustainel. here, as
in the cotinuereial mltarket place, a decreasing rate of new entry into thel, field
would, over tine, leave the remaining foundations with an undesirable degree
of power to deterinine the rate and form of change in the plhilanthropic part
of the private sector.

What dleternilnes the birth-rate of foundations In this over-$10.mll1on class?
We must look at tit, kinds of assets with which such foundations are bIrought
into hling. WNe 1(ld two types of assets, often overlapping: (a) In his study of
"TIlte Investment Policies of Foundations," Professor 1ralph ,. Nelson reports
that "itllie large endowed foundation recel'es Its Inithil endowinment 'ommonly
lit the, forin of assets that the donor has held for a long time"-presuimably
appreciated assets.1 (h) Professor Nelson also finds that most of the post-1 t0
growth lit foundation assets has stemned from contributions of what. he calls
"donor-related" assets, i.e., common stock lit a "company . . . in which the donor
was active and through which he had built his fortune." Thu.q, the 1905 Treasury
Re=l)ort on private foundations tells us that out of 175 foudations which had more
than $10 million In assets in 1902, 78--or 45 percent-owned 10 percent or more
of it stock of a business corporation. And 45 of tile 175 foundatloms;-26 Iercent
of them-owned 20 percent or more of the stock of a business corporation. Tn
a large number of tile cases falling ibetwePn 10 percent andl 20 percent, the figure
would bIe over 20 percent if one Included the shares owned by tile donor and
his family. And many of tie foundations which do tiot now wield corporate
control or share control with the donor found themselves lit such i posture In
the years of their Infancy.

It follows that a sustained birth rate among foundations in the over-$10-
million category depends on tile ability of foundations to receive property which
(a) has appreciated and/or (b) represents some lortion of a donor's corporate
control holdings.

Unfortunately. the provisions of H.R. 13270 would heavily discourage donors
from contributing either type of property to foundations and would therefore
seriously impair the birth-rate of the larger foundations.

The Impact of the Appreciated Propertl Provision.
Stetion 201 W) of I1.R. 13270 (amending code section 170(e) and addin., iiw

code s etion 83) carefully discriminates against foundations with respect to timte
receipt of appreclated property. Section 201 () permits most charitable donors
to continue to give appreciated property (except for taligible personal property)
to charity without paying a tax on the long-term capital gain.' But donations to
private non-olerftltng foIndations, alone among all cllaritahlle organlzationq, are
denied tills treatment: unless tile foundation redlstrlbutes the entire contrilhutlon
within a year (which would prevent the foundation front heoming endowed

I Prnfessor ,Michnel Tnussig relrtq that contrihntions of appreciated property accounted
for 39 MY% of the value of all charitable gifts made% In 102 by taxpayers with more than
$1 million In Ineome--thi% category In which one would find the creators of founiatinns In
the over-IMO-million class. TnussIs, "Economic Aspects of the Personal Income Tax Treat-
ment of Charitable Con tribu tons," National Tax Journal. vol. 20. March 19(17.

'The% non-taxabilitv of this gain Is, however circumscribed by section :i of the bill,
Imposing A limit on tax preference, coupled with the alloation of deducitois provisionsof section 802. Bunt these limitations apply to all charitable gifts of property, whether
received by foundations or non-foundations.
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or tngaging i long-terin pr(grailns), the, gift to the foundation constitutes a
taxable event, reqtqirlng paynent of the capital gains tax on the alp)reclation.

Obviously, a potential donor will be heavily discouraged front contributing
alllrechtted prolo, rty to a foundation If tit, tax treatment of such a gift Is
dramatically less favorable thaln the treatment of a gift of tle same asstt to
other charities. In the face of this discriminatory rule, souie lpotential donors,
whose inalit eliarltatle objectivt, is to create It foundation. nay simply decllim,
to give the property away at all-in which case neither tihe treasury nor
Ilillnthroly will receive tit ahl)prvclated property or any tax on it, exceit at
sOliv remote date anti it uncertain amounts. In the case of other doors, thit
result 11ay he to shift the benefaction to a uon-foundatlon charity, although
lHNssibly lit a reduced amount reflecting the frustration of the donor's original
ilittltlons. Charity its a whoie will probably stiffer reduced receipts as na result
of section 201(c). But for Iresent purposes the more inmortant oilnt Is that
section 201 (e) will very substauthilly reduce tie birth-rate in tie worhl of tht,
larger foilndations-whtch is precisely where, i the interests of difftusing

"foundation. power," a reasonable birth rate in nost needed.
1he Impact of the, Stock Orncre Ip) Irortsion

Section 101(b) of II.R. 13270, setting forth new code section -1943. would in
effect. prevent a foutldation In the future from receiving a gift of ill or any
part of a donor's corlsrate control stock unless the conihlled voting Interest
of tihe foindatiol ( and the dollor is lhrought below 20/( within five y ,ars of the
gift. In its Inlpa(et on tile creation of new foundations, this rolvsion is less (a-
aging than the proposals set forth in, the 19(m) Treasury Relort, which vould
have deferred the donor's deduction tuntil tile control situation wits terinlnated.
Yet nitvw sectionn 4043 will still make it very difltult or very unattractive for many
or inost niei whose nest egg is a controllilg interest, ili a blliness enterpristv
to endow a foundation Wtith that nest egg. A sale by the foundation and/or tite
donor within five years inay not. be feasible--or may not be percelvedt as feasible
by the lotentiln donor-either because the stock Is not narketable or because
the donor may not be able to accept the lIroslec-t of a forced sale to strangers
or it (-onluilsory nierger."

Here, as in the appreciated property situation, the result nay be Ike gift to
charity at all, or the donor niay shrilly give the stock to a non-foundation
charity which informally promises not to sell it. The resulting impact o tile birth
rate of foundations iln the over.$10.nllilion class will be understood by rox.alling
that almost one-half of nil foundations in this category hold what appears to b,
corporate control stock.

The House Ways and Means Committee explains that section 4943 conhats
three evils inherent In foundation control of busine&-, enterprises. One evil is
the "diversion" of the foundations innagers' attention to hlusiess affairs, "awfay
front their charitable duties." Logically, this poilt is difficult to understand. A
small foundation, without a staff. will be run by mnlbers of the family who
would, in any event, be .slwnidling sonie of their tinie on bushiess, sonic of their
tlim on plllanthrojpy. It is diffleult to see why the anlounit of time devoted to
phillanthropy would be any less, merely because tile faintly's philanthropic Inter-
est (the foundation) happells to be linked to the family's husinesm activity (the
controlled corporation). On the other hand, tile foundation large enough to
have a substantial professional staff will have emnl)loyees who are spending full
tile oil philanthropy and lay trustees who would not be devoting full time to
foundation affairs in any event. Moreover, the diversified portfolio of a floll-
corporate-controlling foundation may require just as nuch financial attention
as tile single predominant Investment of a corporate-controlling foundation.

l Assuming that the donor does wish to maintain family control over the business
without bringingIn outsiders, the question of whether the 'Treasury proposals will deter
him from contributing control stock to the foundation will In large part depend on the
foundation's chances of achieving the required divestiture witlmt selling to strangers.
This possibility, in turn, will be a function of several factors: the extent to which the
Treasury will or can interpret the accumulated earnings tax provisions to permit the
family corporation to redeem the tainted stock In the foundation's hands (a rather doubt.
fil prospect under current law) ; the proportionate size of the Interest to be redeemed:
and the cash position and cash needs of the enterprise that is supposed to be doing the
redeeming. In the case of many substantial family corporations--the kind which would
form the basis for endowing a foundation In the more than $1O-mlllton-dollar asset class-
these factors will not Indicate favorable Odds for redemption, and thus the donor will seek
some way of maintaining family hegemony over the enterprise, other than through a
foundation.
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Finally, logic aside, the roster of corporate-controlling larger foundations con-
tains many names of distinguished foundations (e.g., Danforth, Lilly, Hartford,
Irwin-Sweeney-Milier) which go about their charitable work without being
"diverted" by the nature of their business holdings.

A second evil is said to lie in the fact that the donors of control stock "in some
cases are relatively unconcerned about producing income to be used by the foun-
dation for charitable purposes." This phenomenon, where it is found, can be
corrected by a combination of the minimum payout requirements of section
101(b) of the bill (new code section 4942), coupled with vigorous enforcement
of the existing tax on accumulated corporate earnings. To give further assur-
ance of productivity, the new law could prohibit or penalize a foundation's reten-
tion of corporate-controlled stock unless the annual return on that stock, measured
alone. equalled the mInimum percentage which, under the payout provision of
H.R. 13270, the foundation was required to distribute each year.

The third asserted evil is that, although the controlled company is fully taxed,
foundation control gives the company an unfair business advantage in relation
to competitors which are not owned by tax-exempt entities. Any such advantage
would be substantially reduced if, through the techniques suggested above, foun-
dations were placed under pressure to exact an adequate dividend pay-out from
their controlled companies. Moreover, section 101 (b) of the bill (new code section
4941) would prevent a foundation front making any loan, on preferential terms or
otherwise, to any corporation 35% owned by the donor's family. In the interest
of preventing unfair competitive advantage, this provision could be expanded
to prohibit a foundation front providing debt or equity financing to a controlled
business except (a) through the purchase of its securities from unrelated third
parties on a national exchange, or (b) with the approval of the I.R.S. or the
state equity court having equity Jurisdiction,

Accordingly, a stock-ownership prohibition Is not needed to deal with the
evils which the House Ways and Means Committee attribute to foundation cor-
Irate control. Yet some will find such a prohibition appealing precisely because-
to the extent that it does not reduce charitable giving altogether-it will divert
gifts front foundations to other charities.' This diversion Is the same feature
that presumably makes the appreciated property provision, discriminating against
foundations, attractive to the House Ways and Means Committee. We must look,
therefore, at the arguments in favor of a major diversion of charitable contribu-
tions away from foundations.
ThAo Argument t& Favor of Divcrstoi

1. One argument is quantative. It contends that a dollar donated to a private
foundation produces a direct charitable benefit "too little and too late" in com-
parison to a dollar donated to an operating charitable organization.

a. The "too little" argument presupposes that foundation endowments gener-
ate an inadequate yield compared to other charitable endowments. Yet the
only comparative data I have seen do not support this premise: the average
ordinary income (excluding capital gains) received by 59 large colleges and
universities in 1962, as a percentage of assets at market value, was extremely
close to the comparable percentage yield for the same year for foundations
surveyed in the 1005 Treasury Report (3.87% for the colleges, 3.7% for the
foundations). Moreover in the same year (1002), foundations paid out 0.5% of
the market value of their assets in charitable grants, or almost twice the
ordinary Income received. The annual distribution requirement found in H.R.
13270-applicable to private foundations but not to other charities-should

4 Indeed, most of the problems presented by foundation corporate control are the very
types of problems which state equity courts arc experienced in handling and for whichthey have precise enforcement tools, as I have dlscusqed In detail in vol. 1, House Com-
mittee on Ways & Menns. "Written Statements . . . on Treasury Department Report,"89th Cong. flit Bess. (196). pp. 458-402. To do the Job well, state courts and stateAttorney Ueneral need some help front the Federal Government, which I have outlined inthe 1965 paper cited above. In the interests of efficient policing and of honoring the
principles of federalism in government regulations there is much to be said for thepossibility of a state approach to this question.

5 Note that If corporate control stock is donated to a school or church which informallyagrees to hold it and vote it the donor's way, this arrangement is not prohibited by MR.13270, and yet the same evils can be found as In the foundation sltuatior --except that
there will be no self-dealing or payout rules to assist the I.R.S.. for churel ; and schoolsare not covered by these rules under existing law or R., 13270, and they do not even
have to file an annual information return!

38-805 0-69-pt. ---- 41
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assure the continuation of this favorable pay-out performance on the part of
the foundations.

b. The "too late" argument presupposes that gifts to foundations typically
become part of endowments, emerging only slowly as Income grants to operating
charities, whereas a gift to a non-foundation charity is immediately deployed
for active charitable operations. Yet many gifts to non-foundation charities-
especially major gifts of appreciated property-become part of the endowment
funds of the college, church, hospital or other recipient organization, either
because the donor so prescribes or because of the policies of the recipient charity.
A dollar of endowment income given away by a foundation produces a direct
public benefit just about as quickly as a dollar of endowment income spent by
an operating charity. It is true that a good part of the appreciated assets
donated to non-foundation charities are used for current operations rather than
endowment, but that is also true for some portion of foundation assets;
unfortunately I know of no comparative data on this point. In any event, even
If there were data to support the "too late" argument, tile dimensions of the
problem must be considered in true perspective: in 1902 (the latest year for
which I have figures), $450 million were deducted on individual incon-. tax
returns for gifts to foundations, as compared to $7.5 billion deducted on individual
income tax returns for all charitable contrlbutions-a figure which probably
understates the total charitable gifts made by all itemizing and non-itemizing
taxpayers.

2. Another argument for diversion is qualitatlve. Many critics are oppo!:ed
to some of the ideas and approaches foundations have supported; others simply
do not believe the foundations have accomplished very much. On these issues,
I respectfully suggest that this Committee could benefit from the forthcoming
findings of the Peterson Commission or some other dispassionate appraisal of
the overall record of the foundation. A cursory examination of the testimony
the House Ways and Means Committee received last February about foundation
achievements In the health field alone-resulting in the saving of ninny millions
of lives from such diseases as polio, yellow fever, hookworm and nutritional
disorders-should, In my view, cause this Committee to pause before it concludes
that foundations are charity's least effective branch and therefore deserve to be
the object of tax discrimination.

8. Finally, there are arguments as to the "power" and "non-accountability"
of foundations. Once more I take the liberty of suggesting that the Committee
await the conclusions of the Peterson Commission on these points, offering at
this time only the following brief comments:

a. With respect to overall power to control resources, the S.E.C. reports that
as of June 1968 foundations held less than a third as much common and pre-
ferred stock as the private non-insured pension funds, and the trust department
of one New York bank manages almost as niany assets as are held by all
American foundations. Moreover, the 1065 Treasury Report on PrivateFounda-
tions noted that during the period 1950-1063, when the percentage of total cor-
porate Invested capital held by the pension funds increased more than seven
times. the foundations' percentages did not Increase at all.

b. With respect to foundation power over grant recipients, I have already
suggested that this Is a danger only If the foundation "birth rate" is suppressed
so as to foreclose the range of options open to those recipients.

c. With respect to power over the decision.making processes it the larger
society, I would submit that because their grant-making powers are quite
limited--annual foundation grants account for approximately 10/o of total char-
itable giving and amount to less than one percent of Federal government spend-
ing-the foundations cannot Impose new Ideas or approaches on the nation: they
can only point out alternative possibilities in the arts and sciences, or in health,
education and welfare, which other Institutions are free to accept or reject.
Some innovations demonstrated by the foundations--such as multi-stage rockets
or pre-school education for poverty children-have been embraced by public
Institutions. Other Innovations have been rejected and have dropped froni sight.
In the last analysis, the public-at-large decides

d. The point I have just made also relates to the question of "non-account-
ability." There Is, of course, no lack of accountability with respect to compliance
with statutory and fiduciary standards; on these law enforcement issues, founda-
tion managers must account to the appropriate federal and state government
agencler, whose power would be increased in important ways by H.R. 13270.
Accountability for the wisdom of grant-making decisions is another matter.
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If foundation trustees had to seek approval from a large stockholder-like
constituency, the foundations would lose some of their special capacity for
flexibility and risk-taking. In a larger sense, howw.ver, there is a form of
iccuntability: In the long run, as noted above, any foundation must win the
approval of the general public for its ideas and experiments If It wishes to see
them prevail.

Conclusion
Because the arguments in favor of diverting charitable gifts away from founda-

tions appear to lack logical or empirical support, and because there are strong
public policy reasons for maintaining a reasonable birth-rate among the larger
foundations, I respectfully suggest that this Committee

a. refrain from approving an appreciated property rule which discriminates
against foundations (section 201 (c) ), and

b. refrain front adopting the stock ownership prohibition (new code sec-
tion 4043), or at least minimize the deterrent Impact of such a prohibition
by substantially extending the deadline for divestiture beyond the five-year
period set forth in H.R. 13270.

As these two provisions now stand Iin MR. 13270, they are likely to Inflict
serious damage on our system of "private charitable enterprise," for that sys.
tern, as the President of Yale University has stated,

"Rests . . . on the great Importance of giving each new idea a chance to find
a sympathetic sponsor by offering It more than one doorbell to ring. Innovation
Is the essence of progress. 'Independence and variety are the essence of a free
society. Both seem to make It absolutely essential that an Idea, a person, an
Institution not be dependent on the ability to persuade or to please any single
source of support."

NoT.-Although this sta.?; ient grows out of my academic studies of tax
policy relating to philanthropy, for the purposes of full disclosure I should men-
tion that I also serve as the President of the Taconic Foundation, an organiza-
tion which owns no corporate control stock (alone or In combination with any
donor) and which is not likely to receive any such stock or any substantial gifts
of appreciated assets in the years to come, and therefore is not likely to be,
affected by the proposed legislation under discussion in this statement.-J. 0. S.

COOPERATIVE ASSISTANCE FUNDs
New York, N.Y., September 30, 1869.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONO,
Chairman, Commiittco on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DFAII M. OIIAIR3AN: I am writing this letter respectfully to request that the
Committee on Finance, in Its forthcoming report on H.R. 13270 (the Tax Reform
11111 of 1909), explicitly resolve certain questions about the status under the
bill of a new charitable organization, the Cooperative Assistance Fund.

The Fund was created in May, 1008 by a number of foundations to combat
poverty, prejudice and community deterioration by assisting members of poverty
and minority groups to improve their economic condition and also to have access
to Improved and integrated housing. The Fund will, among Its other activities,
make Investments which have a substantial potential for upgrading the economic
and housing opportunities available to such poverty and minority groups. In-
vestment funds will be made available to groups or persons who are not able
to obtain the required financing from conventional sources, in cases where the
Fund has determined that such an investment will further the charitable
objectives of the Fund.

The Fund will receive two types of contributions from the foundations and
other charitable organizations which support Its work: (a) "grant contributions,"
i.e., outright gifts which may be used by the Fund either for Its Investment
program or for Its other charitable activities, and (b) investmentt contributions,"
i.e., funds which are made available to the Fund for Its investment program and
which the "Investment contributor" may subsequently withdraw In an amount
Increased or decreased to reflect investment gains or losses. Seven foundations
and one national church have decided to participate in the Fund as grantt con-
tributors" or "Investment contributors"; other foundations and churches are
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contemplating participation. One officer from each of these contributing orga-.
nizations will serve as a Trustee of the Fund along with other Trustees.

The Internal Revenue Service has determined that the Fund is exempt under
Section 501 (c) (3), In a letter dated January 2, 199. The letter recites the fact
that the Fund, as one of its charitable activities, will make Investments of the
type described above. (A copy of the determination letter, together with copies
of the Fund's charter and by-laws, are enclosed.) *

The Fund will be able to receive support from the various private founda-
tions which wish to finance it only if it Is clear to all concerned that "grant
contributions" and "investment contributions" made to the Fund by such founda-
tions constitute "qualifying distributions' under the distribution-of-income re-
quirements of new Code Section 4942. It is our understanding that this conclusion
is correct for the following reasons, based on the language of subsection (g) (1)
of 'Section 4942:

(a) Such a "grant contribution" or "investment contribution" to the Fund would
constitute an "amount paid out to accomplish one or more purposes described in
section 170(c) (2) (B)", and an "investment contribution" to the Fund could also
be characterized as an "amount paid out to acquire an asset used (or held
for use) directly in carrying out one or more of the purposes described in section
170(e) (2) (B)."

(b) Such a contrlbtulon would not be made to "an organization controlled
(directly or Indirectly) by one or more disqualified persons (as defined in sec-
tion 4946) with respect to the foundation" (the foundation making the contribu-
tion). As noted above, an officer of each contributing foundation-a "disqualified
person" as to that foundation-serves on the Fund's Board of Trustees, but
does not "control" the Fund by so serving.

(c) Such a contribution would not be made to a "private foundation which is
not an operating foundation (as defined in subsection (J) (3))." The Fund, if it
Is a private foundation, will be an operating foundation as defined in new Code
subsection 4942(j) (3), since "substantially all" of its income will be spent to
carry out the investment program or other charitable activities of the Fund, and
"substantially more than half" of its assets will be represented by investments
made by the Fund to expand economic and housing opportunities for poverty
and minority groups in furtherance of the Fund's charitable purposes. Such
Investments are assets "devoted directly" to the "activities constituting the pur-
pose or function" of the Fund, within the meaning of subsection 4942(j) (3).

If our understanding, as expressed above, agrees with the Committee's under-
standing, we should be grateful for a clarifying statement to that effect in the
portion of the Committee's report dealing with Section 4D42. I take the liberty
of suggesting that it might read as follows:

"The Committee understands that foundations interested in investing funds
lit a manner which will promote charitable objectives, such as increasing eco-
nomic and housing opportunities for members of poverty and minority groups,
have adopted the device of forming a separately incorporated fund, qualifying
under section 501 (c) (3), for the purpose of engaging In such investing, along
with other charitable activities, on a coordinated and efficient basis. In the case
of one such organization which has been brought to the Committee's attention,
the Cooperative Assistance Fund, all or many of the sponsoring foundations have
a representative on the board of trustees of the fund, and contributions by the
sponsoring foundations to the fund are made either as outright grants, or as
'investment contributions', the Income or principal of which may be returnable
to the sponsoring foundation tinder certain conditions. Since the investments of
such a fund made in furtherance of Its charitable objectives are assets 'devoted
directly' to 'activities constituting the purpose of function for which it is organ-
Ized and operated', such a fund will ordinarily constitute an operating founda-
tion, and grants or 'investment contributions' to such a fund will ordinarily
constitute qualifying distributT-ns for purposes of section 4942."

The Committee's consideration of this request Is greatly appreciated.
Respectfully yours,

JoHN G. SIMON,
Trustee ol Coopcrativc Assistance Fund.

*The charter and by-laws are made a pari of the official files of the Committee.
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INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,
Washington, D.C., Jan. 2, 1969.

COOPERATIVE ASSISTANCE FUND,
New York, N.Y.

GENTLEMEN: We have considered your application for exemption from Federal
income tax under section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code.

The information submitted shows that you were created by several foundations
exempt under section 501(c) (3) to pursue some of their common purposes and
programs. Organizations exempt under section 501(c) (3) may become members
by making an investment contribution of at least $1,000,000 or an amount equal
to 2% of your investment assets, but not less than $100,000, or by making a grant
or grants in aggregate amount of not less than $100,000. Organizations making
investment contributions may, after 3 years, withdraw their investment plus any
proportionate increase in the assets or less any proportionate decrease in the
assets.

You were formed for the purpose of combating poverty, prejudice and com-
munity deterioration, by assisting members of poverty and minority groups to
improve themselves economically, and to have access to improved and integrated
housing. You will make investments which present substantial potential for an
economic upgrading of the poverty and minority groups involved, through the
providing of employment opportunities or otherwise, extending beyond the mere
rendering of assistance to the individuals in the enterprise.

You will conduct or support (1) job-training projects in urban and rural
poverty areas; (2) educational programs designed to enable members of minority
groups to enter fields of entrepreneurship, management, and advantageous
employment not generally entered by such persons; (3) promotion of open-
occupancy, nondiscriminatory housing; and (4) assistance to low and lower-
middle income families in obtaining improved housing.

If conventional sources are unable or unwilling to supply required capital,
you will make investments in (1) business enterprises located in urban ghetto
areas, or located outside of such areas but owned or operated by or employing
significant numbers of minority or poverty groups from urban areas; (2) housing
ventures for low-income or lower-middle income groups; (3) housing ventures
not limited to low-income or lower-middle income groups but having integration
as a major goal; (4) poverty area cooperative farming organizations and other
poverty area cooperative organizations in need of credit; (5) other enterprises
of an employment-creating nature located in rural poverty areas.

You also expect to make loans or equity-type financial assistance available
to individual members of poverty and minority groups who are in need of such
assistance in order to start or improve their own businesses or acquire existing
ones, and who are unable to obtain required "fnancing from conventional sources.
Furthermore you have indicated that in no event will you invest in a large,
financially strong, corporate enterprise.

Where it is in furtherance of your objectives, you will invest in or otherwise
support other exempt organizations conducting rehabilitation and training pro-
grams, churches running community development programs, small business
investment companies, local development corporations or development banks
formed specifically for the purpose of assisting poverty and minority group
individuals, and organizations established to provide credit for poverty area
rural cooperative organizations.

In selecting recipients for financial assistance, you will, where possible, work
with and rely on recommendations and referrals from, other organizations
engaged in rehabilitation and other training programs in which the individuals
to be aided have participated. In determining the potential of a particular assist-
ance program for economic upgrading of a poverty area or the minority group,
you will consult with organizations conducting research on economic opportuni-
ties for poverty and minority groups, and with churches and other section
501(c) (3) or governmental organizations operating antipoverty and anti-
Wscrimination programs.

You do not expect to have material control over the operation of the businesses
you aid, but will endeavor to prevent by contract a disposal of any businesses
aided by you in a manner which would frustrate your purposes.

On the basis of your purposes and proposed method of operation, as briefly
described above, it is our conclusion that you are exempt from Federal income
tax under section 501 (c) (3).
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In this ruling we are not determining whether any of your present or proposed
activities is an unrelated trade or business as defined in section 513 of the Code.

Though you have also considered the possibility of making investments in
certain businesses to induce them to relocate in ghetto areas to provide neces-
sary goods and services for residents you have advised us that you do not have
any immediate plans to engage in this activity. Therefore, until such time as
you can submit more information concerning this activity we will not rule on
whether it falls within the intendment of section 501 (c) (3) of the Code and the
Regulations thereunder.

This ruling is based on evidence that your funds are dedicated to the pur-
poses set out in section 501(c) (3). To assure your continued exemption, you
should maintain records to show that funds are expended only for those pur-
poses. In cases where the recipient organization is not exempt under section
501(c) (3), detailed records should be-kept to show the name and address of
each recipient; the amount distributed to each; the purpose for which the dis-
tribution was made; the manner in which the recipient was selected and the
relationship, if any, between the recipient and members, officers or trustees of
your organization. You should also keep adequate records regarding the share-
holders, officers and employees of the recipient organization to establish that
the purposes for which you were granted exemption are being accomplished. With
respect to distributions to intermediary organizations i.e., small business invest-
ment corporations and community development banks, adequate records should
be maintained to establish that the disbursements by such organization are ful-
filling your exempt purposes.

You are not required to file a Form 1120 income tax return, but if you are
subject to tax on unrelated business income under section 511 of the Code, you
must file Form 990-T. You are not liable for Federal unemployment taxes. You
are liable for social security taxes only if you have filed waiver of exemption
certificates as provided In the Federal Insurance Contributions Act. (Your Dis-
trict Director, will be glad to tell you more about the latter point.)

You are required to file the annual information return, Form 990-A, on or
before the 15th day of the fifth month after the close of your annual accounting
period which ends on December 31.

Donors may deduct contributions to you, as provided by section 170 of the
Code. Bequests, legacies, devises, transfers, or gifts to you or for your use are
deductible for Federal estate and gift tax purposes under sections 2055, 2100,
and 2522 of the Code.

If you change your purposes, character, or method of operation, please let your
District Director know, so that he may consider the effect on your exempt status.
Also, please keep him informed of any changes in your name or address.

We are informing your District Director of this ruling.
Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincierely,
LAWRENCE) B. JERaOM4

Chi-t, Exempt Organfzations Branch.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Raymond B. Ondov, member of the Hormel

Foundation.
I see you have a very interesting volume published here.

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND B. ONDOV, MEMBER, THE HORMEL
FOUNDATION

Mr. ONVov. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I should
like to have my full statement printed for the record. May I suggest
with regard to the volume which you have in front of you that it be
incorporated by reference to the Library of Congress catalog card No.
6628962.

The CHAIRMAi . I hope I can find time to read it. This is a very
interesting book. This is about the work of your foundation I am sure.

Mr. Omov. It is, and about the work of the company that the foun-
dation controls, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIN N. Yes.
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Mr. ONDOV. It is a complete history of the first 75 years of the
Hormel Co.

I am Raymond B. Ondov, Mr. Chairman, a member of the control-
ling body of the Hormel Foundation. I am also a resident of the city
of Austin, Minn.

This statement is made by the Hormel Foundation in its own behalf.
The foundation is a philanthropic organization incorporated under

the laws of the State of Minnesota in 1941 for religious, charitable,
scientific, literary, and educational purposes. The foundation is con-
cerned only with section 4943 of the Tax Reform Act.

This diverstiture provision would require the foundation to sur-
render control of the George A. Hormel & Co.

The foundation presently owns approximately 10 percent of the
voting stock of the Hormel Co., but in addition it is the trustee of
various Hormel family trusts, which own approximately 47 percent
of the voting stock.

The income is paid to various Horinel family members for their
lifetime and upon their death the foundation becomes the absolute
beneficiary.

Some trusts require that approximately 10 percent of the stSrk is
to be distributed to certain members of the Hormel family upon the
death of Mrs. J. C. Hormel, who is now 73 years of age.

Upon the death of the family members, the foundation will then
own absolutely 47.817 percent of the stock. The income which is paid
to the family members at the present time is fully taxable, and there
is no tax avoidance involved.

George A. Hormel & Co. is a member 'of the meat packing
industry and its history is set out in the volume. previously referred
to entitled "In Quest of Quality."

The company's stock has been listed or traded on 2 major public
stock exchanges since sometime prior to 1930. There are 2,380,248 shares
of stock outstanding which are owned by over 2,800 stockholders
throughout the Nation.

The Foundation has not engaged in any self-dealing. It makes no
loans to the company, and there are no competitive advantages which
accrue to the benefit of the Hormel Co. because of the ownership by
the Foundation.

The Foundation distributes its income on a current basis, and sub-
stantially all of its income is distributed for sustaining the programs
of the Hormel Institutc which is a unit of the graduate school of
the University of Minnesota.

The Hormel Foundation was created in the year 1941. The Hormel
Institute as a graduate school of the university was created in 1942.
The full controlling interests of the Hormel Co.'s stock was given
irrevocably to the Hormel Foundation in 1954 upon the death of Mr.
Jay C. Hormel.

The Institute, the Hormel Institute receives its financial support not
only from the Hormel Foundation but from many other Federal and
State agencies. The Foundation has disbursed over $600,000 in excess
of the income that it has received to support its charitable endeavors.

During its lifetime it has disbursed over $4.5 million to various
educational purposes and to charities. This Foundation makes no gifts
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or contributions to individuals. It always makes its contributions to
other tax-exempt organizations and of course specifically the Universi-
ty of Minnesota.

The founders of the Foundation and of the Hormel Company never
served on the Foundation board. The Foundation has never engaged
in any speculative trading activities. It has not and does not lend
money to anyone. It has no unproductive assets except a very small
tract of ground upon which the Horiel Institute is located. It has
never attempted to influence legislation nor the results of a public
election.

It never engages in financial transactions unrelated to its charitable
purposes. It submits all its required reports to the Federal and state
authorities including the State of Minnesota and its financial state-
ments are audited.

The Foundation obviously was created primarily for charitable and
educational purposes, and I have already alluded to those. The sec-
ondary purpose of the Hormel Foundation was to preserve the status,
welfare and independence of the people of the city of Austin,Minnesota.

The city of Austin, Minnesota is populated by 28,000 people. It is
in a county of 48,000. Ti area, is agricultural. It is a one-industry city,
which is completely dependent upon the existence of the Hormel Com-
pany in its present location.

The general executive offices of the company and its largest and
oldest meat packing plant are located in Austin. The company em-
ploys over 5,000 people out, of its Austin facilities. The standard of
living is high and the home ownership is extremely high because of
the economic stability provided by the company's location.

In order to protect this community in which the company was con-
ceived and nurtured and developed, the Hormels vested controlling
interest of the company in the Foundation. The Foundation board is
composed of 7 members. The articles require that all of these 7 mem-
bers must have their chief financial interests in the vicinity of Austin,
Minn.

It is also required that a majority of them be residents and free-
holders of Mower County, Minn., and Mower County is the county
seat in which Austin is located.

The bylaws of the Foundation require it to maintain the manage-
ment in the company and the control which is interested in the pur-
poses of the Foundation and the welfare of the community.

In order to accomplish this, the Foundation is instructed to invest
in Hormel Co. stock when money and shares are available.

The present act will completely destroy these purposes.
The founders have been dead for many years. The establishment

of control became irrevocable in 1946 when George A. Hormel and his
wife died, and in 1954 conclusively when Jay C. Horiel, their son,
died.

There is no method available presently to preserve the honorable
intentions of Mr. Horinel, his wife and his son. The founders of the
company greatly feared a takeover by industry giants, and the re-
sultant calamity to the Foundation and to this community. They estab-
lished by honorable means a solution for the preservation of their fine
ideals.
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The present Act provides the avenue of destruction and open the
doors to leave the community destitute. In recent years many members
of the meat industry have been taken over and acquired by alien
interests. The Hormel Company possesses all of the desiredi factors
making it vulnerable to a take-over.

When such an event occurs we believe that the company's general
offices which are located in Austin wollld be removed from Austin,
Minn., and that the plant facilities would be substantially reduced
or completely eliminated.

Such a risk is too enormous to take. The impact of such probable ac-
tions simply should not have to be faced. There would be public and

private chaos caused by the tragic uprooting of families from thislocati on.
This calamity can be avoided without disturbing the purposes and

effectiveness of the act.. We believe the stockholding limitation could
be removed in its entirety. Then enact the remaining restrictive meas-
ures which would fully accomplish the objectives of the Congress.

It must be remembered that divestiture provisions will produce no
revenue. We agree the abuses should be stopped and we agree with
Chairman Long that if flagrant abuses occur you should tax the eye-
balls off them, but it is equally obvious that you intend then to tax
the eyeballs off the guilty only and not off the innocent. Why then
should you order divestiture by the innocent? Mr. Clhirman, and mem-
bers of the committee, do not tar us with someone else's sticky brush.

No case has been made to prove that control by a, foundation is evil
per se. Some argument is advanced that it will be easier to administer
foundation law if control is eliminated. The House bill provides reve-
nue for administration, the enlargement of reporting and disclosure
rules, the elimination of self-dealing and current income distribution.
We fail to see, what is gained by divestiture.

The bill in its present form convicts and sentences us along with
other meritorious foundations without any trial whatsoever much
less even a fair trial, and without any evidence that, we are guilty of
any violation of any law either moral or legal.

We are even denied any presumption of innocence by its provisions.
Senator Dirksen told me that tax reform should be designed to

establish greater equity in the tax laws. I submit to you that
equitable principles have never condoned punitive measures against
the innocent.

I note in the record an amendment to this tax bill which has been
proposed by Senator Miller. This is amendment No. 222, which was
presented on October 3, 1969. This amendment will relieve our prob-
lem created by the Iouse-passed bill. We believe the amendment,
coupled with the other provisions of the House bill, which I have
referred to previously, will accomplish the intent and purpose of
Congress to eliminate abuses in the tax-exempt foundation area. We
support that amendment.

On the other hand, if Senator Miller's amendment fails to meet
with your approval, we respectfully request a grandfather clause or
exception whu ch would permit our foundation and other meritorious
foundations to retain its holdings. The Act presently contains two such
exceptions on page 83 of the bill in paragraphs (A) tind (B), and it
thus recognizes our suggested philosophy.
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We respectfully request a similar exception which can be easily
drafted for the Hormel Foundation.

We support these exceptions in the House bill, because it is one of
the ways by which the House does recognize the benefit of foundations
to our society, and that there are foundations worthy of fair and
equitable treatment.

I believe it is also an admission by the House that control is not evil
per se.

We would respectfully request one further modification in para-
graph 5(B) on page 84 of the bill, which would permit a family
member to serve not on the foundation board but on the controlled
company's board of directors.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ANDERSON. I have been interested in the Hormel Founda-

tion for a long time. At one time some 40 years ago, Mr. Hormel, Sr.,
went on a trip around the world, and the younger Hormel was placed
in charge of it. He came to us and told us that from the profits he
went around the world again.

(Mr. Ondov's prepared statement follows :)

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND B. ONDOV ON BEHALF OF THE HORMEL FOUNDATION

SUMMARY

1. This statement is made by The Hormal Foundation in its own behalf. The
Foundation is a philanthropic organization incorporated under the Laws of the
State of Minnesota in December, 1041, for religious, charitable, scientific, liter-
ary or educational purposes.

2. The Foundation is concerned only with Section 4943 of H.R. 13270, pages
34 and following. This divestiture provision will require the Foundation to
surrender control of the Geo. A. Hormel & Company.

3. The Foundation owns approximately 10 per cent of the voting stock of the
Hormel Company, but in addition it is the trustee of various Hormel family
trusts which own approximately 47 per cent of the voting stock. Some trusts
require that approximately 10 per cent of the stock is to be distributed to
certain members of the Hormal family. Upon the death of the family members,
the Foundation will own absolutely 47.817 per cent of the stock.

4. Geo. A. Hormel & Company is a member of the meat packing industry.
The company's stock has been listed or traded on two major stock exchanges
since prior to 1930. There are 2,380,248 shares outstanding which are owned
by over 2800 stockholders.

5. The Foundation has not engaged in self-dealing.
0. The Foundation distributes its income on a current basis. Substantially all

of its income is distributed for sustaining The Hormel Institute which is a unit
of the graduate school of the University of Minnesota. This Institute receives
financial support from other federal and state agencies as well as private
Pntitles.

The Foundation has disbursed over $600,000.00 more than the income it has
received in support of its charitable endeavors.

The Foundation makes no gifts or contributions to individuals.
7. The founders of the Foundation and of the Hormel Company never served

on the Foundation board. James C. Hormel, grandson of Geo. A. Hormel and
son of Jay C. Hormel, is the only family member to serve on the Hormel Com-
pany board of directors and the Foundation board. He resigned August 11, 1969,
in order to preserve and protect the Foundation and the City of Austin,
Minnesota.

& The Foundation has never engaged in speculative trading activities.
9. In the first few years of existence the Foundation borrowed small sums

on a short term basis to meet its commitments. However, it has been approxi-
mately twenty years since the last borrowing was paid. The Foundation has
not and does not lend money to anyone.
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10. The Foundation has no unproductive assets except a small tract upon
which The Hormel Institute is located and another two acres of negligible value.

11. The Foundation has never attempted to influence legislation or a public
election.

12. The Foundation never engages in financial transactions unrelated to its
charitable purposes.

13. The Foundation submits all required reports to federal and state author-
ities and its financial statements are audited.

14. The Foundation was created primarily for charitable and educational
purposes. It has performed in outstanding fashion with integrity and honor.15. The City of Austin, Minnesota, is populated by 28,000 people, in a county
of 48,000. The area is agricultural. It is a one-industry city completely dependent
for its existence upon the Hormal Company. The general executive offices of the
company and its largest and oldest meat packing plant are located here. The
company employs over 5000 people in its Austin facilities. The standard of living
is high and home ownership is extremely high because of the economic stability
provided by the company.

In order to protect the community in which the company was conceived,
nurtured and developed by the Hormels, the founders vested controlling stock
interest in the Foundation.

The Foundation board is composed of seven members, all of whom must have
their chief financial interests in the vicinity of Austin, Minnesota, and a majority
of whom must be residents and freeholders of Mower County, Minnesota. (Austin
is the county seat of Mower County.) The by-laws of the Foundation require It
to maintain management in the company and a control which is interested in
the purposes of the Foundation and the welfare of the community. In order
to accomplish this, the Foundation is instructed to invest in Hormel Company
stock when money and shares are available.

The present Act will completely destroy these purposes.
The founders of the company greatly feared a take over by industry giants

and the resultant calamity to Foundation and the community. They established
by honorable means a solution for the preservation of their fine ideals. The present
act provides the avenue of destruction and opens the doors to leave a community
destitute.

In recent years many members of the meat industry have been taken over and
acquired by alien interests. The Hormel Company possesses all of the desired
factors making it vulnerable to a take over. When such event occurs we believe
the company's general offices would be removed and the plant facilities sub-
stantially reduced or completely eliminated. Who can afford to take such
enormous risk? The impact of such probable actions are enormous. There would
be public and private chaos caused by the tragic uprooting of families from this
location.

The calamity can be avoided without disturbing the purpose and effectiveness
of the Act. We believe the stockholding limitation could be removed In its
entirety, enact the remaining measures and accomplish the objective.

An alternative would be to provide a "Grandfather Clause" or exception which
would permit the Foundation to retain its holdings. The Act presently contains
two exceptions on page 83, In paragraphs (A) and (B), and it thus recognizes
the suggested philosophy. We respectfully request a similar exception for the
Hormel Foundation.

We also respectfully request a modification in paragraph 5 (B), page 84, which
would permit a family member to serve on the controlled company's board of
directors.

It is our understanding that this Tax Reform Act is designed to establish
greater equity in the tax laws; however, the divestiture provisions create a new
gross inequity in our case. Equitable principles have never condoned punitive
measures against the innocent.

We like not the role of prophets of doom. We prefer to be citizens of a small
community with visions of hope and faith in its future.

STATEMENT

1. This statement is made by The Hormel Foundation in its own behalf. The
Foundation is a philanthropic organization incorporated under the laws of the
State of Minnesota in December, 1941, for religious, charitable, scientific, literary
or educational purposes.
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2. Principal area of cotcrn.m-The principal concern of the Foundation relates
to Section 4943 of H.R. 13270 found at pages 34 and following theieof. This section
permits a private foundation together with disqualified persons (as defined In
Section 4940 on page 47 thereof) to hold a maximum of twenty per cent of the
voting stock in an incorporated business. These provisions will force the Founda-
tion to divest Itself of a substantial amount of the common stock of Geo. A.
Hormel & Company the effect of which will destroy the objects and purposes of
the Foundation. Paragraph 6 herein sets forth the detail with regard to this
area of concern.

3. Prinolpal source of inconic.-The Foundation's principal source of Income
is received in the form of dividends from its principal asset, namely, 239,258
shares of the common stock of Geo. A. Horniel & Company. This stockholding
represents 10.052 per cent of the total outstanding common stock of Geo. A.
Hormel & Company. (Geo. A. H1orinel & Company shall herein be referred to
as Hormel Company.)

4. Details of otwnership, vested rcmainader interests and voting right8.-In
addition to said shares which are owned outright by tile Foundation, It is the
trustee of various trusts containing 1,119,016 shares of conimon stock of the
Hormel Company which represents an additional 47.012 per cent of the total
outstanding common stock of the liormel Company. Details relative to these
trust holdings is found in Appen dix A attached. The Foundation as trustee votes
these shares at Horniel Company stockholders' meetings. The life beneficiaries
of these various trusts are family members of Jay C. Ilormel as explained In
Exhibit A. The life Income paid these beneficiaries is fully taxable as in any
private trust and no income tax avoidance occurs. Upon the death of the falilly
members the Foundation will own absolutely and clear of any restriction 47.817
per cent of tie outstanding common stock of the Hormel Company.

Geo. A. Hormel & Company has a total outstanding common stock of 2,380,248
shares. There is no other stock or debentures issued by the llorinl Company.
Of this total stock 1,021,974 shares are publicly held and less than 2 per cent L4
held by directors, officers, and their families. O'eo. A. l1ormel & Company stock
has been listed or traded on the Mid-West and American Stock Exchanges (or
their predecessors) continuously since prior to 1930. ThIt company was incor-
porated under the laws of the State of Delaware ili 1928. As of a current date
the company had 2880 stockholders.

5. Relative to other provisions of Jf.R. 13270.-The Foundation expresses no
concern relative to other provisions of .1R. 13270 mentioned hereafter because:

5. (A) The Foundation has never engaged in any self-dealing practices.
(Section 4941, page 17.) The only possible exception might be with regard
to the personal home of Jay C. lHormel. Tie Will of Jay C. liormel, a sub-
stantial contributor to the Hormel Foundation, deceased on August 30, 1954,
gave all of his real estate In Mower County, Minnesota, to the Hormel
Foundation, including his homestead, subject to the right of his wife and
each of his three sons to buy or lease the premises. One of the sons exercised
the right to buy a part of the land, including the hoinesi 'ad, paying part cash
and the balance on a note secured by a first mortgage. The note and mortgage
were paid in full on August 20, 19,58. Under the right in the Will, the son
leased another part of the land, and then re-leased it to the Hormel Founda-
tion for its continued use by and under agreement with the University of
Minnesota.

5. (B) (1) The Foundation has not failed to distribute its income and It
consistently distributes Its income on a very current basis. (Section 4942,
page 25.) The donee or recipient of the most substantial moneys of the Foun-
dation Is the University of Minnesota. In less than one year after the incor-
poration of the Foundation, a formal Agreement was executed between the
University of Minnesota and the Foundation for the establishment of The
Hormel Institute as a unit of Tihe Graduate School of the University of
Minnesota. A copy of this Agreement is attached hereto as Appendix I.
The purpose of The Hormel Institute Is to promote education and research
and this purpose has always been productively followed. The Institute has
achieved such an outstanding reputation that today many federal, state and
private entitles contribute to its programs of education and research. Its
current budget exceeds one million dollars a year. In 1907 the Foundation
committed itself to provide a minimum of one million dollars to the Univer-
sity of Minnesota for the programs of The Hormel Institute. At the present
time the unpaid portion of this commithnent is $800,000.00.
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5. (B) (2) From the date of Its Incorporation until November 30, 1968, the
total Income of the Foundation is equal to $4,055,803.32. For this same
period administrative expenses have totalled $43,465.60. During this same
period the Foundation has disbursed the total of $4,033,510.77 to promote
the educational and scientific projects of The Iormel Institute and In con-
tributions to other tax exempt charitable, educational, religious and scientific
organizations. Consequently, It can be seen that these Foundation disburse-
ments have far exceeded its total income and that Its administrative expenses
are negligible. It should be noted here that the total remuneration to each
of the controlling members of the Foundation has never exceeded the amount
of $25.00 per meeting and generally has not exceeded the sum of $300.00
per year. The Foundation never makes a gift or contribution to any Indi-
vidual nor to any entity which is not tax exempt. For instance, the Founda-
tion has made and is making contributions to the National Merit Scholarship
Program and is committed to make contributions to this program over the
next four years estimated at $70,725.00. Examples of other recipients of
contributions are shown on Appendix C attached hereto. Additional Informa-
tion relative to The Hormel Institute is contained In Appendix D attached
hereto.

5. (0) (1) At no time did Geo. A. Hormel who founded Gee. A. Hormel
& Company nor any member of his family ever serve on the board of The
lIormel Foundation. At no time did his son Jay C. Hormel nor any member
of his family ever serve on the board of The Hormel Foundation, except his
son James C. Hormel who became a member of the board on August 15, 1960
and resigned on August 11, 1969, for the reasons hereinafter set forth.

5. (0) (2) Since the death of Jay C. Hormel on August 30, 1054, no member
of the families of either Geo. A. Hormel or Jay C. ITormel have served as
an officer or director of Geo. A. Hormel & Company except James C. Hormel
who became a member of the board of diectors on February 15, 1060, and
resigned on August 11, 1909, for the reasons hereinafter set forth.

5. (D) (1) The Foundation has never made Investments which would
jeopardize its charitable purposes nor in any way engage In speculative
trading activities. (Section 4944, page 42) All cash received by the Founda-
tion has been invested in government securities or In nominal purchases of
common stock of Geo. A. Hormel & Company. The Foundation has never sold
any of the Horniel Company stock. The Foundation has received shares of
stock of other companies which it has retained in its portfolio.

5. (D) (2) The Foundation has never borrowed money from anyone nor
has it ever loaned any money to anyone, except in the minor instances shown
in Appendix H.

5. (D) (3) The Foundation has no unproductive assets except the small
tract of real estate upon which The Hormel Institute Is located and another
tract of real estate of approximately two acres which has a negligible value.

5. (E) The Foundation has never expended any money for those Items
classified as "taxable expenditures" in Section 4945, page 43. It has never
attempted to influence legislation or to influence the outcome of any public
election. It has never made a grant to an Individual for any purpose.

5. (F) The Foundation has never engaged in any financial transactions
unrelated to its charitable purposes nor has It ever had any unrelated
business Income.

5. (G) The Foundation has always made all required reports to federal
and state agencies. It maintains meticulous records of all of its activities
and its financial statements have been audited by Ernst & Ernst.

0. Details of Principal Area of Conccrn.-
0.(A) The Horel Foundation Is managed by wven members whose names

and titles are found In Appendix R. As previously stated, no Horniel has ever
been Involved In the management of the Foundation except James C. Hormel.
Appendfx R also contains the names of the board of directors of Geo. A. Hormel
& Company.

6. (B) The assets of the Foundation are shown In Appendix F. The Foundation
is a relatively small one. Substantially all of the Foundation's assets were given
to It by three people, namely, Geo. A. Hormel, founder of Geo. A. Hormel &
Company; his wife, Lillian B. IHormel; and their son, Jay C. Hormel. The details
of the Foundation's ownership of stock and Its ultimate ownership of Hormel
Company stock have previously been recited.
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6.(0) It is apparent that the primary purpose for establishing The Hormel
Foundation was philanthropic. Geo. A. Hormel and Jay C. Hormel were very
remarkable men. Both were Imbued with a spirit of loyalty and dedication to
reinvest in the betterment and welfare of their employees, the community of
Austin, Minnesota, and our society in general.

Because of the philosophies of Geo. A. Hormel and Jay C. Hormel, the company
has been a leader in establishing generous programs for the welfare of its
employees including the guaranteed annual wage, production pay, profit sharing
and the like.

The establishment of the Foundation and The Hormel Institute were additional
evidences of the Hormels' generosity and desire to help and improve the less
fortunate and our society.
6. (D). The Foundation's record proves that it has truly fulfilled the role which

Congress Intended when tax exemption was granted. The Foundation's manage-
ment does not neglect their charitable duties. On the contrary, the Foundation's
record establishes the imaginative and productivA talent and energy contributed
to its programs. Furthermore, there Is not and cannot be any suggestion made
that the corporate business is run in such a way that It unfairly competes with
other businesses whose owners must pay taxes on the Income they realize. It is
not guilty of any of the abuses which have recently received notoriety. In spite
of this good record, the divestiture provisions of the tax reform bill will cause
great and severe hardship to the Foundation's objectives.

6.(U) Submitted with this statement is a recently published book entitled "In
Quest of Quality" authored by Richard Dougherty. This book is an excellent
history of Hormel's first 75 years. A brief scanning of the index and the book's
pages will reveal more about the people of the Hormel Company, the City of
Austin and the phenomenal growth of the Hormel Company than anything this
statement could establish. This is the company upon which the stability of the
Foundation has been and Is'based. This Is the outstanding company upon which
the Foundation relies to meet Its commitments and to accomplish its charitable
and educational objectives. If the Foundation is forced to divest itself of the
substantial stockholdings in this company, It must then reinvest the assets which
It owns and those which it holds as trustee. This involves unnecessary risk, specu-
lation and expense. Neither the Foundation nor the trust beneficiaries should
be forced to face these unknown elements.

0.(F) (1) A secondary, yet extremely important purpose of the Foundation
is to hold and return the controlling stock Interest in the Hormel Company for
the benefit of those communities in which the company has established plants or
processing facilities. This is particularly true of Austin, Minnesota. Geo. A. Hor-
mel and Jay C. Hormel and members of their respective families had and have
an Intense loyalty to this community.

It is, here they lived, their families were born and raised and its is here they
are buried. It is here that Geo. A. Horniel & Company was conceived, born,
nurtured and developed.

0.(F) (2) Austin, Minnesota, is a county seat community of 28,000 people,
situated in a county of 48,000 people in the Southeastern part of the State. It
is ten miles from the Iowa border and one hundred miles from Minneapolis-
St. Paul. The surrounding area Is agricultural. Rochester is fifty miles to the
Northeast. Austin and Rochester are the two largest cities lying South of the
Twin Cities. Austin is classified as a one-industry city because its entire economy
is dependent on the Hormel Company. The general executive offices and the
company's largest and oldest meat packing plant are located here. The company
employs over 5,000 people in Austin. The standard of living is high and home
ownership extremely high because of the economic stability of the company.
6. (F) (3) The Hormels felt a tremendous obligation to protect and preserve

this community which they had fostered and which was solely dependent for
its continued existence on the company they had created. The Hormel Founda-
tion was an available and convenient entity for this purpose and they thus placed
this honorable and awesome responsibility upon the Foundation's management.
To accomplish this great purpose, the Hormels developed a plan whereby the
Foundation would presently hold and ultimately own a controlling stock in the
company. The method used has been previously set forth. Evidence of this objec-
tive is found in the Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws of the Foundation.
Article III states:

"The membership of this corporation shall be composed of not less than five nor
more than fiften members, one-third of whom shall be competent business men,
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one of whom must be an experienced attorney-at-law, all of whom shall be per-
sons whose chief financial interests shall be within the City of Austin and vicinity,
of Mower County, Minnesota, and a majority must be residents and freeholders
of said county . . ."

Section VII of the By-Laws states:
"As the income of the Hormel Foundation consists almost wholly of dividends

on shares of stock of Hormel Inc., a Minnesota corporation, and Geo. A. Hormel
& Co., a Deleware corporation, the ability of the Hormel Foundation to carry
on the purposes for which it was organized depends upon maintaining for those
corporations a management and control which is sound and which is interested
in the purposes of this Foundation and the welfare of this community. In order
to maintain such control, investments of The Hormel Foundation on its own
behalf, or as trustee, should be in shares of stock of the above Companies when-
ever additional shares are available, and otherwise should be in liquid invest-
ments so that the Foundation may be in a position to purchase such additional
shares whenever they may become available."

Certainly there should be nothing but praise and commendation for the high
principles of such a plan and purpose. There was not, nor is any evil in using
the Foundation as the means to fulfill this objective. If the Hormels had any
suspicion that Congress would one day attempt to nullify and destroy this means,
they would have prescribed another method. Jay C. Hormel died on August 30,
1954, and this plan became irrevocable. Geo. A. Hormel and his wife died in
1946. If Congress forces divestiture upon the Foundation, there Is no way to
preserve the intentions of the Hormels to protect this community.

6.(F) (4) The Hormels had a great fear that a giant in industry would
swallow their well-run, profitable company which would result in disaster to this
community. In this day of conglomerate takeover, this is no idle fear. In recent
years the meat packing industry has been the target of numerous takeovers.
Wilson & Company was acquired by Ling-Temeo-Vought John Morrell & Co. was
acquired by A M K, Cudahy is controlled by U. S. Smelting. Hygrade has been
acquired. International Packers was acquired by Deltec International, Bryan
Bros. by Consolidated Foods and Nat. During by Holiday Inns. Armour & Co.
had substantial interests acquired by General Host and Greyhound. Swift & Co.
and others have been approached for similar purposes. The Hormel Company
has not been overlooked. For some years last past and periodically to date the
company has been investigated by acquisition minded corporations or groups.
However, because the Foundation holds voting control of the company no further
action is taken. The Hormel Company would be particularly vulnerable to take-
over. In the May-June 1969 issue of Harvard Business Review, page 93, appears
an article entitled "Is Your Company a Takeover Target". The article contains
formula indicator for self evaluation. The factors included are liquidity, debt
position, price/earnings ratio and earnings stability. It says, "Emperical evidence
suggests that there is cause for management concern when a company's total
score approaches 50, or when any two factors score above the danger line." When
we use the formula and table provided, the Hormel Company's score Is 78, or
well above the 50 mark, and In addition, three factors score above the danger
line. (See computation in Appcndix 0.)

Furthermore, the Hormel Company Is more profitable than other companies
In the industry. For example, the ratio between its pre-tax earnings and its
assets for 1968 Is 17.55 per cent as compared with the following:

Percent
Iowa Beef Packers ------------------------------------------ 16.42
Wilson & Co ----------------------------------------------- 12.21
Armour --------------------------------------------------- 8.87
Swift ----------------------------------------------------- 3.64
Cudahy --------------------------------------------------- 11.82

The Hormel Company's balance sheet indicates that It could develop additional
debt leverage.

A small percentage of stock Is owned by officers and directors and their
families.

The liquidity of the company is welt known. Fortune magazine listed it as one
of a group of cash-rich companies. At year-end 1968 the company had $25 million
in cash and government securities out of total assets of $108 million. A takeover
of the Hormel Company by alien interests is inevitable. With new management
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also comes changes in scope and purpose together with the tragic loss of long.
standing identity and fulfillment of long and well established purposes and ideals.

6.(F) (5) The Foundation has great fear of such a disaster, its implications
and consequences. This fear is not for itself, but rather to this fine community
and area. A takeover would undoubtedly result in the removal of the company's
general offices from Austin, Minnesota, together with either a substantial reduc-
tion of operations In the Austin plant or a complete elimination of this plant
location. The impact of such potential actions are enormous. The entire economy
of this community and much of this area of Minnesota is dependent on the opera-
tions of the company here. There would be public and private chaos caused by
the tragic uprooting of families from this location. Small communities across the
nation search diligently for methods of gaining new jobs to stabilize their eco-
nomic structure. Austin has an outstanding history of stability. However, the
proposed unnecessary action of the Tax Reform Bill will frustrate and destroy
the secure sanctity of thousands of homes and the obliteration of purposeful
ideals.

0.(F) (6) The Foundation believes that this calamity can be avoided without
jeopardizing either the substance or effect of the Tax Reform provisions. It
appears that the committee could eliminate the stockholding limitation entirely,
enact the other measures which are In the bill and accomplish the desired
objective.

On the other hand, by the simple expedient of a "Grandfather Clause" the
chaotic results can be avoided. H.R. 13270, page 83, contains such a clause in
paragraphs (A) and (B). Therefore, we see that the House of Representatives
has approved and recognized the merit and philosophy of such a clause in two
specific situations. However, neither of these exceptions will protect our Founda-
tion or community. The Foundation respectfully requests a third exception be
added which would not require The Hormel Foundation to divest itself of Geo. A.
Hormel & Company stock.

0.(F) (7) In the Tax Reform Bill, under the title Stubchapter F-Exempt Or-
ganization8, page 84, paragraph 5(B) is a provision prohibiting a family mem-
ber from serving on a Foundation board or the board of directors of a controlled
corporation. James C. Hormel, grandson of Geo. A. Hormel and son of Jay C.
Hormel has been serving on the Foundation board and the board of directors of
the Hormel Company. Upon becoming advised of said restriction, Mr. Hormel
submitted his resignation from both boards on August 11, 1969, effective Immedi-
ately. Mr. Hormel had gained the respect of the members of both boards for his
integrity and able contributions. With profound regret his resignations were
accepted. He resigned his positions in the same spirit and with the same loyalty
which motivated his grandfather and father to establish the Foundation, namely,
that the charitable purposes of the Foundation pre-empt personal prestige and
desires, and that nothing should jeopardize the welfare or economy of our small
community which Hormels are responsible for creating, developing and sustain-
tig. We respectfully request a change In this section which would permit a family
member to serve on the controlled corporation's board.

7. Judgnwnt should be based on performance.-
7.(A) We submit that the record of the Foundation is free of all of the evils

which are sought to be eliminated by the Tax Reform Bill, and this fine record
will continue without any danger of such evils even though the Foundation
continues to hold controlling interest in the Hormel Company.

Furthermore, the fact that some members of the Board of Directors of the
Hormel Company also serve on the Foundation board has not in any way had an
adverse effect on the income available to the Foundation from dividends. The
dividend record establishes this. Another safeguard is the fact that there are
over 2800 other stockholders of the Hormel Company, all of whom are the normal
investors seeking adequate returns on their investments.

7. (B) There are no tax avoidance schemes involved nor is there any loss of
public tax revenues by reason of the Foundation's control.

7. (0) The impressive and productive use of the Foundation's income proves
that its primary purposes have not been restricted or limited by reason of the
control of a commercial enterprise.

Finally, there is no competitive advantage possessed or used by the Foundation
or the Hormel Company over other industries or businesses.

8. Oonclusion.-The matters submitted herein established that the divestiture
provision of the Tax Reform Bill should not be enacted into law; on the other
hand if the provision is retained, then appropriate exceptions should be enacted
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which would not require The Hormel Foundation to divest itself of its con-
trolling stock interest in the Hormel Company and also permit a Hormel Family
member to serve on the Hormel Company board of directors.

It is our understanding that the Tax Reform Act of 1969 is designed to
establish greater equity in the tax laws. Equitable principles have never condoned
punitive measures against the innocent. The gross inequity heaped upon The
Hormel Foundation can be remedied without disturbing this Act's effectiveness
and purpose. We respectfully request relief from the extreme hardships imposed
by the Act in order to preserve our community and the home of Hormel.

APPENDIX A

THE HORMEL FOUNDATION

(A) The Foundation, as trustee of a charitable trust created under the Last
Will and Testament of Gee. A. Hormel who died on June 5, 1940, holds 23,046
shares or .993 per cent of the total outstanding common stock. All moneys received
are used for charitable and educational purposes.

(B) The Foundation, as trustee of Jay C. Hormel Trust No. 1 (which is an
inter vivos trust created by Jay 0. Hormel on July 10, 1934), and as trustee of
Jay 0. Hormel Trusts Nos. 101, 102, 103, 201, 202, 203, 301, 302 and 303 (which
are inter vivos trusts created by Jay C. Hormel on December 26, 1050) holds
810,138 shares or 34.030 per cent of the total outstanding common stock. Jay C.
Hormel died on August 30, 1954. The income from these trusts is payable to the
wife and descendants of Jay 0. Hormel for life and such income is fully taxable
when received by the beneficiaries as in the case of any other private trusts.
There is absolutely no tax avoidance. Upon the death of said wife and descendants
all of said stock becomes the absolute property of The Hormel Foundation.

(C) The Foundation, as trustee of Geo. A. Hormel Trusts Nos. 3, 4, 5, and 0
(which are inter vivos trusts created by Geo. A. Hormel on October 20, 1934)
holds 18,480 shares, and as trustee of a trust created under the Last Will and
Testament of Jay 0. Hormel, holds 22.840 shares, or a total of 41,320 shares or
1.730 per cent of the total outstanding common stock. The income from these
Gee. A. Hormel trusts is payable to the wife and sons of Jay C. Hormel for life;
the income from this Jay C. Hormel trust is payable to a sister.in-law of Jay C.
Hormel for her life; the income is fully taxable when received by the beneficiaries
as in the case of any other private trusts. There is absolutely no tax avoidance.
Upon the death of said beneficiaries, all of said stock becomes the absolute prop-
erty of the Hormel Foundation.

(D) Upon the deaths of the above-mentioned life income beneficiaries the
Foundation will own absolutely 1,090,722 shares or 45.924 per cent of the total
outstanding stock of the Hormel Company, plus it will hold as trustee of the
charitable trust referred to in paragraph (A) above 23,040 shares or .993 per
cent of the total outstanding stock for a combined total of 1,114,308 shares or
48.817 per cent of the total outstanding stock.

(B) The Foundation as trustee of Geo. A. Hormel Trusts Nos. 13 and 14, which
are inter vivos trusts created on December 23, 1043, and Lillian B. Hormel Trusts
Nos. 1 and 2 which are inter vivos trusts created on February 19, 1940, and the
trust created under the Last Will and Testament of Lillian B. Hormel dated
February 19, 1940, holds 243,906 shares or 10,247 per cent of the total out-
standing common stock of the Hormel Company. The life beneficiary of these
trusts is Genmaine D. Hormel, widow of Jay C. Hormel. Upon her death the
total stock will be distributed to the descendants of Jay C. Hormel. These trusts
are fully taxable. The Foundation will receive no ownership in these shares.

APPENDIX It

M IEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE HORMEL FOUNDATION AND UNIVERSITY
OF MIINNESOTA ESTABLISHINO THE HORMEL INSTITUTE, AUSTIN, MINN., AS A
UNIT OF TIlE GRADUATE SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

Meinorandum of Agreement between The Hornel Foundation, a corporation
organized under the laws of the State of Minnesota, for religious, charitable,
scientific, literary, and educational purposes, with its principal office in Mower

33-865 0-69-pt. 6--42
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County, Minnesota, hereinafter called the Foundation, and Regents of the Uni-
versity of Minnesota, a con.stitutoial educational corporation of the State of
Minnesota having its principal office of business at Minneapolis, Hennepin County,
Minnesota, hereinafter called the University.

Whereas, the Foundation now possesses certain Income-producing securities
and expects from, time to time to receive additional income-bearing securities and
real and personal property, particularly the home property of Jay 0. Hormel,
including his residence and adjacent buildings and certain land now devoted
to forestry and agricultural purposes, the income from which securities and the
use of part of which real property is now, and when acquired will become wholly
available for educational research, and charitable purposes, and

Whereas, the Foundation, In pursuing the purposes for which It was organized,
desires that under the auspices of -the University, it shall devote a portion of
such income and real property to the promotion of education and research in
plant, animal and poultry production and utilization, including the relation of
animal products to disease and the treahtent of disease, animal and poultry
diseases, food technology, nutrition, tree culture, and wood technology, and
principles and techniques of nmnagement In relation thereto, and such other
subjects as may be mutually agreed upon, and

Whereas the University organized for education and research Is likewise in-
terested in the promotion of Tesearch and education in the above mentioned fields,

Now, therefore, this agreement made this 301h day of Notember, 1942,
Witnesseth:

1. The University agrees to establish the Hormel Institute of the University of
Minnesota as a unit of the Graduate School of the University (hereinafter called
the Institute).

2. The University agreed to utilize said Institute to promote education and
research in plant and animal production and utilization, including the relation
of animal products to disease and the treatment of disease, animal and poultry
diseases, food technology, nutrition, -tree culture, and wood technology, and
principles and techniques of management in relation thereto, and such other
subjects as may be mutually agreed upon.

3. The University agrees that the Institute shall be under the general super-
vision of a board of five members recommended by the President of the University
and approved by the Regents, to be nominated as follows: one from the Hormel
Foundation upon nomination by that Foundation; one from the Mayo Foundation
upon nomination by the Director of that Foundation; and three from the Uni-
versity upon nomination by the Dean of the Graduate School, at least one of
which shall be from the Department of Agriculture; and that the Institute shall
be under the immediate supervision of an executive director to be recommended
by the Institute Board and approved by the President of the University and the
Regents.

4. Amended as follows:
The Foundation agrees to make available to the Institute for the duration of

this contract the woodland and other grounds, buildings and facilities on the
property of Jay 0. Hormel now or hereafter designated for the purposes of this
Agreement, together with rights of Ingress and egress.

The Foundation agrees to improve the Austin laboratory facilities so far as
available funds therefor may permit through the acquisition and ownership of
heavy expensive or fixed equipment and to provide on a reimbursable basis cer-
tain supplies for research projects carried on in the Austin laboratories.

The Untversity agrees at the close of each Institute project conducted in the
Austin laboratories to give the Foundation the first opportunity to purchase on
an appraisal basis equipment and supplies purchased from Institute funds, and
further agrees to return equipment or surplus supplies not purchased by the
Foundation to the University campus.

In witness whereof the Foundation and the University have caused this
Amendment to Agreement to be signed and sealed this 27tb day of May, 1944.

5. The Foundation agrees to advise the University on or before April 1 of
each year of the amount of funds which shall be available for the purposes of
the Institute for the ensuing flsal year from July 1 to June 80 and to turn
over such funds to the University on or before July 1 or at such other times as
may mutually be agreed upon.

0. It is mutually agreed and understood that the Regents may accept gifts,



grants, and donations from other sources in support of the purposes of the
Institute.

7. It is mutually agreed and understood that the University reserves the right
to publish the results of Investigations of the Institute, such publication, how-
ever, shall give proper credit to the Foundation for the cooperative character of
the investigations.

8. It is mutually agreed and understood that the main research and educa-
tional activities of the Institute shall be in Mower County, Minnesota, but that
research and education may be carried on in Olmstead County, Minnesota and
on the campuses of the University 'of ,Minnesota and elsewhere in the State of
Minnesota if it shall appear desirable in the Judgment of the Hormel Institute
Board to do so.

9. It is mutually agreed and understood that, unless otherwise agreed to at the
time the funds are made available, any patents, discoveries and inventions result-
ing from research financed by funds either from the Foundatfon or from other
sources shall be the property of the University and held by it as trustee to pro-
mote education and research. The University is obligated to grant non-exclusive
licenses to utilize such patents, discoverlc8 and invcntiokns upon equal terms to
qualified American manufacturers unless it (8 the judgient of the Univeity
that the pubilo interest in the development and usc of the patent is better served
by 8oo other form of license. It is empowered to grant free licenses to the
United States or any municipal subdivisions thereof. For the duration of this
agreement, any income from such licenses shall be used to expand and extend
the usefulness of the Institute.

10. It is mutually agreed and understood that the foundation at its option may
with the consent of the University, transfer to the University any or all of its
assets, real or personal, which are needed, used, or constitute a source of funds
for the support of the Institute.

11. It is mutually agreed and understood that either party to this agreement
may terminate this agreement on any July 1 provided the party desiring termi-
nation notifies the other party by registered mail on or before January 1 of that
year.

In witness whereof the Foundation and the University have caused this agree-
inent to be signed and sealed this 30th day of November, 1942.

The Hormel Foundation:
By S. D. CATHERWOOD,

Thairman.
By M. F. DUaAN,

Scoreta ry-Trcasurcr.
0. D. BioELow.
HELEN MORRIS.

Regents of the University of Minnesota:
By W. 0. Coyqry,

President.
By W. T. MIDDLEBROOK,

Secretary.
MAR MoussEAu.
N. GRTRUDE KOLL.

THE HOBMEL INSTITUTE: UNIT OF THE GRADUATE ScHOOL, UNIvERsITY OF
MINNESOTA

Chairman, Bryce L. Crawford, Jr., Dean, the Graduate School, University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Member, Sherwood 0. Berg, Dean, Institute of Agriculture, University of
Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota.

Member, Dr. David E. Donald, Assoc. Professor, Physiology, Mayo Graduate
School of Medicine, Rochester, Minnesota.

Member, Dr. LaVell Henderson, Head, Dept. of Biochemistry, College of Blo-
logical Sciences, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota.

Member, Raymond B. Ondov, Attorney at Law, Member of the Hormel Foun-
dation, Austin, Minno4sota.

Executive Director, Dr. W. 0. Lundberg, Professor of Blochemisty, the Hormel
Institute, Austin, Minnesota.
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APPENDIX C

EXAMPLES OF RECIPIENTS OF CONTRIBUTIONS

The University of Minnesota.
National Merit Scholarship Fund.
Girl Scouts of America.
Boy Scouts of America.
Young Men's Christ!qn Association.
Salvation Army (Building Fund).
Minnesota Sheriffs' Boy's Ranch.
Minnesota Private College Fund.
Iowa College Foundation.
Dakota Wesleyan University.
Midland Lutheran College.
United Negro College Fund.
National Scholarship Service and Fund for Negro
Principles of Freedom.
Mayo Foundation.
Howard University.
City of Austin Library.
Village of Brownsdale-Community Building.
Minnesota Society For Crippled Children and Adu
Boys Club of Minneapolis.
Minnesota Historical Society.

College Students

its, Inc.

APPENDIX D

THE IORMET. INSTITUTE, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, AUSTIN, MINN.

The purpose of The Ilormel Institute is to promote research and education it
various fields of biological science. It was estaWished, in 1042, as a unit of the
Graduate School of the University of Mimesota, by an agreement made between
The Iormel Foundation I and the Board of Regents of the University.

The activities of The Hormel Institute are supervised by a Board of Directors.
The executive director, Dr. Walter 0. Lundberg, professor of biochemistry, Is
responsible to this Board in administering the Institute's research activities and
internal business operations. The assistant director is Dr. 11. Schlenk, professor
of biochemistry.

Presently, the Institute staff numbers 02; 23 members hold academic rank and
the remainder hold civil service rank in the University. The Institute's research
programs are conducted in several organizatlona~ly.independent sections. Each
section Is under the leadership of an academic staff member. Current research
efforts are concerned almost entirely wlh lipids, and many research projects are
carried on by two or more sections In collaboration.

The Institute shares only to a minor extent in the funds designated by the
State of Minnesota for use by the University and, therefore, must obtain almost
all of its support from outside sources. Its annual budget is somewhat in excess
of $1,000,000. In addition to the support provided by The Iloriel. Foundation
other agencies that recently have supported or are currently supporting research
programs of The Horm& Institute are:

Abbott Laboratories.
American Heart Association.
Life Insurance Medical Research Fund.
Minnesota Ieart Association.
National Council to Combat Blindness, Inc.
National Dairy Council.
Oscar Mayer Foundation.

I Present members of The Ilormel Foundation Board are: R. F. Gray, Chairman; J. G.
Iluntting, Vice-Chairman, Geo. W. Ryan, Secretary-Treasurer; M. B. Thompson; Raymond
B. Ondov, and Robert F. Iehty.

I Present members of The Hormel Institute Board are: Bryce I,. Crawford, Jr., Dean of
the Graduate School, U. of M., Chairman: Sherwood 0. Berg, Dean of the Institute of
Apiculture, V. ofM. ; J. 0. Uuntting Board of Members, Tho Hlormel Foundation6 LaVell
Irenderson, Department of Biochemislry, St. Paul, U. of M. ; David I). Donald, The Mayo
Graduate School of Medicine, Rochester.
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Special Dairy Industry Board.
U.S. Army Quartermaster Food & Container Institute.
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Eastern Regional Division.
U.S. Department of Interior, ish & Wildlife Service.
U.S. Public Health Servlce,, National Institutes of Health: Division of En-

vironmental Hlealth Sciences, National Cancer Institute, National Heart In-
stitute, National Institute of Allergy find Infectious Disease, National Institute
of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases.

The Institute does not have a formal graduate program leading to advanced
degrees. However, graduate students of thp University of Minneota, as well as
from foreign universities, have (oile and are doing their thesis work at the In-
stitute. Such arrangements are facilitated by the fact that Institute section
leaders hold appohtintents with departulents of tie University, Including tle De-
partment of Biochemistry, College of Bilogical Sciences, St. Paul; tile Depart-
ment of Biochemistry and Department of Microbiology, College of Medical
Sciences, and the Department of Aninnl Science, Institute of Agriculture.
Teaching responslbllities of staff members of the Institute within the University's
regular curricula are limited. The principal educational function of the Institute
Involves post doctoral research flows and visiting scientists. The former gain
experience In planning and lit working on research proJects under the guidance
of the Institute's section leaders. Visiting scientists, front the United States and,
more often, from foreign countries, come to tie Hiormnel Institute for periods vary-
Ing front several days to several years. Their purpose in working in these labora-
tories is to acquaint themselves with speclflc techniques employed here, and to
acquire training for work which they will later perform In their ow laboratories.

As a result. of these training programs, collaboration frequently develops be-
tween the Institute and other departments of the University of Minnesota, as
well as with research groups in other sections of the United States and in foreign
countries. The Institute gains from this broad exchange of research ideas and
experience. Regular seminars with guest speakers are held at the Institute andl
serve the same purpose.

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH INTERESTS

Dr. IV. 0. Lundberg: Institute director. Participates in several programs, with
particular Interest at present in Interconversion of polyunsaturated fatty acids,
blood coagulation, atherosclerosis, and other chemical and biochemical aspects of
lipid science.

Dr. H. Schlnk: Anajysls, preparation and chemical reactions of unsaturated
fatty acids; preparation of polyenole radioactive fatty acids. Gas-liquid and other
typo chromatography; methods for structure identification. Fish, plants, micro-
organisms and rats are sources and substrates in studies of: odd-numbered poly-
euoic fatty acids and their metabolism; phenolic fatty acids (anacardlc acids)
and their effect on microorganisms; wax enters, their biosynthesis and
metabolism.

Cycloamyloses (Schardinger cyclodoxtrins) : their chemical reactions, associa-
tion and complex formation with other molecules, Including enzymes,

Dr. I?. 7'. Hobmail: Physical properties and physical methods of analysis of
lipils. Separation methods for fatty acids by various typos of chromatography,
applied also to glycerides and other lipid components.

Development of near-infrared spectrophotometry; study of other optical
methods, including ultraviolet absorption aid optical activity. Mass spectrom-
etry of lilpids, especially derivatives of fatty acids anti glycerldes. 0as
chromatography-mass spectrometry combination analysis; pyrolysis as a means
of determining structure.

Programs on metabollsm of Iolyunsaturated fatty acids and requirements for
essential fatty acids, carried out mainly with rats, lit oriented also to medical
aspects of hunmns.

Studies of enzymatic conversions of polyunatrted acids, specificity of
enzymes for polyunsaturated acid structures, chain elongation and lehydrogena-
tlion of fatty acids.

Dr. J. R. Ohipault: Deterioration of lipids, autoxidative deterioration lit foods
and it living tisues; autoxidation of complex lipids (phosphollpids, lipopro-
teins) ; secondary reactions of oxidized lipids with other tissue components,
particularly proteins, amino acids and other compounds with amino groups.
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Effects of radiations on lipids; influence of llpld on the action of radiations on
important components of tissues (enzymes, vitamins).

Nature of fecal lipIds and their origin; Intestinal lipids of nornal and germ-
free animals.

Infrared spectroscopy of lipids.
Dr. 0. S. Privctt: Methods for analysis of lipid classes and molecular species

within the classes, particularly triglycerides and phosphollpids. Preparation and
isolation of polyunsaturated fatty acids, with emphasis on Improvement of
techniques for distillation, crystallization and chromatography. Ozonizatlon of
lipids and study of fatty acid ozonides as organic intermediates.

Metabolism of trans acids and their influence on tissue lipid composition.
Studies on metabolism of plant lipids, particularly the changes of lipids with
maturation of seeds.

Dr. H. K. Mansqold: Chemical synthesis of unusual llplds; physical and chemt-
cal characterization of lipids isolated from plant, animal and human tissues.
Relation between structure and function of Individual lipid compounds; molec-
ular pathology.

Dr. R. G. Hill: Nutrition studies, using miniature pigs and chicks. Lipid metal'.
olism in connection with atherosclerosis. Experimental production of athero.
sclerosis in miniature pigs; metabolism of bile salts and cholesterol in pigs and
chicks. Effects of methionine on lipid metabolism. Polyunsaturated fatty aclds In
blood and tissue llplds. Provides Germ-Free and Specific Pathogen-Free baby pigs
for research work for the Institute staff and other Departments of the University.

Dr. H. M. JenkIt: Studies on biochemical, biological and immunological prop-
ertles of various purifled microorganisms Including psittacosis-trachoma agents,
leptospira, arboviruses and rickettsiae, cultivated In eibryonated eggs or tissue
cultures. Comparative studies of lipid components present in normal and In-
fected host cells and in different strains of the same group of microorganisms,
for further Investigation of lipid metabolism and its relation to Infectious
diseases.

Development of cell culture systems In defined medium for radloisotopic
metabolism studies of normal and infected cols. Essentiality of a variety of fatty
acids and their positional Isomers on growth of microorganisms and their hosts.
Applications of thin-layer, column and gas chromatography, light and electron
microscopy, radloisotopic tracers and serology are utilized In these studies.

Dr. H. H. 0. Sohmid: Development and use of methods for the isolation and
analysis of lipids; thermoanalytical technique. Detection, Isolation and structure
determination of minor lipid constituents, especially in relation to plasmalogen
metabolism. Biosynthesis and metabolism of complex lipids In heart muscle.

Dr. IV. J. Baumapin: Chemical synthesis of lipids; chemistry and biochemistry
of alkoxylipids and naturally-occurring diol lilpids; chemistry of glycolipids;
structure of unusual lipid constituents. Novel separation techniques and spectro-
scopic methods of lipid characterization and analysis. Biophysics of complex
llplds.

Dr. B. M. Stearns: Studies on the biosynthesis in Interconversions of fatty aelds
and complex lipids In higher plants, principally by use of Isotopically-labeled pre-
cursors and intermediates. Isolation and purification of enzyme systems for lipid
transformation from germinating and maturing seeds of higher plants.

OTUER ACTIVITIES AT THE I INSTITUTE

Deolopnet of a miniature pig for recaroh purposes: Dr. W. E. Rempel (with
the collaboration of Dr. Almut Dettmers), Department of Animal Science, Uni-
versity of Minnesota; Development of a miniature pig for use as an experimental
animal for medical and nutritional research. Study of effectiveness of selection
for small size in two separate lines of pigs under identical conditions. Estimation
of genetic paremeters, such as: Heritability of body weight, genetic correlations
among weights at different ages and litter size, efficiency of feed consumption
and its correlation with growth rate, prediction of progress and limits of selec-
tion. Oonduct crosses of pigs from the above two lines to study h!terosls. Obtain
fundamental Information on genetics In swine, particularly mode of inheritance
of body size.
HormoX Institute Lipido Preparation LaborAtory

Dr. 0. S. Brivelt and J. D. Nades lock: Highly purified fatty acids and their
derivatives are prepared which are not generally available from commercial
producers. Presently, more than 150 compounds are on the distribution list of
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"The 1Iormel Institute Lipids Preparation Laboratory" and requests for these
materials are received froin all parts of the world. Mixtures of pure compounds
are prlired for tuse as analytical sftaudards as well as general rt,.earh pur-
ises. Research is being carried out toward further expansion of this project,
particularly in the preparation of lipid classes and polyunsaturated fatty acids
in ultra-high purity for quantitative gas.liquih and thin-layer chrolmatography.
The project Is a nonprofit public service to research institutions.

Production of educational movies for laboratories involved in lipid research.
Two films on mnlroanalyitical techniques for lipids have been distributed widely:
a third film is it preparation on techniques for tli determination of the structure
of unsaturated fatty acids via ozonolysls methods.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF TIE INSTITUTE

1942-I1ormel Institute established (November 30).
1943-Work began on Minneapolis Campus.
1944-Iformel Institute laboratory opened in Austin; 0 enpiloyces In first year

(share a building with horses and cows).
1049-Dedication of laboratory building; about 25 employees (last large animal

displaced from laboratory building). Completion of the new swine barn.
1 053-Additional laboratory opened (chickens displaced).
1060-Dedication of another laboratory building, at a different site; 52

employees.
104I-Support received front National Insitutes of Health In form or a Pro-

gram-ProJect Grant.
1005-Constructlon of mass spectrometry laboratory.
1908-Expansion and renovation of the microbiology section. Staff of the Insti-

tute consists of 12 permanent academic appointees, 07 civil service people, 11
research fellows and 2 graduate students, 12 part-time employees (mostly stu-
dents). Some 13 countries are represented on the staff personnel at The Htormel
Institute.

APPENDIX E

MEMBERS OF THE HORMZL FOUNDATION, NOVEMnrms 30, 1908

Robert F. Gray, Chairman of the Board, Omo. A. Hormel & Co., Austin,
Minnesota.

J. G. Huntting, President, Huntting Elevator Co., Austin, Minnesota.
Geo. W. Ryan, Vice President, Geo. A. Hormel & Co., Austin, Minnesota.
James C. Ilormnel,l Attorney at Law, Director, fleo. A. Hornel & Co., New

York, New York.
Richard D. Arney,' Executive Vice President, (leo. A. H1ormel & Co., Austin,

Minnesota.
M. B. Thompson, President, Oeo. A. Horniel & Co., Austin, Minnesota.
Raymond B. Ondov, Attorney at Law, Austin, Minnesota.
Robert F. iliebty President, First National Bank, Austin, Minnesota.

OEO. A. JIORMEL & CO., BOARD OF DITREnWrRS, NOVEMBER 80, 19068

Richard 1). Arney,' Executive Vice President, (leo. A. Hormel & Co., Austin,
Minnesota.

Harold Butler, Vice President, (leo. A. Hormel & Co., Austin, Minnesota.
Bruce Corey, Vice President, Geo. A. Hormel & Co., Austin, Minnesota.
Robert F. Gray, Chairman of the Board, (eo. A. Hormel & Co., Austin,

Minnesota.
I. J. Holton, Executive Vice President and Secretary, (leo. A. Hormel & Co.,

Austin, Minnesota.
James 0. Hormel,' Attorney at Law, New York, New York.
0. L. Marquesen, Plant Manager, Oeo. A. Hormel & Co., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Gordon Murray, Chairman of the Board, First National Bank, Minneapolis,

Minnesota.
George W. Ryan, Vice President, Geo. A. Hormel & Co., Austin, Minnesota.
M. B. Thompson, President, Gee. A. Hormel & Co., Austin, Minnesota.
Sherwood 0. Berg," Dean, Institute of Agriculture, University of Minnesota,

Minneapolis, Minnesota.

'Resigned subsequent to November 80, 1008.
I Became a member of The H1ormel Foundation on May 20. 1960.
9 Became a member of the Board of Directors on June 23, .1060.
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APPENDIX F

TIlE HORMEL FOUNDATION

Assets as of N'nvcmber 80, 1968

Cash ------------------------------------------------ $35,703.70
Certificates of Deposit ------------------------------------ 21,775. 00
U.S. Government Securities ------------------------------- 321,104.38
Geo. A. Hormel & Co. common stock ---------------------- 11,424, 569.50
Other stock holdings ------------------------------------ 971,280.00
Inventory and miscellaneous -------------------------------- , 115.14
Land, buildings, improvements and equipment used by the

University of Minnesota-depreciated value ------------------ 101, 464. 07

Total value-- ---------------------------------- 12,882, 202. 48

APPENDIX G

GEo. A. HORMEL & Co., VULNERABILITY TO TAxEoVEm

HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW, MAY-JUNE 1060

The entitled article appeared In the Harvard Business Review to provide an
objective measurement to vulnerability to take-over. Page 04 states that "Em-
pirical evidence suggests that there is cause for management concern when a
company's total score approaches 50, or when any two factors score above the
danger line." Hormel's score, using the table on Page 05, is 78, well In excess
of 50, and three factors score above the danger line.

Our computations are as follows:

LIQUIDITY-PERCENTAGE OF WORKING CAPITAL TO TOTAL ASSETS

Amount Percent

Working capital ................................................................ $4 0,497,1971 37.0
Total assets .................... . 8, 484,480)

DEBT POSITION-LONG-TERM DEBT AS A PERCENTAGE OF NET WORTH

Long-term debt ............................................................ :'.0
Net worth .................................................................... .. 7. 0 220 170J

PRICE/EARNINGS RATIO-ANNUAL EARNINGS PER SHARE DIVIDED TO PER-SHARE MARKET PRICE

Pke............................................................................. $36.001 9.4
1968 earnings per share ............................................................. 3.84

EARNINGS STABILITY, PERCENTAGE GROWTH IN EARNINGS, PAST 3 YEARS,

1965 1966 1967 1968
Earnings (In thousands) .............................. $4,351 $3,511 $8,658 $9,134

r Danger
Summary Ratio Score zone

D Uldity ................................... 37 percent .............................. 18 Yes.
OfIt ................................ 4 percent .......................... 25 Yes.
PticeJearnings ratio ................ 9.4to 1 .............................. .35 Yes.
Cirnings ................................... Double ................................. 0 No.

Total points .................................................................. 78 Yes.

' Since our earnings have more than doubled, we would have a score of zero on the table on p. 95.
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APPENDIX H

TuxE HORMEL FOUNDATION

In the early years of the Foundation it was making substantial expenditures
which exceeded its income. In order to meet its commitments for charity and
education, it borrowed nominal amounts of money for short periods of time,
all of which were repaid within a few months of the borrowing.

The following loans were made from Gee. A. Hormel & Company:

Date of borrowing Amount Paid

July 21, 1944 ................................................. $500 Aug. 15, 1944
Ju 31:194 ............................................... .......... 1I500 Do.0J . 30, 1944 ........................................................ ......... . 1,000 Nov. 16,1944Jan 4, 1945 .............................................. ........ 1I,00 feb. 16, 1945Jan.4 145 1000Feb. 15, 1945
Jan. 2, 1945 ..................................................... 500 Do.Mar. 21. 1945 ................................. "........ ............. " 1,500 Do.
Mar. 29,1945 .... .................... ......................... 1,000 May 16, 1945Apr. 2,1945 ........................................... ................. 2,500 Do.
Apr. 20, 1945 ......................................... . .................... , 000 Do.June 29, 1945 ...................................... .......................... ,500 Aug.18, 1945
July14 1945 " - ......................... 2,000 Do.
The following borrowings were made from Hormel, Inc.:

Apr. I, t949 ................................................................. 10,000 Aug. 15, 194,,Jan. 6, 1944 ................................................................. 600 Feb. 15, 1947

Note: The foundation has never borrowed any money except as shown above.

APPENDIX I

TiiE HORMEL FOUNDATION

This appendix contains general Information relative to Geo. A. Hormel &
Company dividend rates, stock dividends and stock splits, etc.
Dividend Ratcs

February 1928, 37%0.
November 1020, 500.
February 1932, 254.
February 1038, 37%0.
February 1040, 504.
November 1947, 62%0.
February 1960, 354.
December 1064, extra, 204.
May 1067, 404.
May 1967, extra, 504.
February 1068, 454.
May 1068, 22%0.
November 1068, 304.

Stock Dividends and Stock SpUt8
January 27, 1049, stock reclassified and 10% added.
January 25,1057, stock dividend-10%.
January ,29, 1060, stock split-2 for 1.
February 23, 1968, stock split-2 for 1.
The value of the 239,258 shares of the stock of Geo. A. Hormel & Company at

the time of its receipt by the Foundation was $1,700,270.00. The value of the same
stock as of November 30, 1908, had increased to $11,424,569.50, representing a
total percentage increase of approximately 600%.
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Senator BENN ET. I have no questions except to ask when do these
people leave to go around the world?

Senator ANDEnSON. Thank you very much.
Mr. Hackler is our next witness.
We shall be glad to hear from you now, sir.

STATEMENT OF EUGENE T. HACKLER, VICE PRESIDENT, AMERI-
CAN ASSOCIATION OF HOMES FOR THE AGING, AND TREASURER,
EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN GOOD SAMARITAN SOCIETY; ACOOM-
PANIED BY 'HOMAS M. JENKINS, IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF HOMES FOR THE AGING;
AND JOHN RALSTON, TAX COUNSEL

Mr. HACKLER. I have with me the past president of the association,
Tom Jenkins, and John lRalston, tax counsel from my office.

Mfr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Eugene Hackler.
I live in Kansas. I am representing today, however, the American
Association of 1{omes for the Aging, the national nonprofit. Associa-
tion of Voluntary Denominational and Governmental Homes for the
Aging and Nursing H1omes with their executive offices in Now York.

We represent in that association about a half million residents. The
other organization I am appearing for as treasurer is the Lutheran
Good Samaritan Society of Sioux Falls, S. Dak., a corporation of
Lutherans operating 10,000 beds in 18 States made up of about 130
nursing homes for the aging, three hospitals and a home for delinquent
boys.

The society is an old institution having been organized in 1922. Now
what I will speak about deals primarily with the small conimunity
exempt-type organization.

These associations believe that tie tax reform that closes loopholes
and removes tax shelters needs reforming, but a distinction needs to
be made between tax reform, closing loopholes and operating chari-
table giving. We do not opposo in the trea of private foundations and
charitable organizations the provisions regarding the taxation of debt
finance businesses or as they are commonly called the Claybourne pro-
visions of the regulations.

We are not opposed to unrelated operating business income tax nor
tax on income for advertisement in trade journals.

Genuine charitable giving, however, should not be lumped together
with foundation abuses. Charitable exemption is made for the un-
selfish benefit of others and should be we believe more clearly defined.

We would suggest these improvements in the Tax Reform Act of
1969. Nonprofit nursing homes and homes for the aging should be spe-
cifically exempted as hospitals are in the House bill. We think these
institutions should be put in this same category as hospitals. That
would be a specific exemption under the provisions of 170(b) (1) (b),
as hospitals appear to be in the House bill.

These subacute institutions, namely nursing homes and homes for
the aging appear to us to be one of the major resources for the relief
of the high medical costs we now find in hospitals. Nursing homes
where medical care is needed can provide very similar services to the
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aging people of this country at. from one-half to two-thirds less dollars
than hospitals.If we are to reconstruct the health delivery system in this country,
we should encourage these type institutions. We need more institutions
like these than we now have.

WVe further think that, there should not. be an appreciation in the
value of the gifts of donors to these nursing homes and homes for
aging. This exemption was granted to the hospitals in the House bill,
so it. Vould seem to us that. anyone wanting to give charitable health
dollars away for tax reasons would certainly favor hospitals over nuts-
in homes or homes for the aging.

For the reasons just. stated, these subacute kinds of institutions
certainly need encouraging. Let, me cite an example.

In the report of the executive director of the Lutheran Good Samar-
itan Society in August of 1969 he said that 12 new locations for homes
were developed by the society, wherein all the land was given, and
an additional $854,000 was contributed. This permitted the society to
build nursing homes in 12 locations that would not otherwise have been
built.

With this kind of contribution, funds then could be borrowed to
build these neow homes. In addition $135,000 in gifts were made for
adding six expansion units in institutions already established, a. total
of nearly $990,000 was given to the society in the 12 months preceding
August 1969 plus land permitting the building of 1,485 new nursing
home beds.

These expansions would not have been pQsSiblo in most. instances
without these gifts. Certainly the land would not. have been so easily
available in these 12 locations, had they not been able to give land at
its current market value, and take a deduction for that value, even
though they paid less for it, when they bought it..

We are concerned also on the tax on undistributed investment in-
conic. We think this is beginning to destroy the idea, of tax exemption
for the operating charity and is a bad precedent. of the tax exemption
preserves and strengthens the idea of people volunteering to do some-
thing unselfishly for others that have special needs, and is a good bal-
ance for the private sector as opposed to the growth and dictates of
government in the areas.

Once the idea is lost that tax exemption is not legitimate, and any
kind of tax is imposed upon charitable income, whether it be a super-
vision fee of 2 percent. or a 71/4-percent tax, there will it seems to me
be a progression of tax imjpositions that will eventually remove the
tax exemption idea entirely.

Now tax exemption or tax benefit by giving to charity has been a
part. of English and American law since about 1536.

It might be interesting to note also that when this tax is imposed
in the States that. have conformity income tax statutes that there will
be very likely a similar tax in the States as well as on the Federal
tax return. In many States tax exemption for al valorem taxes is based
upon a requirement. that there be a Federal tax exemption. In addition,
in the practical trying of these cases, very few judges grant, exemp-
tions to State ad valorem tax requests unless there is a Federal exemp-
tion. So this is a serious problem to the nursing homes in more ways
than just a tax that is imposed by this statute.
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If there must. be a tax now on investment income as an alternative,
there must. be further provision and clarification of what may be set
aside without. being taxable for such things as life service contracts
where we agree to take care of people for life, for reserves for improv-
ing ser\'ices, for progressive and realistic upgrading of professional
standards, for rep cement costs, for the expansion of facilities, and for
working calital reserves.

In the further area of the valuation of land and the distribution of
investment, assets when there is no 5 )percent, income produced, or the
divestment provisions, we think you have developed in the House bill
a very difficult administrative problemm in permitting the Treasurer to
evaluiate the investment asets frequently as may be appropriate.

This is not so difficult. when you are talking about assets on a major
stock exchange, but. it. is difficult, when you talk about land evaluations
in the Midwest, where farms or where often closely held corporate
stock is in the portfolio, or other assets that are sometimes owned.
Evaluation and judgment. on the value of a particular piece of real
estate can vary greatly, as anyone who has l)racticed condemnation
law knows, by the l)resenltation of the low and high value experts under
oath in the same case.

I would think that. there should be a limitation of evaluation by
the Treasury, perhal)s not. oftener than every 5 ,ears or an accel)tance
of the assessed valuation of real estate by the, local assessment officer,
whether he be county treasurer or county assessor.

I want to speak next about. small organizations within an operating
exempt corporation. It seems to me that we should have reporting
from the principal corporation under the 990(a) report most. of us
are now using. Most of these institutions, however, have small auxil-
iarv units like ladies' aid auxiliaries, organizations of young people
as Candy Stripers. other missionary groups such as the Gra Ladies
who it seems would be required to report if they raised any el'aritable
money. Our homes and institutions should not be spending a good
deal of the charitable dollars for accounting and legal services to jus-
tify these reports. This would be pulling charitable dollars from tieir
intended purposes, and where they are already badly in short. supply.

The next area that concerns our associatio;i is the political activi-
ties of operating charities. We think it needs to be clarified.

Our institutions it, would seem to us should not be restricted in their
fight to interpret to legislators or to others their patients' or their con-
stituents' needs or to advocate any cause for the elderly or the ill.
It would be my suggestions that there be a specific enumeration of
ionpermissible activities, and it. seems to me that. after these hearings
you might have a vert comprehensive 'list, that. should be included or
could be included in the act..

I think, of course, that there should be included a specific prohibi-
tion against helping , specific candidate, being involved in partisan
political activity, oi' granting funds. for voter registration or other
political activities ii. a single candidate area which are now causing
grave concern to somo people.

But we in our institutions need flexibility to improve patient stand-
ards for the ill and aging, for ad valorem tax problems in States
throughout the country, for defining of licensure requirements of
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administrators, where nearly all of the standards are developed in
political arenas.

Tn summary, we believe that the excellent intent. of the Tax Reform
Act of 1969 for the reduction of tax inequities are desirable, but they
should be obtained without including provisions harmful to vohm-
teerism and phil!inthropy in this proposal. Gifts to charities are life
loans for human needs and IWO quitedifferent and should be treated
differently from tax shelter problems.

It mi ght be well to repeat that society can best, be served by en-
eouraging gifts to charities and not by elimiating them. W1"e need
to appeal to people to render thr: best thm.y have for mankind. Some
of this is exemplified by charitable gifts. Ii fact, the best justification
for Government relieving religious, educational and charitable ac-
tivities from taxes is that Government wishes to encourage these ac-
tivities as representing the highest and noblest achievements of
mankind.

Thank you very much for listening to me, and as a final statement.
may I say that, both of these association stand ready to assist the
committee at any time where our experience and consultation would
be helpfid or desirable.

Thank you, gentlemen.
(Mr. Hackler's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF EUGENE T. HACKLER REPRESENTING THE AMEROA, ASSOCIATION OF
HOMES FOR TIlE AING, NEW YORK, N.Y., EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN GOOD
SAMAITAN SOCIETY, Sioux FATLLS, S. DAK.

SUMMARY

1. Long term care Institutions and homes for the aging should be specifically
exempt-170(b) (1) (B).

2. Long term care institutions and homes for the aging should be exempt on
any appreciation in value of gifts of donors.

3. We are opposed to any tax on undistributed investment income.
4. Political activities should permit Interpretation to legislators of the needs

of the iII and elderly or for advocating a cause for the elderly.
5. In the distribution of investment assets, the evaluation of real estate as

frequently as "may be appropriate" needs thought and care.
a. Disclosure from auxiliaries, ladies aids or other small organizations should

be eliminated.
We stand ready to assist this committee at any time where our experience

and consultation would seem helpful.

STATEMENT

I am Eugene T. Hackler, an attorney of Olathe, Kansas. I appear today on
behalf of the American Association of H1omes for the Aging, of which I am a
vice-president, and for the Ev. Lutheran Good Samaritan Society, of which I am.
Treasurer.

The American Association of Homes for the Aging is a national membership
organization of non-proflt, voluntary and governmental homes for the aging
across the country, including all denominational groups. Our homes care for
about one-half million people. The Association was founded in 1001 with a grant
from the Ford Foundation. AAHA has been concerned with solving problems
of common concern to Its 1,000 member homes as well as to those dedicated to
serving the Institutional needs of our nation's elderly. My particular concern
has been with problems relating to tax exemption.

The Evangelical Lutheran Good Samaritan Society Is a non-profit, religious
corporation with headquarters In Sioux Falls, South Dakota. The Society op-
erates 130 institutions in 18 states, primarily nursing homes but several hos-
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pltals, a home for delinquent boys. providing in all over 10,000 beds. The Soiety
was organized In 1922.

Although this testimony is technically offered on behalf of these two or-
ganizations, I am, in reality. speaking not only for the one-half million people
we care for In our hoies but for most of the elderly people in the country who
are confronted with the burden.s of illness, aging and often money.

The Tax Reform Act of 1069 is, In my Judgment, long overdue. The organiza-
tions which I represent do agree with much of the Bill. We are not opposed to-

1. The elimination of the exemption in areas of debt financed business, which
we often refer to as the Clay-Brown provision, and

2. The exemption on unrelated business income, and
3. We think that interest, rents and royalties from controlled corporations

and Income from advertising and trade Journals may be taxable.
We think the Bill can be Improved In the following areas:

I. LONG TERM CARE INSTITUTIONS AND HOMES FOR THE AGINO 811OULD BE SPECIFICALLY
EXEMPT

The long term care institutions and homes for the aging should be specifically
exempted by their Inclusion as a 170(b) (1) (B) type exempt organization, the
same as hospitals are to be exempted.

IF. GIFTS OF APPRECIATED PROPERTY

Our members think that long termn care institut1on8 and home for the aging
should be exempt on any appreciation In value of gifts of donors to long terns
care instItutions and hoines for the aging. The present ialue of property that
has increased in price since purchase should be deducted in full 'when given to
our Institutions with no payment of capital gains tax and without taxing the
increase in value. This kind of giving In a major source of charitable contribu-
tions and if exemptions are given to some institutions and not others, It will
channel the money in that direction to the detriment to our long term care
Institutions and homes for the aging, unless we are Included in the exemption.
In 1038 a House bill to tax gain on gifts of appreciated property was rejected
by the Senate Finance Committee which eliminated this provision because "The
Committee believes that charitable gifts generally are to be encouraged."

III. TAXING LONG TERMI CARE INSTITUTIONS AND HOMES FOR TIE AGING

We believe that the 7/1% tax on undistributed investment income, or even
2% as suggested by Secretary Kennedy, should be eliminated for long term care
institutions and homes for the aging. If we tax at all in this area, we will be
setting a precedent for Increased taxation as experience indicates that once we
start taxing in an area, it Is apt to be Increased. If there must be a tax for
administration purposes, It should not be applied against reserves for continua-
tion of services (life care contract obligations) and reserves for Improved
services, expansion, replacement and working capital.

IV. POLITICAL ACTIVITIES

The political activities prohibition section of the Bill should be further
clarified, as we believe that long term care institutions and homes for aging
should not be restricted In their right to Interpret to legislators their con-
stituents' needs or to advocate a cause for the elderly. We should be permitted
to work with legislators or voters on such matters as licensure of administrators,
state and local ad valorem tax exemption, as well as standards of care for the
Ill and aging. Perhaps this Is the Intent of the Bill but it would seem to me to
need clarification. Supporting a specific candidate or contributing funds to a
political campaign should be prohibited. Charitable assets are not properly used
for these purposes but they should be used to improve the conditions of our
ill and aging.

V. DISTRIBUTION OF INVESTMENT ASSETS

We are also concerned about that portion of the Bill which provides that
to avoid tax, private foundations must distribute income currently but not less
than 5% of Investment assets. The Bill Imposes graduated sanctions In the event
of failure to distribute. The specific concern (if private foundations are to be
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taxed) is that assets will be evaluated as frequently "as may be appropriate"
with the exception that the assets that can be easily evaluated are to be eval-
uated on a monthly basis. Evaluation of non-charitable assets will present a
specific administration problem when you deal with the appraisal of real estate.
In the Mid-west it Is not unusual for charitable institutions to own farms or
other real estate which might, on occasion, not produce a minimum pay-out of
5%. In these cases the Treasury Department and the taxpayer may have a real
dispute as to the value of the investment. Appraising or judging the value of
real estate can be most difficult. Though It needs to be done, a provision should
be made limiting this appraisal so that taxpayers will not be burdened with
the cost of preparing and spending money each year for expert evaluations of
real estate. Having worked considerably in the field of condemnation, the evalua-
tion of real estate can vary considerably between witnesses and recognized
experts In the field. Although the courts can settle this matter, it Is a difficult
burden to place upon the taxpayer both time-wise and in the use of charitable
dollars defending its evaluation. A judgment factor such as this needs considerable
thought and care.

VI. DISCLOSURE

The Bill proposes to extend present disclosure requirements to all tax-exempt
organizations with penalties for non-filing. Our concern Is not disclosure by our
present 090A form but clarification should be made so that every institution
having auxiliaries, ladies aids or other similar small organizations should
not have to report. This would take some charities additional dollars in
administration.

Rea.sons and arguments
We believe that the excellent intent of the Tax Reform Act of 1060 for

reduction of tax inequities can be obtained without including provisions harmful
to volunteerism and philanthropy in their proposals. Charitable contribution
should not be lumped with oil depletion, real estate depreciation and the like.
Charitable gifts are not a "loophole". They are for the benefit of others, not the
taxpayer. Charitable contributions should be treated quite differently from
tax shelters. Gifts to charities are lifelines for human needs.

Both of the organizations I represent today are made up of homes that are
"operating" charities, rather than "grant-making" type charities. These Institu-
tions are serving the Ill and the aged and provide most of their funds from the
residents they serve, with wide support from churches and interested citizens.
Although most of them are church-related corporations, they would have diffi-
culty In be'ng identified as "a church" as provided in 170(b) (1) (B). If tax
exemption for gifts to these institutions is eliminated, either because the
institutions are no longer exempt or because the donors can give money with
greater benefits to the taxpayer when making gifts to hospitals, then two
major problems of this nation will increase-

(1) Increased medical cost for the aging. For those elderly people needing
medical services, we find that the cost in homes for the aging and long term care
institutions ranges from approximately one-third to one-half of the cost of
hospitals. The nation already Is concerned about the high c:st of medical care
for the aging. We presently need more institutions to care for the aged population.

In the work of the Ev. Lutheran Good Samaritan Society we find that most
of our contributions come for the development of a new Institution, in the form
of donated land and money. The Tax Reform Act, if not amended, would seriously
Jeopardize t! t, establishment of new institutions for us. During the last year we
received nearly one million dollars, in that corporation alone, in cash contribu-
tions and approximately one-quarter million dollars In gifts of land for the
development of new institutions. We can also learn to resolve the high cost of
medical care problems in caring for the aging in sub-acute care institutions for
use in the care of our economically deprived people in sub-acute care institutions.
Sub-acute care institutions and neighborhood clinical settings can reduce high
costs because sophisticated equipment is not needed. This appears to be one of the
goals of the comprehensive health care planning package passed by Congress
about a year ago and now getting underway in our major cities across the
country. We must learn to better use the h"aIth dollar in the United States.

2. Higher cost to the elderly. If payment of taxes on investment income or the
erosion of our tax exemption develops, then the costs to our residents will
increase. This will be the natural result if our institutions are to survive. This
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will be placing an unusually heavy burden upon our aging population. This will
also Increase the cost of government as the care of about 54% of the people in
long term care institutions and homes for aging is now being paid for by private
foundations.

In conclusion, I think we should ask ourselves if society can best be served
by encouraging gifts to charities or eliminating them. Isn't it time we appealed
to the best in mankind? The best Justification for government in relieving
religious, educational and charitable activities from taxes is that government
wishes to encourage these activities as representing the highest and noblest
achievements of mankind.

Respectfully submitted,
EUOENE T. HAOCKLEE

Mr. JENciNS. Mr. Chairman, may I take a moment?
Senator GOnE. Yes; indeed.
Mr. JENKINS. I am Thomas M. Jenkins appearing with Mr. Hackler.

MNy comments will be very brief. .
I am the past president of the American Association of Homes for

the Aging, and my concerns here today relate to this area of long-
term care facilities for the aging.

I know that this committee is aware that something in the neighbor-
hood of 80 percent of all the facilities built in the long-term care field
in the United States in the last 20 years has been under the auspices
of these nonprofit organizations, mostly church oriented by the major
church organizations in the United States.

In the San Francisco Bay area alone I am aware of something in
the neighborhood of $70 million in construction costs alone which have
been contributed to this field of the aging, the care of the aging in the

ast 10 years, and when that is multiplied by the other facilities
throughout the country, this means literally hundreds of millions of
dollars of nontax moneys which have been contributed to this care
of the aging field.

It is my real concern that the Tax Reform Act as presently struc-
tured will be the death-knell of these facilities. It will severely restrict
the existing ones, and it is my feeling it will simply pro iibit the
building of new ones.

I would comment then only on two particulars. One relates to the
alea of the definition of private foundations. At least as I read the
act, most of the facilities that we represent throughout the United
States could be classified as a private foundation.

If they have received endowments over a period of time, which
they are now relying upli to take care of people in the lower economic
strata, they will have oniy one choice, and that is to cease giving aid
to the very people who need that aid. This can hap pen in many of the
facilities that I am personally aware of, even in such facilities as those
sponsored by the Catholic charities, the Little Sisters of the Poor, who
would normally be classified by all of those on all congressional com-
Inittees as the one entitled to charitable exemption. 'Yet as the act
is presently structured, I think they would fall within the provisions
of private foundations and be subject to all the restrictions of the act.

Secondly, I think that there is a problem mentioned by Mr. Hackler
on this whole area of property taxation within the 50 States. Many
jurisdictions, and California is one of them, requires that you have a
501 (c) (3) exemption in order to qualify for property tax exemption
within that State.

88-865 0-69--pt. 6- 48
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Under the definitions of private foundations which are now con-
tained in the bill, that exemption would be lost. They would lose their
property tax exemption, and we conservatively estimate that in Cali-
fornia alone each resident of a home for the agim, and there are many
thousands, would be required to pay $80 per monthi per resident in taxes
to the State of California. This again could have but one result, that
is that the facilities would be unable to care for the very people that
they were built for, for the very people who are the objective of these
charitable institutions.

We are firmly convinced that this is not the intent of the Congress,
and that this is not what was meant by the House when it passed the
Tax Reform Act.

We seriously urge that that be amended, and particularly then that
homes for the aging receive as a needed service the classification of
exempt organizations as is done for hospitals.

One fimial comment. The restrictions on "political activity" which is
contained in the House bill, the American Association has appeared
before this committee, has appeared before many other committees of
the Congress as well as before many houses of legislative bodies in
the various States.

Thousands of hours of time worth literally millions of dollars have
been spent by well-motivated people to assist the Congress, the legis-
lative bodies of the various States, and various State and Federal
agencies in developing guidelines, in preparing rules and regulations
that relate to the care of the aging. This has been particularly true
since medicare.

It is our feeling that as presently structured, the House bill would
prohibit this kind of volunteer activity and contribution which is
sorely needed by those in the legislative field. And so in summary,
Mr. Ch , we strongly urge that there be more serious considera-
tion given of these two areas, in order to preserve that which many
years ago, as long as 1835, de Tocqueville when he traveled through-
out the United States said was a characteristic unique of the American
Government, and that is this participation by the voluntary segment
of our society in caring for its fellow man.
Thank you.
Senator GoRE. The next witness is Mr. Mitchell Rogovin.

STATEMENT OF MITCHELL ROGOVIN, THE LOUIS AND HENRIETTA
BLAUSTEIN FOUNDATIONS, INC.

Mr. RoGoviq. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Mitchell Rogovin. I am a partner in the law firm of Arnold
& Porter. As a matter of background I perhaps should say that I was
formerly Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Tax Division
of the Department of Justice and Chief Counsel of the Internal
Revenue Service. While I helped to formulate some of the positions
in H.R. 13270, I do not believe there is any conflict in my representa-
tion of the Louis and Henrietta Blaustein Foundation.

I would like to limit my testimony to some modest suggestions that
are geared to making the stock owitership provisions more workable.

As you know, section 4943 of the bill limits to 20 percent the com-
bined ownership of a corporation's voting stock held by a foundation
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and those who, under very broad rules of attribution, are referred to
as "disqualified persons."

To the extent that the foundation is deemed to own more than 20
percent of the voting stock, this excess business holding must be dis-
)osed of within 10 years. The Treasury and the House seem to believe
that a foundation that holds more than 20 percent of the voting stock
will become preoccupied with "the business of business" rather than
that of philanthropy.

Much is to be said for prohibiting foundations from engaging in
the business of its equity developments, but there are two basic short-
comings in the bill that have effects on philanthropy far beyond those
presumably intended or socially desirable.

The rules dealing with attribution are excessively broad. The 20
percent limitation on stock ownership, when coupled with the attribu-
tion rules, tends to substitute arithmetic for reason. For example, a
foundation will be deemed to be in control of a corporation in which
it has no vote where it holds nonvoting common and family members
hold the voting stock. The family members would find themselves in
an impossible situation. Not only must they dispose of 20 percent
according to the tests of the statute) but they must dispose of all of
tho nonvoting common because it will be deemed to put the founda-
tion in control of the business.

Under these circumstances, the foundation simply is not involved in
the corporation's business, and there is no viable support for a pre-
sumption that it is. Where nonvoting stock is in a foundation the bill
would require the distribution, as I say, of all of the stock that it
holds. The alternative would be to dispose of relatives, and I think
that is against public policy. Hence, we are in this impossible situation
when nonvoting is held.

We know that the control of a corporation can take place with as
little as 10 percent of the voting stock. Yet these artificial rules of
attribution make having no voting stock a greater sin than having
as much as 2 times that needed to control a large industrial corpo-
ration. We would, therefore, accordingly recommend that the House
bill be modified to eliminate the rules of attribution in determining
whether more than 20 percent of a business is owned by a foundation.

At this point I would like to underscore the fact that in other pro-
visions such as the self-dealing provisions in the bill, it might well be
desirable to have extremely road rules of attribution prohibiting
the sales between the foundation and a broad list of related or deemed-
to-be-related persons. However, in determining whether control exists,
if control is the focal point, it would seem that attribution rules
merely substitute as I say, arithmetic for reason.

At the very minimum we would say that the rules of attribution
should not apply to a private foundation which itself owns no voting
stock in the corporation.

An equally troublesome feature of the bill is its failure to provide
a realistic method for a foundation to dispose of excess business hold-
ings. A foundation with excess business holdings of a listed stock
can divest itself by sale with no difficulty at all. The bill allows the
foundation 10 years to accomplish this. Presumably the foundation
will use the cash it has received from the sale of the stock to reinvest
in diversified securities.
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But foundations with excess business holdings in a closely held busi-
ness will find no public market. The problem is compounded where
the securities are of a nonvoting common variety, and it is this latter
situation which I would like to ring to the committee's attention. The
only realistic course for a foundation under these circumstances is to
seek to have the issuing company redeem the stock.

The bill does not prohibit or forbid redemption. Indeed the House
bill recognizes that closely held stock may have to be redeemed by the
issuing company. To facilitate this event, the House bill relaxes the
provisions against self-dealing to allow for a foundation to have its
stock redeemed by the issuing company for fair market value.

Nonetheless, redemption is not feasible because the Internal Reve-
nue Service may well make the argument that the redemption route
either results in a constructive dividend to the donor, or that the
redemption reflects an unreasonable accumulation of earnings on the
part of the company.

In this connection, the Service has sometimes taken the position
that where a corporation redeems shares from a foundation which
received them as a gift, that redemption amounts to a taxable dividend
to the original donor. How far the courts will go in asserting a con-
structive dividend is another matter, but the prospect of the asser-
tion of a dividend is a chilling one, and it certainly does not allow for
the easy disposition of excess business holdings by a foundation.

As to the redeeming corporation, the possibility of the assertion of
a penalty tax on reasonable accumulations of income under section 531
also exists.

There are a number of policy reasons why one would favor a re-
demption mechanism without developing any type of tax consequence
to the donor or to the redeeming company.

Closely held and family businesses generally have been protected
from the tax consequences which would bring about their economic
demise. For example, Congress recognizes that the heavy burden of
death taxes could force a family business to liquidate, to merge, or to
go public under extreme duress. Accordingly Congress provided for
the stock redemption-

Senator GoRE. Mr. Chairman, why should this not be done in many
cases? What is the virtue of perpetuating one family distributing a
particular piece of wealth?

Mr. RocovIN. What we are saying, Senator Gore, is that if this is
what is wanted by the Congress, that is fine. If the foundation is to
dispose of the stock, that being the rule of Congress, we will accept
it. What we are saying is that we do not have an adequate system
for the sale of these valuable assets unless we sell it back to the issuing
company, and that for 50 years these were perfectly legitimate assets
for a foundation to hold. Now ConTess is considering changing the
rules of the game. We are not quarreling with the question of whether
the policy is wise or not. We are simply saying give us a transitional
rule.

Senator GoRE. All right, now what are your suggestions I
Mr. RooovxN. What I am suggesting here is a provision that would

say that section 531 would not apply to an accumulation used to redeem
excess business holdings. Once there is a determination that a founda-
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tion has more than a permitted amount, then that excess amount
could be redeemed by the issuing company without the assertion by
the Internal Revenue Service of a penalty tax for unreasonable
accumulations, and also without the assertion by the Internal Revenue
Service of a constructive dividend to donors who were given this
property perhaps many years before.

Senator GoRE. Thank you. That is a helpful suggestion.
Mr. RoooviN. I believe, if I may conclude, for over 50 years the

very holdings that the House would prohibit were perfectly legitimate
holdings on the part of foundations. Here, however, we see that the
holding today of the same securities would bring about a 200 percent
penalty. Goodness, the Federal tax on adulterated butter is 10 cents a
pound, on marijuana it is $1 an ounce, and on opium it is $300 a pound.
But hold these securities that you could have held for 50 years under
the House bill, and there would be a 200 percent penalty. Well, that
seems to be severe.

What we are saying is that if the rules are to be changed, that
there are adequate ways to allow for no tax consequence because of
this change of policy on the part of the Congress.

I have nothing further.
If there are any questions I would be happy to try to answer them.
Senator GoRE. Thank you for your clear testimony, Mr. Rogovin.
Senator ANDERsox. Thank you very much.
(Mitchell Rogovin's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF M1ITCHELL ROoOVIi, IN BEHALF OF THE LOUIS & HENRIETTA BLAU-

STEIN FOUNDATION, INC.

SUMMARY

I. Five troublesome provtslona of II.R. 13270
A. Viewed by a private foundation holding primarily non-voting stock in a

closely held family business.
II. Stock owncrship limitation

A. Attribution rules are too broad.
1. Causes private foundation with no voting stock to dispose of all its non-

voting securities because of stock owned by family members.
2. Rules of attribution should not apply in determining whether a private

foundation has excess business holdings.
3. Alternatively, non-voting stock should not be equated with control and no

attribution should be allowed where no voting stock is held by foundation.
B. Where involuntary divestiture of excess business holdings is required, bill

should affirmatively preclude adverse tax consequences on the disposition of
closely held stock.

1. No market generally available for closely held securities-other than issuing
corporation.

2. Redemption by issuing company of excess business holdings should not
trigger:

a. Dividend consequences to the donor, or
b. Assertion of the penalty tax for unreasonable accumulations by the redeem-

Ing corporation.
3. Same result should apply where a foundation has to dispose of closely

held securities because it did not obtain a 5 percent yield on its Investment
assets. (54942).

4. Bill should permit retroactive adjustments In the redemption price so as
to be able to comply with the "fair market value" requirements of § 4941(d) (1)
(F).

5. An exception to 14943(e) (4) (B) and (0) should be recognized where there
is a binding agreement to redeem excess business holdings of a foundation over
a period not to exceed 10 years.
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0. An exception to 1 4043(c) (5) should be permitted to as to allow codicils
executed after July 28, 1009, that are unrelated to bequests to private foundations.
IlI Ohar~lablo contributions of appreciated property

A. Develops elitist group of charities to which contribution of appreciated
property is proper.

1. Creates second class of philanthropy as to which no such tax loophole will
be booked.

B. Illogical and discriminatory distinction.
1. Will shift contributions away from private charities.
2. Would, for the first time, tax unrealized appreciation.

IV. Tax on invcstmnt inoonc
A. Tax intended to require private foundations to "make a small contribution

. . . toward the cost of government."
1. Tax on private foundations and not on other philanthropy.
2. Tax-free status the hallmark of philanthropy. Precedent will cause state and

local authorities to similarly tax Investment Income.
B. Better solution: require all exempt oragnizations to pay a small "user

charge" measured by their capital.
1. Earmark such funds for audit program.

V. Distribufon of income
A. 5% minimum distribution requirement unrealistic.
1. Places unwarranted burden on foundation manager.
2. Causes him to "churn" investments to seek 5 percent yield.
B. Foundations should be required to distribute earnings currently.
1. Failure to do so should be treated as failure to dedicate assets to charity.
C. Alternatively, yield minimum should be lowered to 3 percent.

VI. Olay.Bro n provlsiot
A. Provision sound and long overdue.
B. As drafted, however, unintended inequities might result.
1. Rzamptc-Where foundation borrows money in order to make a contribu-

tion in furtherance of charitable purpose and pledges recently acquired donated
property as collateral for loan.

2. Language of sections 514(b) and 514(c) (1) (C) could be interpreted to
cover above example.

3. While such an arrangement does not appear to be within policy of bill,
ambiguity could be resolved by appropriate language lit Committee Report.

STATEMENT

Mr, Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is Mitchell Rogovin.
I am a partner in the law firm of Arnold & Porter, of Washington, D.C. As way
of background and disclosure, I was formerly Assistant Attorney General of the
United States in charge of the Tax Division and before that, Chief Counsel
for the Internal Revenue Service. Although in my former government positions
I helped formulate some of the positions taken in H.R. 13270, I do not believe
there is any conflict in my representation of the Louis and Henrietta Blausteln
Foundation, Inc.

I
In roduotimi

Philanthropy, with its traces beginning at the dawn of time, is currently going
through what has become a recurring process, a reappraisal by the society which
it serves. Such reappraisals are as old as philanthropy itself and have occurred
many times, in numerous areas. Over that span of time, charitable activities
have been shaped, have been fostered and have been limited by the wisdom,
the fears and the prejudices of the ages in which the reappraisals occurred.

One might say that when organized society first recognired that the poor had
rights and the rich had duties, philanthropy was born. All cultures and civiliza-
tions provide examples demonstrating their sense of charitable obligation.-

SSee. Andrews. Philantroplo Giving, Russell Sage Foundation, p. 30; 5 Encyclopedia
BriMannlca (1955 Ed.) Oharil, p. 250.
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The development of the law of charity thus mirrors the social, religious and
economic philosophies which have held sway throughout the various periods
of our history. In modern times the granting or withholding of tax privileges has
become a favorite tool of society in shaping the development of charitable acti-
vities and an important means through which society imposes its will on philan-
thropy. The result has been that the tax treatment of charitable activities at
any given period of time is, In Itself, a mirror of the social, religious and
economic philosophies of the time.

The unanswered question is what legacy will the 91st Congress leave for
generations unborn. The result of the philanthropy of the 19th Century is all
about us. The colleges, libraries, concert halls and research institutes stand
tall as the product of private philanthropy of years gone by. Much of the testi-
mony Foundations' Coordinated Testimony Group bears ample witness to what
philanthropy has done in the past."

Some 8pccifo concerns
Tite need for specific legislation to curb the overreach and abuse of some

foundation managers has, over the past decade, been demonstrated. The House
Bill, however, is an all too broad answer to the specific problems surfaced by
the Treasury Report s or Congressman Patman's hearings on private founda-
tions.' Indeed, at a point in time when it would seem that the Congress should
be seeking to encourage foundation managers-the private sector-to work
toward the eradication of the formidable problems facing our nation, the Bill
challenges the continued existence of private foundations. It Is not a good ex-
emple of "creative or new federalism."

-Since the Blausteln Foundation is, in comparison to some of the foundations
represented at these hearings, relatively small and like many private founda-
tions, it holds primarily nonvoting stock in a closely-held family enterprise, our
comments on certain of the foundation provisions of H.R. 13270 reflect that
point of view. It is, therefore, in this context, that we focus upon:

A. Stock Ownership Limiation sectionn 101(b) of the Bill and section 4943
of the Code).

B. Oharitablo Contributions of Apprccfatcd Property (sections 201 (c) and
(d) of the Bill and section 170 of the Code).

C. Tax on Int ctnent tincrnc (section 101(a) of the Bill and section 506
of the Code).

D. Diatribution of Ineomc (section 101 (b) of the Bill and section 4942 of the
Code).

U. Tho Clay-Brown Provision (section 121 of the Bill and sections 512 and 514
of the Code).

if.
A. Stock ownerahip liintati'tm

This provision of the Bill limits to 20 percent the combined ownership of a
corporation's voting and nonvoting stock held by a private foundation and those
who, under broad rules of stock ownership attribution, are referred to as "dis-
qualified persons." To the extent that a foundation and disqualified persons own
stock in excess of the 20 percent limitation, the foundation must dispose of its
stock within a 10-year period. This provision will, singlehandedly, cause the
liquidation of countless private foundations and, coupled with the limitation
on gifts of appreciated property to private foundations, wil: make it impos ' ble
for many men of wealth to contribute to philanthropy the mcst valuable asset
they have-shares of the businesses built up by themselves, their family or a
small group of entrepeneurs.

The general philosophy behind such legislation is the assumption that a founda-
tion owning (together with so-called disqualified persons) more than 20 percent

'See Statements of Miller and Wells. The Role of Foundations in American dlfe,
September 0. 3069.
,4reaffury Department Report on Private Foundations, Committee on Ways and
Meant, 89th Cong.. 2d Seas. (1005).

'Tax-Exempt Foundations and Charitable Trusts: Their Impact on Our Economy.
Chairman's Report to the House Select Committee on Small Business. 87th Cong., 2d
Sess. (Comm. Print 1982); 2d Installment Subcommittee Chairman's Report to Sub-
committee No. 1, House Select Committee on Small Business. 88th Cong., lot Bess.
(Comm. Print 1903): 8d Installment, Id., 88th Cong., 2d Seas. (Comm. Print 19M4):
4th Installment, Id., 89th Cong. 2d Bess. (Comm. Print 1966) 5 5th Installment, id 90th
Cong., 2d Ses. (Comm. Print 1967)- 6th Installment Id 90h Cong., 2d Bess. (6omm.
Print 1968) ; 7th Installment, id., 91st Cong., lst Se.s. (Comm. Print 1980).
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of a corporation's voting stock, will become preoccupied with the business of
business rather than Its charitable purpose.

While there is much to be said in favor of prohibiting foundation trustees ald
managers from engaging in the business of its equity investments, the House 11111
would unnecessarily destroy a substantial source of plillanthropie support to
curb some possible abuses whIch may arise from control. Two baste shorteomn.
ings cause the Bill to have effects upon philanthropy far beyond lhese pre-
sumably Intended or socially desirable. The first, the rules dealing with attribu-
tion, are excessively broad in some Instances and totally unnecessary IIn others.
For example, tinder these rules, a foundation can be deemed to be in control
of a corporation in which it has no vote and, therefore, no control. The second
reflects the absence of a realistic method in which a foundation call divest Itself
of shares of closely-held stock to meet the House Bill's limitation on stk-
ownership and still make available to charity the most cash possible. Closely-
held stock generally has no market and cannot be sold for its real worth. The
only method of obtaining real worth for charitable purposes Is through the
redemption of such stock by the Issuing corporation.

Attribution ritle
The .20 percent limitation of combined stock ownership Is an arbitrary rule

which substitutes arithmetic for reason.' It has the sole advantage of being
a clear-cut rule. But even this advantage becomes fuzzy when the rules of attri-
bution-the deeming of stock owned by others to be owned by the Foundation-
are applied. The basic presumption is that when a foundation has more than 20
percent of a corporation's voting stock, Its managers will become Involved lit
business to the detriment of philanthropy. This, however, becomes strained to
the breaking point when, for example, a foundation with nothing but the noni-
voting stock of a corporation finds itself charged with all the voting stock owned
by:

"A substantial contributor (anyone who has contributed more than $5.00O
in any one calendar year or more than any other contributor in any one cnlen-
dar year), a foundation manager, an individual who owns more than 20% of at
corporation which is a substantial contributor, it holder of more that 20% of
the beneficial Interest of a trust or unincorporated enterprise which is a sub-
stantial contributor, a member of the family (under the personal holding com-
pany and collapsible corporation attribution rules) of any such person, or a
corporation, partnership, trust, or estate as to which all such persons own III
the aggregate more than 351%."

To equate nonvoting stock with voting common stock is like assuming that
holders of Series E Savings Bonds can vote on federal legislation. The presunip-
tion of business involvement is nonsense when novoting stock is held by a foundl-
tIon. The attribution rules, while properly broad when dealing with niatters such
as self-dealing, have no relevance in the context of the provisions of the House
Bill dealing with control by a foundation of a business enterprise.

In a situation where a foundation holds nonvoting stock in a family buslnecss
and the voting stock is held by family members, the found. 'on must (because of
the application of the rules of attribution) dispose of al," i.: , voting stock. It
Is totally illogical to reach such a result in the name of - ,oundattons out
of business. The proposed bill would allow a foundation to own up to 20 percent
of the voting stock in a business. In many Instances, 10 percent of the voting
stock is enough to exercise control. Thus, business involvement Is sanctioned to
that extent. Yet, where a foundation has no control-no voting stock-it will
be deemed to be Involved in business through the fiction of attribution.

Aocordingly, the bill should be modified so as to cllminato the rens of attribu-
tion fi dctcrnmiing wlhcthcr 20 percent of a buasiess Is owncd by a private
foundation. At the vecry mninium, the rules of attribution should not apply to
a pritwtefoundation woh Ich itself owns no voting stock.

,. . . anodynes for the pains of thinking" as Judge JMarned Hand put It. SansoinC
Y. (loMmleaoner. 60 F.2d 931 913 (2d Cir. 1932), cert. den. 28? U.S. 617 (1032).
s n. Rpt. No. 91-413 (Part 1), .1, 1st Cong., 1st Sess. (1960). These rules of attribu.

tion include and expand upon te rules set out In 1 341(d) and j 544(a), I.R.C. 1054.
They are proposed to be applied in mechanical fashion to the problems of self-dealing
and excess business holdinp, Irrespective -of the vast difference between these two
problems,
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Rcdomption
A second and equally troublesome feature of the House Bill Is Its failure

effectively to provide a realistic mechanism for: (1) private foundations to
comply with a forced divestiture of stock In a closely-held company; and (2)
for public charities to obtain cash for closely-held stock In a manner which
will most benefit charitable purposes.

Many public charities and private foundations hold stock in closely-held
companies. Indeed, for over LI0 years such stock has been considered by the
Treasury as perfectly legitimate holdings for foundations. Under the House Bill,
private foundations required to divest themselves of closely-held stock can meet
this requirement by sale, by gift to a public charity, or by redemption. Realis-
tically, however, redemption of the stock by the Issuing company Is the only
method for the charity to obtain a market and a fair value. The transfer by the
private foundation of closely-held securities to a public charity, without the
capacity of sale by the recipient, is a paltry gift unless the public charity can
otherwise convert it into expendable cash.

Many persons of wealth whose property is concentrated in closely-held cor-
porations customarily leave substantial gifts to private and public charities
under their wills. The House Bill will discourage future generous gifts of such
stock to private foundations If the gift will make the foundation a 20% or more
shareholder, unless there is some way for the foundation to divest itself of the
shares. Likewise, when testamentary gifts are made to public charities, or If the
public charities receive closely-held sotck from private foundations,? a method
must be devised to allow the conversion of the stock Into cash. Unless a redemp-
tion provision is provided, charity will get something substantially less than the
true worth of the securities In both Instances.

Why redemption is not cirrcntlV feasible
The House Bill does not forbid redemptions from public charities or private

foundations. In fact, the Committee Report recognizes that closely-held stock
may be redeemed. To facilitate this end, the prohibition against self-dealing Is
relaxed in such cases where the stock is sold for fair market value by the founda-
tion to a disqualified person which may be the corporation. Nonetheless, certain
other possible interpretations of the Internal Revenue Code may make the redemnp-
tion so dangerous to the donor and to the closely-held corporation that redemption
is impossible.

The Internal Revenue Service has sometimes taken the position that where
a corporation redeems shares which have been received by n foundation as gifts,
the redemption amounts to a taxable dividend at high rates, to the original
donors. How far the courts will go along with the constructive dividend position
Is, perhaps, another matter, but the prospect of the assertion of dividend con-
sequences is a chilling one. It should be made clear by amendment that a
redemption of closely-held stock presently held by, or received as a testamentary
bequest by a private foundation or owned or received by a public charity would
not produce dividend consequences to the donors or to the decedent's estate.

So far as the redeeming corporation is concerned, the problem Is the possible
assertion of the penalty tax upon unreasonable accumulation of Income under
section 531 of the Internal Revenue Code.' For purposes of the penalty tax the
Code presently allows a deduction for corporate charitable contributions in excess
of the 5 percent of adjusted gross Income normally allowed corporations as a

I A method of divestiture approved by the Bill.
lFirst National Industries, Inc. v. Commr(oaoner, 404 F.2d 1182 (6th Cir. 1968). a#)

26 TCM 008 (1007) involved a parent corporation's donation of 'equity" in a subsldiary a
stock to n foundation. The subsidiary redeemed the stock from the foundation and the
dlonor (parent corporation) was held taxable on the redemption proceeds. See also Russell B.Paelon, 25 TOM 1024 (1000). IRS contended for dividend treatment but did not prevail In
Robert h. Fo:, 27 TrM 1001 (1068) ; Jacobs v. United States, 280 A;. Supp. 487 (UD.D Ohio
1966): a 'd 800 P.2d 877 (C.A. 0th 1088) a and Wiaton v. Kelm 122 F. Su p. 049 (D.
Minn. 1054). See also Shcppard v. United kltate., 801 F.2d 072 (&5. Cie. 1088).

'See Dickman Lumber Company v. United States 65-1 USTO 9183 (W.D. Wash. 1064),
aI'd 855 P.2d 670 (C.A. 0th 1900) ; Youngs Ruboer Corp. 21 T M 1U93 (1002), afa Q
381 .2d 12 (CA. 2d 1904) ; KirlIn Co., 23 TCM 1580 (1064i), aff'd 861 F.2d 81 (.A.
Oth 1060), where the retention of earnings and profits to provide funds for the redemption
of a deceased shareholder's stock (under section 303) so as to enable the estate t pay
death taxes was found not to be an accumulation for the reasonable needs of the business.
Set also Washington, Can Rarntgs Still be Accumulated to Finance Section S8. Redemp-
tion. ? 44 Taxes 48 (Jan. 108), and Herwlts, Stock Redemption# and the Accumuiated
Eamngs Ta, 74 Har. L. Rev. 88 (161).
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deductible charitable contribution. An additional deduction should be allowed
for the indirect charitable contribution made through a redemption of closely.
held shares.

Polioy coneidcrat ion, fav oring rcdcnp tion
Over the history of our modern income tax, closely-held and family businesses

have been protected and sheltered from adverse tax effects which would cause
the demise of the closely-held business as a part of our economic life. For example,
Congress recognized that death taxes could easily force a closely-held business to
liquidate, merge, or "go public" under extreme duress. Accordingly, it provided for
stock redemption to pay death taxes without dividend consequences to the
estate.'

Similar protection must be given to testamentary gifts of securities in closely.
held companies, if forced mergers with their resulting concentration of power in
larger units are to be avoided and if our plurallstc approach to philanthropy is
to continue.

A private foundation required to divest a portion of its publicly traded secu-
rities has no problem. A private foundation or a public charity holding a security
with no available market other than the issuing company will have difficulty
realizing the full value of such assets.u Consistent with the desire for charity to
obtain the full value of such assets, they should be encouraged to convert the
closely-held stock into cash and thereafter be on parity with other private founda-
tions or public charities which hold marketable securities. Thus, they will be in
a better position to carry out their charitable purpose. The recommended addi-
tions in the bill are intended to facilitate the policy behind this provisions; to
change the type of Investments held by certain private foundations.

An alternative approach which recognizes that nonvoting stock in the hands
of a private foundation Is substantially different than voting stock should be
considered. Since a foundation holding nothing but nonvoting stock in a family
enterprise Is harshly treated under the rules of constructive ownership, an excep-
tion should be added to the Bill to provide that where a foundation holds ex-
clusively nonvoting stock amounting to less than 25 percent of the total equity of
the corporation, the provision of section 4943 of the Bill will not apply."

Other problems re diveatiture of eces8 business holdings
Section 101(k) provides that section 4041 (the provision that imposes sanc-

tions on self-dealing) shall not apply to sales by a foundation to a "disqualified
person" if the sale is necessary in order for the foundation to dispose of Its
excess business holdings and if the foundation receives an amount equal to the
fair market value of the stock.

How would this provision be applied in situations where the Internal Revenue
Service or a court subsequently determines that the fair market value of the
redeemed stock was higher than the redemption price originally agreed upon
by the foundation and the corporation? The difficulty in valuing closely-held stock
is well recognized. The Internal Revenue Service has often asserted a higher
value for closely-held stock than the value reported by taxpayers on their federal
estate and gift tax returns; and courts have often determined a still different
value. If a foundation, in compliance with the excess business holding pro-
visions, has Its closely-held shares redeemed by an issuing cc, pormtlon which
is a "disqualified person," and If it Is finally determined by the Service or
a court that the redemption price was less than "fair market value," would a
retroactive adjustment in the redemption price be permitted so that the founda-

"'Section 303 provides capital goins treatment for a stock redemption needed to pay
death taxes and section 0160 prov des for installment payment of estate taxes on estates
composed largely of "an nterest in a closely held business" defined inter alta, as consisting
of 20 percent or more In value of the voting stork of a corporation. Treas. Regs. £ 20.101-
1(b) provides that the sale of interests in a family business to unrelated persons Is a hard-
ship fustifyIng delayed tax collection. Simon, Hearings Before the Committee on Ways and
Means on Tax Reform, 1900. N. 14 at 790.uI A similar problem In obtaining full value exists when under the distribution of Income
provision of section 101(b) of the Bill (new section 4942). a private foundation falls to
obtain a 5 percent yield on its Investment assets. At that point, if its only assets are
shares in closely-held corporations, some device is necessary to allow the issuing corpora-
ion to redeem the securities without adverse tax oonsequencen to the redeeming corpora-

ton, Its shareholders, the donor or the fouydauon. To fall to do so would only compound
the foundation's inability to get a full va lie return on its assets.Ution 4948(e) (2) (C) of the proposed Bill provides a de minimum rule under which
founations may retain not more than 2 percent of the voting stock notwithstanding the
20 percent limitation.
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tion would have the opportunity to keep the transaction within the scope of sec-
tion 101(k). By the retroactive adjustment, the redeeming corporation would pay
to the foundation the difference between the original redemption price and the
finally determined "fair market value."

If retroactive adjustments are not specifically provided for, the section 101(k)
exception will be unworkable. Foundation managers and the redeeming cor-
porations will be obliged to risk the imposition of the section 4941 sanctions
because "fair market value" may subsequently be determined to be higher
than the redemption price. Under section 4041(a), a tax of 5 percent of the
amount involved In the self-dealing transaction will be imposed on the redeeming
corporation and, if the redemption is not "undone" during the "correction pe-
riod," a tax of 200 percent will be imposed under section 441(b). A tax of 21/
percent will be imposed on the foundation manager who knowingly participates
in the transaction, (section 4011(a) ) and an additional tax of 150 percent will be
imposed if he refuses to agree to a "correction" (section 4941 (b)). Section 101 (k)
certainly was not intended to be so limited in application.

Accordingly, the House Bill should-, therefore, make clear that a retroactive
adjustmient in the redemption priec will comply with the "fair market value"
requirement of 8ctiot 101 (k).

A second provision in the House Bill that will discourage redemptions Is the
reduced grace period that will result whenever the redeeming corporation is a
"disqualified person." Section 4943(c) (4) (B) provides that the ten-year grace
period for disposing of excess holdings is cut off after two years unless the foun-
dation has disposed of at least one-tenth of its excess holdings to a person
other than a "disqualified person." Section 4943(c) (4) (C) provides that by the
end of the first five years, the foundation must have disposed of at least one-
third of its excess holdings and (together with all disqualified persons) it must
not hold as much as 50 percent of the stock of the corporation. Where family
members (disqualified persons) own all of the voting stock of the business enter-
prise, the present rules of constructive ownership will attribute all of their stock
to the private foundation even though the foundation only holds nonvoting
stock. Under such circumstances, the foundation could not meet the Interim
requirements of either section 4943(c) (4) (B) or (0) unless it disposes of all
of its holdings within two years. If it fails to do so, it must suffer the sanctions
of section 4943 (a 5 percent tax and a 200 percent tax). This is unrealistic, un-
fair and possibly unconstitutional. In many cases, the redeeming corporation
will not be able, within a two-year period, or five-year period, to redeem all the
stock of the foundation (and perhaps all the stock of similarly situated founda-
tions). Thus, even if redemption may be the only way for obtaining the real
value of the stock, the redemption method will often be impossible because of the
unrealistic time table set up in the statute.

The purpose for requiring partial divestiture over two. five and finally the tenth
year is apparently to insure that a foundation does not wait until the tenth
year and then claim hardship. It would seem that this problem would be ade-
quately solved if the issuing corporation entered into a binding agreement with
the foundation to redeem the excess business holdings over it ten-year period. s

This would demonstrate the foundation's intention to divest and would allow
the redeeming corporation to develop an appropriate plan for the redemption.

Accordingly, the House Bill should provide that the provisions of section 4948
(o) (4) (B) and (0) shall not apply where a binding agreement is entered into
to redeem the excess business holdings over a period not to cxcccd ten flears.

The effect of a codicil on pro-July 29, 1069, will
The "grandfather clause" in section 443(c) (5) creates an inequitable result

in its present form. A ten-year period Is given for the disposition of excess
business holdings when the assets come to a private foundation at some time in
the future if there was a bequest In a will executed before July 29, 1069. If the will
Is dated after July 28, 1009, the foundation has only five years within which
to dispose of excess holdings so received (section 4943(c) (0)).

Under state law, a codicil is generally considered to have the effect of making

"Thiis. the foundation could offer Its stock for redemption, sell it to third parties
(If available) or Aive It to public charities Ourinx the 10-year period. In any event, It
would dispose of all of Its excess holdings within the 10-year period.
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the will speak as of the date of the codicil." This being the case, a taxpayer who
in a will executed prior to July 29, 1069 has provided for a testamentary bequest
to a private foundation Is placed on the horns of a dilemma If he wishes, for
non-tax reasons, to execute a codicil. If, for example, a taxpayer has after-born
grandchildren and wishes to provide for them by codicil, he will cause the pri-
vate foundation to lose the benefit of section 4943(c) (5). It would not seem
that the Intention of Congress was to create such a dilemma.

Accordingly, scotion 4943(o) (5) should bc amended to provide that a codicil
not related to a bequest to any private foutdation should niot be considercd as
changing the date of the original will.

Summary of legislative solutions
1. Attribution-The attribution rules should be amended so as not to be appli-

cable to section 101(b) of the House Bill. If the attribution rules are retained
with respect to section 101(b), at a very minimum, they should not apply to a
private foundation which itself owns no voting stock.

2. Redemption-Affirmative legislation should be added to the House Bill to
permit:

(a) Private foundations to offer to the issuing corporation for redemption
over a ten-year period any stock in a closely-held corporation which is an excess
business holding as of the effective date of the act or becomes an excess business
holding because of a subsequent testamentary bequest, with no adverse tax
effects to the foundation, the redeeming corporation, its stockholders, or the
donor."

(b) Public charities to offer at any time closely-held stock to the Issuing cor-
poration for redemption without adverse tax effects upon the redeeming corpo-
ration, its stockholders, or the donor.15

(c) Retroactive adjustments in the redemption price so as to comply with the
"fair market value" requirement of section 4941 (d) (1) (F).

(d) An exception to section 4943(c) (4) (B) and (C) where there is a binding
agreement to redeem the excess business holdings of a private foundation over a
period not to exceed ten years.

(e) An exception to section 4943(c) (5) to allow for codicils unrelated to be-
quests to any private foundation to be executed after July 29, 1969.
B. Charitable contributions of appreciated property

Predicated upon the stated desire "to remove some of the present tax advan-
tages of gifts of appreciated property over gifts of cash," 1 this provision of the
House Bill drives a further wedge between charitable institutions. It develops
an elitist group of charities to which Congressionally recognized undesirable tax
advantages will be permitted and a second class of charity where no such ad-
vantage will be brooked. It presumes to distinguish between worthy and less
worthy charity.

As to the first class of charity, the donor may continue to deduct the fair
market value of contributed property. Where, however, the donee is a private
foundation, the House Bill requires the donor to elect as the measure of his con-
tribution of property (1) his cost or other basis in the property, or (2) the fair
market value of the property, but he must include in his tax base the untaxed
appreciation with respect to the property involved."

This provision of the House Bill draws a line totally lacking in rationality.
Under this provision, for example, a gift of appreciated property to a local
P.T.A. would be entitled to a deduction measured by the fair market value while
a similar gift to the Brookings Institute would, because It Is a private foundation,
be limited to the donor's cost or subject him to tax upon the appreciation. Such
a Congressional judgment as to favored and disfavored charity could hardly
be based upon objective evidence. Indeed, it smacks of crass discrimination for
it is no argument to condem the gift of appreciated property and then merely
select out the impact of the bill an illogical slice of charitable institutions.

'1 Atkinson, Handbook of the Law of Will* (2d Ed.), West Publishing Co. (1053), p. 468.
While this result. says Atkinson. should only be reached where it Is in accordance with
the testator's probable Intention the case law is Is far from clear.

u Bee Appendix A for Illustrative draft language.
FfR. Rept. No. 91-418 (Part ), p. 54, 91st Cong., 1.st Bess. (1969).uA tax on unrealized apprec a on would be a sharp departure from the philosophy of

our federal taxation scheme.
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Appreciation a.9 a tncaaurc of deductibility
Historically, the Treasury has accepted the proposition that there is no realiza-

tion of income when appreciated property is donated.u
Since the beginning of World War II, the appreciation factor has played an

increasingly large part in the stimulation of charitable giving. To that large
segment of the population who wish to be generous and only have appreciated
property to make large donations, if this provision remains In the bill, they real-
istically have no choice but to ignore the needs of private foundations and give
to those charities to which the contribution will be afforded greater credit "for
tax purposes." To assume the contrary Is to ignore a basic fact of life in mid-
twentieth century America.

Thus, the real impact of this provision is to shift donations away from the
work of private foundations in certain instances and to shut off the flow com-
pletely in other instances. Such an effect Is all the more troublesome when it
is recognized that the work of philanthropy in the nation is as beset by inflation
as is the private economy. Just at the point in our history when the demands
on private philanthropy are at their high point, the Congress is considering
legislation which would shut off the flow of funds to private foundations. It is
illogical.

Accordingly, this provision should be struck from the Bill.
C. Tax on investment income

The House Committee Report says that private foundations should "make a
small contribution, a tax of 7%, percent of their investment income, toward the
cost of government." It is, however, curious indeed that the contribution is
required only of private foundations; numerically but a fraction of the total
number of exempt organizations. It is even more curious when one assumes
that the other provisions of this bill will cause only Congressionally desirable
foundations to retain exemption. In fact, the tax Is actually placed on the
beneficiaries of charity; a tax not placed on other exempt organizations with
extensive Investment Income. Nor Is the 7.5 percent federal tax the only concern
to philanthropy. It is quite conceivable--indeed, inevitable-that state and local
tax authorities will add private philanthrophy to their tax rolls once the lead
is taken by the federal government.

Since literally the dawn of history the tax-free status of philanthrophy has
been the favorite tool of society in shaping the development of charitable activi-
ties. The Revenue Code has never drawn a distinction among charities ;making
some tax-free and some 92,,r% tax-free. Certain activities are simply better
handled in society through private charity as opposed to the business sector of
government; a pattern now threatened by the 91st Congress.

It would appear that a user charge 1 9 to defray the administrative expenses of
examining exempt foundations and other organizations would be a better alterha-
tive to a tax on investment income. Such a fee, likened to that paid by national
banks to the Comptroller of the Currency, could be based on the organization's
net assets. These fees could then be earmarked for the Revenue Service's audit
program to insure that an adequate audit program can be developed.

Accordingly, the provision for a tax on investment income should be struck
from the Bill and a "u scr-charge" substituted.
D. Distribution of income

The House Bill requires a private foundation to distribute all its income cur-
rently, but not less than 5 percent of its investment assets.

The 5 percent minimum distribution requirement is totally unrealistic. It
imposes an unwarranted burden on the foundation manager. Instead of concen-
trating on philanthropy, he must turn his energies to chasing the vagaries of
the stock market in pursuit of the ever-elusive 5 percent return. Certainly no
precedent can be found in trust law for requiring a trustee to produce Income
of a fixed percent.

Is In 1038, the House attacked this position. It, however, got no further than the
Senate Finance Committee. See 11. Rept. No. 1860, 75th Cong., 3d Sess. 19 (1038), Sen.
Rept. No. 1507. 75th Cong.. 3d Sess. 14 (1938).

'The fee could he based on capital assets, not investment Income. Further, I would
recommend such a fee be paid by all section 501(c) organizations under the theory that
the IRS does (or should) examine the activities of all exempt organizations.



The House Bill requires the adoption of an Inflexible foundation Investment
policy that unduly restricts the foundation manager In making investment Judg-
ments. The foundation fnanager will have to stress "yield" only and Ignore highly
regarded "growth" stocks needed to offset the effect of Inflation on the founda-
tion's future ditrlbutions. The foundation manager will have to adhere to this
rigid Investment policy even In those economic periods when it proves unwise
end Imprudent, because his only alternative is the gradual liquidation of the
foundation's assets.

The mandatory distribution of 5 percent of a foundation's Investment assets
can produce erlous difficulties of compliance in situations In which a foundation
holds 1w-yield, closely-held stock for which there is no market. In addition
to the obvious problem of valuing the closely-held stock for purposes of the 5 per-
cent computation, the foundation will encounter problems in meeting the mini-
mum distribution requirement. Sale of part of the stock Is one alternative, but
this alternative would not be meaningful it there Is no market for the stock.
Another alternative Is redemption by the Issuing corporation of sufficient shares
to allow-the foundation to meet the 5 percent distribution requirement. Redemp-
tion would not be feasible, however, because of the existence of two deterrents
In the current tax laws discussed above. The Internal Revenue Service may take
the position that some or all of the redemption proceeds are constructive divi-
dends to the original donors; the Internal Revenue Service niay also take the
position that the use of corporate funds for the benefit of a charity has accumu-
lated earnings penalty tax Implications under section 531. Certainly prospective
donors would be reluctant to contribute low-yield, closely-held securities to a
foundation If the foundation may be compelled to redeem the stock and thereby
create constructive dividend problems for the donor. 'Certainly Issuing corpora-
tions would be reluctant to redeem any such stock If the redemption may create
section 531 Implications. Where sale or redemption of low-yleldlng, closely-held
stock Is not possible, the House Bill, In effect, requires foundations to distribute
such stock to public or private operating foundations In order to comply with the
5 percent distribution requirement. It is questionable whether the public welfare
Is well served by such a rule that necessitates a continuous reduction of founda-
tion assets.

Foundations should be encouraged to provide current benefits to charity. At
the samb time, foundation Investment policy should not be unduly Inhibited. Both
of these objectives can be accomplished by a modification of the House Bill that
would focus on the specific abuse Involved In this area: that the current-benefits-
to-charity principle is eroded when foundations hold non-income producing
securities in corporations controlled by the foundation or by "disqualified per-
sons" because those who "use a foundation's stockholdings to retain business
control In some cases are relatively unconcerned about producing Income to be
used by the foundation for charitable purposes." "

To cure this abuse, the blanket 5 percent requirement would not be necessary.
(Current benefits can be assurA for charity by requiring a foundation to distribute
annually the aggregate of ail its current net incomt-, thus eliminating the vague
standards relating to unreasonable accumulations of Income under existing law.
In the event that a foundation failed to Invest Its assets In income producing
property, i.e., It does not receive an annual Income, it would seem that such a
foundation has failed to dedicate Its assets for exclusively exempt purposes and
should be penalized. In the alternative, the mandatory yield requirement should
be reduced to 8 percent.

Congress should seek to encourage responsible foundation managers to work
toward the eradication of poverty, the rebuilding of our central cities, the lifting
of our schools to a new level of quality and the accomplishment of the other
formidable tasks that challenge society at the tall end of the 20th Century, not
to chase after a glamour stock that yields the magical figure of 5 percent.

AccordinglV, the 5 percent minimum yield pro seon should be deleted from
the Bill in its entirety. Alternatively, if a mnfimun yield is believed necessary,
it should be set at 3 percent of investment assets.
B .The Olay-Broton proW8ieon

The House Bill seeks to overcome the situation where a tax-exempt organiza-
tion acquires a business by agreeing to 'pay the former owners a percentage
of future profits until the purchase price is paid in full with no commitment for

b'1. Rpt. No. 91-418 (Part I), p. 27, 1st Cong., lat Sess. (19M).
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payment other than" from the assets or Income of the transferred business. The
Bill reaches this result by imposing the unrelated business income tax on the
income received by the exempt organization in proportion to the existing debt
on the Income producing property. The legislation is sound and long overdue.

However, as drafted, the House Bill could produce certain unintended In-
equities. Specifically, the language of sections 514(b) and 514(c) (1) (0) could
be interpreted as covering a transaction in which a charitable foundation borrows
money in order to make a contribution in furtherance of its charitable purposes
and pledges recently-acquired donated property as collateral for the loan.

Background "
Since the specific transaction ith respect to Whio&4we are concerned has

already been entered Into, after favorable rulings by the Internal Revenue Service
(as later herein Indl gt4d), the background and surroundlnk,4acts become quite
relevant in pointingplf the need for clarifying language in the Cqinmittee Report.

The Foundatlo /entered into an agr ment..WIth a unlversl, wherein the
Foundation agree d to grant $500,000 to t e univeifty for the contk-uctlon of abuilding for itsCenter of Ame Wan tudle . The totalgrant is to be ptd over the
construction Wr od in qua tfrly In stallmets sufficeWnt to cover the u lversity's
current const action cost . | \ J" -

In order t6 help the Foundation ;1et-thii 'uiireased na cial burdeA one of
its founders/transferred shares of jfjbliclyv-radC-q common stock to an irre ocable
trust for tile benefit of the Foun e tru b remain in existence for
a period often years and one d1 ( r ti $650, In In me payme ts are
received b the Foundation, whi r occurs late under the terms of th trust
indenture, all of the Incme front tAe c6r tus of t e inust be angs absolutely to
the Found tlon and l.to be padove t6 iti#__iA r.annuh'.Installments y the
bank trus"e. Upon tle terminp ion of tr A trt the trust principal, apthen
onstituted| will be re urned to. he grant -(ir ip etate, in the event/of his

prior death) as his absolute prolferty. t; ..
While it antlelpat ter l the ath ao.n ot &i e to be derved from tie ttust

over Its entne term wil be"more than ideq e toe fund the F6undatlorls grant,
it will not be~lufliclent during the construction period to covtr the Foghdation's
obligation undr the agreement. In.ofder to false th fundsgnecessary t6 meet the
quarterly payntents to the university, as jhey b covi6 due, the Foundation
arranged to borroky a total of $*00,000 from t bank. A9 security fo the loan (or
loans), the Founddton assigned its Incomei'ights under the truth agreement to
the bank. I/

By virtue of the fore'ojng transaction, It will be possible.fXor the Foundation,
with the then current net *oarh of $257,000, to make avoia1tle the entire $500,000
grant to the university to meOt-tlh expenses of thel'1uilding's construction as
they become due during the constr'tl6n'pe?16i1, and the Foundation will have
funds to pay off the loan.

The Foundation received favorable rulings from the Internal Revenue Service
determining that (1) no part of the Income of the trust would be taxed to its
grantor, (2) the trust would be allowed a deduction under'section 642(c) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 for all of the income paid to the Foundation, and
(3) none of the described transactions would adversely affect the exempt status
of the Foundation.

The Committee Report makes It clear that unrelated debt-financed income
would be taxable as unrelated business income "if the income arises from prop-
erty acquired or Improved with borrowed funds and the production of the in-
come is unrelated to the" purposes of the exempt organization. In the situation
with which we are concerned, the property acquired, the Income interest In the
trust, was not acquired with borrowed funds, hut was, in fact, donated. The
arrangement would not, therefore, appear to be within the policy of the Bill.

Definitional problem
The Bill as drafted (proposed .*ectlon 514(b)), however, defines "debt financed

property" as "any property which is held to produce income and with respect to
which there Is an acquisition Indebtedness (as defined In subsection (c)) at any
time during the taxable year..." Section 514(c) (1) (0) in turn defines "ac-
quisition indebtedness" as:

"The Indebtedness incurred after the acquisition or improvement of such
property if such Indebtednes would not have been incurred but for such ac-

" This figure includes the interest factor.
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quisition or improvement and the Incurrence of such Indebtedness was reasonably
foreseeable at the time of such acquisition or inprovenent. ...a"

It would appear that, as drafted, this language may inadvertently apply to
the type of transaction entered into by the Foundation. While the Foundation
did not borrow funds for the purpose of acquiring or Improving property, the
Indebtedness probably would not and could not have been incurred unless the
Foundation were given the income Interest in the trust which could be pledged
with the lender-bank.

It Is difficult to believe that such a result lies anywhere within the realm of
the avowed legislative prpos(--to extend the unrelated business. income tax
provided by section 514 of existing law to the Clay-Broitn type of transaction
and similar cases. Certainly, no public policy Is served by reaching such n re-
sult In a situation in which a foundation is merely anticipating its income in
the Interests of n university.

solution
It is suggested that Congress' intention not to extend this legislation to such

ends can be made clearer than it has been by expanding the Committee Report"
to read as follows:

"Under the bill, the unrelated debt-finaneed income Is included in 'unrelated
business income.' It. would be subject to tax, however, only It the income arises
from property acquired or improved with borrowed funds and the production of
the income is unrelated to the educational, charitable, religious, or other pur-
pose constituting the basis of the organization's tax exemption. Borrowing by
the exempt organization for Its own exempt purposes would be unaffected by
the bill. Thus, whcre a foundation pledges recently acquired property in. order
to borrow funds tohich it ininwdiatcly tscs for tar exempt purposes and neither
the donor of the pledged property nor any other private individual reeci'c anyi
direct or indirect financial benefit either as a result of the transfer of the prop.
ery or the borrowing by the organization, it trill be asstimcd that the borrowirng
is for the organization's 'own exempt purposes' . .." (italicized portion added).

I
Ca'nclustnL

The federal tax laws have historically encouraged private philanthropy. It
is entirely appropriate that the Congress re-examine the character of and the
compliance with such laws The process should, however, be a deliberate one--
directed toward the real abuses but carefully guarding the existence and ef-
fectiveness of private philanthropy.

We have attempted to come up with constructive alternatives to provisions
which are unwise or inadvertently discriminate against privaWt foundations
currently holding closely held stock in a family enterprise. The I residentt has
said that this Bill "will take a long step toward making taxation, If not popular,
at least fair for all our citizens." We believe the goal of "fairness" is not reached.
however, unless the Senate tempers the overreach of certain of the provisions.

As the Bill now stands, it will cause the liquidation within less than a decade
of many private foundations. Limitations on holdings and future giving, along
with the mandatory yield provisions, will rapidly eat into the corpus of counties"
private foundations and cause generous benefactors of philanthropy to think
twice or not to give at all. While the House Bill does not overtly address itself
to the elimination of private foundations from the American scene, the overall
effect of the various provisions will bring such a result about. The Senate should
openly debate this result for the work of private foundations will not be found
wanting.

APPENDIX A

RE PROPOSED LEGISLATIVE AMENDMENTS REOARDINO TAX PROBLEM6i INVOLVED IN RE-
DEMPTION OF EXCESS BUSINESS HOLDINGS

ecotiont 4943 (c) Disposition of closely held stock by redemption
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this section, a private foundation may

dispose of excess business holdings in a closely-held business enterprise owned

" H. Rpt. No. 91-418 (Part I), p. 46, 91st Cong., let Seas. (1969).
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by a private foundation on the effectivo date of this section or received by such
foundation by bequeot thereafter, by redemption of such stock by the issuing
corporation during a ten-year period beginning on the effective dle of this see.
tlon or beginning on the date the estate tax return for a testator has been filed.
For purposes of this ,eetlon, a closely-hold business enterprise is defined as one
in which five or fewer persons and one or more private foundations own, directly
or Indirectly, 85 percent or more of the outstanding stock of a corporation. For
purposev- of direct or indirect ownership, a person shall be considered as owning
the stock owned directly or indirectly, by his brothers and sisters (of half or
wholo blood), their spouses, their lineal descendants, his spouse, his ancestors
and his lineal descendants.
Section 302(f) Redemption of stock held by certain private foundations

Notwithstanding any other provisions of this section, distributions made In
the redemption of stock held by a private foundation, as defined in section 5109, or
held by a public charity as defined in section 509, of a closely-held business
enterprise, as defined in section 4943(e), shall not constitute the equivalent of a
dividend to the private foundation, the public charity or to any other share.
holders of the redeeming corporation.

The first sentence of 535 (b) (2) as amended, shall read:
2. Charitable contributions. The deduction for charitable contributions, and

for amounts paid out to public charities or private foundations iit redeniptions
of a closely-held business enterprise, as defined it section 4943(c), shall be
allowed, but iln computing such deductions the limitations in section 170(b) (1)
(A) and (B) shall aplly, and section 170(b) (2) and (5) shall not apply. (New
matter italicized.)

Section 4D41 (d) (2) (F') is amended to read:
(P) Any transaction between n private foundation and a corporation which

is a disqualified person (as defined in section 4916), pursuant to any liquidn-
tion, merger, redemption, recapitalization of other corporate adjustment or re-
organization shall not be an net of self-dealing if all of the securities of the
same class as that held by the foundation are subject to the same terms, except
for a rcdcmption. of stock of a. closely held business eiterpriso as propvded in
section. 4943(e), in which case redemnptions need not be made or off cred to other
holders of shares of the same class, and provided that such term provide for
receipt by the foundation of no less than fair market value. (New material
Italicized.)

Add a new subsection to section 303(a) to read as follows:
(3) the amount paid out in redemption of stock of closely held business enter-

prises, as provided in section 4943(e).
The dividend problem created by a redemption could also be handled by a

provision, the reverse of section 1111 (the DuPont-General Motors Tax Relief
provision regarding the antitrust divestiture order). It could provide:

"Notwithstanding sections 301, 302, 303, 312 and 310, the gross income of no
person shall include the proceeds of a redemption of stock by a private founda-
tion, or by a public charity, as defined in section 509, in compliance with sec-
tion 4943(e)."

Senator GoRF. I believe that concludes our witness list that was
scheduled for hearing today. We will insert at this point in the record
a letter the committee has received from Mr. Jacob Blaustein.

We are now in recess until 9:30 tomorrow morning.
Thank you very much.
(The letter with attachments follow:)

BALTIMORE, MD., September 3,1969.Hon. RussL . B. LoNG,

(Thafrinan, S cnate Finance (Yon11ittcc,
Old Senate Olcc Building, Washington, D.U.

DEAR SENATOR LONo: You have doubtless heard from many, like myself, who
are concerned with certain portions of II.R. 13270 dealing with private founda-
tions. I hope you will consider my comments when the Senate Finance Com-
mittee examines the House Bill.

Although the enclosed memoranda are limited to Just three aspects of the
House Bill (i.e., Stock Ownership Imitation, Charitable Contributions of Appre-

33-865 O--69---pt. 6--44
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elated Property, Clay-Brown Provilsion), I wish to register a strong general
protest regarding an all too broad bill which was apparently spawned out of haste
and an over-reaction to certain specific ahuses of a few private foundations.

The need for legislation to curb these specific abuses goes without saying. The
need is just as clear now as it was four years ago when the Treasury Report
on private foundations was issued or for that matter, seven years ago when
Congressman Patman's first report on foundation abuses was issued. In the
same vein, the extraordinary service private foundations have rendered our
society needs no repeating. It Is lit this context that I conclude tihe House 11111 is
unwise in Its totality, and legislation should be tailored to eliminate specific
abuses. The Congressional task would seent to be. iln the words of Gl1bert and
Sullivan, "to make the punishment fit the crime." Having sald that, let me
briefly enumerate three specific objections to which separate memoranda have
been prepared and are attached.
1. Stork Otwncrehfp Limitalon

It Oongress decides that after 50 years certain investments are no longer
appropriate holdings for private foundations, fair play demands that transition
rules be provided so that private foundations can dlsloe of these prohibited
holdings without adverse tax consequences.

The limitation on stock ownership is a confused concept. Nonetheless, it call
be made workable and the assumed goals of Congress call be reached If modest
amendments are made along the lines of the attached material.
2. Ohartablo Contributotns of Apprcclatcd Property

The House 1111-out of charitable organizations to which contributions of
appreciated property are deductible at fair market valute--excludes private foun-
dations and makes second class citizens of this group of charities. The limitations
clearly reflect a mlsshapened intention to dry up gifts to this worthy class of
philanthropy. It should be noted that the term "private foundations" covers
much more than family foundations. It includes large foundations such as the
Brookings Institute and all others which are not generally supported by the
public. If private foundations had, as a class, sinned, then punishment might
be due them. But there is no evidence of such a taint. There have been abuses
among a small number of private foundations which should be stopped, but
there is no evidence of widespread abuses. Consequently, a broadside attack
against private foundations as a class is clearly out of order aml, if not revised,
will do great damage. (Memorandum attached.)

3, Olay-Brown Provision

This provision is sound and long-overdue. However, as draftcl, it could pro-
duce certain unintended Inequities so as adversely to affect a foundation which
borrows money in order to make a contribution in furtherance of its charitable
purpose and pledges recently-acquired donated Iroperty as collateral for tihe
loan. (Memorandum attached.)

In addition to these three items separately covered iii the attached material,
I wish to bring two other provisions of the House Bill to your attention:

1. Tax ois Investment Income
The House Committee Report says that private foundations should "make a

small contribution, a tax of 7A percent of their investment Income, toward the
cost of government." It Is, however, curious indeed that the contribution is
required only of private foundations; numerically but a fraction of the total
number of exempt organizations. It fact, the tax is actually placed on the bene-
ficiaries of charity; a tax not placed oil other exempt organizations with
extensive investment income.

Since literally the dawn of history the tax.free status of philanthropy has been
the favorite tool of society in shaping the development of charitable activities.
Certain activities are simply better handled in society through private charity
as opposed to the business sector of government; a pattern now threatened by
the 91st Congress.

It would appear that some sort of a user charge to defray the administrative
expenses of examining exempt foundations and other organizations would be a
better alternative to a tax on investment income. Such a fee, likened to that
paid by national banks to the Comptroller of the Currency, could be based on
the organization's net assets. These fees could then be ear-marked for the
Revenue Service's audit program.
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2. Dislribut(on of Inoomc
In iartcllulnr, the "ionit equ'alnt" provision requiring a minimum S percent

yield is totally uniiilistle. F1ondatilon ninangers, Instead of concentrating ol
their task of I)hlnhthropy, will have to spend the majority of tills time chasing
the vaigarles of the stock market to grasp tit(, ever-elusive 5 percent return. Thl.
Is fln all too apparent faulllt it the House Bill.

Congress should seek to encourage responsible foullation managers to work
toward eradication of poverty, the rebuilding of our central citles, the lifting
of our schools to t new level of quality and the accomplishment of the other
formidable tasks that challenge society at [he tail end of the 201h C(Ytury, iot
to chase after a glamour stock that yields the magical figure of N percent.

Foundation managers are required to maintain a prudent Investment portfolio
which woIld, presumably, inclue a mixture of growth, as well as income type
investments.' To peg an arbitrary figure as a minimum yield makes as much
sense as If the SEC required mutual funds similarly to guarantee a 5 percent
yield. The vitality of voluntary action ought not to be hobbled by the rigidity
of stated annual yield.

In speaking iln opposition to portions of this Bill, I do not mean to Indicate
that the concept of reform of tax abuse in th( foundation area Is not necessary
or appropriate. The process should, however, be a deliberate one--not spurred
by the emotion of the moment.

I know you will be good enough to do what you Can to bring about the neces.
sary relief from II. R. 13270--so essential to the preservation of private founda-
tions and thelh charity and Institution beneficiaries.

I would like to take the liberty of suggesting that If, after you have had an
opportunity to consider this letter, you find any or all of the poilns to bear merit,
you will call them to the attention of the Committee staff.

Sincerely,
JACOB lLAUSTI1N.

MKIImORANItvIM

SF.PTFuBER 2, 1069.
ie: Stock Ownership limitaim (Section 101(b)-11. It. 13270 New Section

4943 of the Code).
INTRODUCTION

This provision of the bill limits to 20 percent tit, combined ownership of a
corporation's voting and nonvoting stock held by a private foundation ' and
those who, under broad rules of stock ownership attribution, are referred to as
"disqualified persons." To the extent that at foundation and disqualified persons
own stock iln excess of the 20 percent limitation. tie foundation must dispose
of Its stock within a 10-year period. This provision will, single-handedly, cause
the liquidation of countless private foundations and will make It impossible
for many men of wealth to contribute to philanthropy the most valuable asset
they have: shares of the businesses built up by themselves, their family or a
nall group.
The general philosophy behind such legislation Is the assumption that a fouin-

dation owning together with so-called disqualifled persons, more than 20 percent
of a corporation's voting stock will become preoccupied with the business of busi-
ness rather than Its charitable purpose.

While there is much to be said in favor of prohibiting foundation trustees and
managers from engaging in the business of Its equity Investments, the House
Bill would unnecessarily destroy a substantial source of philanthropic support
to curb some abuses which nny arise from control. '%vo basic shortcomings cause
the Bill to have effects upon philanthropy far beyond these l)resumnably intended
or socially desirable. The first, the rules dealing with attribution, are excessively
broad In some instances and totally unnecessary it others. For example, under
these rules, a foundation can be deemed to be in control of a corporation in which
It has no vote and, therefore, no control. Tilt se'onld reflects the absence of a
realistic method ili which a foundation can divest Itself of shares of closely
held stock to meet the House Hill's limitation on stock ownership nnd still make

'The example of gilt-edge securiltes are legion which fall to yield 5 percent of their
market value.

'The House Bill's definition of a private foundation is broad enough to cover most of
the foundation@ and other funded charitable organizations lit the country.
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available to charity the most cash possible. Closely held stock has no market and
cannot be sold for Its real worth. The only method of obtaining real worth for
charitable purposes Is through redemption.

ATTRIBUTION RULE

The 20 percent limitation of combined stock ownership is an arbitrary rule
which substitutes arithmetic for reason. It has the sole advantage of being a
clear cut rule. But even this advantage becomes fuzzy when the rules of attribu-
tion-the deeming of stock owned by others to be owned by the Foundation-
are applied. The basic presumption Is that when a foundation has more than 20
percent of a corporation's voting stock Its managers will become involved In
business to the detriment of philanthropy. This, however becomes strained to
the breaking point when, for example, a foundation with nothing but the non-
voting stock of a corporation finds Itself charged with all the voting stock ownedby: "a substantial contributor (anyone who has contributed more than $5,000

In any one calendar year or more than any other contributor in any one
calendar year), a foundation manager, an Individual who owns more than
20% of a corporation which Is a substantial contributor, a holder of mbre
than 20% of the beneficial Interest of a trust or unincorporated enterprise
which Is a substantial contributor, a member of the family (under the per-
sonal holding company and collapsible corporation attribution rules) of
any such person, or a corporation, partnership, trust, or estate as to which
all such persons own In the aggregate more than 35%." I

To equate nonvoting stock with voting common stock is like assuming that
holders of Series Hl Savings Bonds can vote on federal legislation. The presump-
tion of business Involvement Is nonsense when nonvoting stock is held by a
foundation. The attribution rules, while properly broad when dealing with
matters such as self-dealing, have no relevance In the context of the provisions
of the House Bill dealing with control by a foundation.

REDEMPTION

A second and equally troublesome feature of the House Bill is Its failure ef-
fectively to provide a mechanism for: (1) private foundations to comply with a
forced divestiture of stock In a closely held company; and (2) for public chari-
ties to obtain cash for closely held stock In a manner which will most benefit
charitable purposes.

Many public charities and private foundations presently hold stock In closely
held companies. Indeed, for over 50 years such stock has been considered by the
Treasury as perfectly legitimate holdings for foundations. Under The House
Bill, private foundations required to divest themselves of closely held stock can
meet this requirement by sale, by gift to a public charity, or by redemption.
Realistically, however, redemption of the stock by the issuing company Is the
only method for the charity to obtain a market and a fair market value. The
transfer by the private foundation of closely held securities to a public charity,
without the capacity of sale by the recipient, is a paltry gift unless the public
charity can otherwise convert It Into expendable cash.

Many persons of wealth whose property Is concentrated in closely held cor-
porations customarily leave substantial gifts to private and public charities
under their wills. The House Bill will discourage future generous gifts of such
stock to private foundations If the gift will make the foundation a 20% or more
shareholder, unless there Is some way for the foundation to divest itself of the
shares Likewise, when testamentary gifts are made to public charities, or If
the public charities receive closely held stock from private foundations, a method
must be devised to allow the conversion of the stock Into cash. Unless a redemp-
tion provision Is provided, charity will get something substantially less than the
true worth of the securities in both Instances.

WHY REDEMPTION IS NOT CURRENTLY FEASIBLE

The House Bill does not forbid redemptions from public charities or private
foundations. In fact, the Committee Report recognizes that closely held stock
may be redeemed. To facilitate this end, the prohibition against self-dealing is
relaxed In such cases where the stock is sold for fair market value by the

IlH. Rept. No. 91-413 (Part I), p. 21, 918t Cpng., lot Sees. (1049).



foundation to a disqualified person which may be the corporation. Nonethe-
less, certain other possible Interpretations of the Internal Revenue Code may
make the redemption so dangerous to the donor and to the closely held corpora-
tion that redemption is Impossible.

The Internal Revenue Service has sometimes taken the position that where a
corporation redeenms shares which have been received by a foundation as gifts,
the redemption amounts to a taxable dividend at high rates, to the original
donors. How far the courts will go along with this position Is, perhaps, another
matter, but the prospect of the assertion of dividend consequences is a chilling
one. It should be made clear that a redemption of closely held stock presently
held by, or received as a testamentary bequest by a private foundation or owned
or received by a public charity would not produce dividend consequences to the
donors or to the decedent's estate.

So far as the redeeming corporation is concerned, the problem is the possible
assertion of the penalty tax upon unreasonable accumulation of income under
section 531 of the Internal Revenue Code. For purposes of the penalty tax the
Code presently allows a deduction for corporate charitable contributions In
excess of the 5 percent of adjusted gross Income normally allowed corporations
as a deductible charitable contribution. An additional deduction should be al-
lowed for the Indirect charitable contribution made through a redemption of
closely held shares.

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS FAVORING REDEMPTION

Over the history of our modern income tax, closely held and family businesses
have been protected and sheltered from adverse tax effects which would cause
the demise of the closely held business as a part of our economic life. For ex-
ample, Congress recognized that death taxes could easily force a closely held
business to liquidate, merge, or "go public" under extreme duress. Accordingly,
it provided for stock redemption to pay death taxes without dividend
consequences to the estate.

Similar protection must be given to testamentary gifts of securities in closely
held companies, if our pluralistic approach to philanthropy is to continue.

A private foundation required to divest a portion of its publicly traded securi-
ties has no problem. A private foundation or a public charity holding a security
with no available market other than the issuing company will have difficulty
realizing the full value of such assets. Consistent with the desire for charity to
obtain the full value of such assets, they should be encouraged to convert the
closely-held stock into cash and thereafter be on parity with other private
foundations or public charities which hold marketable securities. Thus, they
will be in a better position to carry out their charitable purpose.

LEGISLATIVE SOLUTIONS

1. Attributlio.-The attribution rules should be amended so as not to be ap-
plicable to section 101(b) of the House Bill. If the attribution rules are retained
with respect to section 101(b), at a very minimum, they should not apply to a
private foundation which Itself owns no voting stock.

2. Rcdc'nptlon..--Aflrmative legislation should be added to the House Bill to
permit:

(a) Private foundations to offer to the issuing corporation for redemp-
tion over a ten year period any stock in a closely-held corporation which
is an excess .business holding as of the effective date of the act or becomes
an excess business holding because of a subsequent testamentary bequest,
with no adverse tax effects to the foundation, the redeeming corporation,
its stockholders, or the donor.

(b) Public charities to offer at any time closely held stcck to the Issuing
corporation for redemption without adverse tax effects upon the redeeming
corporation, its stockholders or the donor.

Attached is a draft bill intended to amend H.R. 13270 accordingly.

SUGGESTED REVISED TEXT OF BILL

5 4943(e) DISPOSITION OF CLOSELY HELD STOCK BY REEMPTION

Notwithstanding any other provisions of this section, a private foundation may
dispose of excess business holdings In a closely held business enterprise owned
by a private foundation on the effective date of this section or received by such
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foundation by bequest thereafter, by redemption of such stock by the issuing
corporation during a ten year period beginning on the effective date of this
section or beginning on the date the estate tax return for a testator has been
filed. For purposes of this section a closely held business enterprise is defined as
one in which five or fewer persons and one or more private foundations own,
directly or indirectly, 85 percent or more of the outstanding stock of a corpora.
tion. For purposes of direct or indirect ownership a person shall be considered
as owning the stock owned directly or indirectly, by his brothers and sisters (of
half or whole blood), their spouses, their lineal descendants, his spouse, his
ancesters and his lineal descendants.

1802(f) REDEMPTION OF STOCK IEM) BY CERTAIN PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

Notwithstanding any other provisions of this section, distributions made In
the redemption of stock held by a private foundation, as defined in section 509,
or held by a public charity as defined in section 509, of a closely held business
enterprise, as defined in section 4943(e), shall not constitute the equivalent of
a dividend to the private foundation, the public charity or to any other share-
holders of the redeeming corporation.

The first sentence of 535(b) (2) as amended, shall read:
2. CHARI'TABLEI CONTRIBUTIONS. The deduction for charitable contri-

butions, and for amounts paid out to public charities or private foundations in
redemptions of a closely held business cnterpriso, as defined in section 4943(c),
shall be allowed, but in computing such deductions the limitations in section
170(b) (1) (A) and (B) shall apply, and section 170(b) (2) and (5) shall not
apply. (New matter italicized.)

1 4941 (d) (2) (F) Is amended to read:
(F) Any transaction between a private foundation and a corporation which

is a disqualified person (as defined In section 4946), pursuant to any liquidation,
merger, redemption, recapitalization or other corporate adjustment or reorgani-
zation, shall not be an act of self-dealing it all of the securities of the same class
as that held by the foundation are subject to the same terms, except for a
redemption of stock of a closely held business enterprise as provided in section
4948(e), in iohich case redemptions need not be made or offered to other holders
of shores of the same class, and provided that such terms provide for receipt
by the foundation of no less than fair market value. (Italicized material Js new.)

Add a new subsection to section 303(a) to read as follows:
(3) the amount paid out in redemption of stock of closely held business enter-

prises, as provided in section 4943(e).

MEMORANDUM
AUUST 30, 1969.

Re Charitable Contributions of Appreciated Property (sections 201(d) and (d)
of the Bill, Sections 170 and 83 of the Code.)

INTRODUOTION

Predicated upon the stated desire "to remove some of the present tax advan-
tages of gifts of appreciated property over gifts of cash," this provision of the
House Bill drives a further wedge between charitable institutions. It develops
an elitist group of charities to which Congressionally recognized undesirable
tax advantages will be permitted and a second class of charity where no such
advantage will be brooked.

As to the first class of charity, the donor way continue to deduct the fair
market value of contributed property. Where, however, the donee Is a private
foundation, the House Bill requires the donor to elect as the measure of his
contribution of property (1) his cost or other basis in the property, or (2) the
fair market value of the property, but he must Include In his tax base the
untaxed appreciation with respect to the property involved.

This provision of the House Bill draws a line totally lacking In rationality.
Under this provision, for example, a gift of appreciated property to a local P.T.A.
would be entitled to a fair market value deduction while a shir.1lar gift to the
the Brooklngs Institute would, because It is a private foundation, be limited to
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the donor's cost or subject him to tax upon the appreciation. The Judgment as to
favored and disfavored charity could hardly be based upon objective evidence.
Indeed, it smacks of crass discrimination for it is no argument to condemn the
gift of appreciated property and then merely select out of the impact of the bill
an illogical slice of charitable institutions.

APPRECIATION AS A MEASURE OF DEDUCTIBILITY

Historically, the Treasury has accepted the proposition that there Is no realiza-
tion of income when appreciated property Is donated.'

Since the beginning of World War 1I, tho appreciation factor has played an
increasingly large part in the stimulation of charitable giving. To that large
segment of the population who wish to be generous and only have appreciated
property to donate, they realistically have no choice but to ignore the needs of
private foundations and give to those charities to which the contribution will be
afforded greater credit "for tax purposes." To assume the contrary is to ignore
a basic fact of life in mid-twentieth century America.

Thus the real impact of this provision is to shift donations away from the
work of private foundations in certain instances and to shut off the flow com-
pletely in other instances. Such an effect is all the more troublesome when it
is recognized that the work of philanthropy in the nation Is as beset by inflation
as is the private economy. Just at the point in our history when the demands
on private philanthropy are at their high point, the Congress Is considering
legislation which would shut off the flow of funds. It is Illogical-and this
provision should be struck from the Bill.

MEMORANDUM
AUOUST 27, 1969.

Re. The Clay-Brown Provision (Section 121, H.R. 13270 Sections 512 and 514
of the Code.)

INTRODUCTION,

The House Bill seeks to overcome the situation where a tax exempt organiza-
tion acquires a business by agreeing to pay the former owners a percentage of
future profits until the purchase price is paid in full with no commitment for
payment other than from the assets or Income of the transferred business. The
Bill reaches this result by imposing the unrelated business Income tax on the
Income received by the exempt organization in proportion to the existing debt
on the income producing property. The legislation Is sound and long overdue.

However, as drafted, the House Bill could produce certain unintended Ineq-
uities. Specifically, the language of sections 514(b) and 514(c) (1) (C) could
be Interpreted as covering a transaction In which a charitable foundation borrows
money in order to make a contribution In furtherance of its charitable purposes
and pledges recently-acquired donated property as collateral for the loan.

BAOKOROUND

Since the specific transaction with respect to which we are concerned has
already been entered into, after favorable rulings by the Internal Revenue
Service (as later herein indicated), the background and surrounding facts become
quite relevant.

The Foundation entered into an agreement with a university wherein the
Foundation agreed to grant $500,000 to the university for the construction of a
building for its Center of American Studies. The total grant Is to be paid over
the constructiop period in quarterly installments sufficient to cover the uni-
versity's current construction costs.

In order to help the Foundation meet this increased financial burden, one of
its founders transferred shares of publicly-traded common stock to an irrevocable
trust for the benefit of the Foundation. The trust is to remain in existence for

'In 1l38. the House attacked this position. It. however, got no further than the
Senate Finance Committee. See It. Rpt. No. 1860, 75th Cong.. 3d est s. 19 (1938). Sen.
Rpt. No. 1567, 75th Cong., 3d Sess. 14 (1938).
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a period of ten years and one day, or until $650,00011 in income payments are
received by the Foundation, whichever occurs later. Under the terms of the trust
Indenture, all of the income from the corpus of the trust belongs absolutely to
the Foundation and is to be paid over to it in quarter-annual installments by
the bank trustee. Upon the termination of the trust, the trust principal, as then
constituted, will be returned to the lender (or his estate, in the event of his prior
death) as his absolute property.

While it Is anticipated that the amount of income to be derived from the trust
over its entire term will be more than adequate to fund the Foundation's grant,
it will not be sufficient during the construction period to cover the Foundation's
obligation under the agreement. In order to raise the funds necessary to meet
the quarterly payments to the university, as they become due, the Foundation
arranged to borrow a total of $500,000 from a bank. As security for the loan
(or loans), the Foundation assigned its income rights under the trust agreement
to the bank.

By virtue of the foregoing transaction, it will be possible for the Foundation,
with the then current net worth of $257,000, to make available the entire
$500,000 grant to the university in such a manner and at such times as will
permit the university to meet the expenses of the building's construction as they
become due during the construction period, and the Foundation will have funds
to pay off the loan.

The Foundation received favorable rulings from the Internal Revenue Service
determining that (1) no part of the income of the trust would be taxed to its
grantor, (2) the trust would be allowed a deduction under section 642(c) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 for all of the income paid to the Foundation,
and (8) none of the described transactions would adversely affect the exempt
status of the Foundation.

The Committee Report makes it clear that unrelated debt-financed income
would be taxable as unrelated business income "if the income arises from prop-
erty acquired or improved with borrowed funds and the production of the income
is unrelated to the" purposes of the exempt organization. In the situation with
which we are concerned, the property acquired, the income interest in the trust,
was not acquired with borrowed funds, but was, in fact, donated. The arrange-
ment would not, therefore, appear to be within the policy of the Bill.

D9nmNONAL PROBLEM

The Bill as drafted (proposed section 514 (b)), however, defines "debt financed
property" as "any property which is held to produce income and with respect
to which there is an acquisition indebtedness (as defined in subsection (c) at
any time during the taxable year . . ." Section 514(c) (1) (0) in turn defines
"acquisition indebtnedness" as:

"The indebtedness incurred after the acquisition or improvement of such
property if such indebtedness would not have been incurred but for such acqui-
sition or improvement and the incurrence of such indebtedness was reasonably
foreseeable at the time of such acquisition or improvement.. ..

It appears to us that, as drafted, this language may inadvertently apply to the
type of transaction entered into by the Foundation. While the Foundation did
not borrow funds for the purpose of acquiring or improving property, the indebt-
edness probably would not and could not have been incurred unless the Founda-
tion were given the income interest in the trust which could be pledged with the
lender-bank.

We find it difficult to believe that such a result lies anywhere within the realm
of the avowed legislative purpose-to extend the unrelated business income tax
provided by section 514 of existing law to the (lay-*rown type of transaction
and similar cases. Certainly, no public policy is served by reaching such a result
in a situation in which a foundation is merely anticipating its income in the inter-
ests of a university.

SOLUTION

We suggest that Congress' intention not to extend this legislation to such ends
can be made clearer that it has been by expanding the Committee Report to read
as follows (at p. 46) : '

1'This figure Includes the interest factor.
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"Under the bill, the unrelated debt-financed income is Included in 'unrelated
business income.' It would be subject to tax, however, only if the Income arises
from property acquired or improved with borrowed funds and the production of
the income Is unrelated to the educational, charitable, religious, or other purpose
constituting the basis of the organization's tax exemption. Borrowing by the
exempt organization for its own exempt purposes would be unaffected by the bill.
Where a foundation pledges recently acquired property in order to borrow fands
which it Immediately uses for tax cempt purposes and neither the donor of the
pledged property nor any other private Individual receive any direct or Indircect
financial benefit either as a result of the transfer of the property or the borrow-
(ig by the organization, it will be assu mcd that the borrowing Is for the organi-
zation's 'own ceempt purposes'..." (underlined portion added.)

(Whereupon, at 3:10 p.m., the Senate Committee on Finance re-
cessed, to reconvene at 9:30 a.m. Wednesday, October 8, 1969.)





TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1969

U.S. SEDNAE,
COMMITTE ON FINANCE,

Wa8hington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:30 a.m., in room 2221,

Now Senate Office Building, Senator Clinton P. Anderson, presiding.
Present: Senators Long (chairman), Anderson Gore, Talnadge

Williams of Delaware, Bennett, Miller, Jordan of Idaho, Fannin, and
Hansen.

Senator ANDERSON. The hearing will come to order. Is Senator
Yarborough, Senator Percy, Congressman Blackburni or Justice
Goldberg hero? No. Then I believe the distinguished Senator from
North Carolina, the Honorable B. Everett Jordan would like to intro-
duce our first witnesses. Senator?

STATEMENT OF HON. B. EVERETT JORDAN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

Senator JORDAN of North Carolina. Thank you Senator Anderson.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: I am here this morn-

ing to introduce to you Mr. Thomas Perkins, Chairman of the Board
of the Duke Endowment; Mr. Marshall Pickens, chairman of the hos-
pital and orphanage section of the Duke Endowment; and Mr. Rich-
ard Thigpen, attorney for the Duke Endowment.

I personally am very much interested in any tax bill that affects the
Duke Endowment for the following reason: I am a member of the
Board of Trustees of Duke University and I am chairman of the
Board of Trustees of Alamance County Hospital in Burlington, N.C.
Being in these two positions, I have intimate association with the
members of the Duke Endowment and I am thoroughly familiar with
the workings of the Endowment.

The entire distribution'of the "assetA that come from the Duke En-
dowment goes to aid every single orphan both black and white in the
States of -North and South Carolina. Negro university Jolmson C.
Smith in Charlotte receives annually. Dtike University in Durham,
N.C. (the entire university and medical school) receives a large amount
of aid from this Endowment and in fact 66uld it remain in operation
without this aid. Furman University at Greenville, S.C., receives an-
nual aid from this Endowment.

Every hospital in North and South Carolina receives $1 per day
for every charitable patient. Money is provided to help bui d rural
Methodist churches in North and Soutl Carolina. Some money is
provided for retired Methodist preachers in North and South Carolina.

(5769)
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The above mentioned institutions and individuals are provided for
in the endowment. and the proceeds from the endowment cannot he
used for any other purpose.

Anything that would change the tax status to curtail the amount
of money that the Duke Endowment can contribute to the above
agencies would come from the orphans school funds, the hospitals and
churches, and retired ministers; so I hope very much that nothing
will be done to change the status of the Duke Endowment.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for letting me appear before your
committee this morning.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD E. THIGPEN, COUNSEL, THE DUKE
ENDOWMENT; ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS L. PERKINS, CHAIR-
MAN, BOARD OF TRUSTEES, AND MARSHALL PICKENS, VICE
CHAIRMAN

Mr. PERKINS. Thank you Senator.
I am chairman of the board of trustees. We are very grateful for

your giving us a chance of telling you how the House bill affects Duke
Endowment and, more importantly, the people of North Carolina
and South Carolina. Mr. Richard E.Thigpen, counsel for Duke
Endowment.

Mr. TIioPEN . Mr. Chairman, this is an unexpected honor to lead
off this morning but we are glad we are here and you are here so that
we can proceed and not take up too much time. On my left, here is
Mr. Marshall I. Pickens, vice chairman of the Duke Endowment and
Mr. Perkins.

I am Richard E. Thigpen, an attorney of Charlotte, N.C., tax counsel
for the Duke Endowment.

We have heretofore filed our formal statement and we request that
that be made a part of the record.

Senator ANDERSON. Without objection that will be done.
Mr. 'lhion.;. Today I would like, Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen

of the committee, to talk briefly about the Duke Endowment and
three of the proposed sections in H.R. 13270 as they affect the Duke
Endowment. Mr. Justice Holmes once said that a page of history
is worth a book of logic, and when I read all that has been said about
HR. 13270,1 would le to get down a few historic facts.

A page in the history of philanthropy will well show the success of
Mr. James B. Duke's vision for the economic and industrial develop-
ment of the Carolinas and also his great concern for the social welfare
of the two States. He had a great. interest in developing tie water
power resources of the Carolinas and just as the Carolinas have gone
forward industrially he took a large portion of the revenues from
the electrical development and turned those revenues into the social
welfare and betterment of the people of the two Carolinas.

In 1924 he set up the Duke Endowment by an irrevocable indenture,
which had as its principal asset a large block of the Duke Power
Company stock. It was then worth about 40 millions of dollars, all of
the assets of the Duke Endowment.. At December 31, 19068, except
for about a million dollars in cash the assets of the Duke Endowment
were government bonds, corporate bonds, and shares of stock all
productive investments, with a fair market value at that time in excess
of 600 millions of dollars.
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From the beginning of the Duke Endowment in 1924 through 1968,
the Duke Endowment had gross income of $331 million of which
nearly 63 percent came from the dividends on the stock of the Duke
Power Co. Over these years, 285 millions of dollars have been dis-
tributed to or set, aside for charity and religion and education in
North Carolina and in South Carolina.

The actual payments to the beneficiaries over the entire period of
the Duke Endowment amounted to 78 percent of the gross income,
83 percent of the net income, and 90 percent of the net distributable
income.

Now, I have to use that latter phrase, net distributable income
because under the terms of the indenture, Mr. Duke very wiAsely pro-
vided that we should set aside 20 percent. of the income on the original
corpus in order to increase the asset of the Duke Endowment., and
we have accumulated 25 millions of dollars under that provision,
which will be satisfied within a very few years now.

Since 1925 we have published reports of all the activities of the
Duke Endowment, and in 1968 the annual report gives a full account
of the stewardship of the trustees of the Duke Endowment adminster-
ing to four universities, about 200 hospitals, all of the orphanages in
North and South Carolina and the rural Methodist churches in North
Carolina, and making provision to aid the superanuated ministers of
that denomination.

All of the provisions for the taxation and regulation of private
foundations will affect the Duke Endowment, but today we are con-
cerned with section 506, tax on private foundation investment income,
section 4942, taxes on failure to distribute income, and the section
4943. taxes on excess business holdings.

We are concerned because these taxes, if imposed will reduce the
amount of money that the Duke Endowment can disburse for health,
education, and welfare in North and South Carolina.

Iet's look for a moment at. the section 560 tax which is 71/2 percent
under the House bill. This is a minimal tax on the net investment in-
come but it is not, a tax upon true net income, because only the expense
of producing investment income and managing the investment prop-
ertv are allowed as deductions from gross investment income.

hut even assuming that all expenses of operating the Duke Endow-
ment are deductible, this tax would take at least 11/2 million dollars
each year out of te moneys that are available for the work of the Duke
Endowment in the Carolinas. For instance, Duke University, and I
hapl)pen to be a trustee of Duke University so I know something about
the financial l)roblems, Duke University would lose at least. $684,000 by
reason of this tax, the first year, and the 191 hospitals in North Caro-
lina and South Carolina would be short about $596,000 by reason of
this tax in 1 year.

The real distributable income of the )uke Endowment is the amount
remaining after expenses and the mandatory accumulations. The 1968
net distributable income was $18,166,000 of which 991/p percent was
l)aid to charity, religion, and education in North Carolina and South
Carolina.

There remained only a. balance of $98,700 and some dollars undis-
tributed.

The thrust of these provisions should be such that if there is a flow-
through to charity and there is no delayed benefit to charity the mini-
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real tax should not apply when such payments exceed 90 percent of
net income.

We also think that section 504 and 681 of the Internal Revenue Code
should not be repealed because those provisions put a testamentary
trust and a living trust on the same basis with regard to accumulations
under instruments that became. effective prior to 1951.

Let's look for a moment at, section 4942 which levies an excise tax
of 15 percent upon the net investment income of the Duke Endowment
after qualifying distributions.

The statute prescribes ft minimum investment income of 5 percent
and that is based on 5 percent of the fair market value of the assets
at the beginning of the year. It. might be better if that tax was levied
upon the book value or the cost of the assets at the beginning of the
year. But let's look at. an example, for instance as it affects us.

The 1968 gross income of the Duke Endowment was $21,494,000
which was about 31/2 percent return on $613 million which was the fair
market value of tlhe assets at December 31, 1967.

The statutory 5 percent required return would be in excess of $30
million. The difference between the minimum investment income of
over $30 million and the distributable amount of $18 million is in
excess of $12 million on which the tax would be at least $1,871,000 for
1972 and subsequent years, and that must come out of corpus and
thereby reduce the assets upon which or from which income is l)ro-
duced for these health, education, and welfare projects in the Carolinas.

The excise tax under this section would be on unrealized income,
and we would be reducing our productive assets continually when we
are subjected to that tax.

Let's look at another section for a few moments, section 4943, which
deals with divestiture. But section 4943 imposes an excise tax of 5
percent of the value of excess business holdings. The Duke Endow-
ment and disqualified persons own nearly 74 percent of the stock
of the Duke Power Co. The stock, this stock, paid the Duke Endow-
meAt $16845,000 in dividends in 1968, at the rate of $1.30 per share,
and that dividend has gradually increased carr ying out 'Air. Duke's
desire to provide a steady source of revenue to take care of these social
welfare projects...

These dividends were 78.85 percent of gross income in 1968.
Under the proposed statute the Duke Endowment would have excem

business holdings of 12 million shares of stock in the Duke Power Co.
Assuming a value of $30 per share on the basic date, the aggregate
value of the stock would be $360 million and that would support a tax
of $18 million, which again would come out of corpus, which again
would reduce the assets tImt were held to produce income for the henie-
fit of the various institutions set forth in the indenture.

It is true that the statute provides for disposition of such excess
holdings over a period of 10 years, but sales of 154 percent of the stock,
even within that period would depress the value of the stock to a
great extent.

The Duke Power Co. is a regulated public utility. It is lrglated by
the Public Utilities Commissions of North and South Carolina by the
Federal Power Commission, by the Atomic Energy Commission, and
they have to go before the SEC on matters of financing stock issues
and bond issues.
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The Duke Power Co. stock for many years has been traded upon
stock exchanges. And the indenture of tlie Duke Endownment requires
the retention of the Duke Power Co. stock, and it also prohibits the
invasion of principal.

Back in 1963 the trustees of the Duke Endowment sought to revise
the investment provisions of the indenture so as to diversify. The
Supreme Court of North Carolina said that could not be done. Their
exception provisions of subsection (k) (4) which should be enlarged
to include such foundations as the Duke Endowment. They should
extend the 55 percent limitation to 75 percent with respect te stock
ownership and the provision of (k)(5) should be reduced from at
least 80 percent of income from such stock to at least 75 percent with
respect to income from such stock.

There are other problems which we will encounter but they can be
disposed of by further exceptions to 4943 until the governing instru-
ment of the Duke Endowment could be revised.

Briefly, the estimated effect, of these three provisions of this pro-
posed bill would cost the Duke Endowment $21,300,000, t portion of
out income a portion out of corpus, but in any event the beneficiaries,
white and black orplns homes, a Negro university Duke Davidson
and Furman Universities, United Methodist Churches and hospitals
in North and South Carolina will have a whole lot less money to use
for their religious, charitable and educational programs.

If such taxes are imposed then we urge that the exceptions suggested
in our formal statement filed for the Duke Endowment, be incorporated
in the revised bill as it comes out of this committee.

I thank you, Mir. Chairman, and gentlemen for the opportunity of
appearing before you today.

Mr. PERKINS. Could I add one thing, Mr. Chairman? The Duke
Power Company is required to supply the power needs of certain
portions of North Carolina and South Carolina. In order to do this
we are continually building facilities. Our cash needs for the next five.
years are estimated at $11/2 billion. Of this amount $370 million will
have to be raised through the sale of e uity securities. If the Duke
Endowment is required to divest, itself of some $400 million worth of
securities at tim same time Duke Power Company is seeking to sell
almost an equal amount it would be very difficult for us to raise the
sums of money that will permit us to properly carry out our duties.
Thank you, sir.

Senator ANDERSON. Thank you very much for your appearance.
(Mr. Thigpen's l)repald statement follows:)

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF Tlii- DUKE ENDOWMENT, PRESENTED BY RICHARD H.
TaIioPEN, TIIIOP'EN & HINES, CIIARLonrE, N.C.

SUMMARY

I. For 45 years The 1)uke Endowment has distributed 78% of its gross income
and 90% of its net distributable income to charity, religion and education in
North Carolina and South Carolina. In 1908 these distributions were 83.65% of
gross income and 99.5% of net distributable income. (pp. 1-3)

II. The section 506 tax of 731,% would cost the tax-exempt beneficiaries of The
Duke Endowment at least $11 million each year. If imposed, this tax should
not apply to trusts like The Duke Endownent, governed by irrevocable trust
agreements. (pp. 4-7)

III. If the tax of 15%, imposed by section 4942, had been assessed for 19068,
The Duke Endowment would have paid $1,871,212 out of corpus. If imposed,
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this tax should not apply to trusts governed by irrevocable trust agreements
prohibiting the invasion of corpus and requiring the retention of productive In-
vestments. (pp, b-9)

IV. The exclusion prbvlded In'sub.tIon74 o'f'setlon 4943 should be enlarged
to 75%, and section 4943 made Inapplicable to a trust governed by an Irrevocable
instrument requiring the trustees to hold specified business interests. (pp. 10-11)

V. Conclusion-if section 101 of H.R. 18270 becomes law the payments to
charity, religion and education in North Carolina and South Carolina wlU be
reduced. (p. 12)

STATEMENT

H.R. 13270 and the committee report thereon have been studied to determine
the effect the provisions on private foundations will have upon the operations
of The Duke Endowment

I. Background and opalLion
The Duke Endowment was created December 11, 1924, by James B. Duke,

who placed $40 Million worth of property in trust. The trust agreement is
irrevocable. Twenty percent of the net Income is added to corpus, and the balance
is distributed to specified tax-exempt beneficiaries. Since creation, The Duke
Endowment has operated continuously under the terms of the trust indenture
and, up through December 31, 1968, has made the following allocations and
appropriations to the beneficiaries named In the governing instrument:
Income available for allocation and appropriation in accordance

-with the terms of the Trust Indenture ------------------- $285, 182, 859

Allocation and appropriation thereof:
Duke University, Durham, North Carolina
Davidson College, Davidson, North Carolina.
Furman University, Greenville, South Carolina
Johnson C. Smith University, Charlotte, North Carolina ------
Hospitals in North and South Carolina-
Orphanages in North and South Carolina-

Methodist Churches in North Carolina:
(a) Superannuated Preachers ....
(b) Building Rural Churches
(c) Operating Rural Churches -------------------------------
Funds set apart as endowment and held for the benefit of Duke,

Davidson, Smith and Furman .......
Funds held for appropriation .-

$143, 226, 522
10,456,795
10,533,65
7,235,645

70,883,301
10, 585,498

2,358,603
5,233,998
4,180,913

19,261,228
1,276,601

..285,.182,.859

These allocations were made from gross income of $831,563,772, of which
nearly 63% represents dividends on stock of Duke Power Company. The disburse-
ments to the several beneficiaries totalled $258,564,162, which were about 78,;
of gross income, 83% of net income, and 90% of net distributable Income.

ahe mandatory accumulations added to principal amounted to $25,698,113 at
December 81, 1968. These accumulations produced more than $20 Million of
income, which thereby increased distributions to beneficiaries.

The table below summarizes the allocations, appropriations and payments for
calendar year 1968.

AlIocati~ns Paymenls
(In thousands) (in thousands)

Duke University ............................................................ $,034.3 $7,771.7
Davidson College ........................................................... 728. 0 71.8
Furman Universi .......................................................... 70.O 66.8
Johnson C. Smith Unlivsty .................................................. 585.1 412.8
Hospitals ................................................................... 6,542.9 6,770.0
orhI .'.................................. ........................ 742.0 721.2
Methodit churches In North Carolins:

a) Superannuated preachers ............................................. 250.7 249.7
Building rural churches .............................................. 259.9 360.0
Opetang rural churches ............................................. 341.2 368.9

180192. 1 18, 067,.9
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THE 1968 FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Amount Percent

Gross Income:
Oividends .............................................................. $19.474.771.60 90.17
Interest ..... ....................................... .................. 2,026,791.57 9.38
Capital gains ........................................................... 96. 267.05 .45

Total ................................................................ 21,597.830.22 100.00
Expenses were .............................................................. 1.615.394.17 7.48

Net income ....................................... ................... 19.982, 436.05
Mandatory accumulations ........................................ ......... 1. 815, 821.87 8.41

Net distributable income ............................................... 18, 166,614.18
Payments to beneficiaries ................................................... 18,067.869.49 83.65

Balance .............................................................. 98,744.69 .46

i'ayniunts to ie veill('larie, ii I1,1% wvre ,30i5' of gross i'ome, 9)0.fV of netIinvonn,, and (.5I of nt list rihnttalilh, inIn.c,

If. .tr'twl 506. 'I'he 7 1 trt.r
Assmllng that on Miny 27. 11)(11), The I)nke l,:ndwiwlnent was, and is now, a

private fotnidlation as (h, lhled III setioli AM ). it would be liable for Ihv 7.,
tax iIullmK"ed by s etion 506 Ill lnt I ItNviStniielt Intoilip for 1710 and slbseqflent
y'en rs.

It is estillinted thalt till nlt Investment ineoie of Tie l)ul i' Ell|O(IwlivPit, iafir
all expo'iises for I169. will be $21.223.00). A tax of V'_', would auolil nt to
$1.591.725. Applying (lie ratios of 11K1I paylelilts to tuis aillllit of tax wotld
reditie distriltlois to entelhlvirivs its follows :

uke I'niversity ----------------------------------------------- $64, 6111. 59
1)aviilson Colhge --------------------------------------------- 1:. :
Fitritian Ulversity --------------------------------------------- i4. :39). 3
.Tohnsoni C. Innith University ------------------------------------- :11. 370. 12
Hos)itals ------------------------------------------------------ 5141. 411).230
OrphanIags -- --------------------------------------------------- MI. 54. (6
Metho(list ('hureh ,---------------------------------------------- 86, 11)3.01

Tile idInittre of 'Pi fluke ]ndowlhilit limits li, etenvlliari(,s to those listed
above, and the [tndenture further requires that Iliy lip paid specilled irei'tages
of tie net (listribtlal~te Iit-o'in. All of thee lieviellelarles will retaizuin In lX-extlpt
inder I.R. 13270. Ili effect, a tax on riiv i)uke Endowevnt's net investinunt
IlicOlle becomes i ta x oil orguiiziltIon. whih realty tatx-exelpt idir the new
bill.

The "minilnnl tax" I)rolwsed in seetioln 50 will reluep by lit least $I / Million
the distributions to tllarity, religion and education lit, th Sates of North and
South Carolina. The Treasury proli0,ils and earlier suggestions were directed
towari i'd ciirreuit ill(] adequate retttris 1I) hirlty. with it re4)gition of mauiiatory
a ciltunlations required "by the goverilig Instrimnent of existing organizationss"
ald as permittleed under section 14(a) of the internal Ievenue ('ode.

Tie l)ihlishied annual reports of Tueh l uke nldowmllnt shn0" tite vast aiinoitiit
of services performed It minlted tig "flihe iteeds of Illittlkilld along physil. Illltll
and spiritual lines" in carrying out the respoinisibil lfis of tie trustees in Lv('or(l-
ance with the terms of the trust agrevmntt. The I1NN report 'oitihs 36 pages of
such work lit North Carollina al Siouth Carolina. S('hedule 2a. attahed to
Form OOA for MRXIS, lists on 20 pages the amounts and purposes for the 108
(list riltitionis of more than $18 MIllion to livuelhliarles. I'lt' expenses Ineurred
In the proper distribution of ti Inconme, like fthe adtinlstratlve expenses of
a corporation. may not he treated as having beein "pald or ItietirredI for lie
production or (olletlion of gross investment i come or for the tnalgemllit,
conservation, or mualntenance of proltrty held for the product ion of sutih ill('0Oe."

Setilon 506l(n) imposes "a tax equal to T1 l'r cent" on the net lilvestini i.
in ue of very private foundation. Mr. Mills. ('iairima of tht, W'ays alndI Manltls
Committee, conipared this tax to tht, tax n corloration It the 50%r bracket paid
upon dividends froin another corporation. Ioth 17.,8. ,orporations (pp. It. 6987-M8
Congressoinl R1,vord. August (1. 1)6!)). In thp cas, if ItI (corlmratIon. divIetlsd
are included in gross incoie, from which all eximnses are ddtuted. and a special

13- -lS libt, .. 45
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deduction for dividend, received is allowed for 85% of the dividends received,
restricted to 85% of taxable net income. But, section 500 proposes to tax the
private foundation uIlo Its gross Income, less the "ordinary and necessary ex-
penses paid or incurred in the production or collection of gro," Investment income
or for tile management, conservation, or maintenance of prolxrty held for tile
production of such income."

Mr. i)uke wisely directed that "each trustee shall be paid at the end of each
cainir year one equal fifteenth part of three per cent of tile Incoles, reventies
and profits received . . . upon the trust properties and estate during sutih
year . . . in fNll for all si'rvihe,4 as trustee hereunder. . . ." (Indenture, Article
Second, p. 0). Tils rate of 3/o Is less than the rate of 5% allowed trustees in
North ('arolina. These commissions tire propI)Qr costs of administration

Where. ws in the oiration of Tie Duke lindowment. there Is a consistent atd
nidelayed "low through" to charity. the actual (list ributlois to charity, religion
and education should be dedted. At most-the "minimal tax" should apply
only io tile let income retained by the foundation, after accumulations (within
the Iurview of section 504 (a)), all expenses of the foundation and distributions
Io Ienelleiinries. Section 504 (i should not le repetaled. Tlie "minimal tax" Is lint
for the Iiurpose of raising revenue and has been chiaracterized "as being In part
a ilser fee."

If such a ii1lnhiial tax Is to be iillihwoed. then a provision should be added
excluling a trust, such as The Duke ndownient, from the application of fll'
tax. The following provisions are suggested :

1. The (ax Imptosed by svtiolea 5043 shall not apply to a trust governed
by an Instrument (it effewt and Irrevocable on December 31, 1069) setting
forth the IN)rtlon of the net income distributable to designated tax-exempt
beneficiaries in any year in which the payments to such beneficiaries of the
trust exceed 90% of the net income for such year, which under the governing
instument may lie ditributed.

2. The term 'Private Foundation" as defined in section 509 does not
include a trust or endowment fund re~luired by tern of the governing Inistru-
meat (itn effect 1nd irrevoca)le at lceinlwr 31. 19169) to distribute specified
percentages of Its net inconie to specilled lienetlelarles each year an(i which
Is an exempt organi7,tiil under section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue
Code, provided such dlstributable income is paid over to or set aside for
such tax-exempt beneficiaries during or within 1 days after the close of
such year.

The provisions (18) and (21) in subsection (J) relating to "technical, conform-
Ing, and clerical aniendments" shoul be eliminated and necessary corrections
made in order to continue sections 504 and 681 in the Internal Revenue Code
(see pp. 66. 70, 71 of H.R. 13270).
II. Section |9.12. Tair on undistributcd Income

In addition to (Ile "nilnhtnal tax" of 71, oni net Investment income, section
4942 of 11.1t. 13270 Imnises An "initial tax" of 1ti% on undistributed Income and
nit additoinal tax of 1001 of such income "undistributed at tile close of the cor-

r-ection period" (the time allowed for paying out amounts treated as undis-
tributed income).

Under this new provislotn, the "Distributable Amount" Is not the actual net
income of a foundation, but rather whichever of the following amounts Is higher:

(I ) The minimum Invetment return, or
(2) The adjusted net income.

Minimnum investment income Is determilned for 1970 by applying a 5%," rate of
return to the "aggregate fair market value of all assets."

If applicable to The Duke Endowment, the effect of the above provisions would
be as follows, using 1968 experience as an example:

1. Gross Income ------------------------------------ $21.491. 553. 0o0
2. Paid Trustee Commissions & Expenses ------------------ 1,487, 364.00
3. Mandatory Accumulations --------------------------- 1,815,821. 00
4. Available for Ditrbution------------------------- 18. 188, 306. 00
5. Minimum Inves-tment Income $018,262,353 (FMV 12-81-

67) @ 5% ----------------------------------- 80, 663, 117. 00
6. 1008 Distributions ----------------------------- 18, 192,067. 11
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7. The undistributed income (under tile proposed statute)
is-

Item ---- - .10, 03. 117. 1
Item 4- 1S, IN. : 3fW. 111)

12.474. 751. M4

8. Tax at 151- 1, 871,212.00
The effective dale for section 442 in tihe vase of organiatons orgaiized before

May 27, 19M, Is deferred until taxable years be-gilning tter 1)evember 31, 1971,
and until It Is possible tm refornl the goverlug instrument by alendmilnent, judihlal
proceeding or otherwise to meet the requirements of section 508(g) (1) fit),
"so that Its income Is distributed tit sulch tinl mid in such unnper a.s imol to
subject the foundation to tax nuder .4,ctioll -19162."

The Duke Endowment distributes amiually sill of Its (iistribithtblh, icomute. Tu
application of section 4942 w~mihl require a distribution of orlpu -- which nay
niot be dole under the goverlillng instiumI'ent. The ''uiliiluutii investmneuit Incole"
iS akin to tile "incoHne (quivaIeti reillireient" Iro4lHlsl it IINIS. Theii the 'Iireas-
ury Departmuuent stated that: "I'rovlslons for existing orgalmizatious whose under-
lying Instrunments require till actumialation of current income or irohilit in iam'a-
slom of corpus may be desirable." The illenftulire lmy lie "reformed" by Judicial
proceedings-but a previous attempt at reformation failed Coekc v. Duke [id-
rermty, 260 N.('. 1. 131 8.M. 2d MY-) ( 1941).

If section 4942, or any similar provision is enacted, there should be a further
provision, making such section not applicable to foundations such as 'Pile Duke
Endowment. The exception might read:

Section 4912 shall not apply to a trust governed by an instrument (in effect
mid irrevocable at December 31, MIR)) directing the trustees to neumaulate a
specified portion of the Income of the trust, prohibiting the trustee front tivading
the corpus of the trust, and requiring tie trustee to retain investments that do not
produce till, minmunn investment return.
IV. &ellopi f9,f3. Tax on cxcc.s bushiss. holdings

Section 4943 imposes a tix of .5%, of tile vallle of excess busilless holding-,
in a business at the end of any calemdar year and sin additional tax of 20%
of suei excess value at tile eill of the correction Ix-riod. (Cenerally. this iueans
the amount of voting stock held by ia foundait i tmlll aid disqualified lpersots ill
excess of 20% of the voting stock of a corporalio with a permissive holding
of 35% of such stock where some third party has actual control of the corporation.

Section 4943 does not apply to an organization relatedd by an inter vlv.4I trust
which was irrevocable on December 31. 1939. which. together with (lisqutalivl
persons. owned not uiore tha 55% (if the stock of a corporation. tile eu ommn
stock of which was traded on a public st(xk exchange at till times after I1)111
(see See. (4), p. 83. II.R. 13270). This exception applies only well (1) the
foundlation has received at least 0% of Its net incue hi ea(itc of the years
1960, 1067, 1911(3. and 1969 from such stock, (2) neither the donor of such stock
nor n member of his family is a fouditon manager nor a director of the
corporation, and (3) the foundation does not Iurchase nor acquire any of such
stock after July 28, 1969 (see 8ee. (5), lip. 84-85, 1I.R. 13270).

The Duke Endownient and disquililled persons hold 74% of time voting stock
of Duke Power Company, a regulated utility corporation whose stock is listed
and regularly traded on the New York Stock lxclange. The daughter of the
donor is a trustee of The Dluke EIin(owlerit. The indenture requires tile retention
of the Duke Power Company stowk. Litigation in 1063 ('orke ti. Duke UtlIcrslty,
260 'N.C. 1, 131 S.M. 2d 909) sought to revise the investment provisions of tile
1924 trust Indenture, but without success.

In 198, the Duke FndoWtment Mid net income of $1f.l8n.3(fll received
$16.945,030 from Duke Power Comnul~uny. which was 78.85% of the total Income
and 93% of net Income. Other years in the 4-year period would be cobup:uralile.

Provisions are made in tilt- lirolM)Sed statute for the disposition of excess
holdings, but such provisions do not adequately provide nin exception for existing
foundations whose governing instruments, as presently (rawl. cormlpel themm
to hold specified business interests. (Tax Reform Studies and Propbsals. V.8.
Treasury Department, 2-5-1969, part 3, p. 302.)

If section 4943 Is adopted, then the excluding provisions of subsection (4)
should be changed to cover such foundations nnd disqualifled persons owning
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"not more than 75 percent of the stock of a corporation, the common stock of
which was traded on a public stock exchange" on July 28, 1969. The Kercentage
change would leave problems created by the special rules of subsection (5),
which could be avolded by a provision, such as the following:

The provision of section 4943 (relating to taxes on excess business holding)
shall not apply to a trust governed by an Instrument (in effect and irrevwcable
on July 28, 1969) which compels the trustees to hold speclfled business Interests.
If local law prevents suitable revision of the governing Instrument.

CONCLUSION

The Duke Power Company has aided the economic and industrial development
of the Carolinas. The power company dividends have provided funds for
distributions to-

Duke University-a Methodist school,
Davidson College-a Presbyterian school,
Furman University-a Baptist school,
Johnson C. Smith University "an Institution of learning for colored people,"

sponsored by the Presbyterhun Church,
Orphanages "for the benefit of white or colored orphans,"
Rural Methodist Churches in North Carolina,
Superannuated Methodist preachers, and
llospitals-"whether for white or colored, an( not operated for private gain."

Mr. Duke saw the need for hospitals and directed $1 Ixwr free bed day for
charity patients, and funds for building and equipping such hospitals.

For the past 45 years The Duke Endowment flits sought to fulfill the vision of
James B. Duke and minister to the "needs of mankind along physical, mental.
and spiritual lines" without regard to race or religion In accordance with the
provisions of an Irrevocable trust agreement.

The benefits flowing annually to the above named tax-exempt organlzatiols
will be proportionately reduced if section 101 of 11.1t. 13270 becomes law.

Seat or A.XDSO.N. SePIator Yarlorohtgh.

STATEMENT OF HON. RALPH YARBOROUGH, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF TEXAS

Senator Y.m~u oumrt. ,Nir. Chairman, and members of this com-
mittee, I appreciate very much this Ol)lortlunity to appear before
the committee today and discuss briefly two ilnportant. measures
which concern tax reform.

Although I have not read the daily transcript of these Ihearings
in its etlirety, I have read many excerpts of the testimony pl'esented
to the committee, and I shall limit my remarks to points that have
not Ibeen covered by testimony before.

Fii-st, I want to discuss a measure presently )ending in the Senate,
of which I hav e the privilege of being the COsponsol, together with
the distinguished presiding Senator, Senator Anderson, Senator
Mansfield, the majority leader. In all there are 16 cosponsors of
this measure, S. 2277. t anticipate an effort to be made to substitute
for this bill, which would impose an excess war profits tax, for the
10-percent surtax. This bill would raise $91/2 to $10 billion l)r year,
according to the estimates of the Treasury. The present, surtax raises
$91/2 to $10 billion a year. That is why I voted against the extension
of the surtax. I think it is an unjust tax. It falls heaviest on the
middle income and the lower middle income taxl)ayers.

This excess war profits tax is nothing new. We have had this type of
tax in three previous wars. In World War I, the excess prorits tax
raised 39/1 percent. of the total r(veluhes. In World War It, from
1941 to 1945, it raised $30%o billion which was 30%) percent of
all the revenues raised in thnt war, a sum of $40 billion. We had it,
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from 1946 on. and, it raised .$40.6 billion which was '23 percent. 233/1o
percent, of all of the revenues raised by tile Federal Government in
that. period.

In the Korean conflict, we again enacted an excess war )rofits tax
and (luring that war, it raised over $7 billion, 32jo percent of the
total exl)eliditures.

We have had four major foreign wars in the history of America-
World War I, World W1'ar II, the Korean conflict, and the Vietnaml
war. Mr. Chairman, the Vietnaml war has cost tie American peo-
ple more money than any War in our history except. World War IL. I
think it is inexcuaiable that we in the congresss have not levied all excess
war profits tax when we had very favorable experience with thi. type of
tax in World War I, World War IL, and in the Korean conflict, and
instead have pUt a, surtax right, on the )acks of the people, front whom
the greater portion of til,: Federal revenues are rais(1--indivdual
tilavers.

'I he corporate percentafe of the total Federal revenue, is much
smaller tlan it. was six years ago. Without belaboring the point, I ask
leave to print at the conclusion of my remarks in the record a copy of
S. 2077, and a copy. of the statement. I made tat the time this bill was in-
troduced oilntilng out the monies raised .and the profits in defensee

coiracts.
Senator A-xiiItls(). Without. objection it will be inserte(d.
Senator Y.illO1uoovir. And tile second measure to which I would

desire to call attention, Mr. Chairimnli is my bill which has often been
Ibfore tie Couigress, to raise the. personal exemption. My bill would
raise the persolill exemnltion from $600 to $1,200. I have offered it for
12 years. I rin and was elected to the Senate oil that. platform as
many others have been, anti I have offered it, not only as an original
hill earlier this year, S. 1717, but also as all amendnent to this pending
tax bill.

I think tie people of my State, are. more interested in an increase in
lCisonal exemption than any other one thing in tle tax striclure
of tie Unitedi States. In sport, of Iy aniendment, I ask leave toprint, ny full statelmeni in t he record. In the interest. of time of the
Committee, I shall not. go through my state item by item, but I think
we IU'oved the case irrefutably for ta increase.

Tie $400 fixed in tile 1947-48 law relreented what was then thought.
to be enough to support. a child in a. family unit. This amounts to $50
a month. Since 1948, the cost of living ias ilncrea.ed 523Ao percent,

Now, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, that is 5 o
of what a family was living on in 1948. Furthermore, since 1948 Ameri-
cans have increased their standard of living in food, in clothing, and
in housing. Considering the l)resent. economic conditions, it, would
take $1,200 now to accomplish the purpose of the $600 exemption of 21
years ago.

But if we just keep it. on the cost of lii'ing increase, since 1948, and do
not allow 1 'penny of 1 percent for the increast in level of living of
American familik., it. would still have to be increased to $914 a year.
If we just. matched the increase in cost. of living we would have' an
exeinltion of $914. If the committee thinks the stringency of the
budget is such that they can't grant. an exemption that would lring it
up to the level of living now, I hope. tile committee will consider at
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least bringing this personal exeml)tion to $900, which would roughly
equal tile cost of living increase per so if the family didn't. increase
its living standards, food, clothing, housing since 1948.

Senator Glor,. Mr. Chairman could I have my question now?
Senator ANDERSON. Senator 6 ore.
Senator GOre. Senator Yarborough, the Secretary of the Treasurysays the Government. cannot afford this, but I notce that he is very

st'oiiglv in supl)ort of giving tax reduction to corporations that are
enjoying tie highest. profits in history. Ile is very strong for reducing
the tol) bracket on earned income from 70 to 50 percent. Apparently
we can afford tlose things, Sut cannot. afford to give tax relief where
it is needed most, to the man with the most children to feed, clothe,
and educate. Your amendment will 1)0 the first one that I will offer
wlen we go into executive session tomorrow.

Senator YARnBOOOii. Thank you, Senator Gore. I know from hear-
ing the Senator on the floor, the Senator has been a member of this
committee a long time, and I have heard him ably debate the late
Senator Bob Kerr, who was one of the ablest debaters in the Senate,
and the able Senator from Temessee always held his ground. I have
heard him debate many fair provisions and I want to commend him.

There are other witnesses, and I would like to ask leave to have
printed at the conclusion of my remarks S. 1717, and the amendment
to this to increase this exemption, and the statement that I made on
September 22 in support of this amendment with economic data.

I will not take the time on the economic data as I did with the war
profits tax. There are many other items in this bill, Mr. Chairman,
and mneiibe s of the comndittee, on which I have made statements in
the past, public and some in the Senate, but they hale been covered
by prior witnesses. Maybe these pointss had not been, I had not seen
in the press that these two had been specifically covered, and that is
why I add these two now and atk leave and appreciate the kindness
of the committee and I would like to print the statements and support-
ing data in full without taking the further time of this committee
as there are other Senators and many other witnesses waiting. Thank
you very much for your courtesy. Are there any other questions?

I would like to say, Senator, I was as shocked as you were when the
Secretary of Treasury caine here and recommended that the corporate
tax be lightened when the share of the total budget paid by the corpora-
tions has gone down in 6 years, and the vast profits they are making,
we read on the financial pages very day for the past years, how their
profits have gone up and up, and lie came here and recommended that
the share the corporations were to pay be reduced over the House bill,
and that the individual taxpayer pay more, when the individual tax-
payers share of the budget is going up, and all of us, like you, who are
elected officials, who are out actually seeing the people know the pinch
that is on the average American. I don't mean just the average Ameri-
can in the lowest income tax bracket, but also the middle-income tax-
payer. The white black, middle-income people are the ones bearing
the tough brunt oi this situation.

Thanik you very much.
Senator ANDERSON. Thank you for coming.
(Hon. Ralph W. Yarborough's prepared statement, bills S. 2,77,

S. 1717, and attachments follow:)
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STATEMENT OF HON.. RALPH W. YARBOROUOH, A U.S. SENATOR FRoS1 TIlE STATE OF
TEXAS

SUMMARY

1. Advocates adoption of Excess War Profits tax in lieu of 10% income tax
surcharge. Excess War Profits tax proposed is similar to the one used. in World
War I, World War II nd the Korean conflict. Believes surcharge is regressive
and falls to stop Inflation. Excess War Profits tax would equitably adjust tile
tax burden during Vietnam War.

2. Advocates increase in personal exemption from $600 to $1,200. Ie believes
this to be necessary in order to bring exemption in line with the rise in the cost
of living and further believes it necessary in order to more equittably relieve the
tax burden.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you and this
distinguished Senate Finance Committee and express my views on II. I. 13270
and tax reform generally. The legislative issue that is foremost in the nlinlds
of the vast majority of the American people is tax reform. The average Ameri-
can taxpayer has reached the end of his patience with our present tax system
which allows some wealthy Individuals and big businesses to shift their fair
share of our nation's tax burden to the overtaxed lower and mildle-incolne
groups. The average American taxpayer is demanding tax relief from his elected
representatives in Congress, and he expects to get it.

H. R. 13270 constitutes a major attempt to achieve genuine tax reform and to
close some of the loopholes that exist in our present tax system. It Is too broad
and comprehensive for ine to try to discuss its various provisions; hundreds of
other witnesses are doing that; I will take a few minutes here to mention vital
matters that may not have been adequately covered.

H. R. 13270 does not contain the two tax items which I believe to be absolutely
essential to any meaningful tax reform. I strongly urge the Committee to adopt
as a part of its tax reform bill the following important ineasures: (1) an excess
war profits tax in place of the 10 percent income tax surcharge, and (2) an
Increase in the personal exemption from $00 to $1200.

I. Ercess war profit tax
The most unjust feature of our present tax system is the 10 percent income tax

surcharge. The surcharge, more than any other facet of our tax laws, directly
hurts the lower and middle-income taxpayers. It is particularly damaging to those
people who must exist on a small fixed income, such as the poor and tile aged.
In short it is a regressive tax. I was very disappointed that the House Included
an extension of this unjust tax through June 30, 1970, in H. R. 13270.

Proponents of the 10 percent income tax surcharge have tried to Justify it on
the basis that it is necessary to fight inflation. No reasonable person would deny
that positive governmental action is needed to curb the runway inflation which
Is ravaging our economy. The truth, however, is that the 10 percent income tax
surcharge is not stopping Inflation. On the contrary, since the enactment of the
surcharge in 1068, the consumer price index and the wholesale price index have
risen at the alarming rate of 0 percent. Clearly, as an anti-inflationary device,
the surcharge has been a miserable failure.

One of the reasons that the surcharge has failed to stop inflation is that it is
not directed at the real cause of inflation-the tremendous cost of the war in
Vietnam. The ever Increasing cost of this war is driving prices sky high. To
effectively fight inflation we must start at the source of the problem. We aid
the economy by letting more of this tax burden fall on the excess profits made
by war contractors. This is why I strongly urge that the Committee strike the
provisions of H. R. 13270 dealing with the income tax surcharge and substitute
an excess war profits tax. Such a tax would provide the government with an
effective means of financing the war without imposing the financial burden on
the segments of our society who are furnishing tile manpower to fight it.

The excess war profits tax is not a new concept. We had such a tax in World
War I, World War 1I and the Korean Conflict. Our nation's experience with
this type of tax has taught us that it is a fair and effective method of raising the
additional revenue needed to meet the increased demands of a wartime economy.

During World War T, this tax raised a total of $0.9 billion dollars. In World
War II, it raised f;40.0 billion, and $7 billion in the Korean Conflict. It Is esti-
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mated that the excess war profits tax I propose would produce approximately
$10 billion annually in revenue, which exceeds the revenue produced by the sur-
charge, and aside from the surcharge, far exceeds the revenue that some of the
less desirable clianges contained in the House bill would probably produce.

An excess war profits tax Is a fair tax. As Its name implies, it Is levied on
"excess" not "normal" corporate profits which are attributable to war. The
rationale behind this type of tax Is that profits which are above normal level
are not Justifled as a reword for past efforts or necessary its an inducement for
future productive efforts. However, even uore fundamental is the fact that by
fighting this war, we are asking special sacrifices from the lower and middle-
Income groups in America : therefore, It Is only right that we require those who
are profiting from the war to bear its expenses. Since the hostilities inI Vietnam
were stepped up, aftertax corporate proliis have Increased by 33 percent. The
simple truth is that some war contractors are getting rich on this war.

An excess profits tax is it proven tax netitod. It is fair and Just. This Is why
I am a co-sponsor of S. 2277, which would establish in excess wovr profits tax.
The substitution of tin excess war profits tax for th, inCOle tax surcharge would
show tile American peoph, that. Congress Is truly seeking it way to more fairly
distribute the onerous tax burden of this nation. I request that a copy of S. 2274',
together with a copy of my remarks when it was introduced, be printed at the
closing of my remarks in the Record of this hearing.

It. INCREASE IN THE PEBSONAl EXCEPTION FROM $000 TO $1,200

No tax reform measure which Is Intended to bring relief to the lower and
middle-income taxpayers will be meaningful unless It Includes a signiificant In-
crease fit the personal exemption. For over twelve years, I have worked for all
increase in tiie personal exeniption by Introducing bills iln different Congresses,
hoping for some relief. On March 27, 111(19, I introduced '.. 1717 which wouhl
increase the personal exemption from $0() to $1,200. Since the passage of the
House tax bill, I have reintroduced my bill as ani amendment to I1.R. 13270,
and ask that at copy of S. 1717 and my amendment to 11.11. 13270 be printed
in the Record at the conclusion of my remarks.

The present $600 exemption has Its genesis in the Revenue Act of 19148. In the
21 years since its adoption the personal exemption has not been Increased despite
the, fact that the cost of living hins Increased 52.3 percent (based on the level of
consumer index since 1948). Under present economic conditions, the $600 would
have to be raised to $904 merely to equal the purchasing power of the $600
exemption 21 years ago.

Our standard of living has changed substantially over this period of time, also.
Life iln the '60's is quite different from thmit in the '40's and it will be even
more different iii the '70's. The Bureau of Labor Statistics recently published
a study which attempts to answer tHIe question: 1ow much does it cost to live
for an urban family of four In the spring of 1967, for three standards of living?
The resulting three budgets share the basic assumnption that maintenance of
health and social wellbeing tie nurture of children, the participation in coni-
munity activities are desirable and necessary social goals.

For the moderate budget, the U.S. urban average cost was $9,070 in spring
of 1967. 'rihe cost for the lower budget was $5,915, and the higher budget amounted
to $13,050. The personal exemptions for a family of four totaled $2,400 which
doesn't even approach the total of tihe lower budget. Certainly exemptions total-
Ing $4,800, which my amendment would provide, are far more equitable.

When the present personal exemption is applied to taxpayers with children
in college, time need for an Increase becomes even more apparent. Tile U.S. Office
of Education estimates that the average charges for tuition, fees, and room and
board for a full-time resident, undergraduate student in a Imublic four-year
university for the 1969-70 school year will total $1,288. For other pulblc four-
year institutions, the cost for the year is estimated to be $1,043. In private
Institutions tile average charges for the year are estimated to total $2.777 for a
university and $2,274 for other four-year colleges. A college education in today's
world is not a luxury, but a necessity. Consequently, an increase In the personal
exemption would greatly assist the parents who are struggling to help their
children prepare for life In the 1070's.

Of course, today's family earns more than its counterpart in 1948. However,
tile greater part of these increased earnings is attributable to Inflation. Inflation
together with relentless increases lit taxes at every level have made real pros-
perity for the average American family more elusive than ever.
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Tile most frequently heard argument against increasing the personal exemp-

tion is that the government cannot afford the aniount of revenue that would
be lost. To obtain meaningful tax reform, however, we calot lie blinded by
short term effects. ('onsideratlns of equity to Individual taxpayers must be
paranmount. In the long run, these tax savings to Individuals resulting fromt an
Increase in the personal exemption to $1,20(0 will come back to the government
In the form of higher tax payments from other taxpayers. Personal exependi-
lures represent over (10 percent of the gross national Iroduct. These additional
funds ill the hands of consumers will Increase the Incomes of grocery stores,
allanee dealers, clothing manufacturers and others, which will result hi a
correslonlngly larger tax base for the Federal government and Increased
revenue.

The personal exemption is Intended to nicconhliish three basic purposes: (1) to
exclude from taxation those Indivldals and families with the lowest Income;
(2) to provide all taxpayers with a dhediution from otherwise taxable Income
for essential living expenses; anl(d (3) to provide an additional allowance to
those taxpayers with dependents and for those who are aged and blind. I submit
that at the Iresent unrealistic aioulit of $600, tile lH'rSOnail exemption Is not
fulfilling any of these purposes.

We must remove the glaring Inequity of tihe present personal exemption from
our tax structure. The provisions of tile tax reform proposal do not go far
enough in enabling the low and inddle-income taxpayer to achieve tile standard
of living to which he Is entitled. An increase in tile personal exemption to $1200,
Is Il lily opinion. tile list way to accomplish thils. objective.

The two measures I have dlkcussed today-increasing tile personal exemption
anid Institution of anl excess war profits tax-are aimed at redlistrihuting this
country's tax burden in a fairer way. They are designed to help people, not
speiehl Interests. The overtaxed majority of our people have no one else to pro-
tect their Interest but Congress. We must not let them down.

SUM MARY

31r. Chairman. on total balance, my proposals, if adopted, would result in a
much more equitable tax program than that contained in II.R. 13270, and would
produce more than sufficient revenue to offset the tax relief Items I support.

The essential core of my total program Is to replace the surcharge with tile
excess war profits tax and to bring the personal exemption Into line with the
realities of the cost of living. I urge tile Committee to give full consideration
to the matters I have discussed.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Finance
Committee to express my views.

RALPH W. YARBOROUOit FIOOR STATEMENT. 3AY 27, 1969, IN SUPPORT Or' WAR
PROFIT TAX, S. 2277

'Mr. President, I am proud to co-sponsor Senator Mcovern's bill to establish
an Emergency Excess War Profits Tax.

Wlien James Otis observed in 1764 that "taxation without representation Is
tyranny" he blind in mind the taxation of those without tHie voting franchise. With
the franchise as broad as It is In America, no one can argue that taxes have
beien extracted from the people without their opportunity to exercise their right
to vote.

But a more subtle variation of those famous words has sprung from the
complexities of modern society. It Is unfortunnte, but true, that the develop-
ment and passage of legislation through time halls of Congress depends a greit
deal upon which of contesting groups can generate the most clamor and pres-
sure. In this context, those with large and lucrative government contracts have
Certainly been well represented. But, who, I ask, represents the low mid middle
income taxpayers whenm it comes to placing or adjusting the tax burden?

Front the way today's tax structure places tile greatest load upon those
people, it becomes obvious that they have been heard but little at the bar of
Con aress.

President Nixon says lie wants to "lighten the burden on those who pay too
much, and Increase tile burden on those who pay too little." The time to do that
Is now.
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Th way to begin the reform of our tax system-which the people now
demand and Which Is long overdue-is by enacting a tax upon those who have
reaped high profits off the war in Vietnam, hoping that this move will open the
door.to eventual repeal of-the regressive surtax.

"Equity and fairness demand this. I have with me some tables from articles
in the April 21, 1969, issue of U.S. Nevws and World Report reflecting the exorbi-
tant nature of the war contractors earning profits directly and indirectly flowing
from the war."

"When the blood of American lives washes into the Mekong or the Song Ba
or the Song Cal, each of us are solemnly reminded of the sacrifice so many have
made for a cause which many question or do not understand. The dreadful con-
flict is far too distant for it to be much of a reality to most of America.

"But, it is a sad reality and one that costs money as well as lives. Historically,
we have always sought--7with fairness and reason-to impose an appropriate tax
burden upon those war profiteer enterprises which acquire extraordinary profits
during wartime. If this was the road to equity during World War I, World War
II,'and the Korean War, it Is the road to equity now. I supported such an excess
war profits tax in the 90th Coigress. Unfortunately, it failed. It is long. overdue.
If we fail to pass it, we value the profits of the war contractor higher than the
blood of the men fighting and dying in Vietnam."

Trends in defense contracts, 1960-69

(In billions]
1060 .... $22.5
161. ----------------------------------- 24.3
1962 ------------------- ------------------------------------ 27.8
1963 ------------------------------------------------------- 28.1
19 --------------------- ---------------------------------- 27.5
1065 .. -------------------------------- ---------------------- 26.6
1966 ------------------------------------------------------- 35.7
1967 - ------------------------------------------------------- 418
168 ------------------------------------------------------- 41.2
196Q (estimated) --------------------------------------------- 42.3

"Armed forces' contracts for goods and services in the U.S. have nearly doubled
In nine years. ..."

Bource: U.8. News and World Report, April 21, 1960, p. 61.

[S. 2277, 91st Cong., first sess.)
A BILL To impose an exceas profits tax on the Income of corporations during the present

emergency
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States

of Amer a in (Jongrees assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Excess
War Profits Tax Act of 1969".

See. 2. (a) Subtitle A of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to
income taxes) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new chapter:

"Chapter 7,--Temporary Excess Profits Tax
41see. 1601. Imposition of- tx,. "See. 1602. Definitions.
"Sec. 16r, A dustments to Income for years in emergency period.
"See. 1604. Adjubment to income for years In base period."Sec. 1605. Unused excess profits deduction edJostment."See., 1606. Ixcess profits deduction.

E 1 IMPOSMON OIi" •AX
"(a) qjxzika Uum-n addition to the other taxes Imposed by this subtitle,

there Is hereby imposed on the Income of every corporatiQn, for-each taxable
year ending or beginning in the emergency; period, atax equal to 87 percent of
the excess profits taxable Income for the taxable year..

t (h)' 'TAXA LE" YEAt8-PARTLY It EMPROEKOY ftRiOD.-In- the case of~- tax-
able year -wbch begins before the eie~govcy. period or ends after the emergency

-period, 4bee rz imposed by ibsection,(o) shall, be an amount equal to,8T per-
eent of Ab excess profits .taxable income for thetaxable year mu'bltiplled by a
fractloi the numerator of which Is the number of day'5in the taxable year Within
-the emei'geney period and the denobinAto- of which iW the total number of days
In the taxable year.*...

V ""
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"SEC. 1602. DEFINITIONS.
"(a) ExcEss PROFITS TAXABLE INcoME.-For purposes of this chapter, the

term 'excess profits taxable income' means taxable income (computed with the
adjustments provided In section 1603 or 1604, but otherwise as computed for
purposes of the tax imposed by chapter 1) reduced by the higher of-

"(1) $25,000, or
"(2) the sum of-

"(A) the excess profits deduction£orth~t1fM eearZ and
"(B) the unused excess pr Wit'deduction adjustrmentforthe taxable

year.
"(b) EMEROENOY PEeIOD.-FiOurposes of this chapter, the terrh 'en agency

period' means the period begi|fIng on January 1, U,9 aiid ending on L'bem-
ber 31, 1970. / ( -

"(C) BASE PERIOD.-For purposes of this oh pter,i he term b se period' meah
the period beginning on J iuary 1, 1961, d e iding qn Decemb r 31,1964.

"SEC. 1603. ADJUST TS TO COME OR7 YFA4RW' IN EMERGENCY
PERIOD/ 9 " /\

"(a) GENERAL Ru r4-For purposes of thi pf,4- in debtermiping the. taxable.
income of a corpora on for a taxable yea ding or beg ng in the emer-
gency period, the fo owing adjustments I bo,-made: \T

"(1) DIVIDEND RFVE.M D'" - dedcn o ivite ds'reyd shall
apply, without lI nitation, t all dMv e ds _sc 0p corporations, ex-
cept that no ded ction for d vidends eived sh iLbfi A owed with respect
to dividends (act al or con ructive) stock if forel ,,-sonal holding
companies or diviends on sto wvhtcs t a caql I a-

"(2) DISALLOW CE OF U TAIN o. d uctions p ovided
In section 247 (rela*i ng to dead n for divi nd pald o certain p erredd
stock) and section .22 (relating to special deu tion fo" Weste Hemis-
phere trade corporatl is) shall not be alovtd.

"(3) GAINS AND LOAT OE FROM SALE OF EXC1IANG OF F' AL ASSI 8I'.
There shall be excludedgafins and lo Farom sales) or exc nges of cal)t
assets. /

"(4) INCOME FROM RETIR, ENT OR DISCHARGE OF BONDS, Ero.-Ther shall
be excluded, in the case of antaxpayer, income derived from the tlrement
or discharge by the taxpayer of'ay bond, debenture, note, or tificate or
other evidence of indebtedness, if t ligation of the yer has been
outstanding for more than 6 months, incl-" othe issuance was at
a premium, the amount includable in Income for such year solely because
of such retirement or discharge.

"(5) DEDUCTIONS ON ACCOUNT OF RETIREMENT OR DISCHARGE OF BONDS, ET*.-
If during the taxable year the taxpayer retires or discharges hny bond,
debenture, note, or certificate or other evidence of indebtedness, if the
obligation of the taxpayer has been outstanding for more than 6 months, the
following deductions for such taxable year shall not be allowed:

"(A) The deduction allowable under section 102 for expenses paid
or incurred in connection with such retirement or discharge;

"(B) The deduction for losses allowable by reason of such retirement
or discharge; and

"(0) In case the issuance was at a discount, the amount deductible
for such year solely because of such retirement or discharge.

'i'(6) RECovEmBS OF BAD DEMTS.-There shall be excluded income attrib-
utable to the recovery of a bad debt if the deduction of such debt-was allow-
able from gross income for any taxable year ending before January 1, 1969,
or if such debt was properly charged to a reserve for bad debts during any
such tAxable year.

"(7) NONTAXABLE INCOME OF CERTAIN INDUSTRIES WITH DEPLETABLE RE-
souTcts.-In the case of a producer ofnineral, a producer of logs or lun-
ber'from a timber block, a lessor of mineral property or a timber block, and
d; natri"Algas: company, there shall be excluded income exempt from the
provision of this chaPt&r inder the regulations prescribed by the Secretary
or his'delegate under section 160.
* "(8) -NET oPEA'trNO Loss DEDOUTION ADJUOTMENT.-The 'net operating loss
deduction under sicton 172 'shall be properly 'adjusted in accordancewith
regulations prescribed by the Scretary or his delegate.
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"(9) TPAXR: PAIl) lnv I.1sE-'--Ir IIuldr a h, ltii' WI t'I-Ill (If more thnl 20
years entered Ito prior to 1auuary 1, 11111), Iho h, ,svi is (illKlted to iay
any part ion of the tax Imzmiis.d by this mZlhtlle ilili ithe lessor wilk respect
to the rentalls derived by such lessor fromiu szh lessee, or is obligated to rv.
Ilulurste the lessor for any portlon of the tux ll1l1 . e4I ly It 1 h1111tillhe
lil)n the lessor witi resxect to the rentals derived by slueh lesse" from
sluch lessee,. sltehi lymen or relnibu)rlVeilntI of the taX liiiipHoxe by IMI hS1ub-
title shall b% exelulded by tle lessor illd it deluctilon theretor slall not ho
allowed to the lessee. For larixre).w of this Iaragralph, ilt agreellell for l'eno
of railroad lirolwrtle ellteredi Into )rior to Janlary 1. 11011). slllll lie t4ll-
shlerel to be I lelse 11('ludllng such term its lhe total number of years su1ch
agreenint llly, unllss sooner termlinatel, I relnewed or contltimied nder
(lt terlis of the oilgreement , ind iay slleh relnewll or voit llmittile lllluner s -h
agreement slul li' voiisitlered part of the hease entered lu) Itrlor !o .lnii.
unry 1, 19)60.

"(10) HAn I)iirm I N AN O1' IIANK.-In tit vase of it l11lk (its defiled il
se ,tio(l N41) using tie reserve method of acco)nlliig for Ilid debts, there
shilll Ile allowe(l, i lIeul of the amollnt nllowale mlller lie reserve ietholl
for bad debts, at deduellon for debts which liertie worthlep.s willhin lhe tx-
able year, 1in whole or 11 Imnrt, witlhl the Ulte 1nig or se(e loul 14111.

"(II) II1A)Fr1) VOlF.Iow1 I Nvosm-I-l'here shll I excluded ino1e derived
front sources within any foreign country to the extent thlat stch incllcue
would, but for miionietairy, exchalige, or other restrieltins illimosed by suchl
foreign comitry, lin'e been inchhalbh, lu tie, gross income of I ItheIlmxpYer for
any taxable year which plrec4ded Its Ir.st taXiible year Ull(er thI ('halllr.
In deterulihunin the taxable year for whihh inomi derived from foreign
sources would have bwei includable (but for smthI res trlettoils) lit cases where
kIX'cllhie 1 itilltnu callO Cant I llade. su(.h dethrulmiations sluill Ie miie 1i
aecordane with regulattions preseribed by tll', Helretary or is dIegile.
Where hlwomo derived fromt moui'e s within ny foreign country 114 in.
cludable (without regtxrd to this wentele) in i taxable ear scleellng tile
lirst taxable year under this seller, and lint for monetary. xlvillllge, or
other restrictions illtilmsel by sueh forIgu (omiltry would llve been lu-
eludal)le in the grom income of the taxpayer for Its first tatxale year
under this chapter, tel Iwoille, lit (,am, such lrst. taxaitle year began Ix,'ore
January 1, INI]9, Wiall be eouriidereil (1i1 the aplication of th0. I)ilraralll)
as having been Includable lit gross Ilcole of a taxable year which pieededl
much first taxable year In all nnount equal to that p)ortlon of steh Income
as the number of days prior to January 1, IIX9. Il miuh first taxallel year
bears to the tital unber of days In stteh first ixable year. lIhetiemls
properly chargeable nd allocable to inconle exeltudeld tinder this i1aragraplh
shall not. Ie allowed.

(12) INTFAT.-lmle deduction for Interest shall be reduced, witht reslel,
to Interest on the I ndebtedness inchlded In daily anloultm of borrowed capital,
In necordance with regulations pre.rittd by tie Heeretary or his delegate.

"(18) PAYIMET FROM VORZIUN SOURVF FOIR TKOIINIVAI. ANSIOTANCIF, mr,--
In the case of a domestlc corporation which retllers to a related foreign cor-
pormton toehical nssistance, egignenring services, mcientlle assistance, or
similar services (such s rvices or nssistanee being related to the proliv.
tion or improvement of products of the type nmItfactured by much dollestle
corporation), there shall te excluded the renuluiertltion for sueh services or
nsalstatice It such remuneration constitutes Incom11e derived frolt trce
without the UnIted Stateo. Any deductions In cou eetion wlth or pro1wrly allo-
cable to the rendering of Fich services or assistoUlce shnl11 mot I allowed.
For iMrp4ae of thi paragraplh, a foreign (orlioration shall be (oti1hleled
to be a 'related foreign corporation' If the doluesth, corporation at the time It
renders sech servi s or assistance owns 10 percent or more of the outstanld.
Ilg stock of such foreign corporation,

"SEC. 1604. ADJUSTMENTS TO INCOME FOR YEARS IN BASE PERIOD.

"For the purposes of this chapter, In determining the taxable Income of a
orporntIon for a taxable year ending or beginning In tho base period, the fol-

lowing adjustments shall bo nade:
1(1) Nm' o1tRATiNo LoSS DDUMOTION.-The not operating lose deduction

provided by section 172 shall now be allowed.
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"(2) (INH %INI AHMES FRlOM HAIEK 4) Ol Xl'llANMll1 OF ('.PlITAL.ASETS, ETO?.-

"(3) 1 N(OMM FROUM I1IIIIEM 1'NT Oil ISClIIIiK OF 110.NIIH, sfY-*i(r'Klill
IW 0\X(lid III t I( Of Huyl, falxiayr.V', 11loe4)( dived ('4 roil tho rellIreiiiltml
o1r diiellrgt' by I htv tiixplyvt'r Of fifty itoil dlelit~rv nolte, 1111, W(4rt ifIhati or
other e'idt'nve of' iuldiutlltt'4, It fit,, oliuigiitil of tilit% ttXjWI.ol' liltis In't'i
4)11)4 iidhiig forii nore' fiahn 6(11 mol1:11. lIteIni -lulg, III vais. file ImsullewIets lHit

441i iettreullt'lt or discharge.
11(0) 1)DUineo4" wx AvcotIN 01. TiHEM ENT Olt IRV(iiIIR OF IIUNIIN, KMIV.-

It during tilt' hixabWc yea r tht, hInxj yer retirles or dkw~hii rge~ filly bontd, de'-

gal Ion1 of filie toxilliyer lilts lieit out~stilnding for IliliIV tlillt (IlllltiIK, tlie
following (leduio 011 for situll ta1Xable1 year 1.41111 lot 1W alliiwt'il

16(A) 111v dediuctol fia llowabile nlilvr seet in 162 for t'xpeiisvi' pa id or
ineviritnd lit voitutw'ilon with sitt'h ret irvniii (it dixelurge -

'4(01) 1I'lio t(diuct lou. forse 14)5(1 *itilih' by reason oft such retire.

"(C) Inat'll'(1s fit"Isulit. \\Its lit if (1 kciiiuiit, thel ilioilit leilet ibie
for suchl year. solely lit(411114' of suvth reti1rtiunt or1 illt-hai uge.

"(5) )lliE Ni41:ViFI.---1'lt' dliilt 141 ol. 4Iividtl4'11 reclIv('d lh
aly, wiilh lit. fihiuttlto 4 till iidiendts oil s4tiok lit till corporations), e'xcet't

div'idend Ou-l~t ittul orf vouistliitive) oil 81411k of tiireigui perI.sonliui hli ng 11)111'
pattlies~ 4)r dliviIliend4s1 o itl( whitil 1K not i caplIal tissut.

"(6I) I NNTAIlM1NT HALICN-!1 OW, t 48 li'ti'Of it tii\111iytl' Wilul ils 11111 "iltletl
ettil und1 4er' tho IeVgilat 14411K Preseribeul by Ow ve retary or- hilm delegate

111141r sectloii 1000, lulcouip 11011 Iiistilliliit Hilies andu front tuistoiitit .411l1'
obllgatiolN 811111 Ito) (oliplited 111under tluu aceiulti ietiod without treating
filly po4rt1ion of Such~ Illit'o i nuillill.'u at flit% ('lost, of any) period 11114 am

"(7) TIMI.T1':M CONTIAMSr.--Ill the VaSt' of it taxpayer wliieu has1 1110110
11ti lCll elc iontitlI'r tile reguiitil jrex('rill by thet Secretary or 1118 delegates
iunder'l sectionl JIMI, liteouie tronl) lollg-torin 'oitlatH shall be( ('oliputel iuder
tile jX)erelitiage of ColiIplletionk Illetilol anduu If tile taxpayer 11a4 reportedly sueh
Ilint'il o1n th i preittago of co'i111)etiohl liethlol for till taixable pieriods.

$1 (11) JAoDWIF.,NrB, INTAX0O111J: 1)1111.1.1 XI AND) D EL~w'1O1'M1Nr ('OsTso OAKIJAL'Y
LOSSES, AND) (TIMEII AICNOIIMAr. linivTTioN.-If. foir any taxable year liegin-
uhiig or enllig within (tie litsv' Ix'rIod, any clus, or lledlctiohll for the taxnble
Year exceethed 115 iK'rellt of tilt,- average aillotnt o It.1ietiolls of m11(11 Clliss
for t111 4 plreviousN taxnle years (liot leludliIng ldildtihIM ii aillig troll) the
8111114 extraioI'litllry evelit whIch gave rime to tilt,' dedu~tion0 for the taxable
Year'), thl% educ('l~iiK of sticl (iaNsm H11111, subject. to) till r'ide(s iprO'iitld In
1aragrupth (0), hie disallowed lil till aliioullit 14111111 to gii('I excesss8. F~or the
puilosem of tis paralgraphi, each of tilt,, tollowilig groiipK. of d(l((le(tiouiH itil
coi~istitt it class8 of (dluv.t 10118

"1(A) D~eductions aittributale to clinslu, awards, jtulgiilelts, antd
(IecreemC tigahigt (lie toxpinyt'r, aii hiterest o11 tilt foregoltig;

"(B) IDetltltolK ilttribitlio to Intaliglible drilling anti devieloIpillent
costs1 piid or hivurret l i or fo)r tile ldrliliig of wiells or the i)1ejlwAtion
of wvells f'or (lie production of oil or' gas, and1( for d ll iln~lt cos8ts In
(lie vnse of wities; au1(

"1(c) Deductions ullider 14&etol 105' for loss' nrislug froin fires,
litoriK, shipwreck, or other cosunity, or troll) theft. or nrittlng fromn the
dellhtiol, llbfndoneuit, or liss of usieftul valus of property,, hot Coril-
p('llttt for by tinsurance or otherwise. The clam of deductions unde11r
thIs Btlbparagrapil for any taixable year shall not Iiclde (ediloTIK
which are excludible witder paragraph (2) or wich would be so l'xclti-
Ible if such p~aragraphi were applicable with respect to such, taxable year.

Tho cla"lItlcation of dOellletli of filly~ damn8 nlot dlt'Nri'(d III millbplrugrfipl
(A),o (Bi), or (C),g shall be subject to regulations p~rescribed1 by ti't Hiereta ry
or his delegate.
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"(0) ItUr.,S FOR APPICATIOX' O' PARINA(IIAPIt (cA.-l'or the purpose of pnra-
graph (8)-A() If tile taxlmyer was lint. i existence for four previous taxable

years, then the average amount sleifled in such pmragraph slall be
dlterlined for the previous taxable years It was In existence and th
sucee(dltig taxable years whhh begin before the beginning of tile tax-
payer's second taxable year nthi, r this chapter, If the number of such
msu eetling years Is greater than the number necea. iry to obtain an
aggregate of four taxaible years, there shall be omitted so ninny of such
suiceeding years, beginning with the last, as are necessary to redue
the aggregate to four.

"(B) Deductions of any class for any taxable year shall not be dis-
allowed under such paragraph ittless the aniotuit of deductions of 141l0
class to be disallowed for such year exceeds 5 percent of the average
excess profits taxable Income for the taxable years beginning or ewiding
within the base period, computed without the disallowance of any class
of deductions under such paragraph, Hu(ih average excess profits taxable
Income shall, for the purposes of this subparagraph, be computed by
aggrogattug the oweesm profits taxahle Invomes of all such tNxable years,
dividing such aggregate by the total number of nionths In such years, and
multiplying the quotient by 12. For the purposes of this sublMragraph,
the excess profits taxable Income for any taxable year .lhall il no ease
be less than zero.

"(C) Deductions of any class shall not lie disallowed under sulh
paragraph unless the taxpayer estahlishes that' the Increase In sueh
deductions-

"(0) is not a cause or a conwitellee of in 111(relse 1i1 the gro.Qs
Income of the taxpayer in Its base perlod or a decrease In the
amount of sonie other deduction lit l iise period, which inereaso
or decrease is substantial In relation to the, amount of the iereause
in the deductions of such class, and

"(It) Is not a consequence of a chuunge at nity tlme In tte type.
manner of operation, size, (or condition of the bitmsiess engaged iI
by the taxpayer,

"(D) The amount of deductions of any class to be disallowed under
such paragraph with result to nny taxable year shall not exceed tile
amount by which the deductions of such clnss for sulch taxable year
exceed the deductions of such class for the taxable year for which tile
tax under this chapter Is being computed.

"(10) TAXE PAiD nY LiF.Ksam.-If under a lease for a term of more than
20 years entered Into prior to January 1. 19M, the lessee is obligated to
jmy any portion of the tax Imloed by tills subtitle upon the lesmor with re-
spect to the rentals derived by such lessor from such lessee, or Is obligated
to reimburse the lessor for any portion of the tax Imposed by this subtitle
upon the lessor with respect to the rentals derived by such lessor front such
lesee, such payment or reimbursement of the tax Imposed by this subtitle
shall be excluded by the lessor and a deduction therefor shall not be allowed
to the lessee. For the purposes of this paragraph, an agreement for lease
of railroad properties entered into prior to January 1, 1009, shall be con-
sidered to be a lease Including such terms as the total number of years
such agreement may, unless sooner terminated, be renewed or continued
under the terms of the agreement, and any such renewal or continuance
under such agreement shall be considered part of the lease entered into prior
to January 1, 1000.

"1(11) BAD DxmT iN QA81C O? IANxe-In the case of a bank (as defined lit
section 581) using the reserve method of accounting for bad debts, there shall

*be allowed, in lieu of the amount allowable under the reerve method for
bad debts, a deduction for debts which became worthless within the taxable
year, in whole or In part, within the meaning of section 166.

"(12) PATMZNTS OM VORioN souRcz tea T oNt AL ABSSSTAN08, Mr.-
In the eacs of a domestic corporation which rendered to a related foreign
corporation technical assistance, engleering services, scientific ti. stance,
or similar servlco (such services or a Istance being related to the produc-
tion or Improvement of products of the typ manufactured by such domestic
corporation), there shall be excluded the remuneration for such services
-or assistance If such remuneration cOnstItuted Income derived from sources



without the United States. Any deduetom ili connection with or proprly
allocable to the rendering of suelh services or itwslstiamee shlall not 1w allowed.
For purposes of this Ipragraph, a foreign corporation shall be considered
to be a 'related foreign corporation' If the domestic corJporutlon at (lite time
It rendered such services or iissistaiee owned 10 lK'r1'i'nt or more of tile
outstanding stock of such foreign corporation.

"(13) ADJtSTMENT FOR IIASE l'KIIIOII I.)55 IOSEFOM IIIAX('II omKivrioN.--
lit tie case of it txpmyer whil during 2 or more taxable years beguiling
or ending wlthl ip the base lIKrlol operated a branch at a loss, the excess
profits taxable Income for each stich taxable year (thtermined without
regard to this paragraph) shall be Increased Iby tlh, nmount of the excess
of such lo." aiei'e tle los.q, if nilly, Incurred by suci brattch during fie tax-
able year for which the tax imer this climpter Is bilg (onliputed. For
imurlimes of thIs paragraph, the term 'lbrarh' memims a umit or sldlivislon of
the taxpayer's business which was operated 1it a separate place from Its
other tusine.5, and differed stibstaitltially from its othir busless with re-
splt to character of products or services. A uiit or 8sdivislonl of fite tax.
myer's busine.s. slhall not I considered to differ substantially from tMe

taxpayer's other bushin, uniles it is of it tylx, ehlssl flitbip by the Stindlird
Industrial Classlleatlon Manual lit at different major indlustry group or In
a different subgroup of the taxpmyer's major Industry group thrall thilt
i which Its other business Is so elassllhtiMe. Tils taragrilhi shall not

apply unlless the suil of the net loses (if such brath (luring tlt, base Ierlml
exceeded 15 percent of the aggregate excess, profits taxaile Income of tie
tNxlmyer during the base lperlod. For thw purposes of this pu ragralph, the
tiggregtte excess profits taxable Incomie of tei taxpayer during Ihit base
period shall lie the sun of Its excess prolits taxable' income for all years
li the base ixrlod, linreased by the sm of the net losses of such branieh
during the base lrlod.

"(14) IIULI:8 FoR APPLItATION' OF PAhmRAII (1 :).-1or tile purposes of
paragraph (13)--

"(A) A bramlch shall b, deemed to have bieen ipraitcl fit a loss during
a taxilble yar if tie portlon of the thddictoloiis tidt.r sk-eltio 102 for
such year which Is determined, under regulations prescribed by the
Secretary or his dellegate, to be the portion thereof properly allocable
to the operation of such branch exceeds the portion of the gross Income
during the taxable year which Is determined under such regulations to
Ib the portion thereof propelrly allocable to the oiperation of such branch ;
and the amount of tile losts shall be fnit amount equal to such excess.

"(11) If tile portion of tile gross Income determined to be properly
allocable to tile oleratlon of tile branch is a minus quantity, tile amount
of such exem shall be the sum of tihe deductions under sectlon 162
determined to be properly allocable to tMe operation of the branch
plus anl amount equal to such milnus quantity.

"SEC. 1605. UNUSED EXCESS PROFITS DEDUCTION ADJUSTMENT.

"(a) COMUTATION oF UNUSD I')xcMaS PROFITS I)muoTrox ADJURTMI:NT.--TI
unused excess profits deduction adjustment for any taxable year shall be the
aggregate of the unused excess profits deduction carryovers and unused excess
profits deduction earryback to such taxable Fear.

"(b) DFINIIoN OF UNUOsD EXESs PROFITS Dgnut tro.-For llurlioses of
subsection (a): the term 'unused exess prollits deduction' nelluns tie excess, If
any, of the excess profits deduction for any taxable year over the ',x('s protlits
taxable Income for such taxable year, computed on the basis of the excess profits
,deduction applicable to such taxable year, and computed without the aillowwuce
of any deduction tinder section 172 (relating to not operating losess, 'Pime uuIned
excess profits deduction for a taxable year of less than 12 months shall be an
amount which Is such part of the unused excess, profits deduction determined
under the preceding sentence as the number of days li the taxable year Is of
the number of days Iha the 12 months ending with, the los of the taxable year.
The unused excess profits deduction for a taxable year beginlting before or eid-
lag after the emergency p rlod shall be an amount whkh Is such part of tile imi.
used excess profits deduction determined under the preceding provislols of this
subsection as the number of days in such taxable year In the eitergelley Perlod
to of the total number of days In such taxable year. Tiere shall be 1o unused
excess profits deduction for any taxable year for which the taxpayer Is exempt
from taxation under this chapter,
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"1(c) AMOUNT OF CARRYBACK AND CARRtYOVER.-
"(1) UNUSED EXCESS PROFITS EDUCATION OAIIRYIIACK.-If for filly ttixtlih,

year the taxpayer has ln untused excess profits deduction, such unlstm excess
profits deduction shall be nit unused excess profits deduction carryback to tile
preceding taxable year.

"(2) UNUSED EXCESS PROFITS DEDuCIIrON OAlRYOVKi..-If for any taxtible year
the btexlyer has an unused exte.s profits deduction, such unused 'Xcwess
profits deduction shall be an unused excess profits deduction carryover to
each of the 5 succeeding taxab, years, except that the carryover In the vase
of each such succeeding taxable year (other than tile first succeiling tuxaile
year) shall be the excess, If filly, of the amount of ech lulused excess protts
deduction over the sum of the excess profits taxable intones for each of the
Intervening taxable years computed-

"(A) by determining the unused excess profits deduction a(ijustniclt
for each Intervening tfixable year without regard to such unused excess
profits deduction or to any unused excess profits deduction for any suc-
ceeding year, and

1(B) without regard to section 1602(a) (1).
For purposes of the preceding sentence, the unused excess profits deduclion
for any taxable year begimblg ifter January 1. 11411). shall first be rduled by
tile amount, It any, of the excess profits taxable income for the preceding
taxable year computed-

"(0) by determining the unused excess profits dedtuction adjustmenl
for such preceding taxable year without regard to such. unused excess
profits deduction, and

"(D) without regard to section 1602(a) (1).
If such preceding taxable year begat prior to January 1, 1909. the reduction
referred to In the preceding sentence shall be ani iunount which is such Imrt
of the reduction determined under the preceding sentence, or such INwrt of the
unused excess profits carryback ,to such preceding taxable year, whichever Is
the lesser, as the number of days In such taxablle year after December 31, 1908,
Is of the total number of days In such preceding taxable year.

"(d) No OARRYtACK TO TAXABLE YFARIS ENDINO P1IO1 TO JANIUARY 1, 1069.-
For purpose,. of this section, the term 'preceding taxable year' does not Include
any taxable year ending prior to January 1, 1969.

"(0) UNUSED E2XCFS8 PROFITS DsIuoTioN OF YEAH OF TIIQUIATION.- For any
taxable year during which the taxpayer (1) completes the distribution of sui-
stantially all of its assets ili liquidation, or (2) completes the conversion of sub-
stantlally all of Its assets Into assets not held it good faith for the purpo.ves
of the business, then the unused excess profits deduction for such year shall be
an amount which is such part of the unused excess profltR deduction determined
under the preceding provisions of this section as the number of (lays in the tax-
able year prior to the date of the completion (described In (1) or (2), whichever
is earlier) is of the total number of days in the taxable year, and no part of
the unused excess profits deduction for such year shall be an unused excess
profits deduction carryover to any succeeding taxable year.

"SEC. 1606. EXCESS PROFITS DEDUCTION.

"(a) COMPUrATION UNDER RMOULATIONs.-The excess profits deduction for a
taxable year shall be an amount computed under regulations prescribed by the
Secretary or Wi delegate wh!eh (subject to the provisions of subsection' (b))
shall provide-

"(1) a deduction based on average base period taxable Income comparable
to the excess pyiAis credit provided, for in sectionn 435 of the Internnl Reve-
nue Code of 1',K,,

"(2) a .deduction based invested capital comparable to the excess profits
credit provided for In section 4,0 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1039, and"(8) rules comparable to the provisions of sections 437 through 459
(other than subsections (a), (c), and (d) of section 450) lamd of parts 1T,
iT, and IV of subchapter D of chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of

1(b) EMXOMr'rzONS AND MODIFIOATIoNs.-Thio regulations prescrlbed under sub.
stion (a) shall-

"(1) uqe the base period defined In section 1002(c) (in lien of the base
periodd defined in section 435 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939),

./
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"(2) provide for computing the dedutellon (elwribed lht subsection (a) (1)

by taking into account 100 pK'rcellt of the average baso iperlod taxable Income
(it lion of tile lercentiiges provldcd iIt smtihll .135(a) of tle internal Rev-
eme Code of 1039), and

"(3) p)rovile riles containing sieh Jnodill(lons Iti or sueh addItIons to
the ritles set forth ili the provisions of the Internal Revelnule Code of 1939
referreAi to lin subsection. (a) as the Secretary or his (tlegate deterhleb
necessary to carry out the purposes of this chapter."

(h) Tie table of clapters for subtitle A of the Ilternal Revenue ('ode of 1954
Is amended by adding at tile, enld thereof tile following new item:
"ClImpter 7.--Temporary excess profits tox."

SEv. :. The anendinits made by this Act slhll a1l)1)13' to taxable, years ending
after 1)ecembr 3i, 1It._

INTROI)UCTION OF A ll1., To AMENII 11.1t. 13270 To PROVlE FelO AX INCtREASE IN T1HE
PERSONAL . EXFMPTION FROM $1100 TO $1,200

Mr. President, I Inltrodllh for alplroprlate retellce it bill to amend 11.1t. 13270
whih would provide for an IlIr('raset in ti' Ie'rsollll oeXOlltloll of F,'cl eral Ilnome
tax from $600 to $1,200. I introduced this leultastirl, this year on Mardh 27, 199.
as H. 1717. Sinte the Introdluctiol of S. 1717, the House has passed its tax bill,
MR. 13270; therefore, I feel It would be appropriate if my bill Is Incorporated
as an atnendmnint to 11.11. 13270. This is not thi- first time I have introduced this
roliosal ; I have introduced It on immerous thles in tile past twelve years that

I have beIKV in tile Senate.
1.R. 13270 Is a result of the outcry from tile American leol)o for reform of

tlkls country's system of taxation. No tax reform program will be complete miless
it itieludes it slgniatleit Increase in tio personal exemption. Tite pre-sent pK',rsonal
exemption las its genesis in tile Revenue Act of 104s. Since its adoption over 21
years ago, the personal exemption has not been increased despite the fact that the
cost of living lit America has risen by 62.3 percent since 1948. The personal exenp-
tioln, more than tiny other provislon it tile Internal revenue Code 111g the greatest
lmlmt on tile lower and hliddle.ncone taxpayer. I was disappointed that neither

the House nor the President Included al increase it tile personal exemption as a
Imart of the tax reform program.

Tite personal exemption Is Intended to aceonpllsh three base imrloses: (1) to
exclude front taxation thost, Individtals and fanilles with tle lowest Incomes;
(2) to provide all taxpayers with a detlction front otherwise taxable income for
essential living expenses\ ; and (3) to provide afll additional allowance to thoe
taxplmyers with dependents and for those who ore aged and blind. At the present
unrealistic aniount of $00, the persollal exellptioll Is not fnlflling any of these
lurposes.

According to the figures compiled by the Social Security Aminhistration, a non-
farm family with a yearly income of 0.3,385 or less is living in poverty. This means
tOat such a family does not Inve the income necessary for a mnhliminu diet and
must also go without many of the necessities of life. Despite the conditions, smch
a family would have to pay $46 dollars of income tax it they have all adjusttd
gross Income of $3,3315. This clearly demonstrates that the present personal ex-
emption has failed to accomplish its purpose of exempting the poor front income
taxation.

N6t only is the present personal exemption not protecting the poor, It also is not
providing tile average taxpayer with a deduction for the cost of raising his family.
During the years since 1948, the standard of living In America has risen greatly.
According to the Bureau of Labor statistics, the cost of living for an urhan family
of four on the lowest budget possible would be $5,91Mfi. O a more moderate budget
this amount re iulrel would be $9,0 Tile personal exemptions however, for a
family this slve would total only $2,400. This would not even begin to approach
the amount needed by such ft filly to meet. tile cost of living under the lowest
possible budget. Certainly in this respect the present personal exemption ias
failed to accomplIsh Its purpose.
,When the present personal exemption is applied to taxpayers with children

in college, the need for an increase becomes ever more ap)arent. The 1.S. Office
of nlueation estimates that tile average charges for tuition fees, and room and
board for A fulltime unndergradfinte student in a public four-year university for
the 1009-70 school year will total $1,28R. In a private four-year university the
charges are esthnated to be $2,777 and In private four-year college they are

*:. 88-8O5--O--pt. 0----40
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$2,274. A college education In today's world is not a luxury but a necessity. Con.
sequently an increase In the personal exemption would greatly assist the parents
who are struggUng to help their children prepare for life in the 1970's.

An increase In the personal exemption from $600 to $1,200 is a necessity It
Congress is to fulfill Its responsibilities to the vast majority of citizens who are
carrying our Nation's tax burden. Such an increase will also show -that over.
taxed lower and middle-Income taxpayers that Congress is truly concerned about
their problems and not just those of big business. We must not et the 91st
Congress be remembered in history as the ongress that turned its back on
the needs of the average taxpayer.

[H.R. 13270, 91st Cong., first seas.]

Amendments Intended to be proposed by Mr. YARBOROUOH to H.R. 13270, an Act
to reform the Income tax laws: On page 360, after line 19, Insert the following
new section:

TSEC. 805. PERSONAL EXEMPTIONS.
"(a) INCREASE TO $1,200.-The following provisions are amended by striking

out '$600' wherever appearing therein and Inserting In lieu thereof '$1,200':
"(1) Section 151 (relating to allowance' of deductions for personal

exemptions) ;
"2) Section 42(b) (relating to allowance of deductions for estates);
"(3) Section 0012(a) (relating to persons required to make returns of

income) : and
"(4) Section 6013(b)(3) (A) (relating to assessment and collection In

the case of certain returns of husband and wife).
"(b) COxNFORmINO AMEutMNUENfs.-The following provisions are amended by

striking out '$1,200' wherever appearing therein and inserting In lieu thereof
$*2,4001:

"(1) Section 6012(a) (1) (relating to persons required to make returns
of Income) ; and

"(2) Section 0018(b) (3) (A) (relating to assessment and collection In
the case of certain returns of husband and wife).

"(c) EFFnrlvE DAE.-The amendments made by this section shall apply to
taxable years beginning after December 81, 190."

On page 80, line 20, strike out "805" and insert "806".
On page 307, line 18, strike out "$000" ,'ud Insert "$1,200".

(8. 1717, 91st Cong., first sess.]

A BILL To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to increase from $600 to $1,200
the personal income tax exemptions of a tax ayer (including the exemption for a spouse,
the exemptions for a dependent, and the additional exemptions for old age and blindness)

Be it emwoted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the Unfted States
-of Amtrcoo in Congress assembled, That (a) the following provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 are amended by striking out "$600" wherever
appearing therein and inserting in lieu thereof "$1,200":

(1) Section 151 (relating to allowance of deductions for personal
exemptions) :

(2) Section 642(b) (relating to allowance of deductions for estates);
• (8) Section 0012(a) (relating to persons required to make returns of

Income) ; and
(4) Section 6013(b) (8) (A) (relating to assessment and collection in the

case of certain returns of husband and wife).
(b) The following provisions of su(qh ode are amended by striking out

-'$1,200" wherever appearing therein and Inserting in lieu thereof "$2 400":
(1) Sectlon 0012(a)(1) (relating to persons required to make returns

of income) ; and. (2) Section 0018(b) (8) (A) (relating to assessment and collection in the
case of certain returns of husband andtwife).

Smx. 2. (a) Section 8(b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 104 (relating to
.optional tax If adjuAted gross income to less than $5,000, In the case of taxable
years beginning after 81064)Isarended-'

(1) by Inbefting after 44W;e- eoember 81, 1964" In the heading and
Inserting in lieu thereof "In 197, 198, and 19I9"

/ ,,
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(2) by striking out 'beginning after December 31, 1904," and inserting
in lieu thereof "beginning on or after January 1, 1907, and before January 1,
1970," ; and

(8) by striking out "After December 31, 1964" each place it appears in
the tables and inserting in lieu thereof "In 1967, 1968, and 1969".

(b) Section 3 of such Code is further amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new subsection:

"(C) TAXABLE YEARS BEGINNING ArrE DECEMBER 31, 1969.-In lieu of the
tax imposed by section 1, there Is hereby imposed for each taxable year begin-
nng after December 81, 1909, on the taxable income of every individual whose
adjusted gross income for such year is less than $5,000 and who has elected
for such year to pay the tax imposed by this section, a tax determined under
tales which shall be prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate. The tables
prescribed under this subsection sihall correspond In form to the tables in sub-
section (b) and shall provide for amounts of tax in the various adjusted gross
income brackets approximately equal to the amounts which would be determined
under section 1 If the taxable income were computed by taking either the 10-
percent standard deduction or the minimum standard deduction."

(c) Section 4(a) of such Code (relating to number of exemptions) is muended
by striking out "the tables in section 3" and Inserting in lieu thereof "the
tables in sections 3(a) and 3(b) and the tables prescribed under section 3(c)".

(d) Paragraphs (2) and (3) of section 4(c) of such Code (relating to husband
-or wife filing separate return) are amended to read as follows:

"(2) Except as otherwise provided In this subsection, in the case of a
husband or wife filing a separate return the tax imposed by section 3 shall
be--

"(A) for taxable years beginning in 194, the lesser of the tax shown
in table IV or table V of section 3(a),

"(B) for taxable years beginning in 1065, the lesser of the tax shown
4n table IV or table V of section 8(b), and

"(C) for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1969, the lesser of
the taxes shown in the corresponding tables prescribed under section
3().

"(3) Neither table V of section 3(a) nor table V of section 3(b), nor
the corresponding table prescribed under section 3(c), shall apply in the
case of a husband of wife filing a separate return if the tax of the other
spouse Is determined with regard to the 10-percent standard deduction;
except that an individual described in section 141(d) (2) may elect (under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate) to pay the tax
shown in table V of section 8(a), table V of section 3(b), or the correspond-
ing table prescribed under section 3(c) in lieu of the tax shown in table
IV of section 3(a), table IV of section 3(b), or the corresponding table
prescribed under section 3(c), as the casd may be. For purposes of this
title, an election made under the preceding sentence shall be treated as
fan election made under section 141(d) (2)."

(e) Section 4(f) (4) of such Code (cross references) is amended by striking
out "and table V in section 3(b)" and inserting in lieu thereof "table V in
sectloh 8 (b), and the corresponding table prescribed under section 3 (c).

(f) The last sentence of section 6014(a) of such Code (relating to election
by taxpayer) is amended by inserting after "nor table V in section 3(b)" the
following: ", nor the corresponding table prescribed under section 3(e),".

9E6. 3 (a) Section 4302(b) (1) of the Internal ReVenue Code of 1954 (relating
to percentage method of withholding income tax at source) is amended by striking
out the table and Inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Percentage method irithholdfng tablc Amount ofofte withholdfng
Payroll period: eaempt(on

Weekly -0----------------------------------------------$2.
Biweekly ------------------------------ ----------------- .80
Semlmonthly --------- ------------------------- ------ 60
Monthly ------------- --------------------------------- 16. 00
'Quarterly --------------------------------------------- 850. 00

" Semiannual ------------------------------------------- 700. 00
Annual --------------------------------------------- ,400.O0
Daily or miscellaneous (per day of such period) -----. 80
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(b) so much of paragraph (1) of section 8402(c) of such Code (relating to
wage bracket withholding) as precedes the first table in such paragraph is
amended to read as follows:

"(1) (A) At the election of the employer and with respect to any em-
ployee, the employer shall deduct and withhold upon the wages paid to
ouch employee after December 81, 1069, a tax determined in accordance with
tables prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, which shall be in lieu of
the tax required to be deducted and withheld under subsection (a). The tables
prescribed under this subparagraph shall correspond in form to the wage
bracket withholding tables in subparagraph (1) and shall provide for
amounts of tax in the various wage brackets approximately equal to the
amounts which would be determined if the deductions were made under
subsection (a).

"(B) At the election of the employer with respect to any employee, the
employer shall deduct and withhold upon the wages paid to such employee
before January 1, 1070, a tax determined in accordance with the following
tables, which shall be in lieu of the tax required to be deducted and with.
held under subsection (a) :".

(c) Section 3402(m) (1) (relating to withholding allowances based on itenilze(d
deductions) is amended by striking out "$700" and inserting in lieu thereof
"$1,400".

Sfo. 4. The amendments made by the first two sections of this Act shall apply
only with respect to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1969. The amend.
nients made by section 3 of this Act shall apply only with respect to remuneration
paid on and after January 1, 1970.

Senator ANDERSON. We will now here from the Honorable Charles
Percy.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES if. PERCY, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Senator PERCY. Mir. Chairman, and members of the committee, 1 am
appearing this morning as a result of my very deep concern about the
provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, I.R. 13270. I cannot pos-
sibly support the bill in the form that it came over to us from the
House, because there are simply too many questions that are unan-
swered in my mind as to its effect. upon the whole structure of our
institutions in America today.

I would like to indicate that I have had some degree of personal
involvement and firsthand knowledge on the issue of private philan-
thropy and foundations. I served as a director and subsequently as
chairman of the board for 10 years of the Fufid for Adult Education
of theFord Foundation. This institution, a wholly owned subsidiary
of the Ford Foundation, served as to educational television what
Carnegie served to the public library. We created the concept, initiated
all the early studies, helped cities across the country apply for licenses,
and poured millions of dollars into the initial capltalequipment that
started some 45 educational television stations. I thinks with (le
deference to all of the trustees who served on that foundation, includ-
ing Milton Eisenhower that we wouldn't have had educational tele-
vision in'this country iiit hadn't been for the early pioneering efforts
and funding of this foundation.

I also established a foundation in the Bell & Howell Co. that. I
headed and for which I was chief executive officer. I can say that our

corporate giving Slub,,to ftly increased as we began to better under-
stand the sociFresponsibility that a ma jor corporation had 'in the
country. And I also founded a small modest personal foundation. I
ira happy to say that this *oundaoot in the yearsthat Mrs. Percy and

/ j1
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I have operated it has had zero administrative expenses, zero expenses
of any kind other than the public audit that, is made of it, each year by
Arthur Anderson & Co., and it has given no grants to anything other
than Treasury approved organizations.

So that with this degree of involvement I would like to comment on
ti social needs of the country, which are ex)an(ing at. a rate which
even our prosperous society is presently unable or uniwilling to meet.
We do have in the United States a higher GNP and higher per capita
income than any other country and yet we have very deep serious
linoblemis. We have l)roblems of hunger. Our own Select, Committee on
Hunger and 1-Hunan Needs has revealed the extent, of malnutrition in
this country.

We have problems of slums, crime, illiteracy, pollution, disease,
poverty, and joblessness.

And this is why I am here this morning. Some of the financial needs
of large, vitally tml)ortant social sectors of our society are being met
today and have been met in the past through private giving. Weknow
that our future needs cannot be met as we are now structured without
large-scale future private giving. I have no idea, nor does anyone else,
as to how large this giving may be for certain key sectors of charity. I
know this, however, the need is extremely large. It is being financed
heavily through private charitable giving which, of course, foundations
are one form.

There have been charge-s made in recent years that. foundations have
.engaged inquestionable activities such as self-dealing, financing politi-
en Campaigns, lobbying for legislation, unfair business competition,
and tax avoidance. In actuality, however, there is little available
'evidence to support. or disown such charges, or even ive us an idea,
as to whether the problem is a serious one or relatively unimportant.
The fact. is, no thorough, unbiased professional study has ever been
made concerning the financing or the operations of foundations.

I have had an o)portunity in recent. days to review the early prelimni-
nary findings of the Commission on Foundation and Private Philan-
thropy -under the able leadership of Mr. Peter G. Peterson, chairman
aid chief executive officer, Bell & Howell Co., and my own successor
in that organization. This independent commission of private citizens
has been established to conduct a thorough, objective study of founda-
tions and *private philanthropy. It is using non-tax-deductible con-
tributions to finance this, and no contributions have come from any
foundations.

I have attached to my testimony a list of the distinguished members
.of this commission who are now giving the first. realy serious overall
'study into the nature of charitable giving and philanthropy in the
United States.

The study is designed to answer questions and to present us with
information that we do not know at present., but which we must know
if we are not, to place in jeopardy the entire social fabric of our society.
.How large are the assets of private foundations and how much fi-

ture growth is expected ? How large is their annual investment income
now and projected -over the next 10 years? What percentage of income
*i paid out annually? To what sources and for what purposes is income
paid out? What is the degree and what are the types of abuses? To
what extent do charitable organizations depend upon support from
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private foundations? What have been the successes and failures of
foundations? What. will be the effects upon existing foundation aid
what will their policies be if the tax laws are changed as is contend.
plated in the Tax Reform Act of 1969? How will suclh act, affect. the
formation of new foundations? How may the entire nature of our oci-
ety be changed if we are st ait jacketed into total reliance upon Fed-
eral philanthrophy? I can't possibly cast an intelligent vote on this
bill until I know the answer to some of these problems and I know.
that is the purpose of these hearings.

I do not know the answer to these questions, and I most respectfully
submit that no one else does. Certainly, the Treasury Department,
although charged with the enforcement of foundations, is unable to
supply-us with answers. Yet, gentlemen, here we are seeking to tamper
with and perhaps destroy a fundamental force operating within omr
society.

Let us remember that what we may be doing in enacting the Tax
Reform Act in its present form is to place in jeopardy. the YMCA, the
heart or Cancer Association, the Boys Clubs of America, and all other
youth character building institutions, family planning clinics, uni-
versities, colleges, hospitals, and the host of other private organiza-
tions which are contributing so much to the fabric of our society.

I would estimate if we didn't have these institutions and we set
about to try to organize them today it would tfike us 50 years ') estab-
lish what today is the envy of the world, private philanthrophy and
private giving and voluntarism in American society, and that is the
heart of what we are now talking about, and the incentives we are
talking about removing.

Although still in a preliminary form some of the data I have se,
which is early data from the Peterson Commission, and I studied
it this week end, suggest that a drying up of foundation and private
contributions would drive many vital charitable organizations to the
wall.

Charitable organizations in the Chicago area, for example, are ex-
pending greater sums than ever in recent years. Yet, they are unable
to keep abreast of the cry for help and a significant number are operat-
ing at a deficit. Without the substantial assistance of private fomda-
tons, serious doubt arises as to whether many could continue opera-
tion effectively. Only 63 percent of the Michael Reese Hospital budget,
for example, is met through changes to the public. In the case of the
Chicago YMCA, less than 40 percent is covered in this manner. The
Chicago Heart Association charges no fees to the public. As we all
know, few hospitals, colleges, or universities could continue to operate
if they had to rely chiefly or solely upon current fees or charges. As a
past or present trustee of the University of Chicago, Illinois Institute
of Technoloay, California Institute of Technology, Boys Clubs of
Chica;o, and other greatt instilhtions, I can personally attest to this
fact. A cording to the preliminary sutrvey by the Peterson Comm is-
sion, two-thirds of all Chicago charities believe they Would face eriti-
cal budget-crisis if private giving was cut by 25 percent. I believe a
Survv f similar bvganizations in' each of your own cities and StatesWould reveal'tije same fact.

That tis onl my supiosition'. however, based upon a preliminary
result bf the Peterson Commission survey. The key question is, Are

1
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we prel)ared to risk the drying u ) of private contributions to these
valuable charitable, educational, medical, and other social organiza-
tions, and thereby place their very existence in jeopardy? Must we
not. know more about the role of these institutions, their needs, and
the effects of the proposed legislation on private giving I)efore going
ahead ?

If we do discourage private giving-
Senator ANDFRsON. Senator Gore.
Senator Goim. Senator Percy, you are raising a great many inter-

esting questions. I wonder if the thrust of your testimony is that we
do nothing about foundations? "

Senator PEncY. No; not at all. In fact, at. the end of my testimony
I raise certain specific types of abuse which I think must be corrected.

Senator GOea. We have a. problem that looms in much greater niag-
nitude than specific abuses. I think we have a social and political pro-
lem of great and historic magnitude comparable to that which came to
a head back in the middle of the 17th century when the Duke of Nor-
folk set out to prepare his last will and testament. He sought to insure
for all time to come that. his progeny would have his estateiintact. This
led to a historic decision in the common law of England which holds
that, and still holds, that property must vest, that the hand of the dead
cannot rule the living; and yet in our society we have found a way
around this historic rule which became necessary in Roman culture,
in the Greek culture, in the Hebrew culture and in English common
law. A man of wealth and fortune and vanity and imperious will and
other great characteristics can create a private foundation, and tOis
under existing law perpetuate his property and his progeny in the in-
fluence and use and direction of that property through a private
foundation. Now this creates very grave and serious nulbli. problems
and particularly so when the deceaed are privileged under the tax
laws to exercise such great power over the. living. We must recognize
that encouragement of charitable s.iving through the tax system has
a remarkable effect. When a wealthy donor creates a foundation for
charitable purposes, such charity being largely subject to his own
definition and will, through his gift., he is in "practical effect being
allowed to prescribe the use of public funds that would otherwise be
paid in taxes for his own prespription. his own ideas;, for all time to
come of what is good for the public, and this in contravention of clne-
ing conditions. So I don't think this problem can be dismissed by
merely saving we are going to look at, a few abuses. In fact, the abuses
are so manv we don't even recognize them.

The number of foundations is unknown. So I appreciate your testi-
mony but I can't. agree with you that we can forget this after a tem-
porary treatment of abuse.

Senator PERcY. I think your question is an appropriate one. In my
testimony I will imply that I do advocate even a higher pavout thai
fhe Houie bill, and I would place limitations on stock ownership con-
trol. But I would like to say that in my judirment. in my own nersinl
,experience with foundations in this country. the dead hand of the
past has not been allowed to control current'.givinr and pllanthronv
policy. Jet me take ust a few of them. Let's take the Rockefeller
Foundation. John D.'Rockfeller mad, hiq money in oil. ITT -cat it un
in this tremendous foundation. I was in the hearing room when Dr.
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George Harrar was here testifying. Each yeae I study very carefully
the work of the Rockefeller Foundation. Lets just take one area, that
of population control, where they have been so far ahead of Goveni.
ment that nothing would have been done in this country if we hadn't
had private philanthropy. John D. Rockefeller III, not the dead hand
of the part but a forward looking man who this week in Look maga-
zine has one of the best articles on youth, and sex and drugs and mar.
riage, is a forward looking man carrying out measures through the
philanthropy of his heritage which Government only reluctantly and
timidly finally came to recognize as one of the great problems we
face today.

Now, we ourselves are providing Government funds for population
control but if they had not had the foresight, and the ability to carry
this on irrespective of Government wishes in this regard, we would t
have had the momentum that we now have. I would say another
trustee of the Rockefeller Foundation, my own son-in-law, John D.
IV, is hardly the dead -hand of the past. Here is one of the most
enlightened "forward looking members of your political persuasion
that I could name, and he is a trustee of the Rockefeller Foundation.

Now, has the dead hand of Henry Ford been allowed to exercise
itself on American society?

Senator GoRE. Yes.
Senator PF.RcY. Only in a sense that the Ford money contributed to

the foundation has benefited society after his death.
Senator GORE. And take the Irvine Foundation we had yesterday.
Senator PFnoR. Some foundations may be subject to criticism.
Senator Gonx. Mr. Chairman, I don't wish to take the time of the

committee to debate with my colleague this question of the Ford
Foundation here, but there are a great many good thinks that can be
cited as having been accomplished by private foundations. But for
every good example I dare say we can cite 1,000 that have been moti-
vated primarily by tax avoidance and continued control of family
assets.

Senator PERCr. Senator Gore, may I ask you the question, is that
a provable fact?

Senator GORE. I said I dare say.
Senator PFrny. For every good action there are 1,000 motivated by

a desire other than to-do good? . . .

Senator GoRE. I said I dare say it and I do dare say it and if I had
the privilege of proven it, I think I can prove it. I cannot prove it
without the facts. The Government doesn't know how many founda-
tions there are. Indeed there isn't an agency of Government that
can come within 10,000 of estimating accurately the number of
foundations.

Senator, Prny.c Let me say, T think what you are asking is a per-
fectly pertinent question. I do not know Of aiy one who has ever gone
in and analyzed all the 990 forms for the year 1968 except the Peterson
Commission, They: have pulled ev'iry single 990 form that has been
filed. They have flow a team of professional interviewers going :ot tothese foundations, going out to their officers, to the original givers to
find out in confidencm'and anonyn'ously what motivated them. But
until such time as we have this body of a fcts pit together, I d6 mot see
how we can possibly -lgislate" and start to destroy these foundations

I
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before we know what they are doing. If that is true then we need
fundamental change.

My guess is the abuse is exactly the other way around. The abuse
percentagewise to the total giving is modest and small as against the
total $20billion of assets that are now available under public trustees,
subject to public censure for wrongdoing; and the wrongdoing, I
think is a minuscule product of the total amount of annual contribu-
tions of $1,500 million a year.

Senator Gomu. Mr. Chairman, I want to close with this brief state-
ment. I agree with you, Senator Percy, that we need a thorough study.
None has uver been made. Why the executive department has not maAe
it, I don't know. Why the Congress has not made it, I do not know. It
otight to be done but 1 don't think we can sit still and do nothing while
this dangerous development continues. It. has gotten so bad that now
almost every time a man becomes i millionairelie begins to look for a
good lawyer to set up a. foundation, a private foundation, to avoid
taxes and vest the control of his property in his family, and this is
antidemocratic. It threatens to bring about serious political, economic
and social consequences. So it seems to me that the context of this bill
is not to destroy private foundations, it is really the beginning of a
regulation of private foundations. I will close.

Senator PERCY. So far as regulation is concerned, proper regulat-
tion, I concur. It is needed, it is necessary. The good foundations in
this country, and there are many of them, want proper regulation, in
fact they are even willing to pay for it.

If I-
Senator MILLER. Mr. Chairman, may I ask one question at this

point? I would like to reconcile the t.wo viewpoints that have been
expressed. Would it be your opinion that as to the abuses that have
been indicated we can go ahead promptly and legislate as to those?
But, with respect to the broad problem which Senator Gore raises,
we need further analysis and research before we make a broad policy
change.

Senator PnovY. Absolutely.
I think we know enough now about some abuses so that we can

definitely regulate those. In fact., I understand as of last night this
committee has scheduled Peter Peterson, Chairman of the ne~w Com-
mission on Philanthropy and Foundations, to appear before it. on the
22d of this month, and I think you will have tien the first and best
chance to have as objective a view as possible, I would question him as
to what lie has found out with his team of interrogators as to the
degree of abuse that does exist and what can be done to regulate it and
I think in my own conversations with him this past weekend lie is fully
aware that there is someabuse, that it must be regulated in order to
protect the good name of tie large bulk of foundations in this country.
They are anxious to see abuses stamped out.

Senator A-nDEsoN. We have a long list of witnesses today and I hope
you canbe as brief as you can.

Senator PERCY. Pardon mei Mr. ChairmAn.
Senator ANDERSON. We have a long list of witnesses today.
Senator GonE. I apologize for that, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ANDEnsoN. It is very interesting.

4
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Seliator Princv. I will see what I call skip in the testimony, Mr.
Chairman. To continue though if we do discourage private giving and
if we do drive private organizations to the wall with what are we left?
The answer is clear: Government lilanthropy, Government educa.
tion, Government medicine, Government culture, and Government con.
trol. Do any of us want thisI

I am not arguing here for pure private enterprise. Federal financial
assistance andGovernment leadership have contributed significantly
in many areas of social need in recent years. This will and should con-
tinue. lut, what is required is the preservation of a healthy and dy-
namic pluralism in our sociey--a pluralism that can assure us of tfe
freedom to innovate, the ability to take risks, the freedom to stand up
to public opinion. Private organizations form a unique and necessary
part. or that pluralism. Consider for a moment some of the innovative
and forward strides taken by or under the funding of private found.
tions: educational -television, family planning and population research,
agricultural innovation, support of the arts, employment of the handi-
capped, and medical research in heart therapy are just a few of the
areas that immediately come to mind.

In addition, it is all too infrequently recognized how society profits
from contributions of volunteer service which dedicated individuals
render each year in charitable work. All Chicago charitable organiza-
tions, for example, rely upon volunteer assistance; in three-quarters
of the organizations surveyed, the number of volunteer workers ex-
ceeded that of paid staff.I have here a chart which I would just like to show you revealing
the results of surveys that have been taken within the past few months
in Chicago by the Peterson Commission. Of the Chicago charitable
organizations surveyed, 100 percent of them relied upon volunteer as-
sistance. And I would say that thia would be quite representative of
the charitable organizations in the major cities and smaller communi-
ties in every single State represented by the members of the Sennte
here this morning.

Of organizations surveyed which rely more upon volunteer assistance
than paid workers, 71s percent of them actually have more people com-
ing into their facilities to do volunteer work than the paid staff. Vol-
untary assistance, valued at $3 an hour, was contributed in organi-
zations up to 20 percent of their total budget in 60 percent of those
organizations.

If we go down over here in the chart we would see that in one out
of five o fall the private charitable organizations in Chicago, one out
-of five of them have more hours put in valued at $3 an hour by volunteer
workers than by paid staffs. So that in those organizations $1 of con-
tribution or tax deductibility may mean $2 or more of effort put out.
Many times you can get voluntary workers and many of them might
'include the wives of members ot our committee, voluntary workers
who are far more productive than paid workers.

'The other chart I have is an interesting study of what -i happening
'to costs in private charity. I have compared itwith average produc-
-tion Workers. Wages have gone tup 23 percent in the period 1963 to
1968, and yet the type of help required Dy charitable organizations in'each of our own cities has increased much more: hospital interns whosesalaries have gone up 81 percent-in this same period; nurses, 50 per-
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cent; profesional workers in general, 48 percent; social workers,
S9 percent; executive directors, 35 percent; librarians, 28 percent;
ane clerical, 26 percent.

In every case the need is critical. As we see the value of voluntary
contributed labor, we must take into account what it would cost the tax-
payer if the Government had to hire that same kind of work to plan the
hospital beds, to take care of our libraries, to takd care of our char-
-actor building organizations. Where would Government get the money
to meet this kind of salary increase?

There is need to maintain vigorous private philanthropy in our
society. This can only result from the expanding contributions of pri-
vate persons, including private foundations. It is essential, thereore,
that we not enact drastic changes in the tax law affecting charitable
organizations or private foundations until the Congress has the facts
to assure legislation which is right and which is consistent with our
national needs and goals.

Now, Senator Gore, if I can just take specifically one area where I
am deeply concerned as to what we are really trying to do, I can't
figure out for the life of me what the House has in mind in the 71/2
percent tax on net income. What are we trying to do? This means
that 71/2 percent of all the money that foundations would be contrib-
uting to organizations for educational, medical, health, cultural and
other vital social purposes will be funneled into the Federal Treasury
and then back out again to meet social needs, less Government. overhead
charges, and plus Government control and regulations. What is the
rationale for this tax I

Senator GORx. It sounds like a democratic procedure to me.
Senator PERcY. But this is not a profitmaking organization. This

is income that is being used for the very purposes that we say we have
a tremendous need to fulfill in the United States. Do we think we are
putting enough money into meeting the needs of the hungry, meet-
ig .the needs of education, meeting the needs of the sick. Absohltely

not., we are all asking for more appropriation authority but we donlt
have the money. Now we are going to take the money right out of the
charitable organizations, tax It, put it back in the Federal Treasury,
then, send it back out there, less Ml our overhead charges. Now if

Senator GORE). May I add one other thing there I
Senator PERCY. Yes, sir.
Senator Gom. Or to put the relatives of the donor on the payroll.
Senator PERoY. Would you repeat that aain I
Senator GORz. Well, you listed many things that are being done to

the income of foundations.
Senator PEROY. Yes.
Senator Goma Very worthy things. I just added one other-to put

the relatives of the donor on the foundation's payroll.
Senator PEnoY. Well-
Senator ANDERszo. Let's let Senator Percy finish.
Senator PzRO. I would only indicate that before I would want to

put a tax on these foundations Iwould want to know-where the income
s, griing and what it is being? spent for and whether we are not thwart-

3ngfle whole purpose of what we are trying to accomplish. If this tax
isto provide revenue in order to more properly regulate and-properly
,udit foundations, with this I would agree, but I would estimate that
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tile cost of so doing would come closer to 1 percent tian 71/2.Let's fld
out what that cost actually would be. At 71/2 1 think the tax is basically
Senseless and 18 is punitive measure and so serves no social or justilia-
ble purl)os whatsoever. a

In addition, proposals of deductions, charitable trusts, contributions
of appreciated property, and other provisions may have the effect, of
diverting funds from not only foundations in particular but private
giving in general and from charitable sources to other less worthy
sources. If the Tax Reform Act is enacted in its present form, some
additional funds will flow into the public treasury instead of (iredly
through private sources to charities, hospitals, and schools where I
estimate the value derived is at least double that of Federal exlndi-
tures in these same areas.

Before skipping over to the center of the next to the last. page, I
mention two specific areas in my prepared statement where I think we
ought to look closely: informnational activities, and those eharitits
deriving their support from four or fewer tax exempt organizations.
In urging the committee to withhold drastic changes in thetax laws as
they relate to foundations and philanthropic organizati ous, I am in no
way suggesting that Congress fail to step in to correct abuses that may
exist. in the administration of foundations. Abuses do exist. Prelini-
nary results of the Peterson Commission study disclose this as well ts
some abuses not covered by the House bill. "Thely have found even
additional abuses that have not been uncovered yet, and Mr. Peterson,
I feel quite sure, will be very candid in revealing those to the lielbers
of this committee. But let us find out what the extent. and degree of
these abuses are, including such studies that should be conducted by the
Treasury )oepartient, and then lot us enact appropriate legislation,.

Accordingly to the Peterson Commission study, many foundations
are not adequately audited by the IRS or the States. 'rhey have heetn
shocked to .ind the number of organizations unaudited aidu they can
tell you statistically now how many are actually audited by the States
under which they are chartered and how many hlave never been audited
by Internal Revenue Service. If this does in fact exist, let us request
tieTreasury Department to audit foundations periodically and have
them pay for the cost-,,rather than imposing an iususi poiftable 71/,
percent tax. If foundations engage in self-dealing or in unfair comi-
petitive practices, let's put it stop to it and enact l~alties to discoirige
such behavior. If loose recordkeeping occurs or if unsupportably' high
operating expenses exist. let's pass appropriate Imeasures to curtail
such aetlities. If excessively low payoits are found in soine founda-
tions, let's raise them to a 1high enough standard level to overcome
"hoarding" instincts and poor investment policies that need correction.

I think the Peterson Commission will definitely show to you how
low the income has keen on the lnVestment of many of the foundations
and where I think many of the members of that commission feel we
should require fouidati6ns to pay out aw higher percentage of theirincomIie tlanthey now do.

Finally, If some foundations are cohitribuiting their lunds for im-
pilbper purposes, such as partisan l piticol aetiFities, then let us re-
tiffitm 0ur' intention to flittly prohibit anid penalize such activities.
A indicated in the prel mhnry Peterson Commission study, only

small percentage of foundations appear to engage in such abusive
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practices to any degree and these appear to be the smaller ones. But,
et us (ind out what abuses really exist, and to what extent they
actually exist. Being more fully Informed, then let us proceed to
legislate. Also their study suggests that a sizable segment of founda-
tion gnits go to publi charity, whereas I believe many hltive assumed,
dim to widespread publicity, that a significant percent of total foun-
dation grants go to Various kinds of partisan political activities.
Revelations so far show that it very small percentage goes into politi-
cal activity of alny kind.

It. is my uiderstaiding that in a. very few weeks the Peterson Coli-mission tudy can ho made available and I am delighted that this
committee Nis seen fit. to have Mr. Petersin come before it. October 22.
1 would urge that. your 1nal recommendations take into account this
valuallto evidence and facts, which liI) to now have been in extra-
ordinary short. Snl)uply iot only al)out foundations but of tie effects
of this till on private philanthrol)y in general. It took a Freinchlnan
Ie Tocqueville, in 1832, to discover that. tle genius of the United
States of America lay in the organization of its private volunteer
activities. Let us not take any action now that will tend to destroy
or at least weaken it system that is the envy of most every nation in the
world.

Mr. CIairmian, as I said, when I appeared to introduce a witness
to the committee yesterday, I think these hearings are among the
most important hearings now going on before Congress. They are
shedding light on what is the genius of the American system. As a
esult of these hearings and as a result of our legislation we will have

a better awareness of the valie of philanthropy and charitable giving
but we will also have a greater sense of responsibility as to what we
must. do to keel) it in line, with the public Interest. T'hlink you very
much.

Senator ANDmEisoN. Thank you very much, Senator.
(Senator Charles 1I. Perey's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT BY LON. CHABLES II. PEROY, A U.S. SENATOR FIROM TIE STATE OF
ILLINOIS

SUMMARY

1. Movial needs of the United States are expanlhig faster than our society
Is presently able or willing to meet them. A social gap his opened between our
needs; and our ability to fill those needs. Serious soclat problems persist: Hunger,
slums, erine, illiteracy, oltionfl, disease, poverty, Joblemness.

2. Financial needs of large social sectors of our so-ety are being met today
through private givitig, primarily through foundatlois an1d charitable giving.

8. No thorough, unblased, professional study has ever Wini made concerning
the financing of the operations of foundations. An indelendent commission of
private citizens is currently making such a study to answer the questions to
which we do not currently have Information. Are we Prepared to risk the drying
tip of private contributions to many valuable charitable, educational, medical
and other social organizations and place their very existone i Jeolmrdy without
knowing the role of these Institutions, their needs, and the effects of the pro-
posed legislation on private giving.

4. Without the answer, the tax reform ill is placing in jeopardy a funda.
mental private force operating within our society. A drying up of foundation
coitributlols co1ld drive many -vital charitable organizations to the wall.
5. If private giving Is dried tp we will be left with government philanthropy,

government education, government medicine, government culture and govern.
Pient control. Pluralism is essential to a healthy society.
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6. The 7Y% tax Is basically a pmitlive measure unrelated to costs of suler-
vising foundations. Other tax reform provisions would dry up private giving.
The definition of "lobbying" and propaganda activities is too restrictive.

7. Abuses must be corrected. Abuses will be pinpointed and specific legishi.
tion can then be enacted. Foundations should be audited regularly and billed
for that auditing. Self-dealing must be stopped. Let's raise pay-out rates. But
onr-a- tfeW fund-a-tns engage in abusive practices.

8. Alexis De Tocqueville in 1832 said that the genius of the United States of
America lay in the organization of its private volunteer activities. Let us not
take any action now that will tend to destroy or at least weaken a system that
is the envy of most every nation in the world.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, I appear before the Finance Committee today to talk about
private foundations, their role in America, and the potential effects of H.R. 18270.
the Tax Reform Act of 1969, upon both. I am not here today to attack or to
defend the foundations. Rather, I am here to focus attention on the social needs
of our society in the coming decades and to sound a warning that we must not
undermine the means, human or financial, to meet those needs.

Before proceeding, I wish to Inform my colleagues on this Committee that
I bring a certain degree of personal involvement and flrst-hhnd knowledge to
this issue. I served as a director and subsequently Chairman of the Board of the
Fund for Adult education of the Ford Foundation for ten years. The Fund
was to educational TV what Carnegie was to the free public library, for it
established the concept and underwrote the initial costs of educational television
In the United States. I established a foundation in the company which I served
as their Executive Officer for many years and also established a modest family
foundation whose contributions go 100% to Treasury Department approved
public charities. No administrative or overhead expenses exist, except for the
expense of public auditing.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. the social needs of the country
are expanding at a rate which even our prosperous society is presently unable
or unwilling to meet. The United States may have a higher GNP and a higher
per capita Income than any other country; yet serious social problems persist:
hunger, slums, crime, illiteracy, pollution, disease, poverty, joblessness.

chairman Russell Long made clear the other day that the costs of Medicare
alone will amount to over $125 billion in the next 25 years. Commissioner of
Education Allen has called for a program which will cost $100 million to do awny
with illiteracy in the United States. My own Banking and Currency Committee
projected housing needs of 26 million units during the next 10 years. Even limited
efforts to curtail water and air pollution will amount to billions of dollars a
year. The list is not complete. These are merely indicators of the magnitude of
the total problemifeIoft us and future generations. Equal or greater sums will hp
needed for medIlau11are. mass transit systems, family planning programs, re-
search, drug c ictf1s, museums, crime enforcement, and many more demands.

Our countrytod",fices a critical gap in meeting the needs of 6ur society. A
social gap has openedbetween our needs and our ability to fill these needs. e-
tween our expectations and our willingness to meet the expectations. Even ap.
proximate figures do not exist to give us a reasonable idea of what It will cost to
meet our needs by the year 1075, let alone the year 2000. However, what we do
know conservatively indicates that hundreds of billions of dollars will be required
to close this gap.

As members of the Finance Committee you are in a particularly fine vantage
point to understand how difficult it i to raise the necessary revenue to meet the
budgetary demands of even existing Federal programs. Even upon termination
of the Vietnam War, it Is questionable as to how many dollars 'will be freed for
financing presently unfunded or underfunded programs. And, even If signifleant
sumins of hioney are fied from existing budgetary commitments upon termination
of the war or through other means, what 6arantees do we have that such funds
V411 be devoted adequately to closing the social ap?

-Thl bilfigs me to the reason for my appearing before you thid morning.
Some of the financial needs of large, Vitally important social sectors of our Society
are being met today through past and pr0e4nt private gtt'fng. We know that our
fttre need catinnot be met as We are how' truetured Without. large-scale future
private giving. I have no idea, nor does anyone else, as to how large this giving
thay bW for certain key sectors of charity. I know this, however, the need is
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extremely large, and it is being financed heavily through private charitable giv-
Ing, of which, of course, foundations are a form.

The Tax Reform Act of 1069, now under consideration by this Committee,
contains a number of provisions which alter significantly the treatment for tax
purposes of contributions to private foundations and charitable Institutions, and
expenditures by such organizations. In addition, the Act places limitations on
the administration of such organizations and their anngers so as to seriously
threaten their ability to conduct operations in the future in a worthwhile, viable,
and efficient inn nner.

There have been charges made in recent years that foundations have engaged lit
questionable activities such as self-dealing, financing political camlnltigns, lobby.
ing for legislation, unfair business competition, and tax avoidance. In actuality,
however, there is little available evidence to support or disown such charges, or
even give us an idea as to whether the problem is a serious one or relatively
unimportant. The fact is, no thorough, unbiased, professional study has ever been
made concerning the financing or the operations of foundations.

I have had an opportunity in recent days to review the early preliminary find-
ings of the Commission on Foundation and Private Philanthropy under the able
leadership of Mr. Peter 0. Peterson, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Bell
& Howell Company. This independent commission of private citizens has been
established to conduct a thorough, objective study of foundations and private
philanthropy. Attached to my statement is a list of members, staff, and con-
sultants to the Commission. It may be readily seen those serving in this study
represent a broad philosophical and professional point of view.

The study is designed to answer qunetions and to present us with information
that we do not know at present, but which we miost know if we are not to plae
in jeopardy the entire social fabric of our society.

How large are the assets of private foundations and how nuch future growth
is expected? 11ow large is their annual investment income now and projected
over the next 10 years? What percentage of income is paid out annually? To
what sources and for what purposes is income paid out? What is the degree and
what are the types of abuses? To what extent do charitable organizations delpond
upon support from private foundations? What have been the successes and
failures of foundations? What will be the effects upon existing foundations
and what will their policies be if the tax laws are changed as is contemplated in
the Tax Reform Act of 1069? How will such Act effect the formation of new
foundations? How may the entire nature of our society be changed if we are
strait jacketed into total reliance upon Federal philanthropy?

I do not know the answer to there questions, and I most respectfully submit
that no one else does. Certainly, the Treasury Department, although charged %Atht
the enforcement of foundations, Is unable to supply us with answers. Yet, gentle-
men, here we are seeking to tamper with and perhaps destroy a fundamental
force operating within our society.

Let us remember that what we may be doing in enacting the Tax Reform Act
.In its present form is to place in Jeopardy the YMCA, the Heart or Cancer As-
sociation, the Boys Clubs of America, and all other youth character building
Institutions, Family Planning clinics, universities, colleges, hospitals, and the
host of other private organizations which are contributing so much to the fabric
of our society.
. Although still in preliminary form, some of the data I have seen front the
Peterson Commission study suggest that a drying up of foundation and private
contributions could drive many vital charitable organizations to the wall.

Charitable organizations in the Chicago area, for example, are expending
greater stuns than ever In recent years. Yet, they are unable to keep abreast of the
cry for help and a significant number are operating at a deficit. Without the sulb-
stantial assistance of private foundations, serious doubt arises as to whether
wany could continue operating effectively. Only 63 percent of the %!tehael Reesv,
•lospital budget, for example, is met through charges to the public, It the catse
,of the Chicago Y.M.O.A., less than 40 percent is covered lit this manner. The
Chicago Heart Assoclation charges no fee to the public. As we all know, few
hospitals, colleges, or universities could continue to operate If they had to reply
chiefly or solely upon current fees or charges. As a past or present trustee of the
University of Chicago,,Illinois Instittute of Technology, Californta Intstitute of
T&'hnology, Boys Clubs of Chicago, and other great institutions, I can personally
attest to this fact. According to the preliminary survey by -the Peterson Coinlis.
sion, two-thirds of all Chicago charities believe they would face critical budget
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crisis if private giving was cut by 25 percent. I believe a survey of similar

organizations In each of your own cities and states would reveal the same fact,

That is only my supposition, however, based upon the preliminary results of

the Peterson Commission survey. The key question is, are we prepared to risk
the drying up of private contributions to these valuable charitable, educational,
medical, and other social organizations, and thereby place their very existence
in jeopardy? Must we not know more about the role of these institutions, their

needs, and the effects of the proposed legislation on private giving before going
ahead?

If we do discourage private giving and if we do drive private organizations to

the wall, with what are we left? The answer is clear: government philanthropy,
government education, government medicine, government culture, and govern.
meant control. Do any of us want this?

I am not arguing here for pure private enterprise. Federal financial assistance
and government leadership have contributed significantly in many areas of social
need in recent years. This will and should continue. But, what is required is the
preservation of a healthy and dynamic pluralism in our society-a pluralism
that can assure us of the freedom to Innovate, the ability to take risks, the
freedom tO stand up to public opinion. Private organizations form a unique
and necessary part of that pluralism. Consider for a moment some of -the innova-
tive and forward strides taken by or under the funding of private foundations:
educational television, family planning and population research, agricultural
innovation, support of the arts, employment of the handicapped, and medical
research in heart therapy are Just a few of the areas that immediately come
to mind.

In addition, it is all too infrequently recognized how society profits from
contributions of volunteer service which dedicated individuals render each year
in charitable work. All Chicago charitable organizations, for example. rely upon
volunteer assistance; In three.quarters of the organizations surveyed, the num-
ber of volunteer workers exceeded that of paid staff. Consider the billions of
dollars of additional benefit that this source brings to our society. That benefit
could not be maintained even if government could afford to assume the financial
burden, Voluntarism Is Intrinsic to a healthy society. Voluntarism has an infinite
number of roots. Many of those roots can take hold If nurtured by the people
through private institutions.

There Is a need to maintain vigorous private philanthropy in our society. This
can only result from the expanding contributions of private persons, including
private foundations. It is essential, therefore, that we not enact drastic changes
in the tax law effecting charitable organizations or private foundations until the
COngress has the facts to assure legislation which Is right and which is con.
sistent with our national needs and goals.

In the case of foundations, particularly, the Act imposes a 7% percent tax on
net Income. This means that 7 % percent of all money that foundations would be
contributing to organizations for educational, medical, health, cultural, and other
vital social purposes will be funneled into the Federal Treasury and then back
out to fill social needs less government overhead charges anid plus. government
control and regulation. Just what Is the rationale for this ta*? t. is not to defray
costs of Federhl supervision of foundation activities. No detailed cost estimate
has been wade, to my knowledge of what such supervision would cost. From
what I gather, however It could well be less than 1%. Thus, the 7% percent tax
Is, In my opinion, basically a senseless, punitive measure. -

In addition, proposals of deductions, charitable trusts, contributions of appre-
ciated property,, and other provisions may definitely have the effect of diverting
funds from not only foundations In particular bi4t private giving in general and
from charitable sotirces to other less worthy &tirces.- If the Tax Reform Act [Q
enacted In its present form, sokne additional funds will 'flow IntO tV e public
treasury instead of directly through private sources to charities, hospitals, and
schools where I estimate the value derived, is at least double that o federal
expenditures in these same areas. It is unllkely that the increased revenues will
find their way to the same sources as the private funds. Assuming they did we
have seen that their effect would be drastically reduced. These and similar
issues mWt be resolved before we enaot le islation.

ift addition, I strifngly urge this Committee to look critically at two other key
provislno of the House bill.
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One provision so restricts the informational activities of foundations that they
would be unable to bring reliable research and current events to the attention
of the Government or the public and would likely cut them off from financial
support. The manner in which the proposed legislation defines so-called "lobby-
Ing" and "propaganda" activities means that such organizations as Brookings
Institutions, the Conservation Foundation, and National Education Television
would be unable to present to Congress or to the public reliable new insights Into
the economic, social, and political problems facing us today.

The other provision also relates to organizations such as National Education
Television, American Educational Research Association, Social Science Research
Council, and the American Association of Learned Societies, which because they
receive substantially all their support from 4 or fewer exempt organizations, are
in danger of losing their tax-exempt status under the proposed legislation. Per-
sonally knowing of the reliable work being performed by National Education
Television and these other organizations, I would consider it most disturbing if
a too narrow redefining of the law forced to the wall highly effective, public
spirited, independently oriented, educationally informative, nonpartisan
organizations.

In urging the Committee to withhold drastic changes in the tax laws as they
relate to foundations and philanthropic organizantions, I am In no way suggest-
ing that Congress fail to step In to correct abuses that may exist In the admin-
istration of foundations. Abuses do exist. Preliminary results of the Peterson
Commission study disclose this as well as some abuses not covered by the House
bill. But, let us find out what the extent and degree of these abuses are, including
such studies that should be conducted by the Treasury Department, and then let
us enact appropriate legislation.

According to the Peterson Commission study, many foundations are not ade-
quately audited by the IRS or the States. If this does in fact exist, let us request
the Treasury Department to audit foundations periodically and have them pay
for the cost-rather than imposing a unsupportable 72A percent tax. If founda-
tions engage in self-dealing or in unfair competitive practices, let's put a stop
to it and enact penalties to discourage such behavior. If loose recordkeepIng
occurs or if unsupportably high operating expenses exist, let's pass appropriate
measures to curtail such activities. If excessively low pay outer are found in
some foundations, let's raise them to a high enough standard level to overcome
"boarding" instincts and poor investment policies that need correction. Finally,
if some foundations are contributing their funds for improper purposes, such as
partisan political activities, then, let us reaffirm our intention to flatly prohibit
and penalize such activities.

As indicated In the preliminary Peterson Commission study, only a small per-
centage of foundations appear to engage in such abusive practices to any degree
and these appear to be the smaller ones. But, letus find out what abuses really
exist, and to what extent they actually exist Being more fuay informed, then
let'us proceed to legislate. Also their study suggests that a sizeable segment of
Foundation Grants go to public charity, whereas I believe many have assumed,
due to wide spread publicity, that a significant percent of total foundation grants
go to various kinds of social and perhaps political activities. It is my under-
standing that in a very few weeks the Peterson Commission study can be made
available to this committee, and I would urge that your final recommendations
take Into account this valuable evidence and facts, which up to now have been in
extraordinary short supply not only about foundations but of the effects of this
bill on private philanthropy In general. It took a Frenchman De Tocqueville in
1832, to discover that the genius of the United States of America lay in the

organization of its private volunteer activities. Let us not take any action now
that will tend to destroy or at least weaken a system that is the envy of most
every nation in the world.

The public announcement of the Commission was made in April 1969, and now
Includes the following members:
:3. Paul Austin, President & Chief Executive Officer, the Coca-ola Company,
Atlanta, Georgia.

Prof. Daniel Bell, Dept. of Sociology, Columbia University, New York, N.Y.
Chairman, Commission on Year 2000 of American Academy of Arts & Sciences.

88"865 0-6--pt. 6-47
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Daniel Bryant, Chairman & Chief Executive Officer, Bekins Moving & Storage
Co., Los Angeles, Cal., Past President, Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, and
Los Angeles Merchants & Manufacturers Association.

James Chambers, President, Times Herald Printing Co. Publisher, Dallas
Times Herald, Dallas, Texas.

I Sheldon S. Cohen, Cohen & Uret., Washington, D.C., Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, 1958-69. .

Thomas R. Curtin, Vle President & Oeneral COnunsel, Encyclopaedia Britanides,
Chicago, I1., member, U.S. House of Representatives, 190-69; member Ways
and Means Committee, Joint Economic Committee.

Paul Freund, The Carl M. Loeb University Professor, Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass., President, American Academy of Arts & Sciences, 1064-67.

Martin Friedman, Director, Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
Commissioner, Smithsonian Commission, National Collection of Fine Arts.

Mrs. Patrlcla Roberts Harris, Professor of Law, Howard University, Wash.
ington, D.C., U.S. Ambassador to Luxembourg, 1065-7.

Hon. A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr., Judge, U.S. District Court for Eastern Die.
trict of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. ,

Lane Kirkland, Executive Assistant to the President, AFL-OIO, Wshington,
D.C., President of Institute of CoIlective Bargaining & Group Relations.Dr. Phiip Lee, Chancellor, University of California, School of Medicine, San
Francisco, California; former Assistant Secretary, Department of Health, Edu.
catloi, and Welfare.

Edward Levi, President, University of Chlesgo, Chicago, Illinois.
Dr. Franklin Long, Vice President for Research and Advanced Studies, Cornell

University, Ithaca, New York.
A. S. Mike Monroney, Consultant, Washington, D.C., Member, U.S. House of

Representatives 1938-50; U.S. Senator, Oklahoma, 1950-69.
Key ttaff members Inalude:
Director, Everett L. Hollis, Partner, Chicago law firm of Mayer, Filedlch,

Spiess, Ilerney, Brown & Platt.
Walter J. Blum, Professor of Law, University of Chicago and noted tax expert.

ritn Heimann, Associate Corporate Counsel, General Electric Company, New
York.

Consultants to Staff '(some):
Economists: Arnold Harberger, Milton Friedman, Joseph Pechman; George

Stigler, Theodore Shults, and Michael Taussig.
Staff: John Labovltx and William Wineberg.
Soclologist--Educators: Norman Bradburn, Terry Clark, Edward.Shls, and

Ralph Tyler.
Business-Tax: Charles Davis and James Lorle.

Senator A ND.RsON. CongreqQman Blackburn I
Senator TALMAmOE. Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure indeed tor me

to welcome my friend and colleague from Georgia in his appearance
before the Finance Committee,

SUThMTEZNoFHO. BnIANX 3. 3LAOMUR, A 11R*ONA.
TIV 'N CQOIGRES FROM THE. FOURTH CONGRESSIONAL
IWSTRIOT OP GEOR1iA
Mr. BMbicBuRN. Thank you, Senator, I appreciate that kind

Welcome.
Mr, Chairman, I appreciate your aifording me the oPPortuiy to

appear before your.committee. Of course, I have submitted my~pmrici,
pa statement for the record and I will try to shorten it in my .verbAl

t ftimony and only hit the highlights
We of, curse, have been hearing a great deal of testimOny this

miilung relative to abuses of tax-qxempt organizations. The field in

/ I
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which I wish to direct my attention is the use of tax-exempt funds for
partisan political activities and I would like to include in my discus.
sion not only foundations but all tax-exempt organizations, whether
they be for religious or labor activities.

Many: of these organizations engage in political activities which
by reason of their tax privileges, are being subsidized by the Federal
Treasury. My purpose in being here today is to call the Congress' at-
tention to sone examples of political activities which I personally
and mnay others consider to be improper by groups enjoying special
tax privileges and to suggest possible ways of preventing future

I would like to discuss those funds under section 501 (o) (3) and
section 501(c) (5).
"!The Internal Revenue Code provides that "no substantial part"
of the activity of any such organization is to be used on propaganda
6 otherwise attempt to influence legislation. Many organizations
avoid this languageO because there is some ambiguity in the definition
of the term "substantial part". As an example of this misuse of privi-
lege, I would like to direct the attention of the committee to a group
which was recently formed to actively lobby against the Anti-Ballistic
Missile proposal, the coalition on national priorities and military
policy, This organization is supported primarily by contributions from
religious organizations. Its headquarters are locatedin a building here
ipi Washington. This group has lobbied against the proposed ABM
system. A few days ago a representative from this group came to my
oAgke and ,presented my staff with further information concerning its
opposition to the 1969 Military Authorization Bill. I am attaching
as an exhibit a copy of the material that I received. The business,-

$,nator TALMADOE. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question at this
Poin?

Mr. BLACKBURN. Yes, air.
Sei' itiTAmADOL Was that organization financed by a foundation?
Mr. BLAociBURm. It is financed-by a number of religious organiza-

tions, which themselves, are classified under the same section of the In-
ternal Revenub Code.'M'Siar TALXADOLE And the language of the House bill precludes
t& iilbbying activity?'t. .f.

Mr. BLACKBuRtN. No, sir; it would not. The House bill, as I recall,
. ov! understand I am not on the Ways and Means Committee so
6Wn6t"is intimately familiar with it as I would like to be, would
MW|t'iii~ing before congre sional committee . but it would pre-

vent propaganda, that is attempting to sway -public opinion.
So ator TALMADox. Your point is you don't think the Ways and

M.ns Committee language goes far enough in preventing political
activity and lobbying by tax exempt groups?
1.j fr BkA0K1BUtrRN. NO, sir; I do not. I think that I draw a distinction
OetWeen lobbying in the sense of making appearances before members
fCongress in their offices or before congressional committees and

preenting a view. I think that any group should have that right as a
It4 ter ofthe extension of free 's e-h. But to use tax exempt dollars
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to propagandize the American public is a radically different thing and
I think this should be definitely prevented.

I would like further to invite the attention of the committee to the
National Student Association. Gentlemen, if you want to see tax
returns which reveals very little I would suggest that you look into
the returns which have been filed by this group. I am attaching some
copies to my testimony. In fact this group-

Senator TALMADO. How is that group financed ?
Mr. BLACKBUir. Primarily by foundation grants.
Senator TALMADOB. For what purpose, do you know ?
Mr. BLA=BUm. Promoting educational activities among the stu.

dents of the country. Of course, they have no reluctance in taking po.
sitions on partisan political matters. In fact, this National Student
Association has recognized that its blatant political activity would
cost it its tax exempt status so now they have set up a parallel organiza.
tion known as the National Student Institute, which will be the tax
exempt organization. It will solicit the funds as a tax exempt organic.
zation, and then we strongly suspect that the funds thAt are contributed
to the National Student Institute will then be funneled ino the Na-
tional Student Association to be used for political and-

Senator TALMADGE. Do you know which foundations are making
those grants?

Mr. BLACKBURN. I think the Ford Foundation is one of their major
contributors but I don't-I can get the information.

Senator TALMADOE. You could get it and supply it for the record.
i presume I

Mr. BLACKBURN. Yes, sir; I will.
(Additional data supplied by Mr. Blackburn follows:)

1. OTHER EXAMPLES OF TAX-EXEMPT OROANT41ATIONS ENOAOINO IN POLITICAL
ACTIVITIES

Numerous groups have been formed in recent years for different tax-exempt
purposes. As I stated in my testimony, the Internal Revenue Service Code spe-
cifically prohibits these organizations, which are exempt under Section 501(c)
(8), from devoting a substantial part of their income to support of legislation
or propaganda. With regard to the latter, I would like to bring to your attention
an organization entitled The Institute for American Democracy. On the surface,
this group claims to Oppose extremism on the riqht and on the left. However,
after close examination, it becomes obvious that their only purpose is to oppose
extremism on the right (they feel this is more of a threat to American society
than extremism on the left). Attached is a copy of some general information
whit ' they distributed about themselves which gives the impression that they
sire-eompletely non-partisan. However, when examining a copy of the only
publication put' out by them, "Home Front." we'flnd that this is not tiue at all.
This organization has only one purpose and that is to attempt to eliminate all
groups on the right with which it disagrees. I believe that this is a form of
propeganadad as stated in the IRS Code.

I
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Secondly, I am enclosing a copy of this group's tax return. By going over the
return, you cannot possibly determine how the funds received by this group
are spent. Again, I believe this points out the need for a better reporting method
to be Issued by the I.R.S.

Finally, I would like to bring to your attention a copy of a petition which
was recently submitted to the Federal Communications Commission by Lt. Col.
Floyd Oles. In this petition, Col. Oles documents activities by The Institute for
American Democracy which Is trying to censor the programming of radio sta-
tions. Apparently, programs with which the Institute does not approve should be
banned under what the Institute refers to as its air purification plan. I think
that the Committee should seriously investigate the activities of this organization
when it Is so blatantly trying to influence public opinion by preventing the dis-
semination of viewpoints with which it disagrees.

Another group which I would like to bring to your attention is the Louis M.
Rabinowitz Foundation. This Foundation has been giving funds to certain
people with extremely questionable backgrounds. When examining the returns
from this group, we found that it had given funds to one Mario Savio, the head
of the Berkeley Free Speech Movement; to Julian Mayfleld and Floyd MeKissick,
two well-known extremist black leaders; to one Clinton Jenks who was convicted
of advocating the violent overthrow of the U.S. Government (Ids conviction was
reversed because his lawyers were not allowed to see F.B.I. reports) ; and to the
Southern Students Organizing Committee whose avowed purpose Is to become
the S.D.S. of the South. For the information of the Committee, I am enclosing
a copy of a publication distributed by the National Review which gives a com-
plete history of the Rabinowitz Foundation as well as outlines various activities
ih which it has been engaged.

Third, I would like to go deeper into some of the activities of the Ford Foun-
dation. As in my testimony, I stated that the Ford Foundation had given money
for many questionable projects. First, there is the fact that the Ford Foundation
was responsible for financing various school decentralization projects in New
York City; this activity was clearly of a political nature and precipitated a
strike by the New York teachers' union. The Ford Foundation has distributed
over $630,000 to a group entitled the Mexican-American Youth Organization.
This organization finances travel regularly to Cuba and distributes pro-Castro
propaganda to Mexican-Americans in Texas. Furthermore, the President of this
organization has advocated the killing of Americans in order for Mexican-
Americans to take over property which they desire. Also large chunks of Ford
Foundation money have gone to various black extremist groups.

2. TlE FINANCING OF THE NATIONAL STUDENT ASBOOIATION

Besides receiving funds from general membership dues, the NSA has received
funds from the Office of Economic Opportunity; also it is financed by grants from
foundations, the leading one being the Ford Foundation. Other foundations
which have contributed to N.S.A. are The Fund for the Republic, The Cather-
wood Foundation, The General Mills Foundation, The Asia Foundation, The
19dward W. Hazen Foundation, The Edward John Noble Foundation and several
other "foundations which eventually turned out to be CIA fronts." One other
roup which is supplying flds to the NSA is the Stern Family Flund. While I
ave not been able to investigate the activities of this group, I am enclosing a

copy of their tax return, and I believe the Committee will again see the need to
have further clarification of how tax-exempt funds are used.

8. A COPY OF THE TAX RETURN FROM THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIA'rION IS
ATrACHED HEREWITH

If I can be of any further service to your Committee in its investigation of tax-
exempt organizations, please do not hesitate to call on me.
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INSTITUTE FoR AMEOAN DEMOCRACY, INO.

(Attachment to pages 2, 4, and 6 (item 2) )

The Y'nstitute conducts studies concerning un-American and anti-democratic
attitudes, programs and movements in the United States of America and arranges
public meetings and distributes booklets, pamphlets and similar literature, all of
a non-partisan, educational nature, designed to present pertinent facts for the
education of the public.In carrying out its purposes, lAD attempts to inculcate a sense of individual
responsibility to the democratic pilneiples of the Nation and to foster an educa-
tional relationship with churches and other associations having similar charitable
and educational purposes.
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INSTITUTE FOs AMERICAN DEMOCRACY, INC.,
Waadongton, D.O.

Memo to: NEA's PR&R Conference Delegates.
Subject: Putting YOU in IAD.
Date: January 18, 1967.

If you are one of those who do not like to see extremists hacking away at our
basic democratic precepts, then IAD should interest you.

We want to cooperate with people who will rally to the defense of our demo-
cratic way of life.

We are looking for allies willing to stand up and be counted when extremists
are trying to put themselves in the driver's sent.

We need the help of real patriots, the kind willing to expose the false mer-
°chandise behind the advertising slogans of the super-patriots. America always
needs the support of truly dedicated citizens, the kind who can endure the taunts
and ridicule often associated with the Radical Left, and the harassment and
intimidation frequently ascribed to the Radical Right.

It you are devoted to the basic philosophy of our democracy and if you are
concerned about extremist efforts to take over or rip apart our basic national and
local decision-making processes, then you may have a deep interest In the alms
and activities of lAD.

Here are some questions and answers to tell you what lAD is all about:

WHAT IS TIE INSTITUTE FOR AMERICAN DEMOCRAfY I

It is a nonpartisan, non-profit educational organization permanently head-
quartered in Washington.

It is the one organization entrusted with the task of coordinating the activities
of associations and individulas who wish to shed more light (for the extremists
of the worst form of heat) on Radical Left and Right goals &nd methods.

WHO I8 BEHIND THIS EFFORT?

IAD is a broadly based voluntary association of individuals, but the Sponsoring
Committee includes spokesmen for many nationally significant religious, civic,
labor and educational groups, as well as many prominent businessmen, public
figures and researchers.

The Chairman of TAD is Dr. Franklin H. Ltttell, clergyman, researcher, Presi-
dent of Iowa Wesleyan College, a Phi Beta Kappa with an academic Ph.D., and
a nationally-recognized expert on church history and totalitariniasm.

WHAT NEEDS DOES ZAD SUPPLY?

AD is helping turn the spotlight on extremism and extremists at the national
level.
IAD helps local groups get themselves formed.
IAD helps provide grass roots anti-extremists with materials, research guides

and Information on what Radical Left and Right gror,ps are up to.
TAD gives the Individual with the desire to help and the person under attack

a place to turn.
IAD serves as a clearinghouse for books, pumpldets, radio and TV programs

and know-how.

ANY CONNECTION WITH VRRVIOUS ANTI-JOHN BIROH EFFORTS?

This Instituto is the spiritual heir to the insights and information gained
through the 1962 Greenwich Conference and the 1064-Ot5 National Committee for
Civic Responsibility.

While we have drawn strength and inspiration from those who have gone
before, and while many of the pioneers of this effort are again In the vanguard,
in essence this represents a fresh start.

1s JAb CONCERNED WITH OPPOSINo COMMUNISM?

We are deeply concerned with combatting domestic Communism and intend
to do so In i responsible manner.

The super-patriots who hide their imagined self-interest in the camouflage
Of "anti-Communism" all too often help the Communists toward the goals of
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discrediting the democratic form of government and those institutions and orga-
nizations making significant contributions to the national dialogue. Both extremes
work to undermine our national self-confidence.

IHOW CAN THE INDIVIDUAL HELP?

You can help by speaking out in support of the democratic form of government
whenever it is under attack.

You can help by studying the alms and methods of extremists and telling others
about them.

You can help by becoming an associate member of lAD. (We're working out
the mechanics now.)

You can help by subscribing to IAD's forthcoming newsletter, Homefront.
You can help by encouraging community groups to come to grips with the prob.

lem of extremism and by participating in their activities.

HOW DO I MAKE CONTACT WITH lAD?

One way is to write to: Dr. Franklin H. Littell, % Institute for American
Democracy, 1380 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.

(From Information Service. Mar. 20, 1967]
NEw INSTITUTE TO COMBAT EXTREMISM

An "Institute for American Democracy" has been launched as % non-partisan,
non-profit institute serving as a clearinghouse for materials on extremism" of both
the left and the right.

The first issue of the organization's bulletin, Hoinfront, is dated February
1067 (15 cents, IAD, 1830 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 200M).
It pictures and gives brief biographical sketches of the 03 prominent citizens
who compose the sponsoring committee. Among then are Morris B. Abram,
Senators Case, Moss and McGee, Roy Wilkins, Bishops Burt, Grant, Pope and
Thomas, Drs. David Hunter and Martin Marty. The Committee chairman is Dr.
Franklin H. Littell, president of Iowa Wesleyan College.

Some of the functions of the Institute are listed as follows:
"IAD helps lay the base for local efforts to combat extremism by calling

national attention to extremist activities.
"lAD attempts to analyze extremist activity patterns and to make this Infor-

mation available to those who can use it.
"IAD Is working with Individuals and groups concerned with offsetting the

poisonous Radical Right radio outpouring of unfounded charges and malicious
Innunendoes with a healthy antidote of facts.

"IAD serves as a clearinghouse of Jnformution on available materials like
the Anti-Defamation League's series of 1r-minute taped radio programs: ADI,
and National Education Television films on extremism and pamphlets produced
by many groups including both Protestant and Catholic church organizations,
ADL, and the American Jewish Committee, AFL-CIO, the National Education
Association, National Congress of Parents and Teachers, and others.

"We're also in the process of producing a series of Who Is-What Is leaflets
to identify the persons and groups most prominent In the struggle for the mind
of America. These will be available at a small charge.

"We have ready access to the Group Research, Inc. reports and a half-dozen
other active files on extremist organizations. And you would be amazed at the
amount of information already flowing in from concerned Americans who want
to share their knowledge of extremist activity.

"We are building a bibliography of available articles, books, responsible
research papers and seminar ingredients-and already the demand for speakers
outpaces the supply. Early drafts of this bibliography already are in use."

Associate membership is Invited at $5.00 per year.

INSTITUTE FOR AMERICAN DEMfOCRAOY, IN0.,
Washngton, D.O., April 14, 1987.

To: Citiens Inquiring about Some Specific fAD Policies.
From: Charles R. Baker, Executive Director.
Subject:Where lAD Stands in the Political Spectrum.Thank you for your thoughtful question.



A good many persons ask similar questions, so many, in fact, that we have
prepared this memo to tell folks where we stand on these matters. Here are
my personal answers to some frequently encountered queries:

Question-Where does IAD fit in the political scale?
Answer-In the middle. IAD does not take a position on issues, as such, or

candidates, as such. We are concerned with extremist tactics which tend to
shut off the free exchange of ideas so essential to democracy.

Look at the list of IAD's sponsors and you will find many top level Republi-
cans, Democrats and Independents. You will find bona fide representatives of
a broad range of viewpoints-liberals and conservatives. These distinguished
Americans no doubt disagree on many specific issues, but they are in complete
agreement on the need to protect the middle ground from extremist onslaughts.

IAD opposes with equal fervor the Tactics of the ommunist Party and its
front groups, and the John Biroh Society and the various groups in the JBS
orbit, as well as the even further-out Radical Right organizations like the
Minutemen and the Klu Klux Klan.

Question-Why oppose extremism of both the Far Right and the Far Left?
Answer-At both extremes, the zealots attempt to stifle the free flow of ideas.

Both think their ends justify means which cannot be acceptable to a democratic
society. They slander their real or imaginary foes. They foment fears and
hatreds and they repeat half-truths and falsehoods over and over again until
they are believed.

The mental attitudes 'of the Far' Left and Far Right are much the same. Thut
Is why former Communists periodically "defect" to the Far Right, and the Far
Rightists, on occasion, switch to the opposite extreme.

Question-What do you mean by "extremlsm"?
Answer-The use of tactics which are clearly out-of.bounds in a democratic

society that force attitudes and "facts" on more open-minded citizens.
Question-Who is employing these tactics?
Answer-On the Far Left you have the Communist Party, the Progressive

Labor Party and several score so-called "front" groups. On the Far Right you
have the John Birch Society, the Minutemen, [Liberty Lobby] the Billy James
Hargis "Crusade", the Carl McIntire "Reformation Hour", Major Bundy's
so-called ["Church League of America"] and more than a thousand lesser groups.

Question-Why so much concern over the John Birch Society?
Answer-Because the Birchers have by far the most activity of any extremist

group. In both 1966 and 196, their annual budget exceeded $5 million. The
Birchers have a paid staff of about 250, their own magazines, their own publish-
ing house, a stable of propagandists, their own corps of 50 touring professional
speakers, their own radio programs-all the trappings of a modern day cam-
paign organization.

The Birchers set the tone and the propaganda themes for the great bulk of
the Radical Right actlivty. The Radical Right takes in and spends about $30
million annually.

The Communist Party and groups in the CP orbit have far fewer members,
fewer publications, no radio programs and a relatively small paid field force.

This does not mean you can ignore them. In the 1908s and 1940s the Far Left
posed by far the greater threat to democracy. Today the pendulum has swung
the other way, but it can always swing back again.

Question-What about student groups and the 'Now Left'?
Answer-There is substantial difference between "protest", no matter how

ill-founded, and the effort to force views on others by a long campaign. Student
"protest" during the transitory period of student life only rarely carries over
to post graduate days. The differences between the self-styled, "ultra-conserva-
tive" Young Americans for Freedom and the "liberal" Students for a Demo-
cratic Society may be very slight. Such student groups can become dangerous
when adult organizatJons try to maniulate them, however.

The so-called "New Left" varies in character from campus to campus. There
does not appear to be a tightly-knit national organization.

A number of adult Radical Right organizations have been involved in YAF
activity. The Communists have penetrated student grops on some campuses
notably Berkeley.
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Question-Are eatremi sts in the Jivil Rights movement?
Answer--Certainly. And on both sides. This does not mean that all who

oppose Civil Rights measures are Birchers or Klansmen any more than it means
those who favor more rapid change in Civil Rights are Communists.

Both extremes foment racial tensions. Both hope to divert these tensions to
their private ends.

When Btrch speaker Jim Clark, the ex-sheriff of Selma, Alabama falsely calls
the Selma demonstrators "Communist", he actually gives the Communists unde-
served prestige among some Individuals and groups In sympathy with the objec-
tives sought at Selma.

Last year, when Stokely Carmichael went to Selma to "turn out the Negro
vote" against Clark, he probably helped Clark far more than his opponent, giving
the viewpoint represented by Clark a status it, too, did not deserve.

Question-What about disagreements over the U.S. position in Viet Nam?
Answer-Many thoughtful Americans back our present position in Viet Nam.

Others believe we should further escalate our war activities. Others believe we
should seek peace more agressjvely. All three are legitimate viewpoints. There
are many arguments on both sides.

The Communists attempt to use the Peace movement to achieve their objectives,
and accuse those who disagree of being "war mongers".

The Birchers attempt to use the escalation movement to achieve their ends,
and charge those who disagree with being "traitors."

The newest Robert Welch position papers charge that Communists are now
in control of the U.S. Government, and that the Eisenhower, Kennedy and
Johnson Administrations conspired with the Communists against America, and
that "bi-partisan treason (is) rampant everywhere". Welch asserts that Com-
munists are controlling our war actions.

If Gus Hall of the Communist Party charged the chief-of-state with conspiring
with foreign powers to "sacrifice American OIs" In order to achieve "Foreign
ends," likely tht FBI, House Un-American Activities Committee and Senate
Internal Security Subcommittee would be In Instant action.

Because the John Birch Society Chleftan Is not under that kind of surveil-
lance, TAD has had to expose this JBS activity as our patriotic duty.

Question-Doesn't ewpoe(fg the anti-oommuniets help the Communists?
Answer-Not in my view. The professional anti-communists, those persons

President Eisenhower described as being "more patriotic than you and I or
anybody else" have a financial stake In keeping the fear of Communism alive.
To some of them "anti-communism" is a multi-million dollar business.Their fund raising formula calls for them to first wrap themselves in the flag,
hold high the cross, and thus protected try to frighten people out of their wits
by crying "Communism". After that comes the pitch for funds.

Instead of telling people why Communist -activity is dangerous, they are more
likely to smear their fores with such spurious claims as, "He has three HUAC
citations," which means the name came up In three places during HUAC testi-
mony. (If you played the 0iano In a 1940 ward bond rally where a CP member
spoke, you may have a HUAC citation.)

Among the goals of domestic communism are: 1) fomenting racial tensions,
2) undermining our faith In the U.S. government and the Office of the President,
8) making us distrust the democratic process, and 4) turning us against the
mass media and other "outside" sources of attitudes like established religions
and educational Institutions.

These are also the goals of the John Birch Society and many in its orbit.
Those who. in the name of anti-communism. onpose the United Nations, the
National Council of Churches. Medicare, Civil Rights, Union Shop provisions,
Social Security or the Graduated Income Tax are simply masquerading. They
are trying to use our natural opposition to the Communist ideology to cover
their opposition to the United Nations, National Council of Churches, etc.

What We have to fear Is not a vague "conspiracy."
What must concern us are the specifictactics employed by extremists of both

sides to discredit the democratic process
Question-How can I help protect the democratic Process?
Answer-By taking an active part in It. By stepping up to your responsibilities

as a citizen even when doing so makes short range problems for you.
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STERN FAMILY FUND, NEw ORLzEANS, LA.
Roturn of organization exempt from income tax-calendar year 1067

Distributions from Trusts f/b/o Stern Family Fund and Others, created u/a/d:

June 1, 1955 -------------------------------------- $180, 000. 00
December 21, 1956 ------------------------------------ 0,720.00
December 10, 1958 ------------------------------------ 64,800.00

Sale of books, "Recognition of Excellence" ---------------------- 75. 28

Total ------------------------------------------- 385,595.28

Contributions paid:
Adult Instruction Membership of Louisiana ------------------ $951.00
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Inc -------------------------- 750.00
Bureau of Governmental Research ------------------------ 1,50.00
Center for Urban Education ------------------------------ 250. 00
Children's Hospital, Washington, D.C --------------------- 17,000.00
Citizen Exchange Corps, Inc ---------------------------- 30,000.00
Citizens Conmmittee on Children of New York City, Inc -------- 3,000.00
Citizens' Housing Council of the Greater New Orleans Area .... 1,000.00
Congregation Temple Sinai------------------------------ 1,000. 00
The Isaac Delgado Museum of Art -------------------------- 55.61
Dillard University ------------------------------------ 29, 50.00
Foreign Policy Association -------------------------------- 100.00
Foundation for a Better Louisiana ----------------------- 2, 500. 00
Daniel Chester French Foundation -------------------------- 50.00
Goldovsky Opera Institute, Inc -------------------------- 2,000. 00
[Greater Cleveland Associated Foundation] ----------------- 1, 000. 00
Hampshire College, The Trustees of ----------------------- 2,000.00
Harvard College, President and Fellows of ----------------- 1,050.00
Historic New Orleans, Inc ------------------------------ 2, 000. 00
Institute for Local Self Government ---------------------- 15,000.00
Institute for Policy Studies ----------------------------- 4,414. 85
International Visitors Center, Inc ----------------------- 55,000. 00
Junior Achievement of Greater New Orleans, Inc -------------- 800. 00
Junior Criminal Deputy Absociation ------------------------- 0. 00
The Kingsley House and New Orleans Day Nursery Association._ 2,000.00
League for Industrial Democracy, Inc --------------------- 1,000.00
Louisiana Civil Service League ---------------------------- 100.00
Loyola University ----------------------------------- 15,500.00
Massachusetts Audubon Society ----------------------------- 25.00
Metairie Park Country Day School----------------------- 60,000.00
Metropolitan Applied Research Center, Ic ------------------ 3,000.00
Metropolitan Crime Commission of New Orleans, Inc --------- 1,250.00
NAACP Special Contribution Fund ---------------------- 30,000.00
The National Conference of Christian and Jews, Inc ------------ 200.00
National Federation of Settlements, Inc ------------------ 19,967. 14
National Merit Scholarship Corp ------------------------- 16, 038.00

4-M O-"pt. a 9.'*8
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Contributions paid-Continued
National Municipal League ........... $25.00

National Social Welfare Assembly, Inc ..... 20,000.00
The New Orleans Branch of the National Urban League, Inc----- 12, 500.00
New Orleans Jewish Welfare Fund ----------------------- 41, 00.00
(PACT) Plan of Action for Challenging Times --------------- 4,000.00
Play Schools Association, Inc ------------------------------ 80.00
Pittsfield General Hospital -------------------------------- 25.00
Planned Parenthood Federation of America, Inc ------------- 2,800.00
Pratt Institute -------------------------------------- 15, 000. Q0o
Public Affairs Research Council of Louisiana, Inc ----------- 2, 500. 00
St. Mary's Episcopal Church ---------------------------- 1000,00
Johnson 0. Smith University, Inc ----------------------- 15, 000. 00
Social Development Corporation ------------------------- 90,000.00
Social Welfare Planning Council -------------------------- 8,500.00
Southern Regional Council, Inc ------------------------- 10,000.00
Henry Street Settlement ------------------------------ 15,000.00
Syracuse University ----------------------------------- 2,500.00
Tulane University of Louisiana -------------------------- 8,650.90
Union for Democratic Action Educational Fund, Inc ----------- 1,000.00
United Fund for the Greater New Orleans Area ------------- 28,000.00
United Jewish Appeal ------------------------------- 250,000.00
United Negro collegee Fund, Inc ------------------------ 10,000.00
United States Conference of Mayors ------------- ---------- 5,000.00
United States National Student Association ------------------ 17,500.00
University of Michigan, The Regents of the ------------------ 15,162.00
University of Notre Dame Du Lee Gillen Foundation ----------- 1,000.00
Urban America, Inc ---------------------------------- 87,000.00
Xavier University ------------------------------------ 5000. 00
Young Audiences, Inc --------------------------------------- 100.00

Total ------------------------------------------- 932,889.50
Less refund or portion of contributions made to the following:

In 1984 to Columbia university ------------------- $8,416.80
In 1966 to Community Service Foundation ----------- 257.60
In 1962 to City of New York ------------------- ,520.05
In 1968 to Iowa State College of Agriculture

and Mechanic Arts --------------------------- 100.37
In 1961 & 1965 to United Neighborhood Houses

of New York, Inc -------------------------- 2,248.70 71, 549. 02

Total ----------------------------------------------- 78154.02Potal 861,8340. 48

Contributions made out of current or accumlated income (line 1)-. 567,476.89
Contributions made out of principal (line 2) ------------------- 293,863.59

Total ------------------------------------------- 861,840.48
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foei M9-A-1066 Schedulo 3.-BALANCE SHEETS (Seo InstructIons)

ASSETS
I Casha &aa ... a aaa00
2 Accouants recevable (see inutnctlon.).

(a) Less allowance for bad debts. .. . .....
-S Notes mreable (se Insatructions). ......

(a) Less Ollovanes fat bad debts.........
4 hveeatorits .aa0a0600aa00
* GWI~ obligaioes: (a) UJS. andl lnstruewentaritles .. .....

(b) Slattosbreioms tke-o4 t& et.... .....
6 lrvest-orwa In wmooernsne tat bonds. et.........
7 lnoestments In Corporate stocks (see lostructmons) .
* Mortgage 1aSMs (serAberf Of lS ......... ) .

9 O*.Net Investtments attackss schedule). ......
10 Deproclable (and depletable) assets (attach schedule).

(a) Laos accumulate deprecdatior (end depletiont). . ..
IL&an.........................05 .6

12 Other assets (attach Schedule) . -a . a......... ..
1) Total4osse ne. so..................

LIASIITIES AND. NET WORH
14 Accounts payaAble (Sot Instructions) . * * a 0 .

1S Constributions. gift grants, 6te.. py"abe a . % a .

16 (a) Bonds Vnd rftW- Payable (see lnsetittons). . %.
(b)UMortgages payable......................

1?2 aefiew id~do - o1 tomes. V/Sl
Is Capltoc() Prferredtock..................

M )Comifafonstock .................
I9temesllCertiUMts . ....................
20 Paidln ofcaglowsurpus.. .. .. ........
21 Rettned eanl3gs-Awpopriated (attach scelel). . * .

22 Retained earnigs-Unpprpdaed
(a) Attrbutable to ordinary Income... .. .. ....
(b) Attributable to gains from sale Of asets... .. ...

23 Lasn cost of treastriy stock .. .. ..........
24 Total labiltines nd wot worth.a..... .. ..
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b~o-&.rn o.,,.,f C rom Incomu Tax
j motion 501(c)(. ) of tse Code

for the CalCnazi year 196. or other ta.4ble year be~ln xNl
. ... 1AS endi j - ... . .-PLIASE TYPC OR PRINT

,.r .. UA/,-. D4//I. , L A__±2I
. .. .; /oJ ,. ) ~ ?*~~~~ AiZ1 ~ )~. I tf

Cr t V.e .-e '.d dtess 6sed 6n your rctdrn (f 1966 (if th 'satm as above, write -Sam ). it none fled. give reason.

PART II P4. It i.m: mW; 1. rciire.1 Piusuant to section 6033(b) and other applicable sect s of the Internal Revcnue Code must b
submit td 0% du;g:cata as part of your return. Ths pat wil be made available to the pub¢.

I Gross a;4* or cc-tip rron business activity I . . . . . . . . . . . .

I 2 Les$: Cost cf goods 50: and/Of c operins (Attach schedue)....... ........

3 Wacss o'ort from busnes atctvitAeS . ..... ,.,, ....... .......... ,
41n.-rest . . . ........ . . .

:. J * Zt95i . . . . . . . . , ". . , . -, . , , , , , , , ,

t -a A (c: firc n *a-* V: 6ss. eiA: Va g t veCO itewn4 (See Instruction 8). ........... •

9 OV1.4 ingvne (ata. s;cd..:e-D0a not Inc:;Ge con ttO.i.% &.1ts, grants. at&. Cse line 17)).. .. .....
10 To::. ross :,e..tes 3 to 9. irCst) ........ ........... .......
1 lt%.rses cf :arn I rcst ;rA*.'r4 from cclurA 3. S.de.:e.A ...... ..................

OiSBURSE.M.,NTS I.tA E WITHIN THE YAR OUT OF CURRENT OR ACCUMULATED INCOME FOR
PUt%?OSZ.S FOR WHICH EXEMPT, AND ACCUMULATION OF IIICOME

12 Lspe.es c soistriloit current or atcunmutaed lncme from column 4. Schedule A....... ....
13 CWnr;.'V:i-$s, gifts. &rants. scoarshIps. etc. (Set Instructicn 13)..... ..... .
14 Aecunrulatiow of incc.N w~iin the year (line 10 less the sum of lSnes 31, 12. and 13) 10..
15 Ar#:,,t ac:rnu4t.% of income at betAii of the year.." .........

16 AWs.iae a4n lition of Income at end of the year.. . . . . ........ .
RECEIPTS NOT REPORTED ELSEWHERE

17 Conttib.timv. dfts, ,,ar ts. etc. received (See Instruction 17) .......... , .........
is Less, E.3rse. of raisinA " cioletirg amount on line 17, from column 5 Schedule A ........ ..
19 Net woteztons. W..fts. ZvAnts. 0t4, received. ..................... 00.....

37U.SM.IZTS MADE OUT OF PRINCIPAL FOR PURPOSES FOR WHICH EXEMPT
20 Expenscs of dstaawt., r ;ricipal from colu mn 6. Scheule A....... ... ....
21 Cen-n-viout0.ts. gifts. grants. scholaui. etc-, (a) Paid out in p yelrs . . .

(b) Paid ciA it mhin the year (See Instruction 21) . ...

................. ... .

....... ......-

' - V7,,,. VP

,L t,.7.

-.-..-
I . , .

Schedule A.-llocation of Exponscs (So Instructions for Attachments Rcquired)

L IIII 2.Tetal A . ~;'pn~i
I I .

(a)~~ ~ Co~csto fc os t....... ......... .......... . ...........I ......
.. .................... .

ce) lt a . . . . . . . .. . . .............. ....................................................... ......................
(19) "SAC$ . . s . . . . s o a . . I ......... ..... .... ........ ........................................................... .. .

0e ¢ . 3 . . .f ; i G 4). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .! . . . . . . . .:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

II Lt.e~a oA Ta. .citn I /~ ~. .. ..... ...........
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Schodkole B.-ALANCE SHEETS (Se* InMAMWScto)

ASSETS

2 mttass eeevh (iaAstr iect .. . .
(a) Less alwan. for bad ebt ...

3 Mat~es ftcea s 4 (Se* Vtrvct.04.... .. ..
(a) Lti &VsmetC bad13 dim ... .. .. ..

4 1nM9OWn
* Gt o aIsoii (a) U.S. w4i k'stnwinWities .
(b) State. .vlaia tha"O. OWe

* 1*vitffinai Is uta*vM a I&Ws. W- .
7 In *A'tmat s wpoA stocs Csee ktwo"i) .
*Moiua. I.04AS CaiuMMbt of Wo _ -- ...... .

". r~se Iivtaiaent (attach sch*edv..h) ..
10 DeteaV* (aad eteab asseto (AtLs1s Kthduah.

(a) Lous muvmW4 doprtift~ (sad duo~).

12 004f et$l (asch szhe#.)
3,3 Tv..' asws.. ...

UIAMlITICS AN4D NET WORTH
34 AtC24atis V31010 (iSo 1 Wt.tian 155).a

15C* ~ twg~ vas:. aec.. pya ble 0 .
16 a) a'. aJ a~upaoae (m see trsctiG'S4.

17 Other r hitltf (attaCh UK~edu.l.. e...
s8Cpa togL* (a) Psaelt.4 st o eb.. . ..

(b) CoaflonstOCA.......

20 Pat"of WNW CJP.1 .ur. .

(a) &%61a004 to &edala&7 Icom......
(3) ArWAb:* to Ciliss ltoe Sale of US%.

21 ASS 006! 6! tiUnsay stock
24 TerAl rabilit"e ad hat VloEs... .. ..

Dame of nw:ea o"1t-i I9sasns .. Mmv.

. ~ ,V AA.d .....
* ~ ~ ~ ~ i U ..c'~ .. .m..1 46.5 . . . .1 . v'e Wa~I1 0 h

1~~~~ U.. .s.- .s. . . .s . .a~ .au .m . iw ova aft.

U 3 "ym re &I .t ... .1d .U ....... *a....... .. ...

(dlT~aa~mL. i '~I± .4uL 1 1 .........
(a)~~~~ ..8 .j.5J ..I .... . . . . .ti .m

* Ui SPI 1MSSIE5 JASe't6d 5 .SI ,ait &WA... 64t'
.................

0 1.............. . ..........i I * . .. I ........................

h,% fC." "!I. "t a .tWB&Mt rk **1s
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1967 Recipicnts of grants from
Louts M. Rabinowitz Foundation, Inc.

James Aronson, New York, N.Y -...... $3,000
Richard J. Barnet, Washington, D. ,---------------------------1500
Brooklyn Heights Youth Center, Brooklyn, N.Y ---------------------- 500
Norman Birnbaum, New York, N.Y ----------------------------- 1,625
Donald L. Barnett, Iowa City, Iowa ---------------------------- 2500
Cedric Belfrage, Cuernavaca, Mexico --------------------------- 3,000
Lillian Boehm Foundation, New York, N.Y ----------------------- 1,338
Judith Coburn, Washington, D. ,-------------------------------5000
Bernard Conal, La Jolla, Calif -------------------------------- 3,000
Clergy and Laymen Concerned About Vietnam, New York, N.Y -------- 1, 50
Columbia Survey of Human Rights Law, New York, N.Y --------------- 500
Frank Donner, New York, N.Y---------------------------------500
Horace B. Davis, Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts -------------------- 1,900
Foreign Policy Roundtable, Inc., St. Louis, Mo ------------- ------- 3600
Harvey Goldberg, Madison, Wis ------------------------------- 5,000
Marvin R. Gettleman, New York, N.Y ,--------------------------- 800
Jill Hamburg, Hoboken, N.J ------------------------------------ 0
Hashomer Hatzair, Inc., New York, N.Y ------------------------- 500
Len Holt, Washington, D.0 ----------------------------------- 2000
Donald Jelinek, Selma, Alabama -------------------------------- 5,000
Clinton Jencks, Denver, Colo ----------------------------------- 5, 750
Ivan Kovacs, Bronx, New York ------------------------------- 1,000
Jon Katz, New York, N.Y -0------------------------------------15
Gaylord LeRoy, Philadelphia, Pa ------------------------------ 2000
Walter Lowenfels, New Jersey --------------------------------- 1500
Debbie Louis, Venice, Calif - ------------------------------------ 2 0
Law Students Civil Right Research Council, New York, N.Y ----------- 2,000
Floyd McKlssick, New York, N.Y ------------------------------ 2, 500
Julian Mayfleld, New York, N.Y ------------------------------- 3000
Jack Minni, New Orleans, La -------------------------------- 1500
New York Shakespeare Festival, New York, N.Y--------------------- 200
Jack O'Dell, New York, N.Y ---------------------------------- 1 250
Norman Rudich, Middletown, Conn ----------------------------- 2,520
Samuel Rohdie, Oxford, England ------------------------------ 1000
Morris Schappes, New York, N.Y ------------------------------ 1,000
Daniel B. Schirmer, Cambridge, Mass --------------------------- 2000
Mario Savio, Berkeley, Calif ---------------------------------- 1,50
Southern Student Organizing Committee, Kenbridge, Va. ,-------------- 000
Leon 0. Summit, New York, N.Y ------------------------------ 2, 000
Socialist Scholars Conference, New York, N.Y.-------------------- 2,000
Thorne Sherwood, Jr., Hartford, Conn -------------------------- 1,000
Michael Tanzer, New York, N.Y ------------------------------- 7,200
United Jewish Appeal, New York, N.Y --------------------------- 2, 0
Regents of the University of California, LA. ----------------------- 2000
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis -------------------------- 2,500
George Wiley, Washington, D. ,-------------------------------1000
Norman Selden-returned part of grant made in 1965 ----------------- 50

Total ---------------------------------------------- 97,858
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CAN .UOMC

Oni 'Novernher 10, 1%66, Dr. Franklin HI. Lit'elI, teIcnt of
lowa Weskoyan. stepped briskly to the nulcrophonc at a welI-at.
wened 'press mfressc In Watutng-tonas SlsratoaCanlion Hotel.

61 an heue," he Wailt "boraus. many of Amsurca's leading jhi-

.. IA g!

6 . I' - .%J 1

D.U1t111 (atore) suedlII la,. -i go allow howv thec

Slu irri S-wdey Is slie [tub of the Hadlora Fhl establpub.
mwas am the Lkkofr press conference. T%* resuldrin pittre
had a press run in the "Illlons.

1st Yar-Acconplshmants
* MAD Repona Yelp Th&s i r.A Drives;

retch Sdfl Famiingi DicAms' B n . Pg. .3
* e~~afReds. Riedicels Ckce

ldD a h r& St No. I Aui .P........... Pg.?7
* rojg Rowt Response t. 140 Appeal
ShOwCS Crating Awoitesu a/ Ayfed-........~. 4 . S... C

* r., Ania-.', to TI4se Ltzdies' Prayer's .... .... Pg. I

*AitNA.4i lADs "Ike. Meae" 1,, Twit
Fee Arw&ue Cij:em N'eeding fatu .......... P~o. 6

*0A TWo O rho' Aliq At CV.4J~es avow ............ ft. 6

te.uu shire ie cuncern ever the risiria tid.- of extremiasm in out
land.

"Growing number of Americans nrss L.: tc that we are fat.
hnj a scrimus assault on tke very p 'esof democracy. NMany
wat die kind of tactual information the-y most [,aye to do some.
thin; about It. As a people, we must focus the spotlfzjs of truth
on the tactics and mlhoc YOf those Wl10 iceik to achieve their ends
by means doing violeate Ut osu whole &mrocs-tic concept, LWtell
declareuh

In response to thcs needs, distinuguihed Americauns, represent.
4n a broad cross section of our nation, hay,j deided to sponsor
theo Institute for American Deaworacy (IA!)), lhe reported. Dr.
Littell, a PhD)., ordaased Methoist snir.hs-cr AM former Senior
Pcoteotaut Advisor to the Hi1gh Conrliorenr of Corunany, snide
the awnprauwrt &4 ch,%!rman of IAD.

.MOSr MAJOR INRWS'AF.S ir.l railo 3re TV IMcwIC44ter,
carried thiu rw-.. of fl'i niteriwwnt ill i.tiaie 4.ptl..11 Ther
Yuri Tiars lnihW fAl'. itr~v As a .oult. w %trr, aliur~..

Ther cnilauli.t.b g~ie1,twt;ii. of hAWO' us. N~ iii. a snort
(in the W'en Coa41 1\odes World) Iliae w.. would Ix. tellinA
i- Lir about the Mes. At the other mcsrno, flobert Welchi

reported . lk- Dh ir!& Sodfctea Sulfctia 64at lAD Yould be help.
Ing the uCWLsfifacy.

And in tie broad Amenican rr.Widdwro %-..s (and Is) a healthy
Interest over -A1ether lAD could ga- r.a~ea e ~ci eontribiutIon to
the Politicail climate of our tinrx&

1IIRR'I S GENERAL ACRUENHUNT ON THE NEEI\- Dr.
Littcll painted out- in a recent stsrrt. "'s.t~ spvoms T0
distinulshed Amerka.no froms the ficl , of tviopublic seivice,
tduftti^n businesss. labor, peop;e at or mwf tabinve level In for
Adnlnissr.1ios testily to the commr.os lihe asserted.

"The txtrrni'is awr'mpt to force their iernc.se %ieiv onIe
rvst of u-:" Ite said. -Mahinj (31-! zirj ti~u't- ritio'saI
grout.1 on th. hiS dtu... q~w~r' t .. wni nva'ipnin.-
eataltjih.1 riiurtil's. Uirr thW ajg. fj * iA'e wtrauPs a;4tirit
citku.-Vl of ^X1~ rql art all lit' Q! to ivio I%,,-

W is lhelpiag Atneriz face tis hu.r.

lItthe &aaim otf U00e440.P fUjyolud Is a re~t Fred .4.iivart 6ts L Uy.n s a. andru. :
-yadscij. .J! Radical Ttli,: Va.letsik l~.'AD at s-.Cv oth;:ro hase cntk~.'.l out hwer. sd irJ sIll

r-bWe.t he neaiy 5.00 Ic).n B~inh tells 1 .ayns 4ie%;*u:- il at t .ls.~ur ano n d tIMe -:t
*1.iq ?01 A-Lw~at stiskers we are In fivo of ths Inj to Z-4 tPOrA? t ou r.luri hii ote.

-.Pat" £cri ime;t'ly ILin.h Calleebti. PU11 CA1- fo c'-1 i '1W. .01

*it~4 sersrud by u~iA har~a, MlnterI~r WW4~I cIi~eh "Lo' bN ij-Y.#661.
.4tirniFrr .id cM1~y r3odi lras. ny t~ ie 15%1 M.iire teicr..ti ft) or. thu air :iiosJ~v
4WAt *vUIrii..gs p P01146011. &ISCISA th,: . ri'y UeC1y, were Xv. 1 on r aint. W;
tf lAD', P'~.(4.arade.

..... ~ u~s
.::~ I
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'rho iolIw"~sre

Spo-nsozlng Con~rntltlea

7,.

Uarris 0. Abramt

I Catbokl

Msgr. Stilvatre L. Adam

317
At" tim

Whyj~~O
As evrM Erie Hller reader knows, to a

Pitcher. nothing La rore IlitiprtAnt thlan a "Pirch.
fAct. That account for the etreinhi compute.
aba to discrealt their fw.-s, force Sec7ptanel of
their Tic-wt.

Drising home jiilhtpa "facts" takeiis the bi;
Alan.- Of the W3 Mijllion 14a1Ial CrogIS Rerlarr,
lIme, 1011+j'04i-114 lisisatnt the Far. VFar lliltt
tab% lit anol sixjl0, aasrnsmlly.

The oshlined uiontal lamadget of floe' (Of) or
I* significant Far fltiht groulls exceed the com-.
bleied national budgets of both mivajr political
Parties.

AMuch of the money goes for a paid staff, In-
eluding field organizers. The Hirchers alui their
allies also peoduWh rmrr films, book%, pamrpblets,
inagsins a]MI tape, than the two -94101131 IPxr
t"es jugt owe unsigne-d Ditch fim, AiieircAy-
U.S., is knotei to have 400 prints In circula-
dom

CiVetA A clear fAid, the iirhers and "her
allies Can "pro" that, "We are a republics riot a

They'll kelp "resolve" our policy Iiroblias on
VIetn -by onvincing citizens the Ada- inlstra.
ties 6as "a delierate 'no win! policy."

They will show that 'lbcrlim equals sr,Cial.
In Cass comnlwiscr" andi, ill the "mue 44:4t1.

Tisry will attempt to cLininir the a'e!.foe
woill action Ill Provtitj. t*',ILolie and jcsiUl
F 1 14ir by IrYinA 1o 6-11,41111l th.- rePutAtiOns Of
these rtlialous l'o'Iies.

Driving horme thee Iva3ie altitudes .imil Ile the
hundres of voices at the J:.mr Birch Society,

gIIV&. 1I. I.. 1 lai, Vt a L
T'hoie loarkrsing tn il~ vviv, are canijuips.

ins now !or county. city 30,0 e'.pecially school
board #puts. Thi-se are thoe yrroups which cap
tunsd the GOP convcntiou' an$] gave It to Barry
Coldwater four years ap). They amc back agaim
itith more money, more kr.uhlow. and a JV
ptotcosic'nl force.

Their fsealkers Iiow c1 .i. the nation. 'They
fan t~me tL mes of rhit.: !A, dcsula de exc.
pulsion of ilia UN. call fo! Farl Warren's ian.
peachmeal, shout you can't trut LUncle Sam.

When the Birchitype speJ-r conmet to tow&.
sombody has to Ident~ify Ihim for who he Is and
what he represents. Mhen tie 'blirhtactsft are
flying, seoeboy has to supsmly the cearuiaj
truth. Somebody Las to shi:.c a light on extreca
1.1t tactitCS, nationally And loe-a'ly. .

That's part of IAD's cral(ernge. And we'r
demndM the end of mental health programs, Mcd.- helpingS people meet It evry day. Who wou

L - Fw Asoe, kma, and the graduated Income tax. so, If not you? If not lAD? --C R.

image Thyronsn Arnold, Isq. w hy ~ *. la~w a
o iroctar to the l9ilO' ths Communist Party arsi fronts bWts they do not posies'. they steer the nm

V:' Cit~ for had morm Influrn than the lfsdical Right. The tent theire way.
Oaojte pendulum can, always swing their way again. In. We mu-i have re*1.os;.i14e "v-i'ani of the

r..4 wi I-S deed both extremnses can stow at the cxpcn.'c of Fa eLThe real frtn of e-otnniunisr at
Ksrr' S Ashjne udw mlddkt chatch, chic and libor gmo.-q*ho atiuAlly

A- Irp uman Lus QirV.' '.. .'

Id
Hater

alcorc

flat.
the

rare

Ths A".
ColMSA 3. waiy, 0...

Plot 0.44l41 Cill

Dr. Wsin C, B~ftutt

Th1e professoonal "anuticoa'munits' are just
dt -professlonals. They join tte*posiimI
"4atI-fasLsts ift the niet"ra Assult or th't rnidd
ground. By givinS the domestic coniizsanists attl-'

For th.m econoed eutremi-ts, th.' endt-jcutify.
the-mean.' 24sileSty usually just cores chl:vc.
tee amis-Iratlor. For the racial wtew-61t' it
coaws cwssinat'otv-period.

AIaenneof Our soicty mU*srUndcrft.a.t
there Isto greAt diqettev between K~U %1:3
KLASSuen kilINDS Jewi'h and Semr lloe4 %nrL.
ers In IMissistippi &nd HAMs 'he~uo M4-~rt Wil.

Wtlehe's of the land were itli pedding fudie.
Their vCw-,point Is repteseni-e4 i're. For esse

ligitl (as opposed to h.Yaterlcal) oppea-iticnk it
conununim, who Is betr %,,eaijpcvd than lAD?

ihanis openly eallin~ (c hP.r ::'~u re

"wsar~~ry in &.vr..unis:
%Nirest Ninsstecxn 1--4;- ,.l t '

sun c.C'ex ZId trin t*-~i r~e~ niti.. ,!.e

both court g., - smi.s~o Vis
meutt Le kett~ed thro'y ... ,:mi.f5'pc
tjry Cx~a:., fLrztioas wel'l 4ro:Aa

And tt.is toos. pwo .t to s'.;ee ,c .-
in, Ins!1IhtA asod infou-tavs r TAU).
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j~j 11rii~llicds, on 1AD'.

SponsorInS COMsMI11tec

~, Former U-&.

Framcs Biddle

Rater atio

Jacob Blausttin

}771f
ARI46 .JoNH. Burt

-. ( Democrat.

Prof. Nodding Carter

The Hen.Cliffod P. Ca%4

or. WilliaM 0. Cite

1eM Y:.

- ..

EA4 C% x.ra

O..t A o L*,,

Ile first timeo [AD did an in-depth anal. - ~ ~ hijW.~

PISe of a John MArc Socety policy pro),
cc%, It not only bclpcd blunt the Birch TkyLg -

priparam, it caused turmoil within W ZIle %%rr To?.

Society which all Signs Indicate persist t3 WA,. i Aft.%m

the percent day. or-
TatelaS the *crew#s on oranplih ov~I ictiomWeec set

out to consiuce cileens that, 'We are senldiAZ our men to Agh. ..
In a war actually beina controlled by Communtists or Co.inuun*st
Influences." * I *

He charged that a conspiracyy" of 'ILLUMINA1I" (capitals
his) Is running affairs In bot )foscw &Ad Wsslngtoiu He says
American boys are beiS sacrided as a part of a "deliberate 'ito
wWn policy.!*

All this and more, Is iontuinet! In new Welch. 1*4~tion papers
called TA. Treth In Tie and TA. Trt abl tont Pkiinqat. In the
March, 1%?7 513$ Raieis he called upck% the 4X)O or so JOS cells
to distrilrato the Truth papers and Sget 43wtnurrs on as petition wind-
Insg up with the Implication that traitors are rssponsible (or U. S.
foreigns policy. They were to make the Iatt.-r "the most massive plea
by petition erer directed at the American Cors."

The IAD analysis pointed. out that neither t6o petition nor the
position papers bore any Indication that they wo produced by the
Birch Society. This was Pointed out in a memo sent to Consress. a
seied mailing List of 30j00 clvic-ram-ned Inividuals Ia to a
number of Dirchers.

The Northern Illinois Citizens For Demnocracy reproduced the
SAD material in their newsletter when the petition surfaced in
Evmnatoni Dixon Cayer of Fullerton, CaMf, did the Same In his
Inuiential publication, TA. Dixon Line.

In BalkersiehLd Calif., t"i heped unrwask a Birch group. Their
Birch booth, set up to get sIgnat-Ires, was reoved. froxs a Super.
market patrklag lot after ei-.lrem prom"ts

"tney 5. Bier, Rahway, N. 5.4 realtor, Sot lur~oteeio
pulishe about It In areas where the D-ircbtrs are srr3 ... In
Osicago, the news media was advised Id advance, and the petitions
did not appear. And so It went around the nal~on.

When Welc told chapters to seek Amcg.ic. Uleon Post help In
getting slgatures, we told t4e frg6ion &atonally, and appireatly
many posts got the word locally, and that did not tonw o4. ciiixr.

The JOS Executive Comvmittee isuerwif air urcp.-fed-nted letter
Ift the )lay &uletn backing Weki on thupitio-h blIstieirn IAD
for being"sa pv.

Ex-SeriTl Jim C1a:1-. ex.F'lil lnforrj3onm4 Wos Ue!e Hkgues arnd
Julia Brown, ard otI~rs crisscross h* 0 31;0:1kelin t:IC so4Me o;d
tharqo, a-ao'st M.%rtn Lutlwr King ani tlm- Civil Iliehts mocvemntL

Boeks, 5ims and TACT and Suppoet Yvur Lo:i ?eliee* irnt.
groups are All iie.rt. a Birch ejYon" t') farn 1- e-rnes ci racial
truosio.~. ne ae.p as tl toev:he: by Zr ara Ml ! I ADs
Lrovure. -Tm- A-jio Csu-U2 . Now In I~ scc.
Pnu*O..j. etk .,- 2 V5hpe cid 'pioeaues:
Birch peaos~sal over th.e rxnion.

In It. first public ),tar, lAD has pnsvi~e_ reqU4swJ i.raferMotIsn
on at leat 30 diff-art-t Fladical Rti~ht opekr-h :trocfor
poiso3 spread at the 6asts roots.

* ..

cen U0. j Le~

~iyjo T. Ellis

4Foeafafi

Secretay

or 0034

Mott. -s 0:
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A -x

Leon KCMrvil

Mo a~df.Hste
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FAxvca Fok
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.16: Y~otg
COU Cuaci . Kenny

At ?4, Mrs Mabel F.. fupe of Tacoma, Wash,. mr~ains the iff'cli. hahit
.f wo~klnj to better mnkid. Slim. wis a rnlt.Iq ~ditt missionary in
Jast, soimctimes In1 itc* where tliec. were no doctor,. When she returned sl.t

wU4a'rnher. Wbcn they 4idren' have a.if"rrn, thcy rafted borlo..
*a!'BAofth wrkd orSen. Baorton IC. Wbc.-kr wrhenm shea conuri.: 'ls

tokafter MULa
Shen Bitc%. Council nitmbcr.Floyd Pazzo. YeVn Eagle ptattd 'w.zrn-

14aspini an Impending rit, Mrs Rupe, a wkdore for many ycars,lc!' i np
eraas a atm-ct dance In the target area on target nIght. (Tilrom.. h.%4 nrw, etIt
rioL) Every day she monitors the sovcral bo-its of rid~it winS radio ptogrn-a.t; 14.a-mnin Into the
Taco=s area; sendi 1AD reports. As a dirt result, both T1AD and the lIftal NAACP chaptAer have
answered aired petsonal attacks. Realdents report a noticeable ltomierent in l oa4 of the "ca'1
Ia"radio pMVoGaw semonliors

Friend wony thatt this publicity will lead catrenilas to harm her physically. "Arid they may."
s writes 'Just reread Brooks Rt. Wakers Tire CAnaries Frit Peddlers ... Flo-- ever, I Iutl &Mr

sam Wo afraid, and If It will do any good, L-o ahead." When we found a tapm r-. aler for her.
befoc* aeceptut. se waned, 'there Is sormeahng yaa ought to know ".. cttn about her
agia& pectorls, soclctivnes Interfering with the carrying on of ber $tal, scf.p.nJtasks.

A houswife and "oUhr, -he was publicly refisinS Direhipe speakers 3.-J
-letters-to1hc4eitor log herore she heardl of YAM) Te Mias livc In Iklert-
field, Calif., a Birth stronl~oU. She ltc-peJ reba1I 6'a AlS p-taton drivetlr.
(See pg. 3)

When Birchi callers dominate a.* KGEE tall-i proars, she and frmvA
1M Mary Paul search out the facts phone theta In. When SM Paul sec.rod
A unlisted phone number to cut down on the nra..be: of barassing phone cails -

the calls pnuted untl she exposed that, too, on1 the air. r iao
Whea WEE tallin molera!or Hvneii Wjn0,, hzd ua.Shcrlt Jim Clarli As a

guest, Itts. 1son refuted 1his fas" uuig the "Cark4 P~acket" secured from VD'. .n i...cle
that "prbago and attacd the char.;cter o! lAD, Mitm Mason taped It. &aA- .' t r time to
repl. Whon Mr. Wines, attacked Mrts. Paul on t6e air. she* Informned the FC,.u CC EE got a
letter of repiand.

Mrs. Mason has beeasr so famIlier with TAD's Fairness Doctrin nunnia. t~n he lectured on
the subject before t!* K.,ra County Council fo: Cirio Vnit this month. #!;n~ia Is us~ng lAt
Material to offset propaganda Impact 'o1f dauc~jyUS.4. In the area; writes "Ti.a .1k Cod fo.- TM."

VN-nA.U V3!) ~ ~ ~y~-
When Robert Wekh came to Ricl.:nd. Va., (for a mlotr appiar&r.',,

local Btchor, were starsdn ly the smAl sizei cf she crou-J. L-st:4.y 6e do-
better. Mrs. Eulsh% Embark,. w-di'e Uf Y'oIJ "War il veserin. 6vtm'e~.
fi.rt 1AD to a.tri ceiz.a to t& cuerr.111UNir of ri7eec:ex typical r.n:.
like (he Wircets, she ewvn Lot a lcer LnthO inW . .:r okn
eapport, \!.-& Lubak! was on-.v spot',J peat 1 :01EFRONT 0.1S,
strokes lued to rae sumr "',omtbouy 'Anow.."

Mr&. Eubank, a Unlitirsty of Tarresse Grd ate aa has been &1r':crjr
dAna.*USJA. showlnia, spea~in out at te end of sho shewlrnk

A taiget for coushZrabe Yvrhel aluaaa in 5isty Ore., Is \Ars. CM:-,
Shavon Via s;OCd. aoss of bu-C tinec aI zlxc a rstng a AWA~ hw~bad. "ts
taSl.- with MI.,h:* &n &I, Buany as I'ree Ca'1.1% C.4." a d6y. Sha r: e
fact. szrsljht, baa &aCil U.tivaQs.y coatazts (aiko.1 r06 a college g.az);
friend report htr ser-e-4Lr degp qins sheo 114lical Right, Is tha On-dy

4% hea can azrd.

.ua .. *rI *

Ca4J)S $!..rvua
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lw.ic r.ie c, we* A-tre JlIJ hlafOAew go/ nquesIt 1,1 SP.rteW I"Jolvi'i On. Th.7 eirrue /flfl.
,rinltirs (.A,, 001404' boyuis 404 61 rehai.,ug urr.'Phlin5n and i,.irl I Snu ;sP.34*-C5ju liostnt.
jerdsif Preuulents *uIJ sehorol i"els, /horn Proles~inna 411 ind .irg-s ndi aiiusr Iwisc.
wires. Thi- 1.41) sloryp nust ba IuU bn spra n/ proj'1e. If..,. er.g. f7e, chsns beccaijeithey
I alasnisre alo rlf 'UU laed to 1help delecd Jroetcniy Is CUUI.I;O 4.1d a P~ece to ar /ofI

Real estate hrelrtr Lavtllw IRobctton setiNrritsed to lINIFTRfNFr just -
sonas r-sw i of .% readied her home. In Mesa, AsA. Shw hag Lbeen speal-li,

apint eaitmn sinve the was a Vvw wrilt w'orker In the m"Id.1Ils. Sw..-
writes letter, to cdsors; otatted tanlis 'kith "Witebl huntersi" on Call-in raJio.
proam.,s a deea& a&. Recently, she received a.-0caiiing card." a drawih,- of
el S i&gt Cr'S hairs, warnirig "traitors beware-i" signed "31INUTEMUN."'

Ims Rob'ertson told the FIl. seat [AD a copy of the card; saiji she thouht -*
a lilsic pubslicity was her bea Insurance. She contintics to puit out infratnution lescllcllobert'oa
on touring Raical flight speaker, hlsepsig form local diacupIon groulk, tapeCs

atid omitors gihst the views as "olftuasiv radio;" keeps u gins friends to "set JIONIEFIONT."

Grass Rooms CommWfiees Lookf to IJD
Fromt An"hr~ to Sarasots, front Baltimore

so San Diego. citizens iwho oppose democacys,
fees cocmunlcate vit eacha other through 1AD.

For them TAD i.

* A cleaulnzjsott for falonastion and
Insights;.

* A source of usable materials;

SItse stimulus that can courge the1
aemtber.i;

* Ills fli retierrt point wit whIcha Ali
* ca" Idertify.

* Dly a year ago% It wasnt that way. Coed active
Ips, existed Ia San Diego, where Robert Ses.
slonss a puhile relations mans, donated much of
his time; Ia Otleago, where 'Mres. Norma torel.
son, hacked by the p.-st1giu CCADP was a
£ullkime voluniterl In CleVelW. Where Hal
Steligrian was about to step Uae Under orders
a1 a heart setlI: Tut inds. imbers an e'l
schoo Ssult on Sarasota tsrggered a healthy

*reactio; In Now Enlan4, %Akers "Sizdwatc~seri"
keep the Bki:i Society wes~est where It Is knoW3
belt

Not &'1I the ttwo-dozen 6Zou'U exlstirnS a year
aqo were ac~iwe then. Today rbost are dol.V
11OM-4-ati. .SM I agrea~t deal. Aad Ctir rar.'U
laved -Town.

I.t mn-hu XeA Lootl Dafls s-,ocittolce:
Ua eka'rinus Of an ada hoc oommilrsd, garo a
school sqn-fltrinse nv131 wacIti hil showed :e
tne tukN Of 4 lieVil* ON iver att n0 Menal
k..ath Pernas swhah a pdacipal was clrcla;.

log Te ad o c ommittce was formed at a
meeting addressed by in TAD staffer.

In. Aurora, 11l.1 Ancwa.-e, Alaska; West-
cheater. rA. in Boise and Idaho Falls, Idaho,
and elsewhere, groups Idenitifyinjg with 1AD
planned programs, were, a year *.-o, there were
so such groups to meet.

Ad boa committees are qleAily at work In
Pitutoj and Silt Lake City; Anen Arbor anid
Oklahoma City and In. other cosiunfle4s all
working toward a fullflc%4d P03.3-a, 1)ached b/
leadin.i citizens. All are reakins some progiess,
toward this Igoa.,

In CaliforIa, the r9spoMu fr~dietPJ A hUnger
for lAD appearances on t6e West Co.-st Sotro
community groups are forrming thenrse'xes.

Here are the activists whe, with' the facts at
had write lettrs-o-thte-editoc; object vheical
radio airs chaaczer bnmirchia attaeks- expose
the books and film And speakers an~d fromt coar*
mittees which are pant of the 'rightsiAinj drive
for power.

Te have ever PerA.r.ly met Ayow fUom the
Margaret V. S.I?;h Dig-ussion Group is. Bzrry-
Aule, Va., or tho .1'7!n Men C nmiwtcd In

&ol~iuN. L. W~ te tell us they v ouldn't
be acsiva without :AD* t.

We Leave yet to meet hith :hosme earryiqs on
the lim.-aras 1st Fort VWaime a-A %^rzMs RspiMa,
WUsit.s an.! Trento.%, 1-at t~ co~imlucs 4Ast
and vlatc to lAD.

TAD I6 planninlJ a sRies§ ci 4-ir~Ars to M.:)
local grous Pet thritt.,%s formed. Anyone
eadithis s lilws WAnt to hel!p?

01Iam Los

~ Pitt

Sllaatm Board
of the

- . . .. YVICA

Mltoyd ) MlirU

Dr. 1ortin L Marty

US8. Semleor,

*: MIJbar.

Posity sicaf

Re O;Inrnrt1.0.

ie...:IKZf

F--A 2. Mit
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On Xovember 16, 1%7, Dr. Franklin Ii. Littell
Is scheuld to palcipato In a seminar on ex-
treinisas exclusively for 200 sujblrba3a Chicago
pabtors It probably couldn't have. happened a
Year agso.

The Sm scchs scsina was held a the Univrr
uity of Olahoma's Hfumntelations Center, with
lAD's Executive Director Charles Rt. Baker tbo

fit1966, scoalais on exitemisus wets held in
Cladlmal and San DleM o I.AD's knowledge.
LAD will haves peetkpatd In at leas a dozn
skis ye"t, with am seemingly In iitore for 196&.

tADs Osialmusn has given at least 50 speech"s
on extramim before nallor.ally signiakant audi-

eae. h spoasod.sg imop$ range fm 4.e
Southeris Baptists to the Saial Education As.
aeciation to Deois, Dallas, Budingtowi Seattlas
SWd other chUrch coquncils.

The national boies incud the CA Couna
4 National Civil Uibecties Clearinhouse, the
Downo Ecumirekal Coaeee He appears Iat
May NWersites.

Both Dr. L(ttcU and Ciurics flaker avcrsge
about one appearance a month oni a call-in radio
prog-tam; appeared joitly on a National Edsuca.
tionil Television documentary on 1i. L hlunt
shown to Prime time audiencim coast-to-coast.

lAD hasz had national exposure to Senicr
Selstzaie6 TY Cuide, literally h-j'Arcds of re-
lisious, trade untion, An~d Civil* Publications. We
%ave had coast-tocoast publicity on our initial a.n-

nouneeCtl Mr. Littell called for anssrcrirq per.
sional attck$ on radio slo:;Press, radio and
TV have covered most person.al appiearanoes by
lA~s chairman an4 executive dirccdor.

Because of thfs, millions of A-.rcasts know at
least a little more a4ot th-. riaw~re. of extrenlim
thin they did a year *,-y. Sco:csi of pericni have
used lADs mtc:Aabj ;n sreuato lunchecon
clitbv, on call-in radio progrants, Ins articles antd
letri. There cAn he no proctac mecsiurtmnut of
the rnumhers.

One new IAD-relstirg group, notlis &h nature
of this activity, calls IsseU (Midland, Mlich.)
Coadle Lighters. -

/ff~. ~ ~% ~ -:6

e.~

I.

Ji er Paflcn

/ Secre-iy of

.!.s'irPajerson

Malty of Amnertca' most socially-meporssible
groups, lora [AD a pricees &wst. leadership
mailin lbst to help U i saanteJ We asaile
thre free coes of HOMEFRONT to 30,00 po
teatlal leaders; ha almost 100,0 copies di.
Wihie by concerned groups the paid for thein

NOW TO COMBAT AR POLLUTION

1CC's Fsmess Dsctrdnej SO50
THiE SI' 'I.UP A33EICA CXPAIGN

(Oocaeft&z the NmAbodaj Sail &Y at
spht- &14' Mfg acn-.ed - NXad L's B~reCA

Ane Ut'. ii.cs-dired at Iidncat~n5 'see
#tmkWs-4jr 1,41) Nialer DSukt Hege).... 35e

AINALSFJ OP JM FILM A.blC!IY.USA
(Ad.cla~.iaLesgse'st 4cit CeaacU

(A ~ ~ az4 1ueLijfClaN ed s

gael iret A~esi.?r-itIij Peas cvkak cs e
379CAL 41031EF.IONT REPORTS - 13c

Os JLD1 petxqs Dn:r (103
0.atIk am i 40 Ifodis) fu
free " "is V $e1e80

TOU13 Iits.1 LzueI a MKe

to encore '-IOMFRONT subsc.rptions. EACh
day the postman brin-i In mor.- subscribers, and
each day TAD speaks -nith a little largtr voice.
Each day more Arnseeka~ns purchase and use rna.
tonial. many could find only by contactinj their
nevr-fouzsd friend, TAD.

HAND:ICoD 1701 GIASS .1001"

(Ia the peecea *I f.ad nailsion) ..... 2

TUE SUNiDAY PUN0CJ121
VAUUildePhAI. 'j.20;!ea~e Pns4ia 0:1 Carl

DOON'iDAV -::"CilANT ON I
FAtS, VAil RIGIaT

THE~ XCG AND) Im C11I7iC3
Iscrsav an DI'um~a 61j ae Rs. 8r4.. C.
Hcsar,. Crow FJ. Iecloi -..- 3oe

LD SIOLIOGITtIIy
(0/ "it. arik~es, Cie*.) - -- U I t

REI.Yat Dl;LiOCiI-ti*ZIV
(d',iprolet ur4-%Is aftij..2 *I I-Viks *A

spid Crqsj. RescreA Rep.:. --- 01

'3. e r.ch~ Pa;p3

Vust HOV

~c~A.
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*Pastor Blob" Walter is one of die stabl of
Radical rtiht eanacli.s% Lroaekaitin,- ovvr
Carl NtcfntiW& station In Mldia, Pa.-WXUR.

On Sept. 24th, he called IAI) a ugestapo-likce
outfit- falsely accused [AD and Dr. Litcli of
wanting to silence all disscnL

WIXUR has asred personal attacks on lAD bc.
fore IM. one was diffcrrnL

Last. month, IA!) coesptaitw-d to t"~ FCC that
WXUR faIW~ to ilotify it of the attack, failed :0
make tim available for a roply.

A YEAR AGO, thls wojahd hua been a MI
ter of small concern. Now WXJR can be Cited
up to $300 a day (craimurn $10=OC) for failure
to tell us of the attack arid offer time to rcj.'.y.

Somtime (a Noveruber, lAD Exiecutive Dir.*
to, Chat' es IL B.-ker will testify that WXIUf also
failed to notify lAD when Richard Cotter &An
Major Bundy attcked 1AD over WXKUR- at
a virtually unprcedented hearing In svh!h 19
civi4 organiutlons are ur.-in3 the FCC nos to cc.
zewWXUR's broadeastingi license.

A year sa, most of the stations alrir.j fladiral
Right broadasts were not aware o! the 'CCs
Fairness Doctrine. When the fiecv.Dr. Wli~
Start Meftirnle and Richard Coslen Made tke
Anrt personal auwls on IA!) and we dctr-,,ndlcd
fre time to rvply. indicatioria aw that riit~te
Mellirio nor Cotten realized we had thA tihAt.

Sines the; we have also replied to attucks by
Bunidy, Birdvcll, and a half-dozen rr~deraturs on
eall,la programs.

THE lAD SPECIAL "Contrastlr-i Vi-or;.oirnt"
program rrbuudn3 Melttalre's daily rtisre?rd- rita.
tions @1 the Faire..ss Doctrina was zircd by mansy

Your Cheeks help
1AD et'ay ciA che
kIIrd of chc~oa
pro,;rJid O:o: to

L4e den't of
vk"Wn'Kted b-Oad

snWi grouand.

C, v.

L o .4 .. 4 i

Drc

u*. wn;~,~y Ycuns

'ttioml rarrying hi.k . FT ally, h.-
it am, a *iuarterjwlsmr Il his daity balf.
hour sho-f carried over: 1M'A stations.

Scores of prfe..slonl rj4!. prrsonthities still
compete for the milli'eni o-f la-lical Wit radio
dollars oil an estimated h10lM) h.rcadfastq a %-..k.
Th~is Is America's only i ,'c-aiclrs programming.
Itiii bound to affect Na'!. I'R 5..vitudea.

lWen lAD firit dem~.rb-c' .h s ri;h4ts wudcr the
Faimnets Dmrire. , F' *LP,' uery sta In.
volsosi revis-ted. lIttire.!. v' ltzers ta a half.
dozea FCC comnplaint- w, tite whbole multi.
million grossing ~ht . industry knows of
its obli;3tioas.

Station1 manageMent. Mr :PtUaly listenifia to
as'nat they broadcat., -.Ad a are 61aclked at
w'ait they ear. Sonx anx Oiro;pir,& righiwirs
prera~ims. Some are icresm.lnS fior "Ibals'cinS"
pro.-rams. Some are dc-.11rdir.3 that 1cTrat~re
Hiar,,ts, Bairpo. Scott, N~ioi Munn (Lilst),
Go'ten1, [handy, Smooot, art t!.eir scads of InaIL
tatO;i Supply secrts.

Carl McTntire and r~ j .rnw Hargth, both of'
WInAM -m"as overc a riUJ-i. ev'irs annually. are
;sroc4n reams of whiiten material chargin,;
TAD wth he,~the c610-1 -in.'rc" aktinir thcri.
Sitoc. our only "force-" i4 ii';..siir.g tn xaocn atnd

tht.-r Wrath i~llurnia~at "E:
All lAD asp'res to dJc I* io, help mikhe thie

7CCas Fairrceii Doc.ri;,e , liq4ij dsraaert. rhe
h.owls of injj.ish Irani thai-: ioekiq to sU.e the4
kil'cycies to impszwa t:clr vshoa America Ame
zooI cr.avix that IA!) is zra'UJng sreu strides
in% tr'at diaecaon.

lAD, 1330 Mscuuit Avet., N. V7., D. C. 20410$

You czn tautit ci r 7: asc a)
0~~~ ~~ 63 As,4s a-ri"t'C

* asI'M .~Jt.:t s. 5t; r. ,. s.ar~.a

*~Oy Stce Wi' 74...
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THE EXTREMISTS TRY TO INTIMIDATE or dis

EVERYONE CONTRIBUTING prayers, tocts,
*ideas,*tiae en4 funds hno a right to feel
a personal pride In IAD66 achievements to
' dato* Toget1or wo liavo :aIiowa uhnt, con bo
dotti' to protect our nation from~ tho~o :he
seek to undormnn Its bAnio procopts. The
challenge of history Is to do more of It.

credit their opposition. Key trustees, con-.

tributors, and stockholders of organizations -identified with lAD's sponsors get -bombardod
with NeXpo3es' produced by Fred Schwarz, Carl
Solntiraq,3.B J. Hargls,-Kajor Bundy and so on.'

"Petgo.White. part of Hargis' braintrust, calls
for a boycott of goods and services idontified
with TAD's sponsors in the current Issue of
Christian (91fo) Crusade. The Hargis spokesman
said the faithful should even seek *some other
fuse'instead of using Nat'l Rural Slectrio Co-op
electricity.. And that shows Hargis really does
want to keop, his followers In the dark.

WHILE THE 1.3.1. keeps tabs-on everybody even
remotely-connected with the Comunist Party, the
basic-information on the Par Rieht is collected
by the Anti-Defamaticn 'Lenaue of B'nai B'rith and
Group Research. IAD has full access to these files.
This gives us a depth of Information without which
we could hardly function*

'*1 ~J66 '
* ~ 1N

i-A~ 1Af

* I 
~'S A:

riht (1r ari s~i ofta tleao6 4mg

tiradtejeri~nst 1AD (romn Notedi Wek, Carl 3:.c*a.
tirv. . l iawr.ts, C. W.. cuaep' 3laJor Bundy. V. S.
Th1lrale, Fr"t Sc1tart, Chrj...ri Laynman Lcaue.
Richard Cotten, et al.

RgMW~ics eT1dma 6i US bowshcsi. Tacx rfcords show th~at Dr. Carl Metcntire. through his Cra. h"nPress, Is the izot
rdt taxpayef in Cape MY,. X.,L aA Chr~slia Rcseoi Press fust ACI'mireI. for X.3OIA the l004-,.vn C e. :ixlt waterfrora hm, V

to Vo with the Chrisila Admiral. Cape Mlay pijors report 6ao Mclntire ivwerrsts are &I-* spendinX S~i5P)) to vudsr e ar4o0w: hr

lag to 3X00 seatiajt capacity. In Tulsa. cmtrctnion records show B.Illy Jamzs RargR Is adJing a .550iA) ;,#:x to is $s35Zj

Cathedral

Is Ntesa, Ards, a court ruled that C. W. Burpo'a $300A00.vjsinj Bil~.e insttute of the Air. le, wa-h o b44*il asid heat

would no 10.1jer be operated out of what he calls. his "lttle Toroom catage" (6uae in forcrround of Uwtwed~15~*hre i:% Luk.

round wit pool is Burpo's cesisdCaft. a
50.00 P.sAc~). flurpe. app42lia for
fWA~ told his rali) aasdiednea he was, uatder , iduefr.est Smuctt ..?sA

atuack by "snktimriaian jWljibbtes 1I#t1 a Mr41A:O-4~y I

LI--1 '. ,: *. u Io Mssi alls Av4. A.W V-5 D0TA

I ~ .emalt No~. 1S

%:

"I PIM *30.
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Return of Organitatlon Exempt From Income Tax
Sene 501(c)(3) of the Internal Remusee Code

Poe the sAnda, yea# 1%k.. v M.' Wa44l yeer hegoemNa
... 1 0. 44It....

W g. ae Insttuhte for Awariaw Deuoorsy. Inc.
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Nov York4 New York 10OC4 04ae Caf aretZ
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aarfllCON~

A VFMr'ON-4M-.THIE .E~I'6M NICATIONS COMMISSION 'BY TH4E
TRUSTEES -OF TuB "!TRUT4WAAND JUSTICE FUND,, RAISED BY POPULAR
SUBSCRIPTION IN SUPPORT' OF RADIO ST-A'IION K(AYE, 6PUVALLUP,
WASHINGTON; TOGETHER WITH THE REPLY OF SUCH TRUSTEES TO A PETITION
DATED APRIL 14, [989, AND SIGNED BY ONE EARLE K. MOORE, ALLEGEDLY ON
BEHALF OF "'PUGET SOUND COMMITTEE FOR GOOD BROADCASTING."

President Abraham Lincoln once said, "Those who deny froedor tO others
deserve Itnot for themselves." No more apt Illustration of the force of this apothegm has
come, to the attention of the undersigned than the present situation with respect to the
current cabal to silence Radio Station KAYE, Puyallup, Washington. in order to make clear
to thq Comiission the situation actually 6btaining here in Tacoma and surroUhdIn' Pierce
County, it is necessary first to explain the political background which underlies this seemingplot." .

-The City of Tacoma has for some years been In the throes of a deep-seated
controversy over the merits and demerits of the City Manager form of government now
obtalning In this city, and which has ruled the city for a dozen years. The present City
Mer has boasted publicly that he hasbeen responsible for bringIng to thiscityover $65
.million of Federal-State funds; which has resulted, to the extent that it may be true; in the

employment of large numbers of people, many Imported from other areas, and in a vast
program of "Urban Renewal," Including a "Model City" program Ih a small area of the City
where some 50% of the population are of a minority race. Inevitably, there hav arisen
vested Interests in the continuation and the extension of these Federally financed programs,
enid n the additional, and often very well remunerated, employment which they'orvlde. It
is largelythe direct n indirect beneficiaries of these Federal programs who constitute the
lgn,rs of the petition of the "Puget Sound Committee for Good Broadcasting," of whom
ttheresre 69 names on thq original petition.

At the same time, there has arisen a growing tide of dissatisfaction with this
Increasing dopenaence- od"Federal money, and' Increasing disillusionment' with the.City
Maidr form'of municipal government as here appfl6d, end 6 wide-spread public distrust of
thelptegrity with which certain of these Federally financed programs have been handled.
This public feeling resulted In the election in November, 1967, of Mayor A,.L. Rasmussen,
and two City Coucil I members, all openly Opposed to the City Manager form of
government,' ed pledged in their campaign pronouncements to seeking a change. White
granting virtually unlirited. air time to both sides of this controversy, Fadlo KAYE
editorilly sUpporte4 Myor Rasmussen and his colleagues, who at this tife constitute a
four-person mIrtor,, In ahe nhe-member City Councili Thus the City Manager system, the
City Manager himself some of his appointees, and the beneficiaries of, many programs
*which he ha- promoted, find themselves in a hazardous situation, since the contaiuance of
the benefits the enjoy c6uid.yory w ll hang on the slender thread of onevote theCity
Counc .0, Thi ;tjad.on Is further comp!lited for them by the.fact that tWo Of tMh five-man
,maity; unlform'!yfavorable to anything the City Mdna§e: Wishes to do, have an ibuhced
that they will AOt bto candidates for re-election when five members are elected this corning
autumn, -Including the Mayor. It is perhaps understandable that a certain desperation now
pervades the camp-followers of 1he City Manager system whose benefits they enjoy. As a
consequence, one of the signers Of the above-mentioned petition, associated with a financial
institution, and associated'with two other. persons similarly connected, is now collecting
fdrnid for the avowed pu'rpdse of protecting the City Manager system, and of getting rid of

I
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the present Mayor and seeking to assure a majority favorable to the City Manager and the
system which he represents. This is an understandable expression of self-interest, and were
the end it seeks pursuedby ethical means, it would not be subject to justifiable criticism.
The fact that ethical means were long ago abandoned justifies the criticism which will be
contained in this petition, which criticism will form the basis for certain urgent
recommendations with which we will conclude this document.

Complicating the entire situation, but by no means directly responsible for it, is
what would appear to the undersigned to be some collusive activity of national scope to
silence broadcasting stations all over the country whose political and economic and religious
philosophy Is distasteful to those involved. The undersigned have no personal information
about this activity other than what they read in the public press. From that source, it would
appear that there is an organization that purports to represent the United Church of Christ,
address unknown, which is spear-heading a campaign In some twenty or more cities in this
country, designed with the help of local satellite groups to prevail upon the Federal
Communications Commission to deny license renewal to broadcasting facilities which fall
under its disapproval. It appears to the undersigned that this activity has the cooperation of
an organization known as the "Institute for American Democracy, Inc.," whose address is
said to be Suite 101, 1330 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W., Washington, 0. C., 20005; and
whose Executive Director is said to be a Mr. Charles R. Baker. Again relying on the public
press, it is said that this collusive grouping is financed by something over a quarter of a
,million dollars of money contributed by several tax-exempt Foundations. According to the
press, the following, possibly amongst other, contributions have been made for the
furtherance of this plot:

Ford Foundation ................................. ...... $160,000
AFL - CIO ......................... .............................. $ 45,000
Marshall Field Foundation ....................................................................... $ 50,000

If these press reports are correct, it becomes evident that this plot for the
suppression of free speech is remarkably well financed. It is the belief of the undersigned
that the collaboration of the local satellite group, self-styled as the 'Puget Sound
Committee for Good Broadcasting," with the national grouping Is merely fortuitous. It
appears to us that the local group, primarily Interested in the local municipal elections,. is
merely taking advantage of a convenient vehicle which would appear to them to one that
could assist them in silencing the radio station whose Influence in next fall's elections they
regard with understandable trepidation.

In this connection, it should also be pointed out that it is not Radio KAYE alone
,whlch'has become the objective of the local collaborators. Radio KOOD, In nearby
Lakewood, has already been silenced, In'some measure by the same efforts used against
Radio KAYE; namely, intimidation and boycott of advertisers, and various forms of threat
ld intimidation directed at the station itself. A similar carhpaign has been carried on
.gainst the programs on Radio Station KMO conducted by Mr. Burt McMurtre. It, is felt
tiat thw investigation which will be requested herein should also be extended to include
those two broadcasting outlets.

... .In summary, then, It is the belief of the undersigned that the entire campaign of
harassment, law suits, intimidation, violence, and attempted assassination as applied against
Radio"Station KAYE is based on the local political situation, though the extent to which
'the national grouping above described participates in this harassment is one of the avenues
of Investigation recommended to be pursued.
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The plot which is seeking to bring about the closure of Radio Station KAYE has
not been confined to simply seeking to have the FCC deny it a license renewal. Those active
in It have resorted to much more direct means of coercion. These have included, and
continue at this writing to include, direct violence against personnel connected with Radio
Station KAYE, threats of violence against them and the advertisers on the station,
intimidation by telephone calls and anonymous letters, burglary of documents from the
office of Radio Station KAYE, attempted boycott of the station's advertisers, and several
attempts at the assassination of station personnel. It is believed that these matters have
already been called to the attention of the Commission, and that it Is needless to go into
further detail on them at this time. If and when the Investigation which will herein be
requested Is Initiated, full details and documentation are readily available.

A detailed reply to the petition of the "Puget Sound Committee for Good
Broadcasting" will form an appendix to this petition and statement.

Meantime, the undersigned urgently request' that there be Instituted an
Investigation by the Federal Communications Commission, or by such other agency of the
United States Government as seems appropriate, to develop, Inter alia, evidence on the
following points:

1. The background of the group purporting to represent the "United Church of Christ,"
and of the "institute for American Democracy, Inc.," and the legality of their Injection into
a local political controversy.

2. The extent to which certain of the petitioners who sign themselves as members of the
"Puget Sound Committee for Good Broadcasting" are operating in violation of the Hatch
Act in being engaged in political activities while holding offices compensated in whole or in
part from Federal funds.

3. The source of the financing which Is paying for the various forms of harassment being
applied against Radio Station KAYE, including the source of legal fees being employed in
certain current harassment suits against that station; and to what extent this financing is
national, and to what extent local, and whether or not Federal funds are involved.

4. The extent to which certain subversive organizations are participating in this
harassment, and at whose behest.

6. The extent to which certain persons with criminal records are being employed in some
aspects of this Intrigue, possibly compensated by Federal funds.

6. The extent to which the office of the City Manager of Tacoma, either directly or
through appointees, is involved in this collusive activity.

7. The extent to which certain of the signers of the petition of the "Puget Sound
Committee for Good Broadcasting" are engaged in entrapment efforts to evade the vigilance
of Radio KAYE personnel and to thus broadcast material designed to form the basis for
additional litigation and additional complaints.

8. The extent to which the current harassment suits have beeh promoted and their basis,
laid by entrapment.

/ /
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9. The extent to which collusive activity to exclude from the air a Federally.licensed
broadcasting facility Is In violation of law and of Constitutional guarantees of free speech,
With a view to the criminal prosecution of those participating In such actions.

10. The extent to which persons Involved locally in this Intrigue may be subversives on
record as such with the federal Bureau of Investigation.

11. Finally, it is suggested thst a determination be made as to whether or not an effort has
been made to mislead the Federal Communications Commission by seeking to make it
believe that the firm of Moore, Berson, Hamburg and Bernstein, of New York, are in fact
attorneys for the local "Puget Sound Committee for Gotd Broadcasting," when it well may
be that in fact their employment and compensation deriv6 from other sources.

Respectfully submitted,

Floyd Oles Marshall Riconoscluto Mrs. John R. Wiborg

Trustees, Truth end Justice Fund, raised by popular subscription for the defense from harassment of Radio
Station KAYE, Puyallup, Washington.
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APPENDIX I

PETITION OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE "TRUTH AND JUSTICE FUND," RE: RADIO
STATION KAYE, PUYALLUP, WASHINGTON.

COMMENT ON PETITION OF "PUGET SOUND COMMITTEE FOR GOOD
BROADCASTING," FILE NO. 2682, RADIO STATION KAYE, PUYALLUP,
WASHINGTON.

First, the undersigned call attention to the fact that the petition of the "Puget
Sound Committoe for Good Broadcasting" Is not formally before them nor before Radio
Station KAYE at this time, their only Information about it being In the form of what
purports to be a copy of such petition with appendices, received from one Earle K. Moore,
who signs himself as attorney for petitioners, and appears to be of the firm of Moore,
Berson, Hamburg, and Bernstein, of 660 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y., 10021. A
communication from Mr. Moore Is dated April 14, 1969, and came to the station In a cover
postmarked New York. Since the undersigned are disinclined to believe that Mr. Moore is an
agent for the Federal Communications Commission, It would appear that the petition Is a
private communication, and that any response whatsoever to it would appear to be
gratuitous on the part of the station or the undersigned. Nonetheless, the allegations
contained in that petition, which we have reason to feel Is probably in the hands of the
Federal Cpmmunicatlons Commission, are io completely and outrageously contrary to fact
that It Is felt desirable to comment on them, regardless of what status, if any, they might
have with the Federal Communications Commission, on which point the undersigned have
no information.

These comments will be made on the basis of the numbered paragraphs of the
above described petition, which Is by its own terms designated as File No. BR 2682.

Pare 1. We would suggest Inquiry as to whether the "Puget Sound Committee for Good
Broadcasting" is an independent group or merely the local branch of some, other
organization.

Pare 2. No comment.

Pars 3. This paragraph alleges that the petition Is filed "on behalf of all other radio
listeners within the signal area of Station KAYE." We need not belabor the fact that thit is a
palpably false statement.

Para 4, This paragraph is substantially and constructively false from start to finish.
Contrary to Its allegation, all views, whether concurring or not With those of Mr. James
Nicholls, are freely aired. Failure and refusal of City Manager system proponents to take
advantage of freely offered air time cannot be laid at the door of KAYE.

Station KAYE participates in dozens of worthy civic projects. Amonst those it
supports are the Patriotic American Mothers, the Tacoma Servicemen's Center, a recent
local school bond and village issue, support of the local Association of the Handicapped,
and many other civic activities.

,1
;'
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The emphasis on the City Manager situation in Tacoma is pertinent to the entire
surrounding area, due to the continuing campaign of the present City Manager to expand his
jurisdiction by annexation of adjoining and nearby areas.

Para 6. This paragraph Is entirely and demonstrably false, and without the slightest
foundation in fact. Radio KAYE criticizes editorially Issues and the conduct of public
figures, as it has every right to do, and as all other local media also do. It does not attack
either the character or motives of public figures, though even this is legally permissible, and
often indulged In by other local media. No one is "subject to hostile and abusive questions"
on KAYE, and any attempt of that kind Is Immediately suppressed, and particularly has had
to be so in recent months, when City Manager proponents themselves repeatedly seek by
entrapment to get onto the air items on which to base law suits and complaints. Invitations
to appear and present contrasting views are often themselves met by abuse and ridicule, and
vm ourselves have heard the present City Manager do this on the air in response to such
kIvitations. Furthermore, he has forbidden any city employee to appear on KAYE in
defense of the official city position. We have heard him publicly say: "I would not dignify
your station by appearing on it." Complaint that opponents are excluded, under these
circumstances, is obviously hypocritical.

It would have been difficult to combine In one paragraph a more completely false
st of complaints about Radio Station KAYE.

Pare 6. Completely Inaccurate except that it Is true that sessions of the City Council are In
fact broadcast, originally at the request of Mayor Rasmussen, and without comment. The
Initiative by Radio Station KAYE In broadcasting Council sessions has resulted in the
sincerest form of flattery, in that two other broadcasting facilities habitually now do the
se thing. Comment made by KAYE before and after Council sessions does not alter the
fact that the sessions themselves are presented without comment.

Appeals to the citizenry to attend City Council sessions would seem to be an odd
basis for complaint, especially since it has resulted in a large attendance and a rapidly
broadening participation in city government by local citizenry.

Pare 7. This paragraph is accurate as to the existence of the stated programs, and
completely false with regard to their content. The Innuendo contained in the words
particularlyy Negroes" is false and intentionally misleading. The station editorially
,COntinues to oPPOse violence, law breaking and the fomenting of racial discord, which critics
seemIngly, interpret as "attacks on and innuendo about persons and groups," or as "naked
abuse," a9of which is a perversion of the truth. Such criticism seems to us to suggest that
opposition to law breaking and to racial misconduct are regarded as offensive to those guilty
Of that conduct, and the complaint would thus appear to express the resentment of the
Silty.

Para 8. This paragraph Is completely false. The allegation that KAYE "manipulates its
p arms so as to favor supporters of Its views" is the exact contrary of the truth, as Is well

n to the critics, In fact, our own criticism continues to be that KAYE goes much too
for In Its tolerance of the abuse, vituperation, and extremism of some of the signersof the
petition under discussion, whose language frequently becomes so violent and crude as to
require cutting them off the air. We who listen frequently to KAYE come to recognize
many of the voices; and to realize that much of it is an attempt to "bait" or to "entrap" the
station Into airing something which could be used against It. Such entrapment has already
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resulted in legal action against the station, presumably in the hope of getting it off the air
for fear of its Influence in the forthcoming municipal elections. All such suits, some of
which are still before the courts, have thus far failed of their intended effect, but the
entrapment efforts go on.

The entire paragraph is false and misleading. Music Is never used to "drown out"
speakers, and in fact it is used very sparingly at all on the "Party Line" and "Round Table
Forum" programs, and then only either as part of an advertisement or to illustrate a point;
i.e., the Washington State Song, the Tacoma Centennial Song, and so forth.

The station has no unpublicized telephone numbers, as alleged. Callers, friendly or
not, are openly Invited to call in on the business line, whose number Is given publicly, when
they feel they have something of unusual import to communicate, and the number of that
line is well known.

Most of the "repeat" callers of which this paragraph complains are in fact station
critics, who often try to monopolize the lines, in what appears to be a concerted effort to
black out opponents of the present form of city government. Many of these callers are
readily recognized as some of the signers of the petition. Furthermore, in the illustrations
given In the body of the petition, things heard over Station KAYE are inextricably
Intermingled with things heard over two other stations; namely, KOOD and KTNT. The
confusion Is understandable, since KTNT Is 1400 KC, KAYE is 1450, and recently closed
KOOD was 1480.

Para 9. There Is no paragraph 9.

Para 10. This paragraph is completely false and misleading. Personal attacks..on the
character or Integrity of anyone are promptly cut off by the station, even though it is
obvious to listeners that some of these callers are deliberate "plants." Criticism of the
official conduct or policies of public officials is evidently Interpreted by this paragraph as
"personal attacks."

There is no basis for the criticism that callers are not required to identify
themselves, as this is standard practice on dozens of such programs, local, regional, and
national.

The allegation that critics are cut off and supporters permitted to carry on is not
only false, It Is in fact the reverse of the station policy. Our own criticism continues to be
that far too much leniency Is given critics, who often become abusive in the extreme, in an
obviously concerted and continuing effort to get something on the air which can be used
against the station later.-It Is this collusive effort, Its personnel and motivation, financing
and background, which the undersigned, In en earlier part of this document, seek to have
Investigated.

Para 11. This paragraph refers to the three harassment actions brought against KAYE in
the continuing effort to get it off the air prior to the forthcoming municipal elections. These
actions are still In the courts, and have been set for hearings at varying dates extending Into
next December and January.

Recognizing these actions for hat we believe them to be, a part.of the current
municipal campaign i a concerned group of many hundreds of citizens has raised a
substantial sum of money, under the exclusive control of the undersigned Trustees, who
have secured legal aid In defending Radio KAYE frorQ this kind of harassment. Through our

*1t
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lawyers we have been trying to bring these actions to court as promptly as possible, hoping
thus to expose the persons and Influence behind ths harassment, and thus to establish
openly the nature and personnel behind these machinations. Due to court congestion, all
three cases have been sot forward many months, much to our disappointment, although this
also has had the effect of defeating the attempt to use such actions to close the station
down before the fall elections.

Having failed In attempts to close the station by the means thus far attempted,
other means have been, and continue to be, employed as outlined elsewhere in this
statement. These means have Included beatings, threats, intimidation of station personnel
and station advertisers, burglary of station records, anonymous threatening letters (for an
example, see Appendix III hereto), continuing attempts at entrapment, and several attempts
at assassination of station personnel.

In view of the fact that the three actions are still unresolved in the courts,
hearings having been set forward many months, it is obvious that the statements contained
in Para 11 are without foundation in fact.

Para 12. The flnbnclal condition of Radio Station KAYE Is not an issue, and is wholly
Irrelevant to its license renewal, so long as it obeys the laws, as It is doing, and conducts
itself in its present exemplary manner. We might point out that the financial condition of
some of the petitioners Is also open to a good deal of question, but equally irrelevant. If
profits and a financial surplus were a pre-condition for licensing, there would be very few
Independent radio stations on the air, and radio broadcasting would be limited to stations
owned by newspapers or wealthy groups or Institutions. Radio KAYE is a relatively new
enterprise, it is paying its bills to the satisfaction of all; even if, In common with any number
of small businesses, its hopes for substantial profit lie still in the future.

Pare 13. This paragraph seeks by Innuendo to read some kind of sinister motives Into
perfectly normal activities. There is no excuse for the use of such adjectives as
"ultra-conservative," and such unjustified clauses as "against everyone ----- whom it
considers unduly sympathetic to minorities or the poor." The fact is that the station Is
editorially and openly patriotic, and to some kinds of people such conduct is habitually
interpreted as "ultra-conservative." The station is certainly far from unique In criticizing U.
S. Supreme Court decisions as unduly lenient to the kind of people and conduct
championed by the signers to that petition. The station has never claimed that Mayor
Rasmussen Is "Its biggest contributor," which Is obviously ridiculous. Its solicitation of
"bucks for broadcast" permits broadcast of City Council meetings without advertising
breaks, and we see1 no basis for criticism therein. Other than as reporting news, KAYE has
no connection with the publication -to which those petitioners refer, nor with the
organization referred to as the "CIA," nor ddes the station solicit contributions to either of
them, In any case, the entire subject is Irrelevant.

The reference to the "Testimonial Dinner" for Mr. Nicholls brings up a matter in
which all of us take a good deal of pride. It was a birthday dinner for Mr. Nicholls of: March
26, at Brad's Restaurant, and it brought together a distinguished company of many
hundreds of citizens, amongst them high ranking state and local officials. At the dinner, Mr.
Nicholls received congratulatory wires from this state's Senators and others In the Congress,
and the award by the State of Washington of a plaque designating him as a "Distinguished
Citizen of the State of Washington."
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Para 14. The allegation .of station Insolvency Is unwarranted as well as Irrelevant. As to
funds collected by public subscription to support the station and keep It on the air, the
undersigned Trustees would gladly welcome any unbiased and Impartial investigation. In
their opinion, however, it would be still more Important that such Investigation should
Include a study of the source of funds being used in the continuing efforts to close the
station, Including the source of legal fees connected therewith.

In this connection, It has long been suspected by many concerned citizens of the
area that certain Federal funds being lavishly distributed hereabouts, sometimes as salaries
for persons with long criminal records, are being used to a substantial extent illicitly, and
diverted to other than their Intended uses. Mayor Rasmussen and a City Council minority
have long and vainly demanded an investigation of this kind. It is our feeling that any
Investigation should Include a study as to what extent, if any, these Federal funds, or funds
substituted for them, are being used in the harassment of Station KAYE.

Pars 15. The fact that KAYE presents syndicated religious and patriotic programs, in
common with dozens of other stations in the area, seems to us a rather odd basis for
criticism.

Pare 16. This paragraph criticizes the broadcasting on KAYE of programs sponsored by,
and advertising of the products of, the H. L. Hunt Enterprises, and alleges that "the
products of H. L. H. Products are unknown in the service area."

This is a piece of bald-faced mendacity. The undersigned have repeatedly bought,
andostill find available throughout the area, many products of that firm. Furthermore, their
availability or lack of it would appear to us to be completely Irrelevant, as would the
appearance of Mr. Wimpe on the station. The same broadcasts are also made on numerous
other stations In the area.

Pare 17. While the comment about rating claims seems to the undersigned completely
irrelevant, we have been given access to reports which though indirect are regarded by us as
reliable, that during certain of its broadcasting hours Station KAYE rates first In Its service
area. Certainly, it would appear to be the conviction of Its critics that some such situation
exists, since otherwise there would be no basis for what appears to be the desperation of
their efforts to close it down.

Pare 18. The allegations In this paragraph are completely false, in that KAYE has made no
claim to having conducted any formal consultations with any of the persons therein named.
On the contrary, It can claim honestly, and does so, that these people and many Others have,
In conversations sought for the purpose of securing such information, given the station
personnel much valuable Information as to'community tastes and needs and problems. The
substance of Para 18 is an attempt, by slanted semantics, to accuse Radio KAYE of a
deception it never practiced, and of which In fact these critics are the ones who are guilty.

Para 19. This paragraph Is substantially false and misleading. The petitioners have sought to
give the impression that they speak for the organizations of which they allege they are
members. This is an effort to mislead the Commission, since inquiry of the organizations
mentioned uniformly develops that they donot regard themselves as bound by those who
allege themselves to be their spokesmen. Any allegations reade by KAYE with regard to
conditions in certain OEO-supported areas ar. truthful statements, and can be substantiated.
KAYE has never made an attack on the Tacoma Police Department, and has never criticized
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it for employing Negro Police Officers, as alleged. It has criticized the City Manager
Administration for what It regards as unwise and unjustified limitations placed upon the law
enforcement activities of the Tacoma Police Department, and it is still of that opinion, as
are the undersigned. KAYE has never referred to the League of Women Voters in the terms
alleged, though this has been done and continues to be done repeatedly by others about an
organization which is best characterized by its own statements, for which see Appendix Ii
hereto, which would seem to indicate that the organization has an equal enthusiasm for the
City Manager system and for the embracing of Communist China. KAYE continues
editorially to endorse, and not oppose, the employment of Negro Officers in the Tacoma
Police Department, within normal Civil Service rules. KAYE stands by its criticism of
perversion in certain organizations using Federal funds, and asserts that truth justifies those
criticisms. The fact that the law In this area is not enforced with even-handed justice against
all law-breakers Is demonstrable, and capable of documentation.

Para 20. This paragraph Is completely false. Mr. Nicholls has given no medical advice, but
In common with hundreds of other communications media has reported, as news, some
remarkable cures seemingly effected by unconventional means. The same news is to be
found In any number of newspapers and other periodicals. To refer to such news reporting
as the offering of medical advice vividly Illustrates the paucity of facts, as well as of
Integrity, in the petition under discussion.

Pare 21. This paragraph requests denial of license renewal to Radio KAYE, Puyallup,
Washington, and appends the names of 69 signers, all allegedly represented by one Earle K.
Moore, Attorney. The undersigned will refrain from personal comment on those signers,
though many of them are guilty of falsehoods in their self-identification, both by inaccurate
statements and by significant omissions. Nonetheless, we will confine ourselves to reference
to them generically. We recognize In a majority of all the listed petitioners persons who are
beneficiaries of, or publicly Involved in, Federal spending programs In this area; which
programs would presumably be adversely affected, as would the signers' benefits therefrom,
by a change In the form or personnel of city government in Tocoma.

The entire petition is a self-serving document, primarily designed to protect the
personal Interests of most of its signers, and to try to enlist the help of the Federal
Communication Commission in taking sides In the local political campaign. The entire
anti-Radio KAYE campaign is clearly intended to protect the personal interests of most of
its signers by seeking to eliminate a hazard which the popularity of Radio KAYE, and its
editorial opposition both to the City Manager form of local government and to corruption is
that government, poses to their Individual and personal future financial security.

In contrast to this purely self-serving document, attention is called to the
thousands of unselfishly concerned citizens of this area who have signed petitions in support
of the continuance on the air of the fair and unbiased and Informative programs which in
this area are available to listeners primarily through that station's facilities.

Rcospectfully submitted,

Flod 0as Mirs1Il:.t onociuto Mrs. 4oin R. %Viborg

Trustees, Truth and Justice Fund, raised by poputir sub:criptlon for the dIense from harassment of Radio
Station KAYE, Puyallup, Washington.
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A P P N IX I"

THE TACOMA NEvis Tta4' XNF AND SUNDAY LEDGEMr

AUNDAYs APRIL 27, 1OG9

WoIIen Voters
Group Urges Ties
With Red China

WASIlNGTON (AP) - Tho
League of Women Vpters urged
the U.S. government Satur'day
to work aelively for normal,
cultural, Irade. anl lIplomalicrelations withl ninlanl Chhng.

lix a. posillon paper on tho
country often called fled China,
the leaguo sald also: "Th
United States sould withdraw Its
opposition to representation of
the Chinese People's Republic
In the United Nations."

The statement Is the outcome
of a three-year study of U.S.-
China relations by the 157,000
members in 1,202 local leagues
In th country.

*Mrs. Bruco- fl. lonson,
:Amhorst, Mass., league. presi.
dent, said the statement repre-
sonts a consensus of reports
from the local leagues.

A$
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by I.AV% R NCF. V. W17r andti 1111 gig Xi 1 I ll ls

-where don the Len jet -its nconoov S out~lion. 0.1t
without merit, usually centers in two sourcet. Community
goverltments abroad or rich Red angels in thiki country.
There are documented cases, some rnot yet oan tN- rullic
reord, of funds flowing in from the Soviet Ulnion. fr'm
Cuba. from Red China Better known are the doeta:%lia. Ef-
eats. befuddled liberals as well at Commanis. rza.isg 'tat
their Inheritance for the Cause.

There Is another source ineasingly Impottnt in (sardine
the Left: Nort-prorat foundation. They ofitil dCa InI prli-
ics, under the thin veneer of "emmunit" projetasir vahm .

ever; and often In enurmoist ns
Foe several months. COMBAT has been examining the

public: records of a non-profit foundation which annusally
points hundreds of thousands of dollars Into the Left, to
finance propaganda films glorifying Comnmunist Clina andi
rellvolutionary activity In Berkeley, to finance ski-datsst con-
ferences, and InI effect to subsiditco Marxist and Commruniot
Publishing houses. This Is the Louis M. Rabirowilt Foundi-
tion of 30 E. 42nd St., New York City. There scems toa lo a
"research projet" waiting for any Leftist who knocks #t it-
door.

The Foundation wav erstablished In 1944 bay a self-rmailcf
New York Industrialist (garment Intitstry hooks jasal eyral.
primarily to finianske research hatsk Jesaish co'nteitae'n'.l lt

Amerrican life. So lon% an Louis HAl'inswit, loveds. hlox Isieir
dilon stayed lose to itschatter. findaijiag titaire imn%] mallow
urns. enitwing chajiv;i t ijo)r iiniritilsei. Iauilrimit ardlw.'-
local expeditions- In short. finAnangt a taundied pasije. ts art
the tradition of philanthropy. Then In l'1S Louis R.lasao
witz died and direction of the foundation bearing hit name
passed to the hands of his son, his daughter and hi,. datighter.
ln4aw. The son. New York lawyer Victor Rihinewill?. hlAt
over the years been defense counsel for scores of dientit
called before Congressional commnItteses lnvettigiafing Com-
munist setMties. For Many ye3ts he was Fidel CAstro's. chief
legal representativei-and registered foreign agent -in the I ' ni-
ted States. Rablnowitt has Invoked the 51h Amcndtio'no
privilege against stlf-iaaeriminition when atlcktkoorl ah"1!at
Communist actIvIt its, before af r('e ltrci l el -omnilt per. q
hKs his wxifef. Marcia, Sectary-Trtaxiarerta thf III , la~sa
His sister, Mrs. Lucile rerlman. Is Vince P'resident.

COMBAT has examined the ptuhlice tax statcmentst of flhe
Louis 161. Rat inowitit Founation fori the years %ince the
death of Louis It. Rabinowitz. The findings indic the
Fouadition's ornl purpose has been all but ahbandoned.
SMs of Its money Is now going Into the pockets of well.
kMown leftists, generally, for "research' on paperot. article
and books on Ma3rxist or Communist subjects.

Those on the take include some of lhb.%et rinimes o
the laft: Frank Donner, Htunter Pitts O'Dell. WYalttr leaaten.

.ese Clinton Jencks. Marvin Gettleman. Morri Sh r'
Joseph P. foray, James Format. %%illiam Wo:*hy. Will'atm
I. Pomeroyr, Len do Cau%, Paul K. Sweaty. *An~re Ctider
Frank, Sylvester Leaks. Philip Renoa. Chrstiatplir tXotta.
Frank C~rclorka. John Osrai E~ugene Gcnove. W.00,%
Frank. WiNlam H3ndel, lamp.~ P'etris. John IloTrr I awsa".
Todd Gitlin, Herbert Mar%;uig. IHoward ?inn.

COMBAT's invesitigation of the Louis MI. Koahin., Airi
Foundation reveals
0 The Foundation formerly grted tsrge funds; to Jewikh

Coli.bs. June IS, 1969

*Semeratl sea'sg ago. Son.iter 1. Walljim~ flo.ohright. Arib-carl.
entedJ. tnvv'lt.td lte &ouroe. if ;orrtitn furoJe cza1rn ira int
the 11 k~. fprra lte JIA.5 rs.) toworsel .ind f.'unJ ot
flait sialfn. Acie~ going ltaIhei,'r: l'e P~ tat- ti I'.isalfinti.
rise Iko*aCl rre'aii in tlW~ I % .:1Ie O. a 'sWA-.rsa Itlaibd
(s'ngre-'.s lt itsIsh ts~s.s tot jus~t ~sNeitle-i- in the Sloni
eI tinnil.'n. V10101taeaimsl 14111ss1111A111 11 latl koht
suLackes. proamises httis usn tlasiien lt.'ul lo b1' eing a %-on-i
ulisit. lMhat trfinloritel %%.it that I iiol-tilsl lWst %t0optpu in
astisily siffeamasi- fis Mle~ .ub%. oooI Wol'iatimostg tlarpest oino
Olfrn'liv Ito the %tiol ti nio.
41 The iausnillssn his over the years stairitbutcsi fund%. tI
reearela fort tNwks sIn Mirmistn ton s.-ov..- ewo't e~sij.I tit
the grant as; ialsm 11 ji;4 .. Oosl NA; t. Own Plearetfi
rkublishtd t.3 Initinatsanil I':si~helscr. the Ctoisinsusna Pir
I)-.s r'ublishing hlusr iflat United Miales. lte oilier largek
idarnfiat'Ice group of atisliorl ha' l'cii sails with thme

rrors%. andI it% nirisir. If-spilt Was ~ai ts . 1. ol.stile of auth-
.irs. vieme elf lints al%4 e.s citair-t is C('tnrasnal'a an "csngrell.
kot'ao.l t'a-e i.Il resc I -Ia'. a .! tit.-.aoinl. tol l~ki-fre
J.l '1 rk . *s'.'.l. its 110. s-str 1etei el

* 'sti - j% r. 1,t'Ii. ~aiae lasrsral sie.
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fikeiil %11111rammen ,ia::r. % 3a it C sinrrnikil alliie
5 Irmir of th, -tax nacol-ert uf Sdeoicr .ai.s X-o-elt 'I eJi
tav-Ll Nv'ars pl'asa been identified it UP' trilnibefr .in maC lise
osr another.)
* It proilioesl 'el mi-n-ey fear the. fsn-incang of tNo r'spia-
granst rs'ms; '~Thiria." i ir.ir..rarerii1 swnre-',ded view of
M!.lnil China hiy Uloa~i-hs'.n Irli .p sine-c. %%hii revirtole
SIFt Mf In 1110j ans 5t.e11,1an tot. I I fil"Iil am pgsdues.

bnn~l.iy. tam t-ftr Co. q j iviieI % ' .aa iiaandissie
csf the eiraeniltelmmcIIe i le I sliasa %& iA e14%lf

l.e -1.% oi @01ss $It5 e..I -. e 'sense,'"11 ke s eeonflaia
pirsr,,11 ftIlri!,'a. Ill ( .0atslea9ia. I"10%Iiov: .sa NIfl S.41. %lAsiILs.
te-ean rumed at .a CP i' aibe: weill hit ork~ten at I' marcl
ralla.s. rea e S7ib ii(1 Its I tle
* It rive. it .!h an t'l.l-' ot k~~ snity m I ay alien eiaiiernet
Abiait 'skinar. a prs,kilfe($ r's~reg~Inhfe. ti etly tom or.
pres U.S. i%'yIa n Soallteji *'si 1
* T"' Fsaun'daiimn proeamill I -fee. stras I.' fur-nteccarl.
foer txks ard rti tct ru'rptarr (*t'.Yi' Login. %%t'o hast .tij
t.? woui'~~ ,l tr le s..torien 1,; .1 I.''sint-. %-1 t!l'
h.rrs ofr (;uin.iui 0.1s: e fi, le '.10-.% 11Iof iIlinni sl~
%,vn. %Marscia i'-~c~ %% 1% 'l n fi -e! it UTet.1. oaf Priliah
(hu,. . %:'led at .s (or:.:in-. fr :f t-ms.'if ..'na in-

tell. Vic'tor Rsllirtneaiirse. fan.e' t-erkefjaceer.
* It protltell fI'lsis P.. etssmr.aus4 0 .5' a l.-All Iwisa the Soi
cillem" .Neh.l ars Notra, .th mIstl in New 'mils. tVaty
the %%,nfrrene e or a.l'ly mw.% .s rasi-noru-, the %.%Wh-
firm diusesaticeI rim. Ir.teetinth. .111-1 mitl the1 FitsIC~t .11110
tion Is the '.~maot I ulsa. lte !s'smict trasun .n. i Psl

China. In the ttc f t',% meoa:ie snfgn in sersle'-1:r
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1966. 14 of the officiA participants who dlctivcrcs Papers
(Lt., 2S5% of the speakcrs) hbvw been Identified 3s recipients
of Rabinowitz floundation funds. and the foundation pro-
v'Aed S2,000 to help run tht conference.

The Foundation's purposes are set forth In its chatter.
whih repeats the3 Internli Revenue Service statute on fix-
exempt foundations, specifying Its Interests to Include "ire-
search Into Jewish law and history. contemporary fewlab 3f-
16!is and Scholarships, civil iberties. education speiically In
ares of social work, Ce." The "etc."n Is obviously most mai-
pedtant. But nowadays one man's "civil liberties drive" ist an-
other nan's "outside agitationa." one nun't "education" Ist
smother mares "propliganda" thts lte rni,.tief is done.

In 1960 the Foundation disburseti about s107.000. al-
mlost all to welt-recogifted andl Iong;estahtishedI Jutitics. l'aat
there warn a small amount for Iles (Tril Jlahertlr I0uu,-LrI (elf
Dlerkeley), $1,500 to Studlet tin the Left. $1.500 to Joweph
mpe' ew York Shakespeare Festival and $2.000 toa the
left-wing Pacifica Foundation. Stanford and the Vniversity
of Wisconsin were down for tidy amounts. Jewsh rhallan-
throples received 547,000. or about 44%I In 1962 nearly
5200,000 was distributed, again mostly to letiimate orpnri-
utions. Grats and scholarships unspecified by name of
amount, came to $1 44,619; recognizable Jewish philanthro-
ples of one kind or another received 038,82 5 bout 20 of
the total). Io that year the Shakespere Festival went down
to $200. where it's stayed ever since. Pacifica F-oundaition got

5.3,and Wiluard tfphaulil Wourldl F~ellowshiap rccciic'
M50.

In 196) the Foundation handed out Sl82.00; it way aba
year of the major departure. le wish philan thr opics hN4l drop-
poll to just 528,700 (about ISM~. with a few minor conntst-
tions going to Columbia. Yale. Haverford College, 3ndt fo
small chaities. The bulk of the money went to lefticts. saa'aae
of It itemized below.

In 1964 the Rabinowits Foundation disbursed 5177,000.
so much that by the end of the year Mt net worth had been
whittled down to just under $71I000. As usual, the left giat1
the liod's share behind the protective coloration of a few
small gIfts to recognized charities-a civic ballet group ina
Brooklyn. a guidance center in Rabinowltz's home townP.
New Rochelle. The Fosindatioan Molsl donatea tosv~nh
Jewis groups (abauat I Si!~). Mhe faallievira , ear lte loinL a'aal,
lion, according to Its tax record%. imade' no contribautioan, o'r
pants (although there Is some "rice It did). Its portfolio
contained S70,000 Itn government bonds, 541,110 In non-
govrnmment bonds, SI $4.000 In corporate stock, and nearly
510.000 In other assets. At year's end Its nett worth was
$286.000.

Finances were thus wt enough off in 1960;l for ihe off.
emn to scatter $114.000 to 53 recipients: a "legal rights"
group in New Haven tot 51,500, a group helping retifardd
ch~dren S200, the Freedom Information Center In Totagalno.
Mis., S2,000. The left walkell off with most of the morl.y.
though; Jewish charitable Institiutions reacived their by-now
ritual Is%1.

The last year fot which la1 records art aviailible frir %taalty
Is 1967. and the figure show heavy plunging on lte Mar stat-
Ledi~st-Castrolte-l"Nocialist" crowd. A few uiAll university
triats, the hishes $2,500 lit lnavertity of Wivr'nstin. a SA
clheck to a Brooktyn youth center, an" only $3,000 (itowit
3%) to Jewish phibranthropies. The rest wcnt to thec likes of
CAiton Jencks (%5.750) end Prof. Hanety CGoldtacrg f 5.000),
fames zet-sm.3 i S.000) and Mario savli3 (51.!0111.

liet i% Ii eundolln of srae oil IIw Itrti.) wanas.ftta IN ter
Sw i el .'f1a'.tStarel:

demand fer $S00 nailiu- rcimaaitiaona fruam chaurdi - for ten
turles of alleged ill-treiataicni tf 4N'cues. Varrin reacitard
four f rant% fraim the Ritl-ine; it Fasundt:nn in~ i163. toit-

a grmaraa total of neaitly -$3 7S(MI. (C'inci~emnl), I4itnin as
fmrried to the fornie Anni Casnaaan. Lq Romnill). daughtcr of
author iisa Malftstad. ,and 'tce'diulthler of Itaklarqd. Calif..
attorney Rtloet Ire'lab.1ft. I''l %of uhoni lise ten itAlt'i-
ellat as'll mtnatwrs an lite ai' rts ala.1I"'a. 'a'.tasr Ralnino.
will sent 150I to heltp ill'tuu 11 rtIA1. 6l-. .ara1uagla fela %h%'
tried attorney.) In lte )-tira 'i' recsv,'eal 5311Mml raasna 11w-
l'aasnulAXta,'. Fiviarn'rr stat arl a' ri.ais. loI aife %ltarle-t Nauaa-
ViulrenI (114461tAnstiraj. t ''r9ar. a ae. [ll*$- 111031l aria,' .1"411th4"-a
ensat 901 alait 11.14L i'altk-ra. tAlarre l.'rna"ra %%.1% .11%10 avraired
%finasit of I1oreitrn AffiirN. It Atia, in %tiagirs. 1 10 7 t
SNU C. f01ulhnAed b)~ the l'analacra. adl.ptMa .3 bltaav %%hkla
clan only Ie dtlwrilvd~ is anii-S.-miit. a% utel jaspCot
munist.

Albert X. Kahan. Now living at (',ten Etlen. ('alif.. he ire-
ecised $2,500 in 19W.. Kahnai has bee-n niareld a,. a UP'
member. his turned out bt.A.'li filo Sub-arirc. tfe Sr ret tai.j
Aguiout ISle'a fisaifsi, and 14%4#a J'.w,'n- the I'I'n Atgitipty
the It'..pg. In his t,,,%%L% IIW fruitarA .mnJ ploitt'r arc the
inflioironinst.&

lMnhj' .%rrraa.'a Re,. ritaI . I.Nl *'in in O M~a' Illa'
taled is a ill' naenatuVa a lo'aa o a f a. ir11% l'tutaj eter a Ii I).i.-rr,
N. V.. Lier mnilrt to r~t.a'roioaa An aaaafrientl Atin%?%% a-%;-
fort' ltAC in l11. he il't i al-u name t .lr' 14Wf%nkV~a. 'p1ka-
at rue'r'Os 1964selra~na ir.n-ltI.

Esther Jitekz,.ae 'A 1'.,1ti * 1 4:01 oav n l Wt' e oaakt
James I . Jackson. Gliaaucr %:,tirr sit Ire W-ugB.,r and nou tunev
of CI'S Natanual Cornlanitlev,

Ro-rt A. .1hlovep. koecased 5.E)in 1066. (Inc of
the net rcet t ootng radic.ais. 'alaiaver VWaCl illegal trip
tro, (arhi in M1ft4. 1a30 $Vaa m"'eat to Sain i-raaaeasU-t I.aa
%%here he c~crciwi, authority an freft aiim otnplany. Sin
ranciWA cw ~rcel.

a nd .a'de OWNi'. Muatn for S-."0 In l'1166. Tuaola
ast for rer prealilent tit SI hi'% v% ritfa'n for .5 .nthl a- Ra'rea-
ant filet G.- tf.Ira,. r1.1% etl ali 1-a 1 t b in uf P,rra11arar MIS it ada
C~al l'tducit uon 1Pr'uu*O st'a-t a ,eliIt. ill Siate Ir. a M uVilte

the Notwirect lati coittir.an i nti was active an strike agatla'i.n
at Saqn 1raniseuo Slste. '%aila tmilin W31, in alda'tV4'ii ell
ty. S. kfti't warretn Y h'a awit %tilh %*at Colng mnnara ant In.s
rietia in Il#Dm5.

Chnrapher Keela. lt& aa S..10 In t'41t6. K~ ii.
best knon ftit htilcgal afar tan ll..oi. uhich cost lir hilt
poh %%ith Paeift.:a3 Uoraa-Jot-.'ns Seat York station tWit W.)
Once wast ptfie I ctiof Ridia lusuaiton Association. na'.auc it
mrectirg sponsoa-a b) Mmi*~nal I otneil of Amcd.an-S'ns:ct
FPriendship.
,;4Vterc! A? ft-bo. Rco-et iM0a0 in 11164. ra,.ttar'

'once f the oria-anal nwir %,r V.X.0. fMain llut. :,j-
spent las't four ta'.rs rprtti-i:: togethr loe'r.1phk of MIL'a-

(.!,ptom'urin (,sitruai.t atl tizt-tinte cs'nlrnrit., f-sr

11w . ISm i-eut-. I t -p
t
l'tier. v. it lite Le,' I l-Ao'er uisn.

ofu' tn .laat M1 t1Iuaa It.01I Re r. a-. ah- atir r ~ t
tby tiIt at1a1a11ts ll 1~r,1111 a.'.'- -t SV-:y kis lotiflaiie %I.'u1t
litt. lats mititin lan ea't~t s i ar 'f I elf the tf- tt t %% aa
tell'. Jagan and %la1. kc~a-rtleJ y-usP in t'le14. a2 loarl",a
amount. 1 lie Fouundilaur rt',-",ti '.' Snfaani asr.i



Thb is a rundown of the 108? rants the bst V"r records ate available:

how Was editor of AWtinsdroomrstimorn (now (;wmani until %tj if rcoottoaindo4oook o " nt 41; 03ptr
ellod by HUAC as Nitual official pr6paoganda arro of Skivicl Ruvtia."but In tootm Vir-sr%.ttolh "Nlycorntrie"-GIMMUMull.

11111111 *.**A 1111deatift with'CUba And Red Viins. - like AsanY Other WiPknts. Alonton k Itishinify of INatiosrial) Unitrgemy
cWL1FaitWc4*iwAtt". iltcd bY lIVAV as CommuniM (writ. and %slol-M -11411 ot Korthj% Josuirul-of I IvcOSON.I. I

7CWIOWF fatia"d martin and &die"iseffleats bY of Aout many ollttr Limix.M. Rabimiatit vounjziti.ln i's. MA.
Alowd J. iii"wA. wittiithwon. D. 1.1100. With WI-wint Ihirkk 1411k. Institutor for 1 )INY Studkq. (Ok W.Uhinston. 114%

wMes book (witk Moran UAW *a Cold War alfttri2livet in Cow". swv.rill othorc% on gott-out-Isf.
VW"14 w6fliosad a %*aW &W yost 4 New University Contcrerwt in Chieopt. %oohrA c.ollord folf"'rillwol ling I %er ly forKwrl.",

DevaW L. 1111~t. laws City, laws. $2,100' A Mar0d Olisfet-Apt. refiled to Ploiii0e unit c(%ity % ith Mookolornt%' kt-idew irk V I -
W tO " them istips draft.d6sotiloWS. Ato hot of htio)%. .1 & "' Mefi f1r, -ia'leithi ot. I'y $1, m t lily IR 61ew, Pfk-%%
HN Wrlifted f0tMonthly Rokif, stid MilogwMI Gisthfidot.

Cs&k M rs". CorulliM M#Xk4.'SJ.W - 'Fattrivt tditon ofiVell-in-d r.iMoM 3 VP 6nimt

Norum Dir"baost. N.Y.'s 1.41SI Ift"tj Ili WA! aclitly. partkip int in Vtt% l'nA onferoraq: i c
ft"I in SM'Radliol ftioration hol"t.' AM mcti vi) 1 Lfs!5 rruni -ounJillon in-O x

'111taft . ricrwj. ctltd;lt (T front by Nifornis
WYMNa"Ve commlitto. 6nil wit Stsklousar4ft Ia'1ltAryWjV14Wt M*rmift hrky lit I u4%. 10-mil"i ovion. Rolilk. wds W.F.D.

-- 04111106 Owb airUvist tn San Fritathco lit 0"10 where he ws% tooninute of Sown Kjhn.,%on of Altwrt U. KalkA. 3wilwr

MWILSYMMCOWtIft AWdIV letnam, M.Y.. S ii§00:' A left-* I me rimsuo'jnwr iAt-1%fiw its .111tr U S ('"r"
P014 in 866t" 11'Aft rM 3 blit-iXOMil ownillooh. 6-Va 2-a to Influt" rum- And leMAJ04opirlion from owt Pollpsts.
w1ho'caorili. lit dmbcostds. la tlattkol."

475i7=i=*jv to dmistas to ZZ 4 ZinflC Avithw ipf I"kk. the 116o"t sttioooos.* %--fnh-*4*hAg ktti-.j mv orA

I . -
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tioial very sopw Year, sia"tins it taytivi
sweeity-A eak"Poes Whelk sw"zy it""red On the sl;nfotj

C01111f4ft APM 3. 1964 10 fkthvr Matarks at the funeral set-
11146 a tW 111114 M*411411 rcoftiw Psal A ' Baran. I .

r 161 * OKV. ThMit'a 0 r4of out of the Odst* for you.
NOW INIA"s k Cliftblit. CaNC-40i was sit emAint tortiqNr ov(
ths Wft hb0f mOMMA! In the 19307A. An Oxfwd fradn.
at% Do Co". has lhvd M the U.S. am 1927, wilt om of
CIM dild ndlc*% editid the' jkrch of tofoolo (elted at a
ColifiUMN' Pablikatlaft). wet titledd as a C? member In
110511; hvV6W the Sth Armiodmoeat botore HVAC. Refthvil

ft 41tlitiiiiiiil coow"tft COMMItt" to End the War In
A wetriborr the bar aslociat

lio 11641'6*4& desalbed In- *of 0*# iffor which he
0 jetlick' "(Upkal Ext"'aml leading 61twoftAy")

Vautir tPeocialgrips In'the "ww"m got Ifni*
ftIlo vnillso for Nerki4ml (*wfttia*.

,A -A Rwd& - lkah*nt of 0.000 to -1964. A- vrell-
1kAow 60" xMikooltiew toof IN M whiow 0:10.21 41110ts wo
PONAM in &N(Ociil A#ekt. tM CrA khooto "I 16mml. -

'Nowkw" smiftelva alit;M115,1100frahlinl9m,
A bftdaw CIP =wber, luln. Rrmll was or4 of tM leaders
of wo Yak state't am Te"+M Union. kas noted f6t its
CeOwturda PaMea ., Now demsed.

I WWMm Uwx * MendeL, .Reftlviiod S 2,000 in 1966. -Ilat ap-
pearod bolas thiMM Coal"10ml committee . frivokinj the
Stk Anitrudont wbft qikl"W about CiP membenhip. A
"ibr" of On OpitireMn A bMfiow AuII6 of several "i
so USSR. SoMW "latirks"rwy pkiture.'Hio; fe* critki-ton
or Moww M" "a" off hh PrewkM Vigim fcblwnq. Mil
hi cis MIll-rict'an aftk-k poilloolkew%1 In mit"I'l ffolk

Allow Xest/Mitiot., ljqtd by 116i V16un1I.1tI&5n.%,q ltt+%41 It.-
Kaufman 61 Derkeley, this It "modbtedly RnNtt Nul 9--ittf -
WAA. A- ebw arwilitir Of W.B.n. Mholl t3ults OA lkrkcky
CU*A. fte 4 BMW A01thakees closet allies. and no1w &
ftff repollito for 1"Okir W044 C? ot%"PAPIer. Rtftlvcd
93AW 111111%6. It --

kjjjwM 1. AlMl.por. Ht,vAcd 9.61LK1 in 1463 and 4:04
in 1964; NoWtdy i 3s an Anictican wNj iirwd kip vMh thc

VitruniunN-14d llukti in the I1holojj-4rQi. wik'% LOW V1111101 16NI.

imprISUAW and deported. - Ntsw IITL% in I-PrJ411d g"Al vsn

tributes to tk (Awdoien. Ujitql its Giffordlu Wooffir, .1

Akritilm. pumithed by Inverr"litolul Ittiblittlic1%.

Atirvita*P hVith. - Rt%-vijoM ot.1010 in 1110 to htlp him

twpktc h1o; kvk. nuov At hltljr jl. 14. Dutton A Col..
Werth think tho In The i ntrvJtwtiop.

Rnobn-bokn Werth -slie"I 111-1149 In thog, 115%lt at %:otrts"

deal tot the London VurJj)- romej. Uttr %xc 1.114111peAll %NX-

resfoonjeal of JtW kfj.%%in. I!.S.

writing OcnerrAy sert favorAlor to Stalin t3nlil hot wa it.

tacked by KhtushchcV. tht" (Avotab- to Khriuothchtir until K

fl;oi to, oph, r It

Rorbir) i*oleotil; I .1,1th ir of WAijin, form

11)66xloltb nl,% l '-sisO.Iiii:n fill "finirwCA liefp'31 a'%Iflt.

%%hi, h iwftlM tier I., lwoiirlrio Wo -skiiiiiihooratal

"k' n the 10jitliul Wslli vi% of the W&11il itW Witlobbei1

an 1IM(tt-Jcfun%:I eirly t.iJkjl ghtup'wbich is oh the A114 or-

Putil it I A06ijornil iin Mli h Oeio(K Wort

to- sp$wii an' "Intchwitinal W f Utiffivs I ribustal" I'l bbmr

the U.q. rotdim" Iii'vivInant. m*vlvtd SIAM lit 1963.

ROMM 'Redei-th R&thtd SIM0 In 1066. - In early

l9wit. whilo: a h6loty'leri.111.110 %fujont 61 the UniwMy of

M41 01*ift. R3dMh 04% .111 J1%-AXiJ1t Of StUdAl't 1011 The Lt/t.

Moft tMntIj at 4,441"t MINN.

lohn Orrairsti. Fortner Nesotworek cewetprinoolgat turned

radical. Mide iinjiltItil trip to Notih ViOnirn in late 1966.

Ihf sanw ytat the Rjbiqowitt Founjition give him SS.061.

Nlailc an illogil trip to roilm in 11367. , Author i , wf rke rorw

1011twe. the Res-ottopiew oil taliqAtooterica by 1.11in .1me-ri've't

INIjAWLin. I'llitj jit.1 A.-W. Vietijam, s'

IWAI Milwn Akoril. in 1110. by Aamomil

GIVA14:11 WhA 11611110 MI iC.d, 0011hl &I, in fe1il % 1nC 10 SWI tit

Firtil fro"i San I!rjncluts r6 1 killing 110dC01%

In Ireatiq Into Idminodralion Nithlins'.



11111W' (lk'ftt ItiknL Wiitst Itablinoaitf. airtong moIho'ga. (tir Wolf.. "riki~t twirfml in Imuonrfinttr smnf.'umnuti'uu .ini %%orre'imr

How*ac P. Davis, f1smake Fih.I.,. 390:tsbinifitcJ inil'inion) A1% 41 P nint.-vi.n hiiI.. 11170oL olfifta
elo., en.ISo'chrIst,: A.ltftend Woe, Tht-fodis pfn%~ir~opi.lst, m j I'lItonrihiy Rc..iV41 Pru., nitulatty) IUIi'. la the
L It. Rabinowitz Founaition for MWAkt it possible for him W. viit Ifluali in 11105 fit i~mt' 4 rccelrsll, 'file ,tmtlu'
tax statements do not record any prant to PaaiN until 1967. flivis Ru' tau~hI ooonoirmu'e at .m.j.r ttI~ r~i-vi anJ it fuel)
Kbiools cited by Congress as Comnmunist enterpri5w5.

HgsmYCOidbtg, ?dsdson, Wis, 55,000: Protcnnr Goldbtrtg arned Ills uAtsulel rertti .in i Ohi. Stjt.o. Yiqm l'otil .3e
bad of te Natioal Council of the Emergenvy Civil Libcrtles Columritit (lite Rutty tit feet I ou.uhmn.aI fil oito)'. tui. Nhtr tit.

141e I ar~ioustaittI. M W31 Imop$. WtsAmetren ftie-boa. &,.pfF uH.bdqJi~ ,..~~ an .p.isiti u~'n!tnd by 11mnll-
IV Review Press In 19S7.

irvin Geltlernsn, N.Y.. IS1,800: Aotlsv In Vietnam osee~- rx.tb4Qt6 Suait14 on~ the- Left In l?0,.Stlti' vid
Sode:; In 190S. Perso" sattending the First holi Confeteui.v In P) . 'mortc'li to rual~r c i chle.i ray-
oslito Marvin Oettleman.

1lashomet flatesle, Inc.. N.Y.. 5500: very minor, b'ut a3sW tilt nlKt kftt. Lt tht /klna'I *Vl'r. Ono.V rcV'e4 5.t)
gOrut but In ygrent years onty MMl Itatty.

*A ln 11., Woeatt soP. C.,. 000: Nep% stiatt-rnvy andl.at I d I ii~ smli I~a~i'I~ u~~~a. a~
hunachedosith suproft of Kin I IAwycr*tuiM. cited hy I I IM: Co, M41I hail liti Ii.i iiiititie 1 %4%"4jllCjll Clinfma.
eno' Ekutational Fund (AMi te as CP front WyIti i otia f en let ik ici ame 1.401e. into W4 ~.,i.t l'if..mN

P.4151 legaineb l1dm Is., $5.00: Atltr "W In. n t.anm oarcea %-ill )(n. f i mm~tlrni )Jjtty
of SP attorney Aubrey man, who Wead 31 pjine aISa ing drift t -iitrs ioArin WaS be.en a Pati fmit-ho ry of (?Il.

* CM&Moa hcks, De" CoW9S$5,710&&,%ofrIcil of(* muml.dWo tn.lll.:lrr"ui'Ina.Cijw
convild of falsely d Ying C1 members I In 1!;f1artt f k ino ("mr nuw~ o "lfI"if lab, )c -is 0-.6%
1me) on grouds his at ys could Dot aft FnI cc k% 41oi ''a .nIcj~Yi. iiw'i

Osgerd Lieroy, r Uesdelplils. Pa., 52.000: Of Tem No riide ij t. srci one aiaeaa e.n. o~f
Mcolars Conference

Walltr Lowen Newiey. 1.1500: Ha been o n mnr ,aatcIoS MitA'.1,0 m i CTini ili~L Regu-
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Mr. BLAicKuRN. One of the things I would like to call to the atten-
tion of the members of the committee is the fact that in looking over
the list of the recipients of National Student Associations funds, we
found listed numbers of organizations which have no identities. No
one can find-the Library o Congres, has done extensive research and
they can't find-who these organizations are that have been receiving
$25,000, $30,000, $40,000 a year from the National Student Association.
And you understand for the last 2 years they haven't even bothered
to file atax return which is a matter that I think should direct itself
not only to this committee, but to the Internal Revenue Service.

Now, the reason I make such a point of this is the fact that the whole
reporting procedure for tax exempt organizations is not to say,
deficientbut wholly inadequate. They can list the name of an organiza-
tion, and we don't know who the principals are. Some of them may
well be principals in the donor organization. The purpose for which
the money has been granted doesn't appear on the tax return of the
organization. So we mow from looking at the returns that money is
given to a group that may bear any name, XYZ Charities whatever
you want to callit. But we don't know what the purpose oi the grant
is and we don't know who actually handles the money or what it
actually goes for. So if there is one grave area in which the Congress
must give further attention it is in the area of requiring more complete
reporting from recipient as well as donor organizations to show who
handles the money by name, and the purpose for which the money
was granted. Then if it is found, as a matter of fact, that the recipient
organization and the managing individual have used the money for
other purposes, in my opinion, there should be criminal sanctions.

So-ne feel perhaps that loss of tax privileges or perhaps civil penal-
ties would be enough against the organization. But I frankly feel
that some criminal sanctions would be required because if a person
take money and abuses it, he should be held accountable under the
criminal laws.

Senator FANNIN. Congressman, so far as money I am certainly in
agreement with you. But also isn't it true that many of these organiza-
tions use vast manpower, staffs that work on these programs and they
ar6 'ust as much in violation as if they contributed money.

Mr. BLAc3xeun1. Well, i cangive you a current example. In Atlanta,
G4., we just had an election for mayor and for school board. The
National Education Association, which again is a tax exempt orga-
niation employing special tax privileges, organized for the purpose of
promoting education among the teaching profession and promoting
the teaching profession which are worthy objectives. I have attached
a copy of the return of that organization, and it doesn't bother to even
list the funds that it has received or spent or who they went to or
anything else. It is practically a blank piece of paper. But in a news
story appearing in The Atlanta Constitution within the past week, a
report filed or issued by the National Education Association was
highly critical of some of the individuals who are incumbents on the
Ailanta school board. Well, obviously, this r port is going to have
political repercussions in the sense that here is a report which sup-
posedly has been issued by a nonpartisan, nonpolitically oriented orga-
nization which is highly critical'of some indlduals who are ruling
for office.
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Without question the staff people who were working for the National
Education Association were being paid with tax exempt dollars; they
were being paid for supposedly educational purposes. But' a' staff
member admitted as quoted in the paper, that the report was issued
with political im lications. In ot) er woids, they wore telling the people
of Atlanta, don'tt re-elect certain members of the school board because
they are not doing the proper thing in our opinion."

In my opinion this is clearly political activity, and one of the--and
I- recall the testimony of the gentleman preceding me fro M Illinois'in
which he stated in his opinion the use of tax exempt dollars for polit-
ical purposes is very small by these organizations, I would have to
differ with him very greatly. In fact, I would have to differ with him
on two scores. First of all -nobody really knows to what extent staff
personnel are used for political. poses and, secondly, thebiggest
functioning political organizations in this country are the labor unions,
and if I recall from-and they make no bones bout this, the don't
attempt to cover this up. It is just that the Internal Revenue Service
completely ignores their political activity.

Senator FANIzN. Andthe Congress.
.Mr. BLAmKBUmN. Andthe Congress has been ignoring it. But I don't

think the Congress should be ignoring it.
Senator FANNIN. I agree with you, and I have introduced a bill in

that regard.
Mr. BrAORBuRN. Senator, I have read your bill, and if you will

forgive me for being presumptuous, I don't think your bill goes far
enough.

Senator FANNIN. You stated that in the first part of your testimony
and I will agree with you.-

Mr. BLACKBURN. I would like at this point to mad into the record the
provisions which I would suggest relative to prohibitions against par-
tisan political activity by a tax exempt organization. And here again I
want to be sure that everyone understands that when I use the term "tax
exempt organizations" I mean all tax exempt organizations, whether
the foundations religious organizations, or labor unions. I Would
prohibit the promotion of political candidates. I would define, any
organization described in section 501 (c), which, (1) endor'ses you
understand that labor unions have' no reluctance to endorse political
candidates, in fact they have no reluctance to endorse candidates for
the Supreme Court or oppose'them--or opposes, dirm.tly or indiretl,political candidates or (2) expends directly or indirectly-and ths
would 'attack use of taff personnel-any o its funds to promote the
candidacy 'of any political candidate or (3) provide goods, serOiees or
anything of value to any politicalparty or political organizationshall
not be exempt from tax under section 501 for the taxable year ihwhich
it sd endorses or so expends ftinds and for the -8 suceedin# tax-
able years; provided further, that activities prohibited by this sec-
tion shull 'not be exempted from these prohibitions by befig termned
"education."'Of course, that is the guise under which many' political
activities kre carried, 6ut.

Senator FANnxW. This would 'also include registration, where, of
course, we realize' they just go into districts they desire and It is not
a blvket' egisttation, it 'is a specialized registration. That would
also be included under your recommendationI

p 1
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Mr. BrAcmmm. I would strongly recommend that the language
be clear that that would be prevented because we do know that the
registration drives are channeled in certain areas of the cities.

Senator FANzNI. Thank you.
The CHAuMMN. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator Goin. Could I ask one question I
Congressman, could I ask you to exercise your imagination a bit?
Mr. BLAommuR. I do it rarely.

ator Gorm. Well, change parties and you will be encouraged to
do so more.

Mr. B Imou u. We are finding out it requires it when we are in
control.

Senator Goni. I really want to ask you a serious question. Could
you imagine the possibility that a family who was associated with
and m indirect ways had control of, distribution of, a fund from a
multimillion dollar foundation might very well succeed in identifying
themselves with good and worthy causes in one important State after
another, one rich State after another, might very well succeed to public
favor in almost direct proportion to the distribution of the funds from
a multimillion dollar foundation.

Mr. BL oemmm. Senator, I can well recognize that possibility. I
suspect the possibility might exist.

Senator GoPm. It is possible for a common man, whether a Republi-
can or Democrat, to recognize this, isn't it?

Mr. BLACKBUN. It certainly is and no matter what the partisan
flavor of the individual or family concerned, I don't thi it. is a
proper use of tax exempt dollars. In fact, Representative Rooney-

don't know if he has appeared before your committee or not, but
h6 appeared before the Ways and Means Committee,-pointed out
how 'Mr. Richmond, whose family controlled the Richmond Founda-
tion, ran against him in the Democratic primary and it turns out-that
the staff of-the Richmond Foundation was also the campaign staff of
Mr. Richmond. The Foundation would make it a point to go into
certain areas of the cit and perhaps purchaso.a -building and donate
it the residents of the area for charitable purposes, and of course,
Mr. Richmond, the political candidate, would be very prominent
there in handing over the keys to the building, and otherwise partici-
pating in the ceremonies. I think that no matter whether you are a
Democrat or Republican, you will concede Mr. Rooney was facing

affairr competition in the funds that the foundation controlled.
Senator (oP. It might even be possible for rcions of such a family

to move to sparsely settled states and become political figures.
Mr. BLACKBURN. I have heard it speculated.
Senator.* BNN rr. Sparsely settled like New York. [Laughter.]
Senator GoP. Or Airkansas or West Virginia.
Mr. BrLComumn. It is entirely possible, Senator.
Senator TALMADOF. Congressman, will you file for the record as part

of your testimony the specific instances of any further specific
charges of political activity on the part of these exempt organizations?
. Mr. Br ioKnuR. I will, and I want to thank you, Senator. Your
questions were well put, Senator Gore.
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The CHA rMAN. Congressman, while you are here I might mention a
story which I have heard concerning foundation Jabuses. Here were
two men who set up foundations and part of their charitable purpose
was to give young people a chance to get a college education. Let's
say one is Mr. Black and the other is Mr. White. Mr. Black sends
Mr. White's son to college and Mr. White sends Mr. Black's son to
college. Neither one pays a penny out of his own pocket.

Senator Gong. Mr. Chairman, how dare you Criticize such a char-
itable purpose. [Laughter.]

Senator GoRE. Educating your neighbor's son.
Mr. BLACIKURN. I think this goes--
The O n . On a reciprocal basis.
Mr. BLACoKBu . I think this goes to the point that I was making

earlier, gentlemen, and that is that the reporting procedures fof'these
tax exempt organizations are wholly deficient. We have got to have
them report the names of the recipients, not only organization but
the indiiduals who receive ftmds. If this were done, this sort of thing
would turn up very quickly in a study.

The 'CHAIAN. Thank you so much.
Mr. BIAomin . Thank you.
(Hon. Ben Blackburn's prepared statement and attachments

follow:),
STATEMENT OF HON. BEN BLACKBURN, A U.S. REPBEsENTATIVE FROM riHE STATE OF

GEORGIA

,Mr. Chairman: I appreciate your affording me the opportunity to appear
before your Committee. We are all aware of the need for tax reform and the
elimination of the abuses now occurring under the present Internal Revenue
Code.

I would like to discuss the tax abuses of organizations enjoying special 'tax-
exempt status under existing provision of law. Many of these organizations
engage in political activities which by reason of tax privileges are being, sub-
sidized by the Federal Treasury, My purpose in being here today is to call the
Congress' attention to some examples of political activities which I personally,
and many others, consider to be improper activities by groups enjoying special
tax privileges and to suggest possible ways of preventing future abuses. 

Tax-exempt organizations are classified under Section 501(c) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954. Under this section, 17 types of organizations are excluded
from taxation. I would like to discuss those found under Section 501(c) (3)
and Section 501 (c) (5).

The organizations, operating under the provisions of Section 501(c) (8) of
the Internal Revenue Code exist lor purposes of charity, scientific research,
religious functions, public safety, promotion of literary or educational endeavors
or the prevention of cruelty to children or animals. The Internal Revenue Code
further provides that no substantial part of the activity 'of any such organization
(generally referred to as a "foundation") is to carry on propaganda orother-
wise attempt to influence legislation, The Internal Revenue Code further pro-
hibits pa'rticiption In political campaigns.

In my opinion some organizations have* flagrantly violated this section of the
Code. The violations have been tolerated due to ambiguity in construing the
pbraoe, ,"substantial part." It has been commonly held by I.R.S. and other au-
thorities in this field that 16% or more of the funds ofany organization would
be considered a "substantial part." 10% of the Ford Foundation's assets as
of 1068 would be approximately $8,00,436, whereas 10% of some small church
gtoup could Amount to less than $50.

Tfx-exemption is vi privilege I There are many different spokesmen for. groups
presenting their views on legislation before both Houses of Congress. Most of
these spokesmen do not efijoy t -exmnit status. The government should not
subsidize one group's political activities., by allowing any tax-exempt organiza-
tion to engage in lobbying activity.
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.As an example of this misuse of privilege, I would like to direct the'attention
of the Committee to a group which was recently formed to actively lobby
against the AEM proposal. The Coalition on National Priorities and Military
Poly, This organization is supported primarily by contributions from religious
organizations. Its headquarters Is In space granted to it in the Methodist Build-
ing at 100 Maryland Avenue, N.E. This group has lobbied against the proposed
ABM system, A few days ago a representative from this group came to my office
and presented my staff with further information concerning Its opposition to
the 1968 Military Authorization Bill. Attached as Exhibit A is a copy of the
material which I received, along with a list of the organizations. The business
of the nation's defense can In nological way be related to religious undertakings.

I would also like to Invite to your attention the National Students Association
(NSA). I have closely reviewed the tax returns of this group, The group is
clearly and heavily engaging in political activity. In fact, political activity has
become such a large part of the group's activity that a subsidiary organization,
the National Students Institute has been formed to conduct the non-political
activities the NSA was previously performing. It appears that the National
Students Institute, which is now a tax-exempt organization, will serve the
function of raising funds through soliciting tax-deductible contributions and
then contributing these funds to the National Students Association. The national
convention of the National Students Association has advocated the abolishment
of the House Un-American Activities Committee (now the House Committee on
Internal Security), the repeal of the McCarren Act, passage of Civil Rights
legislation, the admission of Red China to the United Nations and various
"Vietnam Summer Activities." Attached as Exhibit l Is documentation of these
activities. Furthermore, I was distressed to learn that*the new National Stu-
dents Institute, as Incorporated under laws of the District of Columbia, has a
Board of Directors Identical to that of the now tax-paying NSA. Its bylaws
aye fery. similar and it utilizes the same facilities as the NSA. The NSA has not
filed'tax returns for the past twoyears, and no explanation Is forthcoming from
the IRS.

The 1965 and 1966 returns of this organization 119t its specific grants and
their purposes. Present reporting laws are wholly Inadequate for any person
to know whether or not the National Students Association Is engaged In legal
activities under Its tax-exempt classification. The NSA granted In 1966 to the
Southern Student Union Relations $36,317.18, the Flast for Freedom Fund
$20,365.39, the Student Stress $890.52, and Southern Literacy Project $363.75.
These are just a few of the specific grants listed by this organization which
dispensed a total of $551,397 In 1966. The Library of Congress has advised me
that It is Impossible to discover the purposes or functions of the recelplent or-
ganization& A close examination of the tax returns does not provide sufficient
information. For 'the Committee's information, attached an Exhibit (3 are copies
of the NSA's tax return for 1965 and 1960)
* ,Brlefly, one more group I would like to bring to your attention Is the Na-
tional Education Association (NEA). This group, which is organized for the
promotion of education has endorsed numerous political positions Including
Home Rule for the District of Columbia and fair housing legislation. I do not
feel that this activity is related to the promotion of education.

I know. that the members of this Committee have followed the revelations of
various activities of tax-exempt foundations. In the hearings on Tax Reform
before the House Ways and Means Committee, Representative John Rooney of
NewYork presented a clear picture of the misuse of tax-exempt funds. In Rep-
resentative Rooney's race in the Democratic primary, he was opposed by one
Frederick Richmond. Mr. Richmond Is head of the Richmond Foundation. During
the election, Mr. Richmond's foundation gave numerous grants to different ethnic
gioups -within the Congressional District The campaign staff of Mr. Richmond
was also, the staff of the Foundation. In Mr. Rooney's statement he revealed
that some of the expenses of the campaign were paid out of the Foundation
funds under the title of such things as printing expenses and stationary ac-
counts. Finally, Mr. Richmond encouraged his contributors to give directly to
the Foundation, thus making their contributions deductible on their InCome tax
returns I would advise members of the Committee ito read Mr. Rooney's testi-
wony since itgives one of the best examples of political activities by tax-exempt
group.

In July of 1967, the Ford Foundation made a grant of $175,000 to the CORE
Special Purpose Fund of New York to be used for: (1) a youth training in-
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statute; (2) an adult training institute; and (3) a voter regisration drive. This
grant was supplemented in 1968 with another $300,000. These funds were ac-
tually used in voter -registration drives in Cleveland, Ohio. Many political
analysts believe that because of the registration activity by CORE through the
financing of the Ford Foundation, Carl B. Stokes was elected Mayor of Cleve-
land, Ohio in 1967. By such activity the Ford Foundation through Its economic
power, augmented by special tax privileges, Is having a decisive political power
which is resulting in the election of political candidates. No more effective politi-
cal influence can be found!

I have stated many times that in the political arena all combatants should
operate under the same set of rules. I know that every member of the Com.
mittee would object strongly to having a tax-exempt group pour funds into his
opponent's campaign. Under the Tax Reform Act recently passed by the House,
foundations are precluded from engaging in voter registration drives except when
the foundation supports voter registration drives in five states. Thus, the Ford
Foundation, for example, can avoid the effect of the legislation by supporting
five different voter registration drives in five different states.

No discussion of political activities by tax-exempt groups would be complete
without some attention to labor organizations as classified under Section 1501
(c) (5).' From mutual experience in politics, I think we would all agree that
money Is the mother's milk of a political campaign. To the degree that one candi-
date receives direct or indirect financial or material support for his campaign
from a source that enjoys financial subsidy through a special tax privilege, to
that degree the equality of rules between two political candidates is greatly
upset, Labor unions do not deny the use of union dues for political activities.
When a member of a union pays his dues, he is paying for political action. The
organization insists that their political activities are carried on by a separate
organization known as the Committee on Political Education (COPE). However,
as it was reported during the last election, the full staff of the national office
of the AFL-CIO was brought ito work for COPE and on the local level union
officials were employing their union staff to engage in campaigning for favored
candidate. Numerous cases have come before the Federal Judiciary in which
union members have objected to political use of dues for political activity. For
the information of the Committee the cases are as follows: United States v. An-
chorage Federal Labor 0ouncdl 193 F. Supp 504 (1961) ; United States v. Planters
Local #481 et al 172 F. sd 854 (1949); United States v. International Union
United Automobile, Aircraft and Agricultural Implement Workers of Amerim
352 U.S. 567 (1957) ; and United States v. 0)10 335 U.S. 100 (1947).

There is a contention that political funds are contributed voluntarily. To work
on an American flag ship, a seaman must be a member of the International
Seafarers Union. Members of this union have been compelled at times to "con-
tribute" (or as the union leaders would say, have voluntarily given) % of their
income to political activities. I think it is Insulting the intelligence of Congress to
argue that these funds are granted voluntarily. Not even politicians devote -% of
their income to political campaigns.

The Internal Revenue Code provides that all 17 types of organizations classi-
fied under Section 501(c) cannot engage in support or opposition to any political
candidate. However, for some strange reason, the IRS has consistently ignored
the mandate of the law. Attached as Exhibit B are copies of letters sent by the
Internal Revenue Service to one Mr. Reed F. Larson and one Mr. F. R. Dickerson
attempting to explain why only labor unions are exempt.

The Federal Corrupt Practices Act provides that neither corporations, or trade
organizations, or labor unions are allowed to contribute funds to the support
or opposition of any political candidate or party. It seems that the IRS is not
aware of the Corrupt Practices Act which is enforced by the Justice Department.
In Baltimore, a Grand Jury hearing is now being conducted concerning campaign
contributions by the Seafarers International Union to various candidates for
Senatorial seats. I think it would be appropriate for the Congress to demand that
the IRS investigate the tax-exempt status of the Seafarers Union.

During the course of pIy testimony today, I have cited several problems which
exist under the present IRS Code. When the members of the Committee examine
the tax returns of tax-exempt organizations, you will see that it is virtually im-
pomible to determine how these funds aie being used. I propose that the Com-
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mittee require a full explanation of the purpose of each grant, contribution or
gift made by a tax-exempt organization along with the identities of the chief
officers and executive directors of recipient organizations. The law should provide
criminal sanctions should such officers or executive directors use funds for
purposes other than those permitted by law. Only by requiring full disclosure
from tax-exempt organizations can we possibly curb the misuse of funds.

Earlier this year, when I appeared before the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee on this matter, I outlined for them the legislation which I was intro-
ducing. My ideas are contained in H.R. 7432. Essentially this bill is divided into
two sections. The first section pertains to organizations classified under Section
-1(e) (3). I will not take credit for the ideas found in this section since they
were originally proposed by the Subcommittee on Tax-Exempt Organizations
of the American Bar Association. The Subcommittee recommended that all
organizations classified under this section shall have the right to defend them-
selves whenever their tax-exempt status is threatened. Furthermore, they should
be permitted to appear before Congressional Committees and submit reports to
them concerning matters of direct interest to the organization. By direct interest
I specifically mean the purpose for which the organization was granted
exemption.

The second purpose of my bill is to prevent any tax-exempt organization from
directly or indirectly contributing any material support for the promotion or
opposition to any candidate or any political party. I would sincerely urge the
Committee to give consideration to my proposal. My bill, H.R. 7432 Is attached
as Exhibit F. I would request that the Committee review the House language
with regard to voter registration drives conducted by tax-exempt foundations.
In my opinion the present language is inadequate.
. Finally, if meaningful control over the use of special tax-exempt funds is to

be achieved, more complete reporting laws are essential. Criminal sanctions are a
necessary adjunct to such control where abuse of funds for non-permissible
purposes is discovered.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that you and the members of your Committee are
anxious to provide the American people with needed tax reform. I appreciate
your affording me the time to make this brief contribution.

CoAurrIox ON NATIONAL PRIORITIES AND MILITARY POLICY, 100 MARYLAND
AvENUE NE., WASHINGTON, D.C.

Phone: (202) 543-1151
EXECUTIVE COM MIIE

Joseph S. Clark, Chairman
Sanford Gottlieb, 1st Vice Chairman
Frances Neely, 2nd Vice Chairman
Harry Applewhite,
Michael Beard,
Herman Will, Jr., Treasurer
Patricia Samuel,
Coordinator, Wiley Patterson Reis.

AFrFATM ORGANIZATIONS

-American Baptist Convention.
American Friends Service Committee.
Americans for Democratic Action.
Anti-Pollution League.
0hristian Church (Disciples of Christ), Department of Church in Society.
Committee for Community Affairs.
Council for Humanist and Ethical Concerns.
Church of the Brethren.

'Uxecutive Council of the Episcopal Church.
Federation of American Scientists.
Friends Committee on National Legislation.
International Union, United Automobile, Aerospace & Agricultural Implement

Workers of America, UAW.
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Mennonite Central Committee.
National Council of Churches, Department of International Affairs.
National Federation of Temple Sisterhoods.
SANE.
Southern Christian Leadership Conference.
Teachers Committee for Peace in Vietnam.
Union of American Hebrew Congregations.
Unitarian Universalist Association, Department of Social Responsibility.
United Church of Christ, Council for Christian Social Action.
United Methodist Church, Board of Christian Social Concerns.
United Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., Office Of Church and Society.
United States Catholic Conference, Division of World Justice and Peace.
William Penn House.
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom.
Women Strike for Peace.
-World Federalist Youth, U.S.A.
The Coalition is a coordinating body for national religious, peace, liberal and

scientific organizations which seek to reverse the militarizaton of Amerca's
policies and resources. It serves the representatives of its affiliated organizations
as a channel for communication and cooperative action to oppose deployment of
now weapons systems, to support arms control and disarmament agreements and
to redirect resources into programs to meet human needs at-home and abroad.

"1'he Coalition does not present policy positions for its affiliated organizations
unless specifically agreed upon, since its function is not the making of policy
but the coordination of action.

The Coalition is financed by contributions.

Exiunrr A

COALITION ON NATIONAL PRIORITIES AND MILITARY POLICY,
lVaeMngton, D.., September 24, 1960.

Dr, a CONOaRaSUAN: We understand that the Department of Defense Authoriza-
tion bill will be reported by the House Armed Services Committee on Thursday
and may come to the floor next week.

We appeal to you to participate in that most vital debate. If you are not
already convinced of the need for major cuts, we urge you to give serious
consideration to the broad cross section of amendments that will be offered. We
ask this because we are deeply uneasy over the fact that last year a comparable
bill passed the House in one day with only two hours allocated to general debate.

Surely the House would lay itself open to the charge of irresponsibility if a
similar timetable were adhered to now when so many questions are being raised
about U.S. priorities and the size and direction of the U.S. military establish.
ment--so many questions, in fact, that the Senate spent two months discussing
the bill. Couldn't the 435 Members of the House spend at least two weeks dis-
cussing these basic issues which affect so many aspects of their constituents'
lives?

The American people are discouraged over the conflicts racking our society.
Many are turning away from the legislative process. They need reassurance
that their representatives in Congress are willing to come to grips with major
problems--including the problems of the ever expanding arms race and the U.S.
propensity toward unilateral military involvements. Some of our membership
look forward to coming to the gallery and hearing you deliberate over the
Department of Defense Authorization bill. Please do not disappoint them.

Most sincerely,
JosEzit S. CLAwc, Oha(Omati.

[Prom Coalition,, published by the Coalition on National Prlorites and Military PolicyI
Two GI NI RALLEs PLANNEv

Two rallies--one in New York City, the other in Loq Angeles-have been
planned for June 25.

The rallies will focus on the ABM and American militarism.
In New York, George Wald, Nobel Prize winner, and Jerome Wiesner, the

science advisor to President Kennedy, will speak at Madison Square Garden.
Members of Congress and several top entertainers will also be on hand.
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Plans for the Los Angeles event are still underway, and details will be an-
nounced later.

The New York City rally will begin at 7: 30 p.m. Tickets-priced from $1 to
$10-are available at the boxoffice or from Hannah Weinstein, 101 W. 57th Street,
New York, New York.

Aw ERROa OF OMISSION

Because of an oversight, the ;anws of three organizations affiliated with the
Coalition on National Prior ies and Military Policy were omitted front the
listing in the first edition of this newsletter last week.

They are: The Federation of American Scientists, the Mennonite Central Com-
mittee and the Department of International Affairs of the National Council of
Ohurohes.

They're not listed this week either because the cover sheets were printed in
advance in sufficient quantity for three weeks. But the omitted groups will be in
week after next. In the meantime, our apologies.

GOP SENATOR SUSPECTS ADM PaEssusm

Although he's not charging cause and effect, Republican Senator James B.
Pearson of Kansas told the New York Times last week that after he broke with
the Administration on the ADM issue, the following things happened:
*An Army general told a plane manufacturer in Kansas that if the ADM were

defeated, the Pentagon might not be able to go through with an airplane contract.
he Agriculture Department decided that it would not publicly endorse a

rural job development bill sponsored by Pearson, despite the Department's private
expressions of support for the bill.

*The White House decided in Pearson's favor in a dispute involving the moving
of some federal offices-but failed to give the Senator advance notice of the
decision.

Pearson is one of some 15 Republican Senators who are opposed to the ABM.

ABM HARD SELL TO LABOR FLOPS

A Nixon Administration hard sell has failed to convince the 20-member AFL--
010 Executive Council to support the ABM.

The Washington Post reported that AFL-CIO President George Meany was
"skeptical, to put it mildly" to please by Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird and
Secretary of State William P. Rogers to back the ABM.

Rogers and Laird met with the Council in early May.

ABM INFORMATION CENTER, UNITED METnODIST CnuRIoi, DIvIsION or
WORLD PsEcE, Washington, D.C., July 14, 1969.

DRm CONGRESSMAN BLAOKBURN: Enclosed for your use are several items per-
taining to the Safeguard Anti-Ballistic Missile System which we hope will be
helpful to you in the ABM debate.

1. Bibliography of selected information pertaining to the ABM which has
appeared in the Congressional Record over the past several months.

2. Series of remarks by various Senators, prominent scientists, union and church
leaders explaining why they oppose deployment.

8 Rebuttal to the Administration Press Packet on the ABM, prepared by an
Independent group of citizens Including Dr. Jeremy J. Stone, a member of the
Institute for Strategic Studies and currently working under a grant for the
Social Science Research Council of New York.

If we can be of any assistance to you, please let us know.
Sincerely,

ABM INFORMATION CENTE STAWF.
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ExiIrr B
[From Human Events, Sept. 14, 10081

ON-THE-SPoT CoNVENTIoN REPeOT: Is NSA HEADING TOWARD OiuIviON?
(By Harvey H. Hukar, Jr.)

During the same torrid month that the Republicans and the Democrats held
their party conventions in the glare of national publicity, another convention,
noteworthy in its own right, took place in the rather remote environs of Man-
hattan, Kans. There on the tree-lined campus of Kansas State University, the
National Student Association (NSA), a loose amalgamation of some 800 colleges
and universities, brought nearly 1,000 student delegates together for 10 days
to plan programs, share ideas, and express their dissatisfaction with the state
of the nation.

Over the past few years NSA conventions have been marked by vast quantities
of leftist rhetoric and little meaningful action towards dealing with student
problems. Customarily, this year's gathering was treated to an array of attacks
by speakers on the evils of racism, the Selective Service System and the Estab-
lishment as well as the penultimate spectacle of an anti-war dissident burning
his draft card. But after all the heated resolutions were proposed and the
impassioned pleas were made by a galaxy of left-wing spokesmen, the summary
tone of the convention differed only slightly from NSA's established tradition
of oral radicalism and physical lethargy.

Founded In the summer of 1947 at the University of Wisconsin, NSA has
sought for 21 years--with an embarrassing lack of success--to act as the legiti-
mate representative for the needs and opinions of the American student. It has
been handicapped in that role by the fact that its wernber schools account for
only 15 percent of the more than 2,000 universities and colleges across the
country. In fact, it is not Individual students who are members of NSA but
student body governments, which are all too frequently about as representative
of student views as Walter Ulbricht is representative of the hopes and aspirations
of the East German people.

The dramatic revelation by Ramparts magazine in February 1967 that NSA
was being financed by the Central Intelligence Agency severely damaged the
image of the organization and shocked even its most staunch supporters. Whereas
condemnation of NSA had formerly been the exclusive prerogative of such con-
servative groups as Young Americans for Freedom, the disclosure of financial
ties with the CIA brought almost universal outcry from the academic community.

CIA SCANDAL ELECTS

A number of schools, including the University of Southern California, the
University of Michigan, and the University of Houston withdrew their member-
ship in the wake of the furor which erupted. At its 1067 congress, held at the
University of Maryland, NSA faced the very real prospect of disintegration due
to the dissension among delegates over the CIA scandal. Conservative and
liberal students alike were outraged and members of the radical Students for
a Democratic Society (SDS) broke away from the Maryland meeting and hosted
their own rump convention to protest NSA's ties with the CIA.

By comparison with last year's tumultuous convention, this year's Kansas
gathering was a rather pallid affair, enlivened only by the antics of a "gilerrilla
theatre" and various sophomoric protests against the draft. SDS, along with a
number of other radical students groups, was conspicuously absent from the
convention and even Young Americans for Freedom, which operates a Stop NSA
Committee out of its Texas headquarters, declined to send any representatives.
The radicals, nevertheless, made their presence felt at Kansas State, but their
ranks were seriously depleted by the lure of demonstrations at the Democratic
convention in Chicago.

While student power was the announced theme of the conclave, it became
readily apparent that white racism, drugs and the draft were the issues upper-
most in the minds of the majority of delegates.

The convention was immediately snarled by the charge that the all-white
delegation from the University of 4labama was racist in composition. In



rebuttal, the Alabamians argued that it was inevitable that the school was not
represented by Negroes since the black students had declined to participate In
the selection of NSA delegates during the spring semester. Following a confusing
round of parliamentary haggling, the convention responded to pressure from
the black caucus and voted to replace one white delegate from Alabama with a
Negro.

RADICAL SPEAKER"

The lengthy debate over the status of the Alabama delegation delayed con-
sideration of other important business and created dissatisfaction among those
who felt that Alabama was being treated unjustly. Many of the students who
had been sent by their schools as observers to the convention for the purpose
of deciding whether or not to join NSA were disillusioned by the abuse heaped
upon Alabama and vowed to return to their campuses and campaign against
affiliation.

Many delegates were also disturbed by the predominantly radical orientation
of many of the programs and speeches. One of the featured speakers was Negro
militant and self-proclaimed presidential candidate Dick Gregory. Addressing
an overflow audience, Gregory labeled Chicago Mayor Richard Daley a "slick,
slimy, racist hoodlum" and later received a standing ovation when he declared
that people have a duty to destroy and abolish the present government. "We don't
need white liberals anymore," said Gregory. "We need white radicals."

Typi al of the "balanced" presentation of views which NSA afforded delegates
was a panel entitled "Theories, Strategies, and Directions for Change." Partici-
pants In the discussion were Rev. Joseph Duffy, the Connecticut chairman of
the McCarthy for President committee, Tom Hayden, founder of ODS and
presently co-director of the National Coalition to End the War in Vietnam, and
Robert Scheer, an editor of Ramparts and a well-known California radical.

The "dialogue" consisted of Rev. Duffy urging young people to stay in the
political system and Hayden and Scheer calling for Increased militancy on the
part of students. Hayden, who was later arrested during the demonstration in
Chicago, predicted that there would be more campus disorders like the one at
Columbia and was applauded by the delegates. He went on to proclaim that
"No presidential candidate will be safe speaking at any university in this
country."

SELECTIVE SaVIM HIT

The Selective Service System was the subject of a panel presentation by
Michael Ferber, convicted In Boston along with Dr. Benjamin Speck for coun-
seling young men to avoid the draft, and David Harris, husband of folk singer
Joan Baez, who is presently appealing a three-year prison sentence for draft
evasion.

While Harris startled some with his comment that "I find no more honorable
thing to be in modern America than a criminal," the bigh point of the panel
discussion came when Wayne Hayashi, a 20-year-old pre-law student at the
University of Hawaii, read a letter lie had written to his draft board condemning
the Selective Service System and then burned his draft card amid cheers from
more than 500 delegates.

As if It were not enough for the speeches and panel presentations at the con-
vention to be mostly radical In their orientation, the entertainment provided
the delegates also had a distinctly left-wing flavor to It. Among the films that
were shown were Felix Greene's "Inside Viet Nam," which gives a sympathetic
view of North Viet Nam under communism, "The War Game," a British picture
that attempts to illustrate the horrors of a nuclear missile attack on England,
and "Point of Order," which deals with the Army-McCarthy hearings.

In past conventions, NSA has approved resolutions calling for the abolition
of the House Committee on Un-American Activities, admission of Red China to
the United Nations and repeal of the Internal Security Act of 1050. This year
the delegates were somewhat more reserved In their approach towards legisla-
tion, but their bias was still apparent to even the most naive observer.

83-865 O-69--pt. 6-51
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While condemning the Soviet Union for its invasion of Czechoslovakia the
convention could not resist including the fillip, "This denunciation is done In
the same spirit that we denounce the act of aggression of the U.S. government
against the people of Viet Nam." The convention also called upon local, state,
and federal governments to "stop all punitive and criminal approaches to the
use of Cannibus [marijuana], a mind-altering, non-additive drug, [and] re-
evaluate their laws on hallucinogenic drugs in light of current research... "

Perhaps the most significant measure passed by the delegates was one provid-
ing for the restructuring of NSA into a dual corporation. Under such a set-up,
NSA would consist of two separate organizations, one which would continue to
provide "student services" and remain tax exempt and the other which would
pay corporate taxes and engage In political lobbying.

Maintaining a tax-exempt status Is of crucial importance since around 40 per.
cent of NSA's $800,000 budget consists of grants from such philanthropic groups
as the Ford Foundation, which recently gave the student organization over
$850,000, and the Federal Government, which funnels thousands of dollars to
NSA through the Office of Economic Opportunity for various social service
projects.

With the Impact that the campaign of Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy for the
Democratic presidential nomination has had on the college campuses across
America, much has been made of the phrase "new politics"; I.e., the politics of
candor, grasmsroots participation in the democratic process and the involvement
of youth in the political system. "New politics" connotes a force In opposition
to the bossism and machine politics of the Establishment. Ironically, the anti-
climactic election of the new president of NSA was almost the complete antithesis
of this concept.

Bob Powell, the former student body president at the University of North
Carolina and presently a graduate student at Princeton, was clearly the NSA
establishment's choice to succeed Ed Schwartz, as president of the organization,
and, like Hubert Humphrey In Chicago, Powell steamrollered over his opposition
to win the post. The election of the other national officers was also merely a
confirmation of the establishment's choices rather than a truly democratic contest.

lISA'B 1IZ73O BlI5

It was sad for some to watch the student delegates acting In much the same
way that their older counterparts did in Miami and Chicago, declining to vote
Independently, participating in frivolous demonstrations for favorite son nom-
inees and reading newspapers or flying paper airplanes when the convention
proceedings became dull. A bit of tasteless levity was provided on the final night
of the convention's legislative session when the guerrilla theatre, an amateur
troupe of students that had played the role of pranksters throughout the 10-day
congress, attempted a mock assassination of the newly elected NSA president
as he was delivering his acceptance speech before a solemn gathering of delegates.

Given the nature of NSA It is appropriate to ask Just what Is It that causes
even 15 percent of the nation's colleges to maintain their membership in such
an organization. For most of the schools in NSA It Is the services such as travel
discounts, insurance and educational Information which are important' The
small colleges which comprise the bulk of the NSA membership often acknowledge
that they do not agree with the policies of NSA or its radical complexioi, but
they do find the financial benefits of the various services to be of sufficient value
to Justify continuing their affiliation.

Some students are not so certain as others of the importance of NSA on college
campuses. They attend NSA conventions and they find the organization to be
unrepresentative of national student opinion and often irrelevant to student needs.

Reflecting on his experiences at this year's convention, Dean Henry, student
body president at the University of Puget Sound, summed up the feeling of
many delegates disturbed by the week's events. "A lot of schools will go back
and give serious consideration to disaffiliating." Henry said, "I think that a
of the schools should consider dropping out of NSA."
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NATIONAL TEACHER CORPs

FACT

The National Teacher Corps was established on May 13, 1066, with an initial
appropriation from Congress of $9.5 million. Since that time 1600 persons (800
experienced teachers and 1300 recent graduates) have been selected from over
10,000 applicants and are presently undergoing the pre-service training.

Upon completion of the pre-service training, these Corpsmen will work in
poverty and slum area schools while at the same time the teacher-interns will
study for advanced degrees in Education or related fields at nearby universities.

"They will extend teaching beyond the classroom, and look for new ways to
involve parents in the mysteries of the learning process. They will work with
adults education programs, and with local health and welfare agencies, with
youth organizations, social clubs, and civic groups." (NT Brochure.)

At present, needed appropriations for the National Teacher Corpa are bogged
down in the Senate Appropriations Committee. Without these appropriations no
salary funds are available for the Corpsmen except through already over-taxed
school budgets in slum areas. The appropriations are necessary to insure that
each Corpsman will be able to obtain a Job in a slum area school district.

mUNCTPLE
In our world of rapidly advancing technological changes, It is important for

all men to have the opportunity to receive adequate education. USNSA supports
efforts to assure the maximum amount of education to all Individuals. (1PD-
XVIII, Equal Educational Opportunities-Free Public Higher Education.)

DECLARATION

USNSA reaffirms its support for the National Teacher Corps as a valuable
supplement to the educational process in slum area school districts because It
provides experienced and new teachers with opportunities to assist slum area
children in new and relevant ways. Furthermore, USNSA feels that the NTC
program will suffer if Congress fails to appropriate funds for salaries, since local
school districts in slum areas cannot afford to hire additional teachers.

Therefore, USNSA expresses Its belief that the Chairman and the members of
the Senate Appropriations Committee should approve the appropriations for the
National Teacher Corps and submit them to the floor of the Senate with a recom-
mendation for passage.

MANDATE

The Nineteenth National Student Congress mandates the Educational Affairs
Vice President to prepare copies of this special resolution and submit them to all
interested parties.

HoME RuLE FOR THE DISTRIoT OF COLUMBIA

FACT

Washington, D.C. was granted a Charter in 1802. For almost 75 years, the
citizens practiced local self-government as had been anticipated by the drafters of
the Constitution. Now, however, the legislative and fiscal responsibility for the
District of Columbia rests with Congress. A limited amount of this authority has
been delegated by Congress to a three-man Board of Commissioners who are
appointed by the President.

Washington, D.C. has a population greater than that of 11 states (Alaska,
Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Vermont, and Wyoming). And each of these states has a governor
and an elected state legislature to administer local affairs; each is represented in
Congress by two Senators and at least one Representative. The District of Colum-
bia, however, enjoys neither representation in Congress nor local self-government.

Among the results of this situation are these:
-A significant number of school buildings in the District are in such a bad state

of repair as to be unsafe for use. The Superintendent of schools has stated
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that more money is spent for a child in white sections than in Negro areas.
Half-day sessions and crowded classrooms are commonplace (the school
population is 90% Negro; 10o white).

-Housing in Washington is inadequate. According to a report issued by the
National Capital Planning Commission in April, 1988, 25% of the District's
residents live in a state of "abject poverty, total deprivation." In thq same
report, 41% of the housing Is called""inadequate"; 104,700 people live In
"substandard" housing (lacking such common amenities as bathrooms)
some 114,000 people are said to pay "too much rent." Other facts brought
out in the report are that there are 27,500 families eligible for public housing
for which there is no room; 5,800 families are on public housing waiting lists;
there is no minimum wage for male employees except governent workers;
unemployment in the Negro slums is estimated to be as high as 10%; and
underemployment (long hours for sub-poverty-line pay) is indeed much
higher.

-Welfare benefits are totally insufficient. Thousands of school-age children
have been forced to stay home from school during cold weather because of
inadequate clothing.

-Medical facilities for the poor are not adequate. Even in serious cases, waits
of 8-12 hours are frequent.

-Some city Jails are, in fact, barbaric "human stockyards," in which up tO 500
people have been crowded Into a single room, 1500 x 180', sometimes for
months, awaiting trial-with no work or recreation.

The Metropolitan Board of Trade has thrown the weight of its powerful lobby
against efforts to secure home rule for the District of Columbia and Is, by far, the
most effective local obstruction to reform. It opposes urban renewal, higher real
estate taxes, and increased welfare payments.

In February, 1988, the "Free D.C. Movement" was organized by the Student
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee and the leaders of other civil rights groups.
The Movement has demanded that Washingtonians have the right to elect their
own local government and has Instituted action programs to implement its goal.

* At present, the United States Senate District Committee favors self-government
for the District; the House District Committee does not favor such a change,

PEINCIPL,

"The role of the student Involves a commitment to an educational processthat
extends beyond classroom training... A student operating In this role...
must be prepared to face the challenges of modern life and he must be willing to
confront the crucial issues of public policy that affect him beyond the classroom
and that determine the course of his society... USNSA recognizes the great
value of student Involvement in programs of political and socbis action and the
integtal connection of these programs with the educational process... And in
this connection the student should be concerned... with those great problems
and issues of our national life." (BPD-XIII Student and the Total
Community.)

DECLARATION

U1BNSA affirms its support for the "Free D.C. Movement," and its goal of home
rule uhder the mayor-city council system for the District of Columbia. USNSA
cbmmends the leaders of the "Free D.C. Movement" for their efforts in this area.
Furtherinore, USNSA applauds the efforts of those members of Congress who
haYo been in the vanguard of the home rule movement; particularly, Senators
Morse (D-Ore.), Kennedy (D-N.Y.), Tydings (D-Md.), and Representatives
Multer (D-N.Y.), and Mathias (R-Md.).

MANDATE

-The Nineteenth National Student Congress mandates the Educational Affairs
Vice President to give all forms of legitimate assistance to groups seeking to
secure home rule for the District of Columbia under the mayor-city council
system.
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The Nineteenth National Student Congress further mandates the Educational
Affairs Vice President to send copies of this resolution to all appropriate parties
concerned.

EXHIBIT C

U.8. Oi W Student A#aoefatio^, B.I. No. 28-141978, Vear ended Sept. 80, 1966

Page 1, line 21, contributions, gifts, scholarships, etc.:
Algerian scholarship program -----------------------
14th ISRS ------------------------------------
African Freedom Fund ----------------------------
Domestic progz-ms.------------------------------
Latin American representation, 1964- .----------------
Southern student human relations -------------------
SCOPE, Ford Directory ---------------------------
Fund for the Advancement of Education ----------------
Oollege community tutorial project -------------------
Literacy project -------------------
Student stress ---------------------------------
Alngolian scholarship program-----------------------
Polish exchange --------------------------------
Remo . -tation in Latin America ---------------------
Foreign student hpitality at National Student Oongres.....
Publications program -----------------------------
Vietnamese Flood Disaster Fund ---------------------
Sports affairs ----------------------------------
Arab student leadership seminar -----------------------
Student International responsibility project -------------
Director campus programs --------------------------
Publication Civil Rights --------- ..-------------------------
Nigerian Student Cultural Festival --------- ----------
Kenya Student Scholarship ------------------------..
Director of Cultural Affairs --------------------
Seminar on Cooperitive Management in Israel
International Affairs Vice President .....
International Studeat Conference Dues-..
'Oyereas RepreeentatIon.4__--_.-------------------
Technical Asistance ................
Middle East African .......
Film Festival--
Algerian scholari~lp program ...... _ .............
Southern Adult Education Fund----
Fast for Freedom- Fund
Student Services--.. ..................
Student stress ................................
Asian E'mdent affairs..
Ohristmas Freedom ............
Sports affairs ........................
Latin American representation ------------------.
Eighteen year old -vote.--
Film Fest4val

. Tutorial Agistance Center ....

$76,928.8,
48& 37

2976.62
18, 58. 45

10&8
4, 02. 60

22,426.01
%,106.04
6,772.53

930.00
6,680.10

114 99. 76
7,894. 16

901. 85
12,181.52
43,020.45

1,500.00
18,820.19

508.49
%)018.03
2,537.59

988.04
641.01

4,168.44
26400.61
3,o84. 40

199680.89
88,111.10
1;807.55

82,851.58
34,784.09

10. 96
8,388.46
8,148.86

84,218.96
7,011.05

17,720.10
7, 682. 03
7,790.00
2-29.80

20,05.78
8,000.00
1,2I8 82

47,495.86
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EXHIBIT C

It-ill 990-A' RETURN Of ORGANIZATION EXEMPT FROM~ INCOME TAX 1965 ew
ad*$-. of .,t11, 1 "u. Al 0111" to'jo ,...rIA 02t 1 .1

4
\eedi o . S o g v~~t 3Q 0 ....10

PLVASlqe WuaIa MNeRIN

Frd.-r V- a -- .i.. I -a rroo *.ie'tr 'm j 1I n i ut~t- wr..i'.~t.? an) It r...r V04,d iu etn

PaiT II E~dI iIoosi5tficin iuldtsJuc~Utif to Section 6033b) and oSter applicable setieo ofthe Inteenal Revenue
________________ Lis sumpdnlpi:oail oet ou oiactuan. ?his part will be maode available to th. prabh@.

$. Pja c of lfe l;AS Itrmi t-usiti* S a:4iv ties ..... ...... ...... .. .... .......
2.La CVI of m~tdoJ wA ur i I clomi'ithmis I' vlo-blf ........... .............

X. #. Vro I i'wdml Ig.. i g.s -.o lmc .e . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

*. Gain W or ls) toor.ia wl ol tt-Alo .. r.r a .-1Iti il itnlo Itmiai (Sou Inltiuctln to......... .......

0. Other Ino,"ce. %,I%..i t-.., i~t..- to. ,%Ii.i~. ~imii.gt.qui., Sve lineV 17.. .....
to. Tomd yroga trca" tli:m.ei 1* ' inciu.v.' ..........................

al. Eepv& 4 s c4 c.sfni tjit ir. u'. li n. ct um 3. S-hoi.duko A .....................
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52. isrvts-e 4 A."t 'It .111 1,:..itd ii to .,arnis. -Iolht mi,tra.lo ogn bcurrwnn 4. Salielulo A ...................
111o C mlutm.a. YJU. 'jr.iaib. S. Iwl, ta .V. vt. In 1A1io 13) ..................................

IC. Ac wnruloutm. oi "%suem within" tot (Imo u 1.,9 t" sum ol lin. 11, 12. ond 13) ..................
11. Aggregle 0io mu!'jli c 0n k"- atm- oil L'rj~rnawj orI lb. Tow1....................
IS. Ao a-;Pdm.Wj.1 14 ihisiiA' %Ii coal 14 mVlor................

141=31'r.4 NOr RLEPORTED ELCPEWIIERE
li. Cownhgalj.m. e(uta.r aiib. r.. rrviiro~l (-oa lwaio .4 oi 17 ......................................

1S. It-.. -1s.1 . Iii 3:01 .atsl .01. io-Iv 'ia. wiot -,Is Ilti.~ 17. (an vrcAtmi !;. !;deK-JuloA ............ .

DISBURSEI'It.TS MADE OUT oF PRINCIPAL FOR PURPOSES FOR WHICH EXEMPT
2S. Espenlies co strivM~wj pIunciti I hcm~ vcdu" 0 tkh~dedulc A.....................................

2.1 Csib~set. qit. gen. ~4~alp~ le.'(CL) Paid Win Piw laicariat (2.r25 4
,

2 S9 -o-CMh
(b) Paid out withiotl"syew (Scs lnzlruction 2 1)...........

Schedule A.-Allocallon of Exppooiee (See Insataticons for Altachruenbli Required)

(b) Othir aanlrflid aisi wocr.....

wi U' ..........................
.h..........................
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... I004:
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MXHIBIT C

Fvm gtO.A..496 Schedule B.-BALANCC SHEETS (Soo instruction)

ASSETrs-

3Accounts reciwaNt. (Snt. Intnhdaona)............
W a) ilwnnee (cs lad dw.............
11oleos refelvantae (Soo in'lruclions! ..............

(6) loss nlwenc for t"Addo...........

5 nveArmont, In mvenn~oat c~wwn-e.........
6. lrniwbiierdi n rAnncwrnnico1o lood,,. ..l......
1. MmYCbnOInts In c r'cinta stocks (See lnsre s ) ...
IL Wrig530 lottfl (Noi~ht CA loans __ .....

L. Os)r invaesrnb Wcinch schedule).....
It. Deprescobte (and deplitatlc) asset (Milnch schedule)........

(a) Lessncwliddpslaln(n clla)
11I.Lond .... ...................... 16
IL Other assets (attach k W ho du............
111. Total WW ............... . ..

161ABI161TIM~ ANDl MT WORTH
14. Accounts poyabW (Sc. Snlructln..........
11. Contributions. gifts. grants, etc.. paj oba.......
111. (a) Bonds Gant n rosvh. (So.4 - InsrutIon) ...

(b) MeorsJes Plyi yt............ ...
11. M~et, Iabilifts nttch sch edul.............
11 Cottal sock: (a) PrfefrTed stoc ...............

(b) Con on soc ...........-
.19. Iteabershp Meris ............ ......
to. Plincipal or other capial.. ....
M1 ressrm (attach schul).. d..............
Z. Accumuolated lncur en or ed srurriuw

(o) AttriuluaWl to ottinaryinon ......... ..
(M Aftibiol otoQ oisIrom sole evs ...... 120-

2. Total liabiltio arAe not wo rt........

5. Abitb v s~aplej s la'm ..m ....

a. Hess taiae" moesin dA4SISM15s rt.~ts e5? ao.ap1tt..Lo. t
sIobetn1-50. Clv... DII

#.I? woolo eea~c lsa st o e em 99042 got* a wdete?... M le Up*a

...... .u a .............................. e.. ... -

.......... .~ w~~m esi ct ............

We The ewattot to otate"so .... .....e..........

K1 TM he atmla. of Afthoo. ho1 It, elgeleae0.i.

IM Tke retlet t4 "Pollwo tit mA it "at es...

40 hl o -tin.e .a Aat,.nte eWA to p.Mld....
L c4c eii ue a ' ~~~cmIeib

,, *d ninawie I-"ar.
L 13y" tn = rle ofm P~swtely @tpaoe ! be olouimat

hm-.,Sew.ien oei = ea aves .4ea.
toe$u bq'strooolter matmo .1NsAW--= .

N Tee. I~c -a cool. ofe emdselA.of

IL More mosbed sew eiwtce of &%ca or~ = 1 s
mm""WoUAps " es e toees
5.............................

.1...........

0..... ...

....... ...

Pa"e 6

S~ieseiel90a of . few

-...... 32,024.A 5 ............. I 20,fn05,47

... .... 240710.1 ......1...1.. 41e303.26
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U.N. Nation Student Aeeoo(aton lB No. 8-1421976, for $8ol year ended
Sept. 80, 1965

Speeffic purpose grants expenditures:
Southern student human relations $8.....- - 807. 18
Ford Foundation Directory -- 2, 834.22
Oo11ege community tutorial project --------------- ----------- 8,188.81
Student stress.- 890.52
Southern literacy project .....- 863. 75
Film festival .. 228.72
Wellington selfgovernment 404. 19
Books for equal education. 621.60
Overseas Press Cbub. 1,503.05
Fast for Freedom FAd ----------------------------- 20,865.89
Student services --. --------------------------------- ,775.84
Student stress ------------------------------------- 853.84
Student leader delegate -------------------- 2,080.25
New building and moving coeL ------------------------ 5, 907. 84
College itors' Oonference -------------------------- 10, 883. 83
Research travel ------------------------------------- 8.64
International pilot project --------------------------- ,919.19
International pilot project-..--------------------------- 8,047.96
Algerian scholarship program ------------------------------- ,919.19
U.S. Department of State Bureau of Education and Culture

Affairs, Algerian scholarship program ----------------- 88,124. 04
Angolan scholarship program ------------------------- 8,124.04
Nigerian scholarship program ------------------------- 1245. 00
Polish exchange grant ..------------------------------ 4,880.44
Student international responsibility project ------------------- 8,000.00
Scholarship--foregn student ------------------------- 1500.00
Program director --------------------------------- 5988.50
Representation In Latin America ---------------------- 29, 471. 77
Special assistance for foreign student organizations ----------- 7. 92. 98
Foreign student hospitality. -------------------------- 20, 280. 09
Publications program --------------------------------- ----- 7,117.84
Representative to Vietnam --------------------------- 2,181.86
Vietnamese Flood Disaster Fund ----------------------- ,57.00
Sports affairs ----------------------------------- 114 58 66
Publication Department--- -,206.27
Arab Student Leadership seminar-.............-18,039.88
Scholarship assistance ------------------------------ 8,950.94
East African press -------------------------------- , 599. 08
Special assistant to international vice president --------------- 692.68
Director campus programs ------- -------------------- 514.08
UNEA representative, SwUterland --------------------- 048.10
Dubrovnlck seminar ---------------- ----------------- 77.80
Nigerian student cultural festival ---------------------- 880.55
American Student, publications ---------------------- 2,935.87
Swaziland Student Union ------------------------------ 750.00
Scholarship assistance ------------------------------ 8,950.94
Director of cultural affairs.. --------------------- 5,949.60
NSA overseas representation ------------------------- 8, 24. 19
12th ISUS-------------------------------1,472.20
18th IBRS------------------------, 881.97
Technical assistne ----------- -------------------- ,507.01
180 delegates-.... ---------- ----------- --- ------- 1267.82
International affairs, vice president ..--------------------- 8 718. 09
Indonesia-Malaysia, problems and prospects ---.--- ..---------- 8000.00
Latin American representation. ----------------------- 8,786.89
Other anticipated --------------------------------- 4,249.51

Total -------------- ---------- 0---------$5 @ 90



EXHIBIT D

DIVISION: NATAVF; PROGRAM: SD (NOV. 13,1967)

U p Aroved o Paymmntsor Un

Ia tuton and project Monitor and status of project Oct. L, reduce

e lUlvetOf Cio C Ica .lL: Total vale, $100,000 ---------------- F Monitor: ------- ; status: Duration: Feb. 24, 0 $100000 0 $100,000

Suuvu and Amy al g 01sqne Cscago Cathoics to Archblso 196 to Feb. 23. 196&.
'and Andy* *SAau1s Dao Mr2 0 45,000 M4,0 0

Citizens' WC ' for hidren of New ork City. Inc., New York, N.Y.: Total FF Monitor: -Sttus: Duration: Mar. 24,
a45 coherence t consider the feasibility of children's 1 to

I as anIncome soty measure, (67- 1f5.C it Cud Aainst overt Washington, B.C,: tavalue, 8-3-0 - FF Monitor: Edley, C. F.; Status (A): Duration: Aug. 19, $87,500 50500 187,500 508,50

Cum oatic faannglsttteforcai a-rfllitY deeope t rem(66-410). 1966 to OcL 3, 968.() uain ue 0,0 0,0
Community p=orss, Inc., ew Haven, Coun-: Total vame, $5,M.0 ------- FF Monitor: Miller S. K.; Status (A): Duration: June 300,000 0 0 300,000

COUN do program for residents of New Hans middle ground 13, L9R to Fp*. 28, 0968.

and urban renewal areas (62-328). lo. 175 W0 7£,00 (:0,:u2
CORE CI&.pO r o , .Y.: Totd valu, $175.000 --------- F-- oitor: il,. .. ; Stt (,)- Duration July21.

Suportof wnm acivileslodn i *L trainn Institute, adult 196 toiJuly 20, 1968.
Stat vlw Tr t. _ .:, va_- P,.P.0- ------- EF Mon : Feldman, 0. J.; StItus (a): Duration: 0 250,800 0 250,800

Suppot for th Aelopment of a comprensive. manpow System in July 9, 1967 to July 18, 1968.
teof New Jerey (67-374).

OR



DIVISION: NATAFF; PROGRAM: SD (OCT. 16. 1968)

Changes during year
litffo. and project Monitor and status of project Unpaid Approved or Payments or Unpaid Sept.

I Oct.1, 1967 (reduced) (refunds) 30,1968

The Coamuit Rsources IftII, Washington, D.C.: Total value. $5,000 ----- FF Monitor: Miller, S. M.; status (a): Duration: Oct 1, 0 $5,000 $5,000 0

Partial support of Cabint €mmt burlp on Mexican-American affairs, 1967 to Jan. 31,196&
e ea", TO. (Will).

CORspe-.l00--p-m fund, value,F Monitor: Miller, S. M.; status (a): Duration: July 21, $100,000 300,000 175,000 225,000
Support f Cleveland activities N ludin youth training institut, adult train.. 1967 to July 26,1969.

Iuqgpro=ja ad voter reaion drive (67-44.
cocoa , *=,PLY.: total valm, $55,500 ........-------------- FF Monitor: Miller S M.; status (a): Duration: Dec. 21, 0 55,500 20,000 35,500
Program to extend and epad a resea rch project on migrant labor at Soe 1967 to Drc. 20,1B6.

School of Induistrial and Labr Relations (68-86).
Cornll University, Ithaca, N.Y.: Total value. $16,714 -------------------------- FF Monitor: Miller, S. M.; status (a): Duration: July 1, 0 16,714 15,214 1, 500

Reseaon race relatiom 141). 1967 to Dec. 30,1968.
COu .of Soother Mountains, Inc., Berna, Ky.: Total value, $35,000------- FF Monitor: Miller, S. M.; status (a): Duration: Jan. 11, 0 35,000 35,000 0

intrnm adilnistratve support for experimental activities in econmic and 1968 to July 10, 1968._ community delm ti n alpp +0chi% Ej3-112).L3,0Un t of Deft i. Tolachlh? $:77,000 ------------------ FF Monitor: Cooney, T. ., status (a): Duration: June 21, 0 77,000 38,500

Summer training is ltuate for c eq and laymen working to counteract 1968 to June 20,1969.
whit racist %oostift (a-"B).
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Euxrr E

(91st Congress, lot sess., H.R. 74821

A BILL To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to deny ax exemption to organiza-
tions which endorse political candidates, and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and Houe of Representatves of the United States
of America in Congress assem bled, That section 501 of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 Is amended by re'designating subsection (e) as subsection (f) and Inserting
after subsection (d) the following new subsection:

"(e) APPEARAZoES, vro., Wir RreOPWr To LmIsLAoN.-
"(1) None of the following activities by an organization described in sub-

section (c)(8) shall be deemed 'carrying on propaganda, or otherwise
attempting, to Influence legislation':

"(A) Appearances before, submission of statements to, or sending
communications to, the committees, or individual Members, of Congress
or of any legislative body of a State, a possession of the United States,
or a political subdivision of any of the foregoing with respect to legisla-
tion or proposed legislation of direct interest to the organization.

"(B) Communication of information between th organization and its
members or contributors with-respdt t6 legislation or proposed legisla-
tion of direct interest to~th'organization.

"(2) For purposes of this paragraph, matters of direct Interest to the
organization include-

"(A) those drirctly affecting its exenoption under this sed!on;
"(B) those'dilrectly affecting the dea ucion of contribjitloils to 'such

organization '6nder sections 170642, 205, 2106,2522;
"(C) th0ae directly affecting any exent purpose or function foim.which

the org rization wa --organir nand& is operating, in 'the case bf an
organization which formally receives a kubstantial part of its support
(exclusive of income received lnthet eerqlse or performance by sch
organization of its charitable, ed zcatioal, )r other purpose or functon
constituting the basis for Its70tnpti~n under this section) from t1e
United) States or ny State or/ session or pol tical subdivision there
or froui direct or lIndIrtct coIti uti9Iw from tpe general public.

"(8) Acivities des ribed In 'rakraph 1 ).shall.nbt Include any attempt
to influence the general public, 6" t gentrpect to legislative
matters, eltions, or r ferendu4 , , rSwo. 2. Sectiot4 170(c) is mend .a adding the fol,1w4ng new sentence at the

end thereof: "For purposes f this subsection, the phrase 'ca-rying on propaganda,
or otherwise atti pting, to Influence legislation', id l, ragraph(2 (D) shall! be
subject to the quafcations set forth in sectioif.l(e). (2 (
So. 3. Section 2 (a) is amended by adding the follpwlng new'sentence at the

end thereof: "For pt poses of this subsection, tho phrase 'carrltig on propaganda,
or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation'4In pardgrapts (2) and (8) shall
be subject to the qualifications set forth In section 501(e) .
SwO 4. Section 2106(t). (2) (A) Is amended by adding the follow new sen-

tence at the end thereof:"For purposes of this subparagraph, the phrase 'carry-log on propaganda, or other'w1e attempting, to Influence legislation' in clauses
(ii) and (iii) shall be subject to the qualifications set fort;h-Ii section 501(e)."
S ,o. 5. Section 2522 is amended bP- rede.Ignating subse~tions (c) and (d) as

subsections (d) and (e) and by inserting Affi i subsection (b) the following
new subsection:

"(C) CARRYING ON PROPAGANDA, OR OTEnwisE ATrEMPTiNO TO INFLuzNCE
Ly Os ATiom.-For purposes of this section the phrase 'carrying on propaganda,
or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation' In paragraph (2) of subsection
(a) and in paragraphs (2) and (8) of subsection (b) shall be subject to the
qualifications set forth in section 501 (e)."

SEC. 6. The amendments made by the preceding sections of this Act shall be
applicable to taxable years beginning after the date of enactment thereof and to
estates of decedents dying after the date of enactment thereof.
S '!O 7. (a) Part 1 of subchapter F of chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code

of 1954 (relating to exempt organizations) Is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new section :
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"SEC 505. EXEMPTION DENIED TO ORGANIZATIONS ENGAGED IN
POLITICAL ACTIVITIE&

"(a) PROMOTION OF POLITIOAL CANDIDATES.-Any organization described in
section 01(c) which-I

"(1) endorses or opposes directly or indirectly, any political candidate, or
"(2) expends directly or iudirectly any of Its funds to promote the can-

didacy of any political candidate, or
"(3) provides goods, services, or anything of value to any political party

or political organization,
shell not be exempt from tax under section 501 for the taxable year in which it so
endorses or so expends funds, and for the three succeeding taxable years:
Protided further, That activities prohibited by this section shall not be exempted
from these prohibitions by being termed 'educational'.

11(b) CERTAIN POLITIcAL AoTIVITz.--Any organization described in section
51 (c) (8) which-"(1) makes any contributions of goods, services, or anything of value to

any person or organization when there is reason to believe that part or all of
such contribution will be used-

"(A) to promote or oppose the candidacy of any political candidate, or
"(B) to support, directly or indirectly, any political party or political

organization whose purpose Is to provide candidates for political office or
to promote the candidacy of persons for political office.

"(2) has any officer or employee who is actively engaged in a political
campaign (within the meaning of section 7324 of title 5 of the United States
Code) during his hours of employment by the organization

shall not be exempt from tax under section 501 for the taxable year ending after
the date on which it so endorses, makes such a contribution, or has such an officer
or employee and for the three succeeding taxable years.

"(c) PoLrrxA CANDWDATE--For purposes of this section, the term 'political
candidate' means any individual whose name is presented for nomination for or
election to public office."

(b) The table of sections for such part I Is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following:
"See. 505. Exemption denied to organizations engaged in political activities."

Sze. & The amendments made by section 7 of this Act shall apply to acts
occurring after the date of the enactment of this Act.

ExHJ rr F

[Excerpt from the Congressional Record, Feb. 24, 19691
SrErmBER 2,1966.

Hon. SHELDON COHEN,
O(ommU81oener, Internal Revenue Service,
WasMhngton, D.O.

'I DEAR Ms. COHEN: As you know, for the past ten months the National Right To
Work Commitee has been the subject of an intensive investigation by the Internal
Revenue Service for the purpose of determining whether the Commitee is entitled
to retain its tax exemption status under section 501(c) (4) of the Internal
Revenue Code.

During the course of this investigation your representatives have made on
Intensive effort to find some evidence of political activity on the part of the
National Right To Work Committee. They have quite frankly advised us that
this is what they are looking for, and in this connection they have scrutinized
all of our expenditures for printed material, staff travel, legal services, and mem-
berahip promotion, have asked us for a breakdown of the activities of staff per-
sonnel particularly during the period preceding the 1964 national election# and
even subpoened the books of those printers who have done business with us. We
have been expressly told by your representatives that if they turned up any evi-
dence of political expenditures or political activities by our staff on paid time our
exemption could be cancelled.

We are, of course, well aware that as an exempt organization we cannot engage
in any political action, and we have scrupulously avoided any Involvement in
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politics or political activities. The only purpose of the National Right To Work
Commitee is to promote the principle of voluntary unionism. By reason of this we
have incurred the enmity of union officials who have publicly expressed their
Intent to bury us by one means or another.

This brings us to the point of this letter. Are not labor unions, as tax exempt
organizations under section 501(c) (5), subject to the same restrictions on polit-
ical activities as the National Right To Work Committee and other exempt organi-
zations? And, if this is so, why is it that labor unions can openly and flagrantly
use the monies collected from membership dues to make contributions to political
candidates, and assign their staff personnel to electioneering activities on behalf
of union-endorsed candidates? That they do all of these things on a large scale is,
of course, well known and well documented. Just by way of example, in Interna-
tonal Ae8oofation of Machinists v. Street, 367 U.S. 740 (1901), the defendant
unions stipulated that the dues monies collected from their members under com-
pulsory union shop agreements were "used in substantial amounts to support the
political campaign of candidates for the offices of President and Vice President of
the United States, and for the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States ... and candidates for state and local offices." 367 U.S. 740, 745, footnote 2.
In May of this year the newspapers in Washington reported a public announce-
ment by Charles Della, president of the Maryland-District of Columbia (AFL-
010, that that organization would contribute the sum of $200,000 to support the
campaign of Carlton Sickles for Governor of Maryland. Enclosed is Ln article
written for the May 1966 issue of 0ommonweal magazine by Sidney Lens, a long-
time union staff official, which points out, among other things, that the United
Auto Workers Union recently donated $30,000 to the campaign of Senator Paul
Douglas of Illinois. The article goes on to point out:

"Equally important is manpower. Around election time labor mobilized thou-
sands of workers from the shops as well as many full-time organizers. The office
of the auto union, perhaps the most active of all politically, become depopulated
by as much as one-half of the regular staff, all working the hustings for union-
endorsed candidates. These are men, it should be noted, with considerable organi-
zational talent, usually far above the caliber of ordinary Democrats. . -

Union-leased autos, painted over with the names of union-endorsed aspirants,
plastered with signs, participate in parades and make tours with loudspeakers
blaring their message. In small towns especially, such as Peoria, Illinois or Muncie,
Indiana, big unions like steel or auto can mobilize the thousands of members to
fill a meeting hall or listen to an open-air speech. On the first Tuesday in Novem-
ber innumerable union men, paid from the union treasury, can be seen driving
voters to and from the polling booths, acting as watchers to assure an honest
count, and calling on 'sure' voters who have not yet cast a ballot Thus by con-
centrating on marginal areas, by doling out $1,000 to $5,000 for Congressional
hopefuls who need Just a little push to put them over, labor can make an impor-
tant contribution."

Also enclosed Is a recent article by one of the well known labor columnists,
Victor Riesel, who points out that the AFL-CIO has assessed its 13.7 million
members at a nickel a head for a special election fund of $850,000 to be spent for
campaign activities in this year's national elections.

Since the Internal Revenue Service insists that the National Right To Work
Committee must strictly observe the rule against political activity, and since
the flagrant political activities of labor unions are largely ignored, it would seem
that a double standard is applied under the Internal Revenue Code. As the
public becomes more and more aware of this selective enforcement of the law the
effect can only be to break down respect for the law, ei trend which seems to be
rapidly undermining the foundations of orderly society.

We feel that you can quickly restore public confidence in the integrity of the

Internal Revenue Service by issuing directives to your agents and offices through-
out the country to undertal't a sweeping investigation of the political activities of

organized labor in this yeiur's state and national elections, and revoke the tax
exemption status of any union that engages in such political activities.

Very truly yours, RM D. Lusot,

Eecutito Vim Preeident.
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U.S. TREASURY DSPARTUENT,
INTER AL REVENUE SERv8iE,

lVashington, D.O., Reptcmbcr 28, 1.966.
Mr. RZED E. LAsosN,
National Right To Work Conmtlitce,
Washington, P.O.

DrAR Ms. LARsoN: Thank you for your letter of September 2, 1000, with attach.
Inent, concerning the political activity of labor unions.

You asked whether labor unions, as tax-exempt organizations under section
501(c) (5), are subject to the same restrictions on political activities as other
exempt organizations. Although certain sections of 501(c) of the Internal Revenue
Code and their implementing regulations contain various definitions, limitations,
and prohibitions relative to political and legislative activities, there Is no such
proscription with respect to a labor organization otherwise qualifying for exemp.
tion from Federal income tax under section 501 (c) (5).

The qualifying character of a labor organization, as the term is used In section
501(c) (5), is that it has of its principal purpose the representation of employees
In such matters as wages, hours of labor, working conditions and economic bene.
fits, and the general fostering of maters affecting the working conditions of its
members. As a mater of law, a labor organization does not lose its right to excnip.
tfon under section 501 beoatiso it engagcs in political actitvtics, unless by reason
of the organization's Improper activities It can be established that tile organiza-
tion is not sufficiently engaged In the union or labor activity to be characterized
as a labor organisation In the sense that that term is used in section 501(c) (5).

As you may know, contributors to labor organizations are not entitled to a
charitable deduction: however, under certain conditions payments may qualify
as a business expense under section 102. With respect to the deductibility of dues
paid to a labor union or trade association as a business expense, the Revenue Act
of 1962 amended section 162 by adding a new subsection (e) which provides for
the deduction of ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred In taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1062, for certain activities directly connected
with legislation or proposed legislation of direct interest to the taxpayer. In
no event shall a deduction be allowed for that portion of a special assessment or
similar payment (including an Increase In dues) made to any organization for
any activity which does not constitute an appearance or communication with
respect to legislation or proposed legislation of direct Interest to the organization.

We appreciate your concern In this matter and want to further assure you that
the Service is primarily Interested in applying the internal revenue laws fairly
and unformly in all cases. We do everything we can to administer the applicable
law and regulations without regard to the political leanings of any taxpayer or
organization.

We trust this information will be helpful for your purposes.
Sincerely yours, S.B. WOL,

Dlrcotor, Audit Division.

U.S. TaR.suay DEPARTMENT,
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE.

Was~hngton, D.O., October 10, 1966.
Mr. F. It DiOKEsON,
President, Roper Industries, Ino., Oomnzcroc, Ga.

DrAR Ms, DiczasoK: Thank you for your leter of September 0, 1000, concern
lg the political activities or organized labor and the tax-exempt status of the
National Right to Work Committee and the Sierra Club.

The records of the National Office disclose that the National Right to Work
Committee has qualified for tax-exempt status under section 501(c) (4) of the
Internal Revenue Code, while the Sierra Club Is exempt under section 501 (c) (0).
and labor unions frequently qualify under section 501(c) (5).

The Internal Revenue Service maintains a program of periodic audit and
review of the operations of tax-exempt organizations. If it is determined as a
result of the audit program that any tax-exempt organization is engaged In activi-
ties to an extent proscribed by timt section of the Code under which it has been

held exempt, we will take appropriate action to revoke or modify our prior ruling.
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This Is a factual question in each crse, and the Service must examine all of the
operations for the years Involved.

You expressed concern regarding the possible nonuniform application of restric-
tions on political activities for various tax-exempt orgonirations. It should be
noted that although certain sections of 501(c) of the Code and their Implementing
regulations contain various limitations and prohibitions relative to political and
legislative activities, there Is no such proscription with respect to ei labor organiza-
tion otherwise qualifying for exemption front Federal income tax under section
501(e) (5).

The qualifying character of a labor organization, as the term is used in
section 501 (e) (5), Is that it has as its principal purpose the representation of
employees in such matters as wages, hours of labor, economic benefit&, and the
general fostering of matters affecting the working conditions of its members.
As a matter of law, a labor organization does not lose its rights to exemption
under section 501 becatue It engages in political activities, unless by reason of
the organization's improper activities it can be established that the organiza-
tion is not sufficiently engaged In the union or labor activity to be oharactized
as a labor organization in the sense the term Is used in section 501(c) (5).

As you may know, it Is the responsibility of the Service to administer the
Federal income tax laws enacted by Congress fls efficiently and impartially
as possible. We have no power to anieiid the laws or to act contrary to their
provisions. Your concern In this matter is appreciated and we want to further
amure you that the Service Is interested in applying the internal revenue laws
fairly and uniformly in all cas". We do everything we can to administer the
applicable regulations without regard to the polUcal leanings of any tax-
payer or organization.
We trust this Information will be helpful In explaining the varying limita-

tions or organizations qualifying for tax-exempt status under (fferent sectiobs
in the Code.

Sincerely yours,
FORMuT P. NEAL,

Ohici, Tcchnfcal Coordination Branch.

The CHAIRMAN. Next we hear from the Honorable Justice Arthur
Goldberg, representing the Denver Post Employees Stock Trust. He
has served this Nation with great distinction. Aside from being a Su-
preme Court. Justice he has served this Nation as its representative
at the United Nations and as Secretary of Labor. We are glad to
have you, Mr. Justice, or Ambassador, or Mr. Secretary.

STATEMENT OF HON, ARTHUR 3. GOLDBERG ON BEHALF OF THE
DENVER POST AND THE DENVER POST EMPLOYEES STOCK
TRUST

Mr. GOLDBERO. Thank you very much for adverting to my serv-
ice in various capacities. I am glad to be called as you have designated,
mister. That is an honorable title in American life.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it is a great privilege
to appear before you as I have done in other capacities, and once again
to discuss with you some of the problems that affect our country.

I apear in a very limited capacity. I am not appearing to testify
broadly on the question of foundations and would not be qualified to
do so, although in the spirit of public disclosure which should ani-
mate all of our actions in all capacities, I should say at the beginning
that I once served as unpaid director of a foundation which we
created in the memory of Phillip Murray, a great labor leader. That
foundation had no administrative expenses and wound up all its
activities in the course of 1 year. Having made that comulete dis-
closure I now turn to the immediate subject, of my testimony.

38-85 0--9---pt. 6--52
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I have a statement and in the interest of time, if you will permit me,
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I Would like to offer
it f6r the record. I shall be very brief.

The CHAMAN. Your statement is already printed, Mr. Goldberg.
Mr. GOLDBERG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Today I come before you on behalf of the Denver Post, which is

the largest newspaper and only independent daily in Denver, and
the Denver Post Employees Stock Trust.

Under the stock trust the employees of the Post purchase a bene-
ficial interest in the trust under a formula I.rice, and the funds sup-
plied by the employees are then used by the trust to acquire Post
stock.

They have a particular problem under this bill, and it is that'par-
ticular problem that I want to address myself to.

I should say parenthetically that none of the employees: of the
employees trust receive any compensation whatsoever and no adminis-
trative expense is charged to the employees trust.

I am appearing in these hearings with your kind permission on
a limited aset of the foundation provisions of the tax reform bill
as reported from the House, because the principal source of the Post
stock to be purchased by the trust is the Helen G. Bonfils Foundation,
which owns approximately 42 percent of the total outstanding Post
stock, and having heard some of the earlier testimony, I should like
to say that neither the trustees nor anyone connected with this foun-
dation are compensated. The foundation is not charged with any ad-
ministrative expenses and there were virtually no tax consequences in-
volved in the transfer of the Post stock to this particular foundation.
That is so because Miss Bonfils had virtually exhausted her chari-
table deduction. So this foundation, whatever may be said of 'others,
is not involved in that aspect of the problems which the committee
is considering. . ." .

The foundation stockholdings in the Post were acquired by gft in
1966 subject to a reservation of the income and votin ri hts fr the
donor's life for Miss Helen Bonfils, who was the daughter of the
founder of the Denver Post. In order to have the value of that stock
devoted to charitable purposes after her death while making the foun-
dation stock available for the Post employees, the gift was made' sub-
ject to a restriction that the foundation was to sell such stock to the
trust from time to time, at a fair price determined by formula..

There was a purpose, an object in this plan, Mr. Chairman, and gen-
tlemen-of the committee, relevant to that aspect of the bill that I want
to talk about.

A fundamental purpose of the plan was, by this daughter of the
founder of the paper, to insu:,e that the Post would survive asl a vig-
orous and independent newspaper owned by its employees., That was
a fundamental purIpose of thi" particular arrangement.

Now, I am sure that this p-urpose, which Congress has been very
muh concerned with, which is to insure the dinpendence of news-
papers in a period when there has been a growing monopolization of
the tieans of public communication I am sure that this purpose is one
that the-members of this committee Ind certainly the Memnbers of Con-
gress generally wouldapplaud.
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Our first problem under the tax reform bill as it comes from the
House, arises under proposed code section 4943. Under this provision
a foundation which together with certain related parties, owns more
than 20 percent of the votingstock of a business enterprise must divest
itself of sufficient stock tovbring such holdings to no more than 20
percent. All of the excess over 20 percent must be disposed of within
10 years and at least one-third of the excess must be disposed of within
5 years.

Now, I express no opinion here today about the general applica-
bility of such a provision, but I do want to point out a special cir-
cumstance which arises in this particular instance. Under these pro-
visions the Helen G. Bonfils Foundation would have to dispose of over
two-thirds of its holdings of Post stock. However, while its deed of
gift obligates it to sell these shares to the trust, the trust can purchase
stock from the foundation only as funds are made available by the
employees themselves, and it is up to the employees to decide when
their resources will permit them to purchase shares.

As a result, it is almost inconceivable that the trust will be able to
purchase all the foundation's execess holdings within 10 years or one-
third of it within 5 years and, as written to comply with section 4943
would, therefore, require sales to a third party which would violate
the foundation's contractual obligations and, more importantly than
that, defet the entire purpose of the trust which is to give the em-
ployees the right to acquire controlling ownership of the newspaper..The plan to have control of the Post transferred to the trust for
employees is also threatened by proposed code section 4942, which
requires a foundation annually to distribute for specified charitable
purposes 5 percent of the value of its investment assets. This provi-
slon could require sales of Post stock to third parties who might be
unwilling to pay a reasonable price for such stock since the Post stock
is Closely held and not publicly traded.

The ultimate result would be sales at inadequate prices which would
yiplate the trust contractual rights and efeat the foundation's
pwpose..

No 0w, equally importantly, if these sections, as I have said, are rig-
idly aplied to the foundation a grave injury would also be posedd
upon ihe more than 400 employees who have purchased an interest in
thQ trust with the legitimate expectation that the plan would be car-
ried througN .nd one of the great aspects of the Post, as you will see
frIm the exhibits attached to my prepared statement, one of the bene-
fiC9al aspects of this plan which gives the employees an interest mi the
newspaper, are very harmonious labor relations exist at the Denver
Post. This is in great measure due to this plan and also the fine leader-
ship that the Post has in one of the great publishers and editors in
"erica, Palmer Hoyt.

Nowv, I have said I do not wish, it is not my purpose here, to wander
!Nwldy into this question which this committee is considering.

My purpose is to suggest to the committee a very limited amend-
Wept which would propose that the Helen G. Bonfils Foundation and
aiy other foundation which was given holdings in a business enterprise
at pr' before the same time for the same purpose, which is to convey it
to an employees trust, would be permitted to dispose of its interests in
the enterprise to the trust for employees in accordance with the pre-
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existing, I emphasize, preexisting plan adopted for that purpose. In
other words, what I am proposing, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of
the committee, is a very limited amendment that does not deal broadly
with the problems that you have to consider, which, in effect, say that
where there is a plan under which a foundation has committed, obli.
gated itself, to transfer its shares to all employees trust that such a
plan, which was conceived a long time ago, without reference to any
tax incidence, be exempt from the operate on of section 4943 and 4942.

The amendment that I am suggesting to the committee, and I have
suggested language, Mr. Chairman, in the prepared statement, which
I am sure the staff and the members of the committee 'would like to
review, is thus a very narrow application intended only to prevent the
frustration of employee expectations and to protect the public interest,
in preserving independent newspapers in the case of preexisting plans
for the sale of such newspapers to their employees.

As is apparent from my complete statement, in addition to the
Denver Post, the Denver Post Employees Stock Trust Council, rep-
resenting the employees who have beneficial interests in the trust,
and the labor organizations representing the employees of the Post,
join me in urging adoption of the amendment which I have proposed.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Ambassador, Mr. Jus-
tice, and Mr. Secretary. We have your statement, it is already printed,
and it starts at page 111 in our committee print.

Mr. GOLDBERO. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to advise all the witnesses if they

would like to they should take a look at their statement because it is
the way they would want it to appear in the record and it is sum-
marized. Both the summary of the principal points and also the
back-up information of the statement that supports the information
is printed. You have presented a very fine statement here and I think
it is very well documented. r can assure you this will receive con-
sideration.

Unfortunately, there are a lot of people who are going to be ad-
versely affected by this bill if we pass it in its present form who do
not even know about it. It may be that we will have no opportunity
to consider their problem because they are not aware of it themselves
and fail to bring it to our attention. "But I appreciate your bringing
us this information.

May I say to all members of the committee as well as to our wit-
nesses, that we have at least 14 more distinguished witnesses to hear
from today so I am going to suggest to all members of.the committee
if they wish to interrogate the witness tell our staff that you would
like to interrogate the witness and they will inform the witness and
you can meet with him here in our conference room and ask what-
ever questions that you would like to ask to be presented in the written
retort1.

Senator MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I do not have any questions but I
would like to request that Mr. Justice Goldber furnish for the
record an additional statement. I have filed an amen-lment number 222,
which I think will cover your situation, but it is much broader and
I would appreciate it if you would analyze it and then furnish for the
record a statement as to whether or not that amendment would cover
your problem.
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Mr. GOLDBERG. Senator Miller, I would be very glad to do so.
(The information had not been received at the time of printing.)
The CIHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator FANNIN. We do not get one question?
Tho CHAIRMAN. I would like the Senator, if you would like to

interrogate Justice Goldberg, to meet with him in our executive room
here but if you insist, go ahead.

Senator FANNIN. Do you think as a general principle, the divestiture
stipulation is inequitable? As a general principle, in other words, you
are being specific as to the type of organization that is involved but
cannot the public interest be protected in another manner without
having this stipulation?

,Mr. GOLDB3ERO. Yes. There could be a general provision, but I did
not know what other problems might arise, if there would be a broad
provision encompassing many situations where there might be differ-
ences.

Senator FANNIN. Yes.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask, since we have so many witnesses

left that we meet in the other room.
The CHAIRMAN. Justice Goldberg, right next door here. Senator

Fannin would like to interrogate you and get your statement.
Mr. GOLDBERG. Thank you very much Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness will be Mrs. Bruce Benson, presi-

dent of the League of Women Voters of the United States.
Mrs. Benson, the Senate seems determined to act on this bill before

we go home Christmas and that being the case we have a very ab-
breviated fashion of doing business as I am sure you detected. We have
your entire statement here in the record and we also have a summary,
I believe, prepared by you. So you ure invited to summarize your
statement and make any points in addition to it that you would like to.

STATEMENT OF MRS. BRUCE B. BENSON, PRESIDENT OF THE
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF THE UNITED STATES; ACCOM-
PANIED BY ALBERT E. ARENT, COUNSEL; AND MRS. TOHN
CAMPBELL

Mrs. BENSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I will be very brief.
I have with me on my left the league's general counsel, Albert Arent
and on my right Mrs. John Campbell of Indianapolis, Ind.

I am Mrs. Bruce B. Benson of Amherst, Mass., president of the
League of Women Voters of the United States. I am appearing in
beh alf of the league and our two funds, the overseas education fund
and the education fund. The league, which will be 50 years old next
year, is an organization of nearly 160,000 members in 1,285 local
leagues in the 50 States, the Virgin Islands, the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia. During its history the
league throughout the country has been actively involved in working
to increase citizen participation in government at all levels.

In 1947 the League o Women Voters of the United States estab-
lished a nonprofit, educational affiliate now known as the overseas
education fund of the League of Women Voters. This fund was estab-
lished in response to requests coming to the league from individuals
and organizations in other parts of the world who were seeking as-
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sistance in developing responsible citizenship and effective citizen
action applicable to their own societies.

In 1957, we established the League of Woman Voters Education
Fund to work within the United States to carry out educational
programs.

The League of Women Voters itself is a social welfare organization
exempt under section 501(c) (4) of the Internal Revenue Code. Our
two funds are exempt under section 501 (c) (8) and contributions to
them are tax deductible.

Both the Treasury and the Ways and Means Committee .have rec-
ognized the value of the nonpartisan work done by the Leagte of
Women Voters Education Fund in connection with voter education
and registration and have tried to make it clear through a Treasury
press release of May 9, 1969, and through a statement on page 84
of the committee report that the proposed legislation was not intended
to inhibit such activities by the Fund. However, it appears to us that
the House bill not only fails to achieve this objective, but actually
creates some very serious problems for us as well as for many of the
outstanding organizations working in the field of citizen education.

I would like to mention a few of the things that are troublingus.
Under proposed section 4942, contributions to nonoperating private
foundations are excluded from the definition of "qualified distribu-
tions" and, therefore, will not help a donor or foundation 'Avoil the
tax on undistributed income. Unless it is absolutely clear that our
education fund and overseas education fund are not nondperating
private foundations, we fear that private foundations will withhold
their contributions to these funds--contributions which are vital to
the continuation of their work in teaching the responsibilities of
citizenship.. The line between private foundations as defined in proposed! section
509 and publicly-supported charities is a shadowy one and it 'vill be
difficult to predict from year to year whether the education fund and
overseas education fund will qualify as publicly supported orgAniza-
tions. It appears unlikely moreover'that they will be able to meet the
precise requirements for qualifying as an "operating foundation."

We respectfully suggest (1) that an effort be made to deffline the
category of private foundation more narrowly, (2) and that the ef-
fective date of the new legislation be deferred until sometime after
the Treasury Department has promulgated its final regulations
thereunder.

In addition, we support the very helpful nropo l made by the treas-
ury Department in its technical memorandum of September 80 of this
year that distributions to private foundation be considered qualified
if the recipient organization applie-s the contribution directly to chari-
table activities within I year of receipt.

We are also greatly disturbed over the provisions of proposed s-
tion 4945, which impose a 100 percent tax on private foundations and
i 50 percent tax on foundation managers for any amounts'expended-(1) to carry out propaganda, or otherwise attempt to influence legisla-
tion or (2) to influence the outcome of any public election-indfiding
voter registration drives carried on by or for such a foundationi'

With respect to the first of these provisions only, an exemption Is
made if the activity is making available the remlts of nonpartisan
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analysis or research. However, any organization operating in the
area of citizen education and dealing with subjects of civic concern,
runs the risk that those who deem themselves adversely affected by the
organization's activities, no matter how nonpartisan or objective, will
accuse the organization of attempting to influence legislation and
demand that the punitive taxes of section 4945 be imposed. This could
easily happen right now, in fact, if H.R. 13270 were in effect.

Let me cite an example. With the funds provided by the Department
of the Interior and various foundations and with the assistance of
hundreds of voluntary workers of the League of Women Voters, our
education fund has for many years studied the problem of polluting
of our waterways. We have held seminars and produced a book and
a number of brochures designed to increase public understanding of
this dangerous problem.

There is right now in the House an attempt to increase the appro-
priation for pollution control. Undoubtedly there will be proposals
before the State legislatures attempting to solve the problem of waterpollution. There Will likely be sharp differences of opinion as to the
need for the expenditures involved. It would be relatively easy for
unrelated persons to attempt to make partisan use of the fund's studies
and it might be difficult for the fund to defend the nonpartisan char-
ater of its analysis and research.
. Furthermore, there is the risk that such subjects may beoome issues
in an election, in which case the exemption for nonpartisan analysis
or research is not even applicable.
-These risks are intrinsic to educational work in the field of govern-

ment and politics. Organizations like our education fund, never certain
whether in any particular year they will be held public or private, can
continue to function only at great peril. Reasonable protection is given
to foundation managers by imposing a penalty only if they make the
expenditure knowing it is a taxable expenditure. The same good-faith
defense, we believe, should be available to the foundation itself.
iThe League of Women Voters believes that even more intensified
effortsare needed in our country to involve more citizens at all levels
of Government that a responsible democracy depends on citizens
lerning the importance and the responsibility of voting and of par-
tcipating in the democratic process.
.Private philanthropy plays a significant role in supporting the

e4ueatiQnal work needed to achieve the goal of an informed and active
electorate. H.R. 13270 appears to go further than necessary to correct
the abuses which have been revealed in the operation of the private
charitable foundations.
- )Frankly, Mr. Chairman, we think this bill is bound to do much more

iarm than good. Unless these problems which I have outlined are
cleared up, our education fund and our overseas education fund, like
other organizations which have come into existence to carry out citizen
d cation, will not know where we stand. We will not know if we are

vq[06 or private and we undoubtedly will not be able to divine what
it.sfe educational activity. It seems to us we will be hardly able to

,jout of trouble.
Oui two funds are managed by volunteers from all over the country.

They work terribly hard to riaise money to carry out education in
*t!Zen'responsibility. This bill will make their lob infinitely more
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difficult especially in this 50th anniversary of the League of Women
Voters when we are trying to raise funds to expand our work.

In addition to our education fund and our overseas education fund,
we have several local and State funds which have been created by our
members to carry out non partisan educational work-the citizens
information service of the Chicago League of Women Voters and the
Texas Fund of the League of Women Voters of Texas. It seems clear
that they will be completely unable to meet the requirements of this
bill.

We believe that our political parties are vitally important to our
country. We also believe that our voluntary nonpartisan associations
are an essential part of the political process as we all know it, and
that it would be a mistake to jeopardize an important source of their
funds.

There are already great difficulties involved in carrying out non-
partisan citizen education. To put more hazards in the way it seems
to us, would be a disservice to the country.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Certainly, your suggestions will be

considered.
(Mrs. Benson's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF MRS. BRUCE B. BENSON, PRESIDENT, LEAoUE OF WOMEN VOTES OF
TnE UNITzD STATES

SUMMARY

H.R. 18270 raises serious problems for organizations like the League of
Women Voters Education Fund and the Overseas Education Fund of the League
of Women Voters, which are independently engaged In nonpartisan educational
work but which receive a significant part of their financial support from private
foundations.

I. Under proposed section 4942, contributions to non-operating private founda-
tions are excluded from the definition of "qualified distributions" and -therefore
will not help a doner foundation avoid tax on undistributed Income. Unless
it is absolutely clear that the Education Fund and the Overseas Education Fund
are not non-operating private foundations, we have reason to fear that private
foundat)cvns will withhold their contributions to these Funds-contrbutiong
which aie vital to the continuation of their work in teaching the responsibilities
of citizenship. The Une between private foundations as defined in proposed
section 509 and publicly-supported charities is a shadowy one and it will be
difficult to predict from year to year whether the Education Fund and the Over-
seas Education Fund wiU qualify as publicly-supported organizations. It appears
unlikely, moreover, that the precise requirement& for qualifying as an "operadg
foundation" can be met.

We suggest (1) that an effort be made to define the category of private founda-
tion more narrowly and (2) that the effective date of the new legislation be
deferred until some time after the Treasury Department has promulgated its
final regulations thereunder. In addition we support the very helpful proposal
made by the Treasury Department In Its Technical Memorandum of September 30,
1969, that distributions to private foundations be considered "qualified" if the
recipient organization applies the contributions directly to charitable activities
within one year of receipt.

1I. We are also greatly disturbed over the provisions of proposed section
4945 which impose a 100 percent tax on private foundations and a 50 percent tax
on foundation managers for any amounts expended-

"(1) to carry out propaganda, or otherwise attempt to influence legisla-
tlion," or

"(2) to influence the outcome of any public election (including voter
registration drives carried on by or for such foundation)".

With respect to the first of these provisions only, an exception is made If the
activity is limited to "making available the results of nonpartisan analysis or
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research". However, any organization operating In the area of citizen education
and dealing with subjects of civic concern runs the risk that those who deem
themselves adversely affected by the organization's activities, no matter how non-
partisan or objective, will accuse the organization of attempting to influence
legislation and demand that the punitive taxes of section 4945 be imposed. Fur-
thermore, there 4s the risk that such subjects may become Issues in an election,
in which case the exception for nonpartisan analysis or research is not even
applicable. These risks are intrinsic to educational work in the field of govern-
ment and politics. Organizations like the Education Fund, never certain whether
in any particular year they will be held public or private, can continue to function
only at great peril. Reasonable protection is given to foundation managers by
imposing the penalty only if they make the expenditure knowingg that it is a
taxable expenditure". The same good-faith defense should be available to the
foundation itself.

STATEMENT

I am Mrs. Bruce B. Benson of Amherst, Massachusetts, President of the
League of Women Voters of the United States. I am appearing in behalf of the
League and our two affiliated organizations, the Overseas Education Fund and
the Education Fund. The League, which will be 50 years old next year, is an
organization of nearly 160,000 members in 1285 local Leagues in the 50 States.
the Virgin Islands, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the District of
Columbia. During its history, the League throughout the country has been
actively involved in working to increase citizen participation In government at
all levels. Through election Voters Service the League encourages people to
register and to vote and helps them to vote as informed citizens by providing
objective nonpartisan information about candidates and pro and con information
on Issues. Our Voters Service work is n9t limited to election time. Throughout
the year, the League works to Involve people in learning about and participating
in government and politics at all levels.
Overseas education, fund

In 1947 the League of Women Voters of the United States established a non-
profit, educational affiliate now known as the Overseas Education Fund of the
League of Women Voters. This was in response to requests coming to the League
from individuals and organizations of other countries for assistance In develop.
Ing responsible citizenship and effective civic organizations. It is the goal of
the Overseas Education Fund to encourage and assist the development of citizen
initiative, participation, and action in other countries within the framework of
their own culture and to help voluntary groups work together to identify realis-
tically their needs and evolve ways of meeting them. The methods employed by the
Overseas Education Fund include briefing and scheduling travel of nationals
of other countries who are in the United States and interested in aspects of
United States government; conducting annual seminars for women community
leaders from Latin America to observe citizenship and volunteer activity in the
United States; and administering a four-month Institute presently based at
Boston University for foreign women leaders which focuses on organization
techniques and citizen involvement in community programs and includes field
work in Boston and surrounding communities. Field representatives provide
technical assistance and consultative services in organization techniques to
groups in other countries upon request. The program is carried out through care-
fully coordinated efforts ofivolunteers and professional staff.
Education fund

In 1957 the League established the Education Fund to promote and carry out
nonpartisan citizenship education within the United States. The work of the
Fucation Fund falls into two categories: communicating to other organizations
and Individuals the experiences and techniques in citizen education that the
League of Women Voters has developed over the years and, where these
established techniques lack effectiveness, to carry out experimental projects
resulting, hopefully, in adaptations that will be more effective. Specifically
under these two categories the Education Fund has made surveys of local and
state government structure for distribution in local conmunities, has dissemi.
nated information on selected issues of tho day, and has helped teach citizen
groups methods of stimulating the registration and involvement of voters. The
Education Fund has no membership of its own. It depends upon the grass-roots
support of League members in the 1285 local Leagues from coast to coast and of
citizens who are not League members to carry out its activities.
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Effects of H.R. 18270, the Tam Reform Act of 1969
The League understands the concern of Congress regarding the misuses of

funds by some foundations and Is sympathetic with the problems of writing
legislation which will prohibit "self-dealing" and at the same time permit
private resources to be used to encourage informed citizen participation in govern.
meant. It appears to us, however, that the proposed legislation on private founds.
tons goes far beyond what is necessary to remedy any known abuses. To avoid
duplicating the testimony of others, I shall address myself only to the provisions
which raise serious problems for the League of Women Voters Education Fund
and the Overseas Education Fund.
Diffivulty of distinguishing between private foundation and public charity

ohe Iesague of Women Voters Is a social welfare organization exempt- under
section 501 (c) (4) of the International Rvenue Code. The Education Fund and the
Overseas Education Fund are exempt under section 501 (c) (8) and contributions
to them are tax deductible. We believe that both of these Funds are publicly.
supported charities, but the line between private foundations as defined in pro.
posed section 500 and public charities appears to be a shadowy one. Under the
mechanical test set forth in section 1.170-2(b) (5) of the Income Tax Regulations,
defining la "publicly supported" organization under current law, an organization
may be public one year and private the next. Because of the rule excluding from
the catgory of public support that portion of large contributions which exceeds
1 percent of the organization's total support for a prescribed period, it Is possble
for one unusually large contribution to change the status of the organization
overnight frohm public to private. This same situation would exist under the
provisions of H.R. 13270.

Both the Education Fund and the Overseas Education Fund depend hdavily for
their support upon contributions from private foundations. Under proposed
section 4942, contributions to nonoperating private foundations are excluded from
th6 definition of "qualified distributions" and therefore will not help a donor
foundation avoid the tax on undistributed income. Unless it is absolutely clear
th;A t the Education Fund and the Oversees Education Fund are not nonoperating
private foundations, we have reason to fear that private foundations will withhold
their contributions to these Funds--contributions which are vital to the continua.
tion of their work In teaching the responsibilities of citzenshp.
Inability to qualify as operating foundations

The definition of an "operating foundation" in the proposed section 4942(J) (3)
appears to exclude the Education Fund and the Overseas Education Fund for a
variety of reasons. For example, If the present 50th Anniversary Campaign for
$11 million to expand our work over a ten.year period Is successful, both the
Education Fund and ihe Overseas Education Fund will have substantial endow-
ment and reserve funds and could not meet the requirement of subparagraph
(b) (i) that substantially mor than half of their assets be devoted directly to the
active conduct of their educational programs. 'T'heir income from 'Government
grants might also present them from meeting the alternative test of subpara-
graph (B) (ii). The Education Fund, but not the Overseas Education W5utd, might
also fall under subparagraph (A) If its grants to the Ljeague of Women Voters
for specific educational projects were not construed as direct expenditures for
the active conduct of its program.

Accordingly, unless a narrower and more practical definition of private founda-
tion can be devised, organizations like the Education Fund and the Overseas
Education Fund stand In constant Jeopardy and the significant public service
which they render to this nation may be severely curtailed. At the very least an
opportunity should be provided for organizations to clarify their status before
the new structures on private foundations are made effective. Perhaps the effec-
tive date could be deferred until some time after the Treasury Department has
promulgated its final regulations under the new statute. In addition we saippot
the very helpful proposal made by the Treasury Department in its Technical
Memorandum of September 80, 1969, that distributions to private foundations be
considered "qualified" if the recipient organization applies the contributions
directly to charitable activities within one year of receipt.
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Exposure to drastio penalties
.. We are also greatly disturbed over the provisions of proposed section 4945
which impose a 100 percent tax on private foundations and a 50 percent tax on
foundation managers for any amounts expended

"(1) to carry out propaganda, or otherwise attempt to influence legisla-
tion," or

"(2) to Influence the outcome of any public election (including voter
registration drives carried on by or for such foundation)."

With respect to the first of these provisions, attempting to influence legislation,
an exception is made if the activity is limited to "making available the results of
nonpartisan analysis or research." Any organization operating in the area of
citizen education and dealing with subjects of civic concern runs the risk that
those tO whom the results of its analysis and research are displeasing will attack
the nonpartisan character of the work or charge that the organization has gone
beyond merely making the results available. The risk Is Intrinsic to educational
work in the field of government and politics. Present law respects honest and fair
educational efforts and provides a safety valve for error or misunderstanding
through the "substantiality rule." No such safety valve exists in the proposed
legslation, and organizations like the Education Fund, never certain whether
in any particular year they will be held public or private, can continue to function
only at great peril.

*Let me cite an example. With funds provided by the Department of Interior
end various foundations and with the assistance of hundreds of volunteer workers
fVom the League of Women Voters, the Education Fund studied the problem of
p6lution of our waterways, held seminars, and produced a book and a number of
brochures designed to increase public understanding of this dangerous problem.
Undoubtedly there are and there will be proposals before the federal and state
legislatures attempting to solve the problem of water pollution, with sharp
differences of opinion as to the need for the restrictions and expenditures in-
volved. Under such circumstances, when unrelated persons may attempt to make
partisan use of the Fund's studies, it may be difficult for the Fund to defend the
nonpartisan character of Its analysis and research.
!* With. respect to the second provision previously quoted, relating to the Influ.
encing of elections, It In also conceivable that anti-pollution legisltion may
become en Issue In some election battle. At this point expenditures made for an
objective study may be attacked as amounts paid to influence the outcome of a
public election, in violation of section 4945(b) (2), as to which, it should be noted,
no exception is provided for "making available the results of nonpartisan analysis
and research."

Inview of such possibilities, should the Education Fund be subject to the risk
of a 100 percent penalty tax and its officers, directors, trustees and key employees
t0 subjectt to the risk of a 50 percent penalty tax? The 50 percent penalty on
dundation managers is Imposed only If they make the expenditure "knotwng that

it is a- taxable expenditure." At the very least, should not be same good-faith
defense be available to the Fund Itself?
Inadequacy of special provision for nonpartisan activities
, floth 'the Treasury and the Ways and Means Committee have recognized the
Value 'of the nonpartisan work done by the League of Women Voters Education
Fund in connection with voter education and registration and have tried to make
iWclear through a Treasury press release of May 9, 1969, and through a state-
Ibent on page 34 of the Committee Report that the proposed legislation was not
intended to inhibit such activities by the Fund. Unfortunately, if the Education
Fund is determined to be a private foundation, the statute as drafted may not
pKivide the intended relief. Among other things, the proposed section 4945(d),
excluding from taxable expenditures "nonpartisan activities carried on by cer-
thlb 'organizations," which was drafted with the Education Fund in mind,
r6uires that substantially all of the income be expended directly for the active
cnduct of the Fund's program*-a requirement which may be difficult to meet
ift as part of its program, the Education Fund continues to make grants to the
Leagtte I of Women Voters for its traditional nonpartisan voter education pro-

*Paragraph (8) of Section 4945(d). Paragraph (2), which requires that the principal
activity be "nonpartisan political activity in 5 or more States," may also be troublesome
for semantic reasons--the Education Fund is engaged principaly in nonpartisan educa-
tional work, which may or may not be embraced within the term "political activity."
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grams, such as its panel discussions between candidates, its factual presentation
of their stated positions on the issues, and Its voter registration drives. In any
event, section 4945(d) deals only with the prohibition in section 4945(b) (2) on
influencing public elections and leaves the Education Fund fully exposed on the
proscription of section 4945(b) (1) against attempting to Influence legislation,
with the hazardous consequences previously mentioned.
conoluaon

The League of Women Voters and Its affiliated organizations have a long and
honorable record of constructive nonpartisan service to this nation. Unless the
new legislation makes it absolutely clear that organizations like the Education
Fund and the Overseas Education Fund are not to be treated as private founda.
tons, enormous damage will be done. Furthermore, with respect to all organza.
tions doing honest work in the area of political education, whether they are
private foundations or public charities, a decent respect for human frailty
requires either than the substantiality test be restored with respect to influencing
legislation or that the penalty tax be limited to willful and premeditated attempts
to influence legislation or the outcome of an election.

We believe that even more intensified efforts are needed in our society to
involve more citizens at all levels of government; that a responsible democracy
depends on citizens learning the importance and the responsibility of voting and
of participating in the democratic process. Private philanthropy plays a signifi.
cant role in supporting the educational work needed to achieve the goal of an
Informed and active electorate. H.R. 13270 appears to go further than necessary
to correct the abuses which have been revealed in the operation of private charl.
table foundations. We hope this Committee will make the proper changes.

The CIIAIMAN. Now the next witness will be Mr. Paul Anthony,
executive director, Southern Regional Council.

Senator TALMADGE, I would like to welcome Mr. Paul Anthony and
his associates.

STATEMENT OF PAUL ANTHONY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SOUTH-
ERN REGIONAL COUNCIL; ACCOMPANIED BY JOSEPH F. HAAS,
SOUTHERN REGIONAL COUNCIL; AND VERNON JORDAN

Mr. ANTHONY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank
you for this opportunity. As executive director, I represent the South-
ern Regional Council a body of 100 distinguished southerners. With
me are Mr. Joseph iaas, our legal counse[ and Mr. Vernon Jordan,
director of the council's voter registration.

Recognizing the demands mane on you I shall be very brief. Before
citing some of our specific concerns I should like to make two observa-
tions. One, for 25 years the Southern Regional Council has recognized
that we enjoyed the benefit of tax exempt funds in proper exchange
for certain restrictions on the use of those funds. We have attempted
to operate within the spirit as well as the letter of the law. We do not
appear before you to request that the existing regulations and laws
which have created this method of operation, be altered.

Secondly, it may be that the present tax laws have allowed individ-
uals to abuse those laws by creating so-called foundations for per-
sonal gain. We believe that the Congress is justified in seeking to stop
those abuses. Our concern is that honorably conceived any legally
operated foundations and those whom they support not be unduly
restricted because of the activities of others. Among our specific con-
cerns are section 4945(e) (1). The wording that prohibits an agency
from engaging in any attempt to' influence legislation through an
attempt to effect the opinion of the general public or any segment
thereof disturbs us greatly. That our publications are properly a part
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to directly influence legislation, has been upheld by the Georgia courts.
We feel that this bill is drawn too broadly. Literally interpreted the
provision in the proposed legislation would prevent responsible agen-
cies now engaged in serious research from making meaningful com-
ment on the society. This is incompatible with a democratic society.

Section 4945 (d). This section includes the provision that under
certain circumstances a foundation could provide no more than 25
percent of an agency's support. We know of a number of worthy
institutions that would not be in existence had this been the law. We
believe the sole criterion for grant making should be the program's
legality and merit and the ability of those connected with it to prop-
erg administer the funds.

Section 4945(f). This section requires foundations to be fully
responsible for grants made. While the three requirements would seem
to be reasonable on the surface, there are serious consequences. It is
conceivable that the enforcement of this provision would require such
stringent supervision of grants made that private agency staff would
in effect, become merely employees of the foundations and their policy
leaders. We urge you give serious consideration to the implications
of this situation.

Slums, poverty, discrimination, misunderstanding, unemployment
are as vital as support for medical research; university faculty sal-
aries, laborers.

Furthermore, work in the immediate area not only must be done in
the interest of the public welfare, they can be done honorably and
le ally.

You have had impressive testimony on the results of foundations
supporting private efforts at basic research in medicine and food, for
instance. We need equal and perhaps even more research in the area
of our socioeconomic concerns. I would welcome the committee's explo-
ration of this and questions for me and my colleagues.

In conclusion, we believe it most important to stress that this bill as
it relates to foundations and those whom foundations support, is
widely regarded to be punitive gains those agencies and those foun-
dations dealing with social reform, poverty and minority affairs. Of
those agencies of which the Southern Regional Council is one, that
have attempted not only to contribute to the general welfare but to
bring into reality the potential and the promise of this Nation for all
our people, in a sense it could be said we occupy the middle ground,
recognizing need, tragedy and aspiration on the one hand, and holding,
on the other hand, a deep faith in the ability of the society and this
government to be the means by which wrongs can be corrected and a
wholesome society created. In this critical time of crisis, polarization,
misunderstanding we urge you do. not cripple, as this bill would,
those agencies hch with increasing difficulty, are attempting to
occupy that middle ground where the faith remains that the capabil-
ities and intents of our government can be equal to our promises.

Thank you again Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Whank you very much, sir.
(Mr. Anthony's prepared statement follows:)
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A STATEMENT BY THE SOUTHERN REGIONAL COUNCIL TO THE UNITED STATES SENATE
OMMIrrE oN FINANCE R. HR 18270

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Oommittee:
Thank you for this opportunity to be heard. As Executive Director, I represent

the Southern Regional Council an organization formed in 1044 for the purpose
of contributing generally to the development of the region and more specifically
to race relations within the region and the nation. Our five incorporators were
Bishop Arthur Moore of Georgia; the late Dr. Howard Odum of the University
of North Carolina; the late Dr. Rufus E. Clement, president of Atlanta Univer.
sity; the late Dr. Charles Johnson, president of Fisk University; and the late
Mr. Ralph McGill, publisher of the Atlanta 0onatitutlon. The Council consists
of one hundred distinguished Southerners, black and white, Protestant, Catho)Ic
and Jew. There is maintained in Atlanta an office and a staff of approximately
forty persons. As indicative of our interests we have on that staff, or use as
consultants, specialists in urban planning, manpower resources, health and nutri.
ton, community organization, and related areas. We emphasize in our work
research and publication on those matters which we feel most pertinent to the
region. We also sponsor special projects such as the Voter Education Project,
which has been the subject of some interest to the Congress it the formation of
this bill.

Our concern about HR 13270 arlses from our belief that the bill before you
jeopardizes a valuable and unique operation by which our society is served. That
operation is the partnership which has been created between private tax-exempt
foundations and private tax-exempt agencies. We are confident this partnership
has been to the public good. And, it is important that a significant part of the
needs and the stimulation of the private sector are served by private funds, under
private control, apart front the undue involvement of government.

Before we cite those particulars of the bill which most concern us, we should
like to make two general observations:

(1) For twenty-five years the Southern Regional Council has recognized
thaL we enjoyed the benefit of tax-exempt funds in proper exchange for cer-
tain restrictions on the use of those funds. For instance, our implementation
of the requirement that no substantial portion of our effort be partisan has
been to attempt to see that no portion of our activity is political. We have
attempted to operate within the spirit of the law as well as the letter of the
law. We are confident this is true of many other agencies. We do not appear
before you to request that the existing regulations and laws which have cre-
ated this method of operation and our reasoning be altered.

(2) It may be that the present tax laws have allowed Individuals and
groups to abuse those laws by creating so-called "foundations" for personal
gain rather than to serve the public interest. We believe the Congress Is
justified in seeking to stop those abuses. Our concern is that honorably
conceived and legally operated foundations-and those whom they support-
not be punished and unduly restricted because of activities of others.

Our particulrir concerns with HR 18270 are as follows:

(1) SEC. 306-TAX ON PRIVATE FOUNDATION INVESTMENT INOOUMF

While the precedent may be ominous, the proposed 71h% tax probably would
neither significantly alter foundation operations nor add substantially to the
public treasury. The true effect would be to reduce by 7%% those funds available
to the private agencies. These private tax-exempt groups are, therefore, those
really being taxed. This must be recognized by those who believe that there are
limitations on the capability of the public sector and that there is, therefore, an
important role for private agencies.

(2) SEG. 4945(O)()-TAXFS ON TAXABLE EXPENDITURE8

It Is extremely important to note that this section of the bill removes from the
current Internal Revenue Service regulations the requirements that no substAn-
tial part of a tax-exempt organization's resources be used in partlsn p1olitical
activity or in support of a candidate for office. Rather, there Is substituted ex-
cessive stipulations to preclude any political activity.

We have been told this has been done because some tax-exempt agencies have
abused the present regulations by engaging in substantial partisan political
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activity. These abuses may have occurred. But, if they have it has not been be-
cause of the Inadequacy of current laws and regulations, but rather because
of the failure of adequate enforcement of those laws and regulations.

While we subscribe completely to the concept that tax-exempt funds should
not be used for partisan purposes, we are gravely concerned, for instance, by the
wording in the proposed legislation, "any attempt to influence legislation through
an attempt to affect the opinion of the general public or any segment thereof,..."

Literally interpreted, we believe this provision would prevent responsible
agencies now engaged in serious research and publishing from making any mean-
ingful comments on the society In which we operate. We assume, for instance,
that at best the Council could publish statistics on migration from the region,
but not offer opinions on the causes or impact of that migration. We assume
that, at best, we could publish a medical report on hunger avd malnutrition, but
not offer remedial proposals. We assume we could publish statistics on black-
white registration, but not offer any analysis of processes which affected that
registration. We would not expect, and do not request, that we be allowed to
propose specific legislation nor to support or oppose legislation being considered.
However, under the provisions of this bill we assume that regardless of the
effort and integrity we Invest In forming them, we could not share our opinions
with "the general public or any segment thereof."

It is in the public interest that agencies such as the Southern Regional Council
be allowed not only to collect information but analyze and comment on that in-
formation. Our publications have been used extensively by the media, by schol-
ars and others, and they have figured in the deliberations of the Congress, This
contribution to public consideration and to public debate is, we believe, not only
valuable, but non-partisan.

We have been upheld by the courts of Georgia in that opinion. In 1963 the
Georgia Department of Labor informed the Council that we had been held tax-
able by virtue of their Interpretation that we had a point of view, shared It with
the public, and, thereby, engaged in "propaganda" and influenced legislation.

In Oouirt, the State readily accepted the fact that the Council did not lobby, did
not support or oppose any specific legislation, nor any candidate for public office.
Rather, the State introduced as evidence a collection of Council publications and
rested its ease on the statement of the executive director that these publications
Were circulated to the general public.

The Superior Court found in favor of the Council and that decision was ap-
pealed to the Supreme Court of the State of Georgia. That Court unanimously
upheld the decision of the lower court. We would like to quote the following
statement from the Court's decision, Wiliarnso v8 SRO, Ino., 223 Ga. 179:
, "If the word 'propaganda' is given the broad meaning that it Is any dissemi-
nation of ideas, then no religious or educational institution could qualify under
Code Anno. 54-.657(h) (7) (H), since a substantial part of the activities of
such institutions is the dissemination of Ideas and beliefs. Under the con-
stitutionally protected right of freedom of speech, an organization cannot be
penalized for disseminating Ideas and beliefs which are not opposed to our sys-
tem of government, even though such Ideas may not meet with the approval of
Fll of the people In the area in which they are advanced."

we submit that the process of public dialogue and the dissemination of ideas
.4 essential in a democracy. We submit, further, that such dialogue should be
especially encouraged, not prohibited, by organizations that have established
themselves in that society.

(8) EC. 4945(D)

We are grateful that the report of the Ways and Means Committee of the
l5ouse of Representatives specifically recognized the Council as an agency which
6ld-subJect to the information they had available-engage In programs In
sipot of voter registration.
'.Wthin this section of the bill, however, and perhaps more Importantly else-
iie're.ln the bill, there are requirements that certain programs can receive no

14ore than 25% of their support from any one source. There are implications
t6 this stipulation which may not be readily apparent.
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The most Important of these are:
(a) There are still relatively few foundations which are willing to support

programs of social reform. These foundations and the programs they have
supported should be commended, not discouraged, for venturing substan.
tially into new areas since frequently these programs--like the Council's
Voter Education Project which could not have come into existence under this
provision-have made an important contribution to the public welfare.

(b) Occasionally an unusually imaginative (foundation has had the cour-
age and foresight to support exclusively, or almost exclusively, a new group
which has promise Pnd a sound idea. We know of a number of now estab-
lished agencies-many of which now enjoy the financial support of federal,
state, or local governments-which would not be in existence had one founda-
tion been limited to providing no raore than 25% of a beginning budget.

Subject to other proper consideration, there Is no more rationale to restrict-
Ing a foundation to a maximum of 25% support for a deserving effort than re-
stricting an agency of the federal government to the same limitation on any
publicly funded program.

(4) SEC. 4945 (F)-EXPENDITURE RESPONSIBILITY

This section would require that foundations be "fully responsible" for the
use of grants made. While the three requirements under this section would, on
the surface, seem to be reasonable, there are serious consequences to these
requirements if they are literally enforced. We believe the enforcement of the
three requirements of this section of the bill would be severely damaging to
foundations and cause recipients to loose a substantial degree of their inde-
pendence and autonomy. It would also probably mean that the smaller founda-
tions would have to cease giving to those affected by this provision, since they
have neither the staff nor the resources to meet these requirements.

Please do not misunderstand us. We are for the full and complete reporting on
the use of tax-exempt funds. During the 25 years of our existence the great ma-
jority of our support has come from foundations. During the current year the
Council will receive support from at least fourteen foundations totalling more
than a million dollars. During all this time and dealing with foundations, large
and small, we have never known an Instance where a foundation staff did not
satisfy itself beforehand as to the pertinence of our request and our competence
to administer any funds granted. Nor, have we known of an instance where this
process was not further reviewed by the foundation board. Further, we always
at least annually issue a full audit of our expenditures and a complete report on
our activities for the foundations and other interested parties.

However, the current situation is that the Internal Revenue Service is charged
with determining whether or not an agency is tax-exempt and this serves as a
guide to foundations. Earlier, we made a request to the IRS regarding our own
process of granting funds to other agencies and in a letter dated March 22, 1960
the IRS stated:

(1) "If you make a distribution of your funds to an organization which
presently has exemption as a charitable or educational organization de-
scribed in Section 501(c) (3) of the Code, there is no further obligation on
your part to satisfy yourself as to the use of the funds distributed.

(2) "Contributions made by you to organizations, which have, not estab-
lished an exempt status for Federal Income tax purposes, will not jeopardize
your exempt status if the contributions are made and used only for one or
more of the exempt purposes specified in Section 501 (c) (3) of the Code. In
such an event you should use reasonable care in ascertaining that the con-
tributions will be used only for an exemption purpose and you will be able to
substantiate that fact if called upon to do so by the Internal Revenue
Service."

We submit this is a workable and efficient method. The burden of requiring
foundations to be "fully responsible," as interpreted in the bill, would be harm-
ful to all concerned. Small foundations, with small staff, do not now generally give
to non-tax-exemnpt agencies because they do not have the resources for the
necessary supervision, and few large foundations make such grants because
the requirements are too burdensome. Upder this bill, small foundations would
likely have to treat currently exempt organizations as they have non-tax-exempt
ones in the past; simply removing them from their list of potential recipients of
funds.
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Equally disastrous, from the standpoint of all concerned, large foundations
would probably have to be so vigorous in complying with these provisions, in-
cluding their own on-the-spot staff supervision and auditing of their funds being
spent, that they would in effect become the supervising grantee as well as the
grantor. It is not an exaggeration to state that under these conditions, the inde-
pendent tax-exempt agency staffs become employees of the donating foundations
and the boards of those tax-exempt agencies become bystanders. We urge you to
give the most serious consideration to the implications of this situation.

In conclusion, we believe it most important to stress that this bill, as it relates
to foundations and those whom foundations support, is widely regarded to be
punitive against those agencies and those foundations dealing with social reform,
poverty, and minority affairs.

There are those agencies, of which the Southern Regional Council is one, that
have attempted not only to contribute to the general welfare but to bring into
reality the potential and the promise of this nation for all of our people. In a
sense, it could be said we occupy the middle ground; recognizing need, tragedy and
aspirations on the one hand, and holding on the other hand a deep faith in the
ability of this society and this government to be the means by which wrongs can
be corrected and the wholesome society created.

In this critical time of crisis, polarization and misunderstanding we urge you,
do not cripple-as this bill would-those agencies which, with increasing difficulty,
are attempting to occupy that middle ground where the faith remains that the
capabilities and intent of our government and our society can be equal to our
promises.

PAUL ANTHONY,
Exeoutive Director, Southern Regional CJounoil.
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Dr. Guy B. Johnson, Professor of Sociology, University of North Carolina,

Chapel Hill, North Carolina (27514)
Miss Barbara Jordan, Attorney, 5803 Lyons Avenue, Houston, Texas (77020)
Mr. William H. Maness, Attorney, 003 Florida Theatre Building, Jackson-

ville, Florida (32202)

*Addresses of officers are given In the attached list of Members of the Council. All
organisations and positions are shown for Identification purposes only.
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Mrs. Vivian Carter Mason, 2030 Chesterfield Boulevard, Norfolk, Virginia
(23504)

The Reverend M. D. McCollom, District Superintendent, The Methodist Church,
209 Bowling Avenue, Columbia, South Carolina (29203)

Mr. Benjamin Muse, Heron House, Reston, Virginia (22070)
Mr. John P. Nelson, Attorney, 1100 Medallion Tower, 344 Camp Street, New

Orleans, Louisiana (70180)
Dr. Lucius H. Pitts, President, Miles College, Birmingham, Alabama (85208)
Dr. Hollis F. Price, President, LeMoyne College, Memphis, Tennessee (88126)
Mrs. Tom Ragland, 3821 Abbott Martin Road, Nashville, Tennessee (37215)
Mr. Claude Ramsay, President, Mississippi AFL-OIO, 133 South Lamar Street,

Jackson, Mississippi (39201)
Mr. David H. Scull, President, Turnpike Press, P.O. Box 170, Annandale,

Virginta (22003)
The Reverend Kelly M. Smith, First Baptist Church, 319 Eighth Avenue, North,

Nashville, Tennessee (87208)
Mr. McNeill Smith, Attorney, 700 Jefferson Standard Building, Greensboro,

North Carolina (27402)
Olas ot.1970

Mr. Bradford D. Ansley, Jr., Businessman, 7501 Midnight Pass Road, Sarasote,
Florida (83581)

Mr. Julius L. Chambers, Attorney, 216 West 10th Street, Charlotte, North
Carolina (28202)

Mr. Edward E. Elson, President, Atlanta News Agency, 3875 Green Industrial
Way, Chamblee, Georgia (30005)

Dr. Edward E. Haddock, M.D., 1183 West Franklin Street, Richmond, Virginia
(28220)

Dr. Robert J. Harris, Dean, Division of Arts and Sciences, University of Vir-
ginia, Oharlottesville, Virginia (22903)

Mrs. Martin L. Harvey, Businesswoman, 145 N. Parish Street, Jackson, Mis-
sissippi (89202)

Dr. Vivian W. Henderson, President, Clark CoUege, Atlanta, Georgia (30314)
Mr. Harry Huge, Attorney, Alexandria, Virginia, 1823 Jefferson Place, NW.,

Washington, D.C. (20036)
Mr. Henry Marsh, Attorney, 8211 'Q" Street, Richmond, Virginia (23223)
Mr, L. D. Milton, President, Citizens Trust Company, 212 Auburn Avenue, N.E.,

Atlanta, Georgia (80303)
Dr. Samuel Nabrit, Executive Director, The Southern Fellowships Fund, 796

Peachtree Street, N.E., Atlanta, Georgia (30308)
Mr. J. Allen Parker, President, Alabama Exchange Bank, Tuskegee, Alabama

(86038)
Mr. J. Rupert Picott, Executive Secretary, Virginia Teachers Association, 316

Clay Street, Richmond, Virginia (23219)
Dr. Jewel Prestage, Chairman, Department of Political Science, Southern Uni-

versity, Baton Rouge, Louisiana (70818)
Rabbi Jacob Rothschild, The Temple, 1589 Peachtree Street, N.R, Atlanta,

Georgia (80309)
The Rt. Rev. Msgr. Alexander 0. Sigur, P.O. Box 2250, Lafayette, Louisiana

(70601)
Dr. Vascoe A. Smith, D.D.S., 50 Vance Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee (88126)
Mr. Walter Sharp, Route 2, Beech Creek Road, Brentwood, Tennessee (37027)
Mr. James Stokely, Author and Poet, 405 Clifton Heights, Newport, Tennessee

(87821)
Dr. William H; Townsend, Optometrist, 1804 Wright Avenue, Professional

Services Building, Little Rock, Arkansas (72206)
Mr. Nat Welch, Executive Director, Community Relations Commission, .1203

City Hall, Atlanta, Georgia (80303)
Mr. Avon Williams, Attorney, McOlellan-Looby Building, 827 Charlotte Avenue,

Nashville, Tennessee (87201)
Dr. T. Franklin Williams, M.D., 405 Whitehead Circle, Chapel Hill, North

Carolina (2714)

Olaee of 1971
Mr& Lawrence Coe, Member, School Board, 262 Stonewall Street, Memphis,

Tenesmee (88.11)
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Dr. Samuel DuBois Cook, Professor of Political Science, Duke University,
Durham, North Carolina (27706)

Dr. Ralph Mason Dreger, Professor of Psyehology, Louisiana State University,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana (70900)

Mr. Martin L. Harvey, Dean of Student Affairs, Southern University, Southern
Branch Post Office, Baton Rouge, Louisiana (70818)

Mrm Julien J. Hohenberg, 91 Morningside Park, Memphis, Tennessee ,(88104)
Mrs. Helen Howard, Director, Vine City Foundation, Inc., 558 Magnolia Street,

N.W.; Atlanta, Georgia (80314)
Mrs. Paul Johnston, Attorney, 1142 Brown-Marx Building, Birmingham, Ala-

bama (85203)
Mr. Sylvan Meyer, Editor, The Daily Times, Gainesville, Georgia (80501)
Mr. George Owens, President, Tougaloo College, Tougaloo, Mississippi (89174)
Mr. Robert J. Palmer, Businessman, 304 South Main Street, Sumter, South

Oarolina (29150)
Mrs. Mary Sand, 1447 Granada Street, New Orleans, Louisiana (70122)
Mrs. Jane Schutt, 955 Pecan Boulevard, Jackson, Mississippi (89209)
Mr. John Slegenthaler, Editor, The Nashville Tennessean, 1100 Broadway,

Nashville, Tennessee (87203)
Mrs. Alice N. Spearman, 8401 Brookwood Court, Columbia, South Carolina

(29204)bfr. Lee B. Thomas, Jr., President, Vermont American Corporation, 50 East
Main Street, Louisville, Kentucky (40202).Mr. John W. Walker, Attorney, 1804-B Wright Avenue, Little Rock, Arkansas
(72200)

Mr. John H. Wheeler, President, Mechanics and Farmers Bank, Box 1932,
Durham, North Carolina (27702)

Dr. Raymond M. Wheeler, M.D., 8724 Warrington Drive, Charlotte, North
Carolina (28211)*:Dr. Bell I. Wiley, Professor of History, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia
(0S2)

SMiss Josephine Wilkins, Sheraton-Biltmore Hotel, 817 West Peachtree Street,
N.E., Atlanta, Georgia (30383)

Dr. H. Franklin Williams, Professor of History, University of Miami, Coral
Gables, Florida (83140)

Mr. Paul D. Williams, Publisher, 8320 Gloucester Road, Richmond, Virginia
(28227)

Mr. Marion A. Wright, Attorney, Top Knot, Linville Falls, North Carolina
( 28047).
'-Mr:Jack Young, Attorney, 213 Redmond Building, Suite 207, 115% N. Farish

Street, Jackson, Mississippi (89201). Mr James B. Youngdahl, Attorney, 711 West Third Street, Little Rock, Arkan-
ae (72201)

01ass of 1978
Mr. Fred D. Alexander, Realtor, 2140 Senior Drive, Charlotte, North Carolina

(28208)
T.'The Reverend Hubert Beckwith, Congregational Christian Church of Fairfax

County, P.O. Box 288, Annandale, Virginia (22003)* Dr.. A. D. BeIttel, American Friends Service Committee, P.O. Box 4825, Fon-
drenStaton, Jackson, Mississippi (89218)' jlthe Honorable Julian Bond, State Legislator, 162 Eurahlee Street, S.W.,
AtIfnta, Georgia (80314)

Mr. H. A. Hank Brown, President, AFL-CIO, Texas, Box MM--Capitol Station,
Austin, Texas (78711)

Mr. Irving B. Carlyle, Attorney, P.O. Box 84, Winston-Salem, North Carolina
(27102)
--Mra John Cashn, 416 Owens Drive, S.E., Huntsville, Alabama .(85801)
Mr. Paul R. Christopher, Regional Director, AFLr0IO- 216 Flatiron Building,

KnoXville, Tennessee (87917)
The Reverend Walter B. Clancy, Director, Catholic Social Services, Diocese of

Little Rock, 2415 North Tyler, Little Rock, Arkansas (72207)
t The Reverend Philip Cousin, St, Joseph's A.MBL. Church, Markham Educa-

tin'aiBuilding, 804 Fayetteville Street Durham, North Carolina (27701)
Mr. James McBride Dabbs, Planter, Author, Rip Raps Plantation, MByesville,

South Carolina (29104)
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Mr. Nell 0. Davis, Editor-Publisher, The Auburn Bulletin, Auburn, Alabama
(8683)

Dr. Albert W. Dent, President, Dillard University, New Orleans, Louisiana
(70122)

Mr. Nits Douglas, Attorney, 1110 Medallion Tower, 344 Camp Street, New
Orleans, Louisiana (70180)

The Reverend Duncan M. Gray, Jr., St. Paul's Episcopal Church, 1116-23rd
Avenue, Meridian, Mississippi (89301)

Dr. Charles M. Grigg, Director, Institute for Social Research, Florida State
University, Tallahassee, Florida (32306)

The Honorable Brooks Hays, Attorney, Little Rock, Arkansas, (314-2nd Street,
S. B., Washington, D. C.-20003)

Dr. Aaron H. Henry, Pharmacist, 213 Fourth Street, Clarksdale, Mississippi
(8814)

Mr. George Lewis, II, President, The Lewis State Bank, Tallahassee, Florida
(82801)

Dr. Herman H. Long, President, Talladega College, Talladega, Alabama
(85160)

The Reverend Powers McLeod, District Superintendent, The Methodist Church,
2252 Allendale Road, Montgomery, Alabama (86111)

Mrs. Helen Mervis, 1422 Valence Street, New Orleans, Louisiana (70115)
Mr. Daniel Pollitt, Professor of Law, University of North Carolina, Chapel

Hill, North Carolina (27514)
Mr. Frank Smith, Director, Tennessee Valley Authority, 405 New Sprankle

Building, Knoxville, Tennessee (37902)
Dr. 0. H. Thomas, Jr., Professor of Political Science, South Carolina State

College, Orangeburg, South Carolina (29115)
Z.4e fellows

Mrs. Jessie Daniel Ames, '62, The Wren's Nest, P.O. Box 626, Tryon, North
Carolina (28782)

Mr. Hodding Carter, '64, Publisher, Delta-Democrat Times, Greenville, Missis-
sippi (88701)

Mr. Herbert M. Davidson, '68, Editor-Publisher, Daytona Beach News-Journal,
Daytona Beach, Florida (82014)

The Reverend Theodore R. Gibson, '60, Christ Episcopal Church, P.O. Box 6,
,Coconut Grove Station, Miami, Florida (33130)

Dr. Frank P. Graham, '67, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, (Room 951, United
Nations, New York, New York 10017)

Mr. Paul Rl. Green, '65, Author, Playwright, University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, North Carolina (27514)

Dr. Gorden B. Hancock, '62, Educator & Newspaper Columnist, P.O. Box 6056,
Richmond, Virginia (23222)

The Rev. Edward A. McDowell, '62, 270-D Peachtree Hills Avenue, NE, At-
lanta, Georgia (80305)

Rabbi Charles Mantinband, '68, Temple Emanuel, Box 1502, Longview, Texas
(76W01)

Colonel Francis P. Miller, '66, Charlottesville, Virginia, (2810 "P" Street,
N. W., Washington, D. C. 20007)

Dr. Riley B. Montgomery, '66, President Emeritus, Lexington Theological
Seminary, Lexington, Kentucky (40508)

Dr. 0. H. Parrish, '68, Department of Sociology, University of Louisville,
Louisville, Kentucky (40208)

Mrm J. N. Rayzor, '68, 8207 Groveland Lane, Houston, Texas (77019)
Dr. Harry V. Richardson, '68, Interdenominational Theological Seminary, 671

Beckwith Street, S. W., Atlanta, Georgia (80314)
Miss Dorcas Ruthenburg, '68, 1202 Kentucky Home Life Building, Louisville,

Kentucky (40202)
Mrs. David Terry, '84, 411 East Seventh Street, Little Rock, Arkansas(72202)
Mrs. J. Fount Tillman, '88, Palmetto Farm, RFD 1, Lewisburg, Tennessee

(87091)
Mrm M. Bl. Tilly, '64, Director of Women's Work, Southern Regional Council,

5 Forsyth Street, X. W., Atlanta, Georgia, (80303)
Dr. W. D. Weatherford, '64, Black Mountain, North Carolina (28711)
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Mr. Carter G. Wesley, '64, Publisher, Houston Informer, Box 3080, Houston,
Texas (77001)

Dr. Benjamin E. Mays, '68, President Emeritus, Morehouse College, 3310
Pamlico Drive, S. W., Atlanta, Georgia (30311)

THE SOUTH OF THE FUTURE

(A Statement of Policy and Aims of the Southern Regional Council December 18,
1951)

Eight years ago, the Southern Regional Council was born out of the conscience
and high resolve of a democratic nation at war. Today, in another period of inter-
national tension, we are faced with a renewed challenge to provide leadership
and direction in a troubled region. It is essential that we assess clearly and
wisely the role that the Southern Regional Council is to perform in this critical
time.

We do not believe in the exclusive validity of any single approach or any single
organization. There is not only room, but a desperate need for a wide variety of
programs concerned with broadening democracy through legal, economic, legisla-
tive, religious, and educational means. Moreover, such programs are needed on
all levels--national, regional, state, and local. Every group, like every individual,
should chart its course with due regard for the special contribution it is fitted
to make.

The role appropriate to the Southern Regional Council is evident in its origin
and make-up. The Council's main asset is and has always been the people of the
South who understand and want the full practice of democracy, and who at the
same time know intimately the old evils that burden the South, and their causes.
From such people is the Council's membership drawn. They have wanted a
regional organization, not out of any provincial desire to separate the South's
problems from the nation's, but out of the conviction that such an organization
has unique advantages. It can express the best and often neglected elements of
Southern thought and conscience; it can serve as a convincing demonstration of
Southerners working together as fellow citizens without regard to race; and it
can tap local resources and initiative often inaccessible to agencies outside the
region.

The Council seeks to be a practical organization, emphasizing working solu-
tions rather than spectacular pronouncements. Indeed, that philosophy is basic
to an organization which hopes to open closed minds and substitute reason for
prejudice.

The Council, by its very nature, is not a "mass pressure" organization. The
number of persons in the South who are able and willing to reject the taboos on
interracial effort in their own communities is growing, but it has not yet reached
mass proportions. Meanwhile, the Council's membership can function effectively
as enlightened citizens acting through the civic life of their communities in behalf
of our common principles. Their methods are the established ones of conference,
factfinding, and persuasion.

The Council takes no part in political activity. However, it can and does consult
with public agencies and officials and makes its influence felt for truly representa-
tive government.

The council's functions may be briefly summed up as follows:
To serve as a meeting ground for citizens of all races, occupations, and re-

ligious persuasions.
To present the facts about the region, and their implications, through news-

papers, radio, magazines, pamphlets, and other public media.
To counteract appeals to prejudice and violence by demagogues, professional

bigots, and hate organizations.
To provide a program adaptable to local need in both the relatively backward

and the relatively advanced areas of the South.
To translate appropriate research findings from universities and other centers

to the practical situations with which the action program will be concerned.
To give special emphasis to the development of leadership among promising

young Southerners of all races.
To convene, by interest group, key persons in the various fields of Southern

life, so that steps to genuine integration may be representatively agreed upon.
To stimulate local initiative to work for local solutions in full democracy, so

that legislation and judicial rulings may be translated into Justice for the
individual in his everyday life
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The basic machinery necessary to enable the Council to work effectively at
these tasks is: (1) trained, competent, professional persons of both races working
in each Southern state as agents of improvement in public life; and (2) staff
in a central office of the Council to direct and service the field people.

The declared purpose of the Southern Regional Council is "to attain through
research and action the ideals and practices of equal opportunity for all peoples
in the region." This objective has lost none of its timeliness since it was first
adopted. Although the past eight years have brought notable progress in the
South, the Job remaining is a vast one, and the pressures of national and inter-
national events demand an even speedier advance. Many of our institutions
continue to make unfair and unwarranted distinctions between citizens solely
on the basis of race. Outmoded tranditions, unjustified fears, and ancient preju-
dices continue to exact a heavy toll on the unity, productiveness, and integrity
of our society.

It is the ultimate hope and aim of the Council that it may help in bringing
solution to regional problems that transcend the question of race-problems
economic, social, ethical, which affect impartially people of all races. But, for
the present, the unique liability under which the South labors arises out of an
unreasoning racial disharmony. The first task of informed and conscientious
Southerners is to strive to create here the atmosphere in which artificial
distinctions and discriminations based upon race will no longer persist. Only
when that goal has been attained will the energies of enlightened men be fully
released for the great task of realizing all our potential resources, natural and
human.

The south of the future, toward which our efforts are directed, is a South
freed of stultifying inheritances from the past. It is a South where the measure
of a man will be his ability, not his race; where a common citizenship will work
in democratic understanding for the common good; where all who labor will be
rewarded in proportion to their skill and achievement; where all can feel
confident of personal safety and equality before the law; where there will exist
no double standard in housing, health, education, or other public services; where
segregation will be recognized as a cruel and needless penalty on the human
spirit, and will no longer be imposed; where, above all, every individual will
enjoy a full share of dignity and self-respect, in recognition of his creation in
the image of God.

Equal opportunity, truly defined, includes all this and more. We have no illusion
that it can be realized in the South quickly or easily or perfectly. Nor do we
Imagine that the Southern Regional Council can play more than a modest but
creditable part toward its achievement. Yet it is the ideal toward which we
strive and, short of which, we have a duty to remain dissatisfied. For it is nothing
less than the American ideal.

A STATEMENT ON THE Vona EDUCATION P2OJEOT OF THE SOUTHERN REGIONAL
COUNCIL, INC.

The Southern Regional Council launched the first Voter Education Project
in 1962. A major purpose of the new undertaking was to be research into the
causes of low political participation, particularly among blacks, in the South.
And a major method of this research was to be the direct funding of voter
registration drives in the South as a means of determining the types of difficul-
ties encountered.

While the SRO Executive Committee felt this project to be of the first impor-
tance, it stipulated that the Council could not sponsor this effort without review
and assurance from the Internal Revenue Service that this program would be
in accordance with tax-exempt activity as interpreted by IRS. The Council
received that assurance from IRS on March 22, 1962. In addition, of cOurse,
the Southern Regional Council has filed annual reports with IRS on this as well
as all of its programs and expenditures.

SRO's first Voter Education Project began in March of 1962 and ended in
the fall of 1064. As a result of these efforts, an increase in Negro registration
of nearly 700,000 was recorded in 11 Southern state& /, 

The Voting Rights Act of 198M, suspending literacy tests in six states and
otherwise 'providing new protection 'for Olrospective black voters, substantially
changed the circumstances of civic participation in the South. Accordingly, the
Southern Regional Council didided to launch a second Voter Education Project.
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This second VEP began work In early 1966 and remains in operation today.
Research Into tho causes of low political participation remains a major function.
Support of voter registration activities continues to be a method of determining
the causes of low political participation. However, the second Voter Education
Project has placed an increasing amount of emphasis on non-partisian citizenship
education and leadership training programs, particularly the latter.

As Congress recognized in the adoption of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, the
recent history of the South is darkly stained by the systematic exclusion of
Negroes from the political process. A summary of the repressive statutes and
practices which enforced this exclusion can be found in "Political Participation,"
published in May of 1968 by the Civil Rights Commission, and in "Climbing
Jacob'si Ladder," by Pat Watters and Reese Cleghorn, published by Harcourt,
Brace and World in November of 1967. The latter book is largely a description
of the work of the Voter Education Project. A feeling for the importance of
the research activities of VEP may be gained by noting the number of citations
of VEP material in the Civil Rights Commission's report.

The activities of the Voter Education Project have unquestionably brought
more Negroes into the political process in the South. With the passage of the
Voting Rights Act a contributing factor, the second Voter Education Project-
like the first-estimates that its programs have added 700,000 blacks to the
registration rolls in the South. Year-by-year progress can be seen in the following
table:

INCREASES IN BLACK REGISTRATION, It STATES

Black White
Year registration registration

0 .......................................................................... ,463,333 12,276,127
1962. ......................................................................... 1,480,720 12,109,680
1964 ........................................................................ 2,164,200 12,263,820
1966 .... ................................................... 2,689,000 14,309,7041968 (summer) .................................................... 3112,00 1,0,03,12 .000 15, 702,000

It should be noted that although black registration has risen to 62 per cent
of the black voting-age population in the region, white registration stands at
78 per cent of the white voting-age population. Much remains to be done before
it can be said that Negroes in the South are full partners In the regional and
national political process.

The amount of money allocated for each project hardly can be described
as large (although it must seem large to an organization with no other source
of support). An average grant for voter registration runs between $1,000 and
$2,000. The allocation generally covers a period running from one to two months.

A grant letter is sent to the local organization (see attached sample) which
sets out in unequivocal terms that the money is to be used only for non-partisan
voter education and voter registration and may not be put to any partisan or
other use, and specifically not to serve any political campaign. The grant letter
Is followed by a research letter which sets our reporting requirements. Organiza-
tions receiving funds are required to submit both financial and status reports
weekly. These reports are reviewed in the VEP office in Atlanta. All money spent
must be accounted for precisely.

Money is supplied on a cash-draw basis. No lump-sum grants are given. This
futnishes VEP with a means of cutting off support instantly when a report
indicates partisan activities or any other irregularity.

In addition to all this, VEP employs a full-time field diretcor. The field direc-
tor makes both announced and unannounced visits to all projects receiving VEP
support. The field director also visits projects prior to funding to determine
thilt they qualify for support. Non-partisanship is a major item checked by the
field director in these on-the-spot inspections.

It sbould'be pointed out that VEP does not endeavor to pay the entire cost
-[ voter registration activities in the South. Local organizations, to the extent

06ssible, are expected to raise funds of their own, particularly in urban areas.
Candidates and others directly connected with political campaigns are not
Permitted to hold positions of responsibility in VEP-supported registration
activities or in any way utilize VEP-supported projects, funds or facilities in
tdd of their own campaigns. While VEP has never found instances of partisan
activity to warrant terminating a grant, several grants have been discontinued
on other grounds.
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Registration activities are not limited to blacks. Several projects have involved
registration of Indians and Mexican-Americans. A few projects have reported
registering some white Southerners. Relevant to the last point, however, Is the
fact that white registration in most of the South already is quite high.

The weekly reports are the backbone of VEP research. It is through these
reports that VFHP learns of difficulties Negroes continue to encounter in their
attempts to register and vote In the South. Directors of voter registration
projects supply the research department with a wide variety of facts and figures
relating to Negro political participation in the South. VEP is the central point
of such information by government, the press, scholars and universities, public.
tionn, research organizations, authors, and foreign visitors.

As already mentioned, the registration drives provide tremendous amounts
of information and knowledge that otherwise would not be available. For many
years, the Southern Regional Council has been the main source of information
about black registration and voting in the South. Because several states have
discontinued publication of registration figures by race, these local registration
drives have become increasingly important in arriving at registraton figures by
race. The Voter Education Project continues to be the main source of this
information.

OTHEB AOTIVITWES

During the last three years, VBP has held a number of seminars, workshops
and conferences for candidates and officeholders.

We have felt that black candidates and black officeholders, like black voters,
have been so long denied a part in the political process that these special educa-
tional pr,'-ralns were warranted and, indeed, necessary.

The seminars and conferences are restricted to discussions of the duties and
responsibilities of candidates and/or officeholders. Discussion of campaign
techniques and strategy, of how to get elected, etc. Is not permitted. Incidentally,
VEP has consistently rejected requests for funds for get-out-the-vote activities
and has cautioned grant recipients against using VOP funds for this purpose.
Similarly, we have felt that the new voters should be Informed about the govern-
ment they now are helping elect, and that Is the basis for the programs in the
field of citizenship education.

As the number of black elected officeholders in the South climbed rapidly
toward 400 last year, VEP scheduled the first Southwide Conference of Black
Electeft Officials. The conference was held in Atlanta last December with approxi-
mately 200 black elected officials attending. With the total number of black
elected officials now standing at about 460, VEP has set up service centers for
elected officials at five predominantly black colleges in the South. Although
these centers now serve mostly black officials, we look forward to the day when
they will be servlg officials of any race who need technical and research advice.
The centers may be compared, in terms of techniques and approach to the
problems of government, with the Institutes of Government of the Universities
of North Carolina and Georgia.

FINANCES

The Voter Education Project Is but one of the many programs conducted by
the Southern Regional Council, but it Is the largest. Although VEP continues to
receive small gifts from individuals, the bulk of funds comes from foundations.

Between 1966 and 1068 VEP received $1,163,446. Foundations which gave
$2,500 or more each during this period include Aaron Norman, Abelard, Field,
Ford, Irwin-Sweeney-Miller, Mary Reynolds Babcock, New World, New Yrk,
Rockefeller Brothers, Robert E. Moton Memorial and Taconic.

Grants for 403 programs, most of which involved voter registration totaled
$736,95.70, for an average of approximately $1,830 per grant. The rest of the
expenditures went for publications research and consultants, scholarships,
student interns, meetings and seminars (including the Southwide Conference),
and salaries and administration.

The first Voter Education Project (1962-64) received $870,371. Principal sup-
porters were Taconic Foundation, Field Foundation, and the Edgar Stern
Family Fund.

CONCLUSION

The Voter Education Project was formed as a result of widespread urgings
from many concerned persons and groups, including high government officials,
particularly in the Justice Department, that the energies of the sit-is and

,M P I
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freedom rides of the early '60s be channeled also into voter registration and
citizenship education. It should be noted that there was some resistance within
youthful civil rights circles to this development, the objection being that the
idea sounded like an "Establishment" effort to blunt the thrust of activist
undertakings.

It is true that the voter registration, citizenship education and leadership
training programs have sought to bring black Southerners into the political
process as a means of correcting the injustices that black people have histor-
cally suffered. The registration of thousands and the election of sores of
black people have given many blacks in the South some hope of improving their
lives through the existing political structure.

The Voter Education Project Is the only organization conducting such pro-
grams on a region-wide basis. VEP could not have undertaken its task without
foundation support. Without foundation support, VEP could not have existed.
And without VEP, the black registration in the South would be substantially
less than it is today.

Yet, as already pointed out, much remains to be done. Some two million
voting-age Negroes in the South have not been registered to vote. Gradually, there
are aigns that white officeholders are responding to the needs of black voters
There are encouraging signs, here and there across the South, that blacks and
whites can work together in the councils of government.

In large part these gains were made possible through voter registration,
which in turn was made possible in large part through foundation support. To
continue and sustain these gains will require a continuing effort, which in
turn hinges upon continued foundation support. Gradually white southerners are
becoming accustomed to Negroes as a part of the political process. To roll back
that trend now would be tragic. Discontinuance of foundation funds for voter
registration, coupled with the prospective expiration of the Voting Rights Act,
would surely halt and reverse ',he trend toward full political participation in
the South.

Sustained registration campaigns are needed to test the willingness of South-
ern registrars to follow non-discriminatory procedures (especially if the Voting
Rights Act is not extended). However, most black people in the South are
poor and can scarcely meet their daily needs. A few communities would be able
to raise local funds to finance a voter registration campaign, but most would
not. For all practical purposes, voter registration in the South would grind to
a halt without foundation support.

In the years after reconstruction came a dark period called Redemption.
During this period, white Southerners turned back the clock and reasserted
their control over the lives of black people. Tragic and bloody years followed,
and the nation is still undoing the damage. Total exclusion of blacks from. the
political process was a major factor in that Redemption period.

A second Redemption is unthinkable if the region-and the nation-is to
survive as a multi-racial society.

Approved by the Executive Committee of the Southern Regional Council, Inc.
In Executive Session, June 14,1969, Atlanta, Georgia.

The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is Mr. Lawrence Speiser. He is the
director of the Washington office. We had scheduled Miss Victoria Pop-
kin, assistant director of the office, to testify for the American Civil
Liberties Union. Unfortunately for all of us, Miss Popkin passed away
and Mr. Speiser is presenting her testimony and testifying in her stead.
We are pleased to have you today, Mr. Speiser.

STATEMENT OF VICTORIA POPKIN, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, WASH-
INGTON'OFFIPE, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, AS PR,
SENTED BY LAWRENCE SPEISER, DIRECTOR

Mr. SPExsEn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am glad you made it
clear for the record the testimony I am giving was prepared by Miss
Popkin and I hope it is indicated in the record n that fashion.
9 We are here concerned with the provisions of H.R. 13270, to dras-

tically restrict the so-called political activities of private tax-exemptfoundations.



We believe that although there may be some specific abuses that they
should be taken care of -by legislation, and not this blunderbuss ap-
proach to make the changes that are proposed in this law. The bill
would impose severe tax penalties ranging from a tax of 100 percent
for improper expenditure to loss of tax-exempt status, and aso to a
tax of 50 percent on the officer authorizing improper expenditure of a
foundation which carried on propaganda or otherwise attempted to in-
fluence legislation.Specifically barred are attempts to iluence legislation by affecting
the opinion of the general public or private communications of legis-
lative bodies. It would eliminate a substantial part of active qual ifi-
cation which exists under present law. There is a specific provision
which would permit nonpartisan analysis and research. We do not
feel that exemption from the provision is a satisfactory one.

Our first objection to this in considering the penalties that can be
imposed, is that the restriction is too broad and too vague. What is
meant by the term "propaganda"? Is this publishing materials that
would draw one irrevocably to a single conclusion ' There have been,
for example, studies made by foundations which have had an impact
on legislation that have been to the benefit of the general public. I
could think, for example, not only of a study but of a conference that
was held jointly by the Department of Justice and the Vera F~unda-
tion, primarily financed by the Vera Foundation, which highlighted
the bail abuses within this country. Obviously, that conference was
held to focus attention on that very critical problem and it was aimed,
it was fairly clear, to make changes in not only Federal law but to
institute bail projects throughout the country in order to change the
laws in the various States.

Under this provision that kind of conference would be prohibited
for the Vera Foundation, which was set up to improve criminal justice,
and there would be penalties imposed in attempts to hold conferences
of that kind even in joint sponsorship with the Federal Government.
This also shows the vagueness of the term of the "attempt to influence
legislation."

Although the American Civil Liberties Union does not fall within
the 501 (c} (8) category because it feels it would not be affected by this
legislation we are not quite sure. We do have a tax-exempt foundation
called the Roger Baldwin Foundation, which is engad in litigation
involving constitutional rights and rights of individuals, and much
of it is test-case litigation to highlight problems and has done so
successfully in the past. For example, the man-in-the-house rule was
involved in a case brought by the Roger Baldwin Foundation and
which was declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court; iigh-
lighting defects in the social security law. Would engaging in litiga-
tion of that kind be considered an attempt to influence legislfation-1

The exemption for nonpartisan analysis does not seem to be a satis-
factory one. The various kinds of studies that have been made could
be considered partisan, depending on whether political parties would
be likely to make them part of tfieir political program. Studies sqch
as the defects in mental commitment procedures throughout the coun-
try may very well be major polical problems. Studies on the effect
of violence or sexual materials on television, on movies, may very well
become political issues, and picking up with studies that havebeen
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made in foreign countries, with recommendations made in foreign
countries, and circulating that may very well be considered to be
partisan activity.

The effect of this vagueness and uncertainty is bound to be
self.censorship. When you are in doubt as to whether or not you are
going to be subjected to a penalty, the easy way out is not to extend
yourself to it because you do not want to chance it.

As has been pointed out in a number of Supreme Court cases that
are referred to in the full statement, this has been considered in the
first amendment area as a sufficient basis for striking down legislation
where the fear of a sanction lies overhead-which gets me to the second
question the first amendment activity problem. There has been a Su-
preme dourt case which is usually used as the justification for this
proposal of Oorwmaramno v. The Urnted State8, which barred the deduc-
tion as a necessary business expense for attempts to influence legisla-
tion. That is far different than imposing a penalty of 100 percent
for doing so. The penalization is a different kind of situation than
refusing the tax deductibility.

For those who contend we are only talking about privileges, that
tax deductions are privileges, Congress does rnot have to give, and you
do not have to create, tax-exempt organizations. True enough. But
in a number of cases the court has has pointed out that even though
Congress has created some kind of thing by bounty, by grace you may
not impose limitations on it which would have the effect of infringing
on first amendment rights even though in the first case you did not
have to grant the tax exemption at all.

Lastly, on voter registration activity, the prior speaker can speak
with a good deal more knowledge and concern about that, and it would
seem that if there is a congressional concern about the use of funds
by foundations for partisan political activity or for cam aigns that
aimed at particular candidates can be done in a far less violent fashion
than this bill would do it because it really makes it--it imposes limita-
tions on the smaller foundations and I had always thought that is not
ro1ly the major concern. The concern was about the larger ones. But
yon are suggesting that the smaller foundations, those who may not
be able to engage in activities in more than one State, are going to
have, limitations, and they are prevented from doing anything at all,
again it seems to me that this is a throwing out the baby with the bath
water kind of approach, and if there are abuses, and I think there
are abuses, I think it has been highlighted both in con1ional hear-
ings and in the public press, by some foundations, that the proper
way of doing it is aimed at the abuses themselves and not the broad
overll approach which I think is implicit and explicit in these pro-
visions of the tax reform bill.
,Thank you very much.
Senator WIL.AMS (now presiding). Thank you, Mr. Speiser.

.j (Mrs. Popkin's prepared statement follows:)

"A~ T ' OF VICTORIA POPRI, ASSISTANT DIz roR, WASHiOTN0 OrcE,
AMUTROAN CIVIL LIBERnTIE UzNxoN

U.1 ,SUMMASY

ILt1he AiXU opposes and urges deletion of provisions In H.R. 18270 to drastically
restrict the so-called "political activities of private tax-exempt foundations."
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While there are undoubtedly a number of specific abuses by these foundations
which can and should be corrected, the contemplated restrictions Jeopardize the
continued effectiveness if not the very existence of these unique institutions
which have made an enormous contribution to our national well-being.
Attempts to influence legislation

H.R. 18270 would impose severe tax penalties-ranging from a tax of 100%
on an improper expenditure, to loss of tax-exempt status, to a tax of 50% on the
officer authorizing the improper expenditure-on foundations which "carry out
propaganda or otherwise attempt to influence legislation." Specifically barred are
attempts to influence legislation by affecting the opinion of the general public
or private communication with a legislative body. Specifically permitted is "non.
partisan analysis and research."

1. As a standard by which a foundation is to guide its activities, the proposed
restriction is too broad and too vague, raising substantial questions under the
First Amendment which guarantees the right to publish, to speak and to peti-
tion the government. To cite just a few of many possible examples:

What is propaganda? Is it published material espousing a particular
politloal point of view? Publication by a foundation of a "scientific" opinion
on the effects of malnutrition on intelligence could be banned.

What is an attempt to Influence legislation? Is it the mere publication
of an opinion with the hope that it will spur a legislative response or must
the publication Include specific recommendations? Does it include "test-
case" litigation, as In the welfare rights cases which have exposed some
glaring infirmities in current law?

What is "non-partisan" analysis? Is it only that analysis specifically spon-
sored by a recognized political party or does it extend to any analysis likely
to be endorsed by such a party? The well known "One Year Later" report on
the effects of the Kerner Commission might be precluded.

The effect of this vagueness and uncertainty will be a rigorous self-censorship
by foundations far beyond any that exists under present law which provides a
"safety-valve" in that its restrictions apply, only to activities which are a "sub.
stantial part" of the foundations program.

2. There is also a fundamental question as yet unresolved by the Supreme
Court as to the underlying permissibility of so broad a regulation of First Amend-
ment activities. (0ammarano v. United States, 358 U.S. 498 (1050), for example,
which is usually cited to advance the proposition that resirlctions on lobbying are
clearly constitutional decided only that Congress was not required to provide a tax
deduction to business for lobbying. It did not deal directly with the question
of severe penalties in the form of complete denial of a tax-exemption and indi-
vidual tax liability for enaging in First Amendment activities.

Moreover, recent cases have made clear that to be valid, a condition attached
to a government benefit which broadly limits First Amendment rights must ad-
vance a "compelling" government Interest and be no broader than is absolutely
necessary to do so. The proposed restriction is apparently Intended to ensure that
foundations not be used as "tax-dodges" to support a narrow private Interest In-
stead of to advance a broader public Interest. That admittedly proper interest is
adequately protected by present law.
Voter registration aotivity

H.R. 13270 also unduly restricts voter-registration activity supported by tax-
exemption foundations. If Congress Is truly worried about the use of funds for
partisan drives or in campaigns aimed at a particular candidate, that can be
prevented without curtailing legitimate on-going voter registration merely be-
cause the resources available to a foundation be Insuficlent to support activities in
five or more states.

STATEMENT

I am Victoria Popkin, Assistant Director of the Washington, D.C. Office of the
American Civil Liberties Union. The AOLU Is a private, non-profit organization
which devotes Its entire resources to the protection of the Bill of RIghts of the
United States Constitution. We are neither a tax-exempt organization under
1501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Cole nor are contributions to the Union
tax deductible, although we do have a separate tax-exempt and tax-deductible
arm, the Roger Baldwin Foundation of the ACLU, which engages In litigation
and other charitable activities, primarily In the emerging areas of poverty and
welfare law. Thus, we appear here today neither as tax "experts" nor as an
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organization necessarily affected directly by the proposed tax law changes con-
tained In H.R. 13270. Rather, we appear to voice our profound concern for the
deleterious impact on orderly and progressive social change which would result
from proposals to restrict the activities of private foundations, and to raise
with you important constitutional considerations which must be brought to bear
In weighing the proposed restrictions.

There can be no doubt that tax-exempt private foundations have made an
enormous contribution to our national well-being and continued social progress.
Traditionally, they have engaged In a wide variety of philanthropic work and
have been an important source of artistic, cultural and scientific endeavor. In
recent years, with the rapid acceleration of social and technological change, both
within the country and without, their activities have expanded to include the
experimental and the innovative, and, more importantly, to support and direct
the forces of change to which government has been slow to respond. Often this
has involved criticism of government action or inaction. As a result, foundations
have inevitably engendered controversy and now encounter opposition. Current
attempts to restrict their activities are In large part manifestations of his
reaction.

We have no doubt that there a number of abuses by private foundations which
can and should be corrected-as, for example, when a private foundation which
enjoys tax-exempt status as an incentive to engage in activities for the social
welfare fails to distribute Its income or engages In self-dealing. H.R. 13270, how-
ever, Is not limited to correction of specific abuses such as these. While the provi-
sions in H.R. 13270, as passed, are less restrictive than tho.e originally reported
by the House Ways and Means Committee, they remain sufficiently broad and
ambiguous to pose a major threat to the independence of private foundations,
the inevitable effect of which will be to curtail severely the constructive contri-
bution which these unique institutions have made to American society. Some spe-
cific abuses of tax-exempt status which Congress can legitimately prevent may
well be cured, but at the expense of crippling the very institutions created by the
Congress to carry out what it has deemed to be important and beneficial social
ends. A tax on foundation investment income, for example, while contributing
little In terms of revenue to the public treasury, will serve only to assure that
fewer private funds are available to meet social and charitable needs and that
ultimately the public treasury, itself, will have to take up this slack.

Of primary concern to the ACLU are the provisions in Title I of the bill which
restrict so-called "political" activities of private foundations, the violation of
which would result in severe tax penalties to the foundation and/or its officers
and trustees, and, ultimately, to loss of tax-exempt and tax-deductible status.

Any attempt to curtail "political activities," whether those activities are
undertaken by individuals, business organizations or, In this case, private founda-
tions, must be reconciled with the First Amendment guarantees of freedom to
speak, to publish and to petition the government. While it may be clear that
the government Is not required to subsidize these activities by way of a tax-
exemption or any other means, it does not follow that it is therefore wholly free
to limit or ban them as a condition of receiving a benefit to which the taxpayer
would otherwise be entitled. See e.g. concurring opinion of Douglas, J. In
(Jammarano v. United States, 358 U.S. 498 (1959) ; Speiser v. Randall, 357 U.S.
513 (1958); Sherbert v. Verner, 874 U.S. 398 (1963). Thus, the proposed restric-
tions on foundation "political activities" must be velwed and judged in the light
of established limits on governmental regulation of speech, press and the right to
petition the government.

First, the bill would impose a tax of 100% on expenditures by a private founda-
tion, "to carry out propaganda, or otherwise attempt to influence legislation."

Such taxable expenditures specifically include (but are not limited to) :
"(1) any attempt to influence legislation through an attempt to affect the

opinion of the general public or any segment thereof, and (2) any attempt to In-
fluence legislation through private communication with any member or employee
of a legislative body, or with any other person who may participate in the for-
mulation of the legislation," but specifically permit, .. . .making available the
results of nonpartisan analyses or research." Trustees and officers of the founda-
tion who knowingly authorize such expenditures incure an individual tax liability
equal to 50% of the amount Improperly expended. Flagrant or repeated viola-
tions can result In the loss of tax-exempt status.

As a standard by which a foundation Is to guide its activities on pain of incur-
ring severe financial penalties, the ban on propagandising or otherwise attempting
to influence legislation Is both too broad and too vague. It is fundamental that
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"a law forbidding or requiring conduct in terms so vague that men of common
intelUgence must necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to its application
violates due process of law." Baggelt v. Bullitt, 877 U.S. 360 (1964) ; Cramp v.
Board of Publio Inetruotion 868 U.S. 278 (1961). The tremendous "chilling"
effect of a vague and uncertain rule on the exercise of First Amendment freedoms
has consistently been underlined by the Supreme Court. In Keylehsan v. Board of
Regents, S85 U.S. 589 (1966) the Court stated,

"We emphasize once again that [pirecislon of regulation must be the tbuch-
stone in an area so closely touching our most precious freedoms, NAAOP'v. But-
ton, 371 U.S. 415 (488) ; f ]or standards of permissible statutory vagueness are
strict in the area of free expression .... Because First Amendment freedoms
need breathing space to survive, government may regulate in the area only with
narrow specificity. Id. at 432-33 . . . When one must guess what conduct or
utterance may lose him his position, one necessarily will steer far wider of the
unlawful zone ... Spelser v. Randall, 357 U.S. 518, 526. For '(tJhe threat of
sanctions may deter... almost as potently as the actual application of sanc-
tions, NAAOP v. Button, supra at 433 .... (at 603)"

The total lack of "precision of regulation" in the proposed restrictions in H.R.
18270 is apparent from even the most cursory examination of their terms.

What is "propaganda?" Is it published material espousing a particular political
point of view, or any particular point of view? As commonly used, the term can
include spreading a scientific or artistic point of view. Is it forbidding, then,
only if it becomes a topic of political controversy or if it is merely likely to be.
come such a topic. Realizing that the restriction has an exemption for non.
partisan analysis and research, which we deal with specifically below, it still
must be noted that there may be specific "scientific" opinions which are not
strictly speaking objective research reports, for example as to the therapeutic
effect of fluoridation of water, or the pathological effect of cigarette smoking,
or the effect of television violence on children, or the effect of hunger and mal-
nutrition on a child's Intelligence and performance, all of which are highly
controversial matters, which could be termed "propaganda" by those who dis-
agree with the opinion expressed as opposed to "analysis" by those who concur.
Are foundations to be precluded from sponsoring and disseminating the results
of all studies in such areas? If so, the restriction is virtually without limit.

Similarly, what is an attempt to influence legislation? Is it the mere publica-
tion of an opinion with the hope that the problem will spur some kind of legis-
lative or executive action? Must the report contain specific legislative reeom-
mendations, or is it enough that it be relevant to a specific proposal already
known to be under consideration? For example, a study of efforts in European
countries to deal with the problems of obscenity and pornography, which reatbes
a specific conclusion and postulates recommendations for legislative solutions
here might be forbidden only if it includes legislative recommendations, or
not forbidden at all.

The two specific statements of what the general ban on attempting to propa-
gandize or influence legislation is to include, and the one statement of what
It is to exclude, provide little more in the way of precision or clarity of meaning.
(And, significantly, it is stated in the bill that the ban is not limited to these

examples.)
First,' making "available non-partisan analysis and research" is specifically

alloWed, but, as we have seen, the line between analysis and propaganda is
indeed a fuzzy one. Moreover, what does "non-partisan" mean in this context?,if
It is to include all analysis and research except that specifically sponsored by or
to promote a recognized political party it would not appear to be overly restric-
tive. The same cannot be said, however, if it is to include any analysis or research
with which a particular party may or may not agree, or indeed, any analysis and
research which hasan element of advocacy to It. If the latter Is the case, founda-
tion sponsored studies such as the Urban Coalition's "One Year Later" report
on the effects of the Kerner Commission Would be prosrbed. So too would
be studies by the American Bar Foundation or the Conservation Foun dation nhd
so forth.

Sec6ndly, what is meant by an "attempt to affect' the opinion of the general
public," which is specifically disallowed? Any published study or report Which
Is circulated to the public whose conclusions are other than benignly neutral
could come within this category. Last year's well-publicized and effectlye ties
exposing hunger in America are examples. Moreover, important actlvities,0ther
than studies and reports could be affected, as well. Litigation, for example, Is
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often more than an attempt to vindicate the rights of a specific individual, but
is also an Important means of bringing injustices to the attention of the public
in the hopes of securing a change in the law. For example, last year's Supreme
C6urt decisions exposing violations of individual rights in administration of
welfare programs have had an important impact in focusing public opinion on
the need for welfare reform. Such reform has been proposed by the Admin-
istration and is becoming a prime legislative topic. One of those cases, Smith v.
King was funded by the Roger Baldwin Foundation of the ACLU. Under the new
law, is this a forbidden activity?

Lastly, precisely what is included in the prohibition on private communication
with any member or employee of a legislative body, or with any other person
who may participate in the formulation of the legislation. Is an individual to
incur liability by explaining the results or recommendations of a foundation-
sponsored study to someone planning to testify before Congress on a bill, and,
thus, "participating in the formulation of the legislation?" Government coopera-
tion Is often essential to philanthropic projects carried on by private foundations.
An example is the renowned Carnegie libraries. Before these could be built,
consultation with numerous local officials and actual legislation to make avail-
able the land used and guarantee the maintenance costs was necessary. This type
of "communication" and activity is surely an attempt to Influence legislation,
and would be forbidden by H. R. 18270.

The effect of this vagueness and uncertainty on foundation activities will
necessarily be profound and far-reaching. Under present law "no substantialpart" of the activities of a tax-exempt (1 501(c) (8)) organization may be used
In "carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation."
While obviously some of the same problems of vagueness inhere in this, the
effect on foundation activities is far less severe. While undoubtedly some self-
censorship results, in cases of uncertainty a particular project judged to be
important may nevertheless be undertaken if it is not a "substantial" activity
of the foundation. The proposed changes would eliminate this "safety-valve".
Moreover, the new danger of individual liability by the foundation officers and
trustees would obviously mitigate in favor of erring on the safe side. Further-
more, the elimination of the "no substantial part" provision in present law would
bring a complete halt to joint government-foundation activities which have been
so promising in recent years. Where government and foundation join in spon-
soring a pilot project or program (such as a children's TV workshop) in which
the government itself is interested, since the government funding aspect of this,
even though already authorized by specific legislation, will be a line item In its
budget. its implementation involves "formulating legislation."

In short, since the proposed changes are obviously intended to be more restric-
tive of so-called "political activities" than is current law, foundation officers andtrustees, fearing that the foundation may be taxed or that they, themselves,
may be subject to severe financial liability, will resort to a kind of rigorous self-
censorship, previously unknown, which will likely expand the limitations on
First Amendment activities far beyond even those intended by the bill.."Seeking to stay on the safe side of an uncertain, often unknowable line
(foundations] are likely to eschew any activities that might incur official dis-
pleasure. Beneficiaries of government bounty fear to offend, lest ways and means
be'found In the obscure corners of discretion to deny these favors In the future."
Reich, "The New Property," 73 Yale L.J. 5 (April, 194), at 751.

While the problem of vagueness Is the most readily apparent constitutional
difficulty evidenced by these restrictions, another more fundamental question also
arises which has yet to be finally resolved by the Supreme Court. That is the
0'blem of the underlying permissibility of this kind of broad regulation of
9Firt Amendment activities. There have been only a few Supreme Court cases
dealing with federal "lobbying" legislation, and for the most part these have
been resolved without reaching this constitutional question.
. In (Tammarano v. United States, 858 U.S. 498 (1959), which is usually cited

tO advance the proposition that restrictions on lobbying in the form of denial
of a tax-exemption are clearly constitutional, it was held that expenses incurred
i an attempt to defeat certain legislation threatening the continued existence
Or petitioner's business were not deductible from income as "an ordinary and
Tiecessary" expense of doing business.
,,The Court dismissed the taxpayer's First Amendment claim, stating,
:"VPitioners are not being denied a tax deduction because they engaged inonsitutionauy protected activities but are simply being required to pay for
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those activities entirely out of their own pockets, as everyone else engaging in
similar activities is required to do. .... "

That was of course true with regard to the business expense deduction being
considered in the case but is not true with regard to a 100% penalty tax or to
the complete denial of a tax-exempt status to a foundation because it engages
in First Amendment activities or to the individual tax penalty on its officers
for authorizing these. As Justice Douglas concurring in Oammarano, noted,

"If Congress had gone so far as to deny all deductions for 'ordinary and
necessary business expenses' if a taxpayer spent money to promote or oppose
initiative measures, then it would be placing a penalty on the exercise of First
Amendment rights"

Under H.R. 18270, a foundation could be denied its tax exemption, and its
officers penalized if they attempted to influence legislation.

In United States v. Rumley, 345 U.S. 41 (1952), decided on statutory grounds,
the Court interpreted a Congressional resolution authorizing the investigation
of "all lobbying. activities intended to influence, encourage, promote or retard
legislation" as limited to inquiry into representations made directly to Congress,
explicitly recognizing that

*.. the power to inquire into efforts of private individuals to influence
public opinion through books and periodicals, however remote the radiation of
influence which they may exert upon the ultimate legislative process, raises
doubts of constitutionality in view of the prohibition of the First Amendment."
(At 46)

Justices Black and Douglas, concurring specifically pointed out that-
"The privilege of pamphleteering, as well as the more orthodox types of pub.

locations, may neither be licensed (Lovell v. Griffen, 303 U.S. 444) nor taxed,
Murdockc v. PennWylatnia, 319 U.S. 105."
H.R. 18270 apparently places a tax on certain kinds of "pamphleteering" and

publications, among other things.
Finally, in United States v. Harris, 347 U.S. 012 (1953), the Court, dealing

with a case in which petitioner had failed to register under the Federal Reg-
ulation of Lobbying Act (2 U.S.C. if 261-270), again avoided the constitutional
question of regulating lobbying activities other than direct communication with
Congress by construing the Act as only applying to that kind of activity. More-
over, it stressed that Congress was not prohibiting attempts to influence legis-
laAion but was merely seeking to make the public so as to enable Congress to
evaluate the pressures being brought to bear upon them. Thus, the case lends
no support to the proposition that regulation of propagandizing or influencing
the opinion of the general public is constitutionally permissible. Moreover,
Justices Black and Douglas dissented, stating:

"Can Congress require one to -register before he writes an article, makes a
speech, files an advertisement, appears on radio or television, or writes a letter
seeking to influence proposed legislation? That would pose a considerable question
under the First Amendment as Thomas v. sollina, 323 U.S. 516 indicates . . .I
mention the First *Amendment to emphasize why statutes touching this field
should be narrowly drawn to prevent the 'supposed evil' (see Cantwell v. Oon-
necticlt, 810 U.S. 296). ....
H.R. 18270 clearly attempts to restrict foundation political activities in way.4

which have been untested in the Court, and in ways which the Court has Itself
consistently acknowledged raised profound First Amendment difficulties In our
view, there is reason to believe that even apart from problems of vagueness It
could not overcome constitutional barriers. Recent cases havemade clear that a
condition attached to a government benefit which has the purpose and effect of
drastically limiting First Amendment rights is not constitutionally permissible
unless a compelling governmental interest is demonstrated. Speier v. Randall,
supra; Sherbert v. Verner, 874 U.S. 898 (1068), and even then, the condition will
survive constitutional scrutiny only if it is no broader than necessary to protect
that interest, Similarly, a condition used to distinguish those who are eligible for
a benefit from those who are not, which in effect broadly restricts First Amend-
ment rights, does not meet the constitutional requirements of due process and
equal protection unless it can be shown to be a carefully limited means of ad-
vancing a compelling government purpose. Shapiro v. Thompson, 87 U.S. Law
Week 488 (April 21,1909).

It has not been demonstrated that the government's Interest in protecting
against propagandizing or attempting to influence legislation by private founda-
tions, or, indeed, any other group is a sufficiently compelling one to Justify a
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prohibition of the breadth contemplated by this bill. The concern which has been
evidenced Is not that the public be able to evaluate the pressures brought to bear
upon it by foundations, or that a large amount of tax-free funds will be channeled
into political campaigns, so that foundations can exercise an Inordinate Influence
on elections or on government policies. Rather, It Is apparently that such private
foundations not become "tax-dodges" allowing funds to be spent to support narrow
private interests to secure a benefit intended to advance a broader public Interest.
That admittedly proper interest on the part of the government, however, can be
adequately protected by present provisions denying a tax exemption only when
a "substantial" part of the organization's activities can be deemd "lobbying."

The argument is made that to permit private foundations to attempt to in-
fluence legislation either by direct communication with legislators or by affecting
the opinion of the general public Is to give them an advantage not enjoyed by all
others and thus inequitable. We disagree. Since the Commarano case, the In.
ternal Revenue Code has been amended to allow corporations, businesses and
other profit-making organizations to deduct expenses Incurred in influencing
legislation which directly affects them, by direct communication with legisla-
tors. (Sec. 162) H.R. 13270 would deny similar benefits to private foundations.
Thus if, for example, Congress was considering proposals to tax motion pictures
deemd objectionable for minors, theatre owners lobbying against this wound re-
ceive tax benefits to spur their drive. Non-profit parent's or citizens' groups who
might support It would be denied similar benefits and thus be handicapped in
their efforts. The same effect is possible In controversies over commercial develop-
ment of a natural resource and countless other areas.

Furthermore, while it Is still true that businesses and corporations are pro-
hibited from deducting expenses of attempts to influence the general public on
legislative matters, they can often accompllish this by way of advertising, the
costs of which are deductible. Thus the Internal Revenue Code as a whole under
these new provisions would be sharply skewed in favor of those corporate and
business interests already most financially able to make their voices heard In the
legislative process, and against those trad.tlonally least able to do so, such as
consumer groups, the poor, conservationists and so forth, and who In recent years
have increasingly relied on private funds channeled through foundations to make
their muscle felt. A tax exemption has been a significant incentive for private
funds to support these groups, reducing their overall reliance on government to
Itself Initiate and support change. To attempt to reverse this trend at this time
would only serve to Increase and spur the alienation and frustration already
dividing our country and threatening our Institutions, and to deny Congress and
the country an Important source of Information and opinion.

Turning briefly to the second major "political activity" restriction of con-
cern to the ACLU, H.R. 13270 provides that amounts payed, "to Influence the
outcome of any public election (including voter registration) drives carried on
by or for such foundation" are "taxable expenditures" and thus prohibited.
Excepted are amounts paid or incurred by a 1501(c) (3) organization, the prin-
cipal activity of which is non-partlqan political activity in five or more States,
if that organization expends substantially all of Its income directly for such ac-
tivities, is supported by other tax-exempt organizations or by the general public,
does not receive more than 25% of its income from a single source, and does
not accept contributions earmarked for use in a particular state or election.
Theqe provisions amount to legislative "overkill."

If Congress is truly worried about the use of such fundq for "artiin" voter
activity or In selected campaigns aimed at a particular candidate, surely that
possibility can be prevented with a more narrow restriction that does not threaten
to curtail legitimate and important on-going voter registration activity merely
because the resources available to a foundation may be insufficient to support ac-
tivity in five or more States.

The danger which inheres in these new restrictions Is not to any one group
of persons or single ideological persuasion. Rather It is to the unique role which
the tax-exempt foundation so effectively fills In our IplurAhItIc Wopty. Restric-
tions of this kind, strictly interpreted and enforced, could remove the incentive
to innovate, to experiment, to persuade and to act as a source of IdeaR, which Is,
after all, both one of the primary purposes for which tax-exempt foundations
were created and one of the main advantages of their continued existence. Ulti-
mately It could reduce foundations to mere financial conduits for charitable giv-
ing, and dry up a source of information and ideas vital to both the public and
the Congress itself.

88-865 0-69--pt. 6-54
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H 18270 was considered by the House under a closed rule so that amen6.
ments could not be proposed. The Senate Finance Committee thus presents the
first, if not the Ilast, occasion to consider closely and hopefully to Zevlse the
pipoe4 restrictions on foundation political activities. We believe that they are
both unwarranted and ill-advised. The grave constitutional questions which they
raise cannot be swept under the rug and should not be left to the courts to resolve.
We urge -that the Finance Committee delete the proposed changes in the law
relating to political activities of private foundations from the bill. I

The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is Hon. Ralph Harvey of New
Castle, Ind.

Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, maLy I take just a moment of the
committee's time to introduce a good friend and former Congressman
from Indiana. For 9 years, Mr.1iarvey was a Member of the House
of Representatives, and among other responsibilities he served on the
Select Committee on Small Business. During that time, the Select Com-
mittee inquired into the matter of tax-exempt foundations. I know his
testimony will be most helpful to the committee in our deliberations
on the foundations sections of the bill. Mr. Harvey, you may proceed
with your statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. RALPH HARVEY, FORMER CONGRESSMAN,
NEW OASTLF, InD

Mr. HARvWY. My name is Ralph Harvey, a former Member Of the
House of Rernresentatives. During my 9 terms of service, the last three
were as a member of the Select Committee on Small Business, This
statement relates particularly to the subcommittee chaired, by Con.
gressman Wright Patman and devoted to the study of tax-exempt
foundations.

It was my privilege'to serve as the ranking Republican onithis sub-
committee until my retirement at the end of 1966. During this period
-1961-66--Mr. Patman conducted-almost single-handed-an iives-
tigation into the activities of tax-exempt foundations and held nu-
merous hearing. In addition, a detailed questionnaire was sejit' to'
select group of several hundred foundations in an effort to determine
the nature of their philanthropic activities. The Secretary of Treasury
and Commissioner of Internal Revenue were questioned and cross-
examined in public hearings on the treatment and auditing of such
foundations. During the period of which I speak, there was much
acrimony between thoqe involved and the hearin s sometimeq devel-
oped more heat than light. Anyone who sat throu.h them- hearings
could not help developing some convictions * * * it will be my pur-
pose to set them forth as objectively as po~sible.

Permit me to state in the beginning that I do not have any prejudice
with regard to foundations, in fact most of them are devotifig their
resources to worthy projects. They are able to explore various possible
social developments in an unfettered fashion, to make mistakes and to
proceed along given lines of activity without regard to public .opinion
or fiscal accountability in contrast with the limitations 'of. the Gov-
erzyment. The history of such foundations extends more than 50 years.
Two very early ones, the Carnegie and Rockefeller contributed much
to the advancement of health and knowledge. In fact theit names
became synonymous with humanitarianism and progress. Since World
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War I the number of tax-exempt foundations has proliferated
immensely.
.Out.of this welter of charges and countercharges, one fact has become

dDviOUs to me. This is that a life expectancy limitation should be en-
_ac s an amendment to that provision of the Revenue Code that

gives license to tax-exempt foundations. Reasons for my conviction
are as follows:

1. The present Federal tax system encourages those who hold vast
estates to convert them to a tax-exempt status to avoid estate taxes.
-2. This tendency has become more obvious during recent years
because our affluent times have enabled many to become very wealthy.

As we continue to have more and more wealth sequestered from
the Federal tax base, the burden upon those who are not so privileged
becomes greater.
* 4. WhiIe most of them foundations have not had enough longevity to
date to become tools of professionals to use for selfish purposes there
is ample evidence that this is a growing tendency * * * especially
is this true as these self-perpetuating organizations become further
removed from their founders.
.,5. While it is not my purpose to recommend a specific period of life
expectancy for tax-exempt foundations, it would be my recommenda-
tion that consideration be given to a 50-year period with another 10
years in which to phase out the holdings of those so licensed. Of course,
no such provision be retroactive.
* 6. That enough IRS agents be employed to audit the accounts

of such foundations regularly to insure that the bad eggs among them
do not use their authority for either selfish economic or personal gain.

Senator WUIAms. Mr. Harvey, that was a fine statement. W6 do
appreciate your being with us.
1 vThe next witness is Mr. Reed Larson, executive vice president
of the National Right to Work Committee.

STATEMENT OF REED LARSON, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OP
THE NATIONAL RIGHT TO WORK COMMITTEE

Mr. LAuoN. Members of the committee, I want to thank you for
the opportunity to appear before this group. What we have to discuss,
Ithfink, is an extremely important aspect of this question and one
Which to a large extent has escaped the attention of all those who are
considering the question.

My name is Reed Larson, I am executive vice president of the Na-
tion'al Right to Work Committee. We are a single purpose organiza-
tihfi.a citizens organization, devoted to the concept that no individual
should be compelled to pay money to any private organization in order
tO'work.
;1, Our appeal to this committee, we believe, is in keeping with the spirit
in which this broad review of tax legislation has been undertaken, that
is t insure that al persons and organizations receive fair and even
handed justice under the tax law. We are not here to oppose any spe-

ifo provisions of HR; 13270 or to ask for relief from any of its pro-
visions for any group or segment of society.



In fact, we are completely in accord with the Executive Council of
the AFLCIO in its resolution calling on the Senate to improve and
strengthen the tax reform proposal.

We agree strongly with the drafters of this bill and their recogni.
tion of the fact that a comprehensive drive for tax justice must seek not
only to broaden the base of tax revenues but also must reexamine the
structure of tax exemption to insure that it serves the public interest
and does not confer undue privileges on any special interest group.

In that connection, the present bill endeavors to restrict, as we have
heard in testimony this morning, certain tax exemptions of founda-
tions, groups, those exemptions which tend to distort or thwart the
will of the electorate in choosing its governmental officials.

As you know, section 101(b) of this.bill takes a step in this direc-
tion by limiting the political and lobbying activity of certain tax-
exempt organizations. It imposes a heavy tax on any foundation and
on the manager of that foundation which uses any of its funds "to
carry out propaganda or otherwise attempt to influence legislation or
to influence the outcome of any public election including voter reg-
istration drives carried on by such foundation."

The bill drafters must be credited with exceptional insight for rec-
ognizing how supposdly nonpartisan registration drives may be
transformed into highly effective partisan political operations. This
factor was confirmed by AFL-CIO president, George Meany, whose
organization probably spends more money for voter registration and
get-out-the-vote drives than all of the tax-exempt organizations
combined.

Mr. Meany has observed and I quote:
When you pay a candidate's bills you are not sure where the money is

going. When you make a donation to a candidate you cannot be sure. But when
you spend your money to get people registered, and then spend a lesser
proportion to get them out to vote, you know you have got a vote in the ballot
box.

Mr. Meany continues-
Of course, we are a little bit choosy when we choose districts in which we want
to better those votes in the ballot box, so when they go in we have a pretty
good idea of how they are going to vote.

Due in a large measure to special privilege loopholes in our tax laws,
millions of Americans are today being denied basic civil rights and
political freedom. They are compelled, in order to work at their jobs,
to help finance political and ideological objectives with which they
may strongly disagree.

Thomas Jefferson wrote:
That to compel a man to furnish contributions of money for the propagation

of opinions which he disbelieves and abhors is sinful and tyrannical.
Supreme Court Justice William 0. Douglas placed this principle in

a contemporary setting in 1961 when he wrote and I quote:
If dues are used or assessments are made to promote or oppose birth control,

to repeal or increase taxes on cosmetics, promote or oppose the admission of
Red China into the United Nations or the like, then the group compels an indi-
vidual to support with his money causes beyond what gave rise to the need for
group action.



Justice Douglas continues:
I think the same thing must be said when union dues or assessments are used

to elect a Governor, a Congressman, a Senator or a President.
This committee, we believe, has an opportunity and, we suggest,

a responsibility, to address itself to one of the most basic, a it
politically sensitive, needs in the whole spectrum of tax reform. That
need, in our judgment, is to apply broadly and evenly the restrictions
on political activity by tax-exempt organizations, including particu-
larly those tax-exempt organizations which spend for political pur-
poses funds collected from individuals as a condition of employment.

While officials of labor unions are the most notorious offenders in
this connection, the practice is equally objectionable when carried on
by any private or anization.

The present bill recognizes this topic as germane to the tax reform
issue but it touches only the remote edges of the problem.

Tax-exempt foundations whose political activity would be curtailed
by this bill, at least use voluntary contributions to finance any politi-
cally oriented undertaking.

On the other hand, labor unions, whose open and undisguised poli-
ticking dwarfs that of all other tax-exempt organizations, finance their
multimillion-dollar political education campaigns and highly selec-
tive voter registration drives largely with funds collected from indi-
viduals as a condition of employment.

Our tax laws, as presently written and interpreted, encourage this
ractice. Here is what the Internal Revenue Service told us in a letter
ated September 26, 1966:
A labor organization does not lose its right to exemption under 501 because it

engages in political activity.
Mr. Chairman, I request that the full text of that letter from the

Internal Revenue and the letter to which it responded, be placed in
the record.

Senator WILIAMS. Your letter and your statement in its entirety,
will be placed in the record.

Mr. LARsoN. Thank you, sir.
I have some more in summarizing this, if I might run on through.
Senator WLAms. If you will make it short.
Mr. LARSON. Some apologists for the union hierarchy have en-

deavored to maintain the fiction that all union spending for political
activity is carried on with voluntarily contributed Tunds. This is
patently untrue. The record of union activity, including admissions by
many union officials, demonstrates conclusively that the backbone of
union political activity is based on compulsory dues and fees.

I have here and have summarized in this statement, a wide assort-
ment of authoritative articles and documents citing union officials'
statements and other authoritative sources and will summarize a couple
and will request, if I might, the full text-

Senator WLL AmS. It will all be placed in the record if you can sum-
marize it.

Mr. LARsoN. To summarize the gist of these documents, Joe Rauh,
attorney for the United Auto Workers, told the U.S. Supreme Court
as far back as 1956, and I quote:

V
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The only funds available to the union are those that come from dues for the
purpose of buying radio time, television time, and-newspaper advertising. The
small amount that has been collected as voluntary dollars has all gone as very
small contributions to the candidates. When a union member pays bis dues be
has paid for this political action.

From the United Auto Workers counsel.
Justice Hugo Black of the U.S. Supreme Court wrote in 1961:
There can be no doubt that the federally sanctioned union shop contract here,

as it actually works, takes a part of the earnings of some men and turhm it over
to others who spend a substantial part of the funds so received in efforts to
thwart the political, economic, and ideological aims of those whose money has
been forced from them under authority of law.

From this record, and from the documents that I amproviding, I
think it is very clear that the spending by union officials of compulsory
dues for politics is indeed astronomical.

In our judgment, this practice, whether carried on by chambers of
commerce, a labor union, the National Right to Work Committee, or
any other special interest group, threatens the underpinnings of rep.
resentative government.

Contrary to a widely'held misconception, there is no effective means
of escape for the compulsory union member who objects to the use of
his dues for politics. -The idea that union members can successfully
withhold their dues from politics is a snare and a delusion of the
cruelest sort. •

In the only two cases in which such a challenge was successfully
made the employees involved spent more than 12 years in litigation at
a cost hundreds of times the relief they obtained. And the court ac-
ceded to the pleas of union lawyers that the case be decided ona basis
which would prevent its being applied as a general rule.

In fact, other cases of em loyees now making a similar challenge
have dragged on for more than 2 years, and not even the firtt step
toward granting relief has been made.

We believe a golden opportunity now confronts those Members of
Cong who are interested in achieving genuine tax justice. Rernov-
ing the special tax privileges of all private organizations using corn
pulsory dues for any kind'of political activity will gain the appltuse of
overburdened taxpayers. It will also demonstrate the willingness of tho
Congress to deal equitably witha powerful special interet-lobby.:

This recognition is reflected in editorials which I have summaried'
here, letters, and it. is growing throughoutthe country. :- ':: .

Senator Fannin's proposed amendment to H.R. 18270 represents a
giant step in the right direction and merits your favorable considera-
tion. It would deny tax exemption to unions which use compulsory dues
for political partisan purposes. We support this proposal an&d we
recommend that it be broadened to include not just labor unions but
all private organizations. The principle is-the same. .,

This committee has an unusual opportunity.to strike a blow'for t!ie
freedom of all Americans by applying to all tax-exempt organizations
the same basic standards of conduct insofar as political activities ire
concerned. We urge that you amend the bill to achieve that end; .?

I thank you. ., ,
Senator FANzIc. Mr. Chairmen, since.he referred to my, bill, could

I just ask one question I Do you have knowledge of any tax-exempt
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organizations, other than labor unions, which are using compulsory
4ues or fees for political purposes?

M Nlr. LASON. Well there is growing evidence that this practice is
occurring among affiliates of the National Education Association. In
Michigan, teachers are being fired for their refusal to pay dues to
locals of the NEA, and they, of course, engage, as many private orga-
nizations do, in some legislative and possibly politically oriented activi-
ties. I cite this only as one superficial evidence, and I would say it
would need to be checked out more thoroughly.

Senator FANNIN. Is it your opinion that the staff manpower pro-
vided candidates by unions is more vital than the monetary contribu-
tions given candidates by unions?

Mr. LA soN. Yes, it certainly is. Union officials acknowledge this
themselves, as I have cited in my documents.

Senator FANNIN. Are these available for the committee to check?
Mr. LAmoN. Yes, they are. The committee reported expenses

amounted to about $7,600,000, but that if we are to include the man-
power expenses, the total will exceed $600 million.

Senator FANNiN. According to the very Tecent Wall Street Journalarticle quoted in your statement, voter registration drive sponsored
by the AFL-CIO were formerly financed by voluntary donations to
(OPE; but are now underwritten with funds from the AFL-CIO's
general treasury. Is there a ruling by the Internal Revenue Service
which permits the practice of financing voter registration campaigns
with-money from a union's general treasury?

Mr.' LARsoNr. There is no evidence to my knowledge that Internal
Revenue Service places any restrictions whatsoever on spending gen-
irl union funds on voter registration drives. I do know that a ruling
sanctioning union political spending was issued by the IRS in 1966.
We hiwe asked recently for an updating. We received just a form letter
in .eply.

Senator FANNIN. Did the form letter state that it was still in effect?
Mr. LA NsoN. Yes.
Senator FANNIN. Your statement effectively documents the active

participation of an army of salaried union personnel in partisan poli-
tics; Would you state how the salaries of these people are paid and
from what source during political campaigns?

Mr. LAiRsoN. According to the statements of union officials them-
Selves (which are in the record) these salaries are paid from union
general funds--made up mostly of compulsory dues and fees.
S-Sen.ttor FANNIN. I noticed in your statement that you said Japanese

and Filipino merchant seamen would contribute, although not volun-
tarily some of whom have never even voted in an election. Do you
have documentation of that ?
'vMr LAR8o N. I have the newspaper report.

Sector FANNIN. If you do have additional information, I would
ftlrehate it if it could be furnished for the record. Any other infor-
Mationt you would like to furnish at this time would be helpful.
1r Mr eLAmoN. I might mention that as a trustee of -a foundation
mryself;,we certainly believe that foundations should be treated no
differently from anyone else on the question of political spending. The
kznelrule should apply to alL



Senator FANNIN. Thank you very much for your comments, Mr.
Larson.

(Mr. Larson's prepared statement and attachments referred to
follow:)
STATEMENT or REED LAbsOx, EXEOUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL RItT To

WORK COM17ME

SUMMARY

Duo In a large measure to special-privilege loopholes in our tax laws, millions
of Americans are today being denied basic civil rights and political freedom.
They are compelled, in order to work at their Jobs, to help finance political and
ideological objectives with which they may strongly disagree.

This Committee has an opportunity and, we suggest, a responsibility to address
Itself to one of the most basic--albeit, most politically sensitive-needs in the
whole spectrum of tax reform. That need, in our judgment, is to apply, broadly
and evenly, the restrictions on political activities by tax-exempt organizations
which spend for political purposes funds collected from individuals as a condi-
tion of employment. While officials of labor unions are the most notorious of-
fenders in this connection, the practice is equally objectionable when carried on
by any private organization.

The record of union political activity, including admissions by many union
officials, demonstrates conclusively that the backbone of union political activity
Is based on compulsory dues and fees.

Contrary to a widely-held misconception, there is no effective means of escape
for the compulsory union memiar who objects to the use of his dues for politics.
The idea that union members can successfully withhold their dues front politics
is a snare and a delusion of the cruelest sort.

A golden opportunity now confronts those Members of Congress who are
interested In achieving genuine tax justice. Removing the special tax privileges
of all private organizations using compulsory dues for any kind of political
activity will gain the applause of overburdened taxpayers. Senator Fannin's pro-
posed amendment to I.R. 18270 represents a giant step In the right direction and
merits your favorable consideration.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I am Reed Larson, Executive
Vice President of the National Right to Work Committee. Ours is a single-purpose
citizens' organization devoted to the concept that no Individual should be comi-
pelled to pay money to any private organization as a condition of employment.

Our appeal to the Committee Is, we believe, In keeping with the spirit In which
this broad review of tax legislation was undertaken-that is, to Insurd that all
persons and organizations receive fair and even-handed justice under the tax
law. We are not here to oppose any portion of H.R. 18270, or to ask for relief
from its provisions for any group or segment of society.

We are, In fact, in complete accord with the Executive Council of the AFL-CIO
in its Resolution calling on the Senate to "improve and strengthen" the tax reform
provisions. That same body has pointed out the need to "guard against attempts
by lobbyists to preserve and widen their special Interest loophole&" It Is difficult
to believe they mean this since AFL-CIO officials themselves enjoy one of the
most flagrant of all "special Interest loopholes"

We agree strongly with the drafters of this bill in their recognition of the fact
that a comprehensive drive for tax justice must seek not only to broaden the
base of tax revenues, but also must reexamine the structure of tax exemption
to insure that Its serves the public Interest and that It does not confer undue
privileges upon any special-interest group. In that connection, the present bill
endeavors to restrict certain tax-exemptions which tend to thwart or distort the
true will of the electorate In choosing its governmental officials and policies. As
you know, Section 101(b) of H.RL 18270 takes a step in this direction by limiting
the political and lobbying activities of certain tax-exempt organizations. It im-
poses a heavy tax on any foundation, anq on the manager of that foundation,
which uses any of its funds "(1) to carry out propaganda or otherwise attempt
to Influence legislation, or (2) to Influence the outcome of any public election
Including voter registration drives carried on by such foundation.. 1
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The bill's drafters must be credited with exceptional Insight for recognizing
how supposedly nonpartisan voter registration drives may be transformed into
highly effective partisan political operations. This fact has been confirmed by
AFL-CIO president George Meany, whose organization probably spends more
money for voter registration and get-out-the-vote drives than all other tax-
exempt organizations combined.

Mr. Meany has observed:
"When you pay a candidate's bills you are not so sure where the money is

going. When you make a donation to a candidate you can't be sure.
"But when you spend your money to get people registered, and then spend a

lesser proportion to get them out to vote, you know you got a vote In the ballot
box. Of course, we are a little bit choosy when we choose districts in which we
want to better these votes In the ballot box, so that when they go in we have a
pretty good idea how they are going to vote."

Due in a large measure to special-privilege loopholes In our tax laws, millions
of Americans are today being denied basic civil rights and political freedom.
They are compelled, In order to work at their Jobs, to help finance political and
Ideological objectives with which they may strongly disagree.

Thomas Jefferson once wrote "that to compel a man to furnish contributions
of money for the propagation of opinions which he disbelieves and abhors is
sinful and tyrannical."

Supreme Court Justice William 0. Douglas placed this principle in a con-
temporary setting when he wrote In 1901:

"The collection of dues for paying the costs of collective bargaining of which
each member Is a beneficiary is one thing. If, however, dues are used, or assess-
meNts tre made, to promote or oppose birth control, to repeal or increase the
taxes on cogmetlcs, to promote or oppose the admission of Red China Into the
United Nations, and the like, then the group compels an individual to support
with his money causes beyond what gave rise to the need for group action.

"I think the same must be said when union dues or assessments are used to
elect a Governor, a Congressman, a Senator, or a President. It may be said that
the election of a Franklin D. Roosevelt rather than a Calvin Coolidge might 4)e
the best possible way to serve the cause of collective bargaining. But even such
a selective use of union funds for political purposes subordinates the individual's
First Amendment rights to the views of the majority. I do not see how that can
be done, even though the objector retains his rights to campaign, to speak, to
vote as he chooses. For when union funds are used for that purpose, the Indi-
vidual Is required to finance political projects against which he may be in
rebellion."

This Committee has an opportunity, and, we suggest, a responsibility to
address itself to one of 'the most basic--albeit, most politically sensitive-needs
in the whole spectrum of tax reform. That need, in our Judgment, is to apply
broadly and evenly the restrictions on political activities by tax-exempt organi-
zations-Including particularly those tax-exempt organizations which spend for
political purposes funds collected from individuals as a condition of employ-
ment. While officials of labor unions are the most notorious offenders in this
connection, the practice Is equally objectionable when carried on by any private
organization.

The present bill recognizes that this topic Is germane to the tax reform Issue,
but It touches only the remote edges of the real problem. Tax-exempt founda-
tions, whose political activities would be curtailed by this bill. ant least use volun-
tary contributions to finance any politically-oriented undertakings. On the other
hand, labor unions, whose open and undisguised politicking dwarfs that of all
other tax-exempt organizations, finance their multi-million dollar political
"education" campaigns and highly-selective voter registration drives largely
with funds collected from Individuals as a condition of employment.

Our tax laws, as presently written and interpreted, encourage this practice.
Here's what the International Revenue Service told us In a letter deted Septem-
ber 28, 1060: "Although certain sections of 501(c) of the Internal Revenue Oode
and their Implementing regulations contain various definitions, limitations and
prohibitions relative to political and legislative activities, there is no such
proscription with respect to a labor organization otherwise qualifying for.exemp-
tion from federal income tax under section 501(e) (5) . ,. As a matter of law, a
labor organization does not lose Its right 4o exemption under Section 501 because
It engages In political activity. . ." Mr. Chairman, I request that the full text
of this letter and the letter to which it responded be placed in the record.
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Some apologists for the union hierarchy have endeavored to maintain the
fiction that all union spending for political activities is carried on with volun.
tarily-contributed funds. This is patently untrue. The record of union political
activity, Including admissions by many union officials, demonstrates conclusively
that the backbone of union political activity is based on compulsory dues and
fees.

I have here a wide assortment of authoritative articles and documents which
I will summarize as briefly as possible and then request that the full texts be
placed in the hearing record.

As far back as 1956 Mr. Joe Raub, attorney for the United Auto Workers, told
the U.S. Supreme Court that "The only funds available to the union are those
that come from dues, for the purpose of buying radio time, television time, and
newspaper advertising. The small amount that has been collected as voluntary
dollars has all gone as very small contributions to the candidates . . .when
he (a union member) pays his dues, he has paid for his political action."

Spokesmen for fifteen labor unions who were defendants in the lawsuit filed
in 1953 (International Association of Machinists et al v. Street, et al, 367 U.S.
74 (1961)) admitted using compulsory union dues "to support ideological and
political doctrines and candidates which plaintiffs . . . were, are and will be
opposed to and not willing to support voluntarily." The plaintiffs were employees
who objected to the use of their forced dues for political purposes.

Justice Hugo Black of the U.S. Supreme Court wrote in 1961: "There can be
no doubt that the federally-sanotioned union shop contract here, as it actually
works, takes a part of the earnings of some men and turns it over to others who
spend a substantial part of the funds so-received in efforts to thwart the
political, economical and ideological aims of those whose money has been forced
from them under authority of law."

The late Senator Dirkeen, revered member of this Senate Committee, dealt
with the subject at some length in an article published three years ago by the
DePaul University Law Review: "It Is well known to everyone that American
unions have for the past many years been highly active in politics and have played
a very important role in election campaigns of members of Congress, of state
legislators, state officials, and local city and county officials. The union chiefs
make no apologies for this, but rather assert that It is their right to make sure
that those elected to public office are sympathetic towards the aims and purposes
of labor unions. Large armies of union staff j*rsonnel are assigned to work In
political campaigns at the precinct level In getting out the vote for "union.
endorsed candidates; union newspapers and other publications are heavily
devoted to promoting favored candidates, and union funds derived from mem-
bership dues and fees are liberally distributed to such candidates.
. "Where does this leave the individual worker who Is required under a com-

pulsory unionism agreement to pay his dues and fees Into the union as a
necessary condition to holding his job?"

The official magazine of the AFL-CIO for January 1968 reported on that
organization's convention held a month before: "The Convention called for top
priority for political action . . All unions are urged to assign as many full-
time staff members as possible for full-time political education work as early as
possible in 1968 . . ."

On November 11, 1968, U.S. News & World Report stated: "Organized labor
reported that It spent more than ever before-in money and effort-In the drive
to elect Hubert Humphrey and save as many pro-union votes as possible In Con.
gress the reports to Congress, however, do not reveal the true extent of
the labor campaign. Politicians say the manpower provided by unions is a big
asset, going mainly to Democratic candidates."

A long-time union official, Sidney Lens, wrote in the Commonvca; magazine
May 27, 1966: "Around election time, labor mobilized thousands of workers from
the shops as well as many full-time organizers. The offices of the auto union,
perhaps the most active. of all politically, become depopulated by as hiuch ' as
one-half of the regular staff, all working the hustings for union-endorsed
candidates . . . 'On the first Tuesday in November innumerable union men, poid
from the union treasury; can be seeni driving voters to and from th6 polling
booths, acting as watchers to assure an',honest count, and calling on 'sure' voters
who bave hot yet cast a ballot."

Authoritative labor columnist Victor Riesel, In a column printed November 11,
1968: "But all this ($7,000,000 In officially reported campaign spending) is
petty' cash when compared with the local spending from the kick-off,' massive
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Labor Day Parade up Fifth Avenue to the last-minute caravans and get-out-the-
vote telephone squads. There were hundreds of radio and television broadcasts.
Mr. Labor, himself, George Meany, hit a network of some 330 stations five times.
The Ladies Garment Workers put on four national broadcasts . . . America's
labor leaders poured out well over $60 million for Hubert H. Humphrey."

An AFL-CIO spokesman said that raising money for favored candidates is not
the federation's primary political function, according to a Daily Labor Report
article published on October 29, 1904, by the Bureau of National Affairs. "'Skills
and manpower are what labor has to contribute,' says its spokesman."

In his nationally-syndicated column of May 17, 1968, David Lawrence observed:
"It is possible in America for a labor organization with a vested interest in
legislation to spend a huge sum of money to bring about the defeat of a Member
of Congress even though the Federal Corrupt Practices Act bars any corporation
or labor organization from contributing 'anything of value' to a federal election,
including primaries. Frank J. Lausche . . . was defeated in a Democratic pri-
mary for a third term a few days ago by the expenditure of a large sum of money
collected in part from dues of labor union members."

"A labor union has shown how to hand $100,000 to Presidential-campaign
committees and avoid a law limiting donations to $5,000," U.S. News & World
Report disclosed in Its issue of August 5, 1968. "This lesson in practical politics
was given by the Seafarers Union with the money starting to flow to Democratic
groups shortly after Secretary of State Dean Rusk declined to extradite a
former official of the union ... Union spokesmen said the money came from
members as voluntary contributions for political purposes-not from regular
union dues."

Methods used by the Seafarers Union to obtain "voluntary" contributions forpolitical purposes were questioned by a comprehensive article in the January 3,
1909, edition of the Wall Street Journal. It reported: "The most ardent opponents
of Richard Nixon's incoming Administration apparently are some Japanese and
Filipino merchant seamen who have never even voted in an American election.
That, at any rate, is the case if dollar donations to election campaigns are a
reliable guide to political convictions. For, month after month, these sailors
have been contributing as much as a third of their wages to American political
candidates, mostly Democrats. The sailors, hundreds and perhaps thousands of
them, have given as much as $500 each after a single sea voyage . . . OsteLsibly,
the money comes in the form of voluntary donations . . . In reality, though,
Much of the union's contributions represent payments accepted--or exacted-
toDn alien seamen who work on high-paying U.S. flag ships bound for Vietnam.
Most of these seamen are not even members of the union, which distributes the
collected cash to favored political candidates."
I In a column headlined "Unions' Wallace Line Out of Line," Washingtonstar writer Frank Getlein wrote on September 4, 1968: ". . . in theory, if

the members of a union want to support George Wallace, what the leadership
Ought to be doing is either finding ways to help the members in this political
,esire or else resigning and going to work for people more in tune with their

own feelings . .. When you get right down to it, people don't join labor unions
to get their brains washed by their elected leaders on questions with only a remote
connection to the conditions and wages of their employment."
_According to the September 5, 1968, edition of the St. Louis Post-Dis-patch, "A Cape Girardeau steamfitter told a federal court jury here today that

4was lIad off without reason' in 1963 several days after he refused to makeincreased contributions to the voluntary political fund of Steamfitters Local
(2, (William W.) Copeland was the first witness today in the trial against
Local 562 and three of its top officers who allegedly made illegal political
contributions through their so-called voluntary political fund."

'our days later the same newspaper reported that another steamfitter "told
a"Jury today that he had signed political fund pledge cards when working on
Jobs under the jurisdiction of Steamfltters Local 562 because 'I knew I had to
-th them or I wouldn't work.' Norman Baker... was the first Government
witness called today at the trial of Lawrence L. Callanan, business manager of

I1 192, and two assistants. They are facing charges of illegally contributing
$k4W1+800 f6 political candidates and campaign organizations "

AtAthe conclusion of the Callanan trial, the St. Louis Globe-Democrat edl-
tialized on September 20, 1968, as follows: "Conviction of Steamfitters Local
o and'three of Its top officers on the charge of conspirling "to violate federal
election laws brings nearer a successful close to a long, hard fight by The Globe.
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Democrat to bring these men to justice . . . While it is a vindication of The
Globe's efforts, this conviction is a greater victory for the people. It represents
the first time that any union has been convicted for this offense. The impact
of this verdict will undoubtedly be felt nationwide and could result in a federal
crackdown on other unions circumventing the law."

On September 19, 1968, the Wall Street Journal revealed that "the chieftains
of organized labor are about to launch a massive rescue operation designed to
save the foundering Presidential campaign ship of their candidate, Vice Presldent
Hubert Humphrey .. . participants in the huddles here say the l{I-state battle
plan envisions putting 'hundreds' of union staff men to work full-time on the
Humphrey drive. They report that Mr. Meany has released the entire AFL-CIO
organizing staff, totaling around 100 men, to work steadily on recruiting voters
for Mr. Humphrey rather than new members for unions. In addition, Individual
unions are being asked to assign squads of their staff members to the drive."

In its October 2, 1968, issue, the Wall Street Journal characterized "the
AFL-CIO's use of hundreds of paid union staffers to aid Mr. Humphrey's
campaign" as "a move that is, at best, In the gray nrea of legality."

"Many of the political activities of labor and management, conservatives and
liberals, border on illegality," according to an article published by the ,Los
Angeles Times on October 21, 1068 With reference to the Federal Corrupt
Practices Act, it quoted a Washington lobbylst for the UAW as follows:

"This law makes us all terrible fakers. The amount of chicanery being used
on all sides to help candidates is becoming a tragic situation."

The same article attributed this statement to AFI-CIO publicity director
Al Zack: "Sure, the AFL-CIO News, our official publication, runs pro-Humphrey
stories, not pro-Nixon or pro-Wallace ones. But the giant, conservative daily
newspapers around the country have been doing just that for years, and still
do." (For reasons that are readily understandable, Mr. Zack did not add that
American workers are not compelled to subscribe to certain newspapers as a
condition of earning their livelihood.)

The Daily Oklahoman reported on October 30, 1968, that "Richard Nixon's
Oklahoma campaign organization accused the AFL-CIO Tuesday of using dues
of union members to campaign for Democratic presidential nominee Hubert
H. Humphrey .. . 'This misuse of funds Is In direct violation of the regulations
that give the AFL-0IO tax-exempt status and it vlolao.,s the moral obligation
of the organization to its members who are not for U." Humphrey,' Broaddus
(the Nixon spokesman) said."

On June 10, 1960, Victor Riesel wrote about the 19068 political operation of
the United Auto Workers. "Virtually all of the union's $2.1 million 'Citizenship
Fund' went for political stakes In the '68 race," he reported. "This does not
include the pay and expenses for 010 national headquarters field men known
as 'International Representatives.' In the final months of the campaign, virtually
all of these men spent virtually all their time campaigning against the Republican
front runner. On the cost line, as the accountants say, this would come to ninny
millions of dollars."

"AFL-OIO president George Meany-worried about prospects for Senate and
House liberals in the 1970 elections--already is gearing organized labor for a
mighty political effort next year," the Chicago Daily News Service disclosed on
September 1, 1969. "He praised the AFr-CIO's Committee on Political Education
(COPE) and its director, Al Barkan, for running 'one of the best political
machines ever put together.' In a backward glance at the 19068 campaign, Meany
aired one of his rare public criticisms of the Democrats. 'Even though the party
of our presidential candidate, the Democratic Party, was woefully ineffective
and torn asunder by internal strife, the fact that Hubert Humphrey came close
is to the credit of COPE, not to the party whose label he carried,' the labor
leader said."

Last Friday (October 8, 1909), the Wall Street Journal reported the AFL-CIO
"has also begun to conduct annual rather than biennial voter registration drives,
financing them from its general treasury; in the past, COPE had to depend on
voluntary union contributions for such work . .. Labor politicians say that
Mr. Meany, who once doubted the need for an organization such as COPE, has
never been more responsive to their needs. In fact, it was Mr. Meany who
proposed in February that registration drive be financed out of the AFL-CIO
treasury and conducted on a continuing basis whenever and wherever registration
books are open."
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From this record, I believe it is clear that the spending by union officials of
compulsory dues money for politics is, indeed, astronomical. In our judgement,
this practice, whether carried on by a Chamber of Commerce, a labor union, or
any other special-interest group, threatens the underpinnings of representative
government. Sixty-three years ago, Samuel Gompers, founder of the AFL, recog-
nized this danger when he said: "It is doubtful to my mind if the contributions
and expenditures of vast sums of money in the nominations and elections for
our public offices can continue to increase without endangering the endurance
of our Republic in its purity and in its essence... the necessity for some law
upon the subject is patent to every man who hopes for the maintenance of the
institutions under which we live.. ."

Contrary to a widely-held misconception, there is no effective means of escape
for the compulsory union member who objects to the use of his dues for politics.
The idea that union members can successfully withhold their dues from politics
is a snare and a delusion of the cruelest sort.

In the only two cases where such a challenge was successfully made, the em-
ployees involved spent more than twelve years in litigation at a cost hundreds of
times the relief they obtained. And the court acceded to the pleas of union lawyers
that the case be decided on a basis which would prevent its being applied as a
general rule. In fact, the cases of other groups of employees now making a
similar challenge have dragged on for more than two years, and not even the
first step toward relief for the aggrieved employees has been made.

The high-handed arrogance of union officials operating under their special
tax-exempt shelter was reflected in a recent lucident reported in the Philadelphia
Inquirer, Thursday, November 7, 1968: "A group of 104 employes at Leeds &
Northrup's North Wales plant have asked for a refund of dues paid to the United
Auto Workers which were used for political campaign promotion.

"All members of UAW Local 1350, the workers sent individual letters to local
president Arthur Stump stating their demands.

"Stump told The Inquirer that he reacted in direct fashion.
"'When I got the letters, I threw them all in the wastebasket,' he said."
A golden opportunity now confronts those Members of Congress who are in-

terested in achieving genuine tax justice. Removing the special tax privileges
of all private organizations using compulsory dues tor any kind of political
activity will gain the applause of overburdened taxpayers. It will also demon-
strate the willingness of the Congress to deal equitably with a powerful special
interet lobby.

The growing public recognition for the need of action in this area is reflected
on the editorial pages of hundreds of newspapers across the country. For your
interest here are highlights of what a few of them have been saying in recent
weeks:

The hicago Tribune on September 8: "One trouble with trying to eliminate
tax loopholes is that the people who holler loudest about loopholes available to
others are often trying to divert attention from even bigger loopholes of their
own ... in short, tax reform Is for others--not for the unions"

Wheeling Intellfgencer on September 15: "What Is hard to understand Is why
the House has seen fit to tax this type of Income if it goes to a church but not If
It goes to a labor union."

The Milwaukee (Wise.) Journal, on July 8: "The tax reformers should show
no fear or favoritism. They should close the loophole on labor organizations
which have investments In a wide variety of unrelated business activities "as
surely as on churches and any other tax-exempt organizations."

Jacksonville (Fla.) Times Union on September 18: "What's good for tax-
exempt foundations and commercial interests of churches should be good for
labor unions."

Lan aste. (Pa.) New Bra, on September 8: "The Senate should most certainly
consider taxing private organizations that use compulsory dues for political
purposes."

The Daily Oklahoman on August 80: "No justification exists for the taxation of
the charitable foundations when the unrelated business activities of the not-so-
charitable union bosses continue to be the most noxious tax haven in sight."

The St. Louts Globe Demoorat on August 28: "Certainly Congress has an obliga-
tion to see that unions neither abuse their members' funds, nor enjoy special
benefits from the use of them at the expense of taxpayers . . . And organized
labor, which prides itself on being a watchdog against social ills, should volunteer
Its help in bringing about equitable tax reforms for all-including unions"
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The Richmond T4me,-D(8patoh on September 1: "Congress has an obligation
to Itsure that the funds of union members are not used for political or other
purposes without their approval, and to see that unions do not enjoy other special
privileges at the expense of the tax payer."

And finally, the New York Daily News said on August 80:
"It Is beyond argument, we believe, that political activities of some found.

tions should cause those outfits to lose some or all tax-exempt status. Nonreligious
enterprises of some religious organizations could with justice be taxed . .. So
how about labor unions whose leaders habitually (1) take compulsory dues
out of their members, and (2) spend large wads of the dough for political pur.
poses-backing favored candidates, financing lobbies, etc.?

Senator Fannin's proposed amendment to H.R. 18270 represents a giant step
In the right direction and merits your favorable consideration. It would deny
tax exemptions to unions which use compulsory dues for political purposes. We
support this proposal, and recommend that It be broadened to include not Just
labor unions, but all private organizations. This Committee has an unusual oppor.
tunity to strike a blow for the freedom of all Americans by applying to all tax.
exempt organizations the same basic standards of conduct insofar as political
activities are concerned.

We urge thbt you amend the bill to achieve that end.

NATIONAL RIOHT To WORK CoMMrsTEA
Washington, D.O., September 2, 1966.

Hon. SHELON COHEN,
Oommtssioner, Internal Revenue Service,
Washington, D.C.
. DAria Ms. ConEN: As you know, for the past ten months the National Right

To Work Committee has been the subject of an intensive investigation by the
Internal Revenue Service for the purpose of determining whether the Committee
is entitled to retain its tax exemption status under section 501(c) (4) of the
Internal Revenue Code.

During the course of this Investigation your representatives have made an
intensive effort to find some evidence of political activity on the part of the
National Right To Work Committee. They have quite frankly advised us that
this is what they are looking for, and In this connection they have scrutinized
all of our expenditures for printed material, staff travel, legal services, and mem.
bership promotion, have asked for a breakdown of the activities of staff person-
nel particularly during the period preceding the 1964 national elections and even
subpoened the books of those printers who have done business with us. We have
been expressly told by your representatives that If they turned up any evidence
of political expenditures or political activities by our staff on paid time our
exemption could be cancelled.

We are, of course, well aware that as an exempt organization we cannot engage
in any political action, and we have scrupulously avoided any involvement In
politics or political activities. The only purpose of the National Right To Work
Committee is to promote the principle of voluntary unionism. By reason of this
we have Incurred the enmity of union officials who have publicly expressed their
intent to bury us by one means or another.
. This brings us to the point of this letter. Are not labor unions, as tax exempt

organizations under section 501(c) (5), subject to the same restrictions 0n politi-
cal activities as the National Right To Work Committee and other exempt or-
ganizations? And, If this Is so, why is it that labor unions can openly and fla-
grantly use the monies collected from membership due to make contributions to
political candidates, and assign their staff personnel to electioneering, activities
on behalf of union-endorsed candidates? That they do all of these things on a
large scale is, of course, well known and well documented. Just by way of.exam.
pie, in International Association of Machinists v. Street, 307 U.S. 740 (1961), the
defendant unions stipulated that the dues monies collected from their members
under compulsory union shop agreements were "used in substantial amounts to
support the political campaigns of candidates for the offices of President and
Vice President of the United States, and for the Senate and House oft Repre
sentatives of the United States .-. . and candidates for. state and loal offices."
867 U.. 740, 745,,footnote 2, In May of this year the newspapers in Washington
reported a public announcement by Charles Dalla, president of the Maryland.
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District of Columbia ArL-CIO, that that organization would contribute the sum
of $200,000 to support the campaign of Carlton Sickles for Governor of Mary-
land. Enclosed is an article written for the May 1966 issue of Commonweal
magazine by Sidney Lens, a long-time union staff official, which points out,
among other things, that the United Auto Workers Union recently donated
$30,000 to the campaign of Senator Paul Douglas of Illinois. The article goes on
to point out:

"Equally important is manpower. Around election time labor mobilized thou-
sands of workers from the shops as well as many full-time organizers. The offices
of the auto union, perhaps the most active of all politically, become depopu-
lated by as much as one-half of the regular staff, all working the hustings for
union-endorsed candidates. These are men, it should be noted, with considerable
organizational talent, usually far above the caliber of ordinary Democrats ....
Union-leased autos, painted over with the names of union-endorsed aspirants,
plastered with signs, participate in parades and make tours with loudspeakers
blaring their message. In small towns especially, such as Peoria, Illinois or
Muncie, Indiana, big unions like steel or auto can mobilize thousands of mem-
bers to fill a meeting hall or listen to an open-air speech. On the first Tuesday
in November innumerable union men, paid from the union treasury, can be seen
driving voters to and from the polling booths, acting as watchers to assure an
honest count, and calling on 'sure' voters who have not yet cast a ballot. Thus
by concentrating on marginal areas, by doling out $1,000 to $5,000 for Congres-
sional hopefuls who need just a little push to put them over, labor can make an
Important contribution."

Also enclosed is a recent article by one of the well known labor columnists,
Victor Riesel who points out that the AFL-CIO has assessed its 13.7 million
members at a nickel a head for a special election fund of $850,000 to be spent
for campaign activities in this year's national elections.

Since the Internal Revenue Service insists that the National Right To Work
Committee must strictly observe the rule against political activity, and since
the flagrant political activities of labor unions are largely ignored, it would seem
that a double standard is applied under the Internal Revenue Code. As the pub-
lic becomes more and more aware of this selective enforcement of the law the
effect can only be to break down respect for the law, a trend which seems to be
rapidly undermining the foundations of orderly society.

SWe feel that you can quickly restore public confidence in the Integrity of the
Internal Revenue Service by issuing directives to your agents and offices through-
out the country to undertake a sweeping investigation of the political activities
of organized labor in this year's state and national elections, and revoke the tax
exemption status of any union that engages in such political activities.

Very truly yours,
Rrw E. LARsON,

Bxecutive Vice President.

U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
INTERNAL Rcv.ENuK SERVICE,

Washington, D.C., September 28, 1966.
Mr. REE E. LARsoN,
National Right to Work Committee,
Washington, D.O.
"DXAR MR. LAusoN: Thank you for your letter of September 2, 1966, with

attachment, concerning the political activity of labor unions.
"You asked whether labor unions, as tax-exempt organizations under section
01(0) (5), are subject to the same restrictions on political activities as other

exempt organizations. Although certain sections of 501(c) of the Internal
Revenue Code and their implementing regulations contain various definitions,
limitations, and prohibitions relative to political and legislative activities, there
Who such proscription with respect to a labor organization otherwise qualifying
fer exemption from Federal income tax under section 501(c) (5).SThe qualifying character of a labor organization, as the term Is used in section
501(e)(5), is that it has as its principal purpose the representation of employees
in' huch knatters as wages, hours of labor, working conditions and economic bene-
fits, and the general fostering of matters affecting the working conditions of
itsmembers. As a matter of law, a labor organization does not lose its right to
eumfption under section 601 because it engages in political activities, unless by
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reason of the organization's improper activities it can be established that the
organization is not sufficiently engaged in the union or labor activity to be char.
acterized as a labor organization in the sense that that term is used in section
501(c) (5).

As you may know, contributor to labor organizations are not entitled to a
charitable deduction; however, under certain conditions payments may qualify
as a business expense under section 162. With respect to the deductibility of
dues paid to a labor union or trade association as a business expense, the Reve-
nue Act of 1962 amended section 162 by adding a new subsection (e) which
provides for the deduction of ordinary and necessary expenses paid or Incurred
in taxable years beginning after December 31, 1962, for certain activities directly
connected with legislation or proposed legislation of direct interest to the
taxpayer. In no event shall a deduction be allowed for that portion of a special
assessment or similar payment (including an Increase In dues) made to any
organization for any activity which does not constitute an appearance or com-
munication with respect to legislation or proposed legislation of direct Interest
to the organization.

We appreciate your concern In this matter and want to further assure you
that the Service is primarily interested In applying the Internal revenue' laws
fairly and uniformly in all cases. We do everything we can to administer the
applicable law and regulations without regard to the political leanings of any
taxpayer or organization.

We trust this information will be helpful for your purposes.
Sincerely yours,

Director, Audit Dhvisfon.

U.S. TREAsuaY DEPARTMENT,
INRNAL REVENUE S.RVIOE,

WashIngton, D.C., October 10, 1966
Mr. F. R. DICKESSON, President, Roper Industries, Inc.
Commerce, Ga.

DEln Ms. DxoEnsoN: Thank you for your letter of September 6, 1966, con-
cerning the political activities of organized labor and the tax-exempt status of
the National Right to Work Committee and the Sierra Club.

The records of the National Office disclose that the National Right -to Work
Committee has qualified for tax-exempt status under section 501(c) (4) of the
Internal Revenue Code, while the Sierra Club Is exempt under section 501 (c) (3),
and labor unions frequently qualify under section 501 (e) (5).

The Internal Revenue Service maintains a program of periodic audit and
review of the operations of tax-exempt organizations. If it is determined as a
result of the audit -program that any tax-exempt organization is engaged In
activities to an extent proscribed by that section of Code under which it has been
held exempt, we will take appropriate action to revoke or modify our prior
ruling. This Is a factual question in each case, and the Service must examine all
of the operations for the years involved.

You expressed concern regarding the possible nonuniform application of re-
strictions on political activities for various tax-exempt organizations. It should
be noted that although certain sections of 501(c) of the Code and their implement-
ing regulations contain various limitations and prohibitions relative to political
and legislative activities, there is no such proscription with respect to a labor
organizatJon otherwise qualifying for exemption from Federal Income tax under
section 501(c) (5).

The qualifying character of a labor organization, as the term is used in
section 501(o) (5), is that it has as its principal purpose the representation of
employees In such matters as wages, hours of labor, economic benefits, and the
general fostering of matters affecting the working conditions of Its members.
As a matter of law, a labor organization does not lose its rights to exemption
under section 501 because it engages In political activities, unless by reason of
the organization's improper activities It can be established that the organization
is not sufficiently engaged in the union or labor activity to be characterized as a
labor organization in the sense the term is used In section 501(c) (5).

As you may know, It Is the responsibility of the -Service to administer the
Federal income tax laws enacted by Coztgress as efficiently and Impartially as
possible. We have .no power to amend the laws or to act contrary to their
provisions Your concern in this matter Is appreciated and we want to further
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assure you that the Service is interested In applying the Internal revenue laws
fairly and uniformly in all cases. We do everything we can to administer the
applicable regulations without regard to the political leanings of any taxpayer
or organization.

We trust this information will be helpful In explaining the varying limitations
of organization qualifying for tax-exempt status under different sections in the
Code.

Sincerely yours,
FORREST P. NEAL,

Chief, Technical Coordination Branch.

(From U.S. News & World Report, Nov. 11, 1969]

LAIOR WEEK: UNION SPENDING ON CAMPAIGN SETS A NEw RECORD

(NOTE.-As the campaign drew to a close, spending by organized labor lit the
4-million-dollar mark. Never before had unions spent so much in a single election.
Prounion candidates for Congress got the bulk of the funds, more even than
Humphrey.)

Organized labor reported it spent more than ever before-in money and
effort-in the drive to elect Hubert Humphrey and save as many prounion votes
as possible In Congress.

By late October, a check of reports filed with Congress showed that more than
3.5 million dollars had been spent by unions on the 1908 campaign.

When the final reports are in, the total Is expected to run well above 4 million
dollars. Some went to help Mr. Humphrey, but, as In the past, most was in con-
trlbutlons to candidates for the Senate and House.

In the 1004 campaign, labor organizations reported expenditure of more than
3.8 millions, according to a compilation by "The Congressional Quarterly." The
"Quarterly" also said that union spending ran to nearly 2.5 millions in 1960; 1.8
millions in 1956; and 2 millions in 1952-as reported to Congress.

The reports to Congress, however, do not reveal the true extent of the labor
campaign. Politicians say the manpower provided by unions is a big asset,
going mainly to Democratic candidates.

Volunteers from labor organizations help in many ways, such as passing out
leaflets, taking voters to the polls, telephoning to get out the vote.

"Education" fund.-The financial statements required by law also do not
reveal union expenditures for so-called "educational" programs, which legally
can be paid for with members' due money. The AFL-CIO alone, for example,
expected to spend about 1 million dollars this year In political education.

Part of this money went for more than 55 million leaflets distributed to union
homes-attacking Richard Nixon and George Wallace while praising the Hum-
phrey record on labor Issues. Unions had to put on an extra drive this time because
many members defected to Mr. Wallace early In the campaign.

More than 1.2 million persons were added to voting lists through AFL-CIO
efforts, financed by union funds.

The campaign contributions for candidates, however, are supposed to come
from special funds made up of voluntary donations by union members.

Each labor group is required to report to Congress on such voluntary fumds, and
their distribution.

What one union 8pcnt.-One of the big surprises of this year's campaign was
the large size of the contributions made to candidates by the Seafarers Union.
With some 85,000 members, it is one of the smaller affiliates of the AFL-OIO.

Two "voluntary" funds set up by the Seafarers reported political expendi-
tures totaling $530,814 through August "for federal and nonfederal elections."
That was nearly four times as much as the same union reported for 1964's
campaign.

The national AFL-OO, led by George Meany, told Congress It spent $1,013,470
through October 23 from its voluntary fund.

This indicated that another million dollars was expended by area branches
of the AFL-CIO's Committee on Political Education, or COPE. Half of the
money members gave to COPE was to be kept in the local areas for campaigns
there.

Other labor expenditures listed in the official reports included $253,590 by
the Machinists, $197,817 by the Steelworkers, $128,290 by the Trainmen, $104,-
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555 by the Auto Workers, $99,049 by the Carpenters, $75,057 by the Laborers,
$63,045 by the Building and Construction Trades Department, $48,816 by the
Brotherhood of Electric Workers, and $26,657 by the Painters.

In each case, the figures were those reported spent by the voluntary funds. Any
dues money used for "educational" efforts would not be included.

Where tho money wcnt.-Most of the donations went to campaign committees
in races for the Senate and House, although AFL-CIO spent part of its money on
radio broadcasts backing the Democratic presidential ticket. One contribution
of $5,000 to a Humphrey committee was reported by AFL-CIO.

The Seafarer reports, covering the period up to August 31, showed contribu-
tions totaling $114,000 to various Democratic committees and $21,000 to Repub-
lican groups.

The $114,000 given to Democratic committees included $95,000 in donations
of $5,000 each-the legal limit-to 19 different committees backing the presi-
dential ticket. There also was $5,000 -to the Democratic National Committee and
$14,000 to the Democratic campaign committees of the Senate and House.

For the Republican groups the total came to $20,000-$15,000 to congressional.
campaign funds and $5,000 to the Republican Campaign Committee.

In addition to money going to congressional candidates through their Senate
and House committees, the Seafarer funds listed payments of $1,000 or more
for six senatorial candidates and for 49 House members and five new candidates
for House seats. Dozens of other nominees got smaller amounts. Most of those
on the long lists were Democrats, although 10 House Republicans received checks
of $1,000 or more.

One of the larger donations went to committees backing Representative
Emanuel Celler (Dem.), of New York, chairman of the Judiciary Committee.

Seafarer reports showed payment of printing bills totaling $5,096 plus a
donation of $2,000.

The chairman of the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee-
Edward A. Garmatz (Dem.), of Maryland received $3,500 for his campaign.

Among Seafarer donations to senatorial candidates. were: $7,500 for Democrat
Allen Cranston, in California; $7,000 for Senator Daniel B. Brewster, Maryland
Democrat; and $5,000 for Democrat John J. Gilligan, in Ohio.

Few details on candidates backed from cash were visible in the reports filed
by AFL-CIO's COPE. Listings showed mainly money sent from the national fund
to State COPE funds, which in turn shifted it to candidates' committees. * * *

Special interest was indicated by COPE through the larger amounts handed
over to State groups, such as $63,000 to Texas, $29,000 to Ohio. $30,000 to Cali-
fornia, and $23,000 each to New York and Michigan committees.

Extra effort.-Reports filed by individual unions gave some indication of extra
labor effort in certain senatorial races.

The Gilligan campaign in Ohio, as air example, got $10,000 from the United
Auto Workers and $5,000 from the Steelworkers. Also, some COPE money went
to Mr. Gilligan; who defeated veteran Senator Frank J. Lausche in the Demo.
cratic primary with heavy union support.

For the final election, Mr. Gilligan faced Republican William B. Saxbe.
Another hard-fought race was In Oregon, where union leaders sought to keep

Senator Wayne Morse In office. He will be the chairman of the Senate Labor and
Public Welfare Committee if re-elected over Republican Robert W. Packwood.

Mr. Morse survived a bitter contest in the primary, although the Machinists
Union fought him. For the November test, however, the Machinists switched
to support him, even with money. The Auto Workers gave $2,500 to the Morse
drive; the Steelworkers, $1,000.

In the California battle, union help for Democrat Cranston included $6,500
from the Machinists and $5,000 from the Auto Workers. Other unions also aided
the Cranston effort against Max Rafferty, the Republican nominee, and Paul
Jacobs, nominee of the Peace and Freedom Party. The three were seeking the
seat of Senator Thomas H. Kuchel, who lost out in the Republican primary.

Labor also was working hard for Democratic Senator Joseph S. Clark in
Pennsylvania. The UAW gave $4,500. The Steelworkers reported $9,800 of its
voluntary funds went to Clark committees.

Various other Democratic Senators got financial aid for their campaigns,
including Warren G. Magnuson, Washington; Birch Bayh, Indiana; and Abra-
ham A. Ribicoff, ConnecticuL

On the Republican side, Senator Jacob K. Javita, of New York, was aided by
various unions,
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In most of the Senate and House races, It was the Democratic nominee who
had the support of organized labor.

The House elections were viewed as extremely Important by union officials
this year, because they feared heavy losses there among their supporters.

The unions were confident that a majority of Senators would back most labor
bills in the next Congress.

The labor effort In the House races was to hold the losses to a minimum. To
accomplish that, organized labor was willing to spend its millions.

[From Commonwealth, May 27, 19661

LABOR AND POLITICS: TnREAT TO THE DEMOCRATS

(By Sidney Lens)

There were some raised eyebrows not too long ago when George Meany laid
down the gauntlet to the Democratic Party. "I don't buy the idea," said the AFL-
CIO President, "and there is nothing in the record to sustain the idea that labor
needs the Democratic Party. I am sure it is the other way around."

Could it be that Meany was prepared to sunder an alliance that had survived
through thick and thin for three decades-especially now that Great Society
reforms were running off the Congressional assembly line at a greater pace than
at any time since the New Deal? Was he threatening to reduce labor's participa-
tion in politics, back to where it was, say, in Sam Gompers' or William Green's
time? Did he have a labor party in mind? Or was he just speaking out of pique?

The element of pique was certainly obvious--and justified. Congress, for the
second time around, was rebuffing labor on Section 14(b). The repeal of this
portion of the Taft-Hartley law, which would have legalized the union shop in
19 states where it is now outlawed, was only a small payment to expect from the
Democratic administration. But Mr. Johnson has failed to deliver. The suggested
guidelines of 8.2 percent maximum wage Increase proposed by the President and
his Council of Economic Advisers also rankled Meany, and above all his friends
in the building trades. Furthermore, with the war In Vietnam diverting Congres-
sional and Executive thinking from domestic reforms, proposals for Improving
the minimum wage laws and unemployment compensation, seemed to be evoking
less than robust enthusiasm. Efforts by Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz and
other Administration stalwarts to twist labor's arm on these matters did not
sit well with Meany. His outburst therefore was an understandable reflex action,
and though it exaggerated labor's Importance in the alliance with the Democratic
Party, was not wholly without substance.
. But is pique was a factor, Meany's ploy also was a calculated move. Assuming

its present policies, labor's leadership, admittedly, had no place else to go. Meany
himself made it categorically clear that he entertained no farout notions about
building a labor party, as in England or elsewhere In Europe. Nor was there
much prospect of a modus vivendi with the Republicans, as was once practiced
by John L. Lewis or the elder Hutcheson of the Carpenters' Union-if for no
other reason than the paucity of liberals In the Grand Old Party.

But there was room for a better deal between the partners, and Meany was
intent on squeezing what he could from his Democratic Party allies. He is not
naive enough to believe, as do some unreconstructed rightists, that the AFL-CIO
can deliver the vote of thirteen million workers and their wives on a gilt-edge
platter. He knows the limitations of his organization. But he Is also aware of the
increased bargaining power he enjoys In this mid-term election. In thfs sense
Johnson and the Democrats need labor more than vice versa.

The Administration is certainly bound for trouble come November; only a
bumbling Republican leadership can save it front a severe rebuff. In addition to
the normal losses for the ruling party in off-year voting, which over the last sixty
years has averaged thirty-seven seats In the House and live In the Senate, there
is the pervasive anxiety over Vietnam. Gallup poll or no, this is a most unpopular
war, and the inflation and contemplated tax increases that go with it make it even
more so. Though President Johnson has enjoyed clear sailing on most of his
program, some of his victories (on the rent subsidy, for instance) have been
razor thin. There are 51 first-terni liberals In the House whose tenure can be cut
short by a small shift of two or three percent in the electorate. Trouble looms in
the Senatorial race In Michigan; a four-tenths of one percent change in Montana
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would retire Senate Lee Metcalf and a seven-tenths of one percent shift on Okla.
homa would have the same effect on Senator Fred Harris. Four or five other
incumbent Democratic Senators are fishing in turbulent waters.

It is with this in mind that labor's role becomes significant. In many marginal
districts, union efforts, though far from overpowering, nevertheless represent
the difference between defeat and victory. AFL-CIO's COPE raises $800,000 or
$900,000 in dollar contributions from individual members, which are then dis-
pensed around the country where needed. In addition various international unions
have their own "free funds" to distribute; the auto union, for instance, recently
donated $30,000 to the campaign of Senator Paul Douglas of Illinois. Here and
there a labor organization finds Its way around the strictures of the Taft.
Hartley law, which prohibits direct contributions to federal campaigns from
the union's own treasury, by making a gift to a local candidate with the quiet
understanding that he himself will pass some of the funds on to Congressional or
Senatorial aspirants. A million or two million dollars can make a difference if it
its spent wisely in close races.

Equally important is manpower. Around election time labor mobilizes thousands
of workers from the shops as well as many full-time organizers. The offices of the
auto union, perhaps the most active of all politically, become depopulated by as
much as one-half of the regular staff, all working the hustings, for union-endorsed
candidates. These are men, It should be noted, with considerable organizational
talent, usually far above the caliber of ordinary Democrats. In the central offices
of COPE the lists of perhaps half the local unions in town are broken down by
ward and precinct so that they can be polled by the activists and enrolled in the
cause. A special effort is made to get union men to register, on the theory that
workers are more apt to disregard their function as voters than members of the
middle-class, and this can sometimes be a major factor in the election itself.
Union-leased autos, painted over with the names of union-endorsed aspirants,
plastered with signs, participate in parades and make tours with loudspeakers
blaring their message. In small towns especially, such as Peoria, Illinois or
Muncie, Indiana, big unions like steel or auto can mobilize thousands of mem-
bers to fill a meeting hall or listen to an open-air speech. On the first Tuesday in
November innumerable union men, -paid from the union treasury, can be seen
driving voters to and from the polling booths, acting as watchers to assure an
honest count, and calling on "sure" voters who have not yet cast a ballot. Thus by
concentrating on marginal areas, by doling out $1,000 to $5,000 for Congressional
hopefuls who need Just a little push to put them over, labor can make an impor-
tant contribution.

SOLID LABOR SUPPORT

Someone like Congressman Roman Pucinski in Chicago, who has solid labor
support, can expect union watchers to man every one of the 472 precincts in his
district on election day. Perhaps 50 or 100 will work some of these same precincts
for three or four weeks prior to the balloting, distributing shopping bags at shop-
ping centers, handing out leaflets, visiting a few homes. Pucinski is now fairly
safe, but when he won the first time, some years ago, the unions certainly were
the decisive factor; without them he would have lost.

How much COPE's activity (and that of DRIVE, the teamster union equiva-
lent) translates into actual votes is difficult to say. An old-time Chicago union
leader claims that he gauges his effectiveness by the number of ballots his man
gets over and above the highest man on the local party ticket. That can be five
or seven percent, he says, no small figure where a few percentage points deter-
mines the outcome. Labor theorists estimate that their work is decisive in some
35 or 87 districts. It may be only 10 or 20, but in a Congress so delicately balanced
as ours that is enough to tip the scales on many pieces of legislation.

UNIONs LIORINO COSTLY WOUNDs, LABOR CAMPAON BILL $60 MILLION

By Victor Riesel

Nv'iW YoBK.-For the union chiefs, this campaign was a labor of love and hate,
at a cost so fantastic only a computer's memoryy box could count up the millions
of dollars.

Sabotaged by the Kennedy clan, mocked by the -McCarthyites, derided as old
fuddy-duddies by the Americans for Democratic Action, gleefully walloped by
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George Wallace in their own strongholds, America's labor movement poured out
well over $60 million for Hubert H. Humphrey.

Of course, reaction of weary labor chiefs to this figure will be derisive denun-
ciation. This is understandable. No powerful political force is enthused over list-
ings of the gold flow. But never in labor's history has it given Fo much heart and
treasury to crush its opponents. In this campaign, George C. Wallace, even more
than Richard M. Nixon, was the enemy.

The high cost of living through a campaign such as labor unleashed is incon-
ceivable until you put a pencil to work on Just a few projects and unions.

Labor's central headquarters mailed and shipped over 55 million pieces of
literature--some of It mighty expensive printing. Easily, the rest of the labor
movement deluged the nation with several times that central mailing. This
printed flood was so vast even Al Barken, director of the AFL-OIO's Committee
on Political Education (COPE) had no way of keeping track of what was happen-
ing in the field among the 60,000 local unions.

Thus, on Oct. 21, he urged regional labor leaders to send COPE "two copies of
all campaign materials you produced and distributed to members. This would
include special campaign editions and other heavily political editions of your
international union or state AFI-OIO journals, as well as leaflets, pamphlets,
etc."

In two months of this campaign, these came to tens of millions of pieces and
full newspapers.

The Carpenters spent almost $100,000 on one membership mailing alone.
On the record, the Machinists (1,900 lodges) spent over $500,000; the Ladies'

Garment Workers (200 locals), another $500,000; the Seafarers, $1 million; the
National Maritime Union, half a million; the Teamsters (900 locals), over two
million; the Auto Workers (1,275 locals), another two million; Steelworkers
(3,250 locals), about a million.

But all this is petty cash when compared with the local spending from the
kickoff, massive Labor Day Parade up Fifth Avenue here to the last-minute
caravans and get-out-the-vote telephone squads.

There are hundreds of radio and television broadcasts. Mr. Labor himself,
George Meany, hit a network of some 330 stations five times. The Ladies' Gar-
ment Workers put on four national broadcasts. Thousands of locals hit the air-
waves with their own appeals. There were special drives for the "nationalities"
vole-sometimes known as the foreign language appeals. From labor's point of
vieiw, it was their most splendid hour.

All these are on-the-record expenditures. There are thousands of indirect costs.
No Humphrey caravan, on land, sea or in the air, by ship, jet or truck, was
without its share of international union presidents. They were seafarers, long-
shoremen, plasterers and electricians, building service leaders and retail clerks.
They were advance men-though some of them lead unions of a million members
in less political moments. They were fellow travelers. And they stayed behind
to make certain the candidate's visit would not be forgotten.

"It was the most all-out effort the labor movement ever has made," said Al
Zack, one of a handful of men close to George Meany. "It was more intense than
the effort to beat Barry Goldwater. I never saw anything like it. I saw more hard
work, more intensity, more evidence of union signs, sound trucks, billboards,
union registration drives, than ever before. We even had union registration head-
quarters deep in Watts. It was American labor's greatest political push."

Whatever else it did, it did not wipe out George Wallace. His nine million votes
put him permanently in the political party business. Those votes came from AFL-
010 members and their families. Local labor leaders will have to reckon with
this every minute from now until 972.

In the early hours of the morning after, as I wandered from my radio and TV
studio mikes to the Democrats' plush Bastille at the Hotel Pierre and Richard
Nixon's posh 35th floor soft music and tinkling glasses retreat at the Waldorf,
I thought that most of my colleagues had missed one essential point in the final
election commentaries.

They talked of Wallace "running a poor third." For the man from Montgomery,
it was a victory. He was a sideshow this time. He'll be the main eventer next
time. His nine million votes gives him a powerful base now-and much of it is
inside labor.

The campaign is over, but the past is prelude.
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[From Daily Labor Report, Oct. 29, 10841

BIGoEST POUTIOAL DRIVE EVER PUT ON BY AFL-OIO

The pamphlet writers are relaxing after a record outpouring bltt the speakers
are still out exhorting and the organizers are preparing to give their all to get out
the vote In the biggest political campaign organized labor ever has put on.

Its purpose: To elect Lyndon B. Johnson and Hubert H. Humphrey to the
Presidency and Vice Presidency, and as a bonus, to get a more liberal House and
Senate.

AFL-CIO President George Meany told the labor federation's general boari
meeting at the beginning of September that the 130 national and Internatior ii
union affiliates should assign all their organizers to work on registration and w4
out the vote campaigns.

Meany himself has worked overtime on the election. On a recent day, lie
flew from Washington to San Francisco to address the Iron Workers, then back
to New York to speak to the Stone Workers, and went on to a Liberal Party
rally at night. Since September 1, every convention of a national affiliate
of or a State AFM-IO Council has been addressed by Meny or a vice. president
wJth the single theme, plugging the Johnson-lumphrey ticket.

As a result of the new fervor, internationals that have disdained political
endorsements in the post have come out for the Johnson-uzmphrey ticket. The
Printing Pressmen, the Chemical Workers, and the State, County, and Municipal
Workers are examples.

AFL-CIO and COPE (Committee on Political Education) publicists turned
out 12 special pieces of campaign literature, loosing a flord of (0 million pieces of
paper. This was two to three times the number produced by labor for the
Kennedy campaign.

The material is designed for easy consumption. The smallest piece is a four-
page folder no bigger than a business card. The cover says, "The issue is P]ACE"
and the inside asks, "whose finger do YOU want on the nuclear trigger?" Quota-
tlons from President Johnson and Senator Goldwater, the Republican Presi-
dential candidate, are given for the answer. Five other folders, the size of a post.
card, were kept very simple. They are devoted to different issues: Unions, Jobs,
peace, "so-called 'right-to-work,' and hospital card for the elderly.

Two larger folders are devoted to the nuclear bomb Issue and to "20 Questions."
The questions are this typo: "Do you believe the federal government should launch
programs to reduce unemployment and help create jobs?" According to the folder,
Goldwater has answered "no" to all the questions, on the basis of his record and
statements, and President Johnson has answered "yes."

Another COPE publication is headed "The Republican Hidden Labor Plank."
It reproduces the heading on S. 87, a bill introduced by Senator Goldwater on
January 14, 1003. The leaflet says that bill would outlaw union security agree-
ments in all 50 States, require a government strike vote on petition of 30 percent
of the workers, "force the federal government to sue any union if a member
complains that he has been denied his rights under the Landrun-Griffin Act,"
and block use of union funds for non-bargaining activities such as legislative
work, community services, education, etc. Still another campaign. piece purports
to give Goldwater's voting record 1001-1904. The biggest piece, decked out in
red, white, and blue, tells "Where They Stand" on issues of concern to working
people.

AFL-0IO Itself took on the Job of dealing with the reported "white backlash."
It had distributed at plant gates, union moeMngs, and every place it could a leaflet,
"Civii Rights: Facts v. Fiction."

It gives the basic provisions of the Civil Rights Act in capsule form, and the
"fact" to answer three pieces of "fiction." The "fictions" are that "If you sell a
house, you have to sell to a Negro." Your children will be sent out of the neighbor-
hood to some Negro school," and "A certain number of Negroes will have to be
hired on every job, even if white people have to be fired to make room for them."

The Administration gave potent help in the fight against the backlash, sending
Acting Attorney General Nicholas Katsenbach to speak to the AFIL-CIO state
convention In Indiana where Alabama's Governor George Wallace made a strong
primary showing in the Gary steel district. .. ..

As a result of all this aotivity, an AFL-CIO spokesman thinks the backlash has
subsided. He ticks off "peace, the 53 wrong votes on the COPE list, and identifying
Goldwater as the right-to-work man" as the three factors that have negated the
Republican candidate's repeal.
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Still, a "Labor for Goldwater" label pops up every now and then. The AFL-CIO
spokesman calls any such source "pure crackpot-way out."
Meany goes beyond the chargcw made by COPE in his speeches and compares

Goldwater's candidacy to the early days of littler in Germany-not that Gold.
water is the same as littler, but the forces behind both men are similar, he claims.

rThe labor federation's chief activities have been to get workers and the
population generally registered to "educate" its own members, to organize get-
out-the-vote programs for November 3, and to collect voluntary contributions
of $1 or more in order to help its chosen candidates.

In all except the last activity, union funds are used. The AFL-OIO affiliates
have pitched in $1 million for a registration campaign, run by Roy Reuther of the
United Auto Workers. The literature has been Paid for out of regular income
because unions have the right to educate their members on the Issues and tell
them 4lie union position on candidates under the 010 News case that went to the
Supreme Court, as AFL-CIO lawyers see It. None of the AFL-OIO material Is
for general distribution.

But the federation doesn't look at Its primary political function as being that
of money raiser for its favorite candidates. "Skills and manpower are what
labors has to contribute," says its spokesman.

Even so, COPE has been doing somewhat better than It did four years ago.
On October 24, 1900, It had collected $527,928 (DLR 210-1900-A-1). On Octo.
ber 23, 1964, it had collected $579,400, according to its late-st report to the Clerk
of the House of Representatives, required under the Corrupt Practices Act. And
it shows greater optimism about more coming in than it did in 1900. On October 24
that year, it had spent $728,405. On October 23 this year, it had spent $885,407.
This deficit spending is common on the part of most of the union political or-
ganizations, because the money has to be spent when it will do some good, while
the donations get bigger as the election nears and some has not cleared the pipe.
line by election day.

'Half of COPE's income goes back to the state COPE's for them to dole out. The
other half is used nationally and in states with little labor organization. Even
with one-half, its direct contributions to candidates are very ninor, adding up to
only $27,500 all of this year up to October 23. Senator Williams (Dem., N.J.) has
been the biggest beneficiary, receivSng $10,000. The only other Senatorial nominee
listed as getting a direct contribution is Robert Byrd, the Democratic incumbent
in West Virginia, down for $2,500.

Other direct OOPE contributions have gone to the following Democratic candi-
dates'for reelection to the House: James Roosevelt (Calif.), Frank Thompson
'(N.J.), and Charles Joelgon (N.J.), and Joseph Minish (N.J.), $2,000 each;
Joseph Addabbo, (N.Y.), John Murphy (NY.), and Hugh Carey (N.Y.), $1,000
each.

William T. Cahill, a Republican Congressman, has received New Jersey COPE's
eohrsement and $2,000 from national COPE. Paul J. Kreb.% former United
Auto Workers staff member and a Democratic candidate for the House in New
Jersey, is the only non-incumbent to get a direct contribution, which was $2,000.

Several 010 unions have pulled out of the AFL-CIO state and COPE organza.
tion in New Jersey, which have have something to do with the number of direct
contributions in that state.

[From the Washington (D.C.) Evening Star, May 17, 1968

UNIONS SPEND To DEFEAT LAUSOHE

(By David Lawrence)

It is possible in America for a labor organization with a vested interest in
legislation to spend a huge sum of money to bring about the defeat of a member
of Congress even though the Federal Corrupt Practices Act bars any corporation
or labor organization from contributing "anything of value" to a federal election,
including primaries.IFrank J. Lausche, former mayor of Cleveland who served five terms of two
Years each as governor of Ohio, is perhaps one of the most objective and con-
scientious members the United States Senate has ever had. Yet he was delfeated
Inn a Democratic primary for a third term a few days ago by the expenditure of a
large sum of money collected in part from dues of labor union member,.

, Although most of the prominent newspapers in Ohio supported Lausehe for
renomination, he went down to defeat at the hands of Cincinnati Councilman
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John . Gilligan, presumably because the senator did not have available financial
support sufficient to overcome the Intensive drive made by the state labor federa.
tion, which Is affiliated with the A FL-CIO.

Up to now, the courts have ruled that labor unions could conduct "educational
campaigns and could participate In "get-out-the-vote" movements. But tile many
ways by which labor-union members are at the same time individually told how
to vote are not specifically covered In any existing law. Does "education," for
Instance, include "electioneering"?

Ken W. Clawson, Washington Post staff writer, tells of the methods by which
the campaign In Ohio was conducted directly Into the hoies of 800,000 union
members. He writes:

"Gilligan, who said that he wouldn't run against Lausche unless labor put up n
$1 million kitty, reportedly settled for somewhere around $300,000 ...

"The chain that eventually led Into the home of nearly every union member
in Ohio started with International unions affiliated with the AFL-CIO. From
these unions, the Ohio federation obtained the much-guarded membership lists
for the Buckeye State.

"These lists were sent to local unions where telephone numbers, political party
membership, registration status and address changes were. added. Back to
Columbus went the lists and then to the International Association of Machinists
Building In Washington, where a computer Indexed over 800,000 Ohio union
members by party, registration status, Congressionnl District and by respective
union.

"Canvassers, when they knocked on doors, were equipped with Information
about the fellow trade unionist and his family ahead of time. This efficiency was
particularly helpful the Monday before the election when the AFL-CIO dis-
tributed a million pieces of literature. Knowledge of file Identities and addresses
of Ohio unionists permitted tile AFL-CIO for the first time to get directly Into
800,000 members' homes."

The state labor federation elected the strategic industrial areas in which
Democratic primaries may be won and concentrated on them, so the "educa-
tional" campaign was not necessarily applied throughout the state In every
district. Per-capita union dues were used to pay the expenses for political work
in the primaries.

Some of the national unions made direct contributions of their own and gave
political dollars to district and regional offices. The Ohio AFL-CIO will report
to the state government that $8,750 was contributed to the "educational" cam-
paign. But It Is estimated that the cost of just setting up the conputer-program
system for identifying union members would alone run between $80,000 and
$100,000.

If the executives of a group of corporations turned over their mailing lists to
a campaign committee, supplied the money to canvass voters, told thezn to
"register and get out the vote," and urgeldthem to support a particular candidate,
It may be taken for granted this would be called "scandalous." Many members
of Congress would promptly introduce legislation to mete out severe punishment
for the use of money to buy an election.

But the "civil rights" of a senator or member of the House who votes according
to his conscience In an endeavor to serve the public Interest impartially seem to be
Ignored. It is doubtful whether either the House of Senate will take any correc-
tive action, as labor unions now believe they control a majority of both Houses
of Congress.

(From U.B. Nr vs & World Report. Aug. 5, 10081
LADOR WrR1: A LFssoN FROM ONn UNIOlq oN How To FINANCE TIM CAMPAIGN

(Noi -- Tho law seemed clear enough: No single contribution bigger than
$5,000 to a presidential campaign committee. Yet one labor union managed to
donate $100,000 to the Democrats-after an Administration ruling favorable to
one of Its leaders.)

A labor union has shown how to hand $100,000 to presidential-campaign com-
mittees and avoid a law limiting donations to $5,000.

This lesson In practical politics was given by the Seafarers Union, with the
money starting to flow to Democratic groups shortly after Secretary of State
Dean Rusk declined to extradite a former official of the union.
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The labor leader had jumped bond in Canada after being sentenced in 1004 to
serve five years on his conviction of hiring a man to beat up an official of a rival
union.

Advice rejected.-Mr. Rusk disregarded recommendations of Department aides
in making the decision to reject Canada's request for extradition of Harold C.
Banks, the former head of the Seafarers Canadian branch.

Banks fled to the U.S. in 1064. Under the extradition treaty involved, assault is
not an extraditable crime. Perjury is, however.

Canada in August, 1007, asked that Banks be sent back because of a perjury
charge based on a contention that he lied four years earlier at an inquiry in
denying knowledge about the assault. Banks Is an American citizen.

The State Department said no political considerations were involved in Mr.
Rusk's decision not to surrender Banks. It said ihe ruling was based on the fact
that "the charge of perjury arose directly out of a denial of guilt of a nonextra-
ditable offense."

Secretary Rusk later commented that "a man has the riglit to protest his own
innocence."
. Mr. Rusk added that lie knew nothing of any contributions from the Seafarers
to political funds. He said that no one in the White House or Democratic National
Committee tried to influence his decision.

The Seafarer contributions were reported in June, in a list sent to Congress
by the Seafarers committee on political-activity donations.

ufirbs on contributlons.-Union spokesmen said the money came from members
as voluntary contributions for political purposes-not front regular union dues.

Federal law prohibits use of dues funds in primary or election campaigns for
the White House or Congress.

The statutes also say that no person or group can give more than $5,000 a
year to any campaign committee for a person seeking federal office.

With that rule in mind, the Seafarers officials split their $100,000 into 20
checks for $5,000 each and sent them to different campaign committees. Some of
these committees have been described as committees in name only, lacking offices
or officers-a device for helping big contributors chip in more cash.

Supporters of candidates for both political parties have used this method to
comply with the limit of $5,000 on donations to a particular committee. This
time the distribution attracted attention in the press, in Congress and in Canada's
Parliament.

Whero checks went.-It was noted that the union's checks at first went to the
President's Club, the Democratic National Committee, several Johnson-Humphrey
committees and groups in Texas, Illinois and Rhode Island.

That first outlay was made early in April, soon after Mr. Rusk on March 25
rejected a Canadian appeal on Banks. The checks went out despite President
Johnson's March 31 withdrawal from the presidential race.

Later, 10 checks for $5,000 each went to committees backing Vice President
Hubert H. Humphrey's campaign for the presidential nomination-after lie got
into the race formally.

Labor Secretary Willard Wirtz, a supporter of the Vice President, conceded,
when the Seafarers' contributions were publicized, "It worries me greatly." He
expressed concern that the incident could hurt Mr. Humphrey.

Mr. Wirtz said lie had known nothing about any Seafarers' contributions. In
December, the Akbor Secretary had sent a memorandum to Mr. Rusk about the
Banks case. This memo was described as outlining the violence that had marked
the Canadian Seafarers in recent years.

Query from a Scnator.-A Republican Senator-Paul Fannin, of Arizona-
wrote to Mr. Wirtz asking for a copy of the Banks memo and for an explanation
of "any possible recommendation" against extradition.

Senator Fannin also asked for the names of any union or Administration offi-
cials who might have asked the Secretary to intervene in the case.

Senator Fannin stated: "I am particularly alarmed by the published reports
of sizeable political contributions that are reported to have followed in the wake
of this intervention and the subsequent release of Mr. Banks."

Protests came, too, from Canadians. On March 18, after Mr. Rusk's original
decision, H. W. Herridge told his fellow members of Parliament that the ruling
"is an insult to this country."

Mr. Herridge, who later retired from Parliament, referred to reports "that
some political influence and pressure have been used in this regard." lie said
this was "the first failure to apply the extradition treaty in 50 years."
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In his speech, Mr. Herridge asked the Canadian Government to "make fi-
quiries whether there was any union influence on this decision because this Is
an election year in the United States."

Howard Grafftey, another member of Parliament, since defeated for re-election,
demanded to know if U.S. officials "suggested that Canada's plea might fall on
more favorable ears after the forthcoming election in the United States."

In reply to Secretary Rusk's first denial of extradition-on March 13-the
Canadian Government said it believes perjury Is included in the treaty list of
extraditable crimes "without differentiation or distinction as between various
types of perjury."

Canada sought reconsideration by Mr. Rusk or international arbitration of the
case, but the American Secretary of State reaffirmed his decision and rejected
arbitration.

As for the Seafarers' checks, union spokesmen said that Paul Hall, president
of the union, has been a consistent supporter of the Johnson Administration. Ile is
a member of the labor committee backing Mr. Humphrey's candidacy.

A Seafarers' statement said: "Political activity Is nothing new for the Sea-
farers.. . .These political contributions were made openly, as are all Seafarer
contributions. They were made legally [and) reported publicly . ... Any sug-
gestions that the exercise of this right is linked to any other situation or cir-
cumstance is wholly without justification."

[From the Wall Street Journal, Jan. 3, 1069]

FEEDINO THEE KITTY: UNION'S POLITICAL FUND IS SWELLED BY DONATIONS FROM
FAR EAST SEAMEN-SEARERS USE MONEY TO AD DEMOCRATS, BUT TIlE DONOs
DON'T KNOW WnO GETrs IT-SOME3 GIVE $500 AT A CRACK

(By Jerry Landeur)

WASHINOTON.-The most ardent opponents of Richard Nixon's incoming
Administration apparently are some Japanese and Filipino merchant seamen
who have never even voted in an American election.

That, at any rate, is the case If dollar donations to election .-ampaigns are a
reliable guide to political convictions. For, month after month, these sailors have
been contributing as much as a third of their wages to Ameclean political call-
didates, mostly Democrates. The sailors, hundreds anl perhaps thousands of
them, have given as much as $500 each after a single sea voyage.

But the contrbutions--many of which violate Federal law by going unre-
ported-aren't simple, direct gifts to candidates that the foreign seamen happen
to admire. The sailors don't know to whom they are contributing, and the re-
cipients don't know the source of their wlhdfalls.

Ostensibly, the money comes in the form of voluntary donations, as the law
requires, from members of the Seafarers International Union, an American mar-
Itime union affiliated with the AFIL-OIO. In reality, though, much of this union's
contributions represent payments accepted--or exacted-from alien seamen who
work on high-paying U.S.-flag ships bound for Vietnam. Most of these seamen
are not even members of the union, which distributes the collected cash to
favored political candidates.

TIlE SECRET, CIRCULAR ROUTE

All told, several hundred thousand dollars have traveled this secret, circular
route:

From the U.S. Treasury to operators ships owned by the Government or char-
tered by the Pentagon's Military Sea Transportation Service; from the operators
to foreign seamen in the form of premium wages; front the seamen to the union,
and front the union to elected officeholders-some of whom try to tap the Treas.
ury for more dollars in the form of maritime subsidies that tend to strengthen
the union.

Officials of the union won't comment on allegations that the union takes polit-
ical contributions from the foreign seamen. "We file all the necessary Informa-
tion in Washington, and that's all the information we give out," says a spokes-
man at the union's Brooklyn headquarters. But records the union files with the
clerk of the House of Representatives do not name individual contributor of
over $100, as required by law.
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In the most recent election, the union backed some winners and some losers. It
put up at least $185,000 for President Johnson, who withdrew, and Vice Presi-
dent, Humphrey, who lost. It contributed $20,000 to a voter registration drive to
hell) Daniel Brewster, Democratic Senator froni Maryland, and it gave another
$7,000 to his campaign, but the Senator lost.

BAOKINO SOME WINNERS
However, it contributed $15,000 to Washiligton state's Warren Magnuson,

chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee; it offered him even more. It gave
$10,000 to Brooklyn's Mi)anuel Celler, chairman of the House Judiciary Com-
mittee. It gave $7,800 In cash and kind (the union prints campaign literature for
some politicans at its own plant) to New York Congressman Jacob Gilbert, who
was recently assigned to the House Merchant Marine Committee. And it con-
tributed at least $9,000 to E2lward Garmatz of Maryland, chairman of that
House committee. These men, all Democrats, all won.

With friends sprinkled through Congress, the union seems well protected on
Capitol ill1, no matter who rules in the White House. Indeed, observers say
that the Seafarers, together with other maritime unions and associations of ship
owners and shipbuilders, probably are strong enough to strangle any Nixon Ad-
ministration attempts to make the U.S. merchant marine less dependent on
subsidies.

These observers say there is no reason to believe the shipping interests will
fare worse in the 91st Congress than they have in the past. The 90th Congress,
which was known for being economy-minded, didn't tamper with the Johnson
Administration's suggested appropriations of $110.8 million for ship-construction
subsidies and $200 million for ship operating subsidies Ili the fiscal year that
ftrted last July 1.

In fact, the morltime bloc nearly succeeded In persuading Congress to boost
construction subsidies. And it helped persuade Congress to reject Johnson Ad-
ministration proposals to stop subsidizing the operations of passenger liners and
to build some subsidized ships in cheaper, foreign yards.

JIKLPINO 150 CONGRESSMEN

One major element In the maritime lobby's extraordinary strength is the secret
payments from the alien seamen. Lacking these payments, the Seafarers Union
couldn't keep doling out sizeable campaign gifts to as many as 150 Congressmen,
from ship-conscious Maine to landlocked Utah. Nor could the union so easily
have raised the $100,000 given to the Democrats last summer, a contribution that,
perhaps coincidentally, followed the State Department's refusal to honor Can-
ada's request for extradition of former Canadian Seafarers boss Hal Banks on
a charge of perjury.

Generally, the foreign sailors who contribute so generously come aboard the
American ships as replacements for American union members at Subic Bay in
the Philippines, a stopping-off point for Vietnam-bound shilp, and at Yokohama
In Japan, terminus of a shuttle service to Vietnam.

The foreign seamen are needed because many of the orignial American crew-
men get sick, yearn for home or jump ship for pleasure spots after months of
strenuous, high-paying duty sailing In the Far East,

The unions, which handle hiring, have no difficulty signing up the foreigner-.
Wages are high, with seamen on Vietnam-bound ships getting $700 a month
against $500 for other duty. With overtime and other extra pay, a foreign sailor
calk draw as much as $1,000 a months working on a U.S. ship. "You can't Imagine
how eager those fellows are to sign on," says one Naval officer.

Frequently, however, the foreign sailors don't get to keep all they earn. Often,
they must pay so-called service fees to union agents who control hiring, and If
the agent is a Seafarer, lie remits all or part of these fees to Brooklyn, where
the money goes into a special fund for lmhitical activity. The fund Is maintained
by one district of the Seafarers, the Atlantic, Gulf, Lakes and Inland Waters
District.

T he fund Is by far the lushest electioneering kitty maintained by any Ameri-
can union. Not all the money in the fund comes from foreigners, of course, but
It is the aliens' payments that help explain how one union district, with just
12,800 men at ten, manages to raise more money for Federal candidates than the
giant Steelworkers, Auto Workers or Tamsters unions.
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If the American members were the only contributors to the district's fund,
the average gift from the 12,800 men would have to to top $35 to yield the
$497,338 collected through Nov. 10 this year. In contrast, the average Steelworker
or Auto Worker gives a $1 a year, at most, for union political activity. But the
Seafarers Union sees nothing extraordinary in Its members' munificence.

THE UNION'S STATEMENT
"For years our members have voluntarily contributed to our political activity

funds and have thus expressed their right to particllmte fit the American political
process," says a statement issued from the union's headquarters in Brooklyn.

"Our political contributions to various candidates for public office are made
openly. They are made legally. They are reported publicly. Any suggestion that
the exercise of this right Is linked to any other situation or circumstance Is com-
pletely without Justification."

Perhaps, as the union suggests, sailors are more interested in politics than
land-based wage earners are. But It seems significant that only the Seafarers
district headed by Internation Union President Paul Hall operates a political
action arm of any size. None of the parent union's 32 other affiliates has reported
any political activity to Federal authorities.

At any rate, the union's statement that Its contributions are legal is at least
partly right. In fact, in at least one reslCt the Seafarers exceed legal require.
muits to disclose political income and disbursements. Te loosely enforced Fed-
eral Corrupt Practices Act requires public accounting of donations to candidates
for only these posts: President, Senator and Representative. But the milon, going
beyond the law, this year reported $20,000 tit speaking fees laid to Congressmen
and $313,000 in campaign contributions to candidates for state and local offices.

At the same time, however, the union fails to comply with another-and more
significant-legal requirement. It neglects to Identify by name and address every
individual whose contribution to the political fund exceeds $100.

This is a requirement the union could meet only at the risk of exposing the
undercover payments flowing in from Asia. If the donors' names were listed, of
course, all would be legal. But a listing of hundreds of Asian contributors to
American political campaigns might prompt investigations Into whether the
contributions were voluntary.

(From the Washington (D.C.) Evening Star, Sept. 4, 1068)

VASHINGTON CLOSE-UP: UNIONS' IVALLAth LINE OUT OF LINE

(By Frank Getleln)

A number of big unions have comniissioned the writing and distribution of a
booklet exposing George Wallace for the right-wing, fascist-minded, anti-labor,
bigotted racist he seems to them to be. That's O.K. They're entitled, within the
laws of libel and defamation, which are Increasingly difficult to apply for the
protection of public, political figures.

What is interesting is not that unions are engaging in political propaganda.
11hey've been doing that since they invented Labor Day, and they ought to.
The interesting thing is that the object of the prolmganda is not the voting public
at large but specifically union members. The leadership Is finding It necessary
to haul its own membership back fiom the fleshpots of racism and onto tile path
of righteousness.

To the most casual observer of appresticeship procedures in the construction
trades and other craft unions, it will come as no surprise that there is racism
among the rank and file of organized labor and even, In some cases, among the
leadership Itself. In the case at hand, all signs tell us that a very large percentage
of Wallace's northern support comes from union labor.

Prom the point of view of right-thinking, therefore, the new expose seems to be
addressed to exactly where it is needed most and where it may do some good.

Except that:
When you get right down to It, people don't join labor unions to get their brains

washed by their elected leaders on questlqns with only a remote connection to the
conditions and wages of their employment. They join labor unions to deal more
effectively with their employers.
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It can be argued that politics obviously affects labor relations and that there-
fore organized labor has both a right and a duty to be involved in politics. This
right and duty, in the nature of our politics, extends also to the backing and non-
backing of spiecfle candidates.

But does It extend also to Instructing the members to correct their thinking
on political candidates?

A labor union is, it theory at least, a membership organization. The self-
perpetuating nature of the leadership Is only de facto, not de jure. Therefore,
in theory, if the members of a union want to support George Wallace, what (he
leadership ought to lie doing Is either finding ways to hell) the members ili this
political desire or else resigning and going to work for people iiore In tune with
their own feelings.

On the record of primary vothg Iritterns, there have to exist union locals-
in Indiana, in Wisconsin and in Maryland, among other states-which If they
followed the wishes of the majority of the members, would endorse Wallace. It
won't happen.

What does this say about particlipatory democracy? Or Is democracy only sup-
posed to apply when right thinking Is in the majority?

This Is far from being a problem of unlonts alone. It is prevalent among most
groups with official representation, official voices in the public dialogue. Suddenly
we discover that what has been touted as the fervent demand of millions of mem-
bers Is in fact the demand of the president, or the executive committee, or merely
of the permntoent paid secretary.

l.xamples ire everywhere. One Is always running Into medical doctors who are
relaxed, civilized and genulnely interested in their lttlents and in the progress of
health generally, despite the American Medical Association's strident insistence
that doctors are exclusively interested in the big dollar and will fight against
any Improvement i public health that doesn't pay them.

Again, for years the Roman Catholic Church lobbied effectively for the reten-
tion of anti-birth control laws in Massachusetts and Connecticut on the presunip-
tion that the official spokesmen for millions. It now appears that they spoke
chiefly for themselves, their bishops and their monsignori. Among laymen and
the lower clergy, the sentiment was and is the other way.

Among organizations In) business chiefly for legislative ends, the situation is
different. No doubt the vast majority of members of the truckers lobby, really
do want to take over the national highway system with their three-trailer mon-
sters. And the lumber lobby can count on 100 percent membership support In the
battle to ruin the redwoods.

But most people are not In unions or churches or professional associations to
choose candidates for public office. It is high time the hired hands of such orga-
nizations got off their power dreams and back back to work.

(Mrom the St. Louis (Mo.) Post-Dispatch, Sept. 5, 10081

PiPErm 8 Ri.rusD To GIVE AND lMST JOB, HEB TSSTIn

A Cape Girardeau steamnfitter told a federal court jury here today that lie was
"laid off without reason" in 1003 several days after ho refused to make Increased
contributions to the voluntary political fund of Steamnfltters Local 502.

The witness was W1'llam W. Copeland, a member of Steamfitters Local 318 in1
Cape Girardeau. lie said several attempts to find new employment in St. Louis
later under Local 62 jurisdiction met with failure.

Copeland was the first witness today in the trial against Local 502 and three
of its top officers who allegedly made Illegal political contributions through
their so-called voluntary political fund.

ADMITS DISLIKE

Under cross-examination later, Copeland admitted that lie had "strong feel-
Ings" against Local 112. He said, "As I understand the law, i'm not required to
make any political contributions. This is why r'm bitterly opposed to it"

it reply to questions from Government attorneys, Copeland said lie signed a
pledge card for the voluntary fund "because I wa afraid I wouldn't work If
I didn't."
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Shortly after the lunch hour today, United States District Judge John K.
Regan announced that he would hear testimony in the case until 4 p.m. today
and then adjourn court until 9 a.m. Monday. A death In the family of defense
attorney Murray Randall prompted the decision to adjourn.

Copeland testified that he was laid off In August 1963 when working as a
steamfitter at Anheuser-Busch, Inc. He said he refused to pay an additional 50
cents a day into ,the political fund when requested to do so by a foreman. Cope-
land told the Jury he already was paying $1.50 a day into the fund, and that the
increase would have brought his daes and assessments to $80 a month.

LOAN OFFERED

The.foreman, Copeland related, offered to lend him the money, but Copeland
said he refused. At the time Copeland was working under Local 562 Jurisdiction
and held a travel card from his home local for that purpose. He now operates his
own business, but maintains his membership in the Cape Girardeau local.

In later testimony, Emil 0. Endermuhle, a Local 562 foreman, told the Jury
that Copeland's brother in 1963 refused to pay anything into the voluntary fund.
Endermuhle said the man continued to work without any problems for about
three months, and then quit his Job of his own free will.

Defense attorneys established also that Copeland had been laid off at an
earlier steamfitter Job in Farmington, Mo.

Throughout testimony yesterday and today, Government attorneys attempted
to establish that the political fund was not voluntary as its name implies. The
official name of the fund is the Voluntary Political, Educational, Legislative,
Charity and Defense Fund.

Two veteran union members testified yesterday that most members contributed
to the fund, but emphasized that no attempt was made to coerce them.

They were Edward W. Glissing and Thomas J. Williams, shop sewards, who
said that as foremen they had collected money for the fund from union members
on the Job. Both said they had used contribution sheets to keep track of the dona-
tions, and that the contributions were usually made on Mondays.

United States Attorney Veryl Riddle, after noting that the word "owe" was
written by some names on the contribution sheets, asked Gissing what would
happen if a steamfitter did not donate to the fund.

"Very seldom would something like that happen," Gissing said.
The Government has charged that Local 562 and three of its top officers con-

spired to make illegal political contributions from the fund. The indictment names
Lawrence L. Callanan, Local 562 business manager; John L. (Doe) Lawler, assist-
ant business manager, and George Seaton, vice president.

Gissing and Williams were two of six witnesses for the Government called
yesterday.

Riddle asked Gissing why the contribution sheets were kept if the donations to
the voluntary political fund were in fact voluntary.

Gissing said that the "purpose of bookkeeping was to know who contributed
and who didn't."

FBI TESTIMONY

Earlier John J. Buckley, a Federal Bureau of Investigation agent and an ac-
counting specialist, said that the St. Louis steamfitters had contributed to or-
ganizations backing candidates for federal office in several states.

Buckley said the fund had collected a total of $1,230,988 in a four-year period
ended with 1966 and that $151,412 of the total amount collected was spent for
federal political contributions between 1964 and 1960.

Under crossexamination by Randall, one of four defense attorneys for the
union leaders, Buckley read into the record canceled checks that had been sent to
the candidate's groups in several states.

These checks included ones sent to organizations backing both MissOuri Sena-
tors--Stuart Symington and Edward V. Long; Senator Fred Harris of Oklahoma;
Senator William Proxmire of Wisconsin; Senator Philip A. Hart of Michigan
and the late Senator Robert F. Kennedy of New York.

Randall made the point that all candidates receiving contributions were Demo-
crats. Some checks were sent also to the Democratic National Committee.
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(From the St. Louis (Mo.), Post-Dispatch, Sept. 9, 19681

CONTRIBUTED To KEEP JOB, PIPEFTrTER SAYS

A former Cape Girardeau steamfitter, now a member of Pipefitters Local 708 at
Tulsa, Okla., told a jury today that he had signed political fund pledge cards
when working on jobs under jurisdiction of Steamfitters Local 562 because "I
knew I had to sign them or I wouldn't work."

Norman Baker, 37 years old, said that at the time he signed the cards he was a
member of Steamfitters Local 318 in Cape Girardeau.

Baker was the first Government witness called today as the trial of Lawrence
I,. Callanan, business manager of Local 562, and two assistants. They are facing
charges of illegally contributing $140,800 to political candidates and campaign
organizations. The trial entered its second week in the court of United States
District Judge John K. Regan.

Baker, who is working on the Mississippi river pipeline construction job near
the Jefferson Barracks bridge, identified two pledge cards he had signed.

He said he signed one in 1903 and the other in 1905 when he was a member
of Local 318 in Cape Girardeau and was working on jobs under the Jurisdiction
of Callanan's local here.

Asked by United States Attorney Veryl Riddle why le signed the cards, Baker
said, "I knew I had to sign the cards of I wouldn't work. It was my understanding
that, if I wanted to work, if I wanted the Job, I had to sign them."

Baker referred to the donations as a "doby" and in response to a question by
Riddle said that "assessment and doby mean the same thing." He testified that
he had never "paid a doby" to any local other than Local 562.

Riddle asked him whether he knew what was done with the money paid into
the political fund of Local 562. Baker replied that he did not know and never
had asked anyone because "I always thought it was better if I did not ask."

On cross-examination defense attorneys asked Baker whether he ever had been
told by any steward or officer of Local 562 that he had to pay into the fund. He
said he had not been told, "but it was understood that if you don't pay you don't
work."

Three witnesses, members of Local 582, later testified that they had collected
money for the political fund. They said that the donations were voluntary, al-
though sometimes they were incorrectly referred to as "assessments."

One of them, John Patrick O'Laughlin, a riding foreman, at one point in his
testimony referred to the contributions as "assessments," but hastened to correct
himself and said that the contributions were voluntary.

Two other union members who testified that they had collected funds were
James M. Stiffier and Eugene J. Marshall, both foremen.

Charged with Callanan in an indictment returned by a federal grand jury,
May 9 are John L. (Doe) Lawler, assistant business manager of Local 562, and
George Seaton, vice president of the local.

[From the St. Louis (Mo.) Globe-Democrat, Sept. 20, 19681
GLOBE INITIATED STAMFrjrn PROBE: PRECEDENT-SMgTINO CONVICTION

Conviction of Steamfltters Union Local 562 and three of its top officers on the
charge of conspiring to violate federal election laws brings nearer a successful
close to a long, hard fight by The Globe-Democrat to bring these men to justice.

All of this newspaper's efforts would have been in vain, however, had it not
been for the determined and skillful preparation and presentation of the case
against the union and the defendants by United States Attorney Veryl L. Riddle
and the conscientious performance of duty by the Jurors who had to weigh a
veritable mountain of evidence.

It was in August of 1965 that the late Globe Publisher and crusading news-
paperman Richard H. Amberg ordered a full investigation of the steamfitters.
This probe was continued under the direction of Publisher Duncan G. Bauman
who succeeded Mr. Amberg.

Two outstanding reporters, Denny Walsh and Al Delugach, conducted the
non-stop investigation. In the fall of 1065 they wrote their first article of a series
that was to run to more than 100 articles exposing the steamfitter finances,
productivity and political activities.
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As a result of these stories the Justice Department in early 1966 began a fed.
eral grand jury inquiry in South Bend, Ind., into one phase of The Globe-Demo-
crat exposures by Walsh and Delugach; a stock bonanza given in connection with
a pension insurance purchase by Local 562 from First United Life Insurance
Co. of Gary, Ind.

Edward Henry, director of Local 562's welfare and pension funds, and William
E. Long, president of First United, are among four persons now under indict.
ment and awaiting trial in Indiana on charges from this million-dollar kickback
conspiracy in the insurance deal.

Hugh J. Gorham, steamfitter and former Florissant city councilman, another
defendant in this kickback case, was convicted last year and has served a prison
term on a charge of perjury before the federal grand jury in South Bend.

In July of 1967 The Globe dropped another bombshell by printing a story by
Walsh and Delugach revealing that Steamfitters Local 562 had poured thousands
of dollars into federal elections in states all over the country and has failed to
report these to the United States government as required by the federal Corrupt
Practices Act.

Contributions were shown to have gone to Rep. George Fallon of Maryland,
Sen. Philip Hart of Michigan, Rep. Melvin Price of Illinois, Rep. Donald Fraser
of Minnesota and Senator William Proxmire of Wisconsin. Earlier stories had
unearthed contributions to President Johnson's political campaign of 1964 of
about $60,000 and $10,000 to the senatorial campaign of the late Robert F. Ken-
nedy of New York.

The Justice Department showed little interest at first. So The Globe pounded
away with more articles exposing the illegal contributions until the Department
agreed to look into the case. In October of 1967 a federal grand Jury was con-
vened and heard evidence until late January.

But once again there was a strange silence as the case lay dormant, apparently
under heavy political pressure from high places to keel) the issue from coming to
trial during an election year.

The Globe ran more articles and editorials demanding that the case be brought
to a conclusion. On May 9 of this year the indictments were returned against
Lawrence L. Callanan, the ex-convict business manager who has run the union
with an iron hand for years; John L. (Doc) Lawler, assistant business manager,
and George Seaton, vice president of the local.

The Globe-Democrat is proud of its role in bringing the power-lusting steam-
fitter leaders to book and for exposing the odious practice of putting a "lug"
on workers to try to spread the corrupting Callanan.Lawler tentacles into the
highest echelons of government.

While it is vindication of The Globe's efforts, this conviction is a greater victory
for the people. It represents the first time that any union has been convicted for
this offense. The impact of this verdict will undoubtedly be felt nationwide and
could result in a federal crackdown on other unions circumventing the law.

[From the Wall Street Journal, Oct. 2, 10681

MEANY's ALL-OR-NOTIINO POLITCAL BET
(By James P. Gannon)

WASuuroToN.-George Meany is staking the future of his powerful AFL-CIO on
the gamble that the "old politics" is not yet dead.

Daring to bet all his chips that labor's own political machine and the remain-
ing old-line Democratic Party bosses can somehow save Hubert Humphrey from
defeat, the old man of organized labor has put his 13.5-million-member institu-
tion in a dangerously exposed position. Consider the situation confronting labor's
hierarchy less than six weeks before the Presidential election:

--Their own house is in deep disorder, beginning to break apart, as United
Auto Workers chief Walter Reuther and his newfound Teamster allies form a
sort of "new politics" movement to the left of the old-politics AFL-CIO.

-A substantial segment-perhaps a third or more-of labor's ranks is In open
stampede toward the racist blandishments of third-party candidate George
Wallace.

-4he Meany hero, the Vice President, is running such a poor race that he
threatens to drag down with him some of the very Senate and House candidates
whom the movement may desperately need next year to defend itself against
anti.union legislation.
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LUNOIN AHEAD

Faced with this grim triple threat, the 73-year-old plumber and his claque of
aging yes-men lunge ahead with an all-out Humphrey campaign, scarcely seeming
to consider how they got into such a mess or how they'll get out in November If
they fail. Though many of their problems stem from a backward-looking
approach, they respond with more of the same. With characteristic heavy-honded-
ness, they:

-Worsen the division in the labor movement with a hard-line decree (which
could have been avoided) that any member of the club who throws in with the
Reuther crowd gets thrown out;

-Mount an anti-Wallace drive that key labor politicos consider doomed to
failure by its irrelevance to the Alabamian's basic appeal;

-Concentrate their resources on the Humphrey campaign ("It's hard to get
anyone's attention, including mine, on anything else," says a Meany aide) rather
than hedge what looks like a long-shot bet by channeling more money and man-
power toward liberal Congressional candidates with 'better chances to win. In
fact, some of these candidates are being short-changed by the AFL-CIO because
of their unforgivable lack of enthusiasm for Mr. Humphrey and the Administra-
tion's Vietnam policy.

The breakup of organized labor into two hostile camps is itself a consequence
of the "old politics" methods and mentally of the AFL-OIO. Walter Reuther's
revolt is looted in many causes, not excluding his personal ambition to lead the
labor movement but certainly going beyond that. It is, among other things, a
protest against a system in which a chief executive can hand a supposedly
democratic organization's endorsement to a Presidential candidate without so
much as consulting his alleged peers. (It was September before the AFL-CIO
general board rubberstamped Mr. Meany's Humphrey endorsement of last April.)

Mr. Reuther's breakaway is also a rejection of the mentality that moved AFL-
010 leaders to condemn as anarchistic "Invaders" the youths who demonstrated
in Chicago in August during the Democratic convention, when those protesters
were using much the same tactics that union "radicals" employed in the great
organizing strikes of the 1930s and 1940s. At that time labor chiefs were out-
raged when police cracked skulls of pickets and strikers; now, viewing the pro-
test from a lofty Establishment perch, labor's leaders applaud police for routing
the "dirty-necked and dirty-mouthed group of kooks," as Mr. Meany branded
the protesters.

So now Mr. Reuther and friends are trying to build a second union coalition,
the Alliance for Labor Action, along the lines of the new politics of participation
rather than the old bossism. Whether they'll succeed is highly uncertain. The
relevant fact at this time is that Mr. Reuther's move, and Mr. Meany's typical
cold-war-style response, have weakened the forces of labor at a most critical
hour.

In dealing with the Wallace threat, the AFL-CIO is again falling back on
a traditional union tactic whose 1968 efficacy is open to serious question. Though
their own membership surveys show that newly affluent unionized workers are
much more concerned about rising taxes, climbing welfare costs and Negro
integration into their suburban neighborhoods, the AFL--OIO's anti-Wallace drive
rests on such old-line issues as right-to-work laws, unemployment compensation
and minimum wage.

ON TIE REAL ISSUES

Alexander Barkan, Mr. Meany's top political operative who heads the AFL-
CIO's Committee on Political Education, has a stock speech for union groups in
which he attacks George Wallace and Richard Nixon for trying to "sidetrack"
the voters' attention onto "phoney issues," such as riots, crime waves and war
frustration. The real issues, in Mr. Barkan's unique book, are such things as
what Mr. Nixon might do to the National Labor Relations Board if lie's elected,
and Mr. Wallace's record on minimum wage legislation as governor of Alabama.

Candid union politicians privately admit it's foolish to pretend that the race
problem, lawlessness and the war aren't the real issues swaying voters in 1908.

"I make a speech to the membership about the NLRB," confides one union's top
political aids, "and they listen quietly and say, 'Well, that's nice, but what does
it all mean' " Another union politico concedes doubt that members attracted to
Mr. Wallace's tough law-and-order stance will be much put off by hearing that
as governor he wasn't a champion of labor legislation.

38-865 0-69-pt. 6--6
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So labor's anti-Wallace effort is an anachronism of bread-and butter concerns
in a steak-and-mushroom age, purposely avoiding the Alabamian's gut Issues.
But an organization whose leader has cheered rough police action against "kooks"
who demonstrate, and has decried an "atmosphere of arson and anarchy" in
America, may be in a difficult position to fuss over Mr. Wallace's use of similar
terms to stir up the electorate.

The AFL-CIO decision to direct the vast bulk of its effort toward Mr. Hum.
phrey's campaign may prove a costly mistake, some labor lobbyists worry. They
fret that COPE won't have the money and manpower available to help liberal
Congressional candidates who'll be coming around to Mr. Barkan soon pleading
for Just a little more help.

Whether by design or coincidence, is seems that the candidates least likely
to get what they want from COPE are those who display less than full loyalty
to Mr. Humphrey and the Administration's Vietnam line.

In Ohio, national COPE officials have told dovish Democrat John Gilligan to
find other sources of funds for his Senate race, saying they gave him more than
his share of help in the primary. In Illinois, Democratic Senate candidate
William Clark, who bucked Mayor Richard Daley and union backers in sup-
porting war-critic George McGovern for the party's Presidential nomination, is
also apparently finding union dollars hard to come by. And rfi New York, the
state AFL-CIO refused to endorse Senate candidate Paul O'Dwyer, a liberal
Democrat, because he has declined to support Mr. Humphrey; with baffling
logic, it instead endorsed incumbent Jacob Javits, a liberal Republican who sup.
ports Mr. Nixon.

The Irony of labor's lukewarm or non-existent support for such dissident
Democrats could become grim indeed if their defeat helps tip the Congressional
scales toward the sort of anti-union legislation that the AFL-CIO can see on
the 1969 horizon. Consider the situation that will confront labor's hierarchy
next year if the Humphrey gamble fails.

They will have pushed to the limit of Federal laws--and perhaps beyond-
their efforts to defeat the man moving into the White House. He will owe them
nothing, except perhaps a retaliatory jab, and they will have almost no lines
of communication open to him. A Congress turned more conservative on the
strength of Mr. Nixon's coattails would obviously be responsive to his bidding.
And the pressures for restructuring the labor movement will have been multiplied
in the ignominy of defeat and the distasteful prospect of at least four years
in political exile.

'There will be a major realignment in the labor movement if Nixon wins
the election, just wait and see," predicts an official of one big union unhappy with
Mr. Meany's leadership.

But a Humphrey defeat might present an external threat even more serious
than Internal division. One key Meany aide worries that a President Nixon,
though trying to establish ties with Negroes, disaffected youth, intellectuals
and liberal doves in order to govern more effectively, would reward his conserva-
tive backers with proposals to Congress for curbing union power. And the AFL-
010's use of hundreds of paid union staffers to aid Mr. Humphrey's campaign-
a move that is, at best, in the gray area of legality-wouldn't be forgotten.

TREMENDOUS MISTAKE

Outside the closed doors of an AFL-OIO political huddle in New York City's
Commodore Hotel last month a Javits campaign aide shook his head and said
grimly: 'These guys are making a tremendous mistake by not trying to throw
out some lines to the Republicans. Admittedly, Nixon doesn't make that easy, but
they aren't going to have a single line into him when he's elected." Yet any
thought of trying to quietly open some communication with the Nixon camp, if
there ever was such a thought, has surely been banished by Mr. Meany's all-or-
nothing bet on Mr. Humphrey.

The spectre of defeat that haunts many labor politicians today may prove to
be merely a shadow without substance. Mr. Meany's old politics may yet usher
&n a Humphrey Administration, in which case he'd be one of the top barons In
the court while Walter Reuther, who played a political Hamlet before support-
ing Mr. Humphrey, would be labor's lesser light

But in their private moments, labor's' nervous political operators worry that
all those A&FL-CIO eggs in the Humphrey basket will create the year's costliest
political omelet.
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(From the Los Angeles (Calif.) TImes, Oct. 21, 19683

UNIONS TAKING IT ON CHIN IN PoITCAL ARENA

(By Harry Bernstein)

Organized labor, battered by a series of political blows, is failing in Its effort to
make 1968 its greatest political year.

Major reasons are:
-Union leaders are either fighting with or, worse, being ignored by New Left

militants, by black nationalists and by antiwar liberal intellectuals.
-Richard M. Nixon and George 0. Wallace are. getting more union membership

support than Vice President Humphrey.
-Old coalitions are breaking up. Within the unions, this is evidenced by the

fight between Walter R. Reuther's United Auto Workers and the AFL-OIO
leadership.

-Outside the unions the coalition of unions with liberal intellectuals is being
shattered by their differences over Vietnam and police treatment of war pro-
testors and black revolutionaries.

-Pro-labor, liberal senators and congressmen who opposed President John-
son's Vietnam policies are getting lukewarm support from the AFL-OIO.

MAY BE ONLY HOPE OF UNIONS

Yet the election of these men may be the only hope unions have of beating
back proposed laws aimed at weakening the economic and political muscles of
unions.

Despite these contradictory factors, unions today remain the nation's biggest
single political force other than the major parties themselves.

With widely varying degrees of effectiveness, local and national union bodies
function politically in all states, in every major city, and in most small towns.

No precise estimate can be made of how much clout there Is in labor's political
actions, but a cross-country look at unions reveals much of their strengths and
weaknesses.

Unions-with 19 million members-can be expected to put between $20 million
and $30 million into all political campaigns this year, including both cash and
manpower. In comparison Nixon is expected to spend $20 million on his cam-
paign.

Unions propagandize for liberal causes all year long. But that effort costs
far less than the estimated $50 million a year spent by the right wing forces on
radio and TV programs, preaching views that are mostly antiunion.

Many of the political activities of labor and management, conservatives and
liberals, border on illegality-yet in estimating the political strength of unions,
this activity must be taken into account.

The law says, "It is unlawful for a union as well as any corporation to make
a contribution or expenditure for any national election, primary, political con-
vention or caucus."

This law "makes us all terrible fakers," admits Bill Dodds, legislative represent-
ative for the United Auto Workers in Washington.

Dodds, sitting at a table stacked with union newspapers filled with Humphrey's
pictures and favorable stories about him, knows that those publications are
not listed as a political contribution for Humphrey.

"The amount of chicanery being used on all sides to help candidates is becoming
a tragic situation," he said.

Al Zack, publicity director of the AFL-OIO, observed:
"Sure, the AFL -CIO News, our official publication, runs pro-Humphrey stories,

not pro-Nixon or pro-Wallace ones. But the giant, conservative daily newspapers
around the country have been doing just that for years, and still do."

Andrew Blemiller, legislative director of the AFL-0IO, said labor is pushing
for a law which would require "truly full disclosure" of all political contributions,
but they will fight "the halfway measures aimed at unions alone."

Unions want new laws to take into account the corporation which gives an ex-
etutive a $10,000 pay raise, with the understanding that he will "volunteer" about
half of that to a political candidate the corporation officers feel will best represent
their interests.

There is a law which prohibits any individual from contributing more than
$5,000 to a federal political campaign.
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But the law is violated so openly that nobody complained when.Mr. and Mrs.
Richard K. Mellon, of the Pittsburgh Mellons, formally reported their $23,50
Joint contribution to the Republican Party in the 1064 election, even though
that was $18,500 more than they were legally entitled to make.

Company planes are used by political candidates on many occasions. For ex-
ample, the plane of a San Diego firm just happened to be en route from
San Diego to San Francisco when a friendly politician wanted to go there for
a'fund-raising dinner.

He and his entourage had free, unreported transportation from San Diego to
San Francisco then back to Los Angeles for another meeting.

Do such activities violate the law? Generally the courts have said no, and
the same goes for the border-line cases of labor's political contributions.

The AFL- IO will have about 100 full-time staff members working in a 15-
state target area to help the Humphrey campaign, while additional hundreds of
others from local, state and national labor bodies are being enlisted while they
remain on their union's payroll.

This procedure Is deemed legal because the courts have held that unions can
use staff personnel to reach the union membership.

Unions say they are aiming their political efforts at their members, and if the
general public hears or sees those efforts, it is incidental.

Recently, William Clark was going to give a speech in Peoria during his cam-
paign for-the U.S. Senate seat from Illinois.

He had no one to meet him on his arrival in Peoria, nor plans for getting to
his jaext stop, Springfield, about 80 miles to the south.

One phone call to a union official solved that problem. Clark was met by a union
staff man at the airport, delivered by car to the Peoria rally, then, along with his
aides, taken down to Springfield in time for the next rally.

At the Springfield session, a large portion of the audience was turned out by
union leaders.

The assist to Clark was not unlike the San Diego corporation's plane ride for
anuther'candidate, but it points up a major asset unions have:

The San Diego company operates its plane only for the benefit of a few politi-
cians. Unions are usually able to coordinate their efforts on a national scale for
hundreds of political candidates.

Businessmen are often dismayed that their own organizations are less effective
than labor's Committee on Political Education, and they are trying now to copy
it with such groups as BIPAO (Business-Industry Political Action Committee).

An example of the difference between union and business support for a political
candidate is seen in Rep. James Corman's 22nd Congressional District in the San
Fernando Valley, where he has the endorsement of all organized labor.

Recently Corman talked far less about labor and more about a Volkswagen
dealer-in Van Nuys.

"Life has been good to Jack Foreman. He is an auto dealer who sees politics
as a way to help people. And he alone will produce more cash for my campaign
this time than all of organized labor."

ARRANGES DINNER

Foreman calls 20 or so of his business friends, has a "little dinner"'for which he
charges a nominal amount, then asked for contributions to the man he admires
most in Congress: Corman.

Corman estimates he will spend about $60.000 in this year's race against Repub-
lican Joe Holt, but only 15% will come from labor.

While the Volkswagen dealer will collect more from his fund-raisers, the differ-
ence is that he is an individual, and his influence is limited to Van Nuys.

Unions usually support riot Just Corman in Van Nuys, but most other liberal
congressmen.

Thit is not always true, of course, but it is this kind of potential coordinated
strength which labor is beginning to realize more. and more.

But that strength is not always coordinated. For instance, AFL-CIO Presi-
dent George Meany was pushing Humphrey into the campaign this year within
hours after President Johnson announced he would not run for reelection.

Other union leaders were urged to do the. same.
Shortly thereafter, the Chicago Federation of Labor leaders drafted a resolu-

tion to endorse Humphrey.
But Chicago's Mayor Richard J. Daley said, "No," and the idea was dropped.
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Daley wanted to withhold support for Humphrey until the last minutes of the
Democratic Convention, and he did-not Just his own political machine's support,
but that of Chicago labor, too.

While that kind of local pressure weakens labor's political muscles, the Viet-
nam wgr is cutting even further into the strength of labor in politics.

In Ohio, the AFL-CIO unions gave a reported $400,000 to John J. Gilligan for
his successful primary campaign against Democratic incumbent, Sen. Frank J.
Lausche.

Lausche had long been a target of unions because of his conservatism. Gilligan
is pro-labor and liberal, and dovish on the Vietnam war.

After the primary, Al Barkan, AFL-OIO political director, at Humphrey's
request, wrote Gilligan for clarification of his Vietnam position. When Gilligan
stuck to his anti-war stance, reports circulated that labor money to him had
been halted.

"Sure we slowed down oj.stpIort for him, r-Saikone labor official. He said
Gilligan's war position "!wis like a kick in the rear to his labor friends .. anU
to President Johnson'.

Barkan, however, insisted that labor money and manpose is still going to
help toward the Tlection of Gilligan, "1tlthou&h maybe there is a.little less ethu-
siasm for him.'/

This kind Vfdilution of lab6s strength in politics. because o the Vietnam
issue is evid 'nt in other §eliate aces, ipcluding'those of Sens. J. William Ful-
bright of 4tkansas, Geotge S. McGovern of. South Dakota; Waynb Morse of

Oregon; G ylord Nel6n of Wlsednsin,.Fraknk Churchlof I aho, and 9n. Joseph
Clark of ennsylvanlk._ __ N

Clark s Id recently that" ha &A. . gele pedce vot in Pennsylyanta, or
I am dea g "\ p o i

Yet if he pushes too hard f hat peace voe, (the far t.ore hawkh labor
leaders t the natioaAFL- , evit fre going W beies.ban enthusiastic in
pushing or Clae b et on. de.s.

puhin Jor Ctlar le e unon1 d'diad ~niI e 9trit war doves was also clearly in
evidence -n New Yo k where Paul O'DJ #rj't Deiocratic candidatQ for the
Senate ch rged -that 'Meany l iA down t4 lawy 9 an e punish n* for my
refusal to- back Hube t Hullhr~y. anderny 9; ition to th war in yietnam."

The ~JA ITO-BAOREDa~s
The AFL-O has endorsed Sel. .Jacob , av, a I/beral Repblican, who

generally supprt Administration policy on toe war, ainst O'Dwyr.
Another weakleping effect on labor's politicAl clout for liberalism are local self-

interests of unions. fl
Charles Halleck, ethe former House Republican leader, h the support of the

Northern Illinois building trade unions even though to mKunion leaders he was
the symbol of the Republican-Dixtecrat coalition whiclbds often blocked labor-
backed legislation.

The building trades backed Halleck because he supported their opposition to
creation of the Dunes National Park on Lake Michigan, a project which the
building trades saw as a damper on industrial construction along the lakeshore.

These local self-interest situations go contrary to the generally broad-based
effort of unions to back liberal legislation even if It is unrelated to unionism, such
as federal aid to education.

NOT MONOLrTHIO

But they also disprove the charge by labor's enemies that it is a monolithic
operation, with no local level control.

Some of the most active unions politically spend most of their money and man-
power on issues pertaining almost exclusively to their own industry.

Paul Hall's Seafarers' International Union raises about $500,000 a year from
Its 80,000 members, and most of it goes to support congressmen sympathetic to
the maritime legislative goals of the union.

This raises another point in connection with labor's political strength: How
much of the voluntarily collected money unions raise is truly voluntary?

Hall says all of it. But his opponents contend that when a sailor docks at his
home port and is paid off, he is hard-pressed to reject an. SIU port agent's
request for political donations when the agent may have a voice In the sailor's
next trip.
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Spot checks of voluntary collections indicate that while many unions use high.
pressure political salesmanship to get the donations, there are no widespread
instances of improper tactics being used.

OPPOSITE EXAMPLES

But there are examples to the contrary. Take Lawrence L. Callanan, head of
the Pipefitters Local 562 in St. Louis, who was recently convicted of falsely claim.
ing that his union's political fund was voluntarily given.

Callanan, a major power in St. Louis polfties for the last 20 years, has a politi-
cal fund of between $400,000 and $600,000 a year.

After Callanan was fined $1,000 and sentenced to a year in jail for conspiring
to make illegal contributions to a federal level political campaign, he issued a
statement, saying:

"The very least we hope that will result from this trial is that Congress will
see fit to pass realistic laws governing election and campaign expenses that are
fair and equitable to everyone."

The case is being appealed.
Plans for the future intensification of union activities in politics are elaborate,

ranging from computerized crosschecks of every union member in the country
to payroll deductions for union political funds.

NINETY PERCENT PARTICIPATION

The Teamsters Union is pushing a program in which its members authorize em.
ployers to deduct $5 a year from their paychecks.

Ted Merrill,-head of the Southern California Joint Council of Teamsters, said
that while the program Is just getting started in the Los Angeles area, "we are
getting up to 90% of those asked to okay the deductions."

And the only pressure used, he said, is to "explain what it means for workers
to join in electing political candidates who are pro-labor."

Unions are still the strongest organized force for old-fashioned liberalism in
the country, backing almost every piece of liberal legislation whether or not It
is related directly to labor matters.

Union leaders did play the major role in getting Vice President Humphrey
the Democratic nomination, and if he is elected, they will have played the deci-
sive role In that now unexpected achievement.

But as of today the uAlons are not only failing to deliver the political clout
they hoped for, but they are suffering the most severe wrenchings of their polit-
ical muscles in modern times.

[From the Daily Oklahoman, Oct. 80, 1968]
GOP AccusEs UNIONS OF USINo DuEs FOR DRIV

Richard Nixon's Oklahoma campaign organization accused the AFL-CIO
Tuesday of using dues of union members to campaign for Democratic presidential
nominee Hubert H. Humphrey.

Goodwin Broaddus, Jr., state chairman of the Republican presidential nomi-
nee's state campaign committee, called for an investigation by the state corpora-
tion commission, the internal revenue service and the state tax commlscion.

"It is absolutely unfair to members who are opposed to Mr. Humphrey to spend
their union dues to support a man in whom they have no faith and cannot
believe," Broaddus said.

Broaddus said the state AFL-CIO last week mailed tens of thousands of
letters to both union and non-union members over the signature of Humphrey.

"This mis-use of funds is in direct violation of the regulations that give the
AFL-CIO tax-exempt status and it violates the moral obligation of the organiza-
tion to its members who are not for Mr. Humphrey," Broaddus said.

Broaddus said the letters carry a postage meter stamp granted to non-profit
organizations, which he said permits the organization to mail letters for 1/
cents each. He said the meter ;s registered by the post office to the Oklahoma
State AFL-OIO.

Officials of the union could not be reached for comment.



EuTHnEB'S CONGLOMERATE: AUTO UNION WORTH HIS $125 MILLION MARK-
PREPARBF FOB NEw GLOBAL CAMPAIGNS

(By Victor Riesel)

WASHINoTON, D.C.-Walter Reuther, now preparing for national and global
campaigns, hates thinldng of himself as part of the establishment. But he is.
The red-haired, new revolutionary, rhetoric notwithstanding, Is deep In the black.
As a union chief who has been needling other labor leaders with "charges" of
"banker's mentality," the auto union head now runs a labor conglomerate worth
at least $125 million.

If he is not careful, the United Auto Workers (UAW), of which he is chief
executive officer, soon will rival some of those 200 capitalist corporations he
denounces so passionately so regularly.

A shuffling of the UAW's latest financial records disclose some startling
Keynesian spending.

The small print reveals that Mr. Reuther and his board of directors spent
mightily last year to defeat Richard Nixon. Virtually all of the union's $2.1
million "Citizenship Fund" went for political stakes in the '68 race. This does
not Include the pay and expenses for 916 national headquarters field men known
as "International Representatives." In the final months of the campaign, virtu-
ally all of these men spent virtually all their time campaigning against the
Republican front runner. On the cost line, as the accountants say, this would
come to many millions of dollars.

Nor does the "Citizenship Fund's" $2.1 million spent last year, Include the
monies poured out by the national union's regions and Its 1,383 local unions.

The money Is there-it all comes out of an average dues payment of $7 per
member per month-or roundly some $126 million annually.

Some of this money goes regularly into the "Strike Insurance Fund"-now
well over $86 million. But this figure apparently still is In the petty cash stage.
Mr. Reuther plans to have a record-breaking $120 million in this strike fund
by August, 1070-when the "Big Three" car company contracts start expiring.

The union's high command just doesn't want to get caught short again as it
was during the 1967-1968 rounds of negotiations. At that time, the UAW spent
some $80 million paying its people an average of $35 a week in strike relief.

Mr. Reuther knows that the phasing out of the Vietnam War will hit his
membership hard, for his conglomerate union reaches Into the aerospace, aircraft,
Jet engine and agricultural Implement fields as well as the car and truck
factories.

It's too early to predict a strike wave. But certainly the redhead Is preparing
for long walkouts as it gets tougher to overheat a deflating economy.

The Union's records show that this division spent almost one million dollars
abroad last year. And that the cash source, known as the "Free World Labor
Defense Fund", has still another million dollars In reserve.

Much of this money goes for Mr. Reuther's own brand of global unionism.
The UAW supports quite heavily, an International Swiss-based metalworkers
federation. In It is an automotive division headed by Mr. Reuther. In It Is a
network of "Automotive Councils" headquartered In Geneva, Switzerland. One
council covers all locals in General Motors' plants ranging from Britain to
Australia, another council covers Ford. Still a third covers Chrysler-Roote.

They are nurtured by the continent hopping Victor Reuther, who with his
brother, hope some day to be able to run simultaneous world-wide strikes. It
is not difficult to spend a million dollars to dig deeply Into labor movements
abroad.

At the same time the big union will spend over $3 million organizing on the
home front. This will not Include another $1.7 million annually to help subsidize
the Alliance for Labor Action.

Rarely has a single International union poured out so much of its cash. Rarely
has a union experimented so readily with its funds.

Rarely has a union been able to turn conglomerate so easily, for rarely has
one been so deeply in the vortex of war production with its constant steady
employment

Rarely has a union had a steady income of $126 million annually.
It's indeed an establishment of Its own.
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MEANY GEARINO LABOR FOR BIO POLITICAL EFFOR

WASHiNOTON.-AFL-CIO president George Meany-worred about prospects
for Senate and House liberals in the 1970 elections-already is gearing organized
labor for a mighty political effort next year.

"This is where the blue chips will be down," Meany said in a recent speech to
the painters' union convention. "We could be badly hurt In 1970 If we lost a few
friends in the Senate and a few more in the House."

He said at least eight labor-backed senators who won by less than 5% of the
vote In 1964 are "facing a real tough election" in 1070. The same holds true for
30 liberal House members who scored narrow victories last year, Meany added.

"The John Birchers, the so-called right-wing forces, would like to take control
of the Senate in 1970, and you know what that means," said Meany. "That would
put us under the domination of 'old curly locks'-an obvious reference to Senate
Republican leader Everett McKinley Dirksen of Illinois.

"There is not much sense in thinking about 1972 until we have solved the
election problems of 1970," Meany added.

He praised the APL-OIO's Committee on Political Education (COPE) and its
director, Al Barkan, for running "one of the best political machines ever put
together."

In a backward glance at the 1968 campaign, Meany aired one of his rare public
criticisms of the Democrats.

"Even though the party of our presidential candidate, the Democratic party,
was woefully ineffective and torn asunder by Internal strife, the fact that Hubert
Humphrey came close is to the credit of COPE, not to the party whose label he
carried," the labor leader said.

Although Meany did not mention any names In his address to the painters' union
delegates, labor sources said substantial AFL-CIO support probably would be
extended to the following Democratic senators In 1970: Quentin A. Burdick.
North Dakota; Philip A. Hart, Michigan; Vance Hartke, Indiana; Henry M.
Jackson, Washington; Gale W. McGee, Wyoming; Joseph Montoya, New Mexico;
Frank B. Moss, Utah; Joseph D. Tydings, Maryland, and Ralph W. Yarborough,
Texas.

Republican senators who may receive some labor backing include Hugh Scott.
Pennsylvania, and Hiram L. Fong, Hawaii.

Meany warned against candidates who used the "law and order" slogan to
fight against progressive public officials.

"The high-power publicity people of this country, who are employed by the
extreme right wing, by the Birchers, have converted the so-called 'law and order'
slogan into something that is antiliberal and antiprogressive," Meany said.

"In other words, they are trying to make crime synonymous with liberalism,"
he added. "This campaign has been used recently in a few city elections and this
gives us a great deal of concern."

He apparently referred to mayoral contests In Los Angeles, Minneapolis and
New York City where candidates most strongly espousing "law and order" won
upset victories.

[From the Philadelphia (Pa.) Inquirer, Nov. 7, 19681

WORKERS PRoTEsT DuEs FOR POLITICAL PunPOSEs-104 DEMAND REFUND FROM
UAW LOCAL

(Bly Gerald McKelvey)

A group of 104 employes at Leeds & Northrup's North Wales plant have asked
for a refund of dues paid to the United Auto Workers which were used for
political campaign promotion.

All members of UAW Local 1350, the workers sent individual letters to local
president Arthur Stump stating their demands.

Stump told The Inquirer that he reacted in direct fashion.
"When I got the letters, I threw them all in the wastebasket," he said.

DO NOT RECOONI?-

"These men are not proceeding in a proper fashion. If they write to me individ-
ually and express real sincerity, I'll be glad to take the matter up with the
local's executive committee and from there to the top," Stump stated.



He added that the letters were all sent in one envelope, with the imprint of
Montgomery Employes for Right-to-Work, "an organization I do not recognize."

The county group is affiliated with Pennsylvanians for Right-to-Work, a group
which advocates abolition of compulsory union membership in industry.

William Lemon, an employe at the eastern Montgomery county plant and
chairman of the county Right-to-Work chapter, said the refund request was a
test of the UAW's "sincerity" on changes in its constitution which allow members
to request a return of that portion of their dues for political purposes.

"We want to find out whether the changes in the UAW charter are really
meaningful or just a smokescreen to dodge more lawsuits like those filed by
UAW employes in California and Oklahoma challenging the use of compulsory
union dues for political purposes as a violation of their constitutional rights,"
Lemon said.

Informed of the junking of the letters, Lemon said his group "will take action,
but right now, we're not sure what action."

OUTLINES DIFFERENCES

Lemon added that he was surprised at Stump's action and went on to outline
differences which have arisen at the North Wales plant since the union entered
it about a year ago.

"The Right-to-Work group has been forming for the past six months," said
Lemon, "and is the outgrowth of a larger unit, Workers for Leeds & Northrup
for an Honest Union."

He explained that before the UAW arrived on the scene, the approximately
2000 workers at the plant had their own, independent bargaining unit.

When a vote was taken for accepting UAW as the bargaining agent, the ballot
was marked three ways: For the UAW, for retaining the independent union, or
for having no union at all.

"The UAW got in on a little less than 50 percent of those voting," Leinon said,
"so it had the support of less than half of the workers to start. It's been slipping
since then."

Stump suggested that the letters asking for a refund were prompted more on
political grounds than on the basis of testing the UAW's sincerity.

"Most of these people are not Republicans (the union supported Humphrey
and Muskie) but are Wallaceites," Stump said.

He went on to say that the UAW local had not violated any political rules and
that it was within the law In supporting the Democratic standard-bearers.

"We are not allowed to directly contribute to a candidate's campaign," said
Stump, "but according to our counsel, we're all right in soliciting support." This
would not apparently invalidate the refund request, however.

Under a 1001 decision by the U.S. Supreme Court, which was written for the
railway union but has been extended to all unions, a man who was compelled
to join a union was given the right to ask for a refund of dues money spent for
political purposes.

[From the WaU Street Journal, Oct. 3, 19691

UNION VERSUS THE GOP: Luop MAPs Bio DarvE To AsSIST DEMOCRATS IN
RAoES FOR CONRESS-WORK BEOINS AT THE DISTao'r LEVEL FOR 1970-AL--
010 To Hrr NIxoN TAX STAAND--GEBoE MEANY AIos EFF ORT

(By Richard J. Levine)

ATLANTIC CITY-Organized labor's political strategists, starting earlier than
ever before, are readying a massive defense of their last major national strong-
hold-the Democratic Congress.

Though the 1070 Congressional elections are still more than a yeae away,
AFL-CIO politicos have been hard at work for the last half-year on ways to help
elect or reelect liberal lawmakers friendly to union causes. These include such
Senate Democrats as Labor Committee Chairman Ralph Yarborough of Texas,
Albert Gore of Tennessee and Vance Hartke of Indiana, to name just a few.

Building on lessons learned in 1968, when it played a crucial role in Hubert
Humphrey's fast-closing finish, the AFL-CIO Is developing new techniques that
demonstrate the growing sophistication and scope of its political operation.

For the first time, the Committee on Political Education (COPE), the AFL-
010's political arm, has quietly set up a special subcommittee to concentrate on
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close House races. The committee has already assigned to one union or another
the responsibility for coordinating all political activity in each of some 80 House
districts. The closely guarded assignment list shows, for instance, that the United
Steelworkers' responsibility Includes the 3rd In Colorado, held by Democrat Frank
Evans; the 4th In New Jersey, represented by Democrat Frank Thompson, and
the 2nd In New Mexico, where Republican Edgar Foreman is considered beatable.

REGISTERING UNION VOTERS

The federation has also begun to conduct annual rather than biennial voter
registration drives, financing them from its general treasury; in the past, COPE
had to depend on voluntary union contributions for such work. COPE expects
to dole out about $500,000 this year for registration activity. About $250,000 has
already been approved for operations in 17 states. These efforts, while broad and
nonpartisan, will concentrate first on registering union members, their families
and others likely to vote for labor's friends.

A particularly intensive drive is Just now getting under way in Texas, where
registration opened Wednesday for a four-month period and where voters
must be registered anew for each Congressional election. COPE plans to pour
$20,000 into Texas and expects local labor groups will add perhaps $140,000.
Union politicians figure Sen. Yarborough will be nearly unbeatable if 4.5 million
voters register. "We're going to win this election in the registration period,"
says one Yarborough backer.

"In two decades," declares James Cuff O'Brien, the steelworkers' savvy and
dapper political action director, "I haven't seen as early and thorough prepara-
tion" by labor for an election.

The importance to labor of the 1970 elections will be strongly stressed during
the AFL-CIO biennial convention, which opened here yesterday. According to
federation President George Meany, who proudly describes COPE as "one of the
best political machines" in the country, "170 is the year when the chips are
really down."

GAINS IN SPECIAL ELECTIONS

"There isn't much sense in thinking about 1972 until we solve the election
problems of 1070," he said recently. "This is no time to rest on our laurels."

Heeding such advice, labor has plunged into the five special House elections
held so far this year. The results have been encouraging to union men: Four
victories, three of them in districts formerly held by Republicans.

To snatch GOP seats in Wisconsin, Montana and Just this week in Massa-
chusetts, labor committed considerable money and manpower. John Schmitt,
president of the Wisconsin AFL-CIO, estimates that unions contributed about
$20,000 to the successful campaign of state Assemblyman David Obey for the
seat formerly held by Melvin Laird, now Secretary of Defense. Mr. Obey had the
help of nine full-time and nine part-time volunteers from the ranks of labor.

Montana Democrat John Melcher says union support was "a strong factor in
my election." Labor contributed $10,400 to his $73,000 campaign, in which the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, the Carpenters, the Steel-
workers and the 011, Chemical and Atomic Workers were active.

Even in their ond losing battle-the California race In which Barry Goldwater
Jr. defeated Democrat John Van de Kamp-labor men figure their efforts helped
to reduce the Republican margin from the previous election. In the final four
days of the campaign, the Machinists Union had 60 members working full-time.

FEARS OF NEW CURBS

Spurring this unprecedented off-year activity Is the contention of labor
officials--whether right or wrong-that loss of Congress next year could produce
a flood of legislation designed to curb union power. Declares COPE's national
director, Alexander Barkan :

"We've lost the White House. We've lost the Supreme Court. Our only hope
is holding the Congress. . . We're well aware of the stakes."

The dimensions of the task confronting labor's political strategists are for-
midable, particularly in the Senate, where the Democrats now hold a 57-43
edge. Next year 35 Senate seats will be contested, 25 of which are occupied
by Democrats and only 10 by Republicand. Among the Democrats, 21 are ranked
by the AFL-CIO as "liberals on labor and social welfare issues," with a com-
bined record of 707 "right" votes and only 95 "wrong" votes.
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COPE officials figure that nine of these Senators-including Howard Cannon
of Nevada, Joseph Montoya of New Mexico, Quentin Burdick of North Dakota,
Frank Moss of Utah, Gale McGee of Wyoming and Stephen Young of Ohio along
with Sens. Yarborough, Gore and Hartke-face tough races in 1970. Some of
these men were elected by less than 55% of the total vote in 1904

On the House side, where the Democrats outnumber Republicans 245 to 188,
union politicos believe 78 seats could easily go either way; of these, 48 are now
Democratic and 80 Republican.

To maintain Democratic control of both Houses In the face of this arithmetic,
labor planners readily concede they'll need the right issues as well as effective
organization.

Until recently, says a top AFL-CIO staffer, "Nixon has kept a low profile.
There hasn't been a helluva lot to swing at." But, he adds, "he laid himself
wide open" when he proposed that the corporate income-tax rate be reduced
while tax relief provided low-and-middle-income families in the House-passed
reform bill be cut back.

A glance at almost any union newspaper these days shows how labor is using
this issue. Under a bold headline in the Machinists' paper that reads "Nixon
Tax Plan Reverses Steps Toward Tax Justice" is a story that starts: "The
Nixon Administration has bowed to Wall Street and the corporation lobbies
and is now moving to halt Congress' modest progress toward tax justice .. .

KEEPING THE ISSUES FRES!!

Many labor strategists believe the health of the economy may prove the key
issue in 1970. If the Administration's anti-inflationary policies produce "an
additional million unemployment, another million on short-time and a few
million more worried that they're next, anything can happen," observes Mr.
Barkan of COPE.

The efforts of union lobbyists on Capitol Hill next year will dovetail with
labor's election goals. Most of Congress' work on Nixon proposals opposed by
labor, including welfare reform, job safety and unemployment compensation,
will be left till 1970. For tactical reasons, "it's good the fights in Congress will
come next year," says the AFL-CIO's chief lobbyist, Andrew Blemiller. "That
way the issues will be fresh in our members' minds."

As part of the get-ready-early-for-1970 process, the COPE operating committee
held a three day meeting here this week before the convention started. On the
agenda were status reports on voter registration drives and the subcommittee
dealing with close House contests.

That subcommittee, headed by Amalgamated Clothing Workers Vice President
Howard Samuel, was formed last February. Represented on it are 15 unions,
among them the Steelworkers, Seafarers, Machinists, Meatcutters, Airline Clerks,
Clothing Workers and Ladies Garment Workers. The Steelworkers and the
Machinists, the AFL-CIO's two largest affiliates, have been assigned political
coordinating responsibilities in 12 Congressional districts apiece.

ASSIONING STAFF MEMBERS

The top officials of the unions designated to coordinate efforts in Congressional
districts are just starting to call meetings of other unions in their areas to
form COPE district committees. In some places, they have also begun to desig-
nate union staff people to work on political activities.

Mr. Samuel views the project as an attempt to organize the labor movement
for political activity "along Congressional lines." By getting staff people who
know a .district involved in politics well before Election Day, it's hoped that
labor's efforts will be more productive. "Staff people can't be effective when
they're thrown into a strange district on Aug. 30," Mr. Samuel says. "By the time
they're operating at full capacity it's Election Day."

In addition, Mr. Meany has given his okay to tentative plans to assign union
presidents as coordinators in states were labor's political organization is weak
or the races are especially tough.
. Indeed, labor politicians say that Mr. Meany, who once doubted the need

for an organization such as COPE, has never been more responsive to their
needs. In fact, it was Mr. Meany who proposed In February that registration
drives be financed out of the AFL-CIO treasury and conducted on a continuing
basis whenever and wherever registration books are open.
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CONTRIBUTIONS LAO

Not so promising at this point are Individual union efforts to raise voluntary
contributions for COPED that can be used for partisan political activity. While
a few unions such as the Communications Workers and the Allied Industrial
Workers report donations are running ahead of last year, many other are
encountering difficulty.

Don Ellinger, national director of the Machinists Nonpartisan Political
League, says COPE contributions are running about $100,000 behind last year's
pace, when rank-and-fiiers contributed a total of $480,000.

As they look ahead to 1970, COPE officials find it difficult to avoid a proud
backward glance at their accomplishments in 1968, when in Mr. Barkan's view
labor proved itself as a "major political force." Recently the AFL-CIO dis-
tributed an excerpt from Theodore H. White's book The Making of the President
19068, in which he details the federation's effort on behalf of Mr. Humphrey.
Writes Mr. White:

"The dimension of the AFL-CIO effort.. can be caught only in its final
summary figures: The ultimate registration, by labor's efforts, of 4.6 million
voters; the printing and distribution of 55 million pamphlets and leaflets out
of Washington, 00 million more from local unions; telephone banks in 638
localities, using 8,055 telephones, manned by 24,011 union men and women and
their families; some 72,225 house-to-house canvassers; and, on Election Day,
94,457 volunteers serving as car-poolers, materials-distributors, baby-sitters, poll-
watchers, telephoners."

Comments Mr. Barkan:
"We're going to try to mount the same kind of campaign among our members

in 1970. We think our organization is getting more effective each campaign."

[From the Wall Street Journal, Sept. 19, 19681
LABOR AND HUMPHREY: UNIONS MAP BIo DRIVE FOR DEMOCRATIC TICKET BUT

REMAIN PESSIMISTIc-AFL-CIO PLAN CALLS FOR USE OF ORGANIZERS IN CA11-
PAIGN-15 KEY STATES ARE TARoGEs-FI01iTiNo LossEs .To WALLACE

(By James P. Gannon)

NEW YORK-The chieftains of organized labor are about to launch a massive
rescue operation designed to save the foundering Presidential campaign ship of
their candidate, Vice President Hubert Humphrey.

The elaborate scheme, rated the most detailed vote-getting plan ever drafted
by the AFL-CIO's political agents, is an admission by union leaders that they
believe the Humphrey ship is headed for disaster on its current course. The effort
involves an unprecedented mobilization of labor's resources, including money,
machinery and especially manpower, in 15 big industrial states with lots of unioi
members and enough electoral votes to elect a President.

This campaign plan was approved by AFL-CIO President George Meany this
week as he met with top union men in closed-door sessions at the Commodore
Hotel here; the sessions were climaxed yesterday as the AFL-CIO's general
board of 125 union presidents formally ratified Mr. Meany's earlier endorsement
of the Humphrey candidacy.

OROANIZERS ASSIGNED TO CAMPAIGN

Many details of the save-Humphrey drive remain secret, but participants in
the huddles here say the 15-state battle plan envisions putting "hundreds" of
union staff men to work full4ime on the Humphrey drive. They report that Mr.
Meany has released the entire AFL-CIO organizing staff, totaling around 100 men,
to work steadily on recruiting voters for Mr. Humphrey rather than new mem-
bers for unions. In addition, individual unions are being asked to assign squads
of their staff members to the drive.

The goal Is to get at least two union staffers working for candidate Humphrey
in each Congressional district of the 15 states. To oversee their work and to
signify the importance of the effort, the AFL-CIO's top brass has been assigned
specific states. For example, P. L. Siemiller, president of the million-member Ma-
chinists Union, will command the Illinois operation, and United Steelworkers
Chief I. W. Abel will direct the/campaign in his home state, Pennsylvania.



The tasks of the 15-state army will include spurring Democratic voter registra
tion, organizing volunteer door-to-door canvassers and starting telephone get-out-
the-vote drives. The union staff workers, says one labor politico, are "versatile,
mobile guys, who have organizational skills, contacts in the community and access
to a union hall and facilities."

The campaign will feature a blizzard of pro-Humphrey, anti-Nixon, anti.
Wallace leaflets and other handouts. The AFL-CIO's political arm, the Com-
mittee on Political Education (COPE), is reportedly preparing over 50 million
pieces of such literature for distribution by unions. A top planner says: "We
want our people who may not have seen an organizer in years to see that guy
out at the plant gate at 5:30 in the morning passing out leaflets so they'll realize
just how important this election is."

WALLACE'S INROADS

The rescue operation seeks 4 shore up or even supplant the deteriorated and
disorganized Democratic Party machinery and reverse the phenomenal tide to-
ward third.party candidate George C. Wallace among labor's rank and file, a
development that has shocked and embarrassed labor's hierarchy and has severely
shrunk Mr. Humphrey's support within this usually solid Democratic voting bloc.

Despite the grandiose scheme, labor political experts remain worried that Mr.
Humphrey is running so far behind Republican Richard Nixon that no amount
of effort by labor can save him. "I'd feel much better if someone could explain
to me how to win an election without carrying either New York or California,"
remarks one strategist, reflecting on Mr. Humphrey's uncertain prospects in the
two most populous states.

At a press conference here yesterday, Mr. Meany did offer some apparently
cheerful tidings for labor's political warriors. He disclosed that the national
COPE has received a record-smashing $800,000 in voluntary contributions from
union members so far this year, up from about $600,000 four years ago. And he
reported that a COPE drive in eight major industrial states has so far registered
an additional 1,160,000 union members to vote in November.

But most of the dollars raised will go into Congressional campaigns rather
than the Presidential race. And many of the newly registered union voters are far
from being sure Humphrey supporters.

Indeed, the decision to use union staffers for political operations on an un-
precedented scale reflects labor's judgment that the regular Democratic organi.
zation is in sad shape.

"Lyndon Johnson left the party machinery almost in ruin," says one union's
top political agent, complaining that the Democratic National Committee has
shrunk In size and effectiveness during the Johnson years. Adds another: "The
labor movement is the crutch Hubert Humphrey has to lean on" because of the
crumbling of city and state Democratic machines.

A DISTURBINO POLL

But the labor crutch now looks wobblier than ever because of the Wallace
appeal to union members. Tales of "the Wallace problem" dominated corridor
talk at the strategy sessions here. From one official's recounting of a Hammond,
Ind., Wallace rally that was "wall-to-wall Steelworkers" to another's lament
about union locals that are 05% to 75% for Wallace, the evidence of the Alabam.
ian's inroads into the labor vote piled up. Even Mr. Meany has publicly admitted
that "Wallace is fooling a lot of people, and among the people he is fooling are our
members."

A Louis Harris poll, released during the three-day meeting here, underscored
labor's political problem. It showed that 27% of union members preferred Mr.
Wallace and as many picked Mr. Nixon, leaving Democrat Humphrey with a
shockingly low 40% of the labor vote (the other 6% were undecided). There's
quibbling, of course, over the exact size of Mr. Wallace's union support, but none
Of the strategists here doubts it is substantial.

Labor's counterattack against Mr. Wallace will vary from place to place andfrom union to union, but basically it will stress a bread-and-butter message: That
lie's antilabor. This line came through strong in yesterday's AFL-CIO statement
endorsing Mr. Humphrey; expressing "open contempt" for the Wallace can-
didacy, it said "his pretense to be the friend of the worker is especially galling 'to
the American labor movement."



The union's anti-Wallace campaign will involve a barrage of carefully con.
ceived propaganda. In Maryland, the state AFL-CIO is putting out a four.page
tabloid newspaper, to be distributed to workers at plant gates, which is head.
lined: "Do Maryland Workers Want Birmingham Wages?" and "How George
Wallace Would Drag Our State Down to the Alabama Level." Inside, readers are
told that per-capita income Is only $2,166 a year in Alabama, compared with
$3,454 In Maryland. On a similar pitch, a COPE pamphlet proclaims: "George
Wallace could cost you $1,000 a year."

Besides stressing Alabama's lower4han-average wages, poorer unemployment
benefits and "anti-inflon" right-to-work law, some of the anti-Wallace propaganda
will try to hit back at the Alabamian's strong point-his law-and-order pitch.

The Pennsylvania AFL-CIO, for Instance, plans blanket mailings to the state's
1.2 million AFL-CIO members of a pamphlet called "A Letter From Alabama."
The state Is identified in headline type as "The Crime Center of the United
States." A handwritten message, purported to be a real letter from someone in
Alabama to a friend In Pennsylvania, is reproduced. An excerpt: "Would (you)
believe that Alabama actually has much more violence and murder than Penn.
sylvania or almost any other state In spite of Wallace's propaganda?"

Bfit the unions generally won't attack the Alabamian as a racist. "If we talk
about his civil rights record, half our members would shout 'hurray!'" says one

strategist.
Significantly, it's understood that union officials are having trouble getting

some local leaders to stand up against Mr. Wallace because of his popularity
among the rank and file. Any local leader who senses a Wallace tide running
among his constituents may fear to struggle against It. "If.Mr. Meany. had to
face his members for reelection, he might change his tune, too," snaps one hold
union politician.

Also bothering some union men Is the thought that their voter registration
drives, for which COPE has budgeted $695.000, may partly backfire by putting
lots of Wallace supporters on the voting rolls. Of every 100 union members reg-
istered, one labor strategist figures, the yield of sure Humphrey votes will he
"maybe 55 or 57."

Another worry nagging some labor officials is that the stress on bread-and.
butter issues won't effectively counter the Wallace appeal. Frets a Steelworkers
official: "I Just don't think our people could think that the threat of anti labor
legislation Is as important an Issue this year as the riots In Newark or Detroit.
I just don't think that message reaches them."

Many labor officials, it's true, believe the members can be wooed away from
Mr. Wallace on the bapis of bread-and-butter Issues, but they fear that the cnm.
paign messages grandly conceived at COPE headquarters don't ever fltfer all the
way down to the rank and file. Not many members attend union meetings regu.
larly, and many don't pay much attention to their union newspapers, these offi.
cials worry.

Finally, there are pessimists in the labor camp who doubt that even a brilliantly
executed COPE campaign can win the election for Mr. Humphrey. Says one:
"I think Humphrey should resign as Vice President and really go out and cam-

(From the Detroit (Mich.) News, May 27, 10691

LIVON NA TO FIRE TACTIER FOR $96 Dtrs

(By Mary Lou Butcher)

Refusal to pay annual dues of $96 to the Livonia Education Association (LEA)
under an agency shop agreement has cost Mrs. Ruth B. Williams her job as a
teacher In the suburb's Achool system.

The Livonia Board of Education voted, 6-1, last night to fire the Garfield Ele-
mentary School fourth grade teacher when the term ends next month.

Mrs. Williams, 57, a Livonia teacher for six years, said she had belonged to
the LEA but dropped out last fall when the clause was included in the contract
with the board of education.

In an agency shop, workers are not required to join the union, but they must
pay duee.

Mrs. Williams said she regards this as "coercive and unprofessional."
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"I have always believed that It one prepared and qualified himself for a
profession and did a commendable, conscientiouR job, there would always be a
place for him In that profession," she told a hearing last week. "Apparently,
LAvonia educators do not agree with this concept."

The board and LEA spokesmen said her dismissal was required it she refused
to make the payment.

"The board had no alternative," said School Supt. Benton Yates. "They were
merely following the advice of their attorney to honor the contract."

Roger Stephon, LEA executive secretary, called the action "unfortunate," and
said Mrs. Williams is a "fine teacher whose professional qualifications were never
in question."

"The purpose of the agency shop," he declared, "is to encourage people to pay
what we consider their fair share for negotiation and representation."

Mrs. Williams was the only one of 1,600 teachers in the Western Wayne County
district to be fired for reftising to pay. Another who balked at the agency shop
requirement resigned last month.
Senator WLAMS. The next witness is Roger A. Clark, of the Morris

and Gwendolyn Cafritz Foundation.

STATEMENT OF ROGER A. CLARK, COUNSEL, MORRIS AND GWEN-
DOLYN CAFRITZ FOUNDATION; ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES
SIMMONS

Mr. CLAxK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity
to appear before this committee. I am a partner in the law firm of
Royal, Koegel & Wells, which is counsel to the Morris and Gwendolyn
Cafritz Foundation. I am accompanied this morning by my partner,
Charles Simmons, who is, unlike myself a tax lawyer.

Ay testimony this morning is limited to three narrow aspects of the
business ownership and self-dealing provisions of H.R. 13270 which
will have severe, unintended, and completely unwarranted consequences
for the Cafritz Foundation and, I believe, other foundations similarly
situated.

The Cafritz Foundation was formed in 1948 by Morris Cafritz, a
major builder and developer in the Washington area. Until recently
it has had relatively minor assets amounting to at the end of last year
only $2.4 million. But over the past 15 years this small foundation has
contributed over $1.7 million to charitable causes which represents
over 123 percent of its earned income during that period.

Now in addition to regularly supporting established charities in
this community, the Washington community, the foundation has made
significant contributions to many special projects, many of which is
helped formulate itself. I just want to mention briefly some of these
contributions to illustrate the diversity of worthwhile charitable causes
that a small foundation can serve and how these foundations can play
a special role in the 'ommunity in enriching its social and culturallife.

In the social field, for example, the foundation has made a major
contri bution which enabled the construction of a new hospital in
Anacostia, contracted to pay the renovation cost of a community center
if the Adams-Morgan area, and funded a program whereby District
schoolteachers can work on masters degrees during the summer. These
are things that the Government cannot effectively do and the private
foundations are capable of doing.

In the cultural area, the foundation has purchased a monument for
the Smithsonian Institution, which is located at the west end of the new
Smithsonian building and it is currently financing an exhibit of the
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works of the famous sculptor David Smith at the Corcoran Art
Gallery, a program which all children from the fourth to the sixth
grades in this community will have an opportunity to see by special
tours.

This foundation is soon to receive a substantial increase in its assets.
It is the principal beneficiary under the will of Mr. Cafritz who died
ini 1964. Mr. Cafritz left a substantial real estate empire consisting
primarily of stock in numerous corporations which directly or indi-
rectly own a number of highly valuable real estate investments, office
buildings, apartment houses, warehouses, and, in some instances un.
improved real estate. In addition, there is a hotel, a construction bwsi.
ness and a real estate management business.

Mr. Cafritz' will adopted a very common estate plan, which is still
highly recommended although it may be changed by this legislation.
But any way, it was a very common estate plan at the time it was
adopted. The effect of that estate plan is that a fractional two-thirds
interest in most of his assets goes to a private foundation, the Cafritz
Foundation, with the remaining one-third interest in each asset owned
by a marital trust for the benefit of his wife.

Thus the foundation will soon receive two-thirds of the voting
stock o? each of these corporations with one-third owned by the marital
trust which would be a disqualified person.

Since Mr. Cafritz' death in 1964, the executors, with the approval
of the directors of the foundation and the trustees of the marital trust,
have acted to conserve these valuable real estate investments so that
upon distribution they can be operated in a manner to yield the maxi-
mum annual income for charity and for the marital trust-their inter-
ests coincide in that regard.

In anticipation of receiving these funds, the foundation has formed
an advisory committee of leading citizens in this community which
are active in the arts and public service. They included William Wal-
ton Chairman of the Fine Arts Commission; Congressman Fulton;
Dillon Ripley, Secretary of tho Smithsonian Institution; Quincy
Mumford, Librarian of Congress; and John Walker and Carter
Brown, the past and present Directors of the National Gallery. Thus
the Cafritz Foundation is well-prepared to make wise use of the sub-
stantial income which it expects to receive from these valufible invest-
ment properties.

Continued ownership of these assets by the foundation presents no
realistic basis for potential abuse. At the same time it offers the clear
prospect of a high yield for worthwhile charitable causes.

Now, I said when I started that my testimony would be limited to
thl narrow aspects of the legislation. I am not discussing the policy
considerations for or against the business ownership limitation in
general. I merely want to point out to you that two very narrow as-
pects of the business ownership limitation as it is presently drafted
could, I believe, unintentionally require the foundation to sell its
entire interest, possibly within a 2-ydar period, not only in the hotel
business, the construction business, and the real estate management
business, but also in the remaining real estate investment properties
which are of a passive nature and-which constitute the bulk of Mr.
Cafritz' assets.
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Moreover, because of the practical limitations upon the sale of frac-
tional interests in closely held real estate ventures-it is simply not
realistic to think we call sell 10 percent on the market with the large
ownership interest held by the marital trust-it may also be necessary
for the marital trust to diso se of some or all of its holdings during
that period. Thus, it is possible that under the present bill both the
foundation and the marital trust will be deprived of their entire in-
terests in these valuable income-producing assets left to them by Mr.
Cafritz.

Moreover, a forced sale of real estate properties of this magnitude
in a single metropolitan area, even over a 10-year period, will un-
doubtedly risk substantial losses in value.

What are the two narrow aspects of the bill I am talking about?
First of all, the broad language of the business ownership limitation

would appear to limit foundation ownership of real estate investments
of a passive nature which traditionally have been recognized as ap-
propriate investments for charitable foundations.

Second, the transition provisions do not provide the necessary flexi-
bility whereby the foundation and the marital trust or other disquali-
fied parties can separate their combined ownership of these properties
in all orderly manner.

Both of these narrow aspects of the bill can be remedied without
in any way blunting the effectiveness of the business ownership
limitation.

As I pointed out., real estate holdings of a passive nature have tradi-
tionally been recognized by the Congress and by others as appropriate
investments for private foundations. The Treasury Department has
consistently recommended in its 1965 report and again in 1969, that
these investments be excluded from the business ownership limitation.

More importantly, there is simply no evidence in the extensive hear-
ings before the Vays and Means Committee and the Patman com-
mittee, that real estate investments of a passive nature present a
potential for abuse or they are in any way contrary to the public
interest.

Now, in view of this absence of any evidence of potential abuse, we
feel that the failure of the House to pick up the Treasury recommen-
dation and expressly exclude real estate investments from the business
ownership limitation was inadvertent. In any event, it is completely
unwarranted and the Senate ought to correct it.

The need for adequate transition provisions is equally clear. The
estate plan adopted by Mr. Cafritz is a very common one whereby frac-
tional interests are left to a foundation and to members of a family.
To avoid hardship in this situation, a foundation and disqualified
persons should be given an opportunity to unscramble the eggs in a
way that will not unnecessarily cause risk of loss. This can-'% done
simply by allowing the foundation and the marital trust during the
10-year disposal period, to exchange stock or.property interests in
commonly held assets or to employ any of the wide range of corporate
techniques such as, liquidations or redemptions that would achieve the
same purpose. This should reduce the risk of serious loss since fewer
forced sales may be necessary if the parties can unscramble their in-
terests, and foundations will be able to sell what excess business hold-
ings they have left much more readily because they will be able to sell

88-865 0-69--pt. 6-57
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full ownership interests which should be more marketable than frac-
tional interests in closely held companies.

At the same time, the purposes of the bill, and of the business own.
ership provision in particular, will be fully served.

To produce a fully equitable result in this regard it is also neces.
sary to have nonrecognition of gain or loss in connection with the ex-
changes of stock for stock. The reasons for this and the precedents in
the code in similar situations are set forth in my statement.

Senator BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, I would like to call the witness'
attention that his time went out with the bell and I hope he is not about
halfway through. _

Mr. CLARK. I did not realize the time was going that fast.
The last point I would make, Senator Bennett, and very quickly, is

that all of these properties are managed by a common management
company. The problem that we face is that in order to maintain the
value of that company as an asset of the foundation and in order to
allow the properties to be managed in an orderly fashion, we believe
that a limited exception from the self-dealing rules is required. Other-
wise there will be a substantial loss in the value of this company, and
the foundation will be deprived of an opportunity to realize its max-
imum return from these investment properties. •

Accordingly, we request a limited exception from the self-dealing
rules which would permit continuation of these common management
services. In the alternative, we request a transition provision that would
allow us to provide such services during the disposal period so we
can dispose of the company without a substantial loss in value.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator MMLua. Mr. chairman, may I ask Mr. Clark, would you

furnish for the record your comments on whether you can live with
amendment No. 222.

Mr. CLARK. I will. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(The comments referred to above had not been received at the time

of printing. Mr. Clark's prepared statement follows:)
STATEMENT OF RooEu A. CLARK, COUNSEL, MORRIS AND GWENDOLYN CAFRITZ

FOUNDATION

SUMMARY

Three narrow aspects of the business ownership and self-dealing provisions of
H.R. 13270 will have severe, unnecessary and completely unwarranted conse-
quences on the Cafritz Foundation-which during the past 15 years has distrib-
uted over 123% of its annual income to charity-and other foundations similarly
situated. These consequences can be avoided or their impact reduced without in
any way blunting the effectiveness of the proposed reforms.

These three aspects of H.R. 13270 and the reasons that they warrant revision
or clarification can be summarized as follows:

1. Passive real catate investments should bc eprcsaly exempted from the
excess business holdings provisons of the bill. The reasons for this are:

(a) Real estate investments of a passive nature have traditionally been
recognized as appropriate investments for private foundations.

(b) The Treasury Department has consistently recommended that they
be excluded from the business ownership limitation.

(c) There is no evidence in the extensive hearings that they present a
potential for abuse or are otherwise contrary to the public interest.
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(d) Neither of the arguments advanced for the business ownership
limitation apply to passive real estate investments.

2. The transition provisions of the bill nced additional flexibility so as to per-
mit orderly separation of interests owned by foundations in combination wcith
disqualified pcrsonie. Under the will of its donor, the Caf ritz Foundation will
receive a % interest in a number of business and investment assets while the
remaining 1 of each asset will be owned by a marital trust. The resulting com-
bined ownership of assets is probably common to many foundations. To avoid
unnecessary hardship and the risk of serious loss, foundations and disqualified
persons need to be expressly allowed to separate their combined ownership dur-
ing the 10-year disposal period by

(1) exchanging stock or property interests in commonly owned assets and
(2) employing any of the wide range of corporate techniques, such as

liquidations or redemptions, which would achieve the same purpose.
This will result in reduction of risk of serious loss since fewer forced sales

will be required and foundations will be able to sell full ownership interests,
which are far more marketable. At the same time, the purposes of the bill will be
fully served.

In this regard, it is also important that nonrecognition of gain or loss be
permitted in connection with exchanges of stock for stock which are made in
order to comply with the bill.

3. Continuation of common, management services should be permitted.-
(a) All Cafritz real estate properties are managed by a common management

company which will also be owned % by the foundation and M by the marital
trust.

(b) Unless this management company can continue to manage all of the
properties, its business will be severely disrupted and the value of its stock as
tn asset of the foundation will sharply decline. Moreover, the foundation's
ability to maximize its income from its real estate investments might also be
diminished since it would not have the services of a highly efficient managerial
staff which is fully familiar with the properties involved.

(c) There is no possibility for abuse in permitting a continuation of common
management services on a nonpreferential basis since such services are com-
mercially available and their value can be readily determined.

STATEMENT

My name is Roger A. Clark and I am a partner in the law firm of Royall,
Koegel & Wells which is counsel to The Morris and Gwendolyn Cafritz Foun-
dation. My testimony is limited to the following narrow aspects of the business
ownership and self-dealing provisions of H.R. 13270:

1. The apparent limitation upon ownership by private foundations of
real estate investments of a passive nature.

2. Inadequacies in the transition provisions with respect to divestitures
of excess business holdings in the common situation where a testator has
left fractional interests in business and investment assets to a private foun-
dation and other members of his family.

3. The self-dealing rules insofar as they prohibit a disqualified person from
supplying services to a foundation at nonpreferential commercially available
rates.

These aspects of the bill will have severe, unintended and completely unwar-
ranted consequences for the Cafritz Foundation and many other private founda-
tions similarly situated-conseqliences which can be avoided without in any
,way blunting the effectiveness of the reform proposals. This statement outlines
these consequences, the public policy considerations which require that they be
remedied, and our recommendations as to the technical modifications of the bill
necessary.
The Cafritz Foundation

The Cafrltz Foundation was formed in 1948. Until recently, the foundation
has had relatively modest assets amounting at the end of last year to approxi-
mately $2.4 million. Over the past 15 years, however, it has contributed over
$1.7 million-amounting to over 123% of its income-to charity. In addition to
regularly supporting established charities, major contributions have been made
to the Cafritz Memorial Hospital in Southeast Washington and to the Smith-
sonian Institution, the latter in the form of a gift of the monument by the
renowned sculptor, Alexander Calder, located at the west end of the New History
and Technology Building.
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The foundation is the principal beneficiary under the will of Morris Cafritz, a
major builder in the Washington area who died in 1904 leaving an estate of
very substantial value. Mr. Cafritz's will adopted a common estate plan, the
effect of which Is that a fractional % interest in most of his assets Is soon to be
distributed to the Cafrltz Foundation with the remaining Interest in each asset
going to a marital trust for the benefit of his widow. These assets consist pri-
marily of stock in numerous corporations which directly or indirectly own a
number of highly valuable real estaic Investment properties such as office build.
lags, apartment buildings, warehouses and unimproved land. In addition, there is
a hotel, a construction company and a real estate management company. Thus,
the foundation will soon own 2/, of the voting stock it each of these corporations,
with the remaining % stock interest owned in each instance by a marital trust.

Since Mr. Cafrltz's death in 1004, the Intention of the executors of his estate,
the directors of the foundation and the trustees of the marital trust has been
to conserve the valuable assets of these corporations so that, upon distribution,
they can be operated in a manner which wvill maximize annual income to the
foundation and the marital trust.

Continued ownership of these assets by the foundation presents no realistic
basis for potential abuse--and at the same time offers the clear prospect of a
high yield for worthwhile charitable causes.

Unless H.R. 13270 is clarified or modified In the respects requested herein
however, the foundation may be forced to sell-possibly within a two-yearperiod-its entire Interest not only in the hotel, construction and real estate
management businesses, but also in the remaining real estate investments which
are of a passive nature. 'Moreover, because of practical limitations upon the sale
of fractional interests in real estate ventures, it may be necessary for the marital
trust to dispose of some or all of its holdings during the same period. Not onlywould tihe foundation and tihe marital trust'be deprived of valuable Income.
producing Interests, but a possible forced sale of very substantial real estate
holdings in a single metropolitan area-even over a 10-year period-would
undoubtedly risk serious losses.

Such drastic consequences would be completely unwarranted and contrary to
the public Interest. They can be avoided-or at least reduced-without under-
mining the proposed reforms If:

1. foundations are premitted to own real estate investments of a passive
nature, and

2. there are adequate transition provisions to allow the foundation and
the marital trust to separate their combined ownership of the various
holdings.

Passive rcal estate investnWts should not be tliited
Real estate Investments of a passive nature have traditionally been recognized

as appropriate investments for charitable foundations. When the Congress in
19051 first provided that normal tax rates would apply -to unrelated business in-
come of charitable foundations, It specifically excluded from such taxation all
rents from real property (except with respect to business leases in excess of five
years on property acquired with borrowed funds). (Code § 512(b) (3)) The
rationale for this exclusion was clearly stated In the report of the House Ways
and Means Committee of the 81st Congress as follows:

"The tax applied to unrelated business income does not apply to dividends,
Interest, royalties (including, of course, overriding royalties), rents (other than
certain rents on property acquired with borrowed funds), and gains from sales
of leased property. Your committee believes that such 'passive' income should
not be taxed where it Is used for exempt purposes because invcalticnts produc ng
incomes of those typos have long bccn recognized as proper for cducatlonal
and charitable organizations." (Emphasis supplied) 11. Rep. 2319, 81st Cong.,
2d Sess., p. 88.

The propriety of foundation real estate Investments was reaffirmed in the
1965 Treasury Department Report on Private Foundations which concluded
that real estate investments of a passive nature should be excluded from Its
recommended business ownership limitations. Thus, the report stated (p. 30):

"Appropriate standards should be developed to identify leases of real property
(and associated personal property) which are of a clearly passive nature, and
rent arising from such leases should not be deemed to derive from the conduct of
a businea."
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Elsewhere in the report, it was assumed that a private foundation could
properly own an office building or other type of commercial building. See e.g.,
pp. 22-3.

In 1009, the Treasury again recommended to the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee that the proposed business ownership limitations specifically exempt
"holding of leases of real property (and associated personal property) of a passive
nature." Hearings on Tam Reform Before the Committec on Ways and Means,
91st Cong., 1st Bess., Pt. 14, p. 5100.

There is nothing in the hearings before the Ways and Means Committee or
in the earlier Patman Committee Hearings on private foundations (Hearings
Before Subcommitteo No. 1 on Fotndations of the Select Cimmittce on Small
Business, 88th Cong., 2d Bess., 90th Cong., 1st Bess.) that challenges these
consistent recommendations by the Treasury that private foundations should be
allowed to retain their real estate investment holdings provided they are of a
passive nature'
H.R. 13270, In its present form, however, does not expressly exempt passive

real estate investments from the 20% business ownership limitation. Moreover,
while the bill qualifies the broad term "business enterprise" by reference to the
definition of unrelated business income in Section 513 of the Code, it fails to pick
up the long-standing exception to that definition for passive rental income con-
tained in Section 512(b) (3) of the Code. As a result, there is a real danger that
H.R. 13270 will be construed to require that foundations severely limit their
real estate investments despite the fact that such investments are completely
passive in nature.

Such a drastic limitation-which would require wholesale divestitures of
foundation real estate holdings with attendant risks of substantial loss- learly
cannot be Justified in view of the complete absence of any evidence in the exten-
sive hearings with respect to private foundations that such real estate investments
present a potential for abuse or are otherwise contrary to the public interest.

Indeed, the principal argument advanced for the business ownership limitation
is that a foundation's ownership of an operating business will teud to divert the
interest of the foundation managers to the maintenance and improvement of the
business and away from their charitable duties.3 This argument is completely
inapplicable to foundation ownership of passive real estate investments for three
reasons:

1. Under present law, passive real estate investments by definition cannot
involve substantial activity on the part of the foundation or its managers.
Thus, the regulations interpreting Section 512(b) (3) of the Code strictly
proscribe any activities by the foundation beyond simply renting the
premises and maintaining the public areas. See Reg. j 1.512(b)-l. (c) (2).

2. Most commercial buildings are managed, like the Cafritz buildings, by
professional real estate management companies which make all of the
day-to-day decisions with respect to the operation of the buildings. In the
normal situation, the foundation managers consult with the management
company only as to general policy questions in much the same manner as
they would need to consult with a broker or Investment advisor with respect
to a securities portfolio.

3. The proposed income distribution requirement In HR. 13270 and, to a
lesser extent, the proposed Clay Brown provision will effectively deter
foundation managers from any temptation to attempt to expand the
foundation's real estate-holdings by accumulating tax-free earnings or
borrowing.

Thus, there is very little possibility that the interest of foundation managers
will be diverted from their charitable duties as a result of foundation ownership
of passive real estate investments.

These same reasons equally refute the other argument advanced in support of
the business ownership limitation, which is that a foundation may operate a
business "In such a way that it unfairly competes with other businesses whose

F foundation ownership of passive Income-producing property was criticized in these
hearings In only two respects, neither of which is re evant here. The first situation In-
volved acquisitions through borrowing and will be adequately covered by the proposed
Olay Brown provisions (1 121 of H.R. 13270). The second situation Involved the alleged!
tying up by a single foundation of large tracts of undeveloped real property which will
be effectively prohibited In the future by the mandatory distributions of Income provisions
(Pro osed Code 1 4942).

8 Rummary of H.R. 13270 prepared by the staffs of the Finance Committee and the
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, p. 15.
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owners must pay taxes on the Income they realize." S Indeed, the complete lack
of relevance of this argument to passive real estate investments-as distinguished
from operating businesses-was recognized by the Congress it 1951 when, as
noted above, it exempted the income from such investments from the tax on
unrelated business income.

The only specific example of possible unfair competition developed during the
hearings was the alleged ability of private foundations to accumulate tax-free
earnings to acquire additional business Interests at higher prices than could be
paid by taxpaying businessmen.' As noted above, this is effectively precluded
in the future by the requirement that the foundation pay out to charity its entire
net income annually. If anything, this requirement will place the foundation at
a slight disadvantage vis-a-vis other real estate owners who will be free to accu-
mulate their earnings for expansion or other competitive purposes.

Thus, there is no real or even theoretical justification for limiting foundation
ownership or passive real estate investments. Accordingly, it is urged that Sec-
tion 4943 of 11.11. 13270 be amended to expressly exclude such investments from
the proposed business ownership limitation. This would be accomplished by add-
Ing a new subsection (5) to proposed Section 4943(d) [pp. 41-2 of the bill]
which would provide as follows:

(5) OWNERSHIP OF REAL PROPERTY.-The term "busine s enterprise" does
not include ownership of real property the income from which, except for
the provisions of Section 514 (relating to debt financed property), would
not constitute unrelated business income under Section 512(b) (3).

Two important collateral points with respect to foundation ownership of
passive real estate investments are:

1. Dcprceallot Dedutiona Should be Exrprcs8ly Allowcd.-The proposed
income-distribution requirements do not expressly allow deductions for depre-
ciation to computing "net investment income" under Section 500 and "dlictributable
amount" under Section 4942. As a practical matter, a foundation could not con-
tinue to own real estate investments unless a deduction for depreciation is
allowed in these computations. The foundation would not only have to pay the
investment Income tax on the depreciation allowance, but it would incur a con-
fiscatory penalty if it failed to fully distribute that allowance as income. As a
result, the foundation would be left without funds for necessary capital improve-
ments and replacements. Accordingly, we suggest that the phrase "and deprecia-
tion provided for in Section 107" be added at the end of Section 500(b) (3) [pp.
5-land Section 4942(f) (8) (A) [p. 29] and that the following new paragraph be
inserted after Section 442 (e) (8) [pp. 2Z-8] :

(4) ADJUSTMENT FOr DEPRECIATION.-The minimum investment return for
any taxable year shall be reduced by the deduction for depreciation allow-
able with respect to such taxable year by Section 107.

2. Combttcd Owncrehip May Be Prohibttcd.-The Treasury has recommended
that passive real estate investments be subjected to the 20% business ownership
limitation to the extent that they are owned Jointly by a foundation and dis-
qualified persons.6 The Cafrits Foundation Is not opposed to separating its Own-
ership interests in the various properties from that of the marital trust provided
there tire adequate provisions for doing so fi an orderly and equitable manner.
TAo trana iWon provlelone should proVide full flcxib ilty for separation of com-
bnod owonershfp.

The business ownership limitation will require divestitures by private founda-
tions of substantial business assets. The bill contains two principal transition
provisions-a 10-year disposal period and a limited exception front the self-
dealing prohibitions for sales to disqualified persons--which are designed to
enable the required divestitures to be made in an orderly manner thereby mini-
mizing the risk of losses. The transition provisions, however, do not provide ade-
quate flexibility where there is combined ownership of business and investment
assets by a private foundation and disqualified persons.

The problem of combined ownership should not be unique to the CafrItz
Foundation. The plan of distribution adopted by Mr. Cafritz in his will, whereby
fractional interests in his estate were left to a foundation and a marital trust,
is, and has been for some time, a very common and frequently recommended

s summary of IIR. 18270 prepared by the staffs of the Finance Committee and the
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation. p. 15.

4 Heodrnge on Tax Reform Before the Committee on WaVy and Means, 919t Cong., let
slit Pt.8 at 968.

ieo rins ort T ' Reform Before tAe Committee on Ways and Meuns, 01st Cong., 19t
SeH,, p. 5108.



estate plan. It would not be surprising, therefore, If there are a number of other
foundations similarly situated.

Unless adequate provision is made for the separation of these combined owner-
ship interests In an orderly and equitable manner, the number of the divestitures
required may be greater and their potential adverse effect unnecessarily magni-
fied. This clearly will be the case In the Cafritz situation-particularly If the
20% combined ownership limitation Is applied to those passive real estate Invest-
ments that are owned Jointly by a foundation and a disqualified person. For,
unless the Cafrltz Foundation and the marital trust-which will be a disqualified
person--can separate their combined ownership interests, the Foundation may
have to sell Its entire % interest in all of the Cafritz companies to comply with
the 20% limitation.

The risk of possible loss would be great not only because of the magnitude of
the divestitures required, but also because the substantial minority Interest of
the marital trust In the properties might well Inhibit outside purchasers and
make it extremely difficult for the foundation to realize full value.

The marital trust, on the other hand, would be faced with n "Hobson's Choice"
of either also selling its % interest in the companies, thereby reducing its
corpus-at least to the extent of any capital gains taxes payable-and possibly
its income, or retaining its stock as a minority owner vis-a-vis new owners who
may not share its desire to maximize current Income. In this latter regard, most
potential customers for large commercial real estate holdings are likely to be
interested in speculative development and capital appreciation rather than in
simply collecting rents and distributing them as ordinary income."

These consequences can be avoided-or at least minimized-if during the 10-
year disposal period the foundation and the marital trust are given full flexibility
to, in effect, "swap out" between themselves their respective fractional interests
in the various companies. To the extent that the foundation ended up with full
ownership of real estate investments of a passive nature and such investments
are not limited by the bill as previously recommended, forced sales would be
avoided. Conversely, if the foundation ended up with an operating business,
the greater salability of its full ownership interest In that business would facilitate
its divestiture and reduce the risk of loss. In both cases the purposes of the
1411 would be fully served.

The proposed transition provisions, however, do not provide the flexibility
needed to achieve this result. The inadequacies that exist and our technical
suggestions for remedying them are set forth in Appendix A. Briefly, we recom.
mend that IH.R. 13270 be clarified or modified to clearly allow private foundations
and disqualified persons to separate their combined ownership of business
or Investment assets during the 10-year disposal period-without Incurring con-
fiscatory tax pennltles-.),y (1) exchanging stock or property interests in com-
mnonly owned assets and by (2) employing any of the wide range of corporate
techniques, such as redemptions or liquidations, which would achieve the same
purpose. Existing law would, of course, require that the foundation receive full
valub In any such transactions.

To produce a fully equitable result, provision must also be made for non-
recognition of gain or loss in connection with exchanges of stock for stock to
comply with the bill. Otherwise the marital trust-which except for the bill would
have no need or desire to enter into such exchanges-may be severely penalized
in that it may be forced to Incur substantial capital gains taxes which would
reduce its corpus and earning capacity. There are ample precedents In the Code
for comparable relief In connection with forced divestitures See, for example,
Section 1071 relating to gain from sales or exchanges pursuant to orders from
the Federal Communications Commission; Section 1081 relating to the non.
recognition of gain or loss on exchanges or distributions pursuant to orders of
the Securities and Exchange Commission; Section 1101 pertaining to distribu-
tions pursuant to the Bank Holding Act of 106, and Section 1111 pertaining to
distributions pursuant to an order enforcing the antitrust laws.

The appropriateness of similar relief here Is particularly compelling since the
stock Interests Involved were acquired pursuant to an estate plan encouraged by
the Code which was adopted well before the proposed stock ownership limitation
was even suggested.

.For this reason, while the Foundation and the marital trust might try to dilute
their combined ownership below the 20-35% limitation by a public offering or merger

lmth a large company, It Is doubtful that such a solution would meet their common need
for maximum distributable Income.
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Accordingly. we suggest that a new provision be added to the Code patterned
on Section 1071, allowing: "the sale or exchange of property (including stock
In a corporation) between a private foundation and a disqualified person (within
the meaning of Sectins rW0 and 4040(a), respectively) pursuant to a plan, ap-
proved by the Secretary or his delegate, to enable the foundation not to be liable
for tax under Section 4943 (relating to taxes on excess business holdings)" to
be treated by either party as an Involuntary conversion of such property within
the meaning of Section 1033.
Continuation of common management services

The third area in which H.R. 13270 will have a severe impact upon tl Cafritz
Foundation raises a more difficult problem of balancing legislative in', -,ts.

All of the Cnfritz real estate investment properties are managed by : common
management company, the Cafritz Company, which in turn will be owned 21 by
the Foundation and J/.I by the marital trust. Through the years, the Cafritz
Company has developed a highly efficient staff which Is familiar with the
properties Involved.
In order for the Cafritz Company to continue to function efficiently, it is

necessary for it to be able to continue to provide mnnnagment services for all
of the various Cafritz buildings. This w411 not only maximize the income to the
foundation from its holdings In the various buildings, but it is essential to
maintain the value of the Cafritz Company stock Itself as an asset of the found.
tion. For unless the foundation and the marital trust were both willing to enter
into long-term management contracts with respect to all of their properties,
which might well be unwise in connection with, a change-over In management,
it would be very difficult to find any purchaser for the company at a reasonable
price.

If Cafritz Company's services are provided to all of the properties on a non.
preferential basis, i.e., at the same rates commercially available from outside
companies in the same business, the potential for abuse I.q negligible, the Interests
of charity will be better served and the unnecessary and unwarranted destrue-
tion of this valuable business will be avoided.

Section 4941(d) (2) (C) [p. 21], however, excludes from prohibited self-dealing
the furnishing of goods. services or facilities by a disqualified person to a private
foundation only if "the furnishing Is without charge and If the goods. services or
facilities so furnished are used exclusively for purposes specified In Section 501
(0) (3)." The effect of this provision will be to prevent the Cafrltz Company
from continuing to render management services at least to those properties which
the foundation holds outright.'

The harsh consequences of the self-dealing rule in this situation can be avoided
by a limited exception permitting services to be provided by disqualified persons
with respect to property in which the foundation and the disqunlified person
had a joint or common Interest on the operative dates in Section 4943. Such nit
exception is fully warranted since it is necessary to prevent a substantial loss
in value of the business involved and the services to be provided are generally
available commercially so that their fair market value will be readily evident
and the potential for abuse nonexistent. Accordingly, we suggest that a new
Section 101(k) (2) (E) be added as follows:

"(2) SErc. 4941. Section 4941 shall not apply to--

"(E) the furnishing of services by a disqualified person to a private
foundation with respect to property In which the foundation and the
disqualified person had a joint or common interest (either directly or
through ownership of stock in a corporation which owned such property)
on May 27, 1060 (or acquired under the terms of a will executed on or
before July 28, 1009, which are In effect on such date and at all times
thereafter) If the compensation received by the disqualified person for
such services Is at a rate comparable to that at which such services are
commercially available and such rate does not exceed the lowest rate
charged by the disqualified person for furnishing similar services with
respect to any other property."

'Since there is no prohibition against self-dealing between dIqualifed persons, Cafrits
Company presumably could continue to manage those properties which the foundation
continues to hold in corporate form. If this were not the case, Cafrits Company's business
would be seriously disrupted and possibly destroyed immediately upon the effective date
of the self-dealing provisions.
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At the very least, such an exception is absolutely eosential during the full 10-
year divestiture period in order to permit an attempt to dispose of the Cafritz
Company in an orderly manner without a substantial loss in its value.

Conchtslon
H.R. 13270 will have a severe, unnecessary and completely unwarranted

adverse impact upon the Cafritz Foundation and many other foundations unless
(1) the apparent limitation upon foundation ownership of passive real estate
investments Is removed and (2) necessary flexibility i: provided in the transition
provisions for separating the combined ownership o business and investment
assets by foundations and disqualified persons in an orderly and equitable
manner.

Real estate investments of a passive nature have traditionally been recognized
as appropriate investments for charitable foundations, and the Treasury Depart-
ment has consistently recommended that they be excluded from the business
ownership limitation. Moreover, there is a complete absence of any evidence
In the extensive hearings with respect to private foundations that such real
estate investments present a potential for abuse or are otherwise contrary to
the public interest.

The need is equally clear for adequate transition provisions to avoid unneces-
sary forced sales by foundations of partial interests at the risk of substantial loss.

With respect to the third concern of the Cafritz Youndation-the need for
continuation of common management services-we recognize that the Congress
may be concerned about granting an exception to the general prohibition against
self-dealing. We respectfully urge, however, that any such concern should be
more than outweighed by the severity of the consequences to charity and upon
a valuable business of blind application of the self-dealing rules in a situation
that presents no realistic potential for abuse.

APPENDIX A
TEoHNICAL RECOMMENDATIONS WIT!! RESPECT TO Til: TRANSITION PROVISIONS

To avoid severe and unnecessary hardship, foundations and disqualified
persons should be given full flexibility during the 10-year disposal period to
eliminate or separate their combined ownership of business and investment
assets in an orderly and equitable manner by (1) exchanging stock or property
Interests in commonly owned assets and (2) employing any of the wide range
of corporate techniques for achieving the same purpose.

The 10-year divestiture period in Section 4943 and the limited exception from
the self-dealing rules for divestiture sales in Section 101 of the bill are clearly
not adequate to permit such a necessary unscrambling of property interests
and an orderly divestiture of the excess business holdings that remain outstanding
for the following reasons:

A. EXCHANGES

Section 101(k) (2) (B) [p. 81] excludes from the self-dealing rules only "the
salo of property which is avncd by a private foundation on May 20, 1960 ..
Limiting the exemption to the "a " of property could be construed to prevent
exchanges of stock or property. Moreover, keying the exemption to property
which is "owned on May 20, 1969" may make it completely inapplicable to the
stock interests which are yet to be distributed to the Cafritz Foundation under
Mr. Cafritz's 1904 will. It Is suggested that Section 101(k) (2) (B) be amended
to provide as follows:

"(2) SEC. 4941. Section 4941 shall not apply to-

"(B) The sale or exchange of property interests held by a private
foundation or a disqualified person on May 20, 19069 (or acquired under
the terms of a will executed on or before ;uly 28, 1900, which are in
effect on such date and at all times thereafter) if such sale or exchange
is required in order for the foundation not to be liable for the tax under
Section 4943 (relating to taxes on excess business holdings) and the
foundation receives in such sale or exchange an amount, or an interest
in property having a fair market value, which equals or exceeds the
fair market value of the property sold or exchanged by it; and



B. SECTION 351 ORGANIZATIONS

Section 4941 (d) (2) (F) [p. 221 does not specifically encompass a Section 351
organization which might be necessary to consolidate the various corporations
if a public offering of the foundation's stock interests proved to be the only
feasible method of divestiture. For complete clarity, it is suggested that the
word "organization" be inserted after the words "corporation adjustment" on
page 22, line 10.

C. NON-PRO BATA REDEMPTIONS

The report of the Committee on Ways and Means [p. 21, n. 1] clearly envisions
a non-pro rata redemption by a corporation of its stock which is excess in the
hands of a private foundation as one method of achieving a divestiture required
by the excess business holdings rule. Section 4941(d) (2) (F) [p. 22], however,
may cast doubt on the availability of this necessary divestiture technique since
it permits redemptions and other corporate adjustments only if "all of the
securities of the same class as that held by the foundation are subject to the
same terms . "' It might be argued that all of the securities of the same class
in a non-pro rata redemption are not "subject to the same terms." The possible
ambiguity regarding this important corporate technique can be eliminated by
(1) deleting the phrase quoted above from Section 4941(d) (2) (F) ; or (2)
clarifying what is meant by "subject to the same terms"; or (3) the following
amendment to Section 101(k) (2) (A) :

(2) Sw. 4941. Section 4941 shall not apply to-
"(A) Any transaction between a private foundation and a corporation

which is a disqualified person (as defined in Section 4946), pursuant
to (i) the terms of securities of such'corporations in existence at the
time acquired by the foundation before May 27, 1069; or (i) any
liquidation, merger, redemption, recapitalization or other corporate
adjustment, organization or reorganization, the purpose of which is to
enable the foundation to dispose of property in order not to be liable
for tax under Section 4943 (relating to taxes on excess business interests)
and the foundation receives in return an amount, or an interest in
property having a fair market value, which equals or exceeds the fair
market value of its stock interest; and

D. CARRYOVER OF TIlE HOLDING PERIOD

It is not clear that the 10-year divestiture period would carry over to assets
acquired by the foundation as a result of an exchange or a corporate redemption,
Uquidation, organization or reorganization. Unless there is such a carry-over of
the holding period, such transactions will not be a meaningful method of com-
plying with the excess business holdings requirement since the foundation would
be required to immediately divest itself of any business holdings received as a
result thereof. It is recommended that the following provision be added to the
bill, possibly as a new Section 101(k) (2) (D):

"(D) The divestiture periods provided for in Section 4943(c) (4) shall
carry over to any property interests acquired by a private foundation
pursuant to a transaction referred to in subsection (B) above or Section
4941 (d) (2) (F).

The CHAIRMAN. Now, the next witness will be Mr. Lyman C.
Conger, chairman of the board of Kohler Co.

STATEMENT OF LYMAN 0. CONGER, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF
THE KOHLER CO.

Mr. CoNoER. Thank you for allowing me the privilege of appearing
here.

My name is Lyman Conger. I am chairman of the board of Kohler
Co., of Kohler, Wis., also vice president of the Kohler Foundation.
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Kohler Co. is a large manufacturer of plumbing fixtures and engines.
It is a privately held company. Its stock is not on the public market
and there is no publicly established marketplace for the stock.

Kohler Foundation is a relatively small foundation. It was orga-
nized as a nonprofit, nonbusiness corporation in 1940. All of the
organizational incorporators are now deceased and all of the organi-
zational contributors are now deceased. In fact, all of those who ever
made any contribution are now deceased. It does not engage in politi-
cal activity. It operates no business, and has no business connections
except stockownership in a business corporation. It does own 284/o
percent of the stock of Kohler Co., and has held almost half of that
stock for 25 years, most of the stock for over 15 years.

In its past 10 years of operation it has disbursed $1,812,000 for edu-
cational, cultural, and charitable purposes, and I might say that rela-
tive to its net income and its expenses through that period, its
operating expenses have been seven-tenths of 1 percent of the income.
That is because all the officers and directors serve without salary or
compensation.

We do not oppose all the provisions of this bill, some of them are
very good, we think, but we do think the bill goes beyond the correc-
tion of abuses and in particular it would disrupt long-established
relationships. The divestiture provisions and the ex post facto appli-
cation of them creates a severe problem for us. In our case it would
require the Kohler Foundation to devest itself of the Kohler Co. stock
that it now owns and practically all of it. And that would require
creating a public market for the stock that does not now exist. That
could probably be done in one of two ways. It would mean the Kohler
Co. would have to become a public corporation or, alternatively, it
would have to merge with some conglomerate organization, and the
latter course appears the easiest although possibly not preferable.

I think other corporations and small foundations that own stock
in privately held corporations are faced with the same situation, and
we believe that this bill would force many small companies into
conglomerates, probably against their will.
. Now, it is not my purpose to condemn all conglormerates or go into
the pros and cons of conglomerates but what we do suggest s .that the
conglomerate form of organization has not proved itself so distinctly
superior to the privately held small corporation that it ought to be
encouraged by legislation at the expense of the privately held
corporation.

Turning to the specific provisions of the bill, the definition of "sub.
stantial contributor" includes anyone who contributed more than
$5,000 in any one year. We think that is very-unrealistic because it
bears no relationship to the size of the foundation. A foundation may
have millions of dollars of assets, I think there is one in excess of a
billion dollars, but still a $5,000 contribution establishes one as a
substantial contributor. We are suggesting in the amendment that I
am filing as part of my prepared statement, that that be changed, and
that a substantial contributor be defined as one who contributed 5
percent or more of the total assets of a corporation.

p..
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In our case, the bill has a strong effect on us because one contributor,
now deceased, and who contributed less than 2 percent of the stock
of the foundation, nevertheless is defined as a substantial contributor,
and all his descendants are disqualified persons.

With respect to the control aspects of the bill, we think it makes
several quite unrealistic assumptions. As it is now drafted it assumes
that 20 percent voting stock ownership is control, and has a conclusive
presumption that 35 percent is control. In our prepared statement we
have shown instances where this definitely.is not true.

What percentage of stock is control or is not control varies from
time to time and from company to company, and from time to time in
the very same company. There seems to be an implied assumption in
the bill that members of the family always act in concert and if they
belong to the same family they will always be voting the stock unani-
mously, but I would submit to you that family feuds and battles for
control are just about as common as unanimity of operation. In our
particular case we have had one such case of interfamily litigation
that even went up to the circuit court of appeals.

This amendment would make actual control of the foundation
immaterial. These disqualified persons may not even be members of
the foundation, yet their ownership, the fact one of their ancestors
donated stock, would prevent the foundation from continuing to hold
their stock.

We are suggesting an amendment which would substitute fact for
theory and make actual control of the foundation and actual control
of the corporation the criterion.

We agree that a foundation, together with people who control it,
should not own more than 50 percent of the stock of a corporation. But
we think that should be based on actualty, and not on assumptions that
people who may actually be fighting each other are acting in concert.

Our last serious objection to the bill is on the distribution-of-income
provision, and that has a serious impact on a company whose stock
is not publicly listed and has no regular market value, because it
requires distribution of 5 percent of assets by the foundation. In the
case of a closed corporation, I think there is no more difficult subject
than valuation of the stock of a closed corporation. I know in all the
estates and gifts we have had involving Kohler Co. stock we have
always had controversy with the Internal Revenue Service and in one
case even went to the Tax Court. So we would not know, the foundation
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would not know, on what basis to base this 5 percent distribution. We
might base it on a good faith estimate of the value of stock, yet maybe
years later the Internal Revenue comes along and says no, your value
of the stock is too low, you should have distributed more than you
did, and then the very heavy penalties of this bill would be automati-
callv put into effect.

We would have no objection at all to a requirement that a founda-
tion distribute its actual income within a reasonable period, although
we think a year is a little too long. Actually-

Senator BENNETr. Long or short?
Mr. CONGER. Too short, excuse me.
We are suggesting a period of 2 years. And our foundation has over

the lat 10 years distributed practically 100 percent of its actual in-
come. What we do object to is a distribution requirement on hypo-
thetical rather than actual income.

In our prepared statement we have displayed a table showing that
of the 30 companies listed on the Dow, Jones stock average, only four
would yield a return of 5 percent or more, and the average would
be three, I think 3.64. So that would practically bar any foundation
from investing in the stock of most industrial companies.

We are suggesting as an alternative to that, that a foundation be
required to distribute its actual income within a certain period, which
we are suggesting is 2 years.

We are also suggesting that if the foundations choose to invest in
non-income-producing property and, I suggest, there is an objective in
this bill which prohibits'a foundation from making such an investment
which is contrary to the purposes of the foundation; that, therefore,
a simple amendment there saying that investments solely for capital
gain would be considered as contrary to the purposes of the foun-
dation would solve the problem.

The CH IR .AN. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. CoNoEn. Thank you.
Senator MILLER. May I ask the witness, Mr. Conger, would you be

good enough to furnish the committee for the record, a statement as
to whether or not amendment 222 would satisfy your problem.

Mr. CONOEm. Yes, I will.
(Mr. Conger's prepared statement follows:)
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STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF KOHLER Co., KOHLEB. WTS,, PRESENTED BY- LYMAN

0. CONnER, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

SUMMARY

Kohler Co., a privately held corporation, opposes the proposed
tax reform legislation as passed by the House because It unjustly
requires the Kohler Foundation, an eleemosynary organization,
to divest Itself of Its stock holdings In Kohler Co.

For Kohler Foundation to sell this stock would require the
creation of -a public market for the Kohler Co.'s stock which Is
now privately held or a merger of Kohler Co. with some con.
glomerate.

The proposed legislation goes beyond the raising of revenue
and correction of abuses and penalizes foundations which have not
been guilty of abuses.

The proposed legislation Is harsh and punitive. It affects--
not only foundations-but corporations In which foundations own
stock. It requires drastic changes In existing ownerships--owner.
ships established years ago In reliance on then existing law. As
a consequence It would force a drastic reorganization of Kohler
Co. (p. 9)

The definition of "substantial contributor" in the bill as pres-
ently drafted has no relevance to the size of the foundation, and
is consequently unrealistic. The definition of "substantial contribu-
tor" should bear a reasonable relationship to the size of the founda-
tion. In our proposed amendment we propose defining "substantial
contributor" as one who has contributed more than 5% of the
total assets of the foundation. (pp. 9-10)

The bill is aimed at private control of corporations and as-
sumes that private control of a corporation is an evil to be tolerated
as short a time as possible. This is an unsound assumption. (pp.
11-12)

An alternative to private control Is the conglomerate or meger
route. (pp. 13-14)

The conglomerate-merger type of organization Is dot so clearly
superior to the private corporation that It should bo encou1aged
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by legislation which discourages and makes the continuance of
private corporations more difficult. (p. 13)

If this bill is enacted into law It will force a drastic 'reorga-
nization of Kohler Co., requiring it to change. ltpstatus as a private
corporation-and, quite likely; to merge with a con'glotnerate. (pp.
-14-15)

The bill, as drefed, goes far beyond the mere objective of
preventing the uso~of foundations to control business enterprises.
It establishes preumptions of control, not realistic in many cas s.
Unrealistic presumptions are":

(1) that a percentage of voting tock less'than'50 per cent can .
be presumed to constitui control;

(2) that Ill "disq Hfied 6esb wWl-lalWays act- in unison
and never disa'gree among themselves, and

(3) that the stock of any private foundation will always be
voted t e same 's the stock of "disquilified persons" rq-
gardles of the extent of control of the foundaJlon by such
"disqualid persons"., /

We submit that regulationn should apply on the actuei facts
of the situation-not on 'arbitrary and unrealistic presumptions.

The amendment which we suggest makes actual control the
test and-if the disqualified persons in fact control the foundation
-,adds their stock to that of the foundation in determining con-
troL (pp. 15-18)

The provision relating to the distribution of Income has ob-
Jectiveii with which we do not quarrel, Le., (1) to Insure that the
income of a foundation will be distributed on a reasonably current
basin and not be re-invested for "growth" purposes, and (2) to re-
quire that the resources of the foundation be invested mainly for
the production of distributable income and not principally for
capital gain. But the bill attacks the problem circuitously rather
than directly and goes too far.

The "minimum investment return" prescribed in the bilL or
any "minimum investment return", Is unrealistic. Of the 30 in.

48tral corporations whose stocks are ncluded in the Dow Jones
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averages only 4 had a dividend yield of over 5 per cent and the
average dividend yield was 3.54 per cent. The bill creates enor.
mous administrative difficulties where a foundation's Investment
is in stock of a private corporation, or in other' property not having
an established market value.

The objectives can be accomplished by requiring a reasonable
concurrent distribution of actual income and by prohibiting founds.
tons from investments solely for capital gain. (pp. 18-20)

The harshness of the bill has been recognized by tailoring ex.
emptions to fit the specific circumstances of two foundations. This
is the wrong approach. The bill as a whole should be amended
so that It will be fair and equitable to all foundations, regardless
of their specific circumstances. (pp. 20-21)

We believe that our proposed amendments would accomplish
this purpose.
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STATEMENT - KOHLER CO.

Kohler Co., a Wisconsin corporation founded in 1873, is a
prominent manufacturer of plumbing fixtures and fittings, small
gasoline engines, engine driven electric generating plants and
precision controls.

It has, since its inception, been a privately held corporation.
Its stock has never been listed on any stock exchange or over
the counter market and there has never been any public market
or established market price for its stock.

Its outstanding conunon (voting) stock is distributed as
follows:

Employees .......................... 8.4o
Individuals or trusts whose stock was

acquired through inheritance ....... 58.5%/1
Kohler Foundation .................. 28.4%
Others .............................. 4.7%

100.0%

Only one of its eleven directors is a "disqualified person"
as defined in H.R. 13270. Only one of its eleven officers (one
of five vice presidents) is a "disqualified person".

Kohler Co. has an outstanding record of length of service
of employees.

With a present complement of approximately 5,500 em-
ployees, over 1,300 have become members of the 25-year club
(25 or more years of continuous service) of whom over 780 are
still actively employed.

Many Kohler Co. employees including management per-
sonnel have been attracted to and remain associated with Kohler
Co. because it is a privately owned corporation and they can
expect to receive, and do receive, more individualistic treatment

1 Included in this percentage is 31.7 per cent of the outstanding stock
owned, directly or by beneficial interests, by individuals who are within the
definition of "disqualified persons" in H.R. 13270.
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than they would from an absentee owned company under policies
made elsewhere and applied arbitrarily and sometimes ruth-
lessly. One of the most unsalutary features of the present rash
of mergers and conglomerates has been the disruption of per-
sonnel of acquired companies, and the arbitrary and often ruth-
less dumping of management personnel, many of whom have
devoted much of their lives to the acquired company and are
at an age where they find it difficult or impossible to secure
equivalent employment elsewhere.

For Kohler Co. to be forced to merge with a conglomerate
or to be subjected to "raiding" would seriously disturb the per-
sonal plans and expectations of its present personnel.

KOHLER FOUNDATION, INC.

Kohler Foundation is a Wisconsin non-profit corporation,
incorporated in 1940. It is restricted by its articles of incorpo-
ration to charitable, religious and educational activities.

It conducts no foreign activities or philanthropies and is
limited by its articles of incorporation to disbursement of funds
exclusively within the State of Wisconsin.

The original incorporators were-

Evangeline Kohler
Marie C. Kohler
Lillie B. Kohler
Herbert V. Kohler
0. A. Kroos

All the original incorporators are now deceased.

All persons who made any contributions to Kohler Founda-
tion are now deceased.

The principal contributors were Marie C. Kohler (by be-
quest) and Lillie B. Kohler (by inter vivos gift).

All of the incorporators, with the exception of 0. A. Kroos,
would be "substantial contributors" as defined in H.R. 13270,
See. 507(b) (2) (A). Although Herbert V. Kohler gave no Kohler
Co. stock to the Foundation and contributed less than 2 per cent
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of its total assets, he Is within the definition of "substantial con-
tributor" contained in H.R. 13270 since he gave more than $5,000
in a single calendar year. Consequently his "lineal.descendants"
would be "disqualified persons" as defined in H.R. 13270.

Kohler Foundation has 10 members (reduced from 12 by
two recent deaths) of whom only 3 are "disqualified persons"
as defined in H.R. 13270. It has 5 directors of whom only 2 are
"disqualified persons". Only 2 of its 6 officers are "disqualified
persons".

Kohler Foundation does not operate any business or com-
mercial enterprise and has no interest in any business or com-
mercial enterprise other than as a stockholder.

Kohler Foundation presently owns a beneficial interest in
47,606 and a fraction shares of Kohler Co. common (voting)
stock which is 28.4 per cent of the 167,403 and a fraction shares
outstanding and 23.8 per cent of the 200,000 shares authorized.
It has owned most of this stock for 15 years and nearly half of
it for 25 years.

It also presently owns 4,154 shares of preferred (non-voting)
stock of Kohler Co., a Wisconsin Corporation, which is 43.2
per cent of the 9,625 shares outstanding and 10.4 per cent of the
40,000 shares authorized.

Kohler Foundation makes direct expenditures of approxi-
mately 15 per cent of its total disbursements for certain cultural
programs, scholarship awards, and for the operation and main-
tenanceof a building used as a meeting place for Girl Scouts
and a woman's club.

The balance of its income is distributed by contributions to
organizations conducting educational, historical and cultural, re-
ligious or charitable activities.

Kohler Foundation, in the past ten years, has made actual
disbursements of $1,812,562.45 for educational, cultural and other
philanthropic purposes out of a toted income (before expenses)
of $1,826,486.11.

No officer, director or member of Kohler Foundation re-
ceives any salary or compensation for his services. It employs
no professional managers.
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In the past ten years Kohler Foundation's administrative
expenses have been less. than $13,500.00 or seven-tenths (00.7%)
of one percent of its income.

Thus Kohler Foundation has, over the past ten years, dis-
tributed practically 100 per cent of its actual net income after
expenses.

PROVIIilONS OF H.R. 13270 RELATING TO PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

Alleged Purposes of the Bill

The bill purports to be a revenue bill and iii some respects
it is.2 On the other hand some of the regulatory provisions of
the bill, by increasing administrative costs, will reduce net
revenues.

The bill also purports to correct abuses by foundations. We
do not deny that some foundations have been guilty of abuses,
although we would not agree that all practices which are char-
acterized by some as abuses actually are abuses. But we do
deny that the majority of foundations have abused their status
or have been guilty of acts detrimental to the public welfare.

But the bill goes further than the mere prohibition of abuses.
There is a clear distinction between prohibition of abuses and
regulation of details of operation of foundations which deprives
foundation managers of the ability to exercise sound judgment
in good faith in the management of the assets of the foundation.

KOHLER CO. POSITION ON H.R. 13270

We do not oppose all of the provisions of H.R. 13270 relat-
ing to foundations.

We recognize the objectives of raising revenues and correct-
ing abusive practices and to the extent that the bill would ac-
tually accomplish these purposes we do not oppose it.

But the legislation should not penalize foundations which
have not been guilty of true abuses. The innocent should not
be punished along with the guilty.

2The V/2 per cent tax imposed by Sec. 506 (a) (p. 5) is a revenue pro.
vision.
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Because it applies retroactively the proposed legislation is
harsh and punitive.

It does not seek merely to regulate future conduct.

It would seriously disrupt existing ownerships and corporate
organizations-ownerships and organizations which were estab-
lished many years ago in reliance on then existing law.

As we show later, it would force a drastic reorganization of
Kohler Co. making it difficult, if not impossible, for it to con-
tinue as a private corporation-and making it likely that its best
course would be to merge with some conglomerate.

We submit that legislation having such disruptive and retro-
active effect is not warranted.

SUBSTANTIAL CONTRIBUTOR

The definition of "substantial contributor", Sec. 507(b)(2)
(A) (B) p. 8, is unrealistic in the extreme.

It bears no relationship to the size of the foundation, its
total assets or the total of contributions by others.

One who contributed $5,000 in any one year would have con-
tributed only one-half of one percent of the assets of a founda-
tion having assets of one million dollars. He would not be a
"substantial contributor" in any ordinary or common meaning
of the term.

Yet under the definition of Subsection (A) he is a "substan-
tial contributor" as are also his children, grandchildren, great-
grandchildren and other "lineal descendants" in perpetuity.

Many foundations have assets of more than a million dollars
and at least one is reputed to have assets in excess of three
billion dollars."

3 Subcommittee Chairman's report to Subcommittee No. 1 Select Committee
on Small Business, House Representatives, 90th Congress, Sixth Installment
3-26-68, p. 242, Ford Foundation. See also Kellogg Foundation Trust p. 236.

The same source reports 26 foundations having assets in excess of 100
million, pp. 228.259, yet anyone who donates $5,000.00 or five-thousandths of a
per cent would be "substantial contributor" under the definition of H.R.
13270.
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The definition of subsection (B) is even more unrealistic.
One who gave a donation of $1,000 or one-tenth of one percent
of the total assets of a foundation having assets of a million
dollars would be a "substantial contributor" if that fortuitously
happened to be the only contribution in that calendar year.

We submit that what is a "substantial contributor" or a
"substantial contribution" should be relevant to the total con-
tributions.

One who contributed less than 5 per cent would not be con-
sidered a "substantial -contributor" in the general understand-
ing of the term, nor would he be in a position to exercise much
domination over the foundation.

The amendment which we suggest (Proposed Amendment-
Exhibit 1) would make one who contributed more than 5 per
cent of the total contributions to a foundation a "substantial
contributor".

BASIC PHILOSOPHIES UNDERLYING THE BILL

Our main objection to the bill in its present form is to the
basic economic philosophies underlying some-but not all--of its
provisions.

Implicit, albeit unstated, are certain economic assumptions
which are accepted as truisms.

.The bill departs from basic revenue purposes and enters the
field of economic regulation. And it does so on the basis of
certain economic assumptions which we believe to be false.

Certainly they are not so self-evident as to be accepted with-
out consideration on their merits and hearing arguments 'against
them.

We submit that Congress should not adopt these far-reach-
ing regulatory measures-which affect not only taxes but the
general economy-as an appendage to a revenue bill but that if
they are to be considered at all they should be Considered as
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frankly regulatory measures with 'full appreciation of their conse-
quences and after adequate hearing on the objections to them.

Assumptions basic to the bill to which we object are-

PRIVATE CONTROL OF CORPORATIONS

The underlying philosophy behind the bill (particularly
See. 4943 which limits the combined holding of a foundation and
"all disqualified persons" to 20 per cent of any corporation's
voting stock)5 is that private control of a corporation is bad
per se-that it is an evil to be discouraged as much as possible
and to be tolerated, if at all, only for a limited time.

That this is the assumption and the purpose clearly appears
from the report of the House Committee on Ways and Means
accompanying H.R. 13270 (Part 1, Page 28) where it is sug-
gested that the limit of 20 per cent combined holding of corporate
stock by foundations and "disqualified persons" may be met
without the foundation disposing of its so-called "excess* hold-
ings" but by the "related parties" disposing of their stock.

Clearly the bill is directed not at foundation control but at
private control of a corporation.

This is also shown by the suggestion (Id. p. 28) that if
"disqualified persons" hold more than 20 per cent of the voting
stock, the foundation's holding of non-voting stock "might effec-
tively remove from outsiders any practical opportunity to gain
control." 6 (emphasis supplied)

There has, up to now, been no hearing or opportunity for hearing on the
provisions to which we object. The House Ways and Means Committee did
hold hearings but that was before any bill had been drafted. The present bill
differs in important respects from proposals considered at the hearings. The
present definitions of "substantial contributor", "disqualified persons", etc.
appeared for the first time in the draft of the bill, little more than a week
before passage, with no hearing held on them or opportunity given to consider
objections or to present amendments.

. Under some circumstances an additional 2 per cent would be permitted
under the so-called "de minimus" provision, See. 4943 (o)(2)(C) p. 37.

6 Of course the statement that ownership of non-voting stock can, as a
" practical" matter, affect the control of the corporation-which rests in the
dotitig stock-is far-fetched in the extreme.
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Implicit in this statement is the assumption that battles for
control of corporations are in the public interest. We question
this assumption.

The "raiding" tactics which have accompanied some of the
present mergers and attempted mergers are one of the most un-
salutary features of our present corporate financial picture.

The managements of many corporations are today spending
more time trying to defend the corporation against "raiding"
tactics, than in the actual operation and management of the busi-
ness. We cannot see how this is in the public interest.

It is significant that the control provisions of this bill have
no relevance to any revenue objective. Whether a corporation
is or is not privately controlled makes no difference in the taxes
it will pay on its income. Nor would it result in any increase
in revenue from tax on the income received by a foundation. So
long as the foundation avoids owning more than 20 per cent oi
the stock of any corporation having "disqualified persons" as
stockholders, it may still receive 100 per cent of its income tax
exempt.!

The proposal is clearly directed against private control of
corporations.

Respectfully we ask, why this bias against private corpora-
tions? The private corporation has traditionally played an im-
portant role ir. the economic development of this country. In-
dividuals start a small business as individual owners or partner-
ships. If the business serves the public need, is successful and
grows it becomes a private corporation. If it continues to grow
and prosper it may become a public corporation-but it will do
so as a result of economic conditions-by a process of natural
development and at a favorable time-not by legislation.

Many, if not most, of the large commercial enterprises to-
day had their start through the private corporation route-Du
Pont, Chrysler, Ford, Allis Chalmers, Kimberly Clark, etc. to
name but a few.

7 Except for the flat 71/ percent tax proposed by Seo. 506 (a) p. 5.
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We submit that it is not in the public interest to destroy or
to sterilize this seed bed by legislation.

The assumption that private control of a corporation is an
evil to be terminated as soon as possible deserves more careful
consideration than it has received in the drafting of this bill.

In particular it demands consideration of the alternatives
to private control.

Corporations must be controlled by someone.

If this proposal is adopted it will make mandatory the dis-
ruption of many private corporations.

The alternative is obvious. The past few years have seen
an amazing proliferation of a relatively new form of commer-
cial organization-the "conglomerate" corporation created by
mergers.

The impact of this development (il the economy is ques-
tionable. Some view it with alarm.'

It is not our purpose to review the pros and cons of the
present trend toward mergers, acquisitions, conglomerates and
toward debt rather than equity financing.

What we do want to point out is that if-through adoption
of this proposal-liquidation of private control is made manda-
tory-the presently most available market is through the con-
glomerate merger route. Unquestionably most private or founda-
tion holdings would be divested in that manner.

For Congress to adopt this proposal would be tantamount
to saying "We think that private control of a corporation is
evil-the conglomerate merger is preferable-therefore we will
force private corporations to merge with conglomerates."

We submit that Congress should nit adopt a proposal having
such implications without careful consideration of the conse-
quences-which go far beyond any revenue consideration.

8 Burck-"The Merger Movement Rides High "-Fortune Magazine, Febru.
ary 1969, p. 79 et seq.
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The conglomerate-merger type of organization is not so
clearly preferable to a privately controlled corporation that it
should be made virtually mandatory by legislation.

If this bill, as presently drafted, is enacted into law, it will:
1. Require Kohler Foundation to dispose of 28.4 per cent of

the outstanding common (voting) stock of Kohler Co.
2. Require Kohler Foundation to dispose of 43.2 per cent of

the outstanding preferred (non-voting) stock of Kohler
Co.9

There is no presently established market for either of these
securities. They are not listed on any exchange or traded on
any over-the-counter market.

Since sale to any "disqualified person" is restricted, (See.
4943(c) (1)), for the Kohler Foundation to sell this stock would
require either:

(a) The creation of a now non-existent public market for
both classes of stock thus forcing Kohler Co. to become
a public rather than a private corporation, or

(b) The sale to a single purchaser. In practical effect this
means a merger or conglomerate.

This appears at present to be the easiest way out
of the dilemma which would be created by the enact-
ment of this bill as presently drafted.

Either alternative would mean a drastic reorganization of
Kohler Co.--a reorganization not compelled or induced by any
economic or business considerations.

We submit that such drastic reorganizations of corporations
and disruption of long existing situations should not be com-
pelled by purportedly tax reform legislation, particularly when
the purposes of tax reform can be accomplished by less drastic
and disruptive means.

9 Even to apply the so-called "de minimus" rule would require an estimate
of the value of each of these two classes of stock (Sec. 4943 (c) (2) (C) p. 37),
an estimate which would always be subject to challenge by the Internal Revenue
Service.
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THE PRESUMPTION OF CONTROL

The Bill (See. 4943(C) (2) p. 36) seeks to prevent the use
of foundations to control business enterprises.

But, as drafted, it goes far beyond this objective and be-
comes a punitive rather than a remedial measure, particularly
as it requires change and divestiture of ownerships established
long ago in reliance on the then existing law.

This is because it seeks to base the regulation on arbitrary
and unrealistic presumptions rather than on the actual facts ex-
isting in each particular case.

This proposal is based on several unrealistic presumptions,
namely:

(1) The prima facie presumption that ownership of 20 per
cent of the voting stock (one-fifth of the total) consti-
tutes control of a corporation.

(2) An irrebuttable presumption that ownership of 35 per
cent of the voting stock constitutes control of a cor-
portation.

(3) An irrebuttable presumption that all "disqualified per-
sons", regardless of the number, will always be in agree-
ment and will vote their stock unanimously.

(4) An irrebuttable presumption that the stock of "any
private foundation" will always be voted the same way
as the stock of "disqualified persons" regardless of the
extent of participation in or control of the foundation
by "disqualified persons".

The basic defect of this proposal is that it seek to do the
impossible-to substitute some arbitrary percentage assumed,
usually incorrectly, to constitute control-for the actual facts.

Obviously complete and permanent control of a corporation
requires ownership of more than. 50 per cent of the voting stock.
It may be true that at times ownership of less than 50 per cent
can enable an individual or group to appear to exercise control
but this apparent control is always subject to divestiture by the
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owners of a majority of the stock whenever they become dis-
satisfied with the manner in which the enterprise is being run.

The assumption that 20 per cent constitutes control means
that there could be at least four groups each having control. The
35 per cent assumption means that there could be two groups
each conclusively presumed to have control.

Such situations are neither impossible nor unlikely. Pri-
vately held corporations frequently develop out of partnerships
-not merely out of individual or one family ownerships. Hence
there may well be two or more individuals or family groups each
conclusively presumed to have control."0

Nor is there any arbitrary percentage of stock ownership
having universal application which can be said to afford even
temporary control. The percentage varies from company to
company and even from time to time with the same company.

In these days of mergers, raids, acquisitions, etc. numerous
examples could be cited where 20 per cent, 30 per cent or even
40 per cent voting stock ownership has not constituted control
-but three will suffice.

WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE CO.

1. As shown by the attached Exhibit 2, Crane Co. desired
to effect a merger with Westinghouse Air Brake.

In pursuance of this objective Crane Co. acquired 31 per
ceit of the stock of Westinghouse Air Brake Co., 11 per cent
more than the 20 per cent which the bill presumes constitutes
"control".

So, Crane Co. having "control", the merger should have
proceeded without difficulty.

But, on the contrary, despite Crane Co.'s "control", West-
inghouse Air Brake merged with American Standard, Inc., a
competitor of Crane Co.

10Kohler Co. developed out of a partnership-Kohler, Hayssen & Stehn.
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ALLIS-CHALMERS CO.

2. As shown by the attached Exhibit 3, White Consolidated
Industries, Inc. announced its intention to acquire Allis-Chalmers
Manufacturing Company. In pursuance of that objective it ac-
quired one-third of Allis-Chalmers stock, 13 per cent more than
the 20 per cent which, according to fhe bill gave it "control".

But the acquisition did not take place. 331/3 per cent was
not "control".

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORP.

3. As shown by the attached Exhibit 4, Bangor Punta Corp.
and Chris Craft Industries both desired control of Piper Air-
craft Corp.

Although each owned more than the 35 per cent of voting
stock-which under the bill is conclusively presumed to consti-
tute control-neither was able to exercise control. Bangor Punta
was forced to acquire 50.7 per cent of the stock to have actual
control.
THE ASSUMPTION THAT FAMILIES ALWAYS ACT IN CONCERT IS

CONTRARY TO HUMAN EXPERIENCE

This bill impliedly assumes-as an irrebuttable presumption
-that members of a family or related parties always see eye
to eye and act in unison. This is contrary to all human experi-
ence. Families fall out-family feuds develop as frequently,
perhaps more frequently, than feuds between unrelated indi-
viduals. And they are often pursued more intensely and ob-
durately than disagreements between unrelated persons.

Family feuds and interfamily litigation may be unfortu-
nate-but they are not uncommon. The history of Kohler Co.
includes an instance of such interfamily litigation."

Members of a family may be engaged in a family feud and
battling each other for control of a corporation yet under this
bill, as presently drafted, they are conclusively presumed to be
acting in concert.

1 Kohler v. Kohler Co., Herbert V. Kohler, et at., 208 F. Supp. 808, 319
P.(2d) 634.
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Similarly the bill conclusively presumes that stock owned
by a foundation will be voted the same as that owned by the
"disqualified persons".

Proof that the "disqualified persons" did not control the
foundation-or even had no connection with it-or that the
foundation stock was actually voted differently than that of the
"disqualified persons" would not overcome the conclusive pre-
sumption of the bill as presently drafted. The foundation would
still have to dispose of its stcck at a probable loss.

We submit that rather than relying on percentages and pre-
sumptions which will fit few if any actual cases, the regulation
should be based on the actual facts.

The question is "Does the foundation together with any
'disqualified persons' who actually control the foundation, in
fact have control of the corporations"

The amendment which we suggest, (Proposed Amendment-
Exhibit 5), makes this the test by providing that no foundation
together with any "disqualified persons" who actually control
the foundation may own more than 50 per cent of the voting
stock of a corporation. It substitutes fact for fallacious theory.

DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME

Sec. 4942 (p. 25 et seq.), has, as we understand it, two prin-
cipal objectives:

1. To insure that income of a foundation will be distributed
on a reasonably current basis and not re-invested for
growth of the foundation, and

2. To insure that the resources of the foundation would be
invested with the main purpose of producing distributable
income and not mainly for capital gain.

We do not quarrel with these purposes but here again the
bill, as presently drafted, attacks the problem circuitously rather
than directly, and in so doing goes too far and creates more
problems that it solves.



"MINIMUM INVESTMENT RETURN"

Subsection (e) (3) prescribes a "minimum investment re-
turn" of 5 per cent for 1970 and thereafter such return as is
fixed in the discretion of the "Secretary or his delegate".

This provision casts almost intolerable burdens on the man-
agers of foundations. It requires foundation managers tb com-
mit themselves to obtain a minimum fixed return on investments,
each and every year, regardless of economic conditions. Yet, at
the same time, it greatly restricts their investment opportunities.

How are foundation managers to meet this new and onerous
responsibility I

1. As shown by attached Exhibit 6, of the 30 companies the
market price of whose stock is included in the Dow Jones aver-
age, only 4 had a dividend yield for 1968 of 5 per cent or over
on the basis of the market price. The average dividend yield
was 3.54 per cent.

Furthermore were foundation managers to invest in one of
these four companies that do presently yield 5 per cent in divi-
dends they would constantly have to watch the fluctuations of
the market, guess at probable dividends and dump the stock,
possibly at an inappropriate time whenever it appeared likely
that market fluctuations and/or dividend prospects might reduce
the yield below 5 per cent.

This proposal, as a practical matter, bars foundations from
investing in the stock of any industrial corporation.

2. The situation is still worse where stock in a private cor-
poration, having no established market value is concerned.

'This bill requires foundation managers to guess, at their.peril, what market value the Internal Revenue Service will
agree to.

SSuppose the manages~ of Kohler Foundation in good faith

determine that the market value of Kohler Co. common stock
would be $125 per share and make the 5 per cent distribution on
that basis.
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But the Secretary, perhaps years later, says "Oh, no. The
stock is worth $200 a share. You should have distributed 5 per
cent of $200. A penalty of 15 per cent is due and if you do not
yield to my arbitrary edict within 90 days, no matter how un-
reasonable you deem it to be, the penalty becomes 100 per cent."

If this bill passes in its present form there appears to be
only one logical thing for a foundation owning unlisted corporate
stock to do-dump it as fast as possible no matter what the loss
to the foundation and to charity or the damage to the corpora-
tion may be.

It is not necessary to prescribe a harsh and arbitrary rule
which requires foundation managers to obtain a fixed minimum
return on investments to accomplish the objectives of the bill.

PROPOSED AMENDMENT-EXHIBIT 7

The purposes can be accomplished by

1. Requiring a reasonable distribution of actual net income
within a reasonable period.

We think that the requirement of 100 per cent dis-
tribution is too rigid and the distribution period of one
year too short. A more realistic requirement would be
90 per cent of actual income distributed within two years.

2. Amending Sec. 3944 to specify that investments made
solely for capital gain purposes be considered investments
which would jeopardize the carrying out of the exempt
purposes of the foundation.

THE DRAFTERS OF THE BILL HAVE RECOGNIZED THE HARSHNESS
OF THE BILL BY MAKING SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS FOR INDIVID.
UAL FOUNDATIONS

The drafters of the bill have recognized the harshness of
the bill by making special exceptions, tailored to fit the specific
circumstances of two individual foundations.

Subchapter F(4) Section 4943
p. 83 (Kellogg Foundation)
p. 83-84 (Benwood Foundation)
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We agree that the Kellogg Foundation and the Benwood
Foundation are deserving of relief from the harsh and punitive
provisions of the bill.

But to give them this relief by exemptions tailored to meet
their peculiar eircumnstances is the wrong approach.

There are many other foundations equally deserving of ex-
etuption from the harsh and punitive provisions of the bill.

We submit that the bill should be amended to treat all foun-
dations fairly and equitably-without discrimination or fa-
voritism.

The bill should be amended so that its effect will not be
harsh or punitive as to any foundation which has not been guilty
of abuses.

CONCLUSION

We submit that any legislation passed should be remedial-
not punitive. It should not penalize the many for the misdeeds
of a few. It should be directed to revenue purposes and the
prevention of true abuses-not to the prescription of arbitrary
rules which will damage or destroy legitimate, properly con-
ducted foundations nor to discourage or destroy private cor-
porations.

Respectfully submitted,

KOHLER CO.

By: /s/ L. C. CONoER
L. C. Conger

Chairman of the Board
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Exhibit 1

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO H.R. 13270

See. 507(page 8)

Substitute the following in paragraph (2) hereunder as a defi-
nition of "Substantial Contributor":

"(2) SUBSTANTIAL CONTRIBUTOR: For purposes of para-
graph (1), the term 'substantial contributor' means-

"any person who (by himself or with his spouse) con-
tributed or bequeathed more than 5 percent of the total
contributions to the foundation since it was originated.
Contributions or bequests other than cash shall be valued
as of the date of such contribution or bequest.

"In the case of a trust, such term also includes the
creator of such trust."
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Exhibit 2
THE WAL STREET JOUflNAL,

Monday, June 3, 1918

Westinohouse Air Holders Approve Merger
Wifh America.nStandard;.iudge Bars Delay-

A WiLL 15TRasirt JotlaNaLNetis R'.hp case, but Mid Friday that he would permit thel
Westinghouse -Air Rrake Co. announced In merger to proceed nonetheless.

,Pittsburgh that its shareholders approved a Approved by Americsn Standard l1oiders
,proposed merger. with American- Standard Crane has sought to merge with Westing.
.Inc., and a 'Federal Judge in New York sald he house Air and continued to acquire Wabco

couldn't interfern with the merger deJspite stock through .a tender offer even after its
* pending lawsuits that seek to prevent it. merger offer wis rejected. The Vabco.Ameri.

Westlnghous .Air lrnko .. nianigemeat c;tn standard merger was announced in March
promptly (iled certificates of meter witli the and already has been approved by.American
secretarIes of Ainte of Pennsylvanin, where Stitndard holders.b
Westinglfoua Air, 14 Inorporatrd,, andDeIbt.
ware, ,hcre. Amei',inran Ktandard ' Is ln'orwi.
rated. The u'niillt rould inP."rg-a.;-gx 0n. Is
Wednesday If further legal mlioni doesn't Inter.
fere.

Tho laws'lils seeking Io prevent . it, rg.er
were filed In recent weeks by Craitio (In.. Now
York, which n twi directly or benefivially
about aToV We',ihous tr_'sAg
T'Crane hai chltaged h6tii(h"6'ahlrty

OF proxy statements sent out by Westinghou-e
Air concerning the merger and the validity of
certain votes et hy i.hareboldera In favor of
the merger.

The sulls filed by Crane lihallenging the
merger attempt .have heen 'onblied inlo .a
single action before Federal Judge Aylvester J.
Ryan In New York. Hot hasn't yet rled on the

.. In trading on the New York lock Exchange
FrItlny, We.itinghoidse Air ris.o $1.875 to $47.50;
Amt-i-an Standard iilmbvd $2.375 to $31.-
• Westinghou.e. Air, ..ba.ed In Pittsburgh,

makes rilway, co-,sinicon and mining equip.
ment: Crnne and American Standard are com.
petitors:In (he plumbing and icatlng.supply
field and both are engaged in other manufac.
turing businesses as well,

. Westinghouse Air holders approved the pro-
posed merger by a vote of 2,W01.WS to 1,180,39,
company officials announced ot .a special
shareholders meeting on Friday. The'meeting
originally wus e.onvened on May. It, but was
istponed three time.s while judges of electlbn

cnnducted their (ally of ballots.
ho soun as the restlls were announced,

Crane lawyers objected on the ground that the
proxy statements were invalid, that certain
votes were invalid And that Crane was entitled
to vote more share, than it had been permitted
to vote-eswentinlly the same conteihlons con.
rained In Crane's lawsuits.

.However, A. )Xing MrO(rd. chairman 'of I
Westinghotur Air. declared the merger rewoht.
tin adopted and adjnurned the meeting..

*Annual Meelink (Oitis.lveie.
. Immediately afterward,. M.r, McCrd con.
,ened the annual meeting; this also had been
postponed pending outennie of the merger
vote.
. But the *annual mneeiug. was* recessed
"ims.dirtely to permit a tally of.votes. cast on
a Crane Co. propos.,il to eliminate staggered
tertns (or Wistifghous, Ar -directore. The
meeting 1is scheduled to reconvene todsy.

The Crane pnirAl would reverse an action
taken hy.Westinghott, Ali, direclors in De.
member, when they 'hangd the .ompany'. by.
laws to permit election of only three of the
nine directors at a time for staggered three.
year terms. Mr.- UcC'ord stated then that the
coinpany feared a take4ver attempt. •

Cro ha, nominated three candidated to
the Westinghouse Air board, Inctudlng.'Jhoma
?dcllon lvan, Orane's chairman. Voting on di.
reflons also Is. aehtvduled today-thoughi t
course, election of director will be moot It the
WeVxtinghouse Alr.Amerlcn Atandard mergerI... ,ompl,.t,,d.I
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Exhibit 3
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL,

Thursday. Fbuary 20, 1939 6 \i-CSOni' sS e,o, Allis- Chalmers Is Sued

By White Consolidated
'To Rescind Aequisition

White Says..$8 Mfillion ifi. Conmion
Paid by Allis for Standard SteelWrasq an.neollscionnble:.Price'

gpi'iJ to Tay.WALt, Sa't~IRJA'i;.

MILWAUKEE - W.hite Consolidated Indu'.
ties Inc., a Cleveland conglomerate,"flied suit
In Delaware Chancery* Court, Wilmington; aik.

.ng that the acquisition of Standard Steel Corp.
of Los Angeles by Allis.Chalmers Manufactur.
Ing Co. be rescinded.

Allis-Chalmers completed the acquIsMl1n0 In
January. Standard Steel, a manufacturer ofas.
phalt plants, fishmeal plants, small klln. and
rotary dryers and coolers, has factories at [cs
Angeles and Decatur , 111.

The agreement called for Allis.Chalmers to
purchase the assets of Standard Steel for 290,.
000 Allis-Chalmers common shares, then trad.
Ing tit $28.75" each. rthat represented a market
value of about 43 million.

'The White suit charges that Allls.Chalmers
paid an 'tunconscionablo price", for Standard
Steel, and that Standard Steel lknew the' price
to i unconscionable.

The suit also says the purpose of the" aequil.
.stlon of Standard Steel was an attempt by Al.-
* s-C ,almers management to dilute -Wlte'sJ
holdings in Allis-Chalmers, which White has
announced It Intends to acquire.

""g' e u' CL'' i -it *R one-third of Al.Wbj4ni'iows.o out9500 standingqif
shares. It purchased 3.248,000 of them lat Dec.
6 from Gulf & Western Indutrle.q Inc., a New
York conglomerate.

Allis-Chalmers has filed several suits-in in
attempt to stave off acqusItlon, by. White,which In'turn has tiled counter suits for the ae
qulsitkrn.

SWhite'i nvest suit asks for damarg, from
Allis.Chalmera'. directors and Standard. Steel
for the. alleged dilution of White's Interest In
Ailis-C'haliners. The suit also asks that'AllIs.
Chalmers directors b 'enjoined front. entering
into certain other nego'atilons or acquisitions
In the future.

Allis.Chalmets attorneys Called Whlte'ao o.Uon "a nuisance suit brought In an effort to!
barmss thje. Allis-Chalmjers management. The
facts are tlatnegotlations for purchased as.
scts of Standard Sleel Cbrp. began long beforeWhite ipurchased Its block (of stock 'In'Allis.
Chalmers) from Gulf & Western.,Aso, the put.
chase of .tandard Steel's assets, was a .good
and wliae Investment for AllisChtilmers."
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Exhibit 4

LILr.or Puenta sdid .t'has won the
balt3 controll of Piper Aivraft by
boov-' g it6 holding -to 50.7% fioi"
44.31 in open.market purchases. But
rival suitor Chris-Craft Industries,
which owns 40r" of Piper, replied that
o 2,,ip. of a 159/o Piper Interest
ckiied by Bangor Puwta.is being con.
tooted.

4 THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, ThurWay..September 11 19M

Bangor Punta Claims 50.7 o Piper Control;
Rival Chris.Craft Insists Fight Isn't Over

. WAZLL SmaZ JOUVJAL 145 J!6WpufI
IV YORK-Bangor Punts Corp. claimed

vlctdr in the battle to acquire control ofPtp/r
Aircraft Corp. But Chris.Craft Industries Inb.;
rival suitor for Piper, contended the battle 10'
yet ever. .

Tangr Punta sa idt raised its Piper hold.
tngs to 60.% "of Piper's .1,640,000 sham' out.
standing by purchasing, on the open market,
an additional 101,64 shares. The purchases,'at
prices that weren't disclosed,were made after
apprcival was -iven. Aug..7 by B4igor stock-
holders to Bangor's.recent exchange offers for
Piper stock, Bangor ssad. Bangor said it tiled a
statement with the Securities and Exchange
Commission reporting" the purchases and stat.
Ing that a portion Of the shares haven't yet'
been. delivered.

In Its last previous public announcement of
Its holdings, Bangor said It *owned 44.3% of
Piper 'stock.. ChzIsraft, which previously reported s
40% ownership of Piper, said It currently owns
4M bf Piper stock outstanding.

Cbr.isCraft contended that Bangor Punta
owns only 8% of Piper on an uncontsted
basis. tWiCraft has filed suit against Ban.
gor, sWAt that Bangor be:roquired to divest
Itself of- blocks representing 15% of Piper
stock.

Last month, a Federai district judge denied
a. preliminary Injunction requested by Chils-
Craft to/restraln Bangor from retaining the
stock in question. But Chris-Craft announced
,yesterday that the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Second .0trcuit has granted-ain "expedited
hearIn" SIept. 10 on an appeal of the lover
10ou,441 rUin.

Chrls raft said Its appeal U based on an al.
leged "Irreconcilable" onf6lct between the dis-
trier court rulln* 'andmn SBO action that re.
u1roted in Bangor agreeing to ease "gun Jump.
Ing' in making, statements about Its.exchangeof ferS

Bangor Puftta alse'hu filed-suit egaltt
%irs-Cr When aked It Bangr would em
tinue Its quit, T)avld W.. Weflace,. Rsng s
president and chief executive officer,. sid yes-
terday that the suit was fil "in response" to
Ch -Craft's, seemingly, Indicating that ."if
Chris-Craft withdrew:. its. litigation, Bangor
would reciprocate'

Mr. Wallaessaid a&W fthat1 t as "No
Immediate plmnii" to bid for. ( ,a fts s wk
In Piper.

Last month; Bangor pined .0i o of "'NP
her's eight.men tioard, ,Four anor fflcers
were elected and ,s fitth'member, WUIham.T.
Piper Jr., preodet of Pioar, sd that "with
MY affirmative Voto" Bangor would bave a b
to majority. :Piper manema nt md the
Piper family hi' slUpported ankor' bid In
the company. 4,
. Piper it a Lock Have", Pi, maker ot l0
and medium-priced airplanes. Bangor makes
pleasure boats, textiles, and law.enforcement
equipment and opetates farms,'a railroad, and
consulting firms. Chris-Crat' makes'pleasm'e
boats, plastic and latex foams, organic chem(.
calm, carpet yarns and opirates television ta.
tions'.

Mr. Wallace said Piper's*.operaft'n rjults
will be cons6ldat#jj with Bingror''by 1i0, Air,
craft sales then Will represent abo04 X% o ,
Bangor's revemne, he said.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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ExhibUt 5

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO HM, 18270

Sec. 4943 (C) (2) (A) (B) (page 36)

Substitute the following for Subsections (A) & (B)

"(A) IN GENERAL

No private foundation shall have voting rights in
more than 50 percent of the voting stock of any incor-
porated business enterprise.

If said foundation is controlled by one or more dis-
qualified persons the permitted percentage as above
shall be diminished by the percentage of stock owned
by said disqualified persons."

Change the heading of (C) to (B)
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Exhibit 6

DIVIDEND YIELD OF INDUSTRIAL CORPORATIONS INCLUDED IN
DOW JONES AVERAGES

DECEIBER 31, 1968
YEARLY MARKET

DIVIDEND PRICE YIEL

ALLIED CHEMICAL 1.725 36 .0479
ALUMINUM Co. (ALCOA) 1.80 73 .0247
AMERICAN CAN 2.20 571/ .0384
AMERICAN TEL & TEL 2.40 53 .0453
ANACONDA 2.25 641/ .0349
BETHLEHEM STEEL 1.60 313/8 .0510
CHRYSLER 2.00 56 .0357
Du PONT 5.50 165 .0333
EASTMAN KODAK 1.74 73 .0238
GENERAL ELECTRIC 2.60 93 7/ .0277
GENERAL FOODS 2.40 811/2 .0294
GENERAL MOTORS 4.30 79$ .0543
GOODYEAR 1.425 56 .0254
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER 1.80 371/ .0483
INTERNATIONAL NICKEL 2.10 39 .0538
INTERNATIONAL PAPER 1.383/4 37 / .0369
JOHNS MANVILLE 2.20 871/ .0252
KIMBERLY CLARK 2.20 727/8 .0302
0wENS-ILLINOIS 1.35 71r .0189
PROCTER & GAMBLE 2.30 86/2 .0266
SEARS ROEBUCK 1.20 62y/ .0193
STANDARD OIL OF CALIFORNIA 2.70 72p/ .0374
STANDARD OIL OF NEW JERSEY 3.65 78% .0464
SwIFT & Co. .90 2934 .0303
TExAco 2.90 83}4) .0348
UNION CARBIDE 2.00 45/4 .0442
UNITED AmcRAnT 1.70 657/8 .0258
U. S. STEM 2.40 4278S .0560
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC 1.80 68 .0264
WOOLWORTH 1.00 32 8 .0304

Average

.0354
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Exhibit 7

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO H.R. 13270

See. 4942 (page 25)

Substitute the following in paragraph (a)

"(a) Initial Tax-

There is hereby imposed on any undistributed income
under 90 per cent of a private foundation for any taxable
year, which has not been distributed before the first day of
the third (or any succeeding) taxable year following such
taxable year (if such first day falls within the taxable period)
a tax equal to 15 per cent of the amount'by which the un-
distributed income is less than 90 per cent of the adjusted
net income at the beginning of such third (or succeeding)
taxable year. This section shall not apply to a private
foundation which is an operating foundation (as defined in
subsection (J) (3)) for the taxable year.

(b) No change

(c) Undistributed Income

For purposes of this section, the term 'undistributed
income' means, with respect to any private foundation for
any taxable year, the amount by which-

(1) the distributable amount for such taxable year,
exceeds

(2) the qualifying distributions made out of such dis-
tributable amount prior to the first day of the third
taxable year thereafter.

(d) Distributable Amount

For purposes of this section, the term 'distributable
amount' means, with respect to any foundation for any tax-
able year, 90 per cent of the adjusted net income.

(e) Eliminate

(f) Change subsection designation to (e)-no other change
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(g) Change subsection designation to (f)-no other change

(h) Change subsection designation to (g)-no other change

(i) Change subsection designation to (h)-no other change

(j) Change subsection designation to (i)-no other change

Sec. 4944

Substitute--

INVESTMENTS WHICH JEOPARDIZE CHARITABLE PURPOSE

(a) Tax On The Private Foundation

If a private foundation invests any amount in such a
manner as to jeopardize the carrying out of any of its ex-
empt purposes there is hereby imposed on the making of
such investment a tax equal to 100 per cent of the amount
so invested. The tax imposed by this subsection shall be
paid by the private foundation. Any investment in non-
income producing property solely for capital gain will be
considered as jeopardizing the carrying out of the exempt
purposes of the foundation for purposes of this section, to
the extent of such investment.
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SUPPLEMENTAL. STATEMENT ON BEJIALv OF KOIILF.R Co., KoiLEn, WiSco.' uS,
RE: AMENDMENT No. 222, TO H.R. 13270 BY SENATOR M I.ER, SUBMIrrED nY
LYMAN C. CONOER, CHAIRMAN OF TIE BOARD

This statement Is flied, wili n quest that It be made part of the record, In
response to the request that we subi.it in iccrd statement of our position on
proposed amendment No. 222 and the extent to which it would obviate our stated
objections to H.R. 13270 In Its present form.

PERMITTED HOLDINGS IN A CORPORATION

The proposed re-definition of "permitted holdings" In amendment No. 22
[Sec. 4943(c) (2), amdt. p. 41 bases the test of control or lack of control of a
corporation by a foundation on activitic8 rather than on prCSIlnptlon8.

This, we think, is the only logical approach. (Our statement pp. 15-18).
In our opinion the proposed revision of subsection (2) would not only be an

adequate substitute for our proposed amendment (our statement Exhibit 5, p.
26) but Is, in fact, superior thereto. We request permission to amend our state-
ment to substitute Subsection 2 (p. 4) of amendment No. 222 for our Exhibit 5.

CONTROL OF A FOUNDATION

The proposed revision of subsection (2), In effect, adds the stock of those who
actually control the foundation, I.e., the officers, directors, trustees and related
foundations to the stock owned by the foundation itself.

It relies on realities rather than on theoretical presumptions of control by "sub-
stantial contributors" or "disqualified persons".

Adoption of amendment No. 222 would therefore obviate the necessity for our
proposed amendment relative to the definition of "substantial contributor". (Our
statement Exhibit 1, p. 22.)

Of course If the realistic approach of amendment No. 2"22 should not be adopted
and the theoretical presumptions of control by "substantial contributors" and
"disqualified persons" retained, we believe that the definitions should be made
more realistic, as suggested in our Exhibit 1.

TAXES ON FAILURE TO DISTRIBUTE INCOME

The suggested revisions of Sec. 4942, Pages 1 and 2 of amendment No. 222,
are a very considerable improvement to the bill as now drafted, since they apply
the 5% "minimum investment" only to excess business holdings. They do not
leave the determination of the minimum Investment standard applicable to "per-
mitted holdings" to the tole discretion of the Secretary but provide a reasonable
standard upon which exercise of his determination must be based.

However it still leaves one problem for foundations like Kohler Foundation,
which have assets In the form of corporate stock which Is unlisted and has 11o
established market value or quotation. Such foundations will still be unable to
predetermine, in advance of income distribution, that the basis upon which they
apply the distributable percentage will be acceptable. They would still face tl
hazard that the value which they place upon the stock in good faith might not
be accepted by the Internal Revenue Service, with the result that a distribution
made In good faith would be held to be Inadequate.

We would suggest revising subsectlon B of amendment No. 222. (p. 2) by
rewriting Sec. 4942(e) (2) to read:

"(2) VALUATION.-Yor the purposes of paragraph (1) (A) thOe fair market
value of securities for which market quotations are readily available shall
be determined on a monthly basis. The fair market value of securities for
which market quotations are not readily ovallable but as to which a fair
market value has been agreed to by the Internal Revenue Service for estate
or gift tax purposes shall be the most recent such determination of market
value. For all other assets the fair market value shall be determined at such
times and In such manner as the Secretary or his delegate shall by regula-
tions prescribe."

We wish again to thank the Committee for affording us the opportunity to
present our views.

The CIRAIMAN. The next witness is Albert E. Arent, Phoebe Water-
man Foundation, Inc.
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STATEMENT OF ALBERT E. AREN'T, COUNSEL, PHOEBE WATERMAN
FOUNDATION, INC.

Mr. ARENT. I am appearing here today as a member of the law firm
of Arent, Fox, Kintner, Plotkin & Kahn, in behalf of the Phoebe
Waterman Foundation.

Like all the others who have appeared here, I profess our purity and
virtue by having contributed all of our income to the standard chari-
ties, health, education, cultural, and welfare organizations, organiza-
tions of which I am sure all of you thoroughly approve.

The foundation owns 19 percent of the stock of the Rohm and Haas
Co. of Philadelphia, a corporation 51 percent of whose stock is traded
on the New York Stock Exchange.

The foundation was established in 1945. Its donors, Mr. and Mrs.
Otto Haas, are both deceased, and we state without apology that the
establishment of this foundation was designed to effect two purposes:
One, to achieve a major philanthropy, and I am talking now in terms
of $100 million; an d, secondly, to enable the family to satisfy their
desire for such philanthropy without jeopardizing their control of a
family business which has been a credit to the State of Pennsylvania
and other States in which it has plants, which has been the source of
employment and stability and good citizenship of admirable character.

It is a company which is a prime target for raiders, and is protected
from the corporate raiders only by the fact that as much as 49 percent
of the stock in the company can be considered to be in friendly hands.

Under the constructive ownership rules of this bill, perhaps 361/
percent is the combined percentage of all sources, but certainly the
family can muster support to the extent of 49 percent, and we think
this is good. We think that our laws for many years have fostered the
independence of family businesses.

They hav e adopted-
The CHAIRMAN. Let me just ask you, do you think you establish

these foundations for the purpose of helping a family to control a
corporation in perpetuity; is that why we established a corporation?

Mi'. ARUNT. No. It was a collateral purpose to achieving a philan-
thropy. People who have their fortunes in self-made businesses cannot
give major sums of philanthropy except in terms of the stock of those
businesses, and if they have respect for their businesses and a desire
to operate them. well in the community in which they live, they are
unwilling to dispose of so much stock that the conglomerates will
gobble them up.

The CHAIRMAN. How do you know the fellow who might buy some
of that stock, might not be a very good American and a very good
businessman? That is always possible. You proceed on the assump-
tion that if your foundation loses control of that corporation, whoever
gains that control is going to be some big first-class crook or some big
monopolistic giant in violation of the law.

But is it not quite possible that whoever might buy control of it
mi ht be a good American ?

r. ARENT. We would not want to take that chance, sir, because
iaazines like Finance.

The CHAIRMAN. It happens all the time on the Wall Street Stock
Exchange where all kinds of corporations can be bought if people
have the desire and the money.

Yi
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Mr. AnxvT. This- company has been listed in Finance Magazine
recently as a target for a takeover were it not for the family-controlled
stock.

I would also say that a bill like this present H.R. 13270,. which goes to
such trouble to adopt legislation throwing roadblocks in the way of
conglomerate acquisition of independent businesses, is doing something
inconsistent and undesirable when it forces a very substantial group
of independent family businesses into a position of jeopardy with
respect to those conglomerates, as it does by requiring the disposition
of this stock.

The CHAInMAN. But now, isn't that a matter for the antitrust law,
for the antitrust division of the Federal Trade Commission laws?

We here in the Tax Committee are trying to say who should control
your corporation?

Mr. ARENT. I can only throw that question back to the committee,
in view of the legislation that it has included in this bill, which
attempts to deal with the conglomerate problem.

But with respect to this kind of family foundation, as a member
of many organizations doing this kind of charitable work that nobody
disputes, I know how much money comes to them, the dimensions of
the giving that has been encouraged by the existence of these private
foundations; and with respect to their threat of domination of our
country, I can only refer back to the testimony that Prof. John Simon
gave here yesterday which demonstrates that the private foundations
are a very small factor compared to the other major organizations like
insurance companies, and so on, that control our corporate wealth, that
they do not represent any real risk of impact upon the control structure
of our country; that they have done enormous good, and that they
are expiring as rapidly as they are being created.

What Professor Simon was pleading for was a healthy atmosphere
for the creation of this kind of philanthropy in order to maintain the
present balance, which is a good one, and he admits frankly, as I do
that without the collateral benefit of being able to maintain the family
relationship to your business with this philanthropy, the philanthropy
simply could not.go on. I think that one should regard the fact that
family control is involved in the same way one regards charity to a
university. When the donor says, "I want in 4-foot letters my name
on that building." Sure, it serves a private purpose, too, but the
charity gets the money. The dollars go to charity, and I think that is
the basis for the tax exemption.

Well, so that I do not take too much of your time, permit me to go
on and make a couple of points which I think are really a kind of
summary of what has been said by a number of other clean, worthwhile
foundations.

One, that it is against our national public policy to force a private
foundation to divest itself of stock in a family-controlled business,
and unfairly retroactive in stripping away family control, because
whether you agree with my statement of public policy or not with
respect to the future, it is unfair, really contrary to our traditions, to
take people who have planned their whole estate in terms of protecting
a family relationship to a business, rooted in a local community, to
expose them retroactively to movement out of the community, to Wall
Street centralized control, when they have given away the beneficial
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aspects of most of their wealth, in order to let their families continue
to play their constructive role in the business and in the community.

Now, existing policy has been encouraging the retention of family
control of businesses. Think our statutes and-the legislative reports on
section 303 and section 6166 demonstrate that our policy has been to
encourage the use of family foundations to preserve the independence
of family-controlled businesses.

The policy has unquestionably enlarged the scope and dimensions of
charitable giving.

There are abuses in the foundation field. I think many of them have
been magnified beyond their perspective in terms of the overall per-
formance of the private philanthropy. But still these abuses can be
and are being dealt with very effectively by provisions, other
provisions, of the bill.

A measure as extreme and damaging as divestiture is unnecessary.
Finally, the persons, who, in reliance upon our longstanding public

policy favoring the creation of private foundations, have committed
to charitable purposes stock needed for the protection of the family
business from corporate raiders should not have their control jeopard-
ized by new ground rules having retroactive effect.

To anticipate a question from Senator Miller, whether or not you
buy the point of view I have expressed with respect to national policy,
this particular clean, meritorious foundation will be protected
adequately by his amendment No. 222.

The CHAIRrAN. Thank you.
(Mr. Arent's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF ALBERT E. ARENT, IN BEHALF OF THE PHOEBE WATERMAN FOUNDA-

TION, INO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SUMMARY

I. The provisions of H.R. 13270 (proposed section 4943 of the Internal Revenue
Code) which would force a private foundation to divest itself of stock in a family-
controlled business are unsound as a matter of public policy and unfairly retro-
active in stripping away family control.

II. Existing policy which encourages the use of business holdings to fund char-
ity has -

A. enlarged the scope and dimensions of charitable giving, and
B. helped to preserve the independence of family-controlled businesses.

III. Specific abuses arising in connection with the operation of private founda-
tions can be and are dealt with by specific provisions relating to the abuses. A
measure as extreme and damaging as divestiture is unnecessary.

IV. Persons who, in reliance upon the long-standing public policy favoring
the creation of private foundations, have committed to charitable purposes stock
needed for the protection of a family business from corporate raiders should not
have their control jeopardized by new ground rules having retroactive effect.

STATEMENT

My name is Albert E. Arent. I am an attorney in Washington, D.C. and am
appearing before the Committee on behalf of the Phoebe Waterman Foundation,
Inc. of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This Foundation, established in 1945 by Mr.
and Mrs. Otto Haas, who are now both deceased, owns approximately 19 percent
of the stock of the Rohm and Hans Company, a manufacturing company listed
on the New York Stock Exchange. Haas family interests beneficially own approxl-
matiely 14 percent of the stock and nonexempt trusts, paying their entire income
to charity, own approximately 16 percent.

Under the provisions of H.R. 18270, the Phoebe Waterman Foundation would
be classifed as a private foundation and, pursuant to proposed section 4943 of
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the Internal Revenue Code (which would be added by section 101(b) of H.R.
18270), would be forced to dispose of practically all of the stock it owns Jn the
Bohm and Haas Company. I respectfully submit that these provisions are unsound
as a matter of public policy and unfair in their retroactive effect of stripping a
family of management control of the business which it created -and successfully
developed.
Public polfy favors family control of business

A significant number of private foundations now in existence, and probably
the great majority of them, came into being primarily because of the impact of
the Federal estate tax on family businesses. The availability of private founda-
tions has permitted a family to fund its charitable activities with the principal
wealth of the family-its business holdings--without jeopardizing the family con.
trol of the business. Were it not for the available alternative of creating private
foundations to hold substantial interests in such businesses, the extremely high
rates of estate tax would have caused the disassembly of a great many success.
ful family businesses. Unquestionably, the charitable deductions provided in the
tax laws, and available for contributions to private foundations, have intention.
ally encouraged the establishment of private foundations.

This was no loophole. It was not an abuse or perversion. Rather, it was a matter
of national policy. Giving up beneficial ownership of substantial interests in a
family business in favor of charity was the price to be paid for preserving to the
family voting control of the business. Private foundations so established have
played two important roles: (1) the public and social role of supporting
charitable endeavors and supplying human needs; and (2) the private role of
preserving the independence of family businesses.

These are not inconsitent roles. They can and do co-exist. Thousands of private
foundations have performed both functions with complete fairness and without
abuse. In their charitable functions they have relieved both taxpayers and Gov-
ernment of the burden of such social obligations. They are a major source of
funds for local hospitals, schools, churches, and other community services. Be-
cause of the zealous interest of the founding family, they are usually among
the group most responsive to the special needs of the community and most ready
to take the initiative in meeting new problems or bringing new solutions to old
problems.

The preservation of family control of a business originated, managed, nur-
tured, and brought to a position of outstanding success by an Individual family
cannot be socially undesirable, sinister, or evil in itself. On the contrary, the
traditions of the United States have fostered such enterprises. Congress
has previously recognized this policy in the tax laws: section 303 of the
Internal Revenue Code precludes dividend treatment on the redemption of stock
to pay death taxes, and section 6108 of the Code provides a ten-year period for
the payment of the estate tax in respect of a closely-held business.' No aspect of
national or other public policy would be served by legislation which would either
deter.the creation of new charitable foundations or force existing foundations to
dispose of those business interests which enable the founding family to preserve
management control of the very businesses that begot the foundations.

Indeed, the forced sale of business interests held by private foundations would
make the businesses highly vulnerable to acquisition by conglomerates and lead
to a field day for corporate "raiders". This would be inimical to the public
interest and in conflict with national anti-trust policy. Does it not seem strange
that the same House Bill which seeks In section 411 to impede conglomerate
mergers by limiting the deductibility of interest on corporate acquisition indebt-
edness, should by the divestiture provisions of section 101 weaken or destroy the
ability of many Independent businesses to ward off the corporate raiders and
avoid being swallowed up by corporate giants?

1see Retort of Committee on Finance to Accompany Revenue Act of 1950, relating to
Section 80, and Report of Committee on Ways and Means to Accompany Small Business
Tar Revision Act of 1958. Relating to Section 6166. S. Rept. 2357, 81st Coug., 2d Sess.
(1950) states:

"It has been broUght to the attention of your committee that thWe problem of finandng
the estate tax is acute in the ease of estates consisting largely or shares In a family
corporaton. The market for such shares is usually very limited, and It Is frequently
difficult, if not impossible, to dispose of a minority Interest. It, therefore" the estate
tax cannot be financed through the sale of the other assets In the estate, the executors
will be forced to dispose of the family business. In many cases the result will be the
absorption of a fawl enterrise by larger competitors, thus tending to accentuate
the degree of concentratiou of Industry In this country."
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That there have been some instances of abuse does not warrant wholesale
punitive legislation unjustly affecting the hundreds of private foundations and
family-controlled businesses which have long functioned in exemplary fashion.
The instances of abuse-which must certainly be comparatively few in the whole
broad range of private foundation endeavors-can be corrected by adequate
enforcement of existing laws and by the enactment of narrow remedies limited to
the specific problem areas, as provided in other provisions of H.R. 13270.
Unfair retroacttvitf

In any event, if there is to be a change in national policy it should be pro-
spective only. Even if It should be deemed socially desirable for the future to
take away the incentive for the creation of new private foundations, principles
of fair play and elementary justice dictate that there be no retroactive legislation
penalizing existing foundations and the families who created them.

It must not be forgotten that Government policy until now offered the induce-
ment-the consideration so to speak-for the establishment of private founda-
tions. In reliance thereon the creators of private foundations contributed to
charity far more stock than would have had to be reserved for estate taxes. In
forcing the divestiture, the proposed section 4943 has the brutally retroactive
impact of stripping a family of the control of its business even though the
family has irrevocably relied upon the existing law to satisfy its philanthropic
goals without endangering such control.

Although the bill purports to allow reversion of control to the family by
exempting from the self-dealing provisions arm's-length sales of stock in, the
family business by the foundation back to the family, this does not provide the
necessary relief. The proposal in H.R. 13270 to limit the deduction of interest to
acquire or carry investment assets, as well as Federal Reserve Board margin
requirements, will probably preclude financing of the purchase of substantial
blocks of stock; and, In any event, family resources may be insufficient in rela-
tion to the .present value of the stock which must be repurchased in order to
maintain control.

At the very least, the divestiture provisions of the bill should not apply to
existing arrangements. This can be accomplished simply by inserting the words
"acquired after May 26, 196W' in the definition of "excess business holdings"
contained in proposed section 4943(c) (1) of the Code It may be noted that this
would eliminate the need for the three pages of the bill (sec. 101(k) (4) and (5)),
containing the special exemptions for two existing foundations.

Without any doubt private charitable foundations fulfill an urgent social need.
They have played a vital role in the betterment of mankind. They can and do
perform some functions which neither individuals nor public agencies can do
as well. Society would be the loser If new legislation should either impair the
effectiveness of existing foundations or discourage the creation of new ones.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr Isaac Stokes, who is chair-
man of the board of trustees and general counsel of the l'heps-Stokes
Fund.

STATEMENT OF ISAAC N. P. STOKES, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
AND GENERAL COUNSEL, PHFLPS-STOKES FUND

Mr. SToKEs. Mr. Chairman and Senators, I appreciate the oppor-.
tunity to lay before this committee the problems created by this bill
for a relatively small foundation which has been in operation for
more than 50 years performing a somewhat specialized function;
namely, improving the quality ofeducation for Negroes in the United
States and in Africa.

This organization has a small endowment, as foundations go, of
about $3 million. Its income from this endowment is spent almost
entirely 611 its overhead expenses, maintaining its staff of experts in
the education field and operating in its office.

The actual programs which It carries out are financed by contribu-
tioif which it receives and has received over many years on usually
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an annual basis or for 2 or 3 years at a time from the larger founda-
tions, sometimes from business corporations, and in very large meas-
ure in recent years from the U.S. Government itself.

During the past 5 years grants made to the Phelps-Stokes Fund
for the conduct of its operations have averaged $500,000 a year or a
total of $2,500,000, of which approximately $1 million came from the
Federal Government.

Now, this organization would be very seriously affected by the pro-
posed bill in a number of respects, which I have describedin detail
in my statement, and will only touch on at this time.

It would apparently, within the definition of a private-come within
the definition of a private foundation. This is because of one feature
in the bill which I hope and believe is not intended.

The bill excludes from the definition of private foundations organi-
zations which receive a specified proportion of their income from
broadly diversified sources. Unfortunately, private foundations are in
fact, tax-exempt foundations are, excluded from that category. Thus
in determining whether this organization is a broadly supported or-
ganization, contributions which it receives would be largely excluded
because of the provision that contributions in these tax-exempt private
foundations which largely support it would not be counted.

I do not think that that is necessary to achieve the purposes of this
bill.

Another feature of this definition, and again I think, perhaps, un-
intended, is in the defining of these broadly supported organizations
which are excluded from the definition of a foundation, of foreign
governments are excluded.

Nowt the Phelps-Stokes Fund has performed many important serv-
ices in improving the level of education in Africa. So far these services
have, in general, been financed by grants from larger foundations.

But as African countries improve their own economies, it is entirely
possible that they will be in a position to pay for these services. There
is no reason why they should not pay for them. But this definition
would discourage the fund from receiving payment for services ren-
dered in the field of technical assistance and in improving education
from foreign governments.

The changes which I have suggested and which are spelled out in
detail in my statement would, I believe, remove the Phelps-Stokes
Fund from the definition of a private foundation. If so, the problems
that I am now going to describe will not exist for the fund.

But assuming that it remains a private foundation, it will be seri-
ously hampered by the fact that it will not come within the definition
of an operating foundation. The major foundations are very drasti-
cally discouraged by this bill from making contributions to other
foundations unless they are operating foundations.

Although the fund is essentially an operating organization it does
not come within the technical definition, gain because of the sources
from which it receives assistance.

In ths respect also I have proposed some specific amendmentswhich would eliminate this problem.
The major foundations would also be discouraged from contribut-

ing to organizations such as the Phelps-Stokes Fund by the very
strict requirements of expenditures responsibility which would appar-
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ently require the granting foundation to audit the books of the receiv-
ing foundation, and to satisfy itself by its own efforts that these funds
were being properly spent.

Of course, we do not question the purpose of this provision. It would,
however, impose a very heavy burden on the granting foundation,
which would discourage its contributions, and in cases where, as in
many of our programs, contributions received from several granting
foundations to give each of them this expenditure responsibility would
involve an almost impossible duplication of supervision.

I believe there is a simple solution to this which would achieve the
purposes of the framers of the bill, namely, to require very precise
audits of the expenditures of the funds received. These audits to be
made by a certified independent public accountant, and satisfactory
to the gr9.nting foundations. This is the normal responsibility of audi-
tors, and it seems to me that the granting foundations should be en-
titled to rely on audits made by professional auditors rather than to
have to undertake to supervise themselves the expenditure of the
funds which they grant.

I will touch only briefly on the provisions regarding influencing
legislation. As a citizen and as a lawyer I am very deeply concerned
with the constitutional issues involved. Those, however, have been, I
think, very adequately represented by the American Civil Liberties
Union.

I would like to point out a specific problem that may well confront
organizations as the one I represent namely, that where an organiza-
tion is actually operating on behalf of the U.S. Government or a
State government-we have done both-situations may well arise
where it is imperative in order to determine what contributions
should be made by the Government to the organization to have con-
ferences with the interested Government officials.

These may well involve legislation in the form of appropriations.
I suggest, therefore, that contacts with legislators regarding ap-

propriations for funds to be spent by a foundation in the public in-
terest should be excluded from the category of activities influencing
legislation which is otfitlined in the bill.

Thank you very much.
Senator BElNNm'r (presiding). Thank you very much, Mr. Stokes.
(Isaac N. P. Stokes prepared statement follows:)

8 81ATEMENT OF ISAAC N.,P. STOKES, CHAIRMAN OF BOARD AND GENERAL COUNSEL,

PHELPS-STOKES FUND

SUMMARY

- 1. The Phelps-Stokes Fund Is a relatively small, independent foundation
(with assets of about $3,000,000), devoted prlma-i'y to the improvement of
Negro education in the U.S. and Africa. Its investment income (about $100,000)
is substantially all required for staff and other administrative expenses, and
the Fund depends on grants (averaging about $500,000 a year for the past
five years) from larger foundations, the U.S. government, and other 0on-
tributors to finance its operations. The Bill would subject it to restrictions on
its activities and on grants to It that would seriously impair Its usefulness.

2. Contributions to a foundation from unrelated tax-exempt organizations-
as distinct from individuals or business corporations-should be Included with-
out limitation In determining whether it comes within the description of broadly
supported organizations that ate excluded from the definition of "private
foundation" by proposed section 509(a) (2) (A) of the Code.
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8. In the same definition, payments from foreign governmental agencies for
services or facilities should likewise be included without limitation.

4. The waiting period for termination of status as a private foundation un-
der section 507(e) should be left to administrative discretion instead of being
fixed at 60 calendar months.

5. The provisions regarding influencing legislation In sections 4945(b) (1) and
4945(c) would involve unreasonable restrictions on the rights of foundations
and their managers to communicate with legislative and other officials. The
constitutionality of these restrictions on free speech should be studied. As a
minimum, section 4945(c) should be amended to permit communications re-
garding a government grant to a foundation In the public Interest.

6. The requirement of section 4945(b)(4) that a private foundation making
a grant to another private foundation must assume expenditure responsibility,
would unnecessarily dlourage grants from large private foundations to small
ones like the Phelps-Stokes Fund. The definition of "expenditure responsibility"
in section 4945(f) should be amended to place reliance on audits by approved
independent certified public accountants.

7. The definition of "operating foundation" in section 4942(J) should be
clarified. The 25% limit on support from any one exempt organization should
be Increased to 33%% or, preferably, made in applicable to grants that are sub.
Ject to expenditure responsibility. Government support should be included
without limit.

8. The statement Includes the text of proposed amendments.

STATEMENT

I am appearing before this Committee to urge that the proposed Tax Reform
Act be modified so that it would permit the Phelps-Stokes Fund and other founda-
tions similarly situated to carry on their present valuable functions of per-
forming specialized services for the benefit of the public with funds largely
furnished by the bigger foundations and the United States Government itself.
I represent the Fund as Chairman of its Board of Trustees and general coun-
sel. Its address is 22 East 54th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022.

THE PHELPS-STOKES FUND

The Phelps-Stokes Fund was incorporated in 1911 by special act of the New
York State legislature to receive and administer a bequest under the wiltl of
Caroline Phelps Stoke&.' Its purposes, as stated In the act of Incorporation,
are to apply the Income from this bequest and such other funds as it may
receive "to the erection and improvement of tenement house dwellings in the
City of New York for the poor families of that city . . .; and for the education
of Negroes, both In Africa and the United States, North American Indians and
needy and deserving white students, through industrial schools, the founding
of scholarships, and the erection or endowment of school buildings or chapels."
The corporation Is authorized "to use any means to such ends which shall from
time to time seem expedient to Its members or trustees including research, pub-
lication, the establishment and maintenance of charitable or benevolent activi-
ties, agencies and institutions, and the aid of any such activities, agencies or
institutions already established."

The Fund has concentrated its activities In recent years on Improving
the education of black Americans and Africans, and on related services. In the
field of New York City housing, It has confined Its activities recently to the mak-
ing of small grants to other organizations, because It has not found It practi-
cable to develop a staff with the experience to operate directly in this field,
as It does In the educational area.

Over the period of more than half a century during which It has been In
operation, the Fund has achieved a reputation as, I think" It Is fNir to sh, the
outstanding Institution devoting its activities spfically to the linpr6 emedt
of the education of Negroes. I will mention only a few of its principal
contribqtIons.

In 1016 a survey entitled Negro Educatiot in the United Stales, prepared by
the Phelps-Stokes Fund was published by the United States Government. This
provide the first authoritative compendium of information about alt Negro

'The offictal corporate name of the organization is "The Trustees of the Phelps-Stokes
Fund." It is generally known as the Phelps-Stokes Fund.
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institutions of learning in the United States, together with studies of public
facilities for Negro education in the states operating separate facilities for
Negroes. Among other things, this study brought to public attention the rela-
tive expenditures per student devoted to the public education of Negroes and
whites in separate school systems.

Before the end of official segregation In state public school systems, the
Fund undertook an extensive program for improving the standards of edu-
cation in public high schools for Negroes, with the active cooperation of state
school officials. This involved conferences and refresher courses for Negro high
school teachers to enable them to keep up with improvements in teaching
methods.

In Africa, the Fund conducted surveys In the 1920's of the educational'facili-
ties and programs of the British colonies. The resulting reports were important
landmarks in the development of the educational policy of the British Colonial
Office and resulted in redirection of that policy to give the Africans an educla-
tlion more suited to their local needs. Although most of the recommendations
of these reports have been overtaken by events, they are of such historical im.
portance that they were recently republished to meet the demands of students
of African education.

The major current activity of the Fund Is the Co-operative College Development
Program, under which thirty predominantly Negro colleges have learned the
techniques of efficient planning and financing. The results have been most encour-
aging in terms of greatly increased alumni support for these institutions and also
improved relations with, and financial support from, the communities in which
they are located. With funds contributed by the United States Government under
Title III of the Higher Education Act of 1965 as well as one of the larger
foundations, this program has been expanded to Include 70 institutions of which
four are predominantly white colleges.

The full-time President of the Fund, Dr. Frederick D. Patterson, formerly
President of Tuskegee Institute, has devoted a substantial part of his time, with
the encouragement of the Fund, to service on the boards of educatonal institu-
tlions and to service with committees of the United States Government, Inter-
national organizations and other institutions concerned with Negro education in
the United States and Africa, and related activities. The Trustees of the Fund
feel that this is a very Important part of the contribution of the Fund to the
public service, although he acts In these capacities as an Individual rather than
as a representative of the Fund.

The Fund played a leading role in establishing the Robert R. Moton Memorial
Conference Center, at Capahoslc, Virginia, which has been the scene of many
important interracial conferences on education, housing and related matters of
Interracial concern, attended by educators, students, governmental officials and
representatives of interested organizations.

In cooperation with two other foundations which provide the financing, the
Fund'administers a program which grants fellowships for post-graduate study
by Africans In the United States. The Fund also provides financial assistance to
African undergraduates In this country to enable them to complete their studies.

The recognized special competence of the Fund in the field of its activities is
evidenced by the many grants it has received for the purpose of carrying out
programs either proposed by It or undertaken at the suggestion of the grantors.
In the past five years, these grants have included over $1,000,000 from the United
States Government and nearly $1,500,000 from other sources, mostly larger
foundations. In addition, two old established organizations, the American Colo.
nization Society and the New York Colonization Society, recently turned over
all their remaining assets to the Fund for use In Improving education in Africa.

With the exception of one activity, the Fund does not seek support from the
general public. The contributions on which It depends for Its operations come
froih larger foundations, the United States Government, and occasionally from
corporations or other organizations or individuals who are especially Interested
In its Wb'rk. The only exception Is that it has organized an affiliate known as the
African Student Aid Fund, which actively seeks and receives public support for
the specific purpose of furnishing financial assistance to destitute African stu.
dents In the United States.

The Phelps-Stokes Fund Is small as compared to the well-known major funds-
tions. It has total assets of approximately $3,000,000 including partial ownership
of the small building which it uses for offices. Its annual Income from Investments
is approximately $100,000, which does not even cover salaries of its seven pro-
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fessional and seven secretarial staff members and other expenses of administra.
tion. To carry on Its services, It is dependent on the contributions I have men.
toned, averaging over half a million dollars a year during the past five years.

After the original'bequest from the founder, the Fund received a gift of about
$65,000 from the founder's sister during the latter's lifetime and bequests of
$87,000 at her death in 1927. Otherwise, it has received no financial support
from the family of the founder other than a bequest of $500 from a nephew
of the founder who died in 1957. Its investments are in no way connected with
any business of the funder or the founder's family except for a holding in a
small, Inactive family corporation, which is expected to be liquidated shortly on
a basis that will provide a final distribution of less than $1,000 to the Fund. The
Fund has no other connections with the founder's family, except that four of
the eighteen members of the Board of Trustees, including myself as Chairman,
are grandchildren of a brother of the founder.

STATUS AS PRIVATE FOUNDATION

The Fund is near the borderline between publicly supported "thirty-percent
organizations", as to which contributors may take income tax deductions up to
80% of income, and organizations as to which deductions are limited to 209.
Which side of the line the Fund will fall on, depends on the amount of contribu-
tions received from the federal government, which vary substantially from year
to year, and on detailed analysis of the varying sources and amounts of other
contributions in the light of the applicable Treasury Regulations defining public
support. The sources and amounts of future contributions are so uncertain, that
we must assume that the Fund will not be excluded from the definition of "private
foundation" in proposed section 509(a) (1) as a "thirty-percent organization"
described in section 170(b) (1) (B).

Nor will the Fund come within the second excluded category, described in
proposed section 509(a) (2) and referred to in the House Committee Report as
"broadly supported organizations", receiving more than a third of their support
from certain sources. This is because the specified sources exclude grants or
contributions from any "disqualified person" as defined in section 4940 and that
definition includes any "substantial contributor", a term which is defined, by
reference to section 507(b) (2), as any person who either contributes more than
$5,000 to the foundation in a year or Is the largest contributor in a year.s This
brings me to the first specific changes in the Bill which I would like to propose.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS OF SE(VMON 509(a)
In view of the undesirable influence which large individual or corporate con-

tributors may exert over foundations to which they contribute, there are obvious
reasons for treating them as "disqualified persons" for purposes of the definition
of a private foundation. I submit, however, that the position of contributors that
are themselves tax-exempt organizations is quite different, as long as they have
no.connection with the organization to which they are giving. If such contributing
organizations are not themselves private foundations, their gifts are not likely to
involve any risk of the sort of impropriety which the Bill aims to prevent. If
they are private foundations, any abuse should be adequately discouraged by the
provisions of the Bill (especially section 4941 regarding self-dealing) which will
be applicable to them as contributors. An organization which otherwise meets
the test of being a broadly supported organization exempt from treatment as a
private foundation, should not be disqualified by accepting a contribution of any
size from a tax-exempt charitable organization. I suggest, therefore, that section
509(a) (2) (A) be amended by Inserting after "with respect to the organization,"
the words "from any unrelated organization described in section 170(c) (2)
which would not be a disqualified person as so defined if it were not a substantial
contributor as defined in section 4946". The term "unrelated organization" could
be defined by regulation so as to preclude undesirable relationships between
granting and receiving foundations.

The category of broadly supported organizations that are excluded from private
foundation treatment contains another limitation which I believe should be like-
wise amended. This Is the provision that gross receipts from performance of

A"ThirtyweeM organia1tons" that are uubetantial contributors are apparently qual-
nedsourow for the "broadly mworted" category but this would not substantially affeOt
the Fund's status because most of its large contributions are from organhAtions that are
not "thirty-perceot orgamilzlon&I"
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services exclude receipts from any person which are in excess of 1% of the
organization's support in the year of receipt. As in the case of contributions from
substantial contributors, I submit that this limitation should also be qualified
to exclude receipts from non-profit institutions. For example, in the Cooperative
College Development Program of the Phelps-Stokes Fund, which I referred to in
describing the functions of the Fund, a substantial part of the financing of the
program comes from payments made by the participating colleges. An organiza-
tion which, like the Phelps-Stokes Fund, is engaged in furnishing extensive serv-
ices to unrelated tax-exempt organizations, should not be discouraged from
making reasonable charges for such services but should, on the contrary, be
encouraged to make its services as broadly available as possible by receiving
payment from those recipients that can afford to pay. I would, therefore, suggest
that section 509(a) (2) (A) (H) be amended by inserting after "receipts from
any person" the words "(other than an unrelated organization described in
section 170(c) (2) or which would be so described if it were created or organized
in the United States)".

A further difficulty with the present definition of the category of broadly sup-
ported organizations is that the reference to support from "any person other
than a disqualified person . . . , or from any organization described in section
170(b) (1) (B)" excludes contributions from foreign governments. Organizations
like the Phelps-Stokes Fund, whose services include technical assistance to foreign
governments, should not be discouraged, or perhaps precluded, from receiving
payment for such services. There is always the possibility that newly discovered
mineral wealth or other resources will put the governments of the developing
countries in a position where they will have ample funds but will still be
desperately in need of the kind of technical assistance which an organization
like the Phelps-Stokes Fund can furnish. I therefore suggest adding to the lan-
guage I have quoted the words "or from any governmental agency of a foreign
state In payment for performance of services or furnishing of facilities".

TAX ON PRIVATE FOUNDATION INVESTMENT INCOME

For the reasons already stated, I would hope that the Bill will be amended in
a manner that will exclude organizations such as the Phelps-Stokes Fund from
the definition of private foundation. In case these amendments are not adopted,
however, I feel I should call the Committee's attention to certain other provisions
which would affect the Phelps-Stokes Fund as a private foundation.

The first of these is the tax on private foundation investment income under
proposed section 506. I will not discuss the general arguments against this tax,
which are well known to the Committee, but I would like to point out that it
would impose a special hardship on organizations, like the Fund, which now
devote substantially all their investment income to administrative expenses,
relying on outside support for their operating budgets. Unless contributors can
be induced to make bigger allocations than they now do for the overhead expenses
involved in the programs which they finance, this tax will probably require a
substantial reduction of staff on the part of the Fund or its gradual liquidation.

TERMINATION OF STATUS

The provisions of sections 507 and 508 relating to termination of status as a
private foundation apparently require that an organization which in all respects
has ceased to come within the definition of a private foundation must nevertheless
continue to be treated as such for a minimum of five years, unless it terminates
its entire existence by distributing all of its assets to other organizations meeting
specified requirements Since the Secretary has complete discretion under the
proposed provisions to impose a drastic tax upon termination of status, it would
seem that this would provide sufficient deterrence to termination for improper
purposes. There does not appear to be any reasqn why a private foundation whose
sOurces of support and methods of operation have changed so that it no longer
comes within the category of private foundation should nevertheless continue to
be treated as one for five additional years, I suggest that section 507(e) (1) be
modified by changing the words "for a continuous period of at least 60 calendar
months beginning after December 31, 1909" to read "for such period as the Secre-
tary or his delegate deems appropriate to establish termination of its status as a
private foundation."
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INFLUENCING L!0ISLATION

The provisions regarding the influencing of legislation by private foundations
in proposed section 4945(b) (1) and (c) give me grave concern as a private
citizen and a lawyer, because I believe that they would violate the constitutional
guarantee of free speech. They would cut off, with certain narrow exceptions,
any private communication between foundations and legislators "or any other
person" (including apparently even private citizens) participating in the formu.
lation of legislation. This, I submit is to preclude foundation managers from
exercising the normal rights of citizens in a democracy. I believe that the remedy
for improper pressures on the legislative process lies In enforcement and, it
necessary, revision, of existing legislation with respect to lobbying.

I hope the Committee will instruct its staff to make a careful study of the
constitutional issues involved. However, if these provisions are not to be elimi.
nated, I would like to propose a specific modification to take care of a practical
problem that could be faced by organizations such as the Phelps-Stokes Fund
which receive grants from governmental agencies that enlist their aid in service
to the public. Such grants may require legislative approval in the form of author.
iNation or appropriation. Private communication between the organization which
will administer a grant and legislators or officials concerned with the necessary
legislative action will often be a normal part of this process, and may even be
requested by the legislators or officials involved. I suggest, therefore, that the
exceptions contained in the last sentence of proposed section 4945(c) be expanded
by inserting a reference to any communication with respect to "a government
grant to the private foundation for activities to be conducted In the public
interest."

EXPENDITURE RESPONSIBILITY

The most serious effect on the operations of the Phelps-Stokes Fund from
treatment as a private foundation would probably arise from the taxable expend.
iture provisions of proposed section 4945(b) (4) which would preclude any other
private foundation from making a grant to the Fund unless the granting founda.
tion exercises "expenditure responsibility". Under proposed section 4945(f) the
grantor would apparently have to supervise the Fund's conduct of the program
and audit the Fund's books with respect to expenditures under the grant. It Is
obvious that grantor foundations will find this a burdensome responsibility and
will prefer, wherever possible, to make their grants to foundations which are not
private fuonchtlons, so that they will not have to undertake this task. Moreover,
In the case of organizations like the Phelps-Stokes Fund, which often receive
grants from several foundations for a single program, the duplication of expendi-
ture responsibility would be a virtually Insuperable obstacle to multiple grants.

I believe that the purpose of the provision for expenditure responsibility could
be adequately achieved in a way that would avoid all the duplication of effort
Involved in having the granting foundation supervise and audit the operations
of the receiving foundation. This would be to place the responsibility where It
normally rests: in the hands of independent certified public accountants. I
suggest that section 4945(f) be revised by changing subparagraphs (1)-(3) to
read as follows:

"(1) to see that the books of the grantee are audited by an Independent certi-
fled public accountant approved by the auditors of the grantor,

"(2) to provide as a condition of the grant that any failure to spend the grant
solely for the purpose for which granted must be fully corrected to the satisfac-
tion of the grantor's auditors, and.

"(8) to make such reports with respect to the foregoing as the Secretary or
his delegate may require."

DrFINITION Or OPKRATINO FOUNDATION

The amendment which I have suggested regarding expenditure responsibility
would remove one of the impediments to the receipt of grants by the Phelps-
Stokes Fund from the larger foundations, but It would not remove the other:
the fact that grants by the big foundations to the Fund would not be qualifying
distributions for purposes of their own compliance with the mandatory distribu-
tion requirements of propo sed section 4942, because proposed section 4942(g) (1)
excludes from the definition of a qualifying distribution a payment tO a private
foundation which Is not an operating foundation. It is therefore important that
organizations such as the Phelps-Stokes Fund should, If they are to be treated
as private foundations, be Included in the category of operating foundations.
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I trust that the description which .I have furnished of the operations of the
Fund indicates that it comes within the class of organizations which the House
Committee had in mind when It made the following statement regarding operat-
ing foundations:

1. . it has come to the attention of your committee that a number of chari-
table foundations are regularly used by many private foundations to funnel
charitable contributions Into certain areas. The operating foundations, In such
circumstances, have developed an expertise which permits them to make effective
use of the money through grant programs or otherwise." House Report, p. 20.

But the definition of operating foundation in proposed section 4942(j) (8)
does not fit organizations such as the Phelps-Stokes Fund. The first requirement
of the definition is that substantially all of the Income must be "expended
directly for the active conduct of the activities constituting the purpose or
function for which it Is organized and operated". This provision Is difficult to
understand, since every non-profit organization is required by law to use its
Income only for its authorized purposes. If "expended directly for the active
conduct" excludes grant making organizations, then the Phelps-Stokes Fund
would apparently not qualify, because it does make grants to students and to
other organizations. A possible interpretation Is that "Income" in this context
means only investment income. If so, the Fund could probably arrange its expend-
Itures so that grants made by the Fund would be made out of grants received,
but it is difficult to see what public purpose would be served by this arrangement.
I submit to the Committee that the language of proposed section 4942(J) (8) (A)
needs substantial clarification or that the entire requirement be eliminated.

To qualify as an operating foundation the Phelps-Stokes Fund would also
have to comply with one of the limitations of proposed section 4942(J) (3) (B)
with respect to more than halt the assets being devoted to its lawful activities
and with respect to sources of support. If the former limitation means that half
the assets cannot be in the form of investments, which is the apparent intention,
then the Fund could not qualify under the first test. As to the second, or support
test, the language of the Bill requires that substantially all of the support,
excluding Investment Income, come from five or more unrelated exempt organiza-
tiops, or front the general public, and that not more than 25% of such support be
received front any one such exempt organization. In recent years, the exempt
organizations contributing to the Fund have been normally five or more in
number, and we hope that this situation will continue. However, it is very likely
that in some years more than 25% of such support will come front a single orga-
nization. Generally speaking, different organizations support different programs
of the Fund, and if one program happens to be much larger than the others, it is
quite likely that the support received from the organization sponsoring this
program will constitute more than 25% of the Mnd's entire support from sources
other than investment Income.

This 25% limitation must be considered In relation to the expenditure respon-
sibility which is placed by proposed section 4945 on the granting foundation. It
may be possible, especially it this responsibility is modified in the manner which
I have suggested, to get private foundationms to make grants to other private
foundations for specific programs. But if a program is to be supported by grants
of more than one private foundation, it will obviously be highly impractical to
impose expenditure responsibility on each of them. In other words, the expendi-
ture responsibility provisions of section 4945 are designed to limit the financing
of a particular program to a single foundation grantor, whereas, the 25% limita-
tion In section 4942(J)(3) (B) (i1) would prelude this In the case where the
program in question represents 25% or more of the activities of the recipient
organization. I suggest that the 25% limit be increased to 38%% or, preferably,
that it be made Inapplicable to grants which are subject to expenditure responsi-
bility on the part of the grantor.

A third difficulty, as far as the Phelps-Stokes Fund is concerned, with the
support test for qualification as an operating foundation Is that it eliminates
support front governmental agencies unless these are deemed to be included in
support "from the general public". There would seem to be no reason why an
organization which otherwise Qualifies as an operating foundation should lose
this status merely because a government agency thinks well enough of It to make
a large contribution to its support. I suggest thmt the definition of operating
foundation be amended to include government support as described in the deft-
p1tion of private foundation in section 09(a) (2) (A) with the additional inclu-
, slon of payments from foreign governments which I have proposed above for
that denfinition.

- *>. K
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O OLUSION

The Phelps-Stokes Fund is an Independent foundation engaged primarily in
operations which are financed by grants from the United States Government,
larger foundations and various other sources. As such, it should not be treated
as a private foundation. The Committee Is requested to consider the amendments
I have proposed, which would exclude foundations of this kind from the defini-
tion of private foundation. Private foundations should not continue to be treated
as such for five years after their activities cease to come within the statutory
definition. The provisions regarding influencing legislation and expenditure re-
sponsibility would impose impractical restrictions on grant-receiving founda-
tons, which would be alleviated by the amendments I have suggested. Finally,
the definition of operating foundation should be hrcadened to include organiza-
tions of the type I have described.

Senator BNNrTr. The next witness is Mr. William H. Baldwin,
president and trustee of the Kresge Foundation.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. BALDWIN, PRESIDENT AND TRUSTEE,
THE KRESGE FOUNDATION

Mr. BALDWIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is William H. Baldwin. I am the president and chief

executive officer and a trustee of the Kresge Foundation. I will try
not to belabor the obvious.

There are one or two points I think may be mentioned to the com-
mittee with respect to this particular foundation.

The Kresge Foundation was established in 1924 by Sebastian
Kresge, and he was the sole doner of all the assets of the foundation.
The market value of the gifts at the time he made them was approxi-
mately $16 million. The present market value is about $410 million.

For the year 1969 approximately $8.3 million had been granted
largely on a conditional challenge basis to some 158 grantees out of a
total of 514 applicants who made requests. Including the year 1969
to date, The Kresge Foundation has, in the 45 years of its existence,
made grants from income totaling approximately $100 million to over
1,800 recipients.

Reports have been published covering each of these years containing
complete financial and grant data. The report for 1968, for example,
waa sent out in about 8,000 copies. The distribution was made, among
others, to every member of Congress, to every member of the legisla-
ture of the State of Michigan, and to most of the libraries in the
United States.

The foundation has been audited by Price Waterhouse since its
inception.

In the main, our grants are concerned with construction projects
and capital equipment for colleges, universities, hospitals, graduate
theolo.ical schools and homes for the aged.

In addition, we make grants for the providing of buildings to house
projects involving music and the arts, youth development and medical
research, and such grants are customarily made on a challenge or con-
ditional basis.

In general, our feeling about the tax reform act, insofar as it ap-plies to foundations is that the longstanding policy of the Congress
favoring foundation existence should not be clanged by indirection
or by first step taxation, which is simply a punitive beginning of the
end.
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If foundations are taxed out of existence, however slowly, and if
private philanthropy founders because of tax policies, it will remain
for Government to be the sole source of support for all educational,
scientific, and charitable activities, and if there is only one doorbell to
ring for funds, then those who prefer not federalism, but variety,
flexibility, dispersion of initiative, and competition of ideas will too
late realize the stultifying burden of a conformed central control of
all such support, and I make that statement regardless of the ability
and the dedication of those administering such a centralized source.

Specifically we, as others, oppose the 71/2 percent tax. It will be a
tax on our grantees, not on ourselves.

You might be interested in knowing if the net investment income
tax had been applicable in 1968 it would have meant $544,350 less for
us to give away. Such a tax, moreover, conflicts with your congres-
sional policy of 50 years standing and the revenue effect is minimal for
the Government but is critical for the persons to whom we might
give.

For example, it would not just simply be a loss of the assumed
1968 tax of $544,350 to potential donees. In view of the fact that the
foundation makes most of its grants on a challenge basis, it seems
likely that the raising of, 20 times that amount might fail by reason
of our inability to make the grants.

If we are to have some sort of provision for funds for surveillance,
our tepid preference would be for an audit fee of 1 percent.

The required distribution section No. 4942 bothers us, as 6, matter
of fact. That section, as you know, requires us by the eld of the year
following the close of the accounting period, to distribute or use the
larger o1 our minimum investment return or adjusted net income in
qualifying distributions. These must be paid out. Regardless of the
fact that we will not be subject to the minimum investment and dis-
tribution provision for taxation for years prior to January 1, 1972,
since we obviously were in existence before May of this year, this con-
cept presents major investment difficulties to us.

Approximately 75 percent of the Kresge Foundation assets are rep-
resented by some 6,057,000 shares of S.S. Kresge Co. common stock.
This, I might say parenthetically, represents only 17 percent of the
total outstanding issues and, therefore, we do not have an excess of
business holdings problem, and it seems likely that the adjusted net
income of our oundation will be under 5 percent for the foreseeable
future if we retain the Kresge stock.

Assuming, however, we were to decide to further diversify it-at one
time we owned 34 percent, some 10 or 8 years ago-assuming we de-
cided to further diversify this investment in an effort to bring up the
adjusted net income to equal or exceed the percent figure which would
become effective, you see, January 1, 1972, it would require according
to our best present analysis, the sale of about $150 million o? such stock
and the investment of the proceeds in fixed income proceeds which
would yield 7 percent, this would get us pretty lose to the 5 percent
requirement. But it is literally impossible, gentlemen, to contemplate
the disposition of such an amount of stock in 2 years, even assuming
that that would be the move, the most desirable investment move, we
could take.
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There are important and presently unknown market considerations
which apply, and in addition it would probably be unwise or unwork-
able to sell such shares, which we would have to register with the SEC,
in one offereing.

The point is that application of the minimum investment return
concept as early as 1972 for us might force us into possible premature
and unwise investment decisions.

In addition, it seems unlikely to us that the curbing or continuation
of present inflationary trends will be sufficiently understood prior
to January 1, 1972 so as to permit us to adopt with some degree of
sanity the proper investment decisions.

We are suggesting to this committee that the effect of the minimum
investment portion of the act be delayed for 5 years to apply on Janu-
ary 1, 1975, rather than 1972. This will give us 5 years then to consider
what investment decisions we might make and, of course, this sort of
disposition is taken account of in the'excess business holdings portion
which permits 10 years in the event that you have over 20 percent or
control.

We think it would be fair to allow a variant of that particular meas.
ure here, which would be longer than 2 years and might be as long as
five.

The qualifying distribution concept bothers us. We receive applica-
tions, 500 or 600 a year. Most of our grants are on a challenge basis.
Folowing investigation we will make the grants for building purposes,
and it might go on as long as 8 years.

For example, we just made a grant to Meharry Medical College of
a million and a half dollars upon the condition that they will raise the
balance of $2 million myJanuary 1 of 1970.

The conditional grants are considered by us as a charge to income
at the time of the appropriation. Under the act it seems to us, at least,
as far as I can read it correctly, in order to be a qualifying distribution
in a given year you have got to pay it out.

Now, gentlemen, as far as we are concerned, when we appropriate it
this is a charge to income, and we would like to have that considered
as a qualifying distribution because otherwise we are simply going to
have to tighten the time within which the conditions will be met.
Money-raising is a tough business at best, and there is no sense, in our
view, of imposing an additional unwarranted burden on the colleges
and universities to whom we make grants.

So we would like to have these challenge grants which we show al-ways as appropriations income to be considered as qualifying distri-
butions under the act.

The taxable expenditures section, 4945, does not bother us in its
present form. We have never made any grants, individual grants. We
have never contributed to voter registration drives, and have not
attempted to influence legislation. I do not suggest that others who
have done similar things are on the wrong side of the fence. We just
have not done it.

We, therefore, cannot say that the section as presently drafted con-
stitutes a restriction on our present program.

,.We are very much concerned, however, about the precedent estab-
lished by the section. The Kresge Foundation is mainly in the business,
as I said, for making grants for construction purposes, except for cer-
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tain program grants in Metropolitan Detroit, and we wonder, for ex-
ample, will the next step be to require that we may only give to certain
types of building projects, and then only if they are built in a particu-
lar sort of way.

It seems to us this is an extremely delicate area and should be ap-
proached with the greatest caution.

In summary, as far as we are concerned, taxing our income and
burdening us in the other respects that I have mentioned in this act-
aid if I have not mentioned them we have no objection to them-if
they are not in my statement-does not assist us ii performing our
assigned tasks.

Moreover, since many of our challenge grants join Federal challenge
grants, about 30 percent of our grants do this-in the same project, it
seems a questionable dilution of institutional fundraising to cut our
challenge grant by taxing us. It would seem to follow up that if
we give less because we have less to give, then someone else will have
to give more, your constituents.

This foundation is in its 45th year, and we are glad to share our
deeply held belief that we have operated-and I say this with great
sincerity-we have operated usefully, honorably, legally, and openly.
We have no doubt there are foundation abuses. Regretably, the correc-
tion of man's nature has not proceeded as rapidly as one might wish.

In brief response, however, we would say that this foundation has
done and can do some things better and quicker than Government,
some things very nicely in tandem with Government, and that the
derelictions of the very few should not cripple our contributions or
stifle our independence.

Thank you.
Senator BrqNm-.. Thank you.
Senator MILLR. Mr. Chairman-Mr. Baldwin, I have been

troubled by the 5 percent payout rule in the bill, too.
Mr. BALDWIN. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLER. And with a view to trying to meet that problem,

part of my amendment No. 222 dwells on that point.
Mr. BALDWIN. I See.
Senator MILLER. If you would be good enough to check that amend-

ment and furnish a statement for the record as to whether or not
this would meet your problem, I would appreciate it.

Mr. BALDWIN. I will be glad to do that, sir. Does the office here
have a copy of itI

Senator IILLER. I am sure they can supply it.
Mr. BALDwIN. Thank you very much. .
Senator BENNmr. Thank you, Mr. Baldwin.
(Dr. Baldwin's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF THE KRESGE FOUNDATION, PRESENTED BY WILIAM H. BALDWIN,
PRESIDENT AND TRUSTEE

8UM MARY

1. the Kresge Foundation has net assets with a present market value of
approximately $410,000,0000 and has given away about $100,000,000 in grants
during the forty-five years of its existence.

2. The proposed 7%% tax on net investment income is discriminatory, reverses
long, standing policy and deprives both public and private health, welfare and
educational institutions of badly needed support. If the foundations must provide
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funds for their own supervision, it should be done by an audit or filing fee of 1%.
& Long term capital gains should not be included in the concept of net invest-

ment income.
4. Allowable deductions from gross investment income should include all

expenses reasonable and necessary to carry out the exempt purpose which are
not excessive. This formula should also be used in calculating adjusted net
Income in the distributions section of the Act.

5. The application of the minimum investment return concept in connection
with required distributions should be delayed until taxable years following
January 1, 1975. In addition, the applicable percentage of 50/c used to calculate
such return is too high and should be reduced to 8A% or 4%.

6. The valuation provisions to be used in calculating minimum investment
return bbould be clarified.

7. Conditional challenge grants which are charged to income at the time of
appropriation should be given #he status of qualifying distributions.

8. The provisions concernin, speculative investments (sec. 4944) should be
eliminated or clarified.

9. Restrictions on program, explicit and implicit, in the taxable expenditures
section, create a dangerous precedent for future more wide-spread regulation of
foundation activities.

STATEMENT

Thev history and policies of the Kresge Foundation
1 . Kresge Foundation is a private trustee coporation organized under the

laws of the State of Michigan. Its purpose is the promotion of the well-being
of mankind and its six trustees are authorized to expend the income of the
Foundation toward this purpose. The Foundation is not associated or affiliated
with any other corporation or organization.

The Foundation was established in 1924 by Sebastian S. Kresge and he was
the sole donor of all of the principal assets of the Foundation. The market value
of such gifts when made by him was approximately $60 million. The present
market value of the net assets of the Foundation is approximately $410 million.
For the year 1969, approximately $8.3 million has been granted largely on a
conditional challenge basis to some 158 grantees out of the total of 514 appli-
cants who made requests. Including the year 1969 to date, The Kresge Founda-
tion has, in the 45 years of its existence, made grants from income totaling
approximately $100 million to over 1800 recipients. Reports have been published
covering each of these years containing; complete financial and grant data. In
the main, Kresge Foundation grants are concerned with construction projects
and capital equipment for colleges, universities, hospitals, graduate theological
schools and homes for the aged. In addition, the Foundation makes grants for
the providing of buildings to house projects involving music and the arts, youth
development and medical research. The Foundation ordinarily makes grants on
a. challenge or conditional basis and its grants are principally extended to non-
profit tax exempt well established institutions which combine sound character
and stability with progressiveness and purpose. The Foundation generally
excludes from consideration all applications for grants for operating budgets,
for loans of all types, for debt retirement, for endowment, for church building
programs, for educational institutions of less than four-year college and uni-
versity levels, for scholarships, for research programs and for grants to indi-
viduals for any purpose.
Kresge Foundation comment on, private foundation portion of Tax Reform Act

of 1969 (H.R. 18B70)
General:

At the joint request of the Senate Finance Committee and The House Ways
and Means Committee the Treasury Department in 1965 reported at length on
private foundations and repeated many of their 1965 findings in part 8 of the
1960 Treasury Department Tax Reform Studies and Proposals. In brief, The
Treasury Department findings were and are that foundations play a special and
vital national role, have the virtues of quickness, flexibility and dedication and
that they perform functions not possible for government to fill. In this assess-
ment, we concur. The Report also set out certain specific serious tax abuses of
the foundation form. We agree that abuses exist and should be corrected. The
Report indicated that such abuses existed among a "minority" of private founda-
tions. We have never seen figures from the Treasury Department or any other
source which would demonstrate more precisely the quantative or qualitativeI
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extent of such abuses. Using either total number of foundations or total amount
of foundation assets as a base, we would guess the percentage of those abuses
to be an extraordinarily small "minority." If we are correct in the assumption,
and if the Congress is not to repudiate the affirmative statements by the Treasury
Department about Foundations, then great care should be taken to be certain
that the means of correcting admitted abuse is not horrendously disproportion-
ate to the amount of abuse.

Foundations by and large do their work well. They, quoting from the 1965
Treasury Department Report, "play a special and vital role in our society;
government service cannot provide a satisfactory substitute"; they "possess
important characteristics which modern government necessarily lacks"; they
"have also preserved fluidity and provided impetus for change within the struc-
ture of American philanthropy"; and they "evoke great intensity of interest
and dedication of energy-these values in themselves, justify the tax exemptions
and deductions which the law provides for philanthropic activity." The long
standing policy of the Congress favoring their existence should not be changed by
indirection or by -first-step taxation which is simply a punitive beginning-of-the-
end. If foundations are taxed out of existence, however slowly, and if private
philanthropy founders because of tax policies, it will remain for government to
be the sole source of support for all educational, scientific and charitable activi-
ties. And, if there Is only one doorbell to ring for funds, then those who prefer
federalism, variety, flexibility, dispersion of initiative and competition of ideas
will too late realize the stultifying burden of a conformed central control of all
such support. This would tc true, we feel, regardless of the abilities and dedi-
cations of those administering such a centralized source.

Investment income ta-z (serion506):
The 7%l/% tax proposed by this section will, in fact, be borne by the organiza-

tions who would have received the funds and not by the foundations. In 1968
for example, applying the 7%o tax to Kresge Foundation "net Investment
income" would have meant $544,350 less for us to give away. The tax is dis-
criminatory in that it applies alike to foundations who have not abused the
law and to those who have. And, having taxed foundations, would that precedent
be used to permit taxation of pension funds and churches? The proposed tax
prevents the foundations who have conformed to the law from giving away as
much as they could and, at the same time, is not a sufficiently high tax to end
the abuses intended to be corrected. To the extent that the tax is a means of
providing resources for the Treasury Department to oversee the activities of
foundations, its yield at 7 %--estmated as somewhere in the neighborhood
of $50 to $75 million-is far too large for such an office. Moreover if the intent
of the tax is to provide such funds for such an office its places foundations in
the unique situation as being the only entitles who are asked to give up money
which would otherwise go to charity to provide for their own supervision. The
tax moreover conflicts with fundamental congressional policy of over fifty years,
standing and the revenue effect is minimal for the government but is critical
for the persons to whom The Kresge Foundation might give. For example, it
would not simply be Just a loss of the assumed 1968 tax of $544,350 to potential
donees. In view of the fact that The Kresge Foundation makes most of its grants
on a challenge basis it seems likely that the raising of perhaps twenty times that
amount might fail by reason of our inability to make the grants.

While we see no Justification for any tax on foundation net Investment income,
if It seems necessary to have the foundations provide funds for foundation
surveillance, then our tepid preference would be for an "audit" fee (not a
"tax") which would be at the rate of 1%. Certainly such a fee would provide
ample means for the establishment of a capably staffed office within the
Treasury Department which could provide any supervision which Congress may
think is required.

In further criticism of Section 506, there Is no Justification, in our view,
for the inclusion of net long term capital gain within the concept of net invest-
ment income. We would have no objection to the Inclusion of short term capital
gains but the inclusion of long term capital gains, even using a stepped-up basis
of stock, would violate equity and could well occasion the making of Investment
decisions on an unwise basis.

In addition, the deductions allowable from gross investment income seem
extraordinarily restricted. We know of no reason why ordinary and necessary
expenses should be limited to those of Investment advice or property management
Only. We see no reason why all expenses of the foundation should not be allowed
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assuming that such expenses are reasonable and necessary to carrying out the
exempt purpose of the private foundation and if such expenses are not excessive.
This is precisely the formula allowed in the computation of compensation paid
to disqualified persons and it should be used to define allowable deductions in
arriving at net investment income.

Required dietribuUtG-n (section 4942):
This section requires us, by the end of the year following the close of our

accounting period, to distribute or use te larger of our "minimum investment
return" or "adjusted net Income" In "qualifying distributions." Regardless of
the fact that 'The Kresge Foundation will not be subject to the "minimum
investment return" distribution provision for taxable years prior to January 1,
1972, this concept presents major Investment difficulties to us. Approximately
75% of The Kresge Foundation assets are represented by some 6,057,000 shares
of S. S. Kresge Company common stock (approximately 17 % of all outstand.
Ing shares), and, it seems likely that the "adjusted net income" of our Founda.
tion will be under 5% for the foreseeable future if we retain the Kresge stock.
Assuming the trustees were to decide to further diversify this Investment In an
effort to bring up the adjusted net Income to equal or exceed the 5% figure
it would, according to our best present analysis, require the sale of approximately
$150 million of such S. S. Kresge Company common stock and the investment of
the proceeds thereof in corporate bonds or stocks yielding at least 7%. It is
literally impossible to contemplate the disposition of such an amount of stock
over a two-year period of time-even assuming that such a move is the most
desirable investment direction we could take. There are Important and presently
unknown market considerations which apply and In addition it would probably
be unwise or unworkable to sell such shares (which would have to be registered
with the Securities and Exchange Commission in every instance) in one offering.
The point is that application of the "minimum investment return" concept as
early as 1972 places an unduly heavy burden on this foundation and might force
us Into possible premature and unwise investment decisions. In addition, it seems
unlikely to us that the curbing or continuation of present inflationary trends will
be sufficiently understood prior to January 1,'1972 so as to permit us to adopt,
with some degree of sanity, the proper Investment decisions.

The portion of the Act having to do with excess business holdings indicates
its awareness of the difficulty of disposing of large blocks of stock except over
an extended period of time and it seems to us that the "minimum investment re-
turn" portion of the Act should likewise show this recognition. In our view, in the
case of organizations organized before May 27, 1969, section 4942 should, for
taxable years beginning before January 1, 1975, (instead of January 1, 1972, as
presently proposed) apply without regard to the "minimum investment return"
provision. In addition, it is our opinion that the applicable base point percentage
qf a 5% return is unreal. It would seem to us that a more proper point of begin-
ning might well be 4% or less. All fair applicable market indicators known to us
and the yields of other well managed funds, would seem to make the 5% figure
too high--especially in the light of present market instability.

In Section 4942 as well as In the Investment income tax section, we see no
reason why deductions should be limited to simply the ordinary and necessary
expenses paid or incurred for the production or collection of gross income or for
the management or maintenance of property. Once again we would suggest that
the more proper and fair definition of deduction should be one which allows
expenses which are reasonable and necessary to carrying out the exempt pur-
poRe of the private foundation and which are not excessive.

The valuation portion of section 4942 Indicates that the fair market value of
securities for which market quotations are readily available shall be determined
"on a monthly basis." This definition surely needs more precision. The method
of determining value on a monthly basis Is not spelled out and should be made
clear by statute and not by regulation. Shares of S. S. Kresge Company stock
owned by The Kresge Foundation are traded on the New York Stock Exchange
but, in view of the large number of shares held by the Foundation, would, for
example, the concept of "blockage" apply to any such monthly valuation?

The concept of "set-asides" creates some problems for The Kresge Foundation.
The Foundation accepts applications during the first two months of a given
year. During this period of time we will receive, on an average, approximately
500-600 applications. Based on prior experience, the total aggregate amount re-
quested In such applications will exceed $100 million. Approximately 95% of
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our grants are made on a conditional or challenge basis--this is, the successful
applicant is told that we will give him so much money if he is able to raise the
balance required for the project involved. Following consultation, a time is set
by which he must raise such balance of funds. Upon his certification to us that
such balance of funds have been raised--our money is paid over. In many cases--
especially where the balances required to be raised are large-up to three years
may be given to meet the conditions of our grant. All such conditional grants
made by u: are considered as a charge to income at the time of appropriation.
As far as we are concerned the definition of qualifying distribution should be ex-
panded to cover any contribution which we make on a conditional basis which is
listed as a charge to income at the time of appropriation. It is impossilile for us
to tell, under the present wording, whether the so called "set-aside" provisions
mean to apply to such conditional grants.

If our present practice of making contributions charged to income at the time
of appropriation is disallowed as a "qualifying distribution" and is not considered
as "paid", it will probably mean that our challenge grants can be no longer than
one year in duration-so as to assure their pay out prior to the end of the year
following the year in which the income was earned-and it will mean a general
tightening of the time within which conditions must be met. Money raising
is a tough business at best and there is no sense in imposing additional unwar-
ranted burdens on the colleges, universities, hospitals, etc. to whom we make
grants. Since we make grants largely for construction purposes the amounts to
be raised are often considerable and it takes time to raise such funds. In addition,
more often than not government funds are involved and, regrettably, the length of
time required to process a government grant is great. And, if our challenge grants
are not allowable as qualifying distributions we are certain that it would unduly
and unnecessarily hamper our grant system if it ws necessary to establish to-the
satisfaction of the secretary or his delegate that the amount to be paid out will
be paid out within five years and, in addition, that the pr oject is one which can
be better accomplished by such set-aside and by the immediate paying out of
funds. The imposition of such a bureaucratic clearance would surely cause us to
seriously consider discontinuance of our present carefully considered and liberal
challenge conditions.

Apparently the act proposes that, where the distributions during the preceding
five year period have exceeded income, the distributable amount for the taxable
year should be reduced by an amount equal to such excess. In the wording of the
section, however, the five-year prior period is referred to as "the five taxable
yea, immediately preceding the taxable year." This raises the question of
whether or not the five years preceding the effective date of such an act is in-
volved or whether we will have to go five "taxable years" before any excess can
be used against distributable amounts. It appears to us that any "excess" avail-
abl at the time of effect of the Act should be available for use.

Speculative investments (sectio. *4944)
Under this section foundations may not invest funds so as to "Jeopardize"

exempt purposes. It seems to us that this provision Is not only vague but impossi-
ble to understand. Regulations and court cases defining it would take years. In
the interim the private foundation would find itself in an almost impossible con-
dition with respect to investments. Obviously there are some extreme situations
which would clearly fall tinder the concept of the section but there is a very
large grey area in which greater definition is absolutely required. Or, in the more
desirable alternative, the provision should be dropped completely. In its present
form, its meaning is not only unclear and its purpose cloudy, but it lends itself
to almost endless interpretations.
Taxa ble expenditures (section 4945)

None of the activities restricted by this section have ever been engaged in by
The Kresge Foundation to our knowledge. We have never made Individual grants,
have never contributed to voter registration drives and have never attempted to
influence legislation. We, therefore, cannot say that the section as presently
drafted constitutes a restriction on our present program. We are very much
concerned, however, about the precedent established by this section. The Kresge
Foundation Is mainly in the business of making grants for construction purposes,
excepting for certain program grants in the Metropolitan Detroit area.

Will the next step be to require that we may only give to certain types of
''building projects, for example? And then only if they are built in a particular
'sort of way? It seems to us that this is an extremely delicate area and should
be approached with the greatest caution.
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Summary
As far as we are concerned, taxing our income in the time of vastly increasing

social and financial complexity would hardly make It easier to perform our
assigned task of promoting the well-being of mankind. Lack of funds causes us
to decline many meritorious applications as it Is. Moreover since many of our
challenge grants join federal challenge grants in the same project, it seems a
questionable dilution of institutional fund raising to cut our challenge grant by
taxing us. It would seem to follow that if\we give less because we have less to
give, then someone else will have to give more.

This Foundation is in its forty-fifth year and we are glad to share our deeply
held belief that we have operated usefully, honorably, legally and openly.
Nonetheless, we have no doubt that there are foundation abuses. Regretably,
the correction of man's nature has not proceeded as rapidly as one might wish.
In brief response, however, we would say that this foundation has done and
can do some things better and quicker than government, some things very nicely
in tandem with government and that the derelictions of the very few should not
cripple our contributions or stifle our independence.

Senator BENNm-r. The next witness is Sydney Howe, president of
The Conservation Foundation.

STATEMENT OF SYDNEY HOWE, PRESIDENT, THE CONSERVATION
FOUNDATION

Mr. HowE. Mr. Chairman, I am Sydney Howe, president of the
Conservation Foundation of Washington, D.C.

We appreciate this opportunity to testify on H.R. 13270 with par-
ticular reference to title I.

The Conservation Foundation conducts programs of research, edu-
cation and training in the field concerned with the conservation of
air water, and land.

In general, our efforts are designed to advance the conservation
and wise use of the physical environment.

We are financed b, grants from endowed foundations, from the
Federal Government, from other organizations and individuals. We
are not an endowed foundation in the normal sense. We do not have
an endowment. We are not a membership organization.

We are, and we have been declared tax exempt under section
501,(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code, and we have been declared
a publicly-supported corporation under section 170(b) (1) (A) of the
code, We doubt that our own tax status is directly affected by this
legislation.

Our status in other terms, however, might be profoundly affected.
We are deeply concerned. Specifically we oppose the 71/2 percent tax
that might be inflicted upon the net investment income of private
foundations simply because of the corresponding cut in funds avail-
able to organizations like our own.

We suggest a registration fee upon endowed foundations in lieu
of such a tax, set at a level designed to fund full enforcement of what-
ever law may be pertinent to the operation of endowed foundations.

We oppose the provision that private foundations must distribute
all net income currently and distribute it to entities other than private
foundations or pay a tax. There are a number of concerns about this
provision but we would emphasize that some very good organizations
that would be described as private foundations would lose their
funding.
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We oppose the complex accounting and legal l)rocedures as they
would a-fect the very small private foundations under this legislation.

Perhaps the large ones, by substantial effort and expense, could
handle it, but we fear that the small operations might be so over-
burdened with attorneys' fees and tax documentations that it would
be a real hindrance and, perhaps, put, them out of business.

We oppose section 4945 in its levying of a hundred percent tax
penalty upon, and I-quote, the funding of "any attempt to influence
legislation through an attempt to affect the opinion of the general
public or any segment thereof," and I am still quoting, "any attempt
to influence legislation through private communication with any memi-
ber or employee of a legislative body, or with any other person who
may participate in the formulation of the legislation, other than
through making available the results of nonpartisan analysis or
research."

We consider this the most dangerous portion of this bill. We believe
that tax counsel to endowed private foundations would advise support.
of only the safest theoretical and technical work of 501(c) (3)
organizations.

We are already advised by private foundation officers whose or-
ganizations support. ours that they will be reluctant to support some
of the kinds of public affairs analysis that would be conducted in the
environmental field unless there is careful clarification of these pro-
visions I have just read.

A specific kind of clarification that is needed is as follows:
Section .501 (c) (3) of the code now says that an organization quali-

fled thereunder may devote no substantial portion of its activity to
influencing legislation. This already puts us in a kind of limbo because
the definition of "no substantial portion" is very awkward. The pro-
posed legislation would allow an endowed foundation to fund the
purposes of 501(c) (3) organizations. Our question is would no sub-
stantial influencing of legislation be defined as a purpose. This is not
clear in the bill as now written, and would be very troublesome.

We are deeply concerned also about what we foresee as an inevitable
delay in IRS implementation of regulations to carry out such legisla-
tion as this. There might well be a period of years, and there has been
in the past on IRS implementation in this'kiiid of legislation, a rriod
of years in which our donors and our organization would be in imbo.
'We would be without, funds because donors were waiting to see what
the actual impact, upon them of support of our organization might be.

We would like to endorse heartily Mrs. Benson of the League of
Women Voters' suggestion that the effect. of this legislation take place
only sometime after the completion of IRS regulations implementing
it.

In general, from the conservation point. of view, we would like to
iote that there are many organizations throughout the country whose
staff work is funded by the gifts of endowed foundations. Many of these
staff activities are helping citizens who ,in increasing numbers care
about what is happening to their environment, helping them to under-
stand What is going on and how they can play an effective role in con-
serving their environment.

These staff services would be crippled as they are funded by private
foundations, because you cannot io this work without dealing with

33-805-09-pt. 0-01
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public policy that )night well lead to legislation, whether you take it
up with that in mind or not.

Obviously, legislation is one major kind of solution to environmental
problems. The Congress now provides tax benefits that encourage busi-
ness expenditures for public information programs dealing with
legislation. At the same time section 501 (c) (3), as now written, dis-
courages information programs concerned with legislation affecting
the broad public interest 'n our field and ninny others.

We believe that 501 (c) (3) organizations should be permitted to
conduct the same kind of information progiamns that private busi-
nesses carry out as normal, tax-deductible activities.

In lieu of the approach taken by H.R. 13270, we believe Congress
should hold hearings to explore thoroughly the accuracy of existing
legislation on lobbying-in a positive instead of a l)unitive framework,
and with full consideration of the impact of any new legislation upon
all institutions in our society

We strongly recommend that if this legislation is acted upon, at.
the very least. section 4945 be revised by (1) deleting the words "or
otherwise attempt" in subparagraph (b) (1) ; (2) deleting in its en-
tirety subparagraph (c) which I read a moment ago; and (3) revising
subparagraph (f) to require a simple reporting function from the
donee to the donor foundation. With reference to title II of the act., we
urge that the commit-tee reconsider provisions re(lucing tax incentives
for gifts of appreciated property. We do appreciate that some abuses
of foundation privileges have caused legitimate concern in the Coil-
gress and among the public. But if this bill becomes law, as it is now
written, many conservation organizations could not continue to serve
the public usefully.
Tlank you.
The CIrmAW (presiding). Thank you very mueh, sir.
(Mr. Howe's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF SYDNEY HOWE, PRESIDENT, TIE CONSERVATION FOUNDATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, The Conservation Foundation
appreciates this opportunity to appear before you to present our views on H.R.
13270, specifically on certain provisions of Title I, Subtitle A, dealing with a
newly-proposed category of organizations called "private foundations."

The Conservation Foundation conducts research, education, and training pro-
grams designed to expand and apply knowledge regarding the earth's resource.s-
its water, soils, minerals, air, plant and animal life--and the interrelation-
ships among them. We believe that pollution, blighted surroundings, inadequate
open space, and development which degrades landscapes and natural systems-
all intensified by growing population and advancing technology-represent high
priorities for positive conservation programs.

Our activities include environmental studies and surveys, demonstration
planning projects to minimize conflict between preservation and development,
Information services, consulting services to civic group$ and educational insti-
tutions, and, to a lesser extent, comparable international programs. Our work
is financed by grants and gifts from endowed foundations, the Federal govern-
ment, and other organizations and individuals. The Conservation Foundation does
not have an endowment and is not a membership organization within the usual
meaning of that term.

The Conservation Foundation Is a nonprofit corporation established in 1948
and certified as tax-exompt under Section 1501(c) (8) of the Internal Revenue
Code. By a ruling of the Internal fRevenue Service we are a "publicly supported"
organization within the meaning of Section 170(b) (1) (A) of the Code, and there-
fore our donors can qualify for the additional 10% deduction allowed by that
section.
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As a so-called "30%" organization we doubt that our own ta.r status woum ne
altered by 11.R. 13270. However, the bill as now written will seriously impair
our ability to carry out our tax-exempt purposes. Equally important to us is tne
probability that several of the provisions of Title I will Inhibit or cripple tme
work of a large number of other conservation groups throughout the country.
Our concern about the proposed legislation centers in three areas.

First, Section 500 of Title I of the bill Imposing a 71/2% tax on the net Invest-
ment Income of every so-called "private foundation" will harm this Foundation
and other conservation organizations by reducing tlit aniount of funds avail-
able for grants to us and to them from private foundations. We believe that the
resulting limitations upon our activities and those of other conservation organiza-
(ons are not in the public Interest. We suggest, In lieu of a tax upon thle Invest-
ment Income of private foundations, that a foundation registration fee be tll-
posed. Such fee should be set at a level necessary to finance full. enforcement of
existing law and any new legislation needed to correct existing abuses, and no
higher.

Second, under Section 4942 private foundations, as defined li Section 509, must
distribute all Income currently to avoid graduated! tax sanctions. For the purpose
of this mandatory payout requirement, qualifying distrihutions include distri-
butions to public charities and direct expenditures for charitable purposes, but
not distributions to private foundations-unless tile recipients can meet the com.
pllcated test specified In Section 4942(j) for an "operating foundation."

We fear that a host of educational, research and civic organizations. large
and small, which constitute a major constructive element of our public life, could
not qualify as private operating foundations under the present definition. Thus
they would cut be down by the inability of their major contributors, which are
frequently endowed private foundations, to finance their work. We doubt that
any endowed private foundation would continue to make grants to another pri-
vate foundation If this would subject the donor to tax.

One limited alternative, of course, is simply to amend Section 4295 by broaden-
Ing the definition of "operating foundatlons." Such revision, however. wmild
not affect the overwhelmingly complex accounting and legal l)rox-edure. required
throughout the bill for the small private foundations whose value we have noted.
Ambiguous provisions on disqualifiede d" persons (Section 4940) and "termination
of private foundation status" (Section 507) are only a few examples of legal
Intricacies that may eventually cripple small 601 (c) (3) organlizations-a result
stemming both from restrictions on the organizations themselves and on the new
rules for donors. It may well be that If the bill passes, as written, only the large
"private foundations" will be able to survive.

Our third area of concern, and perhaps the one that troubles us iliost, Is ,ec-
tion 4945. This section Imposes a 100% tax penalty on each "taxable expenditure"
by a private foundation. Under subparagraph (c), the tern "taxable expemidi-
tures" includes but is not limited to:

"(1) any attempt to influence legIslatiol tllrough anl attempt to affect the
opinion of the general public or any segnleint thereof, and

"(2) any attempt to influence legislation through private colmnuillicathfml
with any member or employee of a legislative body, or with any other person
who may participate iln the formulation of the legislation,

other than through inaking available the results of nonpartisan analysis or
research ..

We believe that subparagraph (1) quoted above Is perhaps the most dangerous
provision in the lill. It is so broad and general that it places under a cloud all
but the most theoretical or scientific and technical work of many 501(c) (3)
organizations.

The most fanciful semantic exercise could never clearly define what is and
what Is not an "attempt to affect the opinion of the general public or any segment
thereof" for the purpose of Influencing legislation. Furthermore, the difficulties
of defining what is or is not "nonpartisan analysis or research" are even more
serious. For, in one sense, every charitable organization Is and should be "parti.
san" in the performance of the charitable duties and objectives for which it was
established.

Let us assume for a moment that one private foundation makes a grant to a
second private foundation organized by concerned citizens to enable then to gntdy
thie causes of environmental pollution in their community or state, or to analyze
existing attempts to protect the environment from further degradation. Assume
that the results of such study are made public--as one would certainly hope-
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and that the findings then become part of tile justification for a variety of re.
medial actions, including new local, state or federal legislation -to deal with en-
vironmental pollution. Would the Internal Revenue Service, under the provisions
of Section 4945(c)'quoted above, then be In a position to Impose a 100% tax on
the expenditures made by recelplent foundation for the study, on the grounds
that such study was an illegal attempt to affect public opinion and influence
legislation?

This is an Incredible spectre, but apparently one we must take your time to
contest.

There is another aspect of this matter which causes us real concern. Under
another provision of Section 4945, any grant by one private foundation to another
Is subject to a 100% tax, unless the grantor polices the grant and verifies that it
is spent for a proper purpose. In the hypothetical situation outlined above, might
not the Internal Revenue Service also seek to assess a 100% tax on the grant
wade by the donor foundation, on the basis that the donor had failed to properly
police the grant and verify that it was spent for a proper purpose?

In light of this policing requirement, we fear that tax counsel to endowed
private foundations might simply conclude that for several reasons it would
be wise to support only 100% "safe" projects. First, there are obvious practical
difficulties in supervising grants made to other 501(c) (3) organizations. Second,
under Section 4945(b) (5), questions will arise regarding 501(c) (3) "purposes."
For example, could some small portion of a private foundation grant support an
insubstantial attempt by a publicly-supported organization to influence legls-
lation? Finally, and most conclusively, the cost to private foundations, should
they violate these provisions, would be excessive. If private foundations are to
be guarantors of the activities of their grantees, tax counsel may be expected
to be conservative. Already, we have indications that endowed private founda-
tions may withhold support from publicly-supported organizations if the grant
could by any stretch of the imagination be considered an attempt to affect the
opinion of the general public.

The practical effect of Section 4945 would be to stifle innovation. Exploration
of many public problems would be seriously curtailed. The new and the experi-
mental would he shunned. The role that endowed foundations would play in sti-
mulating public programs would be vastly diminished. Even If IRS regulations
eventually seek to alleviate some of these effects, the inevitable IRS delay may
nevertheless cause irreparable damage to 501(c) (3) organizations as they and
their donors wrestle with the ambiguities and risks of the bill. The absence of
funds (luring such a period of delay might well force some organizations out of
business.

If this spectre should be realized, it would be a tragedy of immense propor-
tions for our nation. Open inquiry and discussion of public issues are central
to our way of life. Foundations have financed independent studies which have
led to innovations and Improvements'of benefit to time people of the United States
and of the world. They are often the only source of funds for such studies. It is
slniply beyond comprehension that Congress would now seek to impose prohibi-
tive tax penalties upon this major source of free and open inquiry and discussion.

We are also troubled by the provisions of the second subparagraph quoted
above which defines as a taxable expenditure "any attempt to influence legisla-
tion through private communication with any member or employee of a legisla-
tive body or with any other person who may participate In the formulation of
the legislation."

Many conservation organizations are from time to time asked by members of
Congress, as well as by state and local legislative bodies, to comment-formally
or Informally-upon contemplated or pending legislation. For example, our
Foundation has, on request, provided information in recent months to members
of Congress, state legislatures and administrative agencies on offshore oil ex-
ploration, pesticides, highway route selection, mineral leasing, water pollution
control, and other environmental subjects. In fact, our present resources permit
us to supply only a small portion of the assistance sought on such subjects.

Does Congress intend that private foundations shall no longer finance basic
Information services for the public? If part of an organization's operating funds
is received from private foundations, should tile organization refuse to submit a
statement to a legislative body, to return a congressional telephone call, to reply
to n letter, or to meet personally with "any member or employee of a legislative
body," lest the result be prohibitive tax penalties against the organization and/
or the foundation?
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Throughout the country, many local, state and national organizations are work-
Ing to conserve the American environment. The more substantial among these
are 501(c) (3) organizations whose trained staffs serve educational or sclentitic
needs of literally tlousalnds of unstaffed citizen conservation groups. Much of
the support of these staffed organizations is received from endowed founda-
tions, with a large number of small donations coming from the general public.
If these organizations are found to be private foundations under Section 509,
which seems possible, many of them could not function. At best, their limited re-
sources would be sapped by tax attorney bills and by a morass of clerical work
and reporting requirements.

We urge the Committee to consider the problems of handling public informa-
tion directed toward the solution of environmental problems. In the bnvlron-
mental field, virtually all issues require decisions based on social, economic,
scientific and political considerations. The resolution of environmental consreva-
tion problems may-and most often does--ncompass "legislation." We suspect
that legislators and their staffs would welcome more Information on legisla-
tive solutions, because their constituents are demanding better environmental
management. Informed natural resource and environmental specialists em-
ployed by 501(c) (3) organizations are often a legislator's only non-governmental
source of such information, aside from the delegations of commerce and industry.

Private businesses, of course, may take tax deductions for expenses incurred
in connection with legislation directly related to their interests. Congress thus
provides tax benefits that encourage business expenditures for public informa-
tion programs dealing with legislation. At the same time, Section 501(c) (3), as
now written, discourages information programs concerned with legislation affect-
ing the broad public interest.

We believe that 501 (c) (3) organizations should be permitted to conduct the
same kind of information programs that private businesses carry out as normal
tax-deductible activities. While private businesses and their associations could
continue to lobby, H.R. 13270 would make private foundations pay a 100%Ab
penalty for funding activities which are somehow determined to be attempts to
influence public opinion and legislation.

Existing law already prohibits foundations from carrying on or financing
propaganda or other efforts to influence legislation if such activities are "sub-
stantlal" in relation to other activities of the organization. Existing law also
prohibits 501(c) (3) organizations from engaging In any activity on behalf of
a candidate for public office.

In lieu of the approach taken by H.R. 13270, we believe Congress should hold
hearings to explore thoroughly the adequacy of existing legislation on lobbying-
in a positive instead of a punitive framework, and with full consideration of the
impact of any new legislation upon all institutions imi our society.

We strongly recommend that, at the very least, Section 4945 be revised by (1)
deleting the words "or otherwise attempt" in subparagraph (b) (1), in order
to limit the scope of this restriction to the carrying out of "propaganda to Influ-
ence legislation"; (2) deleting in its entirety subparagraph (c), which was
quoted in part above and which drastically expands the restrctlonit of sub-
paragraph (b) (1) ; and (3) revising subparagraph (f), so that the "expenditure
responsibility" Imposed upon a donor private foundation making a grant to an-
other foundation would be satisfied by the donee executing and sending to the
donor a certificate setting forth the manner in which the grant was spent.

We have touched only a few of the disturbing elements of the bill, but there
are many others, such as the new complications and restrictions affecting chari-
table contributions in Title II. We urge that the Committee re-examine provisions
concerning gifts of appreciated property and less than fee interests in real prop-
erty, in the light of their potential damage to many organizations.

Time Conservation Foundation shares the concern of Congress and the public
for tile need to correct abuses which have been disclosed In the foundation
world. We endorse reform which will prevent the misuse of foundations as tax
havens and which will prevent manipulation of foundation funds for the personal
benefit of donors. The provisions of Title I, Subtitle A, of H.R. 13270Twould,
however, constitute a radical departure from a public policy which has en-
couraged private scientific, educational and research efforts in support of public
objectives. Wo feel that many conservation organizations could not continue
to serve the public usefully If this bill l ecomes law as written.

To conclude, we would like to reiterate time recent words of John W. Gardner,
former Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare and former president of
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the Carnegie Corporation. Mr. Gardner wrote In an article in the June 8, 1969,
Washington Po8t:

" * * tax exemption is a means of preserving the strength of the private
sector and insuring that our cultural and educational life Is not wholly subject
to the monolithic dictates of government. It would be quite possible for a nation
to insist that government be the sole source of support for all educational, scien.
title, charitable and perhaps even religious activities-and in some nations, the
government is precisely that. But our policy of tax exemption asserts that it is
in the public interest for many varied groups outside of government to be-
engaged in charitable, religious and educational activities.

"The policy Is based on the wise conviction that we will be better off if these
activities so crucial to the core of our national life are participated in by Indi-
viduals and groups with a wide range of points of view. We don't believe that
Big Government has all the answers; we want a lot of people In the act."

We share Mr. Gardner's views, and we urge Congress not to restrict the plo-
itering role which founidations play In our society.

The CIHAIRMAN I would like to ask the indulgence of the committee
because I will have to leave on an airplane shortly, and I would like
to call out of order for just a few minutes Dr. Albert W. Dent, presi-
dent. of Dillard University in Now Orleans. Is Dr. Dent here?
IWe are pleased to have you, Dr. Dent. Could you summarize your
statementI briefly.

I will be glad to pint your entire statement in the record.

STATEMENT OF ALBERT W. DENT, PRESIDENT, DILLARD
UNIVERSITY, NEW ORLEANS

Dr. DENT. Thank you very lnuch, Senator.
I would like to have IDr. Henderson join me and Dr. Patterson.I am Albert W. Dent. Until August 31 of this year, I had been for

28 years president of Dillard University in New Orleans, but today
I am here representing the United Negro College Fund, an organiza-
tion of 36 private colleges all located in the South except one.

The primary purpose of the United Negro College Fund is to raise
funds for the support of these institutions.

Most of the funds which the United. Negro College Fund raises for
distril)ution to its member colleges for current operating expenses
come from the foundations of the country. Now, this group of colleges
has a peculiar history. Most of them are approximately 100 years old.
For many years they received quite inadequate support and, as of to-
day, these colleges are receiving quite inadequate support as compared
with the other colleges of the country.

One of the reasons for this is that for reasons well known to all
of you on the committee and to the American public generally, we
have not been able to develop a Wealthy group of alumni who can
make contributions to their colleges, as is true with other colleges.
So that we have had to seek contributions from people who were in
posit ion to make the contributions.

Now, we think that our problems with regard to the proposed tax
reform-

The CIAInMzi. Let me ask you, has the Rosenwald Foundation
been helpful to DillardI

Dr. DENT. It was very helpful to us, and the successor foundation,
which you know, Mr. Chairman the Stern Family Fund.

The% CIIumAN. Well, Edgar Stern, senior and junior, I think, have
both been helpful to you, and also Mrs. Edgar Stern.
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Dr. DENT. They have been on the board of trustees for 30 years, and
that entire family has been very helpful through that private foundn-
tion to support the work of the institution.

The CIHAIRMAN. We are very proud of the fine work they are doing,
you might say.

Dr. DENT. Thank you very much.
Our position here, representing all of these colleges, is that these

private foundations are one of our primary sources of support, and
we will need to continue to rely on that support, for some time, and
anything which is done through the amendments to the tax structure
which will cut down the amount of money which these foundations
have for grant purposes will very directly affect. us.

We do not have, as the other colleges of the country have, wealthy
alumni and other sources to which we can go for substantial support.

So I will file a written statement with some documentation for the
record. But I simply wanted to make this very special case for a group
of colleges in the country which would be very seriously affected if
the amount of money which foundations have to give is seriously cur-
tailed through the tax which is being proposed.

Thank you very much.
The CHIrM3AN. Dr. Dent, you and others have made such a fine

case for the universities with regard to this foundation area that I
would be tempted to vote to say that anything we raised over and
above the cost of a reporting fee for foundations ought to be dis-
tributed to the colleges and universities so that they would have the
benefit of it.

Dr. DENT. One of your constituents would strongly support that
position.

The CH I ,AX. I am certainly happy you came up here.
Dr. DENT. Thank you.
The ChAIRMAN. The next witness will be Mr. Herman W. Liebert,

curator and librarian, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library,
Yale University.

STATEMENT OF HERMAN W. LIEBERT, LIBRARIAN, BEINEOKE
RARE BOOK AND MANUSCRIPT LIBRARY, YALE UNIVERSITY,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

IMr. LE1 nRT. My statement is addressed only to that aspect of the
Tax Reform Act of 1969 (11.R. 13270) on which I can claim com-
)etence: the provisions concerning gifts to public and institutional

libraries and museums, treated at title II, subtitle A, section 83, certain
gifts to charity treated as sales of property, which appears at page
125, line 9 and following of the printed act.

This provides that the taxpayer who elects to treat the fair market
value of property as the amount of the contribution shall regard this
contribution as a sale and shall be liable for the tax on the gain.

Because our library receives many grants from foundations and
gifts of securities from individuals, I have a natural interest in the
tax provisions with respect to these. So does our whole university and
the whole national structure of charitable and educational institu-
tions. But I believe that gifts in kind (books, manuscripts pictures)
present a more complicated and less well-understood problem, and I
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will limit myself to this area, feeling confident that the foundations
and potential donors or recipients of securities have already beeni
fully heard, but that donors or recipients of gifts in kind have not.

There has certainly been abuse of the existing credits which tax-
payers are allowed for gifts to libraries and museum%. Reforms are
desirable, and the new statute should be drawn to bar abuse by greedy
persons masquerading as patrons.

But such persons are a very small minority among. donors to li-
braries and museums, the overwhelming majority of whom are, accord-
intg to my experience, genuinely motivated by a wish to contribute to
the preservation in America of man's cultural heritage. And the
ability of our libraries and museums to continue increasing their re-
sources for the use of all students and scholars and for the educational
enjoyment of the public is far too important to be endangered by a
few perons who use the role of donor for selfiish profit. The law must
not destroy great benefit in pursuit of lesser evil. The bathwater yes,
but not the baby.

No staff members of any legitimate libraries or museums oppose
legislation to prevent the abuse of gift benefits; indeed, such a reform
would provide welcome relief from the constant vigilance they now
exercise to avoid involvement with donors of questionable motive.
But it is not necessary, it is not tolerable to endanger the whole struc-
ture of benefits for legitimate gifts which has made possible the
unique growth in America of resources, both in quantity and in quality,
for education, research, and public edification.

I have spoken in generalities, with which Senators must already
be surfeited, and surfe-ited sufficiently to know that there are generali-
ties of two kinds: those designed to sweep inconvenient facts under the
rug, and those which extract. for consideration the essence of a mass
of disparate data. Let me for a moment present some facts.

The first fact is that, under the present regulations, however abused,
the collections of American libraries and museums have in recent
years grown at such a rite as is not equaled, except by conquest or
theft, in the whole history of the world. Let me speak of what I know
best. The Belnecke Rare "Book and Manuscript Library at Yale, since
it opened in 1963, has acquired material for special research, through
coitributions in funds or in kind, equal in importance to similar mate-
rial acquired during the entire 260 years since the founding of Yale.
I do not say this boastfully, for it is not of my doing. It is the concrete
result of (among other factors such as loyalty to the institution) the
tax benefits presently allowed.

Disbelief will quickly be dissipated by looking abroad. There are
no similar provisions in the tax laws of foreign countries. And, as a
result, libraries and museums there are starving. One of the world's
greatest libraries, the Bodleian Library at Oxford University, depends
on major help from American friends who believe in the growth of
libraries everywhere. The flow of books, manuscripts, and pictures tothis country results from private purchase or from institutional pur-

chase made possible by gifts. It would slow to a trickle if foreign
owners of books, manuscripts, and pictures were not driven to sell by
the absence of tax benefits in their own countries.

Such limitation of tax benefits for legiitmate gifts as are proposed
will produce the'same result here. Not only will American acquisitions
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of culturally important. material decline. but, the tide will also reverse.
It will become more attractive for American owners of private collec-
tions to dispose of them by sale abroad, where prices are higher, and
the yields from such sales may not be repatriated. But much more im-
portant than any financial consideration is the dissipation of cultural
resources already in America or accumulated in the future. Those who
have the instinct of the collector will, in any country and under any
statutes, bring together material which is much more meaningful for
world scholarshi when it is together than when it. is scattered. Gifts
to institutions of such whole collections, often the result of a lifetime
of effort, preserve for future scholars all these related materials in one
place where they can be consulted not only together but also in associa-
tion with the whole array of reference works.

Among many across our country, let, me adduce three examples in
this city: the Rational Gallery of Art, the Smithsonian Institution,
and your own distinguished Library of Congress. All of these are
places of recourse for scholars from all over the world. None of then
would be as great as it is without the encouragement of gifts by exist-
ing tax benefits, or would grow at the same rate as it has in the past, if
tax benefits for gifts are restricted in the manner proposed in H.R.
13270.

I do not know whether the heads of these great national collections
have testified before this committee. I do not, know whether gifts to
them will be excepted from the provisions of the 1969 act. But I am
sure that if gifts to these three national collections are to be subject
to the act, the heads of these three institutions will agree with me that
gifts to them will be seriously curtailed, and the national cultural herit-
age will be the poorer.

The second fact, which I am sure this distinguished committee
understands is that rare books, manuscripts, pictures, are not rich
men's playthings. Such visual, literary, and historical materials, for
whatever motive they may have been collected, are the necessary in-
gredients, the very stuff (through use and exhibition) of education,
research, and public improvement.

The fact that rare books and manuscripts are used I can confirm
from my own experience. At the Belnecke Library we have over 10,000
registered readers; we supply for readers' use between 65,000 and
70,000 books and manuscripts in an average year; and about 90,000
visitors come to see our exhibitions. Other rare-book libraries will
exhibit similar statistics, and of course attendance figures at the major
art museums of the country are very much larger. And the great
majority of the books, manmscripts, and picture s that these visitors
come to use or to see have been given to the institutions through the
ecouragement of the existing tax benefits.

Let me, for the next fact, take my own circumstance as an example.
For 40 years, on a modest income, I lhve collected books and manu-
gcripts relating to the English author Samuel Johnson. I have used
this collection for my own research; it has been used by the editors
of the various volumes of the Yale edition of Samuel Johnson; it is
available to all other scholars in the field; and I have always intended
to give it to Yale. Indeed, it, has been formed in concert with Yale,
and I liave purchased books for my own collection that are not at Yale
with the understanding that they will be given to the library.
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I estimate that, the present fail- market value of the collection is about
10 times my cost. Ifimy gift, of this collection to Yale is to be treated
as a sale by which I become liable to tax on the gain (as the act
proposes) I will not be able to afford the gift, the collection will
be sold at auction abroad, and the aim of a Ifetime of collecting for
the benefit of my alma mater will be vain.

Tax reform that is truly responsible must distinguish between the
speculator who purchases for the sole purpows of estal-ishing a futnre
tax benefit by a gift that has ap1eciated in value, or th. artist, writer,
or public figure who seeks an inflated valuation of ti gift, of self-
created materials, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, the finanii.
eiaily disinterested collector who assembles pictures, books, mntai-
scripts for his own purposes, holds them for his own use and that of
other scholars, and then wishes to benefit future scholarshilp by the gift
of his collection to an institution.

It is a matter of great. difficulty to determine the criterion for tax
liability on account of gifts. I suggest that the fairest criterion milht
be the motive for which prol)erty is acquired. If property is a grand-
father's dairy, of no monetary value when it. was created, preserved
by family piety, later proved to be of both historical and financial
value, or if the property has been collected by purchase for scholarly
purposes and has incidentally increased in value, then it would be Ipo-
sible to find a form of words for a test which would preserve the
scholarly value permanently by gift to an institution without incur-ring a tax liability.

i-do not pretend to be a legislative draftsman. I would not presume
to tell this committee how the just distinction I perceive between the
profit motive and the true collecting motive should be translated into
statute. But I know that., if the distinction is not made, every library
and museum in this country will suffer bitterly by a decline in gifts,
and that later generations of scholars will wonder [t the legislation by
which in 1909 gifts to libraries and museums were suddenly dried ul).
The tax structure may in future years be amended so as at one time
to favor and at. one time to impede gifts to libraries and museums, but
the gifts themselves, the books, the manuscripts, the l)icturs, that will
be lost to institutions by the act of 19069 wilf then be gone beyond re-
covery. They will not.be lost just to our library, or just to our univer-
sity; they will be lost to the whole American people. The responsibility
for the preservation of our cultural heritage which rests on you
fentilemen who will frame this year's statute is both heavy andhaunting.. .

Tho public good is served if cultural materials privately assembled
are given to places of public use, and it is the business of the law
to encourage such gifts within legitimate limitations. A law that will
prevent such. gifts, and encourage the dispersal of collections by public
sale instead of their gift to institutions where they will be available
to all comers, is contrary to the public interest. I cannot believe that
this committee its wisdom will sponsor such an act.

I am deeply grateful to the committee for the opportunity to present
myvi~ws, and I shall gladly attempt to answer any questions its
members may care to put to me. -

'Senator BjENFmrr. Thank you very much, Mr. Liebert. Under the
chairman's rule we may not ask any questions unless you have some.
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Thank you.
1)id I)r. Kenneth Clark return?
All right. The last witness then is Mr. ,Johl iM. Staluaker, president

emeritus, National Merit Scholarship Corp.Mr. STrT.,NKEA. Thank you, Mr.C hairman.
Senator Bm-NE'rr. Mr. Stalnaker, I think you are No. 369, and that

is the number of witnesses this committee has heard since it began
these hearings.
Mr. S'rALNAKEI. Thank you.
Senator BENNE'I'r. I asked them if they could not please turn up

one more. so we could have a nice round figure, but I am not, going to
call for volunteers.

STATEMENT OF JOHN M. STALNAKER, PRESIDENT EMERITUS,
NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP CORP.

Mis. STA.\iNAIPII. My name is ,ohn M. Stalnaker, and I am l)lresi-
dent emeritus of the National Merit Se'holatshi) Cori)., with which
I have been associated since its founding and deve lol)ment.

This corporation operates the Nation's two most widely known and
influential but privately sul)ported public scholarship coml)etitions,
the national merit program and the national achievement scholarship
program for outstanding Negro students. Some 800,000 students enter
these programs each year, representing about 17,500 high schools in
the country.

We a'e .sll)portod by some 500 Sj)Onso l'ig organizations whivh spon-
sor merit and achievement scliolarshil)s. These include cor,)oratons,.
colleges, labor unions, )rofessional societies individuals, and private
foundations, including many corporate foundations.

In no'case, however, are the awards of tleir scholarships directed
to in(lividuals. The awards are made by the National Merit Scholar-
ship Corp. The programs are extremely competitive, as is detailed
in our written testimony.

Many of the sponsors provide funds for completely unrestricted
scholarships that anyone can win. Almost all of them also offer scholar.
ships for the most outstanding students who meet, certain criteria of
interest to them. Thus, the Army and Air Force central welfare funds
limit their scholarships entirely to children of members of these
services.

Corporations and corporate foundations Iprovide awards for the
most highly qualified children of employees.

Labor unions specify children of members. Those wishing to help
Negro students use the facilities of the national achievement scholar-
ship program for outstanding Negro students.

National Merit, Scholarship Corp. has been ruled to be an exempt
organization under section t01(c)(3)of the Internal Revenue Code.

WVe believe that it will continue to be an exeml)t organization under
the changes in the tax reform bill of 1969, and would also qualify as a
publicly supported organization.

Most of the 500 scholarship donors are also not private foundations.
However, a significant number are, and while they do not make

their scholarship gants directly to individuals, thie restrictions of this
bill dealing with li rect grants to individual may b subject to differ-
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ing interpretations. This may result in interruption or widespread
cancellation of completely desirable scholarship programs, and we
do not believe this to be in the national interest.

We are concerned with section 4945(e), pertaining to taxable ex-
penditures, which requires that individual grants be "awarded on an
ol)jective and nondiscriminatory basis pursuant to a procedure ap-
proved in advanceby the Secretary or his delegate."

We fear that this standard may be so imprecise as to cause a private
foundation to hesitate to award scllarships, even to the winners of
bona fide scholarship competitions such as that conducted by National
Merit Scholarship Corp. ecause an advance ruling must be obtained
and because of the severe penalties attaching should such a grant be
ruled to be a taxable exenditure, sone private foundations may be in-
clined to suspend their scholarship support activities pending
clarification..

We do not believe that the word "nondiscriminatory," as read in
the bill, is meant to affect competitive scholarship programs with
criteria similar to ones that are limited to children of members of the
Armed Forces, to children of employees of corporations, or who are
Negroes, or American Indians, or children from low-income families.
But some private foundations may not wish to risk the severe penalties
to find out.

We are also concerned with the employment of the word "nondis-
criminatory" because of the possibility that the wording and inter-
pretations which may develop concerning it in the (ontext of the pro-
visions governing private foundations will he extended and used as
precedents in Treasury rulings on other scholarship programs.

National Merit Scholarship Corp., for instance, operates one of the
Nation's major competitive scholarship programs for Negro students.
We think that the Nation truly would be the loser if this voluntary
program which is entirely privately supported, were to become the
unintentional and indirect vict-im of this biIIl.

The black community would have lost a valued friend.
We are also concerned that some private foundations which are

donors to national public scholarship competitions administered by
organizations which the Treasury has ruled tax exempt may now con-
clude that for safety's sake, they should now also get a Treasury ruling
themselves for their scholarship grants to that program.

Obtaining a ruling typically requires many mioths, and could result
in substantial interruptions of these activities and the Nation's more
able students would be the losers.

Some clarification of the bill is needed where grants to individuals
are concerned, especially to undergraduate students. 'he. public Sup-
ports public scholarship competitions which are important to the na-
tional welfare, as interest in the Merit program attests. Private foun-
dations play an important part in making such competitions possible.
Regardless of the intent if this bill, we believe that some interpreta-
tions may place new restrictions on these worthy activities.

The possible severe penalties associated with imisinterpretations may
cause some donolrs who want to be certain beyond a shadow of a doubt
to cancel their scholarship programs . .

There are undoubtedly a number of ways in which the ambiguity of
section 4945(e) might be eliminated.
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One possibility might be to simply exempt from the bill expendituresfor UNl(dergraduaIte scholarships, the winners of which are chosen ill a
bona fide competition conducted by an independent organization which
has been rule(l exem,) by the Treasury.

Wobelieve that tile ) rol)lem areas we lei'ceive ill the tax bill as noV
wyritt.n could cause interrul)tion or curtailment of important scholar-
ship programs which are ill the. Nation's best interest.

There may also be unfortunate imnplicationsI in section 4941 and
4940 for scholarship programs supported by private foundatiolis. Our
detailed testimony suggests llmd i Hcations to avoid these results.

'Ye would hope that modification will be made in these provisions.
Thank you very much.
S0enator I3ENNrIr. Ihank you ,very ihieli, r. Stalnaker.
(Mr. Stalnaker's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF TIE NATIONAL MERIT SCIIoLARSHIP CORPORATION, PRESENTED BY
JOiN M. STANAKER, PRESIDENT .MERITUS

SUM-MARY

My nain In John M. Stalnaker. I am president emeritus of National Merit
Sclolarship Corporation of Evanston, Illinois, and have been associated with
it since its founding in 1955.

I am executive director of the Commission on Presidential Scholars, chairman
of the Midwest Regional Panel for White House Fellows, and have served as
chairman of the Board of Foreign Scholarships (Fulbright Program). Presently
I anm also a member of the Board of Higher Education of the State of Illinois.

National Merit Scholarship Corporation operates the nation's two most widely
knoin and most Influential public scholarship) conl)ettions-the National Merit
Scholarship Prograni and the National Achievement Scholarship Program for
outstanding Negro students. Some 800,000 students enter these programs each
year representing over 17,500 high schools. Over 25,000 scholarships have been
awarded to date.

Some 500 organizations sponsor the scholarships, Including corporations, col-
leges, labor unions, professional societies, other organizations, individuals, as
well as private foundations, Including many corporate foundations.

In no case do the 500 sponsoring organizations of the Merit and Achievement
programs award their scholarships directly to individuals; the awards are made
by National Merit Scholarship Corporation.

The programs are extremely competitive as is detailed in our written testi-
niony. Most of-the whiners are in the uplpr one half of 1% of the secondary
school graduates.

Many of the sponsors provide funds for completely unrestricted scholarships
that anyone can win. Almost all of them also offer scholarships for the most
outstanding students who meet certain criteria of interest to them. Thus, the
Ariny and Air Force Central Welfare Funds linit their scholarships entirely
to children of members of these services. Corporations and corporate foundations
provide awards for the most highly qualified children of employees. Labor
unions specify children of members. Those wishing to help Negro students use
the facilities of the National Achievement Scholarship Program for outstanding
Negro students.

National Merit Scholarship Corporation has been ruled to be nnexenipt
organization under Section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code. We believe
that it will continue to be an exempt organization under the changes in the
Tax Reform Bill of 1069, and would also qualify as a publicly supported orga-
nization. Contributions to it would continue to Ie deductible by the donors
under Section 170 of the code.

Most of the 600 scholarship donors are also not private foundations. However,
a significant number are, and while they do not make their scholarship) grants
-directly to individuals, the restrictions of this bil dealing with direct grants
to Individuals may be subject to differing iliterpretations. This may result in
interruption or widespread cancellation of completely desirable scholarship
-programs, and we would not believe this to be in the national interest. We are
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concerned with Section 4945(e), pertaining to taxable expenditures, which re-
quires that individual grants be "awared on .an objective and nondiscriminatory
basis pursuant to a procedure approved in advance by the Secretary or his
delegate."

We fear that this standard may be so imprecise as to cause a private founda-
tion to hesitate to award scholarships, even to the winners of bona fide scholar-
ship competitions such as that conducted by National Merit Scholarship
Corporation. Because an advance ruling must be obtained and because of the
severe penalties attaching should such a grant be ruled to be a taxable expend-
iture, some private foundations may be inclined to suspend their scholarship
support activities pending clarification.

We do not believe that the word nondiscriminatory, as read in the bill, is
meant to affect competitive scholarship programs with criteria similar to ones
that are limited to children of members of the armed forces, to children of
employees of corporations, or who are Negroes, or American Indians. or children
from low income families. But some private foundations may not wish to risk
the severe penalties to find out.

We are also concerned with the employment of the word nondiscriminatory
because of the possibility that the wording and Interpretations which may develop
concerning it in the context of the provisions governing private foundations will
be extended and used as precedents in Treasury rulings on other scholarship
programs. National Merit Scholarship Corporation, for instance, operates one
of the nation's major competitive scholarship programs for Negro students. We
think that the nation truly would be the loser If this voluntary program, which
Is entirely privately supported, were to become the unintentional and Indirect
vhtlmn of this bill. The Negro community would have lost a valued friend.

We are also concerned that some private foundations which are donors to
national public scholarship competitions administered by organizations which
the Treasury has ruled tax-exempt may now conclude that for safety's sake,
they should now also get a Treasury ruling themselves for their scholarship
grants to that program. Obtaining a ruling typically requires many months.
and could result in substantial interruptions of these activities and the nation's
more able students would be the losers.

Some clarification of the bill is needed where grants to individuals are con-
cerned, especially to undergraduate students. The public supports public scholar-
ship competitions which are important to the national welfare, as interest in
the Merit Program attests. Private foundations play an important part lit making
such competitions possible. Regardless of the Intent of this bill. we believe that
some interpretations may place new restrictions on these worthy activities. The
possible penalties associated with misinterpretations may cause sone donors
who want to be certain beyond a shadow of a doubt to cancel their scholarship
programs.

There are undoubtedly a number of ways in which the ambiguity of Section
.1945(e) might be eliminated.

Ofle possibility might be to simply exempt front the bill expenditures for
undergraduate scholarships, the winners of which are chosen lit a bona fide
competition conducted by an independent organization which has been ruled
exempt by the Treasnry.

Another approach might be to exclude front the term taxable expenditures,
"scholarship and fellowship grants which are subject to the provisions of Section
117(a) and are to be used for study at an educational Institution described In
Section 170(b) (1) (B) (1i)", the language used in section 4941(d) (2) (a) (11)
of the Tax Reform Bill of 1960.

There may also be unfortunate implications In Sections 4941 and 4946 for
scholarship programs supported by private foundations. These have to do with
self.dealing and disqualified persons. As our more detailed testimony Indicates,
these sections might be interpreted to bar a highly qualified student front win-
ning a scholarship because the father was a substantial stockholder of a corpo.
ration. Our detailed testimony suggests modifications to avoid this result

We believe that the problem areas we perceive In the tax bill as now written
could cikuse Interruption or curtailment of Important scholarship programs
which are in the nation's best Interest. We also believe that some modification
In the manner which we have suggested or in some other appropriate manner
is necessary to eliminate these problem areas. We urge that such modification be
considered.
.We are at your disposal to explain further any aspects of this testimony

either with the committee or with the appropriate members of your staff.
I
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STATEMENT

My name is John 1. Stahnaker. I am president emeritus of National Merit

Scholarship Corporation of Evanston, Illinois, and have been associated with it

.sice its founding in 1955.
I am executive director of the Commission on Presidential Scholars, chairman

of the Midwest Regional Panel for White House Fellows, and have served as

chairman of the Board of Foreign Scholarships (Fullbrlght Program). Presently

I am also a member of the Board of Higher Education of the State of Illinois.

National Merit Scholarship Corporation operates the nation's two most. widely

known and most intluential public scholarship competitions-the National Merit

Scholarship Program and the National Achievement Scholarship Program for

outstanding Negro students. Some 800,000 students enter these programs each

year representing over 17,500 high schools.
''lie primary objective of these two nation-wide programs is to identify publicly

cach year the most promising high school seniors in the 50 states-oni a state by

state basis-and to encourage scholarship donors throughout the 'ilted State s

to provide these students with the financial assistance they need to attend college.

The National Merit Scholarship Program is now in its 15th year, and over

25,600 scholarships have been awarded in these Merit and Achievement programs

to date. This year some 12,000 students will be it college with assistance from

N1HC and several times as many will have been benelited in some way from

liartlclpation lin the program.
The scholarship assistance awarded to students through the Merit and Achieve-

nient Scholarship programs comes from some 500 sponsoring organizations, a total

which has increased each year. These include corporations, colleges, labor unions,

professional societies, other organizations, individuals, as well as private founda-

tions, including many corporate foundations. This complex of sponsors, nearly

all nongovernmental, but including such federal instrumentadities as the U.S.

Army and Air Force Central Welfare Funds, makes it iossilie for this country

to have a massive public talent search and the stimulation of a 50-state scholar-

ship competion without dependence upon federal or state funds.

li no case do the 500 sponsoring organzuttlons of the livrl[ aA, Achievement

programs award their scholarships directly to individuals. A group of Merit

and Achievement finalists are selected by rigorously defined procedures.

The selected students in the Merit program for example, are in the upper one

half of 1% of the secondary school graduates. They are so highly selected that

all are assumed to be fully qualified for scholarship help. The object of the Merit

program is to obtain financial assistance to the extent such assistance is required

by the student so that all of the finalists will be able to attend the college of their

choice and to study in the field of their Interest. Sponsors are invited to support

scholarships for any of the finalists since every finalist is qualified and they may

define the type of person they wish to have receive their awards. However, the

awards are made by N1SC and where appropriate, the need for financial aid is

determined by NMSO and NMSC handles all details administering the scholarship.

While no Merit scholarships are awarded to anyone who does not qualify as

a finalist, some sponsors wish to offer a fixed number of awards each year and in

those cases NMSC, where it cannot meet the full requirements from the finalists,

will award a special scholarship to the next candidate in line who meets the

criteria for that award. The selection of special scholars is made by NMSC and

the scholarships administered by NMSC and all details handled in a way which

is parallel to that of the Merit program.
The Merit Scholarship sponsors, collectively, offer some 1000 Merit Scholarships

each year that can be won by any student in the country-they are completely

unrestricted as to who can win. Winners are chosen by a national committee of

educators skilled in academic selection.
Nearly all the sponsors, including the private foundations, also offer Merit and

Achievement and Special scholarships for the most outstanding students who

meet criteria of interest to the sponsors and these total 2700 a year at present.

For example, the Army Central Welfare Fund and the Air Force Central

Welfare Fund limit their Merit Scholarships to children of members of the U.S.

Army and the U.S. Air Force.
Several hundred corporations and corporate foundations, besides giving un-

restricted Merit Scholarships, provide awards for the most highly qualified chil-

dren of employees.
Over a hundred and fifty colleges provide that their Merit Scholarships be

awarded to Merit finalists who choose to attend their colleges.
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Labor unions specify some of their awards for children of members, a medicvil
research fund for potential workers Il the health care field, etc. Organizations
wishing to award scholarships to tile nation's outstanding Negro students use the
facilities of the National Achievement Scholarship Program in a similar nmnnner.

National Merit Scholarship Corporation has been ruled to be fnl exempt orgaini-
zation under Section 501 (.) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1934. We believe
that It would continue to be an exempt organization under tile changes in tile
Tax Reform Bill of 1969 and would also qualify as a publicly supported orgail-
zation. Contributions to it would continue to be deductible by the donors under
Section 170 of the code. National Merit Scholarship Corporation itself will be
affected by the Tax Reform Bill of 1969 chiefly If the Influence of the bill causes
sponsors to withdraw s-holarship support in the face of possible severe govern-
ment penalties.

Most NM80 donors are not private foundations and would not be directly
affected. However, a significant number of the donors are private foundations
that do come under the bill. These sponsoring foundations do not make their
scholarship grants directly to Individuals, but to NMSC, and to this extent they
would not constitute the type of activity at which the bill seems to aim.

However, it appears to us that the sections of this bill dealing with direct
grants to individuals may be subject to differing Interpretations, and could
unintentionally affect the continuity of various Independently operated scholar-
ship activities which are in tile public Interest but which make scholarship awards
directly to able students.

We fear that the enactment of this legislation in its present form will cause
sponsors of completely desirable scholarship programs to suspend their scholar-
ship programs until further clarification Is made. Such effects could result in
widespread cancellation of privately supported scholarship activities and thus
would be undesirable for education generally. It would not be in the national
interest if there were, at this time, a significant reduction in undergraduate
scholarship support by private foundations, both because It would reduce tile
amount of student aid available nationally, and even more significantly because
the nation would lose the very important side benefits of these activities--talent
search and student encouragement.

In particular, we are concerned with Sections 4945(e), 4941 and 4946 of the
Tax Reform Act as they may relate to grants made by private foundations
directly to individual undergraduate students and students about to enter college.

Specifically, Section 4945(e), pertaining to taxable expenditures, requires that
individual grants must be "awarded on an objective and nondiscriminatory
basis pursuant to a procedure approved in advance by the Secretary or his
delegate." We fear that this standard may be so imprecise as to cause a private
foundation to hesitate to award scholarships, even to the winners of bona fide
scholarship competitions such as that conducted by National Merit Scholarship
Corporation. Because an advance ruling must be obtained and because of the
severe penalties attaching should such a grant be ruled to be a taxable expendi-
ture, some private foundations may be inclined to suspend their scholarship
support activities pending clarification.

Ill a sense, any scholarship competition by its very nature must be discrimina-
tory. A scholarship competition distinguishes winners from losers.

This point aside, a great iny scholarship activities in this country are
discriminatory In the sense that the donor, even if It be the federal government.
limits eligibility to students who meet some specified criteria. Some examples are
programs that are:

1. Limited to children of members of the Air Force and Army.
2. Limited to members of certain churches.
3. Limited to children of employees of companies.
4. Limited to Negroes, or American Indians.
5. Limited to students willing to attend a certain college.
0. Limited to members of a Boys' Club from a certain city.
7. Limited to students front low income families.
8. Limited to students wishing to major in certain fields.

There are many other types.
One commonly used criterion is that of being a child of an employee of a

sponsoring corporation. Many corporatelfonndations have scholarship programs
for children of employees. In fact, ninny of tile Merit Scholarships alid Achieve-
mnt scholarships for outstanding Negro students are designed for children
of employees. The number of students receiving awards Is d very small fraction

i
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of the total number of employee children of the age groul--tlie programs tre
extremely competitive. There is a very large number of non-winners for every
winner.

We do not believe that the word nondlscriinatory as read in the lill, is meant
to affect such programs, but some private foundations may not wish to risk the
severe penalties to find out.

We are also concerned with the employment of the word nondiscriminatory
because of tile possibility that the wording and interpretations which may develop
concerning it in the context of the provisions governing private foundations will
be extended and used- as precedents in Treasury rulings on otlher scholarship
programs. National Merit Scholarship Corporation, for Instance, operates one
of the nation's major competitive scholarship progranis for Negro students. We
think that the nation truly would be the loser If this voluntary program, which Is
entirely privately supported, were to become the unintentional and Indirect victim
of this bill. Tihe Negro community would have lost a valued friend.
We are also concerned that some private foundations which are donors to

national public scholarship competitions administered by organizations which
the Treasury has ruled tax-exempt may now conclude that for safety's sake,
they should now also get a Treasury ruling themselves for their scholarship
grants to that program. Obtaining a ruling typically requires many months, and
could result in substantial Interruptions of these activities and the nation's
more able students would be the losers.

Some clarification of the bill Is needed where grants to Individuals are con-
cerned, especially to undergraduate students. The public supports public scholar-
ship competitions which are Important to tile national welfare, as interest in the
Merit Program attests. Private foundations play an important part in making
such competitions possible. Regardless of the Intent, of this bill, we believe that
some interpretations may place new restrictions on these worthy activities. The
possible penalties associated with mis-interpretatihns may cause some donors
who want to be certain beyond a shadow of a doubt to cancel their scholarship
programs.

There are undoubtedly a number of ways in which the ambiguity of Section
4945 (e) might be eliminated.

One possibility might be to simply exempt from the 1ill expenditures for
undergraduate scholarships, the winners of which are chosen In a bona fide
competition conducted by an independent organization which has been ruled
exempt by the Treasury.

Another approach might be to exclude from the terni taxable expenditures.
"scholarship and fellowship grants which are subject to the provisions of
Section 117(a) and are to be used for study at an educational Institution de.
scribed In Section 170(b) (1) (B) (Hi)", the language used In Section 4941(d) (0)
(ii) of the Tax Reform Bill of 1969.

There also may be unfortunate I, pllcatlons in Sections 4941 and 4940 for
scholarship programs which are supported by private foundations. Section 4941
pertains to self-dealing between private foundations and disqualifled persons.
Section 4940 defines disqualified persons to be, among others, members of
families who own more than 20 of the voting control of a corporation which is
a substantial contributor to the private foundation. Among the acts which will
be considered to amount to self-dealing under Section 4941 are the "tralisfer to or
use by a disqualified person of the income or assets of the private foundation"
and "agreement by the private foundation to make any payment of money or
other property to a government official ...." Section 4941(d) (2) (0) (1i) specifl.
cally exempts scholarship ald fellowship grants from the peallities for self-
dealing, but only In the case of government officials. The presence of this limited
exemption Ill the statute in its present form leads to the imlfleation that other
scholarship payments will not be so exempted. As a result, It could be Inter.
preted that the child of a substantial stockholder of a corporation, qualified Ill
every other way as a recipient of a scholarship, would be disqualified. Whilh we
do not believe that tills result was Ilnteided, even If it was Intended we believe
any abuses alt which it might have been directed are adequately prevented by
Sections 117 and 1170.
The absence of any significant number of either Treasury rulings or reported

cases Indicates to us that this has not been an area In which there has been
abuse by private foundations. Our lersonl experience supports this conclusion.

Therefore, we would again suggest some modification of the bill as presently
written. One pogsible.way of taking care of this problem might be to extend the
exemption of qualified scholarship payments from the self-dealing provisions so

33-805-6-pt. 6-02
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that it would apply to all such scholarship payments and not Just to those made
to government officials or their children. Of course, there may be other wayb of
solving this problem.

We believe that the problem areas we perceive in the tax bill as now written
could cause interruption or curtailment of important scholarship programs which
are in the nation's best interest. We also believe that some modification in the
manner which we have suggested or in some other appropriate manner is neces-
sary to eliminate these problem areas. We urge that such modification be
considered.

We are tat your disposal to explain further any aspects of this testimony either
with the Committee or with the appropriate members of your staff.

Senator BENxrrr. I understand I)r. Kenneth Clark has just come
in. Is he here?

Will you come forward, then, and you become the last witness.
Semtor Fx-Ix. The most sought-after witness of all the witnesses

we have had before use.
Senator BFNNE'r. Dr. Kenneth Clark of Metropolitan Applied

Research Center.

STATEMENT OF DR. KENNETH B. CLARK, PRESIDENT,
METROPOLITAN APPLIED RESEARCH CENTER, INC.

Dr. CIl.RK. I want to thank the committee for permitting me to
testify. I think this is the first testimony that I have ever given on my
own initiative, but I feel this matter before us is so important--

Senator BkNNE'Tr. Will you talk into the microphone a little more
clearly ? It is hard for us to hear you.

1)r. CLARK. I believe that the legislation being discussed is of such
importance that I sort of broke a long-standing rule of my own never
to initiate a request for testifying.

I am particularly concerned about this legislation, as my written
remarks indicate, for two reasons:

First because of my life involvement and career as a social scientist
who believes that desired social change, the struggle for justice and
equality and decency in our society, can be obtained through rational
process, through man's attempt to use his intelligence to pan how to
make a society more equitable.

.In my work as a social scientist, both with graduate and under-
graduate students, I assert in the very beginning that this is my
faith and my hope-that human intelligence can counteract human
irrationality.

The second reason is very closely related to the first namely my
role as president of the Metropolitan Applied Reseaxch center in kew
York, which is attempting to .test whether the rational intelligent
planning approach to social change can be effective.

I believe that there are some serious questions about this proposed
legislation, particularly the section which would prohibit any attempt
to influence-legislation through an attempt to affect the opinion of the
general public or any segment thereof or any attempt to influence
legislation through private communication with any member or em.
ployee of a legislative body or with any other person who may par-
ticipate in the formulation of legislation other than through making
available the results of nonpartisan analysis or research. I believe that
those are the most'disturbing andldangerous portions largely because
of a meeting from which I have just come. The committee should
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know that I just left the office of Herbert Stein, a member of the
President's Council on Economic Advisors, where ill my role as presi-
dent of the Metropolitan Applied Research Center, and as the former
coordinator of the Institute for Black Elected Officials, I was doing
p)recisely what this legislation would prohibit.

Mr. Stein, a representative from HEW, a representative from the
office of the Secretary of the Treasury, and four Negroes were sitting
around the table rationally, calmly, w ith mutual respect and under-
standing, discussing the implications of some of the administration's
policies for the black community throughout the Nation, North and
South.

I was doing this in my role as president of the Metropolitan Applied
Research ('ceter. lr. l']iyllis Wallace, an iiuialyst in my office, had )ut
together a plan containing various subjects to be discussed with Mr.
Stein and which reflected our concern that Federal programs could be
administered in such a way as to increase problems rather than to
solve problems.

Iy associate, Dr. Farrar, who came with me here, said, "Do you
think it would be wise to share this fact with the Senate Finance
Committee?

I said, "Yes, it is wise because it is directly related to our concern."
Restrictive legislation, legislation which would interfere with the

right of responsible social scientists to do relevant research, research
relating to social action and social policy and social change, any such
legislation which would impair this would not only interfere with aca-
demic freedom but would, it seems to me, increase the chances of non-
rational, volatile, emotional, and what 1 have been criticized for call-
ing, mindless rhetoric and action becoming the dominant ways in
which deprived people sought social change.

The MARC Corp. was founded by foundations at my request to test
the degree to which it is possible to use intelligent and rational analy-
sis and methods to bring about social change.

Some of the more extreme "militant" members of the minority coin-
mnunity criticized this approach from the very begiing, with the
usual cliches, such as "lackeys of the establishment.' For these indivi-
duals any Negro or white or minority group person who sought and
obtained grants from foundations was by virtue of that fact demon-
strating that he was an Uncle Tom or that he was an agent of the
establishment; they sometimes have been rather explicit in saying that
the rational approach to achieving social change is doomed to failure,
it just cannot work. And those of us who are identified with this ap-
* preach have been called all sorts of names.

It is my deep belief that this type of legislation would strengthen
the nonrationa.lists, would strengthen not just their rhetoric, but their
reality, and would celainly weaken those of us who qre identified with
seeking admittedly difficult, frustrating, not-easy-to-come-by rational
and demcratie answers to long-standing social problems.

In summary, then, our statement maintains that the proposed legis-
lation restricting foundations' support of social action oriented groups
would be dangerous, and that it would deny congressional support for
action research in the public interest while Congress itself continues
-to subsidize nonsocial change, private, profitable interests.
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We believe it. would be dangerouss, also, because it would undernmine
the uniquely American system of private support for the public good
through the foundations, and would thereby increase reliance upo~l
already heavily committed public funds.

My own feeling is that if such legislation were passed the availability
of public funds for social change and social change activity would be
limited.

Senator BENNE'-r. I am sorry, fley are voting on the floor of the
Senate, and we have no choice but to run. Your statement will be put
in the record complete.

Dr. CLOARK. Thank you, Sir.
(Dr. Clark's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF DR. KENNEThi B. CLARK, PRESIDENT, METROPOLITAN APPLIED RE-

SEARCH CENTER, INC.

SUMMARY

The proposed legislation restricting foundation support of social action-oriented
research would be dangerous because:

1. It would deny congressional support for research in the public Interest
while the Congress continues to subsidize profitable private interests;

2. It would undermine the uniquely American system of private support for
public good through foundations, and would, thereby, increase reliance upon
already heavily coinnlted public funds;

3. It would withhold from legislatures and from the public the significant
findings of action-oriented applied research;

4. It would curtail or destroy many promising experiments in education, social
welfare, and civil rights by denying the right of a "private operating founda-
tion" to receive more than 25% of Its income from a single source;

5. It would injure the poor, the deprived, and minorities most of all;
(;. it would encourage foundations to withdraw from applied social research

or to "play It safe" by avoiding areas of public policy;
7. It would gravely weaken the confidence of the poor and deprived and those

in urban ghettos-particularly the young-in the feasibility of non-violent ra-
tional means of social change of just grievances and encourage a cynical reliance
on non-rational devices, stimulating urban explosions and other violent responses
consistent with hopelessness and despair.

American democracy has survived precisely because it has developed flexible
means for rational processes of necessary social change. Therefore, It is urgent
that the proposed legislation, which would endanger that flexibility, be
reconsidered.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, my name Is Kenneth B. Clark. I am professor of psychology at
the City University of New York and President of the Metropolitan Applied Re-
search Center, an organization incorporated in New York State.

Let me begin by thanking you, your committee, and the members of your staff
for enabling me to appear today to testify on the Tax Reform Act of 1009 as it
affects private foundations. From time to time during the past 20 years or so. I
have been asked to testify before a Congressional Conlittee. If my memory is
accurate, I have never previously initiated a request to be heard in these chain-

bers. I have done so now because I am deeply concerned about the implications
of the legislation before you.

I should like to address my own remarks In regard to the Tax Reform Bill not

to the specific prohilbitions against the expenditure of funds by foundatlonst-
against voter registration, against activities intenled to effect legislation, and a

tax on foundation income-but, rather, to the Implications of the bill as they
would affect the democratic process.

Th'l1e bill now before this conunittee w9uhl prohibit foundations from:
(a) any attempt to influence legislation through all attempt to affect the

opinion of the general public or any segment thereof, and
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(b) any attempt to influence legislation through private conununication
with any member or employee of a legislative body, or with any other person
who may participate in the formulation of the legislation, other than through
making available the results of non-partisan analysis or research.

Through this provision that no program can be undertaken which Is intended
to Influence legislation through approaches to members of legislative bodies or
through public opilion, Congress would attack action-oriented social research
devoted to the public interest while It continues to permit intensive lobbying by
vested private interests, such as oil, medicine, agriculture. Groups concerned
for self-interest are nfny and rich. They do not need tax exemption (though
many are heavily subsidized by various forms of tax exemptions and kovern-
mental subsidies, and in other ways). Those concerned with the public interest,
on the other hand, are few, and their total assets are relatively small compared
to the wealthy coffers of private interests. How ironic If Congress should aban-
don Its primary responsibility, which is the public interest, while continuing to
give support to profitable private interests.

Private foundations are uniquely American Institutions. With the exception
perhaps of our public education system, there is nothing quite so American as the
means we have found over generations to apply private wealth to public causes-
private help for public causes instead of public help for private causes.

That part of the legislation with .which I am primarily concerned would have
the effect of crippling or killing foundation activities In support of social pro-
grams the government itself has supported. It would place more and more em-
phasis on the growth of the central government and public sector, stemming the
balancing contribution of the private sector, discouraging American institutions
from participation in social research and (relevant) public education. In a
representative society, public opinion, and those who will mold legislation, need
wore not less access to non-governmental and nan-profit perspectives.

The pending legislation would also have the effect-through its dangerous
provision that no "private operating foundation" can receive more than 25%
of its income from a single source-of curtailing or destroying many promising
experiments in education, social welfare and civil rights, since the fact is that
the number of foundations willing and eager to support such experiments are
few, not many. It would encourage competition among agencies concerned with
social action research and divert administrative time and talent away from study
to wasteful soliciting of funds.

Those who would be hurt by such legislation are the poor, the deprived, and
those minorities who have not yet been incorporated into the economic and
political power of our societies, those who have for so long been excluded from
the political process-inot the affluent, and not the foundations themselves (as
presently defined), most of whom do not engage in Imaginative action-oriented
applied social research. The masses of your constituencies would be the direct
victims of such a bill; and, in 'the end, the surest victim wbuld be this democratic
society itself.

Rather than compel foundations to withdraw from social action research, or
to "play it safe" by avoiding areas of public policy, Congress should devise all
manner of enticements to encourage foundations to invest even more widely than
they do in social research and social programs, and to encourage dissemination
of findings and to advocate policies to legislatures. This would certainly increase
the chances that desired social change would occur within the context of
rational, systematic and democratic process-and decrease, I holpe, the chances
of irrational and demogogic approaches to social change. We must increase the
capacity of 4the society to solve its problems peacefully. To prevent the fruits of
the free Inquiry of applied social research from reaching the members of the
Congress and of State Legislatures would be to deprive them of essential knowl-
edge as a basis for their own actions. In addition, it would deprive the public,
who Is responsible for the Congress, of an informed perspective on social need.

It Is extraordinary that such a bill would see the light of day at this particular
time, when the confidence of minority groups and others it the orderly process of
social change Is at a low ebb. In my testimony before the Kerner Commission, I
expressed my frustration about the failure of government to heed the findings
of its own research. To document a need, and then to refuse to act on that need
Is to provide fuel for the cynical who do not believe our government is capable of
rational change. For If ever we needed a demonstration of 4he possibilities of
rational and orderly change, It is now. Many fi the urban ghettos--particularly
the young-are convinced that democracy Is not flexible enough to provide for
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necessary change. They observe that riots, melodramatic rhetoric, a militant
stance, reliance on the irrational, are far more likely to stir leadership to action
than are the rational attempts of nonviolent persuasion based on informed
research. The legislation proposed would feed this cynicism, this distrust of
reason, and the democratic process. For it would legislate rigidity, fear of
change, penalizing American institutions for seeking rational nonviolent meais.
to achieve necessary change. This, without question, would encourage, if not
stimulate, the resort to the non-rational explosions of frustration and cynical
explosions of Just grievances.

American democracy has survived precisely because it has been a flexible
institution. It has survived longer than any freely elected government because it
has adapted to new requirements; the Constitution has proven extraordinarily
flexible for the needs of each new age. This legislation would weaken this living
vital instrument and raise doubts about the nation's capacity to admit to pas-t
error or new needs. This nation should have nothing to fear from the search for
knowledge, and nothing to fear from rational change.

Should this legislation circumscribing the role of foundations pass ns it
stands, the Congress must assume responsibility for an impetus toward the fluiil
abandonment of the process of reason that is the foundation of any orderly
democratic government, and must assume responsibility for any irrational acts
of civic disorder engaged in by those despairing people not yet admitted to
equality in this society, those for whom the force of reason has become no longer
possible. So this legislation would go far beyond a crippling of the freedom of
foundations to experiment with new approaches to social problem. It would
be a declaration that social research, relevant to social change, Is not sanctioned
by this society, that human values and the struggle for justice are regarded as
unpatriotic, and unworthy of governmental support, and that peaceful social
change Is now seen as Improper and Illegal. Two alternatives alone would
remain to the deprived should any such stand become the policy of this nation-
acquiescence in continued degradation and despair, or a resort to violent,
irrational means.

This Congress has given wide support to scientific research In weapons of
war-nuclear farfare, nerve gas, and other devastating chemical instrunent.s of
destruction. But it has also enabled the nation to achieve scientific triumphs
of peace. A nation that has willingly spent billions to send two men to the moon
cannot now reject men here on earth. It would be an irony of historic proportion
if the strongest and greatest nation on earth retreated in fear in the face of
social-action research that could help man to a better life. If social science
research is rejected by this Congress, it will be rejecting the essence of
democracy-respect for humanity and unquestioned faith in the rational process,

It is, Mr. Chairman, because I believe that this is contrary to the best in the
American tradition and in conflict with the urgent needs of our time, that I hole
this Committee and the Senate of the United States will reconf|ifer these measures.
Thank you.

Senator BENNEivr. The committee is adjourned until 10 o'clovk
tomorrow morning when we begin the pleasant task of trying to
winnow all the advice you have given us and make a bill out of it.

(Thereupon, at 1:20 p.m. a recess was taken in the hearing to
reconvene at 10 a.m., Thursday, October 9, 1969, in executive sesion
at 10 a.m.)



TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1969

U.S. SENT,
CoMMrITrE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met., pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in room 2221,

Now Senate Office Bui](ling, Hon. Clinton P. Anderson, presiding.
Present: Senators Long (chairman), Anderson, Gore, Tahnadge,.

Byrd Jr. of Virginia, Williams of Delaware, Bennett, Curtis, Miller,
Fannin, and Hansen.

Senator ANDERSON. The hearing will come toorder.
The Committee on Finance has interrupted its executive sessions on

the Tax Reform Act of 1969 to receive a report from Mr. Peter G.
Peterson, chairman of the board and president of the Bell & Howell
Corp., in Chicago. Mr. Peterson serves as chairman of the Commission
on Foundations and Private Philanthropy a commission comprised
of a group of distinguished Americans who have spent several months
looking into the impact of private foundations on l)hilanthrol)y in
this country. A considerable portion of the study has concerned itself
with abuses of the foundation privilege.

Mr. Peterson, we will be pleased to hear what you have to say this
morning. Next week, we take the foundation provisions of the tax re-
form bill under consideration in executive session. I know the thoughts
you will express today will aid us in the work we do next week.

Mr. Peterson, we will start with you now, if you please.

STATEMENT OF PETER G. PETERSON, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
AND PRESIDENT, BELL & HOWELL CORP., CHICAGO, ILL.,
CHAIRMAN, COMMISSION ON FOUNDATIONS AND PRIVATE
PHILANTHROPY

M[r. PEnSON. Good morning, gentlemen. If I could introduce my-
self, my name is Peter G. Peterson, chairman and president of Bell &
Howell Co., in Chicago. But, today I am here in my capacity as chair-
man of the Commission on Foundations and Private Philanthropy..
If I may, I would like to handle this presentation this morning in the
following way: I would like to suggest, first of all, that. my written
statement be inserted in the record.

Senator ANDERSON. Without objection, that will be done.
Mr. PFTERSON. Off the record, Mr. Chairman.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. Pm RsoN. I think, in the interest of time, what I would like too

do is present you a summary of our key findings. First of all, I would:
like to tell you about our group.

(6053)
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I was approached last spring by Mr. John Rockefeller III, on be-
half of several of the major foundations who asked me if I would
head a group of private citizens to launch this study. I indicated to
them that I would accept the assignment on three bases: First, that
leaders in the executive and legislative branches of the Government
would be contacted to see whether they felt a study of this type would
be helpful. As I indicated in my written testimony, this was done.

Secondly, I told them that "I thought it was extremely im )ortant
that a study of this kind be as objective as possible, both in substance
and in appearance. For that reason, I told them I would have to insist.
on selecting my own commission and my own staff. I thought this in-
dependence should extend to financing of this effort as well. Thus, we
are raising our money from individuals, from companies, labor unions,
all kinds of institutions, and we have not accepted any money from the
foundations.

As to the commission itself-I would like to show you who they are
so you can arrive at your own judgment about their competence. I
guess everybody is an advocate in this world f6r something. My bias
is toward audiovisual presentations and I hope you will not be bothered
by that.

Let, me show you who is on this commission. We wanted representa-
tives of several sectors of the society. We wanted to be awfully sure the
revenue aspects were looked at, someone who really knew the question
of abuses and revenue; thus, Sheldon Cohen, former Commissioner of
Internal Revenue.

Senator GOer. Mr. Chairman, I suggest we accept the validity anitt
authenticity of the organization and get to the.substance of this
presentation.

Senator ANDERSON. Without objection.
Mr. PETFRSON. Thank you sir.
To tell you how we went about this work, we first listened and made

note of the criticisms of foundations from a wide variety of sources.
Briefly stated, the allegations go as follows: First., many or most
foundations are nothing more than tax dodges for millionaires.

Second, that foundations are heavily involved in politics and not in
charity and why should these activities be fostered at the public
xpeIse?
Third, foundations often use their money to further extreme ideolo-

gies, left and right.
Fourth, that many foundations represent great concentration of

in-perpetuity power and money controlled by an Ivy League, self-
appointed establishment.

Fifth, that foundations spend a great deal of money internationally
and ignore the needs of our own society.

Sixth, that. they squander money that would otherwise go to charity
and they squander it on high salaries and high overhead -expenses.

And finally, tliat foundations hoard money as though it were their
own when it belongs to the public and should be sent on charity.

Now, I am sure that you have heard inany of t lese criticisms and
others besides. But. the one thing this commission determined early in
its life was that while these allegations were common, there was re-
inarkably little evidence to either support or refute them. One of the
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first major surprises of this commission was to find how little was
really known about what foundations did with their money.

For example, the question of abuses bothers many people. It cer-
tainly bothered us on this commission. But when we tried to find out
how frequently each kind of these abuses occurred and whether the
allegations were a single anecdote or part of a real pattern, we could
get no evidence.

We had, therefore, to launch our own studies of abuses. The Arthur
Andersen (o., accounting firm in Chicago, anonymously, inter-
viewed some 200 tax accountants across America to get them to estimate
the nature and frequency of tax abuses. The National Opinion Re-
search Center acted as consultants and Market Facts, Inc., in Chicago
did what is perhaps the first systematic set of field interviews of
foundations across America, of all sizes and types. While our study is
not complete and I am going to present to you a preliminary report
only, I believe that most of the trends are pretty well established by
now.

We took a look at a significant number of 990-A forms, which I think
many of you realize are an annual report for the Government required
of each foundation. May I say parenthetically and perhaps gratuitously
that while we think that, 990-A forms can be greatly improved so as to
help you gentlemen understand much better what foundations do, I
find it very ironic that, in view of some of the widespread concerns and
equally widespread ignorance, this form remains dne of the less utilized
forms in the Government information warehouse.

Today I will present to you as a result of these studies recommenda-
tions that deal with further abuses that we think should be covered in
the legislation. I will talk to you about our recommendation for much
more intensive auditing of foundations by the IRS, and some different
concepts and we hope valid concepts for a much expanded form of
public disclosure and public reporting.

Today I will also explore our findings on the question of whether the
money is spent on politics or on charity and where the money is spent.
Frankly, gentlemen, as we tried to get evidence on this question, we
found notliing more than guesses. We fond some people thinking this
was a sizable portion of the activity of foundations. Today I will report
to you how foundations do in fact spend their money anl how much is
spent on various kinds of giants.

On the allegation of whether they are hoarding their money and the
payout of funds to charity, we are going to show you today the rate of
return of foundations and how much they do pay out to charity. You
will see how this evidence has led us to make a fundamental recoin-
mendation to you: that you consider legislating a high payout require-
ment for foundations.

I should also say that we have been a bit appalled by the lack of
really basic descriptive information. You have heard testimony that
there are 22 000 foundations; you have heard testimony that the assets
are $20.5 billion. You have heard others say there are 45,000 founda-
tions. And may I say, on the reported assets of foundations, it is very
clear from our in-depth examination of 990 forms that a fair number
of foundations are reporting those assets on a cost basis instead of a
market-value basis, with the result that we think it is distinctly pos-
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sible that the estimates of foundation assets that you have heard are
substantially understated.

Senator TALMADGE. May I ask a question at that point?
Mr. PEiEsoN. Yes.
Senator TALMrAwOE. Do you have any idea of how many foundations

there are in the country and what their total assets are at the present
time?

Mr. PETRmsoN. The question of how many there are is really beyond
-our scope. I can tell you, Senator, we went to the IRS and got their
-total list. It is a number slightly over 30,000. As far as the assets are
,concerned, they are reported at $20.5 billion, which I believe is a sub-
stantial understatement. In our final report, we are going to take the
largest ones and make our own appraisal of the market value.

I indicate in my.testimony we are already doing that on one large
-one from which you heard testimony, the Irvine Foundation, which
.is, interestingly enough, listed as having assets of $6 million. You had
testimony that I thin k could have strongly suggested that the founda-
tion was worth $120 million or so. Our information suggests that the
value, the true value, of that foundation may be much higher than
that number. In our final report, we hope to be able to answer that

* question of total assets more specifically.
Senator GoRE. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN (now presiding). Senator Gore.
Senator GORE. We are finally beg inning, just beginning, to focus

upon the problem of tax exemption or foundations. I suggest that our
Government and our society need to focus upon charity and upon our
policy, Government policy, with respect to charity. Though you say
the number of foundations is not known, the fact that the U.S. Treas-
ury has been unable to give us any sort of reliable estimate, number,
yet is it not true that foundations are only a relatively small part of
the tax-exempt organizations? I have heard estimates of as high as
400,000 tax-exempt organizations hi our country. This illustrates, Mr.
-Chairman, it seems to me, the need to focus finally in the development
of our organized society upon governmental policy with respect to
charity. I hope no one would think this statement would indicate an
uncharitable attitude On my part toward charity. But a great many
selfish acts of various, myriad kinds have been undertaken under the
cloak of charity. We are subsidizing bogus, phony charities.

Would you respond to that at this time?
Mr. Pm.RsoN. Our study, of course, focused necessarily on founda-

tions. I would like to focus on an answer to one of your questions,
Senator.

I think it is fair to say that one of the reasons that no one knows
how many foundations there are is that I do not think enough time
has been taken to define what is meant by a foundation. I think the
-current legislation, for example, makes it very clear that certain in-
stitutions that have never thought of themselves as foundations can be

-considered so. In the interest of making clear that my testimony may
not be without prejudice, I am a trustee of the National Educational
Television, Inc., and Brookings Institution he-re in Washington. Ifound after accepting this assignment that, by definitions in the House
bill, these are considered foundations. I think a point you are making
is an important one: First, that we should define carefully what we
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mean by various kinds of charitable organizations and a study of the
ype we have taken on one small segment might be in order for the

society as a whole.
Senator GonE. And once an organization has achieved tax-exempt

status, tlere is no Federal agency adequately equipped for regulation,
supervision, recordkeeping, or knowledge of what happens. Under
the present law, the organization enjoys that status forever.

Senator BE.NNEr. May I make the point, there has been a very
dramatic demonstration that, pushed hard enough, IRS will remove
the exemption. They took the exemption away from the Sierra Club
for engaging in political activity about 2 years ago.

Senator ANDERSON. Well, did it not?
Senator B.sN-TrT. Yes, it did, and they took it, away. But you say

nobody is watching it; at. least in that one case they watched it.
Senator GORE. I am not sure that "watched" is the right descrip-

tion there. It was called to their attention by the flare of publicity.
Here is one out of perhaps 400,000. I think we have a problem here.
I am not sure that I have the correct solution. But at least a start, it
seems to me if I may interject at this point, a. start would be to put
some limit on the time for which tax exemption would be granted.
. Now, you describe foundations as having the various purposes, some
of which may be charitable, some of which may not. Purposes become
entirely out of date.

I was reading in a book the other night that some rich dowager had
left her estate to a foundation to build a sanitarium for the protection
of needy cats and kittens. Well, maybe they need protection, but we
mave some hungry children too.

Anyway, I am diverting here. I am sorry.
Mr. PETERSON. AWe wil make precise recommendations in an are in

which I feel we have some competence: much increased auditing of
the foundation segment very shortly.

.Mr. Chairman, we have thought it was very important to remember
something that some of us tend to forget.; namely, that foundations
exist to support charity. Until we have some idea of the needs of chari-
table organizations in America, it is very hard for us to see how we can
make rational recommendations to you on the role of foundations.

Thus, in our final report, we will present to you our projection of
needs of these charitable organizations in the year 1975. We have now
about 10 experts in each of those fields attempting to project those
needs. I understand you gentlemen have done something simmIn ar to this
in the field of medicare, in the field of medicaid. I can simply tell you
that our original estimates of what the needs of these charitable organi-
zations are going to be in 1975 is so high as to cause us to go back and
reexamine them. But it would now appear to us there will probably
be a deficit in the range of tens of billions of dollars for these chari-
table organizations, if we think in terms of projecting current trends
of private giving and Government support.
• Now, how else might we take a look at what the needs of these chari-

table organizations are? One approach, gentlemen, was to get inter-
views with 760 distinguished and informed citizens all the wvay across
America. We talked, for example, to a sample of labor leaders, a sam-
ple of presidents and chairmen of major business companies; we talked
to religious leaders, to scientists, Nobel Prize winners; we talked to
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medical people in medical organizations, others running medical educa-
tional institutions. We think we have here a pretty good cross section
of the people who do take a lot of the responsibility in this country for
the operation of charitable organizations.

We asked these people to tell us what field of charity they felt most
knowledgeable in. We then asked them if they would kindly tell us
what they thought the needs of these kinds of organizations were go-
ing to be over the next 5 years or so. I would like now to report to you
what they tell us.

The way we asked them the question was as follows: "Over the next
5 to 10 years, what would you expect to be the trend in the financial
needs of the charitable organizations in the section of society about
which you know the most? Would you think flhat the trends are going
to o rapidly over this period, significantly more than the gross

tionalproduct Do you expect them to go up about like the gross
national product? Do you expect them to stay about the same as they
are now, or do you expect. them to go down over this next 5- to 10- year
period?1"

Senator Gore. Could I interrupt?
Mr. PTERSON. Yes.
Senator GOr,. I am having difficulty seeing the label on this pro-

jector. Is that a Kodak or Bell & Howell ?
Mr. PTERsoN. Unfortunately, our company doesn't make trais-

parencies. If you are having trouble seeing, it is obviously a deficiency
in the transparencies, and not the equipment.

You will notice that 77 percent of these distinguished citizens told
us that they expect the needs of charitable organizations over the next
5 years to go up significantly more rapidly than the gross national
product.. This is very important, I think gentlemen, because charitable
giving in this country has tended to follow the gross national product
pretty closely. About 21 percent said they expect it, to go up about like
the gross national product and a very small percentage said they
expect it to stay about the same.

Senator ADERSON. Where are you reading it from? Nobody can
see it.

Mr. P-rFs=oN. I will show it to you now, gentlemen, by group. I
hope you can see that.

We then asked people in each field to tell us how they felt. the needs
were going up. Here is what the people in medicine said, the people
in arts, science, education, and so forth. Two points I would make:
In the field of education, 86 percent of these knowledgeable people, as
I say, the leaders of our society, felt that the needs would go up much
more rapidly in education than the gross national product. Science is
a little lower than the rest of them; perhaps they have been chastened
a lit by recent funding experience.

In all the heat andfuror and anger over foundations, it is easy to
miss, I guess, that the recipient is the charitable organization. Thus we
also decided to take a careful look at charitable organizations
themselves.

Senator GoRE. How did you reach the conclusion that charitable
organizations are generally the recipients?

Mr. PETERSON. WNTe shall show you very shortly, Senator, what
foundations do with their money.
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What we did, gentlemen, with our limited resources of time and
money was to interview about ,50 leading charitable organizations in
Chicago. These organizations were very cooperative and generous.
They gave us 2 to 3 hours, they permitted us to go in and look at their
cost records so we could see what their problems were.

Now, you might say that every good charitable organization is also
a good fund raiser and you would not expect them to say they did not
hmve financial problems. However, after a look at their books and
deficits that some of these major organizations are now experieheing,
such as the Chicago Symphony, the YMCA, and the Art Institute, we
had considerable faith in their answers.

We said: "Looking ahead to 1975, which of these statements do you
lieve cones closest to representing your own situation as a hospital, as
a university, as an art. museum, et cetera ?" The first statement is "to be
sure, costs are rising, needs are growing, but I am confident we are
going to be able to get the money from our outside needs and con-
tributions"; 17 percent felt that way.

Twenty-six percent said they are concerned, they are not at. all
'sure they can get the money, they think there are going to be some cut-
backs necessary. But we are impressed with the fact that 57 percent
of Chicago charitable organizations indicate to us that. they think
they will be facing a budget crisis unless major new sources of money
are found.

One might ask how can this possibly be in view of the enormous
funds that are being pumped into the charitable and social sector
by the Federal Government itself? As a businessman, I should have
known this. But what was not clear to mue until we had done this
study is that the charitable activities of this country, this business of
charities, is essentially a people business. Let me show you some num-
bers: In 1963, 59 percent of the budgets of these charitable organiza-
tions were spent on people and people-related expenses. In 1968, for
the same institutions, you will notice that they have risen 5 percent as
a percentage of the total. This is a striking'increase and you might
ask: "How did this happen ?"

What we did, gentlemen, was to look at salaries of charitable orga-
nizations which account, as I have indicated, for the significant major-
ity of their total expenses. Notice here what we find: For example, if
you will look at. the average production worker in America, you will see
that since 1963 the wages rose 23 percent. Now we are looking at.
salaries of charitable organizations. There is good reason to believe that
the salaries are rising at. a significantly higher rate than that.

For example, hospital interns, up 81 percent in Chicago since 1963;
nurses up 50 percent. We have gone to the universities. Their academic
salaries are up 34 percent in 5 years. Social caseworkers, ul) 42 percent,
and so forth. There is no question but there is a great, pressure on the
salary levels of charitable workers.

Senator MILLRu. May I ask a question at. that point?
Mr. lETfSON Yes.
Senator MILLERn Is it not true, however, that. there was an abnormal

increase in, especially, hoslpital employees because for so many years
they had been so far behind, and tImt in view of the fact that in the
last few years they have come up fairly well to what other related
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ty)es services in private industry are we could expect that that would
level off from here on out?

Mr. 'PETERsoN. I was just going to make the point., Senator, that
Dart of this, there is no question, there is a catching-up phenomenonl.
That is what you are saying. In our final report, we intend to show you
what their own budget estimates are for tle year 1975. As a trustee ,
of the University of Chicago, however, I can say that I can see im
curint evidence that the pressure, for example, on faculty salaries i&
now off and that they have caught up.

Senator BYRD. fay I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?
Do I interpret this correctly, that 64 cents of each dollar goes-

put it this way: For each dollar which an individual contributes to
charity 64 percent goes to administrative personnel costs?

Mr. PETERSON. For all people costs, sir, in the charitable institution.
To professors, nurses, doctors. In other words, charitable organiza-
tions are made up largely of people, only some of them in what you
would call administration. The very vast majority of them are case
vorkei-, the nurses, the teachers, people actually doing the work of

charity.
Senator BYRD. Thank you.
Mr. PF.Tn:IsoN'. NOW, another thing that we are now trying to study

on charitable organizations is this very delicate question of product i-
ity of the charitable organizations. It is a subject that raises both the
temperature and the blood pressure, I night say, of charitable orga-
nizations. What we seem to be finding is the following: that, in many
charitable organizations in America, it is taking more people to
serve the same number of people simple because the services are
g etting more complex, more sopihisticated. This is true in hospitals..
It is true in universities where they are teaching many more courses..
Therefore, the cost per person is going up very substantially, and
even when prices to the public have been raisea substantially as in
hospital room rates, university tuitions, and symphony tickets, tkese
organizations still face a budget crisis. " t

Now, with all this financial news, we asked these distinguished lead-
ers: "hat do you think the national policy should bef?

There are clearly three alternative policies, though this oversim-
tlifies it a bit. One can take the position that the thing to do is to

have the Federal Government take on the preponderant part of the
load of these hnritable organizations and be quite content to have
the role of private giving diminish substantially. The second basic
policy position is to say the Government, is going to have to take a
good deal of the load. Frankly, gentlemen, as I look at. the financial
projections of some of these charitable sectors I do not care what
the private incentive system is, it is going to be very difficult to get all
the additional money from the private sector. But it, is the poMcy ton
encourage the private sector to maximize its role. And the third poNicv,
which I do not think many people are supporting", is the 1)olicv ;1i
letting a significant number of these charitable organizations simply
fade or decline.
We asked this question of our distinguished leaders. We find that

the vast majority of American of all political parties, all backgrounds,
all categories, take the point of view that it would be very unfortunate
indeed if charitable organizations got to the point where the pre-
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ponderance of their money came from Government sources at the.
expense of a diminishing private sector.

Now, it is already true that in some fields, such as science, this Gov-
ernment preponderance has already happened. I want to report to you,
that I think if you were to have talked to these 750 leaders you would
see very quickly that most of them, even in science, greatly resl)ect this
private sector and want not to see it diminished.

Now, we asked these people "What do you think the tax policy of
this country should be? Do you think the tax policy of this country
should be a's it is? Do you think we should put, disincentives into the
system? Do you think we should put more incentives into the system ?"
Here is what happens. 70 percent of these leaders of our country said:
"We believe that the policy of the United States should be to further
encourage private philanthropy, to increase the incentives that are
now given." Only 6 percent, who suggested present incentives should
be reduced; that is, that we should not encourage private giving-n
significant portion of that small percent are concerned with the prob-
hem that I am going to talk about a little later, the question of abuses
by some of the people who give the money and we will have some
recommendations to make about that.

The Ci. .%MAx. Let me get this straight. The people that you are
talking about, whose opinion you asked, are those in the foundationfield already?¢

Mr. P'ERso X. I am sorry, Mr. Chairman. I did not make this clear.
We are not now reporting on what foundations are saving, because I
think the place to start this analysis is at the charitable level, not at the
foundation level.

The CI, r A ,-. Are you talking about charitable organizations who
receive money from foundations?
Mr. P.TEFISON. Who receive money from the foundations and from

the leaders of the country who, incidentally, are people who play a.
leadeishi l) role. For example, people in my position are often on the
board of several charitable organizations, and presumably know some-
thing about their problem. So, I am now talking at this'precise point
not. to foundations, not to charitable organizations, bit to the leaders
of the country to find out what they think the policy should be.
The CIALit. rN. Are not those the people w'ho dlepend on reviving

donations from the foundations?
Mr PEr ERsoN. Charitable organizations are, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. So, to s01110 extent at. least, they are prejudiced in

favor of foundations?
Mr. PE'TESON. But the people I was just. talking about, Senator, are

not charitable organizations or foundations, they are individuals of
the following type: We are taking leaders of labor organizations, presi-
dents and chairmen of businesses in America, Nobel Prize winners,
medical prize winners, heads of AMA State organizations, a section of
America that I think has interest and knowledge about, these private,
charitable organizations.

Now, you may argue their prejudice. On the other hand, most of
these peol)le are leaders, I think, of our society and we wouldn't know
where else to go to get really informed judgments.
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Now, another aspect of the private sector that we are looking at is
the enormous value of volunteer labor. This is just'one of the reasons we
think it is so important to preserve this sector. We find in Chicago, for
example, a very ilnpressive number of charitable organizations-
YW, CA, Red Cross, the Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, Cerebral Palsy group,
where if you only put a value of $3 on the volunteer labor that is con-
tributed to that institution, and $3 these days does not buy a great deal
in either talent or motivation, we will show you a whole list of charit-
able organizations in Chicago where the value of that, vohuteer labor
is more than the total personnel budget of the institution.

We think for those reasons, dollars and cents, and for deeply philo-
sophical reasons that lie at. the very heart. of what makes this country
what it is, you should in your tax policy reaffirm your faith in this pri-
vate sector.

Now, against this broad policy let us evaluate the House bill in terms
of what, its impact might be oil these charitable organizations. I have
listened carefully, I hope, to what people tell me about this bill. It goes
something like thig. We have no intention to hurt charitable organiza-
tions at all. All that. we are doing is to close loopholes, to broaden the
tax base and eliminate special preferences so that the very rich cannot.
get away with paying a pittance in taxes.

Now, I (to not. think there is any question that the vast, majority of
the Americans are very much interested in tax equity and certainly I
am. But one of the interesting questions we want to explore with you
briefly before we get to the foundation question is what the total
effect of this bill is. I use it word in my testimony to describe these
effects, a new word I would like to share with you, that. I learned from
a doctor friend of mine. It is the word "iatrogenic" and I asked him
what that means. He said it, is a word used in medicine to describe the
situation where, in the course of treating a patient, the side effects are
more serious, even though unintended, than the original disease that.
doctor was trying to cure. It comes from the Greek, meaning diseases
caused by the doctor.

I think in some wnys what we have here in the House bill is a very
understandable attempt to do something about tax equity and, in tWec
course of doing that, I think we may see some very significant negative
effects on the charitable giving, and therefore on these very precious
American institutions.

Now, there is no private commission in America that. can tell you
gentlemen exactly what these dollar effects are. I can tell you that, I
have tried very conscientiously at several levels of the Goverment.
to try to find out what the effect of each of these House bill l)rovisions is
likely to be on charitable giving in America.

As yet, I have been unable to get, the answer to that question. And
I think the reason is certainly no lack of cooperation but the people
in Treasury and elsewhere Jinve been so busy with other aspects of this
bill that they have not had the time to make this determination. I
would strongly urge anybody in coming to a final decision to be sure
lie understands .what the effects of this bill are on the charitable or-
ganizations of this country.

We have madc otte small effort to get some facts for you on this.
Anybody that has done any fund raising for charitalle organiza-

tions'in America will tell you that some of the key gifts, some of the
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large gifts, are enormously important. I do not pretend that what I
am going to show reflects the effect of the House bill on all charitable
giving but only on those large charitable givers in America.

I would like to describe these men to you that. we studied. These are
85 large donors that we got fr om a variety of sources across the coun-
try and if there is any question about their being large donors let. me
show you what they report having given to charity over the last 5
years on an annual basis. Their median annual giving is $375,000. I
must say that this finding is sobering to some of us on the commision.
W~e had not realized what failures we were, how impoverished we
were. In my own case I recently made a grant to the University of
Chicago, my favorite university, of $25 000 over 5 years. I had not
thought that. was picayune but there is obviously a group in America
who made really large and really decisive contributions. Seventy-four
percent of these people that we interviewed had foundations, 82
percent had reached the 30-percent ceiling.

My reasons for going through this is to be sure you understand this
is the large giver we are talking about. This is not anything like a
cross section of America.

Senator WIrALTAis. Are these cash gifts?
Mr. PETERSON. These are total gifts, Senator, and I will show the

form of the gifts shortly.
Senator ANDERSON. Where you did the work, the foundation?
Mr. PFTh'rsoi. These are large donors to charity, Senator, large

donors to charity. You might be interested that 78 percent. of these
people had discussed the House bill with their tax advisers and cer-
tainly this finding and many others make it clear to me that taxes
are very important as part of this philanthropic picture.

Now, what. do these big givers in America give?
Senator GOn,. So is personal profit.
Mr. PETERSON. So is what?
Senator GOR,. So is personal profit a large part of it. When the ordi-

nary citizen gives to his church or his community charity, he digs
down in his pocket and gives, but the big professional eleemosynary
individuals are improving their cash flo* and their cash position.

Mr. PETERSON. Well, I think I will now show you what form they
do use for making these good.

Senator GonE. Good.
Mr. PFTER nSON. For example, 67 percent of the gifts of the large

donors is in the form of appreciated property, the most significant
class being stocks, bonds, items of that sort; 25 percent is reported
as cash. I think we probably made a mistake in our study because some
of these people counted inhere grants that were made from founda-
tions and what we were trying to really determine was the original
gift, not the grant. But 25 percent was reported as cash, 8 percent were
future interests.

The main point I am trying to make here is that, in the case of large
givers, a very significant part of the giving is not in the form of cash.
It is in the form of property of one form or another.

The CHAIRM.AN. Let us just be fair about that. A lot of those gifts
involve money which they owe the Government anyway, and the Gov-
eminent would have received almost 1OQ percent if they had not given

33-S05- O-pt. 6-03
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M r. PtrERsox. It, delilds when they would have sold it, of course. I
ai not equipped to

Tile (1],AnprATN. In some instances those peole actually made a
l)rofit,. The Government would have collected 105 or 110 l)ercnt. of
what they gave if they had not given it.

Mr. I&EmRsoN. Senator, very shortly we will make some specific
recominiendations for abuses of this type. They are not covered appro-
priately, in our opinion, in current legislation. In our view, tle people
Should not. make money in the course of giving money to charity• Tat
is our position.
The CIRm,%A. I am happy to hear that. 'lhey ouht, to give some-

thing of their own.
,ri'. P1rF tsoN,. You will find, I believe, unaiinity on this.
Senator WILLT. s. How near do you think they should lreak even ?
Mr. P This discussion could take me a long, long way.
Senator Goi:. All of this illustrates, it seems to me, that the aver-

ago citizen who is geninely charitable lie nust comply with a tax
law that gives him a deduction from taixable income, a fair system of
taxation. But, for the large donor, there are unfair provisions of law
which give him a chance to make a profit out of charity.

Mr. P wrsoN. Sir, I would like to repeat, we. (10 not believe that
people should make a profit out of charity and we will have, som
specific recommendat ions on that score.

Senator Gou. Well, I think a majority of this-well, I cannot. speak
for a majority. At least., there is one member of this committee who
is dedicated to taking profit outof charity and that is not. uncharitable.

Senator Mu,T ir. Mr. Chairman, may f ask a question at. this )oint'?
You have given us a result of a survey of 85 large donors?
Mr. P1'rriso-. That is right.
Senator MirAhtr. When we were discussingg tle lroblemn of the unlii-

ited clhritalle-contriul)tion deduction, our staff advised us that, out,
of som 154 of the very large income people who paid no inolme tax,
that. 52 of tlt. total alid traced their position to the unlimited (,hari-
table-contribution deduction. So, iny question would be, (o you know
how many of those 85 relied uponli the unlimited deduction ? ,

Mr. l);rtlllS0N. Yes, I ain sor'y I went over it very quickly. Of the
85, 1:i percent of this 85 are qualifying for or have qualified for the
unlimited deduction; 86 percent have not. qualified of the group I
ail now -n

Senator BP.NN ".r. That is 12 people?
Mr. Pun ,tso,. That is right, out of the 85. 1Who did not. qualify.

Tie vast, majority of these (lid not qualify. However, if you wvilI look
here, 89, percent of this group did reach the 80-percent ceilino'.

Now, whore did these big givers give money? And again'-I have
to emphasize they may not be representative but. we think they are
important. Higher education got 45 percent of the money from 'these
particular people; 12 percent to welfare, social community services:
hospitals got, about. 10 percent. There is probably some overlap be-
tween higher education and hospitals because of university affiliations.
Cultural institutions got. 10 percent.• Education other 'than higher
education, seven, et cetera. It is very interesting to see that the pat-
terns of the large giver, I think it is fair to say, are quite different
from the patterns of the population as a whole. For example, if you
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were to look at, charitable giving in America, rougly 50 percent of all
charitable giving goes to religious organizations a1i (.huclwes, hut of
theo large donor you will notice here tIhat only 5 percent of their gifts
go to religious activityy. A much higher proportion goes to higher
education.

Senator Cumns. Mr. Peterson, what. percent of that 415 percent goes
to institutions that. are operated by churches?

Mr. PE'rmiso,. You mean higher education institutions?
Senator CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. Pp'rmtsom. I an not sure we asked that. question, but I think I

would guess it would be not too large a number. We did not ask the
question that wyay. 1We 5lsm)ly S(l: "1hat is the kind! of institution
you gave it to ?"

Senator Cumris. In your native State of Nebraska, church col-leges carry :30 percent of the loadl of hnigher education andl that mighlt-

some of those 85 people have money in it.
Mr. P iTEISON. I can only guess, Senator, becausee the, categories in

our study were "church or religious afllliated,' and "'higher edimeatiom"
that there is some in both categories. I just cannot separate it out for
you. But the point I am trying to make is that, a smaller portion of the
large-giver giving roes to churches tha is true of society as a whole.

Senator Cutlass. 1id you say you were on a hospital board 01 two?
Mr. Pi' rn~sox-. I am on tile. board of the 1711iversity of (licago,

which lis a hospital, yes.
Senator Cuiris. could hospitals stand a 5-percent cut. ill receipts?
Nir. PE'rnso,. We asked these. institutions, Senator, what would

happen to them if their )rivate giving were reduced 25 percent. Ap-
Proximately 82 percent, of them reported either a budget crisis or,
perhaps a little melodramatically, that they would go out of existence.
It is clear that the private giving is vitally, important, to virtually all
of these institutions.

Senator Gom'. Why is it: that foundations are not listed on tie chart
you just. took off there?

Mr. lPVN'EniSON. Senator, the purposee of this study was to show the
charitable organization that was the recipients of the gifts, where
they made the gifts to tle charitable organization directly.

Senator BENNEI'r. The end recipient..
Mi. 1Irjuisox. The enl of tie process, in otli' words, tile innstitu-

tions that get the money. This is intended to show the recipients.
Senator G.un. In other words, this clart, is not to show who gave

tie gift and for what. purpose, but, who got it, and for what. lrpose.
Mr. PTEmso . Who got, the money from these large givers. W1 here

does this illoney flow.
Senator 1ArMu'Jvm. In other words, what voll re, saying herv is that

this chart has nothing to do with foun(lations at all because if there
were any foundations giving to h higher education, an(, of collrse, there
were, they are not included ill these 85 large donors.

M'. PTmiSON. This was intended to foells on the gifts essentially,
Senator, and I am going to come to foundations very slhortly.

Senator Affixm. If a large donor gave to a foundation whiel in
turn gave to higher education, that is not. in here?

,Mr. PirrmtsoxT. I think in most cases that probably would not be
here.
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The CI-AtRMAN. If I might just suggest, I am as bad an offender
as anybody at this table, but I think we ought to let Mr. Peterson go
ahead and make his presentation in chief, -bccause some of tile qiies.
tjons, I think will be answered in the course of the presentation.

Mr. PF.TE~RsoN. I think so. I hope so, anyway. Members of your staff,
Mr. Vail and others, who, incidentally, were terribly helpful to us in
posing questions we should look at.

Senator TALMAMXE. Will you yield at this point? In your testimionv
here, these 85 largest, donors, you state that 69 percent currently give
through their own family foundation.

Mr. Pn.'RsoN. That is right, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. I presume, then, that this money first flowed to

the foundation and then from the foundation to the ultimate recipient.
Is that correct?

Mr. PETF.RSON. Could I answer that question shortly by referring
to my staff member, who is here, who did the analysis and I will have
him tell me the answer to that question very shortly.

Now something that your staff was ver much interested in was
what the importance is of tax benefits on charitable giving. Is it. ini-
portant to large givers to get tax benefits? We asked the question,
"If there were no tax benefits at all: that is, if you gave money to

charitable organizations out of your after tax income, what effect
would this have on your charitable giving?"

Now, this is obviously a statement of their opinion of the effect Oi
their giving. I will show you some facts shortly. But the median effect
was a reduction of 75 l)ercent. They said without tax incentives their
giving would go down 75 percent.Only 4 percent of the large givers said there would be no reduction
at all if there were no tax incentive at all. This chart shows you the
range of estimated reduction in giving and the middle point is about
in here or reduction of 75 percent.

We then went to these big givers and to get some harder facts.
We said: "We would like you to take the House bill. We would like you
to imagine that your income is the same as last. year, that your ch'ari-
table giving is the same as last year What is the effect on your taxes?"
A fair number of the people who answered this question actually hd
their tax people make the computation. The median increase in'taxes
of these large givers under the House bill, if their contributions re-
main the same, if their income remains the same, if their distribution
among various kinds of income remains the same, the median increase
in their taxes would have been 25 percent.

Senator GOR.. Have you got the median effective rate of these
same donors?

Mr. PEr.ERsox. Senator, when I say that a private commission works
under certain limitations that is one of them. We thought we were
being a little presumptuous maybe even to ask them to comlite whnt
the increase was. We do not have subpena powers obviously. We did not
see their tax return, and I do not know what. their tax rate was.

Senator GOREr. You might be interested to know that the committee
in executive session has had information to show that the median
effective rate paid by taxpayers with over $1 million annual income
is less than 30 percent, a lesser effective rate than is paid by many
salaried persons making only a fraction of that amount.
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Mr. lETrrmusoN. We then said to these people. "Now that you have a
feel of tile effect of the House bill on your taxes, what do you fel will
be the effect of this bill, if any, on your level of charitable giving ."

This is clearly an o111011, gentlemen. I am not presenting this as
a fact. None of us could possibly tell you what they are in fact going
to (o. But what I am trying to rel)ort is that these large givers
reported their charitable giving will he reduced by 50 percent . Ihree
percent told us they thought their giving would go up or remain
the same. Seven said it would remain the same, blut the vast majority
of the people indicated they will reduce their charitable gifts if thils
bill were to go into effect.

Now, what are the provisions of the bill that, on these people, had
the largest effect on their charitable giving? Gentlemen, there is no
way without a coml)uter and without looking at their tax returns that
we can answer that question )recisely. We can tell yoll what al)peared
to be the important provisions of this bill in affecting gifts. The most
iml)ortant, as you can see by this chart, by a significant margin, was
the allocation of tile deductions provision.

Second was the limit on tax preferences followed by this particular
set of categories.

Another comment. I would want to make. about this bill for your
judgment and considerations is the complexity of the calculations. We
lad a number of these people tell us that, in order to calculate the tax,

it was necessary to solve several simultaneous equations simultane-
ously. Several of them thought they might need computer help in
order to determine the effect of this bill on them. Edward Levi, the
pIresident of the University of Chicago, is on our commission. Edward
is a brilliant man. He is a man that. also has to raise money for the
university. Edward pointed out to the commission that it is hard for
some to believe that for most people it is kind of difficult to make a
gift. It is a difficult decision because ill a significant majority of the
cases the donor does end up vith less money. Mr. Levi and other people
in hospitals and universities we have talked to are concerned about a
bill that gives the donor a series of new excuses for waiting until he
determines whether to make a gift. For example, under the House
bill, I think it is true that a fair number of people would not know
what their effective tax rate was until the latter part, of the year.

I think I should simply say that there is a strong feeling of great
comllexity in the computations that are required with this bill.

This commission would not want to take the position, I know I
would not, that one should encourage charitable giving to the point
that there are strong inequities in the giving. On the one hand, we
think this would be a very inappropriate time "or the leaders of this
country to be saying to the citizens of the United States that you do
not want to strongly encourage private giving. . think it would be a
serious problem if that was what. the American people thought, this
bill meant. Incidentally, 92 percent of our distiuus lied citizens who
were familiar with the bill hink this bill discourages I)rivate giving.

Now, we think there are at least three specific areas where this can
happen and we would recommend specific surgical legislation that,
aims at those specific abuses.

First, we think it is very obvious that as long as a significant portion
of the giving is in the form of appreciated property, and particularly
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with so-called bargain-sales provisions, an overevaluation of the appre.
ciated property can result in the effect that the person clearly ends il)
with more money as a result of having given something away tlhan
by having sold it or even kept it. You wl note, I think, that in the
case of art in this country, big pieces of art, techniques have been
developed for the independent appraisal of the true value of the prop.
erty. We would urge that the legislation should carry with it, require-
ments of objective appraisals quickly verified and validated oni any
significant appreciated property contributions where there is any ques-
tion as to its value.

We think there is a potential here for abuse, and may I add that a
charitable organization is unlikely to report that abuse for the simple
reason, if I can be a bit crude about it, that one rarely bites the hand
that feeds him. I do not think we could expect logically that charitable
organizations, if a donor overvalues a gift, will report that. I think
it is very important that procedures be set up to prohibit the over-
evaluation of apreciated property.

Second, we think there are situations, our tax experts tell us, where
the donor has fully depreciated what l is giving away and which
would have produced ordinary incone-I think that is the case, Sen-
ator, you are probably talking about.-and, therefore, the donor can
improve his after-tax position by giving something away. We believe
tlat such efforts should be dealt with in this legislation. We see exam-
ples, for example, where somebody has already written off the cost, of
the item he. is giving away. I refer to farm products, for example, where
lie has already taken a deduction for the expense of growing that
product . Then, if he gives the product away, he gets the deduction fi-r

the full market value. I do not think there is any question but that that
can be s)ecifically handled.

Finally, there is a third category of what I would call moneymaking
from charity. This is the case here, for example, a company" makes a
product. It, is a veiry low cost product in relation to its sales. In this
category, for example, might be items like drugs, items like certain
categories of equipment. For example, if you are making a product
where the cost of goods sold is 10 percent.'of the value and you give
it, away, and get a 50-percent deduction for it, it is clear that you can
en1d up with significantly more money after you have given "t away
than had you not made a gift.

We think rather than a bill that lumps all charitable contributions
in this moneymaking class, and in so doing I am told by experts have
a very significant negative effect, on charitable giving, that plerlial)s
another al)l)roach you might. consider is to define those cases whAe
lp)ple make money off charity and specifically prohibit that kind of
abuse.

Our final recommendation on broad tax policy--we have made two.
One, that, we would urge you to consider getting detailed estimates
of the effect, of the House bill on charitable giving. We have been
unable to get official estimates. Leading tax experts tell us that they
,ould I' very significant.

Second, that you )rescribe those cases where people can make
money off of charity and specifically, surgically, eliminate those.
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Our third recommendation is a longer term recommendation but I
think we should make it anyway even though you cannot deal with
it IOW.

Senator Mmfrvr,. Mr. Chairman, I do not think that Mr. Peterson
has covered this point. I would like to clarify the clart which shows
the percent of donors who are concerned about various provisions
in the House bill. One of those provisions, whieh I have heard a lot
of complaint about; provided in the case of a gift of appreciated-value

property, that the donor would have to make up his mind whether
to take "only a deduction for his low basis or, if he took the deduction
on the fair-market value, that lie would have to report the a))recia-
tion of capital gains. 1 do not find that phase of the House bill in this
chart.

1fMr. PI-ETERSON,. Senator, thought I am both a, nonlawyer and a non-
tax expert. and those are not very good qualifications for doing this
jot), I believe that provision you refer to applies only to foundations
where appreciated 1)rol)erty given to foundations must be either con-
sidered at cost or after the taxes are )aid on the appreciation. But I
do not, believe that is the case on charitable gifts generally. Am I
right on tlat or not? That is my impression.

Senator MIrA.F. Thank you.
Mr. PnTmIso.s. In the material that will be in your written report,

we asked these citizens of this country to tell us what they thought
the total effect of this tax bill would be on private giving.'Sixty-one
percent of these people thought they kiiew enough to have opinion.
These interviews were completed in August and early September. The
bill, you recall, was reported out, I believe, in early Auguist. Ninety-two
percent of these distinguished people-these are notbig givers, now,
this is the leadership segment of the country-92 percent of those
people felt that this House bill discouraged private philanthropy.
That was its total effect, to discourage it.

We have demonstrated most peoplP would like to encourage private
giving and we would suggest thiat you give consideration to tile fol-
lowing concept. It is not something you camn do in time for this bill
but we think i-iost Americans would like to see a new kind of tax
incentive for private giving that meets the, following four criteria.

First, one that provides sigificantly more money for charity in
the range of several billion dilars more. I think there is no que.4tion
that the seventies are going to be a, period of great crisis for charitable
organizations and, if we want to preserve the position of the private
sector, we will need to greatly accelerate private giving.

Second, a, tax incentive that is equitable, that is not a device a
few can use to avoid paying any taxes.

Third, a tax movement that spreads the giving among people more.
There is no question, gentlemen, that the wealthy are the people who,
by definition, will make large gifts and they obviously need to be
encouraged to make large gifts. On the other hand, we think an ideal
tax incentive for philanthropy would be one that would encourage
more people to make gifts than are making significant gifts at tie
present time. I say this not, only because it will produce more mone-y.
I say this philosophically. I think the more pople in America wlo
mak charitable gifts ani who participate in how these decisions are
made, the better off we are going to lie. And while we currently do-
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end very heavily on a. few wealthy people, I think we should try to
hgui e out, ways o? broadening that base.

Four, that we should do t is at the lowest. possible cost to the Fed-
eral Government consistent with these guidelines.

In the course of our commission efforts, gentlemen, we have re-
viewed with tax economists, tax lawyers, I think the best, ones in the
country, this general need for a new tax approach. They have reported
the following to us:

First., that very little attention has been given in tax circles to
really new tax-incentive approaches to charitable giving. I think it is
fair to say that very little thought in this l)articular bill was given to
incentives. For example, the raising of the deduction, of the limit on
charitable giving, from 30 to 50 percent, in our studies, at least, is not
likely to have a. large effect, because of the other provisions of the bill.

Secondly, much of the data that is needed to dev elop that kind of tax
incentive is simply not available anywhere except in the Government
where the Treasury has it.

Thus, every expert. we have talked to about tax incentives to l)hilan-
thropy is notsatisfied with the current system, and believes that a better
system of tax incentives for private philanthropy can he developed that
meets these criteria. It is clear that this is not something that. is going
to be done in the next days or weeks. We simply would urge Congress
and the administration to coie up with a really new set of a)proaclies
to philanthropic giving.

Among the criteria we suggest for a better system of tax incentives
is not only one that takes the- moneymaking outof charity bult one that
sptreads te giving across more people in the country . Tax experts
tell us they think such a. system could be evolved if it were assigned to
them as a very specific assignment.

Senator Gon6. Well, in view of your statement that without. tax
incentives they would cut back their charity by 75 percent, can you
think of any way other than tax that, we can really stimulate charity

Mr. 1EERSoN1. No, I am saying, sir, it clearly h;as to be a tax incen-
tive. It. is our feeling that a letter tax-incentive system can be devel-
oped that not only produces more money in total but. does spread the
givhg more among more l)eople. That is not something that, we have
a specific iecommendation on at. this thme.

Senator Gone. My question is, is there not some way to motivate
charity other than tax reduction? It seems to me that there should be
a matching system or some way other than tax gimmicks to stimulate
charity.

Mr.*PrEnsox. Of course, Senator, the words "tax gimmicks" mean
different things to different people.

Senator On,. I know.
Mi'. PMrERsoN. We have already defined one of the problems as one

where people make money out of charity and that is something we
would propose your doing something specific about and which I think
is in the distinct minority. You still have the situation today, do you
not, where most. people share in the giving, that is, the Government
gives sem*' and the person gives some. And all I am reporting to you is
that of 10 top tax economists we have talked to, they are unammous
in feeling that a better system can be evolved than the one we have now
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mid we, would urge that this be given very systematic attention ill time
for action perhaps next year.

The CIItmIAN. Tihe kind of thing you are talking about is making
it more attractive for people in the nliddle-income brackets, particu-
larly up)per-nid(lle-incomle brackets, to donate money to charity. Is
that the kind of thing you are talking about?

Mr. PETRsoN.. Yes. For example-and this may seenil a little self-
sev.ing, I hope not-there is a group of people in this country who do
have significant incomes but, it, tends to be earned income rather than
ilicome from other sources. One might be able to imagine an incentive
system that makes it attractive for those people as well. I am not pre-
I)ared to indicate what that. specific system is. I think it is an assignment
that is indeed worthy of tax reform.

Senator CUrTiS. Mr. Chairman, may I make a point? This bill,
features that, have not been mentioned, destroys that very thing. 1
know a great many )eol)le of very modest income that give generously
to things, and they are going to fie put. at. a great disadvantage under
this bill. And it is through standard deduction and the problem is ac-
centuated by allowing a minimum standard deduction and now the
minimum standard deduction in this House bill is increased, and you
can have a situation where someone, probably in about the $7,000 to
$14,000-a-year income, a person who gives generously to his church, to
the lied Cros, to the UTnited Givers Fund, gives a few hundred dollars
to his alma mater, will not get 1 cent of tax incentive because the
individual who does not support, anybody can take the standard deduc-
tion plus the minimum standard deduction and have his taxes reduced
I~y an equal amount.

TMr. P ETrsoN. I would include that, Senator, in my recommendation
of an in-depth appraisal of the effects of this bill on charitable giving.
I can only tell you that 92 percent. of the leaders of the country who
do talk to people think that this bill is a disincentive to chalritable
giving. Most of the tax counsel on our commission, and we think we
have got some very good ones, tell us that by any standard this bill is
antiphil anthrol)lilC 'in its total effect and, rather than simply make a
general statement to that, I think all I can suggest is that you get in-
(lepth studies of what those effects might be. I do not think many
l)eople intended that effect.. I certainly do not think the country vants
that effect. I certainly do not. think tile country wants that effect and
I am simply suggest iug that it l)e reviewed in detail.

Senator WLLA,1.. Mr. Peterson, may I just, make one point. Earlier
in your statement you placed great emphasis, very properly, upon one
)hase of charitable work which is done by the volunteers of the various

organizations. You mentioned several of them.
Now, is it not a fact that they are not in any way affected by the

I4ll ? They are voluntary charitble contributions made through their
work giving their services on a basis that, they want to do something forcharity ?

Mri. Pmriso~x. That. is right.
Senator WTIT.ms.. And it. is really that type of charity which we

are referring to and this bill only affects those who are giving charity
onl the basis of the tax incenti e. Those who are really charitably
motivated are not in any way affected by the bill.
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Mr. Prm:RsoN. Senator, I think the discussion of mixed motives and
incentives would take us all day to cover. I do not think there is any
question that tax ificentives in our system are a- very important p)art
of giving. It is a pa rt of our whole system. And personally I think in
many ways it is a pretty good sy stem. All I am suggesting is that you
study what the effects of this wi ilbe on giving with the experience and
data that must reside in the Treasury and elsewhere. •

Senator WILLIA HS. I agree that we need some tax incentives. I am
not speaking against that. But I am just pointing out as you did ear-
lier, that much of the charitable work is done by those who do not
get the benefit of any tax incentive.Ir. PETERSON. That is right.

Senator WILLAM3S. While we may need tax incentive in the law, we
do want to guard against moving off to the point where it, stops being
charity and becomes rather a self-serving device.

Mr. PffERsoN. I hope I have commented sufficiently on that, to in-
dicate my agreement.

Senator WILLIAM s. Thank you.
Mr. PETERSON. Now, can I move on to foundations?
The CHAIRMSAN. Might I say that I will let you ask a-
Senator MILLER. May I?
The CHAIRMAN. I will let you ask a question but this witness is

going to have to accelerate this statement. We are just getting to foun-
dations and the witness is about one-third the way through s state-
ment in chief and we had hoped to'have time to ask some questions
in closed session that might be of a confidential matter.

Senator WILLIAMS. I think the questions could be asked in open ses-
sion and. I would want to ask my questions and get the answers
publicly.

The CITAIRMHA . That is perfectly all right but there are a few things
that this witness can tell you in confidence that he cannot tell you in
open session. I would suggest that we accelerate this matter because if
each of us keeps interrogating the witness before he tells us what he
wants to say here, we might never hear it.

Mr. PnTERSON. All right. Let me move on now to foundations and
our studies there.

P4irst of all, I have said there is no accepted definition of a founda-
tion. This is simply a sample of the list of foundations as defined by
the Treasury. Some of you have been interested in where the founda-
tions are located in America.

It is true as this chart shows that there is a higher proportion in the
East and Northeast sections of America than is true otherwise.

The first bar on the chart shows you the percent of population in
each region and the second bar shows you the percent of the
foundations.

Notice, for example that New York has 9 percent of the population
and 22 percent of the foundations. New England has 5.7 percent of the
population and 9.9 percent of the fbundat ions.

On the other hand, in other sections of the country, a number of
Southern" St-ates, for example, there is a somewhat lover proportion
of foundations to population.

We think there are many reasons for this but one of the reasons is
that some of the older ,-ealth, the businesses that have been established
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the longest have been established in the East and we would expect
to see this trend change.

We also tried fo find out, gentlemen, how many of the foundations
operate regionally in their efforts and how many operate nationally.
Let nme tell you the various kinds of foundations that we covered

in our field study, which I should emPliasize is not yet complete. We
covered various sizes of foundations because there is no question as
we look at the evidence tlht P)atterns, giving and operating l)atterns,
vary significantly depending upon the size of the foundation.

We have analyzed separately foundations under $1 million in assets,
$1 to $10 million, $10 to $100 inillioln over $100 million in assets. Also,
*e show company foundatlons"separately. I do net'wish to confuse
these with a foundation pr~which a donor has p1it conl)any control
stock. This is a founddion that companies use for the 'o;pany's
giving. ."

The reasons conaiui es set upf6udati ns areoveral. Many.'com-lxanies in Amieric "today haN,,pdecide I to 've a cer fain p~ereenta of

their earnings ovZ, a period'of time. lneo the aivantages of a n-
(dtion to them/ gentleinei is that L IAermit tfiem to,in out ther
charitable cont .ibutions. In a goo cd- Y tley p t in m6re ind in a not
so good year Tiiy put in less. Tjio alsd "put hppZeciatell property
ill the foundation on. P ill l l

The commu ,uity foul4atIrn, is aibtlier type- .do. not -now ]Iowmany of -you al e aware ot, those. .Tey-.are no w kn,.. mownt. .ouh theypvare quite an ii terestig hnstituti to us. 4hee re foundation tha
are ala e c aw re 0t tPS e. T e ja i o lw -tu u h h y
usually have pijblc trustees on thek. The. .l u sitQoften a)lpointeU
by political offi ials. The L uay6r inay.ppollte I, for e'ail)le. The&
are located in iajor cities. Often tiejj 4-association will)appoinv'a
trustee-the head f a univ ersity, et ce era. % - /,

Now, what is the geographicql ocus of foundadtons3pre asked lt'ese
foundations that we interviewed'-"Do you esentially make grai)t5 in a
City? In a State? In y our region ? Are yoiintional or what?" You ill
notice here that about "i percent of the foundations cou(d be cate-
gorized as being regional oitlocal. That is, they give th4i .hst majority
of their money to local areas. To wns, 43 percent.. -State, 9 percent.
Reions, 9 percent. '

Xl)out 21 Percent of the foundations are what you might call nation-
ally oriented. That is, they give their money across the entire country
but they do not give it, internationally. About 9 percent of the
foundations in America give their money both nationally and inter-
nationally and a small percentage, 6 percent, give their; money for
international purposes alone.

Now, what do foundations give their money for? What is the kind
of organization that gets the money from foundations?
The reason we thought it was terribly important to get this for you

is there has been a great deal of concern about the amount of.founda-
tion mon ey going to individuals, money going to international orga-
lizations, andl we wanted to get, from these foundations where and who
got the grants.

Now, these numbers, I should tell you, have to be weighted very
importantly by the assets of the foundation because the foundation
movement, as you have heard before, is characterized )y a good deal
.Pf concentration. Too much of the previous data on foundations has
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been done on the basis of numbers of foundations rather than in terms
of dollars of grants. Of all the grants made in America, according to
our studies, here is where the money goes in terms of the category of
recipientt.
You will see that. 74 percent of the foundation dollars go to so-calle(l

30 percent. public charity organizations. Nineteen percent of the money
ooes to other qualified charitable organizations. Thus, 93 percent of
V-oundation money goes to a qualified charitable organization. Five
percent of the money goes to individuals. About 1 percent goes to
foreign organizations. And 1 percent goes to tax exempt, for profit,
and other kinds of institutions.

Now, this is rather interesting because in terins of the reasons for
setting up a foundation, I believe you know that, foundations can make
grants that individuals cannot make. Foundations can make grants to
individuals. They can make grants to international purposes. They
can make grants to other tax-exempt organizations.

What I think this tells you is that the very substantial majority of
the money goes for purposes to which an individual, could also have
given an(, therefore, this wider grant authority that foundations have
is not something that is widely used. Ninety-three percent of the money
that foundations give, in other words, goes to qualified organizations
that. individuals can also give to and get a deduction.

Another reason foundations are set up is that they can have a staff
to give them more expertise in giving. An individual cannot do that
currently.

Now, 'let us look at the sizes of the staff of foundations of various
types. You will notice here something that surprised us, that a signifi-
cent )ercentage of the foundations do not have any professional stall.
That is, the donor, someone closely related to the donor, is the essential
person involved. In 84 percent of the foundations we studied there was
no professional staff.

You notice here that 11 percent had a part-time professional stall
and only 5 percent of the foundations interviewed in our study have
full-time professional staff.

You can appreciate that this is importantly a function of the size of
the foundation. Ninety-three percent of the big foundations have a
staff. But rather surprisingly, only 42 percent of the foundations
between $10 million and $100 million assets have full-time professional
staffs.

In our final rel)orts we are going to be able to tell you, we hope, the
number of people on the staffs of foundations. I would have to say
that it is likely to be a surprisingly small number. I would guess that
it numbers in the very low thousands across the entire country.

Another reason given for people setting up foundations, of course,
is that they can even out their gifts between had years and good years
and we haVe evidence that in practice this is important to some.

Still another reason for setting up a foundation is to insulate, peol)le
from the charitable organization. Many companies receive almost
unlimited numbers of requests to give. For example, at Bell &
Howell, I suppose we feel rather offended if we do not receive eight
or 10 letters a day asking for money.

I think the honest tihig to say is that another purpose a foundation
fills is to act as a kind of a. buffer between the giver and the recipient
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and indicate that, the "foundation will look into this matter and review
it."
Wo think, however, that one of the more important reasons for set-

ting up a foundation has to do with the desire to perpetuate the
owner's name and his charitable interests at his death.

Finally, I think it. would be fair to say that one of tie very attrac-
tive features of the use of the foundation is ill somie way to enlable the
donor to have his cake, as it were, and to eat it, too. B1y that I, mean
while on the one hand having given a gift to charity and received a
deduction, he maintains some control over what happens to that gift.

Now, I am not one, frankly, that believes it is al)prol)riate to specu-
late unduly on the motives of people for giving because there are ob-
viously many motives and they are Iixe.t 1 uink rather we should
focus, which is what. I intend to do, on the more objective question of
what charity and society gets. So, if I may elaborate on the appeal of
having your cake and eating it, too, I think, on the one hand, if we take
away tis opportunity there, will simply be significant nun1)e1. of
donors who will not make the cake available to society.

On tie other hand, I think it is very fair for the public to ask that
the society get their share of the cake. One of our recommendations
dea Is witl[ this subject.

Now, what is the form of giving to foundations? You will recall
that the HIouse bill excludes appreciated property except. on the basis,
Senator, that I mentioned. It also has soe very important restrictions
on the giving of stock in companies where there is in effect a control
provision that amounts to al)out 20 percent in total. I think as you
evaluate those provisions it would be helpful to you to know what form
contributions have been made to foundations.

Now this shows you the form of contributions to foundations. Tan-
gible appreciated property which, of course, deals with works of art,
1)ersonal objects of various kinds, is a very small percentage of the
total. Intangible stocks, appreciated property, are clearly a very im-
portant l)art of the giving of foundations, about 80 percent of the
total. You can see that in every category of foundations that we
studied, appreciated property is very significant.

What I am trying to indicate is that any provision that puts ap-
preciated property tin a different category as far as foundations are
concerned could be expected to have a very serious effect on the forma-
tion of new foundations.

The finding that in some ways has surprised us a good deal in our
study is to see how important, particularly in the large foundations,
contributions of stock are in companies in which the donor or the
family has a controlling interest. In the past, gentlemen, much of this
information has been reported in terms of percentages of foundations
having control stock and not in percentage of assets. As this study

* makes very clear, it tends to be the very largest foundations which get
a very important part of their money from this kind of stock.

Notice, for example, the Ford Foundation. We have the permission
of the Ford Foundation? in view of your deep interest in that founda-
tion, to report these findings separately to you. Ninety percent of their
contribution came from company -control stock; 48 percent of the over
$100 million foundations came from that kind of situation. Of all the
foundations over $100 million, you will notice that 62 percent of those
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particular foundations, the contribution cane ill that form. Notice in
the foundations between $10 and $100 million; 75 percent of the orig.
inal contribution was in control stocks. So there is lio question but
that in terms of total assets going into foundations, company stock in
this form is one very important part.

We (1o not show it here, but in total it is about 53 percent of the
total contributions; 53 percent of all of the contributions to foun(la-
tions in their original form was in the form of control stock.

I, therefore, suggest to you that if the provisions in the House bill
on the one hand (teal with resti'ictions of gifts of any appreciated
property and, on the other hand, restrictions on company control
stock, that the practical effect of the legislation will be to, in very
substantial ways, reduce the contributions that go into foundations
since those are clearly the major sources of the money to foundations.

You can see the pattern of cash contributions. In the case of the
smaller foundations cash is more important. Stocks are still quite
important; 40 l)ercent of the small foundations, for example, 11se
appreciated property in the form of stocks. And even here 18 percent
of them are company control situations.

So, what we are trying to report to you is that across every category
of foundation, regardless of size, the sul)stantial majority of the coni-
tributions are either in the form of appreciated property of company
control stock and, therefore, those two provisions will have a very
significant negative effect.

Now, we have told you about the company control stock inl terms
of percentage of contributions. We would no- like to report this data
to you differently.

First, how many of the foundations ever had company control stock
and how many of the foundations today have company control stock?
You can see once again what is happening. In this column we show
the percentage of foundations by size that have company control stock
in them. You can see that for the smaller foundation the number
is much smaller but as you look at the larger foundations, 57 percent
of the over $100 million foundations had stock in them that was
control stock.

If you look at where it sits today, you can see there has been some
reduction on those percentages. But even today for the two size
categories of large foundations over $10 million, 39 and 36 percent
of those foundations still own 20 percent or more of the stock in
companies. In terms of total current assets it is clear it is still aignificant percentage of the total.

I think I would like now to talk very briefly about a problem we
grappled with which is how do you go about assessing the contribution
of foundations? You have heard-a great deal of testimony here. on
the contributions of foundations and I will not elaborate on that
because I know you know there are many, many such contributions.
But we are a private citizens group who saw our mission as trying
to come up with an objective appraisal. I think I would have to say
it is one of the world's most difficult tasks because an objected
appraisal of what Uho contribution of foundations it would require
that, on the one hand a person would have an idett of what would
have happened with t&at money if it had been given directly by the
donor or if the Government on the other hand, had supported it
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through the tax dollar, it is not clear to me how we, at least, could
make that kind of an analysis.

So, what we have tried to do in our study is to do two things.
First, to go to our distinguished leaders in various fields who

presumiably are aware of what happens in those fields--the 750 mei,
that. we interviewed, scientists, artists, l)eople in medicine-and get,
their report on what they thought the overall contributions were. Mei-
bers of your staff were interested in finding do the people in these fields
feel that we would be better off with foundations or would we Lie better
off just letting people give the money directly.

The 750 people who are in these various fields, not donors, not
charitable organizations, but the people in the field, were asked this
question:

"In your view is our society better off with foundations or would
it be better off if they did not exist and all private charity went directly
from the giver to the recipient?"

I can simply report to you that of the 750 distinguished citizens
that we iterviewed, 95 percent said we would be better off with
foundations rather than gving the money directly, a truly prepon(ler-
ant percentage of the leaderiip of country. I'e wanted to be sure
to find out ifthey knew what they were talking about so we said in
our written questionnaire to them, "Could you give us examples of
contributions in your field that represent significant developments?"

We found that about 81 percent of these people in a written ques-
tionnaire were able to identify contributions from their field.

'We then said, "Will you kindly give us the following rating of
foundations in your field of specialty, scientists, doctors, artists,
educators, et cetera."

We gave them their choice of five ways of rating the contributions
of foundations. First, that they played a very significant role. With-
out them, some very important things would not have happened. That
they have played a positive role. They have tended to support

Senator MINLER. On that point there, do I read this correctly, that
first one, or at least "would not have been delayed."

Mr. PTEnsoN. I marked that out. That is a typographical error.
It should have said the development "would have been delayed"
without foundation contributions. I am sorry, Senator.

The second category, they played a positive role, they supported
worthwhile projects. On balance they have been worthwhile.

The third is a mixed one. You know, some good things, some not
so good things, some significant, et cetera.

Finally, very little. contribution in my field, and last, that founda-
tions played a negative role. In short, our field would be better off
without them.

We tried to present this matter fairly so they could pick whatever
they thought was the appropriate rating of foundations in their field.
H-ere are the results of that study; 85 percent of the distinguished
leaders, citizens, said something quite positive, with 60 percent of the
distinguished citizens telling us they felt foundations had played a
significant role in their field.

Those thinking they played a negative role is 1 percent of the people.
Those saying they have not made much difference in our society are
2 percent. Those saying it is good and bad, it is spotty, I am not sure,
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is 12 percent. But I think it is fair to say that about 85 percent of the
distinguished citizens in the country do feel that they lhave nade a
significant contribution.

Now, I would liketo move on to this appraisal field by field. In otlieri
words, we asked the experts in medicine, the experts in the arts, how
they felt. You will notice that in all fields, medicine, in the arts, an(l
education and other fields, a substantial majority felt foundations had
made a significant, development'in that field.

In tie field of science you will notice that, significantly fewer felt
that way about foundation contributions; 43 percent felt foundations
had made a significant contribution. We would speculate that perhapsone of the reasons for this is tlat., in tie last 10 years or so, a ver'
high amount of Government funding has gone into the scientific arena.

Now, let us talk about what the roles of foundations might be in
our society. I thought you mi ght be interested in what. these distin-
guished citizens told us they tlibught the role should.be, particularly
with regard to the Government. These citizens are intelligent eol)le.
They are aware of the fact that the Government is playing an increas-
ing role and the question we asked them was, "What do you think the
roles of foundations, if any, should be with regard to Government
programs in these fields ?"

What we observe here is the following. About 18 percent said we
think foundations should be a partner of the Government and coop-
Crate very closely, almost on joint programs, 25 percent said we think
they should cooperate but still be quite autonomous.

Very interesting I think is the preponderant number of these peol)le
feel that a significant role of foundations should be to carve out new
areas that later might receive public support. There is a pretty wide-
spread feeling, I would say, in the country that the Government is
now ideally suited for doing some of these kinds of work; 20 percent
said that 'foundations should act as evaluators and critics of govern-
ment progams since in many cases they are at least concerned as to
whether the-so programs are being evaluated and, of course, this seg-
ment talks about support of tile private philanthropic sector.

Now, let us tell you what our commission has concluded about
possible roles of foundations vis-a-vis Government programs because
in most areas the Government expenditures are much larger, much,
much larger than the foundation expenditures.

The first conclusion that we reach about Government programs is
-that it is much easier, we believe, for a private institution, a foundation
being one of them, to carry out experiments, even noncontroversial
ones, than it is for the Government. We have looked at cases where
experiments have been tried in the Government and there certainly
have been some. We are impressed with the fact, gentlemen, that there
are certain aspects of experimental programs in Goiernment that may
not be the ideal atmosphere for such exreriments. Fore example, it is
quite possible that if the eifperimett has early negative resuilfs it will
be killed very promptly.

On the other hand, we know that poI'tical administrations have a
way of not lasting over a long peri d of time. The administration in
power is impatient to get'a.hea , to fMake a record. If the experiment
in reality takes 5, 6,7 years before one knows whether it workd, there
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is at least a question we have as to whether the Government. will wait
in some cases for that.

You gentleinen are much better informed than I am of the great
tendency in Government programs to want to move them out int the
districts very, very rapidly. II soile casess lerhlps beforee anybmly
really knows whether they .lve<6iiiVe-rot-bcen effective.

Senator MILLERI. Onlhffi p oint, Mr. Peterson_'opi said tlat a great
many of them do n Qtfilink that the foundation. shoidd g't into 11no-
vativo areas whicl. ay later receiv public support.

Mr. PE.TESO,/ Yes.
Senator Mi f.m. But you.would\not conclide from that,', sUppose,

that they shild get intQ-4rea ' which are c6ntrary to a public policy
announced Nry Congrse. Gral ted" that, tlie pull c policyy anflouiwed
by Congre may 0J\ nge lateroniii'particulr ti--- eMr. P mSON. Is that-ano~f~r- i.. yy o\ayi. foi ndatiofts s )lould
not enga e in illegal activity , fo~' exanpl , ] k o 0rtanin 1,o'tical
activities.Senlatol ILE. .,All," tha~t . n0tj el~e0. 311t" " i f'-V(onress' ]in.a, f or
example, voted a tlins rgfc rtan"p) ogrdtilemonistrated thie, are

Senato~~~iii MU*Etfl -tlu , n-i-l~~u foge a oopposed t it as a latterr Public j)0ytien are you suggesting

foundatioAs should l permi. d to get ilde 4xdeducti'Os and go head
and-tax exemption S to gO'ahe d.dand pursue that policy? /

Mr. PET r:SOX. Wel' course, thtis, a minich bi(der qite.i(ion, its
you know, Senator, because in the-entii private haritable / etor in
America, thefundation is cletfly a Sintl1 par 4 -l that tot,, picture.
I think the idetitical questionfshoii!ibe asJked about the tot ,i charitable,
sector of Americk and whether it should ergage in )7,grams that
are or are not consistent with a national policy.

Senator MILLER. Precisely.
Mr. PwFIRsoeN. This is personal -1 opiion-tlit you may not agree

with. In my view, one of the great steiigths of the private sector is
its freedom, is its ability to engage in programs that, it believes are
important. My answer to your question, therefore, would l)e that
unless something is specifically prohibited or illegal, which in the
area of foundations, I think you would agree certain kinds of )artisan
activity are not charitable activity, my bias would be in the direc-
tion of giving these institutions thi freedom to perform the kinds of
activities that they think are in the public interest.

Senator MILLER. IS it not anomalous, Mr. Peterson, to have' the
Congress and taxpayer in general keep money from going into the
Treasury through the tax exemption and then turn around and say
go ahead and use that tax-exempt money for purposes which Congress
itself has indicated are contrary to public policy?

Mr. PerErsoN. Would it be fair, though, Senator, to suggest that
the logical extension2of that-reasoning would be perhaps to have all
the money flow through some public .mechanism ani allocate the
money the way the Congress thinks it should be allocated ?

Senator MmyipR. No. I do not think that follows. I am troubled by
having Congress legislate over here against something and then turn
around-and letting a private foundation through the tax-exempt
process, spend the money for something contrary to what Congress has
already decided.

Mr. VPtTEox. Can you give ime an example?

33-86O-9-pt. 6-04
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'I'le ('i .. (entlenten, we Cannot he delmting all this. I would
like to knowNw what the witness wants to recommend here on behalf of
his commission and with all (lie deference to the gentleman, he will
Inake it, known what he recollmends to us and we will find f hat out
for a eetainty.

Mr. l-mrFisox". I think in the interests of i line, Mr. Chirmnall, you
have ly written statement. We think there are many areas of our
society where there are very in )iprtlat roles for folidations were
the government is unlikely to act with leadership or lerlnhps ol.
jeetives. I spell these out in our testimony.

Now let lie move on to the regulation of foundations which I know
is a subject of great interest to you.

It. seenis to us that there are three kinds of concerns that anv private
citizen can legitimately have al)out the operation of foundations. 'I'he
first is the category of What we call linancial abuses, self-dealing,
transactions in will the individual benefits in a material way, as a
result of having a foundation.

The second category of abuse in our opinion, and this is only partly
respIT)onSive, Senator Miller, to your question, are what we call grant
ma king abuses. That is where money for which a deduction has been
taken, for which an exemption has beent granted, is spent for purposes
that are not, charitable.

And tile third abuse and one I am going to spend some time on to(lay.
because I think in some ways it is the most important question for
you gentlemen t) consider, is the question of tile amount of money
that is paid out "o charity. It is our view after all, that the purlose
of the foundation is to help charity, to pay money to charity, and we
think a very imlpotant question that you should address yourselves to
is how much money is in fact going out to charity.

Let us take each of these abuses separately. The first category of
abuses deals with the whole field of self-dealing, various kinds of
transactions where the donor has a relationship with his foundation.
In effect, the donor is in some ways on both ends of the transactions.
ie is both the benefactor and the recipient of that transaction.

Telre have been a lot. of allegations as to the extent. of these abuses.
There is no way that I know of that a private commission can give
you a precise percentage because you need subpoena powers, you nee(l
auditing power, and all we have tried to do, Mr. Chairman, is give you
a rough idea of the magnitude that might exist.

On the current 990 form foundations by law are required to report
to you certain kinds of seif-dealing transactions. Borrowing money,
receiving .compensation for services, et cetera. We have taken a sig-
nificant sample of these foundations and this tells you the extent to
which these transactions take place.

In 11/, percent of the cases they said they borrowed income; 2.1,
percent, they receive compensation; 0.5 percent reporting used services
or assets in common; -3.5 percent reported purchased securities or
p)operty, one from the other; 5.5 percent said they sold services or
property and they received income.

We looked at 492 forms picked at random and we analyzed them. I
want to be sure I emphasize that under the current laws it is not illegal
for a foundation to have this kind of .% transaction between the founda-
tion and the donor. All this indicates, therefore, to you is that tile per-
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centage of times that tills kind of e\'elt happens where there is a po-
tentiil for abuse.

Now, whether the transaction is a fair one or (lone at arms length is
it second question. I think one of the, things that these fildilngs tell us
is that, ill a. very substantial majority of the foundations there are liot.
these kinds of relationships.

IWV did a, second thing to try to get soie (IatL oil allists. 1 (10 not
have to tell people as sophisticated as you that you do not find out
whether an abuse takes p)l ace, by siniply asking the. person whether he
is engaged in an abuse. Clearly, those who have engaged in abuses are
either inclined not to answer'the question or l)erhiaps not to answer
it honestly.

Tinus, what, we asked the Arthur Andersen Co., a national account-
illg organization located in Chicago, to ask 200 tax accounting peoplee
across America anonymously so that there was. no possible problem
here of any self or clients nilpficat ion.

]lere is what Arthur Andersen asked these tax accountants, all of
whom have had personal experience with foundations, "There are loose
financial self-de-alings between small foundations and the donor or
friends which work to the advantage of the donor or friends.

"Tell us how freq uentl, in your experience this happens."
'Tlo answers speak for themselves. In about 9 percent of the cases

the tax accountants say they think this happens either fairly common
or very common and the other 91 l)ercent not so common.

"Tlhere is loose recordkeeping by small foundations whichll makes
it difficult to know whether personal advantage is being taken by the
donor or his friends."

Here, about 8 percent report some pretty loose recordkeeping by
foundations.

Next, "There are high operating expenses relative to the assets or
income." About 6 percent of the tax accountants felt this kind of situa-
tion occurred quite frequently.

Our commission's recommendation to you on the question of abuses
is as follows.

First we argue that the integrity of the tax system is at stake here.
Unless there aire very clear benefits to society from permitting trans-
actions between the donor and his foundation, the suspicions that are
aroused, the enormity of the regulative process to make such definitions
as what is reasonable, what is arm's length, and so forth, are of such
a magnitude that we do not believe that the benefits of such transac-
tions are equal to the potential damage. Therefore, we would strongly
support legislation that prohibits any self-dealing transactions be-
tween the donor and his foundation.

We have also gone beyond this and, through our many studies, have
identified a. series of additional abuses that we would recommend
that you consider including in your. recommendations.

For example, in much of the legislation, company foundations have
been largely ignored. You recall the com pany foundation is the one
that the company uses as a conduit largely for its charitable contri-
butions. We believe that you. should seriously consider drafting pro.
visions that make it clear that the company cannot run through its
foundation expenses that are more legitimate business expenses rather
than charitable expenses. We do not know the incidence of this possi-
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hility but, its v'ery existence Suggests to) Is ( hat souwltiiuz~ slioiihll Iwt
(bile.I

I believe this is tit(' e(IlIitUI)IC thing to (do for the~ ro11%lllg 11011M4)11.
Let. uls Compare111 It com1panly thlt dlot's not, have it founidaitionl and a
Comlpanly that does have a foun1dationl. Th'le company wit Itita foundation
nlot, olyg(et's at deduction whiell thle company Pcou( ild get tial%.ly fr
its lblilei(SS expi(so8 dediwlet ollS'htit. thev Coiiiptily fOltllltion :ulso gvt.
it tax ex('1iti~ olt l as ell 01l thIo mel'0i froml tll: hmonley thalt hils beenl
('olt.l'iIted t ht, t 110('0111)111y wit hoiit. thle f01111(llt 1011 doe~s itttet . Pol.
that. realsonl, wo thinkl it is very im1portanllt. that. it. bc)0 itiade ecia p thit~
only ('110 tiitable eXj)01s-es ('1111 lw sullj)lted thliguh a corn plinv
foun ldationl.

Now, wilat kinl of Cases 1ar. we, talkcingr lahott.? 1 am11 Ie:wotIhjjly
stive they are.P not too frequenlt.. For exatn) llp1p l)ose a1 Compliny Sip]-
jMoi-t resealrvh ill its pllrti('tlhli' industry through Its foundation. It Iuinlk
80o1e of the questions that need to Iw asked ('lue-cfully lilt(] thouightfullyN
Iare: HOW is the public lit la-r'e, Iluade awar'e of tlit. res(tal'clt l)LwII.tv
lit this point tilt' puibliv hals a11ar1ge interest ill thet expenditures since
it. 1)il jlt deductions hals Ieenl grlitedC ? I low~ (l(o tie Co11ipeLtitol's of that
lirmil leam- of thle research linlt, is Iwilig done) by, that foulndtation ?

Inkowi'se ,m lu hvo situations whel'& gifts o)f various" kdinds umIINty he
mlado front1 tice foundation to it ('llri ttfl)1e org-YlItli zat ionl. '1Iesechri-
aI1l6 organlizationls, thesRe reijPipents, mlay also 1 )v customers of t1:11

('otupauty. We thinki it. is important. that. yoI gi1v0 SoMle t-houight to
tiq(uestioll andliat thle veny least. the (lisolosilg of aniy t I'll sact i011s

Ibetwel tho Corl illy foundaibtiolnd1( thei Ottside tvoild that, ('0)11(
1w Con1sideredC it EI )t ~iS'' eXpenseC rathfler thal 11. ellarlitlthle exjpt'Ise.

Senator (0ORm. D)o you think~ this. is a matter for tax 111%v
Mr. Minruso ht?
Senittor (0011H. IS 11. hit pl1)1p)1') subject of a tax bill1 Or whalt 111e youl

stugestig here?
Mr. 1 IPf'rmso. I till sug*rgesting, Senlator, that Our' business tatx lows

."ay inl effect that. m'f)aI) elatt sus ex penses obviously arek deductible
for, tho purpose of (.'om1)uting yo-1r4it ob axd n ugetin
that,. if it founldationl enlgages% Int pacti:es that Could be v()lsi(Ioed( it
business-relatccl eXpefl5l'tt ra1the diall at CharIitale e"xpenIse, that SometI
p)1e('lilt t ion h1. e tukenl to ho sure Pithet' that it, is diselose1 i'erv elarefill y.
in other cases it may be profited, because 1 (to lnt think It is proper
to v)0rIfit bitsiitess expenses through a fouindationl.

I tlhik inothet potenttial abuse that Is nota adIequately eovem'ed inl
thet current. lI lationi either Cont ributions to ellar'italule ol'1111nizil-
tions 01r coitri), t iols to founldti ons, is tile ptO~~l fovrv t on
that. T mentionted earlier. I woul(1 thiink that the legislation should1( hol
ma11de 11ore. specifie, With recgard 'to tile evaluation of pr1o1 )eltv givenl
to foun ldationsg. We would rveonlune-nd flint. you require vii I nat-io pro-
velul'es 011 aniy sigllifleflnt cmitrihittions o f p~ropertyv whose value
cennot be enaily (leternifledl.

Next, lvq we 1biave alriady shown you, tluere is Some1 sub'stantilal over-
lap betweeli tite owllCVslliI) of stock Ii a conlman by individuals and(
Ot that *is owned bytile foundation. I think1 as' a private Citizemn
gr-oup, look ig and hll"l)Otillyrpeetigtl ulc ~tisw i~
to be conerel-1d about. whether the port-folios mnd the inivestmenlts of
tho foundationi are being handled inn reasonable manner to further tihe
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best. intertst5 of tilt follillitioll. ('early, ilf it (10lor wll(wo llts sto'lc ill
his owl) n1110 also lilts stock ini tho founidat ion, there are (.onflio' of
illterest, opjort tilni its ler' tliit., s10li' looke litt, Irobaly liandledl
best. th rough Soliie kin(1 of disclosure, provedule.

Iih, fditlly, these, s11ni lpro)visions now apply, for example, to
iisilei'rs ill (lit tist' of lblsiless ('Ol-rI -itioillS, 1111(l I lill Siliij)l Slgge s -

Ing to you tlint. since i( hi sine oppornliity exists ill the vasti, of foilli-
(hliliolls, 1ilit vill youiiake it (h' li t thowe iids of t riill(t 10115 Shiould
het velntilaited.,

On tihe subject of alli.t's ly fouidatioiis, we liave "ell a few ('ii',
not, liany, llblut. i. few, where exct',vessi iidmiinist'atlive exp'isst' result
ill it divs''Sion of funds I toliirit.'.

Now, in tlhe vsil of I llsiiie$5, ,orp'oriitions, Nll will Iecall fhilt. ilhe
('01o 11iiikies it very (ia it liat thlie olilv iusliteS expenses that are
dedulctille are those t , li a 6iitegorizt'd is ordiiliary illi liecessarv
Itild this is an iiill portant. part. of the code as it. I'e|lilis to bilsiless. We
WOul(l suggest. thilt voui considerr tlit, a Similll rule of reaSOnl be
applied to foluldlitionsvs so that, tile Ills agents in making their par1'-
fiular investigations could x i l0eO whether fle e pense,s lre in act,
oirdillary nlid ilecessary or iol. for tile operation of le foiilidatioll.

Senti'Bor l l '. You skippJt'ed No. 1.
Mi'. lin,,:wx. 1 11111 or'V. I did not, ilieall tO. The tlix it collliitlts

that were i the Artihi Aidrsen study said that in i few vises, Seli-
ilor, it. is possible-ilnd this, in(idenitnlly, applies not to foundat ions
alone but. to any charitable gift-to give noniy to Ia (haritable
oiI'trlii/atiol but." to have ill Individual be the lefleillry of that
coli ributioi.

Perhaps. this is iost likely, s1' in I cllSe Where the institution ill
ilddition to beiill, fQr exiiipIe, it religious intittio lllso supports
edhcational iiist.itutions. WVe do not. tMhink this is, very e rquent but
tho posbility exists whirv, i iclitii'itible Coniitrilbution i's, ill Soeli p rl't
it. least, really ia Illyniint, for the medication of iln individual nd we
l hink vou should take at look at that kind of problem.

Now, let, Ius talk abollt auditing. Clearly with till the (Iliestionls Vl
ilid others have iiout foundationsl and the l(el of abuses, we think
th fit'st steel to this problem is to lie 'ei'y pi(,('i aind (Oilelto about
tho libuses that yOu wish to he limited. Then, I think it. is extremely
impIlortlnt t-hat .you ablso use. tho wellpon a1(i regilliatory tool that you
already have, Which ou verve earlyy use in thi Iit cas of limsiess corpo-
ral ions, wilvnh is, ot ('OUse, 1'y intensive lls auditing.

()li study' asked the foundation whether they ha1d leeil iudited
o not lind with wlhat frecuel ey over the last 10 years.

Here is What, tho questions wals:
To the best of yoir laiowledge, liIIt the follithio iieen audited In tile 10ast

10 years or so by Stliate oflhlills or' by tit, Feileril Internail IRevtilu Selr'vt?

Only 34 l4letent of the foundfint.ions reioited to us tliat, thev hd
beei~ audited in tie last 10 velr by any Government, ilgeney, either
Stato o' local-only S l 'et, ly. by Stale body, and 20 percent, bly
tie IRS.

We ideirstad whyi the IllS with limited budget. aid with an uind1er-
standablo desire to foells its efforts where it. (,ill i('rease Federal
iveiles hils perhaps not (one1 this. On the other hand, I think it is
very inconsistent if I may say so, and quite irrational it. the same, time,
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to have widespread doubts about the extent of certain als)I.es ald oil
tile other hand, not to use the regulatory tool that is available for
this purpose.

You might be interested, for example, that in our interview of the
Ford Foundation, even though it. is the largest foundation by far, we
find that it is 110w being audited for only the second time in its history.
I do not wish to suggest by this that there is any improper hhaviour
there. I silnlply use it by way of illustration to indicate that if this were
a business institution *of this relative size, you can rest assured that
there would he very intensive auditing.

Our specific reconnmendation is the following: that all foundations
wvill he. audited at least once over the next 3 v'ears. We know this will
take a significant step-up in IRS activity. We know as some of you
pointedd out., that it will require additional )ersonnel but, it. is our view

that you gentlemen and the pl)blic need a eriod( of time where you
can find out, what the level of abuses is, particularly when you have
prescribed the kinds of abuses that should be prohibited.

The question has come up who should pay for such audits. You
recall that the original prI)oposal was a 71/-percenit tax on income of
foundations.

Our Commission would strongly ol)l)o.e that provision for several
reasons.

In the first. place, I think I have demonstrated to you, and I will
demonstrate shortly in greater detail, that. the very substantial fimount
of money that flows out of foundations goes indeed to charitable orga-

nizations that have already been qualified by tile IRS to receive
individual contributions, to ie specific 9:3 percent of foundation
grants. It seems clear to me, therefore, that any significant tax on
foundation income is in effect, a. reduction in the amount. of money
that is going to charity at a time.e when these charitable organizations
are having very serious problems.

If, as at matter of principle, you decide that you think that founda-
tions should bear the cost of IRS supervision, we ould argue as
follows:

First, that you should take a 3-year period, announce this 100%auditing polic*V,.

Second, that you should ask the Department. of the Treasury and
IRS to cost justify to you what these costs are and to set ul) an ear-
marked fund for this pIurpose. At the end of that. period we think you
will be in a better position to decide whether is a matter of long-term
policy you want to charge a tax on the income of foundations.

Therefore, we would l)l)Ose a fee for this purpose rather than a
tax on the income.

Our Commission looked at State regulation. We have had many
suggestions from many people, I think most of them well meaning,
that esented the notion of too much Federal or IRS intervention in
tile foundation process. They suggested to us that the States should
play a much more important'role iii the regulation of foundations.

We have looked thoughtfully, I hope, at State regulatory agncies
and resources. We have looked at tile personnel and staffs that they
have. The fact that. only 8 percent of these foundations have ever been
audited by a State, I think, is some testimony to the fact that a very
significant percentage of the States in this country at the present tine
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do not have adequate staffs, and have not assigned a higll auditing
priority to the foundation area.

It is our view, therefore, that until there is a good deal more as-
surance of both adequate resources and motivation that shifting of
the responsibility to the States would in effect be-no regulations at all.

Senator A-NDmsoN. So, if the States (o ot (1o it and the Federal
Government does not have time to do it, who (toe.; it ?

Mr. PE'rliso'. I am suggesting sir, that the IRS engage in 100
percent auditing over the itext 3 years of all foundations. Our sug-
gestion is that tlie IRS audit the foundations 'n this country on a mueh
more intensive basis than they have done to date.

There have also been many people who have proposed to this (on-
mission that we should rely on self-regulation. We1 are sympathetic
to the notion that free institutions of this sort (1o flourish best with t he
least amount of regulation consistent with lack of abuse. Quite frankly,
gentlemeni0, we have looked at. the self-regulation effort. While we
applaud it, while we think it, is a steel) in the right direction, we are
not persuaded at this time that it, represents a sufficient percentage of
the foundatiton world. Quite frankly, we are concerned that the peo-
ple that would cooperate .with such an, effort are the leol)le who
il Some ways need regulation the least. Therefore, while we applaud
it as a long-term effort, we do not thinly at. this time that self-regulation
is sufficient, as a way of getting at, this problem.

Senator Gon. The fellow who needs regulation most is likely to be
the last to self-regulate.

Mr. PETEnsoN-. That is quite possible, sir'.
Senator Gone. It is likely.
Mr. PETERSON. I now would like to talk about public disclosure

because we think some new dimensions are required in public diselosure
with regard to foundations.

You might be interested that when we asked these 750 (listinguished
citizens in the country what do you think are the right al)proaches for
making foundations more accountable to the public, here is what they
said. They said full public, disclosure-58 percent, said this-is a very
imlportant way of regulating foundations. Following this were sug-
gestions of full reporting and audits, increased Government regulatory
activities. But it is clear that many Americans feel that public dis-
closure as in many fields, is an 'important, eveil though indirect
regulatory process.

We have some, specific recommendatious in our report. to make to
you on public disclosure. I think there is a very important distinction
between making information available in some technical or legal sense
and really making it available so that the public is really aware of it.

Let me give you an example of this. At the )reSeit tim foumdations
do report amually on a 990(a) form. They (1o report the sizes of their
grants, their administrative expenses, the grants themselves. In many
eases actually they list, the grants. The fact that so little is known
about foundations is perhaps testimony to the fact that these forms
have not been widely referred to.

Why llhve they noti been referred to? The experience of this Commis-
sion, I think, is r-evelant. We needed the 99.0A forms to draw a random
saml)le of foundatimns across America. We found in order to get them
we, as a number of private institutions, had to go to Philadelphia and
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Imlk tien 1) oi nlit'iofilnl. While o0r1 coml)any sells microfilm and I
support the medliumI, I (to not feel olle can" argue the availability of
centralized mieohfilned source, 11d having to go to lPhiIlld)1hiaU w'0,n
it c( sts us $3 or $4 to get a coI)y, is ade( ltate (liselosure. 'l'llus, we woldl
like to recommend a ('hllange ill lul)lic disclosuree of foundations.

Fi rst, we would like to suggest, that a Illajor overhaul he made in t it,
9)OA form for several reasons. First, anybody in tie business world
understands that 1util you have uniform tlc(ouliting standards, until
it is clear what certaiti terms. mea, then putting all the n1lumb1ers
together they l)y (lflition tire meaningless because tie original data
had different meanings.

We are prepared to aid in such tnil etort because Peat, M[arwick &
Mlitchell, t iaiccounting firm in New York, Iiive 'lSSig(ld some ieolth
to define meaningful terms ill uniforn (harts of accounts for
foil nolat iolis.

LJet me illustrate this. What (1o you mean by (lie value of ati asset .
I)o you mean its cost or its market value? What do you mean by an
adniinistrative expense? And I can give you 20 different examples.
But until you gentlemen can be aired that the original data has
muaing that you can I)ut. your arms around, then it is quite possible
that. the reporting will not be as good as it. should be.

We wouhl al1) propose that. the 990 form define the purposes of
the grants in certain categories. I will show you in a moment that in
our research we have some 16 categories of l)uirpos for foundation
grnits. I would suggest that it is iml)ortant for the country, and this is
(oly l)artly responsive, I think Senator Miller to your poit, that. the
country know systematically what the allocation o foundation grants
is. We think, thWelfore, that. if tho foundation forms reported the pur-
poses of the grants, you could annually get a much clearer picture than
you can get now as to the total allocation of those funds.

Third, in the investment activities, I am going to talk later about the
investment returns and the investment practices of foundations, I think
we lutve, discovered enough in the coume of our study to suggest that
substantially more detailed reporting is suggested in the area of vari-
ous kinds of investment transactions. We thiink the starting )lace ill
this effort is a very significant overhaul of the annual reporting form.

There is another concept of disclosure that we would like to talk
about. As we have looked at. several kinds of activities of foundations.
and other charitable organizations that might boe in sensitive areas,
alout which men of reason and good will might debate, it occurs to us
that. annual disclosure after the fact may b adequate. Fon exa uple,
if money has been used for quasi-political hlirposes that offer signifi-
cant opportunity for abuse of the grantimaking activity, it might. be
argue( that an after-the-fact handling of the situation is not adequate.

We would like to propose for your consideration, therefore a concept
of not only amnal disclosure, but instant disclosure on certain kinds of
grants about which there is concern and about which public ventilation
in advance could make a significant difference.

Let me illustrate this point, I know that some of you, for example,
are sensitive about grants made to Government eml)loyees. I will show
you in a moment. that while that iimer is very small in terms of dol-
lars, I can report. to you in our study that a significant number of
distinguished citizens hi this country are concerned about grants made
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to Government employees. As a. matter of fact, while in general tilesit
distinguishedd citizens opt for a great deal of freedom (iin tie part of
fouldat ions to do a piolINe'ring jol, but ill tle .area of grallts to (verll-
uIent employees, prtly, I think, as a result of Some of Ihe unfortullate
incidents of recent, \'eai's, t here is stoie concern al)out this.

One (anl elvisi Oli it PrOCess, for example, of instant diselosulre of cer-
tail categories of grants sucll as tlese as b)eillg an im)ortalit Pl'oit s
that. you might, want to considerr .

We woul li ike to m1111e second bro.,Id recomiliellfialtioll in the area
of giants. If you accept oir1 premise that there are cellainl kindls of
improper grants which lillshould e prevented and Stopped rat li1 tlamn
simply reported anld penalized a fter. tile fact. it is clearlyy intporfllit
that. some governmental unit shall have equity jurisdictilm ill order
to act, plro tly to enjoill such activities. At tile presellt time our ('mwi
mission, and I would like to report to yol tilr 'e v eha' a iple of
menibei's who ha'e outstanding legal ba:ckgromds, Prof. Paul Freund,
from Iarvilrd, wlo maIny people consider one oft ti' gieale.st aktthor-
ities on constitutional Ili v, and Edward Levi, current president of Ithe
U university of ('hicugo, and diai i of tile h11w school prior to that, feel
there is a great deal of aml)iguity in the current situation witl reIgard
to who does have tile equity jurisdictions to enjoin activities that are
abuses of this sort.

One of our recolnlnen(latiiols, therefore, is tlat yi consider
thought fully whether that equity jurisdiction should not be assigned
to tile Fedeail level. l)r. Freund tells us that lie believes thunt there is
iidequate precedent here to allow such jurisdiction for specilied pill.-
poses and still be completely 'OclnstitUtioll al. At the present time we
think there is some considenilelO ambiguity about this legal authority.
Taking this into colbi)nuation with tile fact that tile only penalty now
is to remove exemiItion we Call clearly see h'lly da'e." (oes anyone,
move into these kinds of grants.

So, we are proposing disclosure in two senses. First, full public
disclosure, not. oil]? statistically, hut ill annual public reports thal aremade readily av'ai able across the country, of the activities of founda-
tiolls. For example, we thinIk those reports should be indexedl and
abractel, so, for example, anywhere in America where a given re-
searcher or given institution wants to knowv who sullorts his kind of
of activity, lie can very quickly fhnd out.

We also suggest, for your consideration the (.onet, and we call go
into iuore detail later on this if you would like, instant disclosure on
certain kinds of grants about which there is concern; instant plblic
disclosure, that. is, and instant disclosure to people who are specifically
involved and have jurisdiction.

On tile question of l)enalties, this (oniiis'sion agrves that the cur-
vent situation is not defensible, since the only penalty currvtly is
removal of the. tax exemption of the institution. This is indeed a fatal
remedy and is not likely to be. iml)osed in any event without. intensive
audits. While it is true that in a few cases the tax exemption has been
removed, it is also true that in inny cases that is a remedy that. seems
far too severe. So, we would approve of a iuliber of different kind
of sanctions anld penalties because we think that is tile way to Illake
the whole system more responsiv'e.
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We have a few very brief l)rincil)les we would like to articulate.
First, we think if you approve a system of penalties the l)Urpose should
be to make charity hole, not to collect taxes for the Government. We
think, therefore, that if a person has been enriched by virtue of his
foundation activity, he should make the foundation whole to the
degree of that enrichment so that charity has not been hurt by this
p)articular abuse.

Second, we would urge that you be careful in applying fines in areas
that by definition are ambiguous. I say this with some feeling because
I think one of the great aspects of these private institutions is getting
the leaders of our private sector to serve on the boards of these institu-
tions. I think they provide a great deal of leadership and judgment to
these activities. If one has an onerous system of fines, particularly in
areas that are. ambiguous, I think it cold have a very chilling effect
on getting the best citizens of this country to serve on foundation board
of trustees.

Finally, we think the sanctions should be geared to the seriousness of
tie violation and whether it is willful or inadvertent. We do not think
these distinctions are properly made in the current bill.

Now, could I move to the grant making activities of foundations
because this is clearly a second abuse area that I know you are
coils idering.

Let us look now at where foundations grant their money, and tils
is for the year 1968. As I reported earlier, you will see that 93 percent
of the money goes to qualified charitable organizations of one type
or another. You will see that this number is high in virtually all
categories. I apologize for an error in community foundations. It is
going to take us a week or two to straighten this out. Some of the
recipients here have considered their bequests as a grant and we are
sure that is what they mean. For the moment )lease exclude this group,
you will see that most of the foundations give a very substantial
amount of their money to qualified charitable organizations. Foreign
organizations get about 1 percent of the total.

I want to discriminate here now between grants for international
purposes and grants made to foreign organizations. I will cover in a
moment how how much of the money goes for international purposes.
What I'm showing you now are grants made directly to foreign orga-
nizations. Five percent of the money of foundations in our preliminary
study goes to individuals. You will see that it is a larger number in the
over $100 million class and in a moment I will show you what the
distribution of those grants is.

But I think the fundamental point that we are trying to make here
is that the substantial majority of grants are made to qualified chiari-
table organizations and I might say now that the very sul)stanti-l
distribution of grants to individuals is made for scholarship programs
of various types.

Now, let us talk about-
Senator MILLE1. May I ask a question? In this analysis did you

draw any distinction between grants and payouts which some pl)eple
might regard as grants but which are treated as expenses?

Mr. PTERSOx. As what?
Senator MMLER. As expenses?
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Mr. PE'rEnsox. Our handling of that problem, Senator, would be
as follows:

We think one of the important functions that a foundation call (10
is to make a systematic professional evaluation of areas to spend money
and of alternative grantees and programs. We would handle the prob-
1em, I think you are referring to, in the following way. You will re-
call 'e proposed a reasonable adl necessary provision be put on. tile
administrative expense of foundations and" it not be allowed if it is
unreasonable. We think any highly precise legislation is not an ap-
propirate. way of handling this. If it is reasonable, then it is part of
the pay out.

Here we are talking alout the grants of the foundations, the actual
grants made.

Now, the 1)url)oses are shown in the written testimony. I am just
going to show you here the broad categories.

First, education gets 36 percent of the total foundation grants in
America. This is denfined as e(lucational research, elementary, see-
Olidaiy, higher, et cetera. Health and medicine gets 25. General wel-
fare-here what we are talking about is the community chlest, the
united fund, et cetera, 7 l)ercent. Community action or services gets
7 percent. These are described as groups planning for conununity im-
provements of various kinds. Cultural organizations-here we "mean
Museums, symphonies, activities of that sort. Religion-once again,
you will see that only a small percentage of the foundation dollar
goes into that area compared with private giving and you can see
there listed all of the other categories.

I think it is of interest to see that one area that I know there is a
great deal of interest in is the area of projects related to the political
l)rocess. Obviously, this is a question of definition, but we asked the
foundations to include voter registration, voter education of any kind,
schools for political candidates, et cetera. I will elaborate on this a
little later. Less than one-half of 1 percent of all grants goes for that
particular purpose.

Senator ANDERSON. May I interrupt for just a second here. You
talked about auditing.

Mr. PETERSON. What?
Senator ANDEMSON. You talked about auditing a while ago. What

do you propose for that?
Air. P'TERSONN. One hundred l)ercent .auditing, over a 03-year period.

That is, every foundation would be audited over a 3-year period, is our
recommendation.

Senator FxNNI. And a continuing program?
Mr. 1"n-Tisox. What we are proposing is a 3-year intensive pro-

gram with earmarked funds. We think at the end of that period you
can be a great deal more informed than anybody possibly can be at
the moment and at that point, I think you will be in a better position to
decide what the ongoing program should be.

You might be interested in looking at the purpose of the grants by
kind of activity. In general, what this makes clear is that educational
grants ,are significantly more important in some of the larger foun-
dations than in the smallest ones where education gets about 10 per-
cent of the total. Health and medicine, on the other hand, you will
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notice is considerably more important for the smaller foundations than
it is for the larger ones.

Also, general welfare is much more important for tit smaller foun-
dations. The reason for this, gentlemen, we think is that. in the case
of tie smaller foundations in )articular, the foundation is simply a
way that these, people channel grants that they would have prol).llly
largely made as an individual anyway. You know that. community
finds and united funds are a very important part. of most local giving.
Since most of these operations have a local character to them, yM
c'an see why they get, a large percentage of the inoney.

You can go tlu'ugh our findings and study thel as you will. I
think it is interesting that even in the largest foundations, a very
significant aniount of tle money is going to education, health, meli-
Cine, general welfare, and so forth, and a very small percentage for
some of these other purposes.

WVe cannot help but be aware in the course of our studies that there
is a great deal of interest in the amount. of foundation money that
is going for certain purposes about which there is concern, certain
purposes that might have either a political or a so-called social change
aspect to them. ,o thought you would be interested, therefore, in
knowing what our best estimate is of ]ow much money goes to these
lImrposes. I list them here. Voter 'ecistration and education that I
(now has caused a good deal of inte'tst and concern in some parts
account for about two-tenths of one percent as best we can estimate it
of the total foundation giving in this country.

The Ford Foundation, which I know has been identified with some
of this activity, has given me permission to release to you what. their
total grants are in this area over a 3-year period. The total grants that.
they report to us during the past 3 years for voter regi stration, and we
believe they are the if not the largest, certainly a verV sigrnificant
part of the total, is $440,000 over a 3-year period. This is' out of total
annual grants of foundations of about a billion and a half.

Schools for political candidates, you can see, a very, very tiny nuin-
ber. We have only found one or two examples of that.

Grants to student organizations are minimal. Public policy studies
account for about 1.9 lereent. You call read those categories from the
chart.

Grants to Government employees, I know, is a suliect. of interest.
Here in the case of the Ford Foundation, grants to individuals em-
ployed by the Government or persons acting as assistants to the Gov-
ernnient employees accounted for $123,000 over that entire 3-year
period.

WL'it we are trying to nay, gentlemen, is that the grants for these
purpose, s turn otut to be substantially smaller than I would have to
say some of us expected them to be.

Senator WILTLTAMS. Therefore, if it is eliminated it will not bother
anybody.

Mr. 1 E'rmRsoN. Well, that involves a judgment as to the value of some
of these innovative activities which we believe should be performed
somewhere in the society. We think it is an important function of this
Commission to ventilate the incidence and importance of some of these
activities.
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In our earlier research we found many people feeling that a great
deal of the money the foundations were sp)eding was not going to
charitable organizations, was going for other purposes, and all we are
trying to establish here is that it is a very small number.

There has beeii a great deal of interest in the amount of money
foundations spend for international purposes. I mean, for pllrpose'.s
that. involve international activity. 90 percent of the dollars of founda-
tions spent go to (lnestic projects and 10 percent go to foreign pro-
grail is or projectss and a very large percentage of this money has gone
to Americans, we find, who engage ill various foreign policy studies,
scientific studies, research studies of various kinds, but they do these
studies about another country.

The area of grantmaking to individuals which we have shown ou
accounts for aliout 5 percent of the total. You might be interested in
knowing what those grants are. We asked them to Sp)ecify in detail
the tlllrpose of grants to individuals. You will see here that 87 percent
of the individual grants, which account for about 5 percent of total
foundation grants, go for scholarships and fellowships, I percent for
resea rch, et cetera.

There is a category called travel and study grants that you are well
aware of, and in this case about 2 percent of their grants to individuals
go for that ulrl)ose.

What we are trying to suggest here is that the very substantial part
of the individual grants goes to scholarship programs of various types.

Some of the current legislation that you are considering deals witli
this whole question of the legislative process and 1)ublic issues. And
our omissionin has a fairly strong view about these two areas.

In the first place, there is this whole question of public policy studies
which you probably know in the Current legislation are l)retty sub-
stantially limited, b.y using such words as foundation grants only for
nonpartisan analysis and research, nor influencing legislation, etc. I
think will have tle effect of significantly chilling studies in tie lul)lic

l)olicy area and it. may even have some larger effect than that which I
do iiot think tire intended.

I would like to use our own Commission, if I may, as al example
of this and ask you hov you would interpret some of the current legis-
lation. For example, suci words as nonpartisan analysis and research
that does not lead to the influencing of legislation.

I would submit to you, gentlemen, that I do not know how you can
get a group of top people, hopefully well motivated people, to spend
it lot of time studying ami issue anI not end ul) with speCific reconi-
mendations. I certainly could not have attracted this group of talent
with the limitation that their work would be analysis and research but
that they would not be involved in tile question of public policy recom-
mendations. So, we think that-

Senator 'hrMt. May I ask a question here?
Mr. PMEERSo,. Yes.
Senator MILLER. I used to go through that in connection with some

activities I had and we drew the line between drawing conclusions
and making recommendations. Now, 1 can see where you could make
some conclusions based upon research and findings, draw some conelit-
sions and then leave it to somebody else to make the recommendations
and those conclusions an(d the findings and research could be invalun-
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ble. But I am wondering if you have given any consideration to cutting
it off at. conclusions aid excitding recommendations.

Mr. PETERsoN. We have, Senator, and if I may say so, I think I
will stand on my earlier position. I think the higher quality the group
is, particularly if they are private citizens, the less likely it'is that they
will not want to be restricted from participating in making
recommendations.

I use this Commission as an example. I do not think this group of
people could possibly have spent a large segment of their weekends
for the last 7 months on any basis that restricts it in that way. And,
as a matter of fact, I think the country wants and needs various kinds
of public policy studies made by outside groups. In our view, this is a
very important contribution that foundations can make and it is very
hard to get money from other sources for this purpose.

In the cases where there is the potential for lobbyings which we
would certainly understand, we think there, Senator Miller, instant
disclosure and activities of that kind will take care of that but we are
afraid that the current legislation would have a chilling effect on a

ery important aspect of foundation activity.
Senator HAN,\'SEN. Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt a moment? There

are some of us who have 12: 30 luncheon engagements. I am very
interested in the presentation that is being made by Mr. Peterson this
morning. What are your thoughts as to

The CAIR-M3AN. I thought we would quit at 12:30 and come back at
2 o'clock, if that is all right with you.

That means you will be on your feet for 4 more minutes, Mr. Peter-
son. You will get a well deserved rest.

Mr. PTrFRsoN. On the question of elective politics, we fully endorse
the prohibition of foundation involvement in elective politics. There
can be no question about that. We think some of the definitions that
you find in the current bill are a bit restrictive. And we have some
specific recommendations to make about that.

Senator, our next recommendation really in some ways is one of our
most important ones which has to do with the suggestion that you
consider a high payout requirement from foundations and I think that
is suih an important recommendation I would rather not split it in
the middle, if that is agreeable with you.

The CHAIRMAN. Fine. You have been on your feet now for 21/2 hours,
Mr. Peterson, so we will give you a rest and be back here at 2:30.

Thank you very much.
(Whereupon2 at 12:30 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene

at 2:30 p.m., this day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIMAN. Mr. Peterson, I would suggest you go ahead with
your presentation to us. I hope we will have other Senators in as we
go along, but we arn voting and they are required to be in two places
right now.

Mr. PTmRoS. Thank you, Senator.
You will recall I started out by saying that there were really two

problems that had to be thought about before you got to the problem
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of payout. The first problem was the problem of financial abuses, self-
dealing and so forth. We have told you what we would do with that
problem.

The second problem is grants that are made for purposes that are not
charitable. We have discussed ways of handling that.. If in fact, as I
think we have demonstrated, a great deal of the money does in fact
go to charitable organizations, and if in fact we can handle the grant
making abuses, then I think we can now come to the third problem,
which is the question of how much does society and charity get out of
the foundation, once the money has been put in.

Our position in short, gentlemen, is that we think foundations are
valuable and an important American institution and we should be
concerned about two things. First, putting more money into founda-
tions, because there are important sources of money that will be put
into a foundation that probably will not be given in other ways, and
second being awfully sure you pull this money out of foundations into
our society. So how do we achieve that?

Well, one way of looking at this is to assume for the moment that
instead of $20 billion there are $25 billion or more of assets in founda-
tions. Let us assume further that every percentage point that you get
higher returfi on the investments in these foundations means $-50 mil-
lion a year more that is available to be given to charity. Two percent is a
half billion dollars, 4 percent would be $1 billion more being available
at a time when, as I hope we have demonstrated, many of these chari-
table organizations have got a real financial crisis.

Now the question is what is a reasonable return for someone to get
on an investment. What can society reasonably expect? It is the view
of this Commission that there are many many outside measures of
what a reasonable return is, and we have show-n several here.

You probably know, gentlemen, that there are a large number of
balanced funds in America. These are funds that are made up of equity
stocks as well as debt instruments and debentures of various kinds. In
short, they are balanced to give you a fair amount of growth in the
future, a fair amount of income and growth consistent with safety and
security. These are the so-called balanced funds and it is the direction
in which some of the more progressive pension plans and university
endowment funds are moving.

For example, our company has a profit-sharing plan. It is the entire
retirement plan for the employees. We have followed such a practice
of balanced investment. The plan has been in effect for approximately
15 years and we have enjoyed about a 10-percent compounded return
over the 15 years.

Senator MILLER. Is that based upon the fair market value of the
assets?

Mr. Pmmasow. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLER. Adjusted annually?
Mr. Pvmh sow. Yes, sir. Now, let us talk a little bit about return and

what we mean by total return. It is the position of this Commission
that there is only one way really to measure return in a really objective
way, and that is to look at return from all sources. First, interest or divi-
dends, i other words, icome capital gains that are realized, as well
as capital gains that are not realized, and we would like to indicate
why.
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In the first. place, if you deal only with realized capital gains, as the
basis for determining income, you are going to obviously bias decisious
in tile direction of not selling a market security when perhaps it should
be sold. In other words, if only after it is sold it, is included in some
payout requirement then there might be some incentives toward not
selling and in some cases doing something that is not, in the best inter-
ests of tile foundation's port-fo io.

To make a distinction between income and eal)ital gains does uot
really make a good deal of sense to those of us on the Commission,
simply because it is a tax exempt institution. It does not pay taxes on
any kind of income, whether capital gains or interest, and therefore
we think the total return is the way to look at this.

Incidentally, I think if you were to talk to most of the banks and
pension plan people around the country, you would find that this new
notion of total return is the way they look at the return on their
investments.

What I am going to show you therefore, is total return which as I
have said is about the only way it is measured by the people who
measure this kind of thing. Tho'balanced funds hit '9.2 percent on the
last 10 years, and the 10 large general growth funds, these are largely
equities rather than debt, have hit 15 percent compounded growth.

'ihm reason, gentlemen, that we present this information to you is to
make the point. that we believe one needs an objective standard-and
there are objective standards available that you gentlemen can look
at. of what. people do independently invest, their money, without. any
otltr considerations, are getting as a return on their money.

Let's take the year 1968. The reason 19068 is important for me to
mention to you is that we computed the return as best we could from
quite a number of 990 foundation returns, so that you gentlemen
could compare the return in general with the return from foundations
as such.

I would want to say at the outset that these data are not as good
as we would like, because in some cases we are sure that they are not
using market value. It may cause some inaccuracies. We would hole to
have had more time to check into some of these, and better raw data,
but again we used an outside accounting firm to look into it as best we
could.

This is what this information tells us. This is how the total return to
foundations in 1968 on their investments, by various sizes of foun-
dations: this is the median return 6 percent, 7 percent, 8 percent, 6 per-
cent, 6 percent, depending upon the size of foundation you are talking
about.

Senator MILLM. May I ask you a question?
Mr. P.'TE.soN. Yes.
Senator MIr.LIn. Did I understand you to say that this rate of return

was not based on fair market value or was based on fair market value?
Mr. Pm.nTSON. Senator, what I meant to say was the following.

There is some percentage of the 990 forms, I am not at all suggesting
it is the majority, it is some percentage, is probably a rather small
percentage, which are based on cost. By taking a median calculation,
we think wehave washed out a gobd deal of that effect. It is supposed
to he recorded on market value on the 990 form, but in some eases it
may not be.
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Senator MILLER. You can see what a tremendous difference it would
make if even a small percentage of those were based upon cost or book
value compared to what the current market value might be.

Mr. Pi'srsow. And incidentally, in our detailed distribution of
cases, Senator, you will see those cases way out at the extremes where
it is clear that it was probably caused by their using a cost basis where
they got a tremendous return. That is why we did not use an average
return. We picked a median number that would be less susceptible to
that effect.

Clearly then if these numbers are anywhere near right, and this is
1968, the rate of return is significantly lower than is true for invest-
ments in general * * * in other words, about half of what a typical
balanced -fund earned in 1968 (about 15%).

Now, we did another thing. We were able to get data that we think
is quite reliable on 14 of the largest foundations where we are quite
sure the data are reported on a market basis, and Senator, we do not
have the problems that you refer to.

In the case of those, the median return was about 8 percent, so once
again we see a number that is significantly lower than it is for invest-
ments in general in 1938.

We have discussed this problem with a number of people who, unlike
myself, spend their lives in this particular world of investments. I
would say we get substantial confirmation that there is concern about
whether the foundation investments are yielding the return that they
could yield. I quoted here from an article in Institutional Investor, by
a man that I am told is quite respected in the field.

He refers to the foundation's investment situation as "Foundations
the Quiet $20 Billion." The point 'he makes is the following. He says:

Is there a place as yet untouched by the revolution in money management,
where the winds of performance are not felt, where the opportuning cries of
ambitious brokers are not heard? A.last redoubt so quiet that the clocks can be
heard ticking? There is such a place and it is called foundation land. Their tax
exempt is $20 billion, one of the bigger pools of capital in capitalism and.it is
still run the way that money used to be, the way it used to be that is for widows
and orphans before currency began to depreciate.

In foundation land the verities are preservation of capital and yield. The
managers do not often buy their stocks because they already have them. They
were given them many years ago, and now they 61t quietly watching.

This article also refers to a study by the SEC which I have not seen,
but which apparently indicates that the turnover of stocks in a group
of foundations they looked at is in the range of only 1 to 2 percent.
We have interviewed some investment experts who operate balanced
funds as well as other kinds of funds. They report to us that a more
typical stock turnover for funds who are engaged in optimizing their
total return would be a number significantly larger than that. I have
heard numbers that range from a minimum of 10 percent and many tell
me 20 percent stock turnover and even above.

Now, one can only speculate as to what the reasons are for this low
turnover. Certainly one of the reasons is that a good deal of the stock
in foundations is often in controlled stock and perhaps it has not been
considered appropriate by these foundation managers to trade these
securities.

Others point out that getting a high return has not been considered
a top priority of some foundations, and they simply have not spent a

88-885 o-9--pt. --- 5
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good deal of time on this problem. In some cases the legal instruments
that drew up the foundations prohibit the sale of certain securities.

In short, the Commission has received expert advice on this point
from many many people. We would certain lybe the first to say that
the investment performance deserves very detailed additional study
by people who indeed can go i and can get the actual data on invest-
ment practices of the foundations. However, from any standpoint we
have been able to looJr at foundation investment performance, we
have to conclude that the investment performance is sub-par, and
that the cost to society of this sub-par performance could amount into
the hundreds of millions and peiliaps billions of dollars as I have
indicated earlier, annually.

We would welcome and we would encourage not only the new public
reporting techniques that we mentioned earlier, but also additional
information on trading of stocks which would enable you gentlemen
in the future to look at this investment problem much more systemati-
cally than we have been able to do it so far.

Now, let us talk about the second part of this equation, which is
the payout to charity from these investments, which is more of a
short-term question. How much is society getting now out of this in-
vestment? Over the lon6 term, society has a deep interest in the total
return on investment. Over the shorter term we have an interest in
how much is coming out now?
. This is something that we are in a position to measure a little more
accurately. Once again we took a very substantial variety of founda-
tions from the 990 A forms, and I will show you now the payouts to
charity from the foundation.

Now, here, Senator Miller, is where we have the opposite effect, to
the extent that cost is used as a basis for determining value, the payout
factor is obviously less than this number we are reporting, not higher
than this.

What we show here, gentlemen, is in each size category of foundation
what the payout is: 4.8 percent, 4.9 percent, 5.7 percent, 5.2 percent,
and 221percent in the case of company foundations. The reason for
this high fgure for company foundations is that they are much more
likely to be conduits to which the company puts in money quite fre-
quently. Also it comes out much sooner than it does in many other
kinds of foundations, based on earnings, for example, in a given year.

I would like to emphasize, therefore, that to the extent that the cost
basis is the one that has been used for the assets, this payout number
if anything is high rather than low. In any event, it is quite clear
that it is a number substantially below what a decent return by an
independent third party would probably have settled for during this
period.

Now, we have done one other thing that may be of interest to you.
We have determined what the payout percentage is for foundations
in our sample and this payout goes all the way from zero to much
higher numbers. We found that about a third of the foundations pay
out less than 4 percent on the assets that they report.

The very substantial majority of the Commission believes two things.
First, that society should receive a significant current benefit to char-
ity, particularly at a time when, as I have demonstrated earlier, the
charitable organizations of this country are facing very important
financial problems. I
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Secondly we believe foundations should be encouraged to make rea-
sonable and productive investments of their funds, so that over the
long term amounts can be earned in foundations that are comparable
to what could be earned in our society generally by people that invest
money independently.

How would one go about assuring himself that society does get a
payout currently to charity? We have approached it, gentlemen, in
the following way.

We have said that over the last 40 years or so the rate of inflation
has been about 1.6 percent, and over the last 10 years or so it has been
higher than that, about 2 percent. Now, if the objective were one of
saying that with reasonable investments one were to maintain the
purchasing power of the assets that remain in the foundation, one
way of thinking about this problem is to say; First, this is the total
return that a reasonable man could get. Here is the amount that rep-
resents inflation. Subtract the inflation adjustment from the total pay-
out end come out with an annual payout figure.

Now, if in this kind of a situation you were to accept the notion that
a balanced fund did represent a pruident and yet progressive way of
looking at investments, and you will recall that that number is in the
range of 10 percent compounded growth. You can do a good deal better
than that, but I think that is a fairly balanced number. We would arrive
therefore at a payout number that would take some number like 10 per-
cent subtract out of the inflation effect, perhaps a little bit due to the
fact that you have to keep some money liquid in most foundations, and
come up with a payout factor in the range of 6 percent to 8 percent
under current conditions.

Now, we would strongly advise against your legislating a specific
number because clearly this is something that requires looking at every
few years. If the returns were to go up significantly, it could be
changed upward. If they went down it could be changed downward
over a several year period. We think the Secretary of the Treasury is
perhaps the appropriate place to lodge such a rulemaking procedure.

Senator WILLIAMS. Based on today's analysis what would you sug-
gest that be?

Mr. PEmtsoN. The return over the last 10 years is about 10 percent,
Senator, from balanced funds. Our Commission, the very substantial
majority of us came out between 6 and 8 percent, which allows some-
thing for inflation. Frankly, which end of the scale you pick depends
a little bit on how important you think current problems of charity
are in society coinpared to long-range problems.

I indicate in the testimony that my view is the following.
Having looked at these Chicago charitable organizations, having

looked at the budget problems they have, having looked at the tough
future that they face fnd believing as I do in the enormous importance
of private funding, i would tend to opt toward the higher end of that
particular range, because I believe that it is important that society does
receive a current payout.

Senator WILLTAMS. That is a payout of 8 to 10 percent ?
Mr. PmmmERS. No, my payout would be towarl the high end of 6 to

8, because I do think that you can allow for inflation, which is a couple
of percent, so my number might be in the 7 to 8 percent range.
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Others on the Commission might be in the 6 to 7 percent range,
but the point is that most of us are certainly agreed that a high payotit
principle does make sense.

Senator WLLIAmS. The 5 percent rate you think should be raised
even?

Mr. PrERsoN. That is right. We think it should be higher, Senator.
Senator FANNiN. Mr. Peterson, didn't you say that you would not

recommend legislation in this regard f Would you recommend legisla-
tion where you would have flexibility ?

Mr. Pmmxsow. Yes.
Senator FANNIN. With the limits?
Mr. PTEROsN. Senator, what I would do is the following. I would

recommend that you legislate that the Secretary of the Traury be
gven the authority every few years to call in relevant experts in the
field of investments, endowment funds, pension funds, balanced funds
et cetera, determine what in his view is what a prudent and reasonable
man would do if it were his job to invest this money. If you would
accept my formulation that a 'balanced fund is a pretty prudent thing
to do, it is not too conservative and it is not too aggressive, he could
reassess that number every few years and set it and you would define
the principles, but not the specific number.

Our purpose in picking a number now is to simply say from what
we have seen, it would be a number in that range.

Senator MILaRn. Suppose the Secretary set 7 percent, and a year
later a foundation finds that because of maybe some antitrust activities
directed against the corporation in which it owns the stock, that the
corporaion has lost money, so it does not have any money to pay out
dividends to the foundation. There certainly would have to be some dis.
cretion given to the Secretary so that he would not be stuck with that
percentage from year to year until he revised it, shouldn't there?

Mr. PriER8ON. Senator, I will discuss very shortly some flexibility
tha,'; we would suggest you put into it, but first if you do not mind, I
would like to lay out the reasons we think a high payout approach is in
the best interests of society, and quite frankly, though some may not
agree, in the best interests of foundations as well.

In the first place, it results in a substantial benefit to charity at a
time when everything we know tells us that more money is desperately
needed in the charitable sector.

Secondly, I do not know how you can legislate to tell a foundation
to improve its investment practices, but I think it would be a very inter-
estig and indirect incentive to such investment practices if, over a
period of time, the payout were substantially larger than the return,
and it was necessary as it obviously would be to divest of some of the
assets that they have. I think this might be quite an effective incentive
to improving their investment return.

Third, the disposition of controlled stock is an extraordinarily im-
portant question as our review of the data have established.

The H6use bill, as you gentlemen know, -takes the view that the dispo-
sition of this stock in 5 years and in some cases 10 is required. Now,
as we Step back and look at the fact that a great deal of the important
money in this country is necessarily earned through the increase in
value of company stocks, we think anything that is that harsh will have
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will not be inclined to put control stock into foundations.

Now, we believe, therefore, that the public interest is not best served
when one spends perhaps too much time questioning precisely what
the motives of the man were in putting the stock into the foundation.
Frankly, gentlemen, if one is going to spend too much time question-
ing motives in all kinds of activity in life, and certainly in philan-
thropic giving, it is clear there are many motives, many reasons why
people give money to all kinds of charitable institutions. Except for
Saints, I doubt there is much of a pure motive. It usually involves a
mixture of motives.

What we are saying is the following. That if you are satisfied that
the abuses have been taken care of, and we think you can -be satisfied,
if you are satisfied that the noncharitable grants have been stopped,
then I think it is in the best interests of the society to encourage the
formulation of foundations, but to set up a performance factor of
foundation payout to society rather than any speculation about what
the motives are.

It is for this same reason that we strongly oppose the restrictions
on appreciated property to foundations. We think they are punitive.
We think they are potentially disastrous to the birti rate of new
foundations. In short, gentlemen, if you pull out money from the
foundation and if you do not give encouragement to setting up now
ones, then you will only have assured a, heavy death rate of a valuable
institution. The substantial majority of the assets put into foundations
are appreciated property.

We asked the large donors who set up foundations what would
be the effect of several of these provisions on their setting up a
foundation. Now, what we found here is the following.

Sixty-three percent of the large donors who are the kind of people
that I demonstrated earlier set up foundations indicated that this
appreciated property provision "would lead me not to want to set
up a foundation at all." Twenty-five percent said it would lead to give
less and 12 percent say "have no effect."

You can see that the appreciated property restrictions have critical
effect upon the setting up, and putting of more money into,
foundations.

The tax on income of foundations obviously has some effect in set-
ting up new foundations but not as serious an effect as the appreciated
property restrictions. The effect of the distribution equivalent of 5
percent of the assets is as follows:

Sixty-three percent said it would have "no effect on my giving" at
all, 24 percent indicated it would lead them not to want to set up a
foundation, and 13 percent said "lead me to give less."

So I think one of the key points I want to make is the appreciated
property provision as well as the control stock restriction in the House
bill would have a very serious damaging effect on the setting up of
new foundations and more important would reduce charitable giOing.

Now, what is the relevance of payout requirement to this perpetuity
problem that we have heard a deal about? There are people in the
society who take the position that they are concerned about the per-
petual existence of foundations. You have heard some of the concern.
There are those who have suggested that we put a life on foundations
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of a fixed limit. We have heard many suggestions that one has a
20-year fixed life on foundations, or a 25-year life.

We question whether that is a good idea; putting a fixed life on the
foundation. In the first place, this does not discriminate between
foundations that perform well and those that do not perform well.

Secondly, we are convinced it will have the effect of seriously
discouraging the setting up of new foundations.

Third, I think as this testimony and as others have established, try-
ing to define the difference between various kinds of charitable
organizations is indeed a serious problem, and putting fixed life on
foundations we think has the effect of being antiphilanthropic in its
total impact of setting a precedent for legislating the life of charitable
organizations.

On the other hand, I do think we understand the concern of people
who wonder whether a foundation having a perpetual life is justified,
if in fact its performance and its contribution to society is not by
some objective standard a substantial one.

Let us look now at the high payout requirement and see how per-
haps that might, in a more natural way, take care of this particular
problem. In the first place it is clear that if a foundation keeps its
assets in very low return situations, and that you gentlemen agree to
put a significant payout factor on the foundation, this will in effect
mean, because they will have to divest themselves of their assets in
order to meet the payout requirement, that over a period of years
there will be a certain number of foundations who will go out of
existence.

One, then, has to ask the question why is the return low? Why isn't
the return at a level where this is not necessary to do, inasmuch as
we would set a flexible standard where it would be set at a level that
a reasonable man could earn that kind of money.

Clearly one of the reasons that the return would be low would be
a reason that might have to do with the nature of the holding that the
foundation has, and perhaps the unwillingness of the donors, for
reasons that appear I am sure reasonable and good to them, not to
invest in other kinds of investments.

Now I think in those cases, if one is going to ask the question what is
in the benefit of charity, what is in the benefit of society, we probably
have a pretty interesting example of mixed effects, where there is some
of this InSisting on having your cake and eating it, too.

There is no question that a payout requirement of this sort will
have an effect on these foundations, where there is close control with
company stock, and where the donors do not wish to invest the stock in
reasonable return situations.

I think the judgment of this Commission is the following. If one
does not put an objective test of payout on foundations, he then is left,
with arbitrary rules of the type I think you see in the current House
bill, that says in effect iet rid of the stock in 5 years, get. rid of it in 10
years, and in my opinion that will have a very serious negative effect
on the putting in of stock into charitable purposes such as foundations.

The reason for such a payout rule is twofold. First, we believe the
problem has a legitimate concern about the payout to society and
charity, secondly, and quite important, I think there e important
policy considerations here of to what extent considerations such 4
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controlling companies should play in an institution that has already
gotten a deduction for charity.

Our approach we think, while it may seem harsh to some at least
puts an objective measurement of performance and payment to charity
into this equation.

We certaiinly would not want to seem unfriendly to foundations
where company stock is important because many have made great con-
tributions. We would want to be awfully sure that the Treasury tried
to be quite flexible in how it, dealt with this payout requirement. We
would like to suggest two or three things here for your consideration.

It may well be that provision should be put into the bill that makes
it possible for the foundation to sell back the stock that it may have to
dispose of in order to make its payout contribution to charity at a fair
market price to the donor's family. So that there cannot be any de-
structive self-dealing aspect, we think this could be easily handled by
a special provision in the law, so that you can be sure that that price
is an independently-arrived-at price.

Another thing ihat could obviously happen to the companies that
desire not to distribute their stock, for a variety of reasons, is to re-
capitalize those companies in a way in which the equity that was placed
in the foundation had a high yield.

For example, one might put, into the foundation a debenture of some
sort, or a preferred stock or something of that sort that had consider-
ably higher payout than the common stocks have. I am not saying this
is easy. I am saying it is another possibility.

Another possibility still is to have the Internal Revenue Department
be given administrative authority where in situations of unusual diffi-
culty, they might be given more time in order to handle this divest-
ment.

But we think the principle that we should stick to is that foundations
should be treated alike with regard to what the payout is to society,
and if, for example, there is no way of divesting of the stock in less
than 5 years, that at. that time the requirement should be that you make
tp the previous 5-year payout to charity so that all of them are treated
alike.

Senator WILLIAMs. To make these payments would you give con-
sideration to the fact that they may be able to give their stock as a
charitable contribution?

Mr. PTnRsoN. That is another possibility, Senator. The problem,
of course, is if a person does not want to distribute his stock, for rea-
sons of control, he of course will not be attracted by any of these pro-
posals, but that is clearly another possibility, thai he does distribute
the stock.

Still another possibility is that the foundation, for example, might
merge itself into another foundation. You have heard of the community
foundations that I mentioned earlier. In many ways these are collec-
tions of a number of trusts and smaller foundations, that have been put
together. One, I believe, could visualize that kind of a situation in which
this stock might not be sold but the foundation could meet the payout
from other funds.

I am not saying, gentlemen, that this problem is easy in any sense of
the word. I am simply saying that as we have looked at this as private
citizens, and as we have tried to imagine that every person got the same
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deduction when he put the stock into the foundation, we think there
is something to be said for an operational objective test for payout to
society.

The effect of this provision on additional amounts to charity in-
cidentally cannot be guessed at quite as precisely as I would like, but if
you will go through my assumptions, I can give you a rough idea.

Let us assume there indeed are $25 billion worth of market value of
foundation, and let us assume as our studies indicate that a significant
number are paying out in the range of 3, 4, 41/2 percent. A payout at
this particular level would probably add at least. a half billion dollars
and perhaps a billion dollars annually to charity at a time when I think
most of us feel the needs are quite serious and important.

The CHAIRMAN. It might add how much to charity did you say I
Mr. PrmRsoN. Well, what you have to do, Senator, to answer that

question accurately-
The CHAIRMAN. I just want you to repeat what you said, Mr.

Peterson.
Mr. PmERSON. I think our people would say a half billion dollars

to $1 billion a year.
The CHAIRMAN. So if we follow the recommendation that you are

making here for a higher payout, and you think that is practical, you
do not think that is an undue burden on them, although some may
find it a burden, you think that we would increase the amount of
money that charity would receive by more than a half billion dollars
a year?

Mr. PrIsoN. I think it is quite possible, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, if we do that should it not allay the fears

of some of those who came here speaking for the charities and speak-
ing for the universities saying that they needed more money, not less?

Mr. PmEosoN. Senator, the needs of the charitable organizations as
I see it are growing at an extremely high rate. The estimates we have on
1975 needs, I am almost hesitant to name the size of the dollar gap,
but it turned out to be a number in the $35 to $45 billion deficit arena,
that is $35 to $45 billion more money that is going to be needed for
these charitable organi.mtions. One of the reasons I recommended a
whole new look at tax incentives is that the amount of money that
charitable and education needs are such that I think our discussion
should not be on whether this half billion dollars makes up for some
other half billion dollars but can we come up with a way where we
can pump several billion dollars of new private money into this sector.
Long term, Senator, I am convinced that it is going to take Govern-
ment money anyway, and that the private sector route is a more effi-
cient way of doing it.

The CHAIRMAN. But you just came up with an estimate and that if
these foundations were required to make a high payout, charity, and
I am sure you included education-

Mr. PrRiON. Oh, my, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Charities, including education, would receive some-

whey between $500 million and some higher figure you named.
Mr. PrERN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the higher figure that you named?
Mr. PmTRSON. I said a half billion dollars to $1 billion.
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The CHAIRM AN. So if we do what you think we ought to do, and
raise the required payout, then it is your judgment that education and
charity would receive somewhere between $500 million and $1 billion
more, not less?

Mr. P .=RsoN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the kind of thing that some of us have been

interested in hearing. You are saying that as one who is sympathetic
to the foundations I take it?

Mr. PETTESON. I am very sympathetic to foundations.
The CHAIRMAN. And you do want more foundations not less?
Mr. PETERSON. But I would also say, Senator, that I tidnk the needs

of charitable organizations are moving at such a rate that half a billion
dollars more or less is not the kind of problem we are talking about.
What I am saying is that I think new incentives are needed for this
segment.

The CHAIRMAN. That is right, but as I understand it though, you
are not trying to get people to go out of the foundation business. You
want more people in it. But you also think if they were run the way
they should be run and you have made a study now of several thou-
sand of them, that charity and education would receive somewhere
between $500 million and $1 billion more than they are presently
receiving.

Mr. PETERSON. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. And frankly that is in line with what I have been

thinking about this subject. If we pursue a wise policy, we are not going
to hurt education and charity, we will help them. I do not want to
hurt education or charity. I do not think anybody does. I do not think
anybody on this committee does.

Mr. P.TERSON. You might wonder why I say I think it is in the best
interests of the foundations, because I am sure you will find many who
disagree with that statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you this: Is it not true that you were
urged to make this study by quite a few people who are connected with
some of the better regarded foundations in America?

Mr. PTERso8. Yes sir, it is true. The reason, I think that this is in
the best interests of the foundations, though it may not be a popular
move in the short term, is the following. In the first place I think these
hearings have made very clear that there is not much understanding,
not much of a public constituency for foundations, they are not a very
well understood phenomenon in our lives.

I think anything that gets them helping society more and putting-
more money into charity will increase the acceptance of foundations.

Secondly, I think the high payout factor will encourage them a
great deal to earn a higher yield on the assets they have. As I have in-
dicated to you, $25 billion is a great deal of money. An extra 2, 3 or 4
percent yield will not only pay out more money now, Senator, but long
term will add a great deal of money to charity, and I think that the
high payout route is an interesting way of giving them that incentive.

Third, I think the payout rate-has this virtue of avoiding dealing
with problems of motives, of control stocks and so forth, in an ar-
bitrary way where you have an arbitrary rule and say get rid of the
stock in 5 years, which I think will be very antiphilanthropic. It at
least says 'We are not going to worry about your motives. We are
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going to be concerned with your performance and your contributions to
society," and it puts everybody on an equal basis.

In that sense I think it is a desirable thing for foundations as com-
pared to the other approaches I have seen. It is certainly a more desira-
hie alternative than telling a foundation that it has got to go out of
existence in 20 years, which is another way that people have decided
to get at this perpetuity problem that I mentioned.

Senator WIJAMs. As I understand it, the higher payout that you
are suggesting is on private foundations and not related to the operat-ing oundations?Mfr. PETERsoq. Yes, this is on so-called private grantmaking founda-

tions. Incidentally, one of the small suggestions we make, and perhaps
you might be willing to accept this suggestion, is I think the words
T'private foundation" is an extraordinarily unfortunate word.

Senator WiLIAm. I agree with you.
Mr. PTERSON. Because the word "private" implies that it is still

this person's money. I think we would suggest a word like "philan-
thropic foundations" to put the emphasis where we think it belongs,
that the purpose of these institutions was to help philanthropy, and
that there is too much of this feeling that it is "my" money to- andle.
I think the more emphasis you put on charity and philanthropy the
better off this entire movement is going to be.

Senator WxIAMs. What I was thinking about is there are operat-
ing foundations like Williamsburg and you would not want to liquidate
an operating charitable organization such as that?

Mr. PmRSON. You have to come up with definitions. Our defini-
tion, Senator, of a foundation is essentially a grantmaking institution,
not an operting institution.

Senator WILLIAMS. That was my understanding.
Mr. PTERSN. That is right.
We have one final recommendation, Senator.
Senator MILLErt. Before you get to that may I ask a question I
I understand that you think that the 5-year or 10-year divestiture

rule would be harsh, but if you are going to permit these foundations
to hang on to this low payout stock for 5 or 10 years, then how long
are we going to have to wait before a charity can get this extra haIf
million dollars that you are talking about?

Mr. Pmimoz N. Senator I guess I was not understood. I would not
permit foundations to hold on to this stock. I would simply say that
you set a requirement for what you think the amount is that has to be
paid out, and every foundation meets that requirement. If the stocks
cannot be converted to stocks that earn a higher yield then a high pay-
out requirement does require some divestment, and the amount of the
divestment, sir, is computed in the following way:

If, for example somebody has got a yield of 4 percent or something
of that sort, he will have to divest a certain amount of the stock in order
to hit the total yield of say 7o. _

Senator MmIuaR. I understand that, but I had the impression that
you would not be proposing t9 put this into effect overnight, that there
was going to be a transition period, pnd I am just wondering how long
that transition period is going to be. I am sure you will not say start-
ing in 1970 you have got to meet this payout requirement, and I am
wondering how long you are going to permit the transition, and how
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many years it will be before that half billion dollars would be
achieved?

Mr. PmmRsoN. Well, even for the moment if you were to make ex-
ceptions for company control situations, clearly you would get an
immediate impact from the 50 percent of the foundations so that they
have got nothing to do with that phenomenon obviously.

Secondly, I think one could argue that this is an important enough
concept that you might decide that it will take some time for these
foundations to readjust their portfolios, to go back to their indenture
agreements and make changes and so forth.

If you are asking a personal opinion, I would wonder whether this
should be any extended period of time. I think a period of 6 months
or a year or perhaps the beginning of 1971 or something of that sort,
whic gives them an opportunity to make one of these new arrange-
ments we talked about, might be appropriate. I would worry, I think,
Senator, about waiting as long as 5 to 10 years in order to make that
determination.

The CHAIRMAN. Proceed.
Mr. PmRsrON. Thank you.
I would like now to move on to our final recommendation. We think

it is an important one. This experience, gentlemen, has told us that
very little is known about many of our charitable organizations, that
very little is known about their problems and their needs, very little
is known about incentives to giving, and why people give, how they
might be induced to give more at lowest cost and so forth.

We would like to. suggest that you consider that a quasi-government
board be set up, one of whose very important purposes would be to
represent the philanthropic sector of our society.

We have considered whether you should have a new agency that
regulates philanthropy in the government. We have decided against
a new agency for phi anthrpy,for two reasons.

In the first place, we think thb much more rigorous auditing that we
have recommended can be done within the existing structure, namely
the Internal Revenue Service.

In the second place our experience with government agencies sug-
gests that in general they do have a, teindency, I believe, to create new
problems, to perpetuate their own existence. If there is one aspect of
our lives where I would like to suggest that privacy and freedom
should be preserved, it is in the private charitable sector, because this
is probably the most free and private sector we have. Therefore we
do not feel there should be a government agency.

On the other hand, we propose the notion of something we call the
Philanthropic Policy Board, this would be made up largely of very
top private citizens, the substantial majority. They would be approved
perhaps by the Senate, perhaps appointed by the President, but this
group would have a quasi-public status in the following way:

They would have full access to the information that can only be
gotten at the present time from the Federal Government and from
the revenue sources. They would be able to answer some of the questions
that I cannot answer today, because I do not have access to that kind
of information. They would also do the following:

They would report to Congress, to the President and to the country
once a year on the state of philanthropy in America. They would pro-
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vide public reports, in which all the statistical information, much of
which is not. available today would be nade available to the public,
so that we would not, in the future, find ourselves in the kind of infor-
mation vacuum that I think exists today about. charitable
organizations.

It would make sure that information was available across the coml-
try about foundations, about other kinls of charitable organizations,
and I should amend something I said earlier Mr. Chairman.

The Foundation Center should be comiiended for the fact that they
are making available in a few cities, New York, Washington, and
elsewhere, 990 forms and other kinds of information, but-it should
be made much more widely available than it has been made, and this
Philanthropic Policy Board rould see to that..

This group could' look at some of the really difficult problems that
we have not had a chA tco to look at, I would' like to enumerate these.
I mentioned that I think not enough attention has been given to a
iew kind of tax incentive that would meet all of our requirements
for- philanthropy, that. was equitable, that was not tax avoidluice,
that did produce more money, that (id spread the giving among more
people. This is the kind of a group that could be involved in reviewing
that kind of policy.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you suggest whit that should be, Mr. Peterson?
Mr. PTERSON. What
The CHAIRMAN. What that tax incentive should be?
Mr. PrTrERSON. What I did say, Senator, was that every tax expert

we have talked to agrees this problem has not received a great dealof attention. Everybody agrees it needs Treasury data, and everybody
that I have talked to would be delighted to work on such a project,
and some of the people in Treasury have told mie that. they would
love to have an assignment of that sort. I recommend you to ask
somebody to do it.

Senator M 1rEvn. Mr. Peterson, on that point, could you give us a
comment on what Senator Curtis was getting at this morning Some
lople from the charitable groups hero have at least privately sug-
gested that instead of increasing the optional standard deduction from
$1,000 to $1,200 or $1,400, that we keep it. at $1,000 but in addition to
that then aliow them to add on their cilia'itable contributions.

Mr. PrFsON. That is one of the ideas that we have discussed. I
am, obviosly not a tax tetlnican but I will tell another idea tlt.
has been proposed to us that we have simply not had the time to look
at seriously.

The theory of the idea is the following , Senator Miller. There is
some feeling that there is some level of giving that will take place in
tlhe country without a great deal of incentive, The feeling is, forexample, .that much of the money you and I and others give, to
churches in particular, for example, and various kinds of Boy Scouts
and (ativitiep-of that sort, we would give without the benefit of
significant ike'fitive.

if one of our objectives is to get, the highest level of givin at the
lowest cost to government, one of the tax experts we talked to thought
that one approach that might be thought of might be actually to set
a low level deduction, much in the way that we set medical deductions,
but to set that at a very low number. Above that number, in order to
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give more and more leolple an inc&mtive to give, you get. quite generous
in the kind of an incentive you could give. The feeling is that you
would get into society a substantial amount, of the money you are
already getting, but, that. you would increase the level of giving, which
we as a group think is important..

There are some other questions, Senator, that we think such a group
should look at.. I have said very little about the role of States in
charitable org anizations. We finil there is quite a quagmire of con-
fusion about tiis. I have already pointed out to you that there is little
regulation of charitable organizations in general and in particular of
foundations at State levels.

I am not a lawyer, but I am told by the best. lawyers we have that
there is an enormous variation between one State and the next, with
regard to laws dealing with charitable institutions. This presents
great problems in reguFation and suggests unifonn codes.

I mentioned earlier that. we recommended that. you should consider
giving the Federal courts equity jurisdiction to be able to move into
some of these cases where there tare abuse and enjoin them in cer-
tain kinds of grants. Tis, is a kind of problem that. I think a group
like this could look at. because it would require a national cooperative
kind of effort.

We would like to see. a group like this look at. basic tax law defini-
tions, which define the areas that are entitled to tax deduction. One
of the things, for example, that. such a group might do is annually
look at. theliterimal Revenue rulings which, after all, are the place
where decisions are made as to whether some ietivity or organization is
charitable or whether it is not charitable for tax purposes.

We think a group like this, much like our group, but which is do-
voted to this over a period of time, might be able fo make a real con-
tribution to you in the whole arena of philanthropy and charitable
organizations.

Another problem that. we have discovered as we have looked at
charitable institutions, is the great confusion about, what the role and
responsibility of the trustees is. One of the things that worries us a
bit about some of t.ho l)enalties that are being talked about is we
have not. yet. really defined very well for many of our charitable orga-
nizations what the responsibilities of truitees Are.

I think you will agree witl me that in the case of business institu-
tions there is a clearer understanding of what. the responsibilities are.
We find a fair amount of cloudines- in charitable institutions in this
regard.

hat I think is really important is for this philanthropic policy
board to nurture the private philanthroplic sector, which is one of the
things that makes this country what it, is. This whole philanthropic
sector has, in our view, been inadequately represented, and I think
this whole tax and I eislative situation that, we are now experiencing
makes this clear. Atld we would urge you to consider setting up a
group, largely of private citizens, but with total access to Govern-
inent information, to advise perhaps on an annual basis their recom-
mendations on many of the problems thit. we are now talking about
today.

Let me just summarize very briefly if I may, Senator, and we can
move on. The first thing I have tried to say I think is that everywhere
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we look, the needs of charitable organizations are going up draniati-
cally, and we would like to urge you to reaffirm to the country and
reaffirm through your tax policy tOit what you really want is to en-
courage people to give more of their money and themselves.

We would urge you to look at the current House bill and ask your-
selves what the effect. of this bill is ol charitable giving. I have veri-
fled that very few estimates now exist. on that effect.. I think it. is
terribly important that you determine as best you can what the effe, ts
are, because I do not think there are many people who really want to
see these terrific charitable organizations five even more serious prob-
lemsa year from now than they do now.

On the question of tax equity, with regard to charitable giving,
would like to urge you gentlemen to consider the possibility of defin-
ing very specifically those cases where people make money off of
charity, and specifically preclude those from happening; over-evalua-
tion of property, giving farm products such as wheat and all of the
various other things that you are aware of. I think you can do that
without discouraging charity in general, which I think most people
would not want to do.

As far as foundations are concerned, I think this experience has
taught us a great deal. I think it has said to us that there ore a lot. of
misconceptions that exist about foundations, and that by and largo
most of what they do, most of the money that they give, isto purposes
that the vast majority of the country tliinks are desirable.

We think the abuses that. have been talked about, can be easily
handled through a much more intensified auditing program. We think
it. is possible to identify the grant.making abuses, and if you will
agree with us on the setting up of equity jurisdiction in the courts,
I think, Senator, you may have been out when I suggested that for
certain kinds of abuses, for example, grants that are in certain sensi-
tive areas, it is not enough to penalize somebody for that.. We would
like to see it instantly disclosed and prevented, and the only wiy you
can prevent it is to have equity jurisdiction in the courtseso that it can
be enjoined. These.questions are so delicate, they require a judicial
appraisal of the circumstances, not just. one of two eircumstances.
You and I know trying to define what is meant. by educational and
what is means by. political, for example, .is not, something that you
can do easily. Tlis is something that requires, in my view, a judicil
process in order to make a balanced judgment.

If you will get very tough and specific on abuses, if you will clarify
the kinds of grantmaking abuses in this noncharitabie area that you
are concerned about, then we would like to see you adopt a policy, if
you do those things of encouraging the setting up of foundations.

Now, the current house bill provisions I think will have t highly
destructive effect on new foundations. First., the practical elimination
of appreciated property as a contribution, the provisions oil control
stock will in my opinion have an enormously damaging effect.

You might wonder why you have not heard a lot of testimony about
that. I think there is an understandable reason. I think the testimony
you have heard tends to come from existing foundations. The kind of
concerns that a Commission like ours has is the total and the longer
term picture, the new ones as well as the old ones and we are con-
vinced those effects could be very serious indeed.
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Now, with regard to foundations, once you have adequate disclo-
sire, and I cannot. overemplhasize how pl)lic reports, and in soine
cases instant disclosure will have quite a positive -effect, then we would
like to focus your attention to the very important. question of how
much money gets paid out to charities. I think, gentlemen, if you
could be satisfied that a good deal of money was coming out., and that
it was being sj)ent on purposes that. most. Americans thought were
desirable purposes, that you would probably want to encourage the
setting up of foundations, and that all of these things have to be
looked at in our opinion as an overall package.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIR MAN. Thank you very much for all the hard work you

have done on this thing, Mr. Peterson. I know you have worked difl-
gently to bring us information, needed information. I (lid want, to ask
you several questions tothe extet., that youl might ]lave the information.

It occurred to me that, to the exte'nt that. a foundation deposits
money in a bank and that bank ini turn loans money to )eol)le, it is
not likely you would come acros-s that in the study you aro making.
Did you try to get at, that ?

Mr. Pl'IRSON. We did. Senator, at the I)resent time foundations are.
required to report, certain kinds of transactions. I reported earlier on
the level of those various kinds of transactions.

The CHAIRMAN. Let. us say if a foundation keeps its money in the
First National Bank, and the First. National Bank in turn, pot. as a
condition of the loan but they just find it, good business, seeing that.
this man has the power to with draw that. money from that bank if he
wants to, lie would like to have then make a loan to his son-iin-law, is
that something that you would be likely to come across in the study
you made?

Mr. PMTRSON. We did find this much. Under the current regula-
tions, you are to report whether you did or did not borrow money
directly from the foundation. That happened in about, I and a half
l)ercent of the cases where there was some kind of transaction of
that sort.. The indirect thing you are talking alxut we would not have
uncovered.

The CHAIRMAN. That is what I was thinking. If his son or Aunt
Sue or somebody borrowed the money, it wouhl sem to ie you would
not come across that?

Mr. PETERsoN. That is true though, isn't. it, Senator, of d lot of
situations other than foundations? For example, I suppose it could
be argued that banks would consider some of these other relationships
in many of the loans they make.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes, I understand that. Now, in a similar vein,
did you attenipt to uncover the situations where a per-on on behalf
of a foundation makes a large grant. to .a university and the university
gives a scholarship to his son or one of his relaltve.0

Mr. PETmSoN. Yes, we ineitioned that. Arthur Andersen & Co.
reporting to us possible abuses; that one of them that was reported
by several of the tax accountants anonymously, did cover the situa-
tion where in particular religious institutions I (1o not mean to pick
on a religious institution, which also has a school, there can be occa-
sions where a grant to the religious institution is really to some extent
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at least for the educating of some individual. That is true incidentally
of private gifts as well as foundation gifts obviously.

What we would suggest to you, and that is one of the abuses we
mentioned is full disclosure of any kind of gift where there are any
specific inAividuals who are to receive any kind of benefits from that
gift to that organization. It happens infrequently I am sure, but it

as happened, yes.
The CHAIRMAn. I am sure this is an infrequent thing, but someone

told me of a situation where two men had a foundation, and Mr. X
gives Mr. Y's son a scholarship to go to college and Mr. Y gives Mr.
X's son a scholarship. I would think that you would be unlikely to
come across that unless you had the whole thing computerized by
tax number?

Mr. Pt-mrsos. There is, Senator, a provision in the House bill that
I think most of us would be sympathetic to, and that is the notion that
where there are grants to individuals of the type you are describing,
there should be some kind of systematic selection system that is used
for the picking of the scholarship grantees, and that is the case you
are talking about.

The CHAIRMAN. You are recommending that. In a like vein, when
you are asking these CPA's what their reaction is to the foundation
situation, would it not be true that these certified public accountants
would owe a duty to their clients, to more or less protect their clients
interests and speak favorably of them and their activities, insofar
as they could speak a good word for them? Wouldn't those be the kind
of people who would like to say something nice about their client
rather than wanting to crticize them?

Mr. Pmmrsow. The way we tried to minimize that, though it ob-
viously can happen, is the following. No one signed these question-
naires. There is no way of knowing who they came from, and they were
never identified with an individual of any kind. The questionnaires
went back not to us but to Arthur Andersen, and it is as good a job as
we thought we could do.

Frankly, one of the reasons we recommended 100 percent auditing
and I think you would agree with me there is only one way to get at
the bottom of that kind of concern and that is people really having
power to go in and look at the records. No private group in the world
has that power.

The CHAIRMAN. You are recommending that?
Mr. P mrr~sow. We are recommending 100 percent auditing over

a 3-ear period, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Anderson?
Senator ANDERSON. I have heard of the Welter Foundation of Texas

where the Welter family was given some land. Of course, there is very
large amounts of crude oil in-Texas and the result was that they had
to have a charitable use for the money they made.

Mr. PemsoN. Senator, one way I think of handling problems of
that sort is we would recommend that any significant contribution
of appreciated property to a foundation be appraised independently
and promptly, and to the satisfaction of the IRS, of value received
for that contribution. I would think that this might be a way of
getting around some of these problems where assets are put into
foundations for which a deduction is given, but which are not the real
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value of that contribution. Thus, we would specifically suggest that
all such appreciated property contributions over some, you know, de
minimis amount, be appraised independently. Otherwise when you
have got the same person on both ends of the transaction, there is
always a question as to whether that is really a fair value of tile thing
that was contributed. The IRS, I am told, has done this very suc-
cessfully in the case of significant pieces of art, and I would think
that people as able as they are could figure out a way of evaluating
property that is contributed to a foundation and I would urge them
to do it.

Senator MILLER. First, Mr. Peterson, let me commend you and your
colleagues for the tremendous job you have done. I am sure that every-
one that has an opportunity to look at this report will derive a great
amount of benefit from it.

I am troubled by some aspects of the report, some of the conclusions.
I agree that we ought to delegate responsibility to the Treasury for a
great amount of this, but let me ask you a couple of questions.

The thrust of your remarks certainly in response to some questions,
was that we want to encourage more foundations to be formed. Well,
now, suppose there is an individual who is all ready to form a founda-
tion, and he is going to form it by donating to it a good chunk of
stock in his private corporation, and he checks with his tax adviser
and his tax adviser and his financial advisers tell him that this stock
has been meaning at a rate of 4 percent a year for the last 4 or 5 yea rs?

Mr. PETERSON. Are you referring to the dividend, Senator?
Senator MILLER. Yes and that it is a prudent dividend policy, in

view of the needs to plow back in a certain amount of the earnings
for updating plant and equipment. Now he is all of a sudden faced
with the proposition that if lie donates that stock to the foundation,
the foundation is stuck with let's say a 7-percent payout rule, that
the next thing they are going to have to do within 6 months or a year
is sell the stock. I assure you, and you know that that foundation will
not be founded. And I think to that extent we are going to be dis-
couraging the formation of foundations.

Another thing that bothers me is that I am not sure that the
Commission gave a statement on this as to whether they would make
these new rules apply prospectively or retroactively, and if they go
retroactive, then what about the foundation which was set up many
years ago, which has been paying out dividends. The company which
it may control has had only a prudent policy. It sounds pretty harsh
to me to turn around and say well, we are sorry, you have been doing
a good job with what you have got, but you are going to have to get
rid of this stock, sell it to some conglomerate organization, and the
next thing you know put it into a mutual fund of some kind.

Do you have any thoughts on whether this should be prospective or
retroactive?

Mr. PrRsoN. Well, of course, any payout requirement and I
think the technical people on the staff would agree with me that any
payout requirement including the one in the House bill will require
some changes in the original agreements, where certain kinds of dis-
position was prohibited, and I think you would agree if the number
were 6, 4, or 2 percent, or whatever it was it might require that kind
of a retroactive charge.

83-865 0-69-pt. 6- 0
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I think, Senator, to be fair to my fellow Commissioners, it isn't that
we weren't aware of the fact that this may have the effect of sbme.
divestiture on company control situations. I am veryZ much aware of
that. On the other hand, it seems to us that if you don t set an objective
payout, and treat people equally, who after all did receive originally
the same deduction for that contribution, you then find yourself, faced
with other kinds of alternatives, such as arbitrary divestments, arbi-
trary rules, which are not based on performance at all, and which in
my view would have a devastating effect. So the balance that we have
to go through here, Senator, was the balance of trying to be fair and
set an objective standard, not being arbitrary, trying to encourage
the Treasury Department and the IRS to hive some flexibility in,
for example, giving periods of time to divest themselves of the stock,
coming up. with certain agreements as to how the stock could be
divested, giving them time originally to recapitalize it. We would be
for all kinds of flexibility, I think, of that kind.

Senator MILJ.R. Maybe you and I are hung up on this one. I agree
with much of what you have said. As I understand it you want to
have the Secretary of the Treasury promulgate a single rate, but what
I would like to have him do is to promulgate several rates, based upon
an average, for example, within specialized types of industries or
investments, but they would be arbitrary.

If for example, you are a foundation with your investments in an
electronic compan&, and the average for the electronics industry is an
8-percent payout, but you are only paving out 5, you are going to have
to live with that. But to mix all of these things into one ball of wax
and come up with one percentage rate bothers me very much.I would like to just make this point.. You are valid in your proposi-
tion that the donors of these various foundations were treated alike
in their tax exemption.

Mr. PETnsoN. Tax deduction, yes.
Senator MilLER. In their tax deductions. bnt I don't think it follows

that the foundations are being treated alike, because they are all
exempt from income, because this foundation, which has $1 million
tied up in a low pay is getting exemption on a relatively small amount
of income, wherea.4 this foundation which is tied up 'in high pay is
getting a high exemption.

I think that is what we have to look at too and that gets you back to
the payout but I agree with you we need some kind of a standard,
preferably set by Treasury, and I would like to have the flexibility
built in in the form of several rates rather than just one.

Mr. PTERSON. But you see, Senator, we have taken a lot of testimony
from a wide variety of people on our Commission. You remember I
started my discussion by saying one of the things that does trouble
people about the foundation setup is that there is some of this having
their "cake," as it were, and eating it, and there is an important aspect
of that.

Now, if you don't use an objective standard of some sort., what I
guess concerns this Commission is that you then are saying, I think,
that these funds are not being invested in what is on the best interests
of the foundation. They are being invested or not invested as the case
may be for a variety of other reasons that are not really in the long-
term interest of that foundation.
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Put it this way. If that foundation were independent, if it were
concerned with its own interests as it were, I am sure we would agree
that it would invest the money wherever it thought, the money should
be invested.

Senator MiuLIu. Then you would exempt these community
foundations.

Mr. PmnsoN. What?
Senator MILL.F. You would exempt these community foundations,

then.
Mr. PETERsoN. Why is that, sir?
Senator MiLL.R. I understood when you were discussing the payout

or statistics regarding some of the community foundations this morn-
ing I understood they are in the nature of the independent public type.

Mr. PumTFSON. Yes.
Senator MiLF.R. So you would probably exempt them from the

pa yout ilequirement.
Mf. PmTRsoN. No, we would include everyone in the payout re-

quirement. We are trying to come up with something we think treats
everyone alike. No, we would include everyone, Senator. I simply
said that one alternative to the divestiture situation, the very under-
standable situation that you describe, where a company has a low-
yield situation is to put that money or that foundation into a com-
munity foundation, maintaining its identity, which is possible in these
community foundations; and the community foundation in turn could
make its payouts from other funds that they have, and they have, you
know, lots of funds.

Senator MILLER. Some of them do, some of them don't but I see
harshness. I am thinking now in terms of a foundation out in Colorado
that owns the Broadmoor. As I understand it, if they were going to
realize, if they had to liquidate, let us say, let's say it has a low payout,
if they are going to realize the money that they'probably ought to be
able to realize, I can see it taking 5 years very easily and maybe 10.

Mr. PmosON. Yes.
Senator MmLm. To sell off the golf course, the hotel, the railroad

and other parcels out there, and yet I understand from you, you
thought maybe 6 months or possibly a year.

Mr. PEwRsoN. No. What I would be quite happy to do, Senator, in
a case like that, and that was the first alternative f presented if there
were a case where there was great hardship, where you couldn't sell
something; off in pieces. I can appreciate some good reasons why this
might be. I think it would be quite simple and I would be for it, to
state the general principles that the Treasury Department should have
the flrxibility to make what you might call Iong-term arrangements
with somebody, where for example there would go a very low payout
accepted for 10 years or somethin of that sort. At that time there
would be an agreement that within tliat period the asset would be sold,
8 years or whatever the number is and at that point charity would get

pild a compounded payout. I think there should be that kind offexibility. .. _ _.
Senator MImLER. I think you have a good point there. My problem

is to what extent can we delegate all of that discretion to Treasury
without setting up some guidelnes that are specific enough so that we
are not caught on an unconstitutional delegation of power.
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MR. PemERSON. Right, and we think the principle, at least our lav-
yers felt the principle that you could delegate would be to say the
principle that all foundations are treated alike with regard to what
the payout requirement is, and if there are special circumstances
that make it extremely destructive to pay it out immediately, that the
principle is that on a compounded basis at the time when the dissolu-
tion does take place, charity is made whole for that period of time that
there was a lower payout.

Senator MILLE. Let me ask you one last question. Your approach
when it is finally all jelled out, with certain exemptions and flexibili-
ties, is to arrive at I percent, maybe adjusted over 2 or 3 years, but you
start out say with 7 percent.

The approach I suggest is that Treasury would set up several per-
centages based upon the type of investment that would be in certain,
let's say, stocks, certain categories. railroads, utilities and the like, and
if the foundation had its portfolio tied ip in that particular type of
stock, it would have to meet the average for that stock, and if it was
below average, too bad, it is going to have to meet it.

Now to that extent, we would get more money in, wouldn't we?
Mr. PmrRsow. Yes.
Senator M rz. Probably wouldn't get in as much as you are advo-

cating, but I think that that is how close you and I are on this, and I
suggest toyou that before we go the full route, I can see tremendous
problems. I can see a problem, or example, where all the foundations
may ultimately have to end up with two or three categories of invest-
ment. I am not so sure that that investment is available for all of our
foundations. I don't know whether we have enough study in depth to
know that it is. They may have to be content to get into Blue Chip
stocks or something else instead of into some of these pools or funds
that you are talking about. S e o

Mr. PrE RSON. uite frankly, I would assume that the Secretar of
the Treasury in having rule-making proceedings here would loo at
the available securities in America, and I would be surprised if lie
would come out with a recommendation which said that there must be
an investment in a certain kind of security. My guess is that that would
be a serious error if he did that.

Senator MILLR. No, he wouldn't say that, but because of the per-
centage that he puts there he might-suppose he made it nine instead
of seven, you might find that your fund managers are looking around
and they only have a very limited area.

Mr. PETRSON. I would hope he would not set it at a level that a
reasonable man wouldn't say is what an independent fund manager
who does have to consider not just growth, obviously, but he has got
to consider the security of what he has. I would be inclined toward a
kind of a standard that might be something like a balanced fund situ-
ation where there is, as I am sure you know, a fair amount of debt in
those 20, 30, 40 percent. He could look at what bank trusts are doing,
who have this very same problem of how do you balance security with
the long-term growth. If lie were to set that number on something that
was let's say total equity or something of that sort, it is certainly not
the kind of number we have in mind. If it were that kind of number
our payout requirement you see has been 15 percent compounded for
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the last 10 years, if you simply took the general growth funds that I
mentioned. We don't choose a number anything like that.

Incidentally, the other reason for not choosing that, of course is
what goes up can come down, and I don't think a prudent man who has
that kind of long-term responsibility would put all his money in one or
the other.

We happen to have had an era in which euity stocks have been
performing extremely well. There is nothing which says this is going
to go on forever, and I would assume he would come up with a very
balanced notion of a guideline. I would hope he would.

Senator MILwam. I don't suppose you have talked with any of the
Treasury people about this, have you, as to whether or not they could
implement this; how much of a financial advisory profit-sharing
funds. They tell me that in the past 10 years there has been a revolution
with regard to the definition of what a prudent man would do, and
that these days a prudent man would most emphatically not put all
his money into low yield debt instruments.

In fact, the evidence is overwhelming that if he had, he would have
been earning much, much less money than if he had some investments
in equity, and I think you are absolutely right. There has been a very
significant change, and that is why we recommend to the total return
concept, not just income yield in our formula.

Senator MILLER. Thank you again. I appreciate your responses,
and especially the great amount of time, patience and very thorough
explanation you gave the committee.

Mr. PwmrRSON. Thank you very much.
Senator FANNIN. Mr. Peterson, I too want to commend you for

your performance- When we talk about the performance factor, we
would certainly give you a high grade in your performance here today
and for the work that you and your Commission has been doing pre-
paring this information.

In your testimony you referred to distinctive characteristics of
foundations. Well, we have heard from a great number of foundations
and I am thinking back concerning some of the testimony that has been
given to us, and in trying to apply this to the total picture that you
have very capably given to us andI just wonder when you answered
the question from Senator Miller staff they would have to have in
order to implement this?

Mr. PMMRSON. I can tell you what the opinions are of the few people
that we have talked to. The opinions are that there are probably eight
or 10 people in the United States, a fair number of whom we have
talked to, incidentally, in the course of deciding what a reasonable
return is, who the Secretary of the Treasury I am sure could call on.
The University of Chicago, for example, my anna mater has some-
thing called the Institute for Research in Security Prices headed by
Dr. James Lorrie. They have put every return of every stock in the last
40 years on a computer, with a big grant they got from Merrill Lynch.
They can tell you what the return has been'on almost any kind of an
equity you can think of. I think reasonable men could sit around a
table and say what is the balance now of investments that you as a pru-
dent independent, and the word "independent" is important here
man would invest those moneys in. And I doubt that it would be all
equity, but I think you would agree with me I also doubt that it would
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be all debt, because the world has changed a great deal since the days
qf high yield and no capital return.

Senator MILLER. So we have now gone almost from a change of the
prudent-man rule to the computer-man rule.

Mr. Pmresow. I would say this, Senator Miller. I have talked to
the heads of the trust departments of many large banks in this country.
I have talked to the heads of pension and about community founda-
tions, I am a little confused, because you are not talking about the
conduit foundations, in that respect, are you ?

I will be quite honest with you, Senator. I am not sure I am an
expert on foundations now, but I know I wasn't 6 months ago. I knew
very little about community foundations. We have one in Chicago
called the Community Trust. There is a very important one in
Cleveland.

This is the following kind of situation. There are apparently many
people who want to give money. They want to give it through the
foundation route, but they do not feel they have the expertise, the
staff and so forth to be able to evaluate it, where to put this money.

What the community foundation does, and why one of our recom-
mendations might be to suggest that some who feel this way might
merge themselves into community foundations, that it gives these
donors a certain amount of expertise and staff and so forth which they
don't have themselves, so it is kind of like a community fund. It is a
group of foundations that are under one overall umbrella.

Senator FANNIN. We have so many, as you have referred to in your
testimony, the operational foundation. I think Williamsburg was used
as an example.

Mr. PERSON. Right.
Senator FANNIN. You are not classifying those in the category

which the information that you have given to us today would refer to.
Mr. PTERsoN. No. There is an additional reason why I haven't, inci-

dentally. I am trying assiduously to be as independent and objective
and credible as I can be. After I took this job I found I was a trustee
of two operating foundations, Brookings and National Educational
Television, and under the circumstances I thought it might be best
that I not talk about the problem least my appearance here be
misinterpreted.

Senator FANNI1N. I agree, too, with your premise that you were
thinking of recipients, too, I mean grant making, but also you referred
continuously to the essential part of your overall testimony being in
connection with the recipients.

Mr. PEERsoN. That is right.
Senator FANN N. Because of the necessity of continuity of contribu-

tions, if we are going to maintain the level of our educational institu-
tions to continue on with what we have been doing over the years.

We also have other types of foundations. We have a problem, I have
also considered when you refer to self-dealing matters, that is personna
non grata. And then we had testimony given to us where some of the
large or at least I know of one large corporation, one large manu-
facturing concern under study, that is owned by a foundation, and it
is a self-dealing program, and the information given was that this
would require them to practically dissolve this complete organization
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to accomplish what is in the House bill as faras the 20-percent require-
ment is concerned.

Now, I am not sure that I understand your exact recommendation
on the divestiture.

Mr. PmTRsoN. My recommendation, Senator, is the following: I
think a 5-year provision or a 10-year provision is extremely harsh, and
will have the effect of greatly reducing the contributions to charity
through foundations which we strongly believe is a fine institution.

On the other hand, I hope you would also agree that it is a mistake
if one doesn't put some kind of a payout performance requirement on
those. foundations. Let me be a little extreme to illustrate my point;
if you don't put a performance requirement on them to pay out to
charity what is a reasonable amount, then I think we could easily see
the situation, couldn't we where a foundation could be set up, assets
could be locked up into this founadtion, and 100 years from now we
would still be having a discussion about the extent to which charity
benefited. We might still be hearing testimony to the effect that just
wait a while longer and charity is going to benefit.

Our thinking has been, rather than put a harsh and fixed period
of time on divestment put a reasonable performance test on it, that is
the amount that is paid out. We think that will make the divestment
effect far more gradual than what is in the House bill at the present
time.

Senator FANNIN. I agree performance is a factor and is important
and we must think about it f. we are going to have these funds avail-
able for contributions. At the same time, we do have other things to
think about, where a complete community is dependent upon that com-
pany continuing their operations in that particular area. We have one
in particular where the officials have stated that if they must divest
down to 20 percent, that their company will be picked up by one of
the large companies of the Nation, and that they will soon be moved
away from that community, and this is a consideration in some re-
spects.

Now they may be isolated but I am trying to rather take the overall
total picture, to also consider some of the detrimental effects that might
happen if we are not careful in properly writing this legislation.

Mr. PtTEitso. I wonder if we could talk about the general problem
you are describing, because it is one that not only affects companies
that have foundations, that have control stock, but many companies
that don't, and that is really kind of a widespread concern in the
country about raids of various types on the company, by conglomerates
and so forth.

I think I have two kinds of answers to the very good question I think
you are asking. One of them is that if as a matter of national policy
there is general concern about the use of certain kinds of procedures
and tactics to take over other companies, then it might be that that
problem should be attacked directly, so that all companies who might
be entitled to be protected from raiding tactics of various kinds would

b or example, I know very few people that are running companies
like I am, who want to be raided, and one of the interesting policy
questions you have here is inasmuch as the deduction has been given
to such company controlled foundations and, in a sense, the public, and
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the government has given the deduction, what is its basis for the dif-
ference in treatment, and how do you avoid the kind of abuse I am
talking about of very low payouts to charity.

Senator FANNIN. Yes, I realize that we do have problems here that
would affect general operations, and I also know that we can't pass
legislation just for the exceptions, but I don't know how many com-
panies are involved or how many foundations are involved in what I
am talking about, but I do know that we have had testimony and I am
concerned about the effect it would have on those companies, although
I realize that that can't be the controlling factor.

I certainly express my appreciation to you, Mr. Peterson, for the
way that you have handled the questions and also for this very all.
inclusive report.

Mr. P msoN. Thank you.
Senator MILLER. Could I come back, Mr. Peterson, to this matter

of private foundations? Earlier today I had the impression that we
were talking about the grant-type foundation.

Mr. PEriEso. Yes.
Senator MILLER. As distinguished from the
Mr. PrE RsoN. Operating.
Senator MILLER. The operating type like Williamsburg.
Mr. P ERsoN. That is correct.
Senator MILLER. Then I started thinking about the United Givers

fund. That is a grant fund, is it not? I don't know that the UGF in
Sioux Ciy, Iowa, where I come from is an operating foundation.

Mr. P L"r'RSON. One of the criteria you used for defining what a
private foundation is the source of its support. There is the notion that
if the sources of support are public in nature, that. is they come from
a wide variety of sources, that in itself gives you a good deal of pro-
teotion. I believe, am I not right on this, I am not an expert on this
point, that it is that the Givers fund in effect treated as a public
charity?

Senator MILLER. That was my understanding, but then what caused
me concern is when you started analyzing the community foundations
which I gathered were of that nature, and yet you stated that you
wanted to cover them tll the same.

To make it clear on this point, are you. suggesting that the payout
requirement be uniform for all of these, or are you suggesting that it
only be for the privately supported grant type foundation excluding
the publicly supported foundation ?

Mr. PEERSON. The situation, Senator, is the following: I don't know
of any exceptions to this. There may be one. The vast majority, the kind
of United Givers situation that you are describing has a high element
of a conduit operation in it, where a lot of the money flows and the
payout would be probably much higher, much like many company foun-
dations, probably 30, 40 or 50 percent payout and it is really not even
a factor to them.

Frankly, I am not an expert on United Givers. I really haven't
thought about it as much as I should.

Senator MILLER. I do see a problem beyond that though, that where
you may have a foundation that received 80 percent of its donations
from the general public, with pretty much the general public having
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to do with who is going to be the foundation's trustees and all of that.
Mr. PETERsoN. Yes.
Senator MILLER. Like the community type foundations, I can get

much less concerned about their being an adequate payout in that situa-
tion that I can where one person sets up a private foundation, and I
am wondering if we could simplify our problem by concentrating on
the purely privately supported or nearly privately supported grant
type foundation.

Mr. PmyRsoN. I have been thinking since you brought up the ex-
ample, I am sorry I didn't know about the example in advance, of a
situation where a local community, for example, one could demon-
strate as a reasonable man that there might be very serious effects.
You will remember one of the possibilities I talked about is merging
such an institution with another kind of foundation. If, for example,
the broader institution had a lot of public support from a wide variety
of sources then it seems to me that in that case it could either be con-
sidered a publicly supported activity and not affected, or the payout
could easily come from its conduit aspect that is vastly in excess of
the kind of payout we are talking about.

Senator MILLER. In any event, your whole Commission's thrust is
concentrated on the privately supported private grant type foundation.

Mr. Pmt=soN. Yes, on the grantmaking foundation. Frankly, the
number of publicly supported, of course, I don't know what we pre-
cisely mean by "public," but most of the community foundations that
I mentioned are really a collection as I understand it of private trusts
and bequests and so forth, who kind of want the feeling of public
involvement in the giving. It is the kind of thing, for example, Senator,
where if a person wants to be sure that a local community is taken care
of, the case you are talking about, he can set 'up a charter that says
"This is what I want my money to be used for, this is what I don't want
it to be used for," and he can be reasonably assured because of its
public nature, where the mayor picks one man or the bar association
or somebody like that., that the local interests of the community are
adequately represented. And if he, for example, is devoted to the city
of Des Moines or Chicago, and I think the Chicago Community Trust
has a good deal of very local charitable giving, I can get that informa-
tion for you, but I think most community trusts are almost entirely
oriented to local problems, almost entirely to community problems.

Senator MILLER. If they are, then why should we get to worrying
about them f Why not leave them alone, at least for the time being g,and
concentrate on the big problems that you have been covering during
most of your testimony?

Mr. PTERSON. I think if one can be satisfied there is a lot of public
support aoing int.- them and so forth, one might easily consider such
a possibility.

Senator MILLER. Thank you again.
The committee will be adjourned.
(Mr. Peterson's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF PETER G. PETERSON, CHAIRMAN, COMMISSION ON FOUNDATIONS AND
PRIVATE PHIANTHROPY

SECTION I. BACKGROUND OF COMMISSION

My name 18 Peter G. Peterson. I am chairman and president of Bell & Howell
Company, Chicago. I am here today In my capacity as chairman of the Com-
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mission on Foundations and Private Philanthropy. This Is a group of private
citizens who are making. what we hope and trust is an objective study of founda-
tions, of these Important, these complex, these poorly understood, and-in many
ways--uniquely American In8titttion8.

Permit me to outline briefly the origin of this group. I was Invited to head this
commission in the spring of this year, by John D. Rockefeller 3rd, representing
several major foundations, which in turn were stimulated by a proposal for such
a 'citizens commission by Alan Pifer, president of the Carnegie Corporation, and,
I am told, by the chairman of this Senate Committee among others. The reasons
for these foundations' choice of a chairman have mystified me to this day, and
perhaps at this point mystifies some of the foundations as well.

I, In turn, accepted this assignment on the following conditions:
1. That leaders in the legislative and executive branches would be consulted as

to the potential value of such a commission. The matter was discussed with the
Chairman of this committee and the Chairman of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee. Both were gracious enough to say such an inquiry might be useful. They
of *course bear no responsibility for our results. I should also say that Messrs.
Tom Vail and Joseph Ingolia of the Senate Finance Committee staff and Dr.
Larry Woodworth of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue have been very
helpful In posing relevant questions.

I should mention appreciatively the Under Secretary of the Treasury, the
Assistant Secretary of Treasury for Taxation, and the Director of Internal
Revenue and their staffs, all of whom gave our various studies the benefit of
their cooperation and obvious resources.

2. I also agreed to accept this assignment only if I could assure myself and
others of the objectivity of such a commission and its staff, by selecting it myself
with careful attention to the background of each person.

For example, I felt It necessary to withdraw invitations in a number of cases
where I found that certain persons, however outstanding, had affiliations with
foundations that might make the objectivity of their judgments about founda-
tions subject to question.

In my own case, I have no foundation of my own, though Bell & Howell does
have a company foundation. I am not on the board of any foundation, as I
understood the term at the time I accepted this assignment. Upon reading the
new definitions in the House Bill, I found that-as a trustee of the Brookings
Institution and the National Educational Television-I am considered a foun-
dation trustee and I leave it to you to decide how much prejudice to allow
for. I do not propose in my testimony to go into any of the particular problems
of those organizations with repect to the pending legislation.

I felt that this need for independence extended to the financing of our effort
as well. We are raising our own money from companies, labor unions, and indi-
viduals and have not accepted funds from foundations. I think it is possible
that some of our recommendations will not be popular with foundations and I
would not have wanted foundation contributors to feQl we were ungrateful or
unfriendly recipients of their support.

I have attached a list of Commission members and staff to this statement. I
believe you will agree that they represent a variety of backgrounds.

I know you will also agree that foundations do not lack for critics and this
Commission has wanted to be sure it noted these criticisms-all of which you
have probably heard before. Some of these allegations as they have been reported
to us are:

"Many, or most foundations are nothing more than tax dodges for millionaires."
"Foundations are heavily involved in politics and not charity. Why should

these activities be fostered at public expense?"
"Foundations often use their money to further extreme Ideologies--left and

right."
"Many foudations represent great concentration of In-perpetuity power and

money controlled by an 'Ivy League' self-appointed establishment."
"Foundations spend a great deal of money internationally and ignore the

needs of our own society."
"Foundations squander money, that would otherwise go to charity, on high

salaries and fancy overhead expenses."
"Foundations hoard money as though it were their own when it belongs to the

public and should be spent on charity."
We quickly found that many of these observations, however hostile or enter-

taining, depending upon one's point of view, had one thing in common . . . very
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little evidence by which they could be supported or refuted. Farly in the life of
this Commission on April 14, 1969, we developed a work outline of the Com-
mission's study, and I quote: "It is anticipated that the primary function of
the Commission will be to formulate Judgments on the principal policy questions
which are raised by the role of foundations in our society . . . the Commission
does not expect to engage in any extensive fact-gathering activities. Very ex-
tensive data about foundations and their activities are available from both
public and private sources."

No commission ever started its inquiries upon a more erroneous assumption.
For example, when we asked how frequently each kind of foundation abuse

occurred, we were told either that there were no such studies, or treated to an
anecdote or two with no clear notion of whether the anecdote was an exception or
expresses a persistent pattern.

Faced with a vacuum of information, we launched several studies of foun-
dation abuses. For example, Arthur Anderson, a leading accounting firm, sur-
veyed 200 tax accountants across America anonymously in an attempt to
estimate the frequency and nature of tax abuse by foundations. The National
Opinion Research Center is serving as an outside research consultant, and
Market Facts, Inc. is conducting a survey among foundations of all sizes and
types, randomly selected from the Internal Revenue Service files with their
complete cooperation. The so-called 990A forms which foundations must file
annually were analyzed for evidence of various kinds of self-dealing transactions.
May I say, parenthetically, that while the 990A form can, in our view, be sub-
stantially improved, it does contain valuable Information. We find it distinctly
ironic that, in view of widespread allegations about foundations and the equally
widespread ignorance, the 990A form apparently remains one of the less utilized
sources of information in the government storehouse.

Out of these studies of abuses have also come recommendations for your
consideration that deal with 1) additional, potential abuse that we believe
should be covered in legislation; 2) much more intensive IRS auditing of
foundations, and 3) concrete suggestions for some different concepts of public
disclosure and public reporting that should keep you and the public much better
informed on the level of any such abuses in the future.

On the question of how much foundation money goes to quasi-political pur-
poses, and how much to generally acceptable charitable purposes, we could find
either no estimates at all or what were frankly self-serving guesses. I will show
you today our preliminary findings on the numbers of foundations making, and
the amounts of money spent for, various kinds of sensitive grants. I believe we
would all agree that the kind of legislative action that is appropriate depends
at least partly on the incidence of various kinds of grants-if you knew that
questionable grants account for 1% of the total, you might feel quite differently
than if you found they were 30%, 40%, or more of the grants, as some have
apparently assumed.

Once again, I will offer today some practical recommendations on what we
believe to be appropriate new kinds of legislative action for the handling of
sensitive grants that stand on the borderline between charity and politics.

On the allegation of foundation hoarding of money and low payout of funds
to charity, we will show you some data on the rate of return in 1968 on founda-
tion assets as well as the payout to charity. You will see how this and other
evidence has led us to recommend that you consider legislating a higher payout
requirement for foundations.

Reliable data of the most fundamental nature is not obtainable. For example,
you have heard testimony that there are approximately 22,000 foundations In
the United States, with assets of 20.5 billion dollars. Confusion abounds as to
the definition of a foundation which at least partially explains why others say
there are 45,000 foundations. I must also remind you that the assets reported
on the 990A form may often be carried at cost rather than market value. A
prime example is the Irvine Foundation which recently testified before this
Committee.

Its assets have been listed at 0 million dollars. Yet, testimony before this
Committee clearly establishes that the value of the assets at a tnifn mum is sub-
stantially in excess of 100 million dollars and our Commission has seen estimates
that approach one billion dollars.

The loss, or perhaps the absence, of confidence in foundations may be a
reaction to fear of the unknown-in terms of assets, or activities, or both.
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To move on, I would not be so fatuous as to suggest that our Commission,
with its limited resources of time and staff, has answers to all these allegations
or questions, or even all the answers to any one of them.

Perhaps you will agree, however, that we do have evidence that might make
some of our recommendations, and perhaps some of your ultimate decisions,
more firmly based on fact than the hearsay and anecdotal approach that seems
to characterize the situation today.

What I will present to you is in the nature of a preview of a final report which
is and always has been scheduled for completion prior to year-end. Some of our
studies are only partly completed and where that is true I will present only
preliminary findings. Also, all my fellow Commission members were not able to
attend our most recent meeting, and what I say today must be considered as my
view of the consensus of our deliberations, and not as a final report.

Before presenting you with our findings and recommendations on foundations,
I feel we must look at private philanthropy a good deal more broadly.

Unless we assess the present and future needs of charitable organizations in
our society-which are the recipients, after all, of most foundation grants--we
cannot intelligently assess the roles of foundations, and indeed private philan-
thropy as a whole.

Foundation funds are the river that has irrigated many important crops.
Prudence dictates that before we change the course of this stream, we calculate
the effect on our resources.

SECTION Il. THE FINANCIAL NEEDS OF AMERICA'S CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS

We are undertaking the hazardous and admittedly conjectural task of pro-
jecting the national needs in 1975 for each of the major charitable and social
sectors of our society . . . health and medicine, education, religion, welfare, the
arts, and so forth.

Then, we propose to estimate the amounts of support that might be expected
from various sources if current trends continue.

From this, we expect to come up with a kind of "giving-gap"-the projected
deficit in our social accounts.

You, I understand, have seen similar projections In the area of Medicare and
Medicaid and have undoubtedly been as sobered as we have been by the pro-
Jections of the experts. Quite frankly, we have been so taken aback by the dollar
needs, and by deficits projected in tens of billions of dollars, that we are
rechecking our own assessment of these needs . . . though we are quite prepared
now to believe the melancholy extrapolation that this society is going to need to
find tens of billions of dollars more by 1975. And if by then, our economy reaches
its current cosmic projection of over 1.3 trillion dollars, I think it is not too
hopeful to say that our society will somehow energize itself to find the money it
really needs to attain our minimum standards of social health-or at least to
cope realistically with our major social illnesses.

How" else might we assess the needs of charitable organizations in 1975?
We have approached this question in two other ways, less quantitative perhaps,

but nevertheless essential to a balanced understanding.
L'rst, more than 750 distinguished citizens across the country have answered

an extensive questionnaire.
Who are these distinguished citizens? They are persons whom we expected to

be knowledgeable about charitable endeavors In our society. They are citizens
who, we expect, are going to continue to assume heavy responsibility for the
various private sectors of our society.

They are, for example, scientists-both Nobel Prize Laureates and operating
heads of scientific institutions. There are medical people . . both leaders of
medical organizations and medical educational institutions. There are business-
men-chosen from the ranks of chairmen and presidents of America's leading
companies. There are labor leaders--both at national and local levels. There are
religious leaders and scholars. There are representatives from the arts. This
group, then is a kind of "Who's Who" of the knowledgeable citizens who also take
a good deal of the responsibility for the operation of our private charitable
organizations.

First, we asked them to tell us about which of the charitable sectors of our
society they felt most knowledgeable. Then we asked for their best estimate of
the trend of financial needs of their special field of philanthropy.
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DISTINGUISHED CITIZENS STUDY
PRELIMINARY DATA
OCTOBER, 1969

OVER THE NEXT 5 to 10 YEARS, WHAT WOULD YOU
EXPECT TO BE THE TREND IN FINANCIAL NEEDS OF CHARITABLE

ORGANIZATIONS IN THE PARTICULAR FIELD OR AREA OF SOCIETY IN
WHICH YOU FEEL MOST KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT PHILANTHROPY?

Predicted Trend of
Financial Needs in Next

5-10 Years

"to go up rapidly over this
period, significantly more

rapidly than gross national
product, for example."

"to go up but at a relatively
modest rate - about like the

gross national product."

"to stay the same as they
are now."

"to go down over this period."

Percent of Response

You will notice in the following table that the substantial majority in every
field felt that needs would go up rapidly over this period, significantly more than
the gross national product. However, there are some differences: a striking
86% of those distinguished citizens involved in education saw the future needs
this way, whereas significantly fewer, or 63%, of those in science felt this
way . . . perhaps chastened by some of the recent cutbacks in grants to science.
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DISTINGUISHED CITIZENS STUDY
PRELIMINARY DATA
OCTOBER, 1969

IN THE FIELD IN WHICH YOU FEEL MOST KNOWLEDGEABLE,
WHAT DO YOU EXPECT THE TRENDS OF FINANCIAL NEEDS

WILL BE DURING THE NEXT 5-10 YEARS

". . .to go u
over this period
cantly more ra
gross national

for examp

FIELD:

Medicine & Health

Arts

Science

Education

Misc. Fields
(Hunanities, Inttl.

Aid; Religion &
Welfare)

p rapidly " .eestog u u
d, signifl- ed o ou u
pidly than at a relatively modest

prdc t rate - about like the
prouct gross national product."

77% 2 997.

~98%.

6" 37 98%.

171 987.

75A 22% 97.

25%. 50%. 75X

Percent of Response

I
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Another approach, of course, is to go to the charitable organizations themselves
and get their projections. By now, over fifty Chicago charitable organizations
of all types-hospitals, universities, symphonies, museums, welfare agencies-
have submitted themselves generously and charitably, to very Intensive 2 to 3
hour interviews plus an in-depth look at their financial and cost records.

It will not surprise you to know we found none of these organizations who
expected charitable needs to go down or even stay flat, and it may not surprise
you that they thought they would have financial problems in the future . . . after
all, we all have money problems and perhaps the fund raising instinct of chari-
table organizations is so Well developed that it is hard to pass by an opportunity
to say so.

Even allowing for this all too human tendency, our Commission is impressed
by the degree to which these organizations feel they are facing urgent problems.
For example, when asked:

"Looking ahead to your 1975 financial situation, which of the following state-
ments reflects your feelings about the situation:
"To be sure, costs are rising and charitable needs are growing, but I'm also

confident that outside revenues and contributions will also go up fast
enough to meet our needs ----------------------------------- 17%

"I'm quite concerned about rising costs and increasing charitable needs. I'm
not at all sure that outside funds will be adequate to meet these needs
and some cutbacks will probably be necessary to make ends meet ------ 26%

"I believe that by 1975 our organization will be facing a real budget crisis
unless some major new sources of funds are developed." ------------ 57%
Because we, and particularly you, are aware of the rapidly growing govern-

ment investment in these charitable sectors, we wanted to determine what impact
a drop of 25% in private giving would make. Over 82% of these Chicago chari-
table organizations reported that they would either "cease to exist" or "face a
very serious budget problem."

How can this be, one might ask, in view of the rapidly increasing government
expenditures in these same areas?

We are now in the process of putting together the answer to this question, but
already some things are clear.

First, as a businessman, I am struck by how much this business of charity is a
personal service, a people bU iness. Even without considering the substantial
value of the volunteer inputs, notice both the level and the relative increase in
the importance of this people expense. Obviously, the budgets of charitable
organizations show a much higher percentage of people-rclated expenses-two to
three times higher than many manufacturing companies where the people
expense in the last census of manufacturing firms was about 24%.
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THE INCREASING COST OF PEOPLE

PERSONNEL EXPENSES*AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL EXPENSES
FOR SELECTED CHICAGO

CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS: 1963 - 1968

Percent
of Total
Expenses 1963 1968

+70% 
61 ~647.

*Does not put any value on volunteer labor.
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Why then, we asked, can one item increase so much not only in absolute terms
but also increase 5 percentage points of the budget in only five years?

As we searched for the answers, one stands out above all others. The salaries
being paid many employees of charitable organizations are apparently rising
much faster than for the manufacturing segment of our labor force.

SALARY INCREASES FOR EMPLOYEES OF CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS
1963 - 1968

SELECTED COMPARATIVE SALARY INCREASES 1963-1968
(As Reported by Chicago Charitable Organizations)

Percent
Increane+ 1 0 0 % -

+ 90._

+ 807. -

+ 707.

+ 60 j

+ 50

+ 40_

+ 30 -

+ 20 -

+ i0% I

Ave.
U.S.
Pro-

Hospital
Interns

duc-
tion
Work- Cler-
er, ical
Mfg. +26
+237*

Univ.
Nurses Teach

+50 ers

Social
&

Case-
. work-Exec-
ers utive

Sal- Direc-
ary +42. tors Librar-

+347. +35 ians~+28%

*Source: U.S. Dept. of Commerce and Commission Survey of Chicago
Philanthropic Organizations

The reason for these increases is, as In all things of this sort, a question of
supply and demand. Lest anyone conclude from this last chart that these classes
of charitable employees are being paid bountiful salaries, let me hasten to say that
for the most part they are catching up from what most fair people would call un-
reasonably, or perhaps unconscionably, low levels. It Is strong evidence of the
need to train more skilled people to serve these charitable organizations.

You might ask, as we did, why don't some of these charitable organizations
simply charge the public more for their services? Why should the government and
private philanthropy foot the bill?

An answer that emerges clearly from our Chicago study is that many of these
organizations who can charge the public more have been doing Just that... with
what we might have considered a good deal of boldness, certainly in comparison
with rise of prices in general.

88-885 O.-69--pt. 6-67

+81%

I
i
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CHICAGO PHILANTHROPIC STUDY
PRELIMINARY- -OCTOBER 1969

INCREASING FEES FOR SERVICES FOR SELECTED INSTITUTIONS
1963 - 1968

PERCENT
INCREASE

+1307.

nsumer Class Nurse
Price Fees Visits
Index

Tuitt

And 4n spite of what appear to us to be sincere efforts to alleviate their finan-
cial problems, we were distressed to see some of Chicago's most honored chari-
table organizations suffering with operating deficits-the YMCA, Art Institute,
Salvation Army, the Chicago Symphony (like most major symphonies in this
country, which is now in what might well be called a desperate fund-raising drive
to save the orchestra), and the University of Chicago which after an exhaustive
and, as a Trustee, I must say depressing study a few years ago, predicted an an-
nual operating deficit of some twenty-five million dollars in 1975.

The skeptic might take this a step further. Granted, he might say, they aren't
paying higher salaries than they need to pay. Granted that real efforts are being
made to raise money from the public, why don't these charitable organizations
improve their productivity?

Even the question of productivity raises the blood pressure of professionals In
the field who quickly point out that you can measure the output of a steel plant
or a photographic firm, but you will havel a great deal of trouble even defining
what you mean by the output of a hospital, or a welfare worker.

But even if we ignore these formidable problems that are far too deep to be
either discussed or solved here, our Chicago evidence suggests that in many
cases it is simply taking more people in charitable organizations to serve a typical
recipient-whether he be a hospital patient "enjoying" the benefits of rapidly

Visiting
+121% Nurse Michael Reese

Association Mihspital

of Chicago +opia

University
of Chicago
+447. Chicago

Symphony
+357

+ 20%
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advancing technology and skills, a graduate student being exposed to a rapidly
proliferating curriculum, or a welfare case, previously Ignored as Intractable
and unemployable, now being given Intensive training and Individualized help.

The changes In the quality and nature of tile work being done by charitable
organizations have In a significant number of cases raised unit cost to provide
a person with charitable services from 50% to 100% during the last five year
period when the consumer price Index sent up less than 14%.

There are Inefficiencies, to be sure, and In the past I think it Is fair to say
that these expenses have not received systematic, intensive attention In many
charitable organizations. There can be no question now that the pressure is In-
creasingly on the charitable organizations to increase the efficiencies of the
clerical, the paper work, and all the Indirect expenses that seem to plague all
organizations.

But having said this, I believe any fair person who Is trying to project the
honest facts about the present and future needs of charitable Organizations In
America will come to the conclusion that the public policy of this country must
take into account the unpleasant but Important reality that the needs of America's
vital charitable organizations are rising rapidly and, without Important new
sources of funds measured in many billions of dollars, will face what can be
fairly called the charitable crisis of the 708.
Ohoice of a ptublio policy afned at meeting the needs of Anerica's charitable

organizations
This country, collectively and individually, can meet the growing budget crisis

of charitable organizations In a number of ways. To simplify greatly the policy
alternatives-we have said there are three very broad policies the country adopt:

Policy alternative No. 1: Permit a significant; number of charitable organiza-
tions to decline or die by not providing major new funds through either private
or government sources.

We see no evidence that any responsible segment of our society, and certainly
not this commission or the Senate Finance Committee, I'm sure, has any such
goal. There Is no desire to see these charitable organizations, one of our country's
most humane and enduring trademarks, do anything but flourish at a time when
any sensitive and decent citizen cannot help but be apprehensive about the future
of our society.

Policy alternative No. 2: Decide that these problems are truly public prob-
lems and decide on a national policy to take them over at the government level
through tax dollars and give reduced Incentives to private philanthropy.

To a degree that has surprised many on our commission, a number of European
societies have already moved significantly in the direction of this State sup-
porting all major segments of education including higher education and even
the arts.

Policy alternative No. 3: Encourage the private sector to give to a greater ex-
tent and take as large a role in the solution of these problems as is possible or
practical.

All of us know that the government has played a much more important role
in supporting charitable sectors of our society with each passing year... whether
it be education at all levels, science, medicine, welfare, and indeed to some ex-
tent, the arts.

As a Commission with diverse backgrounds-some with government experi-
ence, some with none. Some with business, private enterprise backgrounds, other
with government or academic histories. Some with Republican orientations,
others with extensive traditions as Democrats. It Is surprising and In some ways
very reassuring that such remarkable unanimity emerges.

1. First, we recognize that the world has changed profoundly and the scale
of our problems has changed with it. The federal government should play a
major role in the support of these charitable organizations.

No one on the Commission seemed to suffer any fantasies that the private
sector could by itself muster up the multi-billions that will be needed to meet
the social problems of the 70s.

2. With equal unanimity, this Commission urges that the top national policy
be the strongest kind of reaffirmation of the independent and complementary
role that is to be played by the individuals and by the private sector; that this
reaffirmation should be expressed in the kind of tax bill that passes.

I hope to be able to demonstrate that the House-passed tax bill is interpreted
by this Commission and the distinguished citizen and leadership segments of
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this society as distinctly anti-philanthropic--and that this is expressed in what
is said and not said, about the importance of private philanthropy in this society
and very important, in what has been done, and not done, to the tax Incentives
to private giving.

First, before we review the tax reform bill with respect to philanthropy, let us
see what the Distinguished Citizen Study told us about what they felt the na.
tional tax policy should be.

We put it to the distinguished citizens In several ways. First, how would
they feel if the government's support of private organizations increased to the
point where the government would predominate at the expense of diminishing
private involvement and support.

Even though many who participated in our study have worked in fields such
as science and medicine that have been and are the grateful beneficiaries of im-
pressive government generosity, their desire to preserve and encourage the pri-
vate sector Is striking. As against this view, we think it is even more striking'to
see how these same citizens view the House Bill in its anti-philanthropic effects.

DISTINGUISHED CITIZENS STUDY
PRELIMINARY DATA
OCTOBER, lq69

ATTITUDE TOWARDS PREPONDERANT GOVERNMENT SUPPORT OF
CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS AT THE EXPENSE OF A LESSER

ROLE FOR PRIVATE PHILANTHROPIC SECTOR.

41%
DISAPPROVE - UNFORTUNATE

GO ALONG WITH IT BUT
WOULD WORRY ABOUT

EFFECTS ON PHILANTHROPY

0*

00 8%. DOESN'T *

C t AS LONG
8% AS THE WORK IS

BEING SUPPORTED

127. PREFER*
GOVERNMENT~LIKELY TOIZ SUPPORT, MORE

GET NECESSARY
34% 5% FUNDS

STRONG DISAPPROVAL
"A VERY BAD IWG"/ 5% VERY GOOD
CHANGE CHARACTER OF

FIELD. SHOULD COME FROM

PUBLIC SOURCES

*Of those citizens who said that preponderant support will have to come
from the government at the expense of a lesser role for private philan-
thropy, 717. said that even though it may be desirable to maintain the
importance of private contributions, it is inevitable that government will
dominate...the sheer massiveness of Lhe financial needs in the future
preclude a preponderant role for private philanthropy.
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DISTINGUISHED CITIZENS STUDY
PRELIMINARY DATA
OCTOBER, 1969

ATTITUDE TOWARDS PREPONDERANT GOVERNMfENT SUPPORT OF
CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS AT THE EXPENSE OF A LESSER ROLE
FOR PRIVATE PHILANTHROPIC SECTOR - ANALYSIS OF RESPONSE

ACCORDING TO FIELD OF SPECIALTY

PERCENT RESPONDING
"VERY GOOD THING, I'D
PREFER PREPONDERANT

GOVERIIENT SUPPORT, OR
I DON'T CARE"

50
i

PERCENT RESPONDING
"VERY BAD THING

OR
QUITE UNFORTUNATE"

MEDICINE
& HEALTH

ARTS L I I

SCIENCE LI2II

)UCATION 27.

FIELDS
ANITIES,
RATIONAL
IGION &
tOGRAHS)

.100
I
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DISTINGUISHED CITIZENS STUDY
PRELIMINARY DATA
OCTOBER, 1969

"FROM WHAT YOU KNOW, WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE THE
TOTAL IMPACT OF THESE HOUSE TAX REFORM

PROPOSALS TO BE?"*

61.
DID FEEL THEY HAD
ENOUGH INFORMATION
TO HAVE AN OPINION.

39%
DID NOT FEEL THEY

HAD ENOUGH INFORMA-
TION ON THE TAX RE-
FORMS TO ANSWER THE

QUESTION.

* These questionnaires were completed in August and the House
Bill was reported in July.
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DISTINGUISHED CITIZENS STUDY
PRELIMINARY DATA
OCTOBER, 1969

WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE THE TOTAL IMPACT OF THE
HOUSE TAX REFORM PROPOSALS WILL BE ... (AMONG THOSE

WHO FELT THEY HAD ENOUGH INFORMATION TO HAVE AN OPINION).

92%
THE TAX PROPOSALS WILL

DISCOURAGE PRIVATE PHILANTHROPY -
REDUCED INCENTIVES -7

/\ 5% THESE TAX REFORM
- PROPOSAL LEAVE THINGS AS

THEY ARE - SAME INCENTIVE LEVEL

3% THESE TAX REFORM PROPOSALS
FURTHER ENCOURAGE PRIVATE

PHILANTHROPY - INCREASED INCENTIVE

It Is then quite consistent for the leaders in our survey to tell us that they
believe additional private Incentives are one appropriate route to meet the grow-
ing financial crisis of charitable organizations
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DISTINGUISHED CITIZENS STUDY
PRELIMINARY DATA
OCTOBER, 1969

"ASSUMING GROWING hEEDS OF CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS AND GROWING

GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES9 WHAT SHOULD BE THE PUBLIC POLICY TOWARD

PRIVATE PHILANTHROPY? SHOULD GOVERNMENTAL INCENTIVES BE DESIGNED

TO STIMULATE MORE PRIVATE GIVING ABOVE AND BEYOND ITS CURRENT

LEVEL: SHOULD CURRENT TAX INCENTIVES BE LEFT AS THEY ARE: SHOULD
SOME DIS-INCENTIVES TO PRIVATE GIVING BE INSTITUTED?"

70%
FURTHER ENCOURAGE PRIVATE

PHILANTHROPY INCREASE INCENTIVES

TAX POIY %REDUCE

SHOULD REMAIN AS TAX INCENTIVES
IT IS TODAY

The Commission agrees emphatically that a basic tax policy of further private'
incentives is the best one for this country-confronted as we are by limited dollar
resources and rapidly accelerating demands on many fronts. The Commission
would add that the productivity of the multi-billion dollar resources of the exist-
ing foundations should also be re-appraised to determine whether society might
not get a larger return to charity on this very large investment. I will have more
to say about this later.

The human and social values of -the private sector's deep involvement and
support of charitable organizations do not need restatement here. Your more
specific interest now is how to get the highest social return per dollar spent-
whether in direct government support, or through tax incentives.

We hope to develop a clearer notion of the dollar-multiplier effect of the
private charitable dollar as opposed to a government dollar for the same purposes.

First, the "cost" to the government of a charity dollar is obviously less than
the cost at a dollar of direct government expenditure. Where the private donor
is in the 70% tax bracket the government saves 80%. When the donor is in a
lower tax bracket the saving to the government is proportionately greater.

Second, there is the question of cost and efficiency-whether the private
sector does the Job more efficiently with less administrative expense to the
government.

We are gathering evidence on one aspect of this cost-efficiency factor-
the value of the volunteer labor. For three-fourths of the Chicago charitable
organizations studied so far, the number of volunteer workers exceeded the

I
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paid employees. And if we place a $3 per hour value on the volunteer labor,
we find an Impressive list of charitable organizations where the dollar value of
the volunteer labor exceeds the total dollar payroll. For example, this is true
of the Chicago YWOA, Red Cross, United Cerebral Palsy and Girl Scouts.

This experience is confirmed by available national statistics that project some
55 to 60 million Americans engaged in full-time or part-time volunteer activity
for nonprofit institutions during the year. From the business sector alone, Fortune
Magazine recently estimated the value of volunteer services at five billion
dollars annually.

We do not yet have an answer to the other aspect of the question-what
happens to this level of volunteer activity when the charitable institution becomes
either state-supported or operated? In Chicago, we are trying to find out by
comparing volunteer activity in Illinois or Cook County operated hospitals versus
private hospitals, in Illinois operated welfare organizations as compared with
private welfare agencies.

If this energetic and involved segment of the American public should sense
that national policy is shifting away from strong encouragement of private
philanthropy, I would hazard a guess that some, perhaps many, may conclude
that they are not genuinely wanted, and reduce their personal efforts.

Thus, both for deeply philosophical reasons that have to do with the kind of
society we really want, and for equally impressive pragmatic, dollar-and-cents
reasons that have to do with getting this vital social work done at lowest cost,
this Commission would urge you to reaffirm in attitude and action the strongest
reassurance to the public that you share the view that however big and complex
our social needs are, you want the private sector to contribute more of itself
and of its money to a compassionate and effective solution of the massive and
growing problems of the seventies.

II. THE HOUSE BILL AND ITS IMPACT ON PHILANTHROPY

The attitude of many dealing with these issues is something to this effect:
"There Is no intention to hurt charitable organizations. All that is being done
is to close loopholes, to broaden the -tax base and to eliminate special preference
so that the very rich cannot get away with paying a pittance in taxes."

In short, this justification says that whatever is being done is in the name of
tax equity-and certainly the vast majority of us think it both sensible and decent
that we try to preserve the integrity of the tax system so that all who can share
In the cost of governmental activity do so. The question, of course, is: What are
the specific inequities we should correct? And what are the costs to society of the
proposed corrections?

I was describing some of the negative effects on philanthropy to a physician
friend recently, who said: "That sounds like what we call an iatrogenio disease."
He explained that the word "latrogenic" derives from the Greek word "latro,"
meaning doctor-and It refers to unintended diseases or side effects that are
caused by the medical treatment itself. We appear to have a similar problem here.
Those of you who have the responsibility to decide tax policy must look at our
entire body politic and balance the effects of treating afflictions of a part of
tho body with the effect upon the system-as a whole.

The current tax bill represents a very understandable attempt to'treat same
defects in the equity of our tax structure. The effort is supported by the mood
of the country to have every taxpayer pull his full weight

I would raise the question of whether sufficient attention has been given to
the encouragement of private charity. Were careful assessments made of the
side effects of the bill?

Even today, our Commission has been deplorably unable to obtain a detailed
assessment, provision by provision, of the probable effects of the House bill on
charitable giving. Please do not misinterpret my statement. We have had splendid
cooperation in every sense from the staffs of legislative committees and from
the Treasury Department.

With the frightful press of time during this last six hectic months of tax reform,
I believe these estimates have not yet been made. The public interest would be
richly served by a full analysis of the likely dollar effects of each provision
affecting charitable giving, and upon the overall consequences of the Bill as a
whole.

If these estimates are to be reliable, they require full access to data on revenue
and charitable giving that are available only in the Treasury Department.
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Our Commission has conducted Its own research among largo charitable donors
whose names we obtained front charitable instittitlons throughout the country.
lin total, 85 such philanthropists cooperated with the Commission Ini estimating
the effects of the House bill on their future attitudes and actions.

Development directors of major charitable instItutions tell us that. these kintIs
of donors are not only enormously important for the gifts they inake, but for
the leadership role these gifts play In providlg the Initial imeltus to fund raising
efforts.

You will se In the attached chart that it is no overstatement to call them
largo donors--their mailan annual giving over tie last five years In $376,000.

Doserlptivo characteristics, 85 largo donors in Comulesion sttdy

Average median annual donation to charity-ln last 5 years -------- $375, 000
Donors having foundations --------------------------------- 74%
Donors who it recent years have reached 30% ceiling on charitable

gifts ----------------------------------------------- 8%
Donors qualifying for, or who have qualified for, the unlimited

deduction -------------------------------------------- 13%
Donors who said that they were familiar with the house tax reform

bill ------------------------------------------------ 92%
Have discussed the house bill implications with their tax or financial

advisors --------------------------------------------- 78%
Currently giving through a family foundation ---------------------- 69%
Planning further contributions to a foundation, or setting up a new

foundation ------------------------------------------- 3%
Owns over 20% of the stock of a company ----------------------- 4%
Donor or his family has a foundation that owns over 20% of the stock

of a company ----------------------------------------- 10%
The form of the gifts that large donors make is obviously of prime importance

iii view of the treatment of gifts of appreciated property in the House bill.
Form of giving by largo donors

"Over the past 5 years or so, what was the approximate distribution of your
charitable giving as between these various kinds of gilts"
Appreciated property: Peovent

Outright gifts of appreciated tangible personal property ---------- 1
Bargain sales --------------------------------------------- 5
Outright gifts of all other appreciated property (stock, property,

bonds, etc.) --------------------------------------------- 01

Subtotal ------------------ ------------------------ 07
Unlah or unapprcofated property --------------------- 5
Future interests, truts, ot o----------------------------------- 8

Total -------------------------------------------- 100
Some of tie donors answered this question in terms of their foundations' giving rather

than their own direct philanthropy. This has the effect of overstating the percentage showai
for "Cash or Unappreciated Property."

To give you some clues to the particular interests of these large donors, this
chart indicates their dominant concern for higher education. Relatively small
amounts go to churches and religlon-only 5% compared to almost 45%-50%
of all private giving.

tintatitod currant distribut ion of giving of largo donors etudkd
Percent

Higher education ----------------------------------------- 45
Welfare, social and community service ------------------------- 12
Hospitals and health care institutions ---------- ----------------- 10
Other cultural institutions, music, humanities ---------------------- 10
Education (other than higher) --------------------------------- -"- 7
Art museums -------------------------------------------- 0
Church and religious affiliates --------------------------------- 5
Other miscellaneous (conservation, etc.) -------------------------- 5

Total estimated giving by large dbnors studied ---------------- 100
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Many have wondered precisely what effect tax incentives have on charitable
giving. Members of the staff of this Committee expressed all Interest it the
extent to which clinritable giving would h' reduced with no Incentives at nil.

Here Is what (Ike big donors tell us it answer to the following question:
"For the moment, let ts assume (lint there were no tax benefits at all for

charitable giving-In other words, let us assume yol had to make all your
charitable contributions out, of your after-tax Income.

"What effect would this have on your clirltable contributions?"
Only 4% affirmed It would have no effc t on their giving. The remaining 90%

Indicated It would reduce their giving-and the median reduction was 75%.

Astlimated effect on charttablc giving If no tar Incen trCs

"For the moment, let us assume that there wvere no tax benefits at all for chari-
table giving-in other words, let us nssutme you hand to minke nil your charitable
contributions out of your after-tax Income.

"What effect would this have on your charitable contributions?"
Minus 75 percent estimated average (median) reduction In charitable

contributions.

ESTIMATED EFFET ON CHARITABL
GIVING IF NO TAX INCENTIVE

% THAT CONTRIBUTIONS
WOULD BE REDUCED

ESTIMATED NO REDUCTION
(0% CHANGE) IN GIVING

EST. GIVING WOULD BE
REDUCED (-) 1-19%

C-) 20-39%

(-) 40-59%

(-) 60-79%

-) 80-100%

% DONORS ESTIMATING

4%

7%

27%

33%

PRELIMINARY - OCTOBER 1969
STUDY OF LARGE PRIVATE DONORS
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My own hunch is that this response may be something of an overreaction to
the proposed changes in the tax bill. It is apparent that the amount of charitable
giving depends on a mixture of at least two elements besides tax incentives:
philanthropic interests and social pressures. While some moral purlsts might
decry this mixture of motives-a point to which I will come back later-it Is
enough to observe first, that the recognition of mixed motives has been inherent
in our tax laws for over fifty years; and, second, that tax incentives are a highly
significant factor.

Any conclusion about motivations for giving is clearly conjecture. We went
on to a more objective question-the actual determination of tile effect of the
House Bill on the big donors' taxes (which quite a number apparently had their
tax accountants recompute).
Estimated effect of Houso bill on 1908 taxcs of largo private donors

"First, we want to know what would have happened to the taxes you would
have paid if your level of charitable contribustions were the same type and at
the same level as in 1908, but the note tax reform provisions were in effect."

Plus 25 percent the estimated average (median) increase in 108 taxes.
Comment: Over 00% of the donors responding stated that their taxes would

have increased.
We moved front here to a question of principal interest to us-the effect of

this tax bill on charitable giving. This Is necessarily a hypothetical question
but the attitude expressed in the following numbers If indeed a disturbing one
for anyone concerned with the need for substantially Increased giving.
Estimated effect of Houso bill on charitable giving by largo donors

"Second, having some feel of the effect of this on your taxes paid, we would
like your opinion on what effect these tax reforms, In turn, would have on your
level of charitable giving."

Minus 50 percent estimated average (median) reduction in charitable gifts
by large private donors, had House bill been in effect.

Given any effect of this magnitude, It becomes essential to determine which
provisions of the Hill play the largest role. Therefore, we asked those same donors
to indicate the comparative effect of the various provisions upon their charitable
contributions. While the complexity of the computations makes It difficult to
assign precise effects to each provision, It seems clear that the provision having the
largest negative effect on contributions was the allocation of deductions feature
whereby deductions, including charitable contributions, will be allocated between
taxable and non-taxable income. Next In negative Impact on charitable giving
is the limit on taia preference provision, with gifts of appreciated property being
included as a tax preference.
Opinions of large donors studied concerning which one (of several) House bill

provisions could caso the greatest reduction in their charitable giving
Percent of donors who thought provision (s) would have greatest negative impact

on giving:

Allocation of deductions provision ---------------------------- 58
Limit on tax preference provision ------------------------------ 24

Total ---------------------------------------------- 82

Oharitable trust restrictions ---------------------------------- 8
"Bargain sale" provision ------------------------------------- 2
Specific foundation provisions --------------------------------- 8
Removal of deductablilty of tangible personal property -------------- 0

Total of large donors studied ------------------------------- 100
S Since many donors expected that these two provisions would have to be evaluated simul-

taneously, It was dimeult for them to say precisely which of them would have the Wreatest
single elet. However, most estimated the "Allocation of Deductions" provision would have
the greatest negative effect on contributions.

The House bill would increase to 50% the present 30% invitation oa charitable
giving. It Is perhaps the one provision of the House bill designed to strengthen
the Incentive effect of charitable deduction for the taxpayers generally.

I am sorry to report that not one large donor lit our study believed that this new
00% provision provides an Incentive to increase his total contributions, when
taking the total reform bill into account. The allocation of deductions and
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ESTIMATED EFFECT OF HOUSE BILL

ON CHARITABLE GIVING BY LARGE DONORS

90%

ESTIMATED
AVERAGE (MEDIAN)
DECLINE IN GIVING

=-50%

7%
3% 

a

WOULD HAVE
INCREASED
GIFTS (0-10%)

GIVING WOULD
HAVE REMAINED
TH'E SAME
(0% CHANGE)

GIVING WOULD
HAVE DECREASED
(1%-90%)

PRELIMINARY STUDY - OCTOBER 1969
STUDY OF LARGE PRIVATE DONORS

limited tax preference provisions apparently minimize the benefit of this

provision.
Perhaps an additional word on the complerfty of the House tax bill Is in order.

A number of the large donors emphasized this point by referring to the "necessity
of solving simultaneous equations" and "requiring your own computer." Coni-
plexity is troublesome because of its effect on decision-making In charitable giving.
The vast majority of charitable gifts cost the donor something, and It is usually a
bld traumatic for him to make the final decision to give. Thus, people who raise
money for charity worry about additional barriers to the already difficult decision
to give.

Fund-raising experts say that simplIcity is an important stimulant to giving.
I so that the donor clearly understands the specific effect upon him. Under

the House bill, the donor will often not know until late in the year what the
amount and distribution of various kinds of his income will be. Therefore, he Is

90
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likely to delay giving; to "think about it a little inore," to say "let's see how things
turn out later In the year." Those who raise money for charity decry any additions
to the already formidable store of excuses for not giving. They know from ex-
perience that a gift delayed Is often a gift denied.

While we believe the tines most emphatically do not call for disincentives to
charitable giving, this Commnission is certainly anxious to remedy tax Inequities
that relate to charitable giving. Particularly we find ourselves concerned about
the situation In which the donor ends up better off by giving something to charity
rather than selling It. The concept of "making money off charity" is not an attrac-
tive one.

'Tax experts point out a number of ways in which this can happen and we would
suggest specific legislative treatment to deal with each of the following:

1. It Is clear that itflatcd valuation of property can have such an effect. We
believe that the requirement of objective appraisal procedures, and prompt veri-
fication of the value of contributions of appreciated property, would significantly
reduce this inequity.

2. I ant told that contributions of property which the donor has already fully
depreciated or where the sale would produce ordinary Income rather than capital
gains, can improve the after-tax position of the donor. Such effects can and should
he dealt with in legislation.

3. We can see this "money-making effect" where the gift is in the form of high-
markup products whose direct cost as a percentage of market value is less than
the income tax rate-such as drugs, certain kinds of machinery, etc.

We would not want to encourage philanthropic giving at the expense of the
basic integrity of the tax system and at an excessive cost to federal revenues. We
would urge you to take action to control the above inequities.

Up to now, I have covered 'ur deep concern over 1) the effects of the House
)ill on charitable giving, and have suggested that you get data on the effect of

specific provisions on charitable giving. 2) Also, I have suggested that you limit
those kinds of charitable gifts that result in the inequity of a high tax cost to the
government and a net dollar benefit to the donor.

We have one longer term, and we believe important, tax policy recommendation
dealing with private philanthropy. Let me be presumptuous and assume you
accept our basic premise that the charitable crisis of the seventies requires
significantly more funds, and that the private sector should be encouraged to
give more.

What kind of new tax incentives for charitable giving would achieve this
objective?

We would like to suggest the criteria for such a new tax incentive. It would:
1. Produce sfgnljfoantly more money for charity . . . in the range of several

billion dollars.
2. Be compatible with tax equity, and prevention of tax avoidance.
3. Spread the giving among more people; deniocratize philanthropy more, and

bo less "elitist." It Is obvious that only the very wealthy can make the really large
gifts and if we are to Increase the total flow of funds, they too must be further
encouraged. However, we believe a better tax incentive system would give more
people an incentive to participate in philanthropic giving, and therefore to par-
ticipate In the decisions on how to allocate these funds.

4. So at relatively low cost to federal revenues, consistent with the above
guidelines.

Our Commission has reviewed this objective with perhaps a dozen of America's
foremost tax economists and tax lawyers, both in and out of government. Their
views can be briefly summarized:

1. The area of really new and effective tax-incentive approaches to private
giving has received remarkably little attention over recent years. It is certain that
the need for such incentives was not a serious concern In the development of the
current legislation.

2 The little publicly available data on charitable giving and the effects of
various Incentives Is either primitive or out of date. The development of new in-
centives requires detailed revenue cost and charitable giving data that only the
Treasury Department has.

3. Every expert the Commission has talked to agrees that current incentives
have serious defects, and that the assignment to define new approaches that meet
the criteria I mentioned earlier Is Indeed a worthy one that would challenge the
best economists and tax experts In the country. They also agree that this is a
highly complex and difficult task. There are no "quick and easy" solutions.

It Is the recommendation of this Commission that a group of the best informed
experts In the country be assembled and charged with the responsibility to recom-
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mend to Congress and the Administration new incentive approaches to philan-
thropic giving. Their recommendation should, If possible, be ready for your
consideration in 1070.

IV. FOUNDATIONS-TIIEUR NATURE AND TIEIR ROLE

The principal focus of our Commission's work has been on foundations. We
have, of course, looked beyond foundations into the much broader field of philan-
thropy because foundations are an integral palL of philanthropy and because
many proposals affecting foundations have an impact on philanthropy generally.
To place foundations into perspective within the philanthropic field, it may be
noted that annual foundation giving Is approximately one-tenth of total private
giving.

As you well know, there is no accepted definition of foundations. For the purpose
of our study we have defined foundations as organizations whose principal activity
is grant-making, thus excluding operating organizations. We have also excluded
from our definition organizations whose funds come from public subscriptions,
and so-called "feeder" organizations whose grants go solely to a single
organization.

Foundations are found in every state of the Union although a disproportionate
number appear to be located in the Eastern part of the country.

FOUNDATIONS BY REGION VS. POPULATION BY REGION

(IRS Listing of 30,262 "Foundations")

FOUNDATIONS

POPULATION

NEW EAST SOUTH NEW
YORK NORTH ATLAN- ENO-

CENTRAL TIC LAND

NEW YORK: F-22.36%; P=9.11%

EAST NOR711 CENTRAL:
Illinoi s,
Indiana, Michigan,
Ohio, Wisconsin

F-20.14
P=19.64

SOUTH ATLANTIC: F=-1.14%; P
Delaware, District of Colui
Florida, Georgia, Maryland
North Carolina, South Caro
Virginia, West Virginia

NEW ENGLAND: F-9.87%j P=5.7
Connecticut, Maine, Massa
New Hampshire, Rhode Islan
Vermont

PACIFICt F=8.88%; P=12.95%
Alaska, California, Hawaii
Oregon, Washington

IFAIFC HID- WEST WEST EAST NOUN-
ATIAN- NRTH R)UTH SOUTH TAIN

TIC GMRNTL CCMlL CENTRAL

MIDDLE ATLANTICt F=7.84%t P=9.38%
New Jersey, Pennsylvania

WEST NORTH CENTRAL: F-7.50%
Iowa, Kansas, P=8.04%
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska,
North Dakota, South Dakota=-14.99%

mbia, WEST SOUTH CENTRAL: F-7.04%
S'Akansas, P=9.66%

lina, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas

husetts,d,

EAST SOUTH CENTRAL: F=-2.89%:
Alabama, Pz6.50
Kentucky, Mississippi,
Tennessee

MOUNTAINs F=-2.34%i P-4.02%
Arizona, Colorado, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, New Mexico,
Utah, Wyoming

PRELIMINARY - OCTOBER 1969
SIUDY OF LARGE PRIVATE DONORS

20%

10%

0 b

F = Foundations' per cent of total

=,Population's per cent of totally
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In arriving at this geographical distribution we have used the 1968 listing
of foundations which was compiled by the Internal Revenue Service. This list
contains 80,262 foundations.

We have undertaken a survey of a sample of grant-making foundations, to
determine where their grants go, the form of their contributions, their method of
operation and other basic information about the operation of a cross-section of
foundations. In many respects this survey represents one of the first systematic
attempts to gather comprehensive data on foundations. Because so little is
known, there are few guidelines for designing a sample of these institutions. It
Is difficult, for example, to achieve a precise sample when there is no adequate
data on numbers, assets, or amount of grants.

The final report of the Commission will include data for some 350 foundations
distributed across the various categories of foundations. At this time we have
completed information from 163, about half of the total sample. For example,
we plan to get completed interviews from as many of the top 26 foundations as
possible. We have now completed 14 of those interviews.

Nevertheless, even these preliminary findings show some strong trends.
In our study we have divided foundations into four categories by assets size:

over 100 million; 10-100 million; 1-10 million and under 1 million. We have
treated company foundations and community foundations separately. It is signifi-
cant to note that the 26 largest foundations hold over 10 billion dollars in asset.
and account for roughly 479 miUlion dollars in grants per year. These large
foundations, of which Ford, Rockefeller and Carnegie are familiar examples,
usually operate on a national or even international scale although some, such as
Duke and Mott, operate on a regional basis. Most of the small foundations, which
are generaUy closely identified With the donor, operate on a regional or local
basis:

GEOGRAPHICAL FOCUS OF FOUNDATION ACTIVITIES
(In percent)

Type of foundation

Under $1000000 to $10.000,000 to Over Company Communi All
$1.000.000 $0 (i0 000 $100 000.000 $100,000,00 In found, tyfounda- founda-
In assets in sets In assets assets tions tions tions

Rellonal or local ........ 59 77 39 28 43 100 61I or more towns,
cles, counties, or
metropolitan areas.. 42 51 31 7 27 81 43

State ................ 9 11 0 7 12 6 9
Region ............... 9 14 8 14 4 13 9

National ............... 22 9 23 29 39 0 21
National and Inter.

nationl .............. 9 6 31 43 4 0 9
International only ....... 7 0 0 0 0 0 6
Other .................. 3 9 8 0 Is 0 3

Total I ........... too 100 100 t0 100 100 100

Percentages may not add to 100 percent because of rounding.
Source: PrelimInary Oct. 20, 1969, foundation survey.

Community foundations, of which the Cleveland Foundation, the Permanent
Charities Fund of Boston and the Chicago Community Trust are examples, differ
from other foundations in several significant respects. Their endowment assets
represent the pooling of gifts and bequests from a number of donors within the
community and their trustees are usually appointed by various community
leaders. For example, there may be one trustee nominated by the Mayor, one by
the head of the local bar association, a third by the president of a university, and
so forth. Their grants are devoted, almost entirely, to one metropolitan area.

A final category is the company foundation. These are usually closely tied to
the corporation which sets them up, with company officers serving as trustees of
the foundation. Such foundations often are simply a convenient alternative
method for channeling corporate giving or a means of evening out corporate
earnings by contributing more in good years and reducing contributions when
earnings fall off. Some company foundations are so-called conduits, where annual
grants are roughly equal to the annual contributions received from the corpora-

f
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tion. These conduit type foundations have little or no endowment. There are,
however, a number of company foundations which have substantial endowments.

While classification of foundations by size is helpful in obtaining a picture of
the foundation field, we have concluded that there is no practical basis for classi-
fying foundations for purposes of governmental regulation. Neither distinctions
in size, purpose, or such factors as the presence or absence of a professional staff
or of independent trustees provides a sound basis for differences in legal treat-
ment. Contributions to all types of foundations receive the same tax benefits
from the government. We can see no reasons why all foundations should be sub-
Ject to such regulations as pay-out requirements, prohibitions on self-dealing, and
prohibitions against Involvement in elective politics. Public disclosure obligations
should apply to all.
A. Reasons for e8tabli8hing foundations

The reasons why a donor establishes a foundation-instead of giving directly
to operating charities-are highly varied. There undoubtedly is a mixture of
"pure" philanthropic motivations and of personal motives, including tax advan-
tages. The existence of mixed motives is, of course, Inherent in the use of tax
Incentives to encourage philanthropy. While no quantitative assessment is pos-
sible, it is clear that more funds have gone to charity in general, and to founda-
tions in particular, than would have been the case without the tax inducements
which have been granted to foundations and foundation donors.

First, the use of a foundation makes possible certain types of grants which
would not be tax deductible when made by an individual donor. A foundation
may make grants to individuals and It can also make foreign grants while an
individual can obtain a tax deduction only for his contributions to tax-exempt
organizations in the United States. However, a study of the grant making ac-
tivity of foundations does not suggest that grants to individuals or to Interna-
tional organizations are of major importance.

Most grants are to tax-exempt organizations in the United States-74 percent
to 30 percent charitable organizations. Only about 7 percent of all foundation
grants go to recipients for which an individual would not receive a tax deduction
for the same grant.

Second, foundations may also provide various elements of administrative con-
venience. Thus, it may be simpler for an individual with appreciated property to
transfer that property to a foundation, and then make a number of donations
from the foundation. This Is likely to be simpler than to transfer such assets
directly to a large number of recipient organizations.

Third, use of a foundation may also serve to insulate the donor from direct
appeals from contributors. This point may well be one of the reasons why
corporations organize foundations. It enables the top management of the corpora-
tion to some extent to avoid personal solicitation by channeling requests to the
company foundations.

Fourth, foundations are also useful as a means of "evening out" gifts between
different years. Thus a company or an individual may put more money into a
foundation in a good year than in a poor year and still maintain the same level
of support to various charitable organizations. Foundations can also be used for
the opposite reasons: accumulating several years' contributions in order to make
a large grant at a later date.

Fifth, an Individual may, with tax-deductible'dollars, hire a professional staff
In order to systematize and develop expertise in giving. However, it appears tat
professional staffing is largely limited to the largest foundations, and even there
the staffs are often surprisingly small. We are now estimating our total full-time
personnel count of all foundations for our final report. but it would now appear
to number In the very low thousands.

88-865 0--9--pt. 6----68
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Preliminary October, 1969

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF VARIOUS CLASSES
OF RECIPIENTS OF FOUNDATION GRANTS - IN DOLLARS

3D% Charitable
Organizations

Qualified
Charitable

Organizations

93%

19%

* Other tax-emempt, non-profit, or profit organizations less
than 1%.



PERCENT OF FOUNDATIONS WITH PAID OFFICERS AND PROFESSIONAL HELP
[in percent]

Type of foundation

Under $1,000.000 to $10,000,000 to Over

$1,000,000 $10e000.000 $100,000.000 $100.000.000 in Company Community

in assets tn assets in assets assets, total foundations foundations All foundation

No professional staff .................................................. 
0

parttime professional staff 10 41 42 7 0 6 11

---------------------------------------------------------------.35 29 25 0 0 6 5

2to 5 
00---------------------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0

6to 1---------------- --------------------6oe 10 .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . 2 0 0 700

Full-time professional staff 2 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  3 21 42 93 8 25 5
1 

4429 82
3 12 17 0 8 194

1.-.------------------------------------------------------------- 0 3 17 28 0 0 1

2 t o 5 --------------------------. . .-. . .------------------------.: - . . 0 6 0 1 4 0 0

6 t o 1 0 ------------------------------------------------------. . . . . 0 0 8 5 0 0 6 8

Over 10 ----------------------------------------------------------

SIes than X of I percent.
zThese figures are not additive to 100 percent because some foundations have both part- and full-time employees.
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Sixth, very personal considerations are also sometimes mentioned as a reason
for setting up foundations. The foundation provides an opportunity for perpetuat-
Ing the owner's name and his charitable interests after his death, and perhaps
giving him a certain status and distinction while alive.

In all likelihood the most attractive feature of the use of a foundation is that
It enables the donor, at least in some measure, "to have his cake and eat it too."
He obtains a tax deduction at the time he makes a donation to the foundation; yet
he can still exercise a substantial measure of control over the assets which he
has donated to the foundation. This point Is, of course, of particular importance
when the asset contributed to the foundation Is stock in family-controlled or
otherwise closely-held business. Placing such stock In a foundation allows the
donor to maintain his control over the business in a manner which probably
could not be achieved if the stock was given to a charitable Institution not under
the control of the donor.

A related factor Is that a grant to the foundation leaves the donor with continu-
ing control over the charitable distributions which the foundation will make. If
the funds were given to a university, the donor can specify at the time of his
gift the purpose for which the money can be used. Thereafter, however, the money
passes beyond his control.

In sum, It Is clear that a wide variety of reasons may motivate the establishment
of foundations. We believe, however, that the ability to obtain a tax deduction
and still maintain an element of control over the asset which is contributed, is
likely to be the most important factor. This Is suggested by the way in which
foundations get their money.



PERCENTAGE OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO FOUNDATIONS IN VARIOUS FORMS

Type of foundation All foundations

Over $100,000,000 in assetsUnder $1, 0000to $10,000,000 to
$1.000,000 $10.600000 iO.0.00 Excluding Company Community Excludin

Form of contributions ;n assets In assets In assets Total Ford Ford foundations foundations Total Ford

Appreciated property:
Tangible:

Personal prot ----------------------------- 1 ......................
Rald ete----------------------- 7i 6133 3 8 2T 3

Intanglble (stocks. bonds e -.) ...... 58 53 78 88 86 91 72 65 76 74
Stocks of company in which donor or

family owned controlling interest
(2o percent or more)_ 18 21 7S 62 48 90 13-------------- - 53 47

Other ntangible property 40 32 3 26 38 1 59 65 23 27
Casb or unappredatd property 29 29 18 9 11 6 20 32 17 19
Partial interest in property otherthan trust) ----------------------------- 2 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 1
Charitable trust income or-re-ainder ... 7 10 1 ------------------------------------------------------------------- 3 3

1 Less than H of 1 percent.
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As the attached chart shows, more than three-fourths of the assets of founda-
tions were contributed in the form of appreciated intangible property. And more
than half was stock of a company in which the donor and h18 family had an
interest in excess of 20/.

Most foundations in terms of numbers have not received control stock it a
corporation. Our data show that only 8% of foundations have ever owned more
than 20% of the stock of a company, and only 4% now do. But over half of the
large foundations in our study with assets over 10 million dollars have owned
such control stock, and this, of course, explains why such a large portion of total
contributions is in these forms.

OWNERSHIP OF CONTROL STOCK

Percent of foundations-

Ever owning Now owning
20 percent of 20 percent o

stock in a the stock in
Foundation type company a company

Under 9._00,000 In assets ................................................... 7 4
1 Voooo.to $10000 000 11 6ib;ooooo to $1b,0.00o.----------------------------54 39

River $100,000.000 ........................................................... 57 36
Community ................................................................. 13 7
Company ................................................................... 17 13
All foundations ............................................................. 8 4

It Is apparent that the privilege of contributing control stock and other appre-
ciated property is of paramount Importance in the creation of new foundations of
significant size. And both of these forms of contribution to foundations are
severely limited in the House bill.
B. Distinctive characteristics of foundations

Recognizing that great variety exists within the foundation field, what charac-
teristics make foundations distinctive? We believe that there are two factors
which most clearly distinguish foundations from other Institutions from other
institutions in our society.

First, and most important is the fact that foundations have funds which are
not committed to their own on-going activities. Practically every other organiza-
tion in our society, whether it be a government agency, a corporation of a univer-
sity, is likely to have its future activities dictated In part by the momentum of
its on-going programs. The budget pressures of existing programs generally make
it very difficult to find funds for different kinds of programs. The most distinctive
thing about foundations Is that they have substantial amounts of "free" money
which their trustees can spend next year for purposes quite different from those
pursued in the present year. This gives foundations a degree of flexibility, un-
matched by any other institution In our society. This potential for doing new
things is of very great importance to a society confronted by an era of great
change.

Second, foundations with endowments are not required to raise new funds.
This frees them from an element of external control which most other institu-
tions must face. Government agencies must satisfy Congressional authorization
and appropriations committees, as well as the Budget Bureau. Corporations must
satisfy both their customers and their investors. Universities must satisfy a
variety of existing and potential sources of funds. The absence of such external
controls is also of great Importance in giving foundations a potential for flexibility
far greater than that possessed by other institutions.

Both the freedom from internal compulsions and from external financial con-
trols are, of course, of great value to foundations. However, they also represent
a real risk. Foundations are not subject to the discipline which institutions with
budgetary pressures inevitably have. This manifests itself in a variety of ways.
First, foundations have not been under pressure to maximize the return on their
investments. Second, they have been free, within relatively broad legal limits, to
decide whether to spend money currently or to let their assets appreciate for
future years. Third, they have not been under the same pressure to control costs
and expenses as are other organizations, particularly those which must compete
in the market place.
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In sum, the distinctive eharacteristlcs of foundations give them a great poten-
tial for doing important work. However, they also create a considerable potential
for abuse or for Inadequate performance.
0. Asscsment of foundations

On balance, do the advantages of foundations outweigh the dangers? In ap-
proaching this question we have attempted to review both the accomplishments
and shortcomings of foundations. Any evaluation of foundations accomplishments
is, of course, enormously -difficult. No "cost-benefit" analysis, comparing the loss
of tax income with the social benefits produced by foundations, is possible. There
are no meaningful yardsticks -to "measure" foundation performance. Would smi-
lar results have occurred If funds went directly from Donor to recipient or If the
project had been funded by government? Even the significance of a particular
grant is Invariably difficult to 'assess. This is inherent In the fact that foundations
are grant-nmaking institutions: How can one accurately apportion the relative
degree of credit (or of blame) for a foundation-financed program between the
foundation which provided the money and the recipient who did the work? For

In our survey of distinguished citizens we sought their opinion
on whether society is better off with foundations:

An overwhelming 95 percent responded that they believed that we were
better off.

DISTINGUISHED CITIZENS STUDY
PRELIMINARY DATA
OCTOBER, 1969

"IN YOUR VIEW, IS OUR SOCIETY BETTER OFF WITH FOUNDATIONS, OR
WOULD IT BE BETTER OFF IF THEY DID NOT EXIST AND ALL PRIVATE
CHARITY WENT DIRECTLY FROM THE GIVER TO THE RECIPIENT?"

957.
SOCIETY IS BETTER OFF

WITH rOUNDATIONS 7

3IS
3%. SCIETY IS

BETTER WITHOUT
FOUNDATIONS

2% NO OPINION
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example, the fact that a foundation has assisted a long list of Nobel Prize win.
ners may mean that the foundation has made some very productive grants.
It could also pieen that the foundations has been quite unimaginative and limited
Its grants to big names who could readily have received help from other sources.

Recognizing that no present assessment of the "value" of foundations can be
made, we are nonetheless convinced that a favorable judgment on their role in
American life Is Justified. This conclusion is based on the fact that foundations
have been closely associated with a large number of highly-significant projects,
many of which might not have been performed without foundation support. We
believe this judgment Is shared by leading authorities In all of the principal
areas of activity in which foundations have worked, including education, medi-
cine, science and technology, the humanities and the arts, civil rights, welfare and
others.

Next we asked these individuals if they were aware of significant
developments, achievements or innovations in their field in which
foundations idade a contribution. A total of eighty-one percent were
able to indicate contributions.

DISTINGUISHED CITIZENS STUDY
PRELIMINARY DATA
OCTOBER, 1969

"ARE YOU AWARE OF ANY SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS,
ACHIEVEMENTS OR INNOVATIONS IN YOUR FIELD OR
AREA OF SOCIETY IN WHICH FOUNDATIONS MADE A

CONTRIBUTION?"

CONSIDERABLE
AWARENESS OF
FOUNDATION
ACTIVITIES

ABLE TO INDICATE*SPECIFIC
CONTRIB1.TIONS

MESS OF FOUNDATION
CONTRIBUTIONS

271
SHOWED SOW.
AWARENESS OF

FOUNDATION
CONTRIDUtIONS,

BUT DID NOT
INDICATE 4PECIFIC-

II -~
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We also asked for opinions as to the overall impact of foundations
on fields of philanthropy and found that 85 percent reported that
foundations had played a significant or positive role.

DISTINGUISHED CITIZENS STUDY
PRELIMINARY DATA
OCTOBER, 1969

WHICH STATMEN CLSEST TO EXPRESSING YOUR VIEW
OF THE ROLE 9 oUNDAT ONS IN T E AREA OF SfCXETY

WOJu FEEL HOST KNOWLEDGEABLE?

/ ("
OVERALL IMPACT:

Foundations have played a very sig if ican -.
role In th s field - thot thee/s0
the sign cant developnnt-s i-p ' d

not hav taken place at all, otr, le t
would dMe have be I elayed.

On balance have played a posi- -

tive le - they hfve tend& to supporid
worthwhile rojects - i ut on/the w~k~e tbbi)#

hve ,been worthwhi1...

My overall rea ion to the cchtribution of \
fotmdations is a0 ixed one - t'h-*record.is./
a "spotty" one, good some of the time, but
insignificant, non-e4stent and even nega-

tkye at other times.

Foundations

foundations
this field -

have contributed very littleof
significance in this field.

have played a negative role in
I believe the field would have
been better off without them.

85%
"1signii nt
,,Positive!' Role

29' Reor.A!.spott ss Record

j2%
3% - "Little

Significance' or
1 NA*A#4m Rnel

%

i10i5Io

Percent of Response

In our final report we will examine some of the achievements of foundations,
drawing on the expertise of members of our Commission and on various studies
which we have sponsored. I do not think it would be helpful at this time to at-
tempt to elaborate at length on examples of particular foundation achievements,
especially since your Committee has already heard from foundation representa-
tives and recipients on this subject.

It is our overall judgment that foundations have demonstrated some unique
capability to support useful work which other organizations, individual donors,
&nd government were unable to or unlikely to sponsor. And we believe foundations
have the potential to make more important contributions in the future.

It is apparent to us that the record of foundations includes significant abuses
and shortcomings, as well as great accomplishments. We believe that both the
defenders and the detractors of foundations are mistaken when they endeavor
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Finally, we segregated the "significant" or "positi_ vxe role"
responses by field of philanthropy best known torArespondent. Ncd
the somewhat less favorable response from the scientific community,
where governmental funds which have played a dominant role in recent

years for scientific research and development.

DISTINGUISHED CITIZENS STUDY
PRELIMINARY DATA
OCTOBER, 1969

THE OVERALL IMPACT OF FOUNDATIONS ON FIELDS OF PHILANTHROPY:
"VERY SIGNIFICANTz" OR "POSITIVE ROLE" RESPONSES:

ANALYSIS OF RESPONSE ACCORDING TO FIELD OF SPECIALTY

FIELD

MEDICINE &
HEALTH

ARTS

SCIENCE

EDUCATION

MISC. FIELDS
(HUMANITIES,

INTERNATIONAL
AID, RELIGION &

WELFARE PROGRAMS)

"VERY SIGNIFICANT" "POSITIVE"
IMPACT IMPACT

0 50 100
II I

81 6

100

I

PERCENT OF RESPONSE

to draw up some kind of equation between accomplishments and abuses. Visualize
trying to apply such a test to government or to a particular administration.
Such a task is both Impossible and irrelevant.

Foundation accomplishments do not excuse the abuses; nor do the abuses
Justify the hamstringing of foundation& As our specific recommendations will
indicate, the abuses can be dealt with effectively without reducing the potentill
for accomplishments.

Foundatione and government
One Justification for the grant of a tax incentive is that it encourages work

of great public interest which government Institutions either are not performing
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or cannot perform. This has traditionally been true in the field of education, in
scientific research, and in many other areas of foundation activity. Over the
last 30 years the vast expansion in the role of government has radically changed
the basic relationship between foundations and government. In all of the tra-
ditional areas of foundation activity, including health, education, welfare and
scientific research, government expenditures--federal, state and local-are now
far higher than foundation spending. This Is true even in newer areas such as
civil rights, the Ipoulation problem, and environmental protection. Perhaps
only In the religious field and lit the arts are the foundations spending larger
sums than government agencies.

The rationale for foundations can no longer be that they are working in
fields in which the government is not active. The basic question which must
be answered is whether, notwithstanding governmental responsibilities, founda-
tions are capable of making a useful contribution. This is a question to which
our Commission has devoted very substantial time and on which we have
obtained the thoughts of many knowledgeable people.

We believe that foundations have significant advantages over government
agencies in'several important respects:

1. It is much easier for a foundation to carry on a controversial experiment
than it Is for a government agency. The system of checks and balances under
which government programs are conceived and executed makes It extremely dif-
ficult to tolerate failures. It also makes it very difficult to operate on a small
scale. Political administrations are often not around long enough to wait for the
five or more years it make take to know whether a given approach work,. This
introduces a two-fold bias. An experimental program which looks as though
it may produce negative results may well be killed too early. A program which
looks promising may well be given broad application prematurely.

Many knowledgeable observers suggest, for example, that one of the major
problems with such anti-poverty programs as Community Action has been that
experimental approaches were proliferated too widely too early, with Inadequate
evaluation of results. Similar criticism has been leveled at the Model Cities
Program.

Foundations are considerably freer than government to experiment. It Is pos-
sible for a foundation to sponsor a project in one community without being ex-
posed to pressure to duplicate the experiment iln every other Congressional
District. Similarly, the flexibility of a foundation as a grant-making Institution
makes it possible to write off an unsuccessful experiment without the dangers
this would Involve In a government program.

2. Government programs are difficult to launch in sensitive areas which are
likely to arouse controversy. The objections of a vocal minority can often stop
a government program, The fact, that foundations are relatively freer front
public pressure allows them to be considerably more venturesome.

Foundation work In the birth control field provides an excellent example.
A growing national acceptance fostered by work supported by foundation funds
made It much easier for government to enter this field.

The national assessment program in education provides another example.
The hostility to federal Intervention iln the operation of local schools made it
impossible for the federal government to undertake a program which would
Involve the measurement of the levels of achievement in different schools sys-
tems throughout the country. It was, however, possible to launch such a program
with foundations. Once under way it has become possible for the government to
get aboard.

3. The need for government action to meet requirements for a broad consensus
makes it much harder for the government to proceed in areas where only a
minority has a significant interest. Government support of the arts, of the human-
ities, provide early examples. Perhaps the growth of educational television
illustrates this pattern. In the early days of educational television it is unlikely
that much enthusiasm could have been generated for government support. Nur-
tured by Ford Foundation support almost exclusively, then studied by the
Carnegie Commission under the leadership of James Killian; we saw the concept
of public educational television born In the form of the Public Broadcasting
Corporation. In each of these areas the foundations have filled a need which was
not being met by government.

4. Government programs rarely cover a field uniformly. Thus foundations can
generally pick niches where special needs or opportunities exist. Thus, for ex-
ample, while much government money Is available for manpower training, founda-
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DISTINGUISHED CITIZENS STUDY
PRELIMINARY DATA
OCTOBER, 1969

ATTITUDES REGARDING THE PROPER ROLES OF

OF FOUNDATIONS AS THEY RELATE TO GOVERNMENT ACTIVITIES.

0 2J5 5P 715

Foundations should be a 18

partner with government.

Foundations should cooperate with
government, yet remain autonomous.

Foundations should innovate, carve
out new areas that might later

receive public support.

Foundations should act as evaluators,
and objective analysts of philanthropic

programs....criticize & influence
government programs.

Foundations should be completely
independent of government financing

and/or influence.

Foundations must continue to be an
important supporter of Private

Philanthropy (values of pluralism,
decentralism, etc.)

Other Recommendations

637

Percent of Response

Ition funds were able to recognize the need for programs designed to up-grade
existing employees at a time when government funding was directed primarily to
low-level entry jobs.

5. The greater flexibility of foundation procedures makes it possible to respond
much more quickly to unusual situations than government agencies can. This
has been proven time and again in areas such as the safeguarding of recreational
lands for National Parks.

& Foundation-financed programs may often be acceptable where government-
financed programs would be unwelcome. For example, studies of student unrest in

the colleges can be more readily conducted with foundation funds than with
government money. Similarly, international programs in some non-aligned coun.

tries may well have an acceptance which government programs do not have.
7. Studies of public policy Issues in which the government has a direct interest

are much more difficult to carry on with government funds. It is far easier to
assure the objectivity of such studies when the funding comes from a founda-
tion. Currently, for example, until the Brooking Institution launched its pioneer-
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Ing efforts to appraise defense policy, there was not a single, independent Insti-
tution reviewing military policy and premises-at a time when much of the
public probably welcomes another view. We believe that this is a point of very
substantial importance. With the increasing complexity of governmental pro-
grams, objective studies of governmental programs at a federal, state and local
level are essential.

All In all, we are persuaded that a complex society like ours benefits when an
Independent and sophisticated private sector Institution can pioneer, espond,
complement, fill the niches, and even criticize and evaluate government programs.

V. REGULATIONS OF FOUNDATIONS

While we conclude that foundations are institutions that have vital and in
some ways unique roles to play in our society, we also conclude that certain
abuses and dangers exist that deserve serious attention.

Precisely because foundations are private sector organizations, it is important
they be given a great deal of freedom to make their distinctive contrlbtulon in
their own way. On the other hand, precisely because foundations have been
granted substantial tax deductions, the public has a distinct interest in knowing
that charity receives a proper return on the investment society has made. Like
any capital investment-and a foundation is ultimately a form of capitalized
philanthropy-it is essential to look at both the short term-what are founda-
tions doing for charity currently-and long term-what are foundations going
to do for charity in the years ahead.

What kind of actions are needed to assure that foundations provide society
with an adequate social return on the capital invested in them?

First, of course, we need to be concerned about various kinds of financial
abuses that benefit the donor at the expense of the foundation and therefore of
charity. This may be attributable, in some measure, to the donor's misconception
that it is "his" foundation and therefore "his" money.

As an aside, let me note that the use of the term "private foundation" in
the House bill is unfortunate. We believe the emphasis should be on the public,
rather than on the private, character of foundations. Substituting the term
"phlanthropto foundation" might help to emphasize that foundations are there
to benefit charity, not private Individuals.

Second, there are what we might call grant-making abuses that result from
spending foundation money for purposes that are not properly charitable.

Third, and perhaps most serious, are problems which adversely affect the
amounts paid out to charity. This may be due either to poor investment manage-
ment or to decisions to save foundation earnings for future uses.

Self-dealing problems
Let us start with the financial abuses-the so-called self-dealing problems that

give rise to a good deal of the "tax dodge" criticism.
What is the incidence of these abuses? Are they so frequent as to cause one

to doubt whether the institution of foundations is worth saving, or are financial
abuses at a level which represents an irritant which must be cured but not a
cause for severely restricting foundations?

The problem this question presents to a non-governmental commission such
as ours Is an obvious one. We have no subpoena powers, nor the authority to
audit. Thus, we had to try some indirect approaches. I use the word indirect
to suggest that it obviously isn't as simple as asking the given foundation whether
it engages in financial abuses.

Our first approach was to estimate the extent of transactions between the
donor and the foundation that give rise to the possibility for abuse. Foundations
are required on their tax return (Form 990-A) to answer certain questions
relating to self-dealing transactions We decided to tabulate some 500 of these
forms. The answers are shown below and suggest that a relatively small fraction
of the foundations seem to have transactions between the donor and the
foundation.

All this indicates of course is the potential for abuse and we searched for
ways of getting at -least an indication of the extent to which this potential was
realized.

It occurred to our staff that tax accountants are perhaps better informed than
anyone else and might be a source of information.
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SAMPLE OF IRS 990-A FORMS
PRELIMINARY--OCTOBER 1969

EXTENT OF SELF-DEALING TRANSACTIONS* REPORTED
ON FORM 990-A

-1 I
BORROWING INCOME
OR CORPUS

1.5.

RECEIVING COMPEN- 2.5%
SATION FOR SERVICE

USING SERVICES .57.
OR ASSETS

PURCHASING SECUR-ITIES 3.57.
OR OTHER PROPERTY

SELLING SERVICES 5.5
OR PROPERTY

RECEIVING INCOME OR

CORPUS IN ANY OTHER

TRANSACTION

NUMBER OF FORM 990-A's
EXAMINED

1. 1%

492

* It must be emphasized that the current law does not prohibit
self-dealing transactions but rather imposes an arms-length
or reasonable standard. Thus, while these transactions are
potential self-dealing abuses, it should not be assumed they
are violations.

Arthur Andersen, a leading accounting firm, promised complete anonymity
to some two hundred accountants across the country (they did not sign the
questionnaires) if they would indicate their own experience with foundation
abuses.

The answers of the accountants sapak for themselves. They indicate that a
very substantial majority feel that self-dealing abuses are rare. At the same
time 5% to 10% believe these abuses to be quite common.
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FOUNDATION ABUSES: ARTIHUR ANDERSEN STUDY O.P.A. FIRMS

A. "There are loose financial self dealings between small foundations and
the donor or friends which work to the advantage of the donor or friends."

Percent
Very infrequent ---------------------------------------------- 69
Not common ------------------------------------------------ 22
Fairly common ------------------------------------------------ 7
Very common ------------------------------------------------ 2

Total ------------------------------------------------ 100
B. "There is loose record-keeping by small foundations which make it difficult

to know whether personal advantage is being taken by the donor or his friends."
Percent

Very infrequent ---------------------------------------------- 68
Not common ------------------------------------------------ 24
Fairly common -- ---------------------------------------------- 5
Very common ------------------------------------------------ 3

Total --------------- ------------------------------ 100
C. "There are high operating expenses relative to the assets or Income of the

foundations."
Percent

Very infrequent ------------- --------------------------------- 72
Not common --------------- --------------------------------- 22
Fairly common ----------------------------------------------- 4
Very common -------------- ---------------------------------- 2

Total ------------------------------------------------ 100
Clearly any tax abuse is bothersome, but when it reaches a level above the

extreme exception-then something drastic should be done. Our reading of these
findings is that while it is quite unwarranted to suggest "foundations are nothing
but tax dodges" there is enough potential for abuse to warrant vigorous action.
We strongly support legislation that prohibits self-dealing.

A study of abuses would be superficial if it assumed that the currently acknowl-
edged abuses are the only ones to be concerned about. Through a wide variety
of sources we have identified some additional abuses that we believe are worth
your specific attention. Permit me to illustrate some of these.

1. Company foundations have been largely Ignored in much of the anxiety
over foundation abuses. They should not be. We believe these are situations in
which company foundations seem to be making grants that are more appro-
priately business expenses. The privilege of tax exemption on Income is, of
course, extended to foundation income but not company income. It Is thus
improper to use foundation funds for what are properly business expenses.

Two illustrations will suffice. First, grants of a foundation for research in the
industry in which the company operates has significant potential for special
benefits to the company. How should the publto be made aware of and benefit
from such research? How do competitors gain access to this research? Second,
company foundation grants to customers or suppliers of the company present
some complex issues which deserve careful scrutiny.

2. Serious abuses may result from the over-valuation of property contributed
by a donor to his foundation. Although over-valuation problems can also arise
in connection with contributions to other charitable organizations, the potential
for abuse may be somewhat more acute in the case of foundations, where the
donor is in effect on both sides of the transaction. The risk of self-dealing abuse
Is aggravated by the infrequent level of government auditing; the passage of
time after a transaction has taken place complicates the problem of determining
A fair valuation.

We would recommend that significant contributions of property to foundations
be validated by independent appraisals at the time of the contribution.

3. Substantial overlap in stock ownership between donors and foundations
appears to be fairly common. This raises some rather Interesting questions of
how one can be sure that the foundations' interest in maximizing the return
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from portfolio protected. One need not be unduly Imaginative to visualize a
case In which the donor has the foundation buy stock in a company in which
he also owns stock, in order to inflate the price artificially so that he can profit;
or, alternatively, sell his stock in a market downturn before the foundation stock
is sold.

Disclosure requirements specifically directed to such transactions would prob-
ably help reduce their incidence.

4. We have also heard about cases in which the foundation conditions a grant
to a charitable orgaLizatlon by specifying that an individual related to the
donor should receive benefits, such as free tuition in a religious school. Once
again, improved disclosure on all grants where individuals are specified, could
be helpful in discouraging such practices.

5. We have seen a few cases where excessive administrative expenses resulted
in a diversion of funds from charity.

The Commission favors a legislative prohibition on payment of excessive or
unnecessary expenditures. Such expenditures should be limited to the same
kind of "ordinary and necessary" rule of reason that is used in the deductibility
of business expenses.

Increased IRS auditing
Once the abuses to be corrected have been identified, it is obviously necessary

to make sure that the legislative intent is carried out. We believe that the most
effective weapon both for determining the level of abuses and minimizing them
in the future is an intensive auditing program. That the audit program has
not been adequate, at either the federal or the state level, is obvious from the
following chart from our foundation survey.

GOVERNMENT AUDITING OF FOUNDATIONS

"To the best of your knowledge, has the foundation been audited in the past
ten years by state officials or the Federal Internal Revenue Service?"

Peroent of foundations reporting

Yes, had been audited ----------------------------------------- 34
State audits ------------------------------------------------- 8
IRS audits ------------------------------------------------- 29

We understand the serious budgetary pressures of the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice and the fact that high priority is placed on audits that increase tax revenue&
Thus it is not surprising to discover such a low level of audits. How law is
perhaps best illustrated by reminding you that the Ford Foundation, largest of
all foundations by a 4-fold margin, is only now undergoing the second IRS audit
in its history.

The crisis in confidence confronting foundations merits intensive action. It Is
not only irrational but it is unfair both to foundations and to the public interest
to permit allegations of tax dodging to persist without using the available reg-
ulatory tool to correct abuse.

Our Commission recommends that al foundations be audited at least once in
the next three years. We recognize that this will involve a substantial step-up
in IRS auditing activity. However, we believe that only an effort on such a scale
will be adequate to assure the public that the privilege of setting up a founda-
tion is not being abused. The results of such a three-year program should also
provide sufficient data to enable Congress to make informed decisions regarding
the proper level of future surveillance.

We recognize that the cost of an increased audit program is substantial and
we propose that this cost be paid by a special user charge payable by the foun-
dations. Such a charge should reasonably reflect the actual cost increase of this
special regulatory effort, and would be limited to the three-year period. The
Commission believes the user fees should be paid into an earmarked fund in
which the costs of this auditing program are carefully cost-Justified at least
annually. This cost is likely to be substantially less than the 71,% tax on in-
vestment income proposed by the House and perhaps even the 2% tax recom-
mended by the Treasury.

As a matter of principle, we question the desirability of charging philanthropic
institutions for the cost of IRS supervision when the cost of supervising cor-
porations as well as charitable institutions is borne by the regular administra-



tive budget and is not made a special charge. We would suggest, therefore, that
the precedent of the user charge be limited to the special three-year audit pro-
gram we are recommending.
State reguia gm

Some students of the problem of regulation have urged that the states be given
a larger role in policing foundation activities. They contend that the states have
aa incentive to supervise foundations because of their interest In the collection
of estate, Income and other taxes.

This contention seems refuted by the evidence that in the last ten years only
8 percent of the foundations in our survey have been audited by state agencies.
New York State has shown a deep Interest in foundations and their activities,
but most states have neglected the problem, a condition reflecting their lack of
staff and resources for the task.

Another defect in proposals to refer the regulatory problem to the states is the
lack of uniform state laws in a field where uniformity Is clearly desirable. We
shall discuss this need at greater length in our final report, but for the time
being It seems conclusive that until the states agree on standards of auditing
and related subjects, and work out a complementary system of regulation, it
would be Imprudent to rely on state agencies to do the job. The public concern
is too urgent to be dismissed by a shift of responsibility that in most states
would be tantamount to no regulation at all.
Helf-regulatioi

Self-regulation by the foundations themselves has also been advanced as a
solution to the abuses which have been exposed. Over the long term, an organiza-
tion from the foundation field may indeed play such a role. But we are concerned
with the large number of foundations unaffiliated with existing foundation or-
ganisations and among whom may well be some of the most likely offenders.

Responsible foundation groups are now beginning a commendable effort to
police the field, but the lack of sanctions limits the effectiveness of their efforts
to meet the current urgency. Perhaps in the future, when government measures
have curbed the less scrupulous and there is fuller membership in a central or-
ganization, self-regulation can play a larger role.

There is, of course, an Important distinction between formal disclosure and
adequate public communication. Events of the past year have demonstrated the
existence of a communications gap between foundations and a number of their
constituencies.

There is no reason why policy makers, such as your committee, should not have
answers to the many questions that today remain unanswered. What are the
assets of the foundations? How are these assets being managed? What return
do they bring? For what purpose are grants being made? What is the degree of
foundation involvement in various areas of our society?

Our Commission believes the best interests of foundations and the public
would be served if some new approaches to disclosure were adopted.

Perhaps the first step of such a program is to modify the annual reporting form
in fundamental ways so as to provide some of the following kinds of information
and benefits:

1. Uniform Accounting Standard,.--Tere are enormous variations In the
meaning and interpretation of such terms as value of assets (cost or market),
grants (amounts actually paid or amounts authorized for payment), administra-
tive expense (with or without investment management fees), etc.

2. Purposes of Grants.-The 990-A form does not include adequate informa-
tion about the purposes of the grants. Both for purposes of statistical analysis
and for prospective recipients more information would be useful.

8. Investment Activities.-In this area, too, the 990-A form Is Inadequate.
More detailed information will be helpful as a means of preventing and policing
abuses, and measuring Investment return.

In addition to annual disclosure we believe there are occasions for special re-
ports, on a more immediate basis, in connection with potentially controversial
activities. In particular, we urge that prompt disclosure to government agencies
bo made in connection with any foundation program which involves payments
to government employees. We also believe that any policy studies which involve
more than occasional contacts with members of Congress and their staffs should
require registration under the Federal Lobbying Act.

88-865 0-69--pt. 6- 69
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Public Disclosure

It is interesting to note that our distinguished citizen group when
asked what methods of regulating foundations were desirable,
frequently mentioned more extensive R~blic disclosure. That view
is endorsed by our Commission.

DISTINGUISHED CITIZENS STUDIO
PRELIMINARY DATA
OCTOBER, 1969

APPROCHES TO ACHIEVING MORE FO(I]MTIOI
ACCOUNTAILITY TO THE PUBLIC:

Full public Disclosure, Publication
of Reports.

Full Reporting and/or audits by
governmental (I.R.S.).

Increased Government Regulatory
activities....directed at

elimination of foundation abuses.

Reliance upon Self-Regulation.

Retain Present Policies.

Other Responses.

6%

0 10 A 1IiJ 0
Percent of Response

Requiring individual foundations to furnish more detailed reports is 'not by
itself sumcient to overcome the Information gap. We recommend two other steps:
FrM, there should be an annual statistical report to Congress and the public on
the activities of foundations. This country has too large a financial stake-at
this point unkmown billions-not to be better informed on the return from this in-
vestment. Seoond, we recommend that the accessibility of reports about founda-
tions, be improved. We commend the program of the Foundation Center In New
York to provide access to such information. Similar efforts should be encouraged
in other ports of the country .

Te public disclosure procedures we are urging would serve five pw'pos:
1. They would help to re-establish public confidence in foundations.
2. They would provide information to help Congress and the E)xecutive Branch

to reach wise policy decisions about foundations
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8. They would make it easier for prospective recipients of grants to determine
which foundations are interested In particular fields or work.

4. They should significantly reduce questionable practices. We need only to
look to the field of securities regulations to see what a profound difference public
disclosure can have.
5, Greater disclosure, if coupled with equity jurisdiction in the Federal court%,

may make it possible to enjoin Improper activities at an early stage.

Sanctions of violation
There are serious shortcomings both in the existing penalties for violations of

the legal rules applicable to foundations, and In the new sanctions proposed in
the House bill. The principal existing sanction-loss of tax exemption-is so dras-
tic as to be useless except In the most extreme cases. The provision of the House
bill for a graduated system of "taxes" for various forms of violation has other
shortcomings. We recognize that this Is a highly technical subject and I am not
in a position to make detailed recommendations. Let me outline, however, the
general principles which we believe a satisfactory system of sanctions should
embody:

First, the objective of the system of sanctions should be to make charity
whole, not to Increase the collection of taxes. As a general rule, penalties should
not be levied against the assets of the foundations, but rather against the persons
responsible for the violation. An individual who has enriched himself at the
expense of the foundation, should be required to make the foundation whole.

Seond, fines should only be levied where the prohibited conduct can be
defined In an unambiguous manner. In particular, fines should not be imposed
in areas where there are difficult questions of Judgment, as ma y arise in con-
nection with certain investment-policy and grant-making decisions.

Third, provision should be made for promptly enjoining improper activities
rather than penalizing them after they have occurred. We are attracted by the
possibility of providing equity jurisdiction In the Federal courts. This can be
readily provided by Congressional action; we see no constitutionr.l problem. This
is a subject which our Commission has under study.

We believe that Federal equity jurisdiction would provide a very useful addi-
tional tool for the regulation of foundations. Action In the Federal courts could
be initiated by the U.S. Attorney General. Such actions could be brought at the
request of the Internal Revenue Service. An action for an injunction would be
particularly appropriate In preventing questionable activities in the political or
legislative area where legal remedies such as fines could be too little or too late.

The successful development of equitable remedies might well be a much more
effective way to deal with controversial and difficult cases than would be possible
through present administrative procedures. Particularly where rensitive issues
are raised such as drawing the line between proper educational activities and im-
proper political activities, we believe that the courts are uniquely qualified to
provide prompt and effective relief.

Fourth, sanctions should be geared to the seriousness of the violation, and
whether it is willful or Inadvertent. For minor or technical violations, a warn-
ing with an opportunity to make corrections may be sufficient. In other cases
monetary penalites will be necessary. Such penalties should not be automatically
measured by the amount Involved in the Improper transaction.

Penalties should increase In the event of repeated violations. The level of
fines should not be so severe as to discourage individuals from becoming trustees
and officers of foundations. We believe that the penalties contained in the House
bill, particularly in connection with grant-making and investment activities
would have a chilling effect. The difficulties which corporations have been en.
countering in obtaining the services of outside directors, notwithstanding the
availability of directors' liability Insurance, makes It clear that this can be a very
real problem.

grant-making aotivitlee of foundations
It is commonly assumed by many persons, In view of recent publicity, that

foundations devote a large percentage of their funds to political, controversial
.of quasi-charitable activities. When we sought to investigate these assumptions
we found that very little was actually knownabout how foundations spent their
money.

As I noted previously, 93 percent of the grants of all foundations are made to
ualifled charitable organiations--74 percent to 30 percent organizations. This
IAtribution percentage remains relatively constant for each type of foundation.



DISTRIBUTION OF 163 FOUNDATION GRANTS BY TYPE OF RECIPIENTS
lIn percent

Type of foundation

Under $1.000.000 to $10,000.000 to Over
$1000000 in $10.000.000 in $100,00000 in $100.000,000 In Company Community

Percent dooal wants allocated to- assets assets asses assets, total founatons foundations AU foundations

3pretlartbsognizatins ----------------------------------- 82 67 74 71 71 54 74
O dw e~ araeognizatios--------------------------------12 24 25 16 27 21 19

Tal. qualiied cartab organizations --------------------------- 95 91 99 87 98 75 93

Ohrtax-empt or nonpro.t organizations ---------------------------------------.----------------------------------------- 212

Gnm ---------------------------------------------------------- ('2 9 '13------------ .. . . 5

Gandtot------------------------------------------------- 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

ILm ta of lpe roeq
SCommunity foundations in smee cases appear to have Included noncharitable bequests with grants.

Note.-Percentages may not add to 100 because of funding.

.1.1 ". towa"_ .l. I, 4 _ XaW Wz , w- . L
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We also sought detailed information on the purpose of foundation grants in
the year 1968. We asked foundations to distribute their grants among the follow-
Ing purposes:

Educational (Educational research, elementary, secondary, higher, and adult
education programs (except manpower or vocational training)).

Health and medicine (medical research, treatment, and education (includes
hospitals, clinics, public health education and services, such as birth control clinics,
etc.]).

General welfare (support of Community Chest, United Fund, Welfare Council
and similar general welfare agencies).

Community action or services (organizing or supporting designated groups
[including, for example youth groups, such as "gangs"], neighborhoods, or regions,
planning for community Improvement, and provision of community facilities not
elsewhere classified).

Cultural organizations and facilities (libraries, art galleries, museums, sym-
phonies, theater, educational television).

Religion (support of a church, synagogue, or other religious organization pri-
marily for religious instruction, practice or other predominantly religious
purpose).prience and technology (all non-medical research and development in the

physical and natural sciences and technological applications of scientific
knowledge).

Arts and humanities (support of artistic endeavors-writing, fine arts, music,
and research and publication In the humanities).

Soolal sciences (all social science research and publication not elsewhere
classified).

Manpower training and employment (research on manpower problems, voca-
tional and job training and related programs).

Community, ethnic or inter-racial relations (improvement of inter-group under-
standing and relations).

Individual and family services and support (provision of food, clothing, and
other necessities, and services [except medical or educational services] for the
needy).

Recreational and conservation (provision of recreation facilities and programs,
parks, conservation of natural resources, wildlife preservation).

Housing (design, construction, or provision of housing, and improvement of
housing conditions or access to housing for designated groups).

Projects directly related to the political process (Voter registration, voter edu-
cation, schools for political candidates, etc.).

I should tell you that the Ford Foundation has generously agreed to permit us
to present some of its grant-making activities separately in view of their
importance.

The data show that more than 50 percent of all grants were for education,
health, and medicine.

PURPOSES OF FOUNDATION GRANTS
[PRCENT OF FOUNDATION GBANTSI

Educational ------------------------------------------------- 6
Health and medicine ------------------------------------------- 25
General Welfare ---------------------------------------------- 7
Community action or services ------------------------------------- 7
Cultural organizations and facilities ----------------------------- 6
Religion ----------------------------------------------------- 8
Sicence and technology ------------------------------------------ 8
Arts and humanities ------------------------------------------- 8
Social sciences ------------------------------------------------ 2
Manpower training and employment -------------------------------- 2
Community, ethnic or interracial relations --------------------------- 2
Individual and family services and support ------------------------------ I
Recreational and conservation --------------------------------- 1
Housing ------------------------------------------------- 1
Projects directly related to the political process -------------------- (*)
Other -------------------------------------------------- 1

*Less than one-half of 1 percent.



PURPOSE OF FOUNDATION GRANTS 196

Type fud abo Over 100.000 In0 A sb

Under P. 000to $1.000,000 to
$1 0 $100000Ex in

Pene~t of fmdutioa Vado dollrs for- m-int In a=sob i anit TOWa Ford Ford foundstatoi foundations

Edatdn ............................................................ 10 53 20 43 45 37 49 12
Heth and adick ---------.----------------------------------------- 46 14 34 20 25 9 6 13
Goo e fare--------------------------------------------------- 27 4 11 1 2 0 17 3

cim o at c w---------------------------3 5 13 6 6 S 4 2
Cd f -- -- -- -- -- ---- --- ---- -- -- ---- -- 1 9 4 7 5 12 5 2

R i ------- ---------------------------------------------------- 3 4 1 2 0 -..........
Scimsad t er ---------------------------------------- 1

-od s -------------------------------------------- -- 4 10 8-
So 2 oo - - ---- -- -- ----- ---- ---- ----- -- -- -- ---------- -5 3 --- --------------------

an - ----------------------------------- -- I------------- 2- 3 2 4 1---a---
Cou trelatios-----a--------------------------------------2--- ------------------------ 2 1 3 2 8

Indidualand bmlyueriftes----a----------------------------------- 1 3 1 1 1 0 1 3
Recration anmd cnerfain ---------------------------------------- (9) 1 1 1 (1) 3 1

----------------------- ---------- ----- 3----- 3 -------------- 2 1 3 -----------

Other-------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------- 2 2 3 14

TOW ---- a----------------------------------------------- 10 100 l 100 100 100 100 100 100

I Lausthan 34cf 1 percsaL
Note-PuceatagVs my not add up Io 100 beams of rounding
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We have also calculated the percentage of foundations by type which make
grants only to qualified charitable organizations. As shown on this chart 81 per-
cent of all foundations limit their grants to this type of recipient.

Percentage of foundation by type making grants only to qualified charitable
organiatfona

Under $1 million In assets -------------------------------------- 82
$1 million to $10 million In assets -------------------------------- 63
$10 million to $100 million in assets ------------------------------- 85
Over $100 million in assets -------------------------------------- 64
Company foundations ------------------------------------------ 81
Community foundations ..---------------------------------------- 56

All foundations. . ----------------------------------------- 81
We had heard that foundations are mainly interested In making Innovative

grants and thus we asked each foundation In our survey "Has the foundation
made any grants or gifts in the past three years which you consider Innovative,
experimental or out-of-the ordinary?" Only It percent answered "yes" to this
question.

We also asked "Have any of the projects supported by your foundation's
grants or gifts in the past three years been considered controversial or particu-
laxly unpopular?" Less than I percent answered "yes".

We sought to test these answers by asking whether or not each foundation had
made grants in the past three years for various specific activities which could
be considered controversial. The minuscule percentage of foundation grant dol-
lars devoted to each Is reflected by the following chart:

Percenage of foundation grants in the last 8 year* for epeojfled semitive or
oontroverl al activities

Voter registration and education --------------------------------- 0.2
Schools for political candidates ---------------------------------- *)
Student organizations ----------------------------------------- 0 2
Public policy studies.. ------------------- 1.9
Community or neighborhood organizing 1.8
Grants to Government employees -------------------------------- (*)
Birth control ----------------------------- ----------------- 1.2
Sex education .)-----------------------------------------------
Grants connected with a specific election -------------------------- 0.1

*Les than 0.1 percent.

Finally, we specifically investigated the reported grants to Individuals (5%
of total foundation grants) to determine the purpose for which each grant was
made. Over 90 percent of these grants were either scholarships, fellowshivs or
research grants.

Purposes of grants to individuals
Grants to Individuals are 5% of total foundation grants

Percent of grants to individuals

Scholarships and fellowships ----------------------------------- 87
Research --------------------------------------------------- 5
Support of creative work -------------------------------------- 2
Travel and study:

Ford Foundation ------ ----------------------------------- 8
Others ------------------------------------------------- 2

Awards and encouragement for professionals and students ------------- 1
Direct aid to indigent persons ------------------------------------
Religious missionary work.--------------------------------------

Total ----------------------------------------------- 100
After considering all of this data we have reached the conclusion that the

grants of foundations which have received the most publicity and which have
caused concern In many quarters are but a small fraction of the total annual
grants made by foundations
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Foundations Study
Preliminary October, 1969

FOUNDATION GRANTS

DOMESTIC PROGRAMS
OR PROJECTS

907

FOREIGN PROGRAMS
OR PROJECTS

107*

* These grant amounts appear to have gone- primarily to recipients
in the United States.

Since their grant-making activities are the basic reason for the existence of
foundations, It Is appropriate that this subject should have occupied more time
than any other in our Commission's deliberations. We have listeoied to presenta.
tons by representatives of foundations and by distinguished citizens with gov-
ernmental and other experience relevant to foundation grant-making.

Unquestionably, the most sensitive area of grants is that In which the pur-
pose may involve contact with government at some point through interaction
with welfare programs, through possible influence on voters, or on possible
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legislative or administrative action, The subject presents complex problems,
requiring a balancing of conflicting considerations.

Studre ol PubUo Issues and the Legilative Proce8e.-We reached the basic
premise that it is impossible to draw any line of demarcation between the foun-
dations' fields of interest and those of government. Federal, state and local gov-
ernments are active in practically every significant area of foundation interest,
and usually on a much larger scale. This Is true both of the conventional fields of
philanthropy-health, education, welfare, science and technology--but also in
newer areas such as urban problems, civil rights and population studies.

Far from deploring this Intertwining and interaction of private and govern-
mental programs, we consider this a healthy feature of American society. Inter-
changes between the private and public sector in the formulation of policy is an
essential part of the democratic system. In the infinitely complex problem facing
government today It becomes at once more important to have private participa-
tion in decision-making, and more difficult to make significant private
contributions.

The work of our own Commission will serve as an illustration of the diffi-
culties I describe. We have, up to this point) operated without foundation financ-
ing. I can testify from personal experience how difficult it Is to raise funds from
other sources. We quickly discovered that private individuals cannot deal ade-
qrately with even a relatively limited subject except after extensive study and
far-ranging fact-gathering. This is not only time consuming, but can be very
costly, even though the members of the Commission serve without compensa-
tion. Our experience is far from unique, and leads us inexorably to the conclu-
sion that foundation funds are much the best source for financing private efforts
to study significant policy issues. Any legal restriction on the use of such funds
for studies of public Issues must inevitably Impair private contributions to de-
cisions on public policy.

In view of the desirability of such contributions, we do not think distinctions
should be made between legislative decislon-inaking and exeoutive decision-mak-
ing. One of the members of our Commission, who has had extensive Congressional
experience, feels strongly that the massive scale of the executive branch con-
tributions to the legislative process makes It particularly useful that there be
well-conceiyed private contributions to Congressional deliberations. Further-
more, we think there is no practical or logical basis for distinguishing between
public issues which may become the subject of legislative or administrative
action and those which will not. Almost any significant public issue may become
the subject of legislative attention. The purest research on cancer may eventually
bring restrictions on tobacco advertising, or a study of highway safety result In
automotive design regulations.

The higher the quality of the research, the more likely the results are to in-
fluenc. governmental action, as witness Professor Einstein's famous equation.
For this reason we consider it unwise and undesirable to attempt to shield
legislators and their staffs from contact with private groups engaged in studies
which are of legislative Interest, as the House bill seeks to do. If the only pres-
sures on legislators came from the foundations, perhaps you could elect to lead a
trouble-free life, but as a practical matter an informed voice ought to be more
welcome than a merely self-seeking one.

Let me add, and here again I am speaking from personal experience, the ex-
change of ideas between private individuals and members of Congress and their
staffs Is mutually beneficial. On most major matters of public Interest, members
of Congress and their staff are among the foremost experts. The work of our
Commission has benefited greatly from our communications with the members
and the staffs of this Committee and those of the House Ways and Means
Committee.

The provision in the House bill permitting foundations to make available the
results of "non-partisan analysis and research" is, In our opinion, far too limited
an exception to the restriction on communication affecting legislation. The word
"non-partisan" Is highly ambiguous. If it means free from any possible impact
on party politics, the exemption would be practically meaningless, for any sig-
nificant public issue can become a matter of partisan controversy. If "non-
partisan" means that no conclusion may be drawn it would cancel the purpose
for which most studies are undertaken. Could we have interested the 15 members
of our (kmmission, for example, to spend much of their valuable time in earnest
study of an urgent public problem if they could not come to any conclusions?
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Wbile we feel strongly that there should be no impediment on foundation.
financed studies, even though they may have an impact on the formulation of
legislation, we recognize that this Is an area of genuine sensitivity. The solu.
tion, we believe, lies in prompt and full disclosure rather than in prohibition
We believe there should be advance disclosure of any foundation-financed study
if such study involves any substantial number of contracts with members of
Congress or their staffs. In addition, any -foundation grant which involves com.
pensation to government employees should be disclosed before such payments
are made. With respect to executive branch employees, prior notice should be
given to the head of the department employing the particular individual. Where
legislative employees are involved, notice might go to the Clerk of the Senate
or of the House.

Lest there be any misunderstanding, let me emphasize that foundation in-
volvement should be limited to legitimate studies of public issues. The privilege
to engage in educational activities which may have an impact on legislation
must not be abused. It clearly does not provide a license to carry on pure and
lobbying activities.

Blective PolMteO.--Our Commission fully endorses the prohibitions on founda-
tion involvement in elective polite. Tax-exempt funds should not be used in
election campaigns, whether to support the eleetiUon of candidates or to
influence the vote on measures in referendums. The policy considerations in this
area are well settled and do not need further elaboration.

"Grass Roofs" (Tampaigns.-We agree that foundation funds should not be
used for "grass roots" campaigns designed to bring pressure on legislators. The
only proper role of foundations in the political process is an educational one.
Where the objective is political pressure rather than dissemination of ideas,
foundation involvement becomes improper. We recognize, of course, that this
principle is more easily stated than applied in practice. However, the fact that
there may be some difficult borderline case is no reason for ignoring the under-
lying principle. We would encourage foundations to seek advance rulings before
venturing into questionable areas. This should not be a legislative requirement.

Defltnifm of Propaganda.-Startlng from the premise that the legitimate func-
tions of foundations in the political process is an educational one, we agree that
the use of foundation funds for propaganda purposes should be barred. How-
ever, we would urge a redefinition of what constitutes propaganda. Truth may
be used as propaganda as In the public exhortations to send your child to the
dentist, The test should not be whether "both sides" are presented in an Imp~artlal
manner, or whether conclusions are drawn, but whether the material being
distributed is educational in character. We recommend that this test be applied
in a conservative manner. The line between "propaganda" and "education" should
not provide a basis for censorship of ideas. Only in very clear-cut cases, such
as bate material, which no reasonable man could consider as eductional, should
the restriction on propaganda be Invoked.

Paldon requirement
We start out with the simple proposition that every institution should be

judged according to how well it achieves its basic purpose. Thus, a business cor-
poration Is measured by Its growth in sales and profits; a foundation, by what
it contributes to charity.

Foundations represent a 'huge capital investment in philanthropy-unknown
billions, but probably somewhere between 2D and 80 billion dollars

This capitalized philanthropy has been jointly funded by the donor and by
society at large through a tax deduction. Thus, the public has every reason to be
interested in a satisfactory return on this capital investment. If indeed the
value of foundations is, say, 25 billion dollars-every percentage point improve-
ment in return represents 250 million dollars more annually to charity. As one
watches the tortuous process you must be going through to add 250 million dollar
of additional tax revenues, this Is not a moot point. And when you consider that
the current evidence suggests that foundation rates of return might reasonably
be expected to Increase not one but several percentage points.-it becomes worth
serious scrutiny.

What is the total rate of retur on foundations--total return being the
virtually universal measuring sUck used by mutual funds, profit sharing funds,
pension funds, and endowment funds? It Includes the Interest, dividends, the
realized and unrealized capital gains and does not differentiate between various
kinds of Income on the very rational thesis that for tax-exempt organizations
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(0 all institutions) it makes no difference because no tax is paid on any income-
whether dividends, capital gains, interest, etc.

What is a reasonable total return? As you might expect, funds that have
higher percentages of equity stock have done better over the last 40 years
whereas balanced funds with more debt instruments have not generally done
as well.

Over the last ten years, here is the total return as presented in a study entitled
"Managing Educational Endowments"-

1959-69 annual average, in percent
21 balanced funds -------------------------------------------- 9.2
10 large general growth funds --------------------------------- 14.6

In 1968 we are told that an average performance of mutual funds was 15.8%
return for a so-called common stock mutual fund, and 14.9% return for a balanced
fund.

How has the total return been on the foundation assets?
To estimate this, however imperfectly, we asked the Arthur Anderson Company

to compute the total return on a sample of 990A forms for various sizes of
foundations.

We say imperfect estimates because we were not able to verify in all cases
whether the market value was shown, but it is at least as good an estimate as
we can make. Shown below is the median return (to help offset any major swings
caused by any disproportionate effect of those not showing market values).

990A foundation forms 1968 total investment return (median), in percent

Asset size:
I to 10 million --------------------------------------------. 1
10 to 100 million ----------------------------------------- 7.7
100 million and over --------------------------------------- 8. 0
Community foundations ------------------------------------ 5.9
Company foundations -------------------------------------- 6.0

It might be said that one year is not an adequate period (though it does seem
significant that in every category the return is substantially lower than balanced
funds' performance of nearly 15% in 1968).* It might be said that our data are not as accurate as they could be because
of possible confusions in reporting. (Here we would agree, but we were hopeful
the median calculation would help minimize any such effects.)
. In the case of 14 selected large foundations, we were able to confirm tie
accuracy of the total return data and here again for this one year, 1068. see
a return of 8% for this foundation group vs. the 15% figure for balanced flnds

The Commission discussed this question of investment returns with a number
of Investment experts and found a good deal of confirmation-or perhaps ous-
picion would be a more accurate word-that returns on foundation Investments
were significantly lower.

For example, I quote from an article in the Institutional Investor of Novem-
ber, 1968, entitled "Foundations: The Quiet $20 Billion"-

"Is there a place as yet untouched by the revolution in money management?
Where the winds of performance are not felt, where the opportuning cries of am-
bitious brokers are not heard, a last redoubt so quiet the clocks can be heard
ticking?

"There is such a place, and it is called foundationland. There, tax-exempt, is
twenty billion dollars, one of the bigger pools of capital in capitalism and it
is still run the way money used to be. The way it used to be, that is for Widows
and Orphans, before currency began to depreciate. In foundationland the verities
are Preservation of Capital and Yield, verities the current generation shies from.
In foundationland, the managers do not often buy their stocks, because they
already have them-they were given them many years ago, and now they sit,
quietly watching."

This article refers to stock turnover rate for foundations from an SEC study-
in the range of 1% to 2% a year-which investment experts tell us is extraordl-
'narily low (by a factor of 10 or more) compared to a variety of other funds.

What this means, of course, is that foundations are apparently much tnore
likely, as the article says, to "sit, quietly watching."
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One can only speculate as to the reasons for this low turnover. Among reasons
we have given are that a good deal of the stock is often control stock in a com-
pany and it has not been considered appropriate to trade these securities. Others
point out that the effective Investment of funds has not been considered a high
prIority objective.

In some cases the legal instruments setting up the foundation prohibit the
sale of the securities donated to the foundation.

This Commission has received expert advice from some nationally recognized
experts, but we would certainly not claim we have the resources or the authority
to review the investment performance of foundations in greater detail over longer
perlodsg.

Approaching this from several different standpoints, we arrive at the same
point; namely, that the investment performance of foundations is sub-par, per.
haps significantly, and the cost of .thls to society could easily amount to hundreds
of millions and perhaps over a billion dollars annuaUy.

We would welcome additional studies of foundation Investment returns and In.
deed would hope that new foundation annual reporting forms would put a good
deal more stress both on computing this return and providing the opportunity
for more detailed analysis of the Investment patterns.
Payout to oharity,

We now look at another measure of society's return on this capitalized in-
vestment in philanthropy., the payout to charity in 1968 expressed as a percent
of the reported assets...

Median payout as a percent of asaets (grants, administrative expenes, etc.)

Reported assets:
Foundations, 1 to 10 million --------------------------------- 4.8
Foundations, 10 to 100 million -------------------------------- 4.9
Foundations--100 million and over ---------------------------- 5.7
Community foundations ------------------------------------ 5.2
Company foundations (significant number of conduit foundations) 22. 5

What this tells, of course, is that on the average, about half the foundations
studied paid out less than 5% and further analysis shows that about one-third
paid out less than 4% of assets. I should remind you that, to the extent we have
foundations reporting their assets to us on a basis of cost rather than market
value, even this payout figure is overstated.

The very substantial majority of the Commission believes that (1) our society
should receive significant current benefit to charity, and (2) the foundation In
turn should be encouraged to make reasonable and productive Investments so as
to earn over the long term amounts that are comparable to what a verlety of
professionally managed portfolios earn over this period of time.

Over the last 40 years the average rate of Inflation has been 1.6% and closer
to 2% over the last 10 years or so. Thus, if the objective were that one should
permit a reasonable Investor to earn enough to maintain the purchasing power
of his assets-then one could require an annual payout to charity of from 69r
to 8%.

The precise number should depend on reasonable total investment return which
we would leave to the determination of the Secretary of the Treasury to re-set
every few years after appropriate consultation and review of the performance
of relevant types of Investment portfolios, balanced funds, pensions, etc. The
Secretary's determination would be made in a formal "rule-making" procedure in
which all affected parties would have an opportunity to comment.

The payout number also depends on how one balances the priorities between
the future and the present. Those who view the problems facing charitable orge.
nirations as especially urgent would lean In the direction of a higher annual pay.
out. Those who lean toward the longer range future would pick a lower figure
In the range.

I would think, however, that virtually all of the Commission agrees that
foundation investment returns deserve a great deal of improvement and
emphasMLa

Speaking only for myself, I would probably opt for a figure in the upper end of
the 6% to 8% range because I believe the needs over the near term foreseeable
future are demonstrably acceleraUng.

We see a high payout requirement having a number of advantages to society
and, we believe, to foundations as well:
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1. It results in substantial benefits to charity at a time in our lives when
every reasonable projection says more and more money will be desperately needed
to maintain the viability and thrust of the private sector's role.

2. Such a payout will provide an incentive to foundations to improve their rate
of return and this in itself could mean benefits to charity compounded at hun-
dreds of millions of dollars a year or more.

3. The disposition of control stock is an extraordinarily important question-
as our review of the sources of major contributions of existing foundations have
made very clear.

The House Bill takes the view that the disposition of this control stock over
5 years, and in some cases 10, is required. Considering the motives of large do-
nors in giving in the first place, this will not only preset some serious problems
to them but could well discourage philanthropic giving unduly, and perhaps
decisively.

We believe the public interest is best served when we concern ourselves with
the consequences and performance of foundation activity rather than to assess
the motives of those who establish or operate these organizations.

Men's motives are always mixed; charity is not without its variety; generos-
ity is not without its own kind of pride, end except for saints, we all perform
our best and worst actions for a mixture of reasons.

If the foundation provides an adequate return to charity, if abuses have been
adequately controlled, if non-charitable grants are stopped, then it seems to us
a bit fruitless to speculate upon the mixed motivations of foundation donors.

4. For this same reason, we strongly oppose the restrictions on appreciated
property gifts to foundations as unnecessarily punitive, self-defeating and poten-
tially disastrous to the all important birth rate of new foundations to meet the
charitable crisis of the seventies and beyond.

Our survey of large donors indicates that 63* would not want to or wanted to
set up a foundation at all if the restrictions on the contribution of appreciated
property were in effect. Another 25% would contribute less to a foundation. The
large donors view this as the provision with the greatest negative effect on their
contribution to foundations.

We would like to know what the impact of each of these provisions would
be on you:

ESTIMATED EFFECT ON FOUNDATIONS
[in Porten"

Lead me not to Lead me to give
want or have or to have given Have no effect on

wanted to sotup Iesatoa my lylns to a
a foundation at all foundation foundation

Provisions:
Tax on appreciated property given to a foundation..... 63 25 12
7.5 percent tax on foundatin Income ................ 28 23 49
Distribute at least 5 percent of asmts ................ 24 13 63

These severe House Bill restrictions on required divestment of control stock
and on appreciated property contributions appear to us to be largely punitive in
their effects and may achieve a pound of harm for every ounce of good they de.

A high payout requirement will present some problems to which flexible an-
swers should be provided, as Ion as the fundamental requirement to met of a
Ngh layout to ohadity.

Releva noe to Perpetuity Problem-We also believe that a high payout requ!re-
ment provides a partial, and we think sufficient, answer to the concerns which
have been expressed about perpetual existence of foundations. A high payout
requirement means that foundations will have perpetual life only as long as they
continue to make substantial contributions to charity. If a foundation's evtdow-
ment is not sufficiently productive to meet the payout requirement, the foundation
will gradually be phased out of existence. Thus perpetual life becomes a justified
reward for continuing produetvity, and not an automatic privilege v which is
granted without being earned.

If the foundation will not invest its funds productively for the long term bene-
fit of charity and if continued donor contributions; or outside suppo-,t are not
forthcoming, then it may well be the case that the foundation has not earned the
privilege of perpetuity.
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The Commission has considered proposals that the life of foundations should
be limited to a fixed term. These proposals reflect concern about silf-perpetuating
dynasties aw'l the distrust of institutions without a clearly defined constituency
or public accui abilityt.

It 18 our tentative conclusion that the arguments for limited life are not su.fl.
ciently persuasive to make such a drastic step appropriate. A fixed term provides
a bad precedent for other charitable organizations and does not discrimInate
between organlatons which deserve to continue and those who do not. As noted
In our discussion of the payout requirement the right to perpetual life should be
earned, and should m.ot be an automatic privilege. Only foundations which con-
tinue to make satisfactory contributions to charity should be entitled to perpetual
existence.

We suspect that limited life may well have a discouraging effect on the birth
rate of nvw foundations, The ability to create an institution bearing the donor's
name and having perpetual Mtfe may be a very significant psychological incentive
for the creation of foundations.

The evidence with respect to the bad effect of continued existence of founda-
tions Is largely conjectural. Particularly with the larger foundations,
there aptwars to be some evidence to support the view that the institutions
may Improve with age. A number of foundations which started out under close
control of an individual donor or his fanilly have over time become completely
independent of such control. There is also some question about the effectiveness
of a limited life organiza;ion during its final years.

In sum, we believe that a very high burden of proof should be met before a
mandatory death sentence should be decreed. The arguments against perpetual
existence do not meet this burden of proof.

RpecIfo Suggestion.-Our studies of the payout requirement have suggested
at number of specific improvements in the provision contained in the House bill:

(a) The payout requirement should be expressed solely as a percentage of assets
and should not be measured by earned "income." In measuring a foundation's
investment performance, it is inappropriate to distinguish between ordi-
nary income and capital gains, or between realized and unrealized gains. Intro-
ducing distinctions between different types of income may result in distortions
of foundation investment management in order to maximize one type of Income
at the expense of another.

(b) The required payout should be based on a two- or three-year moving
average of asset values. This would avoid fluctuations reflecting short-term
changes In asset values. A longer averaging period might be appropriate for new
foundations and for those receiving substantial new contributions.

(c) Foundations should be exempted from the payout requirement to permit
accumulation of several years' income for specific large scale projects. Such
accumulation should not be made without prior notice to the Internal Revenue
Service. We believe that prior notice to IRS and an opportunity to disapprove
is more appropriate than advance approval.

(d) All proper foundation expenditures should be included in determining
whether the payout requirement has been met. For this purpose both grants and
direct expenditures, including the costs of Investment management taxes or user
fees and other reasonable and necessary administration expenses, should be
included.

Betablla?.ment and Revteon of Payout Permentage.-We question the desirabil-
ity of including a specific payout percentage in the law. We recommend instead
that the law define the criteria by which the percentage should be determined
and give the Secretary of the Treasury the authority to establish the percentage,
and to make revisions from time to time.

Problems of Diversiftoation.-A high payout requirement will encourage foun-
dations to dispose of unproductive assets and to make new Investments. It may
be desirable to provide a reasonable transition period to afford foundations ade-
quate time to diversify their portfolios.

More difficult problems are raised where a foundation's assets are In the form
of closely held stock or are not readily marketable for other reasons. Such prob-
lems are not insuperable. Without going into technical detail, we might suggest
some steps which should be considered:

(a) Provision for sales by the foundatiou back to the donor of assets which
are not readily marketable. Such sales should be made at an independently
appraised price, and should be exempt from the self-dealing prohibitions.

(b) Recapitalization of a closely-held business to provide the foundation with
a higher yield security in order to enable It to meet the payout requirements.
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(c) Internal Revenue Service administrative authority to provide additional
time In situations of unusual difficulty. The granting of additional time would
be coupled with a requirement to make up the deficiency, after the appropriate
reinvestments have been made.
Phfianthropio Poliop Board

We recommend the formation of a Philanthropic Policy Board to provide at
the highest possible level informed and balanced policy Judgments on major
issues affecting philanthropy. The Board should be quasi-governmental in char-
acter, with full access to governmental data and with power to obtain data from
private sources.

The Board should be composed of ten to fifteen top level private citizens and
government officials. We suggest that the majority of the members be from the
private sector. The Board might include individuals from the Senate and the
House of Representatives, from the Executive Branch, from state regulatory
agencies concerned with philanthropy, and from a variety of philanthropic
organizations. Both the chairman and several other members should come from
the public at large.

It may be appropriate to provide the Board with a federal charter and to
provide for Presidential appointment and Senate confirmation of its members.
The members should be appointed for fixed terms, perhaps for four years. The
Board would meet on a periodic basis, perhaps four to ten times per year. It
should have a small full-time staff and should also be authorized to arrange for
studies by individual consultants and organizations. Its funding might come from
both private and public sources.

Among the functions to be performed by the Board are:
1. Annual report to the Congress and to the President on the state of philan-

thropy. The purpose of such a report would be to provide a basis for proper
formulation of laws and public policies.

2. Compilation of adequate statistical and other Information about the entire
field of philanthropy.

3. Establishment at several locations around the country of repositories of
information about foundations and other philanthropic institutions. For example,
the information about foundations should be organized in a manner to enable
prospective grantees to determine which foundations may be active in his field
of interest. A second purpose would be to provide for an interchange of informa-
tion between foundations in order to reduce useless over-lapping of programs
among foundations.

4. Policy studies of various problem areas affecting philanthropy. Such studies
might be undertaken on the Board's own initiative or at the request of congres-
sional committees or governmental agencies. It should make such public recom-
mendations as it may deem appropriate.

5. Periodic assessments of government supervision of foundations and of other
governmental programs which have an impact on philanthropy.

The recommendation for the establishment of the Board stems from the experi-
ence of our Commission. In particular it reflects our concern about the lack of
adequate information regarding the philanthropic sector and its needs and the
great difficulty of making accurate assessments of the effects of government
policies on philanthropy.

The work of our Commission has also uncovered a number of very difficult
issues on which the Commission will not be able to make any firm recommen-
dations. These might well be useful subjects for studies by the Board:

Fret, the Board might encourage and review the development of a new tax
incentive structure which will provide adequate incentives for increased con-
tributions to philanthropy, without unreasonable costs to the Treasury and con-
sistent with considerations of tax equity. I have already commented on the
importance of such a study. This is a highly complex subject requiring the talents
of tax specialists, economists and statisticians among others.

Seoord, a number of complex questions are raised by the role of the government
in supervising foundations and philanthropy, including the proper method of
meshing the responsibilities of the federal government with those of the states;
the encouragement of uniform state laws dealing with charitable organizations
and foundations; the proper balance between administrative regulations and
Judicial remedies; the reconciliation of the government's interest in encouraging
philanthropy and in regulating possible abuses.
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Third, the Board might undertake a basic policy review of the tax law deflni.
tions which define the areas of activity entity) -d to tax deductions and exemptions.
Such a review might deal both with the adt:,,, cy of the existing statutory defini-
tions and with the policy principles which should guide the Internal Revenue
Service administrative rulings defining the borderline between charitable and
non-charitable activities. Such a study should deal with the activities of all
charitable organizations and not merely with foundations.

Fourth, an examination of the role and responsibilities of trustees of chari-
table organizations would be useful. There is much confusion now In the minds
of trustees of many charitable institutions as to their appropriate responsibilities.

We believe that the foregoing examples illustrate the many important tasks
which the Philanthropic Policy Board will be able to perform.

More important than its task is Its mission . . . to preserve, to nurture and to
relate the role of the philanthropic sector to the society as a whole.

VT. SUMMARY OF COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS

Our recommendations are directed to three basic objectives:
First, we want to stimulate a significant increase in the funds actively devoted

to philanthropy. We have spelled out why we believe charitable needs will con-
tinue to rise rapidly in the seventies, and why we strongly reaffirm the further
encouragement of private philanthropy.

Second, we want to assure that foundation funds are devoted to legitimate
charitable purposes, without diversion either for private gain or for activities
which are not properly charitable. This is essential not only because of the
pressing needs of charity, but also to assure public confidence in foundations.

Third, we want to increase diversity in the private sector and to encourage
foundations to be active in areas where Increased private sector involvement is
important and where foundations can make distinctive contributions.

Based on these objectives we have arrived at the following recommendations:
1. High Payout Requirement

Foundations should be required to make i substantial annual distribution to
charity to help meet rapidly accelerating charitable needs Our data on the
performance of university endowments, mutual funds and other professionally-
managed Investments suggests that a payout in the 6% to 8% range is fair and
reasonable under present conditions. Any payout percentages should, of course,
be reviewed periodically to take account of changes In economic conditions.

Perhaps more important than the particular percentage are the assumptions
on which it should be based. We believe that the payout requirement for foun-
dations should be high enough to encourage them to invest their funds pro-
ductively. The percentage should not be so high as to amount to a delayed death
sentence. A foundation with a well-managed Investment portfolio should be able
to maintain its size and to stay abreast of changes In the value of the dollar.
However, the current needs of our society for philanthropic funds are so great
that we consider it inappropriate to permit foundations to grow in size, without
making an adequate current contribution to philanthropy. A payout percentage
which will permit a well-managed foundation portfolio to maintain its size,
while making a productive contribution to charity, represents an equitable bal-
ance between the pressure of society's current needs and the interests of future
generations.

While accurate forecasts are impossible to make, a payout requirement fit
the 6' to 8% range might increase foundation grants significantly, perhaps in
excess of $500 million per year. That, however, is not the only reason wLy we
recommend a high payout. Another important reason is the peculiar nature of
foundations as grant-making institutions. Foundations are unique in our society
In having assets which are not fully committed to on-going activities. This is one
of their great strengths, and makes them capable of doing things which other
institutions cannot do. However, it also means that foundations are not under
the same budgetary pressures as other organizations. From the limited data
available to us we feel that foundation Investment performance has in the past
been quite unimpressive and that very substantial improvements are possible.

Another reason why we favor a high payout requirement is that the donor
to a foundation receives a tax deduction at the time of his donation. Consider-
ing the pressing needs for charitable funds, we believe that funds for which
a charitable deduction has been received should be devoted to charity on a
prompt and productive basis.
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Relevanco to PerpetuUV Proble.--We also believe that a high payout require-
ment provides a partial, and we think sufficient, answer to the concerns which
have been expressed about perpetual existence of foundations. A high payout
requirement means that foundations can have perpetual life only as long as they
continue to make substantial contributions to charity. If a foundation's endow-
me nt Is not sufficiently productive to meet the payout requirement, the founda-
tion will gradually be phased out of existence. Thus, perpetual life becomes a
justified reward for continuing productivity, and not an automatic privilege
which Is granted without being earned.

Relevanoe to Corporate Control Problem.-A high payout requirement will
also serve to answer at least some of the concerns which have been expressed
with respect to foundation ownership of sizable blocks of stock in business
corporations. One concern is that such blocks may be given to foundations for
reasons, such as protecting the donor's control of the corporation, which have
nothing to do with their desirability from an investment standpoint. We believe
that the concerns about foundation holdings of large blocks would be sub-
stantially reduced when such holdings make a productive contribution to charity.
A high payout requirement coupled with prohibitions on self-dealing, greater
disclosure and improved government supervision, provides a better solution
than an arbitrary limit on percentage of ownership.

Speciflo Suggettiono.-Our studies of the payout requirement have suggested
-a number of specific improvements In the provision contained In the House bill:

(a) The payout requirement should be expressed solely as a percentage of
assets and should not be measured by earned "Income." In measuring a founda-
tion's investment performance, It Is Inappropriate to distinguish between ordi-
nary Income and capital gains, or between realized and unrealized gains.
Introducing distinctions between different types of Income may result In dis-
tortions of foundation Investment management In order to maximize one type
of income at the expense of another.

(b) The required payout should be based on a two. or three-year moving
average of asset values. This would avoid fluctuations reflecting short-term
changes in asset values. A longer averaging period might be appropriate for new
foundations and for those receiving substantial new contributions.

() Foundations should be exempted from the payout requirement to permit
accumulation of several years' Income for specific large scale projects. Such
accumulation should not be made without prior notice to the Internal Revenue
Service. We believe that prior notice and an opportunity to disapprove is more
appropriate thatn requiring advance approval by IRS.

(d) All proper foundation expenditures should be included in determining
whether the payout requirement has been met. For this purpose both grants
and direct expenditures, including the costs of investment management, taxes
or user fees, and other reasonable and necessary administrative expenses, should
be included.

Bstablishment and Revision of Pay/out Peroentage.-We question the desir-
ability of including a specific payout percentage in the law. We recommend
Instead that the law define the criteria by which the percentage should be
determined and give the Secretary of the Treasury the authority to establish
the percentage, and to make revisions from time to time. The Secretary's de-
termination should be made In a formal "rule-making" procedure, In which the
foundations and other affected parties would have an opportunity to comment.

. Problems of Dveril~oatlon.-A high payout requirement may make It neces-
sary for some foundations to dispose of unproductive assets and to make new
investments. It may be desirable to provide a reasonable transition period to
afford foundations adequate time to diversify their portfolios.

Where a foundation's unproductive assets are in the form of closely held
stock or are not readily marketable for other reasons, diversification will pre-
sent some problems. However, such problems are not Insuperable. Without
going into technical detail, we might suggest some steps which should be
considered:

(a) Sales back to the donor of assets which are not readily marketable. Such
sales should be made at an Independently appraised price, and should be exempt
from the self-dealing prohibitions.

(b) Recapitalization of a closely-held business to provide the foundation with
a higher yield security in order to enable it to meet the payout requirement.

(c) Internal Revenue Service administrative authority to provide additional
time in situations of unusual difficulty. The granting of additional time should be

8-865 0-69--pt. 6-0
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coupled with a requirement to make up the deficiency, after the appropriate
reinvestments have meen made.
2. lnerca#ed Foundation Reporting and Discloenre

Foundations should be required to Increase substantially the amount of infor.
mation which they make public. This recommendation reflects one of the major
problems which -our own Commission encountered in Its work: the lack of
adequate Information about foundation& Fewer than 200 out of perhaps 80,000
foundations distribute annual reports. The tax return required by the Internal
Reverie Service, while technically a public document, is difficult and expensive
to obtain. It Is In many respects Inadequate and unsatisfactory as a public
accounting of fnnudation activities.

We believe that Increased disclosure Is Important for a number of reasons.
Fir-t, It should help to re-establish public confidence in foundation& We believe

that one element underlying the public concern Is a feeling of unease about
activities behind the scenes, a suspicion nourished by the fact that relatively
little Is known about foundations. Greater availability of Information should
serve to alleviate such concerns.
.Seond, .additional Information will help-both Congress and the Executive

Branch to reach proper policy decisions about foundation activities. One of the
most difficult, and most costly, efforts of this commission has been to obtain more
information Inorder to reach conclusions based on facts, rather than Conjectures

Third, Increased disclosure is likely to have a desirable prophylactic effect
on questionable practices. Those of us with experience in the corporate world
are well aware that the public disclosure requirements of the securities laws
have had a fvorable effect on the standards of the business community.

Poor#?,, Increased disclosure, coupled with, equity jurisdiction In the federal
courts, might make It possible to enjoin improper foundation activities at an
early stage.

PRift, more adequate foundation reporting should make It easier for propec-
tive recipients to determine which foundations are interested In particular fields
of work.

The Commission has had a task force ht work on foundation reporting prac.
tices. Based on the work of this task force, we believe that we will be able to
Leommend major revisions in foundation reporting practices..They will deal with
thb deed for uniform accounting standards, for more nleanlngful description of
graqt-makl.g activities, and will provide a better basis for policing of abuses

We expect that our report will also cover methods of making the information
disclosed more accessible, and for summaizing and otherwise organizing infor-
mation about foundations In a manner which will facilitate the formulatl6h of
public policy.
3. PrOhibUkloe Against Reif-Dealfnq

We endorse the prohibitions against self-dealing contained in the House ill.
In our view, strict self-dealing prohibitions are essential both in order to restore
public confidence In foundations and to assure that funds which have been dedi-
cated to philanthropy will not be diverted to non-philanthropic purposes. A
fundamental premise which cannot be over-emphasised Is that a foundation's
asets are Irrevocably committed to chariv and that the diversion of a founda-
tion's assets for the private financial benefit of the donor, or of the managers of
the foundation, cannot be tolerated. Our rtidies of the prevalence of self-dealing
practices suggest that there U, suffielent Justlfleatlo for the enactment'h'the
strict seli-ilealing prohibitions contlzned In the Hou" bill. ., • . , .

The use of the term 'private foundation" in the 1HoUse bill is unfortunate., We
believe. the emphasis sh0Id L-o (m the public, rather than on the private, character
of foundations, SubostutIng ta term "A tarovO foundation" might help to
emphasize that foundations cei there to benefit charity, tot private indivtduals.

4.- 14treaed Itertal Revsme H give Ad
AgaIn with the objective of restoring public confidence In foundations, we urge

that there be K substantial Increase In Internal" Revenue Service audits of found.
dations. We recommend that a foundations be audited at- last once within the
next three years. We recmgnse that this will Involve a substantial step-up in IRS
auditing activity. However, .we believe'that only an effort oh this scale will be
adequate to kaure the' public that the privilege of setting up a- foundation Is not
being abused. The' result Of, such a three-year prognmn should also provide ai,-
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dent data to enable Congress to make realistic decisions regarding the proper
level of future surveillance.
We recognize that the cost of an increased audit program is substantial and we

propose that this'cost be paid by a special user charge payable by the foundations
Such. a charge should reasonably reflect the actual cost increase of thts special
regulatory effort, and should be limited to the three-year period. This cost Is
likely to be substantially less than the 7%% tax on investment income proposed
by the House or the 2% tax recommended by the Treasury.

As Matter of principle, we question the desirability of charging philanthropic
innitutions for the cost of IRS supervision when the cost of supervising eorpo-
ratIon land other institutions is borne by the regular administrative budget,
and is not made a special charge. We would suggest, therefore, that theprecedent
of the user charge be limited to the special three-year audit program we are
recommending. We do not believe that-elthetff tereglation or self-regulation
by the foundations provides an gdeufiate alternative t6 incteaped IRS supervision
under current conditions. ,- -

6. &inotfons for Viok~i(l.
There. are serious ortcomings both in th~eitstng sanctions foki,.vlolatIons

of the legal rules a cable to fount4aons, aind in ile new sanctions' topoeedin the House bill . oa .principal x tng penalty-loss o tax exemp io i- s so

d ra s tic a s to b e u les s e x e e p t A f th e n ~ t e x tre m e c a e .T h e r v s o h

Ho se bifor a u t d.~ se f't x s" f~r  va l6us for l.s of vlolato b has

o th e r h o rt co m n e W e re o g n fth a t t .am te n c a l b j ec t a n d I a m n t in

a psiton to detailed renmendatbis Let mnouine, however, the gecneral

prn i le h we b l vea satisfa # ts qt s o ap ons sh ould em bo y:

1 *r # # , t h e , t iv es o f t h e s y s t e m j ~ c i ~ s e o ~ e m d p a e c a e

notbe levied gain t e a a s e fondtio ns burathragainst t e

ind viduals nrehl f 
1h II~~ t 1 A n x fil wh o ha enr ihed hi n-

self at the e ofteeo n ai ho l e1 e ui dto m k h o n

I an .unam big us m anne . In w jret! r h d n o utnmp e de n a e d

w her~e th ere lira difficult q~es tIons of ju dj ne t ii u arise in c pne tion, th

certain l ve tm en policy and gr nt- iakindt lons. 7 /

T hrd, prgvsio , should be m ade o ( rIi m p~l y enlnin g j nfi proper a v ties

rather than penal g them afte~they have o cre. !Wtre attracted by the

esl0

p o s i b i i t y o f .p r o v i d i g e q u i t y j ir s d 1l tl o n I n | h f e d e r a l c o u r t s . T ' I c a n b e

provided by. Congresanal. action; we seno-ebnstitutonal proble This is a

subject which our ommlatson has under study. 7 ..

/ort, sanctions shoul& be geared to t~e. seriousness of t]e violation, and

whether it Is willful or inad~e~ent For minor or techncql-lolations, a warn-

iwilth an oportmity tO mak -eorectlons may b.sucieent In other ases

m o eta ry p n a lty w ill be n e c e ssa ry . .1 e n lt e sh o u ld b e m p o e in th e

fortf fines, not as excise taxes and they should not be automatically measured

by the a mun involved In the improper transaction. Penalties should n cras in

the event o repeated violations In setting the level of fines, one should not

d iscrage ndiiduals from becoming trustee and. officers of fondath s

W e are concerned about the wldsg gap bet ,een charitable needs and

charitable reources. This problem .!s so serou that we strongly urge that

the'e be. a careful examination of the effect on philanthropy of the House bill.

In particular, we believe that the bill has major, If unintended, ant-phllantropic

efltect' The most serious effects result from the allocation of deductions provi-

sonl and the limit on tax preferences. What Is n~eded, is a full analysis of the

likely dOllar effects of each provision affecing chatable giving and an assess-

ent of the effect of the bill as a whole. In sch an assesment It is important

keep int min that complexity itself operate as a disincentive for philanthropic

a ttenton old be gven to those provisions of present law which allow

aoj to ake money by ontrbutng to charity. Of specal importance is the

nse that charitble contributions are not overvalued 4

di n t h n eu e d s w el C e l i v , t a t i p a l y-os s x e t a x s h u l , e t m e d l e s o
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assembled to recommend new and equitable tax Incentives to Increase philan.
throolc giving.
7. Grant.Making Actvities-Foundations and Government

Our Commission has devoted much of its time to the grant-making activities
of foundations. We have listened to presentations by representatives of founds.
tions and by distinguished citizens with governmental and other experience
relevant to foundation grant-making activities. In the Commission's own delibera-
tions, this subject has occupied more time than any other. Unquestionably, the
most sensitive area of grants are those Involving interaction with government
programs. This Is a complex subject to requiring a balancing of conflicting
considerations.

Rtudes 0' Publio Issues and the Legfslative Process.-We reached the basic
premise that It is Impossible to draw any line of demarcation between the
foundations' fields of interest and those of governments. Practically every area
of significant foundation activity Is one in which federal, state and local govern.
ments are also active, generally on a much larger scale. This Is true both of the
conventional fields of philanthropy-health, education, welfare, science and tech-
nology, and such newer areas as urban problems, civil rights, the environment and
population control. The interests of foundations and of government agencies are
so intertwined that it Is unrealistic to expect that foundation progtams should
not have direct impact on government programs.

Far from deploring intertwining of the private and the public sector, we
consider this one of the healthy features of American society. Interchanges be-
tween the private sector and the public sector in the development and formula-
tion of public policy is an essential part of the democratic process. The larger
and more complex that government becomes, the greater the need for private
Inputs into the decision.making process. The complexity of the problems, however,
makes it much more difficult for the private sector to make meaningful contribu-
tiopa. As the work of our own Commission Illustrates, private Individuals can-
nct deal adequately with even a relatively limited subject, except after ex-
t(,nsive study and analysis, Including substantial fact gathering. Tis Is not only
time consuming but can be quite costly even where the members of the Com-
mission serve without compensation.

Our Commission has, up to this point, operated without foundation funds.
I can testify from personal experience how difficult it is to raise funds for a study
from other sources. Our experience Is far from unique, and it Is fair to say that
foundations are much the best source for funding private efforts to study sig-
nificant policy issues. Any legal restriction on the availability of foundation
funds for studies of public Issues cannot help but Impair private contributions to
the decision-making process.

In considering the desirability for private contributions to the decision-making
process, we do not think that distinctions should be made between legislative
decision-making and eocutive decision-making. One of the members of our Com-
mission, who has had extensive Congressional experience feels strongly that the
huge scale of the executive branch Input into the legislative process makes It par-
ticularly, useful that there be well-conceived and well-organized private con-
tributions to Congressional deliberations. Furthermore, we think there is no
practical or logical basis for distinguishing between public Issues which may
become the subject of legislative action and those which will not Almost any
significant public Intereft Is likely to become the subject of legislative attention,
a point I need hardly dwell upon before this audience.

For these reasons we strongly question the provisions In the House bill which
seek to curb foundation contacts with members of legislative bodies or other
persons who may participate in the formulation of lepislation. We consider it
both unnecessary and undesirable to shield legislators or their staff from con-
tacts with private groups which are engaged In studies of Issues which are of
legislative Interest.

et me add, and here I am once again speaking from personal experience, the
exchanges of ideas between private Individuals and members of Congress and
their staff is, of course, a mutually beneficial two-way street. On most major
issues of public Interest, members of Conxress and their staff are among tie
foremost experts who should be consulted by anyone engaged in a serious study.

We believe that the provision in the House bill. permitting foundations to
make available the results of "non-partisan analysis and research" is far too
limited an exception from the prohibition on legislation communications. In
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particular the word "non-partisan" Is highly ambiguous. If It means free from
any Impact on partisan politics, the exemption would be practically meaningless,
because any significant public question can become a partisan Issue. If "non-
partisan" means that no final conclusion can be drawn, it would remove the
uwerlying purpose for which most studies are undertaken.

While we feel strongly that there should be no impediment on foundation-
financed studies, even though they may have an impact on legislation, and may
involve contacts with legislators and other persons who may participatW In the
formulation of legislation, we recognize that this is an area of genuine sensitivity.
The solution, we believe, lies in prompt and full disclosure rather than In pro-
hibitions. We believe there should be advance disclosure of any, foundation-
financed study If such study involves any substantial number of contacts with
members of Congress or their otafft In addition, any foundation grant which
involves compensation to government employees should be disclosed before such
payments are made. With respect to executive branch employees, prior notice
should be given to the head of the department employing the particular individ-
uaL Where legislative employees are Involved, notice might go to the Clerk of
the Senate or of the House.

Lest there be any misunderstanding let me emphasize that foundation Involve-
ment should be limited to legitimate studies of public Issues. The privilege to
engage in educational activities which may have an impact on legislation must
not be abused. It clearly does not provide a license to carry on pMre and simple
lobbying activitiee.

Blective Politics.--Our Commission fully endorses the prohibitions on founda-
tion involvement In elective politics. Tax-exempt funds should not be used In
election campaigns, whether to support the election of candidates or the pasage
of measures voted on in referendums. The policy considerations in this area are
well settled and do not need further elaboration.

Grass Roots Oampaigns.-We also agree that foundation funds should not be
used for grass roots campaigns designed to bring pressure on legislators We
believe that the only proper role of foundations in the political process is an
educational one. Where the objective is political pressure rather than dissemina-
tion of ideas, foundation Involvement becomes improper. We recognize, of course,
that this principle is more easily stated than it is applied in practte However,
the fact that there may be some dimcult borderline case is no reason for Ignoring
the underlying principle. We would encourage foundAtIons to seek advance
rulings before venturing Into questionable areas. This should not be a legislative
requirement.

Dejtnitim of Propagandii.-Starting from the premise that the legitimate func-
tions of foundations In the political process is an educational one, we agree that
the use of foundation funds for propaganda purposes should be barred. How-
ever; we would urge a redefinition of what constitutes propaganda. The test
should not be whether "both sides" are presented In an impartial manner, or
whether conclusions are drawn, but whether the material being distributed is
educational In character. We recommend that this test be applied in a conserva-
tive manner. The line between "propaganda" and "education" should not provide
a basis for a censorship of Ideas. Only in very clear-cut cases, such as hate
material, which no reasonable man could consider as educational, should the
res.tlction on proliaganda be invoked.
8. The Birth Rate of Foundations: Appreciated Property and (Jontrol Stoek

It Is Importgnt that there be adequate Incentives for the formation of new
foundations. This will not only increase total philanthropic assets, but should
Improve the degree of diversity within the foundation field. In particular, it
should result in a better national distribution of icundations. While the popular
conception offoundations as part of an "Eastern establishment" fit exaggrated,
It-Is true that there is a substantial concentration of foundations in the North.
east, This undoubtedly reflects the time lag between the creation of great fortunes
and the time when they find their way into foundation. Thus the prevalence of
foundations in the Northeast reflects the economic predominance of the Northeast
In the latter part of the 19th and the early part of the 20th century. The much
wider national dstribution of centers of wealth in the last three decades is only

radually being reflected in the creation of foundations in other parts of the
country.

We believe that the formation of new foundations would be significanty re-
duced by two changes in tax incentives contained In the House bill. I am referring
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to the provision limiting the deduct$ilty of gifts to foundations of apreciated
property, and the provision limiting the percentage of stock in any corporation
held by a foundation. Our studies indicate that the full deductibility of gifts of
appreciated property has been a very important incentive for gifts to philan.
thropy. Of all the changes proposed in the House bilU, this would have the most
significant adverse effect on large givers, the people most likely to set up new
foundations.

The concern about the effects of the prohibition on foundation ownership of
controlling blocks of stock ties in closely with the concern regarding the appre-
dated property deduction. The history of foundations, particularly of the larger
foundations, indicates that they were generally started with gifts of stock,
usually controlling blocks, ox -A business which the donor had developed during
his life time. Such blocks obviously will have a very high appreciation In value
over the original cost to the donor. Thus, from the standpoint of Incentives for
the formation of new foundations, the appreciated property deduction and the
right to donate controlling locks are likely to go together. Both are Important to
the formation of new foundations.

As indicated above, we believe that the concerns which have been expressed
about the dangers of foundation ownership of controlling blocks can largely be
met by a combination of a high pay-out requirement, strict limitations on self.
dealing, and increased disclosure. With these protective features in place, and
considering the effect on the blrth rate of new foundations, we believe that the
baJance favors permitting foundation ownership of controUling blocks.
9. Perpetual EBxfstencc

The Commission has considered proposals that the life of foundations should
be limited to a fixed term. These proposals reflect concern about self-perpetuating
dynasties and distrust of Institutions without clearly defined constituencies or
public accountability.

It is our tentative conclusion that the arguments for limited life are not
sufflielently persuasive to make such a drastic step appropriate. A fixed term pro.
vides a bad precedent for other charitable organizations and does not discriml.
nate between organizations which deserve to continue and those who do not.

As noted in our discussion of the pay-out requirement, the right to perpetual
life should be earned, and should not be an automatic privilege. Only founda.
tions which continue to make satisfactory contributions to charity should be
entitled to perpetual existence.

We suspect that limited life may well have a discouraging effect on the birth
rate of new foundations. The ability to create an Institution bearing the donor's
name and having perpetual life may be a very significant psychological Incentive
for ti creation of foundations.

The evidence with respect to the bad effect of continued existence of founda-
tions is largely conjectural. Particularly with the larger foundations, there ap
pears to be some evidence to support the view that the institutions may Improve
with age. A number of foundations which started out under close-control of an
Individual donor or his family have over time become completely independent of
such control. There is also some question about the effectiveness of a limited life
organisation during its fiutt years.

In sum, we believe that a very high burden of proof should be met before a
mandatory death sentence should be decreed. The arguments against perpetual
existence do not meet this burden of proof.
10. Phtlanthropio Poliov Board

We recommend the formation of a Philanthropic Policy Board to provde at
the highest possible level informed and balanced policy J'zdgments on major
Iswo*q affecting philanthropy. The Board should be quasi-governmentalilq'ehar.
acter, with tull access to governmental data and w.th power to obtain data from
private sources.

The Boar4 should be composed of ten to fifteen top level private citizens and
government of lIals. We suggest that the majority of the members be from the
private sector, -The Board might include individuals from the Senate and the
House of Representatives, from the. Executive Branch, from state reguliatory
agencies concerned with philanthropy, and from a variety of philanthropic or.
ganisations. Both the chairman and several other members should come from
the pubUi at large, . -

It may be appropriate to provide, the Board -with a federal charter and to pro-
vide for Presidential appointment jand Senate confirmation of its members. The
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members should be appointed for fixed terms, perhaps for four years. The Board
would meet on a periodic basis, perhaps four to ten times per year. It should have
a small full-time staff and should also be authorized to arrange for studies by
individual consultants and organizations. Its funding might come from both pri-
vate and public sources.

Among the functions to be performed by the Board are:
1. Annual report to the Congress and to the President on the state of

philanthropy. The purpose of such a report would be to provide a basis for
proper formulation of laws and public policies.

2. Compilation of adequate statistical and other Information about the
entire field of philanthropy.

8. Establishment at several locations around the country of repositories
of information about foundations and other philanthropic institutions. For
example, the information about foundations should be organized in a man-
ner to enable prospectlv' grantees to determine which foundations may be
active In his field of interest. A second purpose would be to provide for an
interchange of information between foundations In order to reduce useless
over-lapping of programs among foundations.

4. Policy studies of various problem areas affecting philanthropy. Such
studies might be undertaken on the Board's own initiative or at the request
of congressional committees or governmental agencies. It should make such
public recommendations as it may deem appropriate.

5. Periodic assessments of government supervision of foundations and of
other governmental programs which have an impact on philanthropy.

The recommendation for the establishment of the Board stems from the ex-
perience of our Commission. In particular it reflects our concern about the lack
of adequate Information regarding the philanthropic sector and Its needs and the
great difficulty of making accurate assessments of the effects of government
policies on philanthropy.

The work of our Commission has also uncovered a number of very difficult
issues on which the Commission will not be able to make any firm recommenda-
tions. These might well be useful subjects for studies by the Board:

First, the Board might encourage and review the development of a new tax
incentive structure which will provide adequate incentives for increased con-
tributions to philanthropy, without unreasonable costs to the Treasury and con-
sistent with considerations of tax equity. I have already commented on the
Importance of such a study. This is a highly complex subject requiring the
talents of tax specialists, economists and statisticians among others.

Second, a number of complex questions are raised by the role of the govern-
meat In supervising foundations and philanthropy, including the proper method
of meshing the responsibilities of the federal government with those of the
states; the encouragement of uniform state laws dealing with charitable

,organizations and foundations; the proper balance between administrative regu-
lations and Judicial remedies; the reconcfatlon of the government's interest in
encouraging philanthropy and in regulating possible abuses.

Third, the Board might undertake a basic policy review of the tax law def-
initions which define the areas of activIty entitled to tax deductions and exemp-
tions. Such a review might deal both with the adequacy of the existing statutory

'definitions and with the policy principles which should guide the Internal
revenue Service administrative rulings defining the bordertine between char-
table and non-charitable activities. Such a atudy should deal with the activitIL8s
of all charitable organizations and not meely with foundations.

Fourth, an examination of the role and responsibilities of trustees of chari-
table organizations would be useful. There Is much confusion now In the minds
of trustees of many charitable Institutions as to their appropriate responsibilities.
, We believe that the foregoing examples Illustrate the many important tasks

which the Philanthropic Policy Board will be able to perform.
More important than Its task is its mission . ., to preserve, to nurture and

1 relate the role of the philanthropic sector to the society as a whole.
J.* Paul Austin, President and Ohief Executive Officer, The Coca-Cola Company,

A'Atlanrta, Georgia.
Prof. Daniel Bell, Department of Sociology, Cobimba University, New York,

.+; Ohairman, Commission on Year 2000 of American Academy of Arts and
Science.
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Daniel Bryant, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Bekins Moving & Storage
Co., Los Angeles, Calif. Past President, Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, end
Lo Angeles Merchants & Manufacturers Association.

James Chambers, Presldent, Times dHerald Printing Co., Publisher, Dallall
Times Herald, Dallas, Texas.

Sheldon S. Cohen, Cohen & 'Urets, Washington, D.C.; Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, 1985-9.

Thomas B. Curts, VicePreeident and General Counsel, Encyclopaedia Britan.
nica, Chicago, Il.; Member, U.S. JHouse of Representatives, 1950-69; Member,
Ways and Means Conumittee, Joint Economic Committee.

Paul Freund, The Carl M. Loeb Universiy Professor, Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass.: President, American Academy of Arts and Sciences 1964"7.

Martin Friedman, Director, Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota; Com.
missioner, Smithsonian Commisidon, National Collection of Fine Arts.

Mrm Patrlcla Robeits Harr*s Professor of Law, Howard University, Wash-
ington, D.C.; U.S. Ambassador to Luxembourg, 1965-7.

Hou. A. Leon Higginbotham, Xr., Judge, U.& District Court for Eantern Dis.
trict of Pennsylvania, Phildelphila, Pennsylvania.

Lane Kirkland, Secretary-Trea urer, AFL-CIO, Washington, D.C.; President
of Institute of Collective Bargajnitg and Group Relations.

Dr. Philip Lee, Chanoe.lor, University of California, School of Medicine, San
Francisco, California; Fo)rmer Asc'tant Secretary, Department of Health, Edu.
cation, and Welfare.

Edward Levi, President, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.
Dr. Franklin Long, Vice President for Research and Advanced Studies, Cornell

University, Ithaca, New York.
A. S. Mike Monroney, Consultant, Washington, D.C.; Member, U.S. House

of Ilepresentatives, 19-5); U.S. Senator, Oklahoma, 1950-69.
Key staff members include:
Director, Everett I. Hollis, Partnter, Chicago law firm of Mayer, Friedlich,

Spies, Tierney, Brown & Platt.
Walter J..Blum, Profsor of Law, University of Chicago, and noted tax expert.
Frits Heimann, Associate Corporate Counsel, General Eletrie Company,

New York.
William A. Wineberg, Jr., Assoclate, Mayer, Friedlich, Spieas, Tierney,

Brown & Platt.
John Labovits, Editor in Chief, University of Chicago Law Hevlew, 1968-W.

(Whereupon, at 4:10 p.m., the committee was adjourned.)


